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BASEBALL'S OK TO TELEVISION
Army Survey Alkalizes Sour Taste

ILL 3 N.

Y.

CLUBS James Mason Thinb Brit Films

Of GI's in Gripes on Fix 'Lemons' SELLVIDE!) RIGHTS
.

,

Washington, Dec. 3.
Survey ol films being sent oversea« "by tl)« Army Motion Picture
Service discloses tliat GI gripes about
tli« best pix not reaching -them are
without foundation.
Fact

is,

th»

Army MPS

buys four

picturM a week for its theatres in
thi» country and at bases all over
the world. It takes just about every-

good which comes down tlie
pike, but in order to fill its quota of
over 200 features per year, tlie Service is forced to buy plenty of bloop-

tliing

•

neighborhood exhibitors
a. similar position have to do.
One other thing pointed out here

ers-i-just as

in

.

Cugie's Casa Cugat Ideas
Chicago, Dec. 3.
Xavier Cugat is negotiating a deal
here with the Congress hotel which

may result in the start of the maestro's oft -repeated plans for a string
of Casa Cugat niteries in principal
key cities. His talks with the Congress maivagement involve construction of a new room to be operated
under his name and the installation
of similar ideas by others of the
Hilton chain.

,

MPS

at
headquarters
film tastes of young

home

the

that

is

men

and away from

uniform

in

will frequently

sharply from the normal civilian preference— especially since the
average civilian picture theatregoer
is a woman.
Hence, the soldier may
think a lemon is being palmed oPi
on him when he is getting the best
from the point of view of continental

Apparently" it'.s Cugat's idea to
use hi.s band as the b.o. lure in
each
spot
at
certain
intervals
throughout the year,
[^f-,
;

.

differ

:

•

V.S. as a
V.ApjETi-

whole.
recently reported

what the

GI overseas thinks about the pictures being sent to him.
it
gives the other, half of the situation
,

Now

(Continued on page 54)

Hollywood Flayer Adds

To

Latin

Grace at Mex

Prez's

Inauguration

By PEGGY LeBOUTILMER
Mexico City, Dec. 3.
Mexican festivity

IS

Altliough most
disconcertingly

the

spontaneous,

elegant gala surrounding the inauguration of Licenciado Miguel Ale-

man

as president of the Republic of
Mexico was organized with North
American efficiency plus Latin grace

'

Record Pix Divvy

:

•

'

French Chanteurs

.

Figured to Hypo
Biz in N. Y. Cafes

New York

cafes afe getting set for

an invasion .o£ French singers. Already booked, around town ai-e Jean
.

Sablon, wlio goes into the Versailles,
Lucionne Boyer, down for Cafe
Society Uptown; Charles Trenct, repeating at the Embassy; Rene Paul
(ne Pittier). set for the Copacabana,
and a flock of .Gallic principals imported by Lou Walters' for the Latin
Quarter. Latter group will open at
the Broadway spot al'ter they wind
up at tlie Latin Quarter, Palm
Island. Fla.

One major reason for the series
of importations is tlie attempt to get
the United Nations', delegate trade,
many of whom hianker for entertainment in a tongue that they under.'
Many of the' secretariat are
stand.
more at home with French since
French is the classic language of
Most of these
diplomatic parleys.

,

B'way And

:

Wm,

(Continued on page

'34):.:

.

'Wm. and Mary'

.

tContinued on page S4)

of, "William Loves Mary,"
Krasna play which
Rodgers & Hammerstein are producing under a pre-production deal
with Warner- Bros,, is that William
Price, the male lead,, who was once
fired by WB. may wind up again
under the Burbank banner, if the
Show is due on
play's a Click.

Paradox

the

RKO PAYING 20G FOR
'SUSIE' IN CANTOR PIC
RKO is paying publishers Shapiro-Bernstein $20,000 for the unlimited use of the song, "If You
Knew Su.«iie," in the sooh-to-be-produced picture of the same title starrinj Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis.
Cantor' himself will produce tVic film
for release

by RKO.

Norman

Broadway Feb. 3.
The author and

:

,

bia.

its delegation
a close runnor-up along,

Paramount and Colum-

The Skomases, L. B. Mayer, N.
(Couthuied on page 54)

MONTYSmnONBIOG

angle fen- the operator :is the fact
there aren't enough headTiners
to take care of all cafes that would
-

tliat

l!i<e

to

have tlicm. They feel that
have hoen no importa-

since there

tions during the war, the Gauls will
provide a handy peg for. exploita-

CATS

.

.

(Civilian Actress Technicians)

DUE FOR M-G LENSING

and political ideologies,

inally slated for distribution
,

oif

Two Worlds"

followecf pri-vfate screening of tfie.
film for Mr.s.:Eleanor;I{(josevelt. rc^ps
of the National Assh. for the Advaiiccmcnt'' of Colored fCoplo. and
spQkesmqn. for. other anti-racial dis^
(Continued on page 53)
:

To Replace USO-Camp Shows

for GIs

As
make

;

BIG

XMAS SHOPPING

,

.

i.'!

-

:

.

m

,

,

the

in

by Universal. but second
S.
thoughts by U's execs haye -brouylit.
about a nix for the duo on the ground
that their controversial nature would
stir a tempest that might hurt pther
Briti.sh product.
U.

Clamp on "Men

part of the Army program to thesp as' well' as help teach. .;,the
the fll: in the, European theatre GI fundamentals iti staging and pro-:
of operations self-sustaining as far due; ion of shows.
CATS sigh for a yoa,r at an an-^
stage
entertainment, is concerned.
a.s
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Mile. Bo,ver and Trenet have already,
p
courageous comeback of Monty established their pulling power. But Special. Services is augmenting & nual salary of $5,000, of which, it's
MfWon, the Chicago While Sox the others, despite the fact that they women's group to work in conjunc- claimed, it's possible to save $4,000,
P.jxcher wlio
Rent
for the year IS'$185, and ,niealk
with
tlie,
occupation
soldier.
Protion
is continuing his base-' must prove themselves in N. Y, cafes,
The Government
^".career despite the ioss ot his will be v.-orlh their! weight at the gram is neces,<!ary at this time as cost 25c. each.
,"gi«_leg in an accidehli will be.
most essential :se'rvices,
the ETO will' be deprived 6f USO- provides
b.p, for the extra trade they bring
nimed by Metro,
which
include medical and dental
imits
after
Jan.
and
GamP;Show
1,
from a story by in.
Douglas Morrow.
is
seeidng to train regular Army care, as well as costumes and travel.
_Stvatton
personnel in that area to stage en- In additiohi a liber_l leave, policy i,s
was cripplc^d several
o^ears ago
tertainment for servicemen.
in effect, which enables CATS to
in a hunting accident
Quite a Parlay
his prime as a Sox pitcher
Pcmmes are slated to become an participate in the Army travel proarilf
as.e. of 25.
integral part of this .setup vvith the gram.
Consequently, Mis,s 'Vernon
He learned to run
Jerusalem, Dec, 3.
artificial log and became
Civilian
Actress
Technician
thinks
prothe proposition is .a good
Tyrone Guthrie. British theatrical
r«
«" outstanding
Dorothy 'Vcrnbn, a formoi: break for a young actress with the
pitcher in the Texas producer,
flying to Palestine next gram.
:J^.eague,
Now his ambition is to re- month to .stage a play for Habimah
Y. actress and agent, who ha.s nCce.'jsary qualifications.
win to, the majors.
been in the ETO for three years
Program entails the use of 50
V
theatre in Tol AviVi
tlie picture as an
There are currently 38 in
Tlie six-foot,
six-inch Ii-lshman as an entertainer, rptuiiicd last week CATS,
intL-?.
sei-viccmcn who lost will put on "Oedipu,«:*' in a now He- to New York to recruit 22 CATS- Europe, and Miss 'Vernon plan.s to
I m??
"Wbs
thfe late war.
Who will sign to go to Europe and |
brew vcr.-iion by Chernia\'sky.
IContinued on page 54)

could conceivably create
the draw of the top U. S. talent.
Performers of the class of Sablon,

and

Amer-

Differences in British and
ican social

,

tion

Films

Market

Logan,

,;

is

Pro -Soviet

K.O.'d for U.S.

which have pix acceptable in out;
country but not the other have put
the kibosh on two of J. Arthur
Jeri'y Wald, WB: producer,, Rank'.s most promising films-^-so .;far
hearsal.s.
who will probably film the play, is as the Yank market is concerned.
also coming east for the preem, his The films, "Men of Two World.'-" and'
"V^fald
"Adventure For, 'I'\*0." were origfirst N. 'iT. holiday in ydars,
Jo,shua

,

RKp

And

due from Hollywood in
mid-December for preliminai-y .re-

.

:

Rank:s 'Anti-Negro' (?)

stager, are

.

with Metro,

,

.

,

and

James Mason, English film star; in
the U. S. on his first visit, denied any
intention- of making American fdm

commitments during a planned five
Washington. Dec. 3.
weeks' stay in, this country. In spite
Picture dividends broke ail rec-. of recurrent
rumors that the piu pose
ords in September, according to De- of his trip
was to sign a two-picture
partment of Commerce figures re- pact with one of
this major comr
leased
last
week.
The month's pajiies. Mason reiterated he intended
Yankee games went to DuMont, melon to the stockholders was a terto remain "a free man for a while.":
with NBC signing a. similar deal rific $.9,300,000,^ two and one-half
Mason
voiced
his
opinions on sub.for the Giants. Brooklyn plum had
times the $3,877,000 figure for Sep- jects ranging from American film
already been seized by CBS, with tember, 1945.
fans to the business methods of ttie
board chairman William S. Paley
Also unequalled was the stock- J. Arthur Rank organization. He
personally handling the deal that holders' gravy for the entire third
gave the web rights to Dodger home quarter of ..the year— $12,800,000, dwelt at some length on British film
production, stating that English films
games on a three-year contract.
more than twice the $5,200,000 for sliould remain primarily English inCol. Larry S. MacPhaii is'reported
the same three months of la.st year.
.stead of attempting to pitch to a
to have asked $30,000-$40,000 from
An idea of just how terrific the world markSt. Saying that Briti.sfi
DuMont for the Yankee games, with dividends are running is the fact film
producers should stick to simthe price to be boosted to $80,000
that $30,255,000 was paid out in the ple, straightforward suB^jects, M.xsim
if
DUMont succeeds in getting a first nine month.s of 1946, double, the
averred that they- couldn't hope'*to
sponsor. Terms between NBC and
dividends for the same period of appioximate American Success in tlie
the Giants have not yet been Set,
1945. For all of 1945. tire dividends making of lavi.* large-scale musiwith Giants' prexy Horace Stonehain
amounted to only $23,665,000, or well cals. He cited, as evidence, the bad
deciding to wait and see whether
reviews received by "London Town.''
NBC would televise the games on below the 1946 nine months' total.
mii.^ical produced by Wesley Rugglos
a sustaining or commercial basis,
with a east: of English musical comCBS execs have declined to state Burbank to
edy and vaudeville stars afid musithe terms of their contract with the
cians! Mason also said that BrilLsh
Dodger.s. It's understood, however,
films, are by far the most ponular
Price If
Back for
that tlie web has already made overpicture fare with English audi«ncc's,
tures to Ford Motors and the J.
Clicks in spite of the apparently .widespread

Film company closed the deal for
the tune, which is closely associated
with Cantor's career' in the theatre,
Of the
by the performers have achieved a rep on last week. Price is not by any means just .firiished five, pix at WB: this
Mexican government from the USA.
a record, but it is unusually high year and is 'taking air extended vacation.
Hollyv;ood was represented in a high- their home soil,; and_ it's expected, as synchronization rights go.
that many will, Ihit ^e.se cafes if
tttlutin manner
with neaily 30 top
bnly for nostalgic reasonSi
names,
20th-century -Fox outranks
more
important
However, the
.Wj^ other studios with
plus Hollywood production.
»18 guests especially invited

World Market

In Bidding for the

Pointing up the big league baseball owners' contention that television will, not hurt their
gate
receipts, exclusive video rights to
the 77 home games of both the N. Y.
Giants and Yankees were sold this
week to complete the commercial
video pattern for N. Y, baseball.

&r

NO HELP TO CAFE

BIZ

Exactly a year ago the postwar
spending peak was reached and now,
pre-Xmas, business finds the bistros
,

booming in spots and not ,sq bullish
in others.
On' the whole it's not "New Year'seve-cvery-iiight, as was the. wartime
custom, and it's gotten so that wait"
cr.s are cordial and cabbies inordinately civil. "That the spending buck
is still there, however, is evidenced
by the probable record business the
shoji.s are doing (at record inflationary pricesj, leaving more than a
,

little o\;cr

for the cafesi

.

Wcdnewlay, December

Toscani

Who Claimed He Was

On Adano'
'

'

Joppolo'

1946

4,

The Berle-ing Point
.By Milton BerleNew York stage critics

Loses in Important Decision

There's no doubt that the

wield' plenty ot power.
a production as though they had a eonlroliing
interest in Cain's Warehouse. .Know one first-string critic (and he's got
he knows 308
the yo-yo to go with it), who has a terrific vocabulary.
synonyms for "Stinks." But I think he's going a little too far when he
types all his reviews on limburger. .On the other hand, some critics bend
backwards to give a show a break. For instanccy John Chapman predicted
that "Brother Rat" would get great "word-of-mouse" advertising
.j\nc|

And some

For Scripters on
Playvi>rights, film and radio script*rs were bailed out last week, along
with tlie cOi.ipanies producing their
woi'ks, from a legal tangle which

.

The

be

is;

.

'

BLANCHARD

and Eddie DAVIS, with newspaper ads arranged to make
look like a couple of

them

Army

the

Billy Jurges, Chi Cub shortslop formerly with the Giants,
a bistro just outside N.Y.

opened
during

He

Bluff.

on

term

his

the

sold

picture.

Coogan's
place,

Although reports liave been

gether with, the name, a couple
of weeks ago. Now Jurges wants
open another spot but can't
use his own name, having sold
the rights to it as a trade-mark.

sufficient.

Freedom

WAR WORK

for meritorious service

England during war, while Lyon
will receive the Legion of Merit for
his services with the 8th Army Air
in

HONOR SHOWFOLK
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Fifteen men and women in or connected with show business were
cited by the Reserve Officers Assn.

home

Force.

Bell's

Commerciai Pic;

:

That's in N.Y.; Pat O'Brien
Having shepherded the Command
Performance players to London and
Paris, and back, Paramount's Nor-

man
home
.

Siegel
lot.

He

returned to his
was on loan to the

has

the neighborhood of $100,000.

This will be the

film

first

com-

pleted at the new studios and will
have on the staff several imports
from the Coast. In the lead role
will be Raymond Edward Johnson,
last seen as Jefferson in "The Patriots." Script is by Ardis Smith, of
Pathe's "This Is America" series,
while Charles Underhill will pro-

industry to chaperone the various duce iinder supervision by Frederic
Ullman, Jr., and Jay Bonafield.
Pat O'Brien, one of them, re- Richard
O. Fleischer, on loan from
turned we.st over the weekend, leav- RKO's Hollywood lot, will direct.
ing the Reggie Gardners and the
Distribution of the film will be
Btars.

'

Ray Millands as the sole remainders.
Former leave this week for the
and the Millands are en
route from Paris, having taken time
out to buy a home on the Riviera.
Coast,

It is Milland's idea to make a picture
in France and, having fallen

.

'

^

New

Observation Department

Now

tha{

Samnly Kaye has

own

his

"Two

Soldier.?,"

on

a story by William Faulkner.
Soldier

actor

is

al.so

Love the way a friend of mine advised a no-talent comic to cimt the
stage and go into the dress goods business. He told him to stop buying
material by the minute and start buying it by the yard.
Know a singer who's dedicating her songs to all the cats that gave up
their lives to become fiddle strings (some guts).
-Berled. Eggs.'.

Solly Violinsky. says that this year
forms.', .just send the Government a

you don't have to fill out income
blank bank withdrawal slip.
.

replace the star in "Ivyj" Sam
Wood production. Picture, which had
been scheduled to start yesterday
will go before the lenses next Monday (9). Miss DeHaviUand declared
she had never signed to appear in
the picture but had agreed to ink
a contract if she approved the final

.

a humidor.
brother (the one who specializes in guest shots
went nuts trying to have the last word with an echol

it

in

My

groomed
two more Cagney pictures. "A Lion Is in the .Streets"

at'

barroora.s)

just

to

JOSE ITURBl CANCELS

Hoods

CONCERTS FOR M-G PIC

With Jose Iturbi already recording music for the Metro film, "The
never Birds and the Bees," in which he's
to be co-starred with Jeanette Macdonald, maestro's plans for a nationwide concert tour this season with
his own orchestra have been abanFickle French Kudos
doned. Film work wiU keep Iturbi
busy through February.
Lifar, Hoot Pianist
Change in plans came about this
Paris, Nov. 24.
faU when Iturbi. took sick. OrchesClaiming that he had been unduly tra-idea was di.scarded and he signed
the Metro pic instead,
active in participating in entertairiShe added that

,

ing

Germans during the occupation,

part of the audience of an Adolphe

Borchard.

interrupted

recital

his

Eagle-Lion

Term Pacts

performance at the Salle Pleyel last
week.
Whistles., and
firecrackers'

Strip Gypola's

Trailer While She's

Doing Strip

she's

seen the final script so has changed
her mind.

in Nitery

Pittsburgh, Dec, 3.
While she was doing likewise at
the Club Belvedere, on Thanksgiving
morning, somebody .stripped
Gypsy Ro.se Lee's trailer. Miss Lee
reported to police that her rolling

home was entered while
ing through her

act

.she

was

go^

the local

at

nitery.

-s

A

large motion picture camera, a
smaller camera with telephoto lens
and several hundred dollars worth
of accessories were the loot. Actress
uses the trailer to travel from one
engagement to another.
Another Thanksgiving morni"!

13-Yr.-01d Rich'd Tyler also cost the Oasis, a suburban cafe,
Richard Tyler, 13-year-old co-star more than 15 cases of whisky and
were u.sed.
in "Christopher Blake," the Moss Hart several big pork loins and file'*'
After an intermission the longhair play at the Music Box, N. Y., was Burglars broke every lock in th*
pianist resumed playing, and was signed by Irving Lazar, Eagle-Lion place shortly after closing time, ana
again interrupted. He was never- veepee, to a term contract. Lazar, were very particular. They took only
theless able to resume once more ex-MCA
agent,
who originally liquors Which are rationed in Feanand end his piece before taking a brought the youngster to Hart for .sylvania, and didn't touch the unbow.
the role, also owns a piece of the rationcd rums and gins,
On the other hand, the comeback play. He was associated with Hart
staged by Serge Lifar, noted ballet in all his activities, even before
dancer and choreographer whose Capt. Lazar conceived the "Winged
From
Victory" show, which Hart Wrote J. C. Stein Back
performance
.

the

at

same

hall

was

big

and

produced

for

the

Army

Air

Sheppered Strudwick, co-starred
with Martha Sleeper and Young
Tyler, is already signed to 20th
Fox. Strudwick has had his- schnoz
bobbed recently. Miss Sleeper, of
cour.se, is in and out of pix.

Friganza,

former

star

of

musical comedies on Broadway;, ob
served her 7eth birthday at the
v/herc

Mt'uri

she

Academy, Pasadena

ha/i

been

Startinji hfr !.tage

H'm

i'riii)im»

rctJmJ

confined

raner
«iJt

Lew Wasserman, head of Coast
Music Corp. w
for
America, came on to New York froi"
Hollywood to meet Mr. and M«-

operations

ML.^^
Stein following the
C.
proxy's return from a 3',i rnonXM

J.

South

Hollywood, Dec.

,

Trixie

Extended So. Am. Trip

Force,

TRIXIE FRI6ANZA 76

by

for

and "The Stray Lamb,"

tax

Understand writers are now using a "Parody" pen. .writes six carbon
copies at one time,
,
Phil Harris claims he made a skating rink on the flat roof, ot hi.<; house
out of frozen .gin. He says the gin made rotten ice. ..but, oh, those icicles!
Agent's advice: If you don't start shopping for an act you'll wind up acting for a sliop.
So far this month I've seen Claude in "Notorious," "Caesai' and Cleopatra" and "Angel on My Shoulder", .it never Bains but it pours.
Just found out why Joe E. Lewis' material is always so fresh. .he files
.

Universal - International, meanannounced yesterday (Monday) that Joan Fontaine, sister of
Miss DeHaviUand, had been signed

while,

.Sacred

being

he'll

for them.

in

1880,

year» ago.

American

tour.

Wasserman

reflew back last night and Stein
until the midoie

Kurnitz on *Venu»*

based

stable of horses I suppose

change his audience participation stunt to "So You Want to Lead a Race.''
Was waiting' on line in a theatre the other night when the u.<iher announced "Two singles down in front." Eight married men made a dash

Drafted Again!

duction,

.

hair-do tryouts:. tress rehearsalsi

his ballet dii-ectlon there.

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Audie Murphy, much-decorated
soldier, will star in the Cagney pro-

I

.

.

expected to cause an uproar, was a
hit.
The unpredictable French,
who two months earlier would not
permit him to appear at a charity
performance on account of alleged
Nazi activities, showered flowers on
Navy film and another commercial
the stage, shouting "A I'Opera,"
production for an unnamed sponsor.
meaning they wanted him to resume
centered around the Bell System's
offices and, where possible^ schools
and nabe theatres. Currently in the
works at the uptown studios are a

a year

for the Cannes climate; he bought
a villa there.
Incidentally, the general findings
by the U. S. stars was that London
is grim and tough and that the
Continent, with its wide-open black
markets, at least affords better living
conditions.
"But," to quote O'Brien, as they
*aw the New York skyline upon
their return last week, "there is only
one Paris-=a'nd It's in New York."

No Truth To the Rumor
That Jerry Lester's favorite song is "My Buddy" .. .Tliat Fred Astaire
was Gene Kelly's first pupil.., That one of Bette Davis' pictures has been
held over for a third week at the Laffmovie. .That B. S. Pully will star
in this year's airing of Dickens' "Christmas Carol". .That radio comedy
writers will insist on writing completely new shows for repeat broadcasts.
"
Hangnail Desori^ions
Madame Du Barry: The Sport of Kings. ."Tl\e Chase": Cummings and
goings. ..Junkman: ScrapareUi.. Cain's Warehouse: Home of the Brave.;

lead.

script.

What, No Don Ameche?

One of the most ambitious comWith Mozelle Britton Dinehart as mercial films ever produced in east«mcee, awards were handed to Mrs ern studios will, emerge from the
Jean Hersholt, Mrs. John Ford cuttmg room of the new.RKO Pathe
Anne Lehr, Cobina Wright, Sr., Ida studios about Dec. 12. Picture is
Koverman, Harry Crocker, Harry
being made by the Bell Telephone
Kevel, Pietro Gentile, Don Trimmer,
System and covers portions of the
J. K. Wallace, John te Groen, Jean
Garri, Ann Garry, Helen Sue Goldie life of Alexander Graham Bell.
aftd Dr. Sam Hoffman.
Running time will be about a half
hour and the budget has been set in

'There's Only 1 Paris,

unconscious,

ducer Alfred DeLiagre, Jr. seeking
her for film role, author-director
said he had not
talked to hor nor did he have any
intention of doing so because he
understood on the Warner lot that
"DeHaviUand was an unmentionable
name there." Joseph Gotten is also
reported being pitched for the male

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
General Ira C. Eaker will present
medals to Ben Lyon and Bebe
Daniels Dec. 9 at March Field. Producer actress will receive the Medal
of

SERVICE RESERVISTS

,

Martinique monologue: "Conceited? His conversation contaiiiis more 'I's
than Mississippi'."
Chorus girl: I always know when I've had enough to drink. il become

John van Druten

MEDALS FOR BEBE,

LYON FOR

cir-

culating that Miss DeHaviUand will
play the femme lead in "Voice of the
Turtle" at Warners, with legit pro-

to-

•to

U.S.

'.

.

Hollywood, Dec. 3,
Olivia; DeHavilland's writerhu.sband, Marcus Goodrich, has taken
over iTvanagement of all her business
iffairs, with a general housecleaning
of her agent, lawyer, secretary and
coach. Entire staff was given the
gate last week and Goodrich takes
over in all phases.
Firing comes as a surprise because
ihe attorney aided Miss DeHaviUand
in her successful battle to terminate
her Warners' contract. Agent, who
had sided with her in the, legal combat, is now prepared to bring suit
against the star because he has a
three-year contract with ; her. He
will ask 'for a share of any earnings
accruing ^during that tim.e. Actress,
has been collecting $150,000 per
.

Trading on a couple of, w.k.
football names, Leon and Eddie's
are currently headlining their
layout with Jerry

of

taking 'Over,

OUVIA'S BIZ AFFAIRS

Sport Shorts

out

'

,

Ken — you're

laiiKliing

BOB HOPE.

selections by Wismer,
incidentally, director of

cliaracters
"backfield.

'eni

HUBBY TAKES OVER

sports and ace sports announcer
for the American Broadcasting
Co., will appear the issue before
New Year's Day, when he will
predict the outcome of the various Bowl, games.

Judge Edward Dore

lor services rendered on the
Iront during the war.

"Keep

considered

is

'

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

;

Final

who,

narrated." Such a construction, it
continued, vrould broaden the scope
of the Civil Rights Law by "anything warranted by the meaning
that would, ordinarily be ascribed
to the words 'name, portrait or pior

•

average

.

1946"

doing: a ffreat job.

most

ences of the living person had been
similar to the acts and events so

sided with Toscani, and argued that
a "picture is not necessarily a photograph 'but includes any representation of such person'," citing an
expression of the Court of Appeals.
Basing a work on events occurring
4n the life of a living person would
not support a suit, he said, but portrayal of a person in fiction would

final

WEEK!

233rd

"BLACKOUTS OF

good, especially since the past
season produced some of the
startling upsets in the annals of the grid game, particularly in the pro field.

Bell for Adano" was a portrayal of the plaintiff.
Citing the N. Y. Civil Right.. Law
in his support; Toscani had asked
balm on the contention that Licata.
Sicily, was Adano; and that he was.
in fact, the senior civil affairs' officer of American military governnienl in Licata. Both the book and
play, plaintiff had- asserted, ^while
not naming him. or depicting his
likeness, actually portrayed him as
Joppoio; which was "an exploitation of his acts, life and personality."
argument,
plaintiff's
Discussing
Opinion said that "it was not intended to give a living person a
cause ot action for damages based
on the mere portrayal of acts and
events concerning a persor designated fictitiously in a novel or play
merely because the actual experi-

"A

he had' to review "The Iceman Cometh," from force of habit he- went to
George Jean Nathan is the best-dressed ol all the
the Center theatre.
critics.
He always arrives at an opening wearing a cravat by SulUa, a suit
by Brooks Brothers. .and a sleeping bag by Abercromble & Fitch,
The Great Wit Way
Understand Monogram is making a sequel to the Jolson story called "The
Gene Baylos Story," They're going to dub in Jolson's voice (Harry .lolsoii).
Lip-quipped at Lindy's: He's monotonizing the conversation!
Understand Tommy Manville is piibli-shing his own blue book .he's
calling it "Woo's Woo."
With so many fighters going into show business from the ring, instead
of auditions, agents are asking for a fast three rounds,'
So many revivals on Broadway this sea-son It looks like Father Devine is

KEN MURRAY'S

.

.'foscani afainst

ture'."
In dissenting.

when Robert Coleman eouldn't make up his mind recently whether a play
was comedy or melodrama, he called it "half^farce." ^heh

he'd just seen

/

John Heriey, author, and Alfred A. Knopf,
publisher, which sought damages on
the claim that Major Victor joppolo
in

,

.722

A marked- spurt in the past
three weeks, during which he,
tabbed, 83 games correctly out
of 108, enabled Harry Wismer
to wind up his Yarieiy footbaUwith an
s P a s 0 n
prediction
average of .722. Puring the spurt
Wismer mousetrapped the oddsclip.
On the
makers at a ,768
he snared 250 wins
season
against lOQ losses, {Pies, of which
there were 15, were not counted.

substantially, broadened
Reresponsibility.
financial

prieve came 111 the form of a N. V.
which
ruling
Appellate
Division
barred recovery for characters resembling livhig persons unless the
the
name
or
work used either the
portrait of the complaining party.
the
.Court, divided 4-1, reversed
Of
suit
tossed
out
Uwer court .and

Ffailk E.

.

.

Wismer Scores

would have
Iheir

Rights Issue

Civil

them review

of

3,

mains in New York
of the month, catching up <>iV/^:,„
leaves
operational details. Mrs. Stem

Deal for Harry Kurnitz to script
Monday next (9), Stoppini!
"One Touch of Venus" for Pickford- Kansas City to visit with fa"?"^'
po ,

Cowan

productions

will

net

the

writer $60,000.
In addition, Kurnitz is presently
negotiating with Lester Cowan for
another contract which will give
him a percentage of the profits on
the fllm.

Stein says that S. A.

is

a big

Ameiic.m
tential talent market for
of course,
talent of aU calibre but,

w^>
has to be; developed 'and this <""'
a
take some time. Trip was
ta
bination vacation and bu.-,incs.s
vey.--,- :'

)

.
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PICTinlBS

Better Playdates for British Pix in U. S.

for tlieBest possible replacement
QiKita law, as outlined to
film execs by
British legislator and

,
,

Jim Cain

Motion Picture Assn.

Eric Johnston.
getting better
nrexy, i« a method of
pix in the
distriliulioii for British
s accordins to Gerald Mayer,
division.
foreign
MP.\
tlie

frovn H«

U

tlie

is

con-;

By

that the British don't, like

so much exchange currency
disflowing out of England. Wider
.

It

Abl*

to

in

:

AAA

-

the

If

can produce good
Johnston told them, then

Britisli

is good reason to believe that
wider distrilHition in the U. S. will
be the solution to the problem. Steps
that direction, however,, must
ill
be worked out by the prexies of

there

(Continued on page 21)

REVEALED

SEPT., '46,

AS RECORD

B.O.

MONTH

Washington, Dec. 3.
September was the alltime record
month at the nation's boxoffices, according to figures released over the
weekend by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.
Uncle Sam's take during the big
bonanza month was a dizKy $48,597,hail $6,000,000 above the
428, more
previous hjgli— the $42,389,371 figure

September, 1945. The September

for

was

total

a

.sensational

$10,000,000

excise tax bite for
August, 1946, no slouch of a month

better than
ill

tlie

itself.

About 90% of the total is figured
come froni picture tlieatres, although sports played a big part. Be-,

to

suit is that a
$2,000,000,000 show
business year now seems more likely
than ever.

A nniversary Number

French Antipathy To
U. S. Film Biz Stirred

By Commies—Mayer
Complaints by French producers
Blum quota act are
subsiding, according to
Gerald Mayer, chief of the foreign
division of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America. Just returned from a
trip to England and France in company with MPA prexy Eric Johns-

against the- Leon

gradually

ton,

Mayer- said the French produ-

cers

had

evidently, discovered they

1945, the

were getting plenty of
for their

Broadway rode the record-breaking trend. Adiiiis.sions taxes for the

too much about
that doesn't exist.

worry

a

de-

Most of the complaints against the
pact Avere stirred up by the Communist press in France, according to
Mayer. Communists, he claimed, deliberately distorted the facts by reporting that terins of tlie pact meant
the French were to be cut off completely from their own screens nine
weeks out of every 13. What the
pact actually says, he pointed out,
is that French producers are to be
guaranteed four weeks playing time
out ot each 13, With all product competing for the other nine weeks.

.

Not included in aily of -these N. Y.
totals was a reflection of the fine
business' done by Manhattan's night
spots.
The
hit $663,189

20%

bite on nitery tabs
for September, nearly
$250,000 better than the previous
month and about $55,000 more than
Septembei', 1945.
Wliile the nightclub take is very good, ft is not a
•
record.

Unknown

for 'Valentino*

on

iediterlol

COMPLETE

FIRST PALESTINE FILM
Jerusalem, Nov.

S.

on,

film

Mayer

attacks against the
industry are still going
'I

said.-

SEC REVEALS U'S DEALS
WITH WORK, GOMERSALL

Work and

of its top executives,. Ciift

21.

Palestine's first' featiu-e film, "My
Father's .House," has beeui completed
and sent to America for cutting and
editing.
Production, which began
in February, has taken twice as toiiff
as it .should, due in part to curfew
restrictions and the need for training local actor.^ and actresses.
One
scene was shot on the Dead Sea.
To male? a "composite" settlement,
producers took scenes in over 15
Jewish
villages.
Meyer Levin,
writer of "House" !jnd joint producer with Herbert Kline, who returned to U. S. A., said the cooperation of the settlements was wonderful. Telling the story of a child
refugee so obsessed with the search
for liis parents that he becomes a
psychological c|fe, the pic covers
the whole of Palestine.
Star is a 13-year-old Jerusalem
schoolboy. Ronny Cohen, wlio was
chosen after hundreds of children
had been seen and interviewed in

41 si Anniversary^ Number

Wanger's 'Canyon' Add
Hellinger's 'Killers'

Top

2 Universal €ros$ers
Top grosser in Universal's modern
history is Walter Wanger's "Canyon
Passage" which in 18 weeks has- already surged well above the ,$2,000.000 mark in rentals. With continued
strong returns from second and subsequent-run houses, pic bids fair to
fatten U's coffers by some $3,000,000
to $3,500,000 domestically before its
first half-year has ticked off. U now
figures "Canyon" should be good for
$5,000,000 on a worldwide basis.
Runner-up in the 1946-47 season,'
and possible second all-time high, is
another currently distributed film,
"The Killersi" Mark HeHinger's epi-

Metro

is

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
pitching for John Gar-

field to co-star with Lana Turner
next year in remake of "Coquette."
Pair made "Postman Always Rings
Tw ice" for boxafflee bellringer.
"Coquette" was released by United

Artists in 1929.

would do film immedi"Burning Jour-

Garfield

ately after finishing
ney" for Enterprise.

pic.

ducing.

«ig

of

"La Cumparsita."
Ofl:er,
Jiade through Melville ShaUer, is
loi$100,000 for 12 weeks, With an
Of tiou for additional pix.

FANCY

PICS'

EARNINGS IMPRESSIVE
Although Columbit' Pictures benefited by the elimination of the excess profits tax in only the last half
its fiscal year, since this ended
(
;

addition

of

to

.$3,500,000

.

!

ago,
year
a
.$1,900,000
per common
to $5.25
share as against $2.iJi; a year ago.
Columbia looked after common
shareholders during the year via a
50% stock dividend, a cash divvy
ot 50c. per share and a 2%% stock
dividend.
The recap. pl?n carriei.
out resulted in the $2.75 .preferred
being called in and replaiied by
$'' 25 preference issue.

against

amounting

Trade M<irh neelstercd

PODMDBJ) BY SIME SILVERMAN
Vreekl} b7 VAKIKTS. Inc.

rultllDliftil

Sia Silverman. Presldenl
151

Wfdl 4Cth

N«w lorU

St.,

1»,

N. T.

BUBSCllIPTION

National Boxoffice Survey
Thanksgiving Week Ups

8lii(tr»

Forel«n. ... .Ill
i,...2B Cent»

.... .110

.

Oople

No. 13

Vol. 16*

Biz— 'Undercurrent,"Skie«,'
INDEX

'Margie,' 'Deception/ 'Mast' the Big Five

and ''Nobody
Deal with Work, a.s producer and
Exhibitors are^ happy this~ .session, "No Leave" (M-G)
strike
and cold Lives Forever" (WB).
charge, of distribution in an ad- brownouts, coal
Capacity ,Weather to; the contrary, because
and. consultative
visory
Surprisingly strong,
coiisidering
says, "Work .shall receive compen- Thanksgiving Day. and lipliday v,;eek- the small emphasis placed on it, is
satibir based on the consolidated 'fi^t end crowds boomed trade. New box- "Nocturne" which will better $100,profits.ot Universal which he would office champion is '^Undercurrent" 000 in the si-K cities. After opening
have been entitled in respect to the, ,(:M-Gr), ,the,'itre patrons going to see big in Atlanta and several other
He shall Robert Taylor back on the Screen southern keys; "Song of South"
fiscal years of 1946-1947.
Katharine .Hepburn. (RKO) is measuring up to fondest
also receive .$50.()00. for the, calehdar teamed with
Metro eiitry teed off during xveek in hopes in N. Y. where it may break
year.? of 1949-1952 inclusive;"

2

Milton Berle

.

in

Gomersall., who'.s on the board of

the

dming the year. Columbia
showed an increase of $4,100,000 in
working capital, rising to $25,600,Q00«
Net income rose io $8,500,000 as
tion plan

AnnnH.

14 keys

and

.,18.

theatres!

covered by

holding four unknowns stock.

of the Latin Americans confor the role is Hugo del
j^j[-gentine vocalist and film
in Buenos Aires for fllm-

now

COLOMBIA

Hope's Teepee Party

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
"The Paleface" will follow "Road
Rio" on Bob Hope's slate. at -Paramount.
.iound engineer, had aid, of a number
Comedian will start in latter in
of Palestinian technicians on the late spring, with Robert Weleh pro-

W'ith

"Deception" (WB)
Joseph I. Breen, hospitalised for
aiid "Two Years Before iMiist" iVnxl.
Wiajdr each of five doing $200,000. or better
Of
two months because
in Icey spots.
surgery, is up and aroUnd again.
Others in the first 12, rated in orUnderstood he will resume his
der ot monev obtained, are "Jolson
chores this week as Code adminis- Story" (Col>. "Ray.or's Edge" (20th».
trator for tlie Assn. of Motion iPic- "Dark Mirror"
"Never Say
(U)
Goodbye" tWB), "Nocturne'' tKKO;,
ture Producers.;
"Alargie"

One

(Continued on page 20 >

working capital via a recapitaliza-

the Palace record opening week if
it
doing
tops $52,000. ''Edge"
i.s
$106.000 or over to beat its opening
week's all-time, all-theatre high: at
the Roxy, N. Y.. second week.

i.s

*-avril,

$700,000 to $7,000,000 it presently
costs, or when we can oiierale a
theatre for less than the $1,000 to
$60,000-$70,000 it now coKt.s."
Tlie
Roxy manager pointed out to the
cabbie that any sides'reet saloon
now charges from 30-80c for a single shot of liquor, that' the corner
drugstore gets 2Sc for the same soda

the

METRO SEEKS GARFIELD
FOR LANA'S 'COQUEHE'

to

E, T. Goniersall,

.

sidered

"Prices will come down," :BaU ban
answered, "as .Soon as wo find it
possible to build a new theatre or
turn out a picture for less than the

tome on gangster warfare. Film has last June 30, financial observers not
grossed some $975,000 nationally in only were impressed by the virtual
doubling of gross earning.s, but by
(Continued on page 20)

Not far behind is "Blue Skies"
(Par.),
proving as smash where
opened as it is ..currently at N. Y.
,tr-three of them foreigners— under
SEC registration was filed
Berlin - Binsi
Paramount.
Irving
Among new entries, ''Wake "Up
wrap.? as potential players for the merger of Universal .with Internais sock in St. Louis,. big
Crosby
opus
and Dream'' (20lh) shows some
title role. Two of tlie candidates are lionill Pictures.
C.'.
in Detroit, wham in Boston, leading promijiej with Over. $60^000 done in
tatiii Americans, one is French and
terrific in 'Philadel- L,A. opening week. "Best Years of
San'
Francisco,
tU? fourth a Los Angeles native.
phia to pace city arid smash'in Seat- Lives'' (RKO), getting around $62,Picture, for United Artists reJoe Breen Recupes
tle. It's gre.nt $90,001) in seventh week
000 for second week at N. Y. Astor.
lease,
slated to go into production
in n; y. Others in the B|Ig Five are obviously is sUfl'ering from being too
Hollywood. Dec. 3.
Ht.^l'ebruary.

?iar,

,

'

Floyd Crosby. American
camcruman, and David Scott, Metro

With George Bruce's "Valentino" directors, gets $1,000 weekly and
Universal-International
about finished, producer Ed- warrants on
is

offer the faes't entertain-,
for the money.
cited the case of a New
ipabdriver as typical of the'
the avCra.c;e. theatre patron
thinks on the subject. Cabbie recognized him in front of the Roxj*..and
a.sked jBalabpn. "When are the price
of niovics coming down?.'':
still

buy
Balaban

York
way

schools.

Script

ward Small

concerted institutional adverti.sing
to explain why such prices
are necessars', according to A. J.
Balaban, general manager of the
Rosy. N. Y. Campaign should emphasize thefact, he thinks, that pictures
nient

faoTurc of

.

Communist
U.

ticket ofliees.

:

,

not

problem

New York Revenue District—all
Manhattan above 23rd streetwas an unprecedented $7,586,270,
Philadelphia, Dec. 3
Winch was $3,400,000 above SeptemUniversal filed a post-effective
ber, 1945, and $2,500,000 fatter than
for August, 1946. In addition. Uncle amendment with the. Securities .&
Sam picked up another $34,863 in Exchange Commission which re
ta.v
money from' tlie Broadway
veals the arraiigenient betvVee.ii two
of

.

;

plaj'ing time

own product and have
work and

cided to get back to

previous record year.

3rd

Course'*

in releasing schedules
of Techni-^films in the foreign marDamage to profits has been
particularly heavy .in Latiii America,
indiustry biggies say; because backldK
of other pix. has not accumulated
there as in Europe.
Pile-up of chrohies for the majors
is figured at .some, 24 for the ma.jors;
Blow because of tliis is particularly
hard,: film execs .say,' because the
tinters. have always exercised the
strongest b.o.. pull in foreign theatres.
Generally spectacular, costly
productions which find no competition from sources other than Hoilywbod, overseas, revenues have meant
some 40% of the entire take of tlie.'^e
pix and that's been almost entirely
missing for the past few months.
Initial lag, caused by limited capacity of the Technicolor plant during war days, was aggravated by the
fact that foreign Versions were completed by the studios considerably
later than the original domestic film.
(Continued on page 21

KLINE, LEVIN

With' .custoroers of both first, run
and riabe theatres squawking about
upped admission prices, and run-ofthe-mill exhibs complaining about
the present high terms for pictures,
it's time, for the industry to launch a

campaign

Its

.

They were e.^ipewhen they
For the first nine montlis of 1946. cially abusive, he added,
Johnston was to visit
the tax collection on admissions was learned that
a severe attack
a boit $343,610,954, compared With France,, carrying on
$284,702,860 for the same period Of against him;
.

•

.

41stt

'

pictures,

Kow

ket.

,

told them, however, that Americans
weleonie free enterprise, and that
present quota
if they reenacted the
]a# lipon its expiration in March,
1948, there would be no guarantee
Congress
.Republican
new
against tlie
passing restrieiive laws against the
importation of other British prodcountry.
iicts into this

dttaili

"Ambition Huns

month delay

•n tditorlol fcMur* «f

,

arrival in
Prior to 'Johnston's
EnSlaud. Mayer said, the British,
were not fnlly aware of the American side Of the question. Johaston

Harry M. Warner

$3,000,000 to $5,000,000.
in delivery of tinted
prints to the majors in the past eight
weeks adding on to a pre-exisiiiig
time lag. niimber of the companies
are currently complaining of an 18-

whtoh k* diteussat

much ditcHuad

fht

here will give
an opportunity to get returns
lor the motley American Alms take
England:
,;olit -of
tribution of tlu'ir pix

Bay.

'Pix Best

Despite Upped Prices -A. J. Balaban

of the stick be-

mated from
With failure

THIODORC MATT

"then^

.

imim

At the short end

cause of the continued Technicolor
plant walkout,' Ajtierican film companies have already suffered losses
in foreign revenues variously esti-

''Raise Some. Caiit"

cliiel'oL

Crux oC

Ai

,

Briti'sli

ceded,
to see

Must Educate Pnkhc

Law

Best Antidote to English Quota

Johnston

,
.

SIME HITS FOREIGN B. 0.

TECHNI

inuttEr,

..,.

.

(20t'h),

,

iohgthy.

"Notorious Gentteroan" (U» fcontinues nicelv on extended runs in
N. Y. and Philadelphia, "G.I. War
Brides" (Rep't is' getting huge $34,000 in Detroit, aided by stage layout.
(dmiifeie.
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PICTURES

Costumers and lATSE Hollywood

Reps Resign

I

Academy

London, Nov. 29.
England i» to have its own British
Film Academy, which is to nonand non-political, with
factional
primary aim to enhance the prestige

in Protest of Studio

To Set Up Motion Picture Foundation

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Strike threat from another salient
loomed today (Tuesday.) with a

temporary committee has been
appointed
comprising
Alexander
Powell,
Emeric
Korda,
Michael
Pressburger, Carol Reed, Michael
Balcon, Prank Launder, David Lean,
Paul Rotha and Anthony Asquith.;

;

by the Ofl'jce Employees
tnternational Union due Jate this afternoon,
Film exchange collarilcs
have been asking for a 20 Co wage
Increase plus improvement' in some
working conditions. Breakdown in
the exresulted in
negotiations

strike vote

Vchai^gesV blariket offer of a

crease

present

-in

10%

in-'

.scales.

U-I Pacts Joan Harrison

:

Horiywobd, ;Dec- 3. \
Joan Harrison, currently on vaca-

tion

in

England,

signed to a
by Universal-

w'a»s

producer

Producers Nix

contract:
International.
Miss Harrison recently, dissolved
.

r

'

.":

,W5th 'exfchange

CSU Parley Pitch
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Herbert K. Sorrell, chief of the
Conference of Screen Unions, was
rebuffed by the producers in 'his request for parleys on a new working contract. Pat Casey, studio la-

po.'?.sibly

collaritG."!

OEro studio employees would
ankle in support., .-Exchanges' strike
vote, ;howev^r,.: is ricit tied directly
to the main iiudiij /difficulties/

Kordas Outlet

,

wW

were pointed- up over the weekend
the resignation of. Ted Ellsworth,

:'by,,

Local
705, lATSE, and Roy M. Brewer. lA
Hollywood; representative,: for tak-;
ing a crack at labor's abuse of

business agent

Co.';tumers

.of

bor

For U.S. Release

..Ellsworth, in
.bership, stated:

message to mem"1 as an elected lina'

ion leader, can only recognize that
our contract was signed because
many of our friends from both the
Conference of Studio Unions and
Film Technicians Local 683 lATSE
were on the picket lines. That is
why I cannot be proud of haying
gained our wage increases.
""We have been forced by circumstances beyond our control to
accept a contract that I feel can
serve no purpose except to weaken
or perhaps even destroy our union.
Brewer's blast came before the organizational meeting of a permanent
(

'

council of employed studio veterans.
stated it was time for union labor
leaders to tell the truth to their
membership and for membership to
accept that truth. He said "the economic golden rule of a day 's labor
for a day's pay" should, be reestablished and pointed to John L.
Lewis, in the coal, industry crisis,
adding that the same conditions are
.present in the film industry to a

He

minor

extent.
for a

Demands

20% wage increase
lor employees, with a 15% decline in
boxoffice

according

already showing, would,
to
Brewer, leave the

Meanwhile, to

studios in the red.

complicate matters still further in
the studio situation. "Vincente Lombardo Toledano, Latin American labor chieftain, notified Carl Head of
the CSU that developing and processing of any film taken in the U.S.

:

served by meeting with you iinill
they have received effective and
adequate assurances
'That your member unions have
taken action to prevent acts of

appeal's fairly certain now that
Sir Alexan4,6r Korda will not succeed in his original intention of
setting a U. S. distribution deal for
his Britishrmade product before he
returns to England later this month.
Producer has had numerous talks
in New York and on the Coast with
toppers of American companies; but
is understood far from having come

an agreement on an

violence by their members and to
prevent mass picketing and other
acts in violation of court orders.
"That they- have by action o£ their
local and internatiLiial officers, unqualifiedly accepted the Dec. 26,
Execu1945, decision of the
tive Council Committee.
"That they will abide by the

AFL

affiliation.

Principal difficulty, it is said, is
the U. S. distribs' objection to handling films in this country only.
Korda has his own releasing organization, British Lion, in England, and
has affiliates or ticups in a number
of other countries. In view of the
fact that the British market represents considerable coin in distribu-

July

tween

.

the

be-

you r

and

Gets 90 Days,

$200

privileges in the U. S. only.

Fine, Aftermath

now oh

the Coast and
will return to New York in a few
days prior to going, back to Eng-

Of Fibn Strike Rioting

land.

WB

producers

"That they will not engage' in further work stoppages or otherwise
repudiate their agreements."

American companies
Picket
want more than average terms if
they are going to have releasing
is

wage agreement

unions.

Exec Bldg. Off Lot

To Give Prod. More Room
Hollywood, Dec.

Warner Bros, plans

to

move

Los- Angeles, Dec. 3.
of the pickets found guilty
film strike riots of Oct 11
sentence of 90 days in jail
fine of $200 before Judge
Byron Walters in Municipal Court.
Picket was Philip Stein, a painter,
who was one of the 1,300 arrested
for strike' demonstration.
He was
released in $1,000 bail on' notice of
appeal.
In another section of Municipal
Court, Judge Louis W. Kaufman
considered the pleas of 812 demonstrators arrested during picketing
at the Columbia studio. They were
given until tomorrow (Wed.) to file
a demurrer.
Meanwhile, the Conference of
Studio Unions reported a promise
of support from Vincente Lombardo
Toledano, president of CTM; the
Mexican equivalent of CIO. Tole
dano declared the film workers
south of the border had agreed not
to process any film exposed in the
studios of the U. S. while the strike
remained unsettled.
First
in the
drew a
and a

3.

all

administrative offices-from the Burbank lot to a location nearby in
order to concentrate production activities entirely on property now in
has been outlawed by the Cinemato- use. Move will have offices across
graphic Production' TJnion of Mexico the street from the present site into
during the present Hollywood labor a six-story elevator-equipped building to be erected on the parking lot
trouble.
CSU members were told by prexy adjacent to the processing laboraHerbert Sorrell that picketing hours tories.
Building will startwith ea.sing of
have been cut to three daily and
those who wished to take outside present restrictions; with blueprints
employment and quit picketing en- already okayed. New building will
tirely could do so by paying $15 house executives, administrative ofweekly into the strike fund for the fices, publicity, writers, accounting,

.

1946,

2,

tion of a film,

Korda:

him the following

"Replying, to your wire of Nov.
23, the producers do not believe any
useful or proper purpose can be

It

to,

contact, sent

:,wire:'

Still Undecided

|)rivHeges.

'

support of their locals and Film
Technicians Local 693 (lATSE) also

etc.

out.

Another Religious Pic
May Be 'Barabbas' Novel

|

Skouras' Mexico Jaunt

Times Fund

"Barabbas," Emery ^ekessy's novel
Bequests to
of the time of Christ, may be the
Of some 25 bequests left to the
next film in the cycle of religious N. Y. Times 100 Neediest Cases
pix started by "Going My Way" and Fund during the past year, three
"Bells of St. Mary's." Published by legacies stemmed from the wills of
Prentice-Hall and selected by the a playwright, an author and the late
morrow tWednesday ) morning. He'll Religious Book Club as its January Major Edward J. Bowe-S;
selection, the book is being bid for
Naming the Fund in: his will, was
join Joe Schenck there for several
both Cecil B. DeMille and Sir Edwin Burke, playwright and film
days confabs prior to returning to by
Alexander Korda.
writer, who died in 1944. He left a
New York.
Bekessy, now living on the Coast, 25";'o intere.st in a trust fund of
Fox prexy was here yesterday and
has "served as a tran.sIator and S150,000. Writer Robert Scott, at one
today attending the motion picture
writer for several of the majors. time secretary of Funk
Wagfoundation organizing meetings. He
"Barabba.s" recently went into its nails, left $1,000 to the Fund to be
was scheduled, to remain for further second printing, bringing
the total paid over a period of five years.
meetings tomorrow, but made a hurnumber of copies to 60,000 within Major Bowes, who died last June,
ried, unexplained change .of plans.
two weeks of publication.
also left $1,000 to the Fiind.
Tom Xjpnnors, 20th veepee

To Meet Joe Schenck
New

Orleans, Dec. 3.
Spyros Skouras is slated to plane
from here; to Mexico City early to-

'

&

over sales,

remains, through Friday.

;

SAG

Ends Free Permits
For Former Servicemen

'

Kennedy's Indie

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Jay Richard Kennedy, author of

Hollywood. Dec's.
'
No-: mqre: fi'ee. three-month working :perraits will be grantcfi by tlie
Screen Actors Guild to w-ar veterans
ft'ho were not in motion pictures
;

.

:

L. A. to N. Y.
Sid Caesar
Marlene Dietrich
Herb Drake
George Durgom
Ed Gargan
Edward Golden
Rene Hubert
Howard Krause

Jack Lambert
Barton MacLane
Richard Mayer
Mike llazurke

:

Frank Moran
.Charles C. Moskowitz

Sam Nathanson'
Robert PrWineli

entered military service.
Practi(te was discontinued to
safeguard the interests of the 1,523

.before they

actor-vctoran.s who werc:SAG.
bers beforp the war.

Understood various drama
have been taking advantage

mem-

.schools

of the

m

i s i n g
Guild's generosity by p r o
ticreen jobs to veterans; Total of 528

free working permits had been issued before the Guild called « halt

Dewey Robinson
Fred Sammis
Robert M. Savini
Spyros Skouras
Wilbur Stark.
John Sutherland
Martha Tilton
Walter Wanger
Arthur Wilk

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Benjamin

Irving La'/ar
Paul Lazaru.=j,

Valerie Bctlis

Henry Ginsberg
Walter Gould

Howard

.

Mrs. A. Hornblow,
Sol Hurdk
Deborah Kerr
Mori Krushcn

Alfred St;bwalberg
Paljl .Sojfkin

Jr.

MuMvy Orr
Qiif;ntin HeynoWs
Ed«.arrl HchniixeT
Mrs, Frank S«uHy

J. J,

.

Ungcr

Torn Waller
Wa«w!rrnan

l*w
Max

Younitman

setting

and

exhibition

in

distribution

branches of :inotii)n 'pictures were
taken at a meeting of 66 industry
leaders he^e today.
Huddles wiu
continue through toniorrbw evening
with the expectation that 6[it ,of
them will come, fully organized

:

.

what

has.

been labelled The

Motioii

picture Foundation— an idea talked
of in the trade for many yeari
Business
sessions
with
which
these conclaves at the Roo-^evelt
Hotel Queried; resulted: in the ap.
..

Editors Get

.

:

polntment of five Coniffiittees, comprising most of those present, which
immediately went to wbrk to draW
up outlines: of various phases of 'the

Hollywood Glad

^

.

organization. Thsy were topped; by.
an overall coordinating
commitlee

which

Hand

ari

or.
(jos.

workers and former workers

titute

First picture will be "Secret Servbased on official documents
covering the protection of the late
President: Roosevelt oil his trip to
the Teheran Conference.

AP

3.

up

charity

ganization to care for sick and

"Assigned' to Treasury'' and associated in lt.<l filming with Sidney Buchnian at Columbia, is organizing his
own indie outfit to- be known as
Kennedy Productions.

included

Barney

;

.

:Balaban,'

Tom Connors, Si Fabian,; Gol, H, A;
Cole, director of Allied, Fied 'Weh.
renberg, head of Motion Picture
Theatre .Owners Assn., Ed;
Illinois indie exhib.

at Dinner

Hollywood, pec. 3.
Holly wood put on its best bib-andtuckel- Friday (29) to entertain Associated Press managing editors, meeting on the Coast in their first con•

;

'

'

.

Other committees will work out
financing, spope of activities, organization and promotion and- pubIn view of
vention since 1941.
lic relations.
A.Tiong membirs of
the touchy studio labor situation,
finance group are Sam tyembow,
brushed over lightly in visits to the
Jr„ Karl HOblitzelle, Ben Kalmenstudios earlier, in the' week, the
son, H. F. Klncey, Maurice Bei'gman
scribes were drooling for entertainand Sam Pirianskti: Included on the
ment by Friday, and they got it
scope committee are Jack Gbhft,
with a vengeance at a cocktail-dinCol. Cole, Ned E. Depinet, Jay Emanner parly in the Biltmore Bowl.
uel, Leopold Friedman, Ted GamNobody made a speech extolling ble. Sidney liust. E. y, Richa^^
anybody. The .stars "poured" at the Spyros Skouras, Wi Ji Cerinan hiid:,
at
were spotted
cocktailery and
Myron Blank.
tables around the terraced room,
Among those listed for the organiconcentrating earnestly on the job
zation committee are John Balaban,
of impressing; on the editor of the
Harry
Brandt, Leonard Golden.son,
that
East Cupcake, la., Daily Bugle
M. J. Mullin,;
Robert
Moohrie,
Hollywood's a pretty nice place.
L.
E./
And they apparently succeeded. Ex Herman Robbins, Major
Thomp.son
and Robert Wilby. Proternally at least, the eds blew Ihehpublic relations mcludes
motion
and
tops over the wares displayed.
Sherwiii Kane, Herbert Golden,
Show was backed by Leo Forb^ Irving Lesser, Chick Lewis, Sara
stein and a 21-piece orch, but it was
Shain and Maurice Barr. Richardsi
:

;

too long. It was late getting started,
for one thing, as the cocktail party
lasted till almost nine, and segments
of the million dollars^ worth of talent utilized some pretty old hat
material. High spots hit by Red

pairtner in New Orleans,
in charge of arrangements,

Paramount

who

is

was elected overall chairman.
Committees work from an outline,
which was drawn up by Louis A.

Jack Benny, Jimmy DuJudy Garland, Edgar Bergen
and Bob Hope more than made up
for any slack in pace, however,,
Greer Garson extended official
greetings of Byron Price of the Motion Picture Producers Assn., and
Donald Nelson of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
who sponsored the gigantic public
relations aflfair. Benny and Ronald
Reagan emceed, pinchhitting for
George Jessel, who was ill.
Durante held down the closing
spot with his usual "Inka Dinka
Doo"-isms, and tipofl on the classl-

Novins, assistant to Balaban,
form the foundation might

topped by a tap dance by Burns.'

zation on recothmendation fi'om

Among the hosts were Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers, David O.
Selznick, Louella Parsons, Harry M.

territorial

Skelton,
rante,

among

Goldenson

and

Novins

others. Dr.

who helped found; and

of the
take,

consulted,

Raymond

.Fosdick

administer

Fosthe Rockefeller Foundation.
dick commended the Motion Picture
Foundation as being the first By
welfare
the
an industry to further
of its own people and predicted that
it would be followed in many other
lines of business.

There was general agrefment

that

the foundation should have a real:
grassroots Havor and not be cbhtrolled from New York: While deleiireat gepcal-to-corn variety of musical items gates felt there should be
administering;
contribbed was the lineup of sing- graphical autonomy in
opinion
ing talent, including Jane Powell, coin spent,; two schools of
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Sons of the are prevalent, one headed by Balahow
Pioneers, Jerry Colonna, Tony ban, the other by Skouras, on each
Romano, 'Virginia O'Brien, Dick much of the coin collected in
Haymes and Miss Garland. Biggest area should remain there and how
an
laugh of the evening, possibly, be- much should be controlled by
Balaban
cause of its novelty, was the stint overall executive body.
only
in which Benny, Hope, Van Johnson favored local groups retaining
and George Burns came on; in ice 10%, and that merely as an; emerAU' regular . grants
cream suits and strawhats for ah gency fund.
oldtime song-and-dahce-man strut would Come from the central orgftiii-

Warner, Jimmy
Cagney,
Hedda
Hopper, Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall,

Bud

Abbott,

Lou

Costello,

Margaret O'Brien, Deanna Durbin,
Felix Jackson, June AUyson, Dick
Powell, Veronica Lake, Andre de
Toth, Loretta Young, Tom Lewis,
Dorothy Lamour, Eleanor Powell,
Glenn Ford, Rex Harrison, Lilli
Palmer, George Raft, Virginia Field,

the

Skouras, on the.'
imits.
other hand, favored local organ iz?-.
The
lions retaining 75 to 80%.
Balaban plan, or a CGriiprDm.i.se ;Clqse
to

appears

it,

almost

certaiti:; oi

adoption.
Fundr^raisingi of course, is the biS"
whicii
gest immediate' problem with
one Of the thtee siiggested .forms 01
be adopted dsto
organization
terminihg how much will be ncedefl.
;

all

Alternatives considered are; one.
funds raised become part of a" en-

Gene

Autry, Bebe Daniels, Ben dowment and only income is
Turhan Bey, Ann Sheridan, pended; .two, use of income wo™
Alan Ladd, Sue Carol, James Stew- endowments supplemented by a"']
I^yon,
art

nual or biennial deficit campaigns,

and Joan Davis.

to

and three, annual contribulions
provide for an annual budget supplemented by specific projects from

Joan Crawford Gets
7-Year

Grad Sears

Jr,

I<ft.SifiJr

Pat O'Brien

Orleans, Dec.
In

intra-industry

overall

,

it^ps

Initial

:

'

ihfe

'

New
J. R.

ice,"

pact with RKO, where she producetl "Nocturne." and "They Won't
Believe Me."
lier

'wiillcing out, there's a likelihood that

;

By BEBB GOLDEM

A

Labor s Abuses of the 'Golden Rule'

4, 1946

66 Industry Leaders Convene in N. 0.

of the British film industry.

.

December

TTetlneBflay,

British Get

WB

the
the

Contract

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Jack Warner, on the eve of his
departure for Europe, inked Joan
to a new contract calling
for seven years with options,
Currently lined up for the star
on the Burbank lot are "Need For

Crawford

Each Other" and "White Night."

.

endowment

fund.

The

first

01

wouio
three plans, of course,
money
the largest sum of
with which to start.

retjuire

Methods discussed for acQuiriua
coin included voluntary subscription
within the industry and pel'oem?S«
thmB
assessments of employees. One
was
definitely decided in the- meet
any,,
that there will be no appcf! to
(Continued on page a5>

^ednesia y, Deccm1>er
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PICTURES

B

EXHIBS BALK AT SLIDING % DEAI5
hak.

British

m Qpota Law,

Spfit

ifkxstm Says; Preps
film producers are split -t
question of future film,
to Eric Johnston,
fluotas, according
the Motion Picture
President of
most receptive to
Assn but seemed
film
international
the 'proposed
who arrived
Johnston,
council
Siturday (30) on the S.S. Amei:ica
stay in England,
after a five-week
decision will be reached
said that no
until some time
on a quota ruling

Connors Asks Double Playing Thne

Of Previous Long Run for 'Razor

Inti Council
IT'S NECESSIIR!

In one of the most optimistic steps
yet taken to stimulate longer runs

British

nhi the

early i" ^'^e

and

Britain

doncerning

!'

council,

the

methods ol

Henry

Freiich,:

Favors

general manager

Within the next eight
said.

Council,

weeks, John-

He explained

means of information and I
free exchange of films will
(Continued on page

j

lead

21-)

proposal.
,
i

Rank!s

distrib
last

New York

BACK TO PRODUCTION
Hollywood, Dec 3.
Howard Hughes sent his "Vendetta" back into work on the Gold*
wyn lot with a new budget of approximately $1,5Q0;000 and Stuart
;

over as producer-diPreston Sturges loft that

Heisler taking

post last Oct. 29 after

spending more

than $1,000,000 on his film version
of the Prosper Merimee novel, but
6nly a small portion of his footage
will be retained.

Max

Ophuls,
on the
director
production, stepped aside
few days of filming and
denies any responsibility for the difficulties that followed.
Most of the
original cast is retained in the second version.
Faith
includes
It
Domergue, Hillary Brooke, Nigel
Bruce and Gajrge Dolenz. Absent
from the lineup is J. Carrol Naish,
who withdrew to play in "The Fugitive" for Argosy.
Sturges
after

Sales Meets

As Co. Gets All Set

to

Go

Eagle-Lion, girding for its kickon pix distribution set fol- Jan. 1,
launched a series of sales meets
?vith the first completed ovct»thG

off

has.

weekend

past

arrived

chief

Wednesday

in
(27)

aboard the Queen Elizabeth. He left
tor the Coast' Friday (29) night for
huddles with Nate Blumberg, Leo
Spitz and William Goetz of Univer,sal-International
and with Bryan
Foy and Arthur Krim of the American Eagle-Lion company. His wife
and two children arrive on the next
trip of the Queen Bess and will remain in this country until early in
January. Carr, who supervises distribution in the United Kingdom of
all Rank and U-I product, was formerly United Artists' managing director in England.
Various Rank production outfits
will turn out between 25 and 30 pix
this year, Carr said, adding he hoped
to have all of tijem released in the
(Continued on page 24)

a

Eaglile-Lion's

,

SezCarr

film

joint managing director of General
Film Distributors, J, Arthur Rank's
master distrib company: Johnston
created an excellent: impression on
the British during his recent trip to
England, Carr said, and the British
think are all set to follow through on his

HUGHES HAS TODETTA'

rector.

Int'l

industry favors Kric
Johnston's proposal for an international film council but feels that
the first steps toward formation of
.such
an organization must come
from the American industryj according to E. T. ("Teddy '^) Garr,
British

the

that

purpose of the council will be to
engender freer exchange of films
between nations by doing, away with
existing barriers and the ellminaas title
tiOji of the problems such
"This limitation on
registration.
pictures that just went into effect
Portugal is the kind of thing
'in
we'd like to see stopped by all na"I'm a firm
tions," Johnston said.
believer in the motion picture as a

,
*

An

Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Assn.,- and Faye Allport, representing U. S. producers. Two exjperts will have their report ready
ston

.

contract.

British Film Biz

t!ie international film
MPA head Said that
operation and future
are being studied by

the British

o£

consummate the

of 1947, when
Great
to
remain until the ques-

its

possihilities

Sir

'

in

New

York. Follow-

ups will be in Los Angeles, Dec. 7-8;
Dallas, Dec. 11-12; and Chicago, Dec.

E-L

14-15.

exocs Alfred W.
Scnwalberg, veepee
and general
sales
manager; Max
Youngstein,
chief flack; and Robert J. Benjamin,
prez of J. Arthur Rank organization,
stratoline
the
tomorrow
Coast
(Thurs.) as the first stop in their
h.o.

confab itinerary.

Arthur L. Krim,

'

;.

The U.

motion picture industry
trying for more than a
nionth, it has been learned, to give
away millions of dollars and it
Catch is. that
Can't get permission.
the dollars are Chinese and may not
In the meanbe talcen out of China
time, in the face of the extreme inllaLion in tijat country, millions of
additional dollars are piling -up each

In

Hollywood, will join the trio for the
meets which will sat company's sales

S.

been

—

week.
Film industry, as a result, is seeking permission, through the Motion
Picture As.sn,, to make a large dona,;i,0H of the .coin to the. Chinese Mass
Education Movement, Inasmuch as
file funds can't be removed anyway
and there's little prospect that they'll
ever be exportable, the American
companies feel that better use might
be made of the exehange^than merely allowing it to amass' in Chinese
banks.

CMEM

-

.

Application Was then made by Gov.
policy. Quartet
expect to return to
Wew York Dec. 16. First of the Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the
lew company's releases will be "It's MPA in cliarge of international affairs, to the Chinese government to
a Joke, Son!"
the funds. No
E-L now has four films In the can be allowed to transfer
reply has been received as yet.
?na seven more lined
up for shoot'ng next
year. In the latter group
We Repeat Performance" with Joan
Split
Golden,
i-esiie; "Prelude
to Night" with Louis
Hollywood, Dee. 3.
wayward; Louis Bromfield's "Kenny
Edward Golden is severing conVera Caspery's "Out of the
Jr., in
Dembow.
"tie
Sam
Agatha Christie's "Love from riections with
Stranger";
Peggy
Goodman's the Golden Pictures Corp.i and Will
Uemcntine"; and "Prince Valiant," organize a new company, with his
handling production
nimization of a King features comic son, Robert,
strip.
Wliile lie takes care bf distribution
Four, already completed are "It'.s and financial problems," JOke, Son!," Rank's "Bedelia" and
Dembow has been connected with
ihe
Adventuress,",
and "Amy several Golden productions released
'-ernes Across."
through RKO and United Artists.
I

Dembow

Edge"

must, include as a positive guarantee
the provision that the theatre accept
the film for double the playing time
of the -previous top long-run -film
in each house.
Sectional sales, district and branch
are; to be personally' responsible for all bookings of "Edge "
with each deal to be negotiated personally, by the manager's representative in each territory. All deals will
finally have to be okayed personally
by Tom J. Connors, 20th veepee over
sales.
Special contract forms for
sale of ''Edge" were distributed to
the 20th sectional and branch managers at last week's homeoft'ice sales

managers

'

UA Wants Rental

'

.meet.;.

To help the Individual exhibs setire maximum amount of playing time, the fllm_ is to be given the
same type exploitation sendolf In
each territory that it received before its pre-release opening at the
Rox.y, N.Y., on Nov.. 19. Following
through to the local situations, 20lh
plans to back the film with a top
publicity
campaign wherever it

Distrib Increase

cure

FromStromberg

One

With

indie exhib, for example, had
to book Paramount's "Blue
Skies" but turned down the film
completely when told he could have

his

five-year releasing pact

with United Artists winding up next
May, producer Hunt Stromberg has
been informed that a renewal of the plays, meanwhile continuing its naExhib contract will require a considerable tional ad campaign via newspapers,
it only on the above terms,
was offered the picture at a straight boost in terms. Stfomberg has a magazines and radio in an effort to
40% on everything up to $2,000. For "most f&vored nations" clause, en- reach the home of every potential
every 4% above $2,000 that the film titling him to distribution at 25% ticket buyer.
grossed, however, the distrib's take for the first $800,000 in rentals and
Twentieth
ad-publicity
departwas up to 1% accordingly, but with 10% after that. New deal will be on ment, under direction of Charlie
the terms starting back from the a straight 25% basis, with foreign,
(Continued on page 24)
first dollar, not from $2,080, which as it is now, at varying percentages
according to territory.
would be the first 4% jump.
New' terms are similar to those
If "Skies" grossed $2,000, Consequently, the exhib's take would be UA is getting from all producers as 'RAZOR'
$1,200, while Par would get 40%', or old contracts expire. "Most favored"
ir the film earned 4% more, clause was given as an inducement
$800.
ITSELF
or $2,080, the exhib would get $1.,- when UA was low on product, but is
With a record for the largest gross
227.20, while Par would take 41%, no longer considered necessary or
or $852.80,
At the next 4% jump profitable, Stromberg, as with the ever chalked up by any picture al($2,160), the exiiib, would get $1,- rest of UAers who had "most fa- ready under its belt as result of last
252,80- and Par would get 42%, or vored" deals. Is expected to continue week's unprecedented $165,000 take^
with the company under the boosted
(Continued on page 13)
"Razor's Edge" appeared last (Tuesterms.
Stromberg has two pix 'to: deliver day) night as though it would top
on the old contract. They are "Dis- even that mark in its second week
honored Lady," starring Hedy La- at the Roxy, N. Y.
marr, now editing, and "Personal
Roxy boxoffice needed ? 13,600 on
Column," starring Lucille Ball and Monday (2) and another $14,600 yesRentals up to 50% will be sought George Sanders, wwhich is presently terday (Tuesday) to outgross last
before the cameras. His "Strange week. Monday's figure fell slightly
for "Wicked Lady," first Universal
Woman;" row in release, is doing under that amount because of the
release of its .T. Arthur Rank pix,
very strong business;
unheralded cold wave that fell sudand for the British films that follow
denly on New York. With warmer
in the U. S, market, William J;
it
weather yesterday, however, the
Heineman, sales chief of U's Rank Walter Lantz's Shift
Roxy expected to mak^, up the difdivision, said this week prior to ento
Release ference and to chalk up at least
training for the division's Chicago
Walter Lantz, who has been re- $168,000 for the second week of the
Policy set for Rank's
sales meet.
leasing cartoon shorts via Univer.sal film's run,
flli-ns will call for a sliding scale on
Roxy management, along with the
up to the half-century mark since 1928. switches distribution to

WOULD CUf
MORE RECORDS

RANK'S 'WICKED LADY'

AT RENTALS UP TO

m

j

i

.

-

From

U

UA

"

:

grosses
similar to United Artists terms for
"Caesar and Cleopatra." Sales execs will be told, Heineman added,

United Artists early nejJt year. UA 20th-yox-publicity office, is now
board last Friday (29) okayed a training its guns on a record that
pact with the Lantz comedy foundry will top all records during Christfor 11 of the cartoons "•year;.- That inas week. Film is slated for general
throughout the country on
gives the company a heavy parcel of release
Christmas Day and a boff week at
briefies, since it has also contracted
the Rox.y at that time would aid
for a series of musical-seenics and a
group of documentary-type subjects considerably in boosting ",Edge" at
its other forthcoming first run situa.
John Grierson.

that terms from exhibs on Briti.sh
films will be no less than what the
theatremeri have been paying for
equivalent American product.

U

has

array

in

a

half-dozen

Technicolor

prints of "Stairway to Heaven" from
England and the film, which was
originally slated to lead off the Rank
as

best

the

by

Lantz has six more cartoons to deU under his ticket with that
He'll have them ready in
the first few months of 1947. His departure as'*a bellwether at U is one
of many changes going on as a result ot the outfit's recent merger

way

pre-selling

of

studio.

it,

Decision
according to Heineman.
will be made before the opening of
the Chicago meet tomorrow (Thur.s-

(7), Heineman pushes
for the Coast for studio huddles.

with International.

_

Film Appeal Launched

off

Hollywood, Dec, 3.
Motion, picture industry launched
1947 Annual Appeal campaign
with two dinners attended by volunworkers frpm the .Paramount
and Walt Disney studios.
M. C. Levee, dhairman of the
drive, was the principal speaker at
Edward
the Paramount meeting.
Arnold and Regis Toomey addressed
the Disney gathering.

its

teer,

Tallulah Bankhead

Claude Binyon
Carl Brisson

Kay Kyser
.

rchiinitc*

Show

breexily

about

RAMSAY JOINS GREENTHAl

I
'

41.11

.

Anniversary

Soon Due

NnmWr

Annual Meet

in D.C.

wanted

film toppers to see the or»
ganization's new hfeadquarters there.
.

Starr Leaves Metro

Holly wood, Dec. 3.
Starr, 18 months on theMetro lot, obtained a release from'
his producer contract and will go
in for independent production.
Starr's second departure
It was
head of the company's Los Angelei
from the Culver City studio, In the
office, now set for early opening.
Agency specializes in film accounts interim he functioned for two' years
with Univoi-sal-International and J. as a producer at 20th-Fox. His la.st
Arthur Rank organization as top picture at Metro was "The Cockeypd Miracle."
clients.

Clark Ramsay, Univer.sal's adver-

Antecedents
-

MPA

Reports that film company execs
have been squawking over the fact
that the Dec. 12 annual meeting of
the Motion Picture Assn. was set by
Eric Johnston fd.r Washington, and
not New York, were denied by Carl
Milliken, MPA- exec secretary.:,,:
MPA annual meetings, hertofore
have been held only in N. Y., but the
current one was transferred to the
Johnston
capital because
nation's

.

Business
in-

Johnston's Reason For

.

Should roadshowing get the
day).
nod, pic would be played in pnly a
half-dozen spots.
Following close of Chi- confabs

Saturday

'

tions,

liver to

may be roadshown

October,

;

:

that each contract on "Razor's

tried

;

.

for a picture, 20th-Fox has decided

trol.

Sliding scale would be okay; exhibs aver, if the increased percentage started at the first dollar above
the base percentage figure. In recent years, however, the majors
have brought into play the deal
whereby a picture is sold at a certain percentage if a film grosses a
certain amount. If the gross exceeds
that amount, however, the percentage is upped and the new take for
the distrib starts at the first dollar
taken in at the b.o.

.

•

,

for 'Razor'

In line with the demands by
:20th-Fox that ''Razor's Edge" be
guaranteed double playing time
in air situations, the company is
also seel^ing a straight 60% deal
for aU bookings: of the film.
:
Sxhibs are squawking about
the terms but claim they're
forced to buy, since the product
shortage has transformed the industry into a seller's market
over which they have no con^

.

Following the decision to give the
was cpnthe
L^cted and naturally indicated it
woiild be greatly pleased to expend
ihe coin to improve,, via education,
the situation of the Chinese masses.

money away,
.

;

E-L prexy, now

U.S. Pix Yens to Donate
Millions of Chinese Yen
has

60%

the majors' use of a sliding scale
deal for percentage pix has reached
a point in the last several months
where some indie exhibs have flatly
refused to book certain top pictures,
even though these films ,may have
brolcen records in their key city
first runs.
Chief squawic of, the, exhibs is that, even though they're taking in more dollars than ever at the
boxoffice, the present sliding scale
arrangements cut them oft from
what they consider should be, their
proportionate share of the earnings.

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
New form of "bonus" was a
plane given by a major studio to
renew one of its top male stars.
The actoF wanted a Iwo-engine
job and the studio put $43,000
on the line as inducement to

return

settled.

is.

tioii

Plans as Pact Bonus

summer
to

expects

he

Mounting revolt of exhibs against

tising manager, has been named veepee of the newly formed Motiroe
Greenthal Co., ad agency. Ramsay
will handle all Coast contacts as

Irving

'^

.

,':

PICTURES

6

VetlwcBtlay,

Disney Nets $196,000;
Two Top Pix Unreported

Too Much Heat, Not Enough Light
Being Generated by

ductions

Oyer AAA, Says Copyright Expert

*

4

for Par in Dec.

common

By

E. C. Mills

(.Former General M<m^get,.ASPAP)-

Because

of

Gdilwyit Lends Curtiz 3

deep personal inupon move lhan a

a

Hollywood, Deo.

S.

Four
pictures,
starling
with
"Saigon," go before the cameras this
at Paramount to round out

month

Hoilywoodi Dec. 3.
Take compares with 1945 fiscal the 1946- shopling. schedule...
Michael Curlix borrowed three earnings of $350,532 after providing
Others on the December program
quarter century
of experience ni the
_
_
preferred dividends accumufor
are "The Road to Rio," "Catalina"
iielcJ
of prompting and pTOtectijig coiUract.piayers froni Samuel Gol
but not paid during 1945. Latlated
"The
Unand the Hal Wallis production,
,;tlie nior;il and legal rights of comH't wyn for his indie picture,
ter figure amounted to 31 cents per
"Deadlock."
po."prs anij authors of mu.iical works. suspecled," for Warners release.
common
shares
then
on
380,000
share
1
have carefully read everything
The.sp.s are Virginia Mayo, Kathy
outstanding.
1-egarding the formation and pur- O'Donnell and Dana Andrew.s.
Lower income for 1946 was preAuthors
poseF of the Afnerican
'46
dicted by management, pointing to Sureseaters in
Authority .sponsored by James M.
the fact that no income was received
Cain: and the Hollywood tiranch of ;
U's Takeover of Reade's
during the fiscal year 1946 from the
Triple
le of '41 Because
f
::ihe Screen Writers^^GuiW.
two latest Disney features, "Make
have al.sO read Variotis public
I
Park Ave. K.O.'s Res'd Mine Music" and "Song of South."
Of Better
Pix
statements niade in behalf of the
Earnings from these two films are
newly or.ganized American Writers
Booming biz for art houses has
As,sh.,
by such well-known and
Seating Idea in N. Y. expected to make substantial con- zoomed to the point where b.o. retribution, however, to earnings dur^
nationally; repo^
Leasing of the, gilded Park Ave: ing next year.
ceipts are triple, those of 1941, last
?
Messrs. Bromfield. Kelland. Erskine,
Jmyersal for 10 years.
Wylie. Farrell and others, in opposi- theatre to
year -preceding shutdown of supply
tion to the declared objectives of inked by U and Re..de Circuit this
because, of the war* That's the estithe former organisation.
^.gek, while bringing to a close the
mate of Dave Brill, head buyer for
To an impartial observer it is shortlived experiment in annual
the Roesner Circuit,; operator of
-definilelv apparent that heat rather
j
seven Coiast sureseaters, with one
i.,
*
, J to
subscripttons by patrons, does not
JV" "
v,„Vu
1,
v
„ applied
„
,„ both
being
than
U'rc'si.

.

brtsed

_

j

;

;

|

Do

i

!

^

Fore^

|

.
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:
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.
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Cowan Sets 2 Pix

.

.

:

.

neutral, will be best served in discu.ssions of the subject it facts instead ot personalities are given
;

and if the
will give those

consideration,

parties on one side,
full credit for honesty
of purpose and bona fides of intent.
It
absurd to seek a sinister
is
motive as the inspiration for suggestions made by Cain which he
believes would improve the flnancial
situation of writers. Or to envision
his plan as a deep'-laid .scheme by a
devious method to bring control of
the trend or content, political or
otherwise, o£ the writings of Amcrican authors Under the domination
Of a subversive group. He could
neither be so .stupid nor so corrupt.

on the other

toll

.

f^gmre

I

i

i

—

would be administered by a "tough
mug," to be selected apparently with
a view to his qualifications for ju.st

The

title.

proposals

advanced

wore
and,

no matter how sound they were,
they could not hope for acceptance
the formulae contemplated a

if

in Seattle

coming up: Average

run for foreign pix, steady diet of

Via Indie Outlet

house,

currently
to a three

eight

move

Dec. 22 as the company's
British film may be
roadshown in the house in addition
to other spots in Chicago, Boston,
Los Angeles and Philadelphia. Sales
toppers are; currently mulling that
question, with the roadshow idea
favored as a means of demonstrating;
the pic's drawing power.

The

Park Ave. will not confine itself
to British films, it is said, but will
be used along with U's Winter Garden as a showcase for all top company product.
is still negotiating
for Billy Rose's Ziegfeld theatre,
but chances of a deal are now con.sidered remote. Rental demanded by
Rose is thought too high to warrant
a company venture into the house.

U

outfits.

Smaller indie producers, who release through UA and other majors,
have been complaining that, in countries covered by the Motion Picture
Export Assn., they have been discriminated against in favor of the
bigger producers.
Because of this,
they say, in countries like Gzecho.slovakia and Holland, where the association distributors who relea.se
indie product have been giving the
big producers all the breaks. They
claim that as a result much smaller
producer product goes into the backlog, and now want to dodge this by
giving overseas rights to other distribs.

These indies contend the situation
holds for France and similar
countries not covered by the MPEA.
Indie producers who don't have top
also

RKOINTERNAirSlGM
SIAM PREEM IN 1947
-^RKO

International's

steadily-ex-

panding 16m distribution organization

next

is

slated to tee off in

year.

scheduled

Siam early

names
to

leave

for

.say

sell

to

that their only
local

outfits.

way out
It's

is

also

claimed that indie producers are being bypa.ssed so much they fear that
their product will be permanently
forgotten
when the catching-up
process begins.

William E. Palmer
to

art

is

q(

ex.

hibs have been squawking fof
thf
several
months.
has
now
reached the key city first. ruhs

last

'

'

ivas

seen by industry observers this
week
in the raft of tradescreenings

by the majors during the

held

last

eral weeks.

sev-

Observers point out that
the
majors are not opening up new'
re.

leases indiscriminately but nt ill
plan
to gear their product to the
presently glow pace of absorption
by
Ihj

market.

If

this

is

true,

then

the

boost in the number of tradescreen.
ings must signify a need for
product
on the part- of certain fir.st
run
houses in the keys since, under
a

consent decree proviso, a filrn
csnnot be booked until it is first trade-'
screened.
Otherwise, it's argued, the
majors
would hold up on the tradeshowings
until they're ready to give tlie
film
general .release.
Only other reason
for tradescreening a picture
so far
advance of its general -release
date is to malte it available for
».
showcase house' on a pre-release
booking, such as Metro's "Till
the
Clouds Roll by," which is scheduled

m

•

to

:

ing of "Brief Encounter," British pic
distributed by Universal's Prestige
unit, which is now in its 14th week
at the Little Carnegie with the film
for the first tiine dipping below the
$7,000 mark. "Brief," a low-budgeted
film, has done a total of $105,000 at
the 300-seater in the 13 Weeks, netting Prestige something in the neigh.

borhood of

$50,000.-;

Highlighting the climb in revehues from foreign pix, Brill said
that his company's theatres were
formerly satisfied with a take rang-

is
A number of the independents
Bangkok who have begun releasing through

from $1,600 to $1,800 Weekly
from 500-seaters. Things are so rosy
now, he added, that control figure
on a house is $2,.500 and a film goes
ing

out the window when it falls below. "Brier' playing its sixth week
in Roesner's Esquire, Hollywood, and
Clay, San Francisco, has done between $7,000 and $5,000 in the former and $4,800 to $3,300 in the latter,

he said.

While there has been some growth
steady fans of foreign films in the
few years, buyer said, the real
factor is top attractions in steady
in

pa.st

quantities from distributors such as
Prestige, I. B. Lopert and Siritzky
International
in
the
past
year.
Prestige has six J. Arthur Rank
films; Lopert seven top French productions; and Siritzky, "The Welldigger's
Daughter"
and
several
others. Promise of further pix is developing with Sir Alex Korda han-

Dec. 12.
Metro's "Secret Heart,"
on the other hand, was given a prerelease tradescreening in -the two
areas becau.se the Fox-West Coast

was

in need of product and
asked for the picture.
not be tradescreened else-

circuit

-specifically
It

will

where

until next week.

Cincinnati
exchange, it was pointed out, is
especially in need of product and
several of the majors have been
forced to tradescreen pix in that
territory for early bookings.
Anytime a film is tradeshown in
any of the 31 exchanges, it's usually
also screened jn N. Y. and on the
Coast for trade papers so that exhibs in the tight territories can have
the advantage of the trade presiS reviews.
Survey of reviews in
Variety for the last several weeks,
consequently, reveals how the number of tradescreenings have been
hypoed recently.
In the three issues of 'VAmianr
from Oct. 16 to Oct. 30, there were
10 reviews of American pix. In the
following four issues, from Nov. 6
to
Nov. 27, the number almost
trebled, reaching 35. Of the.<ie, l-l. or
almost half, were top product of the
majors.
,

'

:

Spokesmen for the major emphasized that the cut in number of films
to

be produced next year

indicated

they'd

continue
their
releasing
slowly to make certain
be enough to la.st a year.
That can only be done, it was said,
dling "The Children of Paradise"
by releasing two or three films a
(French).
month, instead of letting go with
That even lop art pix still have five in one month and then not havonly .limited appeal, however, is in- ing any for
the following months
dicated by performance of 'Brief in
second run situations in two standard Boston houses.
Film opening
last week in the Old Trcmont day'Majors Holding Back
and-date with the Old South, following a long first-run, registered
Pix Purposely/ Sez Lost

from San Francisco on Dec.: 27 to foreign companies claim, that this
take over the distrib rein.s after method of doing business for over- only light business.
seas distribution is easier than the
huddling in New York first with
alternate method of releasing through
former Siamese regent^Luang Pridi.
Palmer will head up both the regu- their domestic distributors inasmuch 'Duel' Vice Tears' in L.A.
as it doesn't involve as much booklar RKO exchange in Bangkok and
keeping.;
Preem Elicits
Gloat
the
I6m outfit.
New RKO chief will take five 16m
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
.
projeetots; with him. He plans tee"Duel in the Sun" will preem at
Sells Franco-Belgian
ing off the narrow-gauge operation
the Four Star theatre here Dec. 30,
Rights to 2 Goldwyn Pix with David 0, .«el2nick taking over
in Bangkok and then spread out
from there into the hinterlands.
French, Belgium and North Afri- the hous6 for an advanced price run
Palmer stressed that no 16m film can distribution rights to
Samuel of the film starting Jan; 2;
would be shown anywhere where it Goldwyn's "North Star" and "Jack
Four Star was cancelled out for
might conflict with an established London" were purcha.scd from
Film "Best Years of Our Lives" by
35m account.
Classics
by Alexander T.sambazis, Samuel Goldwyn and it's reported
Palmer was raised in Siam but representing Acropolis Films, French in trade circles that Selznick now
left there in 1925. He returned last distributing
outfit. Price for "North feels even for Goldwyn's grab of
October while a member of the Star" was $30,000 and for
"Jack Lon- the Astor theatre, N. Y., for "Years"
armed forces. His brother, Capt. don" $10,000.
when Selznick wanted it for "Duel."
Howard M. Palmer, served as chief
According to Tsambazis, "North Probability is that Goldwyn wiU be
.of the OSS underground in
Siam Star" will have strong appeal in the given another Fox-West Coast house
during the war.
French market in spite of the fact in Beverly Hills for the advanced
that films dealing similarly with run of his film.

DOS

FC

supine, surrender without question
their basic right.s.
partisan activitie.s, but originating in
iBeinr Helpful
Russia, have never been successful.
Thus far I have only scolded, but
Vanguard's 'Conspiracy'
Becau.se of -the underground work 'Notes' 1st for
Scott
will endeavor now to b,e helpful, by
Hollywood, Dec. 3,
done in France, he .says, b.o. of a
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
yuay of a brief analysis of the situa"
Vanguard Films bought "Con- film .showing anti-Nazi work will be
First job for Allan Scott under
tion which apparently confronts the .spiracy,"
by Vicki Baum, .ind as- good,
his producer contract with Vanguard
authors.
signed it to Dore Schary for proFrench distributor also bought up Films will be I'intimate Notes,"
I. Is it the generally admitted /act
duction, with Gary Grant and Doro- rights to "Knemy
of Women" and a based on a yarn by ©aniel Tararelationships
between thy McGuire pencilled
that
the
in for the number of Hal Roach (.hortK. Deal dash.
authors and the multiplicity of users top roles.
v/HH cjonclurlcd by Maurico LivingPicture, with six stars in the cast,
material
in
i:omniercial
enof their
Picture follows "Dark Medallion" .ston, foreign distribution
head for will be backgrounded in modern
on Schary^s production program.
(Continued on page 47)
Film CUtSHiQ».
European capitals.

by writers of

that a
shortage
product, about which smalltown

In Overseas Mkt.

in

opener.

Bacidog

Evid«nce

open at Radio City Music Hall
weeks compared
week N. 'y,, tomorrow (Thursday).
stretch in '41, Brill said. And it's
'Clouds" was tradescreened in the
all due to a terrific
rise ;in the N. y. exchange on Oct. 28
so that
quality of films invading the U. S., it could be booked into the
Music
Roesner exec opinesi
Hall, and in Los Angeles on Nov.
6.
Further step in the move by indeBrill's point is further bOrne out It will not be tradeshown in tht
other 29 exchanges, however, uhtjl
pendent producers to sell foreign by the continued remarkable showthe

|

to be compelled to ve.st important
rights in- an organization
which

such a

to

..g^^ ^^

I

.

startling in their implications,

will

subscriptions

^^..^^

:

'

:

to

yovk house which
yearly

^^^^^ ^^-^

,,

intend

still

^^^^^ ^yp^ j^^^^^^
p,^„^
elsewhere." With that in mind, he
said, the circuit was cpiitihuing with
its plans to build houses in Back
Bay, Boston; Main Line, Philadel
distribution rights away from major
phia; and Chevy Chase, Md.
companies was seen when Lester
"The product situation and noth"G.
I.
Joe" and "Toing else lickfed us in New York," Cowan's
Reade added. "We had 50% of the morrow the World" were peddled
theatre seats subscribed and we by United Artists to American-Euroconsidered that a very satisfactory
pean Industries, Inc., for distribushowing." With U taking over the
house, he said, the theatre -chain has tion in France, Belgium and North
already mailed refunds to the pa- Africa.
Deal was set by Walter
trons for their subscription fees.
Gould and Robert Weil, of A -E I, for
Meanwhile, U officials indicated a reported $42,500. Deals are curon My
that
Heaven,"
J, rently cooking for "Angel
"Stairway
to
Arthur Rank pic, starring David Shoulder" and "Strange Woman" to
Ujj^.en and Raymond MasSey, would be distributed overseas by foreign

I

'

"We

Jr., said.

^^^^^ ^
^.^^j

It is in my opinion equally absurd to brush aside the challenges
which these gentlemen present to
the AAA proposals.
I attended the meeting of authors
called for the purpose of di.scussing
this subject, held at the Henry Hudson hotel in New York on the evening of Oct. 21 last. James Farrell.
when the chairman invited questions
from the floor, accepted the invitation, and asked some. He was
very rudely treated, not by the
chairman or Cain, but by the audience, his fellow writers,
It must be said that though there
was every appearance of willingness
by Cain to answer all questions
frankly, during the forum which
followed his main addres.s, the fact
is that to this writer the answers
lacked positive and clear re.spon.se
to the questions, and the audience
seemed to me as befuddled when it
left as when it came.
This is not intended as a crjtici.sm
of Cain. He deserves the sincere
thanks of every author for having
given thought to what he considers
problems of great moment to the
profes.sion, and coming forward with
what he must regard as a con.structive suggestion for their solution.
Good or bad, wise or foolish, no
plan can be intelligently accepted
or rejected until after unemotional
and coTOidered study. It is unfortunate that the AAA proposals were
presented with an atmo.sphere of
militant compulsion writers were

.

more

the knell of that idea, Walter,

j
1

'

.

,

Reade,

|

!

Slight to Farrell

.

,

.

.

the reception and the study of the
proposals advanced by the AAA,
Emotion rather than rea.son seems
to control the reactions of both sides
in their discussions of the subject,
Th,. attitude
M,,l„rU. serves but
h„t to xbnfuse
confuse
Thi.<;
and becloud the is.sues.
The interests of all creative
writers. tho.'--e pro as well as con or

primary

.

f^,

light is
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Continue to Preserve

uriaudited flglires, President Roy O.
Disney reported. This amounted to
cents per share on the 652,840
2t)

shares now outstanding
after provision for preferred dividends accumulated during year but
not paid.

4, l$4g

Shortage of Top Pix Likely To

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Net income of Walt Disney proamounted
to
approximately $196,000 for the fiscal year,
ended Sept. 28, based, on preliminary

Row

Literati's

December

Allan

product
there'd

Washington, Dec, 1
Sidney Lust, D. C, exhibitor who
a $600,000 triple damage suit
the majors la.st week, followed up by declaring that they
fliled

against

were "purposely holding back

fea-

ture product."

Lust Contended that the
of features

Was

shortage

the tighte.st in

the

However; he

sa'^

industry's history.

he opposed having exhibitors

fina"''

Allieo
their
own productions.
States Exhibitors has been studyinl!
a scheme for having indie exhibi-

encourage independent produ''
by guaranteeing in advance l*
book the pictures.
tors

tion

M-G Re-Pacts

Garland

Hollywood, Dec,

Metro not only hatided

3.

Jud.v Gar-

her
contract but assigned
to a co-star role with Gene Kelly IJ}
musical. "The Good

new

land a

an Arthur Freed
Old Summertime;"

Picture will follow completion

"The

Pirate,"

which

month with the same
roles.'

.

ilarls

pair

in

«

tnis

top

,

December

Xtfeineaduy,

4,

B.O. ftrop Starts in Cold

True or Falsies
Cleavage between the Production Code Administration and
British censors over cleavage in
the femme anatomy being what
it is, Gainsborough (J. Arthur
Rank)
producers
of
"The

t«

by the American Assn
wlU not affect
of Railroads
under a
shipment of films
exemption granted to

supplies

specific

motion pictures.
btlier phases of

show

business,
.affected in

may be

however,
near

future by the shipcostumes,
Din« ban on scenery,
other related material.
the

and

Cunei't

L-oal

strike

dimout

is

hav-

action effect on Broading delayed
stood up fairly
Way grosses, which
well during the
semi-voluntary

week

first

power

and then, beginning

of the

restrictions

Monday

(2),

be-

Winter weather
gan to sag again. With
flnally»hitting the eastern seaboard,
conservation

regulations

are

expected to be tightened during the
next tew days, especially in the New

where the
met
committee

Yoi:k itictropolitan area,

fuel

emergency

Snap

3.

Imposition at a rail embargo
materials in a
an non-essential
conserve dwindling coaJ

move

To Star

Pickford-Chaplin

(Tuesday) to draft "sug-

.

Wicked Lady" were forced to
shoot several retakes of the film
before they could get it okayed
for U.S. release. PGA bluenoses
objected, of course, to the cleav*
age displayed by both Margaret
liockwood and Patricia Roc, stars
of the piece with James Mason.
Universal, which is releasing
the film in the U.S., however,
apparently found there's more
than one way to skin a cleavage. Trailer at the Winter Garden, N.Y., where the pic is
slated to open following the current "Notorious Gentleman," is
compiled of shots from the origr
inal
British
footage,
giving
wolves in the audience plenty to
gape at and thereby giving the
film a hefty pre-opening boost.
When the picture opens, of

Rosalind
be "Mourning Becomes Electo be produced by her own

for both home and commercial coal users. Mayor's emergency fuel committee Monday night
the
said that fuel in transit, when
strike was called, had helped the
city's stockpiles.

course,

it

will

have such

'shots

indie company. Independent Artists,
in which she is associated with
Frederick Brisson, her husband, and
Dudley Nichols. Actress was granted
permission to postpone her final
commitment with Columbia until
her indie venture takes off;

First attempt to dub doubletalk has just l>een completed in

Following completion of "Electra," Miss Russell will report to

rep,

who returned from abroad

Columbia to wash up the final
chore on her five-year contract.

last

job

Friday (29), reported the
a complete success after

NAACP's White On

Actually, Kaye's double-talk
syllables weren't touched, but
everytime a distinguishable Eng-

Mary Pickford and Charles Chap«
are still adamant in their desire
partner David O. Selznick
out of United Artists and to prohibit the company from distributing
the producer's forthcoming ''Duel in
the Sun," despite strong opposition
to both moves by UA's top management execs, it has been learned.
Critical decision on action anent
DOS is expected at the board meeting slated for next Tuesday (10),
following study this week of the
drastic resolution regarding Selznick drawn (ip: by attorneys for the
other twa owners on the Coast three

lin

Gallic Doubletalk

•

Danny Kaye
the
"Wonderman." Alfred
Goldwyn Productions

on

Paris
starrer,

Crown,

:

it out on both French and
American audiences in France.

trying

word appeared, it was
dubbed in in French. 'Two voices
were used on the dubbing job as
lish

Negroes in Films

a whole, one for Kaye's speaking voice and one for his singing.
Technicolor delay in London expected
distribution
hold
up
French ver.sion prints until next
summer or fall.

Hollywood has created an unfounded bugaboo in its fear of depicting the Negro in any other but
the timeworn stereotyped fashion.
For American producers cannot
even honestly cite the South and
possible economic repercussions as
their reason, Walter White, execu-

Big

tive secretary for the National Ass'n
for the Advancement of Colored
People, asserted last week in declar-

deleted or retaken.

UA

Exec Trek

To LA. on Pix Seen

come
and

gestions"

In

Their Intention to Oust Selznick

will

ing that no possible harm would
to the industry from a "fair
sensible"-' picture of colored
characters. Vast majority of South-:
With an estimated $25,000,000
erners. White maintained, would have
no objection to films that treated the Worth of product ready or almost
Negroes as ordinary people rather ready for release. United Artists is
than eye-rolling, watermelon-eating, taking virtually its entire executive
While the warm spell prevailed.
crapshooting stereotypes.
Main Stem crowds held up fairly
"The few pictures that have hon- personnel to the Coast this week for
well, with only niteries feeling the
films.
estly treated with the' Negro have a gander and discussion of the
initial dimout bite, but, say theatre
not met the sort of opftosition down Included iif the o.o. sessions, it is
Practice of haphazardly distribuheads and bonifaces, Monday and
South which is so dreaded by pro- understood, will be David O. SelzTuesday showed a sharp decline in' ting old pix with prints kicking
Sun"
an
indinick's
"Duel
in
the
ducers anxious to protect their
trade, even beyond the dip usually
around in major company exchanges profits," White said. "Only in a few cation of the management's feeling
experienced early in the week. Most
that the company-may be distribut,
until ready for the trash heap is isolated spots such as Memphis has
of the' Broadway showbiz heads feel
film
despite
efforts
ing
the
$5,250,000
there been any appreciable clampthat this drop presages a slide in. well on the way out. Impetus to the ing-down on films which fairly pic- of owners Charles Chaplin and
overall business that will last for elimination of the habit, generally ture
the Negro as run-of-the-mill Mary Pickford to kick out partner
the duration of the shortage. Monday considered wasteful by industry big- professional men,
white collar work- Selznick.
night was one of the quietest nights
Major portion of the h.o. continers or laborers," he added.
"UnBroadway has seen in recent years. gies, was given last week when fortunately, these few backward lo- gent going Coastward will leave toOf the three entertainment facets, Paramount sales chief, Charles Rea- calities where Bilbo's standards call morrow (Thursday)
Included are
niteries, films and legit, only the gan, oi'dered withdrawal of all rethe tune, have so intimidated Holly- Grad Sears, v.p. in charge of dislast seems to be holding with any
issues and oldies by company's 32 wood that producers are afraid to do tribution; Joe Unger, sales head;
consistency, although
certain pix exchanges. The switch to a national differently."
Maury Orr, western division manleaders are' doing excellent.
system of handling reissues on a 1 "Some, years back," White contin- ager; Edward Schnitzer, eastern diviMeanwhile, increasing threat of planned basis, thus initiated by Par ued, "Warner Bros; produced 'In sion manager;. Walter Gould, foreign
railway freight restrictions has rec- domestically, has already been made This Our Life' which showed Bette distribution
Tom Waller,
boss;
•prd companies shipping product as by both Metro and 20th-Fox.
Davis discussing with a Negro his publicity head, and Mori Krushen,
fast as they can to various destribuChange in distribution policy for reasons for studying law. The Negro, field exploitation director.
Paul
tion points from where truckers can the oldies is also being mulled care- very sensibly, answered that he felt Lazarus, Jr., pub-ad head, left last
take over. All the record firms are fully by other ot the majors with he could do something to better his Friday (29) to get the meeting set
moving disks from their presseries the likelihood that a number will
advertis(Continued on page 25)
LeSieur,
Howard
up and
right to freight yards for shipment follow the trio's lead;In Par's
ing director, left yesterday (Tuesto their local distributors.
case, the move was foreshadowed
District salesmanagers will
day).
In a report Monday at the John L. several months ago by Barney. Balaalso attend.,. Party will be in Holly'Performance'
Lewis contempt hearings, Secfetary ban, company prexy, who told E-L
wood about a week.
of Commerce W. AveriU Harriman VAftiKTT he viewed indiscriminate
Among the product to be viewed
foresaw a serious Curtailment of the local distribution of reissues as milkFaith Producers or discussed are Enterprise's "Rafti/industry of the nation, including ing pix's potentialities without a
rod" and "Arch of Triumph," LoewHollywood, Dec. 3.
motion pictures, and that a pro- proportionate return in revenues.
All rights to "Repeat Perform- Lewin's "Bel Ami," Sturges-Hughes'
longed stoppage would result in the
Sentiment, which difficulties exance" were acquired by Eagle-Lion "Harold Diddlebock," Sol Lesser'S
closing of nearly all the nation's perienced by producers during the
through a deal with Paddy Faith "Red House," Hunt Stromberg's "Distheatres.
current strike has furthered, favors
Lady," Andrew Stone's
Productions. Property was involved honored
restricted handling ot old films on a
in a package deal, with Marion "The Pretenders," Benedict Bogeaus'
basis
because
planned,
national
Parsonnet originally slated as pro- "The Macomber Affair," Charles
Save Juice While at Pix
there's no telling when the comVerdoux,"
"Monsieur
ducer, but Parsonnet; pulled out Chaplin's
'Washington, Dec. 3.
panies may have to fall back on
after a disagreement with Bryan Charles B. Rogers' "Fabulous DorSmart approach to the problem of them to round out releasing schedseys," Jules Levey's "New Orleans,"
Foy, E-L production chief.
'keeping theatres open during the ules.
Fact that companies have
"Who
Joe,"
Under the new agreement, Foy Hal Roach's "Fabulous
coal strike was made over the
week- been able to collect rentals on re- will produce and Alfred Werker will Killed Doc Robin?" "Curly" and
end by the Motion Picture Theatre issues varying from 25-40% when
direct, on a budget of $1,500,000. "Here Comes Trouble," Bing CrosOwners of Washington. In a letter handled nationally, with preliminary
Comet's
and
Filming starts Dec. 18, with Franchot by's "Abie's Irish Rose"
to the D. C, Commissioners^
has
drum-pounding,
the thea- exploitation
"Susie Steps Out" and "Don Coyote."
Joan Leslie as co-stars.
hes disclosed that, they had the spurred the new approach. Added Tone and
Potomac Electric Power Co., local to this is the widely -known detail
utility, make a survey
that Metro, in its first reprint "Rage
last spring.
Survey at that time showed a sav- in Heaven," has scored, substantially
.
ing of 38% in electric power
run
for the greater grosses- than the initial
families which attended picture thea- of the pic.
yesterday

Adamant

Still

in 'Electra'

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Russell's
next starrer

tra,"

Washineton, Dec.

fuel

Rosalind Russell Set

Exempted From Freight Cats;

Pix

PRE-PRODUCTIOM

P^niETY

1946

Set Natl Policy

For Reissued

—

.

'

-

Buys

From

to heave-

weeks ago.
Miss Pickford feels so strongly on
it has been learned, that
may come east this week to talk
individually to her and Chaplin's
reps on the board.. Directors met
last Friday (29) for their first offlcial
consideration of the move
against Selznick and took no action
other than a reading and preliminary discussion of the Pickfordthe issue,

she

Chaplin resolution, which is in the
of a recommendation to the
board. It wjas then decided that each
director should take a copy of the
resolution for private study preparatory to' making suggestions on
revisions and modifications at the
meeting set for next Tuesday.
While the board members in
theory carry out the wishes of the

form

who appoints them, it is understood that they have been considerably swayed by strong objecowner,

tions of prexy Edward C. Raftery
distribution chief Grad Sears
against
drastic
action
regarding
Selznick. Miss Pickford's trip east

and

would be

to impress

on the board

the position she and Chaplin take.
Each of the three
owners names
three members of the directorate.

UA

Unless Arnold Grant and Charles
Schwartz, counsel for Miss Pickford
and Chaplin, respectively and perhaps Miss Pickford herself, if she
decides to come east—-can convince
the directors, there continues a
strong possibility that the Selznick
resolution may, be so modified by
the board that nothing more drastic
results than that suit for declaratory judgement will be filed against
DOS, Such suit jvould seek to regain
for UA profits Selznick is alleged to
have- made by peddling package
deals to RKO and 20th-FoX.

—

;

Board last .week. took,, unusual
steps to insure the privacy of its deliberations, restricting attendance at
the meeting strictly to the nine diwith Sears not even in the
room. Directors then took a vow
not to speak to the press on the
Selznick issue beyond a formal statement that the matter had been
tabled until the meeting npxt Tuesr
rectors,

'

day.

SEARS SWITCHES TRIP

FROM EUROPE TO

LA

plans
switch
in
Last - minute
caused United Artists distribution
topper Grad Sears to ciancel trip to
England on which he was slated to
depart last Friday (29). It was said
that a booking dispute with J. Arthur Rank had straightened itself
out and Sears' presence abroad was
not required. He'll leave instead to^
morrow (Thursday) for the Coast
execs.
to attend a huddle of

UA

:

Survey

tres.,

disclosed

that

these

families turned off their lights and
cut down on their
heat while at the

weatre.

much

The theatres

less

actually used

per customer
same people would have
burned while at home.
electricity

than these

" Noi'thwest's Reaction

^

Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
Trade here declares dimout Is givjng impetus to rapid
decline in theatre and night
club grosses that was
evidence even before it started.
*-ommg at a season of the year when
Kfosses ordinarily are doWn, .the
aimout is depressing takings still
further, it's asserted. Theatre managers and night club heads
say lack

w

Of

Illumination

is

keeping

is

already following the

certain instances to ready national
releases of reissues. In other cases,
such as that of "Magniflcient Obsession," prints are being withdrawn in
a plan to remake some of the company's best properties.
Under new distribution' setup, U's
exeds believe that a' flock of its oldsters can be reshot and sold at far
greater profit than heretofore. Company only recently turned down on
offer by Metro of $250,000 for rights
to "Obsessioni" Lloyd Douglas' best
seller, in favor of doing the pic it*
Original film was released by
self.

U

in

January, 1936.

Bacher Plans Musical
'Ramona' for Spring

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Psychological effect now is espeWilliam Bacher will produce a
cially bad
because the dimout creates musical version of the Helen Hunt
"Ocertainty regarding the economic Jackson story, "Ramona," slated for
OMlook which, of course, would be an early spring start at 20th-Fox,
.adversely affected by more labor with a score by David Rose and
"forest and strikes,
the. film industry Leo Robbins.
^eels.
Dramatic version, of the yarn was
Spirits are dampened
« J*
ana
the public taken out of a show- filmed 10 years ago with Loretta
SOing mood, it's
Young and Don Ainfeche as stars.
declared.
,

Difficulties

which were sending

Sears to London, it is understood,
involved dates and terms for
product in Odeon houses. Inasmuch,
is a partner with Rank in
as
ownership of the circuit, it was felt
was not
that company's product
getting a commehsurately favorable
shake. Sears was prepared to demand a partner's full rights in deals
UA has been getting;
Despite the fact the British situa-

UA

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Gale Sondergaard draws a fear
tured role in "The Road to Rio," to,.,
be produced by Daniel Dare and directed by Norman Z. MacLeod at

a week of exterior shooting. .Dudley Nichols completed the screen.

play for "Mourning Becomes Electra," which he will produce for
'

RKO,

starting

March. .Final

in

;

Roman L. Pines,_ Eu- title on the biography of Enrico
ropean film exec, will function as Caruso, to be filmed by Jesse L.
associate producer with Seymour Lasky, will be "Caruso Sings ToNebenzal on the Maria Montez night.". ..Pine-Thomas announced an
January start for "HardStarrer, "Atlantis," starting Dec. 16 early
Hal Roach's boiled," authored by Tom Ahearn.
on the Croldwyn lot .
"Here Comes Trouble," after a
Fortunio Bonanova left for Mexsneak preview, went back to the lot ico City to star in the Spanishfor a week of added shooting . .
language picture, "Kneeling GodSteve Sekely's next production for dess,'! before joining John Pord's
Republic release will be "Fighting "Fugitive" troupe, which will also
Madonna," based on a story by be filme^Jown there
.
Cecil B.
William Bacher deMille wound up 100 days of
Frank Wisbar
to Sacramento 'Valley to scout loca- shooting on "Unconquered," which
tions for his 20th-Fox production, will be released by Paramount next
"Walls of Jericho."
year to celebrate deMille's 35th anWillard
Jesse L, Lasky postponed the start niversary in pictures
of "Intermission" to Feb. 17 because Parker draws one of the three top
the recent death of Vincent i-oles in the Cavalier production,
of
Lawrence, who was writing the "Three Were Thoroughbreds," a CoMeehan jissigned lumbia release, witli Robert Young
script. ..George
Marguerite Chapman in the
as cameraman on "Bulldog Drum- and
Ralph Staub
mond at Bay" at Columbia . RKO other leading spots
sent its "Out of the Past" troupe, will celebrate his 20th year as a
headed by Robert Mitchum and producer of "Screen Snapshots''
(Continued on page 25)
Jane Greer, to Lake Sherwood for
Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

UA

is said to ha ve been straightened out now, there has been some

tion

hint that Sear.s' cancellation of his
visit abroad is tied up with UA's

pending controversy with David O,
Selznick and necessity of setting de-

.

.

.

.

many

PMple away from the loop and hurt'ng more than "during the war when
»ne unlighted
downtown was taken
as_a matter of
course.

Universal

new pattern in a limited degree.
Company has called in prints in

.

with Enterprise on distribution
plans for its initial films.

tails

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Roach's Biggie
Hollywood, Dec.

.

3.

Hal Roach's first $1,000,000 production "Mr. Wilmer," will start lensing in January with Bebe Daniels
producing and Harvey Foster directing.

color

.

.

to be made in Cinebased on novel by Robert

Comedy
is

Lawson about
1

a

man who

discovers

he Can talk to animals.
Foster directed "Song of South."

.

LOOK
Motion Picture daily

Review
'^Abie's Irish Rose'^
(Bing Crosby Prod,

.

.

.

all

— United

this reviewer

Artists)

looks for audiences

over the land to take **Abie's

Irish Rose'' to their
..»hearts.
..*.

hopes

so.

And

For the "message" which

the Crosby production drives

home

is

basic to the future of the world.

it

builds an emotional content

.

which

dries the throat, wets the eyes

and

makes one want to stand up and cheer.

Wfidne sJay. December 4, 1946
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

Wednesday, December
'Mast'

L

A. Brighter; 'Dream Lively

Balto; 'Deception' 18G

in 5,

Baltimore, Dec. 3.
of some hampering of
trade by the brownout some
topflight. figures iire on tap here this

last' Big 56G/Deception' 47G, H.O.S

fore the Mast" at Keith's, "Undfer
current'' is also: doing well at the

M' Magnificent 45G

4 Spots;

Kayelifts Talcon' to Giant 68G, Hub;

spite

In

Wow

night

'Skies'

week. Thanksgiving day getraway at

Century.
Estimates for This
,

Lo5 Angeles, Dec. 3.
Healthy holiday and weekend biz
pushing grosser., up currently,
Weather also is helping. .Two hew
bills
and strong holdovers make
the week look better than average.
Helped by holiday, "Wake Up and
Dreani" is sighting good $60,500 in
four theatres, "Magnificent Doll"
looks nice $45,000 in five houses. Reissue- of "Booni Town" shapes: okay
$27,000 in three spots.
.

'••Two

.

Years

Mast"

'Befoi-e

second week: while

<.Base(l

$S31,aO0
18 tJieatries)

on

Week

$6,300.

Beverly Hills Mnsic Hall (Blumenfeld-G&S) (824; 65-$!)— 'Angel On
Okay
Shoulder" (UA) I2d wk).
week. $6,700.

(FWC)

Cartiiay Circle

$1)— "Dark
Hefty

$7,500.

(Ur

Gentleman"

(1,513; 50-

(m.o.).
Mirror"
(U)
Last week. '-Notorious

days),

(8

(i.-i.o.)

52G.Phi%

(Grauman-WC)

Chinese

(2,048:

50-$l)— "Wake
Up and Dream"
(20th)
and "Dangerous Millions"
Good $16,000. Last week,
(20th).
"Margie" (20th) (3d 'wk-S days),
$8,300.

Downtown
"Deception"
$20,000. Last

—

(V,B) (1,800; 50-$l)

(WB)

(2d wk). Steady
week, hefty $25,100.
Hall (Blumen-

Downtown Music
feld)

(872;

—"Angel

55r$l)

On

Shoulder" (UA) (2d wk). Okay $13,Last week, okay $15,100.
Egyptian (FWC) (..!)38; 50-$l)
"Undercurrent" (M-G> (4th wk).
Into final four days Monday (2)
Second
after nice $9,500 last week.

000,

—

week

hit $10,200.

(FWC) (861; 50-$l)—
El Key
"Boom Town" (M'G) (reissue).
Okay $5,000. Last week, "Captain
Caution" (SG) and "Captain Fury"

(SG) (reissues), $5,400.

Four Star (UA-WC)

(900; ,50-85)—

"Margie" (20th) (mo ). Stout $8,000.
week, "Rage in Heaven" (MG) (reissue) (5th wk), $3,300.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— Magnificent Doll" (U). Fair $5,500. Last
week, "Dark Mirror" tU) (3d wk),
Il,ast

$2,700.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
50-$l)— "Angel On Shoulder" (UA)
(2d:wk). Near $5,000. Last week,
$6,000.

Uollvwood (WB)

5041)—

(2,756;

"Dieceplion"

(WB)

$13,000, Last

week,

wk).

(2d

Nice

—

week, "Dark Mirror

(U) (3d wk),

$3,100.

Loew

Good

"Margie"

,$27,000.

(2,404;

(3d

(20th)

Last

week,

wk-5 days),

$11,900.

Xos Angeles (D'town-WC)

50-$l)— 'Undercurrent" -(M-G) (4th
wk). Into final 4-days' Monday (2)
Second
after $18,100 third frame.
:

was

$23,000.

Loyola (FWC)
"Wake Up. Dream"

50-$l

(1,248;

)—

(20th) and-"Dan-

gerous Millions" (20th). Good
Last- week, "Margie" (20th) (3d wk5 days), $5,200.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; .55Informer." (Rep) with
Arrhando Orcfiche orch, Isabelita on
$8,000,

8S)— "Invisible

Average $20,000. Last week,
Circle"
with "Oh
(Rep)
Sufsanna" revue on stage, $15,000.
stage.

.:'-Ir)ner

Orphcum (D'town-WC) (2.210; ,5,5$1)— "Boonn Town" (M-G) (reissue).
Okay $16,000. Last week, "Captain
Caution" (SG),and "Captain Fury"
days): (reissues), strong

(SG) (8
$22,100.,

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; ,50-$1 )—
"Jolsbn Story" (Col) (4th wk). BetLast week, .smart
tering $23,000.
$22,800.

Paramount (F&M)

50-$l)—
Masi" (Par)

(3,398;

"Two

Years Before
"Mysterious Mr.' Valentine"
(Rep) 2d wk). Smart 1636,000. Last
week, socko $40,800.
Paramount. Hollywood (F&M) (1,451; 50-$l)— "Ma,st" (Par) (2d wk).

ahd

1

Stout

$20^000,
'

.

.Last

-week,'

bright

$2,3.000.

KKO Hillslrcet (RKO)
SO)—"Jolson Story" (Col)
'

Hitting

$23,000.

Last

(2,890; SO-

(4th wk).
week, sharp

«22;m
Rite -(FWC)
rificent Doll"

.(1,370;

50-$l)— "Mag-

Trim $12,000.
(U).
Last we«k, "Dark Mirror'' fU) (3d
wk),

$7,300.

Stadio City

(FWC)

(880; 50-$l)-^

(2,240;
plus,

N

Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

La.st

week,

Fairish $16,000.

(Based on 23

Week

Ctti«.s;

$3,045,000..
185 theaifes)

(Schanberger)

20-

(2,460;

San Francisco, Dec.

3.

.

-

.

.

'Krides'-Andrews

Huge

$34,000,

Del

,

'2 Guys'

13G.

Cold wave

is

hitting biz.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 35-63)— "Two
Milwaukee" (WB). Fairish
week, "Time of Lives"

Guys

(CT)

.

-

(2,300;

35-63)

Last week, fancy $32,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
70-95)
"Deception"
(WB) and
"Spook Busters" (Mono) (2d wk).
Rousing $26,000. Last week, sock
$28,000.

Montreal, Dec. 3.
"Holiday in Mexico" at Loew's,
an"d "Rebecca" at Imperial are holdovers this week with "Two Guys
From Milwaukee'' top new pic at

$12,000. Last
(U), $13,000.

—

United Artists (United Detroit)
70-95)— "Three Wi.se Fools"

(1,941;

(M-G)

and

"Flight

to

Nowhere"

'

opener.
Princess

$9,000,

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
70-95)— "Suspense" (Mono)
and"Gentleman Joe Palooka"
(Mono). Passable $18,000. Last week,
^y in Mexico" (M-G). Solid $14,500 ''Two Years Before Mast" (Par) and
for -second "week after big $17,500 "Little Iodine" (UA) (5th wk), solid

......

.

lASr RECORD

29G

TOPS OFFISH

:

Met is terrific, and may hit a new
Mirror," at Memorial
^^^^
and "Undercurrent," day-date at'
State and Orpheum, likewise are
sock The Kaye-"Falcon's Adventure combo will do terrific $68,000,
second only to Haymes, but doing
the

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$].10)—
Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) plus
Danny Kaye, Georgia Gibbs, Tip,
Tap and Toe, and others, on stage.

mammoth

Heading for

$68,000

or

near the all-time record here. La.st
week, "White Tie and Tails" (U)
plus Freddie Slack orch, others, on
stage, $31,000.
Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $2.40)
"Henry V" (UA). Back to $4,000 on
final week,, 36th, in Boston. Closed
today (2) after .setting all-time Hub
record for a film run on roadshow
or. any other basis, takiiiR in an estimated $150,00q in that time. House
reverts to subsequent-run starting

—

tomorrow (Wed.).
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80) —
"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
"Aflfairs Geraldine"
(Rep) (m,o ).
Great $12,000, Last week, "Two
Years Before Mast" (Par) and "Gen-

ius

At Work" (RKO).

Majestic

(Indie)

$9,000.
(1,500; 40-80)

—

"Bluebeard's 8th Wife" (Par) and
"Ruggles Red Gap" (Par) (rei.siiues)
(2d wk). Nice $5,000 after good $6,500 in

.

first.

MemorlKl (RKO) (2,900; 40-80) —
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Vacation
Reno" (RKO). Very powerful ,$30.:

Last week, "Margie" (20th) and
(U) Cld wk),

000.

"Slightly Scandalous"
$22,000.

Metropolitan (M-P)

(4,367: 40-80)

—"Blue Skies"

(Par). Biggest Opening day house ever had and looks
wham $50,000 or better. May
new record. Holds one or two
weeks. Last week, "Nobodv Lives
Forever" (WB) and "A(Tair.s Geraldine" (Rep), $28,000.
like
set a

Orpheum (Loew)

(

2,900; 40-80)

—

"Undercurrent" (M-G). Potent $30.Last week, "Two Smart People"
(M-G) and "Cockeyed .Miracle" (M-

000.

G).

$2,5,000.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-80)—
"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
"Affairs Ge.raldrne" (Rep)
(m,o.).
Nice $18,500. Last week, "Two Years
Before Mast" (Par) and "Genius At

Work" (RKOf

$17,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Undercurrent"
(M-G).
Lifting
this
house to fine $19,000. Last week,
"Two Smart People" (M-G) and
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G). $14,000.
Transiux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
—"Jesse James" (20th) and "Return

Frank

James"

(20th)

Okay

$4,800,

(Col)

and "Devil Bat"

(reissue.?).

Last week, "Unknown"
(Indie)

(re-

Tremont (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 4080)— "Tonight Every Night" (Col)
(rei.s,sue.O.

Trim $6,000, Last week, "Stormy
Weather" (Par) and "Under Two
Flags" (Par) (reissues), $5,000,

;

are neai'ly as strong.
"Mast'' in first week, registered sock

Monroe Ups 'Homicide*
Record 46G

biz:.

Estimates for This
.

Week

—

Aibee (RKO)
(2,200; '44-65)
"Nocturne" (RKO) and "Vacation In
Reno" (RKO)
(2d
Wk). Fairly
steady $14,.50O.. First week, nice $18.000.

^

(CT) (2,300; 35-.53)
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Secret "Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
of Whistler" (Col). Neat $7,500. .Last "Rolling Home" (SGP). Tepid $7,500.
"Home Sweet. Homicide" Last week,. "Killer.s" (U) and "Dark
week,
(Col). Horse" (U) (6th Wk), modest $6,000.
(20th) and "Swamp Fire"
$7,800.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 30-50)— "Re- 50-60)— "Centennial Summer" (20th)
(reissue) and"Big and "All Came True" (WB) (reisbecca" (UA)
Town" (RKO). Hefty $5,000 for sec- sue ). Up to $2,500 in 3 days. Last
ond week after $6,000 last week.
week. "Smoky" (20th) and "Made
M; Killer" (Par), usual $2,300 in 3
days.."Magnificent Doll" (U). Neat '$7,000.
Last week,"Dark Mirror" (U) (33
wk), $3,900.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100:
"Magnificent Doll" (U).
50-$l)
Average $13,000, Last week, "Dark
MPLS.
Mirror" (U) (3d v^k), $10,800.
Minneapolis, Dec. 3,
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; .50-$l)—
Strong line-up of newcomers is
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th ) and
"Dangerous Millions" (20th). Good bucking many adverse box6iiice inLast -week, "Margie" (20th) fluences here, including a slumping
$9,500.
entertainment, market, an earlier(3d wk-5 days), $4,800.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-.85 )— "Boom than-usual pre-Christma.? lull and
Town" (M-G) (reissue). Near $6,000. unfavorable weather. Despite all
Last week, "Captain Caution" (SG) these handicaps, "Two Years Before
Mast"
and
"Undercurrent,"
and "Captain Fury" (SG) (8 days) the
among the major entries, promise to
(reissues), $5,900.
Wilsliire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)— chalk up big grosses,
"Mast", will
hit new house mark at Radio City
"Undercurrent" (M-G) (4(h wk)
tor
straight
filreler.
Into final 4 days Monday (2) after
Estimates for Thi.<f Week
Second week
$8,000 third frame.
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Dre.'ssed
went to $10,800.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300: 50-$l)— "De- to Kill" (U) and "Gai; Hou.se Kid-s"
.oeption" (WB) (2d; wk). Nice $14,(PRC), Okay $2,000 in 5 day.s. Last
(Continued on page 22)
OOO. Last week. $20,600.

'

approaching Dick Haymes' record
here while "Blue Skies" at

figure

and "Life Blondie" (Col)

3.

Goodbye"

$22,000.
(3,309;

—

Providence, Dec.

Loew's State's "Undercurrent" is
pace this week but
Strand's "Two Years Before The
I^tast". and
Majestic's '^Never Say
setting a strong

(SGP). Okay $17,000. Last week,
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) and
"Faithful; in My Fashion" (M-G),

with big
grosses registered all along 'the line.
Hypoed by long school weekend!
Danny Kaye, in person at RKO; is

issue), $5,000.

20G/Goodbye'Bigl8G

—

$35,000:

"Martha Ivers" (Par). Modest $11,500. Last week, "Claudia and David"
(20th) lukewarm $13,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-67)— "Holi-

—

27G, Prov.; 'Mast' Tall

—"Margie" (20th) and "Wanted for
Munder" (20th) (2d wk). Strong

fflonl'l

3,

here

_

$45,000, Frisco

.

-

week

fewer shows, per day.

Lofty

'Skies'

wk). Starts second round today
(Tues.) after mighty $24,000 for first.
Last week, '^Dark Mirror" (U) (3d
wk), nice $9,500.
Mayfair (Hick's) (980; 25-55)— "Always Love You" (Rep) (7th wk).
Still going strong at $4,800 pace after
$5,000 last week. May run 10 weeks

.

Palace
(2,097;

(RKO)

"Blue Skies" is the big news here
currently,
being the -only really
here.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— smash tipattraction in- town. It will
a tall figure at the Fox:
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th). Opens hang
tomorrow (Wed.) after four weeks ol "Never Say Goodbye" is the next
"Margie" (20th). Final week was best straight filmer.
Estimates for This Week
nice $9,000 after $10,000 on third.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-74)— "DeGolden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-05)
ception" (WB). Nice going at $18,000. —"Nocturne'' (RKO) plus stage show
Last week, second of "Nobody Lives headed by Ben Yost's Vikings and Al
50-94)— "Strange Forever" (WB), held fairly well at Wallace orch. Smooth $28,000. Last
Aldine
(1,303:
Woman" (UA). Big $24,500 with ex- $12,400.
week, "Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball"
tra $5,500 for Sabbath showing at
(RKC)) plus Louis Armstrong orch,
Earle. Last week, "Sister Kermy"
$20,000.
(RKO), sad $8,000 for 6 days second
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)—"Blue
I
week.
(Par).. Husky $48,000. Last
Skies"
Arcadia (Sablosky (700; 50-94)—
week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G)
"Deceptiou" (WB> (2d run). Healthy
(2d wk), only $17,500.
$7,000. La.st week, "Night in CasaWarfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
blanca" (UA). $8,000 second run.
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). Good
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "No
'fDeception"
$23,500.
Last week,
Leave" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $17,(WB) and "High School Hero"
500. Opening sesh was okay $22,500.
Detroit, Dec. 3.
(Mono) (2d wk), $17,,500.
Earle (WB) (2(760; 60-99 )-,-"PilWith the Andrews Sisters topping
grim Lady" (Rep) with Claude
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
the
stag^
layout
and
"G.I.
War "No Leave" (M-G). Nice $22„500.
Thornhill orch on stage. Thin $17,
500,
Last 'week, "Griminal Court" Brides" on the screen, the Down- Last week, "Margie" (20th) and "Earl
(RKO) and Inkspots heading stage town is heading for a terrific session Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep) (2d wk),
this week. Only other newcomers fine $18,500.
show, terrific $38,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; ,50-94)— "Mar- are "Three Wise Fools;" at United
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 5.?-85)—
and "Suspense," at the "Margie" (20th) (3d wto) (m.o.).
gie" (20th) (4th wk). Wham $25,000. Artists,
Broadway-Capitol. Neither are cre- Okay $9,500.
Last weeki big $21,000.
Last week, "Kings
Goldman (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94) ating much excitement. On the other' Row" (WB)- and "Wild Bill Hickok
—"Dark Mirror" (U). Sock $32,000, hand, "Blue Skies," at Palms-State, Rides" (WB) (rei.ssues), neat $8,000.
Last week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M- "Deception" at the Michigan and
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "De"Margie"
at
the'
Fox
are
holding
up
G), $14,000 sixth week.
ception" (WB) (3d Wk) (m.o,). TeKarlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)— well in second stanza. "Skies" re- dious $8,500. Last week, "-Two Years
"Notorious Gentleman" (U) (2d wk). mains sock, only a step behind the Before Mast" (Par) (4th wk), steady
terrific mark set the opening week.
Good $10,000. Opener, neat $16,000.
$8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; .5,5Palms-State (United D e t r o i t) 85)— "Dark Mirror"
"Canyon Passage" (U) (2d run). Mild
(UA) (3d wk),
70-95)— "Blue Skies" (Par)
$4,500. Last week, "Kid from Brook- (2,976;
Nice $13,500, Last Week, nice $18,000.
and "Wife Wanted" (Mono) (2d
lyn" (RKO), oke $7,000 second run.
United ArtLsls (Blumenfeld) (1.207;
wk).
Socko
Last
week,
ter$36,000.
Mastbauin (WB) (4,350: 50-94)—
55-85)— "Angel On Shoulder" (UA)
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). Fair- rific $38,000.
(2d wk). Okay $12,000. Last week,
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 85- neat
ish $25,000. Last week, "Two Years
$13.1500,
Before Mast" (Par), so-so $18,000 for $1)— "G. I, War Brides" (Rep) with
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (200: $1.80Andrews Sisters, Bob Evans, Vic $2.40)—
fourth week.
"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk).
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Blue Schoen orch, Les Paul Trio and Sma.sh $7,500. Last week, sellout at
Skies" (Par). Super $52,000. Last Mack and Desmond on stage. Lusty $7,500.
Last
week',
"Betty
Go-Ed"
$34,000.
week, "Two Smart People" (M-G ),
(Col) with Mickey Rooney, Connie
mild $18,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "Ver- Haines, Gae Foster Roxyettes, Will
Mastin trio, others, on stage, nice Hepburn-Taylor Stout
dict" (WB) ('2d wk). Good $15,000.
$25,000.
Last week, bri/,'ht $20,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
Philadelphia, Dee. 3.
Biggest thing to hit the fili-n sector
here in a long time is "Blue Skies,"
which is bucking the dimout for sensational business, with long lines of
customers fighting to get in over the
weekend. Also getting a heavy play
is '^Dark Mirror" at the Goldman
and "Strange Woman" at the Aldine.
Estimates (or This Week

Capitol.

(Loew-WC)

State

Up and Dream"
S0-$1)— "Wake
and "Dangerous Millions"
(20th)
(20th).

Sock 32G

'Mirror'

$19,500.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen"Angel On
.50-85)
(475;
leld)
(UA> (2d wk). Fair
Shoulder"
$4,000. La!!t week, $6,200.
Iris (FWC)
(828; 50-85)— "Magnificent Doll" (U). Fancy $7,300. Last

(.Based on 22 cities, 200 theatres, chie/ij//irst runs, including

.

)"

:'$5;7Q0.

(Rappaport)

Luck"

60)— 'Two Years Before Mast" (Par)

.

$4,000. La.st

Estimated Total Grost
This Week ........ .$3,686,000

.(2d

,

second week, four spots.
Eslimates for This Week
Belmont (FWG) (1,532: 50-$l)—
(4th wk).
''Undercurrent" (M-G)
Into final 4 days: Monday (2) after
good $4,000 last week. Second week,

Hippodrome
20-70)— "Lady

Keith's

'Skies'

Week

attract at $8,800,

t,o

City Grosses

(RKO) and
"Vacation in Reno"
vaude headed by "Hoosier Hot Shots,"
okav $14,800, thanks to latter.

for

looks solid $46,000 for fourth frame
in two houses, bettering, third Week.
"Deception" likely will ' hit neat
$47,000 in three spots, second stan"Undercurrent" did $40,500 in
za,
third week, four houses. "Angel on
Shoulder" will be near $25,000 in

Key

Centurv (Locw-UA) (3,000; 20-60)
Strong
—"Undercurrent"
(M-G),
,$20,000, with second round set to
follow tomorrow (WedO. In ahead,
"Two Smart People" tM-G) failed

vaude.

,.,$630,700

(Based on 17 theatres)

Story"

-'Jolson

'

Estimated TotarGrsss
This Week
Total Gross Same
Last Week

Boston, Dec,
Terrific

:.

.

Broadway Grosses

will hit

two locations

T<)Using $56,000 in

.

Hot 30G

50G, lirror'

upped prices helped. Top figure is
being chalked up by "Two-Years Be

is

4, 1944i

Mighty $24,000,

Carlton (Fay-Loew)

(1,400; 44-65)

in Cleve.;

'Deception' Fancy 27G
Cleveland, Dec. 3.
is being reg-

Slight pick-up in biz

istered by all key hou.ses. "}lom«
Sweet Homicide" is being boosted by

Vaughn Monroe's band

to

a

record

—"Deception" (WB) (2d run). Neat at the Palace, "Deception" at Hipp
.$5,000, Last week, '.'Killers" (U) and
and "Undercurrent" at Slate are top
"Little Miss Big"
tU)
(2d ruh), fllmers.
,

$4,500.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Mar.'

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Blood

On Sun" (UA)

(reissue)

on stage. Steady

$6,500.

"Here Come Co-Eds"
and vaude, nice $7,500.

and vaude
Last week,

(,U)

(reissue)

—

Majestic' (Fay)

(2,200; 44-65)
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) iand
"Shadow of a 'V/^oman" (WB).
$18,000 or over. Last week "Deception" (WB), about same.

gie" (20th). Sweet $17,000 oii third
week after great $15,000 last stanza.
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)—
"Nobody Lives Forever' '(WB) (m.
o.).
Oke $4,000 ott third downtown

week.

Mce (RKO)
;

Metropdiilan

(Snider)

(3,100;

65-

Last week, "Sister Kenny"
(m.o ), mild $2,400,

Hipp (WB) (3,700; 55-70)— "Decep(WB). Strong $27,000, Last
week, "Nobody Lives Forever" (WB)
(2d wk),' average $15,000, ..
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200: 55-70)— "No
Leave" (M^G) (m.o.). Excellent $9,000. Last week, "Two Ycar.s Betore
Mast" (Par) (m.o?), $7,500,
55-90)—
Palace
(RKC))
(3,300:
'Home Sweet Homicide" (20tii with
tion"

;

88)r-"Wanted for Murder" (Mpiio)
and vaude. Three-day weekend run,
thm ,'ii3,500. Last week, "Traffic in
Crime" (Mono) and Vaughn Monroe
orch on stage tor one-day Sunday
stand, good $2,500,
Stale (Loev.-) (3.200; 44-65)— "UnVaughn Monroe orch on -slage. Stage
dercurrent"
(M-G) and "Blondie
Knows Best" (M-G). Stout $27,000 layout boosting to record $46,000.
on Hepburn-Taylor draw of former Last week, "Crack-Up" (RKO) ply<
breezy
Last week. "Two Smart People" (M- Cab Calloway orch on istagc.
G) and "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G), $33,000.
)—
)

•

fairi-sh $17,000.

Strand

(Silverman) (2,200; 44-68)
Years Before Mast" (Par)
For first .stanza ending
last Sunday, (I), great
$20,000,
In
ahead, "Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and

—'Two

(2d wk).

j^gjfierous

Business"

(Col>.

sad

55-70
State
(Loew's)
(3,4.50:
Undercurrent" (M-G). Great $30,Last week, "Rage in Heaven

000.

(M-G)

(reissue), satl.sfactory ,$21,000.
(2,700; 55-701--

Stillman. (Loew's)

"Rage
(m,o.).

Heaven" (M-CJ) (lti^•.'^^|«'
Middlini? $6;800 in five dayS'

in

Last week, "No Leave" (M-G) nn.o.h
excellent $11,000.

.

,

PICTURE GROSSEST

K

IHargie'-'Carter Terrif

'Nocturne'

in Chi;

bU

Grosses Are Net

.

desplll*

Film gross

which dented only th« late
ThanksBiowi in a darkened loop.
well for two new
Slvlng holiday did
money,
AntriM which ar« In t;h« big
"Star and
"Margie," at Oriental, with
all with a
Garter" revue, tops them
The other Is "Noct»rriflc $72,000.
long
turne" at the Grand. It. had
great $30,000 for inilines and looks

trownoiit

doing well with
The Palace
"Magnificent Doll" in second round
Loop is
with $20,000. Rest of the
topped by Ohiholdovers,
Ailed with
Forever," with
caio's "Nobody Lives

,

estimates,

as

Home combo on

rfi-

ported herewith from th« various key cities, are net,
without the 20% tax. IDistributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the Estimated
figures are net income.
admission
The
parenthetic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U. S, amusement tax.

new

the
Sleep" (WB) (7th week). Worth
Last week,
long run with Hue $14,000.

(B&K)

*^Chi«iffo

(3,900;

Q5-m)~

"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) (2d
wk) hypoed by Lena Hoi-ne and

Sock $60,000 for

slage revue.

6 days.

LaiSt week, massive $70,000,
Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.20^
-"Henry V" (UA) (18th wk). Doing
Last week about
well at $11,000.

(900; G5-9.'i)—"Dar(20th) (0th wk).
to fair $12,000. Last week, so-

(B&K)

'*GarricU

Clementine"

ling

Down

so $14,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-9r))-^"Noc(RKO). Smash $30,000. Last
week. "Notorious" (RKO) l9tli wk),

tiinie

'

tidv $14,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (.S,400; 6^-95)
(20th) hooked witb Star
Looks
atid Garter" revue on stage.

—"Mariiio"

'

Last week, "Ren-

sensalional $72,000.

stage, flne

Colossal With

Pitt; 'Mirror'

,

:

—

$21,000

of coal

strike

i

Hefty 22G.L'viHe

:

Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
Years Before Ma.st"
(Par) (m.o.) (3d downtown wk).
Solid $5,000; Last week, "If I Had

40-60)— "Two

My Way"

(U) and "Shadow of
Doubt" (U) (reissues), about same.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Canyon Passage" (U) and "O. S.
S;" (Par).
Stout $3,600. Last week,
"Boys' Ranch" j[JVt-G) and "Beau-

caire" (Par), juaat $3,400.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)—"Never Say Goodbye" (WB)
(2d wk). Maintaining okay pace at
Last week, excellent $8,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
"Waltz

$6,500,

—"Dark Mirror" (U) and

Time'' (Indie). Teeing off well on
straight film policy at good $1I,S0Q:

Last week, "Gas House Kids" (PRC)
and "Star and Garter" revue on
stage, strong $16,000.
Eialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Margie" (20th). Wicket is
plenty busy despite darkened streets
and theatre fronts, Brisk $19,000.
Last week, "Two Years Before
Mast" (Par) (2d wk), $11,000.
40-60)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,300;
"Undercurrent" (M-G) and "Betty

—

big for pre-holiday session.

Co-Ed"

Colossal 17iG,

and "Out California
(Rep), bright $5,500.

(20th)

'

Last
$21,000 and holding.
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par)
(2tl wk), okay $9,000.
Denver (Fox) (1,525; 35-74) 3574
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Mystenons Mr. Valentine" (Rep), dayaate with Esquire, Webber.
Bi«
$18,0004
Last week, "Deception"
(WBi and "North of Border" (SG).

Cincy;

Work"
slow.

Good

(RKO).

$8,500

week,

Last

start.

-

:

after

"Gallant

(Col) and "Walls TumDown" (Col), mild $6,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)—

Journey"

$3,500.

,wl

bling

Woman" (WB) and

Bombshell"

(Mono),

fine

vU.UOO.

35-74)— "An£(cl

(878;

Shoulder" (UA) and "Dangerous
aoney (Mono), after week at DenLsquire, Aladdii).

Fine $5,500.
^ai-t
week, "Margie" (20th) and
uecoy (Mono) (m.o.) good $4,500.
,Webber (Fox) (7,50; 35-74)—"Davk
"urror. (U) and "The Mysteriou.s
vi: yalentine" (Rep); also Denver,
fiqun-e.
Big $5,000. Last woeic,
bliadow of Woman"'
(WB) and
(Mono), good
$4

1

I

^11

00o"^^-^"

000

or

close.

Lucky"
.

(20th)

Last week, "I£ I'm
and "Strange Tri-

(20th), $10,000.
(Tristates)

angle;'

Paramount

05)— "Two
(Par).

week.

(WB).

-

1

(3.000: 16Ma.-it"

Before

Years

Last
$17,500.
Sensational
Forever"
Lives
"Nobody
$11,800.

—

State (Goldberg) (865: 15-50)
"City for Conquest" (WB) and "No
Tlin'e for

Good

Comedy" (WB)

$3,000

or

near.

(reissues).
La.st week.

"Holiday in Mexico" (M-Gl (3d
run) and "Get Along Little Zombie"
"

(Coi), fair $3,200.
1

Way"

,

DoH'

house.
Only two other new pictures finished their initial weeks, both being
on the disappointing side. This is
particularly true of "Time of Lives"
which hit only $22,000, or under, at
the Criterion.
It holds but three

days of second frame, making way
"Magnificent Doll" next Satur"Kings Row," reissue, also
(7).
was far from startling with $14,000
the Victoria. "Darling Clementine" teed off yesterday (Tues.) at
for

day

the Rivoli, after 10 remarkably fine

weeks

"Two

with

Years

Before

week

after

Continues

on.-'

(RKO)

Palace

(1,700;

60-$1.5O)—

"Song of South" (RKO-Disney) (2d
wk).
Preem week for new Walt
Disney feature, ending,
night,

last (Tues.)
soaring to $52,000 or better.

is

.

..

$52,000 mark, will mean
for house now held by
"Stranger" (RKO). Holds indef. In
ahead, last four days of third week
for "Nocturne" (RKO). remarkably
firm $17,000.
,
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.5e)
If

it

tops

new high

— "Blue

Skies" (Par) and Stan

Ken-

ton orch, Kin.g Cole 3, Dean Murphy,
Lane Bros, oii stage (8 th »wk).

Seventh round concluded last (Tues.)
night climbed to sock $90,000, beating sixth week's nice $82,000. Wind*
up record-smashing run at Par flagship after nine weeks, moving out
on Dec. 17 to make way for "Cross
My Heart" (Par) and stageshow
headed by Andrews Sisters.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

The two big guns of the holdover
array are "Razor's Edge" and "Best
Years of Lives." Former, with stageshow headed by Antonio and Rosario,
at the Roxv will beat the first week's
$164,700 with $166,000 or better assured. Both are new all-time records
lers)
70-$2.40)
"Jolson
(5.945;
for any picture house in world.
Story" (Col) and stageshow (8th"Lives," at the Astor, is heading for
final
Picked up materially
wk).
terrific $62,000 in initial holdover
from previous week to reach big
stanza, or $1,000 over first week's
$132,000 or better; seventh was $118,figure. Long running time undoubtedly is keeping this from a record, 000. Makes over $1,200,000 for rim.
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) and
theatre being able to get in only six
Xijaas stage spectacle opens
shows daily instead of eight or nine annual
tomorrow (Thurs.).
usually done on a hit film.
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 75-$1.20)
Holiday splurge is enabling "Blue
"Fantasia"
(RKO) (reissue) (l,Otli
Skies" with stageshow topped by
wk).
Remains
in about the. same,
Stan Kenton band at Paramount to
groove, this week being $6,500 while
hit big $90,000 in seventh session,
last was $7,500.
"Story of Pope"
It
better than sixth week's total.
(Indie) opens here on Dec. 19.
also is boosting "Jolson Story" to
Rialto
(Mayer)
35-85)-t(594;
strong $132,000 in eighth and final
Vs. Cueball" (RKO)
week at the Music Hall, or $14,000 "Dick Tracy
Moderately
wk).
on holdover at
(2d
greater than seventh. "Till Clouds
after stout $8,500 opener. "So
Roll By" and annual Christmas $6,000
Dark
the Night" (Col) opens next
tomorthe
Hall
spectacle opens at
Friday (6).
row (Thurs.).
Bivoli (,UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—
Estimates for This Week
"Darling Clementine" (20th). Opened
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40) here yesterday (Tues.) after 10 re(2d
Lives"
(RKO)
markably strong weeks with "Two
—"Best Years of
Powerful at boxofflce. with Yerfrs Before Mast" (Par). Final
wk).
chance that it may hit terrific $62,000 session okay $27,000 after nice $28,this week, better than smash $81,000 000 for ninth week,
Neither
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
garnered opening stanza.
are new records but remarkable in "Razor's Edge" (20th) and stageshow
view of film's length. Only able to headed by Rosario & Antonio (3d
Sensational is the word for
get in six shows daily by running wk).
from 9 a.m. until 3 o'clock next this combo. Initial holdover week
morning.
ended last (Tues.) night looks to
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 7O-$1.30) beat $166,000 or better than first
plus week's $164,700. Both are all-time
"Undercurrent"
(M-G)
Frankie C^arle orch, Slate Bros., Val highs for any house in world. ManSetz on stage. Opened big and looks agement wisely is overcoming long
sock $99,000, not a record but very running-time of film by qpndensing
Last week, stage layout. Upped scale" naturally
Holds, of course.
big.
'"'Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue) is helping considerably to make this
and Enric Madriguera 6rch, Murtah coin po.ssible.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)-rSisters heading stageshow (3d wk),
"Killers" (U) (2d run) (2d wk) plus
$45,000.
Criterion (LoeW's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) Ralph Slater, Murtah Sisters head—"Time id Lives" (U) (2d wk). Goes ing vaude. Big $30,000 likely. Last
only three days In holdover session, week, "Killers'' with Benny Fields,
Willie West Si McGinty, Murphy Sis-

'

—

-

—

-

strong $36,000.

(WB)

(2,756;

75-$1.50)—

"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) plus
Ray McKinley orch, Lorraine Rognan, Miguel to Valdes on stage (2d
i

1% Dndercurroit' 1?G

Cincinnati, Dec. 3.
Turkey Day Upswing, setting of a
new high for the Albee by Mickey
Rooney stage show and reopening of
Keith's under management of Universal Pictures with a terrific campaign and p.a. of Ginger Rogers, are
cliief contributors to a humper week
downtown houses, coal strike
at
blackouts to the contrary. Keith's
unveiling is on- "Magnificent Doll,"
a solid entry, Albee film with Rooney stage show is "Falcon's Adventure." CJlher newcomers are "Undercurrent," big for the Capitol, and
''Nocturne," nice at Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55.95) r"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) and
Mickey Rooney, others, on stage.
Rooney the magnet for colossal $42,000, a new house record. Last week,
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G) and An-;
drews Sisters, others, sock $35,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)

"Shepherd of Hills" (Par) and "Beau:
Geste" (Par), (reissues). Exceptional
r$ll,500. La.st week, "Margie" (20th)
(m.o.) and "The Unknown" (Col)
Carroll Sketchbook"
(Rep) (1st run), $9,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
'Rendezvous
Annie"
With
(Kep)
Fine $12,000. Last weelc. —"Claudia and David" (20ih) and
"Little
Miss Big" (U), Strons* $13,.onadow of

fcr

last

,

$16,000 in prospect this
.$18,000 for sixth round.

wk).

week,

a

ended

"Magnificent Doll"
(U), opens Saturday (7). In ahead,
"Dark Mirror" (U), final five days of

On

disappointing side at $42,behind only fairly good

000, not far

—

Web-

(RKO). Big $19,500.
Last
"Lady Luck" (RKO) and
Craek-Up" (RKO), fine $15,500.
„/»ramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74 )—

combo likely will Ijit a sock
$99,000 or close. This is not a record
but terrific takings, especially in
view of biz done recently at the
this

Rooney Dps Takon to Record 42G,

Estimates for This Week
Brahdeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
"Deception" (WB) arid "Genius at

(RKO) (2,600; 35-74i —
(RKO) and "Genius at

.Riallo (Fox)

week

first

night.

Strand

Beau Geste."

fine $16,000.

(742; 35-74)— "Dark
and "Mysterious Mr.

ber. Great
$6,000. Last week, ":Decephon" (WB) and "North ot Bor-

tM^I^'y

(Tues.)

ters,

house ever had. Other spots are
doipg well also, particularly Orpheum with "Claudia and David." One
of the surprises is the big biz being
done by the Omaha with a pair of
oldies, "Shepherd of the Hills"' and

Esquire (Fox,

Work'

.

under for

'

this

-

good

Making surprisingly

prospect.

Omaha; 'Cbudia' 13G

week,

Valentine" (Rep), also Denver,

(Col).

showing, with strong $22,000 in
Last week, "Two Smart
People" (M-G) and "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G), fairish $15,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
40-60)— "White Tie and Tails" (U)
and "Wild Beauty" (U). Mild $4,500.
La,?l week, "Home Sweet Homicide"
fine

— last'

Terrific

Webber,

3.

ing grosses to any noticeable extent.
National
has
discontinued
stage
shows for the present and showing
straight films, with "Dark Mirror"
looking good currently. "Undercur^
rent" at the State is shooting for big
week, while "Margie," at the Rialto,
is only a step behind, also great.
Estimates for This Week

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) (m.o.).
Doing fairly well at $8,500. Last
week. "Verdict" (WB), $9,500, very

is

Webber. Big $0,50«. Last
Shoulder" (UA)
Money" (Monoi
good $5,500.

Oriiheum
Nocturne"

Wow 52G

being- very, disappointing $22,000 or

Monday -Tuesday

Mast."
Louisville, Dec.

Nearly all spots -ar« doing well this
week. The brownout Is not depress-

Omaha. Dec. 3.
"Two Years Before Mast" is rollDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70 )— ing up a smash session at the ParaTwo Years Before Mast" (Par). mount for one of the biggest weeks

„

,

holidaj- weekend, helped by youngstcrs out of school.
But the bitter
cold and high wind Monday (2) and
the continued cold weather yester^
day (Tues.) cut, ^deeply into normal

at

Stanley (WB) (3,800: 40-70)— "Deception" (WB). Got away big but
falling sharply since crix got hooks
into it. Maybe $21,000, only fair for
Bette Davis film with holiday help.
Will likely hold over 5 extra days
to get house on a Tuesday opening
before Xmas. Last week, "Never Say
Goodbye" (WB), about $17,000.

Esquire,

der' (SG),

$24,000.

Hepburn-Taylor

week, "Angel On
and "Dangerous

,

Good

—

(Shea) (1,700; 40-70)
"Dark Mirror" (U). Good notices,
holiday and marquee strength combining to roll up very good $14,000,
and that means h.o. Laist week, second of "Always Loved You" (Rep),
under $6,000, and ,$16,000 on 12-day
run.
Hai-ris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
"Margie" (20th). This is easily the
week's smasheroo. Should easily top
$22,000, sensational here, and sounds
like a good run. Last week, "Thrill
ol Brazil" (Col), not so thrilling at

trade a bit.
Estimates (or This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74
"Deception" (WB) and "North of
Border" (SG) after week at Denver,

(U)

Roxy Record, 166G; *Song
Broadway deluxers did landoffice
business over the long Thanksgiving

•

boosthig

Mipor"

Higher

Still

sixth week okay $16,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)-tbiz reducing what 'The Chase" (UA) (3d wk). Near
might have been the best totals in $17,000 after $18,500 for second
frame. Holds another week.
weeks.
000, falling off after good start.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
Only the frigid weather will preCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)— "No
"Man From Morocco" (Indie) (2dLeave" (M-G) with vaude.
Nice vent "Song of South" from establish$30,000.
Last, week, "Angel on ing a new record at the Palace, flnal wk). Only $7,000 after mildish
Shoulder" (UA) plus vaude, modest where it looks like a photo-finish as $10,000 opener.
Golden (767; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
to whether the new Walt Disney will
$22,000,
(UA) (14th wk).
Continues
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)— beat the $52,000 high hung up by V"
steady gait with $13,000 for 14th
"Henry V" (UA) (4th wk), Capacity "The Stranger" this year.
Cold wave akso cut into "Under- stanza ended last Saturday (30)
at .$6,500.
Last week, about same.
night;
12th week was $12;000. Stays
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70) current" and stageshow headed by
indefinitely.
—"Plainsman" (Par) (reissue). Stout Frankie Carle and Slate Bros, at the
Hollywood (WB) (1,499 70-$1.10)
Last week, "Nobody Lives Capitol. With a big opening day and
$10,000.
Forever" (2d run), below average at heavy patronage over the weekend, —"Deception" (WB) (7th wk). Nice

Say Goodbye" (WB).

14G

FuHon

Denver. Dec. 3.
Holiday .weekend trade is snapping up biz here, with "Two Years
Before Mast'' standout. Closing of

also Esquire*

44-80)—

Pittsburgh, Dec, 3.
.
$6,500.
Holiday biz is perking Golden
Palace
(Loew) (2,370; 44-70)—
Triangle up a bit but it lulled two "Undercurrent" (M-G).
Fine $24,Last week, "Margie" (20th)
of them, "Deception" at Stanley, and 000.
"No Leave, No Love" at Penn, into (2d wk), poor $15,000.
Columbia (LOew) (1,263; 44-70)—
a
false security
on strength ot "Margie" (20th) (m.o.). Good $9,000.
Thanksgiving trade. Neither is hold- Last week, "3 Wise Pools" (M-G)
ing up as hoped. On the other hand,, ('2d run), so-so $6,000.
both "Maroie" ^t Harris and "Dark
•Mirror" at Fulton are great and
both heading for sock Holdovers,
Estimates for This Week

Denver, 3 Snots; 'Mast'

•

(1,838;

Cuts

Turkey;

'

lirror' Bright $29,000,

(ni.o.V,

Week

Last week, "Dark Mirror" (0), $20,-

—

because

.

(RKO)

Keith's

'

schools

films.

"Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk), Sock
Last week, terrific $27,000
for non-holiday week record.
E«rle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Never

Annio" (Rcij) plus
Langford and .Ton Hall on$50,000 but below hopes.
(RKO) (2,R00; 6,->-9.=i)— $9,000,
Palace
"Magnificent Doll" (U> and "Sliahtly ^ Penn' (Loew's-UA)
(3,300; 40-70)—
Doins
Scandalous" (U) (2d wk).
"No Leave'' (M-G), Began to peter
well at .$20,000. Last week, pleasing out after
sensational first two days
$25,000,
and wilU get near $25,000, not bad
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 6.1-9.5)— but likewise
not
good,
Last week,
so
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (3cl wkl. "Two Years Before Mast" (Par)
(2d
week, tasty wk). excellent
Last
$19,000.
Stout
$18,000.
$20,000.
Rilz (WB) (800; 40-70)— "The VerState-Lake (B&K) (2,700: 65-9,'-))-- dict'' (WB)
(m.o.). Nice $4,500. Last
"Deception" (WB) (4th wk). Nifty weelc. "Nobody Lives
Forever" (WB)
$23,000. Last week, solid $25,000.
(m.o.), weakish $2,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65Senator (Harris) 1,750; 40-70)
9,'))—"No Leave"
(M-G) (5th wk). "Black -Angel" (U) and
"Little Miss
Tidv $18,000. Last week. $20,000.
BiR"
(U).
It'll be lucky to grab $3,Woods (Essaness) (1,200:. 65-95)— 500, not so good for a holiday stan"Dark Mirror" (U) (Cth wk). Siendy za. Last week, "Scandal
In Paris"
$20,000.
strong
week,,
$18,000. Last
(UA) and "Little Iodine" (UA), $3,>000 in 6 days.

dezvous with
'Frances

.

still

11

;

Week
(1,200; 95)—"Big

(B&K)

AboUo

"Notorious"

in its second

$24,000,

It will

stage,

Estimates f»r This

'

much harm.

Estimates for This

largieWow22G,

dough, a lush
second week.

set biggest holdover
|60,000 in six days of

do

week. "Under'
current" and "No Leave, No Love"
looks to make the best showings of

is

Lena

hypoed business all along the line in
downtown Washington this week,
with first days of brownout failing
smash

Edge

'Razor's

'

is

frame.

tial

Washington, Dec. 3;
Thanksgiving
holiday
weekend

to

h«r«

No B way

Thanksgiving

'Undercurrent' Ditto

Wham 30aM20G, 2d

ftXhila

No oomplalntB from
w«9k «Hth «ood

^Goodbye' $24,000, D.C.;

—

"Undercurrent" (M-G). Big $17,000.
Holds. Last week, "Deception" (WB)
I'M wk). fairi.* $7,000.
Grand (RKO)' (1,430: 55-70)
l"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk). Mod\

:

—

erate $7,500 after swell $12,000 tee-v

off.

$47)000 oiiening week,

Victoria

(Maurer)

—"Kings Row" (WB)
first week ended last

(720; 70-$1.20)
(reissue).

On

(Tues.) nighi

do $14,000, not too bad for aft
oldie but far from big. Holds. In
ahead, "Westerner" (FC) (reissue),
will

Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)— "Magnificent Doll'' (U). New lessee. Uni- last six days o£ seventh week hit
versal Bictures, reopened theatre aft- $9,000. "Wanted for Murder" (20th)
er remodeling on Thanksgiving eve comes in Dec. 11 on two-week bookwith benefit preview, highlighted by ing.
p.a. of Qinger Rogers and bigtime
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60vaude show by top acts ^rom^ nearby $1.20
"Notorious Gentleman" (U)
Kentucky niteries, Preem show was (4th wk). Third stanza finished last
for War Nurses National Memorial (Tues.) night held up to brisk $28,r
Fund and capacity. Plump $13,000. 000, being helped by late shows; secclosed.
was
Holds. Last week, house
ond week was fine $28,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)— "Deception" (WB) (m.o.). Dull $4,500.
Last week, "Plainsman" (Par > and

—

"Jungle Princess"

(Par)

(reissues),

tcrrit $9,000.

Palace

(RKO)

"Nocturne"

(2,600;

(RKO).

Rep To

Roll Trio

Hollywood, Dec.

55-70)

Nice

$14,000.

3.

Three pictures will get the green
light at Republic this month, making a total of six in production on

Last week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (3d
wk), boff $15,000 to boost total to
smash $66,000 and near -top biz fqr the lot.
McGee,"
"Slippy
Cincy.
are
Starters
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)
"Virginia City Raiders" and "Bells
"Jolsoji Story" (Col). From. Palace of Sa:i Angclo."
Holdovers from
for fourth week on main line. Great
"Gallant
Wyoming,"
No\eniber are
.SICOOO.' La.<it week, "Adam Had Four
Man" and the Nelson Eddy-Ilona
Son.-;" and Mr. Smith to Wa.shing-

—

'

ton" (Col) (reissues), $3,500, no dice.

Massey co-slarring,

still

untitled.

. •

•
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You get

it
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December
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'

w

Mil

il

his paces
with hiii usual zest, capering, mvigging and energetically stealing every
scene he's in— and he's in practically
every one. In the .standout; laugh
sequence, Rooney gets trapped into
a teamup With a towering co-ed jind
lla.shcs/his .top' form in an hilarious
jitterbug routined Throughout' most

Miirshnll Thoinpwin.
I>oimv<l. Ki'L-fOiriUii.v.
Imi.m.
ortstniit story nml. aclMpliuuu. l.>-

lis Uolicrt
Iiy
( ^lol!

»"« Anne MoiT.w.n

.^,1

I

uiwiw Folwy;.
•""*„'

<-dH»v, iVHri-

Kufiiitms'

.\ovV ai,s'4«.
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V

Miniature Reviews

Rooncy bounces through

Colbert,; VViiltev

•^'^UuiaeLte,.

ihi

,

IjuH-.

"The Secret H«art" (M-G).
Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon, Jime AUyson in welltreated psycho^Jogical drama,
d

good

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

I

,

fare.

,

.

,

,

Judge Hardy,

prison reforms,

stox'y of

"Dangerous Millions" (20th )i
Whodunit with familiar pattern

.

playing the grave,
J'i,tlii,\,
pwayne IticUin.'ih distinguished, and ideally understanding dad. Other cast regulars in
'The Sccpet Heart" could. probably the series include Fay Holden, who
best bt' doscribcd as Hollywood's an- does a coriviricing job as Andy's anxr
swer lo the British-inade "Seventh ious mother, and Sara Haden, iii a
6n a psycholdg- walk-on part as Aunt Milly. Ann
Veil." biLsed as it
with classical Ruthei'ford, who used to play Polly
ical thi-'ni<-> iiitcrwoven
music. Film is as good as "Veil" and Benedict,: is out, with her part being
should ehjo.Y the. same- bountifiU, brushed off into an off-stage existwoi'd-of-ino"tli^ Marquee-laden cast ence.
Filling in as Andy's heart
topped by Claudette Colbert, Waller throb is Bonita Granville, who regPidgeoii and June AUyson will boost isters nicely as the campus sn'cn but
the pic's pulling power, making it a who had better watch her- waist aiid
chin line for the future.
good b.o. bet in any situation.
AltlioLiuli "Heart" ties in with the
Bowing to the lact that Rooney is
wave of p.sychological dramas to hit gro\<(ing older, if not larger, story
the screen in recent months, it's more line pushes him to the brink of a
thriller.
Based
suspenseful
a
just
marital plunge. Back from the wars,
than
Franken
Rdse
by
story
orifiinal
Andy
picks up his academic career
an
on
and Williinn Brown Meloney, the film as a college freshman and falls badly
presents in honest fashion a tale of a for Miss Granville, who trips him
young Kirl with a father, ftxatiori that up by iiiarrying someone else. Heartac- broken, Andy is set to pack lip for
ilii.alit liiiye been takett from an
tual case history. Top teamplay be- exile in South America until he's
tween, director Robert Z. Leonard diverted back to normal by the chili
and the' cast converts what might wiles of Lina Romay, a south-of-thehave been n maudlin tearjerker into border chick who happens to be visLatter
iting the town, of Carvel.
a touching but entertaining story
Feinme fans will give their mou chirps one. number in okay style but
choirs a heavy "workout.
otherwise has little to do;
One of the picture's best factors is
Production trimmings measure, up
the subtlety woven into the script by to the high .standards set for "this
screenwriters Whitfield Coojc and series. Thin plot is adroitly padded
Anne Morrison Chapin. Instead of out witli comic business by director
hitting audiences over the head with Willis Goldbeck who keeps the film
an idea of what's going to happen rolling at high speed. Camera work
next in the story, the scripters swing and musical scoring are oompotently
Into it gradually. Evejrything turns handled, while the juve members of
out ill? way it should but the audi- the cast, who play collegians, con
Herm.
ences will feel themselves absorbed tribute a nice assist.
Into the story because of the way it's
(iliilil-,

that reaches
style in telling

near-documentary

•

.

j|„Vllu,||.jr..

melodrama

right

,

,

still

slated for dualer situations.

"Carmen"

'

Vivid,

^ Made).

(Italian

lusty

dramati^.ation

Merimce

of

story, with opera music
background.

for

:•

.

^11.

Wiivtzel

;M.

Kfwl
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i;

Elena Valdez.
Soniij

.Tal:i
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

i

,

,

.

AVfrcr^o

C'hiirtos,...

.

.

.

.

.

.

iri.a.nc.6

done.
Tale revolves around a rich widow
and her two .stepchildren, a boy just
out of the Navy and a college-age
girl.
Latter, an excellent pianist, is
In love with the memory of her
lather, who taught her to play. Her
only interest, consequently, is to shut
out this rest of the world by lockinu;
herself in a room and playing foihim. On the advice of a psychiatrist,
the widow takes her brood to the
family farm where the father had
committed suicide. There the girl begins to come out of her .shell but then
unrtergoe.s another deep etnolional
upset. Thoroughly disillusioned, she
attempts to kill herself in the sanie
,

foraaro

.

way

lier father did. Story builds up
from there to a suspenseful c'liina.x
and then lets down gradually to the
happy d<"noucment.
Responfibie to a large extent for
the sympathetic handling of the story
Is Miss AUyson as the young airl.
In a role that's a far crv from her
usual sons-nnd-dance paris, she gi\es
out with what's undoubtedly the best
emoting of her career. Mis,^ Colbert
is fine as the young widow, with her
flair for coinedy helpiag to lisihtcn
the film's heavy mood. Walter Pidgeoii. a.s the guy she's been in love

Joe
Original

Kinible.
laiwrpnt-e
-screenplay,
Arthur A. Uoss, tlawartl .1. tlvoRii: rauvevo.
Frank Kciltnan: niii..slr, raiil WaWlPll,: ediTraileshnwn Nov, K>,:'i6.
lor, Aliirvin ('nil.
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Film offers plenty of /me inusic
via
Miss Allyson's pianistics and
Bronislai). Kaper's excellent score.
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Eti9li,sh. Titles)

principals and intriguing
the familiar Bizet opera music
used for backgroimd, ai'e all bound

attractive
story,

Certain parts
changing of th« guards,
march, or card scene epiSode.«— are irialched t.tp with the film
cotinterpai'ts. while a good deal more
used for general baekt;rouit|d. But,
,-iitboii.i>li the iniislc heightens the effect to. anyone acquainted with the
opera- or nriu,sic score, the picture
oifld stand on its bwn without it.
It's melodramatic, period .stufl'. but
excecriingl,y well done.
.Storv. describes the romanoe of
like the
sntu.eslers

i..;

.

Ma''\;:i

factors are: sturdy.

Bi'oa.

between

the

diiectcd

Arthni';

two

cigarcl

girls,
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But, the exhib pointed out,
increase on the jump trom $2,%ii.Vi, while
^^ ^^ ^^^j^
he would only be earning $23.60
This would ihean. he demore.
dared, that he might reach a point
where it wouldn't pay him anymore
^o.

.

in

^

^

Rene Clement

)>>;

,\'nel-Xoe].^ Tleviewed
Hl.'i MINS.
tinn

:N£i.cl-Noel's picture.
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"I.a

Mid the
le;it.e

of

I'liris.
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more
gross
money, even though, his financial
statements might shttw the picture
proportionately

to
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Andre
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Ma.ior affiliated circuit.<. incidenthave similarly tui'ilcd down
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sttch deals in
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booking product from
even thougli they

opposition,

might charge the saine for their ov.m
.Warner
.ejo iiice
product tO: indie exhibs.
rv.
b.v
tei,ii. base'd on. MhtH-l .'story
"'
example. refused to;
Hf.!tii\.'.iiu:' cainefti'. -M}
(le
.theatres, for
III .MtNf
Itiinn'itiK time.
in' Paris.
play the first two Ddnny Kaye piC-;
tii''««.>';pp i" Arms" and "WoiidSP,
Vnduly .low pace and repetitious Man K tecausc^produqer Sam GoldUse^ lrick sets htirts. chances of wyn had insisted on such a deal...
this aim^ StOrVj 8 fairy tale in medihnu'cver,
aeval costumes, shows; Jo.sette Day Mo.st recent Kaye starrer,
love! cKid from, Brooklyn") was, sold oil
in a Ci.nderella 'part falling in
into a straight percentage tcrrhs -and: has,
v.Mth a motistei* ;whp turns
PiC- .betn aecopt^d b^. the Warner chain.
Priiice Charming upon, death.
aily
f"3;,,lhe
ture IS fjcared more
^^^-^f. exhibs concede that in most
crowd than the ma.sses. Offers little ^^^^^
majors will grant them an'
hope for American market
adjustment if they lose money on a
percentage deal, tliey claim that
Piuyfilists"
Tlie
"1 e«
Chouaiis"
(I'liKNCIIl. ''in'imn' rctca
there's no reason for the di.stribs to
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('oe.del
.TBOIier
rtoi'ltard

Richard Pow.er,s i.S;adewho shadows.
Devlin is good for
,Toe
chuckles as Tierney's friend' and
Marian Carr shows well as;fenvme
friend. Don
Same goes; for Carol For-., Carn'ie'n and her dragoon
interest
murder of his lieutenant
man. gangster nyoll. Neat .siiialler ,lose: his
her, and his sub.sequent
are contributed by Robert because of
roles
up with her smuggler-robber
Clarke. Lee Bonnell, Tony Barllett. taking
of Jo.se for
desfertion
Carmen's
band:
and
Burr
Robert' Clarke. Raymond
a toreador, and her death at .Tose's
several uncredited cast members.
Operatic characters like MicaThere's plenty of San Quentin foot- hand"!.
ai-e oniitled. without in the least
age included in the Frank Redman ela
Music score afTeciing the stm-y.
len.'<iiia lhal is an aid.
Sliirv is (iiled with, graphic incir
InPnil S:i\yte1l. tiaht .editina by
lactorv
and othel- te''i)fiical (lent; Mi(h rif- the fight in the
Cuil
detective

(••OflCB

1

Local Noel-Noel fans are likely. to
For was a record-breaker.
provide nice returns here.
Same exhib averred he'd learned
America, it. looks cued for foreign
language spots. Theme is the over- his le.ssoh on such deals from playplayed underground - tools - the -Ger- ing such top-grossing pix as 20thmans with Noel-Noel acting with Fox's "Leave Her to Hea\'en." Lattown
fines.se the role of a spnair
ter film actually topped the theatre'.^
bourgeois who secretly is the head record. Fact that 20th took so much
of the local underground.. Rene of the gross, however, left him with
Clement, who dirjfcted "Bataillo du
only a slightly larger net profit than
Kail" and won the director prize at
under ordiiiary
the Cannes festival with it. did a he would; ha'Ve made
on what is primarily circumstances,
job
neat

Kertau

l.nclen

_

qiiate as a
Tiernev...

Foifi"

Continued from page 5

|

fea-

Running

Mcvimee original rather than
Lane, the ki-ller, It'.s a long chase, on the
operatic verhut interest is sustained, and winds on the sentimentalized
Biwt set to musiC;
up in a free-for-all slugging match sion which
of the opera music

cliaracteri7.ation.

;

Exhibs Balk

i

i

screen pla.\'.

;

the warden.

With Mickey Rooney back in mitfti
"letro has taken the most poptilar
celluloid family oft the shelf for another episode in the life and loves
.OT Andy
Hardy. This pic doesn't vary
jyiicli from the
basic formula used in
jne ntimerous predecessors In the
«aidy family saga, but why should
Moic than ever now in this era
atomic
jitters, the secure, comJI,
*"'
^ifitlle-class dream world
nr the
II
01
i-iardy
domicile is guaraiuct.il
powcrtul].y iavorttbh- ami
leii'.h
iCj, evervmah's escape into
flf!")'!'
e ( nostalgia.
nooiiey is a couple ol years older

D*lW

Fn.-lUere;

^

stars Nofl-S'.iel;
iii'ivlircUiin:
VnrJi.«. Diendinipe. .Claire ftlivier.

B.l'..\r.

Takittg .a
the. face of opposition.
lo appeal.' Pic looks like tin excellent
aroup of prisoners to San Francisco grosser for tljc arty houses.
to speak to a newspaper club. SHanFilnied in Italy with a French cast,
luih is wounded an'ij; others lulled
(and English subwhen a supposedly reformed inmate with .Fi'Tilch dialog
uninhibited, bi'utal and
arranges an escape. To clear ;the .titlcs i.; pic is.
story, of passion, in-;
warden's plan and iviake lite bettor real: It tells a
robbi^r.y and; murder with
for majority, of prisoners Tierney ;t','i8ii<J
The
story isbased
honesty.
jbsorbing
.qoes on' a manhunt for Bartoii Mac-

that will plea.se the action lookers.
Original script by Lawrence Kimble.
Arthur A. Ross and Howard J, Green
avoids as inilclv as pos.sible the usual
cops-and-robbers cliches to keep if
believeable.
MacLane ttir.ns in sturdy badman

TCdv'iK'e

Prro Triiiiquille" ("The Quiet Dad(i'RKNCH).. Cnrouoa; reli'fise or

ttties .lean

.Bprnnrd

...... ..lean

SnffH

"II

Knoush" ilTRiENCM). Vos rtdi'jise; r.f
SiKma prodMction; 'stars Fernaiid Ci'rjivet;

Tn'^^^'in^n"!
cnance in u.

fli.illol(ii

..lullt-n
,

Itun-

;

,

..loan .M.'irais

.'AtlrlfiTln
.

.

;.

suffers from faulty
Billed as a comedv about
military lite, it's far trom humorous.
Little- for any foreign countries and
dubious even' in Sweden.
Vfinq,

f.

fact that cost of film was only .around
$100,000, it shows as much prodtiction values as the usual French pic
budgeted at twice this amount. But
film is obviously aimed at the French

.3,i.ai'jrar'tc'';..Sioi'cno

.
.
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Whole story

scripting.
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:
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time.

ninpr
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direction. Douglas whips to- norote.i.
reformation Don Joje ...
of
tale
(his
.'.
I.teutPrtHU.!
leagties Within prisons with plenty of
.uoas Kftc.tuilUu
nio'venient, s|)otting action and de- TJawta

iiiiHind

:'

.

.

producer EdwiiiH. Knopf, discharged from honorable Army
Prosper Merimee's novel about the
capably,
himself
rales a nod for giving Miss Al- service,
acquits
temperamental gypsy ciyaret-girl.
dramatic chance. making role believeable all the way. Carmen, has a lusty retelling in this
big
melodramatics
Peorge Kolsey's camera work is proframes its
Plot
film. Its vitality and frankness, its

Amiy

XVIth

I

tj'.<on

ai
1lar«lv

in

set

,

who

IjaujiJliN

;

100

tinie.

'

Drake comes through less successfully, badly mauling her, eraptions at
Leinard
the
critical
moments.

vided,l)>'

ifcssioniil.

ttuniritiK

features J en ri Gnisni:,
in "Money." Now lie's back with his directed by Andree Felx; based on shoi-t
second film which has cast him as a story by rrf>lanffe T^rac: adaptation and
itero «nd* M. (). saMVHKi»<>n; revikine of the 8tb century, a Turkish diaionr.
viewed i« / wte. Rar^t.R ti,«e. km. .iiixs.
Caliph of the 13th century, a French
King of the 17th. a clown of 1860 and
Local oraw will come mostly from
Long
a Swedish student of 1946.
nnmes and some amusing dialogue.
cast is chiefly female. Comedy may
Eklwige I'euillere portrays sculptress
Winq.
do fairly well in V. S.
who falls .in love with explorer Fernand Grf.vey. Best performance is
'•Im KcrinoBse Kou»e" C?The Scarlet
(KRKNCK). Ti. HreitJi re- by Henr. Guisol as an art dealer, a
Iia-/iiin'"V
lease of t'.T.C. produi'tion. ^St-jra AHiort friend of ^oth loveir who helps patch
I'l'i'lean. Jetin i'iss.ier, Andrfe^KcrvIlb.tnKesi
up their quarrels. Direction leans
direi'ted liy .;('aul Alesnjer;. ha.sprt on; m-iK- toward broad comedy. 'With difl!erent
inal story liy Mesnier; revteu'ed tn Paris.,
treatment, idea might make a good
'-^"N*'.
tliimvins lime'.
"omedy. Film has dubiotis value for
'
Maxx.
S. market.
Costume picture of the '90's is a
long; flashback of an old painter's life
portrayed by Albert Prejean. Despite

I'aylor, in the lead, registers
as the debonair adventiu'er
equally handj; with darncs or

who^
gats.

I.andgi'e, Mttriuiine I.ni'l'Brcn,
Marianno Gyllenhnm.\iniuotr,
.Tutia Caeser. SI i(C Olin,

l'"uiHt:

Nils Poppe .scores again with a
film that's headed for hefly returns
This year he rated an
in Sweden.
extra Swedish Oscar for his acting

Kent
well,

I

.

;

;

:

direoted by Poppe; screenplay.
Pbmie and Gardar Sahlbers;; camera, Jlortin Eodin: reviewed in Sloclilioliit. ttunninj;
time, 100 KII.NS.

Sigge

film.

.

.

and moppet

110 Ml.NS.

.Running time

Noreon,

i;ila

nulr,

•

Thompson, Richard ..Dcrr manlv
Ann Lace score in sii.p- gether

.Marshall
:

.

In Stockholm.

Jnra

liires

worthiness. Denouement comes only
as mild surprise since this turn of
events is telegraphed early in the

(

.

(Hement.

in t'tiris.

M:»rianne

Strong, as the Chinese bandit; chief"San Qtienlin" stacks UP as a near- tain, plays the epigrammatic Oriental
rioctinienlary with plenty of interest to the hilt, while Robert Barrat, as
is
It
for the melodrama market.
the shipper, is also good. Rest of the
ring
of
a
has
careftiUy produced,
cast give adequate support. Wcrm.
authenticity and thoroughly fills its
production aims of material for the
4'arinen
actioii situations. Credit goes to Mar(ITAlilAN-MADE)
tin Mooney for the care with which
Supernim Disit;ibiitinj; .t'orp. I'eleaiie of
he has expended a minor budget in
Hi-'ilcra l''ilm (tinnic) prodtiotiOi».-.;^^tar^ Vishaping production values that are vi;.u(. Itoniance; .featni.e^ .Tea.ft Mt^ru.'s. Marabove the level of the usual budget, jiticrite .Moreno, .tutiun Bertcail.' Directed
thriller and the stamp of realism l<y Cln-i....iiaii .Jfnino. Adapled .from Prosper
Meriinc(. ..lorv;. iniisic by.. 4;eor«e>' IliKet
-which he has given the picture.
IleiI'liinci-ii,' Cliiildo ..Vfatii.;' •F.i.i|<li.''.h liib's.
with all (he time, is.liis, usiual suavf.
Cast name.'i' arc not assured b.o.. niriti C. ;AVeinla.rji.; At' At'iiliasiJftdin', N*. \
compelrni self. Robert Sterling, in lyul thev all come through with per- .\'i>V, 2li, '.lli Itunnin'iS' ttipi", 100 .Ml.NS;
his, first role since cheeking out of r<)rranncos that add to overall feeling
..."vrivtane Tlnmancc
nl'in.'ii .....
.I.llll
iUtrvo
the arined .service. Lionel Barryniore, under Gm-tioii M. Douglas' show- l*anicl;r, .......

.

-

;

forms the remaining heirs that he
devised the kidnapping to test their

:.Toe nevlin
'I'ony P.;irrelt

,

;

... .,

.Mill

'roiinii.v
"IVrrniii-e

v. ..

Paris.'

in

Nils

;

.

,,;.

Schlipffer ......

Br.iad.way

;

.

.

HuUiie

.

.

whodunit fare for dualer; situations.
Pic is marked on the positive side by
solid production dress, flrstrate camKarlsson" ("I'rivair No. Dl
era work and competent thesping known in U.;S., is excellent. "Maca- KarltiHoii") (SWICniSlf) AK .Svea Film
corps to handle the main roles. Chief dam' is a good; bet for U. S, arty release of Film AB Iinajtn nrodiiclion: slars
Cllls;;:Bah.istr»m, Siv Thuiin: features tJcdJWaxi.
drawback is the old hat plot which spots.
Ecr tloeRlupa. Pritiof BiliciuiKt. D.itiiKlaa
is not enhanced b.v any novel twists
Haije. Thor Modcen; GustiuvLoeWtis; di"BalloiiKen" ("The BaUoon") (.SWB- rected by HUKO Bolanaor; RcreenpLTV bv
in the scripting. Film will serve okay,
JUSH). ISvenali: 'PHialndustri relenso o( Harry Isobortr based on ntnrj- by ttndnlf
however, for purposes intended.
INippe production; Btors Poppe: Cea- Petternson. Re.vi(>wed

jil

I

;;'

Stronger than most local product tion scenes are among best of film.
and sure here Of hefty returns* this However, fair direction, stilled acting and lack of comedy relief prefilm's plot revolves around crooks,
this frona comparing with the
their mistresses and prostitutes in the vents
Klontmartre underworld. Direction old "Kermesse; Heroiquo." No dice
for U. S.
of Marcel Blistene is top drawer:
cast headed by Francoise Rosay. well
"91r.4n

San

:

,\hir-

liunnitts:

I^attis.

century Flanders under Span ish rule,
based on Sardou's legit play.
Story concerns Pierre Blanchar wiio
heads a rebellion against Spanish'
rule. He pretends not to know that
his chief aide, Jean DesaiUycis having an aiTair with his wife so that
rebels' chances may not be hurt.
When rebellion is put down, execu-

.

Located in China; story concerns
the murderous shenanigans within a
group of remotely related heirs who
are laying claim to the fortune of a
shipping tycoon allegedly dead. After
two of the claimants have been disposed of. rest of the .group is shanghaied to a mountain retreat by
4|iien<lii
guerillas who want a cut of the inHollywood, Nov. 27.
heritance takes. Plots and counterRlvC>. rt'IeiiM,^ rif Marlia Moijiiey nvcKlucr
ft-allives
TiPl'lify.
WfCni'C
plots, escapes and additional, corpses
Htai..;
ti.(ti!.
Hurry cro\¥d the sci-een until the old shipiMuriaii
Can'.
Ah.ul.iiut\
Barlivli
Shamioiv. t'ariil Forman. Ilirharil I'ower.'i, ping operator reveals himself and inDevlin. Diiwlna by (ionloa M. r>0UKlas.

:

.

is

.

Costume, picture

Maricet)

Regiiia reFraneoise
Paul Menrisse;
Star.s

features .Sinioiie .Sijfnorel. Jactiuesa l>acqntine; directed b.v iMaroel Blislene;. s<-reen.
play, Jacfiues Viot: camera. Louis ^Cjij;

.

;

in
.

Ilf.vicwed:
tllNSi.

.
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AnOree
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reviewed
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ReviOW&d
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this is

Nils Otter. ......... ..... .... .Otto Reichow
Budolpli .Uu.st b ...
.
HiidoJuh. Aiideir.'i
;

t.M.'.C.O.

I'.ndniilU

'ratrii'" (FRKNCH), lii.piiia releuae of'
I'iecre O.'ConnelrAryS' .\'is."iilti production;
.«tars
Piorre
Blanchai',
Maria
.M-iliilian,
.leun l^esailly; directed 1)>' l.oniH DtHinin.

(I'llENCn).

.

,

.

of

fe;ilnre.s

fers little for U. S. market..

Bron.

;

(Unltfcelv/or AnfftonU,

BIrell

Bandit (Chieftain. ......
(.eo.r-.jird Strong
Lanee >Varburton
;
.Kcx Kvana
Hendriek Van t^oydeii.. .,
.Robert Barrat
.Tfin Sehn> ler.
.
tCimytantin ^hayne
.

J.aen.soii.
:iine. »0

Foreign Films

"Mai'iKliiin"
lease of B.C. r. production;

Taylor

.Dona Drak*.

.

IJ.-irilos

Olirwt")

("The,
rcll'iisc

Perier:.

;

New

AllNtS.

(i!>

....... ... .Kent

.. ..

Revcnant"
Corona

;

franeois

Tchcrlna. Atarguei'-lte Moreno: .(tirectetl "by;
Christian Jaque; storey and' (iiato^r.. Henr.v

bi-o-

Doha

Ta>l(tr.

Runniiigr ttine,

Ml..

Clm

.Tacl;

"te

(rRKNCH).
l;iy,

to their characterizations. Christien
Jaquo's direction is fluid, so that at-

Xala iiijiiir, Ijcoiiaril Kti-onsr.
l)irecteil by JamcK TiiiliiiK-.
O.i'i.yinnl screenplay.
Irving CuniminRp, Jr., Robert G.
North; (.ainera. Ketijuinin Kliivf-: editor,
WilliUJn 1'". Cilixtoi?.
Trade.s)lown N. Y,'

Nov.

America.

.

tention never lags.
release of Kul
l-'oiJturea

13

production; stars J.onia .(ouvet, (.inby

Millions

naii|(*4'rou.s
20Ui-l'^o>£
Lieiioa',

;

who's familiar to some U, S. audiences for her work in "Casablanca,"
''Paris After Dark" and "Frencli
Touch." Light biz possibilities for

;

UruUo,

.

:

;

.MIX8.
ane Romance makes an unustially atCarmen, with her acting
Short on femme appeal, sto'ry;
siiggosting the fiery, elemental, gypsy
to striking effect. Jean Marais, .as deals with a ballet impresario who:
entices
young Prancois perier fronri
the taciturn J'ose, is unusually, handsome while making his stock charac- his native Ly.ons and wealthy family.
Meanwhile impresario Louis .Jouvet
ter essentially real.; Lucien Coedel,
also revives the love Gaby Morlay
as the unscrupulous smuggler chict;
had for him but jilts her at the last
Jean Rochard, the doiible-dealins!;
minute. Both Perier and .louvet turn
innkeeper; Bernard; Belier, as a
in okay; performances.
Marguerite
smuggler, and Mai^garite Moreno,, as Moreno
shines in a minor role. Ofa card-reading seer, bring rich flavor

.

-

"

traotiye

i.'!

.

;'

stagecoach holdup, the dtter between
Cannen's'two lovers, Jose and Garcia, and the bullfight scenei Photography is of top grade, especially in
such shots as of smugglers and hoisepacks crossing the hills, or iii the
bandits' pursuit of the stage-coach;
Dialog and love scenes are blunt and
sexy without being offensive, while
speech and action have an earthy,
humorous touch throughout.
Performances are excellent. Vivi-

"San Qiientin" <RKO). Forth-

,

. .

.

program

po.stwar pic solid

first,

of the pic. Rooney is made to play
.WaHo,/ :i"iii«oo„ a; moonstruck kid,, but even when
Ji«''W«-''--.
,Jtino ,\ll,\V(in
purring over some lines from "Ro.liionel J'<uri'> uiui'c^
iliissi.SPV.
I),..
meo and Juliet," he knpws the dif.Kolfei't Sti'vliiii
('hi«i" .N. Ail'lMiiia
ju^\noIrts.,./,.Mars_))Rl_r '«»|nawon ference between a deadpan and a
Bivluliiii
serio-comic recitation.
jiiV is
.,,,,Hl<'Iiiir(l JWiT
j,;,ii>''A'l<l'anva
Always a pillar of strength, Lewis
tiii v Hiirlis.
.Btlv >i,!ilyoii. Stone is back at his old stand as
,
(MlliiM'l

..,.Cl:iiU()i-(lc

»•. »,lilim^

,

b.o.

"Love Laug'bs At Andy Hardy" (M-G).. Mickey Rooney's

.

'

".

FILM REVIEH'S

but doosir't look it, and certainly
doesn't act it. A diminutive dynamo,

'Jt, hi'i'l-WlcHIns,

'

5\','

—

.

.

1946

4,

Heart

Tin- Secret

•"''''r,'

.

,
,

I. CBinn.l

'""'

iiri|.illcli""l ."I'""! .le

.,

.

.,

,

,

lures .Mtnleitiie I!. Ijins-un. .Vlul'.letne..|,el..-in;
dlveclcd l>y
M-ilvcl llenaiiil sn.l Seiglici
scrceirptay, ''ha>'l'"S S'nj,''''.
II, 1111 calefi

.

I

when a

.

'

view Pit

in

On":'
'':;,:|.;''^'nu;K
P;i

I

much more proportionately
picture doesoul.standing busir.'
Majors,, in their turn, claim
been forced to up their

take so

i

;

ncs.s.
i.^..,.-,.

rentals because of their increased
maintaining the
costs,
Picture of the French. Revolution production
equitable disperiod this shows the lastt. .stand of sliding scale means an
way
the French Royalists in Brittany tribution of the earnings all the
against the republican army and arbund. As one sales chief put it,
the
Direction is spotty. All
police.
his cbtnpany "doesn't want a dollar
and
twist
lecl
dialog has a decided
tnore thSin a picture earns—but
willi
well
compare
not
docs
picture
neither does it watil a dollar less,
the novel. Main interest for Amenthan a picture can earn.
a caiis is casting of Madeleine Lobcau

.
14
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SHOW BUSINESS!
Net Boxoffice Receipts!
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the razor's edge " at
e phenomenal hgures

which set a new allpicture,

any theatre,

Ld in the history of

CENTURY-FOX

15^

TARIKXX'V LONUON OFFICIC
MarUa'* mce, TrafalMr S4<un
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Aussie Exhibs Balk on 'Overlanders'

May Seek Quota on

Terms;

Sydney, Dec.
Aiisli-jilian Exliibilors

Aii.s.^ie-made

move

made

is

terms

Duffin Back to

rental

alleges

Ealing

It

Matt Duffin, who appeared in the
Bergere about 1930 and was

in Special Services during the war,
is back in Paris, and scouting for
acts for Moss Empire. Also plans to

big success

in,

the keys and' country.

No suburban

.

able

form French units

dates iiave been set
is

other coun-

coiil tacts .becSiise of. film's boxoft'ice

I

'

value but not in
Not. only will
.

the-,

7bro bracket.

the- assn.

.

ask

the.

to keep the film from
the gliota act but also will ire.quest
the f»ovcrnment to install regulations
which would give the same rejection
rights on British films as now oper>
ate against U. S.' product. The quota
now works against American distribs by covering 25% rejection on
product contracted for. Assn. admits
it has no fight with British Empire
Films, distributors of "Overlanders"
for Ealing, v

government

...

abroad.

:

Seein's Believin'
Sydney, Nov.

discuiitd at an

Managers

OCT. SETS

'^VOrS:..

Aussie Actors Equity

Agrees

With

to Parley

RECORD

Sydney, Nov,
.

Now

j

.

:

:

{

I,"!

Renews
-

Weltner En Route Via Paris

George Weltner, Paramount International prexy, left Stockholm last
Wednesday (27) and is returning to
Paris prior to leaving for the U.S.
He'll confab there with' Adolph
Zukor, Par board chairman. Weltner is du6 back in N.Y, Dec. 12.

|

Try Twice Weekly Pix
Change

in

French House

Paris, Nov. 26.
Exhibitors in the provincial city
of Poitiers are trying to increase attendance by in.stituting a policy of
changing their bill twice a Week, instead of ^ the weekly change, uni-

Argentine production.s to Spain, and
for a long time have been mulling
presenting Argentine musicals to the
Madrilenos, particularly the Gloria
Guzman./Juan Carlos Thorry Co.,
which has been on tour in South
and Central 'America for the past 12

months.
Gallo has a hit musical running
at the "Astral'' at the. present time
British Fibn Briefs
in "Penelope Knits No More," a lav'^
ish and tasteful production which is
versally practiced all- over France, grossing
around $4,000 weekly.
To date the result has been good,
London, Nov. 22.
Tony Bartley, husband of Deborah and if followed elsewhere the pracKerr, who accompanied 'her to tice will mean a considerable change
B.A.'s 'Dear Ruth' in
America, was crack RAF pilot in the in distribution in this territory.
war. He now represents a Bristol
Double feature bills are illegal in After Record 8-Month
airplane company for whom he just France.
Buenos Aires, Nov. 19;
sold .f2,000,000 worth of planes to
The Argentine version of Norman
South Africa
The Hollywood
Krasna's"My Dear Ruth"
.

:

Bow
Run

.

strike

likely

is

,

bowed

.

to delay

Brazil Pix Houses

arrival of

Show

Pliyllis Calvert and Ann Todd who
Need for Better Sound
are wanted to star here in two J.
Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 19.
Arthur Rank films. Former is
Poor dubbing job done on an
skedded for John Corfield film, "The
Milk White Unicorn;" and Todd is Argentine made film based, on a
wanted for the Powell-Pressburger Brazilian novel called "We W.ere
epic, "Red Shoes."
.Dermot Walsh, Six" by Brazilian author Mine.
..\vho recently
completed featured Leandro Diipre has pointed up the
x-ole in "Hungry Hill" which Brian antiquated sound sy.stems used in
Desmond ^Hurst directed for Two- most Brazilian theatres. .Save for
Gities Fiftns, and Maxwell Reed, a relatively few of the better picture
Starred in Sydney Box's latest, "The houses, most theatres do not have
Brothers" and ".Tassy," are touted sound equipment to make the Porr
tuguese used in Brazilian news reels
as' James Mason's rivals.
•

;

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.i!o

'
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Use As

the Empire stage Nov. 17 after a
record run of 400 performances over
a period of eight months. This has
been the outstanding hit of the
Buenos Aires season.
The Spanish version was by Manuel Barbera, while Antonio Gunill
Cabanellas: produced and directed.
Star of the ca.st was AJda Luz, but
Susanita Prey re, baby star Of the
Argentine m o v *s
undoubtedly
wowed the audiences.
-

Anthem

New

Vienna, Nov. 12..
The new Austrian Republic, only
a year old, has taken steps towards
acquiring a national anthem. It has
a melody, but still lacks a text.
Board of judges has listened to. 1,800
suggestions from top composers and
laymen. They turned down the modern tunesmiths and those who
wanted to nominate .Johann Strauss'
"Blue Danube" in favor of «: fairly
obscure number Mozart composed in
1791.

In 1919, Pr, Karl Renner, then as
President of the Republic,

now

whipped up some words for a tune
by opera composer William Kienzl
Parliament made
but it never
official,
In a number of semi-

(Evangelimann),
the

hymn

caught on.

spots von Suppe's, "0 My
Austria" was played and became a
official

sort df second anthem. It's jised today as break and 'Signature music on

U. S. operated Red-White-Reri radio
network.
In the Dollfuss-Schuschnigg days
just before Hitler -took over here.
Parliament authorized a return to
the old Haydn World War I hit, but
with new words playing down the
imperial angle. This one didn't do
much business either. Musical his-

describe tlie Mozart
torians
"Brotherhood Song," new selection,
as the great composer's swan song,
as it was composed just nineteen
days before his death. It was dedicated to the Free Masons. Now the
ministers have announced a new
prize contest lor words to fit.
Austrian Prez Dr. Renner

Pens Words to

New Chorale

'Vienna, Nov. 21.

Dr. Karl Renner, President of
Austria, wrote the words to "International," a choral composition for
men's and women's voices by Dr.
Gatscha, which Josef Krips directed
in the Musikvereins building Nov.
16 at .festival of the Socialist party
here.

:

'

i

,

.

studios by

AmerieanrcontroUed

March of 1947. Nature or personnel
involved in first productions hasn't",
been decided yet, but in general.,
policy of renting shooting facilities
,

freely to any responsible and politically -screened group will be followed. Army's control unit will retain final right of-veto over scripts
and cast for the foreseeable future
however- In Austria screening of
actors and production -personnel is
left to Austrian tribunal of artists
and labor unions whose decisions are
subject to review by quadripartite
control commission. American -supervisors of Sievering Studios tVienna)
have exercised only broadest control
over story content.
Synchronization of German dialog will be speeded up as additional
facilities are available, Pommer told
Vaihety. "Except for first run houses
in the big towns like Berlin, Munich
and 'Vienna undertitling isn't satisfactory. You can't really tell the
story properly in subtitles and ,too
small a proportion of the audience
has the smattering of English which
:

,

makes proper Appreciation

am

pos.iihle.

convinced

tliat a careful job of
more pictures for
despite ability of English speaking critics to spot di.vparities between voice and images. It's
not the Americans but tlie Germans
we're out to satisfy i£ American
product is to hold its strong lead in
this part of Europe."
Pommer reported better feeling
I

dubbing

will sell

more money

and less competition between U. 5and Soviet film activities in Germany than has been the case in Austria where rival American and Russian studios bid for talent and pre.stige.
He likewise expects to have
adequate raw stock to offer producers working on U. S. operated lots,
obtaining the film from German
sources in the Russian zone.

Down Mexico Way

Mexico Cityi Nov. 26.
Program listed the name of O. W.
Chano Urueta, top drawer megger,,
which
is
Dr.
Renner's suing Clasa FUms Mundiales for
pseudonym. He has u.sed it since $26,400, claiming contract violations
1914, when during the first World and unpaid percentages
Emilia
War under the Habsburgs he saw fit Guiu, pic actress, hosting her father
to adopt one.
who came all the way from Spain

Payer,

.

.

.

see her for the first time in 10
years . . . All 'stag^ theatres and:
most cinemas in the country got big
to

off

Mills Plans Paris Nitery
Alfred Jung, film director and' set understandable to the natives. Some
designer,
signed
by
Alexander observers wonder the expense, Of
London, Nov, 26,
Korda
Walt Disney and com- dubbing is needed when the voices
D';.-:pitc bad biz in Paris nilcrie.s,
pany of five off to Ireland for two will only turn out to -.be unintel- John Mills, who operates the Milroy
weeks in connection with his forth- ligible.
and I^e.s Amba.s.sadeurs clubs in Loncoming film, "The Little People."
Americans and Britishers who fail don, is spreading himself out In
Clemence Dane, just back from to see a picture at the main hoases Paris. Has leased premise? in Rue
Hollywood, busy on film script of have missed it completely since La Perou.se, Paris, to open a mem-'
Douglas Fairbanks' new pic, "The useless to go to the nabes or shoot- bership night club on same lines as
Exile."
Jacqueline Boyer, BBC ing galleries. The sound track can- his two iiite spots in London.
slar of "Just William," radio serial, not bo understood there because the
McmberH 6f hifj Paris club, which
turned down Hollywood offer to reproducing equipment is
bad. .will be willed thf Mjlld)). brrcornc
young
Gertrude] Modern sound systems are needed eligible for rin'iiiM-r-.Mii iit t);s two
play- part
of
Xia.wrene^ in film -of actress' life.
but refurbishing is a long way off.
London clubi!, and vice vfithu.
.

.

1791 Tune

24.

that the first heat is off tije
between. Aussie Actors' Equity that
market. _^
and film producers here, including preference in their own
Don Alfredo Bolognesi, the enterHolland Legit Still In
Ealihg, Columbia and .Charles Chautainment czar, held a press confervel on salaries for Aussie pic players
shortly after taking office last
Dutch in Cleanup Drive Equity has agreed to call ofT strike ence
month, and stressed his intention of
Amsterdam, Nov, 21.
decree,
protection
the
threat for time being in order to enforcing
Long awaited renaissance of Dutch;
created preferential percentpermit huddles with producers repS.. which
legit has failed to materialize to the
ages and enforced exhibition of a
Harry Watt, here again for Ealing proportion of Argentine pix in all
Failure to conextent Iroped for.
solidate several minor stock com- to make "Eureka Stockade," oldtime niovie hou.ses. Heavy fine.? are to be
panies into larger units, along with yarn, had threatened to quit the imposed against^ all exhibitors who
a "purification" campaign launched field on any holdup threat, but, with do not comply with the decree.
by authorities, shortly after the others, has agreed to parley with
The Bolognesi method of ensurwar's end, have been a decided Hal Alexander, A, E; sec. If parleys ing protection is- to delay sending
hindrance to the. putch theatre.
arc successful. Watt, and the rest of entertainment officials to view forHowever, despite the cleanup the producers, will go ahead with eign pix and give the department's
drive, which incidentally is ridiculed
green light .for their exhibition..
production plans.
by everyone, such troupes as Eesinotify the entertainA. E. is asking $80 minimum for Distributors
dentie-Tooneel in The Hague and
ment board that specific pix have
Comedia and S.T.A.RX here are screen players, excluding stars. Also arrived in the country and are
conditions.
proper
working
wants
doing fair business with French and
awaiting approval. They then have
willing
abide
Majors
they
are
to
say
English plays and an occasional
trade-union agreements on an to wait on the board's pleasure beU: S. import: Among some of the by
fore they can arrange for the neccsAmerican productions brought over, equitable basi.s.
-sary preview.
Understanding here is that the
"Arsenic and Old Lace" and "Skin
ot Our Teeth" were hits here and major idea behind the action of A. E.
"Moon is to make the field tough for any
in The Hague respectivejly.
Down" and "Bell for Ad^no" were fly-by-night producer -seeking to Madrid Productions Of
rated as flops.
cash in on the present boom in Aussie pic production, which will take
Argentine Legits lulled
in
Ealing,
Coliimbia,
Rank and
Buenos Aires, Nov. 19.
Korda.
Mclntyre
Francisco Gallo, of the "Astral''
Understood that Alexander is conSydney, Nov. 19.
theatre in Buenos Aires, is currently
Universal is reported to have sig- cerned solely in protecting the rights
in Madrid on a biz tour and is trynatured Here Mclntyre to contract of his mernbers, who include radio,
ing to sign up a theatre- in which to
Alexrenewal, extending over a long term. legit and vaude-revue too.
Iris Marga and Miguel Faust
Company just completed an unusual- ander has no thought, it's said, of present
Rocha, both of the Argentine Comto
cripple the home
ly successful convention here under attempting
(equivalent
the
to
edy theatre
production field.
Mclntyre's guidance.^
French Comedie Francaise), for a
Mclntyre, a veteran in Aussie show
Feeling here is that a workable Madrid production of Louis Verbiz, is widely known here.
agreement will be arranged between neuil's "Jealou.sy."
A; E. and the film producers within
The Gallo enterprises are willing
the next few weeks.
to
invest over $50,000 in taking

.

visited

Okays Mozart

Pix Producers on Pay

fight:

U

man^,

.

,'

'

S. Army's Film
Zone of .GerVienna recently' on

Officer for the U. S.
21.

Hoyts' Aussie film
tour of main cities in U. S.-occupied
editorial featur* of
loop, operating 150 houses in keys,
nabes and; outlands,. don't have to sectors of Germany and Au.<itria.
give house staffs pep talks anymore, -Pommer conferred with Col. L. H.
Ernest TurnbuU, loop's topper, de- Ladue, ISB chief, and Wolfgang
cided to' make a film showing the
Wolf, acting Film Officer for Ausright and wrong way to treat cus4lsl /itiniversary
tomers. He had some of his own tria, on current and future coordin*
atioii of German and Austrian pro-staff enact the top roles.
Short, produced by TurnbuU, di- duction and distribution
activitiei
rected by George Malcolm; indie
under American aegis.
director, and scripted by Hei'bie
"Neither the German rtor the AusHa.yward, loop's advertising chief,
runs 15 minutes, It's titled "Guests trian market alone will suffice to
IN
in Our House."
Copy was sent to support: a worthwhile German
Montevideo. Nov. 26.
National Theatres in U. S. (N. T, language picture industry,"
Pommer
October saw a record month in holds stock in Hoyts) and similar
said, "But taken together with outArgentina's film industry, with iio idea will be used via that loop.
lets in Switzerland, Sweden and a
U-ss than 52 pix released, as comfew
other
German
speaking
i-uniers
pared to the 36 average in precedfor adjuncts there's a real lutuie in
ing months. Of this total 28 were
production and distribution it we
Hollywood product, three Briiisli, Austria
don't
let
our
iiitere.sts conllict and
French; six Mexican, three
five
make best possible use of politically
for
Spanish and two Ru.^sian. Balance of
clean talents available in our zone."
flye was local product and scarcely
Pommer- said camera.s should start
enough to back up tlie new dictum
National
grinding
in both Berlin and Munich
Argentine pix inust be giyen
of

.

French;

"

'

Pommer, U.

52 ARGENT. FILMS

.

economic: conditions make
doubly Va^^j^'-^
talent

"Vienna, Nov. 17.

.

Ericli

dumber

Dorothy (Dodo) Felton, also formerly Folies Bergere, is also in Paris
arranging to train and book lines of
Unsatisfactor.V; local
French girls,

agree-

on prior

increases

to" certain

:

for

tries.

,

Exhibitors Assn.

yet.

Pommer

Teuton Outlets to Live, Sez

Forget.

Current Misery""
il

Folies

plans asking 70-30% rental terms on
fui'tiier playdates of film. Pic is a

as

Its

Moss

Paris, Nov. 26.

German Film Industry Needs More

and Musicals

Help Germany

it

increase

to

unfairly.

edies

Pix

Assn. elaim.i

"Overlandevs,"

film,

Brit.

American Film Com-

t

3,

bamiing of Ealing's

will call for

il

"

'

.

Mike Hoifay Quits

RKO

After 10 Years

Mike Hoffay, head of QKO's
foreign adveitisin'g-publicity department, resigned last week after havingbeen with the company 10 years.
Phil Relsman, foreign department
chief, said that no appointment had
been made to fill the vacancy as yet,

coin
by
Tenorio,"

transfer was not given/

16th

the Mexican theatre for four centuries
. Joaquin Pardave, veteran stagedirector, has »
i

.

an agent here, recently

wajs

awarded

the Reconnaissance Francaise by the
French Government In recognition
of his

war and postwar

.

.

.

while with that branch.

in

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

services.

As director of civilian shows in
U. S. Army Special Services, Duflln
tiamlled about 3,500 French and Allied artists

two cinemas

state.

Producer Fernando (Indian) Fernandez planing to Hollywood soon to
confer with John Ford on a pic
both would make
Immigration
red tape is delaying his departure
Gregorio Wallerstein,. manager
of Filmex, and Jesus Grovas, prez
of Producciones Grovas, going to
Cuba, to make a Him with Cuban
and Mexican players
Roberto
Rodriguez, of the Rodriguez family
that is in all branches of Mexican
pix industry, back from Chile
Miguel Contreras Torres, feature
producer, recovering from pneumonia
Alfredo Ripstein, a Filmex
producer, to Durango state to make
"The Good Guy."
.

Duffin Honored by French
Paris, Nov. 28.
Matt Duffln, formerly with a dance
team known as the Duffins but now

Ju a n
Spanish

Century

pic comic and film
profitable sideline^

Hoffay apparently wanted to trans- Chiapas
fer his ad-publicity activities to the
Coast, and only left -wHheh such

"Don

presenting

tragedy at the record-high nick of
$1.20 per customer. Presentation has
been an annual November affair in

.

.

.

.

"

' :

OmOB

tONDOS
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•

St. Hurtln'i riace, Xrafnlcar

INTERBIilTIONAL

Batim

Tax Plan Up Again

Argent. Income

17

Tait Sees Double Taxation Cutting
Charles B. ^oclirau

Chile Retain Coin Freeze

As Peru,
Three

Latin^American

JUinclan

Pix

The Hague, Nov,

rated actually vital, because Chile

U. S. distribs.

MPEA 50

Through

26.

Into Future Upbeat Aussie Legits

about

ih'ow

Ut

la

:
:

Sydney, Nov.

,

Argentina has dug up its old fight
on American film company incomes.
trying to talte a percentage of
all revenue collected in that country
income, despite the recent
8.S taxable
decision ot highest courts again.st
It will be recalled that about
tliis.
seven yearjs.ago Argentina slapped
It is

Holland looks for biz to perk
the latest U. S. pictures start
being released via the Motion Picture Export Assn. early in 1947.
Fifty have been announced for early
distribution, with nearly all of them
tradeshown. About 100 features are
set for release during the next year
with
handling for the U. S.

when

Pre-Holiday Slump
41st Anniversary

Number

MPEA

that

Suit to Settle

two governments

For Fare

Oeuvre Owners

Gauthier.
peculiar situation exists at the Oeuvre, currently

Down Under;

money'freezinK is necessary to maintain their currency exchange. AttiBally
S. Distribs
tude of American companies thus far
:
Sydney, Nov. 19.
v
is that this Is only partly true, and
Aussie film patrons are not buyat letisl some money should be freed
are
ing
tickets
currently
unless
they
Y.
remittance
to
N.
for
In case Peru and Chile remain ob- sure of the attraction. This shopping
durate against holding American around policy is going to continue
time,
exhibitors
here
for
long
a
their
company
rental
revenue
in
film
Here Melntyre. Universal's
countries, there is some talk of with- aver.

U

Up

:;

drawing

entirel.y

from

diftrib

,

claims his unit will sell
product in all spots via special campaigns, with this condition in mind.
At present here, best boxoffice biz
is being obtained by "Overlanders"
IBEF), a big hit in this territory;
topper,

in

those two markets. Total amount ot
revenue." is so minor tiiat some distributor.s don't feel inclined to oper^
ale at considerable expense if no
profit accrLies from the operalionj
With an absolute coin-freeze, Amerir

"Wicked Lady" (GBD); "Bells

of St.

can companies at present only show Mary's" (RKO), and "Blithe Spirit"(GBD). A strong entry jvist starta paper profit.
ing out is "The Stranger" (RICO).
Others beginning runs are "Two
Sisters from Boston" (M-G), "Cen-

WB COMPLETES NET

Summer"

tennial

and "Two

(20th)

Guys from Milwaukee'' (WB)i

OF FOREIGN 16M PIX

Melbourne. Nov.

Foreign sales network for tlie
worldwide distribution of Warner
Bros, product in narrow gauge film
is now practically completed, with
first 16ra prints scheduled to arrive
overseas by Dec. 1.
According to
A. e. Brauninger, chief of
16m
operations, the main areas for exploitation will be centered in South
American countries and the Philippines during the initial pha.ses of
the new setup.
First batch, of :16m film to be
utilized' will include
18 features,
selected by a poU of foreign branch
managers, in addition to a like number of shorts wliich will be combined into a one feature--one short
package for. distribution.

The big news

.

Swede

Finished, Planes

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
execs
International
will hold a series of studio conferences here starting Jan. 27 with
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Paramount board.
Among those slated for the meeting are George Weltner, prez of
Par International: James E. Perkins,
managing director for Great Britain,
and John B. Nathan, general manager for Continental Europe, Noi"th
Africa and the Middle East.

Paramount

having completed a Swedish

feature production in Hollywood.
Many scenes for the picture were
shot in Minnesota, the Dakotas and
other slates where there is a heavy
Swedish population. Stig Olin and
Edvard Pcrsson, two stars of numerous Swedish-made pictures, accom-

Paramount ad-publicity

in

Sweden.

As Many U.S. Pix as

S.

distribution

rights

to

'38

in

Washington. Dec. 3.,
Czechoslovakia is now buying six
time-s as

1938,

day

many American

films as in

Jan Ma.saryk mentioned yesterduring the course o£ a press

(21

conference,
The Czech foreign minister and
son of the founder of the present
republic used this fact to prove
despite his country's sli'ong
that,
.

I

toward

orientation
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maintaining close relationship with
.
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NEW

1X)IIEIGN MGKS.

reorganization

of

:

its

has appointee! three

Warner Bros,
new managers

of

commentary

by

Deems

Taylor, some time in January.
Film- is a lensing of the Rossini
opera just as it's ijre.sented onstage,
with si hgers from La Scala in Milan
and Rome's Teatro Reale. Producer was S. A. Tespi, in Rome.
.

Running time Of the picture

minutes.

':

is

105

French plan to take some four different categories of revenue at the
currently 'pi-evailing exchange rate.
Contention of American film company officials has been that the coin
should be remiited to N. Y. at the
official

exchange rate existing

at the

time the money was accumulated in
Prance. Categories consist of prewar collections, coin taken in under
the Vichy regime, funds collected
immediately after the war ended,
and the money being accumulated at
the present time.
,

"Aiid

London, Dec. 3.
Sinff," Aldwych.
All," Embassy.

No Birds

It

"C'lutleibuok," Wyndham.
"Clime & I'Hiiishment," Globe.

"Cyrano de Bergerac," New.
"Fifty-Fifly," Strand.

"Follow the Guis," Majesty's.
"Fools Kiish In," Fortune.
"Grace of .God," St. James.

"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Pig." Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
"Higli Time," Palladium,
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
"Message for Margaret/' Duchess,
"Night and La ugiiter," Coliseum.

WB'S

"Barber of in ils overseas branch offices. W.
Seville" were pinchased by Excelsior Wecleswellei', former, salesman
in
Pictures and film will be released
Australia, has' been promoted to
production

successful in their long battle to
have rental revenue collected in
France remitted on their basis. U.S.
distribs have refused- to accept the

"Away From

foreign sales network,

Italo 'Barber' Pic
I'.

May Win Out

Current London Shows

Czecho Buying 6 Times

Conipleting

Italian

U.S. Distribs

to

PAR INT. TOPPERS TO
MEET IN STUDIO SESH

Home

for nialuntt
complete American
version for U. S. release might be
Mi'orked out; Janzon formerly headed

19..

;

Pic

panied Janzon on his location work
and to the Coast.
Cecil B. DoMille was persuaded
to appear in the production. PayofV
of Janzon directing the veteran Par
producer wa.* that .DeMille described
him as his favorite director on an
autographed still.
Jan/.on planes to Stockholm today
(WecX). Because there is considerable
English spolcen in this Swedish'anguase production, he said a deal

alternately.
Compulsory sale to the Germans
for racial reasons is also claimed by
Siritzky. currently trying to
recover his flimhouse chain fi-om
public domain, which it's been since
liberation.
The administration, to
strengthen its case against Siritzky,
charged him with Nazi collaboration,
meaning that the houses would remain under government control. It's
rumored that should Siritzky jettison some of the property where it
would do most good, the case would
then be quickly settled in his favor.

Leon

f20tli).

Bengt Janzon, director for Europa
Films, arrived in N.,Y., Monday (2)
after

vantage of the anti-Semitic discrimination then prevailing. Until the
suit has been deiSnitely settled, both
unwilling partners run the house

Stars" (GBD), "Smoky"
On French Coin Returns
"Wicked Lady" (GBD), "Two
While no official decision has been
Sisters from Boston"' ,(M-G) "Martha
French government, inIvcrs"
(Par)
and "Overlanders" made by the
tliis
week were that
dications
(BEF).
American film distributors might be

"Wav

WB

Janzon, Coast

co-owned by Lucien Beer and RayRouleau. Beer brought an
action against Rouleau to compel
him to sell him his share of the
hou.se, claiming that it was acquired
from the Paulette Pax heirs during
German occupation by taking ad-

mond

hei'e is tlie business

being racked up by "Gone With the
reissue
Wind"
playing
(M-G),
again.
Others malsing money are

Bangkok, Siam.

branch manager

in

succeeding

Lambw%

Douglas

J.
J.

R.

resigned.

Granville becomes g.m.

the Chile ofllce, succeeding I.
Rosenteld, while Pedro A. Pietri has
bet-n named manager of the Santo
replacing
.1,
branch,
Domingo
of

Scralles.

them

this.

Tait wants the govern-

ment

to' help encourage the legitista,ge and concert field by
lessening the taxation burden: Tait
has put his case before Labor Prime
Minister Ben Ghifle.v,
Vakiexy
understands
that
Tail
stated if his organization coiild not
bring*arti.it!. to Australia because of
ported prepared to pay $50,000.
double taxation burden, the only
alternative would be to leEse his
theatres for picture show operation.
Tait told the Government that Jiis
Theatre
to Sell
organization had resisted the efforts
' of film interests for the last 15 years.
to Youth In
WilliarasonrTait has employed over
1,000 people, and with any switch
Germany; 'Edison' Scores from legit to films, these would be
thrown out of work.
Berlin, Nov. 19.
At present W-T have "Follow the
Regional Military Government au- Girls" here, plus
concert players
>

:

Show was bought

A

Contention o£
is> that the

has under discussion.

,

'

,

for

films

by mate

Victor Skutezsky for around $8,000,
with offers pouring in from Hollywood for more than twice that
Paris, Nov. 26,
amount. Latest offer comes from
"Une Autre Vie" ("Another Life") Warner Bros., who want it as veby Michel Diu'an, started rehearsals hicle for Bette Davis, and are re-

:

these

London, Nov. 29.
West-End legit shows have been
having a much earlier pre-Christmas
slump this year than previously.
Only legit show unaffected is Jack
Hylton's "No Room at the Inn,"
which has been averaging $13,000
per week, yielding nice slice of profit to English ex-band leader.

American companies and tlie
major companies belon^ng to this
U, S. government have been leaning organization.
>over baclcwards to cement better reat the Oeuvre theatre, directed by
lations between the two countries.
Raymond Rouleau, with cast inBotli Chile and Peru have coincluding Jean Wall, Raoul Marco and
freeze ideas Which the industry, still Pix Patrons Shopping
Jacqueline

i.s

who

talent

were 6Q'*65% empty.

on a .<!lmilav tax". After a flght
through the courts for four or five
years, the income tax on percentage
of revenue statue was tossed out by
the highest' tribunal.
Odd pint about this new antasonistic attitude towards U. S. distribs

J.

Tait,

in Early

19.

Tail, head of Williainsbnleaves soon for U. S., .oh
looksee, told politicians in
Canberra this week that the double
taxation burden was crippling stage
up-beat here planned for next year.
Double taxation means that artists
booked for Aussie shows have: to
pay on earnings here and in the'
U. S.
It would be difficult, Tait
pointed out, to sign artists for a
Down Under season after telling
E,

London Legits

.

biz of 1945 and early
this year is a thing of the past.
Where theatres formerly were doing
capacity, biz is now rated as being
30-4,')^'(j off from pealc levels. Despite
this, most exhibitors say it's better
than the prewar level when most
film theatres played to houses that

But Govt. Forecasts Aid to Actors

to the Strand"

on •ditorial fMturt of

The boom

and Peru never have: been big maritets for

"Back

Dutch Biz Off; Hypo Due

They are Chile,
next few months.
Peni and Argentina. Only the latter
is

ramiiiife*!

countries

tlueaten to furnish recurring headaches to Aincrioan distributors in the

"No Boom at Inn," Winter Gardcji.
"Our Betters," Playhouse.
"Perclianfc In Oream," Hipp.
"Piccadilly Ilayr de," Waics.
"Pick-fji Girl," Casino.
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Shcphard Show," Princes.
"Shoii Sly Corner,'' St. Martins
"Skin of Teelh," Piccadilly.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine/' Vic Palace.

"Sweetest and Lowest," Afflbass,
"Treble Trouble," Garrick.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan," Ilaymarket,

"Winslow Bo.y," Lyric.
"Worm'* AMew," Wliiiehall,

.

Used

Democracy

thorities in Wuerrttemberg-Baden,
and road shows.
John Charles
one ot three provinces of U. S. Oc- Thomas is booked for Aussie tour
cupation Zone, are using the theatre early next year. It- also has in. mind
as a means of bringing democracy opera and ballet visits.
to presumably truth-stirved German

teen-agers.
Stuttgart, State capital,
had a special Youth Theatre licensed
in July, devoted another to weckiy
shows for kids of bobby-sox age
and, after much planning and time
lag due to shortage of materiaLs,
launched a series of 2^ operas, concerts
and plays at the Schloss

Schweitzingen, near ancient Heidelberg.
Theatre and music officials of Information Control Division which
licenses theatres, said they hope to
bring more German youths and
American doughboys together at the
Schweitzingen series which got under way last month. Series includes
eight operas, same number of plays
including Thornton Wilder's "Our
Town" and "Skin of Our Teeth," and
half a dozen concerts. Novel feature
was the introduction of open forum
discussion which follows each performance. Juvenile audiences are
solicited for their opinions.
In view of the large youth attendance in the 738 motion picture tlieatres throughout the American Zone,
efforts are being pushed to select
Hollywood films, both features and
reorientational
documentaries,
of
value an anachronisyn for pix
which will help these kids to see
tliat there are things other than war
worth living for. All U.S. features
have been labeled "Jugendfrei"
(open to juveniles).
Extensive program of producing
for
educationals
16 - millimetre
schools and carefully supervised kid
was recently anorganizations
nounced. Total of 120 reels of this
sort are planned.
United States Forces in European
Theatre, USFET. recently invited
teen-agers to attend "Young Tom
Edison" as guests ot the G.I.'s. Germans were deUghted. showed their
delight with spontaneous laughter
and applause, USFET officials are
toying with the. idea. Of ;using feature fil m s i n el assroom s to 0vercoin e
instructional problem ijivolved in
1-ck of sufficient textbooks..

—

No Double Tax, Says

Chifley

Canberra, Nov. 20.
Aussie Minister Ben Chifley said
from double taxation was
provided for United Kingdom musi-

full relief

cians and
here.

theatrical

artists

visiting

Recent reports had indicated that
the exclusion of those artists from
Article 9 Of the Double-taxation
to mean
that tliey liad been excluded from
the agreement.
This was not so.
Under Article 12. a United King-

Agreement had been taken

dom

artist would pay Australian tax
on his earnings in Australia, but
the United Kingdom officials would
grant relief on such tax paid up

own taxation on:
Australian artists

to the level of its

those

earnings.

visiting United Kingdom would be
taxed by Britain on earnings there,
but would be free from Australian
tax on those earnings. Prime Minister Chifley declared.

.

known whether American
would have to pay taxes in
U. S. on their earnings while in
Australia. This point was not clarified.
Naturally, they would ijay
tax to Australia on coin earned via
It's

ncl

artists

contracts here.

DISNEY SHORTS FOR

AUSTRIAN MOPPETS
Mopiiets in the American zone in
Au.stria will get a special slice of
U. S. film entertainment for their

Christmas desserts through the combined efforts of Gen. Mark Clark,
Walt Disney and the Motion Picture
Export Assn.
Gen. Clark has just arranged for.
the MPJCA to send 17 different Disney cartoons, along with prints of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
to Austria, with which he plans to
flood all Austrian theatres shortly
Distribution of
before Christmas.
the pix is strictly a goodwill gesture
on: the part of Disney, who will not
Radio stations throw heavy em- receive any revenue for them.
phasis on youth. A juvenile debate,
first Of its kind, recently touched off
,

interest and newspaper comIt was given at the ,U. S. Station in Berlin, and will be repeated
soon.. ,..,,,,.,:

Nathan

Jerusalem Sees Preview
of 'Hope' Documentary

European

much

Sweden Prior

to

nient..

To Zukor's

Paris Visit

Paris, Nov. 26.
Paramount's new
gone to Stocks
.

J.

B.

Nathan.

chief, haa

holm, preliminary to. the arrival of
Adolph Zukor. chairnnan of cornpany's directorate, who's due ih
.Icrusalcm, Nov. 21.
A preview of a 16m color pic Paris any day now. Ray Milland
capititled "Land of Hope" was shown also is. going on to the Swedish
Hollywood.
at the Eden Cinema in Jerusalem tal before returning to
receive Cannes
last week to the press. Commentary, Par star was here to
Incidentally,
awards.
which was written by J. G. MacDon- Film Fe.stival
ald, former High Commissioner for Millahd has bought no house on the
had been originally
Refugees, was read by Jose Fer- Riviera, as
written by planned, but plans returning there
rer.,
The script
William Zimmerman, formerly with next year for a two-month vacation.
F. L. Harley, 20th-Fox new EuroMetro'in Hollywood.
The 'feature was produced by pean managing director, has gone to
Jewish Natiotial Fund. Local Pal- Belgium on company business. Bob
estine scenes were filmed by L. Krier, of 20th-Fox ofAce her*, has
Duenncr, while other scenes were gone to the U. S. and is due to stay
there for several weeks.
filmed in the U. S.
'

.

was

.
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THE

mi BOWL

U. C. L.

A.- ILLINOIS

THE

MR BOWL

NORTH CAROLINA- GEORGIA

19

THE

OM

BOWL

TENNESSEE- RICE

THE COITON BOWL
ARKANSAS- LS.U.

Jack L. Warner,

Executw^ Producer

Wcdncsflay, December 4, 1946
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and was held over

Southwest Patrons, With 'Bigness'

over the little fellow •*\'liose
overhead is loo big, even if he had
equally good hypo idea.-i, to allow
him -to 'Put tiver a liatnpiUgn' like
put

Demand Douhle Features;

Complex,

lending up to as much as six roonths
Against
are definitely exctwive.
this, extended runs don't hurt the
picture Wiien it reaches us. We go
on the basis if it's been good enough
to rate an extended run it will be

week.

a second

This is.no gripe. I mention it only
can
to show how a big organization
it

Face Sti

l^rite Factors
•'Another tiling which so far nobody -Secnis to \vd\c talked about

Competition

IIAVDEN TALBOT

what a big percenfii.t,'e. of mPV^ie-;
goers in the Southwest are Mexicans.
Without: .'eni I'd haye to eli'se dowit:
Thi.s goes.ifor every house front El
Pa.so to Sail BiSgo. It's bocatise of
this demand for quantity, bubble
gum is such a favorite here.- You get
a bigger stick— that's all,. So, among
a lot of other things, we offer those
'kid.?--at special Satiirday morning
showings-— a prog:rain of 14 cartoons
and a serial for He. Maybe you
close any mention of what seems to think it ought to satisfy 'em— but
this scribe the one. lact of outstand- not a chance. They try every dodge
ing importance (SO far as the pic they can think of to stay in the
biz goes V Which makes, this part of theatre for the regular show folthe couijtry unique.
lowing the special rnatiiiee..
K.v

ate

W;hen it happened
along with the Interstate houses, aiid boosted, our prices

Yuma,

"I

thought

far-

eflecti've

,

than by lowering prices.

"How we view the future is be.st
indicated by the fact we've recently
new marquee, laid new carpets and installed a new .screen last

put up a

booth equipment is in
but the quality of
we've been getting recently

Week. Oui"
first

.

''Finally,

about
should

ly,

can be made to prove anything it;
Understandable why peoplB are
prone to sliy away from statisticsj
but in this case there can be no
question about the gargantuan thirst
of moviegoers in this and region.
The important point for the trade
is

appreciate

and take advantage

its

to stress

an

gents engaged
manufacture of a relatively

more knovvledgeable

of soda pop. Now H's a
cinch the colored water they w-ere
attempting to per.suade thirst-slakers
to .sample had no outstanding d'stinctive flavor to give it superior
appeal. As for high-pressiire .sales
campaigns, the absolute limit of
Euper-superlatives and enticing lithographs had long since been exhausted by long established concerns.

j

;

new brand

j

pgyij^^

.

None
soft

the

less,

in

—

,

they were

getting

ter will know
thus situation,

enough

.^g^^^^^^

tf,v

authorities.
So dowri I went to
City Hall and raised a little
hell, pointing out what the
movie houses of El Paso were already paying in taxes and asking if
the politicians wanted to put us out
.

of business.
It didn't take a lot pf
argument to get them to call off the

scheme.

a.nd

landed 99% of alt the pop biz done
in the Southwest. How? By putting
the stuff in an appreciably bigger
bottle than any other outfit ::u.s6s;
And here's the fu:my part. Those
selfsame kids and adults who instantly transferred their buys from
their former favorite brand to the
solely because they
new drink
could see
for their

.

},^^jj,g

polite

i

the special brand

drink has stepped

rpjjj^.gg

the
j

-

of

.

^^,i^,,Q -j:

.

more and more 'B' product-^and
have no interest in class pictures. An
intelligent business man wouldn't

I

I

— aiid

you want

to kick yourself for

try to sell high heel slippers to

a

offered too

drain the
cleaners all

try's

Crarited the Southwest is sparsely
populated and, from the distrib.s'
relatively .uniropprtant,
Vife'Wpoint
the fact remains San Diego has 30
theatres,; Phoenix 17, El Paso 10,

an

of the little independent

|

when

he:

is

up against the much bigger exploitation resources of a chain outfit like
Interstate.

"'What they did with 'Holiday in
Mexico' in an example of what I
.mean. Here was a Hollywood musitf,c average exhibitor would play
thrjlleri
as such— but not the canny publicity
Quantity Bariralns
boys of Interstate.
Right away-^
Listen to some of them. To give because they know thi.s territory
place aux dames, here is Mrs. D. E. they saw their chance to cash in on
wlatson, owner of the Mission theatre the title. Out came screaming banj

,

'

'

.

who observes:
ners leading the Mexican to believe
the Mexicans who love quan- the picture 'was as Mexican as chili
Aiid distributors don't appreci- coil came. Hesult: It packed 'em in*

"It's

extensive

When

this

buquerque

the

"

contract';

planning an ad-

terprise.

This is in direct conira,st to operation ot, advertising policies of other
film companies which largely concentrate their ad expenditures with
a few top agencies, such as Buchanan, Foot, Cone
Belding, DonohUe
Coe. McCann-Erick.soi'l services
no other picture firms domestically,
.

&

&

but does handle Columbia's export
'

advertising.
First release by Enterprisse will be
Harry Sherman- production
the

"Ramrod," followed by "Arch of Triumph," Other releases Will be "The
Other Love," "Burning Journey.'
"Wild Calendar" and one unnamed
film which will mark a .screen comeback of Norma Shearer,
Agency veepee Marion Harper
W'ill
handle the .Sccbunt in New
York while California veepee Burt
Cochran will be home office ac:

.

count executive: Agency personnel
in all departments will be increased
on the Coast to handle the new account,

,

•

Educate Public
Continued from page S
that used to- cost 15c, and that all
other forms of entertainment, including ball games, bowling alleys,
etc., have upped their prices to the
'When Balaban pointed
cvistomers,
out that films were still the cheapest buy, the cabbie admitted, "I
never thought, of it that way."
Pointing out the same facts to the
general public via a large-scale mstitutiohal ad campaign would probably elicit the same favorable response from' the public, Balaban
in line with
It's recalled,
thinks.
,

the mass institutional campaign
carried out by the indu.stry several
years ago that revolved about the
slogan, "Movies Are Your Best EntExhibs throughout
tertainment."
the country tied on to that one. and
the same could be done now with a
this,

program.

building

'Canyon'-'Killers'

program is a fact Al- II
Continued from pace 3 .ass,
will have the seating
12 weeks with a $415,000 chunk of
its needs. As
it coming from the 11-week run at
fast growing city is defi-

On

Single-Pic Policy

it

is,

thi.s

nitely underseated.
"This is the sixth Drive-In theatre;
';As for what's wrong with producour chain and the most recent tion standards, the only fault I find
to be opened, having .started business with current product is too much
la.st .June. Although when we started
footage in the better pictures. Hollyoperations, .showmen in El Paso wood is to be commended for the;
prophesied our folding after a few fine pictures of high quality proweeks we find business not only duced during the war, and I defigood, but steadily increasing. Hav- nitely feel this degree of quality will
ing a single feature policy we are not be lowered.
satisfied with the quantity of prod"We find producers' pres.<!bOoks
uct available, and consider the qual-: entirely satisfactory. In fact this is
ity of top bracket pictures as good, one phase of the business exhibitors
as prewar.
must agree has been magnificently

of

—

foi-

are

capacity adequate for

'

;

j

!

make

having

much."

Drive4n Biz Perks

moviegoers,"

of the territory— a tot^l of 80 or here have top run contracts, playing
more. The point hasn't to be labored: a feature from seven to 10 days, with
the area is worth an intensive a move-over when business warsales campaign by a soft, drink mer- rant.s. Clearances are not, however,
chant it's worth the serious consider, excessive, running from 30 to 45
ation of makers of pix. In this con- days.
We are particularly well oil
nection it is not without significance in t-his operation inasmuch as we
to note the prevailing trend in Holly- have second run contracts with
wood at the moment >is to 'reduce three .major companies protecting
the number of B releases in the us. On the other hand, a factor I
case of some of the majors to cut haven't seen mentioned in -your artithem out altogether.
cle in 'Vakiety is the disadvantage

|

to

pect,

—

The Opposition
Says H, j, Barnicoat, manager of
the Crawford theatre, Ei Pa.sd: —
"Like every town in Texas, El
Albuquerque 11, with another dozen Paso is sewed, up tight by Interstate
scattered -through the smaller towns Theatres. The six Interstate houses

The one shadow falling athwart
the Southwest exhibs' future,'as they
express it, is'the steadily decreasing
supply of this type of pix. But, at
that, it's not a deep shadow, So long
as they can get passably good prints.
they don't care how old the reissue
is—so long as it's a two-gun action

bound

Acct.

off of bu.siness. I do not exhowever, Hollywood to lessen
the superior quality of films they've new campaign.
been making during the war, and
Balaban, who raised his Saturday
up through this year.
and Sunday admission prices at the
"I anticipate in 1947 a great inRoxy from $1.20 to $1.50 tops for the
crease in operating costs for the exprcem of "Razor's Edge," declared
hibitor, especially in the brackets gf
he should have taken the step a year
employees; We hate to think this will ago, pointing out he'd lost as mueh
be so because we definitely do not as
$500,000 by waiting this long. "If
want any admission price increase. the customers get what they want,
But the whole trend is upwards, they'll pay any price," he said, addand the price of entertainment to the ing that "good will only holds .so
public cannot economically be the
long as we give the public what they
only stationary item.
want."
"In these circumistances it may
seem strange, but the fact remains
we have for some time contemplated

pering

i

fact-seeker— is operated by Pack &
Oakes, for the. owner, :C. H. Richter
of Corpus Ghristi. Here is the gist of
a joint interview with Pack & Oakes:

,

if

it's

feusine.ss

in our area is mtich better, and 1946
will coine close to being as good as
1945. For 194'?, with this cbntinued
flow of fine pictures, I expect a ta-

outskirts of El Paso a type operation not heretofore covered by this

They

I

"As compared with lS40

The new Drive-In theatre on the

west wants any part of the 'Cluny
Brown' type of picture?
bottle.
Movie house
along the line will tell you there's ought to take a tumble to themselves
almost always a swallow or two and turn out the product most
wanted by a big slice of this counleft in all of them..

tity.

'-who

,

,

'

opposition
,

postman; why should Hollywood
more producers kid themselves the South-

money—seldom

in. El Paso,

newcomers

Paradoxes and contradictions have
so thick and fast during this
they've come to' be things 'to.
be taken for gftintedi So, ih spite oif
the foregoing, there is nothing exceptional, about the .following flat
dCniaV of the necessity of a doublefeature policy in the Southwest.
Hark to George L. Tucker, city manager of Albiiquerque Theatres, Inc;—
''Our" patrpns are and always will
be satisfied with a single-feature:
program. They, expect nothing al.se
here in Albuquer<jue and we intend
to stay with this policy, except in
our house playing westerhS; ;

where he

stands. In
for instance,: :X can
judge pretty closely how rfiuch any
given picture will lake. So 1 can
judge whether that picture js a good
buy at the offered flat rental figure,
If you say I can use this as a basis
for my making a bid for it, I say it
is not the same thing. If you get it,;
you know you've bid more than your

"But those are things of minor importance. What 'Variety can do for
exhibitor^ in this part of the country is to elnphasize the fact we need

Pic

vertising
budget of more than
$2,000,000 to cover six relea.ses during the coming year. Deal marked
the first time that a film company
has openly solicited presentations
from- several ad agencies. Unusual
stipulation in the pact was that
McCann-Erickson agree to handle
no other picture coijipany thaiV En-

trek,

—

in-

sufficiently realized fact, your roving
reporter directs the. attention of producers and distribs to a group of
in the

item

which

theatres

IjOew-Einf eld

come

|

Not to indulge in odorous combut rather

one small

there's

Driye-In
encourage

bothered by the trouble theatre operatOrs frequently find mounting to
nightmare proportions -. btirnt car^^^^.^^^^^^^ seats anS all the /other
forms of vandalism. There's nothing
in a Drive-In theatre for rowdies to
deface."

,

this pMdigious appetite which only
size can satisfy. tSize to be transof
lated into terms of quantity
product.).
parisorii

,

to get int<) the exhibition end
this business. They'll never: be

of

I

Okay Upped

failure thu.s far to
of

to consider

they

competed

eies

'

is

'

if

want

.

!

the -Drlve-In,

No Rowdyism

—

popcorn and candy bulk

II sales of

they, can see, tho.se

spect.

;

larger in relation to b.o. takings, it.
in
is not this phase of exhibition
the Southwest which makes it distinctive. It is the enormous trade
done in soft drinks. Becau.se figures

at

class shape,

prints

Reissues, particularis not so good.
As for
are often out of focus.
quantity of product we're getting
along pretty well with what we can
Although operating costs are
buy.
higher than even a year:
have done definitely
couldn't
sonteeism I
anticipate an,Y further
don't ajuivii^-.v
we aoni
worse if I'd promised every patron ago
price boosts:^ unless,, the Interstate,]
a dose of polio.
houses raise theirs.
"Of course, cost of the picture is
Mexicos, Fed Duallers,
the biggest single item in. ah)' theatre's operating costs. For a secondTix Tabs run house to have to play on percentage terms is wrong because, the
"So long as you give 'em double picture has had. the juice wrung out
and
so long as pf it by the first run house before we
features, however,
pictures
kind
of
you stick to the
ggj it por all subsequent run houses
they want-rthe kind flrst run houses pictures should be on a flat fpntal
in other situations wouldn't play if basis. Still, our percentage is pretty
in.
they were paid— you pack 'etn
low. As for checkers, we have no
Boosting admission prices doesn't ob.iection to them.
bother 'em. Only: last May we hiked
"As for auction bidding we've had
our prices from 28 to 30c. for adults no practical experience with it yet.
and for kids from 12 to 14c without Ofi'hand it doesn't make sense to me.
This is Seems like a case of putting the
a squawk from anybody.
worth noting when, in ;1941,: the shoe on the wrong foot. It may be
priceswere 22 and 11c.
all right in the present sellers' mar"We were threatened w'ith 16m ket, but it won't always be a case of
opposition when the city decided to buyers fighting to get product. The
.^i-y
combat a wave of juvenile de day must come wnen pictures will
ijnquency with free showings in the be sold, not bought. Then an exhibi-

^

:

why

.

certainly a fact he goes. sti'ong
Paso,
So,
for name bands, for instance.
:of ahy gi\-cn thing setiiiis to be-^size.. when I put on 'Stage Door Canteen,"
By one and all, lO-gallpri hats;: and I thought I was safe in playing it as
3-inch-thtek T-bone steaks are con- a single.' And so I starved to death.
sidered the only headgear and chow But did I learn my lesson'.'
I did
rating approval. i' So obviously a not.
Along came 'Song of Beriiasingle-feature policy hasn't a dog's dette'— and again I billed it as a sinchance from the Pacific .to .the Rip gle. This time I couldn't see how I
Grandfe 'But: this dSvOtilS a: small could lose. Within a stone's throvv
part', of .the difl'6re.hce between the
are seven Roman Catholic churches
Soijthwest and the rest of these and four Roman Catholic .schpols.-;
United' States.
They might as, well have' :been a
Boff pop Sales
million miles away. Talk about ab*
It's

I

.

.

situations

boosted
ha've
operators
insurance against the
It's
prices.
time when it will again be necessary to offer the public a special hiducement to see a picture. You can't
do anything in this direction more

knew my Mexican.

I

many

know

"The quality of Gutrent prints is
not as good as prewar becaui^e there
are not enough prints being made.
I see they are blaming labor conditions in Hollywood for this shortage,
but 1 believe it was a deliberate
policy instituted long before the
The shortage of
present strike.
prints is as artificial as the greatly
reduced amount of new production.
All of it is the result of producers
discovering the fewer pictures they
make the more each -one will gross.
This in itself is enough to account
for the increasing amount of 16m
product, although to date we have
not had any opposition in this re-

.

reason in

to

quality

:

sighted

[

;

Alb pquerque,

'

the' 'onis 'Ss'orttiwhile^.

our

.they,

pictures
wailf .

Whether operatiiig costs
case justified the boost te
The point isfr
the point.
Whew the slump conies— we can revise our prices do'wn wards and not
In my opinion it is the
be hurt.

i

through

|:

Flagstfl fi:

when

equally.:

in

.

D.iego

:

prices.

we went

besid«

I

From Sau

home.

the chain bouses in a situation

boost

here

,

Phoenix,

.

they don't want to leave at
Also they don't be;lie,ve ;in
taking tliem indoors in: a theatre. So
most of them pas.s up the ace films
at the downtown fir.st run houses—

:i.'i

when

El Pr.so. Dec. 3.
the stiite of the Uiium. is
of -tKe' Presidential
subject
theHddross. to those joint sessions ol
Congress' it is to. be assunied at least
passing reference will be hiade to
the vast stretch of territory rciughly
desigivateri the Sptilliwesf, but it's
a fiootl bet the (•Ipsest scrutiny of tjie
Congressional KocorH will not dis-

WBon

No Other

to attract

whom

this series of: yAiiiKTY articles
the efreet ;qn the small operator
in

Handle Enterprise But

paying busiEnterprise Piroduclions was landed
lie.ss when we get it, After all, ours
People who Monday t2) by McCaun-Elriekson
is, a .upecialized .clientele.
agency after two months during
conie here in tliftir caivs alntost al-,
:which more than halt a dozen flgc'i:).
ways are epuple.s with children

good enough,

:

this.

Drive-Ins

McCann-Erickson Will

"For the benefit of newcomers to
the busines's who think a Drive-In
mu.st be the easiest way in the world
to get rich quick-^thinking as they
will of the small capital investment
required as compared with a regu-

,

.

handled these pa-st few years. Makers of these pressbooks have certainly been on their toes, their work

Performance has been spotty, probably because of a dearth of marquee names,
and while some spots have garnered
heavy coin others have only paid, off
the Winter Garden, N. Y.

middling-well,
Heretofore, top grossers in .U's
past 10 years have been Deanna
Durbin 'warblers. Best of these have
netted the compan-y some $2,500,000
Distribution
apiece, domestically.
setup then was not as good, sales
execs say, and added factor is the
higher admission scales in folce
_

-

,

everywhere.

Revamping

of sales contracts for

single
the decree
selling
(inder
should mean a .sub.stantial buildup:
as good as has been the work of of grosses on U's top pix in the
the producers ''
coming year, according to company
ofiCicials.
By pacting with exhibs on
lar theatre and the lower operating
specific films, company can insure
Produce
costs— let us undeceive him. The big Sistrom
ample playing time in all-important
point about all Drive-In theatres is
first-runs, a situation not true this
the much .stifTer opposition they have
Next Durbin Starrer year with block-pix deals. "Canto contend with than, .say, an ordinyon," it is said, suffered in a number
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
ary neighborhood hou.se. We have
Next starrer by Deanna Durbin, of situations because the film was
to attract business away from not
whose producer - hu.sband, Felix sold on terms which resulted in it
only the first run downtown theatres Jaek.son,
was
recently moved off the lot, being pulled before the cream
and the neighborhood houses; we've will be produced
by .Toseph Sistrom off.
aiKO got to (xompete with all forms of for
Universal-International.
putdoor attraction)!.
RKO'S EEGULAR 30c DIVVY
Originally the story was "Up In
"All the (lamc we have had enotjgh Central Park," But lack of TechniRKO board of directors last week
txpcri<;nec in thi(i line tit rxhihltloh color commitments voided the start declared a regular quarterly divito knov/ v/hKt v/c'r«' up iii'iiiniit and of that venture.
The picture, what- dend Qf 30c per share on compimy'.s
an h'lilt'.'i ii':(:orsi'mv,]Y. in our situ
pvcr it happpns to be, is slated to outstanding common stock.
ation, fcriyi'i'/v/. v/f dw/t find p^-rccnt- .iitart in January, with or vvithout
Melon's payable Jan. 2, 1947 to
) age*
txci'mvf, but t^U'itmnats ex* color process,
holders of record on Dec. 16, 1946.

To

j

;

j

;

!
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GOOD

NEWS
EXTRA!
"UNDERCURRENT"
BREAKS 27.YEAR
RECORD AT
CAPITOL, N.Y^

Katharine Hephurn, Roheri Taylor and Robert Mitchum packing thorn in!

"UNDERCURRENT" SWEEPS
Film Daily was

ri^kt!

Tkey

Tkat's wkat kappeneJi in

every wkere.

IN!

saiJ "Get out tke ropes tkat kold tke lines tor 'Undercurrent*.*

its

^reat Los Angeles premiere; also at tke Capitol, N. Y. and

M-G-M star values as usual:

Roar

with

,

K^itkarine Hepkurn, Rokert Taylor, Rokert

Red Skekon

in ''The

Mitckum*

Show-Off"

HOWLS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
You

can't keat a kilarious

comedy for Ckristmas—and "Tke Skow-Off'

is

tke Pay-Off

Give 'em laugkd for tke kolidays. It's a BIG skow witk Red at kis roaringest! And ^or^eous
Marilyn Maxwell as tk« Blonde witk wkom ke klunders into romance! M-G-Merry Xmas!

0audette

Colbert, Walter PiJlgeon

and June Allyson

STARS SHINE AT
A

Great

wken

New

"The Secret Heart'

NEW YEARS

Years Attraction witk Big Star Names!

Claudette Colkert, Walter Pidgeon, June Allyson

wonderful love story ky Rose Franken,

in

Tkat's wkat

- all

M-G-M skowmen

top fan favorites

get

- enact tkis

kest-seller fiction writer for tke millions.

—

-
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PICTUUES

22

Lillie

m Mate

Arthur Loew the Latest

On U.S. Fix 'Responsibility' to World
on wliotber
discussioriK
Hallywocvd is in a rul in regard, to
fresh ideas continued to hold the

Healed

j-lage

'^"T"

Riga MaXWClI

spokesmen

with

weeic,

Inst

~ ~

~^

start,

.

Picture, based on a story by Jean
Beckett, will be made under
C.
general, supervision of Sid Iflogell.

for 'Duel'

both inside and outside the indvistry
Dallas, Dec, 3,
leeiiig ti/t on the subject. Metro
Elsa Maxwell, w.k.' pariy-giver, is
international prexy Arthur M. Loew
soiree to her-;
is the latest. He refutes statements here to arrange for a.
of
David p. .Selz-,
approach
of his own staff "with the obScrva-- aid the
lion that the ftlm industry has a nick's "Duel in the Sun".
commercial
rCKponPibility beyond the
premieres of the filni are sched;-.
objective of entertaining people.
ulcd for Dallas and other "Texas citSpeaking at a banquet in Paris ies, beginning Jan. 6i with, a conlast week at which he was promoted tingent of stars from the film's ca.'^t.
Jennifer Jones. Jo.-^ep)i
to the rank of "ofTicer" of the 'includin.g
French Legion of Honor. Loew de- Cotten, Gregory Peck and Walter
clared that the .film: industry "mtist Hu.ston coming from Hollywood.'
assist in the political education of
Frariee and the U, S.. as of the rest
of the Woiid. to let them know what U's A! Daff Points
democracy is ;and why withovit it
the ronimon .man 'jiR doomed,] V.^/',/^
B.O. as Proof U.S.
Loew's statement, it was pointed
was almost a eompletp turnt(ut.
Pix Still
about ori an earlier observation of
David Blum, ad-publicity vcepee of
Solid grosses abroad, far ahead of
Metro International ajid one of pre-war days, is the refutation to
Loew's immediate underlings. Con- the overseas and domestic barrage
flict between the two indicates, it's leveled
at Hollywood product bebelieved, that even toppers of the cause of its purported lack of freshsame company don't see eye-to-eye ness and originality, according to Al
on the subject.
Universal-International veeDaff,

To

,

Smash

Tops Abroad

.

.

:

Blum,
Europe
'

upon

return'

his

October,

last

from

statement of March of Time
ducer Richard de Rochemont

.

that

of life. Function of pix; Blum
said, is only to entertain, not to
propaganda to the European
massesj and the majority of Euro-

way

peans

developed their good

Other

at

neat $4,200.:
Lyric
(Par)

N.Y.Cos.forCollarites
With the bulk of white
in

the

New York

film:

eollarite.s

offices

al-

operating under new union
contracts, the Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild has just
finished wrapping up negotiations
covering random sectors on film row.
Artkino signed a union pact with
SOPEG calling for increases to office workers ranging from $7.,'50 to
$15 retroactive to Oct. 1, with a reduction of the work week from 40 to

ready

37 "i hours.

Readers at Universal have been
granted a 15% increase retroactive
to Oct. 21 while office workers at

Paramount

labs

won

increases of $6
or
whichever
is
greater.
15%,
Workers at De Luxe Labs won. simi-

at
lar increases while
eollarite.s
siX'Wcek National Screen gained increases
ranging from $4.50' to 15% of upper
bracket salaries.

"American pictures have a strong":
er hold than ever on the run-of-themill custom_er who pays his cash on
the line at'the boxoffice," Daff declared. "They're the ones who like
and want the sort of films that We've
been producing.
So long: as they
continue flocking to the theatres, I
don't see that we have to worry
about the seers who see everything

.

have

a

continental arid North African tour.
Daff asserted that the very pictures
singled out by the critics as. stereotyped were those most patronized by
the public over.seas.

American pix were giving Europeans
a -'distorted view" of the American

teed

from

Returning

pee.

the
pro-

refuted

16M GROUP SETS UP
4-POINT

PROGRAM

Washington, Dec. 3.
Four-point program for 1847 has
been set up here by the Film Council
non-theatrical
of
America,
ICm

•

i

.

,

.

;

.

.

.

AG

Win

They-Weht-Thataway
Put Pitch on for Oaters

Correction please! VahietY's story
on the decision of Judge Shientag
)pst week in the case of Davids vs.
Sillcox (the Authors Guild of the

Kelly Vetoes Proposal

To Hike Chi Amus. Tax

Authors League of America Inc.)
was a bit in error. Perhaps your reporter read too ha.stily the very wise
and brilliant^although lengthy

Chicago. Dec.

3.

Disniounting from his hoss long
enough to be interviewed in New
York last week, Hopalong Cassidy^
Bill Boyd, that would be— opined

Proposal to tax amusement admissions to the tune of $450,000 annually that cruel exhibs are maltreating
fell flat in the city council last week panting tJ, S. theatregoers by not

:

decision.

when

The court most

certainly did not
refuse niy request for minutes of
council meetings.
are getting exactly what we asked for, namely;
dates of council meeting.s; rianies of
those present; subjects taken up;
formal resolutions: and -action; vo.tinfi
records (pro and con) of council
members present.
Furthermore, there is nothing in
the decision which reads "fact that
committee had previously lost out
at Guild's annual meet in its move
to upset current management was no
argument against its contiriuing the'
battle." The Committee ftsr Action
has not, up to the pre.sent, tried, to
upset: Current .mana.gement. While it
is possible that such a move might
be thought desirable, the fact remains that it is not now a part of
.

Mayor

who

Kelly,

favored the plan,

vetoed

at
'

posal.

We

:

His turnabout, Kelly
to

his

first

the pro-

belief

that

said;

was due

business

totals

would not increase in 1047, and the
new tax would not bring in enough
money to warrant the increase.

giving

the.-.',

enough westerns. Pard-

ner Lewis J. Rachmil, who produces the "Hoppy" series for United
Artists release, gave two-gun support to the plaint of his star.
Stirrup oprys are .getting only
about 9,000 bookings, RaChmil
beefed,
against 12,000 that they
could have "if exhibitors would
wake up and give the public a
break." Boyd opined that "not only
kids, but their parents, would prefer
westerns to a lot of the- other .stuff
they're being fed today— and I don't
mean those westerns with singing

50-70)—-

(UA>

Last
week, "Deception" (WB> (4th wk),
good $.5,000.
Orphettm (RKO) (2,800; .50-70)—
"Nocturne" (RKO), Trim at $11,000.
Last week. "Never Sav Goodbye"

tWB),

Orpheum (Loew)

_

Radio City

(Par) (4.000; ,50-70)—
Before Mast" (Par).
towns' best bet with huge
$29,000, record for straight film. Last
week. "Two Smart People'' (M-G ),

"Two Years

$10,000,.
(1.600;

.50-70)—

"The Verdict" (WB). Fair $9,000 indicated.
Last week, "Housekeeper's
Daughter" (UA) and "One Million

(UA)

C."

50-76i-_

$4,500.

.

(F&M)

Louis

St.

—

(4.000; 50-60)

^""^ Dagger" (WB) and
Walls Come Tumbling Down" (Col)
(2d wk). Oke $10,000 after $18
000

..'S",^,*^

first

stanza.

%m

16G, INDPLS.;

HEPBURN-TAYLOR 17G
Indianapolis, Dec;

•

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(2,000;

'Angel on Shoulder" (UA) and
Blondie Knows Best" (Col) (m o )
Nice $7,000. Last week, "No Leave ''
(M-G) and "Shadowed" (Col) (mo')
'

$9,000.

It's

B.^

$S.^''"*^"

(m.o.).

Stretching toward good $6,000.

3.

Brisk Thanksgiving Day trade
hiked grosses back to normal at local
deluxers this stanza.
"Undercurrent," at Loew's,

and "Three

Little

Girls in Blue," at Indiana, will
get
figures.
"Stranger" at Circle

plump
oke

is

Estimates for This

(rei-ssues), $8,000.

Week

Si^;.*'*„*^^*==-'^''"e) (2,800; 40-60)
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Under- .-"The
Stranger" (RKO) and "Gecurrent" (M-G). Reaching for fancy nius
at
Work" (RKO). Average
Last week, "Strange Wom$11,500.
Last week, "Nobody Lives
an" (UA). $13,000.
Forever"
Uptown (.Par) (1,000; 50-55)-J? Woman'! (WB) and "Shadow of
(WB), mild $11,000.
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). First
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
nabe .showing. Healthy $4,000. La.st
'Three Little Girls" (20th) Heftv
week. "Cloak and Dagger" (WB),
$16,000,
Last week, "Killers" (il)
$4,200.
$14,000."'

:

—

$3,200

50-90)—

"They

week,

Last

likely.

Were

(350;

(20th)
(m.o.).
Fourth
for this with excellent

week

loop

Sisters" (U). $2,000.

lasf Smash $16,000

•

$11,500.

,

„^I"<''e>
"-r?"-,',*''*.

20G,

Last week, "Dark Minor" (UV
(3d wk), $4,400.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,4')0; 40-60)—
"Undercurrent" (M-G). Sock $17,000
for Hepburn -Taylor film; holds. Last
week, "Angel on Shoulder" (UA) and

Kansas
Line-up

City, Dec. 3.

strong

of

in for the

and "California Way" and"PersonKid" on screen.

ality.

Estima'ies for This

Week

Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (820. 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Margie" (20th).
Looks for solid
$20;000 and holdover.
Last.' week,
"White Tie and Tails" (U), slow
..

$11,000 in 6 days.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Undercurrent" (M-G) s and "Betty
Co-ed" (Col).
Strong $18,000 on
Hepburn-Taylor draw of former.
Heaven"
(M-G) (reissue), and "Shadowed"

Holds. Last week, "Rage in
(Col), $15,000.

Newman (Paramount)

65)— "Two

(1,900;

45-

Years
Before
Mast"
.Smash $16,000 Or near, and
holdover.
Last week, "Deception" (WB) (2d wk), mild $9,000.
(Par).

likely

and

(1,900;

Dagger"

45-65)—
and

(WB)

of Divorce" (RKO).
Good
won't hold. Last week,
"Captain Fury'' (RKO) and "Captain

"Child

$13,000. but

Caution"

(RKO)

$10,000

attractions

and town is fairly well bursting
with better product than seen here
in weeks!
Gro.sses up around top
figures at every house, with holdovers slated for about four spots.
"Margie," "Undercurrenf '.and "Two
Years Before Mast" look to be the
biggest .sock hits. Tower is back to
vaude with Sally Rand unit on stage

Orpheum (RKO)

).

"Plainsman" (Par) and "Jungle Princess" (Par) (reissues). Fine $10,000.
Last week, "End of Time'' (RKO).
thin $5,500.

Thanksgiving week

kill

"Cloak

(Col

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)^

Hepburn-Taylor 18G
moved

40-60)Modest ,$9

(1,300:

Thrill of Brazil" (Col).

000.

Smg While Dance"

In K.C.; 'Margie'

•

m

'

(reissue):

(1,100;

World (Par-StefTes)

•

,

(M-G)

Woman"

'Straiige

"Margie"

opinions of the U. S. through American films more than any other
group which includes Government
except charity.
production. Activities just announced
Prof. Edgar Dale of the Ohio State
by Council proxy .C. R. Reagan are:
Univ. English department also took
angled toward international cooperaa swing at Hollywood by claiming wrong in Hollywood pictures. Those tion.. The four points:
the film producer's thief aim is to very pictures are the ones paying
1. "Continue
to support strongly
"make money." Film industry and off;" .
the u.se of film for international
education are "as far apart as ever"
What's more, Daff maintained, up
understanding both through the proand their goals are entirely unre- surge
many
cedures developed by UNESCO and
of native production
1
i J
1.
-J
Ti
„ _
.^^
lated, he said, Professor urged the
i
»
foreign countries does not po.se a the United Nations.
:,',.„,.,
..„„(,?,
»
industry
ustry to do some creative, cnti- ,.
„.
_.
,
2. "Develop a program of publica,.
thi-eat to Amferican pix.
Top Yank
caK constructive thinking in the
product^ he said. w^Ss still the most tions and reports through the Counfield" and declared it should realize
popular
with
forfeign audiences and cil and with cooperating agencies.
that "the motion picture industry
long
In this connection a 168-page report,
as. Hollywood can hew to its
so
floes not occupy a high place in
potent
there "Use
Material
production
values,
of
Audio-Vi.sual
public esteem."
\
in Toward
International UnderstandByron Price, speaking in Los would be no danger of a swing
Angeles before the convention of sentiment. Native pictures are el- ing," has been distributed.
bowing
American
and
wesl3. "Recommend a thorough study
actions
to
editors'.'jumpe'd
A-ssodaWTress
industry's
defense,
blaming erns, Daff said, but had not taken by the Library of Congress Motion
the
whatever lack of good pictures over the playing-time of high btidget Picture Project of ways and means
to effect better and more expeditious
existed on the dearth of good story American films.
Business throughout Europe and distribution
government-made
of
material. Film business, he said,, is
"growing up" and he appealed to particularly in France and Italy is films, and to recommend standardeditors riot to be gullible about way out ahead of that a year ago, ized charges.
4. "Effect a close liaison relationHollywood and the "old legends and Daff continued. Only two spots
where it has dropped off recently are ship with local and state groups
cliches."
interested in. the visual education
in Egypt and Palestine where factors, other than the quality of the and adult education fields."
Library of Congress is said to be
films, determined the dip.
Exodus
Insurgents Claim
of troops from Egypt had caused a building a motion picture unit of
25% decline in revenues. Palestine 64 persons.
lete Court
is suffering, he added, from periodical curfews which the current unNew York.
Kids
rest has brought about.
Editor, ""/ariety:

medium

in Heaven"
Last
$8,000,

"Rage

Last week, "Margie" (20th) ond
wk).

600.

week, "Margie"
(20th) (3d wk), good $7,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; ^4)— "Wild
Beauty" (U).
Light $3,000.
Last
week, "Wells Fargo" (Par) (reissue),

SOPEG Rounding Out
Increases

Continued from page 10

:

MINNEAPOLIS
week, '"Landru.sh" (Col) and "Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep), satisfactory $]f,700 in 5 days.
Century
50-70)—
iPar)
(1,600;
Fine

:

.

Picture Grosses

/a

double ta.sk as producer and writer
"Angel Face," starring Sharyn
Moffett and slated for a January

of

'

Dallas

ill

As Advance

Hollywood, Dec.
handed Lillie Hay ward

.3.

RKO

"

Hayward's Dualer

slow

(reissues),

$9,000.

Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)
California Way" (Rep) and
"Personality Kid" (Col) with Sally
Rand unit on stage returning house
to
regular vaude: policy.
Prices
upped from the former 39r60c scale.
Sock $15,000 likely and one of the
best weeks here. Last week, "Earl
Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep) and "Little Miss Big" (U) at 39-600, average

— 'Out

'Skies'

Smash $27,000,

Seattle; 'Killers'

17G

Seattle, Dec. 3.
Way ahead of nearest competitors
are "Blue Skies" and "Killers" this
.session. Otherwise the city is feeling
the pre-holiday lull.

Estimates for Last W«>«k
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Margie" (20th)
(3d
wk). Solid
$8,000.
Last
week,
"Clementine"
(20th)

Fifth

(2d ^.k), $5,400 in 8 days.
Avenue (H^E) (2,349; 45-80)

—"Notorious"
$22,000.

(RKO). Tremendous

Last week, "Sister Kenny"

(RKO), mild

$7,000.

Liberty (J&VH) (1,650: 45-801—
"Return Monte Cri.sto" (Col) and
"So Dark the Night" (Col). Good
$9,000.
Last
week,
"Bachelor's
Daughter" (UA) and "Devil's Playground" (UA) (2d wk), big $8,400,
Music Box (H-E) (8.50: 4.5-80)—
"2 Years Before Mast" (Par) (5th
wk). Okay $4,800 in 6 days. Last
week, swell $6,100,
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Courage of Las.si2" (M-G) and
"Crack-Up" (RKO). Good $11,500.
Last week, '^Lady Luck" (RKO) and
"Great Day" (RKO), good $7,800.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)

—

'The Killers" (U) and "Little Mi.ss
Big" (U). Big $17,000. Last week.
Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (2d wk),
swell $10,700.

Palomar

(Sterling)

(1„350;

45-80)

—"Death Valley" (FC) and "Dangerous Money" (Mono) plus stage.
Okay $7,500. Last week, even the
holiday and Sully Mason band on
stage didn't help "Under Nevada
Skies" (Rep) and "Slightly Scandalous" (Rep), mild $7,000.

Paramount (H-E) (3.032; 45-80)—
Blue Skies" (Par). Smash $27,000.
Last week, "Margie" (20th) and
Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G) (2d wk),
tremendous $12,700 in 6 days.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800:45-80)—
Washington, Dec. 3,
'Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (m.o.).
Members of Richmond, Va.. City
28G,
Okay $6,000. Last Week,"Specter of
Council are seeking to have the city
Rose" (Rep), fair $4,000.
adopt a 10% local amusement tax.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
'SKIES' 27G, ST.
They figure this would bring in a
25-50)
"Anna" (20th) and "Black
total of ,$750,000 a year.'
St. LoULs, Dec. 3.
Beauty" (20th) split with "Ea.sy to
Tax would hit film houses hardest Romeos in 1942 .station wagon.s."
Helped by
(M-G) and. "Talk About
Rachmill said that despite rising grosses are sock Thanksgiving biz Wed"
and raise the most revenue from the
way up this week at Lady" (Col) (3d run). Fair $3,800.
costs, "Hoppies" were still budgeted mo,st spots.
Standouts are "Under, Last week, "Night arid D;vv" (WBI
filmeries.
at $1.23,000, aS: they were in 1943. current" and "Blue Skies," both be- split
with "Cleopatra" (UA) and
Difference is made up, he explained, ing, smash.
"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO). $3,200.
Estimates for This Week
by tightening up on needless exDelay EqiiitfOpe^^
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50^75)
penditures. The pix were held to a

Richmond Tax Try

$6,000.

'UNDERCURREM'

LOO

—

our program.
Calloway in Negro Pic
90-hour shooting schedule, he said. —"Blue Skies" (Par). Smash $27,000
We are interested .specifically in
Hollywood, Dec. 3,
or better. Last, week, "Two Years
Chicago, Dec. 3.
Opening of Equity Studios, new Fir.st "Hoppy"- to get a percentage Before Mast"
broadening the base of the Guild
(Par) (3d wk), big
With the signing of bandleader
through an intensified membership rental lot on Cahuenga, blvd., is date is "Devil's Playground" at the $10,000,
Cab
Calloway, the All-Ameriean
drive and in securing at least mini- (iiated for Jan. 10,. instead of Dec. 1. Capitol, Philly, starting today (WedFox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75) "The f'ewsreel
has
made
plans for immeVerdict" (WB) and "Her Sister's
mum economic protection for Guild Delay, according to Jack Sehwarz, nesday).
Secret" (PRC). Thin $15,000. Last diate production of an all-Negro
vcepee, is due to elabbraiioii of the
members.
week. "Trail Lonesome Pine" (Par) musical to be filwed here in Chi.
We say that an organization which original plans.
PEC OAT SERIES
and "Sim Valley Serenade" (20th)
Exterior work on the studio's nine
Is 34 year old ought to have more
Hollywood, Dec. 3,
(rcLssucs), okay $18,000.
TBABY' rOR KATZMAN'S
on the credit side of the ledger than sound stages has been completed and
.Terry Thomas, producer of the .„^««W» (Loew)
(3,172; 50-75)
the pre.sent Guild has and we mean interior wdrk i.s well under way. Eddie Dean western.'; at PRC, has
Hollywood, Dec. 3,
Undercurrent" (M-G). Wham $28,First production on Sam KatzIn addition to the "nine stages, the added a new «cri«» of
to see that sharp gains are made.
eight oaters m. Last week. "Angel on Shoulder"
lot will contain a two-story admin- to hi!i program,
Nancy Davids,
(JJA) and "Blondie Knows Best" man's 1947 program at Columbia will
v/ith Al La Kii*; and
be "Broadway Baby."
(Col), $18,000,
fVice-Chairman Com- istration building, three projection Fuzzy .St. John <;or.liirri-t).
MifiFourl 'K&M) (3,500; .50-75)
Picture
Katzman's
will
follow
mittee for Action in the [rooms and other facilities refiiisile
Both n'rif-H v/il] be <lirerl<;d by
Darling Clementine" (20th) and current
Arm?.
cliffhanger,
".Tack
in a modern studio.
Authors Guild)
Ray Taylor.
Phantom Thief" (Col). Mild $14,- strong," early in February.

—
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3 Dubinsky Bros. Sue

Inside Stuff-Pictures

British Film Biz

While Howard Hughes' "Outlaw" is still on the censorship carpet in (he
United States, Britishers are meeting the picture with mixed reactions,
some of them welcoming the pic as an attempt to crack through America's
«o-calUHl prudery, with otliers beginning to bristle at the type o£ ad campaign used to sell the pic to British film;goers. The Sunderland Echo,
British daily, called Hughes' attack on eensorship "very welcome." "American prudes have been shocked,: a cinema niapager jailed and a court case
(Hughes' $S.OQb,000 suit against the Motion picture Assn.) instituted, all
through the bigoted interference of the American element which in the
past has been responsible for changes in England's realistic productions."
Continued the Echo: "This long delayed attack on American censorship is
Welcome, for if Hughes wins his case it will open the way to more wholehearted sincerity ift American filrts and will provide a better market for
British

films."

On the other side of the question, the Kinematograph Weekly, British
film trade .journal, commented that Hiighes' attempts to sell fllmgoers on
Jane Russell's w.k. charms would meet a "core of sales resistance" that
,

,

would be self-defeating. Planted newspaper .stories about the"OutIaw"
that contained such double-entendre phrases as "keeping abreast of the
Finally,
times" and "bosom companions" were termed "sophomoric."

Kinematograph declared that Hughes had made major mistake in appointing a publicity director in London with instructions to drum up the sex
,

.angle.

,

.

=L Continued from pag«
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U S. Under contracts with Rank's
various American associate companU

In

of

is

A

Eagle-Lion

12,

pers.; :

',/,
„

are

Man

Out,"

James Mason

Carol

Reed,

lilmization

o£ the

hy

$2,000,OpO-

Durwood-

ferson

been entered in' JefMo. Brothers Barney

l\as

City,

Dubinsky, 53, Irvin Dubinsky, 46,
and H. W. Dubinsky, 42, are seeking
equal shares with Edward H. Dlu'wood, 62, (formerly Dubinsky) in
the chain which includes 13 theatres
in Kan.^as City, St, Joseph and Jeffer.son City, Mo., and Leavonworth,
Kans.
The trial has been under way for
two weeks, and has beeh thrown into night sessions by Judge Sam C.
Blair in order, to speed up the case
and a possible decision before the
Christmas rece.ss. The Dubinsky
brothers in opening the case slated
that tax returns and other evidence
would show the theatres were the
property of an equal partnership
and that they are entitled to equal
.share.?
with their elder brother.
Their attorney stated that the popcorn stands in the theatres grossed
$85,00Q in one year, giving some idea
of the size of the company's opera-

starrer directed

"Hungry

the

Dubin.sky theatre chain of Missouri

,

Hob-

3.

which three brothers
equal shares with a

scekinfi

rourth in

,

be followed by "Odd

to

.'ion,

Circuit

law.'^uit in

and Kan.^as

First film on the new season's roster will be "Great Expectations,"

starring John Mills and Valerie

$2,000,000

Kan.sas City, Dec.

slated to talcc. a iniiiiroum
five or 10 and
Prestige as many as the so-called
Carr em"art" houses will absoi'b.
phasized that these were minimums
and that each company might agree
to release more, providing the pix
wore accepted by U.S. company topies,

Hill,!'

Daphne DuMaur-

and starring Margaret
Loclcwood and -Dennis Price is next
on the list. "A Matter o£ Life and
Death," starring David Niven, Raymond Massey and Kim Hunter,
which teed off in Britain as the
special command performance presentation, last month, should open in
the U.S. about Christmas time, Carr
said.
Film will be titled "Stairway
to Heaven" in the country.
ier bestseller

Lainenting the fact that too. many producers regard screen writens. as
literary jukeboxes that'll give out with the desired medley as long as the
nickels are put in, Robert E. Sherwood wrote in the N. Y. Times Sunday
(J) that films will never grow up as an art medium as long as their writers
are treated like hired hands in a factory. Sherwood, who was responsible
for the screenplay of Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives," said
he liad no per.sonal grudge but was referring to the plight of salaried
British Pix Oulgrossing II. S.
scripters who turn out the bulk of literary material for the screen.
Carr echoed other visitors from
Major beef of these writers, according to Sherwood, is not economic
Britain in pointing out that British
but flovi/s from the lack of authority over their handiwork. Says Sherwood:
pix
were consistently outgrossing
"There must be a way to establish and maintain the principle that the
American product in the U.K. He
writer's interest in and' control over his work does not end when the script
Summing up, emphasized that this was not the
is finally okayed and sent to the mimeograph department."
result
of any nationalistic feeling on
Sherwood added, "SoUywood has remained a borrower rather than a
the part of British audiences but
creator of story material and writing talent. It has persisted in the missaid they always go for a good
apprehension that while the script may be important, its author isn't And
British
tilm as against an equally
that is precisely why there is so much unimportance'in so many of Holgood American picture. Carr conlywood's products."'
.

''

.

ceded that such British stars as
Mason, Miss Lockwood, etc., were
Recent reports of technical advances scored in Germany reveal that a tops in popularity among the Brit^
new system for high quality sound recording on film has been privately ishers but declared that several good
developed by a German physicist, Dr. Carlheinz Becker, of Thansau uber British pix with no star value were
Rosenheim. Becker started work on the system in 1938 and was allowed also doing tremendous biz.
to progress with his experiments until 1942 when the NAzis instructed him
Carr, who built up Rank's distrito convert his device into an explosioni power tecorder. System is called
"Stereophon" and uses a film soundtrack 2.65m in width with a new bution structure throughout the eastmethod of loudspeaker arrangement. Engineer comment on the system ern hemisphere, said that British
pix were catching on in all parts of
declares that it is a marked improvement over present equipment in achievthe world. He declined to talk about
ing auditory depth and special effect.
any Rank plans for further exparir
A friendship born out of "A Flag Is Born," the pro-Palestine propa- sion in the U.S. but said that Rank
ganda play which Ben Hecht authored and for which Quentin Reynolds himself plans to come to this counwas for a time the narrator, resulted in Reynolds collaborating with Hecht try some->time late next spring..
on the screenplay of "The Miracle of the Bells." This is the Russell Janney
Hecht and
novel whicli Jesse L. Lasky is filming for RKO release.
Reynolds will split $125,000 for scripting "Bells."

.

:

tions.

•
.

They declared that some $600,000
advanced to Mrs. Durwood and her
children should be refunded. In a
counter statement Durwood .said that
the three brothers were entitled only
to a percentage share of the profits
as set down in operating partnership
agreements which they had signed.
The property it.self, he said through
attorneys, he regards as actually belonging to himself and children,
Stanley H. Durwood and Marjorie

Durwood.

Continued from page S
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American

distrib

comr

understanding

greater

;

by

all

countries."

Confined to bed by pneumonia
during a large portion of his stay
overseas, MPA chief said he didn't
have a chance to visit Engli.sh
studios, and was forced to cancel a
scheduled European trip by doctor's orders.
He reported that even
the general tone of the discussions
with British producers failed to reveal the feeling of their film heads
on increased or decreased quota
regulations.
Current ruling, which
falls for 17%% of all playing flme
in England to be given over to
British

film,

with' the

rest

of

the

No

Nationalization Of Pix

*
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Johnston also said that there was
no indication of any intention by
Parliament to nationalize the film
industry there, and that nationalization where it has occurred has not
raised
the
level
of
production,
"Merely changing the name on the
articles of incorporation from George
King to King George will not improve the production of van industry.
It's just a difference in terms."
Further, he stated that England as
a whole is suffering from the same
economic problems that are facing
the U. S.: obstacles to production
have not been overcome while labor
is asking for higher wages to keep
up with spiraliing costs. While he
reported no visible effects on the
British film industry, he said it's
likely that production costs are.. being driven upward,

prexy emphasized the
:

in-

creasing British interest in wider
distribution of their films, and the
resulting tendency to pitch them for,
"Obviously," he
a world market.
said, "if a film has a small market
its co.st of amortization will be much
greater in that market than if the
same cost can be spread over a large
number of situations." He also said
that erecting trade barrier "picket

It's still too
early to determine
whether the law will be reenacted,
•according to Mayer, but the British
; Continued from page 3
lent a ready ear to the American
Consequently, once the foreign carviewpoint as expressed by Johnston.
bon of the English speaking version
lines" would do nothing but interLatter huddled with Prime Minister
was ready for prints, the company
Clement Attlee, Anthony Eden, Tom fere with worldwide motion picture
had to get on the end of the Techni O'Brien,
industry. Implying a threat of U. S.
Sir
Stafford Gripps, J.
list and wait it out again.
Arthur Rank and Sir Alexander retaliation, Johnston stated, "ErecCaught With Contracts Down
Korda, as well as several permanent tion of restrictions will beget more
Techni walkout has caught the undersecretaries on the Board of barriers on the part of other
majors with their contracts down. Trade and Sir Wilfred Eadie of the nations."
Recent visit to English producers
Committed to foreign exhibs on a exchequer's office.
British legislators working on the' by Production Code Administrator
number of the tints which had been
figured for delivery during the fall, problem hay e until May 1, 1947, to Joseph I. Breen was much appremajors have been forced to substi- consider sueh legislation. They ciated, according to MPA's head.
tute other pix.
These have been would have the bill ready by next He said, by simply outlining, the
Breen had;
requirements,
either black-and-whites or where October for submission to Parlia- Code
there has been no backlog accumu- ment, which would then pa.ss on It eliminated many difficulties for the
lated, reissues.
English film men.
In number of in- before the pnd of next year.

-cmiOL

stances, distrib has lost the playingtime entirely because of exhib refusal to accept substitutes.
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Plans are also underway for a tiewith a national radio show, in

which the winners of a contest—newlywed couple^will get an all-

IN nSRSOM

I

Flr<t N.V. •(•yijii

5 issi

Arrangements have been set for a
30-day advance biUposting campaign
in each territory. As ah added gimmick, Schlaifer's department has
produced a 16m short directed by
Vyvyan Conner of Fox Movietone
News showing how costumes were
designed and created for "Edge."
Reel, of which 50 prints have already
been made, has been endorsed by
the National Education Assn. and is
currently being shown in New YOrk

in

TJlUrd., D«c.

Continued from page

Schlaifer, is meanwhile continuing
to hypo exploitation on the film.

public schools.

ASTOR
ON scbeeh

II

•Loss of playing-time is irretrievable, foreign dept. execs maintain,
since the limited amount available
is paced to par with production.
Even should a speedup in Technicolor output take up the current
slack, it is said, the companies will
have no opportunity of recouping
unless a terrific expansion of foreign
theatres substantially increases playing-time. Quotas; and other local restrictions are also noted as putting
a break on possible tightening of the

yMeSm'eoif.

expen.se trip to N,Y. Schlaifer disclosed arrangements for a special
display on "Edge" In (5,000 libraries
throughout the country and a list
of
national
manufacturers
with
whom tiein;, can be rnarJe In each
local sitCiation.

DUtll,

SLOAN AND PEARCE

;

^

:

Eleanor Parker
Errol Flynn
IN WARNER BROS. HIT

,

time open for competition, expires
in March, 1948.
Johnston said that
many of the English film leaders
would like to see the current, quota
law continued for another year
while they explore the potentiahties
of their product in the American
market, but that there were all
kinds of rumors as to what decision
Would finally be reached.

MPA

Better Playdates

Techni Strike

Film advertising recently has been going through a "don't-tell-thepicture's-ending" cycle. At least four films recently have been subject of
ad campaigns built around that theme. TJiey Include "Spiral Staircase"
(RKO), "Woman in the Window" (U), "Undercurrent" (M-G) and "Dark
Mirror" (U).

British Prod. Split

4th for Equal Share
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Bob Wflliams Back As Ark., Tenn., Miss.

MPTOA

(Bob) Williams,

X

ft

Memphis,
Sr.i owner

Oxford (Miss.)
of tvi'ie theatre at there,
was reand 'former mayor
turned last week to presidency of
Motion Picture Theatte Owhers Of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Topncssee,
he held froiTi 19.37
the position
through 1942. He succeeds J. Allen

Hollywood

of

TVest

thetitve h?,re,.tri-

stafe'prexy for the last two. years.
The convention elected Arthur
'

Houston, Miss,; W. F; RuflCin,
Covington. Tenn., and W. E.
jr
Malin,^ Augusta, Ark,, as vice-presiOrris Collins, of Paragould,
dents.

Rush

was made secretary,rtrcasurer.

Ark

W

Rullin, Sr., of CoVihglOn, was
directo national

ir

MPTOA

elected

torate..

',.

Speakers

"

'

..

convention

the

at

in-

Wchrenburg. of St.
Louis. MPTOA president, and Henry
Reeve, ot Menard, Texas; president
Fred

cluded

of

Cocktails

"here.

party prelim to dinner was at VaClub Tent NO; 3, of which Qulahan is a past Chief Barker.

Ray Moon To Supervise- Albany
''

'.

'

'

i*lbany.

'

.

Assumption by Joe Rosen, lor
years a 20th-Fox salesman in New
York, Washington, Boston and Detroit, of the post of Albany manager, brought another Chang;: here.
Ray Moon, N. Y. City branch chief,
is now also supervising the Albany
exchange. It has been taken from
under the wing of E. X. Callahan,
district manager with headquarters
in Boston.
Shift made because felt
that Albany could be more logically
supervised from N, Y.

Albany.

expected including a delegation from
York, the Si Fabians, Lou Goldinjis
and Jack Kalchcims among

New

Continuing

office

be general sales manager Abe
Montague, whO; will preside; Rube
Jaokter. Louis Astor, Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser, Maurice Grad,
Leo Jafl'e, George .To.sephs, H. C,
Kaufman, Joseph Freiberg. Seth
Irving Sherman, Vincent
Baisler.
Borelli, Irving Moross and Sidney
Siilgerman., All district and brancli

opened.,

^

)'

Briefs

From

Lot

tlie

sssd

with a previe"«r of "Holiday
Vegas" in that town
Hal
took an option on "Lola." a
coming novel by Philip Van
.

Cincy

Cincinnati.

Gincy's film row and exhibs from
West Virginia, Indiana and
Kentucky turned out 250 strong last

believed likely that
will also study th» news-

It's

men

Supporting his contention, White
cited 20th-Fox's "Cabin in the

,

&

.

In

,

THREE IVEW

HITS

Random

House

Las

Wallis
forth-

Doren
by

PRC borrowed Terry Austm from
Eagle-Lion for a top role in "The

(2) night at a testimonial
tor Joe Oulahan, who redistrict manager for

Mhiir

Return of Philo Vance."
Leo
Durocher turned down Seymour
J. Arthur Rank division of UniverNcbenzal's offer of a role in "fleaven
sal Pictures in Philadelphia. WashOnly Knows," because of previous
ington, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati,
radio commitmehts
Carl Schnee
after nearly 25 years with Paramount, last 14 years being as ex- turned in a completed script of
"Deadlock" for Hal Wallis
Jack
Nattleford and Luci Ward completed
the screenplay on "Return of the
Badmen," which Nat Holt will produce for RKO
Story of rat poi.

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

Uer

THAT MAN IS
HERE AGAIN

.

.

FROM

^mmmmmm

became

cently

tliese

Stern, slated for publication
Little, Brown & Co.

Ohio,'

dinner

exchanges under the supervision
assistant
salesmanager Eddie

Aaron.

v

expansions plans

its

^isni Continued from page T

managers will also attend.

Monday

31

ot

costs are newsreels.

•

All five of the ma.tor companies reel situation to see what kind of
producing newsreels have either be- increases can be worked out equiSky" which starred Lena Home, gun hiking rentals or plan to do so tably.
Increases
in the immediate future.
Eddie Anderson (Rochester) and
Increased costs of newsreel prowill not be general but will depend
Ethel Waters. Twentieth, according
duction is only natural in light of
on each individual situation, with the general increased costs, execs
to
White, expected controversial
kickup in the South, because film theatres playing the reels first run point out, and are not the result of
naturally expected to receive more greater
depicted Negroes in exquisite gowns
coverage by the reel comand evening dress instead of the cus- of a hike than those getting second panies following the end of the war^*
tomary bandannas. But there were and third runs on them.
time pooling arrangements. None of
Exact, plans for boosting rentals the companies
no criticisms made nor any attacks
cut down on personhave not yet been divulged but it's nel when they entered the pools, acfrom below the Mason
Dixon line,
believed theyUl become eflEective cording
White said.
to M. D. Clofine, managing
with the general increases in rental editor of Metro's News of
the Day.
'Picture makers assert quite coron shorts announced several weeks
rectly that they receive letters only
Newsreels are unique. Clofine
Metro, for one, announced last
ago.
from bigots," NAAGP sec'y said.
week it was putting one man in pointed out) in that the price has
"But the grim truth is that ignoralways been the same to theatres no
charge of shorts sales in each of its
ance on which racial friction feeds
matter what's included in them.
is being perpetuated.
Majors have never attemfited to
It's for that
reason that we consider it important lightly," While complimenting: the rent the reels on a strictly business
for us (NAACP) to open a Holly- artistic merit of the film, NAAGP basis, consequently, but have conwood bureau. We feel that Holly- complained that it gave "a danger- sidered thenr a valuable connection
ously glorified picture of slavery." between the industry and the pubwood can do better and should."
Spokesman for the Disney studio lic.
Spotlight was again turned on pix
Because of this, the majors
treatment of Negroes last week when expressed surprise over objections to heretofore have shied away from atPicture, he said, did not tempts to liquidate the reels as they
the NAACP lambasted Walt Disney's the film.
"Song ol the South" as perpetuating take place during slavery days but have their features by effecting: a
"the stereotype casting of the Negro after the Civil War and the most general rental increase, but condiin the servant role^ depicting him as sympathetic character in it is a tions today make such an increase
indolent, one who harfdles the truth Negro.
necessary.

here, the Interstate Theatres Circuit
has purchased a tract of land for
$14;.5p0 and has leased 300 feet adjoining the tract for a 52-year period. Site is about two miles from
the new Wilshire theatie, recently

will

in

audience applauded the state-

Dallas.

plans set for changes to meet Goverimient decree developments. Col
was among the first of the picture
companies to make specifie sales policy changes to meet last summer's
anti-trust decision.

'

ment;"

.

Albany Variety's Ball
First annual ball ot the Albany Va-r
riety Club Saturday C7) at the De
Witt Clinton' hotel. More than 400

others. G. J. .tiatta, second as.s't NaChi Sales Meet
tional Chief Barker; will welcome
Columbia will hold a four-day the attendees and rep the national
sales meet Dee. 4-7 at' the Drake body.
Hotel, Chicago, during which operation of the newly instituted sales
Interstate Expands in Dallas
policy will be reviewed and future

Oulahan Feted

Costs to Up Their Film Rentals Pronto
Latest motion picture products to
feel the bite of increased production

also

Col.'s

.Toe

wliile

by Mounting.

±5

.

riety

Texas theatre Owners.
The tri-stflte showmen voted strong

Heading west from the home

T-

people's conditions. Since I am light
enough to pass as a white, I attended
exhibitions of this film in Richmond.
Atlanta and Houston and in every
instance, a preponderance Of the

—

manager

change

opposing the Federal
resolulions
20''!'
tax as a wartime measure no
longer needed, attacked ASCAP's
cOHcetion of fees for music rights
and condemned the employment of
>.changes.
local checkers by film

.

All S Newsreels Forced

NAACP's White
ssm Contimied from- pa$«

Prexy; Other Xchange Items

25

.

.

son, with live rodents as thesps, will
be filmed by John Sutherland, as an
industrial short for Cupont.

:

Mary Scott draws the femme lead
in "Gun Fighters'' at PRC . .
John
first production for PRC
release
will
be "Love Lessons,"
William
slated to start in April
Castle's illness caused the postponement of Columbia's "Crime Docto.r
Returns" to Jan. 2
.
J. P. Wolfson gave the go sign to "Saigon,"
starring Alan Ladd and Veronica
Lake and directed by Leslie Fen ton
.

j

Sutherland's

:

.

1

!

I

I

'

40th to
•

4l«t

Paramount.

. .

.PRC

.

.

Is

extending

the shooting schedule and upping
the budget on "Red Stallion" from
$1,000,000 to $1,500,000. ..Verne Parton checked in as assistant to Cliff

MIAMI IIACH
OCEAN FRONT •
Rcscruatfoni Inofted

at

.

Sn.

Lewis

at

SEASON

Argosy,

Walter Jacob*

IN THE SUN

66 Leaders
n

RANCH

dustry,

FOR SALE
hort. or dud* ranchw tak. Talion

dUtrict.

Making mon.y now and good

poisibilltiti.

A
Box

7

Owner

Glcndak,

309,

4

Calif.

$2.7}

.

The governing body

$21,500 for dandy cattle, timb*r-iaw""Hl,

Continued from page.

one outside the motion picture inwill probably

take the form of a national board
of trustees made up, in part, of one
representative from each of the 31
exchange cities. Each district representative will be' chairman of his
district committee. There will also
be 10 representatives of distributors;
and 10 t,rustees-at-large who will be
outstanding industry personalities.
The entire country will be divided
into five or six regions with itrustees
for the districts in each region cpmpri.^ing a regional committee,
It's pretty well agreed that there's
little lijteliho'Od In the near future

Hanriee Zolotow
THE GREAT
BALSAMO

merging Hollywood's Motion Picture Relief Fund, which takes care,
of production personnel, with the
new foundatjon, although tliat would
be desirable. However, Al Johnston,

of

Mot:

. * . but H'f not loo
yoiu plans Ibr ustn?
aouTcv of Bupply.

ready

«oirly 16 Dialta

this

n«w

riLMACK
\

lOT

S.

Wokwk An- Oilcinto 5, m.

assistant to Richard Walsh, lATSL'
president, representing the union in
New Orleans, expressed willingness
of the union to cooperate;
Balaban said that he hopes the
organisation will be so .set up as to
of|
wills
in
encourage bequests
people in the industry.

At

all bookstores,

RANDOM

HOUSE, New York
i.

M

n\

'

i'

A

«i
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New Air-Opinion Poll

Mutual Starts

As Labor

Farmer Takes a Gripe

was the CBS -nosedive from

for
"Diagram
Tuesday night 1.26) concurrently .Danger" was badlv needed. I agree
Of dewith the "Arrierican Forum of the fiilly Avith. your premise.
Air"s" discussion ol the union closed
shop. Restilt, which indicated 82.3";a
of
the sampled group as being
against the existence o£ the closed
shop, also touched off squawks from

the labor reps on tlie program who
claimed the poll was stacked for a
negative response from the outset.
Outgrowth of a system initiated by
KQV, Mutual's Pittsburgh outlet, the

cidedly; subordinate importance, but
none, the less, an irritation, is the
practice of singling out farmers -for
"supposed - to - be
funny": treatment. Tlie ieast objectionable result
from such .so-called jokes is Setting
farmers off in a separate elas.s. My
Is
rural electrification—
bu.sine.sf?
giving the farmer the mcaiis o£ listcnilig to radio entertainers.
I,, too

.

being aired, the poll a.sks
iheir.
reply,
record
to
listeners
either pro or con, their sex and their
telephone numbers. Announcement
of the result is given at the close of
IS

the program.
order,
In

to

:

made

only at the outset
of the ''Porum." For the initial poll,
Pittsburgh was selected with the
question posed to listeners phrased:
"Should labor have a closed shop?"
total of 1,379 calls were received
during the 45-minute program.
is

;

AUyn

A. Walters,
Chief, Information Di-

.

;

A

The Objections
According to James M.

Carey,

secretary, and Boris. ShisAFI» economist, both of whom
argued, for the affirmative on the
"Forum,v the poll was defective on
kin,

KLZ,

3-Cornered Power Fight

By FCC's

Latest Decision

Pittsburgh, Dec. 3.
station
owned by
Po.st-Gazette, "ot at least a
temporai'y lease on its application
to shift from 1490 to 970 kc, with
increase in power from. 250 to 5,000
wattSi last week when FCC invited
four contesting stations to hold a

WWSW,

relative to its numerical strength in
the population.
Additional objections were found
in the phrasing of the question

prejudice-

the

power.
Also involved are

WEBR

in

,

ever, at final argutirients last

^-

I

this

criticism.

Mutual

lEstimated)
1946

NBC
ABC

MBS

&assroots KUO A Does Whaley (rf Job

On UN

Total reported time sales by the
radio industry in 1945 aggregated

Dog

$310,484,046, aS against $287,642,747 in

it

than

currently at the Astor, N. Y., at a
$2.40 top. Last line of the eommercial ends with the phrase,
"at popular prices."

was

impossible.
Sample of the role which subtle
phrasing plays in polls was shown in
Wst night's (3) broadcast of the
''Forum."
Originally, the question
to be polled was "Should Labor Get

decision within three weeks on the
record of the hearings and the argu-

ments.

•

Paul M. Segal, counsel for WWSW,
argued that local station is "doing
one of the finest independent jobs
in America, that small communities
hould be taken care ot by small stations, and that handing the wavelength
biila

full

time to

WiCA

in

A.shta-

would be an improvident

use-

of the. frequency."

read the commerSaturday, he snorted. "Get
he said, repeat-

ing the phrase.
Then he went
into a made against the Aster's
higl-i

IN

;

would bring more

SIX V.P;S

Pitt

KUOA

May

Brewery Programs

TO BOARD

Pittsburgh, Dec.

8.

Pittsburgh's 6 0 - d a y interunion
John E. Kucera, ex-time buyer
and business manager of Young & brewery war topk a new turn over
Rubicam radio dept., has joined the.
weekend, when AFL teamster.s,
Foote, Cone & Bclding as assistant"
to Hubbell Robinson, Jr., and Doug- feuding with CIO brewery workers,
las Coulter on the American Tobacco moved to clpse pff all AFL music supaccount.
plied to local brewery radio proExpansion of the FC&B agency grams. Local 60 of AFM has been
management has uKso been an- asked to boycott Pittsburgh beernounced, with election of six new inakers, who have some of the bigboard directors. They are: William ge.st musical shows on the air here.
E. Berchtold, veepee and chairman
Representatives of Local 60 and
of the plans board. New York; Cpl. advertising agencies which handle
Harry A. Berk, veepee in charge of the, brewers' programs' were meet:

the international division; J. Hugh
E. Davi.s, veepee and manager of
the Chicago office; William J. Pringle, veepee and manager of the Los
Angeles office; H,. K. .Reynplds, ,\^eepee and manager of the San Francisoo office, and .William R. Sgchsej

with officials: of KpKA,, over
which most of the bigtime brewery

ing

.

nui-sicai !!h6ws-are' aired, to "discuss

the situation," but had come, to no
decision.

Team.sters intimated that
got:

.

.

,

they

•

,

y

listening

12:15 p. m.

daUy (the

12:10*period;
station broari-

daytime only) was set aside
each day for the UN progratn. Sun-

easts

UN

days, the
was given the 1-1:13
m. period.
The spools of Whaley's shows arid
recorded in New Ybi-h,
were airmailed daily to the station
find vvere on the air u.sually within
48 hours. Here is a list oi' his interviews:
p.

tritervieWs,

Three grade school youngsters^
from Brooklyii> who Were- visiting
the.

UN.

Herberto Sain and George Kamen-;
kbr, official
II.

UN

interpretei:s.

A. NaidpOi

from South

Ben

labor leader

Ihidiaii

^

Africa;^^^^'^^^^-

tliey

Pelrillo.

-

'^

Sirotsky,

corre.spondent for
Globo, Rio De Janeiro; two interviews, one discussing the Spanish
ciuestipn as seen by a Brazilian, the;
other gping intP Brazilian politic?
and their relationship to batin

0

America, the Western
if

no satisfaction from .L.oca] 60
would carry their appeal to

CBS

,

peak

Its

AFL Music On

Shut Off

a Raise?" but was later changed to
"Can We Afford Another Wage InHartford, Dec. 3.
In the opinion of poll
crease?"
John Shepard 3d, chairman of , the secretary-treasurer.
analysts, the two questions would
board of the Yankee Network, has
give radically different results.
For the future,: Mutual is .planning announced the appointment of Linus
'Bouquet' for
to extend the poll to 25 key cities _Travers, exec veepoc, as general
Patti Clayton, currently heard on
across the country for Quick sam- manager of the network, and the
pling of public opinion on various appointment of George Steffy as Saturday nights, ha.s been signed
questions.
The network thinks it veepee in charge of operations.
by, CBS for top spot on "Bpuquet
Travers will have full charge of
has something that can outdistance
fpr You" a half-hour cro.ss-the-bpard
the Gallup poll for speed and accu- Sales, promotion and advertising, show tp emanate three, days from
racy in measuring the nation's station relations, productiori and the I^ew York and two days from
ChiIn addition, Yankee News Service. Steffy, as cago. Deal
political terrMjerature.
is en tor Billy Williams
the number of telephone calls re- veepee in oharge of operations, will to be the other singer
on the proceived are a sign of the program's be, responsible for engineering, ac- gram. John Carney will produce.
eountiilg, maintenance, real estate
listener rating.
Program idea: i.s to get letters
and leasifis, and Muzak operations.
requesting .songs. If letter is read,
Shepard, as chairman of the board,
writer gets a floral bouquet.
will continue to be responsible for
Crosby Climbii^i
the Overall policy and contracts with
ABC and Phileo are breathing a Mutual. Both Shepard and Travers
TONI'S 'GIVE & TAKE' BUY
will remain as directprs of the
lot easier, with Bing Crosby's tranChicago, Dec. 3.
Yankee Network and' Mutual.
Tpni Co., of St. Paul, has signed
scribed show for the third successive
for "Give and Take,' participation
week showing a steady Hooper jump,
OOL. MATTHEWS' PENNA. BID show, for 52 weeks on the full CBg
last Wednesday's (27.) program copCarli.<!le, Pa., Doc, 3.
net. Program wiu plug Toni permaping a 17.1 rating in contrast io the
Col.
Philip
Matthews. of this nent waves.
previous week's 16.7.
Prior to new .spon.sor, show was
Similarly, Henry Morgan's Ever- place, has filer! an application With
sharp show in the succeeding 10:30 the FCC to operate a .station here. aired for Chef Bov-Ar-Dee Foods.
Wednesday night slot is mounting, Colonel Matthews, a retired Army Weekly Satur<lay .'hot goes on at 2
last week's payoff being a 7.7 com- officer, wa.s formcly WPA admin- to 2:30 p.m. (EST.). Foote, Cone &
pared with the previous week's 7,^. i.strator for Pennsylvania.
Holding is the agcnc.v.

YANKEE REALIGNMENT

had

something about the UN;

prices.

Inter-Union Scrap

the only station here. Whaiey
decided to tell hi.s listeners
a job that's
being neglected not only by indiesi
around the country
but
being
bandied none too thoroughly, even
by the major nets.
For three weeks, from Oct. 23 to
Nov. 13,
featured the U.N",
die,

a load of that,"

.

TRAVERS MOVES UP

'

When Gray
cial,

also the elimination ot the excess
profits taxes arid lowering of cor-

taxes

Uninhibited Barry Oray is at
again. Nighttime disk jockey
,

last

to Nets

Siloam Springs^ Ark., Dee. 3.
General Assembly of thi»
Xlnited Nations has coine to the
prairie, and KUOA is responsible for
that phenomenon. A special coverage job and broadcast schedule over
KUOA, undertaken by general manager Storm Whaley, has attracted
wide attention throughout the area
and has brought kudos to Whaley.
Latter went to New York in October with a wire recorder to cover
the opening of the llN General Assembly. KUOA is a 5,OOQ-W3itt iiti

The

Show is a participationer, with
one of spon.sors being "Best
years of Our Lives," Goldwyn film

year's, the figures being: $90,272,851
for $1944; $83,584,288 for 1945.

A Lesson

Coverage;
Man Again

Bites

resumed his "Record Column"
on WOR, N. Y Saturday afternoon (30) in the 4-3 p.m, slot.

1944.

more

$139,804,652

:

3,

income from broadcasting had
gone down last year by comparison
with 1944.

$7,000,000

1,3,998,893

$143,120,485

Radio's billings and the industry's
expenses reached all-time peaks in
1845, according to figures made public here by the FCC, although the

almost

J!) 4.

$47,708 S.M
29,310,747
48,786,658

$49,139,220
30,584,780
44,362,165
19,034,320

,

CBS

Week poration

FCC said that unless conference
of contesting stations produces a solution, it would proceed to its final

1,726,254

$15,317,392

:

FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS

Kllings for '45

KUCERA

Answering

2,982,876
.5,296,1.18

$15,135,647

.shop," virtually withdrew from
"closed
weighted phrase,
the fight for dough into the broadcasters' pockets,
without any explanatory material. that wavelength by asking for an*
In short, the poll a.ssumed underr other while representatives of the
of Buffalo station announced that its
listener.s
standing on the part o£
JOINS FC&B,
comtricky
full
of
a term which is
ei.ginefers could construct a direcplications.
tional antenna to avoid interference.

execs admitted that analysis of the
telephone exchanges revealed a disproportionate number of calls tram
higlv-inco'me neighborhoods, but said
these calls were thrown out of the
They ponnod out that
final figures.
even in the working-class district, a
total of 80.9';ii of the calls recorded a
negative sentiment to the closed
On the matter of phrasing
shop.
questions in a totally objective way,
they declared that they do the best
they can, but that total objectivity

194.1

,$5,312,124

MB.S

Commission predictions for 1946
were that, while billings may go
down somewhat by comparison with
a year ago, net income for the industry would probably top both 1945
and 1944. Rea.<>on is that there are
Buf- more stations on the air now, and

and WSVA, HaiTi.sonburg, Va.
Counsel for Virginia station, how-

f alp

1946
3,263,546
4,478,339
2,011,713

DENVER.

Expenses by the nets and stations in 1945 were $21,753,845, compared with $185,025,760 in 1944. But
and
net broadcast income in 1944 was

'

(Estima(t'd)

CBS

net

Indie

-

NBC
ABC

a nanonril campaign mesh
with tlvo Kear.s (( local
distribution and retailing is a major
Horvu'o of KL/ifi national adverr
lising department.
,

Washington, Dec.

two counts. First, the' poll was not conference among themselves
based on an extensive enough sam- see if a solution'couldn't be worltcd
ple to warrant any generalizations out. WWSW had figured short time
for the rest of the population. And ago it had no cliance wlien comsecond, the poll was statistically mission recently announced a prostacked in favor of the higher in- posed decision which would permit
come group, who are more inclined WICA- in Ashtabula, G., to operate
to an anti-labor bias, by virtue of full time on 970 kilocycles. At presthe fact that this, group owns a dis- ent WICA ojierates daytime only on
phones this wavelength with one kilowatt
o£
proportionate number

contained

DUDLEY TICHEINOR
.Makingefficiently

InM-TimeHigh

morning

CIO exec

which

$5,382,047

-

-

:.

WWSW Sees Hope In

Up, chief factpjf

GROSS TIME SALES FOR SEPT.

vision, Rural Electrification^ Admini-stration^
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Pitt's

were

Miitvial

However, the cumulative picture is considerably brighter, with (he
four networks racking up $143,120,485 for the first nine months ot the
year as compared with $139,804,652 in "45. All the webs shovv healthy
increases except CBS, which dropped from $48,786,658 to $44,362,165,

KLZ NATIONAL AD MANAGER

pressure

prevent,

groups from organizing in advance,
the designation of the city to be

sampled

'

'

trade-named •'Opiniou-Aii-e," is often, (ilmpst wish they were not exconducted by having listeners in a posed to some of the programs on
designated city phoning in their at- the- air.
The fun poked at farmers, howtitude tow^'d. the question under
Operated by a .stall o£ ever, is innocuous in compari.sion
discussion,
tabulators from (he .Siillivan-Ray- with the racial cracks or, indeed,
hawfc. Independent Research agency, any calling attention to race. More
who receive the calls while the pro- power to you.

and

$5,296,138 last year to $4,478,339 in Sept

'46.

*•

poll,

gram

ABC

during the month, and botlv

'

Washinston.

:

Nets

September gross billings for the four major networks, while topping
the $15,000,000 mark, neverthelc.'is represented a dip in comparison
with the fonr-web time lales in Sept., '45. Although NBC held its own

Editor, VAniKTY:
Your editorial

telephone last

CBS~

Among Four

Sole Nosediver

Points to Stacked Decks

1916

4,

Sept. Billings Total $15,135,647;

By HEBIUTAN SCHOENFELD
Chalking up a "first" in radio
psnel discussions of public issues,
Mutual launched its experiment Jn
polling listeners via

December

We(1ii«e«1ay,

RAIIIO

Hemispher*

and the UN.
In additipn, Whale.v wrapped up
eight shows oh his own impressions,
including details on the General As*
.

.

sembly meeting place and commit*
a feature on the press coverage;
and features dealing with public in--,
ferpretation probli^s face^ by the
UN, secijrity and admission regul?tee;,

NORTH CENTRAL WASH
LAID OUT BY COURT
Chicago; Dec. 3.
Final decision oh the shaky North
Central Broadcasting Sy.stem came
IVIonday (2) from Judge Richard Gardher of the U, ,S. District Court in St.,
Paul, who adjudicated the corporation
bankrupt. The fir.st meetiflg for the
creditors is set for Dec. 17, at which
time they will make provisions for

an equitable

dis.solution of

the

aii-

fpreign press reps, ijersonaiily,
about delegates, and a general review of the Assembly's work..
Whaley is, now supplementing his
.series of
shows by leoturirig before various prganizations in thiiif
area. "I am attemptiivg hew, as 6i>
the sho\«a/' he gays, "to make th«
Ul^T live in the minds of ih e people
of this area by stressing the sidelights and human interest angles." '.
tioiis^

tidbits

UN

,

sets according to the same proceThere is general agreement arpund
dures as those used .at any .state these parts that KUOA and Whaley
have gene far to accomplish Whaley 's
bankruptcy.
A struggle" had been waged for the .staled purpose.
past two months by .John Boler, proz
pf NCB.S, tp get the privilege of
Houston.
KXYZ will carry a
reerganizmg the corp. To do this, special
"Hands Acro.ss the Seas"
he needed the suppert pf the majorshow Saturday (7), fifth anni of
ity pf creditors both in number and
Pearl Harbor, Show will be .shortin amount of indebtedness; but after
waved to New Zealand and Australia
'

.

—

.

numerous

hearing!!,

he was

succe.s.s.

only a majority ot
creditors in number.
ful

ins getting

and
and

will leature as guests Au.stralian
New Zealand reps slationed at
the local Consulates.

,
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HIGH COIN NETS LOW RATE PULL

m lERE

Goods on the Shelf
HiHO is the current crop of program-personalHy availabilities kick\n% around the agejKjies, With the agency talent braintrusters holding
thcrtisolvos aloof from ainy commercial commitments on the grounds
tliat "what we've already got— and aren't getting a rating with— is
even boUcr, so why bother!":

.

ABC as a sustainer. Sam Ta.v'lor, who formerly authored the
"Alcinch Family" and "Maisie," is the scripter*
Basil Rathbone; He bowed out of "Sherlock Holmes" for an all-fated
legit vc'iilure, and now wants to climb aboard the kilocycle bandwagon
on

'

,

asjain,

"Comedy of Errors": Another audience participation show.
Billie Burke: Until last September she held down a Saturday mornJug CBS slot for Lambert Pharmacal Co. (Llsterine), but she's been on
'^^
the inarket since.
"Claudia": Gomedy'-drama series ba.sed on the Rose Franken stories.
"Fighting Senator": This hard-hitting Lou Cowan package filled in
as tlie summer replacement for Joan Davis on CBS for Lever Bros.
Latter exprefssed a desire to continue with it if it could unload the

Too many, sponsors and their
agencies are unhappy these days
over the low pulling ebb of so many
high-budgeted programs. The prevailing sentiment in recent weeks
has been that, come option time and
the lapse of the first 13-week cycle,

it

for another, 13-week ride in the hope
that the audience payoff will be

&

Other efforts by Young
Davis package, but it couldn't.
to sell "Senator" have failed thus far.
'Corliss Archer": Last sponsored by Campbell Soup, which gave
up to entrench. Hildegarde in the Sunday night "Campbell Room."
"The Whistler": This whodunit show is available for network hookup
except tor the Coast, where it's been sponsored for several seasons.
CBS bought it last summer as a replacement sustainer.
costly

Ronald Cplman:

A

couple seasons back he was sponsored by Auto-

Lite ill a series scripted by Arch Oboler. He's since done a number
of Kuesi shots oh the Jack Benny progam, and is anxious to wrap up' his
ow.n show..
Harriet VanHorne:
$1,000 weekly package spotlighting the N. Y.,

A

>

World -Telegram radio editor.
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts: CBS had high hopes for this one,
hopinsj to crack the Tuesday night 10 o'clock "opposite Bob Hope"
jinx, but

no takers,
"ilosue's Gallery": This Dick Powell whodunit

was

Fitch's favorite

summer replacement show, and also had a ride on Mutual.
"Man Called X": Another perennial summer replacement
But no December customers.

favorite.

NBC OG Treatment
NoTreatonfmie;
'North' Deal Off
p. Lorillard Co.
(Old Gold) is
doing a biun at NBC because of
the switchover of the Dennis DayColgate show to the Wednesday at
8 period vacated by "Mr. and Mrs.
Nortli." Day previously occupied the
Tluir.'iday at 7:30 (station time) slot.

OG

As a result,
has nixed a deal
to take over .sponsorship of "North,"
which has been relinquished by
Woodbury. Philip Lennen, of the
Lennen & Mitchell agency, which
control."! the 'Worth" package, ap*'
reached Niles Trammell, NBC prexy,
before Colgate

OG,

was given the nod.
was willing to buy

he .said,
"North," but with the provision that
stay put in its Wednesday slot,
Where it had been roosting for
several years and paying oft' with
one of the top ratings for a low-

It

budgeted show. However^ Trammell
nixed it on the basis that the Day
show has a potontially-higlier rating
and merits tl)e- 8 o'clock segment.

What

CLAMS UPTON CLOSE
Radio

been

of

lot

a

agency activity in the' past couple
of weeks. Tl\ere's the same furtive
look in all eyes as right down the
line they keep asking the packagetalent agents:. "If you see anything
hot, gi%?e us the first flash." And
they're not kidding: For the pressure
routine from the bankrollcr has
been constantly mounting.
Of the list of program availabilities,
perhaps the hottest item is
"Mr. and Mrs. North," which Woodbury is giving up because of the
sponsor's de-emphasis oh radio advertising and switchover into magazine campaigning. Because it's lowbudgeted package that's consistently
!5aid off with a rating, plus the fact
that NBC is "reserving" the Thurs-

aggi-avates matters
did a similar burn some

new

(29, 30).

$1,000,000

Net

Vs. Detroit Come-on
.

ABC

staff salary

Edition"

show,

Wismer also gets a salary as direct
tor of sports for the network, -But
his principal coin intake is from
his
commercial airings, including
vSi.
Recruiting - sponsored
football, gatnes, goU. tournaments,
etc.
-

,

Army

probably

the rating that talks.

finis to

CBS comedy show

is

writing what

the on-again-off-

is

slated to

make

a favored spot to take over for

Philip Morris.

The

last year, partially due
from CBS, with the Abe

Coast-to-Coast Repeat?

Now
for

a

.week's Radio Directors Guild
Ball in N. Y.
•The trade guys who mi.ssed
out on the Guild Ball fia.scp are
hoping that Biow, following the
customary guestar pattern, will
slot Berle into Morgan's Eversharp show, and vice versa.
They think that,, .stripped of the
per.sonal venom that chai^acter-

is

52-week renewal over the week-end.
Furthermore, Says Fitch, take a
22.8:
gander at that last Hooper

That's,

No. 7 in the rating parade.

it
.

/

'.,

.

Costly,

Soap Sub Takes Powder
CBS' experiment with a full halfhour cross-the-board dramatic show
is proving too costly, so "Joe Powers
of Oakviile" goes off the air around
first of tlie year.
Show heard sustaining in
a.m. slot for the past four

"The Goose Was
a fdrtheeminq adltortal lenturt e(

the

the 10

months

represents considerably more coin
outlay than the commercial .soapers,
and the web hasn't been satisfied
with its audience pull. No replace-

ments set

yet.

41*1 Anniversary

Number

AFRA

will not be ready for about
a year to declare any station "unTo do so, it must get a major(Continued on page 34)

fair.''

WNBC Fire

Formal presentation

ot

the

Tex

McCrary-Jiijx Fatkenburg "Hi, Jinx"
morning show on WNBC (N.Y.) to
I'an-Amprican Airways takes place
Within next few days, with possibility of a deal involving in excess

Saturday)

sponsorship

(in-

be-

Fact that the "Jinx" gabfest has
Morris, however, and back
built into the station's top 8:;i0 a, m.
came' "Ignorant,"
rating attraction in a decade (it's
Hdwever, both Biow agency and currently outdrawing all opposition
the ciggie account had been shopping shows iri the same segment, with a
3.1 Hoopci') has cued wond.'r iri the
around for some time for a new retrade
why a bankroller ha.sn't
placement, and there was talk for a latched on in the half year or more
Philip

Wfiiile

the

that

Biow

old

on

to

is

Philip

air

:

Morris

would go

in.

reported, set

to

."Ignorant"

is

Berle.

lo-week extensicsn basis,
Berle. who's had several
ventures and has yet

,a

it's

been on the

air.

MUTUAL GETS IcGARRY'
AS GEN. FOODS BAIT

week-

his Mouse" will go
Mutual startjn,g Jan. 6 under GenFoods sponsorship. Show will

"McGarry and
ill-fated

to register

dick, worked out of the
agency a couple of' seasons
back, whpn he had a show for Eversharp. He ;al.so had the Balluntine
show on CBS for a while, and last
summer CBS thought it had the
right Berle format in the "Kiss and
Make Up" sustainer. But it didn't

as a radio

Biow

Dying"

The reason the first year's labormanagement "educational committee" means little is that, in tact;

cluding

latch

in

the code, reinstate it, re-cancel, etc.,
for the entire second year.
Under that cancellation clause, it
will 'be easy to rap the knuckles of
an "unfair station" by refusing to
let AFRA members go on the network unless the feed is cut from

of $100,000 for cross-the-board

Inslqad,

Alan Lipscott

AFRA

will be permitted to cancel the code
after due notice (which may be 20
days or 30 days). AKRA can cancel

Burrows "Holiday & Co." situation ing consummated.
Figure would
comedy going in as replacement.; include sponsorsliip of the whole:
One"Holiday" cycle was enough for half-hour, six times a week.

'flpllyw'ood. Playhouse''^

Kadio coniady writert

it.

when, under the agreement,

Deal on

:":;,,,

.

know

The catch is in the second year
Tliat's
of the life of the contract.

lOOG Pan-Am 'Jinx

can build up to somelhing worth

hearing/"".:

trouble need develop between them
and AFRA." Actually, that's a lot
of window-dressing, and both sides

'

ized last week's "snealc preview."

meanwhile riding along on

CBS Towers'

The contract will be for two years.
contain a clause setting, up a
joint industry-labor committee "for
education of affiliates," This committee will be composed of reps of
each net, at least two people accreditee) by AFRA, and at least two
others fronting for the NAB.
Ostensibly, this committee will
spend the first year of the contract
—which will expire Oct. 31. 1948—
"educating the affiliates so that no

that station.

that Milton Berle, pacted
Morris comed.y
Philip

may be working out of the ^
same stable (BiOw agency) as
Henry Morgan, there's already
some pressure .around the trade
for a "return engagement" of the
Berle-Morgan
nuic)i -publicized
slugfest which highlighted last

show,

ABC

currently negotiating a
$1,000,000 time-and-talent deal for
sponsorship of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, currently heard on the
network Tuesday nights on a su.staining ba.sis. Client is^ the John
Hancock In.surance Co., of Boston.
Tins would represent firm's initial
splurge- into radio. Deal may be
consummated this week, with the
$1,000,000 representing a full, year's

ciggie out had cancelled out

"Ignorant"
to pressure

Spph

Deal Eyed on
ABC

It's

Two-year Contracts

that

is

Harry Wismer, whose multiple
chores are fetching him an approxi»nate $7S,000 take this year, has
turned down an Offer to join G. A.
Richards, owner of "WJR', Detroit,
faal reportedly involved Wismer
ploying in as assistant to Richards.
In addition to his
for his "Headline

The Biow agency

•

Harris Lather

Be

to

again saga of "It Pays To Be Ignorant," and now the Friday night

.,

To

Pays

Cancellation Time
is

NBC

Whips Fitch

the threat of a strike.
Substantially, this is what's going
to go into the new code to be signed
between AFRA and the nets:

Berle at Ignorant'

list,

with Philip Morris set to drop the
last Friday and Saturday show for the second time— thi.s time,
Close's sub.iect was to have apparently, for keeps. (See separate
There's a widespread report
stox-y.)
been "Is Peace Possible?"
Close stated that the Houston local tliat the other Philip Morris comthe Rudy Vallee show
of the American "Veterans Committee mercial
had objected to his appearance at —is also headed for the scrap heap.
never was happy about this
the teacher confab. The same group
had picketed his appearance before one."
the North Dakota Educational Assn.
No reason for the cancellation was
made here by the prez of the STA,

Houston

m

Number

affiliates,

It will

in

also

months

ABC

to

an •ditorial ftatur* of

client, it's

.

Harry Wismer

Dr, Frank Kingdon

It

that fact.
revolt by

only a small minority
of which are currently organized by
AFRA. AFRAi on the other hand,
is not anxious to. put the affiliates on
their guard too soon. But the net
effect of an agreement already made
between AFRA and the webs, with
the four: net prexies reportedly having initialed the pact, is an oOt-andout victory for AFRA on the one
major issue whielj it has brought
into the current negotiations under

a permanent exit, with a new packr
age comprised of Milton Berle,
Monica Lewis and Ray Block's orch
quick commercial

slot for the

expected to get a
San Antonio, Dec. 3.
commentator Upton Close wrapup. ;
"It Pays To Be Ignorant" is
headed for the "availibjlity"

ter.'

the

by

41st Anniversary

of

for

Both sides may deny:
The webs are afraid of n

.

day 7:30

did not address, as scheduled, more
than 8,000 school teachers attending
the 68th State Teachers Assn. in

Miss Elizabeth Koch.
Several of the teachers had mceived letters from the American
Veterans Committee quoting from a
speech by the commentator and followed by a denunciation by a minis-

major networks

the "unfair station" principle.

Commentators Tick?*'

frantic

Despite the fact that there was contract;':
Bo.ston symph -.Was spdn.sored tor
some NBC unhappiness over the for•go when it tried to yank its Park- mat devised for the Phil HarrLs- a .couple. Of seasons by
Allisyakarkas show out of the Sunday Aliee Faye show' Fitch Co.,. sponsors Chalmers for institutional plugging,
night 10:30 slot and move it up a of the Sunday evening program, is with the outfit bowing out of the
half-hour
earlier
when General Convinced that it's got a Hooperated picture this: season. Only sponsored
Electric gave up the Phil Spitalny gold mine in the property that's symph program thus far this year
lO o'clock show. NBC, instead, gave
sandwiched between Jack Benny and is the New York Philharmonic on
the time to Procter & Gamble for
CBS. which U. S. Rubber is bankCharlie McCarthy.
the, Don Ameche program.
For a while, there was talk that rolling. NBC Symphony, minus Genthe show would be yanked after the erar Motors spon.sorship, is also a
But the Fitch su.stainer this season.
first 13-week cycle.
people have coitie through with, a
75G
String Ties

OG

"What Makes Radio

current fight against the four
acceptance

its

better.

:

TEXAS SHUT-OUT

By SAUL CARSON
The American Federation of Radio
won' a major victory in

and bear

There's

V

Artists has

However, closer appraisal of the
situation shows that these sponsors,
at least for the time being, have virtually resigned themselves to a "grin

Rubicam

Station' Fight

W

^^^^

and you can anticipate an abnormal
upheaval involving costly shows that
are failing to loop the rating Hoop.

it" attitude. And that's because of the fact that, in surveying
the current list of availabilities as
po.ssible substitutes for their shows,
(see
adjoining
box),
they
find
pickings
that
the
are
so slim
they might as well go around

Wins 'Unfair

By Ifet OIk^ (rf G(«q^ Formulii;

By GEORGE BOSEN

li"

.

AFRA

SHOl?

BETTER

,

Tonv Martin: Last sponsored by Bourjois on CBS. There were widespread reports that Texaco wanted him to take over the Eddie Bracken
Simrlfiv night spot on CBS. But Texaco picked up Braclten for another
iind Martin is back on the bidding block.
c.vi
"Fat Man": ABC network has been trying to peddle this Dashlel
Hammett-inspired series for a long time. There were several deals
cooking, but all blew up.
•Willie Piper": This new situation comedy series bowed in recently

AIIE

to

eral

be spotted Monday nlKhts at 8-8:30
slot
now allotted
time
the
in
Latter
program
"Crime C'mb."
moves to a Friday night position.
Until Monday, sjjonsor was unde*
cided between Mutual and ABC,
with Mutual's lower rates and discount advantages to GF sealing the

deal.
pan out.
"Mouse" was last heard as the
New Berle show will be scripted
by Nat Hiken. He's Fred Allen's Bristol-Myers summer replacement
lor the Eddie Cantor show on NBC.

l-chief writer.

Wednesday^ December
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WBT's 250G

UAW s

Legal Financial Ability
Charles

manager

AM is ChaUenged

To Run Detroit

II.

of

Washington, Dec.

Tbf

legality

and financial

in

BBC
.

injjjjcsled

that

to

fiun-ity

set

\

donward

To

ey<Snts'

Duffy's Tavern
Take It-Leave It

Actress' im-

Platter

long'

Washington, Dec.

it

In

FCC

ing.'!,

FCC

and

status

of

seal of approval

of Larry Finley Productions. Method
i.s unorthodox in
the radio tleld.
In connection with the new policy,
Finley, who OwaiS "Myrt 'n Marge"
and "Flight With Music," is plaiming
to add up to 180 people to his distri-

3.

one oi the warmest send-offs

has ever given a new industry
commission
group,
acting
trade
Chairman Charles R. Denny, Jr., last

.al-

.

.

bution
into
built

staftV

two

Department

will

and

customanother for

'

As

:

Poll Categories

Ohio Listener Vote

Clevelandi Dec. 3.
BIng Cro.sby continues to be the
northern
personality
of
f.'ixoritc
Ohio listeners according to thp justconcludcd Cleveland Plain Dealer

Smith,

Don McNeill, Red Skelton, Fibber
McGee and Art Llnldetter among
the 10 most popular personalities on
the air.
news

tiie

field,

followed by Allen, Skelton, Fibber

,

Robert Stephan, Plain Dealer radio editor, reported Joan Davis was
The four-to-one favorite
comediennes; the NBC Symphony
took top honors in its division; and
Phil Spitalny was adjudged best

among

.

program. Guy Lombardo
ran away with the dance band honors: James Melton was the No. 1
male singer, while Lily Pons, who
ha« no regtilar show, drew the largC.St number of ballots among female
miisical

singers.

'•

"

...'.::.
.

.

:

"Information Please" was picked
among the quiz shows,
find "America Town Meeting" took
a .slight edge in "educational" programs over Univ. of Chicago Round
»> most liked

;

Ta.ble.

The

Plain,

Dealer

poll

is

taken

over a period of weeks, with listener? thro ughQUt the state sen'Hing in
their .selections on a ballot which
the paper prints.

Johnny Olsen to Sow His

Quaker Oats

in Chi

Next Yr.

Chicago, Dec;

3.

Johnny Olsen's "Ladies Be Seated"
cn ABC will move from New York
to Chicago after the first of next
year.
Sponsor. Quaker Oats, through
LaRoche and Ellis, voice approval
to the plan as they feel show goes
over better with midwest audience.
'When aired from Chicago, show
packed 5.000 in during week.
.

.

—

Philadelphia
Gene Crane has
joined
the
announcers'
staff
at
WCAU. succeeding John Franklin,
resigned recently to become announcer for Philco Television station.
He will do general stail 'annuuncing.

who

18.3
18.0
16.8

.

15.4
10.9

Own Top

'Variety Story Creates Can. Stir
Montreal, Dec.

Time

Slice in

Denver

Denver, Dec.
Sear.s Roebtick

&

Co.

in

3.

Denver

and KFEI- recently negotiated a
major time-selling deal which, gives
the store six halfrhours a week
participation in Ray Perking' platter
show on a Moijday through Satui'day:
basis.

Otto

3.

in the Nov. 27 issu'e of
'Variety that Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., "may well be on the way to
folding up as a commercial operation" fell like an atom bomb in
Canadian radio circles, set polifieos
thinking, and drew from CBC of-

Story

ficials

strong deniaLs.

Chief

,

CBC comment carae from
Dunton, CBC chairman,

Davidson

Shaw ad agency handled who

said:

potential, time rates, etc. Franchises
will be free. Distribs will work on

;

a

,

:

again topped the pack, while Bob
Hope was named leading comedian

10 slinw a large following.

20.1

,

,

Lowell Thomas

McQee, Jack Benny, Henry ]M;organ
snd Charlie McCarthy.
However, in variety shows, Allen
was first, McGee, second, McCarthy
third and Benny fourth.
"Lux Radio Theater" topped the
dramatic shows followed by Theatre Guild." "Cavalcade of America"
and "Mr. District Attorney." "One
Alan's Family" was the only serial

20.6
20.2

;

Pushed at UNESCO

By a 3 to J majority, Der Bingle,
now heard on transcriptions, led
Bob Hope, Fred Allen, Arthur God-

In

13.7
13.5

World Net Project

."iurvey.

Kate

Sam Spade

10.2

22.8
22,7
20.7

''The rumor story in Varu.it'i^ to
on market coverage, sponsor the contract talks for Sears Roebuck.
Another quarter-hour segment on the effect that the CBC may dispose
the Perkins' show. Which runs for of its broadcasting facilities is non.sense as far as the corporation is
commission
basis, with take de- I'/a hours daily, was sold a few days
FM
pending upon the amount of money earlier to Industrial Federal Savings concerned. Even When the story
involved,.
but
ranging
around and Loan Assn. through the Harold purports to mention a fact it is
.wrong. It says for instance that 'the
15-20%.
Walter Clark agency.
goviernment took a $78,000 loss beMethod of production will al.so
Said Denny's letter: "An organifore depreciation during the past
differ in that majority of e. t. prozation such as yours, concentrating
year on its CBC operation.' The
ducers cut a .show and then attempt
on the building of- FM, can perform
CBC is not operated by the governto sell it open-end to any buyer,
one of the most valuable services in
ment and it covered its last year's
where Finley plans to pick a specthe history of broadcasting. Those
deficit, the first since its establishific sponsor, cut a show pitched for
of us close to radio are excited over
ment, from its own reserves,"
his market, complete with commerthis revolutionary improvement, but
Yarn was picked up by The
cial,
and
attempt
to
.sell
it.
The
to the vast majority of listeners FM
Canadian Press and given wide cirtailor-made job also be cut open-end
is
still
just another
alphabetical
culation throughout the country.
combination. It is highly gratifying, for other markets.
Establishment of a world-wide
The
yarn had touched a rather sore
Current
price
for
a
variety
show
to know that your grotip has. emradio network was given powerful
barked on a crusade to carry the like "Flight With Music," costing impetus this week at the Paris meet- spot in Canadian radio, since there
have been plenty of beefs on CBC's
story of FM to every radio listener $2,000 per platter, is about $80 for a ing of the United Nations Educaoperation since its inception, the
city
of
100,000.
Plan
is
for
salesmen
in the land."
tional, Scientific and Cultural Orlatest being the battle with three
Roy Hofheinz,, president of KTHT, to have portable playbacks or wire ganization.
indies wherein CBC is moving them
and -KTHT-FM, Houston, is tem- recorders to take into the adverAccording.to word received at the
porary chairman of FMA, which was tiser's office for an audition of the UN secretariat in N. Y., UNESCO's out of their wave lengths and taking
over.
platter.
Sponsor
gets
1%
knocked
oft
organized during the NAB convenCommittee on Mass Communications
Chief argument voiced is the fact
his price for each additional market
tion in Chicago.
at Paris adopted a Franco-American
that, no matter what government is
for which he buys a show.
propo-sal that the feasibility of a
in power, it would be unwilling to
Sales kits, together with an auglobal radio web be subjected to imgive up CBC, which is an important
dition platter, will go out with each
mediate study.
CBS DICKERS
information wing with the governprogram, plus market analyses and
The U. S, delegate to the commit- ment, along with other bodies, like
other parallel material to keep rec- tee, Anne
O'Hare McCormick (of the National Film Board and the
ord distribs hep to the radio industhe N. Y. Times) moved the resoluCanadian Information Service.
try.
Distribs are being discouraged
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
tion which provides for experts to
CBC's constant critics go even furCBS, locally, currently is hip-deep from adding men to -their own pay- "inquire into the needs of the peother,
and claim that, since the
in three separate union negotiations. roll for sale of the platter shows ple, types of programs, availability
Chats are continuing with Office until it begins to pay off. Meanwhile, of radio transmitters, receivers, and governmeniis u$ing CBC for its own
Employees International Union, ne- some salesmen are being put on the relay facilities, interests of member purposes as a propaganda medium,
it's
unlikely that any government
gotiations have been resumed with transcription stuff on a commission nations in such activities,
and the in power would be willing to let it
the Radio Directors Guild and the basis.
means of encouraging technological go, even if coin is being lost
on the
Until this plan, which was intro-'
web's outpost fiere still is faced
developments."
deal.
with the unsettled wrangle with duced by promotion manager Mike
A possibility that two world nets
Way It 'Works
American Federation of Radio Art- Elliott, smaller e. t. companies had might operate simultaneously,
one
virtually no way .of selling and disDunton's
beef
that
"CBC
is not
ists.
through the UN direct and the other
CBS finds itself in the position of tributing their product wholesale. through UNESCO, was also seen in operated by the government" needs
some, explanation. Actually, CBC's
a guinea pig in that RDG is now Elliott, former sales promotion head the
report from Paris.' Suggestions
status is similar to a Crown comtrying* to seal Its first contracts for Musicraft record.s, claims the were
made there that the UN conpany. In other words, it's simply
since organizing about a year ago. company will make up for the low
duct its separate net, but give to
a matter that the government deThe union will tackle, other nets price by hitting the mass market. UNESCO time for educational,
scien- cided to
go into the radio business,
when agreeiTient has been reached Fmley hopes to' sell his shows for tiflo and educational
programming. allocated certain capital, formed a
with CBS.
The OEIU deal is a about half the standing market price.
It's understood that step.? will be
corporation and said, "well, boys,
hangover from Screen Office Emtaken, wheh the nets' are ready, to
you're on your own." Profits (if any)
ployees Guild, which formerly conoperate on a wide .scale, to tie in
go back into the kitty.
trolled organization.
Latter had Tex
with domestic webs around the
Agency Signs Net
The Canadian National Railways
two-year pact, but when OEIU asworld, so that shows would go out and T'rans-Canada
Airlines work the
siuned jurisdiction the union insimultaneously on shbrtwavei, me- same way. The original charter and
Of 51 Region Outlets
sisted on reducing paper to a year.
dium, and long wave.
capital comes from the government,
UNESCO is also contemplated as but Ottawa does not actually interIn Heavy Coffee Plug the clearing
house for program ideas fere with their administration. That'<
Kirby Sets D.C. Chatter
and for- transcribed shows which the technical end of iiv
Houston, Dec. 3.
Steele Advertising agency of Hou- will be submitted by radio organizaEvery year a Radio Committee
Airer Headed by Dixon -ston, has purchased time on 51 sta- tions in various countries for pack- picked by the House of Commons
tions in Texas. Louisiana. Arkansas, aging in other countries that
may be (the committee can have a' majority
Ed Kirby has packaged a half- Oklahoma, and
New Mexico for Ad- interested In those sliows.
of Liberals or Conservatives, dehour night-time show aimed for net- miration Coffee.
It's
a one-shot,
pending on who's in power) makes
work originating which is currently half-hour dramatization of Oscar
a siuvey of Canadian radio which
Wilde's "Tlie Happy Prince" for the
in the auditioning »tage and is exincludes CBC. Like a father who
Hikes Budget
Christmas week.
financed his son. Parliament checks
citing some agency enthusiasm.
Show wiU be tran.scribed in Hollyup on how the money is being spent
Show has a Washington origina- wood studios of NBC, John Paul
lOOG as Powder Jumps and
how things are going generally.
tion, blending a humorous com- Goodwin, prexy of the agency, flew
Hollywood. Dec. 3.
The Radio Committee makes cerA budget of $100,000 has been tain recommendation to the House,
mentary-nitery-go.ssip D, C. brass to the Coast yesterday (2) to produce. Goodwin makes several treks earmarked by KMPC for promotion granting certain things
to CBC or
guesting format. Lineup includes
a year to Coast to record spot an- and program improvement during taking privileges away.
George Dixon, the columnist, to nouncements for .same
client who coming year. Recently granted powOf course Dunton's claim that
wrap up the behind-the-scenes com- places on a list of 72 stations in the er iSoost from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, CBC is self-run and self-sufficient
station shortly will unleash promp- and not influenced by the government in a light vein; Austin Cas.sini five states.
"Prince" is one of the top com- tion drive and will spear for, "name" ment finds many opposing this view.
doing a Hedda Hopper routine;
mercial
regional
placements
on personalities to hypo its sports, news Truth of the matter is that, in the
Barnee Breeskin's oreh at the Shore- record.
and musical pi-ograms.
final
analysis,
CBC is still the
ham hotel, with a D. C, variation of
About half the fund will be spent government's baby. And that being
Fort Worth
Jimmy Jelteries on ballyhoo, the re.'^t on tieups, ad- the c^e, it would be pretty lough
the Hildegarde .table-lo-table spotting of celebs slanted for a Strictly former m.c. of the "Early Birds" vertising and listener-winnin'g meas- for CBC to argue, with Ottawa when
program over KFAA, Dallas, who ures. Station's hou.se orch will be daddy wants things done a certain
Washington flavor.
r$signed his post for a fling at re-activated and the gerjeral pro- way.
Dick Dudley emcees and Dave Texas politics, has joined the staff gramming bulwarked
Many point out that, when it wai
to
include
Kogan is the chief icripter.
of KGKO.
dramatics,
(Continue'd on page 36)

the eflect that "FM is the finest
aural broadcast system attainable in,
the present state of the radio art."
eventually
FCC said it expects
will serve the entire nation "except
the most sparsely sfjttled Western
areas."

Crosby, Thomas, Hope

Bergen,

24.9
2H.2

,

....

10.6

By CHARLES LAZARUS

I

Kdgar

2(>.4

Sears Roebuck's Big

,

frey,

. .

Denies Intent to Blow

divisions: one for

programs,

:

:

CBC

fall

.

annual

20.4
27,9
27.4

,

.

,

In

....

.

been the bugaboo of smaller

extended "his best
(1)
ready been placed on such activity. Sunday
open-enders. Under the plan,, record
The AEL'.q International Ladies wishes" to the newly-organized FM distribiitors in various sections of
Garment Wovlters Union and the A,ssn.- in its. campaigft to promote the country will begin operating on
Kai ioiial Maritime Union have both FM' as a. nationwide h r o a d c a s i a three-month trial franchise, during
service.
ii5,ed technique of setting up separate
which time the e. t. company will.
In a letter to FMA, Denny reradio corporations to run their slasupply them with educational mS^
en forced earlier FCC. statements to
lions.'
terial

Lead

,

Packages

transcription
firms,
has
electrical
becit evolved by Larry Finley, prexy

Endorses Crusade

union

legal

.

.

for liiring.

FCC Blesses FMA,

owncr.'sliip of stations has been exhwisiivcly studied in ':earlier hear-

that

.

Red Skelton
Amos 'n' Andy

for: British

.activity.'.

elt'in;

.

Screen Guild Players
Mr. D. A
Burns & Allen

Finley

Sell

U.se ot record .distvibutors as a
of solving the problems of
sales .and distribution, which has

the court, had
cr recognized the legal statu.*; ot
rnember.'ihip
non-profit
to engage in this kind

made

.

Walter Winchell

means

inembers:

'inembers, however,

.

.

pre.^sions are now being: waxed
and will shortly be shipped Lon-

h.'i.'^oeiation.s

FCC

,

Molly

Charlie McCarthy ,,.
Lux Radio Theatre,
Phil Harris

Record Distribs

had no iiuup separate radio

UAW

&

/lie iieircst

heifer.

OPPOSITION

IS

Fred Alien
...
Jack Benny .........

Bob Hope

1946

4,

and the Opposition

15

TOP

Fibber

waiit

.

Broadcasting Corp.

\(>,liintin-y

:;qJ,

listener.^

the star rc»le in "Time Out of
Mind;" is: making transcriptions

ol filmland

UAW

thfir own; hxxX
on ciinlvibulions of
The company said

ji(

radio

Top

Oiili; si.v sJioirs line up ill opposition to (/ic Top 15 on
Hooperalwds have managed to crash titroujjd with a 10 or

-

\

which had no ,n)oncy
were depeiidCtit

coi-pornlions",
<if

.

Gaston county, for a new $250,000
station that will have no com-

mercials.

a native daughter dishing it.
"Phylli.s Calvert, brought here:
for
by. Unix'er.ial-Intprnalional

UAW
AM

.

Brili.^h

Chiirlotte,.

3.

some straiglit talk lowdown on
Hollywood aiid they now have-

UAW

northwest of

FM

Cover* H'wood
troUywood, Dec.

Raleigh, Dec. 3.
Crulchfleld, general
Charlotte, has an-

WBT,

.

3.

ability

the Dulled Automobile Workers
10 engage in radio broadcasting WHS challenged here last week
by the Grosse Point Broadcasting
Co., one of four companies corlipefing wjth
for a new standard
broadcast station in the Detroit area:
CJrosse Point questioned whether
had the funds to put up the
*40(r000 necessary to underwrite the
outlet for which it is compelinR
in Detroit as well as for foin- FM
stations in Detrbit, Chicago, Cleveland, and .Rochester, N. Y.
Moic particularly,, Gro-sse Point

tClO)

FM

nounced purchase of a 157^acre site
in the vicinity ot Spencer niountaia, 16 .inilos

t>i

for

COAST

WITH THREE UNIONS

1

.

.

,

«

KMPC

'

-

,

,

—

:

,

'

WfiliH'wIay?

December

4,

'

,

•

.

RAmo
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STATIONS FEAR FEATHERBEDDING
Listening Is Cheapest

[[A ACT

Time Option Could Smooth Nerves

.

home

in ifieroased
ifhe fiict that

audiences.

evening

age ilosedivey etcy (Sleneral inipres.sion is that 1947 will find more and;
more people turning to their radio dials i!or entertainment as other

showbiz media do some belt-tightening.
The listening habit trend, too, has been

reshuflleid since the start

in October.

Tln'oughout the past halfTuesday night top audience payoff, with
Bob Hope, Fibber McGee and' IVlolly, etc., m the vanguard. This seagetting the biggest pull, with the NBG comedy
son,' Sunday night is
of the new broadcast season
(lecade Or sO it was strictly a

•

pai'Uj? 'of Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Charlie' McCarthy,
the Tuesday nifiht pull to No. 2 po.sitkHi.

relegating

etc.,

Radio execs; .in the wake of Monday's Chicago court decision holding
the "anti-Petrillo law" unconstitutional, were Inclined to be on the
panicky side in Interpreting the
implications of tlie Lea Act nix..
IiTipre.s.sion irt some quarters vvas
that,

James

'W'ith

"My

Variety's annual

sympouunt of Hie

Lou Holtz

the greenlight; (unless the Supreme
Court does a reversal) for an
drive to increase the number, ot
musiciah,s empldyed by^.siatiohs;. the
'already-niountihg labor budget: will
be increased by several million
dollans. They fear an era of .'featherbedding" if,' as they say, Petrillo
is
inclined to be in a retaliatory
rnopd. And some go. so far as" to
predict the folding of
number of
indie, s.tatiohs, that; leaii' heavily on
platter. prpgraijis imlisss they can
drastic hike in their ad
effect

Louella Parsons

AFM

Georgia Price

.

One-Shot Tradition in Radio Decried

Ry CBS Maestro Who Points to BBC
COHEN

rates.

,.

Earl Wilson

:'

was called economic and
waste by Bernard Hermann,

symphonic conductor, who recently
a five-week concert

returned from

He

declared

it

.a'

Hermann found
,

couple «f

this

eflEort

to

.

f

and even

like

a

have developed so many prejudices
and traditions in so short a time.
The one-shot custom and the general practice of lialf-hour shows arc
the chief prejudices, he declared.
Hermann said that if a program's
message were sufficiently important,
than a h^lf
it should have more

:

hour; Symphonies, he pointed out,
sustain their audiences for longer
periods of time, and people huy
recordings and albums in order ' to

J.:

them more than once.
The BBC, Hermann noted, places
emphasis upon musical and
dramatic programs, putting them on

,

"Peace on Earth," the traditional
Christmas messagCj is going to be

statement:

one of the many feoturai of

"Thank God for the federal
court, where they preach and
practice democracy, where they
say that the constitution applies
to. the musicians as well; as to
Association of
the

Anniversary Number
To Be Published Soon

41»l.

tied in practically

FCC Nix^ Own

UN's liaison officer for American
radio, networks and stations arouniJ
the country have pledged cooperation in a plan to tie both Christmas
and New Year's programs this year
with the UN.
Cross last week sent telegrams

KGFJ

Gripe

Permit

Wa.shington, Dec.

the- air at the
sometimes for an hour-and-a-half or
two hoiu-s at a time. That country,
he said, is selling culture; while we

Also one o£ the points
has been after for a
the in.sertion of a vaca-

long time is
tion clause in

Nue Book
In

.scales.

Petrilio

3.

all

And and

contracts.

agencies

Indicating thai FCC's bark may be io: that the panicky attitude is unworse than its bite, the commission justified, since the AFM leader had
announced last Friday (28) that U never previously imposed quotas to
had reconsidered its deo1»ion to re- excess.
Some siee a healthy reaction
license renewal to pint-sized
gives the people what it thinks Is fuse a
Angeles, and was giving stemming from the decision in term.s
good for them, and exposes Britons KGFJ, Los
the wee watter a regular three-year of the FCC Blue Book, since an into copious amounts of culture so that
renewal permit. KGFJ was one of crease in the proportion of live
it takes in time.
"platter-con.seious"
on
seven stations (including Hearst's musicians
'
Concert Biz Booms
WBAL, Baltimore; WTOL, Toledo, .stations will redound to the station's
This policy, Hermann felt, is ap- etc.) cited for programming de- benefit when renewal time comes
parently-successful. The English ficiency on Blue Book counts. It is up. Also, from a programming standconcert business is booming, prob- the only one of the seven which has point, it's seen as paving the way
ably as a result of BBC policy. He been giveh a clean bill of health for ;a new era in which musicians
noted that London has 12 concert without the requirement of going can be u.sed to improve the .standards
of local programming instead of
orchestras playing 52 weeks a year through a hearing.
to capacity, while New York has
FCC's change of heart was under- being employed si mere .platter
an abbreviated concert season with stood to have come about as result turners or reduoJd to meiiial tasks
only one orchestra. Incidentally, he of a long and spirited defense brief of sweeping floors, etc.
said, John Barbirolli, onertime conLea's Challenge
filed by KGFJ early this fall. Staductor of the N. Y. Philharmonic, tion is only a ipO-watfer and pointed
Meanwhile in 'Washington, Rep.
has done wonders with the London to its obvious competitive disadvanClarence Lea (Calif.), who wrote

.

rebuilt the Eliilharmonic from scratch, since orchestra was one of the war casual-

.ties.

;,

was seen
nearly 6,000 turned
of Hermann's con•cet'ts in Manchester on a rainy night
during a bus strike. Hermann declared that to be inconceivable in
an Attiericaii town of the same size
as Manchester,
Briiti.'ih

desire for culture

in the fact that
out to hear one

SBC

policy, he said, conform.^
With the .general feeling in England.
Hermann said that that country is

undergoing

cultural renaissance,
result of the war
ivhich made the people realise that
matevlal things ean be wiped out
moment arilly, and are consequently
working towards a spiritual fruition.

.

probably

as

tages in getting live talent in the
radio-rich Los Angeles market. The
indie was believed to have been put
oh the hook originally for its absence of live shows, its "racing

news" broadcasts and heavy commercialization.
FCC's action

here was regarded
by some observers as indication that
none Of the seven stations originally
cited as Blue Book' offenders had
nuich reason to worry about losing

once they instituted

their licert.ses,
sonte reforms.

...

a

a

Wilson Coin To

Game

Chicago, Dec.

3.

Geheral
Prince
perfumes,
Matchabelli
has
been bankrolling the
Stradavari (>rchestra on. a 48-station
CBS hookup on Sunday afternoons,
is
bowing off the. net after the
Chn.stma.s campaign with a cnncollaiion effective Dec. 29, Moss International is the agency.
Show has been on and oft the
major webs during the past few
''hich

;

'

.'seaivons.,,.-

'

Mill.i,

together with Wil-

son Sporting Goods Co., will sponof the
so'r the ABC full net airing
National Professional Football
League' champion.ship for the fouiih
consecuiive year.
Show skedded (or Dec. 15 or 22.
outcome qf game
detiending on
played by N. V. Giants and Washington Redskin.? on Dec, 7. Point oJ'
origin too will he dftcrminr-d allcr

winning teams tnierge,

Harry Wij-mcr

will arniouncei

stations, ad.

ABC

started plans to ar-

read

iiot.

Cross

favoritism,

class

NAB

'

Ill

iu.slice

or

a

addition,

;

on a silver

and
''.,••

&

Porter to

WINS,

department

all

Guild agency, San

New

press-radio conference.
.store

The appointment is not subto
confirmation by the
Senate when Congress convenes
in .Tanu.iry.
Denny has been
on the commission since March,
1945, and has been atsting chairman since Paul Porter went:
over to the CPA last February.
He will be the youngest man
ever to hejad the .FCC.

in

ject

FrKiici.vco,

KSTFS 500G BLDG.
SPLURGE ON AGENDA

Porter Decision Due
'Washington, Dec. 3.
All speculation that Paul A. Porformer FCC chairman, .would
remain in the Goyeirnment was, cut;
short last week with announcement
that Porter would resign as QPA
head, effective Dec. 4, and would at
the same time leave "federal servt.
Ice." Porter told Pre.sident Truman
"personal reason s," presumably
financial, made it imperative for
him to leave government 'employ-

Minneapolis. Dec. 3.
of the' tivo Twin City
NBC outlets, has completed plans for
a iiew $500,000 studio building in
the Midway di.strict to augment the
present St. Paul studios in order

KSTP. one

govern-

and protection

ter,

provide additional, facilities for
and televi.sioh, according to
Hubbard, KSTP general
manager. Construction will start as
soon as materials are available, Hubbard say.s.
mentV

to

FM

President Justin Miller and

Stanley

the Government has already
it w'ill appeal the niling,
to the Supreme Court,

indicated

Federal Court Riddles

after

]

Anti-Petrillo Bill

KSTP now

<i:
!

FM

BMI

at

LOQff V watts 311$ is the nonly ;:;:Twiii
station so far to do so. It -v^-ill
its television ;&road(?a.'~t.s by: the
middle, df next Jinnmcr, lliibVjard
says. There i.s no television broad

,

{

(.'ily

tca.'iting

here yet.

.

;.

prc.-iritnny of; the music grotjpi.;
Prcaidti'it Trnman. .meanwhile, is
.shortly •exptcted to make a,;"limie
joc't

dnt-k''

bcKin
j

'

<Continucd on page 36)

broa,(lcasting

I

I

Chicago, Doc.

far I'.eachihg decision -that
In', a
ruleti again.st Jcgiiilalive acts pa.ssod
lor the restriction against .specific in-

is

'

'„,

Pre.sent .schedule calls for Porter
board in New
to nuict with
York Thur.^day (5), when he mu.st
mfike final decision to accept or re-

the new studios are
completed, the large Minneapolis
.studios at Radio City will cpntinuc
in, operation, according to Hubbard.

Even

ncce.'s.sai'y,

BMI?

Washington, Dec. 3.
Charlen R. Denny, Jr., -will
net (he Presidential appointment
to the chairmanship of the FCC
tomorrow (Wednesday).
One of President Truman's
secretaries made that annonnccmcnt today after Mr. Truman's

'(Continued on page 32)

the

'

if

platter..

Denny Heads FCC;

Cross go^ immediate

WWRL, WQXR

His.yaldes ,:had .'no Comment on tlie
court decision other; than tij point
out; that

be a super-produc-

it'll

tion and at JWT's behest it'll probably wind up as a Jointly-sponsored
with both the agency and NBG
footing the tab. But JWT apparently
doesn't
think
the
gesture
will:
amount to n-iuch and is fondly nursing the hope that NBC uses the occasion to spring a surprise on Bergen
and hand over that 8 o'clock option

out.

York...
Lit Bros,

;

.

accounts

affair

acceptances, and calls for material,
from WKRZ, Oil' City, Pa.; WKIP,
Poughkeep.sie;
WGNY, Newburgh,
N. Y.; KFWB, Los Angele-s; WTTM,
Trenton; WIP, Philadelphia; and

"The fundamental problem," Lea
said, "is whether we are to have a
class government ,with all the evil.s

ment of equal

.,

JWT

all

N. Y. flagship) also notified
that special plans will be

tual's

worked

,

Matchabelli Scrams

networks,

range at least one big special UN
for Christmas day. NBC's commentator. Bill Chapman, read Cross'
message on the air, and recommended compliance to all NBC stations,
while the net's public service .shows
are planning to work out their own
tieins on the subject.
WOR (Mu-

Court's decision,: but added that it
apparently foUmved the example of
other court rulings which ''by hypoand superficial reasoning
critical
haVe. thrown an aihazing fiuniber of
protective shields over the gr.o.ssest
forms of labor racketeering"

to all."

Air Pro Grid Title

—

siistaunng.

field

had

-

However, there's little likelihbod
of prexy Miles Trammell duplicating.
that step. It's known that Traitimell
hasn't been any too happy over, establishing the precedent with Benny
and would rather forget it.
On Dec. 17,
is to.ssing a big
.shindig for Bergen on the Coa.st to
mark his 10th anni on the air. From

UN

constilutional."
Lea said he

"

'

latter,

Philadelphia, which places- a lot of
regional radio advertising on; its
the "Anti-Petrillo" Bill, has chalarea's stations, notified Cro.ss that it
lenged tlie validity of the Chi court
messages, Gar.will tie in with
decision finding his legislation '.'un-

of

Gen. Mills,

ago for Jack Benny, when it looked
for a while that NBC might lose: the.

show

',

He

letters to

and even to band leaders.
He asked them all to bring tfN
messages into as much programming
More tempered reaction to the as possible on the two holidays.
CBS immediately notified him that
Chi ruling was that it merely returns
the situation to where it was before it would recommend such tiein to
the Lea Act was .slapped on Petril- all its sliows, commercial as well as
with network negotiations coming
up, they look for Petrilio to put his
best foot forward.

our products. BBC, he declared,

orch he heads.

"good

Reacting immediately: to a suggestion made by Christopher Cross,

Broadcasters, and where they
say congress cannot discriminate

wage

ra-

Agency execs have been quietly
hinting to NBG that the network,,
whicli also has a stake in one of the
top Hooperated sliows over the la.st
five years, is in a, po.sition to dangle
the choicest of plums before Bergen
^and that is, to turn over to Bergen
the option for the 8 o'clock period,
just as the.network did several years

.

effort to effect realization of
will to all men."

National

that

by American

dio with the current United Nations

against 200,000 musicians.

best listening hoiu-s,

sell

Will

Have UN Tie-In

was not in court;
the decision was banded
He issued the following

down.

'

'

8 o'clock slot.

Programs

C. Petrilio

when

Mark Goodson

listen to

gteat

Nets Holiday

Thank God'—Petrilio

coMmerciaU)

oi diicHtied by

be

He declared it amazing
medium and modem as radio should
that

.

critics Actually

,

,

•

.
.

tions, the way. is

artistic

-successful.

.

/.praise' radio
«

to

be wasteful to put so much
and technical ability into program
that merely is heard for a single
half-hour. England, he declared, repeats top scripts at intervals and

.

'

wKerein

As a i^c.sult there are a lot of fidgety people around the JWT agency.
Bergen'.s been one of their prize
packages for the past decade, and
they don't want to jeopardise one of.
their niO.st lucrative accounts. So it
appears to.be a question of how to
make life happier for Bergen- and
keep Charlie McCarthy .solidly entrenched in that Sabbath night at

41 si Anniversary Number

In addition to an
drive for
additional "live" musicians in. stanow seen clear for
a Petrilio drive for a decrea.se in
a number of.liours and bocst in

"Boy, What a
Pipe Dream"

cultural

CBS

call 'it;,quits after this,seasoh;

AFM

The Anieiican practice of discardone performance

ing (op ."icripls Biter

tour of England.

^

'

J. Walter Thompson, Edgar Bergen and NBC. It all has to do with
the future, plans of Bergen and his
apparent unrest about continuing
week-in-and-week-out and his Sunday night show foi- Standard Brancls.
Bergen tipped off his desire to do
.somctbiiig drastic abpiit it when he
recently came forth with the suggestion, that comedians alternate their;.,
.shows and lay off every other week,
Lacking thati it's feared in some
quarters that Bergen may decide to

ing

year's best lauqhs
Oi recounted by

PetriUo given

C.

"battle of nerves" going on, invoiV-

Favorite Story"

•

By JOE

There appears to be a three-way

'

already 2.6 higher tliah a year
ago is seen as the inevitable offshoot ot the general dip of boxofTice
receipts in film houses throughout the country, the night club patronsets-in-u.sc are

JWT;

jBergen Stance Jitters NBC.

lilX

That tlie whole pattern of listening habit is subject to the whims oi
reflected anew in the increase in sets-in^uae. a
the national economy is.
and more people are' now stsying at home. It's extipqrt that more
pected that the coming months may witness an unprecedented upsurge

j
,

y»c
.-.inco

the
FCC:
to
jippomtnierit
which, had been held op< n
Porter went to the OPA eai)y

icy

this, ytar;,,

'.

';;•

';

,
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Grow Up

Soapers

time fob reason— «ro«t

SHOW

ELGIN THANKSGIVING

With Jimmy Durante, Garry Moore,
Jack Benny; Don Amechc, emcee;
Red Skelion, Vera Vajrue, The

to Holiday Mold,

Lauritz
Melohlor,
Burl Ives, Margaret Whitinr, Mel
Blanc, Peter Lind Hayes, tiina
Roinay, Katliarine McLeod; Ken
Carpenter, announcer
Writer: VA Hclwlck
Producer: Billy Wilgus
120 Mins.; Thurs. (28), 4-6 p.m.

Bring Kudos to ?&(;,

NBC and CBS

ARTHUR BRONSON

By

'

.

two

ROSE OF IHy DREAMS
Mury Rolfe, Cliarita Bauer,
.lames Burke, Joseph Curtln, Wm.

With

Smith; Xiarrv: Elliott announcer
special Joivg-hoiir. :.ThankvSgi\'ing rruducer: Franfi and Anne Hummert

Thursday (2fi), Writer: Peggy Blake
built around eight daytime serials, Director: Richard Leonard
15 Mins,; JUon. thru Fri., 2:45 p.m.
four on NBC. four on CBS. No-belMANHATTAN SOAP CO.
tor defense of the much-abused soap;^ WCrtS-CBS, N. Y.

Day programs

last

needed than thi.' special use .16
which tlie.v were put. Shows were
into a. patlern built around a
central story and theme— that tlici'e'
is
a liopeiitl message to be found
even ill these troubled times— -so tliat
they ,-.
proved to be warm bits of

is

(DHrtiie JoiiesV

Second of Manhattan Soap's daytime serials on the, CBS net, "Rose
of Mv Dreams,"' lias been prefabricated out of the standard formula
for tlie general run of soap operasnine parts holte to ong part honesty.
This, is pulp .stuff: that's crahlxed out

woven

I

..

.

•

,

.

r

:

.1

,

,

Anien.Gana ,eminently stuted to the
ThanlfBgi\-in.g
Avtis in

good

Day

ijke

Script ing

spirit.

somewhat

taste, sincere,

.snusagesi.

lifetess

from

slcin

to

-

ninards but highly seasoned to taste.
iMo better and fto worse than others
()f it.s genre, this latest bpus to sten>
from the prolific literary factory of

)

never
but
perhaps,
min[4Vm.: Stunt caine off very v\'oll.

senliinental.

Frank and Anne Hummert Will
because day-' serve its intended purpose of spell/Credit; isi due
'time suaper.s were paying proper at- binding hoUsewiv''s long enough ior
tention to holiday prog'ramming for tlve sponsor's plugs to be rammed
the first, time, with sponsor, adapting homo. IWoral being that it's solely
daytime radio to nighttime ijrogfam^ tile cash register payoff, and not the
high intent of some radio execs that
iiiiivg standards and technioiues Witlt

P&G

determines the pattern and content
Four shows on of network programming.
results.
were strung into an hour
Keyed litierally to the treacly sencharacters were added timent suggested by th serial's title,

excellent
eaelv net'

•

show

Ncv.'

for tlie special

program, while a cen- story substance is a talleypuU of
through love, jealousy and heartbreak spread
tenuously over each quarter-hour

theme character ran

tral

them

all.

Plot is a derivative of the
Boeause certain station.s had, precurrent picture cycle wherein two
vious comniitmcnts. and might/carry sisters, haviag antipodal personalionl.y part of the hour (to do a foot- ties, join, battle for a man's love.
ball broadcast, for instance), show During
the initial week, enough
was so handled that each 15-minute complications were introduced to
segment was a complete unit. At end i.ialse this saga endure as long as
with as much
of each sequence, narrator went into Little Orphan Annie,
synthetic excitement generated in
a short sy nopsis to prepare ILstoncr
each episode.
for the next period/ Whole bu.siness
when,
if ever, will this
llow
and
There was evidov'Clailed neatly.
unfolding quadrilateral relationship
dence of much care taken to make be
Two sisters. Rose
resolved'?
these programs a standout.
(sweet) and Sarah (scheming), are
NBC, for its hour's program at .S snreading their traps for a lady.segment.

,

had

p. m..

theme

a

intelligently handled.
1

m.)

p.

Englishman who

trifles

with

them" both while his friend, a motion picture producer, nurses a noble but hopeless passion for deserviiig Rose. Week's final episode was
process of shifting the story's
in
locale to Hollywood, where, presum-

for that

(So,

,

had CBS', at

niatler.

killing

witli mucli' point,

NBC's

show took an ex-serviceman, one Joe
embittered by the present,
about the future. He
had nothing to be thankful for; the
only Thanksgiving Day he knew was

Green,

di.-jllusioncd

ably, anything can happen
have an aura of reality.

and

still

fanta,«y took

As expected, the quality of the
writing does not exceed the level
of
the contrived plot. It's slick,
speeding and superficial and, like
all .uppergrade pulp fiction, is capable of evoking excitement, without
CKlending the area of experience.
Substituting for genuine characteri-

cans

zation,

ill
the dictionary.
dictionary stopped

And

out of the
Web.ster to
explain the meaning of the day, to
take .Joe back to his childhood, hi.s

Noah

,

homo, to clear up some of
and bitternesses. The
Joe to meet real Amerir
the "Pepper 'Voung's Family."
"Life Can Bo Beautiful," "Ma Perkin.s" and "The Eight to Happinc.s,s"
serials.
And among the.se people,
Joe found fi'ienaiine.ss and hicanirig

youtii. his

his i'em'osos

CBS's program

111

road

a

,

came along
vidual
Sam's,

to discu.s.s their

own

problems and so
for'

time

>*oap,
l^'Ht;

FOR YOUR APPROVAL
.lock MacGreeor, Ted Brown,
Sylvan Levin orch

up With

him.

Browii, Rboda Ej^ton
Producer-Director: MacGregor
.'JO Mins.;
Sat., 5 p.m.
Writers:

on
NBC. Parkw
played' Noah Webster to
tinn,

:

ch,^raclerization

In addi•

FenS elly

tion:',,';'^

' "'.'^,';-

the
Thanksgiving show added up to a
sock radio production, with the Elgin
purse strings corralling such talent
This

as

year,

as

in

the

past,

Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore<
Don Ameche to reprise

Jack Benny;

his emcee job; Red Skelton, Vera
Vague, The Charioteers, Burl Ives,
Lauritz Melchior, Margaret Whiting,
Lina Romay. Peter Lind Hayes, Lou
Bing's orchestra. Ken Carpenter for

the announcing job. etc. Strictly one
of those million-dollar talent parlays
that'll do until a better one comes

With Lyman Bryson, Wllll(tm

,

John
of Joe and
the

Mary Patton's portrayal of Joe's
friend Polly. CBS had Arnold Robertson playing railroader Sam. and

S.

18 Mins,; Sun.,

p.m.

p.m

WMCA's entry in the ever-quickening disk jocliey race is novel to
say the least, involving the husband
and wife team of Andre Baruch
widely
known .announcer/ home
from the wars, aiid Boa Warii former singer with Larry Clinton inid
later a single. They began tlioir bid
for some of the N. Y. record audience Monday (2), carefully avoiding
those period.s filled by Tod Husiiig
recent
entrant
for
WHN, and
WNEW's Martin Block, who has
ruled the local roost for. years.
Whether Baruch ancl Miss Wain
will be successful depends entirely
on how quickly they acclimate
themselves to their new field. Competition in disk jockeying is no
longer a matter of spinning disks,
although the selection ot them, etc.,
must ligure prominentlv. It'.s a matter today of presentation, and somehow, WMCA's idea, while it looks
good on paper,, doesn't work out.
Baruch, while he is: a well known
announcer, is not a very distinctive
personality, and Miss Wain has been
away from the business profesision-

Sustaining:

WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
CBS for some time has been disturbed, over mounting criticism of
radio, both among the lay listeners
and from the professional critics.
The network's attitude was. freely
expres.sed by board chairman William S. Paley in his now-historic
"iet's-put-our-house-in-ordcr"
address before the recent
convention. And now CBS, in an ambitious project that ii many respects
is "withbut precedent,, is taking the
whole problem to the people tfiemselves, laying before them the manifold problems that contront an industry that's in the peculiar position
of satisfying both the bankroUer
who makes American radio possible
and the varied public tastes in entertainment, serious enlightenment,

NAB

.

etc.

4:03-.'i;3o

WMCA, New York

Paley

:

'

'

.

For the next few months i^yman
Bryson's Sunday afternoon "Time
For Reason" program will be given
over to a woek-to-week discussion
of what's good and what's bad about
radio, inviting public comment as
to how radio can be improved, etc.
In subsequent broadcasts,
Bryson
will
define
policy,
programming,
he'll name Hiames, and, on the basis
of advance reports, will let the chips
fall where they may.
On that basis
it bids fair to become a hard-hitting,
enlightening series in which radio,
for the first time, will take to the
air to acknowledge its own weak-

some

ally for

time.

At the moment, their striving for
intimacy does, not come off. Their
chatter is from prepared scripts and
their delivery reveals the fact. They
have been out of touch with what
goes on in the disk world and its
artists and the small bits of into,
inside dope, etc., that they insert
between disks are delivered in a

along.
nesses and appraise the broadcasters' manner to indicate that somebody
Walter Thompson gave the obligations
J.
told them, that they are not sponin
bid to find a better
show the usual painstaking produfc- modus operandia for operation.
taneous, stemming from a close asAnd, althcmgh the Carroll
sociation with at least some of those
It was only natural that the initial
Carroll-Tony Stanford teamup of
broadcast last Sunday tl> be given personalities whose recordings they
previous years was missing from the
over entirely to Paley to set the spin.
writer-producer, credits, the same
theme for the series. Paley more or
That in essence, is what the curoverall topshelt qualities, save for
some minor defects, were apparent less reprised his NAB self-censure rent disk jock must offer. People
talk, which, in effect, defended radio
never cease to seek inside informain the integration of the numerous
component parts into a cohesive again.st the snap judgment of super- tion on outstanding pci^sonalitiesi
ficial
criticism
but
acknowledged
but
they want to be told in a behindwhole. Not all of it was of a sock
variety (some of the acts were on tliat some of the criticism aimed at the-door manner, not obviously have
He it read to them from a script. In
too long, and a good bit of the. script- radio was honest and justified.
ing could have been tighter),, but stressed the importance of intelli- short, what Baruch and Miss Wain
'hat they may or may
there, was a sufficiency of good mo- gent discrimination, asserting he'd need and
ments, particularly in the comedy like to see people angry, when they not acquire, is stylized polish. At
and musical departments, to more are angry, at particular stations, par^ the moment they are rather disap-

,

tion.

"

than offset the negative ones.

Ameche's

emcee

role
standard for the Elgin job,

is

now

Whether

he's rhapsodizing on the spiritual
qualities of Thanksgiving or defining,
tile American way of life, he can
apply the right touch without getting" too schmaltzy, and he's the
fmes.se kid himself when it comes to.
doubling into comedy or dramatic
';'!;'
;
inserfs^
'

:

:,;

Commercials were 'way overboard.
The thematic "timed to the star.s''
was played to the hilt, thrown at the
list,ener; in multiple shapes and hues
that
embraced astronomical discourses, integrated jingles, attempts

ford
30 Mins., Thur., g p.m. (CST)

KX'VZ.

Hou-ston. originating from
the stage of the Palace theatre in
Dallas comes this quiz show on the

—

air

devoted to

films.

Added

life

is

given the opus with the addition of

,

ticular programs, pavticuJar offenders, and not at all radio, and deploring the fact that such type of discrimination is so often lacking in
radio criticism.
It's unfortunate that Paley's talk
limited itself to telling people how
to criticize radio vet slcirted the
more important issues of how radio
change.s.
is to effect the necessary
If the talk was intended as an outline for the series, it was narrow in

scope "and
that'

would

lacked

pointing.
Mechanically, the program is not
very diiTerent from any other aside
fact that Miss Wain occasionally interrupts the succession of
dislcs with vocals of her own, accompanied by a five-piece band. Sha
and her husband come on the air
with a music piece written especially for the program, indicating
their personal relationship. It's cute.

from the

Wood:

provocation

the

incite listeners;

',

for,,'

suc-

KIDDIES RECORD KARNIVAL

ceeding installments.
The aims are laudatory on the
basis of the advance reports, but
certainly nothing crystallized in the
opening of the series.
Rose.

With Helen. Lipkin; Gene Crane announcer
.50 MIn.; Sat., 11 A.M.
.

Sustaining

WIP,

Phila.

This kid platter show has lots of
KISS & MAKE 1'I>
With George FnHvr, Syd Wheeler, appeal, and is handled nicely by
Helen Lipkin. It is aimed at cliildren
Jack Lumsdaine
in the younger age brackets, present30 Mins.; Mon.. S p.m.
ing records, rhymes, stories and
Sustaining
songs. There is plenty of variety for
2 GB, SYDNEY
This is the Milton Berle show the little folks.
changed around lor Aussie dating.
One of the features of the pro-

.

"

It

gram

replaces Colgate-Palmolive's "Rise

and Shine" Monday nights. The C-P
radio shows are now aired over opposition station.
This one should
have no difficulty in finding a sponis

well-known

is

a

.salute

to a

"Child of the

Week," for instance, a boy who
learned to help his mother when a
new baby entered the household,
This gives a good, intimate and
personal touch.
Personal
touch
is
i^urtheied

sor.

George Foster

INTERSTATE THEATRES CIRCVIT
KABC, San Antonio
Over a three station web —KGKO,
Ft. Worth, KABC, San Antonio and

Frankie Masters and his crew and
Siii-'taining:
his two Singing stars, Phylis Myles
WOK, N. y.
Gray. Masters serves as
As title indicates, this is a show- and Phil
m.c or casting director, with six
Mutual's
-P™^^^^
talent scouts out in the ::au(iience.
flagship proposes to preem one
Those an.sweriiig questions correctly
idea after anotlier, and presumably
receive a cash award plus an opporwill lat(j.h on to those stanzas or,
tunily to win a grand prize which
personalities that click. But tlje first
starts at $nO plus a prixe "iVhich is
one. la.st Saturday (30 ), had best be

mem-

'ca.st

bers ot the various soaps.

arid .ultra-persuasive delivery,

Herm.

P&G'.s commercials, in botlv prowere' in good taste, brief,
neat and in keepiiig' with the day.

Lai'lsiii

Plugs also follow in the
opera tradition'for length, Con-

serials.

|

grahis.:

Programs enlisted regular

giving and Christmas Day shows.
And while last Thursday's (28) twohour star-studded semester was only
the fifth in the annual sponsored
seri(?s, they've probably already left
their mark in setting a pattern of
fainily-assenibled
habit and postdinner behavior across the country.
For after five years, these Elgin
.shows on CBS might well lay claim
to some conti'ibution or other as a
national antidote toward soothing
the late afternoon post-turkey diges-

'

I

'

indi-

clear

N. Y.

Walter Tliompson>

now .tagged on the word
"traditional" to these Elgin Thanks-

"

cynical rail-

husband-and-wife way. Subsequent
programs like "JWa Perkins," "Young
Doctor Ma lone" and "Road to Life

(J.

They've

:

man named Samwas grumbling

out loud about his disgust with radio programs, their emptiness arid
inciToctuality, when a narrator pas."ing bv asked him ja^it for fun to tunc
in bis radio.
And there was the
"9ig Sister"' program, to discuss a
veteran's problems in a personalized

WCBS-CBS.

at comedy, etc.
All of which led
which .simply cannot be done up to a signofE embarrassment. If
any show on the kilocycles should
in
the emotional and intellectual
been brought ih on the ;npse,
vacuum of a soap opera, are the have
with split-second timing, it was this
make
trade
that
clever tricks of the
one,
But that closing dead air
mechanical puppets seem almost like
which prevented a formal bowott
life-sized' human beings.
suggested somebody's Elgin went
Within its limits, this serial is bad.
Rose.
given a good production dress. Handling the main roles of the two girls SCREKN TEST
and their father and the two men With Fraiikic Masters and his orare a competent group ot radio perclicstra, Phylis Myles, Phil Gray,
tormers who do their best to make
Humdinger Quartet, John Allen,
two dimensions seem like three. DiKen I<ovve, Wcldon Robertson, Leo
rection
and musical scoring are
Dawson, .limniy Byrnes, Pat Ha 1treated in standard style tor dayvcrsoii, Ann Baxter, Bob Stam-

in

tq his life.
:

WATCH

EI-GIN

Daily, 12:03-2 p.m.;
Sustainini;

Discussion

Charioteers,

PrncU'r & Gainblp and the ad
a£!iMu''n.>s involved are to be congi'ittiilated for flieir enterprise and taste
ill
planiiins and executing so well

MB. AN)D MBS. MUSIC
With Bea Wain, 'Andre Barnch

radio:

in

radio as a comedian and he sure gets
the real old belly laugh in this show.
He's a good salesman, too, with a
real 'sense of showmanship." Foster
plays the judge of the court, with

through mention of names of kids
who request numbers. Adults will
find this show entertaining also,
particularly when old favoritcse like
"Little Boy Blue" and "Pop! Goes
the Weasel" are aired. Gene Crane

S.yd Wheeler from, musical cohiedy
as his off-sider, Wheeler plays the
part for all it's worth. Novel twist
is the introduction of Jack Lumsdaine, who, composes songs and plays
'em after each couple's case is heard.
Format, of the Berle show was gotten for Aussie by a representative
ot the Macquarie network keyed
through 2, GB, Sydrioy. Cash giveaway.s range from .'i;i2 to $2,1. No,
trouble to get married couples to
come up and tell all for laughs.
This is one ot the brightest shows
in Aussie right now.
Riclc.

announces and does good

job.

.,.,

DOROTHY DIX
Mins.; Mon. thru
8ABAKA

l.'i

Fri.,

ShaL

11:45 a.m.

KECA, ABC, Hollywood
(Abbott Kimball)
For half a century troubled dislaffers have sought a Way out of
their miseries by baring their tangled lives to Dorothy Dix, whose
advice to the lovelorn or some such
columnar heading' has been read by
millions in more than l.'iO dailies.
"Mr. Anthony" hasn't done so badly
,

the personal gift of a well known'-',';',':,'
forgotten;
Jock MacGre,gor.: who produced, Hollywood film star, (One week it
Lawson Zcrbe doing the narrator.
emcecd and 'directed this leftover was a hat from .Jack Cal'son.)
The performances were very good.
Neat commercial copy is inter- DRAKE SL'PPER
Croni the Thanksgiving meal, broke
woven in: the .songs which are culled With Mary Biddle CLUB
Si), on NBC's, wa.s- Charte.s
and Guests; Joe
XJ,rqH-, lip a lot of good orchestra music,
hart':-;
Novinsou, Announcer
overall productiori-directiori played by able people under Sylvan from current or coming attractions,
the, annpuhCer giving olit with 15 Mins.;
Mon„ Wed., Fri., 11:15 p.m.
and Fayette Krum's overall scripting. Levin's baton, by giving the mike to with
copy on the film and casti Aiiri, Bax- DRAKE HOTEL
WOR
announcer
Brown
who
Ted
And ditto on GBS'.:fol' overall superaptly subtitled his appearance as ter was heard at the piano in "Till WFIL, Phiia.
-visor Evelyn Peirce. overall co-dircc"Tod Brown Kiddin' Around." He Tlie End Of Time" cucing that
This
new program originating
tors Fred Weihc and Ted Huston, arid wVrkid'dlng---bimsclt,
movie, while Phylis Myles " was from the
Ocean Room oE Philly's
overall scripter. David I,esan. Hugh
As a Hcni.;y Morgan kidding oorii- libard in "Somewherii iri the. Night" Drake hotel, preemed Monday (25)
Coiiover handled the announcement.s. mercials. which he tried to do for an and Phil Gray in "You Keep Coming with Dr. Clay Boland, composer and
Back
Like
a Song." Mi.ss Myles was director of the Univ.
embavrai-sing moment, he was an
ot Pennsylvagiven
also
the
solo
spot
in
"Put That nia's Mask and Wig Club, as guest
Adier shoe without the lift. As an
imitation of Jimmy Durante, he was Kiss Back Where You Found It'', to of Mary Biddle.
L .\ KOR-M A X AGEMENT FOR UM
a /jale shadow of a witheretl Brook- break the monotdriy of, the quiz.
With B»l]ih Della-SelVa
Show .revolves around celebrities
lyn bush. And as a foreign profes^- Band did "Nellie Blye" with Mas- from social and theatrical
.SO Mins.; 9:^0, p.m.
world besor analyzing a rhumba, he .was the tei's in the vocal a.ssisted by the ing interviewed while
Sustaiiiiiig'
"guest" in the
static to Levin's orchestrationOh Humdingers, a girls quartet, which night spot, It's an informal question
WONS-IIartford
'

:

.

.

over a long stretch of years doing

what DD did long before him. That's
the format of this quarter-hour gob
strip and just what kind of a pull
with the femmes tlie Dix name has

.

will soon be determined.

|

This is the, only radio shot in this yes. he was al.so Jean Sablon at one
,,
area that deaLs exclusively with la- time.
Was there a hint above that this
bor-management problems.
Halthour shot has rep.? of both depart- was turkey'? Pardon. If was ham.
, Cars.
miiiits air their pro and con views of
the varied problems that confront
reconversion,
taking long
range wherefores of perfect harmony in
views of the future ot labor legisla- the. future. Adequately handled and
tion, ete.
Areas of labor and man- moderated by Ralph Della-Selva.
agement di-sagreements are authen- In public domain field' as a must lor
tically aired b" these rei».
those interested
in
future good
Program trie.? very hard; to reach neighbor policy b'twcen the two
conclusire answers as to whys and protagonists.
Ec/c.
-r','.:'

'

Union Pharmaceutical

Co..

which

markets the sponsored product (a
health food and cathartic'), is making
a test campaign via transcription on
nine ABC Coast stations and a few
scattered spots in the east. If, as is
supposed, that femmes revel in thti
troubles of their sisters-in-distress,
this program should make tlie grades
'

"Love On A Grey- and answer routine, with Miss
Bid- It has a peanut budget and the gal
cueing the film "No dle doing pleasant-voiced
job ag in- who impersonates Dorothy Dix has
No Love."
,,:
terviewer.
a good delivery and sounds believWith tlie neat commercials tagged
Musical background is provided by able. Gals who read the confe.ssion
to tlie nuisical questions, there was Ocean
Room orchestra, but in ca.se mags should cotton to this one and
only one 'fther calling attention to of musical
guest, such as Boland, in- pick up a few pointers on how to
some outstanding hits to come to terviewee does musical turn.
"have their highway to happiness
Inler.stale houses. Show is well balShow has promise of listener in- lighted,"
anced and .smartlv paced. Free tick^ terest if Miss Biddle
Most of the program Is given over
can maintain
ets are given tho.se who miss their quality of guestsi,
to reading letters and supplying tlie
i.e., interesting perquestions. Some gimmick .should be sonalities with w.k. names.
Show answers, A true life drama is enintroduced whereby li-stencrs eould world seems her, best bet
along this acted but everything is geared IQ
participate for prii«!K to give airing line. If she can snafe
the talent. one point— "tell me your troubles
added li.sUtner appeal.
Andy.
Kicltoff show okay.
Sftol.
(Gontihued on page 36)
wa.s.also heard in

hound

Bus"

Leave.

-

,

1

.

I
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FIREWORKS FOR COLOR HEARINGS
Tops

U. S. Tele

British Technicafly,

Chicago, Dec.

tlie

London Daily Telegraph,

cago on his

way

to

New

in Clii-

Vorli

fiom

Hollywood, pointed out in an interthat the U. S.
>vicw here last week
prograniniing and
lags far behind in
the amount of sets in use as compared to England.

Gander admitted that this colmtry
of the entire world in
is fat ahead
the technical aspects of video, ba-sing

conclusion on what he had seen
in visits to the foremo.st television
laboratories in the U. S.
surprising element, according to
Gander, is the paradoxical fact that
wliile America is so far advanced in
scientific standards of television, in
London alone there are 20,000 video
his

.

Washington,. Dec,

Television Reviews

FCC spokesmen
pros and

nouncers
Producer: Burke Crott,
225 Mins.; Sat. (30), 12:15 p.m.

GILLETTE
WNBT-NBC,

N. Y.
1

Mfl.ro lO

NBC

television climaxed its college football coverage laiit Saturday
l30) with the Army-Navy classic in
what was probably their best gridiron scanning job to date. Using tour

Image Orthicon cameras, producer

Burke Crotty mi.ssed hardly a play
of the thriller, giving viewers better
than a bird's-eye view of the hectic
closing minutes.
i

Crotty could probably have taken
more care in placing his four camwith the strong possibility eras around the field, since the rear
view of a spectator's head blotted
of that figure reaching 50|()00 witliin
out
the game at several points. Cama year. BBC is able to support its
eras were probably set up, however,
Inrge audience due to a larger variawhen the stadium was empty and
and a greater
tion of programs,
how was Crotty to know tliis guy in
amount of daily television fare. the stands would keep jwnping up
Here, he pointed out, is where our and down in front of his lenses?
television outlets drop bekind.
He managed to follow the ball in
-Whether British video sliows are flight on most of the pass and punt
as of high entertainment value as plays, something that's been lacking
NBC coverage of previous
ours is doubtful, but its a cinch from
receivers,

more of it. Head of a large
outlet here pointed out in
combatting Gander's argument of
the small quantity of video entertainment offered here as compared
there's

telcvi.sion

to Britain, is

stations

due

most television
experimenting with

still

programs,

now

to

that

the

teclinical

end is fast gaining a high standard.
Video execs here are crippled
through the non-cooperation of
Pctrillo's
musicians union and In
most cases while trying to program
standards to the
level, malte the
fatal mistake of attempting to produce shows as high in value as the
modern,, streamlined radio shows,
forgetting how long It has taken
radio to bring about its high quality,
the American exec said.
In spite of the fact that there were
no Bing Crosby, Bab Hope, or Andi-e

AM

games this season.
Comparison of the game's cover-

age this year with that in 1945 points
up the fact that tele has progressed'
considerably during the last 12
months. Viewed on a new RCA
table-model set, the pictures were
amazingly clear and sharp am', could
be compared favorably with the best
newsreel shots. Whereas the transmission over the Bell System's coaxial cable irom PhlladelDhia conked
(Continued on page 37)

Goes Commerciai

Forgotten, here according commercially on temporary basis,
Gander is the theory that even a using experimental equipment of
floperoo would make for good enter- DuMont's test station W3XWT:
casting.

to

tainment to a new television audience, just as bad shows went over
big when
radio was in its

AM

infancy,

Leslie Arries, manager of WTTG,
said station hopes to be in operation with its fullpowered 5kw soundand-picture transmitters early in

y
Gander ,1947.,
First sponsored show to go on the
said.
"But it will be a long time
dying." Speaking of American radio. air here will be professional hockey
Gander said he thought singing com- match from the Uline Arena, Dec.
mercials
Re- 10, sponsored by U. S. Rubber Co,
"simply frightful."
commercial shows .shown
minded that British newspapers Other
DuMont's Manhattan station
carry advertising on the front pages, on
sponsored by Chevrolet
he came back witl), "readers can 'WABD,
Motors and others, will also be fed
Ignore them."
Gander would not hold still for out over the Washington transmitter.
U. S. t-adio fare being more varied
The DuMont's D. C, outlet will

"AM

radio

is

finished,"

;

,

or of a higher quality than BBC'S.

"Consider music," he said, "Except
for Toscanlni and the Metropolitan
opera we've got you licked to
frazzle."

Don Lee, Ansco

In

Tv.NewsreelPact
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Television newsreel deal, the first
of its kind here, has been worked
put between Don Lee's experimental
station,

W6XAO

also televise the
lighting ceremony

House, Dec.

24,

it

Christmas tree
the White
at

was

under.stood.

WMAL

'
Meanwhile ABC-affiliate
here conducted its first tele tests last
week with two Image Orthicon
cameras shipped in from RCAi Station hopes to make its video debut
early next year. WMAL's FM and
tele transmitters will both be located on the American University
campus in uptown Wa.shin8lon.

PAR VIDEO STATION
SETS SIX-NIGHT SKED
3.

New, ambitious program schedule
Of Six nights weekly goes into effect

and
for

Ansco.

ThUrs. (5) on Television Produccrew and time allowed runs from tions' (Paramount) station W6XYZ
Ave to 48 hours, depending on cir- here. Replacing the crstw.hile' two,,
cumstances and material.
nights weekly sked," the blossoming
Special crew is being set up by will put station on programming par
Don Lee which will cover public with all other stations In nation,
fiyenls and record them on silent including NBC and DuMont in the
16m film. Stuff will then be ru.shed cast.
to Ansco for handling and on delivBetog brought here for the expanery telecasted on the .station's regu- sion move by W6XVZ are two RCA
larly scheduled Monday night pro- Image Orthicon cameras, first ever
gram. . \
consigned to the coa.st. Gadgets are
Sound effects will be added later now en route by air express, and
where necessary via the special crew will be used for remote pickups, as
consi.sting- of
announcer, lensman station's new programming includes
and sound effector,
considerable sports' coverage.
,

Giosa, to whoin pugiUstics

WNBT

officials who will testify
include: Dr. Frank Stanton, pre.sident; yeepees Adrian Murphy and

Larry Lowman; Donald JHorton,

men

Telerating Sample

3.

take note.

chief

which way the wind is blowing.
At the same time, all six FCC

,

homes.

presentation in favor of waiting for
electronic color. Jack Poppele. pi'esi-,

'

-

'

.

;

views with

should not be compared with
radio ratings b.y. reducing the two to
eo.mparative audience costs.
Compai^if'on of television :again,«t radio

,

lislening today Will,
the fi-ce choice: of,

to testify but fs keeping
on identity o£ its other spokesmen until the hearing opens.
One of the most important wit'
Jollifle

mum

vvill

pictures

and broken

anrl rer

,

.shortly be made in which picwould be relayed with equal

clarity over -distances up to five
miles.
He suggested that the demotvtrnlioiis that engineer could ih-

'

lerccpt the beams with mirrors and
then flash them around the room;.
ultimately, reproducing the complete
imap,e on the second tv screen^

,

Eniilio

I

,

.

dicate

of

hi.s

name

that

opcrate.s

XEW

Mexico's largest stations,
and
various auxiliary services,
as disk plants and two big

600,000,000

XEQ, and

|

RCA's
Goldsmith

.such

loc'al

co's

(ilmhouse.'!,

pioiieer

,

has become Mexi-

television chain opera-

tor.

Mc

all-electronic
said,

color

tele.

operates on the

ul tra-

:

I

high radio waves— 500 megap.y.cle.s a
.setond-^but photovision is literally':
oLit of the t,adio spectrum, operating
on 600,000,000 megs a .second. By
using this "high intensity ehiargy
!..s6iirce'.'"ghost images and' shadO\v'
ell'ects" 4rre eliminated on tv screens.
,

I

of

Azcnrraga has asked the Ministry
Communications
and
Public
.

Works

for

.')0,OOO-watt

franchises covering a
lelevisibn station here,

1

,

I

and one each of lesser potency in
the key provincial cities of Guadalajara, Tampico, Mbnterrey, Torreonf
Puebla and Vera Cruz, which he
hopes to start early next year.

I

,

,!end
I

transin'itt.er
j

trcs
I

|.

1

Cincinnati—Croslcy Radio Corp,
the first to receive two FCC television permits in one day. One is

may also be used to
tele broadcasts from, a central
to motion Efcture theafor showing on theatre televi.sifin screens.
This could be done
so that no other broadca.stei-s or tcleviewere outside the film houses could
Photovi.slon

,

i

.

intercept the programs.
Question of FCC's jurisdiction over
for
Cincy, which will oper- i"lighl'' as well as radio beams came
ate on channel 4, and the other for up for some discussion at the denjColumbus, to outlet on onftlration. Goldsmith pointed out
channel 3. Beaming will emanate that he Communications Act merely
fiom the tallest buildings in each provides for jurisdiction over- "wire

is

also

devise pther types ol
color broadcasting,
u.ses

would

Spreads Self in Tele

I

I

WLWT,

demonstrate for FCC .its new lightbeam (technique of relaying either
black-and'White or color video to
demonstrato its versatility and pos.«ible

;

;tui'es

Mexico City, Nov. 26:
Azcarraga, head of the syn-

demoastration,

IHe

u-i'n.smitted

l>ioken by intercepting the light
beam.s over a 12-foot distance. Goldsmith explained that public tests

:

the. t'':le-radio

IMexico's Azcarraga

will describe the Thomascolor process of photography and its possible uses in video.

anticipated,

we:-,f

I

I

•

is

In
I

however. shoW

owner between the two media.

nesses will be David Smith, director
of re.seareh for Philco, who ako
heads, this television eomraittee tjf
the RTPB.

it

.

now

those of the Radio Technical Planning Board. RCA, which expects to
be on the stand between two and
four hours, has tabbed Dr. C. B.

DuMont.

:

i

at-

Manufacturers To Aid
CBS may expect at least qualified
support from several of the manufacturer.? who have filed appearances. Bendix, WestinghOu.se, and
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.
have all worked on CBS type transmilting and receiving equipment and
will report on its eftici^sncy and
probable costs. Similar info will be
presented by Federal Teleconcimuriir
cations Laboratories on its experiment.? in: rainbow tele;;
Another technique for arriving at
color video will be interposed b.y
Thomascolor, Inc., whose representa.lives Carl Haverlin and E. C. Page

-

I

commissioners are getting, their
fill
of the black-and-white images through RCA or Dumont
receivers
installed
their'
in

TBA

'

I

It doesn't necessarily mean, of
course, that FCC members ha\ e
their minds on the
color question.
But it shows

tempt

actually get its audience
figures at a relatively

To get video audience mea.surements, all that's necessary is the in- $30,000.
Color, Too
clusion of a question a.sking whether
Photovision can be used to relay
the interviewed was "either looking
at or listening to a program just color video as well as black-andnow." In that way, it will be pos- white pictures. It o.perates in light
.sible to get a figure on the si2e of a
or dai-kness, without any intei'fertele audience that's directly com- .ence from static or other interferGoldsmith
parable to radio Hooperatings. Be- ence inherent in radio.
cau.se only
a certain number of ;:dm!liod, however. H'-t ri.lbt now/
known people presently own tele photovision will not woi'k .sati.sfactorily in fog or in atniosph''ve heavisets, the private surveys conducted
by Hooper thus far utilized the files ly charged with du.st particles; He
on these owners, instead of making described this, however, as a "temporary" obstacle which: will be overCalls at random.
Hooper cautioned that the present come. Other engineers upheld his
tele surveys were not comparable afsertibrt that "light beams'' had been
widely :;used by the English, Gerto anythiiig else, since all pre.»ent
owners are enthusiastic f;in,s who mwns and Americans for relaying
have already been surveyed to voice communications during^ the
death."
Thus, he said, tele ratiii.ia.s war.

ago.

TBA, and

;

&

;

some weeks

will speak for
to coordinate

T.- coaxial cable now used, it was
pointed out.
It will also transmit
images with much greater shnrpnc.=s
and clarity since, Goldsmith said, "a
television image loses about 40% of
its definition or sharpness when it is
transmitted by coaxial, cable.". :He
added: "The coaxial between- New
York and Washington costs millions
to install; a series of relay stations
between the two cities for the" transmi.ssion of pictures and sound over
tlie light beams would not exceed

and thence to other cities is many
times cheaper than the co-stly A. T.

also to radio.

made up

dent,

no additional charge.
In his bi-weekly Hqoperating HiLights, Hooper points out that tele
should

of

beam" technique

''light

to relay pictures of an outdoor I'ootr
ball game from field to transmitter

lower price than radio because one
mea.surement budget could apply
tor both media. Radio ratings will
continue to be'comparable with the
past, he said, whereas tele ratiniis
can be compared to each other and

both put in orders for the monosets

The new

for 'Obtaining radio Hooperatings.
Consequently, Hooper declared, techniques and statistics already in
effect for radio can be transferred

measurement

.

FCC's Television Division, and
aide Hart Cowperthwait, had

chrome

Tlie Use of 'light beams," Goldsmith said, brings television netwo' '--s
definitely closer, and may "ultimately simplify: and
cheapen" video
bi oadcasts in the home.

to television at

Outside-FCC sources reported

Plum mer,

.

DuMont,

sea I'ch for

measurement, this: week with the
claim that retooling for video would
be a Siniple maneuver involving no
scrapping of methods presently used

With FCC's long-awaited heai'ing to decide whether or not to
commercialize the CBS-type of

Curtis

miiiTO:rS,"

Photovfsioh got its first public
demon.stration hero at the Washin.c;^.
ton Potomac Electric Power & Liuht
Go. auditorium last week before 400
members and friends of the American- Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Invention is the work of Dr Allen B.
DuMont president of Dni> "(lit l;.'b.
and was demonstrated here; by Dr,
T. T. Gold.smith, Jr., director of re-

by

C. E. Hooper made, his bid to the
television
industry for
audience

Wind

Washington, Dec.

with

it

'

the field,
Televisidn
Broadcasters Assn. are already on
record in opposition to the CBS proposal. Allen DuMont, president, and
T. T. Goldsmith, Jr., director of
research, will headline the DuMont

color

televised
Y.).

Hooper s Bid For

On the other side of
RCA. DuMont and the

CBS

as

(NBC, N.

substantial than "light bcam.s,"
ultimately you may be able "to

This, at any
rate, is the promise of "n'intoyi '^i"
—a sensational: new development by
wliich tele programs may be sent from
city to city over "light beam.s" rather
than radio waves or costly coaxial
cable.
Method was claimed r«erul
also for large screen theatre video,

is

di-

rector, of Television Audience Research Institute; William B. Lodge,
CBS chief engineer, and Paul H.
Reedy, engineer.

Black-and-white

receiver,

tele

Columbia

DOROTHY HOLLOWAY

,

more

And
do

mitter section of RCA -Victor in
Camden, N. J. His wife, family
and relatives naturally watched
him win the fight over an RCA

inventory by Peter Goldmark expected to consume as much as 10
hours in direct presentation. Other

,

Washington, Dec. 3. ,
not a joke, son. Some day yovt
may oe abe to rig up a television
network tied together by notliing'
It's

;

'

Hollywood, Dec.

Ar-

calls

the

The Family

mainly « side dish, works as a
wireman in the television trans-

characferistic thoroughness,
net will put seven of its top
on the stand, with color-tele

:

the latter to
process reels shot by a special Lee

rangement

All In

Eddie Giosa, boxer who scored
a 10-round decision over: Lulu
Constantino in the feature bout
at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,'
last
Friday (29) night, atso
scored one for television.

With

men

Telenets, Tlieatres Cheaply
By

commercializing
Columbia's mechanical color video
WGiild probably last the entire week
of Dec. 10 and possibly longer. A
good cross-section of the tele industry has already signed up for the
hearing and CBS, on whom the
burden of proof lies, has said it may
reijuire as much as 17 hours for its
direct testimony alone.

that
3.

Commercial t«le took a big step
Kostelanetz shows at radio's incepforward in Washington last ^Friday
tion, television wants to start right
(29) wl)«n FCC handed a flO-day
off with top show.s, and it looks as
though the public will have to wait permit to WTTG, DuMont's tele
Station will operate
until such shows are ready for tele- station here.

Fed

today

Kill Coaxials,

cons of

mechanical color video set for
next Monday, Dec. 9, it was
learned here this week that at
least two FCC engineers
tave
already put their own hardearned ca.sh on the line for RCA
black-and-white tele receivers.

DuMont W3XWT

Washington, Dec.

predicted

3.

upcoming hearing on

that the

(3)

ARMY-NAVY GAME

With Bob Stanton, Ben Gfauer, an-

By DuMont Would

WK.-LONG MEET

3.

Despite the fact that the United
out in front in the
States ranks way
tecluiical development oi television,
jiarsland Gander, radio editor of

L^ht-Beam Tbtovision' Shown

FGGPeiGTS

But Loses on Sets, Programs

WLWC,

I
!

I

i

to

I

i

City.

(

or radio communications," not light

:
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Wednesday, December

RADIO
---«•» » »«

From

first pic ed'ort. "The Great Betrayal.". ., .Frank Elkins, NewYork Times winter-sports expert, back on the air next week (J2), foi;
WHN at 8 every Thursday iiifihl, with skiing talks, through the winter...,
Joseph Wershba, CBS news writer for the past two years, named news
editor of WCBS, assuming the duties of late J. E. "Dinty" Doyle who died

Clailmor's

the Production Centres

in" October..

i

YORK CITY

ISEW

IIS

.

.

.

shop.

lilO

backstage shwidig at LonsI,{app.Y Felton colebratcd 39tli. bivlhday
"Guess Who?'' :bVoadeasl;:'«pori!ior
acro theatre iQllowing Salui-day (30
.Mort Green, scdijler for
Slicflield Farms pitched in with the eggnogs.
and emcee chores for the
announcer
"Judy, JiU and Johnny," takes on
Baby ooy tor
program replacing Bert Parks, out of town tor two weeks
.Elaine Rost has
hosp.
the Tony Le^dei'S,: born Sunday;; .1
become a cast member ot the NBC Saturday sustainer, "Frank Merriwell"
.

'IN

.

,

;

V.

/''-

'/..:/:/;

HOLLYWOOD

1

.

:'-'-v

;\.:^

.

.

• 'v-'

.'^

.

.

Pi'octer & Gamble reported withdrawing from co-sponsorship of "Qlicon
For a Day" due to shortaue of .soap ingredients. Allca-Seltzer reported
ready and willing tO tote the full load.. .Carroll Carroll, who .likes those
hii;h Hoopers as wftll as the next one. was called by ^thc checkers the other
He co.«it some
ni,a;ht when his set was polder than a ditcK digger's nethers.
show" a fraction.
..Bud Ernst, producer of "Queen For a Day," beat the
pneumonia rap, and next day Don Lee's Syd Gay nor took the flu count,
Tom Lewis heading east tor talks with Young & Rubicam brassies..,.
They'd have you know that if it weren't for Columbia's William S. Paley,
Texaco Would have dropped Eddie Bracken and bought Tony Martin,

'

I

.

.

!

j

Jean Colbert, WJZ's \vriman sports comment at.or,' guest shots on fortennis champ, Sarah 'Palfrey Coolie program, WHN, Dec. 6,. ..Jack
Joe Maosfield, NBC diMan) Smart birlhdaycd last Wednesday
rector, passing cigars on arrival of son ...Jack Hill to take over direction of NBC's "Serenade to America". ;. .Paul Crabtree, of the Theatre
air
show,for
the
Guild
Guild, doing the auditions
Comedy is wUiat
that's how close Mique Kirk finally came to a .sale.
Al Kantorowitz, former head CBS shortwave listening station, en route
.Dave Green, who affects the
Lee Strahorn, producer Paley wants more of on his network.
to Berlin to head Univ. of Berlin history dept
garish toggery of the gay chiematic, didn't want to spoil the efl'ect when
ol Foote, Cone & Belding's "Hit Parade," tiow located in Hollywood, to
Arthur Hanne.s rejoined CBS news he parked in his new offices on the Sunset Strip so the N. Y. p.a. comsupervise Coajit-originating shows
expedition missioned Don Loper,, one of the town's fancy interior decorators, to doll
staff and leaves end of month to cover Admiral Byrd's Antarctic
his joint with the proper pastels. .. .Floyd flolm parked here perma..,.Hubbell Robinson. Jr., back from. Coast ...Ernest M, Walker to Coast up
nently by Compton agency to aid Murray Bolen on the firm's shows....
for three .weeks in Jan. to set up his comedy show measurement system
Charles Vanda will be at the controls when the Borge-Goodman sliow
.Eloise Kummer, Michael Fitzmatirice and Roland Winters join
there
John McGovcrn and Helen Carevve to "Just Plain returns Dec. 16. His predecessor was Vick Knight, who just didn't like
cast of "Lora Lawton"
the way things were going and he also had too many other jobs awaiting
Bill" players.
I

,

'

.

(Fat

,

.

I

.

,

j

,

I

i

I

4,
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Casey Allen's Course
Racial Dialects

In

To Erase

Radio Stereotype Stigma

.

Dave Taylor, CBS programming veepee, taking two-week vacation now
Bill Fincshriber will run
the AFRA tcmpo.'-t has simmered down.

that

1

witli

mer

—

,..

.

•

Tying in

trade reaction that

w'ith

has increased recently against racial
stereotypes that give radio a black
eye, radio actor Casey Allen has

organized a new outfit, already endorsed by several universities, and
dramatic schools, to teach genuine
racial dialects to talent in need ol

such instruction.

Under the labal' "Dialocton," pro
actors as well as students aspiring
either to legit or radio careers, will
be taught the use of vai-ious dilects
in an authentic manner, so that the
dialects will not be. caricatures or
offend the races or nationalities being imperSohated.

I

1

.

.

Two albums arc projected, with
one— including European tongues
alre,ad.v

lake

in

.

Second album will

waxed.

Amei-ican dialects of both

.

North and South America.
For first album, Leon Janney plathis personal .touch.
tcred the Russian disk; Raymond
eiaesterfield Supper Club will originate from the Coast beginning next
Bill Rousseau, who used to boss the Hollywood office for Milton Blow, Johnson, Swedish; Stefan Schnabel,
the
"Fociis
on
of
pic.
.Third
the
doe.s
Stafiord
whilp
a
Jo
week (10),
picked to direct (iraig Rice's "Time For Crime," from the portfolio; of German; Robert Dryden, French;
Futiire" discussions sponsored by Independent Citizens Committee of the
Bernie Schubert, .. .G. Washington instant java dropping "Surprise Party" Athena Lorde, Greek, Joe De Santis,
Arts, Sciences & Professions, tonight (Wed.), at ACA Galleries, will be
and tunneling the coin into space. Account also moved from Ruthraufl & Italian; Luis Van Rooten, Spanish;
led by radio scripter Ira Marion on subject "Radio As a Progressive
Ryan to the Bothwell agency
Ray BulVum tagged to script "Gregory and Louis Meistat, Yiddish.
-Force,"'
Hood". .. .Hugh Daniels cheeked out of C. P. MacGregor's wax works....
.Bill George
Sandy Strouse cast as Flip Corkin on "Terry and The Pirates."
Wells, onetime adapter of the Lux dramatics and now ensconed in
Harding, assistant to Tom Harrington at Bates Agency, moving to the Metro's writers annex, suggested to Producer Arthur Hornblow, that the
CARPENTER'S CHI SETUP
,Maxine. lieith conducted torum on radio as teacher and student romantic femme in "The Hucksters" be a widow instead of an Army
Coast,
Chicago, Dec. 3.
aid at Weekend convention of Nat'i Council of Engli^ Teachers at Atlan- pllieer's wife. So it'll be on the screen.
.Thomas Freebairn-Smith named
Latest addition to George Boiling's
Walt Framer offering ABC his "Hi, Neighbor" show audi- successor to Nat Wolff as contact for the; Buchanan agency on the. Eddie
tic City
station
rep outfit
Ken Carpenter
.Jocko Maxwell's "Sportscope" Praeken program. Wolff has the more
tioned atop Empire State Bldg. tower.
important. duty of producing the (not the announcer;, who will head
on WWRL now sponsored by Heirloom. Inc.. distribs for a Kentucky comedy piece in addition to a like function With Abbott and Costello ...
Boiling's Chicago and midwestern
.Scripter-narrator Lydia Perora of NBC's "Story to Order" wrap- Cy Howard's audition record of "My Friend Irma," with Marie Wilson
beer.
of operation. George Boiling branched
.Murray Winant's "It's Fun to Ken Murray's "Blackouts" and Cathy Lewis.
ping up 40 of heii tales for publication
AFRA stocker, has the CBS
on his own several months ago,
Eat" moppet disks plugged when Winant gue.sted last weak on Dorothy .sales staff excited. .. .CBS and Chet Huntley drew a vote of thanks frorri out
.Nancy Moore, story ed for new ABC VHoUywood Marine Engineers Ass'n for their part in helping to settle the Coast ship- after many years as the head- of
Day's show on WINS.
Story" for Kellogg, searching for scripters through Keayon & Ecfchardt ping strike. .. .Bill Goodwin being auditioned again as a small town big John Blair's New York office.
Caj'penter, who had been the sales
agency .., .BarbasoJ's full-hour on WNEW's "Milkman's Matinee," skedded shot.
.Jay Sommers and Jesse Goldstein renewed for 30 weeks as scriptfor preem this ayeni (4i, inked by Erwin Wasey & Co.... Ann Harding, ers of the Borge-Goodman show.;. .Elmer Davis and Raymond Swing manager for NBC's Central Division
for many years prior to World War
who played the femme lead on Cavalcadc's"Mother of Freedom" show, bought by Broadvvray dep't store to; comment (via wax) on the news.
eyed for same role in -possible film of the book. .. .Arlene Francis' forth- Joe Rines and Ed Cash man take th*ir sunning at Palm Springs between II was, during the war years, the Dicoming legiter, to be produced on Broadway by her husband, Martin shows.
.University of Southern California dedicates its frequency modu- rector of Information for the War
Finance Division of the U. S. TreasGabel, will lay off Wednesday nights so Mi-ss Francis can play in her airer, lation station this week.
ury, promoting sales of all war
'"Affaius of Ann Scotland." . . .Radio gabbers to be- shown preview of Bill
boncLs in the midwest.
.
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CHICAGO

.

.

.

Kate Smith visits Chi next week and airs from WBBM studio. ..
Reynolds pen signing Gcorgie Price for waxed radio show.
.Prank
Faukner, WBBM manager, in N. Y. for AFRA huddle, .Howard Ketting
to Coast to confer on Gene Autry show
John S. Wiggins, son, John; Jr.,
Chicago, Nov. 31. Father head of CBS Midwest Division Sales promotion
...Warren Tingdale. newly appointed account exec, at .Foote, Cone &
Beiding, on Armour account, currently dickering for five half-hour shots
on the networks for daytime soapers
.Franci.s \yeigle and Gloria LaBad ie hitched Nov. 30. He is 'WAIT announcer,.

Nets Holiday
Contimied from page

^

.

.

wired that it would ask all clients to
get UN messages into their Christmas and New Year's shows; this
agency places many live shows in
North California,
Cross will have a number of radio
features; ready oh transcriptions. He
will have a 15-minute platter recoi'ding messages from the
"Big
Five" foreign ministers, as well as
In
30-second and l-minute spots.
addition, there Will be individual

,

.

ABC news

.

two-way telephone-equipped station
vvagons.
Trial phone
New York came, through clearly.. ..Paul
AJillen back at NBC as night supervisor of announcers.', .Roy McLaughlin,
WENR manager, out of Mercy hospital after surgery ... .NBC renewed
contract for "Kraft Music Hall" for a 26^station Trans-Canadian network,
effective Jan, 2, for 52 weeks
"Great Gildersleeye" brintfs Hal Peary
.WLS hosts its annual Municipal
greetings from various' UN delega- back to Chi for his show on Jan. 15.
.Bruce Mayer, WBBM
tions, and volcings will be furnished Tuberculosis Sanitarium Xmas party. Dec. 19.
from any specific delegates desired sound effecter, came through with a realistic touch last week when he
broke
his
leg in a sandlot football game
Norman Felton, NBC Central
by any of the stations or nets.
Division
program
director, vacationing in Hollywood
Mr. and Mrs.
WQXR, N. Y., will tie at least
George
Morris,
son, George, Jr., Chicago, Nov. 23.' Father with NBC
L.
three special musical
Shows on
Central Division sales promotion staff.
Record number of Christmas
Christmas day.
cocktail parties scheduled here by radioites row., .Tony Martin in for
confab on new radio deal.
reporters

utilizing
call to

.

.

.

.

WHY WAS
THE

PHONE

.

-

.

.

MUTUAL
CONTROL ROOM
IN THE

CLEVELAHD*S

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

STATION

—

Kansas City Sam Molen, direcof sports for KMBC, has been
News as
the No.' 1 sports commentator of the
year in the middle west.
Other

REACHES AN "L" OF
A BIG MARKET

tor

given the nod by Sporting

awards went

Harry Wismer, of,
ABC, in the East, and Sam Bailer,
KLAC, Hollywood, MBS, in the
West,
Molen does two nightly
sportscasts over KMBC and airs the

I

to

Big Six highlight grid game weekly.

—WJW

I

I

i

Cleveland
has come out
with "The Listener," a glossy 12ijage booklet giving station highlights and propaganda along with

network pictures and blurb.s.
I.Manby, station flack, is editor.

Bob

I

Kansas City— WDAF. outlet of the
Kansas City Star-Times, has received a plaque from NBC attesting
the

WJW's

Local programming means Leadership
d Locale where Listenership is a strong Link
between the nation's 5th great market and
in

station's 20 years of affiiiation
with the net.
Station was one of
which joined the net in November, 1926, all being recogn'iz&d by
the bronze plaques signed by Nilos
Trammel, NBC prexy.

Beaumont,

Tex.—llalph

Maddox

been named manager of KRIC
here. He comes here from KFAAKGKO Dallas, Fort Worth, wherq he
has

B

E

B B

i

?

wlf nl

lllf 5000 Watfs

from 4:50 to 5 Saluting
different local civic organization
nightly as a public service feature.
Seven-piece outfit was planted there
by Maurice Spitalny and is directed
by Jack Walton, violinist, and features Harry Walton on the piano and
Al,
DiLernia on the accordion.
Spitalny has his own weekly halfhour musical for a local brewery,
nings weekly
a

was program

director.

He

replaces

Jack Neil.

!

Pittsbnreh
station,

---

Town's

WWSW,

only
indie
has installed first

Swamped wHh calls
immediately after

last

Sunday's Broadcast
of

Tap Time, which has been on KDKA
every Tuesday evening for the last
seven years.

Minneapolis'—Illness of Ted Colforced Kate Smith to cancel
a visit here scheduled for this week.
Miss Smith, general chairman of the

mRRIED

lins,

FOR LIFE"

Sister Kenny Foundation
to have met with Sister
officers of the Foundation
in regard to the fund appeal.

national

fund, was
Kenny and

SIX

Lasting sales.

ABC Network

live music unit in several years for
a month's run, program five eve-

Dallas— "Your Life at Stake," new
program in keeping with the current traffic safety campaign, will be
aired over
each Tuesday.

WFAA

Memo. Ok!
MYRON WALLACE
NARRATING

Tro.v— Dick Hollander has resigned
from WTRY announcing staff to be-

come program manager of

"FACT

WBRK,

Pittsfield, Mass.

Minneapolis WTCN here is the
second station to have its PM tower
installed, the other being KSTP.
Both are NBC outlets.

AMD

FICTION"

FLAMOND
"CRIME

FILES

IN

-

OF FI.AMOND'

Prats RcprexeMotlvei

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

If

we

ever hope to dilay the

which lead

(ears

we

must have a free

flow
^

to wars,

both

ideas

of

and information
throughout the

world."
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network.
transmitter, from which they were fed to the full
to the
building before Judge .GoldBalso got a line into th« District Court
Jack
borough ruled them out of order. As a result John Edward and

WTOP

ABC

Inside Stuff-Radio
Spokesman
Times columnist

for

American Jewish Congress

ABC with few headaches.
Macon Reed, WOL-Mutual newsman, look his wire-recorder to court
for a quote. All he got was a glare. Beed
with him and asked John
nimbly told his radio audience they would hear "two seconds of genume
recorded silence" from the mine chief.

m

FM

'

Y.

inArttiur Kroclc on latter's eliarges ot press freedom
account
Kroclc liad claimed tliat tlie FCt', by talong into
frinBemont.
an
Us basis lor decision whellier (lie N. Y. Daily News should be awarded
its -nevvs
bias
license) charges by AJC that the News showed racial
guarantee of the
and editorials, was abridfiinft the freedom of the press
Pekclis, prol al
H.
Alexander
made
by
was
Answer
Amendment.
First
last Wednesday
NeW':Sipi)Ool Graduate Faculty, in, a letter to the Times
^
'''(27)''
"
radio license as a
"Tiie News," said Pekelis, "not only applied for a
but also
hewspaper, and set forth its. newspaper policy in the proceeding—
It was
declared that 'this policy will carry over to the radio station.
into, what. j.t
therefore the, News which invited the: comniisston to look
the. M^^^^
had done' in print in order to find but what :it intended to, do on;
But
True enough, when its invitatio'n wa.« accepted, the News resented it.

U

.

.

newspaper
obviously it cannot have it both wa\s. It cannot invoke its
from
(he. same time„pri5vent its opponents
to;supB6rt its case, !tH^^

For the second successive year, the National Council ot YlVTCA's is
running a contest for the best radio script that "will help most, in the
opinion of the .iudges, to stimulate in individuals a desire to live thefr
cvery-dav lives in a way that will help promote international peace."
Prize is $500 and guarantee ot production. Conducted by Henriette K.
Harrison, national radio director for the YMCA, the contest will be
judged by a committee composed of Sam Woore, prexy of Radio Writers
Guild; Helen Siou.ssat, CBS director of talks; Bob Saudek, public service
director for ABC net; Frank Papp, public service program producer-director for NBC; and Harper Sibley, chairman of international committee of
YMCA. Contest tloses Jan. 31 and winner will be announced early in
'

March.

policy,

Networks who've been kicking because they don't get any news out of
Russia thi-ough their correspondents had the chance this week to air Moscow's No. 3 man on foreign relations, Andrei Vishinsky, deputy foreign
niihister, who ranks only below Stalin and Molotov in his sphere. But
they turned the opportunity down.
Vishinsky spoke Monday night (2) before a Madison Sq. Garden (N, Y.)
rally arranged by the National Council of American Soviet Friendship.
Each net in turn nixed an invitation to carry Vishinsky. Rcfasona were:
It's too late, we have commercial commitments, we don't like a foreign
speaker, etc. Vishinsky, whose English is not good, was translated by
Popov, interpreter for Molotov; but the nets would have none of the
show anyway.

,

"Moreover, it should not be overlooked that what is being discussed at
right to cdn^
the FCC hearing is not the News' unchailen.eed constitutional
its
tinue to be the kind of newspaper it has cliosen to become-^but onlj*a constiright to hold a public trust and franchise. The manner in which
the fltnoss
tutional right is exercised may have a legitimate bearing upon
of a candidate for a position of trust and confidence.
regu"The Case of the News goes to the very heart of the commission's
unparalleled
latory power. The United, States has adopted a unique system,
has rejected
in other countries, for the control of broadcasting. Congress
both the idea of public censorship and that of a public monopoly. It has
confined public control to the selection of private licensees and' has left
with those licensees sole responsibility for the proper use of the facilities

:

it has put at their disposal.
"This is a daring experiment, based on the belief that properly selected
private licensees prompted by the profit motive will be capable of performing a delicate public duty."
KrOdk, answering Pekelis, still i.nsisted he was right. Even if the News
had defensively originated this issue and no. one had thought of raising
of meeting it, he said, ''I continue to believe that for the FGC to entertain it is a conditioning of press freedom and therefore an abridgement."

Chicago, Dec. 3.
1 lew outlet on
1430 kc, which ftled application with

New Milwaukee

FCC

last week, is toeing backed flnan.
cially by Arthur MeyerholT, Chi«
cago ad agency head.
Meyerholf holds only six of the
shares,
listed
100
with
George
also
of
the
Grabin,
Meyerhoff
agency, coming in for 10 shares ol
the new station, tabbed as the Andave Radio Co.
Staging that he had no interest ia
the station as a test market, Meyerhoff further claims he will have no

new

active function in the

setup.

Other stockholders of Andave are;
Fred Froede, Milwaukee bank prez,

,,ljgUey'

examining that

IKw Milwaukee Outlet

Beall covered the trial for

week answered N.

last

1946

4,

Meyerhoff Buys Into

24
shares;
Sydney Charney, 20
shares; Gerald Bartell, 10 shares; Ben
Barkin, five Shares, and Lee K. Beznor, five shares.
.

WTEY-FM BOWS
Troy, Dec. 3.
went on the air at 3
p.m. Sunday, with a dedicatory program from studios on the third floor
of the Proctor Theatre Building,
Greetings from the mayors of Troy,

WTRY-FM

t

At least two of the hetworks that were embroiled with American Federation of Radio Artists on "secondary boycott-small station" clause matter
will be met With a similar headache in January or February. At that time
negotiations with the National Assn. of Broad'cast Biigineers and Technicians are expected to start and NABET will very probably again press
for an agreement that will cancel feeds to affiliates of NBC and ABC, in
which NABET has jurisdiction, at which technicians are on strike. If the
nets continued to feed a station where NABET men were actually on strike,
the situation would in effect make, NABET men at program sources strike
breakers against their own outfit.

Although Judge T. Alan Goldsborough barred broadcasting from the
of John L. Lewis in Washington last week, the network and indie
Throwing their entire
stations alike in the D. C, hurdled the obstacle.
newsrooms into the breach they effected an up-to-the-minute coverage ot

trial

Albany and Schenectady, and from
General Electric-owned WGY,
and WRGB, Schenectady,
were broadcast.

the

WGFM

Cincinnati— WKRC

has

a

tiein

RKO

with
theatres for gifts of miniature records to and by individuals

during the pre-Yule season, the cutting being done by the station's
engineers at afternoon and night

In a move to widen coverage during its 1947 drive, the March of Dimes intervals in lobbies
town houses.
is preparing a series of foreign language e.t.'s to be used by indies catering
to the various nationar groupings.
First of the platter series was turned
by direct telephone lines to WRC transmitter out last week at WOV featuring top Italian radio talent. Roster included
and to New York after Goldsborough made the ruling, CBS ducked the Enrico Caruso, Jr., as emcee, with Margaret Rogero. mezzo soprano; the
"no direct lines out of the court" rule by setting up WTOP's mobile trans- Ciaremella's, Neapolitan comics; and Nicola Paone, Italian musical folklore
mitter outside the court building with lines maneuvered through a third- expert. . Lisa: Sergio makes the pitch far the March of Dimes in Italian^
Studio facilities, orchestra directed by Paul Romeo and producer Renzo
rfory Window. Gunnar Back and Winston Burdett broadcast the proceedings at 10 and 10:45 a.m. The mobile transmitter shortwaved- their shows Sacerdote were supplied by WOV.

three

'Of

down-

the proceeding.

NBC

covered the

trial

Stealing
,

Porter at

Money

.

Letters

Louisville, Dec.

WHAS,

ABC net show. World Security Workshop, will air a Washington-premiered "plea for tolerance" program "Memo to the People" Thursday
The play was written and produced by Sol Panitz,
(5), at 10 p.m., e.s.t.
public service director for WINX and WINX-FM, Washington independents. It was first broadcast lOver WINX as a V-J Day ani^iversary program last August, Clifton Fadiman wiir narrate the play for the ABC

—

Station Porter Trapped

3.

—

broadcast.

Christopher Co-

lumbus Sykes, was arrested last
week and charged with stealing
more than 500 letters containing
Baseball-Tele
money sent to the station by listenContinued from page 1
ers. W. Lee Coulson, station manager, said suspicions were aroused Walter Thomps6n ad agency for
when letters began disappearing Ford to pick up the. tab on at least
regularly some time in September. .50 of the 77 homes games. Ford is
A trap was laid for the porter afiout currently the top bankroUer of
10 days ago.
sports events on video and already
Sykes made full confession after has a deal with CBS to sponsor
his arrest and lad the police to more many
events from Madison Sq.:,
than 500 letters in a garage at his Garden this winter.
home, most of which wera unopened.;
John F, Royal, NBC tele chief,
He is pastor of a Baptist church in reportedly wanted to sign with both
LaGrange, Ky., and said he had the Yanks and Dodgers and made
taken about $200 from letters he had .several visits to MacPhail's office
;

did by creating fans out of people
who hadn't previously paid much
,

interest to the game. MacPhail, for
instance, predicts that he'll gain two
new customers for each old fan who
decides to watch xfie game from the
comfort of his, own easy Chair.

I

"HIRES TO YA'"
FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNPAY PARTY
ARC. eoAsr-TO-eoAsi

waving a check for $80,000 in his
hands.
MacPhail, however, after
holding out for more money

opened.

ftrst

*

CAKE

AFRA
Continued from page 27
ity of the station's talent

for

signed up

call and win an
election, call for negotiations

membership,

NLRB

with the station, and be in position
to prove that the station stalled and
did not negotiate in good faith. All
that takes months.
Fun Begins In Fall at '47

from NBC than he accepted from
DuMont, finally decided he wanted
AFRA expects to be ready to put
to sell to a .station that had no other
team, so signed on with DuMont. the ''unfair" tab on stations by the
Royal is assertedly satisfied with his fall of 1947. And then the fun beGiant pact, though, figuring N. Y.
is basically a Giants' town and that
the club should eventually perk up
to emulate its league-leading tendencies of several years ago.

On your memo pad

tft^

^

^

. w

iwher*

your (Shrislmas'shopping early".

i

another note

on January

:

it
,.

says^ '^o

better

add

"WTM and 200,000 radio fam^es join Columbia

1, 1947."

beeause

tion. It blankets three

AFRA

agrees

in

the

contract

never to strike one network if there
are unfair stations on another net
i.e., there will be no discrimination
against the nets or stations.
But
NBC Carried Bmll
All three tele nets covered base- AFRA does not have to declare
ball on an experimental basis last more than one station "unfair" at
year, with the big league prexies one time. It can mop up with one
willing to let them in for nothing station, before it tackles another. It
then,
carried the brunt of the will not be violating its network
members on other
schedule, scanning two or three contract, its
games a week of at least one of the. shows and other nets will still be
three teams all during the season. getting the agreed-upon scales.
Web got a taste of things to come
All else, after having won this
during the
final
playoff
series victory, is negotiable, which is what
between the Dodgers and St. Louis both
and the nets meant
Cardinals when It was forced to when they issued a statement last
pay $6,500 for rights to the game Friday (29) about how beautifully
played in N. Y.
the negotiations were progressing.
Specific plans lor selling baseball Having bowed on this one point, the
to television stations are expected nets had not far to go. There was
to be made at the baseball owners' never' any doubt that
a compromise
meet Dec. 31. Since the television Could be reached between the nets
scene varies with each city in ac
and
on all other important
cordance to the number of sets on issues like scales, basic shows, etc.
the market, it's believed the owners
The networks are not expected to
will allow sale of video rights to
win .in their desire to have a scale
be the prerogative of each local
set for five-minute and 10-minute

NBC

An Arthur

.

Put an exclamation mark beside
big, ibold, letters

gins.

this is

it

and "ACTION

NOW" in

a new, powerful selling combina-

prosperous cities of Albany, Troy and Sche-

nectady, plus eight high ineome counties* where people earned

nearly a M{«0n dollars last year.
If you delay you may be disappointed. WTRY's best time spots,

1.

Church Prerfvction

HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY

C,

•

MO.

AFRA

>

itt

most popular

loeal

returns to advertisers

nation early.

This
(

The good

is certain.

programs will bring the most profitable

who schedule
availabilities

Wire or

call

this

new WTRY-CBS combi-

wont be open for long.

US or the nearest Head|j5y-lleed

today. You won't be sorry (unless you put

it off).

AFRA

owned

MMy-Tny-SclMmcMir

«BMBsay«
it's

12 counties.

MiMiiiiTnyMiMMr
iMfMilffln-SllfllmlirliiiUni

W3KB

(Balaban & Katz,
Chicago), for instance, experimented
with picking up several home games
of the Chicago Cubs last year but,
with the few number of homemanager.

sets

in
Chi,
the station
couldn't afford to pay high prices to
the Wrigley club.

Team owners are expected
strict attention to

vision

to

pay

receipt:;.

Most

of them, however, believe that video
will tend to boost attendance at ball

much

this: too.

the

same way

radf<)

THE VOICES OF MARUN BLADES

contracts, as long as the negotiations

o.

<»

H

JANaLE

in

New

(Tuesday) after

o

r
o
<

u

yesterday
reps had ar-

a
K

RADIO'S MOST COMPLETE, n
EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE m
Dl
K
YOUR Jinifle Sung - or - >K

t

Written, Packifgid, Produced:

York

AFRA

0.

Talks re-

are held simultaneously.

sumed

z

that don't

tc

•
>
D
>

JINGLES
u

ceded the argument about regional

rived from Chi" and the Coast.

the effect of tele

on their gate

parks in

AFRA may give on
AFRA has already con-

shows, although

•

u

PI

<

Albaity-iEd Walker, publicity and
promotion director for WTBY, has
resigned to become promotion manager for the Albany fimes-Union.

in

en

e>

'UNNY A OIKGER' GREY
549-5111

AVE., N: Y. C.

ADAM HATS,

-

AT.

ETC.. ETC.

c
X

ical rates

There's plenty of meat for advertisers—
especially food advertisers— in this ABC

sand

success story:

^• PROGRAMMING: ABC morning program-

Today the American Broadcasting Company

ming, which has risen to top

other networks in volume of food adfood adververtising. Since 1942 aU network

leads

which result in a low cost per thou-

listeners.

over the past three years,

all

is

listener ratings

built to order for

America's product-buying housewives,

has increased 55%. But during this same
of
period ABC has registered an increase

tising

343%-over six

An

times the figure for the industry!

doesn't just
increase as big as this one
caused to happen. And in this

happen. It

is

case the causes were three:

St PROMOTION:

/# COVERAGE: ABC
* First

9 months 1946
P.

A
^^^J^

LB.

T)

markets from
age of America's major food
at economwithin— and presents your message

stations— now more

network programs.

The moral:

follow the lead of top advertisers

Swift,

General Mills, Kellogg, Quaker

like

provides intensive cover-

ABC

put
than 230 of them-do a terrific job locally,
their
plenty of enthusiastic promotion behind

Oats, Derby Foods, and Libby-McNeiU &
Libby, just to mention a' few, and ship your
goods to market via

ABC.

Company
American Broadcasting
SERVING AMERICA
A

NETWORK OF

23

6
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deceased has sent, her a bon-bon
loaded with potassium cyanide, via a
trained crow, He also i-uns a jewelStory winds up
snulggling racket.

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 30

Program is sponsoi-ed three mornings a
week by Union and carried as a
house job the other two days. It's a

and

I'll

you what

tell

to do."

sV )rt coin gamble by the client 3hd
it might catch on in the tear duct
league. Even if it doesn't, the medi-?
cine 'men won't be out much wamr

Helm.

pum.

i

The music filled an effective transition between the scenes, and the
sound effects polished the progra;rn
with convincing background to emphasize the action.
Anyone interested in studying exr
could have found
program, but anyone
jlist looking for some entertainment
would be more inclined to turn else*

technique

perl

much

this

in

GRAND MARQUEE

.where.

With Olan Soule.' Beryl Vauffhan,
Hope Summers. Joe Anthony, Don
anStone,
George
Gallag^hcr;
nouncer: music: Emil Soderstrom,

With rhiiip Clark; Eleanoj- Phelps;

Joseph Galliccliio
Writer: Joe Grcnzeback
Director: Norman Felton
30 Mins., Sundays, 3:30 p.m.
Sustaining

WMAQ-NBC,

CST

Chicago

a group Of talent, ejcpert in
directing and music, works
together to produce a finished prod^
uct, it is unfortunate that the efforts
should be spoiled by a mediocre
book. On 'this stanza, Nov. 24, story,
"East is East" was strictly of soap
opera stature without even the benesuspense
fit of some of the teasing
elements used in the soapers. Fortunately.' the story changes with each

When

acting,

program.
The book was a big town boy and
couiitry girl romance combination.
The dialogue and the easily flowing
continuity were well developed, but
the interest pull was

the story

nil,

uninspired.

Ignoring the story, the program
skillful radio product. Olan
Soule and Beryl Vaughan are both
experts in,, radio acting, possessing
an ease and tone inflection that can
serve as an excellent criterion for
some of our other ftctors. The rest
of the cast orovided, capable support.

was a

.

.

.

LIGHT OF THE

.

in a welter of gunfire.
Since most of the Crime Club selections, in their original form, are
regular novels, their adaptation to

anMorrison;
Bret
narrator,
nouncer, Jim Fleming
Producer-Dlreptor: Basil Loughranc
15 Mins.; Mon. through Fri., 3:45 p.m.
N. Y.
(Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sfliiiple)
A voice heard eerily through a
ghost fllterimike announces "Light
of the Wofld," the Bible's, gift to
After several months
soap opera.
absence from the air, this show returns, with the purpose of starting
all over again with the "day to day
At least its
story of the Bible."

preem

effort

had

Adam

and Eve

dis-

then-current affairs while
Cain and Abel were off in the hills
somewhere. Narrator Bret Morrison
piously intones that the speech has
been changed to modern patois In
order to make things more undercussing

standable tor listeners.
The record shows that this program, adapted from script by the
late Kay Seymour, will sell, in spite
of the sometimes mawkish moulding
to the soaper formula. In the opener,
for instance, the first husband and
wife took up the entire 15 minutes
in bickering about whether or«not

they should tell their offspring anout
the good old days in the Garden of

When

Eden.

the program ended they
and the kids hadn t

hadn't decided

come home.

The
been

question
a

burning

of taste has never
subject with the

soaper scripters because there is
However, "Light"
none, as a rule.
producers were careful not to step
too far out of line, engaging the
advisory services of a Catholic, a
Protestant and a Jewish clergyman
to guide them on interpretation. The
pitch is still pretty obviously to the
femme trade, with Adam pictured- as
a crochety, irritable husband, continually blaming Eve for eating the
forbidden fruit, while Eve is portrayed as a gentle, understanding

Judge

Mutual has a winner in the murder formula and, like a, good
gambler, evidently intends to play it
to the hilt.

To»Jii7i.

Judge Labuy specifically said, "the
court finds it necessary to hold that
the statute involved in the applica-«
tion here sought to be made violates
the Fifth Amendment because of
indcftniteness and uncertainty in the
deflnition'of a criminal oifense; violates the First Amendment by its
,

SCRAMBY AMBY
Ray Shannon, emcee; Judy
Lang,
Scramby Amby Swingphony; announcer. Jay Jackson

With

Writer: Ray Shannon
Producer-Director: Don- Frederick
30 Mins.; Wednesday, 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
This,

as

might be gathered from
another audience-parventure used by a net-

title,

is

ticipation
work to

fill

a sustaining h£ilf "hour.

its eastern premiere, after midwest and Coast airings, "Scramby
Amby" is a passable program, above
the general average of aud-participation sustainers, largely: because it
doesn't employ any of the current
zany gimmicks used on other shows.
Its appeal lies in the fact that the

In

living room listeners can actually
participate instead ol trying to guess
what the studio audience is laughing
at.

With Ray Shannon guiding proceedings, quizees are given a word
to unscramble, with the help of
three hints— one musical, one daffy,
and finally the dictionary' definition
of the unscrambled word.
Prizes
start at $12 and decrea^ $4 each
hint.

Home

of speech
picketing; violates the

by peaceful
•

WOR-Mutual
the

upon freedom

restriction

Fifth and Thirteenth Amendment by
its restriction upon employment of
labor; and violates the Fifth Amendment by an arbitrary classification

as between femployers and employees and as to other communication

.

cold.
The Scramby Amby Swingphony evidently plays without arrangements and stiolts pretty much
to Dixieland styling.
Pace of the
is all right ton this format. Jay

is

and

it

really

on the

looks as

if

he

going to drive a long

one.

\^ed men

ways ""on the
they hit

hard and

all

are

ball"

al-

and

prospects

often.

I

'»

J

Elmer Davis sent one of those dry
darts for which he's become known
("Death Blew Out the Match")
With Maurice Wells, Elaine Kent, over the air the other night. In closStaats Cotsworth, Sidney Smith/ ing out his news commentary of Nov.
Joe Latham, Brad Barker, Joe di 26 Davis sa^d: VXhe Moscow radio
Santis;
announcer, Frank Mc- gives us a bit of news tonight. It
Carthy
is that the United States is and always has been a dictatorship^ a two
Writer: Stedman Coles
party dictatorship^' Of course," monofroducer^Director: Roger Bower
toned Davis, "this is one more party
30 Mins.; Monday, 8 p.m.
than run? the dictatorship in MosSustaining
cow." »
WOR-MUtuai, N. Y.
Like 'em or not, mystery programs
Out in Hollywood, while thoumake good radio entertainment, as
Mutual seems to have discovered. sands in New York mourned the
Latest addition to the Mutual stable death of former Mayor James J.

—

of whodunits

Walker, a group of showpeople got

Crime Club

becomes involved with smugglers and the mur,der of somebody's wife.
After the
hero (Treasury Department agent)
and 'the heroine (dead gal's rival)

own tribute to
their
late
friend.
The Warner
Bros, outlets on the Coast, KFWB,
gave its facilities for a 15-minute
airing of. this l.eartfiilt commemoration, and New York's
Carried
the show platteries last Saturday
night (30),
With George Jessel as emcee, the
show was a sincere, warm dedication to a friend. Eddie Cantor sang
"Sidewallcs of New York," and Dick

are both duly suspicioned of poisoning the wife by the local selectman,
it turns out that the husband of the

Haymes gave with Walker's own
"Will You Love M^ in December."
Rabbi Edgar Magnon delivered the

is, this show, adapting
stories to a half -hour
format, and while it offers
or unusual, the series parades nicely paced, well-polished
murder across the air.

radio

WEED

AXIT CO.MPAX^'

RAtlO $UTiOII REPKESENTATIVES
NtK

Virk

Ritrtit

•

vltstM • CkicHi •
Sal FntKittt

•

MiMi

HillnnMi

little

new

Preem
'the

effort was "Death Blew Out
Match," in which a small Massa-

chusetts resort

island

essarily force radio station WAAF
to employ three additional platter
turners last May.
In reference to this, Judge Labuy
deolaredj "Congress has plainly

stated in

this

statute that

a

if

11-

censee can be persuaded by means
which place no constraint or coercion upon the licensee then the
of

acts

the

parties

and the

results

accomplished are not prohibited. It
legal and not prohibited by any
law for the licensee to employ more
persons than is needed, without any
agreement with or,' in fact, against
the desires of its employees or its

is

The employment of
more persons than are needed by the
licensee is not condemned in this

Menace

Cites

to

Musicians

such act is not defined to
be an evil which must be remedied;
such conduct is not denounced or
proclaimed to be illegal in any sense
through all the wording of the: stat"
ute. The only time it becomes a
crihrte under this statute is wlien the
employer refuses to agree. If an
legislation;

.

.

employee persists in trying to
demonstrate his demand to other
employees by means of a picket, it
becomes a crime. But if the employer agrees to hire 50 more employees than are needed, it is not a
criminal offense because of the de-

;

.

work

quit

collectively

in

order to

^Foilowup Comment
tt

ball

Original suit was based on the
of the Federal Lea act
with the Government claiming that
coercion was used to try and unnecviolation

show

CRIME CLUB

This lad is

peals.

Judge Labuy pointed out that the cision of the employers."
Attorney David Katz, represented
Statute
discrintinates'' $peciAcally
the Chicago Federation of Musiagainst the Musicians Union: "This
cians. Joseph Pad way, general counstatute could be used to deprive the
sel tor the AFL was not present, as
members of the Musicians Union of
Washington appearing for
the right to quit work collectively as he was in
Woll took no part
a means of enforcing their demands John L. Lewis.
with reference to the making of a in the case :because his father,
new contract. All other employees Matthew Woll,' is vicfe-president of
of this country have the right to the AFL.

use their bargaining power; they
have the right to strike in order to
enforce their demands.
Jackson was a bright light in the
wife.
"Broadcasting station employees
annoimcer spot.
Tomm.
After airing, on and' off, since 1940,
are placed in a class separate and
"Light's"' decision to start over again
apart from those of all other emaugurs ill for the housewife waiting
ployees in the United States. The
to see how things turn out.
The
statute does not apply to employees
Bible is a pretty long book.
I who are engaged in communication
Tomm.
i*
^>-•«
.

;

representatives.

"Whether or not the objectives
sought to be attained by this statute
are or are not economic evils which
should be restrained or suppressed
are questions not within the province;
of this court. This court does not
hold that Congress is powerless to
act or that the declared objectives of
this law are beyond the reach of
federal legislative control. The only
question before the court is the Constitutional aspect of this statute as
is was written by Congress.
On this
question the court is of the opinion
that this statute- is unconstitutionat
for the reasons above stated."

audience will probably

get a kick out of getting a crack at
the stoppers themselves, after having to rely upon emcee, play-byplays in most of last summer's audparticipation horrors.
Ray Shannon fills the usual role
of the ever-happy, all's-well-'withthe-world- emcee competently. Judy
Lang gets in an occasional song with
the hints, but is definitely no threat
to Dinah Shore.
Maybe she had a

"

industries.

!!9

the Supreme Court, because of
the
nature o£ the Constitution question
involved. It would not be necessary
to go to the Circuit Court of Ap-

C

GENERAL MILLS

AVNBC-NBC,

Continued from page
corporations.

or

.

,

WORLD

1945

Stations Fear Featherbedding
dividuals

radio poses a problem of cutting that Walter J. Labuy of the Chicago
was not met too well in the opener. federal district court, yesterday (2),
On several occasions there was slight
information
criminal
confusion as to the passage of time. dismissed
Petrillo,
Show on the whole had nice thesping charges against James
and direction, plus suspense as to president of the American Federathe identity of the murderer, which tion o£ Musicians on grounds that the
inprincipal
all,
the
after
are,
statute violates the Constitution.
gredients.

4,

together to pay their

WMCA

brief sermon.

But the deepest sentifrom Jessel himself,

ments came
who took a veiled swipe "at those

who threw stones while he
and tossed flowers when he

such as telephone or telegraph companies, but is definitely limited.in its
application

to

broadctisting

station

employees and no others.

As a result, the broadcasting station employees are singled out and held to
a more rigid rule than any other
employee. They have not the same
rights and privileges as other 'employees;
They are penalized and
prohibited in their contractual negotiations, while other employees enjoy the right which is denied them.
A penalty which applies uniquely to
broadcasting station employees and
no others; a prohibition which rela'tes solely to contract beween these
same employees and no others;' an
inhibition which defines lawful acts
unlawful when applied to these
employees and no others cannot suras

i

Mutua's

,

A
mRRIED

,

n

vive the constitutional test.
The
segregation and classification plainly
within the arbitrary group, of

falls

class legislation."

Plan:

U.

S.

Supreme Court Api^al
Attorney J; Albert Won,
.

who

did not actively participate in
this case, said in conversation with
the Department of Justice in Washington, he was told that the case

would be immediately appealed

to

lived,

was

gone."

but to Parliament as a whole. In
actual fact, however, since Parliaisn't able to effectively exercise its authority due to technical

ment

CBC

snags like not sitting throughout the

Continued from page 2g
year, and such as the government
CBC back in 1936, always having a majority on the
was done on the recommenda- Radio Committee, the Liberal ad-

decided to set up
this

tion of the Aird Commission, picked
by both Conservatives and Liberals.

ministration

exercises

.

the

actual

SUNDAY 2 PM

EST

power over CBC while pleasantly
The Aird report was unanimously avoiding the corresponding responsi-

for such authority.
adopted at the time. Now reaction
One of the points in which
is that, even if the Conservatives or
even CCF get. into power, influence Variety's story makes sense is said
over CBC will merely go fo the new to be the attitude of the Conservatives. Strong believers in private
bosses.
enterprise. Conservative spokesmen
London Calling
So wide has the reaction been to have said that, though they do not
the Variety piece, that one paper want the government to go out of
from London got in touch with its the radio business even when LibCanadian correspondent to follow erals mo-ire out, they think that CBC
through. Meanwhile, the, story has should not be expanded to, the point
created quite a stir up here, a lot of where it lyill interfere with the
people asking' where Variety- got operation of private radio business
the report.
Actually, to sum up, Conservatives
What adds further fuel to the fire would like to blend the U, S. and
is the unusual way in which CBC
BBC systems, but they are against
has been set up. Theoretically, CBC pushing CBC to the point where it
is not responsible to the government
becoraes a government monopoly.
bility

"GeCi Dear^eat

lots of

Wbeatles this

horo8ci»pe

Come

month—and tnakci your

true !"

:

M|t.!

LOU CLAVTON

ONITSD REX.AI.L DntJG
Friday— ens— 9:30
M-O-M—"Xlll* Time
"It

Happened

CO.

u.m., KST,,,
for Kf<;i>»„
In Broofc'ff „

—

Goddard

In

'Washington, Dec.
Pi'exy

3.

.

has

Justin/Miller

broadcasters in are.is wliere
schools are shut down as a result
coal strike to help fill the
"of the
by presenting interim instruciirKt'd

gap

tion via ra^io.
In a letter to

station

managers

Miller
country.
the
throughout
urged them to set aside oni)U(;-li
quarterrhours and half-hour periods
each day in. which educaUoniil autlioritie.s could continue general instruction. His suggestion, he said has
been warmly endorsed by John
Studebakcr, U. S. Commissioner of
Education,
'Ready.

Columbus, Dec.

3.

.

Tele Review
j~ Continued Trom paKc

dentally, was unjustly
this space last week of

accused in
messing up

a pro game on Nov. 24. when he
wasn't even there). Stanton's usual
easy-gomg wit paced the game niccBen Grauer, doing the colpr
Jy.
Commentary, followed through in

Training Before Nip Radio s Free
I

'

acute to force widespread school closings, officials said.

Denver Turns

With schools shut because

run sclipol class assignments, however, while the local
,

.

:

radio stations carried 28 educational

week and have skedded

•
78 for this week.
Among the subjects broadcast to
pupils are current events, arith-"
metic, history and English.
Kids who don't have radios at
home or want to, get the feel of a
classroom on the air are .urged to
get together with other. Students for
mass listening." Air- shows also ^iye
.the :pupiis their assignments; send
'

.

'

.

them on

field

Washington

trips,

—

etc.

Don

Bell, foreign
cori'espondent for the past 18 years
and most recently night news editor

for Mutual in New York City, has
been vnamed News and Special
Events Director of WGAY, the hew
DC-Maryland station due to go on
the air in Silver- Spring around

Dec.

damowed

Freedom

pon.,

print or on the

7.

Kogan Break Out
With Rash of Packages

James,

New production firm of Hal James
and Ed-ward Kogan has several halthour shows 'making agency rounds
that have excited ihteresf because of
their unusual twists. One, is an institutional "program, "Men At "Work,"

Jap.

hour, citizen's hour, children's hour*
symphonic and folk music hours.

and a.ssem-

of speech

the right to voice protests In

bly,,-

air,

what inexplicable

coal shortage, board of education
u.sing press and radio tp get the:
daily le.s.sons acro.ss to the .school
kids here.
Newspapers: are still
:

ari.se

3.

of the

is

last

1947, and that the
out of the money
that contract.

.'until

him on

Radio
Denver, Dec.

shows

each
ages

to

'

Play-by-I*lay was handled in fine
fashion by Bob Stanton (who,, inci-

for

sufficiently

.
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Japs Seen Needing Much Watching,

NBC

week

.

,

out during last year's game, everywent smoothly tlii.s year.
thing
Cheers and yells from the crowd in
the NBC viewing room were probably as vociferous as any at the
stadium.

Suit Vs.

goes to court this

.

And

although

are
to

some-

still

average

the
the

Japs

are

using their radio to help condition

themselves

tOf

.rejoining

the,

of nations (closely supervised

,

Allies),
|

family

be a long one.
Radio will be the important me-

I

ferring' their folk music.

Most

a-

.

:

:

James, who produced the Dick
Tracy show, is producer with Ellington Co. Koean is former radio actor.

(JOAK).

Japan has over 100

sta-

many in bad shape from
bombings. Most take programs from

tions,

programs

have

-.should

.

I

music,

the

although-

checked carefully^

Plugs were 'thrown

tion

in

or: even

Sponsor knew enough, howto withhold the commercials
during that spectacular last quarter,
permitting the cameras to stay glued
Stoli
to the playing field.

if

i

Japs have favorite film actresses
but no special radio faves. In addi-^
tion to folk music, they like the Jap
version of. soaps, with love interest
usually subordinated to adventure,
mystery, etc.
,

On

Shikoku isle, 20% of the peohad access to radios, according
to Schwartz. There's a monthly tax
on sets, recently raised from five to
12 yen (about 80c).
ple

the witness is prejudiced ...

test.

ever,

HALI.ORAN HOLIDAY

With Jimmy Kane, Lisa Kirk, Maxinc Sullivan, Mimi Walters, Jackie
Kay, Alix 'lournelle,. Pvt. Robert
Moss, Sid Shiller, 3Zlst AGF Band
Producer-Director: Bob Bendick
SO Mins.; Thurs. (28), 9 p.m.
Sostaining
WCBS-TV-CBS, N. T.
CBS television took its two Image
Orthicon cameras out to Halloran
Island,
(Staten
General Hospital
N. Y.) last Thursday (28) night to
bring viewers a Thanksgiving benefit show staged there for the hospitalized

Army

vets.

Most

interest-

ing feature of the program was the
fact that live musicians were seen
on tele for the first time since the
American Federation of Musicians'
ban was clamped down on the medium. Local 802 (N. Y.) permitted
CBS to use an Army orch for the
show, since it was a benefit.
Despite statements of tele execs
that they can get along without live
musicians, the orch aided considerably in hypoing interest in the show,
making the talent look and sound
much, better than when it has onl,y
Way
recorded music for. backing.
the camera picked up the keyboard
as (Pyt. Robert Moss played ''Bhapsody in Blue" presaged the time
when tele cameras will go into a
concert hall to bring viewers both
the sight and music of famou.s con-

Woman commentator Martha
Dcane; "More than 167,000
people listen to

my

show every

afternoon, lb me that
looks like reason enough for ad-

weekday
vertising

Disc jockey George Monaghan;
is fre"I'd say because
quently the station tuned to
longest in the most homes during
thedaytime."

WOR

Veteran artist John Gambling;
"WOR pokes its way pretty
powerfully into 16 cities with
100,00.0 people each in 7 states.
That's getting around some."
'

on WOR."

cert artists.

Since the proceedings were staged
like any benefit, all that remained
for producer^director Bob Bendick
to do was train his lenses on the
.

stage.

Bendick went beyond this,
cameras
his

however, to swing
around to the vets in
from time to time to
reactions.
Way he

the audience
pick up their

handled

the

lenses often made it seem as though
there were three cameras at work,
instead of two.
Particularly out-

standing job was done in the piano
sequence, when the camera completed a 290-degree turn to focus
finally on the keyboard.
Talent, consisting of some of the
top names in show biz,, was fine,
Maxine Sullivan scored with her
Loch Lomond" and Alix Tournelle,
a little
ballad.

;

French gal^ with her Rtissian
Mimi Walters, of "Follow the
Jackie Kay,

fame, and tyro
handled their terping
petently.
Lisa Kirk,
stress who made her

Girls'^

recently at the

Huban

chores comsultry songnitery bow,
Bleu. N. Y.,

was outstanding with a brace of ballads and displayed a nice personality
in leading the group-singing of "Old

MacDonald" for the signoU.
Kane emceed adequately.

Jimmy
Stol.

News

Analyst Fulton Lewis,

Jr.;

the Scot in me, I guess - but
recently
I hear that
reached 198,000 homes for SI

"It's

when

WOR

cents per thousand, it looked
good to me."

WOR

Spbrtscaster Stan Lomax;
tecently lielped me send 11,985
listeiiiers into a manufacturer's

"WOR

Radio hostess Bessie Beatty;
"My sponsors include such
people' as Procter & Gamble,

dealers' stores. That's certainly

General Foods, Pilot Radio, and.
many other smttrt timebuyers. Let
them tell why they use WOR!"

one reason for picking the
station!"

power-full station at

folk

have

agricultural
essentially
c 0 u nt r y
rural districts don't care for western music, preferring their own folk
music.

why would you buy time on WOR?

indis-

criminately during the first half of
game, often disrupting completely the viewers' interest in the con-

the.

.

Allies

omit the mili^
taristic music, feats of old warlords,
Samurai, etc. Japs hear western
mu.sic, but prefer the longhair to
the jazz, very little of the latter
being broadcast, ^apan being an

1440 Broadtmy
Mutudt

^

to

be done about

the Gillette commercials. Instead of
the interesting films that Goodyear
has fed tele viewers this year on
other Army games, Gillette continues to use Its nondescript slid^'i,
which lack any semblance of mo-

'

such

j

I

dramatization of the current Sat- dium in this education, according to
evepost series about average U. S. Larry Schwartz, ex-Army lieutenbreadwinners by Richard Thruelson.- ant, who served as Jap language
Scripters are Max Wilk (son of War- officer in the Allied Press Control
ner Bros, exec Jake Wilk) and Ted. Bureau- for a year, Formerly conMarklund.
nected with ''American Town MeetAnother is a quiz show, "Let's Go," ing" in N. Y., Schwartz worked at
based on the idea of Everyman's de- Gen. MaqArthur's headquarters in
sire for travel, with emcee quizzing Tokyo five months, then was in
contestants on w^here they, warit to charge of censorship on Shikoku
go and why and winners to certain Island five months.
questions getting their desired trip.
Japan had one network, NHK, beA. E. Geto is the writer. Another is fore the war. It was governmer^a crime show, "Was This Justice?"
controUed,
advertising.
with
no
with a panel setup of jurist, psychia- NtiK corp. still handles the net
trist, officer and layman. Writer is
under strictest supervision, from
Alonso
Dean Cole',~ scripter on MacArthur's CIE division. Central
"Crime Photographer."
broadcasting station is Radio Tokyo

,

,

by the

the educational period will

These are. full 6Q-minute sessions.
Dramas and comedies are featureiij
ow the femme and kid showsV Baseball games are broadcast Saturday
afternoons, in season. A Jap "Town,
Meeting" is on once a week. transcribed Thursdays (for cen.sor.ship
purposes) and: broadcast Saturdays.;
The,i:e aren't many soaps, Japs pre-

.style.

Something

37

first crack at pre-trial exams in the
them by announcer Don
Importanee of a long term 'super- JOAK, With about three hours daily
Goddard for $78,000 damages. Godlor own-originating airers. JOAK ia
dard was fired last Feb'. 19 after a vision of radio in Japan and the
on the air from 5:15 a. m. to 10:15
broadcast
in
•\n«hich
h^ allegedly need of longtime training of a people 'p., m.
program: dj^yided. into
15-minute
made
derogatory
remarks
about
Rep.
who still think of democracy in
segments to cover such basic studies
What They Hear
John
Rankin.
as arithmetic, English, and history.
terms of a fast jeep and a cigaret,
Program.s include news fabout an
"Goddard
claims,
that
under
he
was:
The complete program will be arwas stressed last we€k by a young hour a day in five or 15-minute segranged if the coal: shortage becomes contract to the network at a guaranments), a women's hour, farmer's,
tee of four sponsors at $180 a week ex^officer just returned frorri Nip-

"pi'epaving''::to

Officials ot the Ohio Education
Dept. disclosed that they were considering broadcasting school lessons
to any children, whose classes might
be lull led by the coal emergency
have not been
details
THou.Eih

Wk.

out,, station WOStJ, at Ohio
State triiiyersity, has agreed to make
time available, possibly for an hour's

.

''.-OfaiiO'

This

suit against

worked

:

top

NBC

Coal Strike Shutters Classes

If
NAB

Exam

Pre-Trial

Urges School Broadcasts

Oler

RADIO

P^niETY

We<lncsc!ay, Decemlicr 4, 194<»

:

W«"ilue»»lay, Dei'cnilier 4,
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Jocks^ Jukes and Disks
By George

'

By now

is

it

breaking a

scarcely,

:

,

it.v.

Jones' latest Victor

couplins;

a

is

'The Jones Laughing Record" and

01
I

report that Spike Jones'
City Slickers are really kind ,ot
sweil., Eveyythirig considered, th.ey
are .just about the :tnpst hilarious
group aro.und today and their zani-^
ness is one oE the most pleasant land
poSsibly' endurmg) cphtributions Oil
However, it becomes prorecords.
gressively more apparent that he
ana his gang' are more than niereLy
funny, In, their best momenls^the
inspired tomloolery of "GhlOe", or
"Cocktails for Two" or the like—
they achieve a unique and altogether
incisive Icind of satire. It's a talent
Jones'
that
transcends comedy.
hilarity is edged with a, sharp slash,
at Tin Pan Alley and those who play,
its wares.
That this is not alu-fiys
inimediately evident is because it is
done with such Consummate urban-

•My

co.rifi.denoe to
.

Frazier

I

^'The Laughiiig;
Record" opens with a traditionalrendition ot "The Flight of the. BumThe soloist doesn't got
ble Bee."

Pretty,

Girl,''

Suddenly someone
begins to howl wiih laughter, and
then,, sbmoone else, until the whole
band is in slitche.s. We're not quile
what, it .'itli rnearis,, but tlie
.^implication -wOuId seem to be thai
"Bee".' has degenerated iritb pretty,
niuc'h of a joke, which, incidentaliy,
Aside from. this,
all right with us.
file face is virtually ten inches of
uncontrollable contrapuntal laughter
ihat will probably have, you roa.i'ing
too.
AH in all, it's a highly eflective

and ohei, it' seeras o,hly -re^
able to assume, that wiU get a big
.tob,

play, on. the'.jijkes and home spins.
Reverse is a good deal more subtle.
As a matter of tact, it is pertorrhed
in such dead-pan fashion that a lot

(Mary

Used

"l

tion.

tr«wn-C*l. i7Mi
irOti • King C*U 1ri»-C«il. HM * itom* VtnciMrt-^M tXT99
Sunny Skylvr—Mvrcwry
Stinny
SkyUr— M»r(wrv 5004 '.dpi* Ca*«t-r«itf St«iT

Anilrawf Siittri— D«c.*

.

(Leeds)...

7.

ColTee Song (8)

8.

To Each

9.

South America Take

HaMr»r4-M«i. 1071

Charlik Spivoh-Vic. 20.|fl1

»

•

•

Oinok $h*r»-C*l.*

*

Dav* Danny— Muiicraft*

VaifghH Manrta-^Vic. tO-lOtS • Harry Ca«)-Slg. 1S03I • Rum Margan-Dac.
Orrin Tudiar-Muiicrafi t90t» • Jimmi* Palmar-Arvid 70S0

t«*n

AND GO HOMi

(c.Mpb«irra'«i«)

* Hal DarwIn-Cap. ni * Ui Irawn-i^Cal. 370M
Hal Mclnlyr«.;^tina S(& • Kdy Harltadt-laaf Star
Ft«Mi-*V«gwa 7M • lammy Ryan-Fomatn 7004

S^p

.

•

NEVER lOVE AGAIN

(Ltt

Xavlar Cugal-Cal. S70«0
Xavlaf
X70«0 Andy
Andy Itunall-Cap.
Ituitall
1003S
Tita Ouiiar-^MMkari
Ottiiar-rMMkatf 500t

ALL OVER

•

1

1»

One

—
^

The

-

THE FIRE -

€kn MmMV-Cadat

lOS • MiMi Oraihari-Dacta 33*31 • Tony Paiiar-CainM
Obifar S««|M-Vi<l. t&-lf*0
Madlarnairat-Cai: 37147

> all» ItOy -t. Oprt Jw-Oartiam
i^lltoralai Ma). lOil

It

Decca

101 • inric Madrjguar«-V«flM
Pan.c>ta-D»c.>

I
•

iach

Ink Spots

Decca

Columbia

Bros. ...

Mills

,

...

.

7^4

-

ASK
FOR?
MtUaD—

.

Sammy Kaye

.Decea

Columbia
Decca

........ Victor
Mercer. . . .. .Capitol

Johnny

.

Decca

Jo Staftor^

Capitol

Tex Beneke;.

....... .Victor

Margaret Whiting.

.

.Cafiitol

Harry James

1

.,

I'm Lucky (BVC)

I

Columbia
Dick Haymes ....... .Decca
Perry Como..

Victor

Jimmy Dorsey,

the Boardwalk (BVC)

Man

Best

.

Eddy Howard.

(Peer),,

Decca

Dick Haymes. ....... Decca
Starlighters ... , . Mercury
, ,

.

.

.Majestic

King Cole Trio,. \
.Capitol
Brown.
... .Columbia
.

(Vang^uard)

....

. ,

. . .

1 Les

Huggin' and Chalkin' (Hudson).
\

[

Sooner or Later (Santly^sJoy)

.

,

.

Tex Beneke.

. .

.Decca
.Victor

Bing Crosby

Decca

Sammy Kaye

.Victor"

JUNE RICHMOND
NEW YORK

ZANZIBAR,

Opening Dec. 13

PLANTATION,

LOUIS

ST.

MANAGEMENT

EXCLUSIVE

JOE GLASER,

—

745

Fifth

Ave,,

New

Pres.

York 22

PL.

5-5572

tee"-^Sonny Kendis (Columbia).
"Negra Leono"—Xavier Cugat
(Columbia).
"Blue Danube" ^Henri Ren«

—

,

^

— Jimniy

,:

Dorsey

DJANGO REINHARDT

"Once in a While"-^Tommy
Dorsey (Victor).
"Alone
Together'*^ Carmen

WORLD-FAMOUS GUITARIST

Cavallaro (Decca).

FralHrad byDiik* EllinqroN at CarncgU Hall in bit fint appMrdiie* i*
th« U. S,, It alt* a compottr vt
mwlt. Hit MiimbM'i, "NUAOES,"
"MILODII AU eRBPUSCULI," "SWIN* 42," mH.. ar« among th* blg9*t»
In rranc*.
Ail Ml -Worki ara publlihad by PUBLICATIONS
FRANCIS-PAY, 30 rM da I'ichtqiilw, Parity Who hav« Werid righti on

mat

is another comedy number.
too,
is
pleasant enough, but
hardly in a class with "I Used to
Work in Chicago."
"The Mission of the Rose" and
(Continued on page 47)
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MAN

THE BEST
I5\

T

W
W

i-r

,th

Hccocd-

tX.

\r!i.I>

VANGUARD SONGS
(

AVnmS, NEW TOKK

.

.

Hoag.y Carmichael.

Gal In Calico (Witmark)

CaaM*

»

m
'm

,

Bing Crosby

(Berlin)

Man

Brown..-

Le.s

Jimmy Dorsey
I

1

Rickety Rickshaw

a Lie,"

WHICH WAY DID MY HEART GO?

tS^',

Victor

.

Maiestio

Cugat-Clarke

1

the
Beguine" Artie
Shaw (Victor).
"You're the Cream in My'Cot-

my \ M4r Xhtk-UI."

0«v UinlHinl»-Oata«*

.

Columbia

Eddy Howard

WALKIN' IN THE RAIN
fay AlUliWHf' '14114**

.

Frank Sinatra

Cro.'jby- Andrews Sis. .Decca

I

On

4n

lEmX THAN

WHAT MORE CAN

.Columbia

(

'

It,

'.'.

.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
For Dancing

"Tangerine"

feMy Hawairf-M*|. 7ltl

'

.

.

(

..

.

.

I

I

Chicagoans
MacPartland,

Jimmy

(Victor).

RICKETY RICKSHAW MAN, THE

Mf f

(C-P)

(10)

(Santly-Joy)

This Is Always (BVC)

(Decca).

TMS

.

Passe (Feist)

—

.

VEM VEM
Hn
*

.

You"—

But

Else

"Begin

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA...

IN

...

(Wit'k).

(1(5)

I

iftrrochiHil (few).

NOW -

IRONS

Get Papers

I'll

You Keep eoming Back

Chicago" (Victor). .This is a
laundered version of one ot the
dirtiest songs ever sung at a stag
affair.
It is to Kaye's credit that he
manages to retain its point without
making it ofJensive. There's nothing
to be said about it musically, for it
makes no pretentions in that direction.
Its simple aim is to amuse,
and it accomplishes it with a lot to
spare.
You'll be hearing it on the
coin machines.
Its coupling, "It's

Oaii Amai^^Vic, tOylOtO

rattr tM-rCap. in • CharK* Spt«ali-Vi(. 30^l«l • Run Mafgan-Dac. Utn
Tlitaa SunirMaf. 7.10S • Oriin Tvihar-Wwticrart 1S09I • Vara MaMay-Diamand SOlt
f ranhia C«rla-Cal. 37l4i • Catinia Holnai-MaKury 3034 • Hmttf Caal-^Stg.'^
Artia Waync-lat-Upta* • Hark Kam-lampa* " Jack Mctaan^Caml iOm
Jimmy falmar— Aivtrf*

JOO MANY

Away

.

.Victor

.

Currently

UMI

10.1Wa

(Paramount)

(19)

(

Frank Sinatra.

Ella Fitzgerald
Charlie Spivak.

"V^ictor

.

in

GET THE PAPERS

I'LL

MUli •falha(i,.p«c.
ttarUa fi«M*-Vi«.

\

..
.

.

HOLD ME, HOLD ME, HOLD ME
GUESS

Own

His

Decca
..Columbia

.

.

Vaughn Monroe.

(Valiaiil). ........ .....

»470

Ell« Filig*r«lil-D»c.

•

C*U Tri»-C«fi. 304 • AM KaHal-Vagui 711
Warr>q-CMm« S14 . Da*k Wauan-Manar 1041
King

ISN'T

Guess

[

cornet, Bud Freeman, tenor sax,
Frank Teschemacher, elarinet.

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS

IT'S

(Morris)..

(2)

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah

Suggested Program

"Sugar"
(Okeh).

Dinah lhara
fhnah

(5)

Rea.son.'?

Frank Sinatra.

S

Decca

Colmiibia

Hines, piano.

t9''M

lOVE YOUl

I'll

Summer

For Sentimental

f

,

Ky.ser

|Tex Beneke....,

Whole World Singing Song (Robbins).

requires something less than
genius to predict a. staggering sale
tor Sammy Kaye's "1 Used to Work

"Hyde Park" Duke Ellington
(Decca). Johnny Hodges, alto
saxophone.
"One O'clock Jump"'^Harfy
James
(Columbia).
Herschel
Evans, tenor saxophone.
"Save
It,
Pretty
Mama"-Louis Armstrong (Okeh), ,Earl

Sinatra-Col. 3701*

MY BABY

1

Things Did Last

6.

\

Connee Boswell.

:

It

course.)

EV'RYBODY LOVES MY BABY,

ttmn

5.

Kay

.

COFFEE SONG. THE

U4y

Five Minutes More *(20) (Melrose). 4.,,.

Columbia

Sisters.,

{

Coming Up

Louis Armstrong (Okeh). (Armstrong on trumpet.)
"Dinah"—Red Nichols (Brunswick)
(Jack Teagarden, trombdne.)

.

(I

4.

10.

of certain /bands. JOnes' boys
are really kind of great and if you
happen to be one of the individuate
who have yet to sample their
artistry, "My Pretty Girl" is
good
a iMace as any to remedy the situa-

BEST MAN, THE

•

(Burke-VH)

(8)

Sammy Kaye
Viclor
Kay Kysei',....... Columbia
Frankle Carle

(Andrews

I

"Moon Glow"-^Benny Goodman (Columbia). (B. G., ot

Franli

Ole Buttermilk

..

marks

(On ;ll*cordf)

•

3.

t
. . , .

.

(O.Kford).

;

Hit Tunes ior December

King SiiUrt-Vic.
D«r*lhv Cla)»— EnlBrprii* 217

(10)

(3)

•

Chicago"

n>

(Samni.v Kaye)
Ballad— "This Time" (Claude
Thornhill),;
Hillbilly— "One
Little
Teardrop Too Late" (Boh Atcher),

"No

-

Rumors Are Flying

\

Jones Laugh(Spike Jones) and

Work

to

All-Hot

Uuil Pfima-MMj-

2.

}

(.Each of the followivg disks
cornains at least one viemorable
hot solo.)

U»

Old Lamplighter

N,oveUy-^"The

,

ing Record"

(Shapiro-B)

1.

Lou Williams).

certain

l.s.

"Humoresque"

Hot

1946

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines

Best Bets

\'ery far., though.

^ SHEET

BMI Pc^

of listeners are going to miss the
point.
WJiat the Jones band does is
to take "IWy Pretty Girl" and provide it With all the painful embelthe swing-and-sway
lishments
of
More incisively
dance, band idiom.
than anything wc have ever heard,
impnles the excesses— the revoltit
,ing little devices, the parodies of
musicianship, that pass a.s the trade-

II,

\\|>-I11

llll ,,.,n

IhlMlM

llolK u
I'.ld

.1,1,1

'.llll,

--l

li.ir.i

(10(1

Mni>et HImI,

lliih
I'lII''

(,.•1,

MotUi'i
Mi;r,

a

Wc«1nc9tlay,

libel

December

1

.

ORCHESTUAS-MUSIC

1946

4,

'Commy

Suit Redoubled

Woodmansee Out As

Cries

Capitol

YJ02s

Mark Eve of N.

Balloting

Series of Albums

Local

row's ^Thursday's),
resulted in filing of
802 election has
suit against six Unity
a $5,000 libel
V>a\Q
candidates. Suit instituted by
and Jim CoUis of the Indc-

Freed

neiident Committee, charges defendants with allegedly distributing

By

Whiteman for Signature

Whiteman, leading the

trie outlets.

:American

Fingers on Shifted Date

chief.

was

Publishers Societiesi

—

:.,

:

-.--^j—

'

'

,

Bank Quits Cosmo,

New

.

!

.

cried fpr revision, This law 'blpcks
the ppssibility pf collecting performance fees from diskbox owners in
that it states, in effect, that fees are
not Gpllectablc frnm music machines
situated wliere np admisssipn charge
This was written at- the
is levied.
time, tp cover saloons, etc., using
automatic pianos, but it also covers

'

|

:

,

Sidemen Co-op

'

\

On Band

have labeled the Independent-Coalias "Communist-tinted''
ticlcet
tibli
.while followers of the Independent

I

Slices

although he is. still a member of the
bpard and retains his interest.

^

;

Pi-^'^'tf^

the modern, record machine and ties
ASCAP's hands in realizing a rev-

ijiuch-kicked-

et-buyers^; ,If
this
arpund jazz concert

j

A large percentage of the musi
Al the moment, -Bank's Cardinal
cians involved in the pperation of disk ideas have not gone top far
He
slats have tossed off a, few twits of
top name bands, most of whom have asserts that a fair proportion of
thsir own.
been
drawing large sums frem mae- Cosmo artists and staff will joiji him
Meanwhile, those who have made
stros'
during
the
war
and
since,
apin the new venture and .that disks
a close study of 802 elections expect
parently
are
realizing
the
their
spot
will be pressed by other independent
the Blue ticket, which has controlled
802 for the past 12 years, to retain bosses are in due to high operating firms with enough capacity to hanmost of its offices. It's felt that this costs, and are accepting salary cuts dle outside work.
Musicians, in
jear again there are too many candi- with little argument.
Cosmo, gets
In the meantime,
under
bands
maestrps
that
sp.
far
incumbent
dates running against the
deeper in trouble.
Hal Mclntyre,
.party, which will tend to. split the liave gpne about slicing operating who seceded from Gosmo months
anti-Blue vote sufficiently to allow costs by reducing salaries are coop- back because of money he was pwed,
erating
almost
man,
to
the
say
tljese
L
the latter to get back in; however,
j„
^ per-date basis
j
they do see in Harry Suber a threat
r5y..^^!',..^!f'^"'*'°"Hhas complained to the American
to the Blue's Richard McCann for pr discharges due tp refusals,
Federation of Musicians to collect
president. Suber* when a member
xhis is true, of course, only in the spme $11,000 mere owed him. Harry
year),
this
of the Blue (he bolted
bands operated by Jimmy Dorsey, Fpx, agent and trustee fpr music
drew the highest percentage pf votes Gene Krupa and several others that publishers in record royalty matters,
past elec- are reducing salaries as they go
of any Blue member
is auditing the company's- books to
tions. Incidentally, it was just this along, rather than disband and reordetermine what he's got coming.
did
that
candidates
abundance of
ganize later, as Les Brpwn is dping
(Continued on page 40)
and TPinmy Dprsey prpbably wi-H

enue from them.

breaks even, its
say they Will consider

ASCAP feels that its case is agppd one; that a censiderable num-.
ber pf pepple make a living, or
realize some profit, from the operation of diskboxes for profit and that

themselves lucky.

:

|

On

•

'

Zito, lead trumpet. In

Mex. Musicians' Czar

I^cns Bids For

ASCAP Board
Herman Pincus ("Pinky Herman")*
for years one of the main agitatorsfor reforrtis within the American
Society of Compo.sers, Authors and
Publishers, and often successful, is
making a bid for nomination as a
candidate to the Society's director

;

Most recording companies

AFM's

Slaps Back at

Jimmy

have

been

shipping disks the past few
at an increased pace, but
these have not been moving over
the counter. As a result, most retailers are overstocked.

weeks

Dprsey "s case all of his men, with
one exception, agreed to slashes,
labelled as temporary awaiting the
band's dates up to and including its
Pennsylvania hotel, N.Y. and deAfter several weeks of ofl'-agninpendent on what happens during the
on-again talks by attorneys of both interval
of a sagging b.o.
sides, the agreement by which Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris' music publishing combine will open a music
Dorsey Snarl
firm for Frank Sinatra has finally
been arrived at, and papers have
been signed^ Certain details of the
Cues No. Car. Student
agreement as originally laid down,
calling for Sinatra's two youngsters
Warning to Beneke
to own copyrights of songs to be
Carolina
North
University
of
placed in the new firm, have been
changed, but ptherwise the accord prpm committeemen, taking a les.spn
from their differences with
is said to be substantially the same.
Twice during the past week or Tommy Dorsey which ended up in
two the deal was off and then on a $20,000 breach of contract suit be-

Nixes Cugat

Petrillo,

I

I

I

Mexico

also

Chicago, Dec. 3.
has a PetriUo who

beard. Pincus has
a large majcrity of
bers of ASCAP a
their support in
executives to name

I

doe.'in't

later

musician's

As Coast Head

of

MPCE

Hollywood, Dec.

sees
3.

Nat Winecoff resigned as director
of

Music Publishers Contact Em-

ployees
Assn.,'
duties as general

;,

giving

increased

fit; 'qv.

as circumstances pernnit.

|

desire to make sure the youngters
This element
will have security.
also applies in any film biog deal
which, naturally, came up even while
the twilight
In
Walker was alive.
of

his

life

his

prime concern was

caring for the motherless children.

Probation of Walker's will at SurTPgate Cpurt, N. Y., indicated that
the e,";tale probably would be less
Robbins Hatches 'Egg'
than $50,000. Full estate was left
"The Egg and I" has wound up
tp his two adopted children, his first
as a Robbins publication (not Irving
wife and his sister. Sidney Hams.
Berlin's, as originally planned) beof the Sylvester & Harris la>y firm,
cau.se of that firm.'s hookup with

of South-

Barbirolli

OK

in

;

Vienna
"

Vienna Nov 21

,

|

j^,^^^

Barbirolli, English orchestra

universal, which

,

be incorporated into the
although not vocalized.

U

pic score,

Berle,

Green

Betty

Garrett

for Victor.

and

Marie

:

writers or publishers mu.st cast a
ballot before the result can be official.
Now. if that majority is not.
the absentee votes are
attained,

codnted as vetoes. He wants that,
changed to ignore the absentee votes^
judging to be based only on the
basis of the votes cast.

Torme

Solos With

New

Musicraft Disks Ticket
Mu.sicraft Records last

week

tore

old contract, covering .singer and his vocal group, the
Mel -Tones, and is giving Torme 5
solo buildup. Plattery cut Tormo's
firist four solo sides last week.
Threatened lawsuit by the MelTones, brought on by the bust-up,
has fallen through, meanwhile, with
one of the sfngers lined up with the
Tex Bieneke-Glenn Miller orchestra
and remaining three lining up for

up Mel Tormo's
^

j

was named executor.
leader, has scored a; great success
is filming the Mary
here conducting the Vienna PhilMcDonald book with Clau.dette 'Colbert and Fred'MacMurray starred.
Vic Damone cutting 10 more sides harmonic orchestra.
The former N. Y. Philharmonic
folService,
Program
Tune by Al Jolson, Harry Akst, for Associated
maestro is the first English orchesMiiton
with
done
and Herman Ruby and Bert Kalmar Will lowing album
tra leader to appear here since end

Peter
Kreuder, composer
orchestra leader, will tOur the U. S.
early next spring.

Other ideas

favor of writer-

in

•

m

.

all

-

;

manager

ern and Melody Lane music companies as reason.
He denies any
other reaspn for the move.
Mac Green, partner in SpinaGreen Music Corp. has been named
pro tern chief of outfit for Coast.

last spring.

.

Deserts JH, Too
Detroit, Dec. 3.
Inflation has finally hit the hepcats ail's 'right where they dance.
-Like the "low-priced" car and the
the
lO-cent whisky, the nickej
.slot diskbox is retiring. In hpt sppts
that attract rug-cutters ante has
been upped frem a nickel to a dime
.straight or "three for 25c.
Leading the parade in. the inflation
is the- Wurlitzer Co., Who furnishes
a majority of the machines in operation in Detroit and vicinity.

;

Pincus',

execs into cither doing
something about the things he's sugor doing something about
ge.sted
him.
At the moment, Pincus is endeavoring to introduce an amendment to a current ASCAP bylaw.
Bylaw which has drawn his atten-^
tion is the one demanding a twothirds vote of either writer or publisher members on any problem. In
other
words,
two-thirds of the

Detroit

Walker accepting the Maj post—the

ASCAP

of

Society

|

Block of Majestic stpck will take
care of the late ex-N. Y. mayor's two
adopted children. This was. one of
the major factors which figured in

by

members, have consistently needled

j

j

Nat Winecoff Resigns

his

&

-

give

.

.

musicians off on the way.
Beneke's drawing $9,000 for the two

mentionea in cohfraets it's jiointed
out that .Disirisey or any leader for
that matter has the right^ to change
niusieians and instrunientation as he

;

TRACEY SUCCEEDING
JIMMY WALKER AT MAJ.

which he any

1

..

.

to

that,

,

'
.

him a board can-

failing in

or,

-

ASCAP

asking

him

machines will remain at a nickel,
despite increasing costs.
"The nickel-operated phonograph
is a favorite of high-schppl ypungsters and affprds them entertainment at a price they can. afford,"
Greenstein said in his public announcement.
"We feel that such
Eugene A: Tracey, exec of the par- clean fun is a good influence on
Televisipn
ent Majestic Radio
We are definitely
the youngsters.
Cprp,. will take over the Majestic opposed to a 100% increase on the
Records presidency with the passing price of pleasure and entertainBen Selvin, of 1.^504."
of Jin-imy Walker.
course, remains as recording and
rfhafg only the beginning, it's
personnel head.
j^jt here^

I

1

;

:

circulated among
the" writer mem-,
petition seeking

a write-in vote on balloting for
one of the 12 writer positions on the.
Refuses Price Boost board next spring.
Pincus has long been a thern to
Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
ASCAP chieftains with his ideas on
Di.skbox price war looms in Twin hpw the Society should, be run, parCities.
After St. Paul and some ticularly as it involves the welfare
their
asserted
local
distributors
of the Writer faction. His long arguboxes would be upped from a nickel ment-ov-sr a few years, in favor of
to a dime per disk or three for a
a fluctuating method of distributing
quarter, Henry Greenstein, presi- revenue to writers was at least pardent of Hy-G Music company, one tially credited with having inspired
of the area's largest operators, stated the introduction of such a procedure

local boy to sit down for a chat with
eye on increa.sing tourist trade with
Americano music s]

i

Meanwhile, Dorsey and his attorneys Continue to fluff off the school's
$20,000 suit, pointing out that all
Barton firm would be held by him, contracts fpr appearances by Derbut that he would not be actively sey call for only 17 men plus
interested in the firm any longer. leader; that the string section, the
Now, it'appears, a deal will be made absence of which is supposed to
tp buy him Out.
liave been the basis for the students'
suit, is optional and not specifically

-

Is

didate,

he had discussed
Mexican

union.

War

Seen in Minn.; One Oi^

from Aleman

letter

that

Diskbox Price

.

,

days.

-

Musical czar nixed date and explained that when PetriUo allowed
Mexican bands to play in U. S. he
would do likewise. President Aleman
is in hopes of getting Petrillo and

week
Finally, Sinatra and Mor- ing filed against the latter, last
Tex Beneke-Glenn
the
their attorneys, got together warned
York, where the singer is Miller orchestra to show up in full
currently and Will be for another strength for a two-day date this
three weeks or so. and straightened week or similar charges will result,
things out. Meanwhile, Lester Saclis. Beneke was told by communique
Who will head the Sinatra firm in that the U. of North Carolina stu
N, Y., has had a desk at Morris' dents expected to dance to his
strings and full complement Friclay
If. Y. offices for the past month.
Sinatra's
negotiations with the and Saturday (6-7) and not to dump
Withdrew recently, for his portion
of the firm's stock, remains status
quo. When he first got into N. Y. a
couple weeks ago, there was talk
that Sinatra's 33 1/3 interest in the

counterpart.

S.

the deal with the head of

and

Barton Music Co., from

personal

came saying

again.

New

his U.

Xavier Cugat got an invite to play
at inauguration ceremonies of Mexico's prez-elect, Aleman. Few days

Tommy

in

like

action.

would not materialize to the extent
they had expected.
They still are

do.

Jimmy

mended

not. certain that mountains of disks,
kiddie,
Xmas and otherwise are
going to move at their usual rate,
but they're currently more hopeful
due to the sale spurt.

-

Morris, Sinatra

the Look-up

Retail record sales, which have
been off approximately 30% recently, gave promise of picking up over
the latter part of last week just
when manufacturers had begun to
worry that the expected Xmas trade

m

Even in Brown's case, however,
some of his former sidemen are returning
at
much lower figures,
notably Butch Stone, sax-comic, and

members should receive some
its
revenue for this sort of- performance
of their works.
U. S. is said to be the only coun*
try in the world which does not
exact performance fees from music
boxes, and the Confederation session
in Washington several weeks recom-

Retail Disk Sales

.

ris,

;

Congress, which convel-ies Jan. 4.,
ASCAP's approach to the problem
is undisclosed, -but
it
undoubtedly
will involve .the 1909 copyright law,
wihich for. years, from; the viewpoint
of publishers and songwriters, has

.

Label

^

Pact

-

to

i

-

New

,

New Co.

failure

collect

!

'

.

said to

Sets

In

for

performance fees from ,diskboxes, is. preparing tp d<' something
about the problem. ASCAP heads,
chestra into the. soup, as far as ad- goaded by the Convention's blast,
vaiice ticket sales are concerned.
which; for obvious reasons, was diHerraan had been dated for Civic Ne<^*^<l at the aovernment. for not.
Aud Music Hall, Nov. 23, but it was Pr.otectin-g those rights, rather than
discoveijed only a: week before that at ASCAP, the. -convention hpsl,; are
that was
the night the Scripps- lining up filans to tackle the h.6w

All other Signature disks by him,
have grown it's understood,' will be Gershwin
Howard Press had Dafthy; Kaye .to
A\ Manuti .works.
top a. Christmas :!beheflt-fund show..
out of .an "expose" of
Whiteman's deal with Signature
Since the charity affair was being
printed in the Nov. 7 is.'iue of "The
Independent," organ of the Inde- is on 3 non-exclusive basis. In a'dHairy Bank, who launched Cos- P"* o« '"^ the; Civic- AuSitofium'S
pendent Committee. Author of the ditioh to the "Rhapsody" series, he mapolitan Records some time ago, is "jain hall, Herman's bookers decided the competition .would be too
"expose" was Jerry Dc Simoiie, who, is expected to do .at least two more
according to "The Independent," de- albums during 1947.
going ahead with plans to establish terrific.
Heretofore, Whiteman had been
nies he ever saw the leaflet which
They shi.ffed Herman's, concert to
a new recprd label, to which the
bore hi.-! misspelled pame and was connected with Capitol Record.s^
Thanksgiving; night, -a lough day,
title will be jipplied.
'•Cardinal"
His
reportedly circulated by Unity memdifferences with Harry Weiner and the only other date left open on
a
bers. He further denounced, it in
U.slnnder, brought into the Music Hall's schedule. Move riecesRubin
UDtarizieid statement.
Cosmo picture awhile back in a ;sitafed so many other costly changes
As pointed out in last weeli"s Vai« posters, billboards and advertisfinancial deal followed by the floatriety, the pre-elecljon campaign is
ing of a stock issue, could not be ihg that it has given headache
being clouded by screams of ''ConiT
settled la.st week and Bank stepped > trouble to everybody, from confused
munism" emanating from the rival
ttieatrical editors to befuddled tick-,
out
the
operation
the
company,
of
of
damps. Supporters of the Blue tipket

Handbill

Amei-ican Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, which was
cehs.ui'ed along with the U. S. Government during the recent convent
tio.n an Washington of the- Ihterria*
tionai Confederation of Authors and

4

Herman Herd Crosses

artists

Co.'s longhair outfit, will do, first, a book
of "Rhapsody In Blue'' sides, to be
made in
York starting Dec. 15.

Broaclcasting

From Diskboxes in Non-Admish Spots

I

'

,

Prepares to Act on Fees

Dave: Dexter remains as -publicity
Clevelahd, .Dec: 3,
Two copywriters and two -Lasl-minute shift in booking dates
.were .let put with Wood- £or his jazz cOhcert here has virtumansee.
?.,...>..;>
ally thrown Woody; Herman's or-

Paul whiteman has sighed to cut
a'sories of albums for the Signature
label, indie outfit' which markets
.all of its stuff througli Genera}.Elec-

89

3.

Oliver remaining as overseer of ads
and sales, promption.

,

phony leaflet said to conlaih "lieg'.
^nd slander" in its. entii;ety; Thosfe
sued include Joe Le Mair, Al Manuti,
Austin MatJerry Serly, Bill Van,
thews an* Fori Hal my.

ASCAP

Ad Manager

Hollywood, Dec.

Shakeup at Capitol Records Goast
office moves H, W. Woodmansee
from his ad manager post and brings
in
the
Dunn-Fenwick agency to
handle all creative and copy-writing
work for plattery's ads, with George

"Communist/'^^

Cries <J£ "red" and
tossed irecly the past few weeks
major factions fighting
bv the three
on the eve of tomorfor 23 offices
etc

New York

,

\

I

Of the war.

another

.spot.

'
,

,

v

W^iliicfljlay. Deccinlier 4,

ORCnUSTII/kS-AIUSIC

40

10 Best Sheet

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

Kiuiiors

Eirol Gainer, Red CaUendei. Al Killian
McGhee, Wnu Beatty and HaroW We-t

,

Luck's

Thompson

FlyiiiR. ....

The lop SO swiiis of the weelc. baxed on the coPVngMed Ai(dtciicp Coj;er*
Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Netwoiks. Pub.
Vishedbijlhe.OUiceofRescarcluInc.
Stirl'ev Week oj Novevilm: 22-29. 194(i

dc/c

.Oxford

.

.

to tlio

\ Gil In C.iIko - "Tunc Place Gnl
\ Rnl^ Night In Rio—. Time, PI ice Gill"
i-;,.,;;
Best Man. The,
..
.V.,; ....
S'.ies— Blue SIcies"

Xm

Reasoiiii.

Seivl imentctl

Dvicliess

'.

Sjnllj-,Io\

Z p-A-Deo-]Joo-Ddh
I'll Get P.ip^'s
To ^Iiaelv:ttis Osvvu,:,

i?ai'tiinotiiit,:

..

;

.

Bli'e

C-V

C.uoss

lloujicl

itl

1

,

,

Were Only

ir ,V<Hi,

ci'*''

-

Sc)!. ember ciong

ABC

,;V?tliUut
Colcce Song
.,]yiolvose\
Five ,Miiiutos More...
CMrl Tliat' i iVii rrv
You lieep Coiiiiu;-! Back .Berlin
,

,

,

.

.

,,

.

,

,

i

,

Riclvctj'

Kicivsiiay.

.

Wondeilmd
Somewhcie in Ni-,lit

cpnMajor record companies are di,i;eslinji ,t^i"mS-:ot-the, R^'^y
tiacts music publisheii aie seekms to put into use ui thou leldtions with

Wintci

Terms call loi a sepaiate license for every mdstei m.Kle
a method of licensing muMc would put a consideiable ciimp m the
lanty widespread piactice of leeoidiU!; companies reissiung lecoided
songs on the ba.sjs of aged licensing aurecmenls, which often called loi
loyalty tees to publisheis much less than cuiient quotations Rocouleis
are studying the nevv contracts and as vet have evidenced no opunon.

Pietending

the diskers

.

.

..

.

..

Ci

.

,,

.

r

.Romick
.;

,

Lo\c Ol
Minutts Moi e
11

s

It Isn't

— i"Doad

,,,

BVO
BVC

itt'lion

Such

Witroark

.

:

Vi;.;-,:,

^

:

.

Reckoning'

.

Vanguard

.Berlin

.
,

.Mood

.

.Melrose

.

.

—

.

i.Duche.ss

,

.

,

,

."Shotkmg Miss Pilgum".,
....
I Marly, Tlie— '"Annie Get Your Cuu"Guess I'll Get the Papeis and Go Home
you Weic the Only Gnl
„
It's ;v Pily To Say Goodni«;ht. ...........
Oh Cut 1 Do- Time, PI ite Gnl
.;•
....
Old Lamp-Lighter ..
Ole Buluimijk Slty— Caiijon Pass.igo"

Chappell

.

,

Gnl That

^t"''"''''

?

Cnnvfprd

artists at

....

ci

c

[|'i\

.

,

Foi Sentimental Roa.sons
Foi You Foi Me Forever

Second 10

Latest tune to be banned by the netwoikv £oi iti allosedh usque 1\ih^
"I Want a G'rown-^,Up Man,'- by Charley Wickj in charge. ot reecn-di,nft
William Morris' Goasl office, and tcaiuved by Orrin Tucker, oreh,
was first to nix it, and other.s followed. Tucker's platlev verWon,
was released by Musicraft Records six weeks aso. As a result of, the
ultase, however, Ruval Music, Rud,\' Vallqe'.s publishing house. Jji losing
out on plugs on Tuckci's ABC lemo c lioni Casino Gardens b.illioom
is

Are

BurluvVH

Rnbbius
Wliole World Siagiiig
Wou is
l.i.nf.s V^e Did Siuumei
Beilin
IS
.
Wh to

pilal since. Total ol 325 jammed
p.vlblic for the night, paying $1.25 a hi'ad admis.sion. Admishcs collccltil
totalled $406 and rest of the take came oyei- the bar, wliere di'lnlc.^ ivin-e
tipped, for the occasion. W. k, ,iani-HeK.>iioners. donating their stM'View .tii,
the cause on their night ofl. ineUided Dono Marmaroso, Bai ney, K,e:.,-i-ll,
c'losoci

1946

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

iWei'k Ending. Not\ SOi
..Shapiro

Old Lamplighter .,
Ole Bult<!rm,ilk Sky,

Over $600 was realized at an uniiMi.il bonofit at a Los Aiigolo-- ta\oiii
la^t week for Charhe Paxkei. one of the coiintiy's top Nc^io nuisi'-i,
who suiTered a breakdown bcnpul nmnllT. a^o and hns. bo' n m the Im the sniiUl spot, wUicli was,

Sellers

Beilin

C-P

I

.Mutual
.Leeds

II

.

,

.

.

:

.Witmark

,

.Shapiro-B.

,,

B»kc-VH
Feist

P.isse

Rumois Aie Fl.\ ing
Septembei Song
Somewneie In tho NiflU—i "Three Little
Sooner Or Later— "Song of South"

Oxloid
.Crawford

...

,

Tuanglo

Giils In Blue"
...

.'

l

,

.

.

.

Santly-.loy

.

Witmarfc
Souih America, Take it Away- *"CnlI Me Mistpr"
That Lrltle ,Drcam Got Nowhere— fCross My Heart ..
.Famous
Morns
Tilings We Did Last Summer
.BVC
This Is Always— -fThree Little Girls in Blue
Paramount
GoHimbra Records executives are highly amused over an RCA-Victoi
Ziggy, inman bogin.s auditioning To Rnch His Own — f'To Each Mis Own"
In men for liis ,nc w orchestra in New Uncle Remus Said-r-i-"Sohs of the South",.,.......
style of advertising artists that Columbia has used for some months.
Santh -Joy
;
the current Life mag, for examplei tlrere are full-page ads by both Colum- Yoik this week
.London
He will then go What More Can I Ask Foi ...
bia and RCA, and the two are so close in layout methods that if one did into rehearsal with the band as soon Whole Woild Is Singing My Song
.Bobbins
.
not look clo.sely enough at the label credits one would think botli ads were as possible
.Bovlin
icadMng foi a sl.iit You Keep Conuilg Back Like a Song— "Blue Skies"
by the same company (assuming lavmen readers do not know at first sometime in Januarv.
Santly-Joy
......
No dates- Zip-a-De-Do-Dali— T'Song ot: South"
glance which artists are under contract to which company).
have: been set for hiiii as yet by
M-usic Corp. of America, which will
follotring ,<!onos arc tliose t/irti Md not have enowih periovmance credits
Dave Dreyer emphatically denies a report that he has ideas of goins book the band.
Arthur Michaud oil llie week 10 be iiichided in the top qioiip
They moslly are tunes
into the misic publishing business on his own, or that he was at any time will manage.
nsiiiy
populamy
interested an the Chelsea, Saunders or Viking catalogs owned by Irv
Elman, who delayed the toi:maRemicU
Gwirtz. Some conversation went on between him and Gwirtz, its adAnd Then Its Hca\cn
tjon of his new band when he got
mitted; but he claims he never had any intention of leaving his current
^. Millei
Ambod^ s Lo\e Song
out of service nearly a year ago to
... .Valir.nt
...
post as general manager of Irving Berlin to take over the three companies
Coffee Song— "Cbpacabana Revue"
return to Tommy Dorse v^ will have
.... .Goodc Music,
..
on his own hook.
..
Evervbodv Loves Mv Babv ....
three of T.D/s men with him: When
....Morns
Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love— fDuel In the Sim
the latter broke up his band a, week
Williamson
I Haven't Got a Worrv In the World
ago (23 ), George Seaberg and Jack
.Advanced
I'd Be Lost Without You. .......
Dougherty, trumpets, and Charlie
Triangle
[f I'm Lucky— "If I'm Lucljy"
LaRuc. trombone, elected to conBMI
It's All Ovci Now
tinue with Elraan. Thev'll iorm the
Bourne
Lingci In Mv Aims a Little Loncei Bnby
Elman's
sochon
nucleus

ELMAN PREPS
BAND FOR JAN. START

ZIGGY
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of

MaigK

— •Mai.Jie"

Mills

M\ Heait Goes
l\h

WHEN THE ORGAN

Billy Maxted orchestra, a new out
will make its N. Y. proem to
morrow (Thursday) at the 400
club.. Sweet-swing setup uses live
strings, alto and tenor sa.N, three

WALLACE-CAMPBELL-CONNELLY

Riekcl^ Rulvi.li

Too

So
ri

I

^

S

Tell

IV It.s

^\

lUan

Buike-V H

"London To\\n'

Capitol

B.G. Cuts 400 Club, N.Y., On the Boardwalk— fThree
1 Wk., Maxted Replaces PielendHi"
fit,

PLAYED ATTWILIGHT

Sii,;.u

Ci i7-\
Is So Refined

....
...

Wondcrlul—

Annie Get Yoin Gun

Broadway.

1619

TommY

Many Coast

Inc

New

Yorh

1

?

I

Valando, Gen. Prof. Mqr.

AcIicb,

It

Bcilm

Get So Late So Early ......

...

.

trombones and tour rhvthm.
' Lecu Musical.
t FilmiiRH'n':
Maxted's date is for one week
only. He's a replacement for Benny
Goodman, incumbent, who's leaving
Tommy Dorsey's on -again * oit^
one week eailier
order to form again loutme with the Capitol theaa new band on tlie Coast lor Ins tre. New Yorjt, appears to liave been
Socony airsliow. Goodman wanted settled once and for all. Hell play
to leave after four weeks, but was the house besiiining Dec. 2fi w^itti a
held to his contract. However, spot band coniDesed of all N. Y.: Local 802
gave him a seven-dav concession.
musiciaiiK orgiinized solely for that
purpose.
.
Tex Beneke orch opens Dec. 12.

Mrtet Hot

Bm»SJ

•''wn'atdieB.O
rksW
i\tl

'
,

laced
joom 01-,

''"-iw'^WBriken bans

rv,»».

.

Bcilin

Wliite Chiistmas

Why Does

Harms

,

802

lows

liUcja

v,i7

"

'

Election

Contnmed from page
for 802
Then, cooler heac's
trick

the

39

two years

agO.

the Blue
Atopponents at tlie la-st
tempted to consolidate various parwalked
men
lies, but failed, and Blue
back m.

among

minute

Some 70 voting machines will
record tallies east in the election,
under the supervision of the Honest
Ballot Assn Polls will be open fiora
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Of an estimated 27,000 members,
between 8.000 and 10,000 are expected to vote. Final party rallies
included the Blue'.s at Town Hall
last night (Tuesday) and Coalition's
Diplomat the same
at the Hotel
evening.

m
IMijllv's

our months/

,

Soulheiu
Barton

•

Me
*••

,

Criterion

m

SANTLY-JOY,

BVC

Little Girls In Blue".

•:

m

When

VotinK Machines

Philadelphia, Dec. 3.
the N. Y. Local 802 holds its

(ThuisdaY> "^O
lomoiiov\
voting machines rented to them by
the Camden (N J.) County Boaid
of Elections will be used; 802 will
pay $1,500 for rent of the machine.?.
election

'

to

Machines arc covered by insurance
and from New York.
,„

3
h}f

^

Great Soogs

CASE

'

•',,,

,,

'KlISiBY

PW,
My,

Each—A Winner
NITE-CAP
I'M

GLAD

TOOK THE OMNIBUS!
GUST OF WIND ,
I

Are Listrd In

MUSIC CO

1536 N9. Western Ave
HAllywoMi 27,

Calif.

WANTED
TO HEAR

dircclly from A-1 Orcheslro*'
Varitty A<f«, Muiictant, "Pop" Voeqlitls anil all kindi of toltnt intcretled
in

trittrain

to

ll»ff*y-KKq »Ui.,
GMAl(«NTEE;t

M. C, pASt2Mi pVtH

NMr

y«rk-rN*v. 2»-''CAN YOU ftlU
6A.,>»,$I)9^M.; ; HOVV

Ml^^

SQUIEZE THIS IN
tiNhlUr

MK

ON JOKDAN AOt RAUtOH,
A

M

FOREIGN ENGAGEMENTS.
Aildrott Box 785^ Varioty
154

W. Mth

St.,

Now

York )9

'
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TONY MARTIN
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I
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ttiyi

—

yo«fi»

gone
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BUDDY MORROW
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iBands at Hotel B.O.'s

Diskers Stress Need for Maintaining
Acoustical Standards for Ail Dates
New

plaice

and

studios

flli

on

effect

bands

ttieir

i

!

Ultimate:

worlvH .of
Capitol grabbed

recorded

tlio

.and. sirigers.-

RKO

GET ASCAP GREETING

Oil l>ii(«

2 900

21,000

Authois and

.,

s

2.7')0

J>^,7.'i0

batch of writers and

,

0

1-975

2 ,i00

975
2 500

bands

many

cases, recovdia.i;

compan-

disturb the physical
studio found to be ideal
.and singei's. Often:

ies are loath to

Sk^tup ot a

bands

for certain

drapes,

\yliate.V'er

"deaden; or

etc.,

liyen^S

.

.a.i;e

«tiidio

used
are

to

tordod it is reproduced
a band does a date,

,

,

Capitol, .for example, at one
time u.<ed MacGrogor studio in Hollywood which it foluid to be CJicelleiit for ils ptu'Uoses until it 'wais .rerately,

*

tl-ie

next time

in

the

among

the

ion

2,850

Vifeeros.

:

:1V12j

3,i!7o

Waverl.v*

bands
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workinji

'

h.a.wpvcr,

all;
b,v

(itiy.

the

i<i'

Lonibardo for

.

.

i

a.

1

,.

,

..: 4

.

.

-.

2 dni/s

aiiCe rarely

Tliatv.

vjavica.'

what

On

sct-

Freddy: iViiirtin (Ambassador; 900; $U$1.50;
special parties helped boost it to nice 3.200.
Rliss. Morgan (Biltmore: 900; $l-$1.50; hidef.),

tiy

writers

is

.Priii.i.iu)cnt'

maestro

Other $cribes include Jack
Bob Troup. Max Siiiekul,
.

-

Biz okay here, too;

and Arthur Forrest

Phillips

Pubs
George

ASCAP.

set with

Adams

in

Music,

Kollo.qg;

pop

Iveld::

Adi'tenne

Music, Greenwich Music, Dick l\uh\\.
Music, National jMusiCi Re(.'ord Songs
Co., Bob Stephens Inc. townod bv
former Decca exec); Tone Musu and
Jack, Waverly. Standard: Coleinan-Ross Co.

3,50.0..

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY
Location Jobs, Not

Hotels

in

achic\e.

to

•(Cliicago).

GREAT POPULAR

Kiiss Carlvle (Blaokhawk, SOD. S2-S2 50 min ^. Football ciowds boosted
take to lush 4 700
'G.<v Claridge (Cluv Paiee. 050, $3-5.3 50 man.'*. Dimout or no dimoiit
the\ find thi'- spot to eome .-.ec Sophie Tucker, Willie Shore and Bobby
Breen and pack the .ioint.: Top 6,500.

the Upbeat

New York

&TANOARDS TODAY

Howard (Aragon: $0,90-$1. 15 adni;"!. Matinee fine 19.000:
Budd) Shaw (Latm Quaiter; 700; $;!-$y.50i. Diopped to 3,400 la.st week
Lawrence Welk tTrianon; $0.90-$l.l5 adm.l. Steady 17.000

Eddiis

first
Ellington's
disks foi
Musieraft due soon. Band cut first
recent
couple of sessions in N. Y.
weeks after expiration ol RCA-Vic-

m

contract

admitted a
:|>ubhsh:ci-s to-:

wecli.

Sendrey, .Edna. B. finkard;
Loreniio Pack, Albert M. .Wnvnuui'
Richard Miles, Edward Lane, Dniiny
fliird, Robert GilbortT Waller freed,
Irving Fields, Irving Drutinan, Ii-v\\\g Coxffx, Elton .Britt, and. Euday :L./
BovvmaW, Standard writers: Burrilt

fiffecty

iri

Duke

tor

V.

Thaiik.sgiving and

indet,,y.

companies,

record

other:
o.mdleadeis, etc
is

Coiiiposors,.

Publi.shei.s
last

repord perforni-

his.bana-'.s

resiilt::ia

.y.'j-''-.^^

Los Angeles

They aie measured ofl from
kept by iombardo, and the

me

tntuie^

.,:

"'[

:-:'::-":

membership

Albert

Imiivntcs floor Slwa: ui \Uildorl. VroiiU Stiiutra

4,800,..

years. He im-nriiibiy Uses the same
Deeca .stiidio in N.Y: and the positions of his instruments arc the :identical :dist(mces fronr themikes each

ceitam

Song Suggestions for
your CHRISTMAS Programs

.!)()

Chicago

'
.

Topper of
method used

painted without its knowledge and
value destroyed.

To achieve and keep proper

1

.

.(»tiO;:
;

HiiiM < ool (Panther Room Sherman hotel: 950; $l,50-$2 50 min V Cool
.ru:e (or short run, 4,()00.
ICreddie Nasel. (Empire Rooin. Palmer House; 700;:$3-$3.50 niin.t. Present
show closes Saturday (7i and room reopens day after Christmas, with heW
show. VJ>rV tti-m 4,400.
Tt A VVe^ms .tBoulex-ard.-.Ropin, Stevens liptcV; 65(J; $3-$3:50min.V, Hefty

its

up>

.

d(iir.,«

same

•';'..'•{::

studio;

I

.

(-100;

j

or .when ii new .*tup: is being tried;
Capfiol .keeps liles. identically by
taking- photograpiia of setups from
ditTCrent. aiigles, .so that if a: session
exceptidnally well retur.fis
(iul

left

-iintoucliod for inijeterminate periods
to avoid disturbing .acoustics:, that
eiigineers have coiiie to Uno (v acen

.

:..

:

i. V..;..:.

$t-Sl.m)i,
Peniusylvania (500; $1-$1 iiO.i..
CdinniodAT (400; $l-$1.50f .:.

Johmvv .'Long.:.
Johnny pineappk^. Lexinglcvu

ilnie. (iiic .Of its
a/.clifCercnt: sludi<),

rocoi'ds,^ ih

New Worker

ICHiol j.ivwrt'iue;

.

HOO: $I.50-S2

..lUHiscvolt

Kayo:.

.

of' insti-iin-ieiUs,..eaC.h'

,

Iii

:

Sammy

Of.

M i-li

..

:

itudios as a means ql
tlie
.av:«iding Constant shifting .from ont!'
hired stltdio to another, with
aciH
:ao:company).ng phatige;
eciuipmcnt, engineers,., etc.
.

rceordijig

coiiipanifs stb to great lengtlis,
Victor, I'or example, makes designsof or .otherwise records distribution,
.

rffoi-diiig

'-Value

;

I

ii

base indicates tlio
and bandloa'drrs
cUskmcn,

Ytjvk

.

new
;i>

and

stuilios: :bahdU>:Klers

aM.iiui>-

recent

Records'

Capitol

Guv Lombardo.

(400: $-21.

American Society

I'llSl

8

1'lH.x'd

Coleman-.,. Waldorf

ICmil

1016

4,

WEEMS AMONG GROUP TO

Tiitnl

«'f(>l«

tiii*»rwttlv,BKQ-'l'a-tIie to loastsiurtios ,:set' ..lip bv the Uil'ler
;;»iieaiiji'6£ sccui-iiVg a pefrinmciu

Deeemhcr

WoJiicH^lay,

ORCHKSTttAS-HflJSIC
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(Los. -ATIffClCS) :

StardUsters signed

.

:

.

"

::

.

.:

:

.

.

Holiday; weien't as sood
Desi Ariiaz (Ciro's,, N Hollywood, 2nd wk
Swan Recordings in N. Y.
expected— true m most niteries; 2,500 wasirt too bad, however,
Lionel Hampton staging midnight as
Bob Crosby (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, .Srd wk:'- Hiked to 9,800,
uun sessions at Aquaiium RestauJan Garber (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 12lh \vk.l. Good 6,500 for the
Thomas Pulliam
rant, N. Y.
named as.sistant sales manager at Week.
5,000.

HOME

to:

.

.

.

;

:.

.

)

,

.

.

LIGHT A*CANDLE

.

,

.

'

IN THE

CHAPEl

:

.

.

.

.

.

,

MY CHRISTMAS WISH
MILLS MUSIC. INC.

U1 9

Broadway,

New

.

.

,

.

:

.

,

2 800

.

.

York 19, N. Y.

.

Vido MU.SS0 (Mcadowbrook, B. Culver City, 4th wk.l. Biiill. to
Van Tomkin's Starduster.s (Trianon, B. South Gate, 4lh wk.l. Tomkill,
on n\ei the ueeia-nd, and Spade Coole\ holding Wednesda,v spot, got

Four BrothMusieraft Records
ers signed to National Records
Red Allen shitted from Downbeat to
Spotlight Club,
Dave
N, Y,
.Jacob. Tommy Dorsev's road managei-, off T, D. pa3-rc>ll and back to
Coast soon with Indefinite plans
Boyd Raebum in N. Y. with backer
Stillman Pond on quickie checkup;
Sammy
returns we.st this -week
Kaye opening at New Yorker lioteh
N, Y. Friday (.27) one of the biggest
spot ever had.

WITH CHRISTMAS MORNING
IN YOUR HEART

Orrin Tucker (Ca'.ino Garden'. B, Ocean Park 3id
^'

sible Xor 7,000 this" time;

Tommy

.

Life

:".

wk

Tucker respon-

>

'

m

Tneker (Palladium, B, Hollywood.

mag and

Tliat .spread
2iid wk.).
Thaiilcsiiivuin turnout vewilted in iina.sli 20 000 loi Tuckei.

.

,

.

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

,

Shep

Pittsburgh

All-Time Favorite
Alvino

EXACTLY

week

Rey's

rtin at

band

LIKE

.

YOU

,

.

.

.

.

JIMMY MeHUaU

.

.

Darryl

Shapiro-Bernstein

BAND

Agcy.

.

Campbell, former trumpet
(Continued on page 53)

also

go into party bookings.

will

:a

Meyer Davis. In booking bands
for Glen Isle, however, no .spjitcommission deals will .be; solaght;
they win simply be boiighl.
la

COAL STRIKE STARTS TO

WORRY

DISK FIRMS

Sends

Warm Regards

to All His Friends In

Show Business
And

Calls Their Attention to the Following

have enough luel on hand to last
a month or more (Columbia
five weeks' supply).
Without
no_ records can be produced
since it is used for the pressing

them

has

On leave from the Broadway Paramount Theatre
ior a stay at the Polyclinic Hospital, New York

New

Song Compositions Available for Publication
and Performance

coal,

With

ANDY RAZAF

Little Girlie,

Lack

some

of coal is hurting

With MORRIE ALLEN

and Urge Publishers end: Perfdrnfiers to ©ive
For Further Information Please.:Contact

Possibilities

Hearing.

:

Therti.

a

MR. ANDY RAZAF, care of VARIETY, New York,
or MR. ALIN at CL 7-7100.
For

Your

Many Kindnesses,

Present,

My

Grateful

Past

Thanks

and

'week.

Suburban .spots were led by Jimmy
borsey
at
MeadOwbrook, Cedar
J.;- it's^ band that's cur-

Grove, N,

much

rently utilizing a

softer style

For

than heretofore.
Dorsoy played to
almost 2,200 people Saturday and
Sunday, with the average for the
lest of the week up. Log Cabin, Aimonk, with Chi is Cross, had 1,000
main room and bar Saturday evcn-^
iiig;
Glen Isle, approximately ine
same, etc.

now

aifist

copies

and

orrangem©nts,wfife or phone
PHIL KOftNHEISER, Monoger,
Staridprd ExploitaHon Depf

m

Tt)« Bl« 3,

N«w York

1019 Broadway,
1?, Circle

6-2939

.

GALA PERFORMANCE!

have

cl()aed

agreements

.for

GAIL MEREDITH

pi-e-

Xmas and:New Year

shindigs are beThey, see themselves
cancel due to their in:.;'
supply iieat.

S/NGS

to fret.
to

GUILTY

,

Waring, O'Connor Settle

Words and music by Gus Kahn, Harry Akst and

Fred Waring and Johnny O'Connor have settled out of court their
diO'erences over what might have
been due O'Connor from his onetime chofes as Waring's manager.
Arrangement .finally was agreed
upon last week and papers are due
to be.sigtied this week, eliminating
the possibility of a court action

Ed rilesfFy Believe That: C»eh of Thss* Numbers H«s Genuine Cominercia)

tlVe -previoii.s

ball-

For Reported $25,000

In Collaboration

New York

1

one-nighters are booked farther in
advance than that), but those who

Go Home."

"We'll Make If Up Some Day," "The Piano tnner"* Tune," "I'll Love
You Forever," "Repeatin' the Jeot," "I'd Love to Love You." "We'll
Meet Again in Vienna." "Takin' My Time." "Hipper-Dipper." "So Much
Love," "Easy Does lt,""Rendezvotts at the Rivi«ra.''

in

lure
Em li Coleman i.s the band),
doing LIQO coveft in two days (Fri Sat.).
All other spots were up
several hundred more covers over

rooms, too, even some of thbse in the
mining regions of Pennsylvania, one
of the best one-night territories^
Promoters are wary of closing contracts tor bands for dates a few
weeks: hence (these are few since

ab;:;iy to

"All Ii Well." "Fortuna Tallar Man." "Weleom* Loi«." "Lpeo
Over
Yog," "Ev'ry Second. Ev'ry Minute, Ev'ry Hour, Ev'ry Day," "Ka-Choo"
(The Sneezing Song), "Thanlc You for the Bitter Truth," "Go Home,

spots

machines.

ginning
forced

In Collaboration

Name band

hotels, locations and suburban spots
Glen Lsland Casino, New picked up considerably last Week,
N.Y., by establishing a starting Thanksgiving Kve and held
booking agency. Latter will handle over througli the weekend,. Hotel biz
Fields, who is no longer connected was
led
by the Waldorf-Astoria,
with Mu.<ic Corp. of America, and with Prank Sinatra being the main

Rochelle.

Goal strike is beginning to worry
recording
company
executives,
though the majority of them seem to

TERI lOSEFOVITS

BIZ SHOWS
MARKED N. Y. HIKE

of

sitibri

:.

.

.

Music hy,,,

.

Own Booking

handle.s .the b.usincs,s end: dt Field-s'
baftd. are following up their acqui-

opens two-

Vogue Terrace Friday

replacing Ray Kinney
Marty
Gregor's band into Club Ankara tonight (Wed.) :foll6'wing Larry FUnk
Ozzie Clark, long-time arranger
and assistant director: for Lawrence
Welk, has brought his own orch to
Bill Green's for a fortnight, succeeding Will Back
Herman Middleman
shutting
between
Hotel
Henry's Silver Grill and Carousel,
where he has both dance units
(6>,

Levy

Fields, Jerry

Set

Shep Fields and Jerry Levy, \\ho

Hit

:

i« the result.
How
coin v/a« Involved is undisclo-fed by either party; It'» .laid, however, thai th«f »um
«om«whe)c in

the

?

by

*:
O Connor.
Wai iiig and O'Connor never did
have a contraqt binding them together a.s manager and artist, They
woikcd this way for year.s and when
the pair split over a year ago no
mention of a financial settlement
v/a.-i
made
Several months ago,
O'Connor went after his due and
-

Richard A. Whiting

Yoof Next No.

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
Monday
N.B.C.

•

Network

Decembei' 9th

•

7:00 p.m.

(E.T.)

;>etllf'rnent

much

LEO
Horry

FEIST, Inc.,
link,

1619 Broadway,

G*n. frof. Mgr.

New

Caora*

York 19

Doh'n, Prof. Mgr.

*

Wf«l»'<'S«^ay^

December

NOTE:

4,

This

1946

is

43

an early, incomplete

list.

Dozens of other recordings are being planned and prepared

MARKS CORPORATION
B.
EDWARDBUILDING
W^Y 0 K
O
A
RCA

•

R

D

I

C

I

T

Y

,

N^E

K

.

WedncBclay, Dceenilter 4,

VAIJIIEVILLG
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Mack

Lou Walters Back From Europe,

Davis' Ice
where

the hotels

Compares French and U. S. Standards
garded star, but her metier is dramatic rather than musical, he de-

Postwar France has little to offer
Amarican showmen In the way of
{)Poductlon ideas. They're at least
15. years iKihind the U. S. on matters
of presentation, even though they
have many superior ideas in the
creation of costumes, scenery, and
pie.sentation of music. The French

Show

Two Music Corp. of America
alumni are temporarily esconsed in

clared,

In dancing. French terpers are way
below standard. A runrof-the-mitl
ballroom team in the, U. S. would
be a sensation there today, and
chorus dancing is way: below stand-haven't learned: how to build to a ard levels. There are, however,
paramount finish and in many ease--!, some good adagio acts to be found
the producer's sense of pacing is oft.
Chorus lines are devoid ol beautieSo declared Lou Walters, operator but the fault, says Walter.-,, in man>
of llie Latin Quarters in New York cases is that of the operator. The
and Miami Beach alter a trip to chorine's pa,s' runs around the Amerwhere he ican equivalent of %Vl weekly. The
Kiance and England
gljmmcd the entertainment scene. nude showgirls get less, French
He returned on the S. S. America manage! s take the viewpoint that
Saturday (30) after booking several the girls aren't working for salaries,
performers for his cafes.
but for the "connecfions" they can
There' are,' however, some superior make, /
,

Fdm Stars Love That Road With Tax

prime talent

their

aCdhations are currently performing.
personally
Bertell,
Jack
through the
Hildegarde
handled
(N,Y.)
years, has a Plaza Hotel

Cuts and

who

his

suite as

temporary

office,

and

who long booked the
Regis ice revues is mak.-

Mack

Davis,

Hotel

St.

ing his office in that N. Y. hostlery,
Incidentally, Davis henceforth will
personally produce the St. .Regis ice
ahows^ a now one opening Jan. 24
with the same personnel as cur-

starring Carol Lynne, and
with dances done by John Brett.

i-ehtly,

•

Boff

Ice Follies

a singing chorus, and who is slated
to come into this country next year
under Clifford C. Fischer's auspices.
George Ulmer is another topflight

performer as is comedian Bourbil.
Suzy Prim, is another highly re-

i

1

i

At this point. Daisy Daix. the
Freiich singer imE><)rtod by Walters,
said something about "Le Syndicate,"
Walters explains that managers pay.
a uniform sum and any chorine refusing to work for those prices finds
barred elsewhere. That's
herself
ciuite in contrast to

American

stand.^

bonifaces take personal
lines they present, and
highest chorus girl pay
world.
Walters noted that theatres are doing excellently despite the fact that
they're forced to suspend operations
during the day because of the acut6
fuel shortage and the smart clubs
are doing all the business there is
to be done in that line. The. cheap
U, S.
the
pride
provide the
scale fn the
ard.s;

Montmarte
since there

niteries ai'e doing badly
is no tourist business as

yet.

noBEnrs

During

MENIALlSISwAWCICAL MASTERS

Gross on N.Y. Run

signed

to

Shipstads
Follies"

"Ice
Johnson's
record gross for

and

drew

a

annual sl)QW-

1st, 1!H1
ii.\Kic\ <;ui:en

one perforinance of its
ing at Madison Square Garden when
takings Saturday night (30) totaled
$35,000, skating revue flnalling Sunday. Stated that the show topped
any previous engagement at the
Garden bv $50,000 which is 18% over
last year's business and 55% more
than that of two years ago. The advance sales at New Haven,- Hershey,
Pa., and Philadelphia are considerably ahead of last year,- When the
"FoUtes" opened in New Haven Mon
day (2) the arena was sold out 85?!
in advance for the week's stay. So
far the only stand, that was under
previous seasons was Los Angeles

French

the

won't be ready until
but the cafe will open for

itself

1

New

Year's, killing.

Boy Foy's Yank Dates
Boy Foy, English bicycle act who
prewar worked extensively in the
U. S.,: arrived in New York last week
from England and started at the
Latin Quarter, Boston^ Sunday (1).
He's also slated for Loew's State,
N. Y., Dec. 26, and follows with the

McHugh and Harold Adamson

Capitol, Washington.

are

cleffing special blackface nostalgia
•tune for the fllmusical, which will
liave seven production numbers,

Joan Davis will costar and Gordon
Douglas will direct.
Kathryn Grayson is expected to
wind up her personal appearance
tour at the Capitol theatre, N, Y, in
February. Deal was concluded last
week. She'll be on the show with
Johnnie Johnstone.
She's already
Cincinatti, Jan,

set
9;

for
State,

th^ Albee,
Hartford,

AND

Business for the "Follies" is exceptional because neither Eddie and

Roy Shipstad nor Oscar Johnson
n the revue so far this sea.son,
although: all three were in New York
last week. Roy has been out of the
because of a hip bone separa
tion but may rejoin and is ;OCassionally practicing.
a re

i

Industrial Fair

New York show

Immigration inspectors detained her two days.

a

Hotel

March

Eddie Cantor's series, of 40 personal appearances during the holiday
season has caused his next film, "If
You Knew Susie," to be pushed
back to Jan. 3 starting date, Jimmy

Miss Daix. upon her arrival on
the Queen Elizabeth, was delayed at:
The "Follies" was formed in 1936
Ellis Island befcause of her unusual but it was the first time that Ship
passport. She was- born in Belgiuin stad and Johnson did not appear
and had a passport from that coun- in the Garden for 20 years. Before
try, but she's married to a Frenchthey organized the revue the team
man and has renounced her Belgian appeared between periods of ice
citizenship preparatory to becoming hockey games.

ROOM

New York
OVKR l-NTIt,

Pi*rre,

it<>i>.:

Walters

come

ida spot and will
in the' spring.

Hici.n
,t;\M'.\RY
ivr.

trip..

Daisy Daix, Piroski,' Choppy, Four
Craddockf, Evelyne Riva and George
Albin. Show will Open at the Flor-

Currently

COTILLION
Hotel

his

stars, all of whom -will be
picture commitments at
that time,.are paying tor surroundtalent in the package deals.
Terms for all three: are percentage
deals, calling for 50% ol the take.
It's first time in Golden Gate's history that they've had three top film
names in a row.

:

Cugat.

ing

:

in that- country today,
hut tiie terrific prewar pantomimics'
are virtually gone and Walters wa.-;
foi-ced vto select a, top ,rpn of recognized standard performers for Ins
shows.
Among the standouts are Eduh
Piaf: a sentimental singer at the
Theatre Etoile, wlio's accompanied by

of Gross on Pkg. Deals

Three
between

-

I

peii'ormers

50%

Jan. 17; and the RKO, Boston.
Hollywood, Deo, 3.
That film stars »r» getting more Jan, J3.
Las Vegas' Big Names
a. -minded with reductions in inNltery adjunct of the new Flacome taxes for next year is evidenced by. sock name, attractions mingo hotel. Las Vegas, N. M., opens
lined up for three consecutive weeks with Jimmy Durante and Xavier
February by William Morris Gugat Dec, 27. Thereafter Lena
in
agency at Golden Gate Theatre, San Horne and The Dunhills, dancers;
Francisco. Record booking for house the Andrew Sisters, and Abbott &
consists of Betty Hutton, Feb. 5; Costello are set as headlinel's in
Dick Haymes, Feb. 12; and Danny a series of two-week engagemeiitg,
Henry King is the likely band after
Kaye, Feb. 19.

Set for A. C. Pier
Atlantic City, Dec, 3.
Hamid's Million Dollar pier, which
formerly was known as Young'
Million Dollar pier and for more
than a half century has been oper

citizen.

summer months

ated during the

an amusement

spot, next season will
be the scene of an Industrial Fair

Ice Capades' Planes

Troupe to Dates

When

forced the

management

pades" to

flv

This became known here Friday
following a meeting of the
fair's sponsors with city officials and
civic leaders. Another session early
this week will determine the name
'
the
(29)

Transport Snarl Looms
curtailment
Transportation
cause of the coal .strike, last

be

week

of "Ice Ca-.,
the performers from
Springfield. Mass., to Buffalo, N. Y.,
n order to insure cast arriving on
time for the opening. Troupe was
transported in two chartered planes,
each performer taking one costume
in their hand luggage.
A railroad pullman and one baggage car was used for other personnel and rest of the equipment.
Fortunately, rail cars arrived on
time for the opening,
'Ice Capades" spokesman said the
extra expense entailed ran between
$5,000

and

as

of

project.

.

Attending the meeting in Mayor
Altman's office was Dr. H.
Waters, of Toronto, authority on ex
positions, and William G-. Rolley. o:
New York City, president of Indus

"PATRICIA IS lY FAR THI REST
DRIiSID DANeiR WE'VI SEEN
THIS SEASON."
GEORGE. ROURKE. Herald.

—

"HAD TO SNGORE AGAIN AND
Alt THEIR DANCES
AGAIN
.

.

.

ARE DARING."
—EARL WILSON,
"EMRASSY.

N. Y. Pott.
'

Y.:

PALM

IP

THE CHI-CHI SET WHO ROLL UP
RIG TARS MEAN ANYTHING.
THEN THE ADDITION OF CAP-

PELLA AND PATRICIA. DANCE
TEAM. SHOULD MEAN A HYPO

W

IN RUSINESS."

—RILL SMITH.

Billbeord.

NOW

trial E.v:!nbits, Inc.

City and civic leaders had objected

EMBASSY CLUB

to naming the project a World':
Fair, the name first selected b.v the

NEW YORK

sponsors.

$6,000.

N.

POUNDING AND TAtLES FULL OF

It is the plan of the sponsors to
bring here for the season aviation:
automotive, brewing, building, elec
trical,
apparel,
food,
petroleum,
pharmaceutical, rubber and tobacco

-

Thanks »o BILL MILLER
And BILLY PICKS

exhibits.

Friars to Salute Lewis At

Annual

Frolic, Dec.

15

The pier, one of the oldest in the
resort, has been fading as an amusement spot in recent year.s. It featured dancing in a huge Boardwalk

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

show

bu.siness.
Lewis, currently
heading his own show at the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., will close there the
previous night.
Friars' tribute to Lewis will be in
the nature of a followup to that held
several weeks ago at the Latin Quarter, with proceeds from latter going

theatre,

iHif HI>riir,v,.oiw

<>l

•'•<"

Shliwhir.!..

*

ballroom and vaudeville and films in
Forthcoming Friars' Frolic, set for one theatre and mystic shows and
Sunday evening. Dec; 15, at the Im- oth^ entertainment in a seconc)
perial theatre, N. Y., will salute Ted
Lewis on his 35th anniversary in

nrttw from

ir

1947 ClltliltiK FRUI'.!

KxVluHlve
J.

mulci'iiil

&

spi'i iillb

!

KLEINMAN

H.

15-31-K 30lh Read,

L.

I.

City 2, N. Y.
«-«»«.'«

A)|tori(i

X(ilf|>lian«:

:

mil-

George Hamid has been operating
the pier for the past several year&,
along with the Steel pier, further
uptown,

.

,

'.

:

:

Del CartleV, former magician, has
joined the Jack Kalcheim agency on
a partnership

ba.sis.

several charities the comedian
Herb Shi lner sU.ted. for a date at
has been interested in for year.s.
Milton Berle will be chairman and the Golden Gate, San Francisco,
• .:
Dec. SI.
emcee the show.
to

ROBERTO
Cumntly Appearing

AUCIA
.

COTILLION
HOTEL

Gracie Fields'

^

ROOM

First

New York

PIERRE.

For 11 Weekt

Until

January

Opening

HOXY, New York
.

January

MwMjiemtiit

•INIRAL ARTIfTS CORP.

2,

1947

1,

1947

Vauder

Roxy Date

1

NOT YOUR PAL JOEY. RUT YOUR

3»

E. 57lli St..

N. Y. C.

—

in 10 Years

Gracie Fields has been signed for
the Roxy theatre, .N. Y.i for a date
some time in January following eur.;
rent run of "Razor's Edge." It's her
first vaude date in this country in
more than 10 yea)'.s.
Mi.ss Fields has been in semirretirement until recently, appearing
only on the air as a guestar. Howv
ever, of late, she's started appearing in niteries having played • La«

Vegas spot and slated for the Chez

HELD
OVER

BUDDY LEWIS

DON RICHARDS' FAMOUS DOOR. MIAMI REACH

Thanks

to:

Don Richards, Hirry Br*nt

Curry, Byrd

Mgt.:

•«

B.

Rofhbard,

E.

Suei

Le Roy

"•EDUM IN THE I4LLII.OOM"

Paree, Chicago.
also set Gil I^mb and
Kvelyn Knight for the show followiag fttisR Fields.

PL. 9-7470

:

Koxy has

An TOUR
Itlrm-ilM

M.ATTy RWHItN

CI.I'B-DAIW HAliRV riKKKN

Dc<rciiil»er 4,

W«'«l«»«'»«'"y?

1946
49

Four

As

Return Autanomy to

Joe E. Lewis'

AGVA

;

'

Date

Gag Writers To

own

velle.

.

I

Gag and special material writer.s
able, flnanclally
are finding that conditions prevalent
conduct its own
in the field are no laughing matter.
lost its autonomy
They're consequently forming the
future looked dubiSpecial
Material
Writers
Guild,
ous and it had accrued an indebtedwhich will hold its organizational
to
sister
unions
ness of $71,000
meeting Friday (6),
(Equity, Chorus Equity, Screen Ac-,
Organizers are seeking to estabtors Guild) which was repaid some
that

was

it

and otherwise,

affairs.

AOVA

in 1942

when

to,

had

its

and by-laws drawn up
under
independent

tion

AGVA

its

and gave Shelvey

tlie

lon.

was organized

scales for writers^ as

well as minimums for medleyiSj original songs and monologSi Initial meiet
will determine whether they'll ally

by themselves with
the American Guild
of Variety Artists or form own AFL

setup
green light to

machinery in motion for the
convention, which will be the first
national conclave of the talent imset

AGVA

minimum

lish

months ago.
In addition to return of autonomy,
the Four A's also ratified constitu-

in 19.39 after

the collapse of American Federation of Actors, which liad b(!en the

affiliate. Group also hopes to insure
acts that material purchased will be
exclusive and talent will not be
stuck with unsuitable material.

Organization committee is composed of Marty Roth, Al Sproul,
Hughie Prince, Dick Rogers, Sherry
Cloth, Coleman Jacoby, Allan Walker and Frank Warren.

Ambassadeurs, Paris,
Folds After Brief

Run

Clifford C. Fischer's Les Ambassadeurs, Pari.s, folded Tuesday (19)
after a short run. Spot opened well,
but business sagged shortly afterwards and for the last month had
been closed at night. Spot operated

afternoon dansants with Jack Harris
orch.

Fischer is slated to return to thiscountry shortly.
Mrs. Fischer arrived Wednesday (27) on the Queen
Elizabeth.

"UrnNGlY YOUM"

Rand

Cited

Unfair by Union For

NORWOOD

Barstow to Aide Anderson

On O&J Show for Carnival
Chicago, Dec.

Currently

INN, ftKT., MICH.

WIIXIAM MOHRIg AOSNCIV

NEW TALENT WANTED
Pref*Mional Engagtmtnli for
Conttit Winncrt.

Audiliom Nightly— Final* Sunday.

OlD KNICKERBOCKER MUSIC HALL
^S4lh sr. and 2nd Av*>, N*w York
rrcUminary InterTtcwii

4

to •

Failure to Post

Bond

Rand, fan dancer currently
own unit at the Tower
Kansas City, has been declared unfair by American Giiild of
Sally

heading her
theatre,

Variety Artists for failure to post
cash security covering salaries of: $14-$15,000: Liquor which was less
employed in her than $50 a case is now around $90,
and in addition, cafe owners are
Union stepped in last week but forced to take rum and wines in,
withheld action at behest of the order to get scotch.
Tower management, which claimed
The saaie hike is prevalent in the.
to have
expended a considerable food line. Meats and other items are
sum on advance, exploitation of the 100% more than their pre-war price.
Differences between Monte Proser,
unit.
Union, however, has notified' Labor scales have also increased,
membei's of the troupe they are not with virtually every line, from operator of the Copacabana, N. Y.^
and American Guild of Variety Artto continue with unit after curi-ent stagehands,
musicians, bartetiders,
ists over signing new pact with union
date unless lyjiss Rand straightens porters, etc., now getting considerand posting security to cOver talent
put ihatters itj the meanwhile.
ably more than in the 1940 period.
budget, were amicably adjusted this
Miss Rand had posted security
Simultaneou.sly,
nitery.
tariff.?
week.
when originally organizing the unit haven't
increased proportionately;
Main controversy, according to
some weeks ago. When she was arDuring war years, CPA held the both, hinged on the security
issue.
rested at the Million Dollar theatre,
prices in line, and after controls Spot had been willing
to post a
Los Angeles, couple of weeks ago
were off, bonifaces didn't dare hike surety bond covering salaries but
troupe was paid off by AGVA from
menus too much, as the business union demanded cashj Jack Enbond money up. She subsequently
decline started about,.that time, and tratter, general manager for
Proser,
Was acquitted on that charge and any
operator that attemptcJ to get finally got together with Malt
Shelreassembled her unit sans posting
too much of boost would have gone vey. head of AGVA, and
Dave Fox,
new security with the union.
out of business virtually overnight.
head of union's N. Y. locar and
Tlie cafe bonifaces aren't beefing worked out satisfactory deal.
too much about the price of the
According to union, Copa has
Coronet, Philly, Folds
help, but declare that act prices Will' signed basic agreement and
posted
have to come down drastically. A the required security to cover salWith
Contract Snarls playable comedian, they say, that aries of performers in current show.
won't draw any dough at the till
Coronet club, Philadelphia, closed
Wednesday 127) shortly after the runs up to $3,000, and a first-rate
singer co.sts around $350 or more.
THf Bxciusivc And amusing
death- of Joe Kxavitz, who with DalActs which in 1940 got $500 are now
las Gerson operated the spot. Cafe,
in the $2,000 class. And they're not
like most clubs in the area, had been
bringing
the trade.
opei'ating in the red for some time.
: Cla.s.sic example of the nicrease in
Arthur Fisher, who booked the
the act line is seen in comparing the
Cornet, declared that arrangements
had been made with all talent com- Harry Richman, Sophie Tucker, Joe
E. Lewis combo, which went into
mitments, but Sol Tepper, who set
Riviera in 1940. Package wa.s
Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and the
Mark Plant into the Coronet for a sold at $6.,')00. Today Richman is
getting $2,500; Lewis $4,500, and Mis.s
date around Christmas: time, .said no
Tucker, $4,500 sometimes more for
adjudication had been reached on
tlie latter two.
At that, operators
that contract.
would be glad to pay thbse -prices
Mickey Alpert, who emceed the
for these acts since they draw their
.show at the time of the Coronet's
coin at the ho.
It's those without
clo.siiig, moved over to the nearby
DANCING HUMORISTS
the draw and getting top sums that
Latin Casino, with spot's foldo.
they're kicking about.
Fisher declared closing to be temSeventh Raturn Engagement
Currently, bonifaces are pruning
porary, and spot will be reopened
budgets by getting one topliner and
after some refurbisliing.
paying no more than $350 for support acts.
Monte Proser of the
MONTREAL
Producing
Copacabana, is finding that policy
run lllsnALD ... .Vov. !!0, l«-t«!
Frank F. Tracy and Bill Reinke to be successful,.
the IntriKuinK CARL HIIISHON
have opened a talent office in KanOther clubs, however, have other
Is ri't-urnlnB shoctlr- to KOVMAJiBt
sas City, which will go itt for pro- plans in view if prices aren't reROOF, HVT evm tile liliave, iillkducing units.
duced. Some operators think they'll
liatK'rt rarl, 18 OOINO TO FIM> IT
Tracy, at one time, was prez of have to close alter New Year's day,
A T.ITTr.B TOUGH FOI.r-OWIVG
the company which founded the others are considering eliminating
l<ii<<li n mow aa
. THIS A.WAZ1NGTower theatre, K. C, and later chorus lines, while some think they'll

Copa,N.Y^Sps

'

.

,

Pact With AG\rA

'

Some

m

I

'

]

—

LAUREHEandCLYMAS

'

Hal Fisher
nir,

Year

.

Sally

,

Have Own Union

New

Nitery operators ar* taking the time and aren't
fighting as hard for
stance that if tliey're to remain open high salaries,
but many are reluctant
after New Year's, expenses will have to pressure
acts Into taking lower
to be cut drastically.
They point salaries, fearing, that talent wijl
out that the business level Is com- .jump to other
offices.
This h«s alparable to that of 1939-40 and in ready happened in
many cases.
$ome cases below that, but expenses
However, the bonifaces feel that
are 200% more than that period, with the New Year,
there wiU be no
Consequently," margin of profit i^. other alternative,
and while price*
gone and in some cases operators of standard acts won't
recede to the
are in the red.
1940 level, vCUts will prevail once
Among the increases,: biggest hike talent finds that operators cant
is in the talent budgets. In that era,
afford to shell out.
a top .show budget ran around $6,000.
Today, the same show would cost
.

:

acts. and line girls
unit.'

slate is elected.

majority of the AGVA membership, via Shelvey, petitioned the
parent union for return of autonomy
two weeks aao, producmg facts and:

A

figures

Cues Salary Cuts After the

Preem show, Dec. 26, will have
Jane Froman, Borrah Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals and Mii'iam Xa-

:

,

until union's-

Nitery Slump, Soaring Operating Costs,

Joe E. Lewis has been signed for
the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla.,
starting Jan. 16.
Comic will headline the second show in the spot.

With Siielvey Retained as Natl Director
Amei'k'an Guild of Variety Artists previou.s A'aude union. At that time
was uiveu return ot full autonomy it functioned with its own officers
ActorH ai\d Artistes of and governing board hut seemed to
by Associated
America, parent union, at a special be getting nowhere fast. When it
meeting held last Friday (29). Move incurred the $71,000 indebtedness,
means Hiat the vaiide talent union the Four A's took over its alitonoJiiy
regains its judependence and wiU in 1942, subsequently installed Shelnow be permitted to set up its own vey as national director, giving him
hand and cooperation in
officers and governing board which a free
will be nominated and elected by the building it to its present status of
iiiembership at forthcoming convenr some 32,000 members and a healthy
tion in Chicago the latter part of treasury.
January/ During the interim Matt
Shelvey, national head of AGVA,
rtmains in complete charge of the
union, with national board of the
Four A's continuing as overseers

Fia.

P.M.

3.

Dick Barstow, associate producer
Empire Room shows with Merriel
Abbott, and director of the Statler
Hotel units, was tagged by John
Murray Anderson, producer of the
Carnival, N.Y., productions as dance
director for the Olsen and Johnson
of

•

stanza there
year.

after

the

fiist

of the

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL

New

Combo

.

;

;

:

.

acquired by Fo.i-Midwest. Reinke reduce size of orchestras and operate
do the shows was division manager for the .Uni- with cheaper talent.
Palmer House, commuting ver.sal theatre circuit at Omaha and
Talent agencies have been taking
cognizance of the situation for someback and forth from Chi to N. Y.
K. C.

He

at

.

'

:

will continue to

the

Now

Starring

in.

.

I.V KINU AND AMUMING DANriNO
OF l.AtKKl'TB ANO CMIMAS."

—ELMER FERGUSON.

World's Largest Theatre

in

Her Tenth

Reappearance, Covering Audience of More Than 5,000,000
BROOKS ATKINSON, New York Times, says: "Nirska definHely serves beauty in the theatre."
CHICAGO SUN says: "This great creative art isf ii alone in her field. Never has a dance
achieved such awe-inspiring splenJor."
BOSTON GLOBE says: "Nirska's 'Dance of the Butterfly' is as distinguished and as beautiful
as the 'Death of the Sv/an' as done by the great Pavlowa."

Management:

MARK J.

LEDDY.

.

,
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can acts and plans to import some
and Other Continental
this

for

Night Club Reviews
\V<m1}$w-oo«1 iluoni,

IS'.

"1°.

(WALDOBF-ASTORIA HOTKIj)
Frank Simtra, Page Cavaiinuflh
Emit Coleman Orch, Mischa

PIHKY

Borr Oreh; $2 convert.

The upper-crust dowagers

aren'l

the tvpo to get in line at tlie
mount theatre when the Vevee gets

They get their inning when
M town.Sina,tra
maltes his periodic'ap'

Frank

Wedgwood

peSrance at the swank

LEE

,

•

I

I

I

!

l

&

.

and difficult wordage to
from "Carousel." It's

repetitive

Ijust that certain songs won't get set
in his noggin. The way the mental
well, it
lapses come out of
could happen to anybody.

him—

:

,

it

for higher intellectual levels
such as "Lost in the Stars," "Septembei- Song," a medley of oldies, and
"Girl I Marry." Also a parody on
a certain baseball magnate called

I

I

6

i

"Old

is

Man

;

'

NOW

As an added

Crosby;''

he did a time step at the. end of
'Five Minutes More"^such talent.
The 282-seater must have held
somewhat more than- that number on
an off Monday night, most of it trade
from the upper crusts.
Emil Coleman's orch has been augmented with more strings for this
occasion, and there's beaucoup pasli
in the ornate fiddle counterpoint. But
bulk of the backing Is by the Page
Cavanaugh trio, piano doubllrig on
They do
celeste, bass and guitar.
yeoman work behind Sinatra. Jose.

I

STARRING
I

AT

I

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
"BOOK OF

PAULA SMITH

I

Wash.

C-lnb Cairo,

FLORENTINE

"

Nov. 30.
Evans, the
Barretts, Evalyn Tyner Trio, Line
(6), Bob Simpson Orchestra (7); $3?'$3.50 minirnum.
WtWhirifftoT!,

Carl

II

Steve

Ravazrn,

I

GARDENS
HOLLYWOOD.

CALIF.

My

30

I

Additional Consecutive

Weeks
the Critics Soy:'
a great

I,ee,

comic,

little

own

aa the head
R. Bruul's 'Xijifts with
j*i nicy,* new
revue at the Flo.renUiie
tiHrrtens.
Lee's avtiHlry is in a cL-iss

come into
liner o( Frank

.hill*

-

liis

ii,v itseU'i
To sia.v tViat li.e i-natciiea'tiife:
re.sporisibllity Is sheer understatement,
.He's simijiy woTuleriiil—hardworhing,

witli ,a
l'rif?lit as a siiiny new dime,
Lte^^uilinB toucli of whimyy iliat is his
own particular trademark. "-^l>AY.m
H.VNNA, IiiHi/Anseles I>Hil,r N«\vh.
.

"Pinliy
"ten

Lee

the husieiit man"

is

"Talking
a Woman."
Ravazza has a nice, intimate style
which adds an unusual fillip to the
type of double entendre number
which is usually bellowed or sung
with considerable meaningful mugging in a nitery. He closes with one
of these, "Princess Papoolie," to liint
that if he really wants to let go he
can raise the roof off the place.
Spotted for dinner dancing is Evalyn Tyner,
Washington's favorite
pianist, who is a sure drav/ wherever
she plays in this town,
Steve Evans, comic, knocks himself out without making too much
of a dent in the Cairo crowd.
He
is patterned along Red Skelton linos
but with the exception of imitations
of laughers in audiences and a good
but overlong drunk routine, his act

Calypso.

'

"i'inls.v

,

nice business despite the
ance in the current show.
On the bright side is Carl Ravaz,za, soft-voiced singer, making his
Ravazza,
soil) appearance in D. C.
who was last here as a band leader
at the old Del Rio, really knocks
over the joint with a smooth presentation and a nice repartee that has
the customers calling, for more. His
offering ranges from "All of a SudHeart Sings,'' through the
den
September Song" to a honey of a

Conf raef for

"What

-

to some
lack of bal-

Club Cairo bowls along

New

Just Signed

.

in

cotinties as the headiiiier of the
I-li.H
Gardeii.s BhoM\
is endless.
He koi one of (h
.

new Klorentine
energy

receptions accor'ded an entertainer who has. appeared iit titia set
tins*; a, whirlwind persanality will) an
versatllltjTv- of
heiter
aniMzinfir
tile
Inffgrest

;

.

EDWAKD SCUALLKKT,
TlmeN.

which keeps clientele select.
Club is the latest addition to list
of Paris niteries, having opened Only
this season. It is lush business, with
dinner starting at about 9:30 atid
dansapation lasting until 3 a,m. Place
seats about 350 plus standees at the
bar.
Without pai"titioning the one
underground room, different part.'? of
it are placed on v^.rying levels to
allow guests to get a view of the
whole thing and at the same time
It's
provide that exclusive totich.
located in the basement of Champs
Elysees theatre, with a separate entrance.
Club cost about $200,000 to open,
being financed by a group of wealthy
investors new to the nitery business,
guests,

with the theatre tie-^up, new. idea
here, giving the theatre a share of
the club profits and allowing the
club to get. unusual entertainment
material. For instance, the Champs
Elysees ballet is set for a condensed
fails to click.
version of their show at this spot,
The Barretts are a pleasJint dance Dec. 15 to Jan. 15. All fittings have
team who: make up in youthful exu- been done luxuriously.berance tor other shortcomings, As
Bernard Hilda, who has long Paris
usual, the house line is nicely cos- experience, speaking French like a
tumed and offers a nifty background native, is in close touch with AmeMfo» the specialties.
Louje,

Click, Philly
PhiUid6lphia, Nov. 37.
Inn

"LAFF.<? WITH PTNKT," new re\ue at the Florentine (tardcns
field dtiy for Pinky Lee.
His
l^antomime and wistful* touches add
much to proved lay^rh-irettlnir talents.
iCnXIiST JLONHUAIiK, I,os AilKrlrs

Ray Hutton Orch

116)

with

Danny

Riccardo, Georgie Auld Orch
(6): no couer or minimum.

i!jr],py

—

]j].vHinliirr.

"No

performer

memory has run
.siuiw
is

He

in

(lulte

In
tiwjty

the

JocaT nile-elub
with the wlttde

manner

Pinlty I,eo

dolnB at the Florentine Gardens.
is one of tliose rare Imi.efairtralrle

coniies'wlio, se^ms wtliinj? io liilt; 1tiin.•elf for a feHv eAMdence.t of his ]jnti'oii«"
npjtreoiation- his fine tjellMe of liriiiiiff
5^11 ve,^
momehis that ina.v have:

many

—

flat."—.lAfU
woojt Reporter.
Biiiie

1>.

flBANT,

ll«lly-

irrdnk Paluffibo's massive musical
bar is featuring two bands this scsh,
including Georgie Auld's newly organized sextette,
Auld's aggregation alternate on
the revolving bandsta id with Ina
Ray Hutton's band, with music: go-

STEVE EVANS

in^ continuoiisly.

..

Music purveyed by Auld's boys
seems to be a little above the head
at
averr.ge elbow-bender
of the
Click,
Only the real-dyed-in-thewool cognoscenti seemed to like the

Offerinjt-

HAPPY TIMES &

.

Currently
.

DIB.:

JOUY MOMENTS

I.AST

I,A.S

FltONTlJSK

VKflAS ...
UOSiiN

MAKTX

;

ManogMnent:

AMUSEMENT COUNSELORS

tOUIS SHURK AGENCY

COL.

FRANK

F.

BOOKING

and M. C. A.

triirntres.

TRACY and M. W. "BILL" REiNKI
SliowH.

I'liU

Radio.

<

lulls.

THKATKKS HOI
0!i<i

Clianib<>r.<i

ItldK.,

niiiJ

A^

HOWARD

HELENE and

Room,

,

class,"—
.\ns;r1eB

PATTER

N. Y.

.

fillip
I

WEEKS

TERRIFIC

With his rendition of "Soliloquy"
can be gathered that his tune selec-

tion

,

Im

I

AHER

,

COMEDY

"Soliloquy"

I

the vocal department. She's Mildred
Don, local radio songstress, who got
stprt with maestro'* Melody

which her

.

of the Waldorf-Astoria, where
they can get a more comfortable reaction for the $2 convert. He's on
for a full hour, and reattion is sim^
ilar to that of the bobby-soxers. Tliey
applaud wildly after 15 songs,
The Verce is gaining in stature as
an entertainer with each success i\'e
visit, He's very much at ease in Ihis
room, gives personable asides, to tlie;
audience, and gives the feeling that
individhe's singing to- each ferame
uallv: There are few performers who
can' gel away with reading lyrics
from a small sheet. The carriage
avidly.
irade took to those tunes as
Not that Sinatra is a dope when
He
it comes to rememberhig lyrics.
did the seven and a half-minute hon.

room

I

interests

—

Para-

I

The same

tlnaneed the club are planning an- Guild Singers, choral unit. She has
Hilda a nic« voictt and ll'U sound even
other in Barcelona, Spain.
.jump-all-rhythm-no-mclody tyije, of already has brought over Singer better after she gets some bandstand
jive the lads deliver.
,fane Morgaii, currently with him at experience, which she now laclts,
Standout of the sextet is Red the Champs ElyseeS, and Pops and BaniJ itself sountjs good; it plays
a
Rodney, who formerly played hot. Louie, doing their: tap dancing at nice show and also knows what ttj
trumpet for Elliot Lawrence and the Lido.
do on the .dansapation end, with
Cone Krupa. Bob Carter, who beats
Dunce music is provided by Hilda's Ochsenhirt doing a erack Job at th4
the bass, also doubles on tlie v.ocals, orchestra and a tango band. Besides piano.
Band sccnis a little ragged in its batoning, he emcees. As an enterMarie. Nash has the headline spot,
playing and decorum ^its informal- tainer, Hilda does nicely because and former musical comedy
singet
ity "i-eminiscent of 5<.nd street j'atlier
giving an audience the feeling, of who's been with SigmUnd Romberg
than Market.
in
the show.
pftrticipating
For on his music hall concert tours fof
Mi,ss Hutton, oomphish in a tighte.xample. he fiddles a Russian tune last few seasons fills the niche
easily.
gown, wands her troupe and gets the whole crowd to clap
fitting
Young Bobby Jule, a Pittsburgh
through jump and schmaltz tunes, hnnds in time with the rhythm.
kid who's gone far since lie
alternating at the mike with Paiiny
good looking started out around here along first
Miss Morgan, a
the
chassis- blonde, sings in American and also
Hutton's
Miss
Rtocardo.
beer belt several years ago, has a
wiggling still shares top honors with B'rench. Hilda duets with her at the first-rate .iuggling turn. Tricks
are
hoi- music.
mike with wow results. Ben Tyber, high-class, he has a few
House about halt-filled when re- a former Mistinguette partner, and but well-timed comedy bitsinnocuous
and gets
Shal.
viewed (Wed. dinner ),
Raymonde Arambol provide ball- over big. For an opener, show
ha»
room dancing.
Alter a classical good-looking dance team of
Maurice
Tuiinber, the ginger-haired girl reMa rye. Their numbers aren't parSa»iovai% M<>ni*l
turns in a 1900 period dress to give ticularly spectacular but
couple has
Montreal, Nov. 28.
an exhibition o£ old time dances grace, char.n and class.
Joanna,
Pilar Gomez & Rozino,
building up to modern dances. AudiOchsenhirt is no longer m.c'ing
Jack Harwood, Charles Sheldon, ence feels more like it was at a priWill Skinner Orch (7), Bid Moodiy vate party than just watching a layout, which is smart since he's a
little stiff in that department, InTrio, $1.50 niiniTiniiii treclcdai/s, $2 show.
stead, Miss Don introduces opening
Saturdays.
Aimed strictly at the now re- turn and each act in turn announces
stricted ritzy
patronage in Paris,
Cohen,
Performers in th' bistro, which Tuesday nights are set apart for the other.
caters mostly to the "arty" set. have tuxedos and tails only. Incidentally,
to have something extra special on
the theatre tie-up defeats the eleclayout,
Current
the ball to registei'.
tricity sliortage since the house has
for example, ranges from sock to so- its own power plant. This means a
so, though balance and diversity is: lot today.
Maxi.
maintained throughout.
.lack Harwood's ballet tapstering
nfnriiniqno,
registers big. His stuff includes tap(FOLLOWUF)
ping to tango, boogie and other
For All IranchM of ThMtricolt
rhythms, the ace in the hole being
Now York Business indicates that
his spins, which send him oft to a
the nitery patronage is flocking to
Nes. 1 thru 11 <rt $1.05 edeh or
hefty mitt.
spots with top names. There isn't
13 Script* for $13.00
Pilar Gomez & Rozino are seen in enough business around at the moNes. 14 thru 20
READY!
native Spanish dancing, which the ment, to take care of cafes that only
52.00 eaeh-r-Double Scripts
ringsiders here eat up. Duo sell their have an entertaining show. Boniroutines aided by polished castanet- faces, without marquee lures, conSUND FOIt 'I'HUM NOW!
CATCH I'l" OS II.VCK IHSUKS!
ing and using colorful Spanish music sequently are in a state oE mild desand costumes as a background for peration, and must use playable acts
The Cordova classic that unfortunately are not drawing.
elicko effect.
3 Volumei at $25.00 per Vol.
was outstanding as an encore,
That's currently the case at La
Sh>el do n's baritoning Martinique, where Jean Carroll is
Charles
PARODIES"
wasn't heard to best advantage due the featured comedienne. This is a
10 Sock Parodies— $10.00
to the noisemakers but guy still tou,gh room, at all times, and proven
.whows a hefty set of pipes. Does names have come-a-cropper there
NO CO.D.'S
mostlv standards like "You Belong upon occasion. It's especialLy. tough
to My Heart," "Toreador Song," etc. on a distaff side comic because of the
Joanna's "outh African chants are fact that the customers are accus200 W. 54th St., New York If. N.Y.
done on the intime style, with de- tomed to male funsters. Consequentlivery being underplayed. It's un- ly, Miss Carroll finds the going there
Ex-Servtc*men Subscribers:
likely that many of the crowd were a bit tough.
Send Ut Your Home Addrcn
familiar with her songs, but she
Despite the fact that she's done,
garners nice returns anyway.
well in large vauderies with similar
and cuts show material, she's in a bit of a spot
Will Skinner's
nicely with Bill Moody's trio provid- here as the verbiage Lsn't designed
Laza.
ing okay reliefing. Biz sock.
for cafes.
There are some laughs
in her lines, but not enough to conf 'liampN El.vsiM's. I'aris vulse the crowd. Perhaps with less
white space in the spot, slic'd do
Poris, Nov. 26.
Bernord Hilda and His Orciie.stra, better.
The rest of the show holds, with
Ciiib Tango Band, Jane. Morgan, Ben
Vic Damone making a deeper imTyber and Raymonde Arambol.
pression as a coming singer, with
Bernard Hilda, besides provitiing Irene Brooks doing olta.v in her song
dansapation with his fourteen -piece spot, while Blaii- and Dean register
Joso
band (including one American), runs with ballroom turn,
this nitery in a way that clicks with
*Cotne<1,v Uniico AiiticB*
T<>ri*a4Ht
t*iH.
the cream of the Paris nightclub
W.KKK IJEC. 0
crowd which crowds a place where
(WILLIAM PENN HOTEL)
ritzy atmosphere is assurc^d via the
GLEN'S RENDEZVOUS
Pittsburflrh. Nov. 27.
CINCINNATI
club system. Admittance is supposed
Mdrte Nashi Bohby Jule, Jv;aii7-icc
their
members
and
to be restricted to
nil'.: MAXII'X ROSKN
ScMarye. Homer Ochsenhirl's Orch
.

Trio,

II

niteries.

.XHn,

HcvasMitliti

< 'oil iriitlitiifi,

Cll'l'

iiliiul

ANI>

for

Fttlr)), fete,

SOU)
Kaimatt'irilj',

Mo.

•

(10),

Mildred Don;

$l-.1il,50 coiver.

Town's only hotel supper room
back in action again after being
shut

down

CLUB
NITE
CHICAGO SOUTH SIDE

nearly nine weeks by the

hotel strike and
a bang-up show.

it's

reopening with

Same band. Homer Ochscnhirt's, is
back, although there are a couple
of changes since boys walked oft
the stand at midnight, Sept. 30, when
employees of Pittsburgh's eight major
inns called a walkout. Eddie Metcalfe, saxman and vocalist, left during enforced layoff to .ioin Leighton
Noble in the west, and Ochsenhirt
has added a gal to replace him in

—

Souiui-I^-otifed
CondiliontHl
DiniiiK Itooni Clip, BOO Pcrnons
I'ixluri-H (roiilacementV value 1100,000.
low .: Vint, IfiVi-ycnr
lOxcuwIiomiUy
liiasf of iiKxlfi-niBlio Witif, ami imrk-

Air

NET ANNUAl, PROFIT OVER $5S,000
(Over aiul ubore ¥t'i.(l(N> mnnnKement
vhfc.)

Biivi^r

will

lie

uliown

l>ot>kN.

TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE $95,000.00
(IriallB, ndilrrss Hox m, VaTl«t,v,

For
ll>4

W. Mth

Ht„

Mew

V'OTk IB, N. V.

)

:

,

,

.

,

;
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right assignment to their national
society (similar to ASCAP) of their
performing rights.
None of these
societies (except perhaps those of
Russia and Spain) exercises conti-ol
over or in any manner attempts to
influence the political complexion
of musical works.
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tw which Cain <and the vihcrs) copyright' owners

The answer must he in the affirmaThe abuses may not be so
tive.
many, but the inequities, are.
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Frankie
Marjorie

Carle
Hiiyfies.

Orch (17) loitfi
Gregg Lawrence;

rent"

Lowe; "Undemir

reviewed in Varifty,

,

to dark stage for strpbblite number
to "Cliristopher Golifiiibus,"
Sparky Kay pint -size comedian

Slate Bros. (3), with Jay Carroll, Vdl
S«t.r Floritnce Hiii

on tricks. Sets a fast pace for the
proceedings,
,
Ralph Slater, Corinne & Tito
Les Rhode and hou.se orch backJan:
(.^y,
Valdez, Murtah Sinters
ground acts in top fashion. Biz good
Bantl
Louis
Lary.
Latin, Rau & Nardo;
when caught.
Kilferjf"
tU).
"The
House Orch (12);

Stale, N. V.

With sequined stripes, rolls off some
fine shufEle taps and ends in a Whirlwind twii-1 finisli. Line comes back

rapitol, S. V.

Wednesday, Deeeinber 4, 1946
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New

Acts

RAY & NAKDO
Vince Pollegnni. ex-Golden
Hypnotist Ralph Slater is back at
Oct. 2, '48,
Impressionists
Glove champ, With the odds against the State this week to headline a
Boston. Noi\ 29.
10 Mins. '.•
Gels a slttw count; losses his nicolv-rounded bill. Show ran long
Ddiiiii/ Kdiyc. Tip' Tnp & Toe, BiH
Now that band styles are in a him.
State, N. Y.
pants, and the atid lovei him,
at session caught (29), c!-)cking nv & Aforo Baird, Georgiio Gibbs, LaTTV
state of tlux with the: oommcrtial
Ray & Nardo impress with a
Chaz Chase follows eatins evtM-y- .at 80 minutes and indicating the Plirtt's Hoii.se Orch; -Falcon's. Adaccent straying from swing,' bands of
Then Ihouse might have been overbooked. nejiture" (RKO).
round of well-developed, impersonathe Fi'anki'i; Carle type are dti.e to thing but the kitchen .sinlt.
tions, most ot which segue into the
I^^^i^nber :ot acts provides- plenty ot
command attention at the b.o. ttii doe his striptease impi'esh for liowls
usual caricatures. Most outstanding
vaude tour around the country has and winds stint with Russian dance (jivej.sjf,cation but one ot them
Kaye'.s* fir.st personal apDannv
without
feature r>£ their act is the voice in|c6iild have been eliminated
demonstrated that hi? music is very to i) if ty salvos,
pca lance at RKO upsets for once the
fiection, which ties into the body
much in demand and sparked by his
Helaine .larrow clicks' \vtlh- her hurtitig.tlne .tiilt;;.
rule that Him stars always appear
melodic pianisties, he gives a first aci'o-daneing.
Slater handles his "world's fastest to worst advantage. The guy abso- movements tor an accurate facsimile
impeccable Uitol.y kills thenv. and- Works -harder of their subjects.
rate show.
Rciss Wyse, Jr. aiid P(\gi^y Wc!inack., hypnosis'" stint in I'sual
and
poh's
^'.
Since house bookers .figured that d.o
plenty
of
drawing
fa.shion;
Act is well-paced, with the, duo
comedy
witli
heavy,
ever
t'ancina bit
to do It than any personality
"Underourvent''
strength of film;
.Act is a .-lah'.s, as he puts three subjects from
out.
and all 'the valv(
did in theai- parts. Result is terrific introducing each other in turn. They
plus Carle's toplining the stageshoW fcn-if Inughsgottei;;', '; \
'.mdiehcc to sleep and then biz (it should equal or slightly ex- abandon the usual gamut of subjects
thw;ould dO: it's share Of biz in this
through their paces. Emphasis on. coed the house record set by Dick to bring in Leo Gorcey;. Vaughn
the
following
Wrntbrs,
Bobby
nor a
dimout era, rest ot the bill consists
earlier in the season) and a Monroe, Barry Fitzgerald, etc. Gags
top fact :hVs neither a masjirian
his father, does
dead- Hiivnics
of comparatively inejtpensive but footsteps of
telcpathist, plus the subject
act.
fabulous host of friends. Of course, are corny but clever enough to rate
applause winning fare for good all- comedy and jugsling
makes them do silly being from tlie stage and cafes orig- applause. Team looks good enougli
Line .closes with parade number of pans as he
he's.,
around effect.'
Cor any vaude or small nilery bill.
Gazette" witli .vtunts, proves to the audience
inally, KayC is in his element.
Carle's pianisties naturally provide 'Girl On the Police
posthypnohis
Results
o'
not
f.^'king.
Stol.
entire cast' coming on sta.!;e- to take
The kid from Brooklyn pulls out
the, major highlight of the show. His
plenty of laughs
a
bow, l-touse was ^rammed with tic suggestions draw
every stop and goes at it as if he
twfo k'siytaoard medleys hit the audihim a nice scndaft in clos- v\-('i-i! nifiking his rep on every show.
.standees at first show. Thank.s,s5iving and give
enee effectively wMth his light and
LATIN
JAN
ing spot.
ittend55
swell
30
to
holiday'
helped,
,iuve
anywhere
from
works
He
melodic delivery. The orch serves
''',,':.:'...
Corinne and Tito Valdo-/. demon- minutes, depending on response, and Equilibrist
virtually as his 88's background with 'anCe.'.
strate grace with their straight, ball- exhausts his audience with hisAjsn- 10 Mins.
ah instrumentation of six bras.":, five
roomology, with their spins and lifts tastic array of gags. Comes ouF'as State, N, Y,
reeds and with piano, guitar, bass
To'iv<»r, K. C.
:,;;
An excellent balancing artist, Jan
to a slow waltz evidencing; they're
he'd just happened by and says
if
drum in the rhythm section. .The,
Kansas Ciiy. iVon. 28.
one of the best dance teams in the he hasn't faintest idea what he's go- Latin gets across fairly well with
second piano is for the lower regisdream ing to do. Fools around with the some good stunts but needs somebusiness. Thev encore with
; Snlijj. Rand Rewue ioith lioii AsHe,
Carle's ivoryiug is used
ters as
Tracy & Claire, The Trojans (2), sequence on "Good Night, vSweet- Ijand for a while, sings a song, chats thing out of the ordinary. Present
mainly as a solo instrument
fast
mto
a
segues
which
while good, follows the standheart,"
stint,
the
pretty
soon
with the tjustomers, and
Kurt !/ons, Lriie t5). Toicer Orcli
He's got a novelty gimmick in
Marjorie with Jack Parks
'Vocalist' is
"Out Cnli- "Beguine." Corinne doffs her skirt launches into a routine. Before he ard lines and lacks the necessary
vocal dept,
and; shoes in this one. to give the gets through he's done everything punch -to lift him above similar acts.
cnid ''Per.son.-Hughes' his daughter, and her single fomia Way" (Rep)
audience an ogle at her beauteous but his "Kid fronv Brooklyn" boxing
song "Chick With the Band" pro- aiify Kid" {Col).
Act consists of balancing on
figure. They close with a flash finale
vides a pleasant autobiographical
routine, and chances are he'll do chrome chairs, tables, steel balls;
for a begoff.
Although pipes aren't of top
Finale, in which he does a
note.
etc.
that too it he thinks of it.
After three nonths of straight film
Three Murtah Sisters, attired in
grade, she more than compensates
Towards the end of show he brings one-arm handstand atop a table,
fare the ToviJer returns to its former
with her delivery. Gregg Lawrence policy of vaude combined with dou- revealing gowns, mug their way out Georgia Gibbs and clowns with chair, ball and plank, each perched
through three songs that rate a nod her. Warbler responds with as much precariously atop the other, draws
in a single number, V'Wliole 'World
ble features. Sally Rand unit is in
neat
a
manages
special
maStat.
winds
Song"
writes
their
for whoever
Is Singing My
hefty applause.
coinic ease as he has and show
to send the new policy off to a
the
mitt.
terial.
Parodv on "Chiquila Bana- iil>— after
"Minnie
"Dinah,"
solid start.
Act segment heavy in the novelty
na" to .show what singing commer- Moocher" and various patter sonK-s
That vaude will pay its way here cials might sound like six months on a beg-oft basis. As his routines DUDLEY and HIS MIDGETS
dept. has Val Setz's comedy juggling
registering with his manipulation of was shown by the opening day turn- from now is overlong but elicits vary from show to show, Kaye some- 10 Mins.
Indian, clubs as well as sundry items out, which indicates a ,$1.5,000 week hefty applause. Gals really knock times runs into a heckler or an audi- Acrobatics
for good returns with Florence Hin for the house, a big figure at the themselves out on their "Hawaiian ence comedian and then he has a State, Ilurtt'ord
Lowe hitting„ a_ good
^ .„ reaction with Tower. No little part of the take is War Chant" and also beg off. Nice tendencv to freeze or talk down to
After 22 years on the boards in
aTcri contortrons; "The gal must have due to the Rand name. While the
pipes that blend well in clcse har- the hecklers and sometimes cuts his England, this aero team is making
a boneless torso to get out the situa- show is on the risque side and it mony aid plenty in selling their act off abruptly. But when he gets the rounds in the States. A neat act
! stacks
up as only mediocre enter- stuff.
tions .she finds iiersielf in.
hot audience, which he usually for intimate spots. Classy, too. Five
a
Comedv is by the Slate Bros. (3) tainment, there's no doubting the
equilibrist, and Ray does he cuts loosi; and works until midgets (three male.s-two femmes)
Jan
Latin,
with salable boke that gets over draw of the fan dancer.
(New he's knocked out. It's a terrific show; engage in variety of liand-to-hand
impressionists
aiid
Nardo,
That
only with expert delivery.
^ot Missi^Rand it's something of a Acts) round out tb
Louis so terrific it holds the cu-stomers stuff. Also work together with tall
bill,
Jo.se,
they supply very well.
homecoming, her first appearance in Basil's house orch, playing in the through two or three shows and thus lanky chap to make for the novelty
her home town in a long time, and pit again this session, backs the act-s cuts into biz.
Ecfc.
hoke effect.
the stripper capitalized on the fact in excellent fashion. Basil al.so emMilli«»n l>«»iaar. L. A.
Preceding acts are sock standards.
111
both her act and publicity. This cees the show.
Stal,
Tip, Tan arid Toe warm them up with
Lo,9 Angeles, Nov. 30.
trip she's- doing her original fan
sharp taps and acros; Bill and Cora
Armando Orefiche Orch (13) tcitti dance complete with the; filmy cosContinental
'Keller's
act,
puppet
Baird follow with smash
Blanco
Monte,
Paulo
Chiquito.
Gayoty, l^l«n<r<>al
tume yanked off halfway throu.gh
and; Miss Gibbs wows with two or
Batista; Isabelito. the Gorcias (2); her terp. the blue l)Khtin.i> throughMontreal, Dec. 2.
three pop tunes admirably sung.
"I?i!;i.si!)[e Informer" (Rep).
Revue' Out of This World
out and the "flash" center stage
Jack Olsen, Joy Doms. Marcelli, Larrv Flint's house band, augmented,
closing' bit.
Donno Louise, Pepgj/ Toilor Trio, 3 supplies the musical background and
By JOE LAVRIEi IR.
Current stage bill reminds of a
Show opens with Tracy and Claire, B!ne Jackef.<i, The Jades i21 Seed handles Kaye's zany conducting and
"Keller's Continental Revue" by
Latin glee»club and is not too forte
& Bruce, Line (10), Len Howard raiisical gags beautifully.
on entlrtainment. Armando Orefiche fcmme terp team fronting the live
Bambrick (Houghton MifWinifred
Orch (9).
Only .show without standees out- flin; $2.75) is a European show biz
and orch opened under handicap Ml hne for Rehabilitation Is Our
side waiting to get in was opener,
when costumes failed to arrive for i Job, Gals terp^ through()ut, show.
Acts this week at the Gayot.v show loniing at noon on Thanksgiving novel that tells about a .show that
curtain time so maybe the .spirit and with Kurt Jons head the' five
nicely in their individual spots, but
dream. Nobody
showman's
Elte.
is
any
production
numbers.
Day.
wasn't there for a solid show. Things
generally the la.vout lacks puncli.
the show that plays to
flops in
Trio is back with "Eternal Tripick up a bit when Isabelita, added
The Jack Olsen is personable emcee,
packed houses! Herr Direktor. Keller
attraction, is on, but in between it's a gle" number with the line.
rounds up the parley in okay fa.shTapliol.
Ziega mixture of below-the-border jit^ Trojans follow and click with their
is a composite ot Reinhaidt,
ion, but fails to come throush in his
Washington, Nor. 28.
terbugging that fails to sell.
adagio dancing.
feld, Barnum & Bailey and Mike
own ;spot, Olsen digs wa.v, back for
First turn for Isabelita has Latin
Checna de Simoiic Dancers (6), Todd. A super-showman who loves
Lou Ashe is spotted in a harem
looker singing "Negro Loano," "Voy number backed by the line, and then gag material, which comes off so-so, Virginia Austin. Bob WiHianis; "iVo
his tempermental
theatre
and
the
is
but
his
singing
pops
okay.
of
Pa Brasil" and "Senorita Chi-Chi'- takes over for a solo bit featuring
Leni'c, No Lore" (W-G).
"famine." The cast >of characters
for good returns; Her next spot is a his warbling of Cole Porter medley "Ole. Man River" gets a nice mitt.
Marcelli's wire act is socko. Lad
Latin medley and "Mi Caballito" and a string of comic chatter. "Ballet
Apparently on the theory that Van sounds like playing on a vaudeville
with encore on "Chico-ChicO" with in Blue" with line precedes the Rand shows nice finish and polish to his Johnson on' the flicker side of the bill with Kitumara Japs, Swiss Bell
Chiquito, featured with the Orefiche dance, well spotted near the end of tricks, with quite a tew not having bill will pull them in anyway, Capi- Ringers, Australian Woodchoppers,
been seen before. Donna Louise's tol theatre comes up this week with Zarestsky's Russian Dancers, Clark
crew. Gal goes in for breathless cos- the 55-minute show.
tumes and particularly interesting isFinale numl -r along minstrel lines soprano items register okay. Rep- its weakest stage show in many & Verdi, Ching Ling Foo, Weber Sc
the white-'f ringed frock worn in sec- is almost ambiguous. It's an. okay ertory includes "No Business Like weeks.
Fields, Hassan's Arabs, Mitzi Hajos,
ond spot,
Headliner is a dog act; True, Bob
number, but it's the Rand striptease Show Business," and Victor Herbert
Gomez Trio, Joe
Orch's opening number is "Havana
Williams and his two pooches pro- Ryan & Ritchfield,
the fans come to see, and runners medley.
in Paris," followed by medley tagged
Peggy Tailor Trio garners hefty vide more laughs and a smarter rou- Welsh and the Singer Midgets!
might as well close down after that.
"Mosaico Tropical." Chiquito takes
mitt,
with,
boff
routine
in
adagio
stints,
other
animal
most
tine
than
Quin.
It's a story of a super-revue with
so-so vocals on "BabaluV and next
Spanish vein. Costuming is nifty. but it Is still canine stuff. Best part
animals that is
vocal spot goes to Paulo Monte.
Gal works with two guys and tricks is the kidding by Williams of the 300 actors and 100
and
Latter demonstrates lack of techApollo,
V.
are up-to-date and plenty saleable. kind ot dog owner who is forever playing the Continent, /England
nique and stage presence and lightThe show contains all
Ink Spots (4), Coke & Pofce, Peg Three Blue Jackets, sepia tapstering showing off the mediocre stunts of Germany.
weight vocaling on "Without "^ou"
team, click in their spot. The Jades his pet;"
nationalities and get along like one
and "Paris." Blanca Batista, orch's Leg Bates, Dinah Woshington, £ddte do an acro-tumbling stint which gets
Virginia Austin with Chippo and happy family under the direction of
blonde canary, is okay on "Escu- Vinson Orch (15); "In-uisible In- across nicely, and Seed and Bruce
a couple of other puppets is a nice Herr Keller and his company manchame" and later does "Tu Ya Soy" former'' (Rep),
offer an old-time comedy routine curtain opener.
She handles the ager, Herr Newman, who is lovingly
and "Baso La Luna."
which is good for yocks.
dolls smoothly for a pleasant session
called by the troupe "Pappy." Pappy
Glee-club effect is contributed by
Joy Davis registers in the strip that holds 'em all the way.
All sepia unit, headed by the Ink
and
Blanca,
Paulo
Monte, Chiquito, Spots, should keep the' wickets ispot. She throws everything at 'em
Cheena de Simone Dancers three is a mixture of Tony Pastor
.
_
Gomez and Sierra on a number of turning
Herr Keller pays oft
at this house for current but the kitchen sink. Tees off with men and three gals present two or Mike Shea.
typical Latin tunes that register
week if the opening day crowds can a warbling -bit and shows off an three strictly routine numbers which his "famille" with very little dough,
lightly.
Orefiche's piano solos on
okay
set of pipes. Line is n.s.g. Len fail to rouse any enthusiasm.
The but makes up for it by giving par"La Paloma" and "Malaguena" and be taken as a criterion. Layout is Howard orch cuts
to
and
dancing
appears
be
average
show
neatly.
Biz
neat
package that packs plenty
and
ties,
buying
wine,
coffee,
special arrangement of "Dark Eyes" a
Laza.
while .smoothly done never rises to lunches..
wallop in the 50-minute runoff and so-so.
•
But they are all happy
were best received.
the heights of a good chorus line.
The .Garcias, dance team, drew leaves- the customers well satisfied.
and satisfied. The leading gal is
Lowe^
Eddie Vinson Orch, comprising
Olympla,
good: welcome at show caught with
Anna, who does singing and dancing
two numbers and showed particu- three rhythm, six reed and five
Miami, Nov. 28.
besides a trained" leopard act. She
larly well with encore using tray of brass, tees things off with a zingy
Bill Johnson,
Tim Herbert, At
also is Herr Direktor Keller's misglasses balanced on head while terp- arrangement of "Birth of the Blues," Gordon & Dogs, Arabella, Al Castle
Saranac Lake
tress oft stage.
There is also an
ing.
Musical backing for their which has the joint jumpin' and sets & Hetene, Les Rhode House Orch;
the mood for what follows. Vinson "The
Austrian Ballerina called Kathi, who
By Happy Benway
numbers was smooth.
Brog.
Stranger" (RKO).
takes over for vocal of "Mr. Clean
is ourer than Fairy soap, which only
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 3.
Head,"
with
comic
lyric hitting the
Colony's radio station WNBZ, for- is purer than Ivory Soap, which only
Oriental. Oil
Best layout in weeks current here,
spot with payees for neat returns.
with lineup clicking with holiday merly broadcasting with a 100-watt claim.s 99% purity while Kathi is
Chicago, Nov. 29.
Coke and Poke, male comedy team, crowds.
power, has now been uppcd to 250 100'% pure (no agent's commission I
"Star and Garter Revue" with follow and click with their
zany
Topliner is Bill Johnson, who watts,, operating from 7:30 a.m. to guess) and a fascinating HungiiTi'in
Chaz Chase, Ross Wyse, Jr., with antics and slick hoofing, with jitPeggy Womack; Bobby Winters, terbug, finish, with one of the lads proves a sock act for this house. In- 11:30 p.m. Change provides longer singer, dancer and strip-tease artist
well programming, a break for the .shutSparky Kay with Vince Pellegrini, garbed as dame^ as. sock as ever for gratiating personality and
called Tania. These three gals cau.se
rounded baritone had them all the ins, ;.
Vanderbilt Boys (2), John Barry, applause.
way. Stint is blended to obti^in full
Hugh GaVney; manager of CBS's all the trouble in the show. There's
Helaine Jarrow, Frank Brooksi Line
Dinah Washington, sultry song- values from his songs, which include Maxine Elliot theatre, N. Y, C. even a murder, a near-murder,
(20); "Margie" (20th).
stre,^,s. gets nice reception on "Walkie
"God's
Green Acres," "All the checked in at the Rogers for rest shootin' 'n' everything.
Talkie," "Man I Love" and "Evil Things You Are,"
"Ol' Man River" and ob.servation.
Tabloid edition of the show that Woman." Gal pulls all stops on the
Most interesting part of this novel
The Sam Bergsons shot in from
was seen here last spring is about a latter to give them the rowdy stuff (done .without the mike) and "To
troupe is
Cleveland .to visit Lillian Berg.son, is the part where the
mile north of where it' should be. "^^y Practically demand here. Peg Each His Own." Had -to begoff.
playing in Germany while Hitler and
t^v.
,-ni»7^r.<,h fnr BTnrfninh
Tim Herbert is another fave here. who (s showing nice imptovement.
Draws plenty yocks with his 'nimble
Helen Grupp upped for meals and his Nazis are putting on their own
comedy, dancing and zahyisms; An- mild exercise.
Revue that flopped all over the
lower State street.
s'cring;, interspersed with gags, to other begoff.
Helen Pel(!chowicz handed a 10- world!
The troupe goes through
Show, however. is better than
returns and a begoff.
Canine antics of Al Gordon's pack day furlough and left for Camden dramatic and. tense situations durinS
when it was getting $3.(K) here; has <^°PInksolid
Spots come on in closing spot went well to earn healthy returns, N; J;, to visit friends.
been tightened up and moves fast
this period in Germany.
bedlam reception.
Quartet, "the pups draw plenty howls with
Gladys Ram.sey given a birthday
with girls doing several fine produc- to a
Billy
tenor,
sparked
by
Kenny,
Winifred
Bambrick, the authoiS
Gordon
handling
party
them
with
a.s,surand
lob.stcr
dinner.
Among
tion numbers, notably "Girl On the
contrib "The Gypsy," "I Never Had ance.
those attending were Frank Kaplan, wa.s a child prodigy and has played
Police Gazette," "Night and Day,"
Arabella serves up a melange of Dr. William Stern, Lee Klimmick as harpist soloist with some of the
and opener "Star and Garter." John a Dream Come True," ITo Each His
Barry does okay baiitoning produc- Own" and the perennial "If I Didn't musical talent, playing the accordion, and Marie Soutliard,
great musical organization all over
Care" for riotious applause that stops the pianOi drums and xylophone and
Helen Inglee back for additional the world. Trouping with a Ccn)-?
tion numbers.
They could have re- tops with a dance session.
rest routine.
Vanderbilt' boys start with taps the show.
tincmtal revue gave her inspiialion
Vi.stor King, former Rogerite, visOne-legged cyclist Al Ca.ftle ratesi
•nd iiegue into hand balancing stunts mained on as long as they wished,
hut with the strenuous five-show stout palm-whacking with hi.1 pedal- iting Walter Hoban and other while for this novel. "Keller's Continento good applause/
tal Kevue" has terrific picture possiantics.
.Stunts .had them gasping, here, for eheckut>.
After another parade number, schedule here, let it go at that.
ovetall
effect
IVrlte
bilities.Bdba,
with
aiding
in
to
;
Helene
thiNte that are HI.
Franfete Brooks, in a dark blu6 tux
ClWfJ)
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LEGITIMATE
Circus Saints-Sinners'

The Negro Pattern

Fete for 'Ike' a

Broadway's Surprising B.O. Action

Wow But

Washington Post has editorially called upon Marcus Heiman to
*wltch the policy ol his National theatre, Washington, and permit the
(ale of tickets to Negroes. Editorial loUows the recent move of playwrights who announced they would not permit any of their shows to
lor the National so long as the present policy continues.
l)e booked
"As we understand his position," said' the Post, "Mr. Heiman's present policy respecting Negroes is based on a belief that it confcrnis to a
local community pattern and that abandonment of it might lead to
disorders. The pattern, insofar as it can foe called one, consists of that
theatre's practice.
"In the early years ol this century Washington had several legitimate theatres, all of which admitted Negroes on a non-discriminatory

as the "fair guy".- It was big news,
with plenty of press and newsreel
coverage as an automatic thing, but

1930's, the National itself admitted Negroes to a
of productions which had Negro casts.
There were no disno distufbances, no race incidents of any kind.''

the expert manner in which everything was handled was what signalized it for the regulars:

Dutch Treat Show NSG
One

&

show

Takes a

biz

<

Tail Riies Aussie Equity; Claims

Actors 'Lazy/ Radio Legit 'Menace'
Sydney, Nov.

26.

week started 'with a dimmed^?
out Broadway, with railroads taking
on account of the soft coal

off trains

^

has ruffled the feelings

actors

J. C.

was

Aussie artist

Nugent

rMlMlCM

and actresses suffered from an

inferiority con:ip1ex and would not
do their best unless supported by
imported talent; that the average

.qoei

"Mood

Tait,

who

week for the
to gather talent

leaves this

London

for his loop, also told newspapermen
that Actors Equity, which was controlled by radio players, was largely
responsible for the poor standard of
the Aussie stage.

41st Anniversary

Number

To Be Published Soon

Tait added that- good .stage artists

almost unobtainable locally,
because Fadio was prepared to pay
salaries three times as high as those

were

offered

by

legiters.

'The

result,"

that men and women
with dramatic talents are by-passing
the stage for the ether.
In radio
they are never called upon to learn
a part; they have no need to worry
about their personal appearance,
and they never have to make love.
For this reason I regard radio as tlie
greatest .menace to the legitimate
said Tait,

bunked, even to suit PM".
The rotund Les Kramer, who produced and wrote most of the show,
suddenly loomed as a new talent
which show biz had better discover
anew although he's been doing the

Corio Strips Pfeiffer

Of $4,1 00 in Settlement

"is

Of laid' Salary Smig CSS
Jules

.Pfeiffer,

"Maid

comedy,

whose
in
The

hillbilly

Ozarks,"

abruptly folded in Atlanta recently,
settled with Ann Corio, who was engaged to star show at $1,500 weekly.
Former burlesque stripper claimed
$6,000 in salary, having been paid
stage."
half salary for two weeks, while an
Hal Alexander, secretary of Ac- additional week's pay was due in
tors Equity, replied that when Tait lieu of notice.
She- accepted apis prepared to pay Aussie artists the proximately
from Pfeiffer,
$4,100
same salaries as those paid to im- settlement being arranged by Equity,
ported stars, he'll have no reason to where the showman had salary
complain of lack of talent. "Many guarantee money on deposit., ;
Australian artists suffer from an inA rijjer in Mi.ss Corio's contract
feriority complex," Alexander added, called for her sharing in the pro"but Tait can hold himself person- ceeds of a souvenir booklet sold in
ally responsible, for that.
He has the lobby on a 50-50% of the profnever given them a chance."
its.
However, Pfeiffer had sold the
Majority of local artists claim booklet rights in full, for which he
Tait's statements are "ridiculous." It received $4,500 shortly after "Maid"
isn't often that Tait lets himself go started touring, again from the Beto the press, but when he does, it's lasco, where it played during the
generally something hot. It will all summer.
Pfeiffer contended that
probably blow over by the time the actress was only entitled to a
Tait gets back with a bunch of im- share of the actual lobby sales, which
ported talent.
were small, but finally assented to
paying her around $1,100 on that

.

•

7-Perf ormance

scojre
Pfeiffer ;intend.s to send

Wage

For Six Shows Set As

New Iceman'
:

Scale

When "The Iceman Cometh"
opened in New York and the performance started at 5:30 in the afternoon the stagehands union set a
scale of double pay for the crew.
Curtain time was extended to 7:30
two weeks ago, and several huddles
with the union were necessary before a new play arrangement was
set.
Revised scale calls for payment
for sevtn performances, although
only six per week are given, plus
two hours per day overtime; local
No. 1 business agent not explaining

"Maid"

to

luncheon, the same evening's Dutch
Treat Club show in the same locale,
the grand ballroom of the WaldorfA.storia, N. Y.
showed up even
poorer by contrast. George Abbott
staged the show with Frank Crowinshield as chairman but despite a
who's who of literati 9nd show
names in the cast and among the
authors it just didn't come off. Sum
total impression was that a large,
group of distinguished adults sat
around an entire evening for possible four-letter toppers. Van H. Cart,
mell. Rube Goldberg, Abbot, Deems
Taylor, Henry A. Murphy, Nathaniel
Benchley-J. P. McEnvoy were among
the authors.
Funniest was the "Flow Gently
Sweet AFRA" paraphrase on the
"Sweet Avon" ballad, having to do
with intrad-trade radio strife. Also
tradey, but effective, was Deems
Taylor's rib on unionism, calling for
three men for every duet at the
Met; four people for every vocal
trio; and two standbys for every
quarter, making them a sextet.
Abel.

—

—

,

URGES AMATEUR TALENT

SHOWCASE ON B'WAY

play.

tre and Academy, offered a plan last
week whereby talented actors, direc-

'SHALL PASS' PASSES

WITH FOLDED
Planis

to

tour

"This,

Too,

B.R.
Shall

Pass," a tolierance play presented at
the Belasco, N. "V., last spring; came
to a sudden halt when a newcomer's

bankroll was apparently used up..
Show rehearsed five weeks, which,
under Equity rule.s, called lor full
There are )l2°in the "Iceman" crew
pay during the final week, but it acat the Beck, including three- heads of
tually played but three performdepartments Who now receive $162.60
ances, when Benjamin Kutcher, who
weekly. Grips and clearers are paid
secured the right,s, abandoned the
$85.36, with two curtain men getting
play last, Wednesday (27).
$103.37, making the show's share of
Idea was to present 'Ta.s.s" princithe
crew payroll approximately pally in highschool auditoriums. Sam
$700 weekly. Although "Iceman" is W,finamaker, one of three: featured
a virtual one-setter, it is costly to
players in the original ca.st, scored
operate, show requiring $18,000 to in ".loan ot Lorraine" 1his-,sea.son.
break even.
Drama was written, by Don Appel.
Incidentally, dui'ing the premiere
of "Christopher Blake" at the Music
'Pass' Passes in Bridgeport
Box Saturday (30) two cables supBridgeport, Dec. 3.
porting counterweights snapped, re"This Too Shall Pass," VOn Apsulting in considerable noi.se during pel'S tolerance
play, didn't even
a quiet .scene.
Memorial here. OneKlein
Sleeper
Martha
and show at
Jtichard Tyler wei-e on stage at the night stand was skcdded for Nov. 27
time, but continued their lines with at municipal auditorium, but "posthardly a pause. Stated that a deck- ponement" was announced at la.st
hand received rope burns, there be- minute.
Jng np .other reported casualties nor
Not enough sale to warrant perwere scenic effects damaged.
formance.
the ruling.

shows for years.
Because of the brilliance ot the

the road again after the first of the
year, but has shelved the idea of
using a star. He also planned taking over "The Front Page," which
Was revived on Broadway this fall,
but will not tour the newspaper
George Preedley, speaking on becomedy unless he's able to secure^
name players for the Hecht and half of^the American National Thea-

McArthur

and designers from university
and community, groups could copue
tors

to

Broadway

fo;re

ing

to

show

their stuff be-

;

Okla.

Number

Broadway

practically deserted.

It's in the script that shpvit business will slide down until Christmas,
despite the surprise finale last week.

i}ue

A number of grosses reported off
made up the slack last week, while
some bettered the marks of the previous week, when there were strong

Honor

Indians

indications

Guild With

that

.the

.

pre-holiday

slump was

on. The ciirtaiJmeht of
train service hais caused a drop in

Own Version

advance

Of a Fringe on Top

Sales, also

the cancellation

of mail Qrders.

together

of

various

representing

which was held
N.

Piccadilly,

at Hotel

Y.

Freedley

told

ANTA

NTC

.delegates that
offered
use of the old" Princess theatre on
street
to
the
experimental
.'iOth
project.
Plan will be discussed by
'

NTC

March 7.
Lawton Campbell,

at the

is

board

C.

chairman;: told

the

little affected,

and

it

was

that long-run revived
musicals such as ''Show Boat" and
"The Red Mill" wbtild not continue
indefinitely, idthough the latter held
anticipated

:

own

'

|

|
'

last

"Annie Get Your Gun,"
some great straight-play grossers
when Ethel Merman becomes a
to the list in recent weeks,
member of the Sioux tribe. Those added "Joan of Lorraine," "Happy
such as
screamed with laughter
present
Birthday," "The Iceman Cometh,"
when the Guildite "did a Merman" in
Fatal Weakness," and "Another
"The
dancing Indian style. All four were
Part Of the Forest." "Present Laughgiven tom-toms. A long-planned pater" is getting important money, and
rade was cancelled beoau.se of a hailso is "Parfc Ayeniie,'' which has the
storm that had iced the streets.
best chance ariiong th6; fall's ihuiSicals.
Among the newer plays with
good staying chances is "Made in
PIX
Heavin,'' which held up while others
eased off. Revivals such as "Lady
IF
Windermere's Fan" and "Cyrano
An offer of $5,000 weekly rent for Bergerac'' aire among the mbney-get»
pictures is understood to have been
Ameirican Repertory Th^tr*
ters.
offered for the National, Wa.shington, started very well but leased Off Ifist
in the event of a boycott of the
week, as did "The Playboy pf the
hou.sc by a group of dramatists and
Western Wqrldft"
^
.several managers because of the
house's negro discrimination. Stand
to

that

v

week. "Oklahoma!" and
have stayed among
''C^';""^''"
'he leading musicals, both picked up
ft "'eek, as did Icetime even
though opposed by Ice Follies at
Garden^
son
Square
Maf
Although Broadway sWl awaits a
.smash new musical, there- have been
its

in

;

NATIONAL MAY GO
BOYCOTT

Umm

'

rated the best outside of Broadway
by most producers. The house has 'Shew Boat'
some bookings beyond the first of
the year. No theatrical organization
Year,
After Nearly
has participated in the Negro discrimination agitation, and there is
Fold on Jan.
some question whether the ban will
materially affect the house, which
The revival of "Show Boat;" whi6h
has been on a 52-week basis for opened last Jan, 5 at the Ziegfeld,
Enyears.
N. Y., will finale on Jan, 4.
Marcus Heiman, who operates the gagement is extending through the
theatre, was not perturbed over the holidays to reap the harvest attendehances of the National going dark. ance that usually accompanies New
He recalliS lean years before the war Year's week. "Show Boat" is planned
when as few as a dozen shows played to tour key cities, but no bookings
the town during the season; Show- have been consummated.
man reiterated that so long as there
Revival's production cost $300,000,
is segregation in Washington schools Metro being
the principal backer,
arid picture hou.ses, making the Na- but Oscar Hammerstein II and the
tional a target in the situation is late Jerome Kern also participated.
logical.
haidly
For a considerable period "Show
Boat" topped the Broadway li.st in
is

ISOGKed
a

4

WOl

I

|

|

,

Kay Francis
Of

to

Be Out

Weeks

'State' Five

Hollywood, Dec.

Kay Francis wiU

return to

3;

work

in the Broadway troUpe of "State
of the Union'' iri about five ...weeks,
her physician, Dr. William B.raTtch.

said yesterday

(Monday)..

Mi.ss Francis pla'ned -in

:

from

!

weekly gros.ses with over $47,000.
During the spring and summer biisi-i'
ness varied, perked during the fall,
recently dropped to around
$32,000. At that level the show broke
about even in operation, but as of
the
present it has earned back

then

$170,000 of the investment, show
being approximately $130,000 on
wrong side of the ledger.

to undergo an operation. Her
place in "State" has, been :t?ik.eii by

York

-

Edith Atwater.

Monte Carlo

Ballet

tlie.'

Lone

Co. of Majors to

ANTA Coast Group Plans
meeting

still

New

trustees

Col.

.

been very

-

theatre groups throughout the

country,

However, judging from the grosses
end of November the outlook
not too disconcerting. To date
standouts of: last season are still selling out, with standees on hand where
permitted, these including "Annie
Get Your Gun," "State (jf the Union,"
"Born Yesterday," ''O IMistress Mine"
and "Gall Me Mister." "Harvey" has

'

.three.!day

Conference,
little

Richard Rodgcrs and Oscar Hammerstein II were made honorary
Indian tribesmen at ceremonies atr
tendant to the showing of their "Oklahoma!" .in Oklahoma City last
Interpretation of the mon-;
week.
icker pinned on Rodgers .was "Songbird of the Plains," but Hammerstein
got himself a special designation and
A special
isn't sure what it was.
Theatre Guild junket attended the
ceremonies.
Theresa Helburn and Lawrence
Langner also received redskin names
to remember the occasion, the former
receiving an inscription as a "Lady
Who Sees Far," while the latter is
also a bit hazy about his new handle.
An Indian chief presided, and when
Miss Helburn was inducted, the
scene was described as being similar

Meetannual getthe National Theatre

professional producers.

was the

'

.

Soon

.

A rib at the war correspondents
the unveiling in the sacred D. G.
archives of the instrument "more
potent than the atomic bomb in winning the victory", whereupon was
unfolded "the typewriter ot Major
George Fielding Elliot". Eisenhower
later cracked that "with such distinguished war correspondents as
Quentin Reynolds and all the other
experts in the room I won't talk
about the war", and also observed
that
"been thoroughly dehe's
was

in

triage vaude act would not learn new
routines, and that some of their gags
were many years oldi

U. S. and

Indigo''

4l St Anniversary

In between the fun was clever as
was effective. In one sketch, i-nother-soldier-president, U. S. Grant,
appears to give "Ike" one word of
advice: "Don't";

*'LayingOff"

lazy; that the av-

theatre

,iiito..o,.

OR aditorial feature of

it

OH

accounting for a drop in
attendance.
Thanksgiving
was not exceptional in theatres either
but the weekend: saw excellent business, especially on Friday and Sattjrday, to the surprise ;of showmen.
Saturday night saw Broadway
packed.' Throngs blocked traffic,- the
jam being remindful ol when wartime workers u.sSd to come to the
metropolis every weekend. Monday
(,2) the temperature dropped 40 degrees to nearly 15. "That evening saw
strike, both

John Byram

Dignifiedly handled as a "salute
to the late Jimmy Walker, longtinic
president of the CSS, the opening
tableau was a natural, showing Dan
Healy^a ringer for Walker^-ron a
N. Y. skyline roof, mounting the
stairs leading to "heaven". It was a
spine-tingler, just as was the finale

tableau showing General Ike mulling
his war charts as the spirits of
Washington, Lee, Grant, Teddy
Roosevelt, P e r s h i n g and Patton
mount the rostrum back of him.

E; J. Tait. head.of Williamson-Tail"

of Actors' Equity. Talt told newspapermen recently that Australian'

Out of That Slump
; I^st

SinnerK luncheon Friday (29), in
York^ with General Eisenhower

"

legit chain,:

%

so

New

'

orders,

magical

which happen every

often occurred at the Circus Saints

During the

ba.sis.

number

those

of

occasions

49

Do OK

major Ballet
three
the
troupes^Barllet
Busse de Monte
CarlOi Ballet Theatre and Original
pa-st
the
tour
Ballet
Ru.s.se— on
month, only one. Ballet Hu.sse de

With

Hypo

Sepiaf Legit
planning an all-star
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
late last -year to spearhead
A new legit theatre group is
forthcominf fund drive, with
its
prominent Broadway producers aid- being formed here which will .stress Monte Cairlo, has been doing good
ing the show. Show will visit every the casting of Negroes in important business.
Explanation for Monte Carlo's
ANTA reps are roles. It will be an attempt at afstate in the union.
laLso not. in Paris attending UNESCO fording stage experience, though it excellent takes is two-fold. It went
meetings, Col. Campbell said, to is also calculated to be a strictly on tour ahead of the others, and
both succeeding companies have
pave way for future exchange of professional group,
much the same
coveting
Actress Frances Williams and ac- been
European and U* S. plays and actMargaret Webster, tor Curt Conway are sparking the ground. In the past week the three
ing companies.
American Repertory movement, which is in keeping with companies have begun to branch
representing
so that bj2
Co., and Norris Houghton, of Thea- plans to eliminate "traditional" and off into different routes,
;
generally should Jmp*«>ve.
"stereotyped" casting of Negroes.
tre, Inc., also spoke.

ANTA

that
revival

is

•

,

.

.
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UBGITIMATE

so

Selection

Musical Dance Krectors

(tf

Ronains Big Issue on Dramatists Pact
Dramatists Guild and tlie
managerial League of Now York
Theatres negotiated a revised basic

The

,

afireemeiit

earlier in the. fall

Mexico, Newfoundland

Added

after

somewhat extended negotiations but

possible further
for
changes. There was a session between the factions recently but the
stipulated deadline of Dec. 1 was
passed without an. accord being
reached, and it was assumed that
another date would be fixed this.

provided

.

.

There are eight provisions to be
Guild representatives will submit the proposals to
the esedutive eouncH, and at least
one more joint Session will be held
before the agreement is in. (ihal

clarified or revised.

as Col.

Members

Comhiunity Concerts division of
jumped
has
Concert.;
Columbia
membership of its towns from 4.10

.

last year to 525 this season, with two
countries included for the first
time (Jual'ez, Mexico, and Corner
Brook, Newfoundland). Division is
holding its 17th annual conference
at Lotos Club, N. Y., for 15 days
starting yesterday (3).
Ward Frehch, Community Concerts prez. announces new appointments in Ben LObdiU as western
manager; Lawrence Bernhardt, eastern mgr., and David Ferguson. Coast

hew

form. It's understood that the authors
managerj
are adamant on two points objected
to by the mai^aggrs, points: of con-;
tciitian ccnccrning the siiithors' r.ight;
to oUa.r the selection of the musical
and danqe directors of musical

Closed Doors for Negro

Sl.ott-§y

They Want Shows,
Strikes,

Inside Stuif-Legit

Won't

Etc.,

Maxwell Anderson,

in a bylined story in the N. Y. Times Sunday (11,
Ingrid Bergman agreed to return to the stage as star in his
"Joan of Lorraine," new Broadway smash. It was the author's wife, who
By .lOHN WILDBEEG
suggested Miss Bergman to enact the latest drama on Joan of Arc, and
Show business in New York cur- when, Anderson doubted that the Swedish star would consider such a
rently is holding its head because of proposal, Mrs,: Anderson urged him to see the actress and let her decide.
Anderson figured her acceptance would be: "One chance in a minion.
the dimout invoked by the coal
Producers throughout the Not more than two or three film stars have ever come back to Broadway
strilce.
city claims, with a few exceptions, and made a success," yet he went to California and Miss Bergman asked
that their grosses died with their to see the script immediately. When he visited her the star, said she
marquee lights. I think that it some always wanted to play Joan and had so stated in all interviews. When the
magazines, Miss Bergman replied; ^'Maybe
of those impresarios took a trip west author said he didn't read film
of the Hudson every once in a while you should; it might help you in casting your plays,"
When contracts arrived' from th?. east, Anderson said: "The Hollywood
they would find out that the dimout
is
a taffy-pull compared to some set closed in on Ingrid to advise her against doing the play or any play."
of the hijinx a show must contend However, they went to the beach to talk it over, mentioning the disLike playing advantages of the theatre and the advantages of pictures. Miss Bergman
with on the road.
Pittsburgh during a citywide strike. rcitoratod the desire to appear as Joan on the stage, demanded the con"Anna Lucasta" was pencilled into tracts, borrowed his pen and signed. Says Anderson: "I'm not making any
It sounds romantic, it sounds improbable, but that's the way
the Nixon theatre there, and when of this up,
the advance party arrived it looked it happened." Miss Bergman's contract expires early in May, which would
there would be no show. give "Joan'' a run of six months, but whether she will remain longer is
if
as
taxicabs, yet to be determined; also, whether there- are to be any road appearances.
lines,
streetcar
Busses,
Talking of the play, Anderson said he always wished to write a play
hotel employees, elevator operators,,
Streets were about a play in rehearsal, "because I wanted an audience in the theatre- to
etc. were on strike.
of course, all share the excitement of seeing a play come to life on a bare stage," which
in semi'darkness
thinks is a miracle.
signs had been turned off' he

Keep 'Em

hm

how

explained

B.O.

—

miteface' Parts Open

:

If

,

electric

The lobby of the town's most popuThe Dutch Treat Club, whoso shows in the past supplied material for
lar hotel was in complete darkness,
and the floor was strewn with paper Broadway revues, was in action last Friday (29), Rodgers and Hammer-

and debris which had piled up over stevi supplied most of the material with George Abbott doing the staging.
Theme of the evening was "reconversion of the arts," Feature was a
Actors, Sez Canada Lee a period of weeks. The situation
would make even the heartiest of travesty on the quartet from "Higoletto," with stand ins cueing the kidding
There has been criticism recently showmen feel' a little squeamish of stage unions. Otto Soglow, the cartoonist, delivering most of the laughs.
Russel Crouse was in an Abbott skit adapted from George Jessel's lantern
in the Negro press on Candrta Lee's about his production.
slide bit, and Judge James Garrett Wallace appeared in a United Nations
appearance in whiteface in ''The
I was of the opinion that if "Anna"
,••..'
Duchess of Malfi," complaints being was ever to play before a small sketch.
that the stunt was undignified and house this was it. But the take was
Alternate Tuesday evenings are grand opera nights in Philadelphia, the
anly accentuated the. so.-called Negro just under $25,000 for the week.
problem, Lee has answered that he Maybe the people of Pittsburgh are Metropolitan sending a troupe there during the season. Last week's bill
expected these criticisms, but thought hardier souls than New Yorkers, there was to have been VSiegfried," which was advertised, all tickets be'sidents, said to consist principally of
ing. sold. However; when the doctor advised the imported tenor Swedlund
his long-range' point of view ov*
maybe-they like their theatre better,
short' stoi-y writers, a copy of the shadowed objections.
not to warble because of a heavy cold, the show was changed to "Madame
He took the
membersliip list, plus last role, he says, to open opportunities maybe they are used to taking their Butterfly," with Licia Albanese the .singing lead. There was no protest
2,150
inconvenience in stride. At any rate,
year's minutes of the council.
from the audience nor any refunds, tickets being on a subscription laasis.
to Negroes later for other such parts.
for
showheart-warming
a
it's
a
Such data had been refused. Ae- He expects to do "Macbeth" next
him
the
knowlto
carry
with
man
tioneers say they want to contact all
If Metro IS going to polish up Schwab & Mandel's "Good News," a '27
season in whiteface.
edge that there are towns that want Broadway
members f ar the purpose of attemptsmash, for another whirl through the sprockets, it ought' to be
"This role in 'IMalf was' no stUnt," the theatre that much.
ing changes in the bylaws. Principal
easy enough to get a few pointers on what- was what in that musical. The
says Lee. "It's the kind of thing that
Toledo, prior, to tliis season, was
objective of the Committee for Ac- Startles people, but I want to set a
show's light comedian, Jack Haley, is very much on the Coast these days
stand
but
is
known
one-night
as
a
tion is a new type of contract where(remember his "Button Up Your Overcoat" with Zelma O'Neal). But
prece(}ent. For an ambitious Negro
for
shows
one
currently
booking
by authors wouh lease publication actor, until now, what parts have
where is the show's comediennei Inez Courtney, and a good one?. Word
week. The town has a very coop- of her, some time ago,
rights
rather than sell outright..
was that she was in Spain.
'Native Son," if he's
there been?
There is some similarity to James young enough; 'Othello,' if he's old erative groCip of newspapermen
M. Cain's plan to iorm an Authors enough, and 'Emperor Jones,' if he headed by columnist MitchelV WoodMrs. Martin (Louise) Beck is the first woman elected to the board of
been
Flora
Ward
HineUne
has
bury,
Authority, which would lease rights
the League of New York theatres. Understood that Cheryl Crawford was
likes that sort of part. It's true that
impresario
years
and'
the
local
for
to publishers and producers, whereas the scope of Negro actors has exproposed as director but asked to be excused, saying she was too engrossed
the Action group aims to have tlie panded greatly in recent years. her attractions played one night at with the American Repertory theatre to attend managerial meetings;
rights remain in the possession of But there is still a sharp segregation. the Paramount theatre, seating over When the League's annual meeting was held last vvcek,- Brock Pemberton,
3,000. She has lost her franchise and
the individual writer.
Just as it was an important step for the Town Hall theatre has gained it. on the way back from the Coast, was grounded in (Chicago but was elected
Action members want to discuss Ira Aldrich first, and then Paul
president anyhow.
The big question in Toledo seems
the Cain plan and charge the Au- Robeson, to dare play 'Othello' with
to be: Are there enough theatrethors Guild leaders with having
Brock Pemberton rarely takes an alcoholic drink, so when he was
a white cast, so I'd like to think my
stalled on the issue. Agitation arose doing this, part will have beneficial going people in the town to inake it featured in a beer ad serving brew to a couple of attractive models,
bring
his
profitable
for
a
producer
to
on the eve of election, balloting results for the theatre and for all
Broadway friends giggled. Showman said that he assented to posing because
show in for a whole week? The con- his show, ''Harvey," was mentioned in the caption, the fee for participathaving been dated for completion Negro actors.''
version
of
Toledo
from
a
one-night
ing being secondary, he said. Anyhow, the pliotography was excellent.
'jerday (2). Christopher La Farge
;
town might be difficult, but the
is president of the Authors Guild,
right shows are helping. But Toledo
Quoted gross of "Pygmalion" (Gertrude Lawrence) in Pittsburgh two
with Luise M. Sillcox executive sec- 'FLAG'
TOURING; still
needs intelligent propagandize weeks ago was $28,694 despite strike conditions. That figure was close to
retary, she having a similar post
.,;..•....,
ing.,f
the straight-play record there of $29,192 established by "Othello" (Paul
with the Dramatists Guild. Candi
IN
Robeson). Howard Newman was advance agent for both attractions.
dates named by the present heads
Sponsors of "A Flag Is Born,"
of the Authors Guild are Arthur Leo
ZagaS, Henry Pratt t'airchild, Paul currently in New York, have decided Mary Hatcher in N. Y.
Gallieo, Henry F. Pringle, Rita Wei- to send the drama on tour after not
i.ian,
Irwin Shaw, John Hersey, getting further booking at the Broad'Okla.' Lead After Pic
Richard 'Wright, Elizabeth Janeway way. Sunday (1) papers announced
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
and Charles Jackson. Action group's "Beggar's Holiday" to open in that
ous and greedy as Ubu-Roi, the
Mary Hatcher will take over
Uliu-ltoi
candidates: Carl Carmer, Philip "Van house Dec. 26. Latter is a mixedusurper. Pi-ancoise Beynier, as his
femme
lead chores in New York
("Ubu the Kine")
Doren Stern, Howard Fast. Nancy cast musical, tried out as "Twilight
wife, is the ideal shrew. Nicola Jocompletion of
(REVIVAL)
"Oklahoma!"
upon
Davids, Stefan Tleym, Ricl-ard O. Alley," book being based on '"The
nesco acts the murdered king's
'"Variety
Girl"
Paramount.
at
Paris,
Nov.
26.
Palestine propaBoyer, Lorraine Beim, Albert Hal- Beggar's Opera."
widow with the necessary levity. The
M.
Budel
prfiduction of fai'ce iii live acts
with
Theatre
Actress,
toured
who
ganda drama has another weelt at
per, B. A. Botkin and Helen Eustis.
(22 acenes) by Alfred Jacry.
Dirertect by wliole cast keeps in the script of the
film
stint,
will
Guild
show
prior
to
the Broadway with Jacob Ben Ami
1;:inile Dar.H.
}]ay. Direction and staging by Emile
Sets and castunu^s by Muurico
Serre.
by
then
one
Score
jet
de
Muriel.
At
Vleux
make
Broadway
debut,
do
Maxi.
Dars are good.^^
due to replace Luther Adler.
C'olombier. Paria.
reother
for
the
Guild
before
show
Adler and Draper's 20
Pcre Ubu
...Christian Lude
Gross for "Flag" improved last

Whether the Authors Guild's, fight
with the Authors .Ijeague will ultimately affect the dramatists is not
certain. Both groups are within the
Authors League setup. Dissenting
writers in the authors group formed
a group called the Committee for
Action and obtained an unprecedented court ruling whereby the <5uild
vfas directed to turn over to the dis,

•
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i

.

'
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-

;
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PLANS

BEN AMI

LEAP

Plays Abroad

Hollywood.
week, with takings approaching $18,- turning to
000.
Previous week was underesti-

Concerts in N. Y. C;

60

mated as the final Sunday show at
Cities Thereafter the Music Box, from where it moved,
was not included. Before that ex-

MacArthur's

Mere Ubu

Captain Borilure.
Klnff .VencQjilas.
Queen Kosefiionde;

Ex Asks

Bole.Blaa.

.

.

'Lulu Belle' Acctg,

1

.Krancoi.se Ueynler
.Robert; Vei'bcke
..Michel MiolinUnon
.Nicole Jouosco
.Teddy Cnrtier

.......

.

.

.

.

Jacitues .Tniihanneau
T^ar Alcxiii. .............. i . .Jacaues Sabin
Ttouf^reluE).

[

..

.

.

.

;

Vanity Fair

London, Nov.

The Boar.
.Bernard Flaviat
Between Dec; 25 and Jan. 5, Larry tra-space ads hadKabsorbed the operChicago, Dec 3.
The (ihost..;^.,
,.. .'...Tacquea^ ThonnuB
Adler and Paul Draper will do 20 ating profit but last week there
nocky Sharp.
.Henri Coutet Mra.
Carol Frink MacArthur Michel- l.eezinaki ..
Sedley,
concerts at the N. Y. City Centre,
were no added expenditures.
Joseph Sedley
more, divorced from Charles Mac12 of them being night recitals for
Aniolla Sedley.
Net on the shovv's gross is not the Arthur in 1929, last week petitioned
Vieux Colombier is an arty spot George Osborne.
adults and eight matinees for the kid
.

agency important factor in
William
Morris
Kalcheim) is setting the tinuance, fund for
shows to include Salici's League For a Free
Puppets and Gil Maison, magico, fiting miieh niore by
plus a third act, to alternate with each performance.
trade.

(Harry

juvenile

the show's conthe American
Palestine benecollections after
night last

One

the harmonicaist and dancer's rou* week takings for "Flag" amounted to
$1,100 but collections, which go in
tines.
Adler, meantime, flies back for re- total to the fund, amounted to
fllming. of his "Romanian Rhapsody"
specialty in Joe Pasternak"s"Birds

$3,700.

Superior court here for an accounting of earnings of lytacArthur's play,
"Lulu Belle," from which she was
to have received 10% of MacArthur's
income from the play under the
terms of the divorce.
Mrs, Michelmore said she has received about $3,900 as her share of
the play's earnings, and that she
has learned the show was recently
sold to

and Bees" (Metro), .which he does

Paramount

for $100,000,

•

—
—

—

LA.

.

—

''

, . . w

.Claire

Ijuce

Edna Morris
Frank, Tickle
Victoria Hopper
.......Patrick "WaddinKton
Rawdon Crawley....
...Jack Liveaey
Mlaa Crttwley.........
....Bufina Bent-

,

patronized mostly by the intelligentsia, but this is entirely different from
Anthony NIohiflls
the usual fare provided. Its appeal Pitt Crawley
Sir Pitt
...
;Beckett BftuW
consists mainly in the fact that un- Marquess Ctawley.
of Styna,
... .Kynaston Reeves
der a clowning guise it gives a strong Captain Dobbin. ...... ..
...
.Tom Ollt
.

.

.

. . . .

. , .

, . .

message against political bullies.
Staged with backdrops, a few unsubstantial props and a light budgeted cast, this show likely will pay
the producer more than his: former
ambitious productions.
Acting is
mostly clowning to fit the farcical
of theme. In a mythical Poland one of
the nobles, aided by his wife, ar*

MacArthur is now husband
with Jose Iturbi and his sister Legit Still Carries
actress Helen Hayes.
Amparo.. He solos with the CinTorch in Japan, Korea
cinnati Symphony Dec. 21 and 22.
Tokyo, Nov. 26.
and thence back to N. Y. for the
Shows in Rehearsal
Three .legits, "Whistling in the
This is when
City Centre series.
"This Gentle Ghost"
(in
Los
Adler resumes with Draper, his con- Dark," "Butter and Egg Man" and
Angeles)— Russell Lewis and How
Cert tour until now being solo. "The Bishop Misbehaves" are makard Young.
Thereafter both are set in 60 cities, ing the IfSO-Camp Shows rounds of
"Little A"— Sam Nasser;
between; Jan. 5 and April 1, as a Japan at present.
"In Gay New Orleans"
Forbes
dual concert attraction booked . by
Musicals are more plentiful, and
Randolph,
Fred Schang, Jr., of Columbia Con- include Joy Cayler's "Spotlight
"Wonderful Jonrney"
Theroh
certs Corp.
Capers;" "Eight to the Bar," ''Laughs
Bamberger and Richard Skinner.
and Lassies," "Sun Tan Revue,"
"Street Scene"
Dwight Deere
"Footlight Frolics," "Girl Crazy,"
Wiman and Playwrights Co.
'Father' Date
5th
"The Jubilee Revue," and "Time to
"Burlesque" (revival)—-Jean Dalget Happy."
Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
rymple.
•
legit
comedy,
In Korea, the Gyp.sy Markoff reLindsay Crouse
"Love Goes To Presi*"— Warren P.
"Life With Father,'' returns to town vue is among the seven shows on Munsell and Iffrrman Bernstein.
for the fifth time for a run at the tap, while Bunny Barnes' orch, the
"Land's End"
Paul Feigay and
Don Cassack Chorus and "Hellza- Gt'ft'"
Komnes.
Biltmore theatre,
"Flnlan's Rainbow"— Lee Sablnson
Edwin Maxwell and Viola Frayne poppin" are among the 10 invading
the Philippines.
and Walter H. Katzell.
play-the Pop and Mom roles.

The

.

21.

I*eter Dearinpf and Anthony liawtrey'a
production oC play iu three acta adapted by
Con.stance Cox; from novel by Thackeray.
Direcled by I'eter Dearing.
At Comedy
theatre. TjOndon.

,

ranges to murder the king, take his
place and enjoy life. That is until
his
misadministration causes the
Russian tzar to send his' army to get
the dead king's son out of the usur

Sam.

.

Main

.

.

.Lionel

.

interest

in

this

Gadsden

Thackeray

adaptation is the return of Claire
Luce to, the West End stage in a role
which always has had a fascination
for dramatists, the Bad Girl of High
Society.

Miss Luce's interpretation of Becky
is as good
it could be under

Sharp

as
the circumstances. It is arch, cun-,
ning, sweet, cruel, vindictive and
dovelike. But the author, forced to
slash the novel to bits, cannot bring

per's place.
out the real charm and character
This fifty-year-old play was first which enabled Becky to get away
.shown on a marionette's Stand. Then with murder. Hence Miss Luce gives
was produced at the newly opened us some brilliant comedy, some moOeuvre theatre, specializing in sen. ments of genuine emotion, and a
sational shows. It created a contro- good deal of foxy fun. But the Becky
versy then because daringly mod- of the novel is never quite there.
ernistic in type, language and politPlay ambles gently through its doical implications. Even if the audimestic brawls, sordid marriages and
ences today are used to much rnore cynical love affairs. The only polite
daring material, the show still is en- things in it are the Regency settings
tertaining.
and the Marquess of Steyne's diploThe clowning cast is dressed in matic views on s'eduction, admirably
fanciful costumes, with a blackboard expressed by Kynaston Reeves. Vicplace at the side of the stage where toria Hopper brings the required
the .SB's are done by chalking up sweetness to Amelia, Frank Tickle is
.'iuch tities aff "The King's Palace."
a real bit of Thackeray as Joe Sed"Plains of Poland," etc.
ley^ Buena Bent infuses plenty pi
Christian Lude is suitably boister(Continued on page 52)
it

.

;
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Ups High

'Sweethearts

'Bloomer' Nice 36G, D.C.

in Ghi to 38G;

Chicago, Dec.

3.

shows which bowed out

Thi'ee

-week found themselves

in the

last

money

'Park' Fine 30(;, Cincy

l6r the last lap of their Chicago stay.

Remember Mama" had

,"I

sfeveral

capacity performances during its last
week, which grossed more than any
With
other :week in its stay.
"Mama's" demise here the show goes
into storage, after playing 19 months
on Broadway before hitting the road.
Girl"
"Follow
the
and
"Dream
Girls" also took, leave last Saturday
with the "Girls" ready for
(80),
,

storage bins too.
:

of "Hamlet," at the Er-

Opening

Monday

last

langer

come up

to

This

is

minute rush o£
shows before they folded. "Song of Norway"
hit; the Shubert Tuesday (.3 ).
probably due to

Park"

Central

in

week

the

in

her.'

last

Legit fare currently

"Come On Up"
Cox at $3.60 top.
in

.

.

Week

Last

."Dream Gin," Selwyn

(i3th

Week)

Closed at $16,000.
"Follow the Girls," Shubert (6th
Folded tb tune
(2,100; $4.80).

(1.000; $4,20).

of $26,000.

"Hamlet," Erlanger (1,334; $4.20).
(25). Good reviews,
but only $17,000 at b.o.
"Harvisyi" Harris (17th week) (l,Continues solid at $21,?46; $4.20).

Opened Monday

aoo.

"I Remember Mama," Studebaker
(7th week) (1,246; $4.20).
Packs up
after great $23,000.
"State of the Union," Black^tone
(30th week) (1,358; $4.20).
Only
town
in
with
Thanksgiving
show

matinee, $19,500..
"Sweetheartsi" Opera House

week)

m

(2nd

Big climb over

(3,800; $4.20).

week; over

last

- LafayDavidson, Mil. (9-14),
His Eye"
Plymouth,
Bosti (2-7); Metropolitan, Prov. (9);
Aud., Hartford (10-11 ); Shubert, N.

(2-7);

"Apple

—

of

.

Haven

New
Two"

at

Shubert

mounted

Haven, Dec,

preem

in

last

SRO

of

.

Hollywood (2-14).
Blackstone—Hartman,

3.

Week

(2-7);

English, Indpls. (9-14).
"Bloomer Girl"
Nixon, Pitt.

—
—

(2-

—

"Burlesque"
Det. (9-14).
"Call Me

strong.

Maintaining a season of steady
bookings, current week includes Ballet theatre for Dec. 3-4 and return
of "Voice of the Turtle" for last halt
(5-7). "Tobacco Road" takes over
for three days beginning Dec, 9, and
Dec. 12-14 brings in Walter Huston
In "Apple of His Eye." Following
week is pending, then "Little A"
(Otto Krueer) is set for Dec. 26-28
preem. Tallulah Bankhead is booked
for the full week of Dec. 30-Jan. 4.

— Shubert > Lafayette,

Mister"—Shuberti

(2-14).;

"Carmen Jones"

(28-30)

Saturday

night
proportions,
following, a
cordial
press and lip service. At $3.60 (tax
Incl.) top, gross of estimated $11,000
to

Col.

7); Ford's, Balto. (9-14).

(2-14).

"The Big

Bost.

—

Mosque, Peoria
Parkway, Madison (3-4); RaDes Moines (5); Aud., St. Paul

(2,>;

dio,

IttOK22iG,2dWk.,St.L.

22G,

'Apple 17G,

ptotesting against a "segregation"
policy that denies Negroes .seats on
the main floor.

'Blossom Time' 17G, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Dec. 3.
Perennial "Blo,ssom Time" beginslide ju.st a little but still not
to worry about. Operetta last

,

ning to
enough

week
top,

Nixon got $17,000
which. represents plenty

for

both

at

$2.50
of profit
at

:

,

Denver
.

(12-14).

"Come On Up"— Cox, Cincy
Evansville

ColLseum,
Louisville

(10);

(2-7)

Aud.,

(9);

Town

Hall, Toledo

'

'

'

(11-14).

.

;

'1

"Can Me Miiiter," National (33d
"The Bed Mill," 46th Street (57th
"Dear Ruth"-^Locust; Philly (2-7).
the Shoe Fits," Shubert week) (R-1.164; $6). This musical week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Held its own
"If
"Drums of Peace" Lyric, Bridge- (1,590; $4.20). Musical ga'ined on also gave extra matinee, which sent last week when takings were again
port (6-7); Opera House, Newark (9- holiday weekend With takingS 'of gross to. around $35,500; mo,';t others around $'28,000.
estimated $17,000,

-

:

—

,

.

14).

—

Nafl, Wash.
"Eagle Rampant"
(2-7)- Plymouth, Bost. (9-14).
,

"Hamlet"— Erlanger, Chi, (2-14).
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (2-14).
(2-14).

"Love Goes

to Press"^Nat'l,

(9-14).

Song"

"Lute

— Curran,

14).

"Magnificent

Tankete"

Wash,

Frisco

(2-

"Mary Had a

$22,000 on second and final week,
not bad, "Call Me Mister" here now
with big advance.
Yanliee,"
Colonial
"Magnificent

stuck to. eight performances.
"Carousel," Majestic f85th

Little"'—Copley, Bost.

(1,500: $3,60). Theater Guild-Aftierican 'Theater Society show on second
week with $22,500 estimated, which
Third week of limited
is about top.

engagement

130);

mixed notices.
"Dream Girl," Coronet

current.

GROSSES ON RISE;

L. A.

"Oklahoina!"-.H,American, St. Louis
,

"Happy

:

—

(2-7);

Girl" and

it'll

has

give house a

to

"Bloomer

new

West Hefty 116,

time

top,

of

"No

,

at

(1st

(D-920; $4.80), Imported drama in
one &ct drew, divided press, moKtiy
Park" of doubtful nature: but busine.is very
be delayed from good, nearly $11,500 in first seven

•

Opening

"Up

Pygmalion' 25G, Toronto

in Central

will

-

—

:

Menagerie," Dec.

.

.

the Cass
Dec. 8 to Dec. 9 because of the train
papers. Advance is hefty for "Up in Lyric, AUentown (13-14).
shortage as a result of the coal
Central Park," which opened last
"Twilight Alley" ("Beggar's' Holi- strike; Bert Lahr and Jean Parker
night (2), first of three Romberg
move into the Shubert-Lafayette
will
(2-7).
Bost.
House,
Opera
musicals booked for house in month. day")
day.
"Dp lii Celitj-al Park"—English, with "Burlesque" on the same
"Blossom Time" Dec. 16-18, and
"Student Prince" Dec. 25-28 will fol- Ind'pl's (2-7); Cass, Det. (9-14).
•Turtle*
Ducky TAy^G, Balto
Ft.
Worth.
Turtle"—
the
low Blackstone, coming week of
of
"Voice
Dec. 8.
Austin
Dec.
3.
(4);
Baltimore.
Paramount.
(2-3):
Worth
Business is booming here with
Plaza, S. Antonio (S); Music Hall,
'Lute' Faint lOG, Denver
Houston (6-7); Aud., Beaumont (9); strong entries accounting for goodly
figures. Last week "The 'Voice of the
Little
Aud,,
Denver, Dec. 3.
Aud,, Shreveport- (10);
Turtle" grossed a terrific $24,500 at
With a top of $3.60, "Lute Song" Rock (11); Aud., Memphis (12'14).
Ford's, in currently to strong addid a poor $10,000 in 'four nights and
"Voiee of the Tartl«"---Playhouse,
Montgom.?
two matinees in the 3,271-seat. Audi- Wil. (2-4); Shubert, N. Haven (5-7); vance is the new Robert
ery-Elliott Nugent "The Big Two."
torium here.
Springfield O-U); Lyric,
"Bloomer Girl" set to follow with
A. M. Obcrfelder's next legit here Court Sq.,
mounting mail order.
Bridgeport (12-14).
is
6-7.
"Glu.ss

and

.

Detroit, Dec. 3,
"The Student Prince" found the
at
Detroit patrons rather loyal
the Cass w^hen the operetta drew
$19,000 for the .first of a two-week
stand for nine performances at $2,50
top but "Anna Lucasta" at the Shu(13); Parkway, Madison (14).
"Toplltiky of Notre Dame"—For- bert-Lafnyette drew great business
the first of its two- week run with
rest, Philly (2-14).
Road" Strand, Elmira $24,000 in nine performances at $3.30

—

in its fifth

I

lucasta' Big 24G

—

.

Norway,"

|

Det.;

Colo.

"Tobacco

of

'

Royal Alex., Toronto

.

"Song

final

.

fifth

"Temporary Mrs. Smith"—^Walnut,
(9-14).

8.

week at the Forrest, again* led
the city with $38,500 but that was
several grand below what operetta
did in 2nd week here when it broke
"Call Me MLiter,"
Forrest record.
at the Shubert, jumped to $37,500
town; opens Thursda.y ^5).
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (2d last week, but well under capacity
week) (D-1,331; $4.80). With large at scale in big-capacity house.
was adwhich
"Dear
Ruth,"
batch of reviewers' tickets accounted
got
for in initial week, takings went over mittedly a disappointment here,
only $10,500 fOr the holiday week
$32,500; including limit of 30 standees
with plenty of vacancies at all pernightly.
"Life With Father," Bitou (.365th formances, "Temporary Mrs. Smith,"
Picked up given a cool brushoff by crix,
week) (G-613: $3,60).
somewhat last week despite general couldn't quite hit $7,000 in first of
decline and run leader bettered two sessions at the Walnut.
This week's lone opening, "Top$9,500.'
"Made in Heaven," iJiller (6th litzky of Notre Dame" at the Forrest,
sudweek ) (C-940; $4.20) No variance in opens tonight (.3rd), following Chi"Norway" for
.sturdy pace of laugh show, which den departure of
two weeks
again approximated $14,.50O: big Sat- cago, Newcomer is in for
and will be followed on the 9th by
urday, matinee lielped,
for three.
(return)
Girl"
"Bloomer
Exit," Biltmore
week)

'Student' Goodly 19G,

(2-14,>;;

Philly

Philadelphia, Dee.

There were plenty of indications

at Madison Square Garden drew big
biz but not a factor here.
"If the Shoe Fits," Century (MPresented by Leonard
1,712; $4.80).
Sillman; one of few musical.s. so far
this fall that did fairly well out of

taking in $2,400 before curtain time.
last night

—

Shubert, Philly
"Life With Father" bowed
(2) at the Biltmore for, the
"Student Prince"— Cass, Det, (2-7); around In this section.
Nixon, Pitt. (9-14).
"Sweethearts"— Opera House, Chi.

'Mister' 371/20

Broadhurst

Birthday,"

here last week that Philly playgoers
are becoming allergic to sharply
"Harvey," 48th St. (109th week)- tilted admission s<;ales as elsewhere.
(C-920; $4.20),
Slightly affected, as AH the current offerings fell well
expected at this time but fine $18,500 below capacity and the two big
musicals which poured it on thick
quoted for last week.
"Icetime," Center (24th week) (R- with $5.20 tops and $6.50 Saturday
Figured to glide with felt the unexpected blight most.
2,994; $2.40).
Wiggers' show, "Criss Cross" did
field but sure of big holiday attendance; rated around $45,000 last week $45,000 to lead the band with lower
with an extra matinee; "Ice Follie.s"

(2-14).

(9-14),

'Norway'

(5th week) (CD-1.160; $4.80).
One
of the newer money show.s; looks
like cinch into the summer; over
$30,500.

'MENAGERIE' 16iG, 3D

Off;

Piully

'

(41st week)
Another week to
(D-1,037; $4.20).
go; slated to merge with Chicago
company for touring;: "Wonderful
Journc.v" .slated to follow; picked up
to nearly $15,000.

"Years Ago," Copley (1,200; $3,60).
Fourth and final week about $12,000.
"Mary Had a. Little" here now.

(2-14).

Chi. (2-14).
"Street Scene"

week)

(M-1,667: $6).
Has been in the
since the start; affected recently but distinctly ijrofitabl'e: big
weekend sent gross up to $35,500.
"Chrlstophei; Blake," Music Box
(D-979; $4,80).
Opened Saturday

money

— Colonial.

Bost. (2-14).

(4);
Karlton, Williamsport
(2-3);
Playhouse, Wil. (5-7) Shubert, N.
Haven (9-11); Rajah, Reading (12>;

quite

.

'

x':'-'

high.

not

:

,

.

Indpls.
Indianapolis. Dec. 3.
Mae West's "Come On Up" took a
hefty $11,000 in four performances
at the English at $1.20-$3.60 Nov. 2830 despite pasting in two of three

although

t

,

Chief,
"The Glass MeJiagerie"
Sp. (4); Aud., Denver (6-7);
Arcadia, Wichita (9); Aud., Topeka
(10); Omaha, Omaha (11); Radio,
Des Moines (12); Iowa, Cedai' Rapids

ends

what show has been accustomed
in recent seasons.
'Nixon this week

'

Hub

Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
"rygmalion"— Selwyn, Chi. (2-14).
Grosses picked up this past week,
session.
With the 1,700-seat hou.se
"Set 'Em Up Tony" Opera House, partly due to Thanksgiving business
scaled to $4.27. eight performances Newark (2-14).
and partly because of loosening
grossed an estimated $22,500 as
"Sonr of Norway"—Shubert, Ghi. purse-strings, after a long buyers
against $25,500 for the first week,
strike. Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
(2-14).
"Oklahoma!"
moved
into
the
1946" picked up to $17,200 due to a
"Sprinctime for Henry"— His MaAmerican last night (Moh.) for a
holiday matinee. "Glass Menagerie"
three-week visit. The house is scaled jesty's. Monti (9-14).
finaled with $16,500 on the third and
to $4,27.
"State of the Unioli"— Mayfair, final stanza, collecting $48,000 for
The piece was skedded
for a two-week engagement last sea- Port. (2-7); Temple, Tacoma (8); the stand at the Biltmore.
son but a teamsters' strike prevent- Metropolitan, Seattle (9-14).
"Macbeth" opened Thanksgiving
ed, fhe house is being picketed by
"State of the Union?'— Blackstone, night at El Patio with best advance
the Negro organizations, who are
for any offering at the house so far,

:

week was

-

name

i

(8); Coliseum, Sioux Falls (10); Aud.,

A.

St. Louis, Dec. 3.
Extensive Thanksgiving festivities
rather than the picketing by four
Negro organizations slightly slowed
up b.o. activity during the second
and final week of "Carmen Jones"
that wound up its local stand at the
American Saturday (30). However,
the gross for the second stanza was
only a step lower than the initial

last

'

ing,
While
"Christopher
Blake" drama.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
opened Saturday,, with its chancesi
Got
not yet being clearly indicated. Trio (139th week) (C-939; $3.60).
of new plays the previous week, nearly $10,500 and run comedy slated
"Joan of Lorraine." "Another, jPart into the spring.
"Three to Make Ready,' Adelphi
of the Forest" and "The Fatal Weak(,S9th week)
(R-1.434; $4,801, Intiness," held to excellent business.
mate dram.a in large house continues
Boston. Dec. 3.
Estimates for Last Week
to profitable business; rated around
Holiday week-end brought considKeys: C (Comedy), D iDrama) $23,500.
erable upsurge of biz on the rialto, CD (Comedv-Drama), R (Repue),
"Years Ago," Mansfield (C- J ,001:
all houses climbing into nice brackM (Musical), O (Opereltn).
$4.80). Presented by Max Gordon;
ets.
"Apple of His Eye," only
"A Flag Is Born," Broadway (13th written by Ruth Gordon: drc fairly
opener, doing fine at the Plymouth, week) (D-1,900; $4.80).
Picked up well in Boston; opened Tuesday (3).
with "Magnificent Yankee" all but due oft next week; (approached
REVIVALS
around best at the Colonial. This $18,000, quite profitable for drtima
"Henry 'VIH, "Whal Every Woman
week brings in three items in ''Call in aid of Palestine.
Knows," and "John Gabriel BorkMe Mister" at the Shubert, "Mary
"A Family Affair," Playhou.se. man," International (4th week) tl,Had a Little" at the Copley and Adverse
press; taken off Saturday 172; $4.20).
EaSei, off to around
Alley"
the
Opera
"Twilight
at
"Land's End" follows next $19,000, with some of the advance
(30);
House,
performances; "Hen_ sale switching
Ahead are "Ea^le Rampant" at week,
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial ry" apparently the best draw.
the Plymouth, Dec. 9, "The Big Two"
"Playboy
df.
the Western Worlds"
(29th week) (M-1.427: $6.60).
So
at the Plymouth, Dec. 23. and "In
Gay New Orleans" at tiie Colonial, strong that slump conditions do not Booth (6th week) (CD-712; $4.80).
Expected
play
behind the holito
affect
capacity-plus
attendance;
$45,25.
Dec.
days; started strongly but slowed
500.
Estimates for L^st Week
around . $12,000,
however,
"Another Part of the Forest," Ful- down:
"Apple of His Eye," Plymouth ton (2nd week) (D-968: $4.80). First okay.
(1,200; $3,60). Theater Guild-AmerVLady Windermere's Fan," Cort
full week
around $22,500, virtual
ican Theater Society auspices plus capacity and new high because of (7th week) (C-1.064; $4.20). Exceladvance interest in hit show respon- scale; parties at full price.
lent business comparable to some of
sible for estimated good $17,500,
"Bal Negre," Belasco (4th week) the new clicks, with business at $22,Second and final week is current.
(M-1,077; $4.80).
Lifesaver for thi.s 500.
Ballet Theater,
Opera House spot; takings again over $21,000; no
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
Second week gained other attraction in seasons grossed (Olh week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). Among
(2,900: $4.20).
to estimated $15,000, a little better as much here,
the best of the season's welKpresentr
but not good enough. Figure about
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (44th cd revivals; picked up last week to
$25,000 to. break even on this deal. week) (C-99.3: $4.80).
One of the $21,500.
"Beggar's Holiday" b'bws here to- standouts likely to outlast others of
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (47th week)
the same cla.ssification; always ca- (M-1,628; $6). Date to close Jan. 4;
:night:(2).
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200; pacity at $21,000 but an extra mati- hardly, better than even break, with
nee sent count to $23,000 last week.
gross around $32,000.
$3.60) Ninth week still.splendid with

"Life With Father"—-Biltmore, L.

Picketed 'Carmen Jones'

takings

$23,500.

clicks among the new shows, and
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck f8th
one b£ three arrival!!, "A Family
week) tD-1,213; .$5.40). New high
Affair," was. eliminated swiftly, ''No
last week when quoted grcss was
Exit,"
dramatic
curiositiy
of
a
French origin, proved to be surpris- $25,500, capacity for Eugene O'Neill

'Shoe' Fit 22G,

.

(12-14).

ballet Theatrfr^Shubert, N. Haven
Hanna, Cleve. (6-7); Erlanger,
Buff. (9-11); Hartman, Col. (12-14).
"Big Two"— Ford's, Balto. (2-7);
Walnut, Philly (9-14).
"Blackouts o( 1.946"— El Capitan,
(2-4);

"Blossom Time"
Erlanger; Buff.
Hanna, Cleve. (9-14).
"Born Yesterday"
Wilbur, Bost.

NEW HAVEN PREEM

Interest

was

(Period Concrinsf Dec. 2-14)

"Anna Lucasta"— Shubert

ette,

$38,000:

TWO' STRONG IIG

indicated;

"State of the Union," Hudson (55th
week), (CD-1,057; .$4,80).
Holds to
capacity-plus pace to date, with tak-

.

(2-7);

IN

first

week around

ings lipt far. from .$25,000.
"The Fatal Wcaltncss." Royale (2d
week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Draw of
players a factor for several
High groSSers, including this one (Ina
not productive of Clairi; I; rated around $21,500.

edly.

'Yankee'

Current Road Shows

'

week)

than

Slurrip,

.

theatregoers to see other

Estimates for Last

pre-ChristmaS;

:

1,300-seat

32*/2G,

'Forest' 22y2G, 'Wedding' 21!/2G
Broadway's

is on, but last week's grosses surprised. 'Weakest attendance last week

.

„jj„

B'way

Forestalls

was on Tuesday and Thursday
"Love Goes To Press," the Martha (Thanksgiving) evenings. Matinees
Gelhorn-Virginia Cowle.s comedy, of 19 shows on the latter afternoon
makes its American' debut here Dec. saw. goodly business for the leaders,
9. Play has been a London success.
with, variable takings for others.
Weekend business perked unexpect-

Mae West

is

in the

•

Weekend

Pre-Xmas Slump; 'Joan

dijotion virhich opened here Monday
(2) for a week, should do Tyell. La
Sanfehead has always seemed part of
the Capital scene, and town goes for

8.

grossed
2,200-seat

Ennery at $3.60 top, approaching the
season's record by "Bloomer cJirl"
in the same house and at .same, scale.
Thanksgiving Day mdtinee and nigiit
performance were disappointing for
"Central Park," which followed with
capacity biz Friday night and Saturday afternoon and night.

not

did

(25),

expectations.

Cincinnati, Dec.

"Up

$30,000 last

Kg

Washington, Dec. 8.
"Bloomer Girl," with a locally tinprei'edAht%d |4,80 top, grossed $36,OOO In Its second week at the National, figure is probably the highest rung up here in well over a decade, thanlcs to the raised ante.
Tallulah
Bankheiid,
"Eagle
in
Rampant," the John C. Wilson pro-

mmlet'Poorl7G;3ShowsOKBowout

SI

Toronto, Dec. 3.
Scoring the biggest gross in three
Gertrude Lawrence did a
capacity business qf $25,000 in "Pygmalion" at the Royal Alexandra
here, with 1,525-seater scaled at $3

times.

"O Mistress Mine," Empire f36th
week) (CD-I. 082: $4.80), Has been
more. every
getting $24,000. an
week since opening; standee?.
James (197th
"Olclahoma!"
St.
week) (M-1.509; $4,80). For musical
ending fourth year bu.sincss is ex-

.sea.sons,

'

cellent; last

"Park
.week)

t p.

I

j

Avenue,"
(C-1,.382:

goodly operating
stayer;

.some

around

$31,500.

(4 th
Shubert
Turning in
and likely

$6).'
profit
'

variance,

but. gro.ss

Plymouth
Ijaughler,"
"Present
Noel
(C-1,063; $4,80).
(5th week)
Coward comedy faring much bettef

:

Smash engagement
turnaway
1

week's tJikings perked

to $28,000.

business.
$16,000 in the till on
the week before.

saw daily
was
There
advance sales

also

'ROAD' BAB $9,400, TOLEDO
Toledo, Dec. 3.
"Tobacco Road," at Town Hall
here Nov. 24 to 30, grossed poor
$9,400.

Top was

.

$2.46.
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robust hand.. It's Robert Montgomery's baptismal effort at legit direction, and it's a thoroughly capable

a

.MttMiu.imwy

HaliiTl

ntiA

Uw-u:

U'tx-

Is

in love

with an indigent artist, and she is. in
turn, lovt'd by a gangstt'r. There is a
"Major Hoople." who fl.tihts his apuriiHis jungle fever at frequent intervals with slugs of gin. There is his

Town

Plays Out of
Tli«> llig T«%-o
New Haven. Nov.

who

his daughter,

is

straight -laeetl

w ife. There

-

is

Plays on Broadway
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There is a
nil wit ingi'iuie ,prot(\ge.
Single settin,g of, a hotel lobby i.s, hvpoflibnilriacal cook wlio nobody but
a par with establiahod, uppers his mother would take for other tluin
crust Joe Mielziner .standards.
the nnirdeivr right from the star!.
..„; Bone.
And there is an odd n.ssorlnient of
other iineveiv characters. There is a
In tact,
little of almost everything.
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VVIlliain.sim,

communism-

when nature

.itiance

As' a love-fest

gets in her liclts.
about to be Con-

is

summated, Danie cqnfesSes the real
purpose of her visit to the community, and when the officer learns she
is a correspondent with knowledge
Of the invisible commentator situation, duty predominates and he turns

Subsequent story development has the pair reconciled as Danie
identifies the hunted spieler so that
the Ru-ss captain can help turri him
over to American authorities, thus

her

in.

the

setting

groundwork

Russian-American

for

better

relations.

Claire Trevor, before footlights
again after a Hollywood hegira that
extended into a lengthy stopover,
plays Danie engagingly. Attractively
garbed, her physical attributes make
themselves felt, and her general interpretation of the role is in the
upper bracket. With the exception of
a tendency toward forcing her brief
sob scenes, she emotes equally well
via comedy, anger and romance.
Philip Dorn, making his American
legit debut and his first stage appearance in 11 years, gK'es a highly comrnendable performance that lacks
only added playing to give it a bright

;

who overthrew his predecessor by a
again the play bogs down in a series slippery coup, who has let loose the
of marathon speeches that onl.y em- force of brownshirt terrorism on the
phasize a scarcity of plot. Action is land, and who finally comes to dinpractically nil until the last .scene ner at the home of a prominent Old
when the author resorts to piire Philadelphia family. There another
melodrama to ring down the curtain. coup traps and unhorses him to reMiss Bankhead plays a self-exiled store constitutional government to
queen who has kept her face covered the U. S.
for 10 years, mourning for her husThe Catholic U. preem of the proband who .was assa.ssinated on his duction follows thr- tradition of
wedding night. She comes to the Father Hartke's group, which has
castle where the killing: took place several times presented new plays in
to hold an anniversary dinner with advance of Broadway production.
her husband's spirit. A revolutionmany mo''State Occasion" has
ary poet breaks in intent on killing
the queen. He faints at her feet ments of considerable power and
from loss of blood, having been shot punch, but occasionally lapses into
by a castle guard. The queen hides rhetorical sohloquies, which, precehim and fihally hires \\m\ as her dent proves, are invariably accepted
to be
reader. Love develops and the poet only when the author" happens
A'nprevails upon the queen to end her a Eugene O'Neill or a Maxwell
and return to rule her coun- dorson. Unfortunately, this is Miss
.

'

^

exile

seems the archduchess.' mother
,of the dead king, and the head of
police have been running the countr.v, and they don't intend to relintry. It

.
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dingtoii bring conventional gallantry.

These decorative snobs seem worse
than Somerset Maugham's "Our Betbut the general impression
is lack of pace and power. Play
got a fair reception with prospects
doubtful.
£bet.

ters,"

given
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To the flat characters of Pitt Crawley, Dobbin and Osborne, Anthony
Nicholls, Tom Gill and Patrick Wad-

,
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Bokar & Hick« Theo. Corp.

comedy in the Mrs. Crawley role,
and Edna Morris' Mrs. Sedley rich
and robust in comedy.
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Moss Hart has gone dramatic with
a vengeance. The new play is not
variegated

as

as

his

'Lady

in

the

Dark;" but it too has high flights of
Ianta.sy,
That "Chri.stopher Blake"
will emulafte "Lady'' at the boxofl'ice
is doubtful; as far as recapturing its
cost, "Blake" is also a doubtful factor. It has too little humor and is a
bit too intricate for the average playgoer.
The hero, Chris, played by Richard
Tyler, is a boy in his early teens,

thor's, concept Ot „goinK thVOUgli Hell.
Unfortunately. howeyer,fdcspitB some
finely written, dialog, the resultant
introspections within the "torture
chamber" produce nothing profound
or worth remembering.
Within the past gehoration dranlatists have learned to grow more, direct and honest, and to represent
people and their personal afiairs In
relation to the w'orld. "Exit," by .contrast, is nothing more than a macabre
tour de force in escapism,.
The acting is uniformly splendid,
particularly Claude Dauphin as the
coward and Annabella as the calcu.-

.Ma
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Here

about as heavy-handed a
adolescent play-carpentry
as has come along the road in many
a moon. It rnight be a highschoql
freshman's conception of Italo-Amerjcan sal oon' iife:; With a few slapstiek
dashes of fourth-rate murder mystery thrown in for full measure.
From here, the real mystery appears
to be how two seasoned oldtimcrs
like Mack Hilliard'and Edgar MaoGregor ever lent their names to the
proceedings as producer and director, respectively. The over-all effect
i.s .something out of the: waxwOrks,
To give any adequate impression
as to what the story is about is clo.se
to impo.ssible. Life in a spaghetti
.ioint, with mystery trimmings, about
.sums it up> There js Tony, the bi.stro
proprietor, who has a daughter.
piece

is

of

and according to script.
Kenneth Blake, his dad, and Evie

his mother, are divorcing.
a settlement
but the attorneys of both can convince neither of a solution as to who
should receive custody of the boy.
The problem goes to court, but
Ihe suave juri.st believes that the
boy himself should decide with
whom he would live. Eacli parent
reminds the lad of their individual
participation in his nurturing and
his pleasures with the result that
Chris' mind goes into a .serii>s of tur-

A

Blake,

,

whiclv start in front of the

shoots him.self because of his estranging parents.
That starts the play, followed by
a scene in the judge's chambers.
There Chris imagines himself a dramatic star, and enacts scenes with
supporting characters that show him
I'ovlorn and buffeted at Christmas
until his mother, present as a spectator, succumbs in tear.'*. Next, comes
the interior ot a poorhouse, probably
the most fanciful scene of the play,
The elder Blakes arc inmates who
summon a wealthy lad of the pampas
who they think is Chris. He comes
from South America by plane, denies
he is their son and introduces a welldressed couple as his parents. This
loads to a sombre, dreary blackout.
Back to the court chamber and
then
into
the courtroom, where
Chris breaks down completely^ unable to make up his mind. Imagined
trial has Chris being cruelly quizzed

worth.
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by another ludge high on an angled
bench, while in the background is a
mob, including hooting schoolmates
from a military boarding school who
shriek out the kid's boyish mistakes;
Both parents tell Chris why they arc
divorcing, and while dad did have ah
adair With another woman he i.s repentant and desires to continue' with
his wife. Both love the boy but her
.stand is not clear, except for the
fact that she never really loved Kenneth. Finally, Chris decides to live
,

with, dad.
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transparent play on the farcical

"A

Family

Affair" posse.sses
light, linos interspersiiig marital
quibbling. Chances are that it will
faU into ihediocre classification. Third
play in this house since the season's
start, it doesn't measure up.

side,

.

some

Walter

Johnny

and .Tulia, Wallace, with
and Peggy; their grown

progeny, have lived happily enough
for 'twenf.y-five years until, the son
writes a play about the, family. Pop
burns when he finds himself in the
guise of a fellow who is philandering.
Mom laughs it off until she
thinks Walter is starting an affair
with his blonde secretary, Alice, just
emerging from adolescence with a
to know what it's all about. Wife
then goes off to Stamford to spend
the night with a psychiatri.st who
wanted to marry her in the first
place, but she tires of his gab.
There is ah air of precociotisness
about "A Family Affair" that makes
it .seem like a clay designed for the
little theatre than adult Broadway.
'"Affair" is one of those comedies that
probably read more brightly in script
form.
John Williams is unimpressive as the father. Ann Mason is,
better as the lighthearfed wife and
mother. Joel Marston is the alleged
young playwright, and he isn't pon.viiicin,!;. although Lenore Thomas', as
Martha, is okay.
Ibee.
(SOI o/fer
(Witlttiriitt*]. Sniurday.
five perfor^nances; printed for the
record.)

yen

'

,

It's a
triumph for Rflaster Tyler.
Shepperd Strudwiek (known in pix
John
Shepperd,
has
some

as

emotional scenes as the father.
Martha Sleeper, as the mother, may
not have an equal chance but she
firie,

gives an, excellent portrayal.
fi.sher shows up Well early

Ir,ying

in the
play and makes up to look like
President Truman. Others who count
seducer and with her husband are m a rather large company include
Robert
Harrison,
melodramatic chough, but they are
Frank M, Thomas,
lighted by a deeper passion which Kay Loring, Francis De Sales. Ronrai.ses them above mere seiisational- ald Alexander, Watson While. RayIt is to Mi.ss Hiller's

credit that

Shp makes this dalr.ymaid
comprehensible, in a world of cult'
ning and fear.
William Devlin's Angel Clare is as
satisfactory a.s a born prig can be.
is, .so.

THEATRICAL FABRICS
for COSTUMES
DRAPERIES

mond Van

Sickle

and Peggv Van

Fleet.

/bee.

STAGE CURTAINS
Mahorom tupplio every
for
leading Broadway
and Hollywood

Fabric need

productioni

>tudio>.
'Tlie

HouM

tt

Servica"

'

.John Bailey's Alec D'Urberville is
gaudily effective, and Everley Gregg
enriches the part of Mrs. D'Urberville with some adrtiirable strokes

of rustic character.

JIoiTnan Levin and Olivpv Smith Pnjilnplion
on» act (Iwo appnps) by .lonn
I'auljtSiOilre. adaiiloa fiom iiu! li'ipm-h
l)y
Paul Bowlpg. Jftalnies AinuilipUa. flatnlo
ot ili-ania In

Ua,uphln

Bulh

.siaxort by John HusKloalPi'.
ObShpiI at
'401 ,*<,80:lop (»« open-

I'-orO.

ton; aouinft, Jfredpi-tpJ<
illlinore.^ffQfc,
itiB

•

»(),
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St.

night).;',

:

Guy

Sheppard's co.stumc.ij and designs are authentic Wes.sex and the
direction of Hugh Hunt, carefully
restrained, brings out the power and
,

,

:

.ilnhei't Hmllh
Walhipp... ...... ,MiO"Kni"^t (larliintl
IVttKj
.IP.i-iinlt; Jiynii
Or., t;iVrlHlnpIiPr Fallprann,
.
tJrpffovin
v. . Analiil'ij ,WinOKi'ai1oflr,

(JpnrRp
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we are drawn swiftly into the
central tragedy. Her scenes with her

this

,,

Ruth Ford, plavs

latlng homosexual.

the sensualist for all

actually

They have agreed on

gifts,

i.sm.

,

,

,

:

.BriK'P

.lap

cooperation with
William Goldman

in

:

.
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Kallipr.,
........... liimli V\"Hliaiiiniin
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\ tliiv /ranOi lull
I Iiip
Thl-pi* 'Ho>
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Uiikip l.poilp.
rriip
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White House, where. Chris supposedly
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Siipprliilpmlpnl
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BALTIMORE

,

.

.

Such mental bedevitment is
conveyed in a series of dream-like

,

, , ,

.

.

Maryland Theatre

first play,

.

,

Misa

and immoral

trio of tinihoral

lpv

Maxlmiliiin Srlnili!:
^..I'iihv.aiMl .rPKllim
.

moils.

,..

,

Center Theatre

Calkins'

Lowe.

Old Vic company, filla week in London while the
parent Old Vic company is in Paris,
wrestles with an immortal and comes
Buffalo, Nov. 28.
Sliipk TnilSanl proiincrion of punuxly In
off pretty well. Thomas Hardy himthrpp acL^'hy (iBin-gp l.Min. Slaseil l>y ,l^'il- self, never
thought his doomed counSar Mai'di'ff^ar: .HPl rinna. C'irker & Itnliitin.w.
try girl would look well on the stage,
OppinHl ai Ki-lullgpr. BUflalu, Nov. 2(1,
but in this version by Ronald Gow
,$ii.>jfl,'iin>..:-,,
HPlUJe.
.Vli'glniii
Smith (Wendy Hiller's husband) we get as
RilsP. ..
\'r.«.
... ... ..
bulu, fitltPS ,ii)uch
of
the
'spirit and Rrandeur of
llf'tpr'l ivp.
.. Alonsso I*ripe
iviliiipniiin,
ii.i.i..,.^,; .,..trfpil,,'Wflli5>h the original as we can expect.
.. ....
Tony.. ..
..... ...... ;.,.T|l(>;. Vnplu
Miss Hiller's Tess is honest, blunt
.Itiii'Prt
Winn IP.
...
Watson and.
moving.
She, starts -.hef' woeful
^rharlp.i Oerrat-ii
Honipr' H.vtle.,...
career, (in; the middle ol the book)
T,p\vl.s HannpKan
I'aul llaitnniinil
Jim M-ina'pJT.
.riiclia ill A lion
on her wedding eve, arid by her own
iMPrfPfip,j. ......
.Susan 'Va'U skill in
suggestion, her imaginative
l''ra)irp.si'a
........ .'l.ui-lllp IMai-ah

'Km Vp Tony

Attention Producers!

.

'I'.i

.Vlpvandpl-

:,lti,Malil

.

I'ntipPtiiMti,

Here" type play', already optioned 'I'llp
Edna Chappell for Broadway ThP

quish their jobs.
The queen, obsessed with the, idea
of death, has been carrying a deadly
poison in a locket around her neck.
The finale, has the poet taking the
poison and then shooting the queen.
However, before dying she reveals
that the taunts which caused the poet
to shoot were part Of her plan to
polish. He puts, sincerity into his
die with him.
reading and adds physical pro,iection
The star is in top form. Regal in
that should be a boxoffice asset from
bearing, she is always believable.
femme angle.
Some of those speeches would floor
Heading the support; Felix BresMarlon
performer.
able
less
a
sart and Eduard {"ranz come through
Brando, as. the p6et, is still building
With' substantial contributions, forcharacter but at present fails to
mer enjoying a field day as a black his
impress as a revolutionary poet.
marketeer, latter! adding proper mvs- Clarence Derwent is excellent as the
tery-menace spice to the recipe. Ex- villainous baron, and Edith Le Berg
cellent lower-case portrayals in the
is good as the conniving companion
cast, ale tiirned in by Robert Scott;
of the queen. Colin Keith-Johnstoh
as an ex-bellhop now a GI; John is effective in a minor role, and
Bahher, ex-drama crick in hiding at Cherokee Thornton rounds out the
the hotel; E, A, Krumschmidt, dresscast as the faithful mute servant of
goods salesman enjoying a runout on
the queen.
his unwanted frau, and Wauna Paul,
Donald Oenslager- has contributed
ex -bareback rider - married to the
two ornate, rich-looking settings, and
innkeeper.
there are some colorful costumes by
Stagihg is somewhat analogous to
Bernstein. The producer has
Aline
performing a highwire stint. Play
staged the play in the grand man
isteps off confidently at the beginning,
ner but it still remains a talky melodips perceptibl.y in certain portions
Klep.
drama of the old school;
of the center position, then bounds
through to the finishing platform to
. S4>t
.

;taniU>r.'.;;';.i-;

-—a le.sbian, a selfish, luittul femm,e

and a cowardly male collaborationist..
Air arc doomed to endless incareer'alion in a' singularly ugly room and
dHmncd by their own nieiital tortures
....Mlpli Shaw
of acts committed in the pre-death
.'Kprinil
KPulpy
All of which sums up the au,.
.Ka>- l.in-iiiK: era.
I'hylils

,

HpailnniMipr.

:riip

Amtvy Man

production. Melodrama, by Clinch
Calkins; is a story of a Fascist dictatorship' that has fastened itself on
America. By next year, the rebirth
of "Nationalist" hate groups in this
country may have made "State Occasion" highly topical, and ripe for
professional production.
Play tells of a dictator-president

Van VIppI

;.l'p)j!s.y

,V(>ti-PH«, ,,

'l';iip

drama deparl- Kp Knar....,

to

,

democracy forum between the two
btit the exponding dissolves into ro'

.An
:

nient of Catholic University has done
a timely job en, an "It .Gan't Happen

.

postulations put; forth a

VW.llolly.

Fatlier Gilbert Hartkc's naliohally

and

.ston. it

I

;

(CATHOLIC UNIVEnSITY)
known speech

time, has been adapted by
Paul Bowles and presented here by

Herman Levin and

Hlvaw

.t'arl .Imlil
M, 'i'hi»ma,M

:

i

some

. .

.

•

.

RnU.s.
30:

been

.

.
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Washington, Nov.

exoiirsioii
after-life analysis, which has
a b.o. draw on the Continent

into

tor
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a limited pull.

The Jeah-Paul Sartre
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doubtful that the navelty ot "Exit"
and it's about the most unorthodox
play to hit Broadway this season-—
wiir be sutligieMt to pump\lil'e into
the boxoH'ice. At best it should have

Oliver Smilli.
Interrupted only by a brief interinishas a painstaking staging .iotj
by .lohn Hiiston. To call it a morality
pjay •svould be to dignify it beyond
.V riotiuM' (^^^ny^al..'
V.
.'<iny Tnno
its true, value: it's nothing more than
'riit'
PiTsliieiii'i
.Ir\ irifi Fi.sher
three character sketches linked: to-,
l'hri,siivp,hei* Illake.
Ulihiiiil Tylor
.\ii-.
)tiak>.
.slu'iMn'i'il HlniiUvlrk
..
gether with pseudo-irttellectuai vet:-,,
Mv.i. HlaUf.
.iViaflHa SlPPPlT
biage whose lofty intent is to probe
.\liv Kurlicli.
.V'lanfiM l>i' SiilOH
Ml'. Calilwi'li
.wiii.Mon wniiii deeply in life.
.,ltc>in'i'l
,ln4g>. Ailam.son.
Itarrtiinn
To give it an aura ot sen.sational'viuvi i-oiVin XX tt'niiaiit /. Itay niiiMil .>'an, SU-klo
ism and worldliness, it introduces a
UiMiiMiian
I'lMH
atorrl.snn'
mil her
Military

.\

,

ally appro|5riale.;:

nollnn"

.Vt'w .srtM'l

,

IX'i'niMU

Striui-

.

i

,

Kailio .Mihotint-er...,.

,

'I'hiirnt'or

,l'l;iW*Ui.'t'\

.•\

play,. ha,s it., A'ld
cplo.^isal ciplicr.

'

Paced by a honey ot a title. "The
TalUilah Sankhead, triumphs, over,
Big Tw'o" shpuid conie down the
Broadvvay homestretch a winner by musty, outmoded, nia.terial to turn i"
'.'Eagle Rama comfol-table margin. And it can a superb performance in
ha\'e
pai-lav into the Hollywood .sweep- pant.'! But the drama dpesn't
rush to the boxstakes. It's a combination ot fiood enough to cause a
olTice. Mis.s Bankhead.may draw the
writing, acting, and direction,
u.-;toniers but once the curtain rises
An originally int;cj-estih.£i! story ideo they're,
apt to be ^disappoihted. :.A
ha.s been given interesting troalinent
run at best is all this one
combining humor, romance moderate
here,
can, expect.
and a touch of cop.s-and-robber.s.
Eagle" has been a, success hi Pans
Localed in a hotel in a small town
London,
and its failui-e to repeat
and
1945.
near Vienna in November,
hci-e i.i probably,, du# to the fact that
foundation of, theme i.s the eonflict
Ameiican Americans don't take either royalty
ensues when an
that
melodrama seriously any more.
femme correspondent, Danie Forbes, or
Ronald Duncan «iid, a ,good job of
following: a hot tip that a Lord. Haw
Jean- Goeteau's long-windHaw commentator js still operating adapting,
play from the
ed, .slow-moving
in this Russian-occupied village, disFrench. Here and there are lines ot
covers she is being shadowed by a
beauty but time and
personable Red officer. Mutual ex- real poetic

mil.'

l'luil'n.iVra,itll*H'.

dummy.
The oroducevs saw fit to open this
show here on Thank.sgiving Eve. The
occasion seemed more than season-

lli'aniiu

-

,...,.,;,.,»
.Miiilno...
liailili Jiail,.........:,

and other biologic alhusions, and
you have somelliing about as real
and lifelike as a store... ,,wi»xdo.w
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to this the current dramaturgic
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you name it— lhi.^,
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lull.
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I'lit'iiiior ^^il.^un
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Kiiilli \,f Hn-li, :.
Colin KiMlii-.rcnnsliin
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|)iir,i'
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grandeur of fhe original.
No Exit," one-act play imported
Pl;iy had sorrif! rave notice."!, espe- from Paris,
has some arresting qualcially for MiM Hiiler, and could ities and expert
acting. But to go
doubtless run, but continue/; its tour back to the type of
intellectual indiwhen the. Old Vic return» next week. vidualism thsA H represents marlts
a
Ebet.

sleo backward for the theatre.

It's

Part of office dvailablo for
thootrleai prodMecr.
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home as HardThyra Samter Winslow calls her N.Y. town house
Writer's Cramp.
York,
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scrabble Farm.

Literati

:

Don

Back to the Toil
Scores ot writers who were lured
the money are curto Hollywood by
rently pulling a switch by returning
en masse to the writing of novels
and stories, which they left to become screen writers. Large advances
being made for unpublished novels
is

new lure.

a

Robert Van Geld er, for example,
yi&s reportedly paid $20,000 advance
by Doubleday ifor an unwritten
.

novel. Russell Janney recently gold
bis "Miiacle of the Bells" to Jesse
Lasky in a deal that could earn him
$1,000,000 for the screen rights alone.
Equally impressive sales to film

to return, to

the.

now

scenity defined as that which tends
to deprave and corrupt the young

It

appears in

among

the

»

By Frank

* * *

*

.>,,:.:'

Atlanta

j

,

:

others.

cast of ''My Brother. Talks

:

To

t

Scully

Billy, Conn., Dec, S'
Penro.se and Mrs. Penrose of the
Ilbrses"-.were., known as Looie Thompson

way, Loiue Penrose, John

:0&i; our.

»

S.

Ousted asst. U. S. attorney-general iviorton Thompson. and, Mrs.,'ThOmiMQn.,::.:In;.'b^^
was supimmature,, those whose minds O,: John Rogge has a $10,000 advaiice .posed io be still talking to hor.^es at an age a good: deal older 'tiiah Butoll
are open to such immoral influences offer for his story. AgentPaul Small Jenkins,, who play.s the part. ,Buteh. remember, doe.sn*t like girls' as long
;meaniime
is handling a possible film- as he can talk to horses, but when horses no
artd into whose hands the book may
longer talk to him he likes
deal
..
Incidentahy,
girls.
;
the
"O"
is
fall," .lustice Perlman said.
for
"I- find
In our set,: IMorton Thompson, the author, was Morbid Thompson, Hhe
that concept grossly inadequate and, Oetje, a Scandinavian name.
' December
in fact, detrimental to the bijst interHoliday, carrying a 56- co,l,umni.st,,;fhen. He had' a wife, and two children, but they lived in the
yalley
.a.nd,
he,;
page
Jived
in
Holly w^
With Looie and his' mother. His wife:
spread on Florida which inests of the general public.
"Such a standard would exclude cludes; three articles by novelist worked ,011 the Citizen-NeWs in the Valley and Morbid worked on the
from consideration the effect of a .Thfittdore. '.Pratt, sold, thousands of -same paper, in Hollywood, He ran a column for $12 a week, every week.
He was a nervous, hard-working guy who was getting morbid trying
story or book on the minds of the :extra copies only, a .daj* and a half
to
be
funny.
He
after
made
friends
it. hit
on the side kiddjng.people into believingmature, those who are not open to
the.-.stanas.-: Of Pratt's
that he not only knew good food but could cook it.
:;
v
SLich immoral influences. These lat- three Holiday pieces, 'one in which
he la.bels" Florida as"The Gorgeou.s
ter, the bulk of the reading public,
Where the Fats Went?
He moyed around from one kitchen /to another as a bachelor-Cbliiinnisii
must in their daily lives,' face, under- Hussy", will be incorporated in a
book
he's now doing,. along -with a
growing one pi those John Gilbert mii.staches and pommading his black:
stand and resolve the complex problems of modern life and society. In forthcoming SEP story he's also wavy hair with kitchen, fats, which were plentiful in these days.
He, spent a. lot: 0f time kidding his: mother.
this connection they have, tradition- scribing on ..his hometown,
Boca
He kidded her privately
ally relied .on those artists and Raton, PhQtpg..Iyah. Dmitri arrives, and in print,: especially about her isms.
She herself was .a very loyely,
writers who possess an acute, and at the resort this week to lens color lonely woman; pretty and balanced too, considering she had these two
'';
..-':
].-".
boys to. raise.
sensitive insight into thosfe problems pix for the latter piece.'
I'he legend around Looie was that he got from horses their
and an ability to convey that- insight
guess on
a race was going to turn out.
through the written word.
This sat rather badly In the CitizenNews, because publisher Harlan Palmer was a, very moral reformer Who:,
"To adopt a standard of obscenity
didn't like racetracks much mmn than the president of the bank depicted:
which would disregard the interests
in/,the ,picture,"My Brother Talks To Horses;'::
of the mature and ignore the posi:\
Gontlniied fiom page 42
But habituees of the Santa. Anita and Hollywood racetracks found Mortive and vital contribution which
books can. make in their lives, is to man will! Tony Pastor, joined Baron bid and Looie just what the :d0ctor ordered. With' this kid's tips thex
could beat an unbeatable system.
needlessly, sacrifice the welfare of a .Elliott's staff band at WCAE
There is ample dissenting testimony of bettors who listened to Looie
Hugh Tully, violinist, left Bob
vast portion of our community.".
Justice Perlman's dissents have at- Rhodes' band at Club Belvedere to talkmg to horses arid lost their shirts. Personally, I looked on Lboie and
tracted attention before. In 1944 he take his own trio into the grill ot Mrs. Thompson as much les.s screwy than the writer in the family. He
held D. H Lawrence's "The First Green Acres, where Billy Catizone's obviously was willing to exploit anything or anybody to make the grade
Lady Chatterley" not to be obscene. band remains throijgh first of year and ridiculing his family was just one more way to make that grade. So
.it's not surprising that he finally ended at Metro and
was able to stretch a
As a Magistrate, in 1936, he ruled in main dining room
Mildred
Andre Gide's "1^1 Die" wasn't ob- Don, local radio .singer, has been piece of fantasy into 94 minutes of playing lime, 34 of which were certainly,
scene.
And in: 1938 he held that an added to Home Ochsenhirt's band at more padded than a football player's shoulders, and showed it.
issue of Life mag showing pix de- William Penn Hotel's Terrace Room,
Lew Ayres Could Play This
Incidentally, the real story of Looie the Horse isn't a bad story either.
picting the birth of a baby was not
The kid loved all animals and wasn't averse to human beings. In fact,
indecent.
after he was drafted into the army, he got caught in a busload of trainees
Xavier Cugat will be presented who were wrecked
around Winkleman, Ariz. Looie was among those
,Chi Trib's 270-Fag;e Sun. Edition
by Herman D. Hover; owner of killed.
While most papers are printing on Giro's, in Latin-American
concert at
I ran into Mrs. Thompson at a Sbntag soda fountain shortly afterward.
a tight paper budget. The Chicago Philharmonic
Auditorium, Deo. 14 She was her calm, philosophical old self. She
reasoned that it -was all for
Sunday Tribune came but with the
Anson Weeks into Riverside the best, as this way Looie had killed nobody. Had he
gone on to combat
largest issue it has ever had ^270 Municipal
Aud. for New Year's Eve, he might have been tortured for refusing to do -so to somebody
else.
"H&
pages on Dec. 1.
at $2,000 ... Pinky Tomlin set to simply wasn't a killer.
So it was better this way."
Trib,, bought outside pulp to .supr
wax "Object of My Affection" and
So the story, quite simply, is the story of a boy who loved animalSi
plement paper from its own mills for "Ragtime Cowboy
Joe" for Univer- hated war and was killed in an army bus': It doesn't add up, doesn't make
the issue.
sity Records ... Will Osborne into
scn.se, and so we get "My Brother Talks 'To Horses;" which doesn't add
Trianon Ballroom; for four weeks up either, and what's' more, doesn't have to make
senise on account it's
Paris Group Resumes Dinners
'
'''
over the holidays
'
',.,
Otto Klem- ''entertainment.^
The Anglo^Press Assn. will re- perer .will conduct Los Angeles
In M. B. T. T. H., thanks to special effects by Warren Newcombe, the
sume its traditional annual dinner Philharmonic, Jan. 6, at benefit con- hor.se you wanted to win always wins. Indeed,
at the Preakness, I don't
Dec. 5 in Paris, at the Glaridge, after cert for orchestra's pension fund
know how the Legion of Decency views it, but when I see a hard-working
war intermi.s.sion since '39. Ameri- Slim Gaillard signed for Florentine family collecting all they have from each other and
playing $87 "oh the
oaii Ambassador Jefferson Caffery Gardens revue, starting Dec. 19.
chill," I want to report the whole thing to the B. B. Bureau.
and British Ambassador Alfred Duff
Eddie' Orta, formerly saxist with
Don't Tracks Ever Lose?
Cooper will co-preside. Prefect of Ran Wilde and Leighton Noble, set
It is against all the rules of the game for such hard-working and perPolice Charles Luizet will be guest for indefinite run in Persian Room
fectly lovely peasants to dean up at terrific odd's. That is a long shot on
of honor.
of Sir Francis Drake hotel, San a track and it is a longer shot if
the dough is bet in a studio.
Francisco, with new band
Wini
But Butch Jenkins as Looie was swell. Peter Lawford played Morton
L. A, Herald-Express Resumes
Beatty,
88er formerly with
the Thompson and there were moments when he actually did look like Morbid.
Express, Vivien Garry Trio, goes East after Spring Byington as Mrs. Thompson,
Los Angeles Herald
alias Mrs. Penrose, was perfect.
Hearst p.m. daily, resumed publican Christmas as a single .
Garwood Beverly Tyler as Martha, a gal I can't place in the menage, was beautiful,
tion yesterday (Mon.) after three Van flew to Detroit to open eight- and Cl\arlie Ruggles
had his moments.
months of idleness caused by a strike week stand at Statlcr hotel
Dcsi
"My Brother Talks To Horses," when it is shown arotjpd the neighborof the American Newspaper Guild, a Arnaz signed for two-reel musical hood house where the Thompsons are well known,
will probably be reCIO affiliate.
at Universal-International
Joe titled"That Ain't the Way We Heerd It." So don't bother about it and
At least, the publishers called it a Reichrrian set at St. Francis hotel, in any case don't talk to me about it. Talk to the horses.
strike, while the guilders called it a San Francisco, till January.
Asthma
No
Questions
lockout.
Leighton Noble opens at ClareFinding myself quoted as far as England for having defied the late OPA's
mont hotel, Berkeley, in February, ceiling on adjectives so that I might adequately praise
"The Jol.son Story,"
Chi Guild's Job Finding Service
following Jack Fina
Dodo Mar- I want to clear a point so that history may know I at least had one.
In a move to combat effects of lay- maroso. Red Callender and Wardell
Walking out after the preview with my own Sonny Boy, I asked him
offs now hitting Chi members, local Gray waxed Kenyote's first sides to
how
he liked the picture. He said he thought it was magnificent.
chapter of Ne'wspaper Guild is form- be made here since plattery's West
"But what was that rasping sound I heard every once in a while?"
ing a job finding service. Each paper Coast ho's. opened
. Carl Russell
"AVs asthma," I said.
will have rep on central committee formed new quintet, composed of
"Asthma"?" he echoed. "Did he have asthma too?"
wlvich will send out writeups on three guys and two gals, called the
Well,'' I .said, "he had pneumonia a few years ago and that might have
avi-.ilable men to papers and other Eloquints ... Miguelito Valdcs to.'
)ei:t him with asthma for a While."
media. Guild headquarters will take Cuba for recording- sessions with
"No kidding?"
over on a national scale if move group of Cuban musicians
"Asthma no questions and I'll tcU you, no lies," I stalled.
proves successful.
Then we both hmghed and' slapped each other on the back and returned
to he boulevards uplifted, revived and .-humming Jolson,
.CHATTER
Now, the reason this little interlude meant so much to us Is because 14 :
S. Emerson Golden to produce a
years ago this same Sonny Boy, having survived a double jolt of diphlegit version of Pat Frank's book,
theria and pneumonia, was left with a residue of aslhrnai GBrtain mu.sic
ss= Oontlnued from pai^ 1 sss^ allayed
"Mr. Adam."
the attacks.
Other music made matters worsen Records of A
New travel mag in prospect called crimination organizations. Prolonged Joi'son, lor instance, practically .sent him into a terininal relapse.
Everywhere, under editorship of debate took up where the pic left off
Jessel, Jolson— They All Sang
Homer H. Shannon.
Son-ie years later when we came back to America I ran into George
and ccinsensus was that filni would
Mill Gross' newest, "I Shoulda Ate be objectionable to the Negroes, Jes.sel in 57th street and told him I was anxious to have his singing tested
just Added twist- was that southern white -by the Skipper's asthma too.
self -illustrated,
Eclair,"
the
"And if you do to him what Jolson
does," I
'
published by Ziff-Davis.
sentiment would' have also been un- said, "God help you."
Well, he did.
Laurence Schwab back in Miami favorable since film depicted a col-<|
Beach from a month's trip to the ored doctor as a oru.sader,
Thus through the years I kept the kid aiWay from the mammy-yammers. *
West Indies and So.uth, America.
Film, starring Phyllis Calvert and When he crashed the preview of "The JoLson Story" I was nervous for fear,
Bennett Cerf renewed to do his Eric Portman, portrayed return of of what .would happen. If he started choking on "April Showers'' I'd'
two regular columns, one for Sat. the Negro doctor to Africa and his yank him Out of the, projection room.
Well, he sat there growing more fascinated with each passing song. At
Rev, of Literatiire .(weekly) and .struggle to: win over natlves,to scithe end he said, "You know I hate mu.sicaUs, but this isn't a musical exOmnibook fmonthly).
entific medicine. Part condemned by
Corre.spondent Josef Israels II got Mrs. Roosevelt and the NAAGP was actly, is it? The way he makes you laugh and cry, does he do that .to
a, good Magyar press on his visit to conclusion
which has the medico everybody?''
"Everybody," I said.
Budapest, but Chiefly because of his relapsing into elementary voodoo-''But, what was that rasping sound that came out every now and then?"
show biz writing for 'Vahiety.
ism,:;:
;
That was when I pulled the crack about "asthma."
"Adventure For T-w-o" was orig-'i
is currently trying to hypo its
/
Old Doc Scully lEcoommends
.subscription .sales with tie-in offers inally rau)l(id as Universal relea.se
Incidentally, for those who find no relief from migrain. asthma: haysince the film featured Laurence
of Henry Wallace's "Sixty Million
Olivier is .depicted a.s a; fever or dog's, fur, Milton Luban reports that ethylene: disulphonate is the
Job.s" and Bill Mauldin's, "Up Front." Olivier.
Dick Hyman's "Looney Laws" (il- Russian plane technician who comes ai-iswer to practically all such allergies. Himself a migrain headache vibluslration.s by Otto Soglow), includ- to England: diiring; the War as part tiin for ISi year.-i, Luban ha.sn't had one .siiiee taking the.se -disulfonate shots
In eczema and migrain the drug has practically a :'perl'ect,
ing a foreword by Jack Benny, has of the clo.se c,6operalion between a year ago.
been rei.ssued by Arpy in a $1 edi- Britain and' the USSR. Pic is highly score. In asthma and hayfever, 85 "^c. cures or relief.
Fact that Dr. Fishbcin's
Journal pans disulf means nothing any
favorable to the Russians, but sen-,
tion.'
borrowed licnnett timent. expressed, it's felt, is out of more, as the Journal is getting as boxoffice-minded on good' and bad'
Mass Hart
/
Cerf s town hoiise Saturday (30) in joint with current news. Thought notices as Ziit's Weekly ased to be.
But Hollywood, where headaches are as much an occupational dlsea.se
which to throw his party following is that substantial portion of Amerthe prcem of "Christopher Blake" ican public opinion would take, um- as silicosis in the mine fields, should welcome ethylene disulphonate. For
brage with the highly pro-Soviet our Elstree and Wardour street clients, perhaps I should add' it's called
that night.
...
Allergo.sil in England.
,,.»^*».<„
Lillian Hellman bills her Pleas- sentiment.
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P. Ettinger, Prentice-Hall

prexy

recently returned from a visit
to the Coast, reported that screenwriters visiting publishers' queue
Up at doors to discuss books lliey are
working on; Publi.shers already are
annduneing \ -books by- Holly vyood
screenwriters,, who had never before'
attempted fiction or whose published
works date back many years prior
to their arrival .'n Hollywood.

Who

Pcrelman's 'Westward Ha!';
Humorist S. J. Perelman has one
of those dream assignments, doing
an 8-month jaunt around the globe,
all expenses paid (accompanied by a
cartoonist) while gathering material
for "Westward Ha! (Or Around the

.

:,

''.

Upbeat

'

;

;

:

:

,

.

.

:

.

,

Hollywood

:

:

'

.

—

Indo-China, Ceylon,

Saigon,

'

,

.

World in 40-CllcheE)" for Simon &
Schuster, with intermittent pieces
for Holiday. Because of the latter,
most of the voyage will be by bosurt,
In order to permit mailing 'mss; back
for monthly tiikes. Book is primed
for spring 1948 publication.
After Perelman's friends get a load
of the route it's little wonder all
offer to "carry your bags sir." It
goes from California to Hawaii,
Samoa, Fiji, Australia, Singapore,
Siam,

Over."
Journal

I

'

making
It.

:

Bishop, ex-GI and formerly
the
Winston-Salem, N, C,
Journal, writing a column on Southerners in show biz tagged "Dixie All

wifh

was "grossly inadequate" and that
adult readers, who formed bulk of
the reading public, were ignored.
"The prosecution would have ob-

S3

«»«> «
SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

M^ » »» M

,.

companies made by Frederic Wakeman for "Hucksters'' and Taylor
Caldwell for her "This Side of Innocence" have served as added incenscreenwriters and their
to
tive
'atj'cnts

<

LITERATI
New

anlville,

. ' ;

crisscross India, Bagdad,
Istanbul, Cairo. East Africa, Belgian

Bombay,

.

.

.

,

Casablanca
(where both
Perelman and his .sketcher meet their
wives), thence to Algiers and Europe, England and home.
Congo,

...

,

:

.

.

.

.

>.

Ornsicin's Fellowship Bid

Ornstein, Metro homeoffiee
press contact, has become
eligible for one of the eight fiction
fellowships oflEered by the Thomas
y. Crowell Co. by having had accepted for publication his "Dutchman's Britches in a Blue Sky.'' Story
will appear in the winter edition of
Prairie Schooner, deluxe literary
mag of the Univ. of Nebraska.
Ornstein recently completed another shoi'tstory titled ''Ma and Mrs.
Bill

trade

,

.

.

.

Robinson" for the Decade of Short
StorieSj with publication slated for
next March. If he -wins the Crowell

.

fellowship, he'll use. the story as the
opening chapter for bis novel.
:

Wilson Exiting- New Yorlier
Edmund ("Hecate County") Wilson, who has ~been doing the major
book-reviewing for The New Yorker,
is exiting, with no successor named.
Hamilton Eiasso and A. J. Licbling
have been doing books also, as has
Albert HubboU, who specialiues in

.

The NYer

,•

book

hasn't

.

.

.

.

-

f

had

a

,

Rank's 'Anti-Negro'

regular

critic since Clifton Fadir

exit.

,

.

'

^

j
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;
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j

tare CVanguardlj. "Modern Man is
Obsolete"
Norman
Cousins
by
CViking), "Your Literary I. Q.'J by
Howard Collins (CrOweU) and
"Double-Crostics No. 19 <by Eliza-

Kingsley (Simon

,

.

New York

houses in the past 12 months.
They are "Seeing Things" by John
Mason Brown (Whittlesey), "Laughs
from the Saturday Review of Litera-

S.

.

.

'

5 Books Out: of SRL
Constituting a: neat bit of promotion lor the Saturday Review o£
Literature, five books whose contents originated in the mag at one
time or another or another, have

beth

.

.

I

'

.

.

.

.

been published by sundry
-,

.

.

the shorter piece.

man's
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Dissent on 'Obscenity'
In 2-1 decision handed down last
Thursday (28) in Special Sessions
court in N. Y„ wherein Edmund
Wilson's "Memoirs of Hecate County"
was found to be obscei-ie, and publishers Doubleday & Go. were fined,
the decision of Justice Nathan D.

Perlman,

.

:

:

'

:

,,

'

i

"','

!,

AMA

:

:

who

dissented, attracted
much attention. Justice Perlman
Argued that judging a book obscene
{"Scause
might corrupt _the .y,oung

;

'

-

j

|

i

Wcdncsclay, Dccemltcr 4, 1916

P4
betwceit
Army and civilian preferences although some really top films figure
about the same for both groups of
audiences. Here are the Army's 15

quent

OBITUARIES

sharp

most popular

differences

in order:

"Road to Utopia," "Adventure,"
Mary's,"
"Gilda,"
St.
of
"Spellbound," "San Antonio," "PostiVian Always Rings Twice," "Weekend at the Waldorf," "Spanish Main,"
"Kid from Brooklyn," "Story of GI

1VALTER MEYIiRS

"Bolls

Walter
Meyers,
former
69,
Al Gumble, 63, songwritei' who
was associated with RemicU Music burlesclue; advance agent, died Nov.
tovp. tor some 20 years and coiii- 27 in Long Island City, N. Y
Meyers left Hurtig and Seamon 30
posed such hits as "Winter," 'On
Sweetheart Bay" and "Rebecca ot years ago. to become .salcsmtm for
,

totlndcd, smiling and enjoying thorn^:
two appearances on deck selves in their irtdi\'idual way.s.
And through all this acceiorated
during the whole trip, and haying
meals served in the cabin, Actor fiesta, tliere is the eternal contradibrought a bevy oE pet cats over with tion that is Mexico the taarolool boy
him. Mason'plans to remain in the running down the commercial .'\venida Juarcs; with an unwrapped spun
U. S. five weeks before continuing on
sugar cake balanced on a palm; or
to Bermuda. He appeared Sunday
bunch of 5-year-olds concocting
(1) in United States Steel'.s Theatre a
Guild on the Aiv production ot "Bill tlieir own imagination fii'eworks on

the

monk" during the

crossing, put-

ting in only
his

.

tlie

electricity

USD

CATS

New

'

MARRIAGES

-

•

.

.

the

and only one elevator
off,
working in the otherwise strictly
Yorkesc Hotel Reforms.

going

Joe,""Night and Day" (.ihowii at
Eldredge Co., theatrical printers. Army Post tlipatres in continentaT
Vice
Survived
by his widow and U,S, only), ''Leave Her to Heaven,"
a cerebral hemorrhage at his New
Yorlc hotel. For the past 11 month.s daughter,'
V ;
''l
"Stork Club" and "Easy to Wed."
ConUnued from pasc 1
"Adventurt,"- which ranked seche had been in failing health.
OSCAR (PAPA) SOUW.VR
Born in North Vernoil, Ind.. Gumond with the GIs, finished consider- sign 22 on her trip here bofi re goThat numO.scar (Papa) Schwar. 71. for 43 ably lower "in civilian preference. ing back to Germany.
ble was educated in Cincinnuti ,ancl
Studied piano under Clarence Adler years drummer with tlie Pliiladcl- "San Antonio," sixth oii. the soldier ber must be recruited because expiring contracts will cut down the,
and violin under Herman Froclicli. pliia brchcstra, died Tlvurs. (28 at list, was 55th in civilian taste.
On the other hand such domestic amount to the needed 50.
He came to New York as a youth hi.s home in that city. He was a
and got his first job with Shapivq. native of Bautzen, Gennany, and bo.xoffice succe.'^scs as "Spiral StairTwo or three CATS will be ascase," "My Reputation," ''Kitty'' and signed to each soldier unit, and they;
Two years later hell lie to this country in 1303.
Bernstein.
Survived by widow.:
"Dragohwyck" laid eggs, in the will help stage small variety units.
joined Jerome H. Remick & Co.
Bund points h presentation around the GI ciropinions of the GIs.
wliich published his first song.
VALENTIN T. Cin.1E!'F
out that most pictures in this cateaiid.
Vet staff writer and pianist, Gumcuit. Units go out for Six monthsappeal
to
Valentin T. Chijetf. 4,), wlio had gory
"have prirnary
ble had Written scores for Mclntyre
do not repeat at pcrnianonl installaof tlie Don women."
& Heath shows. He also compo!-'-'i been assistant director
tions but will encore at hospitals
20' years,
died
Returns are iiot in yet for the 194(i•'At the Mississippi Cabaret." "I'll Pu Cossack Choir for
\\hcre there are frequent changes
Nov. 25 while 47 sea.son, but Bund lists the followIt All Over Again," "Little Lump of after, a heart atta"k
of' personnel.
conducting a church chOir in Cleye- ing among the pictures which have
Sugar Down in Dixie" and "Every"
Units consist of about 10 people,
been bought and sent overseas to the
lanc).
thing's F ne on the Old Clothesline
must be
men in uniform, as an example of including CATS, since they bocuii.se
Survived by widowv'ahd- son;! ;
Surviving are liis widow, Florniinibers
what is being procured: "Holiday in conrmed to Sitiall
ence; two sons, Albert and Mar\-in;
Housing
ROBERT CLINl:
Mexico,""No Leave No Love," "Two of billeting difficulties.
a brother, Mose and a sister. iVlrs.
is
Germany
Robert Cline. .^O: veteran camera- Years Before the Mast," "Sister shortage in bombed-out
Lily Moss. Funei-al service."; were
The GIs while
in Hollywood.
Kenny," "Notorious," "Earl Carroll's extreniely acute.
held in New York Monday (21 with man, died Nov. 30.
.the
Cline started in Alms during early Sketchbook," "Home, Sweet Homi- \vorking in the unit pick up
interment in Old Mi. Carmel CemeHe was camera- cide," "If I'm Lucky," "Mr. Ace." flindamentals of stagecraft and. ultiye irs of silents.
tery, Brooklyn.
"Dark Mirror" and "Cloak and Dag- matelv will be able to stage units
man at PRC at time ol death.,
themselves. They operate ttieir own
ger.-".
LOUIS FRISCH
Currently doing terrific biz at tlie costume and scenery shops.
BILLY BROOKS
Louis Frisch, 58, for some 30
Willie Suchier,,38, comedian, pro- Army theatres are: "The Big Sleep,"
Miss Vernon works under Maj.
years- treasurer and partner with
fessionally Billy Brooks, died Nov. "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Smoky'? and Gen. A. H. Boiling, ETO Special
Samuel Rinzler in the Randforce
30 in Tuscon, Ariz., after a three- "Till the End Of Time."
Services head, who, according to
Ainus. Corp., operators oE 40 film
The Army buys 18 35m prints for Miss Vernon, is extremely sympayear illness.
Island
Long
Brooklyn
in
theatres
He is survived' by a sister. Marie overseas and 49 35m prints for use thetic to th? program and is seeking
and, died Friday (29) in Brooklyn
possible
Nevclls, dancer, and parents.
at posts in the U.S.. Alaska'; Bermuda
to give the GI the best
after a short illness. and Newfoundland.. In addition, it break. He's especially concerned
In a.ssociation with Rinzler. Fri.scli
I.ouis W. Pin«, 62. labor union of- purchases ,43 16m prints for overseas
with the troops guarding, property
enterj^visos
theatrical
began varied
ficial and brotlie.- of William Pine, use.
areas, where big cij.y
outlying
in
SOO
the
acquired
in 1915 when they
producer, died Nov, 29 in
film
recreation facilities aren't availabie.
seal Cleveland theatre in Brooklyn.
Hollywood.
Miss Vernon is currently auditiouThis became the nucleus of a .small
ihg girls in New York and goes to
circuit centered in the Bro\vn.<;villc
Mother, 72, ot Margie Coate. vaude
the Coast Dec. 16, where she'll audiof
sections
and East New York
and nitery songstres.«, died at Pittfrom the Armed Forces Nettion
t'ontiuued
from
page
1
momenBrooklyn. In 1929 Frisch
man, N. J, Dec. 1. She was the
work office on Santa Monica blvd,
tarily retired from circuit operation
widow of William M. Hough, former belief that U. S. pi'oduct does belter She's slated to return to New York
when he and his associate disposed manager of Keith's theatre, Philadel- business.
will
fly back to Germany to
and
of their holdings to Fox.
Plans
phia, who died 10 years ago.
continue the program.
Two years later these houses were
British actor denied intention of
re-purchased by Frisch along with
Ben L)ss, 50, film editor, died Nov. effecting a future tieup with the
the balance of Fox Metropolitan the27 in Hollywood,' following a heart Rank organization, although he peratres in Brooklyn and Long Island
He had cut films for years sonally admires Rank, Mason said he
attack.
in
and constituted a large part of what at Warners prior to his entry into would continue to work on a fieeis now known as the Randforce cirContinued from page I sssi
the eleclrlcal supply business.
lance basis, sticking to one-picture
cuit. In addition to his activities as
contracts. He said that he and his
Foy, Henry
Bryan
Rathvon,
Peter
a circuit exec, Frisch was noted as
Mother, 76, »of Jack W. Hynes. wife, Pamela Kellino, together -with
Mont• philanthropist and was a director Shea's City Manager in Youngstown, John- Monaghan, his scripter, liave King, Tyrone Power, Robert
gomery, Jean Hersholt, Orson Welof many charitable institutions. Fuplans to team up on future, selling
O
died in that city Nov. 24th.
AlSchenck,
Joe
Borzage,
Frank
les,
neral services were held in Brooktheir stories for outside productions
SheriAnn
John
Wayne,
Brick,
fred
lyn Sunday (1 ) with burial in MonteFather, 64, of Prank Dane of in which they will both act.
dan and Alfon.so Manrique are mostfiore Cemetery there.
Mr.s. Mason maintained that the
"Perry Mason" radio show, died last
ReHotel
Blumenthal's
C.
ly at A.
Widow and two daughters survive. week.
impression that English films are
forma whose lobby has become a
relatively inexpensive is fallacious.
combination "21," Beverly Hills club
MAUDE DAVIS
Harry Hitchcock, 55, film techni- She said that, in spite of the sii-riple
Mayflower (Washington, D.C.).
Maude Davis, 57, vet vaude per- cian at Paramount for 15 years, died backgrounds and apparently inex- and
Also on the list are leaders from the
former and sister of the late Nan Nov. 23 in Santa Monica.
pensive mountings, British produce
Government,
scientific.
industrial,
Rae,; with: whom she did a vaude
publishing and labor world, includact' known as Nan, Rae and Mrs.
ing Nelson Rockefeller, Jacob PoWaterfall, died at her home in
Juan Trippe,
Shapely,
Harlow
tofsky,
Mason's
Deal?
HoUis, L. I., Nov. 20. Slie had been
Josephus Daniel.s, the Hearsts, Ffank
In spite of denials on the star's
teamed with her sister in various
Continued from page 1
Bartholomew, Ed Flynn and John
part, word in the trade is that
acts for 39 years. Her sister died
Snyder.
—what
is actually being bought and
James Mason will fulfill a piclast August and it's said Miss Davis
shown at Army post theatres.
The engraved invitations to the
ture contract for RKO while
never quite recovered from the
multiple festivities (Nov. 30-Dec. 4)
Trade sources recently compiled
finally quashing a previous pact
shock,'
Official
were delivered by hand.
the list of 1945-46 season films in
with David Rose, former British
They started out in vaude under
cars awaited the guests' pleasure.
the order of the business they had
head of Paramount. Mason artheir family name, Mary and Ann
done domestically in civilian, theaThe fresh flowers and ripe tropical
rived in the U. S. on the Queen
Clark and later were billed as Rae tres.
fruits arrived by the armfuls in
At the request of Vauiei^
Elizabeth last week.
After playing some Fred Bund, chief of the Army MPS,
and Davis.
every room in the "organized play"
Deal with Rose, effected some
vaude dates under that tag. the team checked this list and reported that
methods that so comforts North
indie
time ago, was for joint
was signed for the Kate Smith radio: he has: bought and sent overseas 98Americans.
production, but with options on
show and renamed Nan Rae and of the 100 top grossers of that list.
But the personal spii'it of Mexico
both sides.
Mason repudiated
Mrs. Waterfall, which title they rcpersists. No one is really doing the
Here are the five which the Army
the contract on the strength of
tained when returning to
vaude did not biiy and vvhy;
'.
same thing at the same time in the
the option clause, making him a
later. They did a comedy interview
same place. Here you have a big
1.
"The: Outlaw," because of the
free agent.
act»wherein Miss Davis handled the controversy which has surrounded
lunch
at
the huge Churubusco
comedy end of the team. She; had the picture since its release.
v
studios at 3 p.m. (socially correct
recently teamed W'th, jajf: Bifehjian
Mexican hour). And there is a chic
2. "Night' and Day,"' l)ecau.se of
(Savoy &) with whom she played a the shortage of Techiiicolor p.ritits. tion costs are as bigh as tho.se for fashion show at Ciro's with ttiodels
couple of dates before being stricken The stltdio has not had: enough printg: American films becau.se of avid at flown. in from Los Angeles. 'Here is
Sunnybrook," died Saturday (SOI of

And

the. sidewalk.'.

of Divorcement."

Gloria La Badie to Francis Weigle,
Chicago, Nov. 30. Groom is station

WAIT

announcer.

Tess Kancr to Mac Sapan, New
York, Dec. 8; Bride is on S; Huvok
.

publicity

stafl';

groom

is

;.

;

I

.

w'ith

J.

Walter Thomp.son.
Mary Joan Taylor to .Tohn Babb,
Jr., Tarrytown. N. Y., Nov. '28. Bride
is N.
Y. literary agent; groom Is

;

radio producer.

/.

.

Marcia Walk
burgh, Nov.

to

'28.

Marvin Hipp,

Groom

is

:'

.

'

'.

,

.

reel:

salesman in that

PitiS'

a news-

city.

Julia Volicliko to Andrew Zywiczynski, Pittsburgh, Nov. 28. Bride is
secretary to Bill Feld, Republic manager.
.

Vera Wosthcimer to .David Epstein,
Jaclcson. Mich., Nov. 28.
Groom is
with
theaix-es in Pittsburgh,

WB

.

Jane Friedman

.

:

:

David Rosen-

to

berg, Pittsburgh, Nov. 28. Groom's
with Triangle theatre poster com.''

pany.

:

,

.

!

James Mason

Mrs. Margarita Falkenburg to Le»
roy Wagstafl', Dallas, Tex., No\', 27.
Bride is mother of Jinx Falkenburg,
screen and radio actress.
lona Travis to
Vegas, Nov. 24,

Tim Murdock, Las
Groom is a screen

actor

Marcella Markham to Dr. Prank
Kingdon, New York. Nov. 29. Bride
is

actress currently in cast of

legit

"The Iceman Cometh"; groom is radio commentator.
Evelyn Beilin to Erwin Groupc,

.

Chicago, Dec.
of

Al

Beilin,

Bride is daughter
].
head of Chi office of

:

Remick Music Co.

,

H*wood

Mexico

McLaughlin
to
Castle
George Enzinger, Madison, Wis.,
Bride is former dancer;
Nov. 30.
groom is Chicago adverti.sing exec.
Irene

•

,

.

.

RKO

Army Survey

'

:

'

-

'

'

:

-

:

,

,

for the purpose.

ill.

Survived by brotlier and

a:

son.

,.;;:(.

"Make Mine

3.

.

;

'iitiiiic;",:

•

':

Same

ivason as above.
4.
"Blithe Spirit."

Not considered
particularly good for GI audiences.

GEORGE PANTZIiR

tention to detail Which lengthens
time spent before the cameras. Used
as an example was "Brief Encoim
which co.st better than $1,000,000

tcr,"

to make because producers "forgot
George Pantzer, 59, formerly of
5.
"Tomorrow Is Forever." ria- about shooting time in an effort to
the Parttzer Duo, acrobatic act, died
ture of'the subieot matter was not have the scenes as perfect as pos
in New York, Dec. 1, He had appeared in vaude for many years un- considered suitable. Army has been sible."
Mason waxed slightly sarcastic
into
retirement some ducking anything for overseas which
forced
til
hint'J. of .crackups., of soldiers or vetabout- the rpccnt visit to England of
years ago by poor health.
|.
obvious rca.sons.
Motion Picture Assn. Production
Funeral mass will be hold al 9:30 '-'"'"^'
Code Administrator Joe Breen, inti
a.m. today CWed.y sit St. Ui^^chy'tif
"The Technicolor Situation has mating that the attempt to impose
E. C Church, N. Y.. under aiispieeS;
American censorship's film morals on
^°
'^^^
of Capt. Charles B. Dillingham Post
^sked the Technicolor British picture makers was .i.innecc.'J'
of .theAmeriOan (Legion. Of .Which :he J*!^
^^Z^
sary and, for the most part, unpop
was a member.
the pictures reproduced in ieither ular, He had little comnient to make
black and white or some other type on Breen's blacklist of the cleavage
'

..

...

'

I

'

'

:

;

'

.

'

^

f ™f

•

'

WILLIAM

J.

HOLMES

While: hatijrally this would in "The Wicked Lady" in whicli Manot be as desirable ;a.s getting tlic .son is 'Starred. Mason opined that
pictures in Technicolor, it would bo the film "is not particularly good"
(1).
better than our riot getting them at but said that he didn't think a bad
Starting in vaudeville with his all, and from what Technicolor has picture could scriou.'ily harm a star''s'
wife. Holmes switched to the legit told us, the prospects do not look too popularity because he hitd made
stage to co-star -with James A. bright for the immediate future,"
".some awful dillici," He still .shudBund, at the request ot V.miik-it, ders when "Tiuinder Rock" and
Hearn in "Shore Acres.'' He also
wrote, produced and acted in "One also prepared a list of the 15 most "Man in Grey" tita nrietitloned, he
Night in Jiine." He liad been in popular pix during the 1945-46 sea- says.
son ft'oiii the point of view of Army
pictures for the last 16 years.
Acpordini to other film pi-.opUt
-audiences. ThCf list shows the- fre- aboard the Klizabcth, Ma.';on "played
Survived by widow.

William

•actor,

died

J;
in

Holmes, 69,
Hollywood,

of color.

veteran

Sunday

.

a cortege of gold braid and silk top'
hats presenting credentials to Foreign Affairs Sfinister Najara, but
.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kaiser, son,
Brooklyn, N.Y., Nov. 26. Father is
in advertising dept of 20th-Fox in
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McCarthy,
son, Pittsburgh, Nov. 17. Mother is
ex'
the daughter of Bob Dunbar,

;

WB

change manager in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bachman, son,
Father's with
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Tommy Cailyn orch.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Price, daughFather's
ter, New York. Nov. 25.
trombonist with Pittsburgh Symphony.
Mr. and Mrs. Augie Davis^ daughFather's
ter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
with a transcription company; mother's Johnny Long's former vocalist,
Helen Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Horwitz. twin
Father is
sons, Hollywood, Dec. 2.

manager of
editorial department.
business

Republic Pix

Mr. and Mr.s. Cameron Mitchell,
Hollywood, Dec. 1. Father, is

son,

film actor.

Mr.

and Mrs.

.

Dave Cavanaugh,

Mother is
son, Hollywood, Nov. 28
assistant in charge of w-eat coast

^

Capitol Songs office; father is saxist'
recently with Bobby Sherwood orch.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Wallichs,
daughter, Hollywood, Nov 22. Father
is veepee of Capitol Records.

.

over

there are- newsreelers from
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Serrao, son.
Canada and the U.S. waiting at the Pittsburgh, Nov. 25. Father manages
Alemanisto press headquarters for the Kent and Circle theatres in
badges to admit them to "bellau that area.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Tremble, daughArtes (the inauguration site), to set
is
up lights. And again, music lovers ter, Kansas City, Nov. 24. Father
program director of KCMO.
the listening to Carlos Chavez's
Mr. and Mr.s. Matty Malncck, sen,
symphony render Mexican and InSanta Monica, Nov. 29. Father is a
dian classics and Beethoven's Ninth
bandleader, mother is the form,e* ^
.

in the Metropolitan
there is a group of

Cine.

Then

native-colorlovers applauding ecstatically the
regional dances at the City of SpoVts.
Parade addicts thrive on the USA
flight formations and the military
parade with cadets oft the Canadian
carrier (in Acapulco) and the Argentian Destroyer (in Vera Cruz)
keeping pace with the Mexican uniforms.
Al.so, there are always the
bull ring, the fronton, or the nightclul>s. with bigger and better floor
shows, the San .luan market (whose
merchandise runs from vicera to tin
candelbra), all crowded with the
emrolssalrcs of 40 countries as-

Claire Burns, actre.ss.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Childs, son,
Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 29. Father
is
director of agricultural broadcasting on WGY.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wallenberg.,
New York, Nov. '29.
Father is music business attorney.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shultz, son.
Father is
Washington, Nov. 26.

daughter.

WTOP
Mr.

(CBS outlet) engineer.
and Mm. Leonard Richey,

daughter, Santa Monica,

Calif.,

Nov.

Father is film publicist.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Morris,
son, Chicago, Nov. 23. Father with
NBC sales promotion staff.
30.

,

.

W«.lnf8<l«y>

December

4^

1946

Dave Chasen made

.TWA

last

fait

vUlt by

week,

lon8«
Cole Porter no
ground with a cane.

hobbling

Henie and ice revue d»ted
Madison Square Garden Jan. S3

*°Downtown Community School has
of

first
flts

Dec.

a«

"State

"Christopher Blake" beiie-

"
Unl<!h5

24th

oftlebraflng
g
»ary.

e* iht

company

mllton, of jChi
Chi

<

«ni
"^id

weddit)
hg

Jimmy

wife i)lsa
snnivSr-

Bud Flanagan guesl of honor af
the Press Club Dec, 1.
Joe Young quit acting "to switch

J924

Thursday
James Masons brought over six
London on
t.28).

last

from
Dct eats with them
the Queen Elizabeth.

ation.

G. Wtqquist

Don Redman

...

finished a

.,

I

.

palms and rhumba rhythms seem to
have K.O.'d the spot. City covtncil
added dig in refu.sing dance permit;
pending additional exits.

•

sueoe.<i.<;ful

in atat his

.

.

.

,

'

,

.

;

.

By

.

Florence

s.

Lowe

tral's

man Middleman's band

Mermaid Room.

at Carousel.

Michael Sivy, Tech and Playhouse
wife, Ijce, in Doctors
Hospital, and Tlilto his mother. Which actor, signed for his Broadway' debut
means the columni.st will trek to the in "Drums Of Peace" with Blanche
Coast for that "Copacabana" pic Yuvka.
Playhouse's "Juno and the Paychore solo next month.
Toot.s Shor proud of the gold pass cock" will have a husband and wife
acting team in Frank and Pearl
i.-ssued by the late Tex Rickard to
Jimmy Walker in '25, for admission Hfpps.
at all times to Madison Square GarJerri Blanchard. long-time singing
den;
The late ex-Mayor of New favorite in niteries here, makes
York gave it to the restaurateur.
Broadway b|t)w in Bert Lahr's "BurJoan Crawford may quickie to lesque."
Paris for the French war orphans
Don Stitt. Jr., son of .leiisie Stitt,
preem of "Humoresque" at the Paris Nat Nazarro's secretary at
Opera under
ballyhoo. Actress, and also his sister-invlaw, just out Of
now in N. Y., however would like to the army.
remain in the U. S. with her children.
Louis

Sobol'.=!

AGVA

WB

When

a heavy pipe feU backstage,
at the "Christopher Blake" opening
Havana
at the Music Box, it was an histrionic
Casino Naeional readied for the
test for Martha Sleeper who. however, continued reading her lines coming season, under new manageexpertly, despite the booming un- ment.
.

Pan American Airwa.vjs set a rectoward noise.
Nick and his staff at the Hotel ord by bringing in 6,000 visitors last
Aster's Hunting Room experienced weekend.
Philharmonic
Orchestra,
under
a new version of "the "ihildren's
hour" during the Macy's Thanksgiv^ Eric Kleiblcr, gave fourth concert
ing Day parade, because Of the ex- last sSunday.
Suarez. waterfront colArtilro
cellent vantage point for the resumption of the war-interrupted umnist of Havana Po.st, oflT for Spain
.

.

:

liis mother.
NBC's Buck Canel and Carl Abrain fromNew Orleans in the "Del
Norte" .maiden voyage.
Radio announcers finally got together on bylaws of the new guild

to visit

ballyhoo.

ham

Chicago
Joe Shea's wife east for the holida.ys with the folks.
Actor's Glub holding second anniversary party, Dec.

;

many

turbulent sessions.
Cristobal Colon, new DC4 plane,
waiting for pprmi.ssion to take off
on inaugural ni.ght. to Madrid, carrying 42 passengers, many of them
after

air

soon.

,

The Giddyap crowd: Barryl Canuck on his polo pony,- Bebe Daniels
and her two youngsters.
;
and his little
Jessel
Georgie
daughter, Jerelyn, at the Lone Palm.
But CJeorgie wore the beret.
Sara Stamm, Broadway play man,

,

ager, here to sign talent for her 1947
.summer theatre at Newport, R,' I.
Biggest demand is for hotels with
swimming pools. A swimming pool
your
is where you can play gin in

Richard Linkroum. former Major

Morton Downey, currently clicking at the Statler, took time out to
sing at a local high school charity
football game.
Lily Pons will be guest of honor
at a reception given by the French
ajid Mrrie. Bonnet Dec.
9. after her concert.
,
:

Ambassador

Thelma, Slrafjel, author of serial
from W'hich Metro's "Undercurrent"
was adapted, is Mrs. David Godwin,
wife of a D, G. gov.ernment employee.
Virginia's Barter Theatre settles
down from its one-night stands
through northern Virginia, to a two-,
starting

Sidney Lust, D. C. exhibitor, and
William Crockett, head oi^a. Motion
Picture Exhibitors, off to the New
Orleans powwow as reps of the local
film people,

Negro

.

American

act.s,

acts.

Palm Springs

vaca-.

for

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., laid up
with flu.
'V
Virginia Welles. to Wisconsin on
vacation.

Gene: Autry

planed

from his

in

rodeo; tour.

Reno Browne recovering from appendectomy.
Leo Carriilo to Mexico City for
location work.
George McGonigle recovering from
.

v

,,,',:

spinal surgery..

Max

L. RaskofE joined Paraffiount's

legal department.
Clarence A. Hill seriously ill in
Hollywood hospital.
David Niven returned to work
atter a short illness.
Jules Levey in town after a business trip to New York;.
Frank Borzage, starting, his 30th
year as a film director,
Harry M. Kalmine to Cuba to inspect 'Warners theatres. :
Kim Hunter to Canada on a mis-

'

.

',

:

Y. Frank Freeman

By Larry SoIIoway
Alan Wolfe's orch into Casablanca
club.

Tropical Park opened racing season Dec. 2.
Kay Pelton, thrush, ticketed for
Famous Door.
Wingy Grober back after quick
trip to N. Y. to set talent.
Barter Theatre of Virginia will
make tour of Florida cities in Janu:

.

20tht

at
flu.

spot.

Kirby Brooks, local radio singer,
for Ben Gaines Blackamoor

set

room.
in

Mexico City

Spencer Tracy checked in at
Metro after vacationing in Arizona.
Red Ingle checking, out of Spike
Jones' band to freelance in radio and
films.

Warner

Dorothy

actre.ss

dinner.
Ui

New York

from

resume' his chores as Universal
prexy.
Cecil B. DeMille plays himself in
a bit role in "'Variefy 'Gin" at Parato

mount.
Frank Faylen starting his 210th.
role in
Rio" at Para-

'

"Road to
Monte Gardner (La Conga, N. Y.) film
mount.
town for vacash, accomped by the
•Ted di Corsia laid up with

missus.

Gracie Barrie. current at Five
O'clock Club, set for Olympia's
Xmas show;
Lou Walters due in town any day

show

to set his

preem

for Dec. 20

at

Latin Quarter.
Britisher Vic Perry out of Kitty

Davis show due to visa
Benny Meroff replaced.

,

Menifee Johnstone checked

opens his Beach Hickory House this
week, after extensive refurbishing.
Eddie (Nuts) Kaplan unit added

New

show which debuts
with Margie Hart top-

in

at

business in

tors dinner.

Henry Balk and William Warner
Louis for the film .salesmen's
convention.
Janet Leigh, who changed her fllra
name to Jean Morrison,, resumed her
;

-

.

'

.

concert of 1946 season to great

Colby, Nora Flynn and Lloyd Bacon, here in "La Tosca," M. Feldman
Bacon always welcome here, He pro- M, Gorin .sang in support.

anrl

.

';

original tag.

Ada S. Wood, resigned as a.ssistant
story editor at Enterprise to re-enlist
in the Army.
Stanley W. Higgenson back to Sydney as general manager for Warners
Australia.-.

in

Gladys Moncrieff in from Au.straon her way to London to appear

lia

in light

lining.

,

lot after

York.

Donald Nelson guest speaker at
the A!5.sociated Press Managing Edi-

to Frolics burley
(6)

Soach

the Hal

to St.

of waiting until .January.
Hal Wallis and Joe Hazen being
shown the town by Arthur Schwartz.
Paramount chain manager.
Jack (Clover Club) Goldman re-

Friday

a con.

bination of flu and strained shoulder
ligaments.

troubles.

Art Ghilders planning to open his
Little Palm Club this month, instead

final

Malone

back from London's Royal Command
show.
Barry Sullivan arrived from Manhattan in time for his Thanksgiving

Nate Blumberg

Hal Herbert's Sirloin Club staging
press party Dec. 10 to intro swank

to

for the presidential inauguration.
Porter Hall out of the'hospital and
into "The Big Heart" at 20th-Fox.

ary.

•

all

Florida on

to

Rita Hay worth going to England
with Orson Welles in January.

.

Brown,

to

Gene Bryan checked in
Fox after a week out with

Richmond,

at

.:•

,

over supplemented by colored Cuban

Ben Raleigh

.

the Colombian Ambassador will be
guest on the airer.

stint
2.

.

taking

.

.

Me.xico

"Quiz Kids" will do their show
here next Sunday (8) in an allSpanish special "good neighbor" program, to be shortwaved to Latin
America. Nine-year old daughter of

Dec.

11.
Big event of week was opening of success.
Hoagy Carmichael lunching with
Abraham Sklarfscb, who formerly
remodeled Tennis Club. Hobnobbing
Myrna Loy at the Pump Room.
with the .social .set: Dorothy Lamour, worked with fiNSAi did a one-raan
Wallie Wanger here to prepare for neW-spapermen.
Radiocenlro, new CMQ building, Jeanne Grain and Shirley Temple, version of "Othello" in Hebrew in
opening of new Copacabana club.
Ditto Rudy Val- Tel Aviv recently.
"Gall Me Mister" road company will have^ three additional stories, all with husbands.
Dr. H. J. Rehfi.sch, German drama^'
conwith
hi,s.
looking for a hou.se after New Years. making 10 in all, if the board of lee, constant visitor
tist, planed in from London to assist
John J. Hill and f rau in town pass- aldermen is willing to overlook the stant companion, Mary Ann Nyberg., Habimah in production of
Ws play,
Charlie Farrell's Racquet Club reing thru to spend holiday in Wiscon- building regalatioh."!.
Campoamor theatre presenting mains high .spot for visiting stars: "The Affair Dreyfus."
sin.''
Emilica Vera, Italian soprano from
Charles MacArthur in for the an- Harlem Stars, revue with Son & Spencer "rracy. Ern.«t .Lubitsch. Joan
nual dinner of the Chicago Pre.si Sonny, Smiles & Smiles and Dolores Fontaine. Yvonne de Carlo. Anita La Scala in Milan, scored success

veterans Assn.
Erin O'Brien-Moore

to

s.ipn for J. Arthur Rank.
Gregory Ratoff vacationing at the
Last Frontier, Las Vegas.
Shirley Temple and John Agar on
vacation at Palm Springs.
Wallace Fords celebrated their
24th wedding anniversary.
Harry Allan Towers, BBC executive, gandering film studios.
Lon McCallister in from eastern
interviews and radio chores.
Anne Triola to Palm Springs to
recuperate from recent illness.

week

,

inson the gals started fluttering.

Fit?iPatrick

tion.

to

Bess, Metro's new equine star,
p.a.'S at Loew's Capitol next Thursday (5) to hypo interest in "Gallarit
Bess."

Copacabana preems for .season
Thursday (5) with Jan Murray,
Carlos Ramirez and Paul Haakon
w
ix
heading show.
Golfing: producer James Burkett
Books and some sneak rooms aland agent Ira Uhr. Burkett, a 3-time ready operating on Beach, with
holer-in-one, is an alltime in-the- horse-cabanas set to go any day.
•.
holer in Gin Rummy.
Club 86 and Brook also prepping for
Other prominents sun-bumming opening, though Grand Jury starts
here: Townsend Netcher, Dave Rose sessions soon with gambling one of
and June Haver, Jay Gould, David their prime objectives.
Street and the Freddie Brissons.
Village clocks have t>eert moved
up into daylight saving to coax the
heavy sleepers out of bed an hour
Jerusalem
earlier. This adds another hour of
Avraham Ben Yoseph starring in
life to the night spots.
"Charley's Aunt" at the Chamber
Joe Blumenfeld, S. F. chain ex"
theatre.'
opening
early
for.
readying
hib,
Ohel Workers; Theatre opened its
swank guest ranch in his Wonder
Date Gardens. No truth to report new season with Shaw's "Arms and
Blumenfeld hought ranch because the Man."
Violinist Franz Rosner and pianist
western clothes make him look thinGerhard Jarecki back from' enter'•:
ner.
Ex-exhib George Strebe now owns taining in Cyprus deportee camps.
Choreographer Rina Nikova prethe Doll House. Dining there: Howparing
'Tchaikovsky's ballet, "Tlie
MarGardner,
ard Hughes and Ava
garet O'Brien, the Van Hellins and Nutcracker," for local presentation,
Bernardino Molinari conducted
the Robert Youngs. When Gary
Grant entered with Edward G. Rob- Palestine Symphony Orchestra in
underwear.

Gabor hospitalized for surgery.
Daley laid up with bronchitis..

Ga.ss

James A.
City.

,

Bo wesV producer, has been upped
program director of WTOP-CBS.

'

,

Evii

Cyd Charisse

:

:

San Francisco.

Ellis to

a siesta.

Washington, D. C.

Jack Hylton back from New York
with plans for indoor bowling alleys
and greyhound tracks.
Joan Temple, who wrote "No Room
at the Inn," Jack Hyllon-s big Winter
Garden fheati'e hit, has completed
new play titled "His Mother Killed

"

tour of Sweden and left for Belgium;
Has.se NordquLst, theatre owner
tendance for Damon Runyon
(Standard-biograferna), left for U.S. Her."
Buckingham hotel apt.
,.
,
The Sam Goldwyns hibernating at on, biz.
Rosie Boote. one of the famous,
place
Dattsk Drengekor (Danish Radio
Bill Paley's Iitanhasset (L. I.)
Boys Choir) visiting Stockholm for bevy of Edwardian Gaiety Girls who
before sailing for London.
married into the peerage, was robbed
Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus concerts.
of $4,000 worth of jewels. She is now
quarters
SaraLouis
Jouvet
visiting
at
is
Sweden
winter
went into
Francoise Rosay also the Dowager Marchioness of Headnext year.
sota, Fla., last Thursday (28).
fort.
Sol Hurok to eoa.st Monday (2) for plans coming here.
Clairmont,
Leonard
Hollywood
Durilop Rubber Co. donated $8,000
two weeks, on negotiations for cercorrespondent
for
Fihii.1oufn.alen, to the Stage Door Canteen which
tain of his concert artists in pix.
enables management to keep open
Ruth Gordon gave $500 to Pro- visiting Stockholm.
Swedish film, "Bonjoiir Amour," till New Year. Club has, already enChildren's School drive
fessional
fnnd in memory of Alexander Wooll- started in French studios on the tertained 2,500.000 members of the
Director i.s Slure Lager- forces since it opened two years ago.
Riviera.
cott.
Fay Compton, incapacitated through
Conductor-critic Robert Lanrence wall,^
Negotiations have beeii. going on
new moderator of rouhdtabW disan ear infection, had to stay behind
cussions at Metopera Saturday afterr between Argentine producer.s and in Antwerp While the rest of the
Swedish distributors for Arg. films
noons.
Arts Theatre Cq. continued
English
Alice (Mrs. Frank) Scully in from to be shown here.
OUe Bkelund. better known as their continental tour. Her roles are
her native Norway on the GripMarco Polo, correspondent for Fiim- to be shared by .lean Anderson and
sholra and off to Hollywood tomorElizabeth
Kentish.
journalen, hired to do publicity at
,row.
Although keeping it secret, iinderTerra Film. Stoc.kholiii.
David Raskin, who composed score
Gustav Wally, Swedi.sh producer, slobd Jack Hylton's pantomime, "Litfor "If the Shoe. Fits," due in from wants to introduce Lena Home, Car- tle Red Riding Hood," goes to the
Coast for debut at Century Thurs- men Miranda, Sonja Henie, Belita Adelphi, due to .Charles Cochran's
day (5).
and others to Stockholm next year. "Big Ben" failing to hold up: Petula
Jimmy McHugh, Jr., head of
"The Bandit of Sluu wood Forest'' Clark, under contract to Wesley RuglilCA's London operations, due to
(Col.) at Royal, Stockholm, set to gles, is tp. play title role.
fly back in the next week or two. in
break the record of "A Song to ReMary Morris will be this year's
time for the Xmas holidays.
member') at the same theatre last Peter Pan when plaj' is presented at
Mrs. Arthur (Bubbles Schinasi) year.
the Seala theatre by Jack Hylton this
Hornblow, Jr., back to the Coast folDay alter the funeral of the late Christmas. After "P.P." season, Miss
lowing legal powwows with -her Swedish Prime Minister Per Albin
Morris
is off to Oslo for 12 months
mother, attendant to an estate.
Hansson, every Swedish film house
at the Norske theatre
Sam Leve to do sets for John was showing newsreels of the fu- as guestshestar
will play in Norwegian,
where
•
Patrick's "This Gentle Ghost," which neral ceremony.
her first play being "Anna Christie."
will
Young
Howard
Lewis
&
Russell
Young Vic " sponsored by the Old
preem in Santa Barbara Dec. 28.
Vic, starts its season at Lyric theatre,.
Mrs. Henry Ginsberg follows the
Hammersmith, Dec. 26. with "The
Pittsburgh
Par studio production boss back to
King Stag." new play by Carlo Gozzi,
the Coast the end of this week folBy Hal Cohen
with Joan Hopkins, who took Wendy
lowing a D. C. visit with family.
Mike Shapiros are vacationing in Killer's role in "The First GentleThe Bennett Cerfs will occupy
Arizona.
man," to play lead. Show is in. for
George Oppenhcimer's Hollywood
Tom Duran, WCAE salesman, con- four weeks after which it goes into
apartment during that Coast visit
this winter while the scripter easts. valescing in hospital from appendec- provinces for run,
John Martin, managing director of tomy.
An abbreviated version of Purcell's
Don DeCarlo takes over booking masque,
the Algonquin, hosted to an invita"The Fairy Queen," has been
tion audience Monday night (2) for job at Club Belvedere with the next adapted bv Constant Lambert and is
the preem of his reopened Supper show.
being staged for the Christmas seaBert Lang in town beating the
Club.
son at Covent Garden, Dec. 12. The
drums
for
annual
visit
of "Student
Valerie Bettis, who did choreogSadler's Wells Ballet and part of the
raphy for "Beggar's Holiday," to Prince."
newly-formed Covent Garden Opera
Bill Householjl- planning complete
Coast to stage her new ballet, "UnCo. take part, with cast headed by
identified Lady," with Ballet Russe remodeling job^for his .Vogue Ter- Robert
Helpmann and Margaret
race this winter.
de Monte Carlo.
Rawlings.
Bill Eytlie, recentb
back frojn
Andre Bodo, violinist (partnered
with pianist Karl Inwald at El England, spending some time with
Morocco's Champagne Room) is a, his family in nearby Marst Pa.
Ik Shuman, just named m.e. of
double both for Alexander Korda
Palm Springs
Holiday magazine, a brother of Joe
and Goodman Ace.
By Hank Goldenberg
Lillian Jenkins, Madison Square Shuman, Post-Gazette city editor,
Al Steppling. former WJAS anGarden's publicity topper, ganderAl Jolson and mammy at the CaJng the Sohja Henie iceshow in De- nouncer, is back at the station for sitas del Monte.
troit this week; preparatory to its a few weeks on a pinch-hitting job.
Bob Stack and Sonny Tufts giving
Nixon staying open week before the local gals the old thrilleroo,
Garden date Jan. 23.
Christmas for tryout of the London
.roe Zelli; post-World War 1 famed
now
eatery,
famous
Chi'Chi,
Frenchman from importation. "Love Goes to Press."
Paris
(a
host
by. Pig"N' Whi.stle chain.
owned
the
Marian
Berger,
ratlio
harpist,
Brooklyn, incidentally), now
Dick Haymes reported planning to
maitre d' of the Hotel Park Cen- playing inlermis-sion music tor Herhis show from Racquet Club
.

Day and night nurse agfun

,

for England.

"Lost Weekend" is now in its ninth
at Folkan, Stockholm.
Sandro. Malmquist leaving post as
chief for Malmoe City theatre.

Anita
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Diana Lynn laid up with flu.
Luigi Luraschi to Mexico City.
Vera-Ellen granted a divorce.

atmosphere

strict

serving beans and smelling
dancehall packed 'em in
at a buck admish.' Mink coat brigade
ate up hillbilly corn. Morrison's new
Mocarabo treatment with illuminated
spot,

hor.<;ey, the,;

Prince Littler to Sweden to gander
some of the musicals there suitable

.

week

Formerly

.son.
.

.

over to agency work.
H. G. Wells, who died Aug. 13, aged
79, left estate valued at $239,244.
Peter Waring in the Middlesex
hospital recovering from slight operr

Stockholm
By Sven

Phillips to Paris on music

biz.

years gross with $40,000 take.
Headliners Included Frank Sinatra,
Bob Hope, Lena Home, Frances
Langford, Willie Sh^re, Jon Hall,
Janice Paige, Louis. Prima oreh.
last

26.

with "Present
Bill Tisdale. back
Laughter" < Plymouth ) lost wiie last
week on Coast.
navid Warfield, who retired ni
celebrated his 80th birthday

jected Farrell into stardom in "Seventh Heaven."
Charlie Morrison's The Stables,
former Rogers, is of! biz of last sea-

London
of

Times Festival doubled

Chicago

Soiija

for

ClIATTER
"«at«

_ _;h«\n| lol* l»

.

:

opera.

Gene Tieraey

in

from Manhattan

gandering the preview of "The
Razor's Edge."'
Ian Hunter returned from England
where he appeared in "Bedclia" for

lifter

Arthur Rank,
;
Barbara Heggie in town to interr
view James Stewart for the Woman'f
Home Companion.
Jean Hersholt returned from Mexico City where he attended the presi'

J,

;

.

,

dential inauguration,

Walter Heed and family living in
Mischa Auer's house pending completion of their new home.
Mark HelUnger presented Robert
.

Siodmak with a new sedan

for his

director chore on "The Killers."

Hoagy Carmichael in from Indianapolis where he was honored
guest on "Hoagy Carmichael Day."
Myrna Loy returned from New
York w^here she attended the preem
of "The Be.<!t Years of Our Lives."
Willard

Wiener,

Columbia,

flack,

.

staging a one-man art exhibit of;
paintings and black-and-white draw;;:':-/;;:
.;.^'/;
;
Dave Bramson resigned a.s press
agent of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences to wri.tev:

ings,,

fiction.

Curly

.

:

formerly with
Shaeffer,
left for Au.itralia to be-

Metro's zoo,

come head elephant man with the
Wirth Show.
^

Lucille Ball taking flying tests,
from the Civil Aeronautics Administration to qualify as a pilot for her ,
new helicopter.
,,
,
R. J. O'Donnell in from Dallas to
bo toa.st master of the annual dinner
of the Minor and Majoi* Baseball
A.'ffiocialion of America.
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STARTING OUR PRESENT TOUR
OF ONE NIGHT ENGAGEMENTS
JUST BROKE ALL EXISTING RECORDS

AT THE METROPOLITAN THEATRE,

PROVIDENCE, WITH 15,275 PAID
ADMISSIONS

ON SUNDAY NOV. 24

Theatre does
1

P.

M. due

not

to

open

^^^^^

until

Sunday Law.
^••f

'

COP*'""];

"VAUGHN MONROE
CAMEL PROGRAM"
iVERY SATURDAY
At 7:30 P.M. EST; 6;30 P.M. CST;
S:30 P.M. MSI; 6:00 P.M. PST;
Via CBS, Coast-to-Coast
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,
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Academy Awards

candidates is unusiiariy heavy this
year with the number of de luxe
turned out. There was also
handicap of tli'e studio strike
and the difiiculty of getting pictures
All of which
ready for release.
made December a tough month to
get placements with result that inpicliires

the

claimed they
were not getting the breaks of the

producers

dependent

As a conseriajiirs in playdales.
quence, the Academy of Motion Pictiiie Alts & Sciences modified its
b,v-l;iws Nov, 18, causing a turmoil
let! lo last

Friday night's special

which the old rules were

at

reinstated.

However,

looks as though
there will be an annual battle be-

tween

it

still

majors and indies on
plavdates and condition.? for Acad
c. indidates.
Most producers feel that
the

pointed for Academy conhave the best chance of seif relea.sed towards the end
real as the old rule of out-otsn;ht, i)ut-of-niind seems to prevail
\viih
respect to pictures released
early in the year and such films do
liictiires

liideration
K'cliipii

of

ilie

(Continued on page 49)

YORK, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

SHOWMEN CHASED
BACK TO RR TRAVEL
Number

of people in show biz who
of traveling have been
suilching from planes to trains betau.se ot poor service by the aira

11,

PRICE

1946

lot

Mad Scramble
at

62

Damon Runyon, veteran news,
paperman and author, died in New
York la.st night (Tues.) after a lingering

He had been

illness.

in

to have "gone significant," Whether
it is the resuU of the laSh to which
the American fllm industry has been

a

put during the past month from all
coma several day.s.
quarters, or merely reflectis a swing
Though Runyon had been ailing from the reaction against significance
several years, h« had continued his which set in at the end of the war,

columning during
period. His age was 62.
Hearst

clear.

isn't

all' that

Nevertheless, story de-

partments have definitely switched to
a search for yarns "with something
to say."

Four companies, as a matter
fact, have acquired unusual yarns

Toe

Plastic

of
ot

Stuff

high purpose recently and are preparing to give them important treatParamount has taken an option
on "Sealed Verdict," novel being
written by correspondent Lionel S.
B. Shapiro ground the Nazi war
Recent court win by Lucia Chase criminal trials; 20th-Fox has taken
in an income tax case continues to title to "Stool Pigeon," factual story
spotlight one oC the most unusual by Lawrence Blaine which is unique
figures
in show business.
Deduc- in that the stool pigeon is treated
delving
tions made b.v Mi.ss Chase, as bad sympathetically, the yarn
ment.'

A

Hobby

Costly
.

debts, ot .$58,100 loaned to the Mordkiii Ballet in 1939 and $241,900 loaned
to Ballet Theatre in 1940, were upheld in the N. Y. Ta.i Court.

(Continued on page 54)

figures .^re reminder that Miss
Chase, heiress of the Ewing rug million.s,
who is sole stockholder of
Ballet Theatre as well as one of
the company's dancers, will have
poured an estima,ted $1,500,000 into
ballet by the end of the sea.son, to
represent financial (<jntri'outions for
tlie pa.-^t nine years. Onlv the loans

mentioned

however,

above,

Coal Strike Ebb

Eases Industry
Like a flash flood, the 12-day coal
strike threatened to engulf show
business, and then subsided quickly,

were

The

Pic for Self But Told

Particularly maddening to travel»is i.i inability to get the airlines
pn the phone, lines being forever

Companies

they arc
getting additional phones as last ^as
(Continued on page 49)
assert

She's Not Her
EaKle-Liun
original

Of

'Stars

& Stripes' First

British are aiming to gel the jump
on Aiming the story of the GI publication. Stars and Stripes, a subject
which is a natural for treatment in
celluloid.
Michael Powell, producer
for .1. Arlhm- Rank is framing a musical around the sheet .with the London Times Bldg.. .site of the British

story

last

happy about

Own Type

week bought an

from

Winston— but

Irene
isn't

May Film Saga

take care ot basic needs during
the unexpectedly short existence of
the walkout. End of the strike came
ju.st in time,
however, to prevent
film houses from plunging into perhaps tho worst pre^Xmas slump in
five years.
to

Irene Winston Writes

wartime. job-flllers.

British

it.

radio

Miss

Probably the worst effect of the
shortage was felt by nitenes. which
were already suffering under one
of the worst slumps in the past 10
years. Without the bright lights of
Broadway, New York bistros were
lo.st in the brownout. B.o. takes had
begun a dangerous slide when John
(Continued on page 54)

actress

Winston

Femme, who's

long been a soap opera regular, decided a tew months ago that the only

way she was going

to break into picwas to write a yarn built
around herself as heroine.
So sl\e sat down and turned out

lures

20% NiteryTax Too Tough

25-pa,?e original, ."practically using a minor when I was writing the
description of the principal character.
Her agent sent the .script to
Benn Jatobson, E-L's eastern studio
rep, explaining that Miss Winston
was aiming to sell it as a packa^ic

a

A

Hurdle for the Bistros

That

20''',

nitery lax must

com*

off

"

erli'ion,

a.s
focal point tor the pic.
I'owell is currently seeking Jack Buciianan. British musical comedy star,

Ihe lead as editor-in-chief.
Story will play up the comic differences between the dashing, irreverent GI reporters and the British
veisHMi in bowlers and striped pant.s.

foi-

PK

concerted^ wail heard In
area since the mid-'30s
local busihcssrnen
as December dawned in a series oX
rain squalls ahd high winds to add
to. the aliready sad situation I'or ho-

Sinatra's 'Jazz Singer'
Sinatra, who ha^s been the

nitcries are to .survive.
So
the bonifaces in view of the
currently diminishing spending doltlie

if

insist

lar.

deal including henclf,

[ree-spencling
war
During
the
Jacobson looked at the script, 'years when a guy or. the town raised
.Tt Miss Winston and told her [his sight.-' lo $50 or $100 for an evoHe liked the y;nn nin'-,'s fun. he didn't worry about
the incvit.ahle.
Boili throiiKed the buildim;,
since the and would buy it, he said but Miss that $20 U. S. tax. the size Of the
I.oiKlijii Times
also had its chicl of- Winston wasn't the type to play the tipj. K-U\. but now he'.-, oven adding
fice there.
tho cheeks to make sure of the totals.
(Continued on page 49)

looked

—

j

!

I
'

rho.st

this glitter
wa.s

Frank

sounded by

object of a number of offers for the
one picture a year he's. allowed to
do outside the Metro lot, has finally
tels, nitcries and shops, which have
settled on doing the "Jazz Singer"'
been anticipating, another lush winfor Warners. This fllm, which he has
ter. All have been caught short on
wanted to do for several years as
too-high pi-ices and big stocljs for,
a remake of the original Al Jolson
an almost non-existent business.
version, is tentatively slated to go
Generally, ousiness is off 60% in
before the cameras around March 15.
Either Jerry Wald or Alex Gott- most fields, and the situation looks
to decline in the next few weeks,
lieb will produce.
before taking a turn for the better.
There are plenty of people in ta.wn,
but they are not spending^ -Most
seem to be looking for ,iobs,' 'with a
20-for-one avei-age on applicants.
Rumors and reports up north Of the
high prices prevailing, plus those
fantastic $40-a-day rates in some of
the beachfront hotels, haven't helped
any. A thorough checkup revoalcii
Washington, Dec. 10.
Washington, hub of the Prfesident's mast hotels were set for a picktm
Birthday Ball celebrations since they around Christmas, then a drop until
commenced more than a decade ago, mid-January. From then on, perwill probably have none this year— haps—^for most. Only about 10 hotels
which may result in a tapering off can say they are booked lull for
three months. The rest, as attested
of similar aftairs in other cities.
.

.

Prez Birthday Ball

:

Gets D. C. Brushoff

.

by ads now being run in northern
newispapers by the hotel groups

The Washington parties, hypoed by
luncheon at the White House, have
have been featui-ed .by name Hollywood stars who have drawn crowds
to the town's ..Jeading hotels and to
the big vaiid^ shov/ at the Arena,
Understatiding here is that local
(Continued on page 85).

Show

to

(Continued on page 55)

'NEW ORLEANS' PRESS

Biz Ballyhoo

Clark

to

give

inal Bill
of Paris,

full

'

publicity

to

a

^>

10.
?'

First film to be given a press preview via television^though not the
first current release telecast— will be
attetnplod by Don Lee's W6XAO

with Jules ^vey's -."New. Qrlcwis,"-

which UnitelP'Artists will release.
Date and manner in which event
will be handled have., not been :sct.

;

.

.

I

.

A

special
16m print is bemg
readied for the event which will be

to send histor- duplicated around the country.
UA
documents, including the orig- also plai!s video showings of the film
of Rights and the Treaty for press and exhibitors throughout
on the road. At a special the country. Theatre world premiere
(Continued.on page 54)
is set for Feb. 18 at New Orleans.

Government scheme
ical

,

PREVIEW VIA VIDEO
HoUywobd, Dee.

leaving more damage to nerves than
Squawks are niunerous con- used for ta.K deduction purposes.
To 'Bring History To
to actual grosses. That the entermanner of operaNo otlier individual has ever spent tainment industry wasn't hit harder
tions o£ ticket and reservations deThe American People'
so much money on ballet. Tlie Mai- is due lo two factors: the usual prepartments and frequent delays in
qui.s de Cue\as (who married into
Washington, Dec. 10.
Christinas
slump
was already v/VU
takeolTs when weather isn't directly
Radio, films, magazine.? and newsunder way when the strike opened
(Continued on page 49)
to
blame.
Airlines
acknowledge
coal
papers
were asked today (10) by
and
supplies,
already
in
transit
justilication of some of the Pccfs, but
when
the
miners
quit,
were
enough
Attorney
General Tom C.
U. S.
ni.aintain llie.v're doing all possible

bu.<y.

/

Miatai, Dec. 10,

Runyon Dead

cerning slipshod

clear up the situation by adding
eqiiipinenl and substituling higher
glade personnel tor some of the

CENTS'

High Prices Sour Grapefruit League
After almost a year-and-a-halt of
producing escapism, innocuous biographies and generally frothy b.o.
fare, Hollywood appears once again

lines.

to

25

Florida Given the Chill by Biz Fiz;

I

The

di)

'

YENS 'SIGNIFICANT

in

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
rush for showcases to

Annual

tli.ii

>>•/

ARTHUR UNGAR

house prospective

tneelmK,

T.,

BI VAKIETJT,

1946,

Oscar Derby Candidates Jockey For

Siowcase Positions

by Variety, Inc.
Annual subscription, f 10. SinyU coplsa^ 2S cents,
Post Oftice nt. New York, N. Y., -under, tin <iot of Maroii X, 1S79.
LNC. AH.I. KICIIT8 KESJiltVKI).
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Wetlnesday, December 11, 1946

Pditicos See

Chance Of

little

Washington, Dec.

lax

the
,

Republicans

|

lax.

passing

start

are without foundation
learned.
Rep. Joseph W. Martin, Jr. IBof tho
Miujs.), wlio will be Speaker
next House ot Representatives, docs
not feel at all unkindly toward continuing, the wartime excise rates for
a while longer and iu fact thinks

N.

hospital,

Glare's

St.

at

ill

Y.,

there is' speculation over the
handling of fights at IVtadisoh.'
Jack Dempsey
Sqiiare Garden,
is mentioned as a possible sucalso Nick Londos, the
ces.^or;
Detroit promoter. However it is

|

ha.s

;

good way to.raise money.
He said most other top GOP ConHresslonal leaders (eel the same w ay

Mike Jacobs gravely

/ With

as

]egi.slation

VAMEiy

.

Sports Shorts

I

ai-e t

;

,

-By Milton Berle.

that the 20th Century
Sporting Club, s»id to be' wholly
owned by Jacob!!, has a contract
with the Garden corporation,
agi-cemcnt having four years. ;to
Understood the club has
run,
with top€.vclij.s,ivel. contracts
Joe
inGluding
boxers
flight

known

tliey are a

]

i

;

.

.

about the excises.
Rep. Harold Knut-son (R.,; Minn, ),
Way.sv\'ho will be chairman of the
and Means Committee in: thfe next

1

j

Louis.

j

Students and a couple of
.

speculators

admissions tax WOUld speedily.
back to 10%, and that the 20% nick
on nightclub tabs would return to
the old y'o figure.
However, Martin's statement puts
an entirely different- Ibok on things.
Important as Knutson will be in the
next session, Martin will still be several notches above him.
it

cut

where

.

ticltet

,

Yarns Tvesome
tiresome— and
story editors for the major companies are tired of it. At least so
they say. They're squawking that
the recent crop of books, both already published and those coming
up, are so heavy with the "Forever

.

will

all

.

in attendance is accounted
by repeated income checking
up of midtown sports devotees

drop
for:

who

are

making

supposedly

themselves scarce.

JAS. MASON'S

GARBOING

IRRITATES U.S. PRESS
James Mason,

less than two
States, has ac-

United
a reputation

Ti-ccks in the

quite

quired

in

amon,?

Sammy Kay e
'

is still

.dickering

Whitney horses on the
Maryland farms. All are foals of
"Swing and Sway" a gee-gee
tor four

named

after the

Kaye musical

styling, and the maestro is col-,
lecting the offspring.

newspaper and mag writers for
temperament. He appears to be
floing a Garbo— ducking the scribblers by every possible means, and
a cloud of resentment has rolled up.
typewriterthe
once
However,
wielders manage to have words with
him, he's gracious and readily
answers questions.
Handling Mason's press relations
John Monahan, an American

Plans by Guy Lombardo to
have his title-winning speedboat. Tempo: VI. displayed in
Hearn's department store during the Christmas season, were
stymied by another speedster.

who came to the U, S,, with
Monahan appears to
to get to as Mason
and has much of the press rather
bitter. So much so that sonve .sar-

peting make;

friend

him. However,

be as

diilicult

castic comments have been hitting
the columns on the retinue which
accompanied Mason and his wife,

Pamela

Kellino, here. Included

five cats. 32 pieces of

were

luggage and a

beige-colored, righthand drive ambulance, for which no explanation

was forthcoming.
Mason is currently vacationing at
New Canaan, Conn.;j|ftd will continue- the siesta soon in Bermuda.
He aiipeared in a radio version
of "Bill of Divorcement" last week
and got himself tagged by the staff
at rehearsals as having a maddening
temperament.

Cantor's Biopic Deal

On

William Morris agency's AbeLastfogcl is handling the Eddie Cantor
biopic deal on the Coast with several studios interested. Unlike "The
Jolson Story," the Satevepost serial^
ized the Cantor saga some years ago
over a period of six weeks, and the
comedian's autobiog, "My Life Is

In Your Hands,"- :was subsequently
published. These are the bases for
the screen biog,

Gar

Wood.

Wood squawked

because Hearn's is an agent for
the speedboat manufactured under his name, while the Lombardo craft is a Ventnor, com-

Davis), "If

YOU Knew

Slisie."

Cantor Pic Goes to- D. C.
Eddie Cantor's RKO production
o( "If

You Knew

Susie"- starts roll-

ing in Washington, in January as
soon at the 80th Congress goes into

Even sex can

Amber"

influence that

Pro literary

it's

getting to

maintain that

o.o.ers

they're not prudish, but when one
has to read as many yarns as they
do. too much of the same type sub,iect matter can be too much, even
Their main objection is
if it's sex.
that a large quantity of the bedroomism is injected only for sensationalism (which sells books, of
course) and contributes nothing to
ploti action or character developr
ment. In other words, it is not in^
trinsically a part of the story.
Mentioned as objectionable on
this basis in the book department
are "The Wayward Bus" by John
Steinbeck, "Letty Pox-Her Luck" by
Christina Stead. "Hecate County" by

Edmund

"Banner by
the Wayside" by Samuel Hopkins
Adams, On the other hand, in yarns
like "The Butterfly" by James M.
Cain incest is an integral part of
the story, as is homosexualism in
Wilson,

and

Charles Jackson's "Fall of Valor."
Even the femme mags are said to
be getting tainted, with the Woman's
Home Companion currently serializing Margaret Lee Runbeck's "Hope
of the Earth."'

Himher's Full-Scale

Run^Through

Duke tobacco fortune,
named to board of directors "of
Guy Lombardo's Long Island

in

Order

.

:

.

'

slioes;

My

i-

Uhe one who

brother

an invention

just

Richard
Himber'.<! new musical .show "Abracadabra" with a special full-scale
private preview as bait for poten
tial

tor

angels.

Himber will have the entire show,
with Johnny Thompson. Carol Kay,
Jerome, Eric Victor Dancers,
Check Gloria
Stricter
a mixed choir and an 18-piece band,
Fire early yesterday at the Lin- trotted out for the bankrollers.
coln hotel, N. Y., coming three days Other items include a motion picture
by Orson Welles) and
after the' disastrous Winecoff hotel, (directed
Atlanta, blaze, is expected to result records with magic effects.
Maestro, a longtime magic fan,
in a .stricter checkup of N. Y. inns.
Fact that the Linqbin blaze was spent two years writing the book
brought under quick control is said and music, with Tot Seymour doing
lyrics.
Legerdemain is, the
to favor the hotels, as damage was the
confined to a small area, and is said theme, but show will have no magic
tricks by the cast, sleight-of-hand
to indicate that N. '^y. hotels- are
to
be provided by scenery and
comparatively safe.
Mayor O'Dwyer has ordered a costumes gimmicked to do magic.
general step-up on hotel' inspections following the Atlanta blaze; Barry's
Visit

Minor Fire Inspires

Gotham

No Truth To

,

However,

Housing

Thomas
can

London

Commissioner

L. Saxl declared
hotels are as safe

city's

that the
as laws

make them.

It's the second time this year, that
hotels will get a severe o.o. The inns
got a severe checkup following the
burning of the La .Salle, Chicago.

hotel, Philadelphia, was
result, but most spots
got a clean bill of health.
There, however, is the possibility
that new legislation may be inspii'ed
by the Atlanta fire, and may force
many spots to conforn to higher
standards, v

-

.

,

Rumor
,

.

-

.

,

Renault:

.

The Magnificent Doll .. .Undercurrent: Taylor*inade,
Observation Department

Just saw "Lady Windermere's Fan. .that's one more than Youngman has.
KnOiW a show^minded surgeon who uses thi-ee minutes of material for
his-opening.
Looks like Tommy Manville-s love life, for 1947 has been taken care of
he Just saw the Rockettes.
Headline: .Government seizes huge stock of reefers: ,300 musicians
.

.

..

--,'.

.

.

.

.

;

grounded.

Understand some night clubs are already redecorating for New Year's.
just changed its sawdusts
When a critic blasted a show recently, he blamed the whole failure cl
the play on the PA system. .seems it was on.
"He made his first pass at me on Bedloe's Jslani,"
"Oh^oh, the old, Statue of Liberty play!"
Things are so tough today you can't even get parking space for the cat
you can't 'buy.;
'B.eried. Eggs
Understand Gypsy Rose Lee's life will be filmed'. , .it'll probably be told;

Jimmy Dwyer's

.

-.-

.-

.

Lipquipped 'at Lindy's: Qe lacks enough talent to be a success!
Understand the way business is falling oft aU over, Irving Berlin jii.st
changed one of his songs to "There's No Business."
Night club manager: Of course you've gotta do a third show. Can't you
read the small print in your contract'.'
Maxie Rosenbloom: I can't even read the large print!
My brother (the one who has desk space in an agent's Stetson) has a
new racket:; He sells eyebrow tweezers to John
Lewis,
"

March's 'Years*

Berle's Radio

Fredric March does a doublefeatured "Years" billing this
season.

He

-

featured in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our
Lives" and opened last week as
co-star with -Florence Eldridge
.(Mrs. March) in the Ruth Goris

don play, "Years Ago." Both OK.

Linked With 3 Plays

S.

Show May

K.O. Miami Date; Copa

Has Lines Out for Jolson
Murray Weihger, operator of Miami Beach's Copacabana, is trying
to lure Al Jolson.back to the niteries
as a headliner.

George

He

has olTered the

mammy-singer $15,000 plu.s overages
on gross beyond $50,000.
..Milton Berle, under consideralion:.:

Kaufman May

Debut as Pic Director
George

S,

Kaufman,

who

for a radio show by the Milton Biow
has agencyj has a clause in his Copa contract which would enable him to
drop the datfe if the airshow comes

written for the screen but Beyer
directed a film, yens to do so, proyiding he: gets the proper vehicle.

But when he does, "it'll have to be
something with jokes, as I'm frankly

through. Thus the Jolson feeler

in

case Berle can't show.
scared of the medium,'' says the
Berle is ready to drop the $12,500
playwright.
for the production of three of his
Kaufman (with Charles Mac- weekly sum plus 50% of gross over:
plays as soon as theatres can be
Arthur) worked on a screen version $,'50,000 in favor of the $2,000 weekfound for them-^"Animal Kingdom,":
of "Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid" ly airshow. This curious type think"Philadelphia Story" and "Foolish
tor Nunnally John.son (Universal- ing is a result of .the
lax structure
Notion." Current situation makes it
International) but that hasn't jelled.
unlikely any of these will find a
since Berle can keep little ot what
It may be for Peter Lind Hayes,
stage till April, more likely :the fall,
whom Johnson (collaborator with he'll draw at the Copa,; and Berle'S
casting troubles increasing difflcijl^'
Kaufman on the book of the current feeling that a radio show would
ties of the theatre bottleneck.
Barry told Variety there might be legit musical, "Park Avenue") haii carry more national prestige than
under contract.
a chance of Katharine Hepburn comthe nitery engagement..
ing to London for "Philadelphia
Weinger, consequently, is in a preto
Story"
that the
strike
Philip

Barry

is

London, Dee. 5.
here to arrange

;

,

Mme. Beinliardt
U. S.
Hollywood
Vienna, Dec. 2.
was a strongly adverse factor. He
gave a high compliment to the BritHelene Thimig, widow of Max
after
appearing here
ish theatre: "It was the Old Vic sea- Reinhardt,
son in New York that brought me at the Josefstadt theatre,; has left for
here," he said.
"It renewed wy the U. S.
faith iT) the theatre."
She'll return: in March.
but

Hectic capital background is necesStronibeiY Billed Up
sary for the film. Director" Gordon
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Douglas will take a crew to WashIllness of Lucille Ball caused a
ington for backgrounds.
Cantor shutdown of filming on Hunt Stromstars in the film with Joan Davis. berg's picture, "Personal Column,"
Ct's a package deaL.
for United Artists, telease.

,

the

That Phil Harris uses nothing but bonded hair tonic. .-Tliat John L.
Lewis is the backer of the "State of the Union", .That for his next scretn
.specialty Jose Iturbi will do "Flugle Street." That Gabby Hayes and Monty
Woolley werei technical advisers on "The Bazor's Edge", .That Jules
Verne's "20 Leagues Under the Sea" is about fountain pen users.
Hangnail Descriptions
Songplugger's dream: "The Whole World Is Singing My Song",,, Hepburn: Katharine the Great,., Stan Fisher; To each his Hohner,. Francis

,:

session.

:

had Ms head ternaitc-proofed) just sold
it's- a match that gives a men-^

the Kool cigaret people,

to

tholated hot-foot.

:

To Cast His Backers
Backers will be cast

Lincoln Hotel, N.Y.,

:

in a series of "fleshbacks."

Angler Biddle Duke, heir to

Airlines.

get

be boresome.

the

Cantor meantime has started, his The Walton
package deal pic (with Joan; closed as a

RKO

two minutes,
Solly Violinsky knows a card player who just started in a small way...
by putting deuces up: his sleeves.
Towne
says he just hired the arranger from the Jello program.
George
Now his band plays the "Rhapsody in Blue" in three other colors ..
Orange, lemon and linic\
Joe E. Lewis claims that Bess, "the horse with the human mind," is a
fake.
he couldn't get one decent parlay from her.
Took a plane trip to Philadelphia last week. The pilot had an awful lime
flying the plane. ..The CPA had just removed all controls,
Know: a comic whose material is so weird. .he's now doing warniiips for
the Inner Sanctum.
"Dnrling, I see you're still going around mth flat heels"
"Oh, no, this one has money!"
One legit theatre manager now refuses t6 sell tickets to playKoecs ntiUI
he auditions their coughs.
Red Skclton reports he's making a picture all about a wolf eyeing a
bathing beauty... he's calling it "Drool in the Sun,"
Know a girl who's so short, her high heels have to have Adler elevated
,

Eds Complain Sex

were nabbed by de-

Tally of the grosses indicated
capacity but there were plenty
of, empty seats in the Garden.
Reported that Ned. Irish, who
controls, basketball at the Garden, has. stipulated that all. thoseon the subscription list for college games must also buy for
pro contests, being; developed
Pro game at the
this season.
Garden Sunday (8) was excellently attended, other games
being scheduled for the 7th
Regiment Armory, Part of the

now

is

tax

:

a theatre in

Last week
there was a sharp drop in demand for the games and agencies "ate" hundreds of tickets,
having overloaded weeks ago.

unlikely that any
get past the
tax legislation
originates, in case any should, it
will meet fresh opposition in the
Senat*. There a number of Senate
leaders are pledged -not to interfere
with so-called "luxury" taxes until
the budget is comfortably in balance.

While

excise

House,

ALAN LADD.

"

Page Ripley; Pix

brolcers at a profit.

i

great showl

Got' the shock of my life; Saw an M-G-M picture" in which Keenan
^Wynii didn't have: the male comedy lead'.
Monte Carlo monoioguer. For every figure added to his address book,
ttiBre's a figiife subtracted, from his bankbook.
Know an act. that works for the fire department, .guarantees to empty
,

tectives last week in. connection
with tickets peddled for college
basketball games, kids digging
at the Madison Square Garden
to
delivering:
and
bbioffice

.

dropped to their prewar levels. He
even declared that he would introduce legislation to accomplish this
purpose. It has been on the .strength
of Knulson's statements that it has
been generally assumed that the 20%

not' nte!

"Vou'i-e (he killer,_ _K«n;

A

The Great Wil Way

"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"
Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal

Jacobs

stiricken,

.

,

KEN MURRAY'S
El

Garden matchmaker.

the

i

Congress, has been insisting for
some time that the excises should be
.

Before

.

fights
headline
for
arraiiged
som'e months in advance, ..cards
to be filled in by Nat Rogers,^

,

j,

ise

WEEK!

234th

,

:

about it.
Martin explained that the Rcpublicans have promised to cUt personalincome tax rates as soon as pos.siblc
,— but that they, have made no prom-

.

"Business at tile night clubs and theatres is really falling ofl'. Some managers claim the slump Ls only temporary. .while they're pointing guns at
their temples. Understand Toots Slior is now making radio -guest appearances because he needs the money, Sherman Billingsley has oflerod to be
his straight man. Lew Parker described an evening he recently .spent in
a nitery as "solitary confinement with a co\'er charge." Of course all thi.s
has its effect on the' waiters. For a dollar now the headwaitcr will take
you to the best table in the place; pick-a-back. One owner is doing all he
can to keep his acts happy. He's lust invested $10,000 in tables that apNowadays, ushers stand in
plaud. The' theatres aren't much better off.
the lobby calling,, "Fifteen seat.s waiting." And already the theatre, managers have started to conserve. The U.shers have been ordered to turn
in their flashlights, and have their forefingers coated with pho.sphonis.
that
admit
business
is dropping off
But I've got to be the first one to
last night my mother wasn't, even in the audience.

t"

10.

RppoiU thai tlic 20":'c boxofflce
and the equally big hitery bite
due for the ashcan as soon

The Berle-ing Pomt

Taxes Being Cut

10 B.O., Nitery

dicament

if

Berle drops out.

His

:

.

closest competition, the Beachcomber, Miami Beach, has signed Sophie
Tucker and Willie Howard to head-

and now he must
a drawing card of equal power.

line against Berle,
find'

^

.

',

PICTURES
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IDLE FILM COIN SEEKS SIDELINES
10

Years Later the Cycle Veers:
Stix

No Longer Nix Hick

Call it a return to the simpler
things in life or what you will, the
fact stands out that there's an increasing tendency on the part ol
motio* picture customers in the
araall towns and hinterlands to shy
away from the more ornate and compiicaled JloUywbod pix in I'avov of

Nix Hick Pix." The

H. L. Mencken

"fF/ty /

line: "Stix
then stres-scd

that fans outside the
larger cities in the U. S. had put a
deflnite heS on pictui-es dealing with
bucolic themes, Seems that the ruralites, tlien just staggering out of

Eschew the

Theatre''

,

«M editerial fedfure
•f th«

41 St

f arthcominq

Aimiversnry

enough worries
on thpir minds without having to

IS'

umber

of

comedies,

Exhibitor Group

Get

productions
Hollywood
budgeted
dealing with the customary boudoir

'Abie

Artliur Rank organization, calls
tor novel distribution of a batch
of the more arty of the Rank films
through bookings similar to that of
Idea, touched upon by
William Heineman, Rank's chief of
sales for TJ. S., st last week's Qhibago meet, is for a tieup with local
concert-promoting groups on a nar
tional scale for advance series subfcriptions by group members on

Concerts.

'restige

pix.

Understood that Prestige will head
possible ci iticism that method is
foim 'oJ! British propaganda by in<iluding in
each package several
foreign language Alms, either French
or Italian. Rank, according to reports, is dickering to pick up U. S.
^isti-ibution rights to a number of
Continental-produced films witlv this
in mind.
oft

Pre.stise will follow sy.slem employed by concert bookings agencie.*
put never previously employed by
iShii distribs. Cashing in on accumur

lated publicity that British Alms are
more adult than most of those

(Continued on page 27)

H. Allen Smith's 'Rhubarb'

To Mike Todd

UA Brush

Twin City independent exhibitors
mostly, delegated him to write Sears
and inform him of the feeling among
them against UA is running high.
These theatre owners, he declares,
are highl.v indignant because of production of a picture allegedly "offensive to religious and racial segments."
While personally opposed to any
censor.ship. Berger told Sears
tliat sentiment for it would be so
strong among exhibitors he'll not be
able to ward it oft if present request

Mm
is

rejected.

Pic is slated, to go into
Dec. 27,

release

Vanguard disk

panies.

label.

Matty Fox's Penthouse

And

a definite

move

percentage deal for the latter's
picture away from PavaJ«iount to do "Rhubarb."
«

fcutside

CITRTIZ'S

mWCBlS MAMON

Hollywood, Dec. 10,
Michael Curtiz Productions has
signed Frances Marion to a term
writing pact and handed her screenplay clioves on "Serenade'' on the
.

Warner lot,
_Miss Marion vacationed in New
York for a month since leaving
JVIetio.

.

*

HoUywoody Dec. 10.
liamarr's forthcoming baby
the basis of a lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, seeking declaratory
relief from a contract requiring her
to star in a picture titled ''Last
Year's Snow." Basis of the suit is
the same as Helen Hayes' "Act of
God" litigation 17 years ago when
she was about to have a child, while

Atop the

New U

'

.

a Broadway legit.
Contract called for Miss Lamarr to
.start work in "Last Year's Snow"

between Aug.

15

and Sept.

15 of this

She contends that pregnancy
voids her liability during that period
at

Estate
Sirk
borough productions.

Bldg.

Douglas

;

Marl-

.

Army Scored

,

For Shelving Nazi

Atrocity Fibns
'

atrocity films, which have
a behind-thescenes battle for the past year, are
being quietly wrapped up and permanently locked away. Number of
organizations, primaril.v the Society
for the Prevention of World War
ijli have been fighting to have the
films released for 16m showing, but
the Atrny and State Department
have now definitely put the "verboten" label on them, it has been

German

tion
at
streets.

i588

Park

avenue

(57 th

be somewhere below since U is set to move
its h.o. into the structure on comHis

office

will

Dickering:

Own Indie Pic

His "Park Avenue" legit musical
Arthur
launched,
t u ri e s m' i t ii
Schwartz returns to Hollywood
fjec. 28 where he will probably consummate an independent picture

leai'ned.
It is understood that without fanfare or further publicity^^the Army
hopes— the films will be impounded
as "historic" but not "public'! documents. Prevention of World War
III group charges that the reels are
being laid away under pressure of
powerful German influences in high
quarters in the U. S. and is tied
(Continued on page 53)

pendeint distributing company.
Selzniclc's action followed within
minutes of the
board's decision
to tiu-n the matter over to a prom»:

UA

ineni

Polo

In

New York

law firm-^not be(Continued on page 26)
:

AUTRY TO COL AFTER
2 MORE REP FILMS
Gene Autry moves over from Republic

film-making

begin

to

for

Columbia on .a participation basis,,
after two more pictures.
':
Autry has never made a secret Of
his dissatisfaction with Rep on several counts, most important of which

,

was
ting
tion.

that he claimed be wasn't getenough pictures and exploitaAlso, competing with stable-

male Roy Rogers never pleased him
overmuch. Following his discharge
from the Army, Autry sued Rep for
release from his pact, but was ordered by the court to finish out his
commitment.

Under the new Col contract he
also have more authority in

Zanuck Fractures Hand

will

Accident

'

story and production.

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Darryl Zanuck is nursing a fractured right hand as a result of an
accident on the polo field at Riviera
Country Club,

A speeding ball struck him between the wri.st and knuckles and
bones. -He is- back at his
20th-Fox desk With his hand in a

•cast,

.

V

Trade Marit ReElaierefl

FOUNDBD B7 SIME .SH.VEUMAN
VARIKTV.

I-uliliKbeil tyr«kl> to
Sid. Sfilverinan.
1C4 Wfsl
St.,

Inc

Presiclem

New

Hth

Yorli JO. N.

f

SUBSClllfTlON
Annual;.!^ $10

IToreiffn

National Boxoffice Survey
Pre-Xmas slump

is

being felt in

key cities this week, early
b e i n g accentuated by
brownout, coal strike and last week's
edict on parcel post. Elimination of
dark theatre marquees, restoration
of normal rail travel and return of
thousands to ^ work may help temper
usual Christmas shopping competition from now. until the year-end
Jiearly all

of

and that its just starting put.
Continued strength shown by "Nocturne" which moved,, it to the top
nine classification is amazing to expushed up to
hibitors. "Mirror"'
Strength showa by
third position.

Milton

(U'),

"Till Clouiis Roll

Years

Betore

By"

1

a rousing start,
lopping Providence and being fine
in "Boston this frame.
"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) is
managing to do nicely in some three

key

spot.s

iian Girl"'

off to

"That Bren(Rep) will be okay conthis

stanza.

siderhig conditions in its first .week
in N. Y. "Killers" (U). now'- fairly
well played in first-run locations,
teed ort Avith a sock session in Philly
this

Bo,ro//Ice

Reports

oil

.

.

.

;

,

.

,

.

55

.

.

..

8

.

Jfi

George Frazier,
House Review.s

.v..;.. 40

24
40
50
27

Inside Music.
Legit
Inside Pictures
Inside Radio
In.side

,

Legitimate

:.

.

,

-38
50

Literati
Mu.sic

5.'!

39

New Acn

49
48
54

Night Club Review.s,
Obituary
Orchestras
.

Pictures

.

.Radio

3.1

3
9

.

Pre-Production
Radio ..
;

,

.

,

;

New.'.
...

.;

..; .-.

Reviews

Frank Scully ....
Television
Vaudeville
......

m

.

......

.....

.

-

....

,

•.

.

.

llMllywaaA by
r>a.II}'
Varlely, tA&.t
tlO « T*ar-*J32 ITofWen

(Publ!M)ied

week.

U'oviptfte.

Paaex 12-13)

49
.

Reviews.
Foreign

was entirely on the big
week at the N. Y. Music Hall
despite pre-Xmas lull, etc.
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th) is

is

2

. .

Chatter
iFilm

"Clouds"'

entries,

Berle.

Bills

first

new

Others in the Big Nine in order
strength currently are "Dark

(M-G>, "Two

Ko.

INDEX

tions:;

showing some promise On the basis
of four playdates this stanza. "The
Current stanza is largely a re-take "Verdict"'' (WB), which comes into the
of last stanza, excepting tliat most N. y.:, Strind
week, also is
this
of big winners ot last week now perking, in a couple o( spots. ''Best
are in holdover sessions, Again Years of' Lives'^ (RKO) is holding
"Undercurrent" (M-G) takes .the up vfeXl in third week at N. Y. Astor.
palm with "Blue Skies" (ParJ just a
"San Quentin" (RKO). among the

Mii-rov"

•jjj^^""

Voi.ie.T

holidays.

step in the rear.

Cents

85

Pre-Xmas Lull Hurls^'Undercurrent,' 'Skies,'
'Mirror,' 'Clouds,' 'Mast' Top Big Nine

Mast"
Former Warner Bro.<!, producer (Par). "Razor's Edge" (201 h). "Marhas financing set but i.s dickering gie" (20Ui). "Nocturne" (RKO) and
(WBi. In runner-up
for a couple of propertie.i? before "Deception"
making further plans. He does not slots are "No Leave" (M-G I, "Darwant to tie himself to any one ling Clementine" (20th l, "Never
studio.
Likelihood continue.^ that Say Goodbye" (WBi and "Secret
Enterprise may be his ultimate af- Heart'' (M-G\ Last-named, which
teed ol¥ in Los Angeles, is doir.g
filiations, when and if he.set.s the
nicely in view of seasonal condiother dclails.
d«3l.

—

been the subject

Matty

Fox,
Universal's
exec
veepee, has streamlined his commuting problem.
He's building a
penthouse on top of the new Tishman building now under construc-

SRO stand.s for Selznick
Releasing Organization.
A short time a,ftcr the change in
the ads wag made, another order
came from ,S61zni,ck's. office to hold
them for tomoi'row
(Thursday).
That's qpparejltly to time them, with,
the public announcement of the new
coinpauy to be made by DOS today,
Producer's entire Coast braintriist
was reported. gathered in bis studio
office all afternoon and late- into the
night, preparina the statement and
plans which will change Selznick's
vast orrtanization ostensihjy /.glared
to suoervise sales and publicity under UA's banner-— into a. truly inde•

Management broke two
and

in

SKO."

of

of

in

year.

board

Artists'

yesterday (Tuesday) aftto go ahead with le-

gal steps to boot David O. Selznick
out of the company, Selznick on the
Coast gave clear indication that he
would counter by forming his own
distributing
company. Tradepaper
ads for "Duel, in the Sun.'' previou.sly
placed, were revised late last evening on. orders of the producer's
stttfl".
insignia was reijioved and
for it was substituted the line: " 'Dtiel
in the Sun' will be the first release

UA

,

feature

'editorial

of the f orthcominci

in that

Hedy

Corp..

Schwartz Back to Coast

Bob Hope on

*

'

Rogen,

Et. al

dlsl Anniversnry ISiimher

with the

is

Pressburger,

U

to land

eloieupt on

Williamii. Will

.«

Othtr com-

any subsequent time. Defendants in the action are Arnold

.

Todd liopes

•rt

on

HEDY LAMARR
'ACT OF GOD' BABY SUIT

and

H. Allen Smith's current bestseller
Further- geogVapliical merger of
"Rhubarb" may be Mike Todd's first Fox and
took its first step last
picture for Universal-International week when the company leased the
telease, possibly ahead of Edna Fer- Park Avenue theatre.
Worldwide
Mr's "Great Son," which Todd al- Developrnent Co., in which Fox is
ready has. He paid Smith $100,000 the m^Jor
occupies
stockholder,
tor the film rights but details over tljree floors in the Park Avenue
the sequel rights—Todd has an idea Biag.
tjiat the baseball club-owning cat,
"Rhubarb," may become a series
like "Lassie" are atill being worked
out.

intarettinq

Al Jalion,

it'.s dictated by both ttie
economic needs of putting money to
work and the fact that both artists
and music are available to the com-

pletion, May 1, when it will befor $100,000 come known as the Universal Bldg. shopping

—

with

Zie^fsld,

idea— since

direction by many of the companies
Minneapolis, Dec. 10,
is considered inevitable in '47.
melodramas have been consistently
Representing him.self as spokesBook Publishing
outdrawn in the rural regions by man for a ''Group ot Indignant InPush into the publishing field will
(Continued on page S3>
dependent Exhibitors," Bennie Bertake the form of either buying into
ger. North Central Allied president,
established houses or setting up new
has delivered an ultimatum to Grad ones to handle stories written priSears; United Artists sales head, de- marily for the screen and motion
Rank's Pix Packages
manding withdrawal of ''Abie's Irish picture reprints of yarns which were
Rose" from release until such time initially published and later con(Incl. French, Italian)
as the Bing Ci;osby production has verted into films. Execs point out
bean revised to remove causes of
pix have done yeoman's work
For Arty U.S. Houses present critici.sm. Altei-nati ve, Ber- that
in selling stories and that tlie: tieuj)
Community concerts, widespread ger advised Sears, is move by in(Continued on page 26>
liabit in hundreds of mlddling-sixed dependent exhibitors here to have
American towns, are goings to be slate an'd local cen.sorship enacted to
ysed as a wedge to pry open the enable prohibition of "oflensivc"
FILES
V. S, market for British pix. Plan Alms.
ket by Prestige Pictures, unit of the
Berger. says group, comprising
t.

wr!»« abonf the

"Pictures OiiMy Wall"

.

panies have been flirtihg

Uiiited

ernoon decided

Eddie Cantor

Svnn which climbed meteorically in the past five ye:irs had
totaled the heretofore peak ot $170,000,000 at the jut.set of '40.
JWajor field.s to face the invasioii,
biggie.'! say, are the boolt publishing
and recordinK outfits. Metro has ylready made the first move by setting
up M-G-1V( Records as its own
w ixworks. Univer.«al-Intornational
has been recurrently reported dickering to take over Vogue Record.^.
David O. Selznick ha,s long muUccI
a

Demands

Distribution €o^

While

New York

'

volved in postwar problems, the
t>Kldoor action pictures have made
((Steady resurgence into public
Thai
hinterlands.
the
in
favor
same Variety headlins today, conjseqiiently,
could well read "Stix
Many of the topPieli Hix Pix."

•

To Form His Own

unprecedented

Ai'tist.'s.

have Hollywood constantly ;remit)d
them o£ same. What they demanded-

were sophisticated
which were just coming into their
pwn ill the wake of such pioneers as
"It Happened One Night."
Today, with the same citizens in-

:

$70,000,000 boost in ca.sh and working capital of major companies by
the year's windup, film toppers are
currently predicting a thrust by the
majors into allied fields as a prime
development o| 1947. The exp.m.sion
is thought as the probable an.swer
to the wolcomq probldrri of ptitting
ca.sh holding's, to .work with the total
due to reacti a mountainou.^ .t;240.000,000 for all majors but United
.

the depression, had

then

an

Envisioning

.stor.v

Who Immediately Decides

Selznick,
By IRA WIT

iltteils

Board Votes to Oust and Sue

I

Pix

with eharnctcrUtie icenoclaim

outdoor action pictures.
It was almost 10 years ago that
VtKiny ran .its now-famous head-

UA

QC[[

.

28
32
53
30
45

WwliM'eJay, December 11^ 1946

VIP

Several Pktnre Finns

London, Dec.

Now Ready

To Aid Industry Foundation

to Pat O'Brien, "care
George VI, England."

One
anked

where

of

by major
end

together within the next two years
and several majors are ready to give
the fund a heavy pusli on its way if
worked out.
It method can be
Difficolty is that the MPF doesn't
netually exist yet as any more than
« semi-formulated idea. Attorneys
only now are starting tg consider
the charter and by-laws which will
Fihn companies,
Ijiake it an entity.
on the other hand, are anxious to

ont of th* mony

f«<iture«

41st Anniversary ISnmher

MONTH

QUIET SEC
IN PIC

However, since

STOCK TRADING

Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
Activity in film stocks was comparatively quiet during the month
10, according to the
latest report of the Securities and
^

MPF

be found to
against the time

ending Nov.-

will,

put the coin in tnisj;
the MPF can accept It.
uations are said to have
ether organizations and
ne.sses and been worked

MPF Meet

Following through on recommenmade at the Motion Picture
Foundation meet at New Orleans,
majors without existing pension systems are shaping plans with the
idea of ultimately .putting pensions
Action conforms with
into effect,
resolution passed at confab which
formed the MPF to care for the industry's needy. Majors were then
a.skcd to continue all steps, heretoemfor added
fore blueprinted,
ployee secin-ity and to regard MPF
as supplementing rather than rer

dations

to hand out
doesn't legally exist yet,
the
it presents a problem.
Lawyers are going over the situaand
it is anticipated that
tion now

a lawful method

After

of

make

later.

Plans Shaping

"Gmb Street

MPE

their initial donations-^which
they plan to give at some time any.,vay—this year .inasmuch as high
proftts will permit them to give
larger sums than they may be able

Majors' Pension

John Wilslach

Similar sitarisen with
other busiout suceess-

placing

XuUy.

tlon will greatly exceed that, reaching $25,000,000 in perhaps five years
and $100,000,000 or more eventually,"

declared Barney. Balaban, Par prexy,
who chairraanned the overall coordinating committee.
Yearly Fund
Considerable discussion took place
et the New Orleans conclave, presided over by E. V. Richards, Jr.,
topper of the Paramount-Richards
circuit there, on the amount of the
Foundation's capital fund that might
be expended each year< in addition
to income. Consensus was that not
more than 5% be so used in order
to insure continuity of the Foundar
tion.
Balaban estimated that with
the $10,000,000 base, that would give
a total expendable sum of about
'

91,300,000 a year.

Originally conceived as primarily
a welfare fund to take care of aged
and sick industryites not otherwise
provided for by individual companies, bounds were considerably

broadened in the report to last
week's meeting of the scope oommit(Conlinucd on page 20)

'

Charles D. Prutzman disposed of 400
shares of Universal common, making
his holdings 6,100 shares.
P. L. 'Metzler reported an August
deal in which he exercised his option
for the purchase of 1,000 shares of

:

common were

confined to sale of 100 shares by
Lehman Brt>. John: D. Hertz reported holding 2,000 shares of Par

common.

Commercial Short Uses
Eastman's New 16m Color
production to employ Eastman's new commercial 16m. Kodaehrome has just been completed at
the new RKO-Pathe New "Vork stuFilm, comdios, by the. Texas Co.
pleted against a 30-day deadline, runs
about 26 minutes and features Eddie
Bracken. Bracken is topbilled in the
Texaco (CBS) radio show.
First

New feature of the Eastman process
reproducability of the Kodachroine:
Previously prints have suffered by reproduction, but the new
film can be duplicated on a massproduction basis without loss of color
quality, according to
producis

giving

British

piotiires

,

Purpose of the
Culver City.
meets is to give the men a chance
to study sonditions in different parts
of the country, thereby gaining an

overall working knowledge of sales
problems confronting the company.

Fifteen men, selected on their
records for the last year ending Aug.
29, will confer With each of the five
divisional sales managers and with
Louis B. Mayer at tlie studio. Field
F.
Williaiji
to
according
reps,
Rodgers, veepee over sales, will get
a chance to acquaint themselves
of
operations
the
"more- fully with

our company on the whole and
familiarize

themsetves with activisales and pro.

mandatoiy payments for at least 10 ties as they embrace
tContinued on page 26)
duction."
First
slated for

in

the
the

.

series

of

meets

is

British screens.

It's

now

17Vj';)

and

next year goes up to 20%. Johnston
feels that it is almost inevitable that
there will be much higher percent^
ages required unless American companies make a real effort to even up
the film balance of trade. British,
remittances to the U.S. this year
are estimated at $75,000,000 to $100,000,000 against around $8,500,000 sent
from here to England.
head on the other hand, will
report to the board on his talks with
the British I'egarding the results of
Republican victory at- the polls liist
month. He pointed out to English
is traditionally
execs that the
the party of restrictive tariffs and
Other measures to bolster American
industry. If the British want to keep
expanding their market in the U.S.
and not find themselves at the wronK
end of a -high tariff and quoin law,

MPA

GOP

N.Y.,
from Feb. 6-9, when eastern sales
chief John P. Byrne will lead the
Central sales manager
huddles;
.lohnston is reported to have exE-L
John J. Moloney will conduct the plained, they would be wise to go
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
meet at the Hoter William Penn,
Bryan Foy held an all-day meet- Pittsburgh, on Feb. 10-12; midwest- easy in jacking up restrictions
ing yesterday (9), during which ern sales head John E. Flynn at against Americans.
Johnston nevertheless feels and
lime several films were gandered Chicago Feb. 13-15; southern sales
(Continued on page 26)
and a reciprocal release deal be- manager Rudolph Berger at New

Hotel

A.stor,

FOY-BENJAMIN-KRIM

COAST

POWWOW ON

tween J. Arthur Rank and Eagle- Orleans, Feb. 16-19, and western
Lion was discussed. Robert Ben- sales manager George A. Hickey at
Rank organization prexy, Los Angeles, Feb. 21-26.
will remain in Holiywood until Dec.
Fifteen men include John S. Allen,
17 talking over business matters district manager with headquarters
and also discussing release deals in Washington; branch managers
made by Rank with Universal-Inter- Louis Formato, Philadelphia; Jack
national.
Mundstuk, Buffalo; Saul Gottlieb,
Arthur Krim, E-L president, and Pittsburgh: Benn Rosenwald, CharFoy leave for Dallas today <10) and lotte; D. C. Kennedy, Des Moines;
then head for Chicago for regional and L. C. Wingham, San Francisco;
sales meets, returning Monday to salesmen Phil Bobys, Washington;
continue talks with Benjamin.
Frank Jelenko, Philly; Irvin Jacobs,

jamin,

Pittsburgh;

Chas. Vidor on Stand In

prints.

Cornel Wilde and Mrs.

for

15T0PM-G HELD MEN
TO GET H'WOOD JUNKET

in

systenns.

'

Johnston to major company toppers
at the regular quarterly board niPetditeourot on
ing of the Motion Picture Assn. in
Washington
today
(Wednesday).
Warning anent necessity of scndhig
"Freelance Writers"
greater rentals to the British will
be the principal point in Johnston's
report to. the directorate' on. his reo footurt of tht forthcominq.
cent talks with picture anid' govern',
menial execs in London.
41.11 Anniversary Number
MPA proxy's conclusions drawn
from the British visit will be the
major vioint on the board's agenda,
although a number of other matters
are slated to come up. Among them,
certain for discussion, wiU be the
.squawks which resulted from action
at the liist board meeting, in changing
the Production Code to allow pictures about dope traf Ac. I^ince that
step has gotten as much approvaleven if not so vocal— as the becl'.Sv
it
is thought highly -unlikely
that
the board will backtrack.
In one of the first sales meets of
Current British quota law expires
its kind, Metro is slated to bring toin March, <1948, and the industry
gether 15 field men from various there
is already doing much discusparts of the country tor a lour of sing
of increasing the playing tin'ie,
five key cities and the Metro studios
guaranteed for domestic product on

years. Retirement benefits acrJ-ue at
60 for women and 65 for men with

of Universal slock at 11,637 shares.

20th-Fox common.
Deals in Paramount

Thyra Saniter Wiiislow

,

an even 4,000 shares.

Charles S. Guggenheim bought 300
The $10,000,000 suggested by the shares of Warners, while Samuel
committee on finance, headed' by Carlisle added 100 shares to his
Karl Hoblitzelle, liead of the Para- holdings.
mount- affiliated Interstate Circuit in
Cheever Cowdin disposed of
J.
Texas, was seen as only a starting 1,050 warrants for Universal compoint. "We know that the Foimda- mon. He also reported his holdings

Need

playing time in the U, S.
to head oft more restrictive English
legislation will be stressed by Erie
all possible

mated

Exchange Commission.
Ben Kalmenson reported the acquisition of 2,000 shares of Warners
common on a stock splitup, bringing
his holdings to

company

Pension plans now in efl'ect at
Metro, RKO and 20th-Fox are estito cost millions on long-term
operations. Warner Bros, and Vnir
ted Artists have been studying other
systems and reportedly will put into
effect their own within a short timci
Other majors, while not so far along
the way, expect to launch systems
within the foreseeable future.
Metro scheme, initiated in March,
1944, covers 4,300 employees with
pensions guaranteed to all personnel
with the company a minimum of five

fw British

Stressed by Johnston

Be

Fihns Will

Exchange

"Why

"In Italy," hewas
not forward it to him care of the
Pope'?"

Ircof* wttb the »rial« of writeri in

S. Dollar

,

may be made

Sizeable donations

film companies boloie the
tlie
of the current year to tee oft
ini$10,000,000 fund being sought to
tiate the Motion Picture Foundation,
needy
tlesigned to provide aid to
workers and fornjec workers in the
industry
film industry. Some 70 top
«xecs who gathered in New Orleans
relast week to iay plans for the.
vived there to get the $10,000,000

More U.

King

of the' Palace ofticiiils
the American Embas.sy
O'Brien could be located.
told,

Practical Stage

Can Reach More

6.

A cable arrived at Buckingham Palace recently addressed

Plan

If

O'Brien

His Suit Against Col.

Ray

Irvin,

Charlofte;

Howard Dunn, Des Moines; and Alex
W. WeLsman, L. A.; Washington office manager Joseph Kronman, and
Pittsburgh booker

Max

Shabason.

Wanger Commuting East
For Ingrid Pic Huddles
Walter Wanger is due east afterChristmas ior further huddles with
Ingrid Bergman regarding the script
of "Ballad and the Source," which he
and Miss Bergman will co-produce
under the aegis of their recently^
formed EN Productions. Miss Berg-

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Charles Vidor took the stand yesterday (Monday) in the opening day
Liberty Rushing Capra s
Cornel Wilde and his wife, Patri- tion men.
of his suit against Columbia Pictures
Picture, entitled "Where You Goin', asking that his pact be broken
oia Knight, may do a Broadway
and
for
'life' in
legiter together after Wilde com- Mister," will be shown at sales and seeking $79,000 for 39 weeks of his
"Smash-Up," in which Susan Haypletes his thesping cj^res in "For- district managers' meetings and local contract still to run.
/
Liberty Films is planning to Iceep
ward has been set as one of the
ever Amber," now \iWbte the cam- conventions throughout the country
Some 15 top Hollywood peivson- Coast lab going day and night to get
will be "Washetas on the 20th-Fox lot. Wilde dis- to get across sales message and tech- alities, including producers, writers under the wire with sufficient prints leads. Following that
Roots,'' latJ
closed before returning; to the Coast niques. Format utilizes a combina- and directors/ were subpoenaed for for about 50 Christmas Day open- ington Flyer" and "Tap
ter a filmization of the James Street
Saturday 1,7) that the couple had tion of slides and lilm.
the trial.
ings of Frank Capra's "It's a Wonbestseller to be shot in Technicolors
received several offers from Theatre,
Picture was written, staged and
Vidor testified to profane language derful Life." Release of the picture
Expanding on his .sr;ech beCore;
Inc.. adding the repertory company's produced by RKO-Pathe under su- Cohn used on him, and also that was suddenly moved up recently beHotel:
limited run policy would probably pervision of Jasper Gregory for Tex- Cohn had vilified his wife ithe for- cause RKO, which Is distributing, t',e Survey Associates at the
i3)
be best for him since he can't take aco and Clay Adams for the studio- mer Doris Warner) in coarse terms. couldn't get Technicolor prints of Roosevelt, N. Y., last Tuesday
night, in which he cautioned against
too much time ofl' froni the studio.
"Sinbad," for which "Life" is bepermitting Government control over
Last stage appearancewas in a 1940
ing subbed as company's holiday offilms sent abroad, Wanger declared
L, A. to N. Y.
production of "Romeo and Juliet,"
fering.
that it's known the Government
starring
Laurence
Olivier
and
Greg Bautzer
Lab will start on "Lite" prints,
Julian Johaston
Horace Schmidlapp
would like to keep certain pictures
Vivien Leigh.
Al Bloomingdale
(13)
(it's black and white) Friday
Carole Landis
Gladys Shelley
from .being exported because of its
Wilde declared he'd also like to
A. Pam Blumenthal
and turn Out four during each workJ^be Lastfogel
Mike Shore
fear the pix might give the foreign
take a hiatus from the studio to
Charles Brackett
ing day and four each night on
Maria Manton
Sam Spiegel
public wrong Ideas of the American
novelize his story of "Byi;on," next
Geraldine Brooks
Pic will be .preemecl at
overtime.
-Earl Muntz.
Paul Stewart
way of life. To date, he said, the
20th starring role after "Amber," on
the Globe, N. Y.. at charity preview
Herb Crookcr
Donald Nelson
Gloria Stroock
has taken no definite
Government
Which he collaborated on the screenErnest Fredman
Dec. 20 and tradeshown at the NorAnne Nichols
E. J. Tait
steps in that direction, but he be*
play with Robert Turkey.
Curtis
mandie, N. Y., Dec. 19. Only copy
Jaseph Friedman
Merle Oberon
Bob Taplinger
to sound,
Brown agency has publishers intfir-l
Ben Goetz
now available in the east, .a badly lie ves that now is. the time
Monte Proser
Richard Whorf
note
of
wariness
aEainst such a
a
ested in the ventufo, he said, .and
scratched
work print, is being
Charles Goldsmith
Jack Sayers
Michael Woulfe
procedure.
the studio is definitely interested,
bicycled to censor boards preparaBen Hecht
Natalie Schafer
Howard"
Young
since it could promote the book
tory to openings,
Helen Jepson
to hypo interest in the picture. With
Advancement of release date also
Golden Deal
his information already assembled
N. Y. to L. A.
put a heavy load on publicity-adfor the screenplay, Wilde predicted
United Artists' board of directors
verti.sing departments of RKO and
Joseph Gotten
John Hu.ston
Leon Schiesinger
he could write the book /in tvVo
Liberty to gel campaigns started in approved a three-year renewal deal
Mrs. Henry Ginsberg
Halph Peer
Hal Wall
months.
with Golden Productions yesterday
.a hurry."'^
Melvyn Douglas
William Pizcr
Rupert Hughes
Actor said that "Amber" is half(10) calling for one picture a year
George Durgom
Torcmy Rockwell
way through production and should
starting in 1947, to be distributed
Westcott to Upstate N.Y. House
be wound up by next March. He
via UA.
N. Y. to Europe
Albany.
and bis wife took a vacation during
First picture will be "Eddie and
Sam
Goldwyn
Elsa
Maxwell
Harold
Westcott,
John
Ringling
North
ex-GI.
is
operatthe middle ol shooting the picture
The Archangel Mike," based on a
ing the New Hartford in New HartGladys Moncrief
Hans Lederer
Arturo Toscanini
to give him a chance to recuperate
Saturday Evening Post Story. Secford (suburb of Utica) with Nate
with
from his recent illness. Couple spent
Robbins' son. Robbins, Sr., one-time ond will be "Barnstorming"
to
N.
Y.
a li/eek in Nassau and then five days
Utica exhibitor, has entered another Lloyd Bacon directing while the
George WeHner
Adolph Zukor
visiting their families in New York.
Mr^ and Mrs, Ray Milland
third- is untitled as yet
field.'

May Do Broadway

Play

RKO

Time

Xmas

.

)nan is also slated to star in the
picture following the close of "Joan
of Lorraine," legiter in which she's
currently starring on Broadway.
Wanger brought a script for the
picture east with him last week and
talked it over with Miss Bergman
before his return to the Coast
Thursday (5) night. He disclosed
that h i.s next picture for Univer.salbe
would
release
International

.
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PICTURES
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PK

LOAD

FOR INTl TRADE WAR

AHied's Chiil of Govt.-Industry

Co-op Plans

I

U.S.,

May Snafu Program

All-industry cooperation sought by -*
Government for distribution ol
been stalled by the reits Alms has
Exhibitors,
fasal of Allied States
indie exi-epi-eseiitirii,' thousands of
go-ahead plans for
hibs. to approve
industry comthe formation of an
Possible jettisoning of ailniittee.
but coordination now looms followNational Allied
ing the dispatch by

Robert Gessner
University)
urges that

"Movies Should Go

according to the letter signed
by Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel,
will Ivave to both poll its directors
and vote at a 'board meeting
mail
by
before changes can be sanctioned.
Board meeting cannot be held before Jan. 30, when the next regular
haddile ot the unit is scheduled,
Myers said. It is unfeasible, according to Allied, to push the date ahead
for the general meet to discuss the

to

College''
*

an

*•.••,•.

*

editorial

f ealur*

of the forllieominq

41 gl Anniversary

Swing

GOODS

Number

Joe Laurie,

^^Wxama KnmB About

been looking with jaundiced eye
on the onrush of American films
into Europe, Asia, South Africa and
Australia while t heir economic

an editorial featnr*

between
film

J.

cooperative

The Rank

—

Showmanship^

Gel a Load of
Willie Hammerstein"
*

Listings for B.R.

U.

S.

financial

center,

of

listing

film industry shares on the
Stock Exohang may begin in 1947
although final approval for such a
step would have to come from the
Biz Help in Campaign
British Ministry of the Exchequer.
Vs. N.Y. License Bans J. Arthur Rank's combine has made
no move to get on American exFilm industry and legit biggies change boards.
will be called upon by Councilman
Both American and British finanEugene P. Connolly to back his fight
ciers are reported ready to establish
to ban cancellation or suspension of
reciprocal
agreements |pr stock
BritLsli

Connolly Seeks Fflm

unless

obtained.
Connelly's resolution^ outgrowth of

"The Outlaw" squabble between
N. Y. license commissioner Benjamin Fielding and United Artists,
was referred to the Council's Committee of General Welfare, for probable hearings after introduction yesterday (Tues.). Connolly later told
VARiE'n- that he intended to invite a
humber of top film and theatre reps,
besides civil liberty groups, to the
hearings to battle for amendment to
the city code.
Connolly could make no predictions as to the chances for his resolution because the opposition yet

has

to

make

itself

known.

From

other sources, it's reported that the
administration will square off for
Fielding and ftght the measure.

LoophQle in current code provisions was disclosed when Fielding
succe.sstully maintained that: he was
not bound to wait out a conviction
-before moving against a theatre. Action taken by him forced Harry
Brandt to chalk off pacts made with
UA to preem "Outlaw" in three
Broadway houses.
sought to restrain the cancellation by Brandt
but was licked both in the Supreme
Court and the Appellate Division.
UA is continuing its legal battle to
force open the New York market in
another suit against Fielding. Latter is countering with
a plea for outfight cancellation of film's N. Y.

UA

*

4l8t Anniversary

Number

of

for initiation of a

world sales campaign.

:

'

Distribs Pool

To

organization has already

up a special, department to establish liaison with 300 United Kingdom manufacturers of key materials.
Maxim that trade follows the
films and that films sell goods, was
confirmed

once

again

recently

by

that American inter-office
communication equipment boomed

reports

in Sweden after their picturization
in an imported film. Similarly, in

(Continued on page 26)

springer of Century

Sees Improved 2d Run

transactions in view of the fact that
the economic trade pact, arranged as
part of the U. S. $3,750,000,000 loan
to

by

Britain, becomes
July, 1947.

fully

effective

Taradine' Delay Cues
Ann Todd Film Nix
;

Holly wooci, Dec.

10.

Ann Todd, British actress, called
her one-picture deal with Universal-International because of delay in starting the David O. Selznick
picture, "The Paradine Case."
off.

English thesp arrived here two
months ago with two film commitments in Hollywood but the late
start of "Case" made it impossible
to fill both before reporting back to
J. Arthur Rank in London. She Vill
return some time next year for the

U^I

N.Y. System Inevitable
Birth of another second-run sysin New York which would take
place besides that of the Loew's
circuits is a probable result of the anti-tEust decree, Joseph
R. Springer, theatre head of Century Circuit, said last week. Current two-way split of major product
between Loew's and RKO, with
other theatres following, is going to
fade into a three-ply fracture of
product to take care of numerous
indie houses which qualify for better runs under the decree. Century
exec asserted.
Century is not satisfied in a ifum*;
ber of its situations. Springer said,
and under competitive bidding, or
otherwise, will aim to pull itself
even with Loew's and RKO in those
spots where its houses are equally
plush. Probability is that other indies will take the same stand in an
effort to break up the control on
second-runs by the two affiliates.

tem
its

and

RKO

Service Foreign

Exhibs With 16m

flat rental deal, however, the
distrib
With foreign exhibs wary of open- could
very probably get the same
ing up 16m Operations through fear
from an exhibitor without too
of a lack of sufficient product, 16m $75
much trouble, and he would theredivision toppers of the majors are
fore be that much ahead.
considering banding together in disWhat has the exhibs- worried,
tribution operations, to present a
combined front to the exhibs. Modus despite the seeming windfall in the
operandi of the organization is still reconversion step, is the fear that
the present boxoflfice peak might
in the primary talking stages but
begm a downward spiral within thei
it's believed the chief purpose of the
group would be to allocate product next couple of years. If so, the flat
in
narrow-gauge stock to those rental deals based on their current
regions where it's needed most to earnings would be considered too
permit exhibs to operate 52 weeks high.
Exhibs believe it's highly unlikely
a year.
Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy, that larger houses and the key city
lent credence to reports that such first runs would ever be converted
an organization was in the making to a flat rental policy because of the
when questioned on rumors that Par tremendous fluctuation in grosses in
and 20th-Fox were contemplating those theatres.
a combined 16m operation overseas.
While not denying the Par-20th report,
Balaban disclosed that the 6-Year Spread to 0.0.

pre.ssing

(Continued on page 28)

job:

Alleged

What the idea will probably devolve into however, is an informal
exchange of information on a nonbusiness level. Besides the fact that
an industry-wide grouping of forces
(Continued on page 22)

David Niven Receives
Wife's

22G Estate

^
E.

.

:

oft

1943.

exec

Hard

tion of the suits rather than the
shorter period dating from the inking of pix's licensing pacts, under a
decision of JFederal Judge John P.

Hartigan made last week. Ruling
along with a sweeping order Was

made

against

Harry Horgan and The

Los Angeles, Dec. 10.
Opera House, Inc., operating the
Will of the late Primula Susan Opera House theatre, Newport, R. I.,
Niven, filed for probate in Superior in six separate aptions brought by all
Court, left her entire estate, amount- majors except Paramount and Metro.
Horgan was hit further by a novel
ing to $21,824, to her husband, David
directive which requires him to reNiven, film star.
Mrs. Niven died last May 21 as quest and obtain for inspection from
a result of a fall downstairs during Governmental agencies and banks,
a party, at the home of Tyrone copies of any admission and income
Power.
tax returns, bank deposit slips, bank
.•

statements and . similar documents
(Continued on p'age 20)

The

Double-Feature Fetes

41st Anniversary

Number

OF

Among those who will honor Billy
Rose at the 1946 dinner of the amusement division of the Federation of
Jewish' Philanthropies
tomorrow
(Thursday) at the Hotel Pierre will
be Bernard M. Baruch, America's
elder statesman for whom Ross used
to private secretary. Herbert Bayarcl
Swope will emcee the dinner which
climaxes the FJP's current campaign
to raise $12,000,000.

Malcolm Kingsberg,
is

May Succeed

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
H, "Manny" Goldstein checked
the Columbia lot after holding

the

Chiseling

Exhibs sued on percentage chiseling charges must turn Over to distribs their theatre books and records
for a full six years prior to initia-

Will be published late in December
:

%

Hits Exhibitors

further.

state seal.

Irv Briskin

:

need for 16m product had

led most of the majors to get together on a plan. He stressed, that
the plan had not yet been developed

Three-way split of product is
feasible, according to Springer, who
sees no threat of picture starvation
because of diminished production
activities on the Coast. Slight decline in number of films by majors
will be met, he maintained, by a
hike in those of indies. Added to
these will be a considerable number
from British studios, Springer said,
and the sum total should be ade-

Wind

A swin^j away from perceritagedeals on pix back to flat rentals in
subsequent and last run houses is
seemingly in the wind, according to
indie exhibs and booking combine
buyers.
Latter
don't
know yet
whether the new trend Will be to
their .adyantage but attribute;, it;
mainly to the increased costs Of
checking.
Several of the major distribs are
reported to be converting their percentage terms over to flat rentals,
basing the cliange on some Overall
average for each theatre's grosses;
during the last three or four years
of unprecedentedly good business.
Warners and 20th-Fox, according to
the indie exhibitors, have led the
way in making the changes as far
as the smaller-grossing: houses are
concerned,
Although the reasons are not
clearly defined yet, exhibs believe
that the $10-11 daily being paidcheckers is the prime motivating
factor. They point out that if a di.strib charges 25% on a picture that
.might gross $300 for a three-day run
in a last run house, his take is $75.
Out of this amount, however, the
distrib might be forced to pay as
much as $33 for checking, leaving
him only $42. By converting to a
•

Arthur Rank and other
and the British

:

is

*

of the fortlieoming

set

Ogle Wall Street

;

New York

.

producers

Board of Trade

Pix Cos.

itish

formation of the industry organization without waiting Allied aotiont.
Claiming the Allied shift in Stance
to be sudden and unexplained, committee members seethed over what
they asiierted is a breach of faith.
Main peeve point stressed is that
strapped for ready cash, British
Allied had both Jesse L. Stern and
Lee Newbury reppiiig for it at the dim companies have been sending
meets and that these spokesmen over feelers to prominent Wall
went along on all propositions." In- Street figures with a view to being
dustry biggies asserted that deser- listed on the New York Stock Extion by Allied, should it develop, change for trading. At present, the
would not only leave a sizeable void Electrical & Musical Industries is
in
exhibitor
representation
but the only British company connected
would so embarrass relations be- with the entertainment business
tween the industry and the Govern- listed on the Exchange.
(Continued on page 49)
According to reports from the

theatre licenses in

Jr.

blitoric piece say»

In a concerted, move to make up
for lost time, high level talks have
been held in London in recent weeks

committee
Meanwhile,
sponsors determined to gun furtlier

immoral pic or show

an

in

definitely in the cards according
to international trade experts, will
see motion pictures being used as
the
heaviest
each
artillery
in
country's selling campaign. -Hep to
the potent part films play in clearing the way for- other products,
British industrial magnates
have

machine is reviving following the
severe wartime dislocation.

of

question.

a previous conviction for playing an

to Flat Rentals in the

interna-

full-scale

.

New York

committee heads informing them that the Washington
and New York meets, recently held,
had decided on steps not in accord
with Allied, aims. Theatre organi-

of

tional trade warfare between America and Britain for control of the
world's available markets, which is

(Proftssor of Motion Pictures
and Chairman of the Department
of Motion Pictures of

of a letter to

zation,

[
Outbreak

the

Checking Subsequents Too Costly,

HE TO

past

of studio manager since
Possibility that Irving Briskin
to Harry Cohn, will

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Forms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages

a-ssistant

lake over the post In
a realignment
Ot his duties at the studiov
Goldstein was to have stayed on
the lol until Jan. 1
but had the priv1 ege
o|- leaving
at any time up to
tliat date.

Copy and space
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HOLLYWOOP

sent to any Variety offite

28

6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO

1

360 N. Michigan Ave.

co-chairmanning

RKO
the

Veepee,

industry-

wide appeal with Barney Balaban
of Paramaunt, Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures, Spyros P. Skouras
of 20th-Fox, and Albert Warner Of

Warner Bros.
The same day, the National Con-«
ference of Christian and Jews honor
Irving Berlin, Spyros P. Skouras
and Robert E. Sherwood at a Waldorf luncheon. J. Robert Rubin has
bcpn acting as the general chairman
ot

the

NCCJ.

amusement

division

of the

PfkHIlHht
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Paramount's
SUCCESSOR TO "WO YE^RS BEFORE THE
MAST"
AS AMERICA'S KING OF THE BOXOFFICEl

,

NOW

IT'S

plON'S

THE
SENSATION,

AS FIRST COAST-

TOCOAST TESTS
REPEAT THE TRIUMPH
OF ITS 9 RECORD-

SHATTERING WEEKS

ON BROADWAY!

Philadelphia
Biggest

Paramount

opening in history of
Stanley Theatre!

Buffalo

New

all-time high

for a

Paramount

{4

,

Picture!

Detroit

^

Variety reports:
wiH ;
"Terrific trade

—

hit colossal figure!**.

San Francisco
I

"Biggest news here!'says Variety.

"The

only real smash in

town!"

Denver
Set

new

all-time record!

"Terrific

.

.

.

colossal/'

says Variety.

Boston
"Terrific!" says Variety.

"Biggest opening

day

house ever had!"

Salt

Uke

City

Top holiday opening
gross in

house history!

Atlanta
All-time

Paramount

opening day record!

"Despite handicaps,
hit new house mark!**
says Variety.

St.

Louis

Year's biggest

Paramount nonholiday opening!

'""so

.

.
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FILM REVIEWS

8

Th«

Tini<N the PInec an«l

the 4pirl
(COLOR—MUSICAL

Wedneetlay, Dcccmlicr 11, 1946
housekeeper

of

activities

.spiritual

with departed Souls In the family
graveyard.
I'roducer Lew Rachmil rates bows
Waniev Bros, rcloiac o£ AWx
for 'deftly reining the film into a top
at;(Vfi. .Dennis
RioUuoVkin.
drawer progranimer, George AiOdrfion. .luniH I'ulfie. M*yrth;i Viokers: f¥a^
Imps Si v.. SaUiill, Alan Hale. AiiKeln chainbaud's direction took advantage
ncis
IfcLtes.
Flore
Uoriald':
WooOs.
<1j-e*ne,
of Ande Lamb's script values smartComlos Bros,. ly pacing the tliespers through a taut
orch.
CiVvmeni- ..Cavulifn-o
Chanilra Kaly Danfers. Dliecteil by PuvM
per u.siial. is stand>
Srveenjjlay, Ki-«nois awann. Agnes 61 minutes. Boyd,
liiitler.
as.sisted
by
as Hoppy. ably
Ohiislliie Johnston, l..ynn Starling; oiiKinal out
I.eonartI Lee; camera (Technltiolor).
fe(()t-y,
Brook.s. Clyde," Mi.s.s Tate and ParWilliam V, Skall imil, Arthur JSilfson; rish. Miss O'Connor contribs a neat
Arthur
K>nKS.
Oanoes,
LeRov Prmz;
Sihwartz anil Leo Robin; editor, Irene characterization of the .superstitious
liunnlng- hou.sekeeper while Mack Stengler has
'lli^
TradeKhown Deo.
Moi-rii.
time, 105 iUNS.
done a bang-up job of lensing;
)

Hollywood, Dec.

6.
Golillfli,
MovKHti.. Jat'k.

.:

(i,

.fteven Hoss
Jeft Howard

Dcnnl.-"
...JllCl!

.

Mowan
Oareon

Janls Vaige
Sue .laekson
Martha Viewers
Viilolla Ca."(el
l.iidislaus cassel. ............ ...S. 7; Sakall
. .
Ala n- 1 la le
,
Johii Braden
i

.

Martin Drew

Maiame

Woods

.

(iJavallaro

Bates,

Cond™- Bros.

,

Chandra Kaly:

.

,

.

Dontild
.Klorehoe
t)rchestra

,

tneia CaSKei.

Carmen
;

,

Ansela Greene

Blaine Winters

&

ills

Daneers

T<Mn|itaiion
XJn versal t;elease of tnterha tlpni (jqilwitrd
Smiill)
iirod.ueti(in.i
Stars ilei'le Mhei-on,
lit'orKe Breitt:. feai tires Paul Lukaa. Charles
Dlreeted by LrvinK
Ki,»vio, L'enof e I'lric.
.Screeirplay, Robert .Tlioereh from
Plehe'l,
novel by Robert iliehelts and play by .lames
Bernard t'a/Ten; eaine.l'a, Liu-ien Ballard:
editor. Rrne'st; .>";!rns: tnosic. -Daniele;. .\htlir
X)ee. 10.
'i'irtMli^sttiwn .N'^theatrof.
i

:

>

.

.

Warners has tossed a great deal of
comedy and songs into this musical

Running-

(.... ....
.

,

..........

.'

.

»« .WINS,-

irine,

Rubv.
NiKel.

.

.

.

.Meli..

.

.

:

.

(Iberon

Brent

t>'irtte

Korvin
meas- Bardud
t 'ha rles
to give most any audience
Paul l.tlttas
ure of entertainment. "The Time, the Isaaescin.
I'lric
.-.Leiiore
Place and the Girl" is snappy tom- JIarie.
Artiold Moss
Ahmed.
loolery, tunefully embroidered, that Dr. Mueller.
LudwlK .Stossel
.... .(Savin Muir
shapes up \o stout b.o. potential. Cast Stiiith-r.arrinolart. ......
,11ka GfuninK
Mueller...
names will brighten marquees and Kiau
Hamza.
.. .Robert Capa
Alex Gottlieb's showmanly produc- Don (jit)bs.
...... .,.,.John Eldredffo
tion has used color to display glitter- Profes.sor Dupont.
..A.ndre Chariot
.V^'.
i.Su',sonne Cloutler
.. *
ing costumes, musical number set- Yvonne Dupont
.Gloria Ijloyd
....
tings and femme beauty for sock eye Jean. McCormiek.:.
full

i

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

: .

.

.

:

".

;

.

. *

.

\Jrs.

Dr.

Met'ormick

. . .

:

.

.

.

:M»ry Younf?
.Aubrey Mather

.

.

llnrdlnn'. ...

..Saiuir Ri/.kallnh
Score contains six numbers by Leo Alidullah.
.KRon Brccher
Robin .and Arthur Schwartz. All are Tbrahim
tuneful and four already are on the
rbad to real hitdom: "A Rainy Night
Pinal picture made under Interin Rio," ''Oh But I DO," "Gal in national's banner before its merger
Calico" and "Through a Thousand with
is
Universal, "Temptation"
Others are show tunes loaded with enough marquee punch
Dreams."
backing: production numbers.
to cinch good play at the wickets,
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Janis despite its meandering pace. ProPaige and Martha Vickers vocal the duction is well-!itacked with solid
Eongs. A standout is Carmen Caval- values in every department except
laro's spot with "Thousand Dreams."
for the screenplay, which falls short
Other high spots are furnished by in its attempt to stretch an unsubCondos Bros, and the Chandra Kaly stantial story line over so long a
Dancers, both in specialty sequences running time.
that click. Mcst lavish of the six
PuUine the full weight of the pic
dance numbers staged by LeRoy practically single-handedly. Merle
Prinz are "Dreams" and "Rio.",
Oberon in the cent-al role of the
David Butler's direction punches femme fatale scores a personal triover the comedy, getting the most umph. Gowncid in a series of stunfrom bright lines and situations in ning creations that match her w.k.
the script. Plot is thin but neatly put exotic looks. Mi.ss Oberon runs the
together in the writing to carry full gamut from diabolic caprice
through as support, for musical se- through tragic conflict to ultimate
quences. Butler, gives it broad treat- regeneration with delicate emotional
ment and cast responds for laughs.
shadings that lend solidity and
Story line has Morgan and Carson credibility to her characterization.
trying to put on a musical show Femme trade will find special ap,

.

an<) the
(Color - Mu.sical)
(WB).
Lavish color musical for general
audience appeal.
"Unexpeotcd
Guest."
(UAK
Okay hybrid western-whodunit
in Hop.nlong Ca.ssidy series,

"Temptation"
(U-I),
Strong
headed by Merle Oberon in.
slow moving murder meller,
"Swell Guy" (U-1).
Off-thebeaten-path drama of a heel
cast

hero..--

starring

Monte Hale.

against the opposition of Florence peal in the actress' performance.
Bates, oldtime opera star, and her
Two male vis-a-vis register less
priggish manager, Donald Woods. successfully,
reorgi^ Brent, playing
Morgan and Carson have enlisted aid the part-time hu.sband and full-time
of Miss Bates' husband, S. Z. Sakall, Egyptologist, walk.s through his part
and granddaughter Martha Vickers, with a wooden gait and frozen exlatter to be femme star. Around that
pression that fails to evoke the needplot has been built some beautiful ed sympathy. Charles Korvin. as the'
production numbers, good tunes and Egyptian roue, complete with fez
plenty of corn, making for smooth, and corny romantic patter, lacks the
fa.st entertainment.
polish and assurance for his role,
Morgan takes his straight assign- and too frequently substitutes a
ment capably lind Carson gets over soohomoric leer ;f or heartbreak brumany laughs. Janis Pai.5e plays op- tality. In a minor role as family
posite latter, also adding to" fun, doctor and adviser; Paul Lukas conwhile Miss Vickers holds up her end tributes' heavily. a.s tloes Lenore
musically and on looks. Sakall rates Ulric as the lady's maid.
chuckles for his usual comedy type.
Story is localed in Egyot, where
Alan Hale, bluff Texas oil tnan; An- Brent, newly married to Mi
Obegela Greene, Woods* Miss Bates' and ron, is engaged in a British museum
others do well.
expedition. Overcome by boredom
Dual lensing credit goes to Wil- while her husband is out digging for
liam V. Skall and Arthur Edeson for a mummy. Miss Oberon, already
expert color display of fancy produc- with a shady past containing several
tion values. Editing and other tech- divorces; gets mixed up with can
nical
contributions add to well- Egyptian dandy in a full-blown love
tounded produstion.
Brog.
affair. Down-at-the-heels and debt

(Regiiin).

I..

IJn(>xp«ctcd Gu«st
Vnited -Artists release of Lewis ,T. Rachproiliictlon.
Stars William Bo.vd. Direeteti by George Archainbaud.
OriEinal
screent)Iay. Ande Lamb: eUltor.
W". B<-rffer: camera.
stengler.
niil

story and

Max

Fred

Tradeshown N,

Y..,

(U MIMiji.
IlopalonK Casekly,
Lui ky .Jenkins
California Carlson

Dec.

4..

'4(1.

BunnjiH'

time.

.

. . .

. . . .

.

;

Boyd
Rami Brooks

John Parrish
.Una O'Connor

Ned Tounit
Barl HodKlns
Joel PreWkin.

This umteenth in the Hopalong
Casiidy series stacks up as a hybrid
oater and whodunit skillfully blended to in.surc; a diverting hour for patrons of dual situations for which
this opus is patently aimed. Hurdling
the omnipresent cliches invariably
found in all low budgeters, "Unexpected Guest" has a novel scrif)t
treatment which keeps the customers
•guessing until the last frames of the
footage.
Beneficiary in the will of his late
cousin, Hiram Baxter, Andy Clyde
heads his cayuse toward the Baxter
ranch accompanied by his pals. Bill

BO.yd and Rand Brooks.
They're
harassed by a mysterious hooded figure who snipes a couple shells at 'em
concealed

from a

position. Reading
of the will by executor and family
attorney, John Parrish, reveals that
som.e six legatees 4ire to share equally
in the ranch and upon death of any
of the bentsficiaries, estate passes oii
to those remaining.

Suddenly obdurate cousin Joel
Freidkin is rubbed out, following day
Patricia Tate narrowly escapes a
similar fate, shortly after cou.sin' Ned
is killed in the ranch house,
.

Young
etc.

Boyd

:

Murderer

is

finally

nabbed by

a neat hand-to-hand encounter of the old school. Ranch
house's spooky atmosphere accented
by 'hidden pas.sages, sliding panels
and secret jloors is heightened by the
in

through-poison treatment until Miss
Oberon awakens to the realization
boy friend is a seedy, black
mailing blackguard.
So she kills

that her

.... .Bill

.Anfly Clyde
...Patricia Tate

Uuth Baxter
Pavid Potter
Housekeeper
Ralph IJjxter.
Joshua Coulter
Phineas Phipps

ridden, her lover threatens to brush
her off for an American heiress unless she kills- her husband for the
inheritance. Brent gets a slow-death

'Stairway to Heaven'
'

('A Matter of Life and Death')
"Stairway to Heaven," trade-

shown Monday

(10), and which
preems at the Universal-acquired
Park Ave, theatre on Christmas
Day, was reviewed by Cone in
the Nov. 13, '46, issue of Variety
under its British title, "A Matter
of Life and Death." Cane thought
it
'looks definite U. S.- entry
but will need special selling."
Apparently taking the same View,

U's execs have marked it for
limited roadshowing in New York
and probably Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia plus other
spots as part ot a pre-selling
plan,
Aiming to jack up the take and
:

thereby add to film's stature, U
has set three showings daily and
four on Saturdays and Sundays.
Feeling is that pic, by roadshbw
performances, can pave the way
-for
selling
when "Stairway"
tfipves into regular pla,yings.
Possible rocky road lor "Stairway" is seen in Ganc's characterisation tliat the' film's "striving
to appear intellectual is much too

apparent
Even American audiences will find their usiial anti-:
barbs too obvious. Less
desire to exhibit alleged learn,

.

:.

Biiti,sh

ing, and more humanity would
have resulted in a more popular

offering."

Kuli'OTi;,; ,V,
I

.iii..^a

fare that will pay
regular market,
fare

Bowery

with

tinued for those who like their
hi.story grim.
"Grecn.for Dang-er" (British);
whodunit lieading
for fair biz in Britain with
slim
Ui 6. prospects.
.

Implausible

instead, returns to her husbatod

for a final embrace, and satisfies
the
cnme-doesn't-pay code by arranCitiif
an accidental death for henself
Direction by Irving Pichel, instead
of using speed-up devices to
pump
up blood pressure, is cued to the
leisurely

.

.

'

.

.

:^..

.

.

.

.....

.

.

,

...

.

.

tempo of the

Pho-

script.

tography and setti .gs, which capture
a genuine f.avorof the Nile country
are first-rate but the editing could
have improved on the film by additional judicious slicing.

Herni.

Swell Gtsy
Hollywood, Dec.

'

Universal-International

.

the mitldle-C's.
Attempt is made to give an additional lift to this production throiigh
the use of color, but the process,
trade-named Trucolor, only lends a
hokey hue to the film with overtinting

Conway

.Tohv

Meretiitli

Alatltfti

Kdwiird i*. lirolihy
.Robert Warwleli
,,
.

,, ............

(.HI,

.

...

.

;

Dell

.-.M-yriui

..Steve

Ih'iii

,.

licit.

.loseiih

.
.

Dun

.

.

Wolfe
Foniian,
Creiian

clearly evident on the femni»> play,

Warren

i'hil

,'ronv

ers.
Another boosting technique is
the use of Republic's galaxy of western stars for walk-on parts with Roy
Rogers and Dale Evans during one

Vt;trrett

.

.

.

illari-.V:

.Jastni

on the brown-orange and
blue-green side.
Makeup smear is

.I'3rodie.

...iati

.Carol

.

.

A

Boys for so-so b.o.
"The Taras Family" (Artkino).
Soviet cycle of war films con-

him

*

,

.

.

ISeiii-

llaryey
Robartis

release

«(

number.
Although Hale wears chaps and

semblance of care seems to be
that's neces.sary

all

"Spook Busters" (Mono). Slapdual

\

Hun..

'4tl,

ti,

make

to

who-

a

sports a lariat, story is a behind-thescenes conflict between a couple of
lead players at a mythical Hollywood
.studio.
Sandwiched into this plotwithin -a -plot is the attempt of young
Bobby Blake to get a part in a forth-

dunit surefire program fare, and this
latest in the "Falcon" series has that.
Swiftly
competently
paced
and
mounted, "The Falcon's Adventure"
nioves fast enough so that the few

Bowery Boys
off in its

,

titit.iie.

Dee,

i*,.

Frcnch-

Julien Duvivier production
strong enough for big coin in
France; chance for U. S. market
"Mr. Hex" (Mono). Standard

stick

HI,

b'rank

anti

'rradeshowir N.
M.UK lime, «t .1I1NS.

made

6,

Mark

inconsistencies probably will never
be noticed. Should do well with the
steady mystery fan trade.
Tom Conway, the lady-killing,
British-accented Falcon; rescues a
Brazilian gal from a kidnap attempt
and falls into a plot to get her
father's formula for synthetic industrial diamond.s.
After the old man
is
killed,
for which
Conway is
blamed/ the story moves to Florida,
where another scientist is also gently
disposed of and once again the blame
falls upon the Falcon. With the police tailing him, Falcon manages to
rescue the. South American beauty
from the- yacht of the plotter, head
of an industrial diamond syndicate
who wants the formula destroyed.
Action is well spiced with battles,
in each of which the Falcon gets his
lumps.
Pic's values are, seemingly unhurt
by the fact that victim of the second "murder" died of a heart attack, or that Conway, with the police
after him for a killing, was able to
lei-surely" hop a train to .Florida.
Conway's thesping is fine, a^ is that
of stooge fklward Brophy. Madge
Meredith, as the Brazilian chick,
looks like a steady comer.; Others
in the cast are veteran supports and
hold up competently. Quick pace

coming westener for: his educated
nag, Pnrdner, whom he hopes will
share cinematic glory with other topequines like Trigger and
Thunder. Six numbers are highlighted, including "Detour," t'Rose of
Santa Fe," "Hello Monte," "Out Calibilled

fornia Way,""Little Bronc ot Mine"
and "Boogie Woogie'Cowboy," latter

being the standout tune.
,
Hale registers as a likeable cowchanter, handling the vocals in easy,
not exceptional, .style. Backing up
nicely are young Blake, his big sis-

if

Out California

edit

S£^--'--'-s^«u^i^S

Htrw

jPaiiif|n«>!
RCRina
N'i.ssotti

vivier.

'I'liomas

"tcv.

Surah D'.Wcan::::;;;;::-'

Ray* l^;^""""'-
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•

•

"^^

screen but the marquee names this
picture has promise solid returns in
Paris. Michel Simon handles the difficult part of the ugly, lonely suburbanite WiSll, He foolishly falls in
love with a girl who connives with
her boy friend to have Simon, framedfor a murder, thus exonerdting her

Way

of

guilty lover.

Direction of the sequence .showing

Simon pursued by the mob and

Bud Thajckerv: editor. <::hnrU!s
Tradeshown N. Y., Dec, <1. '4(1. RunninK time. C7 1HIN8.
(TrtK'olor).

<^-e^ Monte. ..

Monte

Gloria M-cCoy......

,

try-

ing to escape over the roofs is distinctly Hollywoodislr, up to the point
the fleeing man finally falls

TIale

when

Adrian Booth
Bobby Blnke

and

Viviane Romance, as the
...... , .j.,
..Chni-leg T>ane
..Tohn Dehner crook's moll, and Paul Bernard, as
.Gary Owen George Sheridan. ............ .Nolan I.eary her evil genius, give good perform.Kriink Ifervruson Ace Carter. ..... .,1. ......
Fred Graham
David Clarke .Tohnny Ai-<!her.,.;
......Tom Lon<lon ances. Minor parts look more au..Timmv Starr thentic than is cu.stomary here. Film
EuKene Vtr&son .Timmy Starr.

.

Krnie ......

. . ;

.

.

......

dies;

:

;

.

.

.

.

Krank

- .

Jatdtie
v.'enl'ie

Jr.

K.

.t..

Kdward Keane

TVarson.

has some

Director..;
...Bob Wilke
(.'aniernman. .......
.
.Brooks Benedict
Sti T.nke'w t'horisters
Foy WlllInK * RWeis of Purple Snxe

for the U; S.
: Maxi.

possibilitieii

.Vs.'islant

,-,

.

"Swell
tor

Guy"Ms an
drama content ot

ironical handle
this Mark Hell-

.

;

Mr^

,

and a casting surprise. Sonny
Tufts
plays the title role, a departure
from
his usuaLcasting. That he
doesn't al-

ways

demands

fulfill

of part doesn't

diminish interest that casting
twist
generates. His name will aid
customer draw. Also aiding are those
of
Ann Blyth, Ruth Warrick and
Wil" '
liam Gar^an.

^^^K, ??ncerns stir caused in a
small
California town when a war
correspondent comes to visit his
family and how his lack of .scruples
*° <='°
'"'fiht thing
J"^ty''y
affect
all he meets. Familv and
town
Characters are naturally displayed
in
Uie writing of the script by
Richard
Brooks, and Frank Tuttlc's direction
maintains that feeling.
Tufte, a hero to all but his mother
and the correspondents who have

worked with him, is taken to the
towns heart. He soon starts taking

the citizens in crap games; nearly
wrecks the marriage of his brother
and sister-m-law; and compromises
the town's rich girl. At the
finale,
just as

he

is

about to

collected in a

GI

meets
death
nephew.

^Ann_

Blyth,

flee

with funds

veteran.s' drive he
his
young

saving

D

co-starred,

comes

through with a highly eflfective performance as the spoiled rich girl who
IS taken in by the
phoney hero. She

has a bright film future. Ruth
Warthe Sister-in-law, is excellent.
m-iVWilliam
Gargan does a natural- job of
the brother and Mary Nash
the
mother who knows her sOn is
equally good. Thomas Gomcx, as a
correspondent John Litel, Millard

John Craven, VihCe BarHoward Freeman are among
who play their roles with
Young Donald Devlin makes
debut as the nephew whose

Mitchelli
nett,

others

-

.

his film
lain

tunnel adventure brings about
the melodramatic finale.
An effective music score by Frank
hkinner; the camera work of Tony

Il4>x

(SONGS)

play. The Hero," but with
A tame westerner, "Old California
a modern
background, picture deals with a heel Wa.y" will rate with fans who like
hero who doesn't reform. Hellinger their oatunes in concentrated do.ses.
With the .swooners firmly in the sadhas given it smooth production
polish, a number of Jioteworthy
touches

e<7.se.

'

:

Julien Duvivier, who has had
Hollywood experience, has directed
this picture expertly besides cooperating with Charles Spaak in adapting
the police novel. This novel is more
credible in .book form than on the

Craft.

...Vince Barn«tt Danny McCoy,
Bod Mason

Bon Tilwell
J-'ddie

Gomer

-''"'"'vi'„

relen.s« .of Pierre ()'Cunnel'Ar.v«
protltlction. Dtrected by .lullen iVit.Stars VIvliine icoinauce. .Vlichei Si-

mon and Paul Bernard. From a novel byGeorRes KInienpn. Previewed In Piirls. RunninR -time, 95 MIM8,

Louis Gray produetlon, Btars Montv Uule. Adrian Booth; features ilohhy Blake. Directed by T^eelev Helander^ Screenplay. Betty BurbrldKe from
oriRlnal by Barry Shipman; sotiks, Patil
Westmoreland, Foy WilllnR. Jack Meakin,
Foster CarlinK, Tex- Carlson. Jack Statham,
Giis Snow. Kddie Dean. Hal Blair; camera
i-elease

menace, John

tlie

(FRENCH-MADE)

(SONGS-^OIiOB)
Kepublio

Adrian Booth,

ter,

Dehner, and the boss. Production
accoutrements, scripting and direc-^
tion are at the regular standards for
;
low-budget westei-ns.

helps.
lony Gaudio: music. FranK
.v^mj^r

:

.

Wiltl
Coll.

knuckle-scraping encounters involving: a couple of varmints and Monte
Hale, when the latter is not hittinB
"

Kent: camera, Mnrry
Uetlman: editor, Marvin

berx and Robert

l.iri

"Panique"

in addition to the usual swapping of
gats tor guitars. Only action feature
in this film is a couple of fierce

A4lv<'niiirc
RKtl release (if tieriiuut ."^ehloin In'oduelinn.
Stars 'i'oiri t'onvviiy: reatin-es .^ialil^e
.\JerPdllh. Kiittiird .s, llroiih.v,
Pireeted by
Wili.liiur lierlve.- Stvreeiiijiay, Aubrey AVlse-

Sot

"The
Falcon's
Adventure"
(RKO),
WeU^paoed program
whodimii for twin-bill trade,'
"Out California Way" (SoiigsColor) (Rep),
Routine oatuher

.

.

.

.

.

.';

Gaudio; the naturalness obtained by dle the.se days, the wild and woolly
art direction and settings; are factors sagas of the western plains are
bethat contribute to tlve production coming as rare as buffaloes, and this
polish maintained by Hellinger and pic is definitely part of the latter,
Brog.
his associate, Eddie Blatl.
day trend. More station wagon.s than
stallions are used to get arotind here
•

"The Time, the Place

Girl"

.

,

.

appeal.

Miniature Reviews

Una O'Connor who holds seances

Holly wood, Dec.
Monogram

release,

Joi'daii,

'Wicked Lady'

;

Variety's Tolb predicted
the film would do big business
in England but that it's chances

"in first run houses in America
look limited." Since that time,

the popularity of English pictures in the U. S. has been
steadily on the increase but despite that, this one looks as
though i'olb'x prediction would

^'iP- ..
5,»<'l". .

.

• •

makes

its

Wintpr

flflrHpn

22.

U.

bow

S.

M V

at

the

Present lure of James Ma-

and

son

should do

I.eo

•

.

. ,

...

.

.

Lockwood

for the film in
its poor story

but

and the

fact that it's .a period
will militate against it.

piece
Script and direction are also on
the debit side, with Miss Lock-

wood mouthing some
final

corny

in

lloliliy

Bull LaKilnn

Itaymond.

.

'EvlI-Bye"

.

.

.lordan
Dell

.<5abriel

,

.Hilly

uenedict

David Gorcey
«a1f Robblns

:

i"'"""'*.

Gorcev

Huntz Hall
.......

.
.

V.

f^huek
..

... ...

. .

...

. ,

,

.

.

.

jjen

Weldoh

in,, Keith
FsKin, .,;..;.,. ..Sauimv. (;ohen
,

.

I'OUie

.

,

.

,

,

Mob

.

. . .

,

,

.

.

n,.,-„a

i-il

Ooi-cev

Leader......
....
William Kuhl
the Dip
............. Dim, nv Deck
Ma2ie. ...
.;. Hlia
i.ynn
nilly Butterworth
,i„,>
oi-av
niaekj^.
.Kilii'i,.
(iriblwn
aP™'-.-.
.Meyer C.race
£"]"••'
.tieiie Slulenrnth
" "
Referee^-,
.,
.|„h„ ii,dj i«ano
Truck' Driver
Dewey Robinson
yx^nn
liminv Aubrey

Danny

.

•

'

.

.

. .

•

•

,

,

.

,

.

,

'Mr. Hex" settles into the flowery*
Boys scries groove capably, fiirnishmg plenty of the antics liked by those
who follow the doings of the roughand-ready gang. Original story uses
novel gimmick to spark chuckles,
.

Margaret

much

this country,

the

,

-

Bobby..^,..,. .,
Uabe,., .;..,; .. ..
^J'hiteji. ..

.

be true.
Film is being released here by
Universal - International
and

Gabriel

Benedict,

Daviil t;<ircey. (tal»
Robblns, Ben Wclden, Ian Keilh, Samm*
Cohen.
DIrectted
by Wllliajn
lic.-uiiline.
.Screenplay, Cyril
Undliel.l
oi-lKinii 1.
Jan
(irilpiKi; camera, ,rameft Brown: nuisie. Ed«tird J. Kay; sortKs. T.oul» Hcrscher: editor, Seth Larsen.
r*revicvved Dec. 4, '4«.
Riinnlnir time, «3 >IIN8.

In
reviewing 'The Wicked
Lady" (Gainsborough-J. Arthur
Rank) from London on Nov. 28,
1945.

7.

tlrippo tC\ ril
liCi)
()«rcey;

Stars

Huntz Hall, Bobby

Billy

iJell,

of- ..Ian,

prodnction.

i-'iidfleld)

I'-aturea

fadeout

American

years ago.

cliches in
that Were
pictures 10

.

Picture has already gained
pre-release publicity in
thi.s country via the Production
Code's ruling that the sequences
displaying too much cleavage in
the anatomy of both Miss Lock-

some

wood and Patricia Roc wolild
have to be reshot, Britishers
seem to have taken care of that
by merely pinning a scarf on top
of the two femmes' bodices. Pic
has been cut from its. 103 minutes running time in England to
98 minutes for

its

U. S. run.

and the production values

f urn i.shed

by Jan Grippo get the most from
budget expenditure.
Story pattern is developed around
hypnotism, a device used by the
Boweryites for their latest do-good
action. When boys' favorite jukebox
voice has to quit her .iob to take care
of a sick mother, kids .start looking
for angles to raise coin so they can
help. Leo Gorcey, as gang leader,
learns trick of hynotizing Huntz Hall
into believing he's .strong as 10 men.
Bpys pit Hall in an amateur boxing
contest in a try for prize money and
through slapdash adventures they
make the payoff. Grippo did original
yarn and (Jyril Endfield, who al.so
serves as associate producer, scripted.
Film spots a number oC surefire
laugh touches such as gamblers employing an "evil-eye" charadcr to

MConiiniied on page 20)

.
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MHUON

M-G CUTS BUDGET $7-8
Post-Xmas Bookings Point Up
Product Shortage Already Here
Subsequent
out

eJthibs,

to;

and

line

up bookings for

Hollywood, Dec.

Bing Crosby

the post-Christmas boom period, are
running into considerable difficulties

that bring

racalli a tola of a
long-and-dme* t«am

them up short with

the realization that the oft-predicted
shortage is actually; here.
Such exhibitors find that, despite re-

in

Hoke"

carry them
January.
jjf
After tliat, it's anybody's guess, as. to
what will happen.
Situation iii caused, according to
exhibitor accu.sations, by the majors'
available to
the jniddle

In th*

lortheominf

41st Anniversary
of

.

Number

/

is

Ms $l,5i,W0

it seeniK.

Par,

tor

example, has only

two

new

piit on its current release slate.
One of these, "Two Years Before the
Mast," ha.s already been run, while
the other, "Blue Skies," Tias been
booked in as a New Year's special,
has only
III the .same fashion, U-I

."Dark

course,
for
best^sellers;
company
nevertheless feels that its principle
at the moment is' acceptable
stories that can be produced at below top prices.
Novels and plays that are being
sought are Ones that fall in the. $1,000,000 to $Ii500,000 budget category.
Change in Hollywood cost
picture is evident by the fact that:
those figures—once the sign of ex-

need

production!!— now repre"lower budgeters."
Toppers
made from big novels and plays are
being budgeted at from almost $2,000,000 upwards.
Among lower-budgeters on 20th's
sked may be "It's Only Mone.y,"
yarn which Quentin Reynolds wrote,
at studio's request, around group of
PT boat skippers who, during the
travagant

sent

Mirror" and "Magnificent
(Continued on page 26)

UA THEATRE CIRCUIT
DOUBLES NET PROFIT
United Artists Theatre Circuit has
turned in a report showing net profit
of $1,173,335 for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1946. Take represeni.s
gain of almost 50% over the $627.^
822 garnered by the chain in '45.
tipped b.o. was indicated by disclosure that theatres grossed $1,862,417
before deduction of taxes, depreciation,
interest
amortization
and

war in the Pacific, formed a pool to
go into any risky business.
First
thing they did was buy a racehorse.
Reynolds' story left Darryl Zanuck
unsold and producer Louis de Rochemont is now having it revised by
other writers in hope of selling
20th's production boss.

•

Reynolds got $12,500 for the story
and will receive $37,500 more if the
company films it. He's now working
Stockholders' meet reelected all with Ben Hecht on screenplay of
incumbents and added Paul O'Brien, "Miracle of the Bells" for Laskyagainst $1,682,609

la.st

year.

MacEwen

lard V. King and William P. Philips.
Officers will be chosen during the

Stephen Pallos, prexy of Pendenriis Pictures^ British indie production

month

outfitj

unit at

years,

METRO

Hollywood, Dec.

10.

M. J. Siegol, who served as a member of Metro's economy streamlining
committee with Sam Katz, Al Lichtman and Joe Cohn, is checking out
of the studio himself to begin his
own indie production outfit.

week

last
distri-

up an American

to set

bution deal for his first picture;
"Teheran." Film, a story of an attempt on the late President Roose-.
velt's life at the Teheran conference,:
Chi, for Pix
was shot in Rome with an allcast, Pallos explained he'd
Jo.seph Curtis, son of Jack Cohn, English
Italy because
Columbia executive vice-president.^ been forced to go to
studio space iri Engconcluded a four-walls deal Satur- of the lack of
day (7) together with legit producer land...
J.
DlstribtitorS,
General, Film
John Wildberg for lease of the Civic
Arthur Rank's distrib outfit, has
theatre, Chicago. Wildberg held the
agreed to di.stribute the picture in
lease alone up to last week and
England and the British empire.
could not, by himself,; get a renewal.
Next Pendennis production: titled,
Plan is to put the house on a regu"Call of the Blood," is slated to go
lar road-show film policy following
before the cameras in February,:
'Henry V." currently playing there.
this to be shot at the Sound Cities
Prior to the "Henry" booking Civic,
studios in London. Film is an adaptaplayed straight legit, having just
tiori of the beat.seller of the same
closed 44 weeks of "Anna Lucasta."
name by Roh(;rt Hiohens. author
When lea.'e was being .signed Cur- of "Garden of, Allah" and "The
t|s appi-oachod William
Heineman, Patadine'.Case," latter the next proRank's general sales manager for
duction of Alfred Hitchcock. BritLsh
the United States, with a deal t;o
Lion, Sir Alo>xander Korda's distrib
Play Pre.<tige Pictures On a two-a- outfit, has already agreed: to reday basis. Deal was stymied, howlease "Blood" in England and the
ever,
according to Curtis,
when empire. .Pallo.^ said.
Heineman asked 35% from the first
Pendennis proxy snid the outfit
dollar on the (ir.st of 20 Prestigers
had no financial tiein with any
oftored. Because. the films ai-e
virtu- American or Brili.sh outfit but was
ally an unknown
quantity in this financed by Pallos, Britisher John
country, and have had practically no StafToi'd and an Italian groiip headed
P>'e-.''eUing, exhib says the price is
bv Akos Tolnay. Pallos goes from
too high and
Heineman refused to N. Y. to the Coa.st before returning
talk on any other
terms.
to England .in about four weeks.

Curtis-Wildberg's Civic,

Roadshows

.

i

1

'

I

I

j

,

:

also sending

com-

'

were overruled yesterday
(Monday) by Municipal Judge Louis
W. Kaufman.

tional

'Father Divine' Pitch

Richard

F.

Walsh,

International

of Theatrical Stage Emprez,
returning
to
the
h.q. after a two
months foray into the Hollywood
labor tangle, reports that the IA has
the situation under full control. According to the union chieftain, the
eight-man picket lines marching in
front of the major lots are no longer

Alliance
ployees
union's

Veterans
Committee,
last
week.
Wyler, presented with an AVC citation for his handling of the vets
problem in "Best Years," predicted
the cycle of war pix because Holly^
wood is crowded with performers
writers and technicians who. saw ac-

New York

impeding production with the total
of 44 pictures now in work nearing
studio capacity.
Processing at the
search for escape in Technicolor plant has passed the
films, is going to die down in a few i50% capacity level with 900 of the
years," Wyler declared, "and then plant's' factory workers now back
Siegel was formerly president of the studios are going to turn out a on the job.
It is then that
Walsh indicated he was standing
the Republic studios and moved over cycle of war films.
as exec producer to Metro where he understanding and .sincerity in ex- pat in his attitude towards the Con^
produced "Our Vines Have Tender ecution of good stories will play a ference of Studio Unions, the lA's
in
jui-isdictional
Grapes,"
the
"Lassie."
"This
Man's most important role. And knowing antagonist
Navy," "My Brother Who Talks to treatment by the studios is going to squabble.
No arbitration is being
planned, he said, either by the two
Horses" and "Two Smart People."
(Continued on page 27)
labor groups going into direct negotiations, or by American Federation
of Labor executive committee. Referring to the lA's attitude towards
the CSU, Walsh said: "The only relationship we have with them now
is to say 'hello' as we pass them on
the picket line going to work."
lot Feb: 3, with a script by Richard
Hollywood, Dec, 18.
tion in the late fracas.

"The public's weariness, exem-

plified

in

its

,

From

Briefs

.

Tri-

of

International

-

to script

.

.

resumed filming of "Arch

and Anne Green Koch.

Universal

Ann Wigton

assigned

FILM CARPENTERS SUE

"The Endorse-

ment," based on the Grace Amundsen mag story, "A Letter of Endorsement."
Billy Bevan, former
Mack Sennett comic, inked for "Mass
Rose" at 20th-Fox ... Bernard W.

.

.

the Lots

Collins

TO END STUDia STRIKE

.

.

Los Angeles, Dec.
Fifteen film studio carpenters

10.
filed.,

umph" after a three- week shut- Burton will be a,ssociate producer a plea in Federal Court here asking
Artie Dorrell, welter- on "The Big Story" for Chester a "declaratory judgment" to end the
down ..
weight boxer, makes his film how Productions
Enterprise bought .strike in the motion picture studios.
in "Burning Journey" at Enterprise "The Black Hat." by Ladislas Fodor
Defendants in the suit are the ma.

.

.

.

Ted Donaldson returns to the and turned it over to Wolfgang
Columbia in "For Reinhardt for production..
Robert
of Rusty," produced by Pre-ston,
Catherine Craig, Barry
Derwin Abrahams Fitzgerald and Richard Webb will
chores on "Riders do a comedy quartet sequence in
of the Lone Star" at Columbia, with "Variety Girl" at Paramount.
Charles Starrett and Smiley Burnette
PRC borrowed Sheila Ryan from
.

.

,

:

"Rjjsty'' series at

the

.

.

;

companies and their producers, the leaders of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees- and those of the Conference of Studio Unions.
Plaintiffs include Raymond Conaway, Oscar Schatte, Andrew M. AnEagle-Lion fo^ one of the top femme
derson, Charles L. Davis, Harry
roles in "The Payoff." Picture tolls
Beat, Ewald Albrecht, Harry Talley,
next week with James Flood directHarry Davidson, John Kirstead,
ing and Marvin Stahl producing.
Thomas Hill, Lloyd Jackson, Alfred
Peggy Knudsen drawis a featured
Withers, Edward Derham and' John
Tole;:in "The Unfaithful," produced
ZelL:
by Jerry Wald at Warners
Erno
Verebes inked for a comic part in
Republic's untitled musical, co-starInks
ring Nelson Eddy and lloha Massey
Pacts
Metro postponed the start of
''Song of the: 'Thin Man" from Dec.
With Indie Outfits
Pete Smith started
16 to Jan. 2
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
"Pet Peeves," tenth
.

,

in top roles.

ParamoClnt sent a troupe of 85
for three days on location at Thousand Oaks to shoot sequences for
"Saigon" .
One of the featured
players in "Saigon" will be Betty
Bryant, New York nightclub entertainer and wife of Leslie Charteris
Jack Schwarz and Dave Fleischer
are producing "Jack and the Beanstalk' as a tinted cartoon with live
Columbia gave the green
action
.
light to "Assigned to Treasury," with
Dick Powell and Signo Has-w in the
Nanette Parks draws
top roles
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

femme

a featured

role in "Catalina,"

Paramount's Technicolor musical
Kay Mulvey, western editor

Woman's

.

Home

;

.

.

of

,

RKO

,

,

Companion, was
by. Robert

inked to play herself
his
Uiskin
in

"Magic Town."

.

:

production.
•

..:.':

.

;

,

Cassidy Productions
B.
deal to film "See What I
Mean," based on a novel by Lewis

James

inked

a

Browne, for Columbia release. Picture gobs into work on the Columbia

jor picture

.

,

Love

John Haggott
draws director

•

.

is

mittees on a tour around the coun»
asking support from all American Federation of Labor groups in
staying away from films until the
dispute is settled.
Points studied by the producers inv
Sorrell's wire ask for an early meeting on the proposal that workable
arbitration machinery be adopted,
contract signed and all those on
picket lines or respecting them be
reinstated
without discrimination.
Demurrers alleging the Los Angeles
picketing ordinanee as unconstitu-

Pix Cycle Soon

TO PRODUCE ON OWN

work. Group

to

try,

Wyler Sees War

,

New York

strike action. Prexy Herbert Sorrell
sent a wire to the, producers repeating the three points necessary to be
settled before their members return

Published Soon

'

RKO.

in

tlio

Despite increased productfon costs
that have hit all studios with almost
War pictures are currently in the
equal force, Metro to date is the
only one to attempt to offset the re- doghouse because of public distaste
sults with a proportionate cut in for them, but in a few years Holoperating costs.
Other lots have lywood's studios will flood the theataken the stand that to decrease
tres with literally hundreds of films
their costs might mean a decline in
on the shooting and. what* followed,
tlie' quality of their product.
Rather William Wyler, director of "The Best
than do that, consequently, they've
Years of Our Lives" and co-owner
(Continued on page 22)
of Liberty Films, told members of
Cinema Chapter, American
the

.

arrived

of

Number

P^IETY

plans.

.

meet.

*

editorial feotnro

week for huddles with Louis B.
Mayer before announcing his future

SIEGEL EXITS

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
approximately $.3,000,009

strike.

in

of.,

Seymour Nebenzal started production on "Heaven Only Knows" for
United Artists release with Albert
Lyle Talbot
S. Rogell directing
Pallos in U.S. to Set
drew the heavy: role in "Bells of San
Enterprise
Teheran' Pic Distrib Angelo" at Republic

partner in the film of O'Brien', DriscoU & Raftery, to succeed his father,
the late Dennis F; O'Brien, Directors
tapped for another term are: Joseph
H. Moskowitz, Lee Shubert, Joseph
M. Schenck, Bertram S. Nayfack,
Harry D. Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Wil-

at a later director's

.*.

m

41sl Anniversary

slated to leave for the Coast next

is

Budgeter Ideas

the case

Universal-lnlornational in his city,
along wilh Monogram, Republic and
PKC. Evpnwith the seeming -array
of picturos, however, the exhib has
discovered that all is not as rosy as

on tha them*

hojfne.'

many

scouts for

of

Production of films, however,stood up to last year's score, producers stated, as the third month of the
labor strife draws to a close. During
the same weefc last year, 45 films
were in work, while 41 are currently
shooting at various lots.
Conference
of
Studio
Unions,
meanwhile, took two steps in the

g!v«s a differant slant

"My Hollywood Story*'

was dropped from the payroll over
the weekend. Maurice Golden, head
of the talent office in Chi for more
than three years, was also dropped
and the Chi office shuttered. Golden

With probably the heftiest shelf of
best-selling novels any studio has
every stacked away, 20th-Fox now is
of one smalltown exhiW who ha/ searching for yarns for lower-budfirst run priorities on the product of geted production to space out its topand cost films. Still on the lookout,
Metro. Paramount, 20th-Fox
of
niustrative of the pinch

veepee Marvin Schenck's

otfice talent

Pay

wages aU the rate of $315,000 per
week was the sum set when totalling
up the cost of the current studio

Maurice Zolotow

for the elimination of excess manpower that has extended to the production departments at both the
homeofllce aiid in the midwest,
Overall reduction in operations in
line with the cut in production from
31 pix in 1946 to 24 next year,
should reach a total of between
$7,000,000 and $8,000,000 for the current season.
Latest to feel the axe are the
talent departments at the home office
and in Chicago. Bill Deering, one

of

ia

in

its

on a drastic reduction in production costs, is tuning its overhead

'Ethel Barrymore*s

iterated denials from the major distribs of any attempts to create a
pinch, there's just about enough

attempt to create a sellers' market
and so open the way to boosted film
rental teriiis. Despite, the big backlog of pictures available, distribs, because of the Hollywood labor strike
or other reasons, are still holding
over their product in the key city
to obtain as long runs as
flr.<;t runs
Subsequent run
possible lor them.
hou.srs, forced to wait for the pix,
hold their own pictures
eilher
must
arouid for
runs
or
sbop
longer
for
reissues to fill the breach;

train

to

Loss

10.

sights

product

product
through

continuing

Metro,

a Week

But Production on Par With 1945

m.

FEEL COST

small-town,,

run

Strike Cost $315,000

EXECS. TIlLEliT

.

.

•

.

.

.

13 New

SAG

.

.

.

.

.

.

work on
of

last

program

and

his
at

1946-47

Metro

short

Screen

subjects

... Art Baker

Actors

Guild

.

announced

the signing of labor contracts with

new production companies in Hollywood and three in New York.
West Coa.st outflUs are Albert»ProSidney Bedell checked in at Paramount to carry out his producer duction.s. Argosy Pictures, Beacon
contract, after a year at Columbia Pictures, Bing Crosby Enterprises,
Pictures,
Crystal
Richard Powers signed as top Cinema Gems,
hea vy in "Seven Keys to Baldpate," Eagle-Lion Studios, Eddie Albert
produced b.v Herman Schlom at Productions, Jack Wrather Producand
Hillcrest
Productions.
Columbia assigned Vir- tions,
RKO
lead in New York firms are Cinemart. Inc.,
ginia Hunter as, fenirhe
Clyde Elliott Attractions and S.R.F.
"Riders of the Lone Star."
inked fOr "Night Unto Night," directed by.

.

.

Don

Siegel at Warners'

,

.

10

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.:

.

.

Wednesday, December
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''Hilarious!

Gag-strewn! Hutton

field

H, 1946

day! Click potentialities!"
--Film Daily

"Should mean happy days for the average exhibitor everywhere!"

—'Showmen's Trade Review
"Should meet enthusiastic reception!

The

laughs

come

heartily!"

— Boxoffice

"Combines thrills and action to guarantee good boxoffice response!"
*

"Slick pace!

"'Love

Is

— Daily Variety

Good entertainment! Humor and fun

The Darndest Thing'

all

the way!"

— Independent

destined for great popularity!"
Film Bulletin

—

"Michael Chekhov plays his screwball assignment to the

hilt!"

— Variety

S
n

r

the Trade Critics
As

Paramount

Picked as the

N.

Y.

PARAMOUNT

CHRISTMAS SHOW
...successor to Paramount's
all-time-biggest, "Blue Skies"!

u

L

'No Leave' 12G,

As Holdovers Slow Pace;

A. Mild

i

'

in 4 Spots,

Rugged $75,0i

!

I

Omaha, Doc. 10.
Love" looks to top
Paramount with a
but by no means
being
is
"Black. Angel"
smash.
bolslcrcti iv the Clyde McCoy band,

last' 406, 'Deception 28G, Both 3d
Lop Angeles, Dec. 10. t
Angeles iirst-ruii.s ax'e mostly

.session

the siagi: but

10()k.s'

Broadway Grosses

'

two houses while "Jolson Story" is
coming Ihroujih with a fine $37,000
or near in fifth session, two spots.
:"WaKe Up siid Dream" is off at light
$31,500 in second round ih. four
Third and final week of
locatioto.

Rooney

Lifts

Talcon'

"Deception" likely will be near $28,000 in three houses.
Great 44G, Cleve.;
Estimates for This Week
Belmont <FWC) (1,532; ,50-$!)—
in 2d
'Deception'
Solid: $10."Secret Heart" (M'G).
000.
Last week, "Undercurrent"
Cleveland, Dec. 10.
<M-G) A3d wk-11 diiy.O, M.SOO.
.Po.st-Thank.sgiving business is levBeverly Hills Music Hall (Blumenfeld-G&S) 1824; 65-$l)—" Angel On eling some but not as miich as
Nice feared. Top coin will go to Palace
Shoulder" (UA) (3d wk).
$3,500, Last week, .$.5,800.

To

16G

'

'

.

'

Carthav Circle (FWC)

,50-1

(1,518;

$7,400.

where Mickey Ropney's

stagei

ture,"

$20,200.

1,

Downtown Music Hall (Blumenfeld>
(872;
55-$l )
"Angel On
Shoiilder" (UA) (3d wk).
Near
$9..500.
Last week, oke $13,500.

—

(FWG)

EKypiian

50-$l)—

(1,538:

(3d

wk-11 days).

Lake CWarners)

55-70)— "No-

(800;

Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)-"No
Key (FWC) (861: 50-$l)—
"Boom Town" (M-G) (reissue) (2d Leave" (M-G) (m.o.). Milder $5,200
V'k). Slow $3,000. Last week, okay in 5 days for fourth downtown week;
excellent $9,000 last week.

Four Star fUA-WC): (900: 50-85)—
"Margie" (20th) (2d wk) (m.o.).
Smooth $5,500. Last week. $7.i)00.
Giiiia (FWC) (968: 50-$l)— "Magnificent DoUV. (U) (2d wk).
Only
$3,000. Last week, fair $5,300.
HaM-^afi
(G&S-Bhiihenfeld) (956;
50-*n— "Aneel On Shoulder" (UA)
3d wk).
Nice $3,500. Last week,

iWB)
(WB)

Hollywood
"Deception"

50-$!)—

(2.756;

Iris (FWC) (828: 50-85)— "Magntficcnt Doil" (U) <2d wk). Slow $4,000.
Last week, fair $6,700.

Loew

(Loew-WC)

State

(2.404: 50-

Up. Dream" (20th) and
"Dangerous vMillions" (20th) (2d
wk). Dull $14,000. Last week, good
$26,300.

to» Anfeles (D'town-WC) (2.09750**1)— "Secret Heart" (M-G). Fine
Last week. "Undercurrent"

$30,000.

m-G)

(3d wk-11 days),

okay

Loyola (FWC)
(1,248;
50-.'Sl)—
'*Wake Up, Dream" (20th) and "Dangerous
MilIion.s"
$4,500. Last

Only

(20th)

wk)

(2d

week, okay $7,500.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55-

"Ladv Luck"

?S.',7i'?'"«>"*"

(RICq)

(2d run) with amateur restage. Fair $J8,000.
Last
week, "Invisible Informer" (Rep)
with Armando Oreflche orch, Isa-

vue on

on staao. $2l.ino.

belita

Orphcnm (D'town-WC) (2.2i0; m"Boom Town" (M-G) (rei.spue)

$1)

—

(2d
(U).

wk) and "Strange Conquest"
Slow .$9,000. Laist week,

"Town"

solo,

okay

$16,500.

—

Hantages (Pan) (2,812: 50-$l)
Story" (Col)
(5th wk).

"Jolson

Healthy $19,000. Last week,

$25,000.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398: ,50-$!)—
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) and
"My.sterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep)
(3d wk). Sturdy $24,000.- Last weefc
$33,800.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

—

(1,-

451; 50-llil)
"Mast" (Par) (3d wk).
Nifty $16,000. Last week, $20,900.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; SOSO)— ".Tolson Story" (CcU) (!5th wk).

«KO

Fine

,«18.000.

Last week,

.$24,100.

Bitz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Magnificeiit Doll" (U)
(2d wk). Slow
$6,000. Last week,, good $11,100.

Studio City (FWC.) (880; 50-$l)—
"Magnificent Doll" cU) (2d wk).
Light $4,000. Last week, nice $6,800.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100:
50-$l)
"Magnificent Doll" (U)
(2d wk) and "Danger: Wohian" (U).
Okay $10,000. Last week, "Dcill" (U),

—

ai'erage $13,200.

Uptown, (FWC)
"Wake Up Dream"
gerous

Weak

—

(1,719; 50;$1)
(20th) and "Dan-

Millions"
$4,000.

(20t:h)
(2d wk).
Last week, fair $8,900.

VoRue (FWC)
Town" (M:G)
Fair $3,500;
Wilsliire

50-85)— "Boom
(reissue)
(2d wk).
Lasit Week, okav $5,800.
(885;

(FWC)

(2,296;

5b-$l)

"Secret Heart" (M-G), Big
Last week, "Undercurrent"

—

$17,000.

(M-G)

(3d Wk-ll dsys), $9,600.

WiU«rn (WB)

(?,300;

.

55-90)—

"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) plus
Mickey Rooiiey, Connie Haines, others, on stage. Booming to great $44,000 or close. Rooney hurt some by
terrific
biz pulled last week by
"Home- Sweet Homicide" (20th) hy-

poed by Vaughn Monroe orch which
hit

near-record $46,000.

Slate (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)— "Un5 exdays, !good $16,000, to permit
opening of "Strange Woman'' to be

50-$l)— 'De-

ception" (WB) (3d wk). Neat
dOO. Last week, $15,000.

tra

advanced
week, big

to
today
$27,500.

$9,-

Last

(Tues.).

55-70)—
"Angel on Shoulder" (UA). Hearty
Last week, "Rage in Heaven"
(M-G) (reissue) (m.ot), moderate
Stillmah (Loew's) (2.700;

$14,000.
$6,800.

.

(Tri.slates)

Mast" (Par), colossal

$17,200.
15-50)—
(805;
.

Slate (Goldberg)
"Big Sleep", (WB) and "Romance of
West" (PRO. Good .$3,500, Last
week, "City for Conquest" (WB)
(re-

issues), fine $4,200.

'Quentin' Leads
Prov.,
Heavy

Fancy 19G

bally

still is big.

Estimates for This

Grosses

conditions.

Estimated

,

,

OH 22

(Bfl.S'Cd

cilies,

trea, cliiejly first
.

rum,

y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

,$;l.028,900

192 thexiinctiidino

2.S.

Week

cities,

$14,000.

193 (hewtre.-i)

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)

Leaders likely
at the Fo.v;

topping
in

stageshow

Ace holdover
third

w^eek

Pitt;

'Margie'

Pitt.sburgh, Dec.
Penn has the only new picture in
town, "Undercurrent," aside from a
twin bill at Senator, and itis doing,
nicely although hardly up to hopes.
Best showing of week is being made
-by holdover of "Margiii." at Harris,
which is a cinch to get a third stanza.
"Dark Mirror," too, is holding up at
the Fulton and will likely stick
10.

;

again.

Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700:
Dark Mirror" (UI) (2d wk). Holding up well and should stick for few
Second
days in the -third session.
week looks fine $10,000; did better
than $13,000 on getaway.
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)—
Margie" (20th) (2d wk). Still doing the best comparative biz in
Golden Triangle at sock $15,000.
Last weelc,
Gives it another h.o.
colossal $22,000,

unheard of for

Penn (Loew's-UA)

(3,300;

this

40-70)—

'Undercurrent" (M-G). Doing well
but not up to expectations
for only new picture in town and
Hepburn-Taylor film. Probably will
hold extra 5 days to get house on
Tuesday opening until after holidays.
Last week, "No Leave" (M-G), $22,at $23,500

500.

(WB)

Say Goodbye"

(800;

(WB)

40-70)— "N6ver
Will

(m.o.).

the

iit
i.s

;it

"Blue
Palms-

Statc.

Estimates for Tliis

in

will be
"Under-

Week

—

Adams (Balaban) (1,^40; 70-95)
"Sister's Secret" (PRC) and "Rolling Home" (Indie) (2d wk). Tepid
$6,000. Last week, $7,500.

15G, 'Mirror' 10G,H.O.s

«Iti

Home
Skies,"

$2,752,000

Taylor-Hepburn Oke At

23iG

,

current", at the United. Artists; and
"Doctor's Man Hunt" with Lena

Downtown.

jv.

(Based on

Detroit, Dec. 10.
holding up here well
the
lisiial
prc-Xmas

is

"Dark Mirror,"

Grosi

'^otal

Week

Tills

spot.

Week

Aibee (RKO) (2)200; 44.65 )-^"San
Quentin" (RKO) and "Dark Horse"
(RKO). Heavy bally given "Quentin,"
with special showing for prisoners at
state pen and former Warden Lawes
in attendance. Promises nice $19,000.
La.st week, "Nocturne" <BKO) and
"Vacation in Reno" (RKO) (2d wk),

Bu>iiiess

considering

20-

(3,000;

and "No Time Comedy" iWB)

City.

—"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and only get S days at small-seater fol"Shadow of a Woman" (WB) (2d lowing successive weeks at Stanley

Broadway-Capitol
(United
De70-95)
"Bachelors
(3,309;
Daughters" CRKO) and "Scandal in
Paris" (UA). Only $9,000. Last week,
"Suspense" (Mono) and "Gentleman
Joe
Palooka"
(MOTio),
pas.sable

—

troit)

$18,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 85$1)— "Crime Doctor's Man Hunt"
(Col)
with Lena Home, Bobby,
Sherwood orch, others, on stage.
Lusty $30,000.
Last week. "G. I.
W:r Brides" (Rep) with Andrews
Sisters, Bob Evans, Les Paul Trio
and Mack
Desmond on stage,
fancy $34,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (,5,100; 70-95)
"Dark Mirror" (U) and"Dangerous Millions" (20th). Stout %HO,f
Last week, "Margie" (20th)
000.

&

and "Wanted for Murder" (20th) (2d
wk), .strong $28,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1.866;
50-60)—"Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Time
of Their Lives" (U). Good $2,400 in
3
days.
Last week, "Centennial
Summer" (20th) and "All Came
True" (WB) (reissue), strong .$2,500
in 3 days.
Michiran (United Detroit) (4,039;

0-95)— "No Leave"
(M-G) and;
Fine $26,000,
Glass Alibi" (Rep).
Last week, "Deception" (WB) and
'Spook Busters" (Mono) (2d wk),
big $26,000.

Palms-State
(United DelroitV
tPat)
(2,976; 70-65)—"Blue Skies"
"Wife Wanted" (Mono) (3d
wk). Still big at $17,000. Last weelt,
great $33,000.
United Artists (Lnlted Detroit)

.

and

M-

(1,941; 70-95)—"Undercurrent"
run ). Steady $4,000. Last week, "De- and 'Warner; .iust $1,500. Last week, G) and "Sunset Pass" (RKO). Socli
The Verdict" (WB ) (m.o. ), $2,000. $28,000, Last week, "Three Wise
ception" (WB) (2d ruri), nice $5,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)— Fools" (M-G) and "FUght tp NoFay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"With'Down
Missouri
Way"
(PRC) and where" (SGP), okay $17,000.
out Reservations" (RKO) and vaude.
Not
Fairly
good $6,500.
Last week, "Secret' of Whistler" (Col).
Last week.
"Blood on Sun" (UA) (reissue) and very much at $3,000.
"Black Angel" (U) and "Little Miss
vaude, $7,000.
Big" (U), $2,600 in 6 days.
17G,
Majestic
(Fay) (2.200; 44-65)
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "DeDarling Clementine" (20th) and
"Dangerous Millions" (20th). Strong ception" (WB) (2d wk). Holdover
LOO; 'SKIES' 18G,
Last
$18,000. Last week. "Never Say Good- limited to 5 days, just $8,500.
week,
not
too
$19,500,
hot
for
holia
St. Louis, Dec. 10.
bye" (WB) and "Shadow of Woman"
day stanza.
(,WB), .$18,000.
With holdovers in majority in the
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65
88)—"Strange Voyage" (Mono) an^ Leave" (M-G) (m.o.). Moved from big houses, "Blue Skies.'f will grab
Penn and okay at $8,500. Last week. top coin in second week. "Nocturne''
vaude. Three-day weekend run drew
"Never Say Goodbye" t
)
(2d looks best new entry.
just
so-so
Last
week,
$3,500.
sluggish for Thanksgiving holi"Wanted for Murder" (Mono) and wk),
Estimates for This Week
day at $6,500.
vaude, weak $3,200 for three-day
Ambassador (F&M> (3,000; .50-75)
weekend.
-"Blue Skies" (Par). Sock $18,000
State (Ldew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Dark
for second session.
Last week, big
Mirror" (U) and "Betty Co-Ed" Monroe Tilts 'Blondie'
$24,000.
(Col). Opened today (Tnes.). Last
Fojc (F&M) (5,00(); 50-75)— "Nocweek, "Undercurrent" (M-G) and
Terrif 38G, Cincy turne" (RKO) and "Bedlam" (RKO).
"BlOndie ICnows Best" (M-G) (2d
Okay $17,000, Last week, "Verdict"
wk), fast $13,000 in five days. First
Cincinnati. Dec. 10.
(WB) and "Sister's Secret" (PRC),
sesh caught zowie $27,000.
Trade for ace stands is sagging to $18i5G0.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)Loew's (Loew) (3,172; .50-75)
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par ) (3d pre-Xmas level. Only new bills at
wk). Still stepping along at $13,000. straight
"Undercurrent" (M-G)
(2d
wk).
film liouses are "Never Say
Nice $17,000 after a big $24,000 first
Second stanza was wow $18,000.
Goodbye," so-so at the Palace, and stanza.

'NOCTURNE' OKAY

SI

2D

WNo

WB

Denver

Off; 'Goodbye'

Moderate, 23G, 3Spots
Denver, Dec.

$22,-

600:

,

(,S,300;

Okay dercurrent" (M-G). Held over

(3d wk).

Last week, smooth $13,800.
Hollywooa Music Hall (Blumenfeld)
(47,5;
50-85) —"Angel On
Shoulder" (UA) (3d wk). Sighting
$3,500.
La.st week, neat '$5,300.
$7,500.

$U— "Wake

(RKO)

Palace

1

$6,000.

^

Orphenm

Providence, Dec. 10.
is
boosting "San
(3uentin" at RKO Albee to fancy
tigure and town's leadership.
Maweek:'
.iestic's
"My Darling Oeinentine"
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; ,55-70)—
aldo is getting a nice play. "Two
"Deceotion" (.WB) (2d Wk). Nice
Years Before Mast," in third s.tanza,
$16,000. Last week, great $30,000.

El

$4,800.

$1.1.000.

.gO)— "Black Angel" lU) and Clyde
McCoy Liand on .show. Mild .$.15,000.
Claudia and David"
Last U'cefc,
(20th) and. "Little Miss Big" (U)
strong $13,200 at 16-65C scale.
Paramojint (Tri.states) (3,000; 1665)--"No Leave,'' (M-G). Good $12,Last wco'r, "Two Years Before
000.

rent," "Deception"

last stanza.

$11,400.

Modest $9,000. Last week, "Shepr
herd of HilLs" (Par) and "Beau
Gcstc" (Par) (reissues'., very big

last

Lives Forever" (WB) (m.o.).
"Secret Heart" (M-G). Hefty $18,- body
satisfactory $3,000. with $4,000
Last week, "Undercurrent" Fairly
000.

(M-G)

School

,

Key

':

^

(Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
(m.o.)
and "High
(Par)
(Mono) (1st run);
Ilcro"

show

wings to "Falcon's Advennot far from near record of

will give

week. Holdovers of "Undercurand "Margie" are
"Dangerous Millions" (20th) (2d still doing okay.
wk). Dull S9,000. Last week, good
Estimates for This Week
*14,700.
55-70)— "MarAllen
(RKO)
(3,000;
Downtown (WB) f 1.800; 5Q-$1)—
"Deception" ,(WB) (3d wk). Finales gie" (20th). Surprising .$12,000 on
with okpy $11 ,000. Last week, steady fourth week after big $17,000 last
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50$l)^"Wakc Up, Dream" (20th) and

—

Brandcis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
(Col)
and
Braxil"
"ThiiU
of
(RKO). Thin $6,500,
"Cr.ick-Up"
La.st week, "Deception". tWB), and
"Genius at Work" iRKO), healthy

"Mii.M"

Third frame of "Two Years Before
Mast" looks to do sturdy $40,000 in

$1)—-"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk)
(m.o.).
Smart $5,000. Last week,

Week

Omaha

Estimated Total Clr«ss
$713,500
This Week
(Bnsea on IS theatres)
Total Gross Same Werli
$632,000
Last Week
(Based on 17 tlieatres)

000 in four theatres.

Stout 30G, 'Hunt'-Home Lusty 30G

mild.

This

$8,500.:'.

holdovei- this week, with only one
hew impoi-tai\t entry. Re.sult is tlie
general overall total will lag behind
recent sessions. "Secret Heart," the
newcomer, ).s shooting for solid $75,-

Undercurrent' Fast 28G, Det.; 'Mirror'

town

hC'althy

oil

11, 19<16

L(>a\e, No
at the

"No

llu>

ISstimiitrs for

I>os

Omaha

...

'

'Heart'

December

W<:<ln«et1ay,

pictvub grossgs

10.

Biz is generally off this week, reflecting the prerXmas lull,
Exceptions include "No Leave," big at Or-

pheum,

and

"Two

Years

Before

Mast." strong in second stanza at
the Denham.
Estimates (or This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"Dark Mirror" tU) and "Mysterious
Mr. Valentine" (Rep). After week
at Denver, E.squire, 'Webber.
Good
"Deception"
Last
Week,
$5,000.

(WB) and "North

of

Border" (SG)

To

—

'Verdict,"

K.C. Slumps After Big

(m.o.), big $6,500.

Denham

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
the Mast" (Par)
(2d wk).
Strong $18,000. Holds a
third.
Last week, smash $21,000.

"Two Years Before

N.S.H.10G,'Mast'9G,2d

at

Vaughn Monroe's band,
die

Thanksgiving; 'Verdict'

pleasing

Knows

clover,

Grand.

the

plus "Blon-

Best," has the Albee in

perking Saturday and
Sunday to near record sizes fot' those
day.s. Other theatres also' were hybiz

poed by coal strike's end.
Kansas City, Dec. 10.
Estimates for This Week
Town is back to moderate biz
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-95)— "Blon35-74)— again after a hangup Thanksgiving
Denver (Fox)
(2,525;
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and week. Three of the five first-run die Knows Best" (Col) and Vaughn
"French Key" (Rep), day -date with situations liave holdovers. Best new Monroe orch, others, on stage. MonEsquire,
Webber.
Okay $15,000. comer is "The Verdict,", at the roe is boosting this to wow .$38,000.
Last week, '.'Darlc Mirror" (U) and Orpheum, but it's far from hot hast, week, "Falcon's Adventure"
"Mr. Valentine" (Rep), big $18,000. Towerj in its second week of the re- (RKO) and Mickey Rooney, others,
newed .stage show policy, is not hold on stage. Rooney magneted titanic
Esquire
(Fox)
35-74)— ing up too well with vaude layout.
(742;
$41,000 for a new house record, the
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) arid
Estimates for This Week
coal strike dimout retarding -bicger
"French Key" (Rep), also Denver,
.
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox biz. •.
Webber. Good $4,000, Last week,
(820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Capiiol
(RKO) (2,000; .55i70)—
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Mr. Val- Midwest)
"Margie" (20lh) (2d wk).
Doing "Undercurrent"
(M-G) (2d iV'k).
entino" (Rep), big $6,000.
Orpheum (RKO ) (2,600; 35-74)— fairly well at $13,000, Last week, Holding stoutly at $10,500, foUow iiig
big $16,000 kickofl'.
Stays another
"No Leave" (M-G) and "Child of sma.sh $22,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)
round.
Divorce" (RKO). Big $19,000. Last
Grand (RKO) (1,4,30; ,55-70)— "Ver
week,
"Nocturne"
(RKO)
and "Undercurrent" (M-G ) and "Betty
"Genius at Work" (RKO). big $19.- Co-Ed" (Col) (2d wk). Moderate diet" (WB). Pleasing $11,000. La.st
days.
$8,000
in
5
Last
week,
neat
week, "Dark Mirror" (U) 2d wk)
500.
all right $7,!;00.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— $18,000.
Newman (Par) (1,900; 45-65 )
Keith's (UP) (1,.542; 55-70)— "Mag.
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and "Beauty
and Bandit" (Mond).i Thin $8,000. "Two Years' ?olore Mast" (Par) (2d niflcent Doll" (U) (2d wk). Okay
Last wreck, "Earl Carroll Sketch- wk ). Good $9,000. Last week, strong $6,500 trailing swell $12,500 unveiling
^
of remodeled theatre under new Uni
book" (Rep) and "Rendezvous With $16,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
versal management.
Annie" (Reo), fine $12,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; ,55-^70)—"Noc
RLiIto
(Fox) (878; 35-74)— "De- "The: Verdict" (WB) and "Great
ception" (WB) and "North Of the Day" (RKO). Not so hot at $10,000 turne" <RKO) (m.o.). Favorable $,S'.
Border" (SG). after week at Denver, La.st week. "Cloak and Dagger" (WB) 500. Last week, "Deception" (W'B)
and
"Child
of
Divorce"
Esauire,
(RKO). (m.o.), slow $4.000.
Webber, Alad(^in.
Fair
$13,000.
$4,000.
La.st
Palace
(RKO) (2,660; .55-70)—
week,
"Angel
on
TOwer (Fox-.Ioffce) (2,100; 45-65)
'Shoulder"
"Never Say Goodbye" ^WB). So-so
(UA) and "Danaerous
Money" (Mono) (m.o.). flne:$5;500.
"Singin' in Corn" (Col) and "Great $11,000.
Last
week,
"Nociturno'
Webber
(Fox)
33-74)— to Be Young" (Col) with vvaude. (RKO), good ,$15,000.
(7.50:
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and Second stageshow here under new
Shubcrt (RKO) (2,100; ,55-70)"French Key" (Rep), also Denver. policy, but only $9,500 is likely. Last "JoTson .Story" (Col). Holding on
Esquire.
Good $4,000. Last week, woek, "Out California Way" (Rep) moveovcr for fifth downtown stanza.
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Mr. Val- and "Personality Kid'^ (CJol) with Hotsy $7,000 .after lush $10,000 /oui:tjr
entine" (Rep), big $5,000.
Sally Rand unit on st<igc, big $15,000. roun(3.,-''
(

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; .50-75)—
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and "Devil's
Playground" (UA). Passable $5,500.
Last week, "Angel on Shouldei"
(UA) and

"Blondie

Knows

Best"

(Col) (m.o.), $7,000.

—

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; .50-75)
"Darling Clementine" (20th) and
"Phantom Thief" (Col). Nice $15,000.
Last Week, ^'Margie" (20th)

and "Wild Beauty" (HKO),

$14,000

in 11 days,

Louis

St.

"Cloak
i" Walls

(F&M)

and

(4,000; 50-60)

—

(WB) and
Tumbling Down"

Dagger"

Come

(Col).
(3d wk). Fine $8,000 after
$15,000 second session.

D.C.

Marks rune

Albeit

'Bess'-Yaude Neat

25G

Washington, Dec. 10,^
With
holdovers
predominating
along town's main.stem plus several
days of brownout jitters, usual pre-

Xmds

dip is starting to shoi,v up this
week. Sole new entry is "Gallant
Bess" at Loew's Capitol with vaude.
"Notorious" looks top holddver.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew)
44-80)—
(3,434;
"Gallant Bess" (M-G) with Vaude.
Neat $25,000. Last week, "No Leave"
'

M-G), fine $30,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,203; 44-70)—
"No Leave" (M-G) <ni.o.
Nice
I

).

Last week, "Margie"
about same.

$9,000.
m.o.),
I

Earle
dict"

(WB)

(JVB).

(2,154;

So-so

(20th)-

44.85)^''VerLast
$18,000.

(Continued on page 20)
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PICTURE GROSSES

1946

sday, Dcceinl>cr 11,

W'-'i-n

'Nocturne'- Vaude

Pie-Xnias

Sbughs Chi

Diip

ThriirJartin Big

at

by stage show
niay
hiadcd by Tony Martm, which
lights
Bia/.il,

|7,=i.OOO

go ovci-

now

that the

Wise Fools," at United
second best witli an
Artist"!,
'Nocturne
,nated $25,000, okay.
$23,000 in second grand

mew.

Martin

Clementine"
Small $10,000.

'

drawing. New bills are "San
Quentin" plus stage show at RKOt
still

which is sturdy; and ''Never Say
Goodbye," day-date at Paramount
and Fenway, looks nice.

-

Eitimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$1.10)—
Quentin" (RKO) plus Frances
Langford, Jon Hall, others on stage.
of exploitation helping boost
a neat $32,000.
Last week,
"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) plus
Danny Kaye, Georgia Gibbs. others
on stage, mammoth $67,000.
Feiiway (M-P)
40-80)—
(1,373;

(7th

(20th.

week.

Last

10.

Not too severe let-down here this
session 'after the gigantic Thanksgiving week biz.
Holdovers in key
spots the rule but product socky and

wlc).
S2Vn )-"Henry V" (UA) (19th
Last week,
Slidinsi to around $7,000.

'Dailini;

Hub

Boston, Dec.

sma.sh $75,000, or betForLast week, "Nobody Lives
Home in
evei" <WB) with Lena
days,
iieiion m-oat $00,000 for 6
$1.10^f'iv ic (Wildberii-Curtis) (900;

''San

1

(RKO) (1.500; 65-9:. - Plenty
'Nocturne- tRKO) (2d wk> btronji this to
*^Grand

>

or

$2:^000

over.

Last

high

week,

trade

to

(Schanberger)

good
20Ma.st"

(2.4C0;

"Two Years Before
(3d

wk). Starts third round

(Tlies.) after fast $12,000 secinitialer.

Mayfair (Hicks)

?ei

wki.

week,

Last

$14,000.

holiday

ond and smash $24,600

^*M\a bvins

''^0»rr&"''%&K)

today

Fine $32,000,

-

6.5-95-

by

60)
(Par)

-

(900;

Okay

"Lady Luck" (RKO) and vaude was
helped

(3,400; 6.v95)
(Essanes.
(20th) with "Star and
on stage (2nd wk).
Garter"
sensaBii dioii after first week's
good at
Still pretty
tional bi/..
weeks ternflc
last
after

**o2ient»l

-"MarRie"

Qonds

'TiU the

(980; 25-55)-?-" Al-

ways Love You" (Rep) (8th wk).

$141,000 Despite Pre-Xmas; Lights

On Dps B'way,
Pre-Christmas

lull

hit

during the past week, chopping

eighth round ended
last
night, slumping to $70,000,
satisfactory" for this time of
run; seventh was great $90,000,

street,

(Tues.)

albeit

off

$20,000 each froin lush Thanksgiving
week totals in several houses. In

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Till Clouds
By" (M-G) and big annual
Christmas stageshow. including The
Nativity" pageant. Soaring to'smash
$141,000 opening week, being helped
by end of coal: strike and lifting of
brownout. Hall looks to get much of
Times Square pre-Xmas biz,
In
lers)

Roll

the ending of the coal strike
a.nd lifting of the brownout plus
restoration of normal rail"."oad service came as f. last-minute reprieve
that saved many spots from hitting
The usual prethe skids further.
Xmas dull days are expected to continue but there's no doubt that the
elimination of tfte brownout already
fact,

'

ahead,
$127,000,

giving

Smash

My

was

Riallo (Mayer) (594: 35-85)— "So
Dark the Night" (Col), Fairly nice

"Dick

was

Downbeat also is being felt by
"Brennan Girl," which will get a
good $12,000 in its first week at the
small Gotham. "Gallant Bess." with
vaude headed bv Bert Wheeler, is
just okay at $21,000 at State. "Magnificent Doll" is not exactly magnifi-

tinues in big coin at

around $124,000,
comprehensive
ad-nubficity
campaign still paying off "well at
t'
boxofflce. Second week climbed

with
-.

colossal
$165,200, beating
flr.st
mark of $164,701.
State (Lofiw's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Gallant Bess" (M-G) (1st run) and

to

week's super

—

,

week, "Killers" (U) (2d rim) (2d
wk), plus Ralph Slater. Murtah Sis-

Orpheum.

—"Accomnllce"

Us

(PRC)

"Un-

and

the
kno\7n Guest"
(Indie)
(reissue).
the second week for the recordStandard .$5,000. Last week, "Jesse
breaking '-Two Years Before tlie James" (20th) and
"Fi-ank James"
Mast" and for "Undercurrent and CiOth) (reissues). $4;500:
"Nocturne." Despite adverse pre.Christmas and weather influences
business has been doing surpri-singly
likely

holdover at

Keith's

—"Two

Second

(Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)
Years Before Mast" (Par)

(2d riin). Neat $9,000. Last week.
"Canyon Passage" (U), $4,500 second

ond plunged to $34,000. considerably
below hopes. "Verdict" (WB I. Vincent Lopez orch. Janis Paise on
open next Friday (13).
Victoria (Maurer) ('720: 70-.$1.20)
—"Wanted For Murder" (20th).
Opened today (Wed.) and in only
for two weeks. Last week. 'Kings
Row" (WB) (reissue) (2d wk). mild
$13,000 in 6 days after trim $18,000
opener.

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Notorious Gentleirian" (U)
(5th wk). Fourth session ended last
(Tues.) night, slipped
to
$18,000
after fairly good $24,000 third week.

Mastbaum (WB)

(4,"

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City IBV.) (1.300; 95-$2.40)

—

A: 50-94)

"Wicked
Dec.

of Lives" (RKO) (.3d
nice pace with
around $53,000 in prospect this
session after sock $62,000 for second.
Film's length remains a headache
for management, with only .six daily
shows possible.

.

L'ville;

—

9G, 'Stranger' Only
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LouLsville, Dec. 10.
until

was gloomy here

Business

the coal strike ended and perked
trade Saturday niglit. After that
downtown biz resumed normal activity. "Deception" is getthig solid
play at the Mary Anderson.
"Stranger" looks fair at the Rialto.
Elsewhere the pac is on the slow
side.'

—

;

'Deception Tall

Capitol (Lpew's) (4.820; 70-$1.50)—

"The Killers" (U). Smash $43,000.
Last week. "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB), so-so $25,000 in 10 days.

,

on

opens

Coai Strike's End Ups

—

'

(U)

Lady''

21.

Maintaining

"Undercurrent" (M-G) plus Frankie
Carle orch. Slate Bros, heading stage
(2d wk).
Feeling pre-Xmas lull
well.
Savit^ Banii. R<»«8n Iln
wi
and dipping to around $74,000 a-s
Estimates lor This Week
(-.950; 50-94)
Stanley (WB)
'•BlondiC
30-44)—
against
great $98,500 for opening
Aster (Par) (900;
"Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Husky
Man
week.
Continues.
'Nocturne'
"Brute
Frisco
21
G,
and
Knows Best" (Col)
$37,500. Opening sesh hangup $52,000.
Criterion
(Loew's)
(1.700; 60-$1.25)
50-94)
(PRC). Okav $2,000 in 5 days. Last
(1.475;
Stanton (WB)
San Francisco. Dec. 10.
week, "Dressed to Kill" (U) and
wk) (11 days). —"Magnificent Doll" (U). Teed off
Biz is on downgrade currently "Verdict" (WB) (2d
"Gas House Kids" (PRC) split with
Fair $15,500. Opening week was big here last Saturday (7) and is not doing so well at: $28,000 or under, Last
with holdovers in most spots cuttin.a; $20,000.
"Condemned to Devil's Island" (FC
week, "Time of Lives" (U), three
into the overall total take. "Noc(rels.sue) and "Blonde for A Day
davs of second week got thin $8,000.
(PRC), $2,500 in 9 days.
turne'' is okay for second week at
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)—
Century (Par) (1,600; .50-70)
Golden Gate with new sfageshow.
"The Chase" (UA) (4th wk). Okav
'STEP'
"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA). Trim
headed
by
Jan
Savitt
band
and
Paul
$14,000
after neat $17,500 for third.
"Rage
$7,000 indicated. Last week,
Regan.
"Its a Wonderful Life" (RKO) is
in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue), $8,000.
$18,000, INDPLS. set to open here on Dec. 21.
(ioither (Par) (1.000; 44)— "BedEstimates for This IVeek
Gotliam (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)—
Dec.
10.
Indianapolis.
lam" (RKO). Staunch $4;000. Last
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844: 60-95)
week, "Wild Beaoty"
(U). light —"Nocturne" (RKO) (2d wk) plus
Film biz has Slackened here this "Brennan Girl" (Rep). Tough week
spurt, to open on Broadway, and looks
$3,000.
stagesho w headed by Jan Savitt stanza after the Thanksgiving
merely good $12,000 for first stanza
50-70)
Lyiie
(Par)
(1,100;
orch and Paul Regan. Okay $21,000. Christmas shopping getting the play. ending next .Friday (13) riight. Hold.s.
"Sliaiifie Woman"
(UA) (3d wk). Last week, with stageshow headed "Step By Step." with Gene Krupa In ahead.
"Man From Morocco"
Okay SS.OOO, Last week, fast $6,000.
by Ben Yosfs Vikings. Al .Wallace band on stage at the Circle, is the (Indie), $6,500 for second .session,
Or|)l>i-iim (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)
top grosser but only okav. "Cloak
orch. smooth ?28.000.
Golden (767: $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
leads
praise
Indiana,
"Dark Mirror" (U). Plenty of
Fox (FWC) (4.651: 55-95)— "Blue and Dagger," at the
V" (UA), nsth wk). Also feeling
for this one. Great $16,000 or over.
straight
filmers.
the
Skies" (Par) l2d wk). Great $27,500.
seasonal decline, with $11,000 on tap
La.st week. "Nocturne" (RKO). good
Estimates for This Week
Last week, husky $45,000,
tor 14th week ended last Saturdav
$11,000,
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 48-74)
Warfleld (FWC) (2.656; .5,5-85)
(7) night: 13tK frame was $i:?.0OO,
Radio Cilv (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
"Never Sav Goodbye" (WB) (2d wk). —"Step By Step" (RKO) with Gene the noritial Dace for weeks.
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (2d Fair $14,500. La-^t week; $23,500.
Krupa orch. others, on stage.. Okay
Hollywbod WB) (1,499; 70-$l,10)
wk. Still soing strong at big $14,000
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; ,55-851— $18,000. Last week. "The Stranger" —"Deception"
fWBl
(8th
wk).
after new house record for straight
"No Leave" (M-G) (2d wk). Mild (RKO), average $11,500 at 40-60C Shapes as nearly. $13,000 this week
fihns in first week, huge $27,000.
$12,500 in five days. Last week, mod- scale.
fiVr
after
.seventh
$16,000
stanza.
RKO,lPan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— est $22,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.300:40-60) Stays on until Christmas dav when
Nocttirne"
Fair
Fair
(RKO) (m.0.1.
State (FWC) (2.1.33; 55-85)— "Bell —''Cloak and Da!'"er" (WB).
"Humoresoue" (WB) come.s in.
$8,000 indicated. Last week, "Ver- Tolls" (Par) and "Sally O'Rourke" $14:000. Last week, "Three Little
Palate (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1..50ldict" (WB); $8,000.
(Par) (reissues). Thin $5,000 in five Girlt." (20th). heftv $16,000.
"Song of South" (RKO-Di!!ncy V (3('
State (Par) (2,300: !iO-70)
"Un- davs. Last week. '"Deception" (WB)
Keith's (Indie) q.;W0; 40-60)
Second week concluded last
.wk).
dercurrent" (M-G) (2d wk). Looks (3d wk). (ni.b,). $8,500.
"Man in Gre.v" (U). Slow $8,000. Last (Tues. ) .night hit solid $36,000 regood $9,000 after socle $15,000 first
Orpheum (Blumenfcld (2.448: 53- week. "Thrill of Brazil" (Col): mod- markablv .good after nearly hittin.';
•
week.
est $!l,000.
85)— "Dark Mirror" (UA) (4tli wk
a new record opening week, Prepm
Uptown (Par) (2,300; 50-70)
Lbew's. ir.oew's) (2.4.50: 40-60)
session went to $51,000. great, but
Oka,y. $10,500. l^asi week, niic $l,'i,Three Liltle Girls" (20th), First 500.'
"Ui-'deicurv.-nt" (M-G). Nice Sll.OOO missitic now high for house b.y fniall
showing. Moderate $3,500. Last
I
United Artists (Blumenfcld) (1.- in second stanza after biy $17,000 marain.
week, "Holiday in Mexico'' (M-G). 207: ,55-85)
Paramount (P'vr) (3,664:. 70-.1il.50>
•Angel On Shoulder" opener.
$4,000.
(1,600:40-60)—
Last
Lyric (Katz-Dolle)
Biue^ Skies" ipari and St.m Ken-,
wk>. Weak, $8,200.
(UA)
World (Par-Stoffe.s) (350; 50-99)— week, nice $12,000.
(m.o,). ton oi'ch. Kiiig. Cole 3; Dean Murniiy.
"Thl-^e Little Girls" (201li
Mni-Hir-' .(20th) (3lh
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (200: $1.80- Neat $6,000. Last wefk, 'Plainsman" T.aiie Bro.s. on stage (9th-f\nal wlc).
wk). Still in
He nioiipv at $2,!500
(Par) and "Jungle Princes,s" (Par) Final week starts todav (Wed.).
aftpr good $3,000 $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (lltli wk
last canto.
.Siiffering
bit. along with the whole
.(roi,s«ue.'!). extra go^d $10,000.
Capacity $7..56o, Lasl week, same.
'

—

—"Best Years
wk).

run.

75-.$1.50)

(WB), with

.stage,

.

$6,000.

(2,756;

orch. Lorraine Rognan, Miguelito Valdes on stage (3dfinal wk). Still slipping with mild
$30,000 in prospect for blowoff; sec*

:

wk). Dipping to mild
week, okay $10,000.

(WB)

Strand

"Never Say Goodbye"

Ray McKinley

New

(Goldman, (1.000; 50-94)
—Karlton
"Notorious Gentleman" (U) (3d

big $29,000.

ters,

.

$32,000.

.

,

vaude headed by Bei-t Wheeler and
"Think -a-Drink" Hoffman. Passably
.satisfactory $21,000 is likely. Last

—

Whistler"
(Col).
Begins
todav
(Tues.).
Last week. "Undercurrent"
(M-G). five days of second week,
fast $8,000 after nice $17,000 in first.
Translux (Tran.<slux ) (900: 30-74)

—

wk). Began initial holdover round
yesterday .(Tues.). First week hit
sturdy $42,000. in ahead, "Two Year.s
Before Mast"
(Par),
dipped to
.$25,000 in 10th week.
Boxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.80),-^
"Razor's Edge" (20th) and stage bill
headed by Rosario & Antonio (4th
wk). Third stanza e.ided last (Tues.)
night felt prerXmas dip but con-

.

-s

$6,300.

Rivoli (UA-Par) ( .092: 60-,. 1,25')
•'Darling
Clementine" (20th)
(2d

'

10.

In ahead, j>econd week of
Tracy Vs. Cueb ill" (RKO),

$7,500.

-

Minneapolis, Dec.

Ends long run here on

.$6,500.
Dec.- 18.

cent with $28,000 at the Criterion,
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
where it opened on Saturday (7).
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and
Lifting of the dimout is giving a
"Song of Smith." which just
"High School Hero" (Mono). Nice healthy hypo to Philly biz this week.
a new high in first week at
$11,000.
La.st week, "Nobody Lives
Up in the heavy chips are "The Kill- missed
$50,000
the Palace, too, is reflecting the deForever" (WB) and "Affairs Gerers" and holdover of ''Blue Skies."
clining bcjxotfice tendency with $36,aldine"
(Rep),
$10,000.
'
Andrews Sisters will push "Wife 000, fine, for second session as
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)
p'alaee
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
week,
Wanted"
to
strong
Earle
and 'Dick "Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Rain"Ladv Lurk" (RKO)
against $51,000 tor opener. ParaExtlmates for This Week
Tiacv- (RKO). Thin $16,000 Last bow Island" (Par) (reissues). Oke
mount, with "Blue Skies" plus
Aldlne (WJ )
50-94)
(1,30;5;
week "Magnificent Doll" (U> and $7,500.
stageshow headed by Stan Kenton
Last
week, "Bluebeard's "Strange Woman" (UA)
S20,(2d wk). band, fini-shed eighth week at .$70,000
"SliKhtly Scandalous" (U) neat
Eighth Wife" (Par) and "Ruggles
Big $16,500.
Opener -was: great as compared
000 for' second week.
for
with
„.
Red
Gap"
(Par)
$90,000
,„
(reissues), $5,000
$26,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; ()5-9,-))— for second week.
Thanksaivirg week stanza.
"Best
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700: 50-94)— Years of Lives" Is holding up com"Cloak and DaRgcr" (WB) (4lh wk).
Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-80 >—
(2d paratively
Modest $17,000. Last wCek,- tidy "Dark Mirror" (U) and "Vacation "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G)
well with staunch $53,000
$19,000.
Reno" (RKO) (2d wk). Potent $28,- run). Fine $7,000, Last week, "De- in sight for current week at the
ception" (WB), good" $6,500, second Astor.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 6o-9o)— 000 after $31,000 for first.
"Deception" (WB) (5th wlO. Light
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,.367; 40-80) run.
"Razor's Edge," with .stage bill
Boyd (WB) (2,350: 50-94)^"Bach- topped by Rosario
$17,000. Last week, $21,000.
—"Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk).
& Antonio, also
Modest mild is far ofT from its second recordUnited Artists (B&K) (1.700: 6,1- Mighty $40,000 after tremendous elor's Daughters" (UA)
Last week, "No Leave" smashing week, with $124,000 in
$17,000,
9,151
"Tlvree Wise Fools" (M-C). $52,000 opener.
'No
second canto. prospect for third round at the
week.
La.«lt
Sweet $2.'5,000.
Orpheum (LOew) (2,900; 40-80)— (M-G), pale $15,500 for 60-99)Earle (WB) (2,760;
"Wife Roxy. Capitol's layout of "UnderLeave' (M-G) (5th wk), $19,000.
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Secret
Woods (E.ssaness) (1,200: 6o-9;>>-- Whistler" (Col) begins today (Tues.). Wanted" (Mono) with stage show current" plus Frankie Carle band.
"Dark Mirror" (U) (7lh wk) Ol)Jo Last week. "Undercurrent" (M-G). headed by Andrews Sisters, bright Slate Bros., others, on stage, is down
okay $14,000. Last week, hot $18,000. five days of second week, bis $15.- $38,000. Last week, "Pilgrim Lady" to $74,000 for second stanza against
(Rep) with Claude Thornhill orch, $98,500 on initial week.
000; opene.1' was potent $30,000.
Paramount (M-E) (1.700: 40-80)— so-so $17,500.
Strand brings' in "The Vei-dict."
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "Wake with stageshow headed by' Vincent
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and
Fair $17,000. Lopez band next Friday (13) after
lirror' Strong $16,000,
''Hieh School Hero" (Mono). Stout Up. Dreain" (20th),
$18,000.
Last week. "Nobody Lives Last .week, "Margie" (20th) (4th three mildish weeks with "Never
Forever" (WB) and "Affairs of Ger- wk), hangup $25,000.
Say Goodbye" and stage layout
Pic in
Best
Goldman (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) topped by Ray McKinley band.
aldine" (Rep). $16,000.
State
40-80)— —"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk). Fine "Wanted for Murder" opens today
(Loew)
(3.200;
Opening sesh was wow (Wed.) at the Victoria.
'Daughters' Trim at 7G "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Secret $26,000.

Holdovers predominate this week,
"The Dai k Mirror" and "Bachelor
Daui^litcr" being the sole major newcomers. "Mirror" looks hefty and

(1,064: 75-S1.20)
(reis,suc) (llth
$6,000. okay; 10th

wk). Looks to hit

ui.it

.

lOliday.:

(Brandt")
— Republic
"Fantasia'? (RlCO)

lielping.

is

:

Story" (Col) and
(7th wk).' held to nice
bein-' helped by Thanks-

"Jolson

stageshow

paratively well in its first week at
the Rivoli -with sturdy $42,000 in till
albeit feeling the sea.sonal trend.

$43,000,

42G

'Cl(»nentine' Big

Broadway

picture theatres with terrific impact

Bx-ownout and' shopping blues to
Reaching out for a record here. Fine
the contrary, "Till Clouds Roll By."
$5,200 after big $6,000 for seventh
augmented by t'ae annual Chri.stnnas
week;
stage spectacle at the Music Hall, is
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)
dominating the: N. Y, scene cur"Wake Up, Dream'' (,20th). Steady rently. On first week ending tonight
$11,000. Last week, "Margie" (20th)
(Wed.) Hall will get a rousin $141.(4th wk), fine $9,000.
000, unusually big in view of busiStonley (WB) (3,280; 25-74)— "De- ness at other N; Y. deluxers. This
ception" (WB) (2d wk). Maintaining show is in for Cihristma.s aiid New
good pace at $11,000 aftCir big $18,200 Year's, and longer.
opener.
"Darling Clementine" fared com-

'KOlers'

By Very Gay

Roll

.

—

—

Tony
ol Brazil" (Col) with
Eight days
heading stage

ill

.'Tl.

the

new

after fine $19,900 opener.

Keitli's

Week

-65-95^

at

looks top

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)
"Nocturne" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Freddie Bartholo-

'Quentin-HaD

"Big
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 96)
wk). Off this
Sleep- (WB) (8th
$12,000. Last: week, fairly
(3,900;

"Nocturne"

$15,300.

fs

^°cii«i8o"?B&K>

repeaters.

—

loolcs

^,eek

:

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060;
"Undercurrent" (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding well enough at $13,000

*''Vliree

stionq
week.
Estimates for Tliis

Balto Pix

entry.

<

aided

'

New

combo Hippodrome,

Grosses Are Net

••

o(

7%

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net,, i.e.. without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
The
prices, however, as indicated, include the U. S. amusement tax.

Oriental, is off
"Star and
$^
000 to $50,000, witfi
Only big
unit on stage
Har e
is "ThrUl
mo lev oponci- this week

'MarL'ie"

Leads

Baliimore, Dec.; 10.
Pre-holiday blues- is peginning to
r anjfest itself here with a brace of
newcomers in an almost total field
of

Chicago, Pec. 10.
seem to be
Loop houses currently
slump, with holdin H pre-Xmas
new pix not
overs taking drops and
opening week
usual
lo
up
coming
1

Albeit

13

14G

.

Estimates tor This Week
(4th Ave.-Loew's)
(1. 000;

Brown

40-60)— "Margie" (20th) (m.o.). Fine
Last week, "Two Years Be$6,!>00.
fore Mast" (Pan) (m.o,) (Jd downtown wk) neat $5,000.
Kentueky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Gallant Bess" (M-G and "Claudia
& David" (20th). Middling
$3,500.
Last week, "Canyon Pa.s(U)

sage"

(Par),

"O.S.S,"

arid

$:!.60e.

Mary Ander^ i (People's) (1.100;
>— "Deception" (WB). Best of
new product in town. Strong $9,000.
Last week, "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) (2d wk), okay $6,500.
40-60

(Standard
— National.
"Dark Mirror" U
:

)

(2.400: 40-60)

and "Home on
(Rep) (2d wk). Mildish
week, nice $10,000.
Kialto
(Fourth Avenue)
(3,400;
40-BO)— "The Stranger" (RKO) arid
"Genius at Work" (RKO). Teed off
to .'Sluggish start and light ,.$12,000
looks about all.
Last week, "Margie" (20th). powerful $19,000,
.State.
40-60)—
tLoew's)
(3;300;
"Undercurrent''. (M-G)- and "Betty
Co-Ed" (Col) (2d wk). Moderate
.$8,000 in 5 days. Last week, "Under(

)

Range"

$7,000.

La.sl

.

current"

(M-G) and "Betlv Co-Ed"

iC()l), .solid $22;000.

— "Plainsman"Avenue)
(Par

Strand
40-()0

)

(Fourth

".Jungle Princess"

Stout

(Par)

(1.400;
v

and

(reis.sues).

.$6„500.
Last week, "White Tie
and TaiLs" (U) and i'Wild Beauty"

(Ui, .$4,500.

.
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It's

Jimmy's great

show

ture... the
all

the fun of " It

One

Night";

warming

all

new

Happened
the heart-

joy of ''Mr.

Goes To

pic-

that tops

Deeds

Town''; alt the

happiness of "You Can't
It With You" -Copra's

Take

triple-slam

Academy Award

triumphs!

LIBERTY

?

FILMS -c

FRANK Otf>M9

h-rjm^^ STEWART
and

PRODUCED AND
fliRECTEO

Um Way

er

by Frances Goodritlt, Albert HatKett and Frank
Capta • Additional Scenes by Jo Swerling . From a slory
by Pbilip Van Ooren Stern . Released

RKO RADIO PICTURES. Int

40,703,987 CIRCULATION
-Sofurday
Of Life -Look -Collier's -Good Housekeeping
-Woman's Home
Evening Post-Seventeen -True Story
Companion -Time -the Fan list and The American Weekly.

;
,

,

Govt Taxes,
Paris,
Pavi.s

pi clui'o.
i<oi

Nov.

pvesents a confusing
Fteiioh playwrights haven t

former stride
includes

an ambitious revue there earlier in
the year met with very moderate

Norman

net.

Xhe biggest grosses, -those of the
Bergere revue or the, Chatea musical
lefs -Chasseurs dlmages,"
Ire
slarring Hie comedian Feriiandel,
Other
Kiossing ,?20,000 a week.
that.
musicais and drsimas do half
the
Legit taxes are over 40% of
There is a ceiling on admisgross.
Fellies

Type of plays
usual comedies, included, as was to

Latter

piers."

was

a

Anniversary

41 Si

starring

hit,

Number

of

being Jean Paul Sartre

use it
with "Dead 'Without Burial" at the
to

Antoino.
Prcncli

pipy Wrights

increas-

are

itigly aWare ot tlie need of preventfrotn switehing from
which explains the com- ing audiences
That theatre owrif
legil to pictures.
mercial limitations French producers
war, ci-s feel this too is evidenced by
mu.st contend witli. During the
veteran Max Maurey: getting Marcel
due to the distaste of audiences for
his "Marius" from

INTER-UNION RULING

sion- scales,

Paghpl (0 adapt
Geniian-inspired pictures, the stgge
screen lo stage.
drew an unprecedented, amount of
Provincial municipal theatres are
it
the amusement spending, which
reprg.aniang and depend mostly on
has partly retained despite reopensuteidies. In a number, of spots, the
ing of French screens.
business is shown
pro- .interest in show
Bui what surplus the wartime
by the nuinei'ous amateur companies
ducers had accumulated during the who regularly Stage plays, Profeswar years was taken from them by sionals look askance at this, fearing
taxes them
tlie government, which
the coinpetitioui
90^0 of the profit made in excess of
,

MAY CRIMP MEX PROD.
tion,

U. S.-backed films in the making in
Mexico, is seen in the win by the
IndusCinematographic
National
,

,

ing the shift in the prewar s^inp.
In the more important houses, the
owner is the real producer. Hence,
having to play safe, and finding
comparatively few auspicious-looking scripts in the current crop, they
have resorted to staging revivals
galore, plus an unusual proportion
Among
adaptations.
foreign
of
these, best received were "Of Mice
.

Men" and "Arsenic and Old

"Rebecca" was fair. "Blithe
and "All Rights Reserved"
are current. "Winterset" fizzled out.
O'Neill's "Electra" is likely to be
done. That plays in Engli.sh can get
an audience was evidenced by the
advance sellout of the Champs
Elysees theatre for "King Lear/'

Lace."

Mex Station-

Unique

try Workers Union (STIC) in first
district court here of orderq upsetting the ruling rendered last fall by
Manuel Avila Caex-President
:

macho.

-

Caniacho, arbiter ot the row between STIC and the Picture Production Workers Union, liad sided

Ads—

XEQK

grams.

reports the correct time,

It

provided by the National A.stronic
Observatory here, minute by minute, 24 hours daily.
But, in order to catch the time,
audience must hear a flock of ads,
a few seconds each, spieled by announcers who talk continuously for
three hours each. Advertisprs like
the station. Those tuning in can't
miss catching the ads. And many
thousands hers and elsewhere in
Mexico make a practice of tuning
in frequently. Now that Mexico's

.

.

.

Oeste

.

encountered through

isnags

,

;Short;i'Be

of equipment, and work on ^''Shad'
ows of the Past," its first production,

,

being speeded'iup.

is

ArgenUna Sono Film
for the
studios.

dickering
of Pampa Films
is

purchase
Dicker is hanging lire until
annual general meeting of

after the

Pampa shareholders and
the new board.

AAA

election of

has announced the. names of

.

pix to be released in 1947, one
of which is already in the can. Tliis
is a much bigger production scliedule than is usual for the Associated
five

;

'Begar/ Touted Swedish
Pix,

Stockholm, Dec.

2.

Swedish film "Begar" ("Desire"),
which was sold to the U. S. before
its

release here,

.

drew

money-maker was Jean
"Parent.s Terribles,
His
•'Double-Headed Eagle" was done
abroad before its Paris production.
Same applies to Steve Passeur's "Vin
Cocteau's

I

.

.

.

Uli

stage reiiamed Salle- du Lux'eihbourg.
The usual big revues were
produced by Paul Derval at the
Folies
Bergere with a Chinese
sequence
remindful
of
old
the
'

glamor, and by Henri Varna at the
Casino de Paris.
Both are Credconsidering current difficultie,sy but feel the
lack of international a<!ts and of new revue stars.
The Pigalle is now under Douking's
management. An attempt to stage,

releases

.

.

Pianist-composer is cutting, more
disks with well-known singers, scoring a film, "Singing House," at Rosenhuegel (Russian) studios, and
will put on some additional concerts
here and in Switzerland before projected departure for the states in

'rench government is scheduling an
International World's Fair here as
March, 1947.
soon as it can be arranged.
This
would have to be in 1949 or 1953.
No date is po.ssible in between, be
cause the 1951 date has been booked
Mexico
England,
by
and
International
World's Fair regulations provide for
an interval of two years between
Mexico City, Dec.
successive fairs.
Gustave Mohome, ex-Fox

Way

Down

13 Swedish Pix

in

Work

Stockholm, Nov. 19.
'Swedish production has swung
high gear, with 13 Swedish-,
makes now in work. Of these 11 are
being turned out in Swedish studios,
one is being made'at a Danish plant,
one in France, and the other in Fininto

5.

mgr. in
Mexico now distributor of Mexican
pix in the U. S. and the Philippines,
shopping for films . Maria Teresa
.

.

Esquella,

Chilean

opposite

Armando

Spanish actor,
in production

.

.

Calvo,

.

.

.

.

\

.

.

.

All Set

For

Hypo by UA

was pveemod
swank Gine Chapulby hypoed exploitation

at

.

engineered by Osmar Bromberg, UA
manager. Gross, more than $100,000 (Mex) in the first week, wa.s just
Run was
expectations.
double
limited to two. weeks by contract,
but pic has started to go places on
the Chapultepec's chain.
Bromberg exploited "Outlaw" entirely on the s.a. of Jane Russell,

opening fire with a myriad ot billboard strips of her name only in sixinch letters, followed up near preem
lime with grand size lettering of her
name, coupled with "The Outlaw,"
preem date and house. Along with
this, neatly timed was a' billboard
lithograph all over town of La Russell, more sexily posed than in the
:

La .Russ '1 and simple ads
and house filled downtown
There was profuse
newspaper and mag advertising, plus
the running by leading dailies and
mags of a serial on producer Howard
Hughes. Serial was run gratis. Ex-

Stills of
of the pic

store windows.

ceptional

plugs were, used.;
airplane
introduced

radio

Bromberg

dodger distribution of pic publicity
for the first time in Mexico, aiming
largely at overflow Sunday crowds
at the bullfight "arena, the races and
base- and football parks.
:

.

RKO

.

SI&NS

BREMERHOLM

Phil Reisman, RKO's veepec in
charge of foreign distribution, has
appointed Aage Bremerholm" man-!

.

-

.

Mexico

in

tepec here

playing
leading U..S.

actress,

in

'

.

'Outlaw' on

.

.

•

Mexico Looks

/'The Outlaw" (UA)

Berlin.

.

I

Song,"

"Trolley

include

"Melancholy Baby." "Over the RainBow," "Whispering," and full sides
of Cole Porter, Gershwin and Irving

.

big musical comedy was
d'Images" at the Chate-

let,

,

.

American and Jewish composers
banned during entire Nazi era. First

.

:

which is likely to revert to
Maurice Lehman, of the Grand
Opera.
The government theatips.
are now under Director General
Hirsch. Andre Obey is running the
Francaise combo, which includes the
old Left Bank Odeon as a second

Hypo

Nov, 28.
Intending to revive Paris former
flamoi and hope tourist trade, the

Total of

sold out within hours.

100,000 each of five disks were
shipped in from Switzerland. Masters were cut in newly rigged Elite-

"The Yoke," now
Fortunio Bonanova inked, a,s exclusive player by
Panamerican Films
Amanda Ledesa, pix actress, on personal appearance jaunt ot Central and- South
land..'
"Miss
Julie,"
adapted by the America, to occupy a year. When
Swedish author, August Strindberg, she returns to Mexico she'll produce
likely will be filmed by _Estudios a stage, musical cornedy.
Rank release, is .six weeks overdue, San Miguel in Argentina.
John Ford in Acapulco stage-setalthougli brothers boast that their
ting "The Power and the Glory"
pix^ are alwa,ys made on time
... Giro's, Acapulco, opens Xmas
PKATER HEAD GETS 16 YEARS Day
Peter Hammond given lofigtermer
under the baton ot Teddy
Vienna, Nov.'25.
by. Bank with, first pic to be Sydney
Stadffer
Tito Guizar^ now in
Franz Kurzbauer. who Aryanized the U. S.,
Box's "Holiday Camp.".
Powell-^
inked by Filmex for a pic
Pressburger's first filmusical, titled the Prater, Vienna's famed amuse- that starts Feb, 15
Mexican
ment
center,
after
the
"Anschlus.s"
"Sign. Of the Times," will star Jack
musicians plan to build a church
in
been
1938,
has
sentenced
to
15
Buchanan, with K'
Hunter and
here of their own, dedicated to St.
months in prison.
Bonar Golleano featured
British
Ceceliai patron: of Mexican tuneHe
was
the
Nazi
Prater
amusement
Paramount Prod, appointed Kensters
.
Senate con.sidering pix
director throughout- the years 1938heth Carten to scout for
film
producers plan for the establish1945,'''
talent
Irene Howard,' casting diment of a government-backed bank
rector for Two-Cities Films, has
to adequately finance
and control
switched to Metro in similar capaci-.
Winnipeg-'s Watson to Aussie
their biz
Pic Production Workty, with Maude Spencer, her TCF
ers Union
made a documentary
Winnipeg, Dec; 10.
assistant, taking over at latter place.
Helen Watson, regional supervisor short of inauguration of Pres.
Arthur Dent, associate founder of for the National
Andres Fa Igas,
Film Board in Win- Miguel Aleman
Assoc, British Picture Corp. With nipeg
the past year, has been ap- tango singer, back from a vacation
late John Maxwell, who left- com-,
pointed the board's rep in Australia. in his native Argentina for picpany on death ot Maxwell, and re- Working out of Sydney,
stage-radio work.
she'll travel
cently retired after five years as extensively
Cine Iris, originally the name thethroughout
Au.stralia
Sam Goldwyn's London rep, sailing and New Zealand on the board's atre of Esperanza Iri.s, vet operetta
lor N. Y.
Sydney Box announces behalf.
warbler, and a frontline cinema for
that he will make a fihn ba-scd on
She'll also .serve as rep in Sydney 13 years, now controlled by Leon
life of Madame Melba, with no stars of the
Canadian Information serv- Gurdus, Film Trust exeCi under, a
yet selected, fie will be made for ice. David Woodsworth
replaces hier lease.
New policy is Mexican and
Gainsborough Films.
here.
European pix only,
.

Another

.

1947, includinga musical starring Libertad Lamarque, currently in Mexico. Plans call for 18 or 20 pix to be
produced next year, starring Mccha
Ortiz, Hugo del Carrio, Aida Albertl
Directors lined
Austrophone studios in basement of and Delia Garces.
Arancibia, Mompletj
Konzerthaus, then shipped to Zurich up are Sofflci^
Luis Mottura, Manuel Homerp, Luis
for pressing.
de Zavalia.
Alberto
and
Saslavsky
Kreuder, who sold over two milplans to lease the two
lion of groovings of Lehar and The studio
now has under construeStolz selection before the war, hopes new Sets It
tlon.
to do as well with first recordings of

and

Sloughed by Crix

Paris,

Film Briefs

1947

Tour

Fair as Tourist

.

itable,

be creeled.
production
Films," \ new
.unit which operates in the district
of Chivilcoy, has overcome some

dio .bliildings will

Vienna

repertory gabe.
Henri Bernstein reopened his Ambassadors theatre with a revival of
London, Nov. 29.
his own "Secret" with good results,
Paddy
Carstairs'
"South East
and Armand Salacrou's "Terre est Five," which he is directing for AlKonde" was revived at the Sarah liance Films, to be distributed by
Bernhardt.
Henri Varna's revival Paramount, is being made in -four
of "No, No, Nanette" got him O.K. film studios due to space shortage
returns at the Mogador. Roger Fer..Daphne Slater, 18-year-old film
dinand's "J-3" continued its last star, wlio has been signed on Jongseason's run, going from the Boufles termer by Herbert Wilcox, has been
to the Saint Georges.
relea.sed by him to appear in "Romeo
Best received of the new season's and Juliet" at annual Stratford-on,offerings has been Louis Jouvet's Avon Festival next year
"The
production of the late Jean Girau- Egg and I," Betty McDonald's best
doux' "Folle de Caillot" starring seller which has been bought for
Dame Marguerite Moreno. Though films by Universal, will be published
Jouvet plays only a minor part, his in England, Dec. 20
Although
production and direction make him comrailtea to J. Arthur" Rank for
responsible for the success of the series of .picture deals, Brian DesThe Yvonne Prjntemps pro- mond Hurst will direct "West End
play.
duction of Marcel Achard's "Aupres Central" for Alexander Korda, with
de ma Blonde" starring herself and shooting, to- start middle December.
Jacques Fresnay clicked.
"Fame Is The Spur," produced
Rights
were bought by Alexander Korda. and' directed by Boulting Bros, for

The only

for

Huge

Kreuder

New

produce new plays, opened with to be efficient.
-Hamlet" followed by Marivaux'
"Fausses Confidences," scoring heav
ily against the Francaise at its own
British

"Cha.s.seurs

finalist,'!

,

XEQK

du Souvenir."
Revues Hold

of five

Shows; Mucho

No

.

F

was one

the Flesch Medal at Guildhall, LonMax Pressler took
don, recently.
first prize in recent Debussy competition in San Francisco.
Ella
Salzniann,
Phina
Pianists
Goldstein and Sigi Weis.-icnboi g are
back from triumphant tours in South
Africa and Australia.
Also of note is a whole program ot
perrecently
music
Palesiiiiian
formed at the Salle Pleyel in Paris
by conductor Charles Munch. Program included Paul Ben Chaim's
First Symphony, Max Brod's Two
Rustic Dances, Marc Lavry's Piano
Concerto and Boskowitz's Semitic

a bad press
when preemed here several weeks
Revivals Score
ago. Film critics concurred that the
As for revivals of French plays, bepicture was a poor example of Swedof
Edr
success
sensational
the
sides
ish film production.
mond Rostand's classic "Aiglon" at
Pic stars Edvin Adolphson and
the Chatelet, and the lush returns
Gunn Wallgren. In addition to the
Robert Ancelin's Porte Saint Martin
U. S. "Begar" has also been acquired
drew from such old standbys as
Wagons Lits," two phone companies have quit giv- by interests in other Scandinavian
des
"Controleur
countries as well as France, Switzerf'Chausseur de chez Maxim's" and ing the time,
has become
land and Belgium.
"Embrassez-moi,'' Jean Louis Bar- more popular. It's claimed there are
raiMt of the Cofinedie Francaise took too many phoned requests to the
over the Marigny and, rather than Observatory for correct time lor it, Paris Mulling World's

i(

;,

with- latter over labor supply rights Suite.
for pix, ruling that STIC shall have
Artists.
that right for shorts only, while
An Italian company, Luxniar, is
Production provide help for feaPlatters
mulling ppssibility of making TechFacelift tures. Court now rules that STIC
Gets
nicolor pix in Argentina, and offered
may freely provide help for feaZully Moreno a contrac. for one pic
Click; Pianist
Mexico City, Dec. 5.
tures, as well as shorts.
at $17,500. Star had to nix tliis offer
Production, composed largely of
Mexico's unique station,
because of her contract with Argenin
players, is miffed at the ruling and
Pkins U.S.
here, has been facelifted with the
tina Sono S'llm.
will renew war on STIC, its parent
Vienna, Nov. 27.
placing of modern equipment for
San Miguel Studios held their first
to
the
an
organization, by
appeal
First postwar platters by Peter convention, attended by distributors
more and better service. Station's Supreme Court.
all Latin-American countries
from
record
Europe's
top
of
one
Kreuder,
novelty is that it commands a big
announced a big blueprint for
and
sellers, have reached music stores
audience without giving any pro-

Spirit"

.

1,

Arnen-

days, stu-

'

violinist,,

.

Nor is
the average prewar years.
the stage any more a free enterprise: an official license has to be
obtained to run a theatre, with both
the purge and party politics influenc-

in

1,5

Jerusalem, Nov. 28.
Success of Palestine niu.sioal talent and work is normal once iiiort'.
Soine pbservers read signs of comabroad has caused much .''aUsf action here, especially as proof of ing prosperity in the local .film in-:
country's artistic progre.ss de.spite dustry from the annouhcensonis of
wartime and postwar difficuUles., .studio construction being made by
Gold modal won by Yahli Wagmon, a number of production units!. FFA
young pianist, at Internatioiial Music is tlie t?t^St ,o| Jhcsc and has pm*-'.:
Conipolition at Geneva is latest chased a lot in the nearby .suburb
achievement. Erich Grucnberg, young of Martinez, on v/hich complete sttn

Mexico City, Dec. 5.
Snagging of Mexican pic producwith probable hampering of

.

some

personnel represented by the
AGICA union came to a .setilemont
with the major studios, whicli granted the greater part of tht-ir demands,
dio

Despite Political Setup
editorial faaiure
of tht .fertheoming

of this theme, last one

now weary

lina's studios for

Palestine Talent Shines

Tlit-

Dec,

Aire's,

After slow motion work

on

But audiences, pre.

Claude Dauphin.

Rydge

atrei of Australia)

besides

produced,

B.

(Chairman of Greater Union

SUCCCS.S.

,

and

Bldg. Plans

obtervei

Buenos

1<-Rit

biU'k inlo their

Row; New

After Union

Coods^'

Hampering

Polilics
28.

and locil production, so far,
plays, exa big be expected, a number of
few ofl'erings liltely to opcp
prod- tolling the Underground, such as
American market for French
"Incendiaires" and "Bal des Ponir
:

QFinOB

Argentine Fihn Prod Into High Gear

'World Marketa
Clamor for Good

French Legit Picture Confused, With

^et

W LONDON

INTERNATIONAL

16

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

newly formed
Denmark.
Bremerholm, who has been man-

ager of the company's
oftice in

aging director for Gloria Films, former distribiitor tot RlCO in Den^
'

mark, will headquarter
hagen.

in

Copen-

.

.

-

Basseman Honored

::

.

.

.

Vienna, Dec. S.
Albert Basserman, appearing here
at

the Volkstheatre,,

was made an

honorary citizen of Vienna,
Basserman and his wife Elsa,
.

lived

who

in exile for eight years* will
return to America at the end of

this year.

:

LONDON OWTXCM

•TAJRIKXT'B'

17

Withdrawn From Fix

British Films

Houses in Egypt After
shown

ing

.

no longer be-

Egyptian

in

theatres,

as a set policy.
screens voluntarily due

off

thi-eats

.

mobs

ol

slio\\'iiif{

hou.se

them.

to

political situation and is
of rivalry existing between
and Jews in Palestine;'

ofl:.slioot

Arabis

the

It's

first

real instance

where

political activity has crippled an entire seclion of the motion picture
Beindustry in a whole country.

what entertainment

may

their

product

Bleak Picture Seen

on

.shovvin,!?

British-mades

On

in

Dutch House Expansion;

from which
Eii'ypt in tliat
tlie boycott .ftem.s, is showing Briti.sh
pictures without any restrictions
and doing okay biz.

Film Production Slow
Amsterdam. Nov.

ROME COPS NAB FORGER
3 U. S. PLAY RIGHTS

26.

Only new theatre demanding more American ."aerials,
limited.
change was opening of the liriterion westerns and action pictures than'
theatre here by students of Amster- alloted under this pact.
of the 25th
Celebration
Univ.
dam
Because of this, situation, there is.
a nniversjiry- of Tuschinski theatre re- a concerted move on to set up a
cently recalled the la<-'s of Holland's separate
arrangement for North
Abraham
Tusfamed showman,
Africa that would give exhibs more
chinski, who with his two brothers leeway in picking out needed prodregime
^error
uct. Virtually no serials or action
died during the Nazi
in Poland.
films are coming from French proDutch film production continues ducers, and of course no westerns.
unimportant now mainly because

1.

police authorities have unearthed' a iioat case of forgery percertain
tainiiiK to. the theatre.
who claimed to be the
Laii/.etta

:

A

Drama-

Play Service, had sold rights of
"The Voice of the Turtle," "Life
With Father" and "Glass Menagerie"
to a well-known Italian actor, Paolo
facilities are so bad. The Barnstijn
Stoppa, on the strength of a conStudios near the Hague was razed
tract which ho had forged.
He had already cashed in several by tlie heavy bombardment of the
war while Cinetone Studios near
hviivdrcd thousand lire advances' for
the Germans in
the sale of such rights before the here was looted by
felt all wa.^ lost.
police authorities were warned of 1944 when they
Attempts by several producers to
his scheme by Fabio Cohen, repreout features in imi>rovised
sentative in this coinitry for the turn
American Society of Authors' Rep- studios have been unsuccessful. Even
production ot documentaries now is
resentatives. Lanzetta has confessed
viewed as so much wasted govern
his crime and will be tried for fraud.
He forged tl\e signatures of John mcnt money.
Van Driiten, Monica McGall, Barrett Clark and others.
All Italian newspapers gave tlie
FINNISH FILM CRITICS
yarn big coverage.
tisls

to Do 2 V. S. Hits
important American produc*

UaUans

award,
Best actress was Regina Linnanheimo for her work in "Oroligt
Blod" ("Restless Blood"); best actor,
Tauno Palo for "Menneisyden Var.iect

American Society of Authors'

:io"

Iftnsing,
best
Suominen
serials;
French cameraman Marius Raichi on

Take Over Ambassadeurs

'En Ole Kreivitar" (' Countess for a
Night"), while Lad.v Brita Wrode
drew an
Oscar for lier • short. "The
Operator.s of "Club des Cinq." a ,„
.
, _
Rovamemi
group of five war veterans headed ^ays Ar ound
by Maurice Blainis and Jean LecoUe,
will fry their hand at running Les
Equipment
Ambassadeurs, which Clifford L. French Set
•

,

I

Up

Pix Co. in Baden-Baden
The French are makini? use of
German knowhow to manufacture
picture equipment in the French
zone of occupied Germany. They

hav6 promoted

Bess' in Vienna
Vienna, Nov. li-.
^
tjreorgc Gershwin's opera, "PorA.\
and Be.<!.!:." will be
produced h(>re

a

French company.

International Film AUianz "Technik,

with

Germans holding

a

niinority

interest. Works are in Baden-Baden,
• Besides projection room sundries,
he works are also turning put, preI

cision equipment, scheduling a flrst
year production of BO mikes and
2.400 photo else trio cells.

Biggest U.

City,

S. tourist

come

Dec

biz for

.

5.

MOSS 30TH-FOX EIRE MGR.
Dublin. Deo.. 3.
Maurice Moss has been appointed
Dublin manager for 20th -Fox, succeeding Leslie Talbot, who is moyhis
lo the organization's London tvcadciiiartcrs.

F;

.

Mex-

hei-e at all,

1

c,

|

showing British

arranged a party

to

sale.-i.

films.

was sug-

It

gested that the theatres be. split into
of 2,'50 each to comtjctc

Dubbing of U.S. Product

two groups

Heats Viennese to Boil

directly with

Odeon,

mont-British.

three

Vienna, Nov. 26.
Local papers have expressed concern over reports in Austrian fan
mags that Mopex would take over
ISB Films Austrian distribution
monopoly. Point that bothers writers
is
statement that this will mean
synchronization in Berlin of ' all
American product.
Austrian commentators point out
this won't satisfy native customers

ABC

and Gau-

largest British

.

distinctly resent German accents on their sound tracks. Official
U. S. circles have no information
as yet that either phase of those reInteresting fact is
ports is true.

MP's Brushoff
Iiondon,: Dec. 10.
Dr. Eric Fletcher,
and
director of the Associated Britisli
Picture Corp., told VAiuEry regarding the British move that

MP

the

quick and premature resentment of
Austrians against feared incursion

German

"committee has 'no ofiicial
and neither was it .unani-

status

mous."

who

,

:

Fletcher declared he doesn't
favor the recommendation and
regards the proposals as undesirable and impractical.
He
personally believes the proposals
are unlikely to meet -with government approval.

culture in local theatres.

"Neues Oesterreich," influential
circuits.
Committee also reconiiViennese party paper, says "it is to
mended that experienced film execs
be feared that the Austrian public
be appointed by the government to
will again be given cause for annoyoperate the theatres, with the execs

•

:

.

"cultural mistake."

OK

Swede
for 'Gilda,' Tears'
Lima, Peru, Dec. 6.
Stockholm, Nov, 28,
Micliael Powell, British film proLatest U, S, films to arrive here
are Columbia's "Gilda" and Metro's ducer who recently arrived here
"The Green Years." Both were from points north New York, New
praised by the critics.
Orleans, Mexico City and Panama
"Gilda"' preemed
at
the Royal,
is visiting the ancient Inca ruins at
owned by the Sandrew interests,
Cuzco, the jungle interior region and
while "Years'" debuted at the Rigothe industrial areas nearer the coast
letto.
during a month's stay in Peru, surveying future film locales.

—

—

Current London Shows
London, Dec. 10.
"And No Birds Sins," Aldwych.
"Clutlerbuck,"

Wyndham.

"Flfty-Fifty," Strand.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's,
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
"Grace ot God," St. James.

"Grand National Niffhl," Apollo.
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Mere Comes the Boys;" Saville,
"Hieh Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.

"Lady

Frederick," Savoy.
"Message for Margaret," Duchess.

"Nltht

"Our

Powell is partner with Emeric
Pressburger in the Archers film producing company, with headquarters

IHin,'*

Winter Garden.

Betters," Playhouse.

"Perchance

to

Dream," Hipp.

VaudevMJe.
"Shephard Show," Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St, Martins.
"Skin of Teeth,'' Piccadilly.
"Polterffeist."

\

"Song' ol Norway,", Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and liOwest," Ambass.

"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Cioiinter," Phoenix,
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
'•Wintlslow Boy," Lyric.

"Worm'.* View," Whitehall,

restrictions fnstituted by them would
probably be- answered by American
restrictions imposed on British ex-

British legislators to whom Johnston spoke, however, apparently favored his proposals, which leads the
to believe that Parliament will
turn dowp the Socialist recommendation. It was pointed out that since
the party in power today is a labor

.

MPA

government, it might conceivably
attempt in the long run to national^
alize the film industry. Government,
however, is believed to 'have no immediate intention of doing so since
it still has so far to go in building
up the industry and securing worldwide distribution, for its pi-oduct.
In line with the Socialist proposal,
it was recalled that Johnston had
hailed the passage of the U. S. loan
to Britain last July 15 as "one of the
most advanced steps taken thus far
to ensure a peaceful and prosperous
postwar trade." Loan agreement said
nothing about restrictions on U. S,
film imports into England but com-

Both men have been
in London,
touring countries in Europe and the
two continents of the western hemisAn Archer unit has just
phere.
completed production of "Green pelled the British to lift all restricDays and Blue Days" in Brazil with tions on the withdrawal of U. S.
Sabu and the Brazilian actress Bibi earnings from the U. K.
Ferreira.. Studio work starts in January at Pinewood Studios near
,

London.
Powell
Dec.

'Gleam' .Faint in

is

scheduled

to

leave Peru,

16.

London

London, Dec, 10.
"The Gleam," which teed olf at
Globe Dec. 4, appears an unlikely entry, being s.'enerally panned
by the crix.
Based on the new government national health bill, play i,4 topical but
the

Bttd Liagt;hter;":.Co1iseuro.:

"No Boom ml

being directly responsible to a .specially-formed
government department.
Spokesmen for the Motion Picture
Assn. of America said the recommendation was a refutation of the
proposals laid before the Board of
Trade by MPA proxy Erie Johnston
during his recent trip to England.
Johnston' suggested that wider distribution of BrltLsh pix in the U. 3.
would be the best alternative to reenactment of the British quota law
and cautioned the Britishers that any

ports.

Powell (Archer) in Peru
Production Locale Hunt

;

Pattlnson, director of

introduce him
earlv ncxi
,,.i„g_
ij-jji, exhibitors and to honor the
WjiiiH,
.(.1 at Volksopera under
viMl of Olto W. BoUe, managing
director Walter Firner.
Dublin.
director, to
J,;

the American industry was the further
recommendation that these
theatres always give preference to

German

but is ance. Austrians will not listen to
largely border trade according to dialog which, after seven years of
the Confederation of Chambers of National Socialism, will spoil every
Commerce. Tourists, spending from story. If American films cannot be
a few hours to a few day.s in Mex- .synchronized in Vienna it would be
ico, are good for $45,000,000 a year, more advantageous
if they were left
of which Tia.iuajia, Mexicali and in their original language and preEnsenada. on the Califoi'nia line, sented with German subtitles."
cop $16,000,000. Confederation estiSoviets were first sufllcrers from
mates this border biz at 60% of all Austrian dislike for "piefke" (PrusU. S. visitors to Mexico and thinks sian) accents. Russian pix shown
it
would be better biz to induce hero soon after liberation were
them to come here and to other big hissed and hooted for this reason.
towns that are a' day or two from In recent press releases during
the border.
Soviet Film Fe.stival Sovexportfllm
Government has budgeted $400,- bosses promised no repetition of this
ico doesn't

"Piccadilly Hayride," Wale.s.
"Pick-Up Girl." Casino.

&

'Poi'gy

of

r

Mexico

6.

Fischer closed in November. They
are getting the place from him on a
straight rental, with option to buy.
They plan opening Dec. 20; with
a dinner, dance and entertainers
policy; switching Edith Piaf and the
niiie Companions de la Chanson currently at their Club des Cinq. They
expect restrictions to ease up sufficiently
to permit them to
use
•nough electricity to keep the place
heated at night time.
^ Piaf and the nine Companions
have been booked by Fischer for
America aiid are sailing in February. While in Paris and for 'William
Morri.'i.
account,
pacted
Fischer
Lucienne Boyer for four weeks at
Cafe Society Uptown, opening Feb.
10.
Miss Boyer will sail Jan. 10.

Possibility

.

("Shadow from the Past"): best

'

'

.

,

second femme actress, Rauha Rentola for "Fa.stman Att Hyra" ("Boyfriend for Hire"'): best second actor,
Laase Poysti for his work in the OIK

Owners

30.

publicity showoi'ed upon
Jane Russell by the press prior to
the opening' of "The Outlaw" has wing party in Parliament, pointing
eau.sed United Artists' London Pa- that it's an extreme view and
therevilion, where pic opened Nov. 29, to fore
a minority one which will
bo besieged since the opening.
probably die a-boi-ning.
But the London county council
Subcotfimittee last week sent a republic control committee is taking port to Sir Stafford Cripps, head of
a more than ordinary interest in' the the Board of Trade, recommending
colored poster of the actress which compulsory government acquisition
is erected above the entrance of the of 500 British theatres, mostly from.
theatre, pondering action.
ma.ior circuits, to form a governPoster, which is 60 feet long by ment-owned and controlled renting,
30 feet high, reveals the whole fig- organization.
Government
would
ure of Miss Russell i reclining posi- also handle indie British pix and
tion, and to make it more conspic- acquire studio to encourage and fauous has been illuminated by- hun- cilitate indie production.
dreds of eledtric lights.
What caused the greatest stir in

of

Cop Mex. Tourist Coin

,

by Fablo Cohen,

Paris, Dec.

Beef That Border Towns

best direction were made in recent
presentations of Oscars by the Fin- 000 for tourist publicity, foreign and
Oscars, national, in 1847, Understood this
nish Film Critics Assn.
known here as "Jussi," were con- low budget was based on belief that
flued to best thesping performances Mexico already gets plenty free adand lensing, save for one short sub- vertising,

Representatives.

Club des Cinq

OSCARS

Helsinki, Dec. 4.

Williartis, will be presented at Rome's Teatro Eliseo Dec.
10.
A. Segre translated the original.
The Morclli-Etoppa company will
produce.
Elsa Shelley's "Pick-Up Girl" will
be presented at the Nuovo theatre in
Milan Dec. 16. The producing company is Adani-Ruggeri, Luciani and
Rosada made the translation.
The coyprights for both plays

of the

3USS1

Finnish films for the past year
have been of such poor quality that
no awards for the best picture or

Tennessee

sold for Italy

OUT

GIVE

tions adapted for the Italiai\ tlieatre
will soon open in Rome and Milan,
respectively. "Glass Menagerie," by

wese

DuetoU.S.-FrenchPact

A

serious shortage of screen product is developing in North Africa,
according to word received by N. Y.
Thi.s
shortage stems
homeoffice."j.
from the U. S.-French pact, which
upsets quarterly quota.? and is applicable to North Africa as well as
Agreement gives French
France.
pictures a certain amount of screen
playing time, thereby limiting the
niumbe* of U. S, films available to

ar<i

Rome

Two

Big Product Shortage

There is smaU hope for theatre North African exhibitors.
expansion in Holland for some time
In North Africa it's working out
to come because even, renovations as a hardship to exhibs who are

ON

Italian representative of the

releases

gary.

of SoParliato have the Briti.sh governnationalize a part of the English film industry: isn't causing too
much worry among American film
toppers. Latter look on the move as
an abortive step by the radical left-

ment
ment

.

plan big drive to increase
Russki celluloid popularity in Hun-

Palestine,

Rome, Dec,

P^niETY
North Africa Facing

and

el.sfjwhere.
Pecliliur factor in this self-imposed

ban

of

Local Sovexportfilm
have increasingly large staff

offices

London

Lavl.sh

A nniversnry Number

41st

in

London, Nov.

•direrlal ftatHrc
of rhc forthcoming

contain.

cause of this antirBritish campaign
iiv
Esypt. outlook for English pic-tures ill the Middle East currently
This is in <Uroct contrast
is dismal.
to the satisfactory business being
done by Great Britain's screen

Move by a subcommittee
members of the British

Jane Russell Publicity

an

''

from the

Nationalize Part of Brit. Pix Biz

Pays Off

27.

critics for a frank criticism of Russ
pix and comment on why they
particularly
haven't
gone well,
against few Hollywood' titles, old and
new available here since the war.
Those brave enough to comment
in print on the queries berated tlie
Kremlinites for the heavy propaganda load they always lay atop

bomb any

Threat stems

To

cialist

1946"

Local Soviet pix disti-ibution execs
liave queried Budapest editors and

now admitted

Fix are
to

Budapest, Nov.

Small Concern Over Socialists Plan

'^London Legit B.O.
Again Sets Record for

Reds Query Budapest
Editors on Russ Films

decision not to exhibit them having
been in efloct for several weeks but
just

Bomb Threat

+

Cairo, Nov. 26.

pictures are

Briliiih

Herbert Smith
Head of Kcith-PrpWf* ft Co.
(bi9g*st liektt aqcnti in Londbn)
obtervci

Duals Exiting Aussie
Sydney, Nov,
With practically every major

28.

U.. S.

distrib in thiS: area declaring there'll
be no more B's going on their production floors in- the future, trade is

unlike

the.

authoi''s', ".Guiiiea

Pig."

which concerned public school reform,

lacks punch.

it

wondering what'U happen to the dual
BELIFOET ABEOAD
(Most every Aussie
bill set-up here.
Joe Bellfort, RKO's new assistant
film house, big and small,
with Emopean chief, .left for Paris Thurscounle of exceptions, plays dual day (5) to assume duties under Vlabillis.)
dimir tissim. Bellfort was formerly
There's possibility
ot
the
ace far Eastern division manager, makhouses coming back to stage shows, ing his office in New York.
but this policy would be hopeless out
Jack Kennedy has taken over Jellill the nabps and stix where dual bills
fort's former duties as Far Eastern
have always been the vogue.
head.
'

•

^

:.

.
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FACT:
44

S
@
CENTURY-FOX
today more than ever

is

BIGGEST
FIGURE

THE
MOTION
IN

PICTURE
INDUSTRY!
IT'S

No

other

A

FACT:

company ever had so

many pictures
records in so

breaking so

many

many

theatres!

THE

The world's champion psser! 1st week
where

in

the world! 2nd

week tops

the

Wednfsday, December 11, 1946

RAZOR'S EDGE

RLING CLEMENTINE
new

all-time 20tli

after settinf

new

Century-Fox records at
all-time iiisbs In

RGIE
"/'//

reii

me

ilie

jong-mn RivoO Theatre, N. ?.

hundreds of dates from coast to coast!

99

JI, Technicolor

3 Little Girls in Blue"
Motion Picture Herald acclaims

umL SUMMER

it

October Boxoffice Champion!

.

,

Forep

jo's

l(b

Dept. Sees

Division

Hors

Harold
rolling, according to
Su,?arman. chief of the new division.
Sugannan explained that the Ibm
Sold
be
pix in all situations, would
terms
on slightly: higher percentage
than the regular 35m films, adding
required
be
that a guarantee would
of the exin mgst situations because
pense involved if it were neces-sary
the backto .send a checker Out to
woods cinemas. „
starts

.

wire.:

:

,

]

|

i

,'

n

i

1

,

i

1

i
,

.

,

,

~

Picture Grosses
CoDllniied from page
s=

in

WASHINGTON

THE AAA

_

.

.

Hollywood,

Iiii\'is.

:

as

groups,

stated that despite
Coast
the modifications made in the origiplan after protests from
nal
design imdercoercive
al^ sides, the
lying the plan still i;xists.
of

'."low.

.

I

5"'^' ..P''''^^

writer, give

prexy, also revealed this
that he's requested hi.s managers in all overseas exchange areaii
to send him reports on the advisability of beginning narrow-gauge
operations in the near future.

him orders

nciiiVr.v. .,.-.»./-. .,'....

Urlimn.

i

...

.

.

.

Meeting okayed recommendations
of the organization committee, headed by Leonard Golden.son, Par the.,
atres chief, for the Foundation to
be "operated by
national board of
Bl trustees, comprising 31 npcinbers
elected, in, key cities, 10 dislrib reps

and 10 Irustee.s-at-large. There will
also be local bodies in each exchuniic
district, which will be very nearly
autonomous in running the affairs of
their areas. Effort .was made to give
the
a distinctly regional character, rather than having it centrally
controlled out of New York.

MPF

last

Saturday

(7)

not disclose, financial terms.
All property and stock of the $2,r
000,000 theatre circuit in Kansas

b,iit;did

. .

.

i

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,,.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

i

.

tious.'

big at the Buffalo.

.

Fifth

Avenue (H-E>

(2,349; 45-80)

—"Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk). Swell
$14,000.
Last week, great $21,300;
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Return of Monte Cristd" (Col) and
"Dark the Night" (Col). (2d wk).
Fair $7,500 after good $9,100 opener.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Dods worth"
(FC)
and
"Down
Argentine

Yanked

Way"

(20th) (reissues).
after blah $2,600 in 6 days.

Last week. "Before Mast" (Par) (5th
wk). good enough $4,600 in 6 days.

. ,

.

.

.

: ...

.:AlaMa,lr

.<ie<il"Ke,

.'^hil

>VfMi»UH"i*l)te

M<Mire,

Ifarrlfttt

This whodunit has the unusual setting of an emergency wartime hospital with the' operating theatre as
the scene of two apparently clueless
murdcrsi Wounded by a biizz-boinb,
local postman is brought to hospital
for a slight emergency operation, but
dies under the anesthetic. Six people
are present at the deaths Leo G«'nn,
Trevor Howard, Judy Campbell,

—

Messrs. (jijliatt and Launder, oiiearound to follow action.
Leo Gorcey uses the vehicle for tlnie maslers of suspen.se. are losing
laborifamily emoioyment.
.spotting
his their touch. The plot is too
father and brother in feature roles. ously constructed, and the reason for
That the pacing holds up at all in the murders appears too incredible
Ihe face of so much padding is a to be accepted by ordinary audiences.
credit to editor Richard Currier and Nor is the wartime .setting and the
director William Beaudiiie. Dead end operating theatre likely to have much
type thespinc comes out like saasages feminine pull. The acting is tini-'
out of a mill. Definitely a lower- formly good without being outstanding, and Alastair Sim's unorthodox
strata dualer.
detective
It
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is

welcome

relief.

should do fair busincs.s here on

of

the prothe ca.st and reputation
ducers, but it faces tough goine in

America.
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lln Ruxsian; English Titles)

The oyerlong cycle of Russian
films treating with Nazi brutality-^
in this ease, roiipled with fierce
for revenge-^-is foUo-wed

:

'The Tarys Family." Cii-

out of .joint with prr.ss reports of Ru.ssian edorts io win Ger-

many over

to

communism,

for the six-year period. Order calls
for the defendant additionally to
turn over daily b.o. reports, ticket
controls, booking book.s, admission

tax returns and portions of Federal
income tax returns relating to gross
receipts.

Decision is expected to be precedental in the percentage chiseling
now in excess of 1.50 throughout the country. Distribs based their
pitch
action
on
assertion
that
-stemmed not from the playing contracts but from a general charge of
fraud which would bring it into the
six-year cla.ss. Court agreement is
viewed as material aid to distribs in
suits,

rloiLsly

last week.
(2.600;
4,5-80)—

(J-E)

,

plant a human brain Into that of a tective from Scotland 'Vard, ..,)pfiirs
gorilla. Film is Padded out to pro- to enjoy the double murder case and
gram length with miinv secret pjis- has great fun annoying the sii,spe.ct.s.
.sages, lights on and o(T. disappear- He discovers each one had a motive,
ances and other stunts which have until an attempt on the life of Sally
been .seen too many times be'ore. Gray reduces the number to four.
One new angle .is the mad doctor's To reconstruct the postman's death,
television
machine which enables the inspector stages a mock operahini to see the goings-on in evei-y tion. The suspects believe it to be
room of the house: never did ex- serious and while they perform their
plain who panned the video camera normal duties, he unmasks the killer:

throufih in

good $12,300

.

Oot'krllt- .......

Hendricks.
YJt^Kine

and going out on their first job. which
liuppcns to be an old deserted man- Rosamund -John, Sally Gray and
sion. But the joint's jumping with Megs Jenkins. Judy Campbell finds
secret panels, sliding doors: magic evidence that the man was murdered
tricks, flying axes; etc.
And there, and before she can inform the police,
pulled: right out of the storV file, is she is stabbed to death.
deAlastair Sim, uncon vent lor
a niad .scientist who wants to trans-

and

;

Orpheum

appeal except

demands

Music Hall (H-E) (2.200: 45-80)—
"Coura.ce of Lassie"
(M-G) and
"Crack-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
$7,000 after

much

hasn't

It

the grammar .school level and
weekend matinee business.
Story has the Bowery Boys graduated from an exterminating school

to

Sertfearit

Joseph

.

'

Tnspet-ldr

yet spotty as the screen values
are there are a lot of laushs among
the hokum. Even the old business of
two people, searching for something
in the wall, and an.swering each other's knocks, is u.sed. Overall, however, the film drags and is repeti-

'

still'

before.

And

Buffalo, Dec, 10.
deluxers are doing
fairly well despite nvimber of holdovers this week. Best newcomer is
"Dark Mirror." smash at the Lafay"Blue Skies" is strongest of
ette.

Downtown

.

in wills are. also expected to, result
in considerable income later on.

.

.

holdovers,

the settle-

...

.

somewhere

this

all

Hot 18G, 2d

Buff.; 'Skies'

as a writer.

said

,

.

|

Durwood

Wit.;.

fi.

Wham

Kansas.

pie.

llaii)i<4>r

(BKITISH-MADE)

Wum

.\Hi ur-icv

,

.

—

dues-

.

for

4iir4>«'n

.

;

all-ind.u.?try

more than one

.

.

I

an

tripped up

.

,

.

:

and-

cstlngly di versified Slavic pliysidgnomy with' an honest touch of 'riisiic
earlhiness. Hat dofring'is particulm ly
to Ambrosi Butclima for his
three-dimensional and consistently
top-rate portrayal of father Tar.-is.
Trip of moppets who fill in as the
Taras children also rate a plug— for
doing their stint manfully without
that precocious cloying quality that's

due

-

-

distribs,

niegging

,

;

Foundation

paying membership setup, Bcquest.s .nSent was reached

sloppy

-

AAA

and "shall have satisfied niiniOver Chain Settled
,mum standards to be established by
Kansas City, Dec; 10.
the local and national Foundation."
A settlement amicable for all conNumber of methods of raising the cerned has been worked out in the
Initial coin were suggested, Among protracted
suit in Cole county cirthem were special midnight shows cuit court, Jefferson City, Mo., where
with films, theatres and labor con- three younger Dubinsky brothers
tributed; a day 01' week set a.side were seeking equal shares with their
with a number of theatre activities; elder brother, Edward Durwood,
a small tax on film 'renlal."!, to be formerly
Dubinsky, in the string ot
shouldered equally by -exhiljs and 13 theatres
operated in Missouri and

.sortie

de.sp'itti>

Acting is at the high level ciisstomary in major Soviet pictiuizing
This ,:-g(:ics equally for the principles
and the extras who combine iuier-

/

.

.

.

pact

and camera work.

.

.

Wallis
Peace
Estimates for This Wee*
40-70)*Representing the motion picture
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
industry at the sixth annual Ameri- "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Strong
can Nobel dinner held at the Hotel $18,000 or better. Last week. Brhasn
$31i000.
Astor, N. Y., last night (10), Hal
G.reat Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Wallis, Paramount producer, declared
Film
Big
—"Margie" (20th) (2d wk).
that both science and films can con- $13,000 or close.
Last week, sock
Cantlnned from page 4
tribute effectively to "progress for $19,000;
Wallis stated that motion
Hipp. (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)— "Kings
tee, chairmanned by Ted Gamble, peace."
HIckock
board topper of the American The- pictures had become a well-estab- Row" (WB) and "Wild Bill
Last
Neat $9,500.
"The objectives need li.shed instrument of science with its Ridc-s" (WB).
atres AS.sn.
(WB) (m.o,),
week. "Deception"
only be limited," he declared, "by most dramatic use illustrated in the $8,000.
cur generosity and imagination in recent explosions ot the atomic
I.atavette (.Basil) (3.300: 40-70)—
advancing the welfare of the people bomb.
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Great To
Pointing to the series of film biogs Be Young" (Col).
Smash $18,000.
of the industry.".
of prominent scientists produced by Last week. "Jolson Story" (Col) (5th
Projects envisioned take in the
Hollywood, Wallis disclosed that be- wk), $14,000.
lifld of health and hospitalization,
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Wake
fore
war
went
to
Stockholm
the
he
educational grants "to workers in
Up, Dream" (20th) and "Shadows
for
preliminary
research
on
the
.life
the industry who merit such assLstChirialoiivn"
(Mono").
Good
of Alfred Bernhard Nobel,' whose Over
Bnce," and research grants for adLast week. "Three Little
$3,500.
50th death anniversary was being
Girls" (20th) (3d wk), same.
vancing the industry in general. Recommemorated at the dinner. Wallis
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000:
garding research, MPF would .step
the
said
that
although
war
inter40-70)
"Nocturne" (RKO) and
into an area proposed by Eric Johnfered, he was still interested in pror "Genius at Work" (RKO) (2d wk).
ston, Motion Picture Assn. prexy, for
ducing a film on the Swedish scien- Way off to $10,000 or near.
Last
his planned Motion Picture Institute.
week, huge $20,000.
tist. In summation, Wallis said that
Latter has been suggested a,s an all
motion pictures could serve the
industry encompassing body, but the
of peace by making pictures
cause
idea is pretty ipuch dormant now.
"that jump national boundaries and Seattle Full of H.O.s;
Qualifications
attitudes with the universality of
'Skies'
17G, 2d
Discu.ssed at some length were art."
-Seattle, Dec. 10
qualifications which would be reSpeakers at the dinner al.so inNice biz continues here despite
quired to obtain benefits of the cluded Edward R. Murrow, vicenumber of holdovers. O'nl.y lesser
Foundation, particularly lor people president of the Columbia Broadcast
and reissues form the new
who were out of the industry at the ing System; Norman Corwin, radio product
entries.
"Blue Skies" looks stand
timie they applied for. aid and hadn't .scripter; Pearl Buck. Nobel prize out fcr second week.
definitely established their right by winner in literature and others.
Estimates for This Week
was finally
It
lengthy service.
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)agreed that the fund should be open
"Margie" (20th) (4th wk), .Okay
to employees and former employees Dobinsky Bros. Suit
$5,000 after getting great $7,200 last
"who meet reasonable qualifications"
week.
.

(Id.-^i

-MINN.
.i.4'o oori'pv
..Hiintz Hull

.

.

and Teutonic efforts to force reopening of an arms factory. Jewish
question is treated in a few epi.s(Kle>--'
dramatically— the most eO'eclive in
the film, 'tme, a terrifying hunt lor
Jewish hideaways; the olher, a brutal
ma.ss slaughter. The latter has
im-

.

Aid—
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,

.
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.

Fibns Can Join Science

week
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censorship but, in the namD of freedom, they will do everything to circumscribe it." He added, "the v^'y
word 'authority' is hateful" and that
i.
prohe would not^ vleti any publisher,

..

.

iuinnli,te,;<;n.mV'M

,

.

illliy;.

-.

lIunLit

.Tdi-iUii,
.IXrei-leil by

(^ii:i-it?r..„„.V(- jti'o»ik.l,Mi
-ii;.

:-h.

of tickets

pi-i)i'li]<---

n«lf'>v

<iiak'cties

.t... ii .....
Vi'ra T.t'wls
London, Dee. 5.
formatinee.s continue to assure caClinrlen .UlilUli'lOM
,',Oi>ne,riil FHiii ntin-niulwrii' rpli'a.s,- <ir- Irv»«'n. ;.
pacity here. Still $6,500 for fourth
.rhfslcr VXaic
iliyliliial. t'lctiire.;
.stars .Salry.. tlrav., Ki.va.'
.i .Klcliurir .AU'Kilndfr
consecutive week;
imiml J.-)l>iii Trevor Jlowai-tl. liiri'df,) l.y
...
Ufirnflrd
(Jorce.V
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)— ifliii^..
Hltttijej^ GUIia(.., J^fi-eenplay
Iiy sidnf.v
>Piin I'. KS'lwff
..i
.Chai-leii Mlll(!n<>l<i
llat.
CInutI Curiif'v from iitivel liv 4-iii-i.i"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d run). Okay Lifriimii
i. i.ArdlLlV
.Mills
llanna Btraml. ('nniPra, Wllkie t\M;iifr. At
$8,000. Last week, 'iPlainiiman" (.Par)
(.InuiDonl-rirfti.^li. I.oiidiiri-. Dec.
*4«. .nnn(reissue), exceptional $10,500.
Film comedy, nurtured on slap- alTiK till"'. "1 .MINS.,
(Loew) (2,370; 44-70)— .strck, reverts to early childhood in Ml'. ISilPn
Palace
....
...T-i-., (icnn
(M-G) (2d wk). Spook Buster.s." Entire '.story, with .Mr. ruKly. ....; .i.
"Undercurrent"
,.,;..... .iHcmv Kilivar.l»
Mild $15,000. La st week, goo d $24,000.' all its attendant comedy business, Dr. Barnes. ..i...... ...... .Tri-vur Huwartl
i...
Dr. Whlt*.
.KoiiHltl A.liiiri
reeks of .gleanings from »ast produc- SlKler Bate's.
luily t'aiiirilu'll
tions long gone into the limbo of iin- N'urse SaiiHon. ........... ..KoaaiinuHl .ititm.
remembercd celluloid. There is the Nurse Llllley .. .i....i .. i. .Sallv (Jray
'Mirror' Rousing 18G,
Carter...
...,,WeMilv 'rb«i«ii.Miii
ever-present feeling of having seen SLster
.\'»r.se Woodfi
.\hpuff .leiikini"i

AAA

Answering the contention

buying blocks

etc.,

'(ii-iiiidt
I't^iilui-f.s

KeliBdicl.

; .

Keith's

,

re.sidencej

.Inti

(;tti-^-»'\-;

Dut'hlH-ille.

inil.'f

nt-iiihlin'e: iv.'fKistjutt illi*t'<-tnr; Ktlilip
Srrfctiplity. KtlinutnJ .^ewiinl.. Tim
ciiHtpra. -ll-Ni-t.v
N'eiinijinii;
t'tliuir.

llM-hai-iI
Dpi'. 7,

'',-'

»RKO) <1,838; 44-80)—
"Notorious" (RKO) (.Id wk). Hold"an un- ing own at big $15,1)00. Last. week,

national

—

Ufll.

U.vjiii:

v;:-''.^

I.e*)-

.

.I^ntlKli'iKN

WiHiatn

(WBV

week. "Never -Say Goodbye"
tiOod $24,000:-

'

nl'

i-i'it'iiNti

Sti'ii'R

lliUI,

,

are

_
-D
ir,
inwcitner. Paramount
George -i,
ternaUonal prexy. is also studying
the 16m situation during his cuirent
looksee at Europe, it's been learned.
Murray Silverstonc, 20th-Fox Inter-

MfinoKJ-it'r'il
(i«)ri,

Guild
to shackle writers sock $22,000:
I,i(tle iMIllorl (285: $1.20-$2.40)—
with a dictatorial regime." Hughes,
who is visiting New York from his ';Henry V" lUA) CSth wk ). School

tion-type pix in Latin America, the
Philippines and possibly the Far
.

,

Brog.

somewhat older than current 35m supporters that the plan's constitucontains safeguards against cen^
release, Sugarman said, but U hopes tion
sorship, Hughes said: "They're too
to catch up in time in Europe. Comfor
pany hopes to concentrate on ac- intelligent to come out openly

East, he; said.

Ben

Sammy

American scheme

distrib-

stock

to ReinenibiU'," and "One
Nit'ht," both by L'Hiis
Wi-ldeii, tlie ganibler:

Star-Kissed
Hersclicr.

tlulirlpl

countries.

narrow-gauge

Song

l.ove

a

,

HUGHES SIMPLY HATES

Philippines, Mexico and Cuba and is
prepping to open up in the rest of
Central and South America within
the next couple of months. Sugarman plans a trip to Europe next
February or March to supervise inauguration of the program in other

on

(or

a.sk

,

'AUTHORITY'

uted

is

.

-

i

"those that embrace;;,^ny. kMdrot
IN
regularly-operating ;.sRoW for whichwliich
Rupert; .Hughes, novelist, branded
admission; is charged and foi"
U is presently the proposal for an American Auis profit."
by James
sponsored
Knfiland, thors: Authority,
in
pix
releasing -16m,
France, Belgium, South Africa, the M. Gain and the Screen Writers

being

to

Cohen, the "inil-eye"; hm
new trial,
Keith, and others in cast are capable.
Suit was brought a8aiii,.st; GoWiin
WilKatn Bcaudine does neat job of
by Mi.ss. Belinonr on the dvarge, that directiiijg, giving- Gorcey, and his-inob
she had been signed. to do a role, in chance for .usual broad characterizahis productipn of "GI Joe" but that tions, Lensing by James Brown and
other produetibn factors niea.s-iMv.. >ip,
the contract liad not been fulfilled.

1

the motive

currently

now

only recourse

,

cut ,,itttQ,, feojitting to Ihe liiale-;
factor .as a technician of. some.
Sort who knew\ better.
Along ;w.ith studio phones soN-eral outside private lines \yere:
severed, inckiding some in thfe
police station proper.

bookr
ing handled as "professional
Sugarman defined as
ings,"' which

Pictures

Boys are up to their usual .standards.
Gale Ri'bblns, the. jiikcbox voice, apr
pears to a,rt\-antago and is credited
with vocaling fihn's iwO tunes, ,"A

aside a previous .iury award in her
Jury awarded Miss Belmont
favOr.
$2P,00O but she appealed to t
court,in an attehlpl, to get the full
amount originally asked for. Her

-

Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell,
Bt'tH'clict
and .01 her Bowery

Hall,
Billy

uiuinimiiusly approved Judge BenF. SchroitJer's order to .set

chopped- the phione:
Cable stongside. it, v^as n(it

mischief"

and non-climactic In Uir
of economies, it isn't
bo
except for those located more
than
mitc left of centre.
Heralded as the first Soviet filni io
dramatize the Nazi di.scrimin.ilui
y
policy against the Jews in Goiinaiioccupied Rii.ssin, "Tara.s" actually focuses on a Russian family (Slavic)
episodic

countor-liex Hall and a pickpocket
to snatch (iorcev's hynotizing coin.

jamin

/- Hollywood, Dee. 10.

Warners lilerally was ciit oflf
from phone; service yc.sterday
(9) when someone described by
Burbank police as a ''nialiciaLis

Up iu much, more than lO''!
narrow-gauge program really

Continurd from page t

for

suit

Lester
Cowan Productions vvas tossed out Of
court Friday (6) a.s tlie appellate
division of ihe. I^; V. supreme court

Phoned

d'

Film Reviews

K.O.'d

Bale Belmont's
damages against

$100,000

Uiiiyersal's

once

Cowan

Vs. Les
Singer

department
foreign
expects its new 16m aivision to earn
in
ot the average 35m gross
JO';
year of
ijich countrv during its first
operations, with 16ni revenue add-

1946

11,

Dale Belmont's Suit

Earning 10^ of the Average 35m Gross

ing
the

Dercmbrr

W«4ln<>8(1ay,

PICTiniES

20

this film

"Killers" (U) and "Miss Big" (U) reiterates the blaok-and--whlte char- their battle to collect an estimated
City, St. Joseph and Jefler.son City, (2d wk).
Big $10,500. Last week, acterizations of the Teutons and So- $10,000,000 in unreported rentals.
Mo., and Leavenworth, Kan.s., remain sock $17,400.
viets, and, once again, tos.ses in some
Shrewd legal move by di.stribs
In the control of Durwood and his
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 45-80) heavy-handed flagwaving sans ideoltwo children, Stanley and Marjorie" —"Torrid Zone" (WB) And vaude. ogy, for the nonce. It's earnest and which netted six-year inspection has
" ,.'
•Fair $7,500. La.st week, ^'Death Val- elemental from cover to cover but paid off in another way. Validity of
Grant.
to
The' three brothers Will continue Ipv" (FC) and "Dangerous Money" rertiini.sceht, too, in its Dreoecupation playing, pacts has been open
(Mono) plus stage; good $8,100.
as- heretofore Willi Russia's bitter -strong que.stion of legality becau.se
in their active positions, Irwin DuParamount (H-E) (3.039: 45-80)— .struggle against Teutonic occunation. of anti-trust decision which ha.-^ held
binsky as city manager in St. Joseph, "Blue Skies"
(Par) ^Zd wk). Great
"Taras" offers no cniarter to the certain of their provisions violative
H. W. Dubin.sky, city manager at $17,000 after colossal
escapism school of thought. Unre^ of the Sherman
$27..300, which
laws. But exhibs
Leavenworth,' and Barney Dubinsky is near the all-cit-y record.
lieved as it- is b,V humor, pic is not
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— a .morsel fpr any but tho.'ie -who want have been unable to attack rental
in a general capacity, according to
purwood's, statenient, V The son, "9 Stpos" (Indie) and "Nothing their history tirim and strong. Yet. suits on that ground bccau.se distribs
(FC).
Okav :$4,<100. l,ast clealing in elementals, the film i.s have cannily acted under fraud
Stanley, is appointed as.si.ctant to his Sar'',f>d
week,_ 'Clonk
Dagger" (WB) strangely lackine in dramatic build- laws rather than on the pacts; theinfather in operating the circuit.
.

,

:

,

^

-

(3{1

wH). good

$5,700.

:,

:

up and wallop— to

a sum-total that's

selvesi

.
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BRAND

NW NOTE IN MUSICALS/

DENNIS MORGAN'' JACK CARSON ^janis paige^martha vices
SAKALL ALAN HAIE ANGELA GREENE OONALt)
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er

BUTLER

.

WOODS a.d CARMEN CAVAILARO & ORCHESTRA
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we had our most
.siiow - wilh Eric Hou-

December 11, 1946

Only yesterday

lm&

Exhibs Thrive on

always does

Institntion'

Audience Surveys Will Determine

successful kid
ston's kid .subjects, Once a year we
do a 'Back to School' show, and it

'Civic

There was more

big.

than a capacity audience for 'Little
Miss Marker'— put on as a special
feature in conjunction with 'Make

PoGcy; See Adjustments

Century Circuit s Pix Bookings
+

Mine Music'
"Exhibitors elsewhere

Govt. 'Absolutism'

may

place

He

same nnportance on catering to
1 don't claim Fort Worth Is
kids,
But in my own
Worth and Dallas evontiially becom- alone in this poUby.
By HAYDEN TALBOT
I see every night growning one city. Already, the;: 50-mile experience
being the
Fort Worth, Dec. 10.
highway between the two. towns is up.s; whom I recognize as
Texa.s show biz is in a clas.s by lined 'with; oveniight eonimilnit|es--> very same people who a few years
Whereas otlier territoriesemergency ago were getting the show-going
itself.
of wartime

No Go Under

creations
cqnditioiis— which have continued to
grow and wax prosperous in the

the

-west,

the

northwest— present a more or less
htmogeneous over-all picture; nowhere this rovinji, reporter, has
been has shown such a striHing
sameness of ba.sic policies. The leaper

to

this

to

contjusions might attribute
the' inescapable fact of the

by Interstate Theatres, and there is no queslior abotit
that outfit showing the way to Texan
area's domination

the outstanddifference betv/een individual
situations in Texas and eli-swhere
in the country is the individual operator'? insistence his situatioh is as
important a civic institution as the
eJthibs generally; bl.'

ing

of Commerce.
instance of the Texas attitude
expressed in the greeting stran-

Chamber

An
is

gers inevitably get. "How do you
•like our country?" Elsewhere, when

put to your scribe:
—driving an Engli.sh car, and erroneously taken to be a limey-rthe
questioner means America. In Texas
you quickly discover "our country"
means Texas. And nothing else. So
from El Paso to this northernmost
this question is

point, exhibs approach, the matter,
of lining 'em up at the boxoffice
from a distinctive angle of their

year of reconversion. So, when you
ask how busines.'! is, tlje answer has
be qualified with thi.s recent trend

jQ

towar(Js an inevitable linlcing, of the
two cities in what will be the big-

gest—geographical—municipality
tho world:

'

:'

is

Pride
it

Pitch

known

Fort:

Worth had

"Although

when:

a pop-

ulation in 1940 of only 178,000— not
the 244,000 which incorrect tabula-

have named. The program of
annexation Which is now a set pblicy
will add in the near future 20,000
tion.^

people to the metropolitan area.. But
this still leaves Fort Worth with
less than 200,000. The total is relatively unimportant.
'•What matterii is the continuance

was

Antonio

San

credited in a census only two weeks
ago with having a population of
400,000, there are only three firstrim houses in the city— the Majestic,
Aztec and the Empire, a 'B' houses
But these as well as all the subsequent-run theatres have a well developed feeling of responsibility as

;

a.s:

many men

bombardment crews, including the
crews who have to do with the atom
bomb. Their presence here means
not only the influx of wives and

to

New

'X'ork outfit,

operating

,

exec

said,

is

to

gauge audience re-

action with such accuracy and speed
that the company can book its films

:

with the full knowledge of what is
at peak popularity and vice versa at
any given time^

it

at the N. Y.

'

,

is

Paramount, with close pointed out. Century has localized
problems which the company felt
Berlin-Bing could be best checked by its own
Irving

to $860,000 the final figure for nine

The

weeks.

Crosby-Fred Astaire picture thus dept.:-.-,-Theatre chain
will show more returns in nine
weeks than either "Lady in Dark", the technique of
.-:--.

dislike

.

Theatres. a chain
I'm willing to settle' for the
word 'circuit,' but even this does not
fit the way each one of our houses
does its business. Here in San Ancall Interstate

or "Going

outfit.

My Way"

did in IQ weeks.

lobbies.

is

currently

using

quizzing, patrons in
this

To determine whether

weeks, checkup accurately sizes up nshe
ending last (Tues.) night, was near opinion, Century's first few stirveys
$795,000, which already is better than are slated to be on questions to
"Lady in Dark" total of $790,000 for which the chain already has an
10 weeks and near the $806,000 done answer. Lobby check, to date, has
stood up in tests made in several of
by "Way" also in 10,

The

tonio, every exhibitor— whether his
relatives, but a steady increase of house is one of a circuit or is a
population in the forwT of infants.
it's
lonely
independent— realizes
get the picture from (relative"Under -these conditions it is not good business to put San Antonio
ah outstander's viewpoint listen
to Sol Saxe, RKO exchange man- strange Interstate has five locations first, and his own operation second.
in Fort Worth for new construction. Nothing very clever about it. Withager in Dallas:
So far CPA has refused consent for out prosperous,, satisfied citizens
Good Relations
us to start building operations, but where would boxoffice lines 55?
"1 think I can speak for all dis"It would be interesting to find
if
we were given the green light
tributors in this area when I say three of these new bouses would out if the rule applicable to cities
relations are fine between not only be begun tomorrow.
They're that throughout Texas is in force in other
the distributors and the circuits, but hot locations.
In our case,
parts of the country.
between the distributors and the
"Adjoining territory can reason- for instance, every, possible penny of
independents as well. Perlittle
ably be extended to take in the com- expenditure which can be spent lohaps of even greater importance) recally goes into the pockets of San
around
Arlington
munity
centering
and
the
lations between the circuits
This goes not
Downs, the racecourse roughly mid- Antonio's people.
little independents are equally fine,
way between here and Dallas. When only for the theatre staff, it goes
"When disgruntled people say In- Texas outlawed racing it looked like for the carpet-repairer's spool of
thread, electric light bulbs, brushes
terstate has a stranglehold on busithe end of the racecourse, but last
and pails every conceivable item.
n«ss in this territory I am inclined
year P^ul Wagner put on a little
Even when the price of a given arto believe there's a little dirt around
rodeo there, and it clicked.'
ticle is higher than
it
could be
their operation. I've seen this cirbought for in, say, Dallas, we take
cuit grow from four houses to its
into account the cost of transport of
present size. There are plenty of Flexible 40-60c Scale
the article— and if it comes within a
other circuits prospering in Texas
today, some of them bigger than
Doesn't Hurt Boxoffice reasonable nearness we buy the local product."
Hoblitzelle's was at the start. And
i

hoping.

9 Weeks

Par

For

sideration of exhibitors in this, city.

"People who want me

way

Century has taken on the expensive operation, it is -said, because the
ordinary national research bmeau,
depended upon by niajor distribs
and producers, require a minimum
N.Y.
in
of three months to check on any parWith only one more week to run, ticular facet of the film biz.- Timestarting today (Wed. ), "Blue Skies", lag makes it impossible for a chain
to depend on the results for imme(Par) seems certain of registering
diate booking problems, company
the biggest coin total ever registered spokesman said.
Moreover,

The well
being civic institutions.
being of San Antonio is a first con-

during the war years. There is
them
permanent base for heavy,

also the

booking

Record

'Blue Skies' Sets

Anything we can do to promote the
now of wartime-created plants. best interests, of the city is of as
These include the big Consolidated great importance to us as our own
Aircraft Works whose postwar ac- individual operations,

tivities require almo.st as

of

going to give

37 metropolitan house.s, is shooting
for perfection of rapid three-to-four
day canvasses of patrons in its setup, fir.st to be organized by a theatre circuit. Idea in mind, circuit

cently.

Guy, according to Lcet is a
volunteer fireman. He says every
time he comes back from a blaze,
he finds a branch manager and
a salesman in his office and he's
so exhausted he^ can't beat them
down to a depent price.

was Clarence N.

Interstnle's ubiquitous, press
this fact-seeker an^
other angle of Texas :exhibitors' apr
proach to the business of providing
the customers with their screen fare.

who gave

:

"Tliis Is ttie-niore inTportant
it

in

Civic

San Antonio

In

Moss,

u.sage
is

culling, based

on mer-'
curial shifts in patron tastes, if Ceh*
tury Circuit's; new survey dept.
works out as: the chain's execs are

most imusual reason for high
film rentals— he blamed it on the
number of fires in his town re-

shows."

agent,

to scientific

ing \o theatre operators' squawks
for years. But last week, he said,
he ran. into.' an exhib with the

habit through lining tip for bur kid

Time-honored
hunch

films on a

No

Claude Lee, Paramount's pubrelations chief, has been listen-

,.

England, the middle

New

Cain't Say

own.

To

total for the first eight

"Skies"

ly)

made

new Paramount

a

non-

opening week,

house record

;

holiday,

-,

the circuit's theatres.

Besides booking problems, surveysystem is aimed to give answers on
proper playing time for different

films; whether films which include
longhair music arc popular in individual neighborhoods; and whether
specialized films .such as foreign or
British would play plofitably in
decided to try for increased inconde, Century houses.
boosting their film rentals in many
Century also plans to find «ut
situations and making an all-out ef- their patrons feelings on adniission
fort to obtain the longest runs pos- price scales; whether the theatre is
sible for their pix in even the last catching the overflow from competrun houses.
ing houses;
and why customer^
Decision was reached for the over- patronize competinjj theatres^ Usual
all curtailment at Metro following posers such as what pictures are
conferences here recently between wanted by the fans; what advertising
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck and or exploitation med,ia brings them
Mayer and his executive aides. De- in; and why the customer likes or
cision was made, due to excessive doesn't any film currently playing,
costs of labor and general produc- will also be put to the patron.s.
Dept. Ls under direction of Hartioni to- cut out making of intermediate films and produce a limited riet Lubin and Century is planning a
number of seven-figure budgeters. dozen or so assistants and checkers.
Biz
With the studio policy of having
plentiful supply of talent in all deWill:
O'Donnell partments, from executives, directors and producers on the payroll,
Last,
because
most important,
and not enough pictures for them
Continued from page 5 ss
Robert J. (Bob) O'Donnell, v.p. and
all to work on, the pruning took
general manager of Interstate Theagradual proportions with about half might lay the companies open to
tres, takes the floor.
It should be
a dozen of the producers, a few some form of anti-trust action, it's
said, to obviate any possibility of
directors, and some talent gradually also been revealed that the' chief
mistake, the following is only an
stumbling block in the Par-20th newritten off the roster.
infinitesimal part of what Hoblit- being
Last week around 60 players on gotiations is legal red tape.
zelle's right hand man had to say to

M-G Budgets
Continued frotm page 9

;

—

"Incidentally, Fort Worth, is probis nothing to prevent them
from growing bigger; After all, ably unique in the matter of our
Texas is a big state. It's absurd holdover house. So far as I know it
is
the only such theatre in the counon the face of it to suggest Inter
try with a flexible price policy one
state's 164 theatres can provide all
the entertainment Texans can ab- week 40c, the next 60c. Patrons of
this. house, the Palace, have become
sorb.
accustomed to this boosting and
"As for business generally, I'm
lowering— dependent, entirely on the
prepared to make a prophecy- When
merit of the picture--^and by their
'Notorious' opens in Texas they'll
steady patronage prove they have no
forget the war isn't still going on.

there

—

,

fault to find with the exceptional
This goes for any good picture. It
policy. Curiously enough 'names' do
will gross today as much as the bignot enter in to the factors justifying
gest wartime grosses. Moreover, I
top prices.
see no signs ot a tapering oft in
"There was a time when Fort
1947.
Texas is prosperous. Texas is
going to continue to be prosperous. Worth was a most star-conscious
And Texans are show-minded to an town. This is being slowly broken
down, giving pictures a better
exceptional degree.
irrespective
of
'names/
"As for bidding—and I see it is chance
already being tentatively tried out Grosses rolled up by 'Smoky' and
in some situations—- exhibitors in 'Courage of Lassil' are the be£t
this territory are unanimous in their answer to those who insist they ft) ust
opinion it isn't practical. Too many have the pulling power of topflight
factors enter into th" acceptance or human stars.
rejection
any given bid. This
''As for the newcomers who look
is the more difficul*; to understand likely to "mount highest as surefire
at a time when the Government is draws at the boxoffice, local reacofIe/-ing Army surplus stuff at auc- tion seems to give Robert'
MitchUm
tion. In that case the highest bidder the brightest future. 'Of the
new
gets the lot. Washington doesn't care women stars Lauren Bacall is the
what the bidder's business reputa- most promising in this situation,
tion may be, or how many bedrooms having done well
with both her piche's got in his home. But it looks tures, but it is difficult
to say how
now as if the Gowrnment would much she personally had: to do with
welcome an alternative to this auc- this. New stars or old— what
Fort
tion-bidding proposal.
Worth audiences want first and fore"Trouble with Governmental de- most is a good
picture, and rolling
crees is their absolutism. In ordi- up to see .Tohn
X
or Sally Y is gradnary relations between distributor wally ceasing
to be the fashion hereand exhibitor there;has always been abouts.
a degree of give-and-take. AdjustReissues' Good B.O.
ments have come to be an accepted
"As
matter
a
of fact we are doing
part of the business. Under an ironvery good on reissues. If we had no
clad ruling the Government adjustments would be impossible. As it is, other way of gauging public taste
the
business
done with these reLssues
anybody who comes to an exchange
with clean hands and a reasonable would be strong evidence of our
wanting
good
pictures,
gripe goes away with his troubles patrons
rather than blindly following this or
redressedi"
that
star regardless of the vehicle.
Fort Worth and Dallas
"Here In Fort Worth we are all for
From this unbiased .source to a
frankly self-interested one brings u.s kids. Prom the .showman's standto Frank Weatherford, city manager point I've always been a strong beof Interstate Theatres in Fort Worth, liever in kids. Along these lines we
who says:
have radio quiz shows in two of our
"There is no question about Fort .suburban houses every Saturday.
.

.

.

•

Depends On

Good

Good

Bob

Distribs Pool

your scribe.

Its bearing on the outstanding characteristic of Texas operations—sense of civic responsibility
makes its inclusion here a must.
Listen to O'Donnell:
"Nobody could agree mpre with
the proposition show business is a
business; showmen are business men.
But doesn't this go equally for the
bankers, department store magnates,
newspaper proprietors? The only
difference of opinion would seem to
be, what constitutes good business?

—

.

"Banks and department

stores and

newspapers prosper or go broke
largely as a result of their winning
or losing the good will of the Community in which they operate. Will
anybody suggest this is not equally
true of a theatre operation? Again,
the only possibility of a difference
of opinion is as to what constitutes
the showman's responsibility to the

community.

"A
thing

single instance of the sort of
I have in mind Jias only re-

.cently

cropped up in Texa.s— as,

Production

have
soared.
Selling
campaigns
have
grown in volume and expense beyond any thing heretofore known.
Producer and distributor have a
good case, for' saving everywhere
cut.

costs

they can.
Interstate Objects
"Interstate not only has
to this proposition;

jec;tion

do everything

in its

power

an obit

:

it's

at least.

will

to per-

argued, then

it

would be almost

impossible for the entire industry to
of the genget together.
eral structure of the plant and it is
Necessity
tor
releasing
more
most likely that shortly after Jan. 1,
virtually all those who do not par- product on l&m stock overseas was
ticipate in current production will implied by Seymour Mayer, sales
have been stricken off the pay- chief of Metro International's 16m
master's sheet and that a likelihood division, upon his return recently
of around $5,000,000 savings Will from a survey of the company's

Survey

is

have been

being

made

eflected.

I

suppose, it is cropping up all over
the country. I refer to the cut major
producers and distributors have decided to make this year in their
contributions to Community Chests
in cities throughout the country.
"I know the sound logic dictating
this

Attorneys of the two companies
the studio contract stock list went
their ways out of the Culver City have been unable to discover a means
gates, with their short term deals of combining without setting up a
settled, as these people had con- separate corporation, for '-which the
tracts running from three months to cost is reportedly prohibitive. Only
a year. Most of this talent was in other alternative, it's said, would be
the $100-$150 a week category. It is to declare under the Webb-Clayton
figured that with these people not Act. Such a move would mean the'
being essential the letout should duo would be forced to a 1 low a nyone
save the studio far better than else in as a partner that wanted to
$750,000 a year alone.
Producers join and it's believed unlikely that
and .^directors, who it was found the two companies would put themwould be among the "idlers" if kept selves out on a limb that way. If the
on the payroll,, can be figured as a legal entanglements are pre.sent to
saving of another $1,000,000 a year: such an extent for two companies,

suade

producers and distributors
about making this cut.
"The point is, it is not only the
oft-named "key cities" where offices
of producers and distributors are
located which they must regard as
communities towards which they
to think again

narrow-gauge operations in Europe.
Mayer pointed out that Metrp was
preparea to distribute 20-25 pictures
yearly in most territories but added
that in several of thoie areas, Metro
was the only company currently in
operation.
He indicated, consequently, that the company would
welcome competition from other
U. S. companies, since it Would inci-

must exhibit a community spirit. sure the foreign 16m exhibs of
Wherever their product is shown, enough product.
the locals look upon them as being
It's also been learned that Irving
a part of the business life of the Maas, exec veepce of the Motion
community. Precisely as the desper- Picture Export Assn., is studying the
ate need of one of those locals is 16m situation during his current
as impoi;tant to that especial com- survey
of countries
that MPEA
munity as the greater number of handles. He's expected to make
such 'cases is to a larger city."
recommendations on opening up 16m
(Next weeki more Texas ana operations in those countries upon
Mississippi' Valley.)

his return to the

&

/
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RKO, Boston

Davis, and look better here than
.
they did in the cafe. Alzira CamarBoston, Dec. 6.
Bert Wheeler, DoUv Dawn, Eddie go's latinairs went more effectively,
Trances Laiigford, Jon Hall, Clairt
Hanley with Ermi'nte Rondotph, as did Charley Boy's aero stint.
Sisters
(3), Merry Madcaps, Ladd
Thfnlc-/1-Drinfc Hoffman, Lewis &
Weakest part of the unit is still Do- Lyon, Johnnv Morgan, Larry Flint
Bosil's
Louis
Trio,
Von, Konzoioa
rita and some of Rimac's dancing.
House Orch; "Gollant Bess" (M-G). But on overall, group got over House Orch; "San Quentin" (RKO).
reviewed in Variety, iSept; 4, '46,
nicely.
Stage show different each day of
Odd booking is mentalist Jay "San Quentin" this week on a pro-^
Plenty diversity on current layout
Working in one, after motional basis for world premiere of
at the State; with Bert Wheeler Clarke
ques- the film, with Lawrence Tierney
Sparking proceedings with his slick vauders, his answers to aud
guesting
first day. Others to follow
.'reaction.
mild
emceeing and tying show into a neat tions garnered him
intimate are Barton MacLane, Frank Moran,
package that gets plenty audience Stint seems more suited to
Bill
Williams, Barbara Hale, Ed
big house.
appreciation. He eschews his usual spots than a
Warden
Lawes and Mike
Gargan,
his
orch
backparlay
hou.se
to
and
bill
Rhode
Les
own spot on the
J'Tazurki.
material and funstering throughout. ground acts capably. Biz good when
Judging by Tierney's routine, the
Lary.
Working in and Out of the other acts, Qaught.
appearances are walk-ons with some
Wheeler achieves balance and adds
chatter and whatever specialties the
plenty fun that the outfronters eat
mas pageant, *-The Nativity" Is by Lenny Lane intros the acts
actors can think up. In Tierney's
now one of (he standards for the smooth fashion, but only so-so in
this
case
was an impersonation
Does a "^Kanwwa Trio tee off their standNewark, Dec. 5,
Yule season tourist as well as many his own warbling stint.
routine involving imitations o( Edlocals, who make it a point to catch
"Martha" aria, "Gianina Mia" .and ard Oriental gymnastics, with two
Louis Prima Orch icith Jiidi; Lynn, ward G. Robinson and Humphrey
member
spectacle annually, an Irish song.
this, religious
of the lads juggling other
Jack Powers. Jivimy Vincent; Ben Bogart. Fans liked him and gave
thrill
stunts
Howard
s
by
Proof of its draw is seen in the fact
on feet, punctuated
Line still beljw pa,'. Len
fieri, Perry Franks &; Janice; "In- walk off arm-in-arm to sick applause.
that the rfe.serveci section is sold out orch cuts a fair show. Biz good.and clever catches, to merit neat re- visible Informer" (Rep).
Frances Langford, first time here
Lewis and Van, male team,
weeks in advance of the preseritaT
turns.
L<i;n.
big warbling
in years, goes very
tion.
also click with their neat hoofology.
such tunes as "Blue Skies." "I'm In
Hall takes this pageant
Louis Prima is again knockmg
Music
with precision tapstering that's
Open
Pliilly
the Mood for Love" and "You BeEnrlv,
cjuite_ seriously in keeping with the
plenty okay, follow with stairdance them off their seats— in spades. The long to My Heart," Finishes on upPhiladclpiiia, Dec. 6.
theme. No one is seated once "Naon miniature stairways and finish- lanky trumpeter-vocalist has a faith- beat when she introduces her hus..
Trio; with challenge iitufT that sends them ful following here and they are
tivity" is on. It's .<ieparate and apart
Atidreios -SiStcr.'!, Lcs Paul
For the band, Jon Hall, for brief but amusfrom the rest of the .stagesbow,. and Bob Evans, MaCK & Desmond; Vie off to hefty response.
turning out in droves.
ing patter session and joins him in
the care given the production in- Schoen House Orch; "Wife Wanted''
Eddie Hanley, eccentric comic, good reason that Prirtia's shows are a duet on "I Like Mike," which goes
dicates how Important this project is (Mono)
aided by the nifty-looking Erminie known to be among the liveliest on well despite Hall's not exactly restaff.
to the
Randolph, add to the funstering the circuit.,
markable vocal attainment. They
Musically and production wise,
Prima's showmanship is apparent walk off to sock applause.
With top billing going to the An- with comedy gab and general
the pageant is One of the most imThey enlist Wheeler in every move he inakes, holding
drews Sisters and Patty Andrews^ clownantics.
Acts leading up to tlie ace spot
portant religious speetacievS in the
the blonde of the trio, doing the em- in a burley restaurant bit for walk- the show together with spontaneous are fast and well contrasted. Three
Leonidoff's
commercial
theatre.
This could be eliminated with- clowning,' working, hard and smil- Claire Sisters do nicely in a song
ceeirig chores, this week's .stanza ;,at off.
blending of theme, music, narration,
ingly and trading friendly gags with and dance routine; Johnny Morgan
the Earle stacks tip to a brisk hour out being missedsettings and enactment ,is striking
Dolly Dawn, songstresS( is solid in his pals down front. His high spot gives out with sophisticated patter,
Business good «when
enough to hush the huge hall. It's of variety.
her song stanza, comprismg "Coffee in the show is reached in a couple fools with the band, and does a song
(li).
now one 'of rtlie irar^ things in the caught opening day
"Pigfoot Pete" of dialect bits— "Angelina," an old
or so that go well; the Merry MadLooking nifty in blue co.stumes, the Song," pop medley,
theatre where applaiise' seems- sacrisock applause. favorite of the Primates, and '"Marcaps are okay in a harmonica .sesAndrews gals start things off dynam- and "Sorrento" for
le.siouE.
She returns for for foolery with garita," in the same tarantella sion plus comedy, and Ladd Lyon,
However, if aoplause is ir.appro- icallv with a .snappy rendition of Wheeler on "Embraceable You" for rhythm and just as lowdown.
conwith audience participation acropi'iate for the pagejinf,. rest of. the "Sho'w Business," followed by a
encore.
local
first;
marks
the
bill
also
old-fashioned
'The
number,
good
batic act, maintains the high quality
show is worthy of all it gets. There's trasting
Think - A - Drink Hoffman closes shot with his new vocalist, Judy of the layout. It's a good show no
Jingle
.Bells.".
riewsreei
interveing
a
in order to
with his familiar illusion of pourgirl who began sevgive the stagehands time to strike
matter how you figure it with the
These gals, who've been around for ing cordials and cocktails from Lynn, Newark
eral years ago at the Blue Mirrqr, added interest of the personal apt" e huge set and permit a change of
years, still pack, plenty, of punch, and pitcher of water and distributing
a top nitery here. The gal has lots pearances throughout the week.
mood: Staging of "Good Ship Holi-, put over their stuff in the style that
Latter names the o£ stuff in looks and voice and
day" employs a good majority of the made them top-notchers. Patty han- among audience.
Biz considerably under previous
it.
producesHoffman
potion and
Her "Begin the week.
should go far.
tricks the
stage is capable- of. dles most of the: comedy patter, but
Elie,
as
acting
gals,
attractive
Beguine" was a little off the beaten
Spectacle, of the orch being elevated sister Laverhe gets laughs with her Two
path and her "Apple Blossom Time"
from the pit to the furthermost point so-caUed: poetry, While Maxine gets waitresses, distribute the libations.
is
Wheeler
show
Throughout
Prima's
Circle, Indpls.
by
obscured
although
duet,
back of the stage is a s' DW in itself. them too with her clever mugging.
plagued by an unbilled deadpan japes, gets over neatly.
Indionopolis, Dec. 7.
There's also a ship moving acrcss
The trio puts over "South Amer- stooge, with garb reminiscent of a
Gene Krupa Orch, with Carolyn
the stage to make the customers
The other halt of the duet was
ica, Take It Away" and "Bum and funeral director, whose heckling of
gape.
Charlie
Kennedy,
Buddy
Jack Powers, good-looking baritone Grey,
Between thk. colossal hauling jobs, Coca-Cola" in fine style, but clown- the comic adds to the merriment.
who al.so offers "Sorrento" in Eng- Eonelli, Johnny Woods, James &
Louis Basil and pitcreiw provide lish and Italian. The band bits are Beverly Paysee; "Step by Step"
there's
some good entertainment ing up of a medley from "The Jolson
.special
emphasis
oti
Story,"
with
acts.
usual goocl biackgrounding for
from, the human' elements, The. outhighlighted by Jimmy Vincents' wow (RKO).
.'.;.Boy"
really
"Sonny
their
handling
of
£dba.
side acts involved are the Nondrum .solo, "Sing, Sing, Sing," a terchalants, comedy aero trio, who sell wows the customers. Tricky costume
Gene Krupa's solid jive is satisfyrific ear battering.
a fetching line of talk to accompany effect is achieved for this number
Chicago, Chi
Ben Beri, juggler, whoise unerring ing the customers in his current
their acrobatics, and the Shyrettos, with the girls donning tuxedo coats,
Chicoeo, Dec. 5.
dexterity is matched only by his stand at the Circle. The popular tubwho justify their applause with pre- white collars, flowing red ties and
Tony Martin, Sid Coesar, Gil Mot- sense of the comic, clicks solidly. thumper offers a well-paced musical
white gloves.
cision bicycle and unicycle work.
program,
featuring slick arrange-,
out
beat
Breese
Janice
Barrett,
Lou
Franks,
and
son^ Sondfa
Perry
The Corps de Ballet open in a
Les Paul and Trio, with Paul doBra«il" (Col).
sparkling terp routines with delicacy ments of several tunes everybody
ski scene for which Florence Rogge ing the honors on the electrical gui- Orch; "Thrill of
isn't playing these days;
Bran.
The band
and charm.
has_ supplied a sprightly and imagi- tar, offer a fine instrumental group.
gets ample support from Johnny
native routine in which the gals Best number is "Rumors Are FlyNifty stagebill and "Thrill, of BraWoods and the Paysees in a show
Apollo, N. V.
pirouette with tonkin poles. Jeanne ing," with the Andrews Si.sters war- zil" on the screen provide neat
that's an all-around pleaser.
Devereaux does the solo take with bling "Begin the Beguine" pleased package here. The class of the show
with
Orch
Heywood
(7)
Eddie
Standout among the band's chores
her spins matching the rapidity of also.
and a strong headliner, Tony Mar- Reno Collins, Tops Miller Orch (16), is a smart treatment of Sibelius's
the music, Strauss' "Perpetual MoBob Evans made a big hit with his tin gives the distaff ers cause for Jimmie Leuiis, Al & Billie Richards, "'Valse Triste," with the trumpets
tion."
The Rockettes, of course, dummy, red-headed "Jerry O'Leary.'' sighing and dream-spinning with .his 2 Jocks, Jovner & Homtd, iSptder carrying the melody
while the rest
shine with their terp precision in Evans kids himself and the orcheS' baritone.
Bruce & Co.; "Posslcey to Danoer" of the band beats a sharp rhythm unthe finale in which their unusual tra throughout the patter,- but his
til Krupa takes over personally in A
Sondra Barrett, talf and glamor- (Rep)..
costumes light up for Christmas tree outstanding bit is the singing by him
cadenza for kettledrums. The maesous, gets away from the usual "Tea
effects.
self and "O'Leary."
He has nice
routine with a whirling
Mild ofTering at Harlem's vaudfllm tro as usual alternates between the
In all,
has a show to be .sense of comedy, and good timing. For Two"
tap spin that gets heavy applause.
flagship this week is sparked by drummer's mount and emcee spot,
proud ofj
Jose,
Gets over for solid returns.
Lou Breese's boys do a medley of Eddie Heywood's expert pianistics serving with equal efficiency in both
Connie Mack, cute blonde, and something old, something new and and topdrawer chirping of his capacities. The band also stirs exBenny Desmond, a deadpan comic, something classical with Charles femme vocalist, Rena Collins. Also citement when it comes to ''Boogie
go through a comedy tap routine, inWagner featured on cymbal and, on the podium is Taps Miller's out- Blues," furnishing a torrid backBolttmore, Dec. 8.
ciudiP«r De.smond taking a turn at
arrangements in the medley.
fit while balance of iiill hews to the
ground for Carolyn Grey's sultry
Freddie Jenal, 3 Wells, Freddie the piano for a bit of boogie-woogie. drum
Gil Maison has added a new standard Apollo layout comprising a singing of the vocals. Miss Grey also
Bartholomeio.
3
Make Believes How this fits into a terp act is someanimal act by using a terp team, aero turns, comedy -bit; impresses with "Tea for Two" and
Felice lula House Orch (.12); "Noc- thing a little beyond this reviewer, switch to his
"He's Funny That Way." It's a nice
Negro boy to hold a dummy as he etc.
turne" (RKO)
but his antics at the piano get laughs^ pretends to do a ventre bit. Maison
Miller's 16-man outfit tees off show spot for the gal. with no vocal comSchoen handles the house otch in walks off leaving the kid bewildered
viiih "Stay On It" where eight brass, petition on the bill. She mJ(kes the
Shol.
Entertaining combo is nicely rou- neat fashion.
as the dummy keeps on chattering. three rhythm and live reed are in most :cf it.
tined and well selected for variety.
uncooperaJohnny Woods, making his first
Comic element in act is
there Solid with plenty of volume
Fast starter is provided by the 'Three
Best and little finesse.
Band also con- local appearance since pre-war days
Capitol,
tive attitudes of the a'himals.
Wells, dancing aero group of two
"Count Basic," written by at the Lyric, gets a big reception for
of the lot is monk in zoot suit which tribs
Washinflton, Dec. 6.
males and ferame who splice strong
does a double take Miller, and "There's Nothin' Like a his slick takeoffs on radio commerByrnes Tujins, Ziggy Lnne, Fon- jitterbugs and
tumbling into jitterbug hoofery for
versatile cials and apt mimicry of screen and
Batoner,
mentions Frank Woman;"
a
Maison
every
time
a flashy getaway. Deuce is allotted fnines (3). Dave Apollon & Co. (5),
maestro, toots a trumpet, does a lit- network personalities,
Corb.
Buck.
to Freddie Jenal, who gives out with Sam Jack Kaufman House Orch;
Sid Caesar, who was formerly a tle stepping and handles vocals.
pleasing vocals of "Song in My "GOllant Bess" (M-G)
sax and clarinetist, turned to comJimmie Lewis, lusty-piped guitarMillion Hollar, L. A.
Heart," 'The Girl That I Marry"
edy in the service show "Tars and ist with a nice sense of rhythm,
and "Beguine," all smoothly sold to
Dec.
Los
Angeles,
7.
Bill at Capitol follows regular Soars" while he was in, the service. strums a pleasing "I Ain't Mad."
good audience response.
Nick Mrakich Trio, Nat Vito, Jorge
house format, with enough variety The audience goes for him in a big Garners fair applause. Al & Billie
Freddie Bartholomew, from films
to make it click. House oreh on way.
Richards, attractive boy and gal & Tete de Ande, Pete Campos,
scores with parody. "I'm Growing
Sophia Revell, Marvin Fulliloue,
stage dresses up show and helps
iVIartin closes .show and sews it team, prance through some tepid
Up" and assorted impressions and
up with "To Each His Own," Sep- stepping and close with femme tap- Doris Carle. Harry La Floihic, Fred-^
oaggery plus a highlighting bit of give it revue motif.
Dave Apollon, with his trio of tember Song" and other pops. En- ping a tpm-tpm- routine ,to partner's dy Hernandez, Jo Ann Redding, Al
C. Aubrey Smith singing "Blues in
Lyms^ House Orch (9) ; "The KiU-r
Filipino string stcwmmers, and an cores With "Rumors Are Flying." He accompaniment on the skinSi
the Night."
ers" (JJ) and "Lady Luqfc" (RKO).
Two Jacks, ofay aero balancing
Three Make Believes close with eye-filling blond pianiste, gets top could have stayed on indef as far as
Act is Apollon'fi standard audience was concerned, but pre- turn, execute difficult precision roucomedy panto and mouthing of re- billing.
This house notice amounts to a
combo of comedy and music, with ferred to leave 'em happy. Hunt.
tines. Younger partner handles concordings and it's a laugh from the
New Acts review. Talent on display
some
Of the gags brought up to date.
tortion on pole held by mate reach
tee off. 'Versions of Crosby and Mary
Apollon's dialect routine gets reing climax with a -one-hand horl was all drawn from amatetir conte.'?tMartin in "Wait 'Til Sun Shines,
turns, but payees go better for musiants of theatre's weekly Amateur
balanced
zontal
handstand
atop
pole
Nellie," Sinatra, Ink Spots, Spike
Miami, Dec. 6.
on other's noggin. Though a nice night. With few exceptions, the talJones and the Andrews are all cal numbers, with comic doing his
ent is still amateur.
Standout is
smartly worked oUt for maximum stuff on the guitar,
Sjybil Bowan. Ciro Rimac with Al- change of pace for house, guys drew
"Hungarian Rhapsody." Vocali.st in zira Camargo,. Charlie Boy & Darita, only mild palm whacks. Joyner &
One on this bill, Doris Carle, has
comedy.
group does well with "To Each His
Biz good.
Sparks, Jay Clarke, Johnson Hamid, soldier comedy skit, though drawn a canary pact with the Earle
Sonny
Burm.
Own" and "It Had to Be You."
& Foster; Les Rhode burdened with corny gags, please Spencer orch as a result of her vocalSome of troupe's clowning fell flat, & MiteJc; Fajyne
"Earl Carroll's Sketch the payees nevertheless. Switching ing on the Million Dollar stage. Gal
Guyety, ]»l»ntreal
but imitation of Ted Lewis, a la House Orch;
makes
a good appearance and has
the locale from domestic trials. to the
Boofc" (Rep).
Filipino,
singing
"Five
Minutes
strong blues voice that clicks on "iGot
doctor's office. Spider Bruce & Co
Montreal, Dec. 9.
More," got plenty laughs. Gal does
ham through the weekly comedy a Man" and "Vogt Vogt." Nick MraLili St. Cyri Fields & George 2
Diverting layout here, this week blackout for solid returns.
kich Trio, a group of hep young.sters
Vespers. Jack Parker, Roy Smeck, Okay on the ivories.
Ziggy Lane, back from the wars, adds up to well balanced vaude that
Hal Haviland, Ducat & Kaye, Lenny
In ctosirig spot, HeyWbod, an in- infected with rhythm, come through
pleases in most spots.
Lane, Line (10), Len Howard Orch has a nice way with a- group of
gratiating maestro, is a standout on solidly with piano, ijass and drum
Sybil Bowan, vet vauder, garners
well selected numbers. Voice is easy
the '88. -Small, combo, con.sistjng of work on "Boogie" and "The Man I;
(9)
to take, but tenor appeals to more plenty applause with top impreshes
three rhythm and four brass with Love." Also on the musical .side is
mature tastes, rather than bobby- of a nurse's aide, Hildegarde. Gar- leader at the ivories,
excells with a boogie pianist Sophia Revell. Her
Fairish layout marks return to soxers, so reception is warm but men Miranda, Graeie Fields and
Gayety of Lili St. Cyr, stripteuse. restrained. Sings "Coffee in Brazil," Beatrice Lillie. Patter is smooth, all smartly arranged "What Is This touch is good with .strong left hand
Performers do. okay in their own "The Whole World IS Singing My of it adding up to a giggle making Thing Called Love?" and "Sunny but some of the merit of her presenSide of the Street." Also shines with tation at show caught was lost by
spots but shortage of gal performers Song," "Buttermilk Sky" and
en- session, artfully projected for full "Loch Lomond'' which resolves itself the off-beat, loud drumming of skinresults in below par customer re- cores
with:
'sWhite
Christmas'' values.
into. a medley t'unnirig gamut from man in Al Lyon.s' house band.
tion.
Erncee Sonny Sparks, new in this "Stars and Stripes
against an appropri te drop.
Fa.st tappihg of Marvin .Fullilove.
Forever" to the
Presence of Miss St. Cyr should
Fontaines, mixed trio of aero bal- area, handles chore in neat fashion
guarantee boff biz. She's a big draw let dancers, canne Close to stopping and in own spot registers with com- "(Sampbell's Are Coming." On this is on the profes.sional side and .he
opus drummer contribs a neat bit. of also vocals special ver.'iton of "The
here generally but present stint show. Team performs with speed, edy songs and dance satires.
.skin -beating.
Sunny Side of the Street." Nat V-itb,
doesn't show her to be.st advantage, and offers a novel combination
Johnson and Mitek, pace setters,
of
Rena Collins, whom.: HeywOod In- an uninhibited singer, pleases with
as far as the audience is concerned
good ballet and neat balancing. Gal., get nice reception for their acroanyway. Her stuff is getting a little whose good looks and: trim figure antics. Fayne and Foster, glass tin- troed as having "found her up on. workout on "Cement Mixer" and14'0th street," is a dusky miss with an "Hey Baba Re Bop." Jorge and Tete
too arty.
make her look anything, but an klers, always go well here. Male half oriental mien who
knows how to de Ande, young Mexican dancers;
Fields and George are a comedy Amazon, bears the brunt of the essays some comedy patter for
a fair move her hips as well as her vocal Freddy
Hernandez, prize fighterduo from way back and so is their stunts, balancing both men in vari- measijre of, laughs. Rfng the bell
cords. .Shows a dreamy, sugary Style singer; Pete Campos, violin; Harrymaterial.
As usual, thi.-! stuff gets ous feats.
With "Bells Of St. Mary's."
in chanting "Always" and had the La Floihic and Jo Ann Redding comnice reaction here. Seine of their
Byrnes Twins, in terp routine, fill
Giro Rimac and his group come wolves in the:hou.'ie baying for more. plete turns getting
a chance at profitutt could stand sapolioing.
Two opening, slot neatly.
.Loiue.
over from an engagement at Kitty Heywood has a find in her.
Bro.y.
fessional showing.

State, N. Y.

Vespers register nicely in an aero
stint, which is smoothly routined,
Ndtiuitv" ntid "Good Ship and Jack Parker also garners a nice
KoUdny" productd by Leon Lconi- mitt for his slick ji'ggling.
«loff( settmys bu Bruno Maine, cosRoy Smeck is oneof the highlights
tumes hy Marco Montedoro, BtUj/ of the parley, with some fancy
Liuinoifon, eaiecuted by Florence
on banjo, guitar, uke and
by Albert finger Work
lyrics
i'peciol
Kogpe.
Guy lias good salesmanWith Lucille Cximmings, harmonica.knows how to pull new
StiUnion.
and
ship
Brayton Letuis, Music Hall Choral switches of well-worn items like
Rockensemble, Corps de Ballet,
"Honeysuckle Rose," "Sentimental
(3)
Shvrettos
Nonehnlnnts
etfes,
l3)v
Journey" and a listenable. "Holiday
*yjnphonH oreh conducted by Charles for Strings,"
Previn; "Till the Clouds Roll By"
Hal Haviland's paper capers get
(M'G) reviewed in Variety, Novi 13,
okay reaction but the routine is trifle
•46.
SDotty and could be smoothed but
for better results. Ducat & Kaye
The Music HaU!s annual Christ- click in same comedy .terpology.

AInsie Hall, N. Y.
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A TAIL OF
TWO CITIES

EXTRAl
Biggest business

of any

M-G-M

picture in Music

Hall history I

December

W«'<1ne8day,

PICTIJUGS

26

11,

1916

4 PLEAD GUILTY IN

Seeks Sidelines

Idle Pix Coin

from

Cflntlniied

a natural. Number o£ bisfiios feel
to
that pix companies should aim
profit more directly from the buildis

up in book

an interest

sales via

in

publishing houses.
Problem of using huge clninks of
ready cash is viewed as a knotty
one. While production costs have
mounted steeply, majors' plans for

lin.'.led number of
only
films because of slow absorption by

lensing

;

,

the theatre market means that a
good part of the cash will not be
tied down on the Coast. What makes
the snarl tougher is the decree freeze
on theatre buys or construction, except in isolated cases, which shuts
chief retl e door on the previous
ceptacle for excess coin.

One topper cited

compa-

oil

tlic

N. Y. 2d Runs

=

= Continued from page S

sysquate to keep three second-run
tems going in New York.
Clearance terms as now existant,
freare
area
metropolitan
in the
quently vinfair to the indies, Century
exec added, but there is a strong
operawhen
decree,
feeling that the
Springer
tive, will iron matters.

Estimated ciislvand liquid oiipimajors
tal additions Of seven
are as £ollow.s;

Added

Current

liquid
workintf
rapitalat residue at

('ompany close
Param't,.

RKO

.

of

'4.5

clo.se of '46

|.'i3,500,000: $28,000,000

39,000,000
207.000,000
20th-Fox.. 94,836,000
War. Bros. 67,000,000
Universal. 28,000,000
Columbia. 25,000,000

8,000,000
7,000,000

....

Metro

....

1.5,000.000

9,000,000
2,800,000
2,855,000

nies as an example of what expansion can do. "Those companies," lie
said, "have interests in every, step of

production from tire oil fields to tlie
finished product aiid its profitable
by-products. There's no reason why
the film companies,: with thqir big
cash reserves, shouldn't act similarBooks and records are: certainly
ly.
as close to pictures as drugs, fabrics
and soaps are to crude oil."

stealing hot Itim prints' of 10, films
pleaded guilty bpforo Judge Robert

fore a.ssociated with any of the
parties to the dispute— to determine
Inch in tlie Brooklyn federal court exactly what form the court action
Tuesday (9). .Accused were among should take
must definitely
It
13 pprsons arrt'Sted by tlie- Federal provide, liowever, the board decided,
Bureau of Investigation last April in for ou.sting of Seliinick as a .stocka raid that netted 60 hot prints.
liolder and witlidrawal of his reI'leartiiig guilty were Frank Tiriolo,
Board fiiitlier
leasing privileges.
Ccorge Sinisgalli, Abe Goldstein and resoh'cd that in the meantime
Melvin Baker, while a fifth defend- would refuse to touch any Selsinick
Nicholas I?eruso, obtained a
ant.
product, including "Duel."
postpoiiement of his time to plead.
board action followed a re.snluFour of the accused were civilian
month ago by ownoi's
of the Army Signal Corps tion of about a

UA

employees
Photographic Center at Astoria, N. Y.
Indictment said they had carried
away the prints for their own use
and with an intent to steal. Other
of the- April arrests are awaiting action in the New York Federal Court,
Working with the FBI on preliminary investigations were Edward A.
Sargoy and Joseph L. Stein, special
counsel for tlie majors in connection with the Copyriglit Protection
Bureau, and Eric Haight 'of Films,
.
Inc.
'':

'.!

'

,

Record Dividends Paid
Gash residue will be after payof record dividend.? to stockholders, which will reach the total
of some ,$44,000,000 by the end of
the fiscal year. Sum is estimp.ted as

i

Pension Plans
contimied from page 4

ment

.

Plan calls for yearly payments of 16% of the annual average
salary earned by the beneftoiary up
Century
in
Increased
a
a
but
may
be
of
follows,
instance
cited one
to $3,000 and 25% of all sums over
clearance minor fashion by furtlier special that figure. Metro also has deaf and
h()U.se which is subject to
behind an affiliate theatre 10 miles dividends: Paramount —.$12,400,000; disability benefits plus cash bequests
Metro—
Warner
Bros,—
$9,000,000;
away.
to
an employee's family should;
2Qth-Fox
$6,500,000; death occur before expiration of the
Discussing the current decUne in $9,000,000;
$4,600,000; Universal— $1,- 10-year period.
exhib showmanship. Springer said RKO
that major company flacks fretting 700,000; Columbia— $600,000.
Plan effected by 2Gth this year
could
slack
Over the- exploitation,
Entire net take for seven majoi^s provides for automatic eUgibility by
years.

:

—

.

—

counteract ifby sugaring their conwith sizeable cash awards.
tests
"There is a definite tendency on the
part of exhibitors to coast along and
that's been true ever since the war
made big grosses easy," he said,
"Century is aware of this tendency

but we've done all we
our own chain to keep things' movcan within

ing."

Majors' habit of handing out
plaques and scrolls to showmanship
contest winners made those campaigns to hypo drum-beating, ineffective, according to Springer. "The

manager

theatre

is

in

interested

cash. If the distributors would offer
really .tempting prizes, the returns

by way' of showmanship would repay
them thveefoTcl."

Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin

they wanted to get rid of
partner Seknick. They objected to
that

his packaging stories, directors and
stars and selling the works to
and 20th-I'ox. Pix so packaged, they
figured, should be distributed via
UA, Resolution was forwarded to
the
board, which took it inider
advisement Nov. 29, pending yesterday's meeting,

RKO

"THE VERDICT"
lit

JANIS PAIGE
STRAND

Broadway at 47tb Straet

personnel after completion of
is almost certain to equal or pass its
This leaves one year's service. Retirement is
the $120,000,000 mark.
the balance at some $70,000,000. That set at 65 with beneficiaries receiving
for the first
figure exceeds the $68,000,000 in cash annuities equal to
which the companies had in 1940 as $3,000 of each year's compensation
plus 1% in excess of $3,000; If emtheir entire liquid holdings.
While recorditig and publishing ployed at least one year on Jan. 1,
'46, beneficiary gets additional anfields are the most probable invasion
nuity equal to 1% of his 1945 compoints, other operations are not nec- pensation multiplied by the number Prinzmetal, Miss Pickford's attorney
on the Coast, and came into the picessarily out. U-I has alr^dy entered of years employed at the company..
ture in that way.
the new business of non- theatrical Ceiling has been fixed so that no
payments are made
On Board in '44
16m distribution via United World salaries exceeding for that part of
$50,000.
Pennypacker acceded to the board
Pictures and some execs see likeliRevision of the
plan was ef- in 1944, also as a result ot disagreehood of competition from other ma- fected this week. New provisions ment among UA's stockholders. Up
jors. Equipment manufacturing com- scale eligibility so that those under until 1943 it took a imanimous vote
56 when plan became effective, Dec. of the owners before a distribution
panies may also feel the brunt of
1, '43, qualify at 65; between 55 and
contract could be given a producer.
expansion moves;
60, ten years later; and those over Single owner's veto power, in Miss
60, at 70.
guarantees benefi- Pickford's estimation, was not alciaries minimum of $60 monthly ways wisely u.sed and was keeping
when added to social security pay- the company from getting some
ments. Payments are stepped up- good product.
ward, based on a percentage of salAs a result, in a little-publicized
aries earned.
action, she asked a court in DelaAH the majors liave group life ware, where
is incorporated, for
insurance and hospitalization sys- a declaratory judgment voiding tlie
B«H« DAVIS. Paul HENREID tems set up.
Customary arrange- resolution by which the unanimity
nient is for the company to foot the principal was adopted, She needed
Claudt RAINS
bill for a minimum amount of inan attorney, of course, to handle the
in WARNER BROS. HIT
surance with the employee kicking matter and Pennypacker was recin for additional insurance when he ommended because of the proximity
so choo-ses.
of Philly to
Delaware.
PennyDirteted by Irving Rapper
packer succeeded in getting the
ProdHcod by Hwry Hank*
court to declare that a simple majority (five members) of the nine'
man board could vote in a new producer.
Shortly after that, Penny; Continued from page 9 =
Doll" to offer, while the only film on packer, was named as Miss Pickford's rep on the directorate.
the 20th roster is "Razor's Edge."
UA's management, however, whicl
Metro, according to tlie exhib, is the
has never favored the attempt at
only one opening up at all, with a
booting
Selznick,
Is
taking
no
.string of three, or four pictures, inchances. Grad Sears, v.p. in charge
Robert TAYLOR
cluding
"Secret
Heart,"
"Love
«rf HOIEKI MITCKUH
Laughs at Andy Hardy," "Lady in of distribution, and the entire top
executive personnel of the sales and
the Lake," etc.
publicity - advertising
departments
UndenurrMit
Even the smaller companie.s, such
are currently on the Coast; where,
/neaiireiiinj/
as Republic, PRC and Monogram,
they were prepared— if necessary—
are holding back on releases. Rep,
which usually has a long list of pix
from which to choose at the first of
every year, hasn't announced any Striking
at
RADIO CITY
pix for 1947 release to date. Exhib
is consequently forced to rely to a
Theatres to Vote
large extent on reissues in order to
New
York
State Labor Relations
continue his policy of changing twice
Board, upon petition of the Motion
a week.
Picture Theatre Operating Managers
Taking into account the statements
& Asst. Managers Guild, issued a deof production officials that it will be
SfMctaenlw Sta<|« rradacllent
cision: last Saturday
(7) directing
necessary far exhibs in all sil-.iationg
that one election be held at six
to milk each picture for as long a
strikebound theatres owned and
run as possiblej the smalltowners deoperated by the Combined Bronx
clare that such a move is impossible
Amusements Co. in upper N. Y. City.
in their situations. Average locality,
Managers of the Craft, Beach, Althey point out, has only a certain
pine, Park, Melba and Allcrton theaudience, from which it can draw.
atres have been on strike since Nov.
If the house advertises it will play a
1, Charging the company with dispicture for four days, for example,
crimination and firing of union meminstead of its usual three days, the
•
bers.
film will not gross any more, since a
^weeping a.side the company's
part of that specified audience will
contention that managers were ex.merely postpone seeing the picture
ecutives, not employees, and therefor another day.
fore not entitled to union protection,
the SLRB directed that an election
lOEW'S 371/80 DIVVY
to decide the collective bargaining
Quarterly dividend of 37%o per agency for the managers be held
.share on outstanding common stock within 20 days.
The SLRB further
has been declared by Loew's board held that only strikers would
be perof directors.
mitted to vote, barring the replaceDividend is payable Dee. 31 to ments installed by the company
.stockholders of record Dec' 13.
during the strike,
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RKO

HOLLYWOOD

Product Pinch

KatfmHEnUMIi

I

(hs

.CAMfOI

ROXY

7lh Av*.

Ii

lOlh Sh

PALACE

Managers

MUSIC HALL

:ri

Bronx

"TILL THE

[

GLOUDS ROLL BY"

SONfi.

SOUTH

'GMat at drama, lively and lovely
at comedy "-SUN

The
ol'

IIKST Years

Our

Goflf/rHNMIf

ON SCBBEN
Thurs.,

13
Ell
mm
\m

Dm. 13

VAN
JOHNSON
M-G-M'*

'NO LEAVE.

NO

LOVE'

laiMtNTlN£

l.i\cs

m

VWAVwiJ
4Mi ST.
^

IN PERSO>!
FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW
RUTH TERRY
Hxtrat

MARY RAYE
NALOl

&'

alternoon (Wednesday).

Paul White Abroad fur

:

DOS

Paul, White, with Parainount's forsales department before the
Ivas been named cliief of the
Europe and North Africa sales staff
Of David O, Selznick's Vanguard
Films. White's duties will include
supervision of sales, distribution/advertising, publicity, exploitation and
studio interests.
New Selznick exec is slated to sail
,'

eign
war,

aboard the', lie de France on Saturday (14). He'll headquarter in Paris,

War

:

'

The Razors

since last week consulting witli
attorneys prior to the board meeling.
She'll leave for the Coa.'^t this

.

''DECEPTION''

FtTKon

And His Orelifstra
XVom Hollywood!

Dlr4>4>,t

New

in

York

s

UA

VINCENT LOPEZ

otlier U.\'

Pickford has been

Pix-Trade
A committee was named yesterday by the directors to make aps Continued from piigc 5
proadies to a major New York law
sales
of
prc-tabricated
firm and learn if it would handle creased
the case.
Committee is to report houses in South America followed
back at the next board meetings upon their appearance in a film, and
one country recorded a 150',o hike
date for which was not set.
in the demand for ice slaites on heels
Coincident to the Selznick dis- of
a Sonja Henie picture.
pute, resignation of Isaac A. PennyCurrent challenge of British films
packer from tlie directorate was ac- for a promineht niche in
the worldcepted.
Pennypacker, a Philly at- market is regarded as
providing
torney, was one of Miss Pickford 's U. K. manufacturers
with a similar
three reps and was responsible for opportunity
to boost their good.i.
drawing up the bill of complaint on Single but crucial fly in tlie ointwhich the resolution to oust Selz- ment at present for Britnin is the
nick was based.
It is understood
fact that while America can /ollow
that he'll play a part in the case and through with a Niagara of radios,
his resignation from the board is to refrigerators,
automobiles, et
al,
remove him from :the anomalous Britain is unable as yet to meet
position of simultaneously acting as the demand for goods created by
prosecutor and juror.
her films.
Herman T. Weisman, New York
Economic Frustration
attorneyi will succeed Pennypacker
Economic frustration due to inon the board. He is a partner of ability to produce the required
Arnold Grant, Miss Pickford's ea^st- goods
was pointed up by James
ern counsel.
Grant and .Weisman, Cowan, a public relation ejxeo for
in turn, are associates of Ii-ving several
leading Canadian and British

York Theafres

Sydney Gr««nstr««t
P«t«rLerr« • JoanLerring
In Warntr trot. New Hit

{

view "Duel" along wilh
Mis.s

UA

RKO

New

to

product.

UA

.

.

Continued from page 3

with

charged

defendants

;

Majors' Gash Position
totals

Selznick-UA Battle

'HOT' FILM PRINT CASE
Four

iKiec 3

'

6

industrialists, who said that the overseas sale of "Caesar and Cleopatra"
and "Henry 'V" was the best job
tlie
film business did for British
export. But, he added, when the
two pictures was shown in New

York,

it

was U.

manu-

textile

S.

milliners, and jewelers
able to cash lit on the
Ideas suggested by the films.
Another facet to the British sliortages problem was highlighted by a
statement of David Lean, Ciuogutld

facturers,

who were
style

producer (Rank combine)
"If

am making

I

a

who

modern

said:
film,

I like to have modern British goods
on the screen the best of which
Britain can make. But it is not easy
to obtain the latest British good*
to put on the set. I have found it
very hard to acquire new British
cars. I wanted a first class British
car for a scene in "Blithe Spirit"
but it was iust Impossible."
British industry, however, is now
on the upgrade and is once again
in position to revive the pre-war
system of loaning any equipment
needed to the leading film producers.
Importance of films as a showc.ise
for
other industrial products is
another reason why Britisli film production was given the gun by the
leading group of Britiiih industrialists

and

financiers.

Johnston Stresses
SSSS Continued from page

4

will so tell the board today that it
is imperative to give British pix the

break on American screens which
will guarantee greater rentals. The
people there are living under an
austerity regime of the most strin:

gent sort In the hope that sacrifices
now will mean a better future and
are willing to undergo considerable
hard.ship
to
achieve their ends.

American,

distribs,

Johnston

feels,

must take into consideration this
determination. BritLsh will just not
continue to send out dollars to a
particular industry which is not
sending them dollars

in return, he'll

report.

Biggies at

MPA

Meet

Washington, Dec. 10.
Following are scheduled to att^ind
MPA board meeting .here tomorrow (11): Barney, Balaban, Jack
Cohn, Ned E. Depinet, John J.
O'Connor, E. W. Hammohs, Austin
C,
Keough, Robert W. Perkins,
Nicholas M. Schenck and Spyros
Skouras. J. Robert Rubin may also
come.
Following MPA-salaricd officials
will
be present: Eric Johnston,
George Borthwick, Francis S. Harmon, Carl E. MiUiken, Joyce O'Hara
and Byron Price.
the

'

piCTintis

December 11, 1946

WwliM'stlay,

Would Cut

Almost everybody concerned

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Xal^?t to add his voice to the clamor raised by

spolcesmen against
producer Max
In a bylined piece in last Sunday's (8) N. Y. Times, Gordon
{jDi'doii.
"steady decline in the theatre" to the "inBttrilJiit'ed what he termed the
exorable fact that the movies and the radio have robbed the theatre of all
for full time or part time, and lhe"legilimate theatre can
its talents, either
never really be- successful on a part time basis."
Regarding the current lack of fresh writing talent, Gordon claimed the
gta"e offered a tyro writer no guarantee that his first play would be successful and if the show fails, the author learns nothing from his mistakes.
"Inherently, howeve*:," he said, "in his lirst play there is usually some
good writing that makes him an easy target for the Hollywood agent to
sell him down the river to the picture companies."
Only i'ope held out by Gordon was that pictures will some day be produced in New York. "I think when -that happens," he declared, "the
author.'! will be in a position to afford to write for the theatre and the
actors will welcome a chance to impi'ove their talents as actors.''

the alleged inroads

with "Best Years of Our Lives,"
including director Willie Wyler,

legit

made on Broadway by Hollywood

Spotlighting the current move to increased exploitation by all the majors,
opciied its bally campaign on "Sinbad the Sailor" last week with a

from executive veepee Ned Depinct to more than 12,000 women's
and librarians throughout the country. Letter was
sent with a folder showing comic-strip ads. being run in 120 newspapers
It'ller

clubs, .Whoolteachers,

lor a special pitch to moppet trade.
'In the folder; Depinet asks the teachers, et

al. to- "be among the fir.st
soe it in your community and: .. .recommend it to all who follow
your guid.ince in selecting their screen entertainment." In their written
spiel. KKO's letter emphasizes film's draw on "entire family" and implies
a request lor tacit approval of the advertising. Campaign opener underlines the ti-ond to hypoed promotion, and' especially to teacher influence
on the moppet Hlmgoers.
;

to

Ingnd Bergman gets 15% straight from "Joan ol Lorrame," which she'll
do for The Playwrights Co. on Broadway until May 7, when She is due to
relurn for a Walter Wanger film chore, "The Ballad and th« Source." Show
nets around $7,000 weekly and cost a little over $50,000 to produce so it
Will be a healthy proflt»maker in short order. Idea is to revive it periodically in Chi, the Coast, etc., whenever Miss Bergman finds a few weeks
between pictures, and thus do the Maxwell Anderson play as a regular
repertory piece.

St Paul Or^nm Goes

Productions, et al„ are willing
to cut 30 minutes of the picture,
which runs 2-'?i hours, as a means

secure a greater turnover.
Samuel Goldwyn alone is adamant on retaining the entire
to

footage.

Goldwyn's Bsston Test

Of "Years' Twke-Dafly
Samuel Goldwyn to

Decision of

_

experiment with a roadshow policy
for "Best Years of Our Lives" in
Boston has resulted from large number of inquiries being received at the
Astor, N, Y., regarding availability
reserved seats for the pic there.
the Boston engagement works oiit,
"Best Years" will go into as many
more cities as it is possible to book
ot

If

on a two-a-day reserved seat policy.

Length

picture -^.almost
the call for
nearr
seats,
since
the
reserved
capacity business that the Astor has
been doing results in patrons being
periods
long
before
forced to wait
they can get sitting space. Many of
them turn aWay, while other.s get
fretful at waiting, which Goldwyn
the

of

hours—is behind

three

feels causes them to
tive to the picture.

be less

iiecep-

1,000;

nounced by John D. Redmond, RKO
Theatres district manager here. City
of St. Paul came into possession of
property because owner of the land
on which the theatre was built and
because deal called for Orpheura
circuit, which built the showhoiise.
to turn building over to, municlT

on which
United Artists had it, operating it
Continued from page 3
^
and paying aU costs.
emanating from HoUywood, unit will
Meantime, in accordance with
canvass community concert groups terms of a previous contract. "Years"
will
open
at
the
Woods,
Chicago,
on
who rep for the more artistically
a grind basis with a $1.80 top. That
pretentious stratum of Main Street.
will also apply to the Beverly on the
OlTer will be for block of six films, Coast, where it will, open principally
spaced out over a sea.son, providing for the purpose ol getting into the
organizations can guarantee mini- Academy Award competition.
Another factor which influenced
mum number of subscriptions.
Unit figures Women's clubs and Goldwyn on the reserved, seat excharity groups, are a natural for the periment is that the Music Hall,
plan. Conviction has been consider- N. Y., is now more .solidly sold out
ably strengthened by fact upper that at any time' in its histoi-y in the
crust Junior League has already $2.40 reserved loge locations.
hooked On lo plan and is forwarding
letters to
159 chapters proposing
support as means of raising charity
funds. Prestige will "charge either
flat rental or percentage based on
|j
Continued, from page 9
number of seats, playing time and
size of town.
foster a public demand for films on
Possibility of oxhib squawks over the subject."
new-type distribution which cuts
Wyler admitted that his experithem out is discciunted both by ences during the past years When he
Prestige and Universal, parent com- served actively over.seas as colonel
pany.
and liUn liislorian for the. War Dept.
-

Gillespie

Moved

to Dallas

Dallas.

.Tames B. Gillespie of the Atlanta
exchange transferred here a.^ ex»
pi oitation chief for
this territory
for
the 20th-Fox.
He succeeds
Richard Owens who resigned after
six years.
Rodney Bush; exploitation chief, from the homeof flee, is
here to help riialign setup.

-

Wyler Sees War

Your endorsement encourages pr >duGers to continue making this type of picture.

On

the other hand, pictures that are
pleasing to our public are often
spoken of by you in a derogatoi-y
manner. In the final analysis the
persons influenced by your i-ating of
pictures are not the public to whom

your remarks
producers."

ai-e

addressed but the

-,

Levy Vice Ramsay
Herman F. Levy has been tapped
for advertising manager post for:
Universal-International,
stud i o s.
Levy, for the past two years ass't
advertising manager at U's studios,
replaces Clark Ramsay who stepped
out to head the Coast office of the

Monroe

Greenthal

Agency.

Advertising

-

Levy was formerly

associated with
theatres in the middle west.

RKO

Ind.

ExI.lb.-Fidler

Feud

Indianapolis, Dec.

The long-distance feud

Jimmy
ater
this

Weisfddt Joins E-L
M. J, Weisfeldt named special sales
rep for Eagle-Lion in metropolitan
New York, starting pronto. New E-L
exec was with Columbia for past 10
years in an executive sales capacity,O'Gara Aides Rep Execs
James V. O'Gara has been appointed executive assistant to .Tames R.
Grainger, Republic executive vicepresident and general sales manager,
and to Edward L. Walton, assistant
general sales manager. O'Gara was
formerly supervisor of Rep's ,S6uth,
American branches with oft'ices in
Buenos Aires.
John P. Curtin will continue as
assistant to both Grainger and Wal^
'

ton.,

.

Managers

Pitt

Weldon

to Eag:]e-I/ion

Pittsburgh.
Watters. manager of 20th-

Fox exchange in Albany, appointed
head of local office, succeeding Her-

man

Beiersdorf. who resigned to bedistrict sales chief for EagleLion for Louisiana. Texas and Okla-

come

;

I

theatre-going public. Many pictures
you endorse are unacceptable

that

to our theatre patrons.

pality after 25 years.

Rank's Packages

'ORTSERVIciTTifi:.

RKO Fw

to

Otlur Xdhai^, Film Briefs

Minneapolis.
Theatres through a subsidiary. St. Paul Theatres Co..
purchased the 2,526-seat RKO-Orphoum
in St. Paul from that city. Company
has had it under lease oiDerating
house on a film and occasional stage
show policy built 29 years ago.
Municipality took bids on property
which includes a large hotel and
stores, the RKO Theatres bid of
$826,000, submitted by A. W. Dawson, RKO Theatrcj vice-president,
N. Y., being high.
The present operation of the theatre will continue, with the. house
completely modernized as soon as
materials are available, it was an-

RKO

In contrast to the ,$2:40 being
charged Saturday nights and Sundays at the Astor, with $1.80 top durMacKee's Theatre Deal
ing the week, Boston engagement at
Lease-purchase contracts for 20
the Esquire will have an admish theatres have been made by MacKee
RKO'Pathe is readying special hypo for its December Lssue of "This Is sked of $1.80 afternoons and $2.40 Theatres with indie exhibitors in the
mid-Atlantic seaboard area. Houses
America,'-' I'ust motion picture report on postwar Germany, which is ex- evenings all week. House has only
pectc.d to raise a mild storm when it goes into general release.
Reason for 900 .seats and at this scale can do wiU run from 5^ seats to 1,000 and
will include airconditioning equipthe expected hubub is the fact that film, called "Germany Today," doesn't about $21,000.
ment. Company, newly formed, also
give an entirely complimentary picture of tlie progress Germany has made
Opening at the E-squire is slated plans construction of 350-seaters in
toward recovery under the current four-power setup.
communities
and 600-car
for around Chrislmiis. "Henry V" small
(UA) just completed a. 36-week run drive-ins for operation by indies.
First 10 houses will be equipped
at the house, also at the $2.40 top.
Goldwyn is taking the Esquire on with Simplex sound, and projection
plus portable 16m apparatus.
the same four-walls basis

mm.
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prexy Jim Mulvey of Goldwyn

is legit

BKO

'Year*'

homa.

10.

between

Fidler and Associated Tlie-

Owners of Indiana continued
week when Trueman T. Rem-

Other

Pitt

exchange men to

go with E-L are Joe Minsky. once
with Warners here, and Bill Shartin.
UA head recently in Cleveland but
formerly here.
.

busch. head of latter, proposed by
that Fidler set Up reviewing
groups in each exchange center to
give him a cross-section of public
opinion or else quit rating pictures
altogether. The letter was in reply
to Fidler's broadcast of Dec. 1 in
which he seemed to take as personal
an
ATOI resolution censuring
newspaper columnists and radio
commentators who Spread publicity
harmful to the picture industry.
"Particularly do we object tp your
rating of pictures,". Rembusch wrote,
"lor this rating reflects your own
city taste and in no way reflects a
true cross, section of the tastes by
letter

New PREVUE
TRAILER SERVICE
Ftic«ck'!) tin tiivl (ourc« t*i

Af

«j»«<'iiil

-

trt, joii

lr«i|.

Lnox

lervire •»<(
i|iial»t;

r««'i We

yoiir ttihirs

u

trtrilcr

tat tafonaaUati

ntictk. Writ*

and praot

riLMACK

;

has rnade it impossible for him to
ever make a picture again unless it

had some bearing on the problems
of the vet. "There has been some
criticism over the length of 'Best
Years,' " he said, "but there really is
no end to the story. I could have
made the picture last eight hours, or
I

couid start a new one where tins
and go on with three other
The events of the last few

left off.

veterans.

have been

.years

KILROY WASN'T HERE!
...

lift

THE

Voici!:

look

who WAS!

he slnqt our pratsas

THE G7Man; h»

.

.

.

need • maqnifying qUis

didn't

the

most impor-

tant in eoivturies."

"Others on the Coast feel as I do,"
W.vler continued.
"These men who
won't forget the past few years are
determined to treat with war. its
causes and results in films.
And
niariy are 1)1 a position to do so.''
Wyler's AVC. citation wa.s tendered
for "directorial geniu.s predicated on
perspective and consumately
developed technical skill in depicting the veteran ot Woi ld War II." His
wartime pic, "Mcnip.'u.-; Belle." ha.s
been rated one of the tops in Army

hoiie.st

to

.

detect Lefcourt'f luperiar thoe styling

THE

•

•

«

lead*r of C»f» Society'l wolf pack;

he dancet through life

Lefcourt Shoet.

in

films

Men who
built

realize thai a man's

appearance

,

:

is

.

.

.

that't

who wat

here*

that

niaket them cotno back again end again and ag' in!

at

AMPA Lunch

Picture stars on (he dais at the
As.sociated Motion Picture Adveriixei's

annuai
(13i

,

Chri,slmas luncheon
Town Hall Club,

at

N. Y., will include

Charles

,

Laughtoh.

and Martha

!

Maureen O'Hara.
.Sirtjone

.

Simon,

Scott.

Stanwyck's 2d for Ent

O

400

itt blockfront of ocean
privacy^40th to 4l$t Streets -ri

Within

Swimming Pool Sun Club • Cabanas.

Names
Friday

I

ZAere's only one JCord ZarktoH

-

from the ground up

And Lefcourt mutt have iomethlng
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I
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Y., 1

MIAMI BEACH
Jock Parker Manager

ReteriMtlonf Inuited

• •

•

Walter .lacobs

Hollywood. Dec, 10.
Barbara Stanwyck has been set as
star ill the second production for
Enterpri.se. Technicolor film titled

"Cattle Kale."
WoU.siaiig
the film.

Reinhardt will produce

W

'SiimmtrUm'. Cake JarUion Oub. ?ikt. tNtw ytmpshirt

a

:
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As

Sound Meets Men Perturbed on Deal

Nets,

AFM

Win Point at FCC
Wa.shington, Dec. 10.

.

successfully bridged the
"iintair slalion" issue, the American
Fedeiation of Radio Artists, after
Iwo and a half months of negoliathese
llons for new codes to replace

Having

compromise on pay

dramatic series in some time—
times weekly "Hollywood
Story' for Kellogg^
i2> Don Severn, K&E talent
buyer; sent a memo dowl) to.
Personnel this week requesting
a new couch for his office,:
(3) See 1 and 2,

the whole, members of
AFRA will Ret a 29% increase across
the board on commercial shows, iuswith
and transcriptions
lauieii,
certain extra bonuses in some'cascs;;

which,

oil

—

Otlier negotiation highlights:
A defeat as far as AFRA's plans
to wipe out differentials are con-

the

including

cerned,

diilferences

ftmong regions as well as the differences between commercial and sustaining pay;
A sock in the nose\as far^ ss
AFRAs insistence on raising pay for
sound eftects men. This last defeat
is so. serious that it may even result
in sound effects men walking out on
AFRA and possibly joining one or
more other unions.
Tlie sound effects men are the
lowest paid, on the whole, among
AFRA member.s. There are about 75
or 80 such network members in the

three

New

major production centersYork, Chicago, and Los An-

geles.

After miich arguing among the
and the network negotiators,
the nets offered the following for
the .Sound eilects people: A 2O';0
pay increa.se for all; plus a 5% bonu.s
to the entire group of these people
in New York and Chicago, and a
lO'i bonus to the group in Los Angeles. :Most «»f the people involved
want at least a 20% bonus, and some

AFRA

insist

looters'

AFRA

and Los An-

geles lasting even later. The entire
national board will meet again dur-

ing this week, and the final terms
will
be laid before membership
meetings in the three principal centers plus San Francisco.

AFRA

Some

board

could

KLZi'.s

ohU't

lijs

lltli

yoar

ensiuecr;

both AAl anil K.U (nuisiuilleiK and
luilds One ot (lie. best oivoi-ational
reoords liv the iiuUiKtiv.

KLZ,

tran.scribed

shows locally around the country,
the chief selling point to department
stores, etc., has been the low cost
per show. But start hiking those
figures, it's argued, and Fliegelmeyer's Five-and-Ten, etc., will decide
they can get in cheaper with a live
.

Women's PoU

members,

Cues

from the nets for the
men, feared the latter

K

this
out of AFRA.
happened, the sound people would
probably split among various unions.
In New York, the National As.sn. of
Broadca.st Engineers and Technician.s
ha.s contracts which could include
these people at NBC and Mutual,
while CBS and ABC are organized

by

the Interiiational Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers;

The Women's National Radio Comheaded by Yolanda Mero-

Irion, which is comprised ot 25
organizations, including the United
Council of Church - Women with
its
17,000,000 membership, has announced the discontinuance of its

annual radio program poll.
The withdrawal is viewed as

No Hope, No Formula

sig-

.

The Guild is ready now to negotiate the -ba^ic agreement with the.
four major networks on betialf of
freelance writers of sustainers.
plan for pushing the negotiations in

A

—

again a 60-minute sustaining
operation. Despite the fact that
the brace of NBC comedy shows
has slipped from 1-2 position to
3-4 in the Hooperating.s, they're
still plenty tough
in the eyes
of CBS clients.
CBS hoped it had the antiit's

in

to

commercial shows

points

which have been held under wraps
since the Guild walked out on prolonged, fruitless talks of 14 months'
duration with a committee representing the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, are expected to

Arthur God-

frey, now in the "10 to 10:30
period, but there are no takers
and he's kicking up a 5.1 rating
as compared with Hope's 27.4.
All told CBS has played around
with 13 shows in the half-hour
slot since the advent of Hope.

(.Continued on page :36)

Package-Happy NBC Into

Nothing's happened.

Business in a Big

scramming out of the Tuesday 9:30
(opposite Fibber) spot and are moving into the Wednesday at 10 (opposite Crosby)
segment with its
"Hollywood Players" show.
Latter period is being vacated by
Squibb and its "Academy Award

Up

CBS WAXES BERG SHOW

As

AFRA

five

minutes.

Generally,: the commi.sison's deciLs laolted on as victory for the

sion

networks and the American Fedcra»
of Musicians, both of wlucli
officially or unofficially opposed any wholesale breakdown of
tioii

either

(ABC has a.'^ked
the present rules.
for special reprieve on announce^
ments for electrical transcriptions
built only for broadcast— obviously
in hope of clearing the ways for Bing

wax

Crosby's

series.>

FCC spokesmen were

plainly

di.s-

couraged fi"om altering the present
rules by lack of any strong showing
from the average smalltown broadcaster and by almost unanimous opposition from the big fellow.s, including
Bamberger Broadcasting Co.

(WOR) and Eaile Anthony's KFI,
Los Angeles.

SEEDS-GROVE FIGHT

ENDS IN SEHLEMENT
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Six-month controversy between
Russel M. Seeds agency and Groves
Laboratories over $160,000 claimed

by the agency as due it under the
terms' Of a contract representing
in billing,
was finally
$1,000,000
ended here last week when attoineys
for both sides reached an amicable
settlement.

Way

With 5 Shows on Griddle

Grove account was taken over by
Jones agency and J.' D.

Diiane

&

Co,,

both of

New

York,

June of this year, following
elevation to presiPackage-happy over the commer- James Grove's
dency of the drug firm. Grove's discial, wrapup of two of its "housecharge from the Army and entry
(the RCA Victor
built'' programs
into the firm brought about the;
Show and the International Harresignation of Harry Goldsmith, Sr.,
vester program, which are spotted
Sunday afternoons), then prez.
back-to-baok
Curious angle to the long-drawn
NBC is going into the package businegotiation was that Grove had been;
ness in a big way.
Clarence Mensor, web proKran- in pretty much the same type of
ming veepee, who turned over the litigation in 1945, when H. W. Kastwo NBC-built Sunday shows to tor & Sons agency, sued on the same
sales boss Harry Kopf to land them allegation, finally recovering $15,000
John Moscr was, attorney
in the sponsorship columns, is cur- damages.
While Ethan Shipley
Seeds,
rently wrapping up presentations of for
five house pacliage shows for sub- represented Grove.
mission to agencies. Menser in turn
has shaved the prices down to a
in

'

:

:

minimum as a comeoi).
The five shows, now heard
on

taining

the

.

'

jniiuile and under five, and identification at both start and I'm is!) of all

shows of over

Tarcher

WJAS

'

being

is

outfit's national

include: Lease,
not sale, of sliows; the Guild sliop,
which means in case of freelance
shows that the producer fchocses his
own writer, but the scripter mu.st be
a member of RWG; a revi.sed release form, and a basic minimum
scale for shows of varying length,
commercial or sustaining.
Plans for the Guild's strategy in
regard to commercial negotiations,

m

which, presumably, would draw its ed Louis Sorin^as .lake.
Bernard. Schubert negotiated the
reps from smaller stations around
deal for Miss Berg.
the country. "V/ 7

FCC's pi'e.scnt rule, which i.s continued in efl'ect, requires; label ing iit
the beginning of all platters over one

four-point minimum basic con^
for freelance
and contract
writers has been laid down by the
council
national
of
the
Radio
Writers Guild and was projected before the eastern region membership
at a meeting last night (Tuesday)
in N. Y.

The four

standpoint that
Thus, .on the economic issiie.s, niflcant frorn the
is a widening recognition that
AFRA had come out a little less than there
the industry has become over-satsecond best in negotiations that
urated with polls and the bowout
lasted two and a half months* startof the women's organization is seen
ing last Oct. 1.
Theatre" .show Dec. 18, with Schensome quarters as only the first
On the "unfair station" is.sue,
ley taking over on the 25th. Cresta
of several such moves in coming
Blanca has held down the spot for
i AFRA is given the opportunity to months.
several years with a variety of procancel contracts with all four net.s
Chief criticism of the program
simultaneously beginning Nov. 1,
gramming formats,
ft
polls among industry execs is that
1947, The union can cancel contracts
the}''re all the same. As one of them
on only 10 days' notice, and can reput it: "This year they'll all add one
Ouster
instate the codes on a single day's
new name. Henry Morgan. Then Si Mann's
notice. Ifs during the cancellation
they'll go into the same routine."
interim that an "unfair station"
Kicks
Pitt. Fuss
could be penalized by having its network feed cut off through AFRA ac
Launches Probe
lion against a single show or a little
Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.
"Goldbergs" Back in Half-Hour
network.
Dismi,s.sal of Si Mann, head anVersion With New Cast
The year's "grace" before that
nouncer of WJAS, last week has
clause becomes operative includes
CpS last week made a recording kicked up quite a fuss locally and
efforts to educate affiliate stations
into acceptance of AFRA as the col- of a new half-hour version of the following an appearance of Mann
before membership of AFRA at a
lective bargaining agent. The "edu- old Gertrude Berg series, "Rise of
regular meeting, local chapter of
cation committee" will be composed the Goldbergs," with Miss Berg in,
radio performers' union has apot 16 members, including four rep- her traditional .writer-leading ladyresenting AFRA nationally, four director roles. Jack Mosman acted pointed a committee to investigate.
According to Mann, he was beaten
from tlie major netSj and four, from as co-director tor CBS. CBS house
up by a couple of engineers at stallie National Assn. of Broadcasters orchestra was used and ca.st includs,

la.<t

more than one minute and not more
than '30 minutes be identified only,
once-—.either at start or finish.

Strategy committee.

With Cresta Blanca moving
over from Tuesday to Wednesday,' CBS is right back where
it was in the beginning in trying to buck up against the 9 to
10 Tuesday night Fibber & MolJyBob Hope competition that is,

Hope formula

Discontinuance

Of Other Such Checks
mittee,

tran-

NAB

tract

worked out by the

Nixing of

a.s

here,

FGC's ruling on the disks followed
closely recommendations ot
at
oral argument Nov. 25,f though, the
assn. \vent the commis.sioii one better
and, on behalf, of the wee-wiitter.s,
shows of
sugfieste<i that recorded

For Freelancers

regard

etc., could take it in
contended, dfere arc other
companies that will find the going
too tough in trying to pass on the
added hike to clients.

program.

sat

A

tran.scriptioii

open end

labeled

Fiiday (6). This is, however, the
only relaxation of the Government's
present requirements on identification of platter shows.

Sets Contract

DENVER

Cresta Prefers

spotting

be

FCC announced

scribed,

Writers Guild

stride, ifs

fn

Swezey

need

longer

.as

chaperone.s

Lang-Worth,

effects

pull

coiupletiiiK

To Defy Crosby

while feeling they had got the> best
tliey

soimd
would

HARVEY WEHRMAN

are of tlie. opinion that
C. PetriUo's victory in winning a 50% pay hike for musician.s
on platter shows may wind up with
all but four or five oC the top companies folding up their operations.
Last year the transcription comGresta Blanca apparently regards
panies paid a total of $1,500,000- to Bing
Crosby's platter show for
musiciaiis, which means the new tab Philco as less stiff opposition than
will cost them an additional .$750,000 Fibber McGee & Molly. At any rate,
in the coming year. Wliile such Out- the Cresta producer.s, Schenley, have
fits as Ziv, World, Sti.ndard Radio,
served notice to CBS that they're

members of
in session in New York mo.st
of the night Monday (9), the New
York meeting ending at 2:30 a.m.
those in Chicago

KILOCYCLE CONTROLLER

KLZ's

busines.s

on 25%.
Meeting Into the Night

lijme

commercials— no

of plattered

.

Ji.m.es

were

and

"Between the

Doom

Smallies'
Sources dose to the

Disk

gamut

down and 1 got up, Mutual
signed up another sound truck."

Pay Hike

May SpeU

le-ss

gue.sts:

atl^iliate

Xow

Still

National board

Eckhardt i,s
put on its first

five

scales, in

Transcriptions of one minute or
duration— includhig the entire

the 400

Mutual's still taking a ride
on its 400-odd affiliates.
Cracked Jim Sauter at last
Thursday's N. Y. Radio Execs
Club luncheon, alter Bob Sv^ e/ey
had introduced many Mutual

^

(IV Kehyon

grtting ready to

that expired October 31, has effected
a mild

Among

Coincidence?
.

•

Disk Tag Over Minute Stays Put

AFRAWiiis2(l%PayHikeCrossBoari

"Frank

network,

Meri-ivvell,"

drews,"

"CJrand

Olmstead
rieties:"

and

sus-

'Udy BountifuF KFWB

include

;"A,rclVie

Gets Slap^ in Kisser

An^

Nelson
Pocket Va-

Hollywood. Dec,

iVtatguee,'''

"Vest

;,

Public service-minded
tion,-

KFWB, was

week

in

10.

Warner

.sta-

wet-toweled this
an attempt at aiding aii in-'
dustry
sister,
WMPS, Memphi.s.
EDDIE DAVIS' MUSICAL
Figures in the event, a reunited
Eddie Davis, radio scripter, in motlier and daughter, refused lo
Tucson; Ariz., for his health, has voice their sentiments on a plaiter
tion, which is the: CSS. outlet here, completed a new musical "Merry
which manager, Harry Maixli.sh.; was
and then asked for police protection, Mexico.''
He'll make the rounds to air express to the requesting staagainst
further
pQ.s.sible
attacks. with it next spring.
,>•.',•:,,,,.';
tion...
Operators deny charges, and' firing
Family- figured in a national hunt
took place, WJAS execs claim, after
:

:,

,:;

Platter-Net Snags Kelly,

Modernaires Longterm
The Modernaires and Paula Kelly
have inked a long-term pact withLang-Worth Feature Programs, Inc..
to

service the transcription firm's
"platter-net" of 400 radio stations
tluoughout the U. S. and Canada.
Deal was negotiated by Howard Sinnoft of General Artists and C. O.
Langlois, prexy of Lang- Worth.
First disks of the series were

completed yesterday

(Tuesday) in
Columbia studios, N. Y. Agreement
provides for a minimum of 60 lunes
the fir.st year. Fran Scott is wriiing
the vocal arrangements while Bill
Stegmcyer will handle the musical
chores.

.

announcer began, neglecting

" Radio -s Biggest, Sales
Job Is Selling the
United Nations"

By Christopher Cross
who

Mh

th* laga of itlling

UN

his

work

because of repeated occurrences of a
persecution complex;
. AFBA intends to do nothing until
a full "reports comes back.: from the

committee named
Affaire Mann.

to

look

iiito

Le

hat hl(

own

idcai on rodio'i

'^Plagiarism or

:.

Coincidence"
Geo. Price's Radio Disks
Georgie Price is talking
Ivfiiii5-minute disk series of
musico-dramatie sketches with
Schwimmer & Scott agency of Chi-

Stie was located at the
Mayflower liotel here after disappearing from her banker father's
home. WMPS manager telephoned
Maizlish with request fo'r remote
control good-willing. However, the
mother,, Mrs. Elbert Land, refused to
even answer the 'phone in daughter
Peggy's. room after initial call got
through and she nixed the deal.

for the girl.

Irving Brecher

fi

an

tditoriol

feature

of the forfheoming

41 St Anniversary Number

scribed

cago.

While at the Maytair, Chi, la.sl;
month, the comedian was bookeci

one of »hc many tdltoriol foaturti
•f

rli«

forthcoming

41 si Anniversary ISnmber

•

of

directly by Reynolds Pen for a series
of lO-l.'i-min. platters which he completed in tne course of the Ghi
nitery engagement.

of

LaCOSSITT INTO HUNT'S SPOT
Henry LaCossitt, who has been
doing his daily (1'1:15 p.m.) "Editors Diary" on Mutual as a sustainer
for the last few months, takes over
on Jan. 13 the cooperative morning
spot (9-9:15 a,m.) which ha.s been
held down by Frazier Hunt for two
years.'

:

:

,
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W*<lM<*8<lay,

WEBS

COMPLEX

IN PERSECUTION

'O&OILoveYou

THOSE

major networks as accompaniment for the yearstatements will probably be; "Thank God for our owncdand-operated stations." For it's not exactly a secret that, with operat-j
highs during 1946, CBS, NBC and ABC won't
ing costs reaching new
year on their income from the network operations as
g<>t rich this
'46
such. Particularly in the case o( GBS. whose gross time sales for
will sho^V.a TV'o dtop in comparison witli its .'4,^ billings, it's considered
likely ill some quarters that the network operation might be luc)ty. topull up into the black columns of the b.o. statement, it it doesn't see red.
True, the networks argue that the llguiies on gross lime sales don't
truly retlt'cl the financial condition of the webs, when it comes to adding up the net profits. CBS further argues that the year-end financial
iilatement will show a healthy net over last year. But it's also conceded
bV the network that the statement is based on the overall GBS operation, which taMs in Columbia Records, which will wind up -as a lucraoperation, and the o & b .stations, from which, it's reported,
li\'e
will come S.'i'^n of the CBS income^for ilie year.
Similarly NBC (whose strong- arm is RCA) and ABC look to their
o & 0 stations and other vested interests to put them in the big profit
Mutual, of course, i.s a non-profit organization whose wellniargins.
heeled directors tWOR, WGN, Don Lee, etc., bosses) pour coin into the

CBS
Unhappy Over
-*--,:

'47

29

Yen To

Flagship

TliMiie soDg of the

t'liri

IVhain-'ial

Stray

;

,

GET
Some of

'

vveb operation.

,

,

Don't be surprised', is the thinking in authoritative quarters, if the
networks, as a result, start trimming their .sails in the near future and
inaugurate some drastic economies in order to stand on their own
At CBS, for example, there's long been the feeling among
financially.
the inner-sanctum brass that the web has been considerably overstaffed. ALSO there's some speculation aa. to whether the network will
pour tlie same amount of coin into programming as it did last year.
The sudden dropping o£ the morning cross-the-board half-hour "Joe
Powers" sustainer beciuse it was (ynsidered too costly an item is seen
as the tipoft that economy will be the watchword hencefortli on pro-

gramming,

Author Fees on 'Light of the World'
vies ancnt

the situation of the revived daytime «erial "Light of the
World based upon the Old Testa'

ment

and

sponsored

Mills.

by

General

,

As revived, the

serial is

beginning

over again with Adam and Eve
and Genesis. This means that there
are six years of old scripts on hand.
The show will thus have no literary
repeating
expenses,
the
sponsor
scripts sold outright by Katherine
and Adele Seymour, sisters, who
handled the show which was produced and sold by Transamerican in

shows

after.

Meantime General Mills has effected another economy in connection with "Light of the World."

No

longer is there a paid board of
clergymen-consultants.
Since the
clerics
have already okayed the
scripts being repeated, such "endorsement" was considered super-

Armageddon!
New York

pressagent swore
he had the following nightmare;
Harriet Van Home and John
Crosby got married and started
a Mr. and Mrs. Radio Column.

major

CBS

haven't had that to
the.v

May

still

thinks

it's

But the network headaches are
more manifold. Now that they've
hurdled the AFRA situation leaving
in its wake a hike in pay scales—
they're plenty worried over the
forthcoming James C! Pelfillo demands when contract time rolls
around in a month or so.- Just what
these

cast here but he and Vallee were the
only ones from the XJ. Si

the webs,
complex.

if

we have

And the networks are aware that
the magazines are playing a cat-andmouse game with them. The magSi
too.

have suffered,

as

reflected

in

John Hancock

Minus Molly, Hope
Symphony

Orchestra

prepared

to

go to town

noon program on CBS. which adds
up to an additional $700,000 dent in
billings for the: network. GE, which

was inked last week, but the
bankroUer served notice on the
network that it would only put its
John Hancock; to the contract if the
program' was moved out of its present Tuesday night 9:30 to 'lb:30 slot.
Insurance outfit, which' bought the
program on a 26-week basis, figured
it wasn't worth the $500,000 investment if it had to compete with the
two opposition shows on NBC Fibber & Molly and Bob Hope.
Instead, the Boston .s.ymph will
move up an hour, from 8:30 to 9:30,
replacing current sustainers. Longhair show tees off under commercial
auspices Jan. 21. It was last bankrolled by Aliis Chalmers on Saturday nights but retu}-ned this season

—

as a sustainer.

Hollywood,; Dec.

The

Slid

WINS

New

York, to a viceVrcsidency in the Aviation Corp.,
parent organization, was: announced
la.st week by
Irving Babcock, head
of

Avca

in

;

:

,

;;

a sponsor.
CBS didn't like the idea

on

morning

other,
his

stood

and

'

re-

;

programming,

ground— and won out.
WCBS way up into the

";

;

morning period on local programming—heretofore unheard of-*-»,.
and now gives the station the entire
5 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. segment (with,
tlie exception of tlie World News
8-8:15 network co-op strip) to do
with as it pleases.
And on top of it, WCBS in the
next couple of weeks practically
moves into its own quarters, taking
over the entire ninth flioor at 485
Madison ave. for its own studios,

10,

•

offices, etc.
'

Further reflecting the thinking in
terms of autonomy iimong the N. Y.
nag.ships

is

WNBC's.almost exclusive

plugging

of
network ~^

breaks

As

CBS

f

its

own—-rather

than

:

shows during statiori
see separate story).
for
"Powers,"

replacement

riioving the

is

,

John Reed King

!

"Give and Take" show into the 1010:30' slot.
It's
currently heard
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:305 p.m.

-

.

Now

Berle Wantsa

Play Disk Horses
Add the name of Milton Berle to
who might enter the Now York

those

While

disk jockey sweepstakes.

,

out

and"Blondie"

.and

Redd

Andre

it's

Baruch-Bea

Wain

teamup

into the fold in recent weeks.
Berle wants to spin the wax on
to supplement that station's

WNKW

doubled over from the Jack Haley Martin Block 1'Make Believe Ballshow for Sealtest. Johnstone for- room." Just how that would, rest
with the Blow agency, Philip Morris
merly produced "Man Called X."
and CBS in the event his network
show- comes through, is something
else again, although no stumbling
block is anticipated from that direction.

41st Anniversary

,

going to develop its ;own show; with
its. own production staff, etc., for the
spot, with the intent of wrapping up

Two network shows from the still only in the talking-out-loud
Coast are changing producers. Nat stage and no off iciar conversationsWolff is turning back production of have taken place toward negotiating
the Abbott and Costello show to Don a contract, Berle would like to move
Bernard, Coast head of the William into the heavy platter-turning comJack Johnstone re- petition that's wooed Ted Husing and
Esty agency.

is also

WLW

on

ABC

Riley"

they're
and invite

If so,

a wholesale exodus of clients
of radio into the mags-

;

late

Its

Bob Redd as director of
lieves
Frigidaire's "'Hollywood Star Time."
Bernard also produces "Life of

the huge jump in newstaiid returns.
They're waiting to see it the webs
fnake any move toward initiating an

advertising rate boost.

,

WCBS

::

persecution

a

-

•

portedly told off Arthur Hull Hayes,
station manager.
But Hayes, forti-'
fled with rating and sales figures on;
what had been accomplished locally

Deal for John Hancock Insurance

a fight at the recent FCC hearing
in Washington on relaxing the transcription bah, and why CBS and
say they'll never yield on the

-

That pushes

;

onCBS

Cincinnati, Dec. 10.
Elevation of James D. Sliouse,
president of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.. which operates
here

good

NABET A&C, 'Star Time' Switches

.

&HOUSE TIPPED BY AVCO

a

-r

Boston Symph Gets

Boston

demands will be nobody but
Petrillo knows and he isn't talking
yet. The network chieftains are reHollywood, Dec. 10.
donning their fighting togs, for they
Jack Benny will take his entire, expect that Petrillo, having won his
troupe to Honolulu late in May for bout with the Government on the
the last two broadcasts of his cur- Lea Act, will lay it pn thiclt.
rent Luckies series. Believed to be
Couple that with all the other
the first time that an entire commereconomic .clinches, the overall wage
cial show crossed the ocean to do a
hikes, (CBS says it adds up to 22V2%
regular broadcast.
Back in 1937 for that network), the
Tony Stanford produced the Rudy boost.s, AFRA. the HO^.'n transcription
Vallee show in London for broad- hike, etc., and you'll excuse us. say

Hawaii in

ABC

Co. to take over sponsorship of the

—

GE to Drop IOOG

reported pulling in the reiii.s
on periodicalSj etc., because of the
slow production rate, cancels out of
"House Party" on Jan. 11. Banktollers had previously sponsored the
show across-the-board, at which time
the billing totaled $1,145,000, but cut
down to the present thrice-weekly
*pon.sorstup about 26 weel« ago.
There's a possibility, however, that
Procter and Gamble may grab the
4 to 4:30 spot.
P&G is pulling out
pt bankroll participation in Mutual's
'Queen for a Day," and may transfer
its biliingi) to CBS.'

know

.

Two Shows From

Thursdays.
idea.

.

and

what a real threat it is today in
keeping the network strimg together
and that's why they've been fighting the transcription bugaboo tooth
and nail. It's why they put up such

issue,

to Air

V. Denny, moderator
"Town Meeting," w"ho has a
new; contract coming up with the
web, reportedly chifWed in with
a ''we're-doing-very-well-thankyou" retort, and stays put on

platter

NBC

Benny

.-

into the Tuesday night 8:30-9:30
time.
The symph's new: spondemanded better time;
sor

full well that,

sorship deals for their
productions.

NBC

After the second airing, closing out
the »eason, Benny and his wife,
Mary Livingstone, will remain on
the island for a few weeks vacation.
Band will be taken along with the
with possible exception of
cast,
Dennis Day and Phil Harris due to
them having tlieir own shows.
Benny's holiday
will
hroadca.st.s
come from service ho.spitals in this
General Electric is dropping spon- area
sorship of tlie three-times-a-week
Art Linkletter "House Party" after-

Tarty'

is

know

:

of

.

they

.

ABC had planned to keeplhe
Boston symph in its present 9;3010;30 period and move ''Town
Meeting" frorn Thursday iiight

George

For once time starts opening up,
the problem of refilling the slots,
may not be quite the simple thing
it
has been- in the, pa.st. There's a
little item khpwn as ttahscriptions,
they say, which in 1947, with the
impetus of the Bing CrosbyPhilco
payoff behind it, may grow to the
stature of an ogre. They're not saying it out loud, but they anticipate
that the era of the bigtime tran-

contend with in the past;

ail

the first instance.
Radio writers have taken a dim
\ iew of this
development taut apparently there's nothinti to be done.
It's pretty hkely to be brought up
as a "horrible example" in Radio
Writers
Guild negotiations here-

thing's off'

they knew, would

around the corner.
once
time starts opening up, the disk
show entrepreneurs will pounce on
the affiliates to wrap up local .spon-

Reprising Old Bible Scripts Cuts Out

.

Orchestra with "Town
Meeting of the Air" has run into
S two-way snag. :Npw the whole

phony

stoppage, unemployment, etc. Now
that a temporary truce has been
.cfl'ected,
they're relieved that at
least one obstacle has been hurdled.

And

,-;

serious-niirtded listeneris by the
bracketing of the Boston Sym-

iheyitably follow as industrial clients
affected by the fuel lack would feel
the
full
impact of production-

wllich,

tion.s

a growing! tendency on the part of
the rietworfe fl'^gship stations in.-.
New York to divorce themselves
from the, w'eb operation.s. The netr
works Haven't been any too happy
about it. They recognize all too well
that you can't sell your out-of-town
affiliates a bill of goods if your key
':,
station i.sn't playing ball.
In one single -stroke last week ,.
probahl,y took- the most courageous step tiius far of, any of the
major webs'; key, stations toward an;
autonomous setup.. When it got wind
that CBS was dropping its croas-lheboard ''Joe Powers" half-hour show,
effective this Friday (13), the' net-:
work'k rtagship grabbed off the
"Powers" 10 to 10:30 a.m. segment
and notified web officials that it was
.

Culture Bracket Nixed
ABC's plan to turn Tuesday
evening from 8 to 10 over to

early solution of the coal strike-WoiUd .stave off a wave of cancella-

scription

Considerable discussion has dcvel-f
oped in New York radio writer cir-

'

Strings

For some time now there's been

-4-

making no bones over their presentday pessimism, foreseeing a succession of 1947 crises in the wake of
an economic tailspin, mounting cost.?
and labor pioblems.
Last week they were sitting, -tight
with :fingers crossed, hoping' that an
,

From Mother Web Apron

'Eil
the network officials are

Number

OF

The Biow

deal,

,

:

halt-hour

a

.show with Monica Lewis and Ray
Block's orch as replacement for "It
Pays to Be Ignorant," is reported
on verge of signaturing-^pi-obably
this week. Biow and Philip Morris
were reported happy with-lhe audi-':
tion platter.

colgate;s $1,000,000

Will be published late in December

radio billings hike

Vsuol Advertising tiites provail

Forms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space

NiW YORK
154 W.

19
46th St,

reservations

may be

HOLLYWOOD

sent to any Variety office

28
&311 Yuecci St.

CHICAGO

1

360 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago,
Coliiate-Palmolive-Peet
another $1,000,000 worth
billing yearly after dealthey acquired Kay Daumit

Dec. 10.
takes on
of radio
by vyhichV
Cosmetics

(or a reputed $4,000,000.
Fifteen-minute slice of "Breakfast
Club,'?-

under Daumit

sponisor.ship,

reverts to Colgate, making a total of
eight air shows for the firm.
In

event of the cosmetic product dropping show. ABC has four praspective
*
sponsors nibbling.
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TELEVISION

80

Dodgers-Yanks Baseball Telecasts

CBS' Do-or-Dye Pitch for Teletint
Brings

Qahns Net

Ready

Is

Sponsor PossibSlity

Ford-Shell

to Go;

loomed

Possibility

May Lower Competish

U.H.F. Color
.

Washington, Dec,

*
10.

As the FCC today (Tiies,) went
into iU second day of hearings on
dolur television standards, with CBS
Miaioing its all-out pitch for immediat« psrmission to go into tint commercially, a non-technical policy for
point was interjected into what has
b«en up to now purely a technical
'

discussion.

giving
the xiltra high frequencies to color
television only would ke«p those frequencies down to 27 channels, as
agauTst 82 channels that woiild be
possible if the slots were allocated
to black and white. FCC assistant
Harry Plotkin
general
counsel
pointed out that that would result
i?i only two color video networks in
the tountry. lowering the competition standaids as previously set by
tlve commission which (yould like to
see four webs.
This point, however, was incidental to the technical information
piled til ickly before the commission.
Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS director
of engineering and research, and
bi'aintruster of teletint, unfolded a
number of surprises in an 81-page
teclmical Statement, probably the
longest presentation of the kind ever
tossed at the commission.
At today's (Tuesday) afternoon
hearing, Dr. Goldmark made the
assertion that color television networks would be possible immediately, via
coaxial cables, if the
commission approved the CBS stand-

CBS' proposed system

of

.

Chi Tele Breaks Mark

TELE-VARIETIES

Breaking

its

42 liours, 33 minutes of telecasting
for one week, established during the

NAB

WBKB

convention

last

Bendix Tint Runs

color telereceiving set.
a

vision table model
These were considered powerful
arguments for CBS, On the other
:

hand, the fun is as yet ahead, with
oppotrents of the CBS standards as
yet to be heard from.
The net sent., its* first team to
Washmgton, weighted down with

(Continued on page 38)

15 Mins.;

D'ARTEGA
auys

—

^

It

he

194(>'s

tribution to

CBS

television

color

week as Bendix Aviation Corp. last
Wednesday (4) botched up a demonstration

the

of

first

commercial

model color tele receiver.
Bendix receiver operates on the
three-color sequential standards pro-

posed

CBS

by

was

"and

patents licensed by the

built
net.

on

Last

week's demonstration, followed the

months

.several

showing

but

ago,

cither

through faulty transmission or poor
receptjion,

was not

greatest siuRle con-^

Ameriean Music.

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

successful.

Ro-

tating mechanical disk.s went out of
synchronization for the first time,
causing the screen to look like a
series ot three vari-colored windwipers across it.
Bendix
shield
engineers claimed the disks could be
fixed by simply manipulating the
dials,

GBS demonstrawere excellent, but the set
furnished poor detail on the fast-action sequences and brealuij? Of the.
color was present in several inColors, as in the

IN

ALL THREE AGENCIES
Chicago. Dec.

10.

Conl\-act to handle all television
for tlie entire line o£ Swift & Co.
products wa.s signed this week by
McCann-Erickson in. a Unique deal
calling for the agency to work with
Swift's

two other

agencies.

Needham.

Louis and

Brorby, and J. Walter
Thompson in pri^arihg commercials
lor- the shows.
Present plans call for a video airing for many of the Swift products,
while the medium is in an experi-

menial
Deal

stage.

Will not in

any way

atfect the

present

agency account lineup /or
newspaper, magazine and radio adNo budget on the number
of video shows has been set yet.
vertising.

TELEFILM INTO VIDEO
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Telefilm. Inc., -producers of commercial and inditstrial Alms, is readying lor a bow into the making ot
special films for television.
To implement the plan, Don
Namara, formerly associated

Anion

iM.

Leader

Public to Wait,

Causing

*•*..

prcemed

be expected to switch
radios unless something is done about this..
Talent on the show » isn't bad,
the responsibility
leave
which would
for its faults chiefly in the laps of
scripter Richard Straus and pro'ducer
Wes McKee, both of the
agency staff. Gags are corny to the
extreme, continuity is lacking and
make
The general public is not likely to the commercial is the kind to
.viewers squirm in distaste. Camera
get delivery on new television rework under tlie direction of NBC's
ceiver orders from RCA and Du(Continued on page 38)
Christmas, despite

Sets by Priority

,

Mont until after
the new influx of

full-page ads in
New York daily .newspapers and
Chief rea-son
national magazines.
for this is the reeently-called-off
coal strike^which knocked the pins
out from under, delivery plans.
RCA has a backlog ot more than

the

Milkman's Aud Stanza
Gets

Buys

Oil

'Artist'

10.000 orders to date, but the chance
of an individual consumer gettmg a
set before Christmas appears remote,
according to Gerald O. Kaye, sales
chief of Bruno-New York-, exclusive
products in New
dealers tor

Television gets its most: pretentious audience participation show to
date, next Sunday ( 15) night when
Borden's tees olT its "Let's Cele-

tContinued on page 38)

&

RCA

TOLEDO'S 453G TELE,

stances, especially in the 16m film
shown. As it, was. tlie best part of
the set was its oi*nate chassis. ReToledo. Dec. 10.
ceiver is a console model with a
Fort Indu.stry Co.. which operates
picture equivalent in size to that of
WSPD. Toledo, has received a cona 12-inch tube,
Bendix
spokesmen refused to struction permit for a .commercial
station
quote a price on the set but declared televi.sion station and an
J, Harod Ryan, veepec
they were ready to swing into fiill in Toledo.
production on it as soon as the FCC and treasurer, said plans have been
establishes color standards. It also made to build new studios and erect
announced that Bendix will soon a television tower more than 500 feet
inslull an experimental ultr.aihigh high.
frequency traiismitting .station, at its
Entire pro,iect is expected to cost
main plant in Baltimore, with call $4.'):i.OOO. The call letters
letters of W3XBS.
have been assigned to the station.

FM PLAN GETS OKAY

FM

,

WNBT

(NBC,
brate" program over
Rilbicam is the
Young
N.
agency.
Since the show is considered too
large for the regular NBC tele
studio, Y. St R. plan.s to stage it in
NBC's radio studio 8G. Deprived of
the tele studio's lighting system, consequently,

,the

three Image

agency will utilize
Orthi con cameras,

marking the first time that
have been used in a live studio

Wes

McKee

producer,

the

of

with

...

Walter Thompson

NBC's

I.O.'s

.show.

a.gency

Ed

is

Sobol

sports, events

on

trated

Anniversary
of

Numher

hasn't:

sports for radio advertis-

ing.
,

N. Y, Giants games, which are to
be televised next season by NBC,
appear so far to be a cold potato
vidcowise, much the same as Ihey
<

last

year

in

Team

radio.

m 1940 and
much better
year, which probably explains
the lack of sponsor interest in them.
Baseball fans watching the games
on television, it's believed, will always pick the colorful Dodpers or
wound up

in last place
not expected to do

is

this

Yapkees over the Giants when they
J,

""a chance to choo.se.
Shell-Ford deal might be worked

into a participation setup, with both
'crtisers tying in their products

ad

If they
on the .same commercial.
decide to solo on alternate days,
however, the advertisers' plugs are
expected to offer a solid test to
agency copy writers, since the same
viewers will be watching both commerci.ils and, will naturally stack
one up a.i^ainst the other.

elusive video rights to all seven
home games of the Yanl<s football
club in 1947. In ad lition to the 77
home baseball games, DuMont also
plans to pick up, insofar as facilities
permiC, 11 Yinkee games to be
played in Philadelphia, Boston and
Washington. Philly and Washington
games will be tran.smitted to N. Y.
over the Bell System's coaxial cable,
with the Boston games to be sent
over the new radio rela,v systeinv
currently being Hnishcd between the

two

citie.s.

Bill Slater has been named to anall games, with Jack Murphy
handling the DuMont camera crew.s.
Present plans call for the u.sc oE five
Image Orthicons at the Stadium,
which should give viewers an excellent picture of what goes on.

nounce

NBC

added a new sponsor
this week and repacted three bankrollers for other shows. Nesv sponsor is Gulf Oil, which has taken over
WTVT the "You Are an Artist" show, featuring painter Jon Gnagy. on Thursday nights at 9. In addition, the
Esso Television Newsreel, formerly
on Mondays and Thursdays at 7:50
p.m., will be continued once weekly,
on Mondays at 9 p,m.
which formerly
Bristol-Myers,
Possilile trouble confronting apartment house dwellers in metropolitan
New York in getting their landlords' permission to iiisiall television s p o n s 0 r e d the "Geographically
antenna was pointed up by Ben Gross. N. Y. Daily News radio editor, in Speaking" show on Sundays at 8:15
his column last Sunday (8).
Noting that some property owners believe p.m., has replaced it. with a new
variety show titled "Tele-Varieties."
tele .sets are fire hazards, while otliers just don't want their roofs cluttered
up. Gross declared "anyway, the result is the same. You are out of your U. S. Rubber, sponsor of the "Television Quarterback on Friday nights
mciney, with no benefits accruing."
What he forgot to point out, however, i.s that mo.st tele manufacturers at 8, has decided to continue in that
and dealers are following the. pattern set by Viewtone in checking a house slot, but with the emphasis on
;

.

Inside Stuff-Television

•

'

lor reception conditions before finalizing sale o[ a .set.
If it's discovered,
eoiisequently, that a. landlord pb.ie.cts to antenna on his roof, it's Uhlikely

and, since the majority of future customers in metropolitan areas will
probably be apartment housed dwellers, scfhiething .m.ust be done to convert
the landloids to the right way of thinking.

basketball following the close of the
season.
Clair Bee, Long

football

the .show.

,

Current. (-Dec, 7). issue of the Saturday Evening Post features one of the
first magazine fiction, .storie'fi to be based on a television thenie.
Titled
"The Overall Picture. it's the story of the "Peerless Broadcasting Com-

TBA Sets

pany'' in a .search tor Miss Television, after realizing that "television
.

.

.....

''•

is

......

Scripter is Irving Gaynor Neiman. whom the Post's "Keeping POsled"
identifies as the former writer of the "Joe and Mabel'' soaper, oldtime su.stainer on the NBC., web. / Evidently a hep guy in the business,
Neiman must have been around the radio industry long enough to know
.the inner workings of VARtui.Y.
Ill the first part of his slory he alludes to
the.. fatet that the announcement of the television queen search \v?s
being
set in 60-'point type at VABtETy's Rogowski Press on Pearl street within
an hour after the web proxy's decision to hold it;

Annual Meeting

For N.Y.Jan.

'

feature

of the fartheoming

41sl

pickups. Shell

been on tele to date but has concen-

7;

Takes

In

THACKREY FOCUSES
ALL VIDEO IN LA.
-Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Dorothy Thackrey has abandoned
her intention of three-way operation
in television and will concentrate all.
efforts in that direction on a prospective Los Angeles station.
The
owner of KLA(i here, and KYA,
San Francisco, who originally planned to operate stations in New York
and the Bay City, has requested of

FCC that she be permitted to
an'd 'Frisco
applicatiohs without prejudice.
The plan, it's stated, is to go whole
hog into the L. A. setup. It was figured that if granted all three CP'.i
jiLstice could not be done any single
operation in the thin spreading of
effort.
Therefore, it was thought
best to concentrate on one, though
it is. indicated that the requests for
others may ^t some future date be
reinstated.

the

withdraw the Gotham

5

Annual meeting of the Television
BrOadca.stei's Assn. is Slated for the
Waldorf-Astoria,
Y,, }an. 7. Meet
open only to official repre-sefita-.
the meniber organizations.
Election
of three
directors
and
another business matters are on the:
agenda, with a reorganization meeting of directors slated for the alteris

"Yocks
Boffs
and Benzedrine'*
.

.

.

,

.

By Eddie Davis
*
:

lunch session.
TBA board this week approved an

A look-seo at the Coast studios of Television Productions. Inc. (Para>- application for active membership
mount), points iip the not-so-close relationsjiip of Paramount and DuMont.
in the group from the Pulitzer PubKlaus Landsberg, director of Teleprod, points to a wide variety
of equip- lishing COj of St, Louis, publishers
ment in use—the Jea.st of which Ls DuMonfs, Though the latter is partly
ot the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, who
owned by Par, and makes virtually every kind of equipment nece-ssary to
were recently granted a- construction
tele. Teleprod is equipped with a Wide variety, including
General. Electric, permit for a commercial tele station.
RCA and others, in addition to some DuMoiit ilems. Fact of the matter' George
M. Burbach and Robert L.
says Landsberg, is that Par and DuMont e.Kpect to be
as competitive will) Coe were named as ropresentativog
each other as they are with complete outsiders.

.

fives of

''

an •dtforial

the agency

is

,

directing.
also

to

TBA.

:

both advertisers, which would
make the setting up ol such a deal
that much easier.
Ford has been
the biggest spender in television to
date, with .-all its money invested in

DuMont, meanwhile, announced
last week that its contract with the
Yankee management also gave it ex^

NBC Comeuppance;

Gulf

that

for

were

(8).

StiU Doles

column

*

Sunday

thusiasts, can
Over to tlieir

RCA

tions,

.here.''

wondcri whether

"JE.T.'s

last

Mac- that the prospective customer would be out any money, since he wouldn't Island U'.* basketball coach, has been
have bought the set yet anyway.
tentatively set as a replacement for
As Gross notes, though, tlie problem is still, one to be reckoned with Lou Little.. Columbia grid coach; on

with
video interests, has
been hired as a production assistant.
Also formerly the production manger ot WBC-atfiliate. station KFI.
MacNamara starts Dec. 16.

Howard Hughes'

.

which

"Tele-Varieties,"

the present set owners, commonly
alluded to as raving television en^

.

SWIFT'S TELE DEAL CUTS

veth Wells, who formerly held down
the spot with her travelogs on the
"Geographically' Sffeaking" shows,
Anally ran out of film and was
forced to discontinue the program
to start another worldwide trek in
As a. research of new material.
placement. B-M ran in its new

week

this

sponsorship of the Brooklyn Dodgers and N. Y. Yankees ba.seba 11 telecasts next season miglit be sold on
a cooperative basis. Both Ford Motors and Shell Oil are understood to
have- made overtures, to: CBS television, who'll do the Dodger games,
and DuMont lor the Yankees.' It's
considered possible thai both bankroUeTs might sponsor each team's
games on alternating days.
J.

If the teeoll program is any indication, even the cream time slot
isn't going to do B-M any good. Even

received a

back-handed blow on the- eve of the
FCC hearirigs in Washington this

Suti., 8:20 p.ni.

Rtibiconi)
{Young
With the promise of 1,000,000 television sets on the market by the end
of 1947, Bristol-Myers is hanging on
to its 15-minule Sundav night slot
on WNBT (NBC, N. Y,). Mrs, Car:

a composer do on HoHmore music!
writes
famous
f,an!f - Worth's
D'Artega,
composei-condui tor, ran off to rest
and wrote "Dream Concerto." Lanfffull synvwith
transcribed
It
Worth
phony oroli,e.stra. Broadcasters proW'hiit does

claim

On Hearing Eve

Herb Howard,

BRISTOL-MYERS
WNBT-NBC, N. Y,

week

aired slightly over 50 hours of video.
Increase was brought about ' by
extra hours of air time for dealer
demonstration purposes. Outlet last
weejt added basketball telecasts to
its sports schedule, which includes
hockey, boxing and wrestling.

Farrell,

Betty BBrto, Ann (/rowle,v
Producer: Wes McKee
Director: Ed Sobol
Writer: Richard Straus

Chicago, Dec. 10.
previous record of

lines of the web's live color

ards.,

Further, Dr. 'Goldmark said -he
had already perfected a dual-band
receiver which is capable of receiving any kind of black-and-white
television and any kind of color in
tlie high frequencies.
He said he

With T«mvny

With 50 Hours on Air

'

has also already built

Television Reviews

41gl

*

*

'

an •diteriaf feature
«f the forlbeomtiif

Annitieraary
of

ISumber

'

)

r

'

RADIO

Dffember II, 1946

ij^CdiK-silay,
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GOP WANTS CONTROL OF FCC
Up

lined

Is
'

Supreme Court Upholds FCC on WOKO,

SPOT

NAB Meet

for January

Ms

Five Other Permit

Aifecting

Bureau, 4

WTeasuremcnt

Broadcast

BMB as Data

Lambast

Critics Still

Washington; Dec.

10.

'

the target of gripes and
so.uawks around the country, and
ate lining up
various cjilics o£

Washington, Dec. 10.
W«ll in advance of the new Congress, Republican National Committee Chafvman Carroll Reece served
notice on President Truman last
week that the Republicans want ma.jority control of FCC, FTC, and a
host of other independent agencies
created by the Congress and directly
responsible to that body.
His challenge, made to the first
victory meeting of GOP biggies in
Washington last Thursday (5), may
iii^e Mr. Truman further pause in

is still

Inc.,

BMB

needles

further

stick

to

Denny

Charles R.

Chmrman FGC

(Arling

the

into

between now and the January
National Assn,
.board iiieetiiig of the
At tliat meeting, acBroadcasters.
cording' to a resolution adopted at
Chicafio in October, NAB's reps on
BMB must report on how tlie ad
are using
jificncies and advertisers

with

Irtal'i

outfit

BMB

tlie

these reports

'Modulation"

meet with approval.

doubt at this time
answer to be
"Give the agenand advertisers a chanc. to try
data," And on the strength o£

There

is

cies
this

his search "for the right man" to fill
the FCC vacancy created: by resignation of Paul A..Porten

little

the most potent

that

BMB

given by

in

v.

whether

and

repovts,-

'''Frequentcy

41m

Antdversary Number

is:

that an.swer, the predictions are that
the cooperative investment of $1 ,250,-

made by the industry

000

have

will

pay

BMB

in

be given a longer opshow whether, it can

to
to

portunity

WUBExitonFM

:

off.

BMB

currently in the stage o£

is

and area,
distributing
the network report
reports; and
\von!t be ready until February. Reits

prints of the station reports are expected to be ready for sale to ad

and advertlscrs by the end

Kgencies

month.

of this

.

have refused to
stations
furnish copies of their own oullefs
reports to agencies or advertisers,
forcing the latter to wait until this

Some

can be obtained from BMB.
One agency, which sent requests for
reports to 60 stations, got copies
from only 12 of the outlets, the remaining 48 being un.sure whether
they should furr.ish the reports or
data

'

not.

In some cities, station operators
have refused to get together and exchange information. In others, each
of the stations has passed its own
map on' to its Competitors on the
theory that, if they don't,
they

know what

won't
pictuie

is

Tangles N. Y. list

station

the

competitor's

Ite.

'Arbitrary Fixing' Cited

There are further criticisms of a
point that had been brought up a
number of times, sniping at BMB's
arbit-ary fixing of counties with
10% listening as the minimum.
Some of the
opponents claim
that there is no reason for leaving
out counties with less than 10%
listening, especially in the bigger

BMB

dopesters were already
betting that, even if the Chief Executive attempted to fill the vacancy
with a Democrat; he would select a
"lame duck" Senator with better
than even chances of swinging the
other members of the "Club" behind
his confirmation. Now they &re pi'edicting that Mr. Truman may settle
for a liberal GQP'er, with some

background
.

Washington, Dec. 10.
In a surprise move, Dorothy
Thackrey's New York Post station
WLIB has asked the FCC to dismiss
its bid for a N. Y. FM outlet, it was
learned here yesterday.

The New York
tion

indie

was rumored

Appointment of a GOP'er to
FCC slot would line up the
parties Ihree-a-piece, with Jett as
nominal balance wheel.
Commis(Continued on page 36)

applications

seventh

in

Los Angeles and San Francisco without offering any explanation other
than that she did not wish "to overextend herself."
The Thackreys are still bidding for
television stations .in N. Y. and on
the West Coast but now have no applications
Kxit of

on

may
FCC in

and

whom

for

file

WLIB

the

Williams in Lather

fM.

from the N. Y.

where they have, for instance
listenership— the number of listeners may be much larger than in

5%

"Squeedunk
listening

Some

County"

may mean

80%

where

only 800 people.

advertisers and time-buyers

insist that

BMB

fix "levels," setting

MP primary, secondary and tertiary

One group

areas.

that

insists

BMB

of time buyer.s
flgures arc not

comparable,

trundling

cpniplicatcd

charts

out

and

various

maps

to

prove their point.

May Drop

FM

to offend.

SCHWERIN SYSTEM GETS

When and

Not Your Trust In

Flagships'—-Agcy. Cry In

WNBC Local Plug Protest

tiations

t lie

sloti

the current

practice

of

the

web's

WNBC,

'111,

Jinx" shO'W, etc.

As one agency exec put it: VYou'd
think WNBC was completely divorced from network operation; it
top audiences from the shows
we toed them, but hands out the tree

it grabs a half-hour
plans dropping its 15-

if

Williams

Hit, Error

Meanwhile, the Schwerin-NBC bid
agencies for commercial use of
the Reactocaster has resulted in
nearly a dozen requests for presenta-

,

WOKO

sion, not the courtSi which must be
satisfied that the public interest will

Shawcase

Strip

be served.
The fact we might not'have made the same deterniination
on the same facts does not warrant
a substitution of judicial for admin.

In

CBS Heave-Ho

WNBC

system ha,"!
shows on a

the

past

TEX. STATION FETCHES 25G
Corsicana, Texas, Dec. 10.
The FCC has approved sale of
here from J. C. West and
Frederick Slausson to Alto. Inc., for

K AND-

a .sales price of $25,000.

KAND

operates full time with
watts on 1340 kilocycles.

2.50

'

did not affect the station's service,
"the fact of concealment may be
more persuasive than the facts con
cealed."
The Court discounted
WOKO's arguments that FCC has
been less tough on other defenders,
and held: "The very fact that temporizing and compromising with deception seemed not to discourage it,
may have led the commission to the
drastic measures here taken to preser\'e the integrity of its own sysrtern of reports."
At i,ssue was a 24% stock intere.st
in
held by Sam Pickard, a

As

incidents

in

As Camps Divide

WOKO

former CBS official and ex-Federal
Radio Commissioner, which was
concealed

in 29 sepsrate applications

filed

with FCC.

radio

;

BURDICK OUT OF JOB

;

John Becker
'

^

Workshop
by

Hoffman and'
real Marriage."

program on
Elwood

staff editor

"Sura maybe tor Jan-

bcar.s
It's

uary.

the

title

'

;

Meyer

a.^sumiiig '"senior'
writing staff this

is

CBS

.f5ets it.s

status oh the

rides to the .strictly local programsi"

as a .scci'Ctary*

week, having begun some .years ago
I
,

IN

NEW KSFO SETUP
San Francisco, Dec.

10.

KSFO here under new
inaugurated by its returnee
veepee, Phil La.sky, has abolished
the job of production manager. This
eliminates Richard S. Burdick, who
has hacf the job since his discharge
from the Army a year ago,
Burdick's plans
are
indefinite;'
He's stage director of "The Front
Page," legiter current at the Geary,
and was recently represented on
the Columbia Workshop as author
of "The Tin Whistle."
Station

policy

.

the Work.^hop with
by Alexander
score

is

facilities.

WOKO

The
discussion has immediate impact on the following cases,
board basis for the spot. It's the, new
most of them now in court or due
"Bouquet for You" show with Patti
for court appeal: WORL, Boston,
Clayton and Billy Williams.
where the license is questioned for a
As a result, "Theatre of Romance," similar concealment
of ji stock transthe Marx Loeb-.produced show which
fer; WHIP, Hammond. Ind., where
reverted to a sustainer this season
FCC refused a license to persons on
when Colgate gave, up spon.sorship, the ground of
misrepresentation;
is getting the axe. It 'occupied the
WTNJ, New Jersey, ditto; WCHSWednesday slot. Also being dropped
WGKV, Charleston, W. Va., where
is "Hawk Larabee," heard Thursdays,
joint ownership was concealed; and
and "The Chicagoans,", which has WOV,
New York, where FCC refilled the Tuesday segment. Two
fused to let the Mester Bras, buy
the 5: 30-6 strips are- being retauied.
the Bulova pi'operty because of althe Mon'day ''Oklahoma Roundup"
leged misrepresentations made to
moving into the old Danny O'Neil Government agencies.
slot cross-the-board, and the Friday
The Supreme Court said that
'That's Life" .show, which becomes
though' the concealment in thi,s case

.

L. Meyer, of the CBS program writing division, has been scheduled as
the Dec. 14 broadcast of the Columbia Workshop. It is an original, dealing with, a little girl who brings
back: an echo from Germany contained in a sea-shell which gives her

musical

.

.

eight

CBS STAFF WORKSHOPS

advice.

.

WOKO's

plied for

gramming' execs have settled for a
half-hour musical on a cross-the-

.

pre-tcst
to

during

case

FCC's
might have stopped short

of yanking .the license.
However,;
said the opinion, "it is the commis-'

-j:

Jeanne Meyer's "Alice and Echo"
Set; Hoffman's Surrealism Later

Mi.^s

'.
.

District court that the
was "a hard one" and that, in
.-^hoes,- it

;

months.

the stiindle

pate.

,

have sound the same in terms of the home
listener,
stirred so miich pro and con debate
Meanwhile Sinatra, moves over to
or evoked so many human interest Allen's Alley Sunday (15) for a rerepercus.sions in recent months as ciprocal guest shot. Allen doesn't
the Frank Sinatra Saga, Or the Ban- ban bobby-soxers and the trade will
be watching with keen interest to
ning of the Bobbysox Brigade,
see how the kids react.
.Since the Voice's recent Shutout of
For the Sinatra fan clubs apparstudio audience.? diiring his New ently haven't been taking it lying
York stay, the .two carn^s have been down. During the pa.st two weeks
been
chalk-marking the
solidly fornfiing^tb'bse. .who sympa- they've
thize with. Sinatra (arid they appear sidewalk in front of the broadcast
to be in. the majority) and agi'cc .studio with pleas of "Dear Frankie:
been
us
we'll
Let
in,
behave.^'
SimiJar exkids
have
uninhibited
that the
ruining his Old Gold radio show and pres.sions have been pouring in via
in general making life miserable tor mail to CBS.
that,
But
Sinatra's
adamant.
contend
He's conv^ho
him, and those
after all, it was the bobby-soxcr.s vinced that the kids are responsible
who projected Sinatra^ into the top l!or the lack of a better Hooperating
on
hi.'j
show.
today.
payoff
Some
that
he
is
of
the OG
show biz personality
Things hummed at an accelerated execs go along wjth him on that
pace last week. Old Gold and Len- scorej othei's with studio ticket oblinen and Mitchell agency, among gations to dealers are getting abuse
heaped
on tbem.
whose execs the same division of
The situation hasn't contributed
opinion seems to exiist, finally maneuvered Sinatra into agreeing to re- toward improving Sinatra's health,
lax hi.s ban partially for tonight's lie's a sick man. Last Wednesday
iWcd.) broadcast, when Fred Allen (4) he was forced to skip rehearsals
does a guest shot oh the show. altogether. Now he's trying to get a
Special tickets have been printed month off. If he does go oft' for a
permitting adults (21 and over) into few-week interval,. Lennen & MitchCBS Theatre 3 on Broadway, Sin- ell plans using a gue.st star policy,
atra agreeing that lacking studio retaining the .same overall program
reaction.. tho.'-e Allen quips might not flavor.

Few

to

a

ISumher

The high court agreed' with the
of

.

operation..

Semmler.
Another

Anniversary

4lsl

Frankie's Shutout Scored

However, Frank

interfered.

basis

feature

forthcoming

to

Mullen, the web's exec veepee and
general manager, has put an unofficial stamp of approval on the

trial

tlie

NBC execs last
continued AFRA nego-

his presentation

Some of the agencies with shows very poisonous
on,NBC have been squawking over will direct for

New York flagship station,
in utilizing station
break time to plug
only local programming, such as the

Shirer

test Keactocaster as an exclusidre minute
of
sponsorship
Sunday
enterprise. Shiier.
commercial
network
Latter has reportedly been
Schwerin was scheduled to make broadc.T.sliug on two-week options.

"Alice and the Echo," by Jeanne

'Put

Bill

mer.

;

to seven times a week to a
station, rathe, than once a week.
Another group wants the station
figures compilecl below 10%, after
which half of the counties are to be
eliminated from each station's report and the rest set down as the
station's Vadvertiseable area."

On
Airer;

ter Thompson-produced show that
went in as Standard Brands' replacement for Charlie McCarthy last sum-

NBC GO-AHEAD SIGN

week, but

of

*..•.;

*

editorial

Williams, which sponsors
J,
B.
William L. Shirer on GBS, is in the
market for a half-hour network .spot
musical
show. Shaving outfit
for a
tried unsuccessfully to cop the 7:30
Thursday evening segment on NBC,
vacated by the switchover of Dennis
Day to Wednesday at 8, idea being to a Tuesday-Thursday show from 4:30
17.
put in a musical program topped by to 5 p. m. starting Dec.
Alec Templeton. That's the J. Wal-

complicate matters for
the granting of permits
for FM in tliat city, ralhcr than ease
the situation. 'With only five licenses
to grant to .N. Y. now, the commis.sion has to decide whom to please
.scene

One of the critical groups hisists
tions.
tha* BMB's data be re.shuflled to
Schwerin's
show how many people listen from
been atiplied
tliree

Show

Musical

markets like New 'Vork, Chicago
Horace Schwerin has been given
and Los Angeles. Indies in these an unofficial go-ahoad by NBC for
centers
are particularly
insistent the introduction of his program prethat

.*

on

'

stockholding over a 12-year period. The high court ruling reversed
a deci.sion of the U, S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
favoring WOKO.
Justice Jackson delivered the court
opinion, which voted 8-Q in favor of
FCC. .iiistice Black did not partici-

24'.;)

istrative discretion. ...
We agree
this is a hard case, but we cannot
CBS is abandoning its late after- agree it should be allowed to make
noon 15:30-6) program development bad law."
The opinion leaves the way -open,
strip, with the result that, several
for FCC to permit other WOKO
shows are getting the axe. Network
stockholders to rid themselves of
it
several months back decided
Harold Smith and Raymond Curtis
might be a good idea to utilize the
who perpetuated the concealment
half-hour segment for showcasing of
before FCC, and refile for the .staCBS-built programs that were contion's facilities.
Meanwhile, three
sidered as potentially saleable. Idea
the apparently didn't jell, so web pro- other companies have already ap-

cancy.

The Post's withdrawal from New
York FM follows a similai: retrenchment la.st summer when Mrs. Thack-

FM

communications, foT

in

the job,

—

franchise despite heavy competifrom a dozen other bidders.

rey pulled out

Ticking"

By Arch Oboler

Present
commission has three
Democrats Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr.; Clifford J. Durr; and
Paul A. Walker; two Republicans.
Ray C. Wakefield and' Rosel Hyde;
and a self-confessed political independent, E. K. Jett, who, however,
was appointed to a Republican va-

have a good chance of winning an

to

FM

h

Political

Due

Sooit

"The Time Bomb

In a decision which itas immefliate
application for at least five other
radio licensees, the Supreme Court
ruled here yesterday that FCC was
within its rights in refusing a licen.se
lenewal to WOKO, Albany, N. Y.,
because its principals concealed a

NABET Primes

for

New
ABC

Contract With NBC,

Hollywood, Dec/
Negotiations start Feb.

two-year

tickets

1

for

10;

new

between National

Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians, and two nets, ABC and

NBC.

^

v.:

.

:

Negotiation group will consist of
four
members, James Brown,
of Hollywood; Mack Denncll, of San

NABET

i

Fnuici.sco, and one
tj'om Chicago and

member each

New

York.
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Ouy With

PhilharmQiiic,

Villi Kochcster

nt'v

Fiaser Uariison conductius; lloim-r
Biggs,

Mins., Sat.,
Sustiiinins

N. Y.
For the I4th successive year, the
.American Medical Assn. went iJn the,

air last Saturday (7), wWh its u.sual
dramatic ,!;loriiieation of its chosen
profession. This year, as part ot the
observance of, its 100th
.'\.M,A.'s
anni. the idea is to pick out various
tamous American medics and show
their contribution, to humanity. But
the opener hardly came up to par.
Subject Of the teeofl was the .latO;
Dr. John Marion Simp, a smalltown
doctor in Alabama who gained wide
,

,

is just as
radio has Ipeen;
largely re.'^ponsible for the spread of
symphonic; music that made some of
these orchestras po-ssible, it's radio's
place to give these orchestras nationwide hearing.
Fourth
season, which teefl o(T
Saturday (7). will present 18 orchestra.'!.
12 of them now to the
series. Opener' presented tlie Rochester
under
Philharmonic
Guy
Fraser Marrisori i.i
ta.stefully
a
cho.scn
that included
profiram

—sincfe

aim,

(amc as a gj'necologist and sui;geon.
But the achievemenb through which
he got great recognition were only
hinted at in the script. By the, time
the show vvas over, one felt that
the importance of Dr.; ,Sirhs' con-fribution had not been made' clear to
the lay listener, anr'' the only reason

,

,

.

were okay. But the sfory

"Upfinisl-ed" Symphony.
Re.-ipighi's '"Brazilian
Imprcssioii.«;."

Mozart's
"Marriage of
Fi.?'aro"
Overture
and Berlioz's "Roman
Carnival" Overture. There was a
.good deal of backgrovind stuf» about

some of

it

a

little

too

baclislappi.sh
but generally all in
good taste, while the brief introductory notes on each musical number was well done.
Bioii.

.

BREAKFAST WITH THE BROOKS
With Irma Lemhe, Dnvld: Kroman

,

Sa Mins., Mon^-Sat., 9:30 a.m.

PARTICIPATING

WG Y,
The

distsfict's

first

,

With Frank Maxwell, Florenoe M»cMichael, The Smoothies; Tex Antolnc, announcer
Writers: Don Gillls, Richard Davis
Produccr'Hircctor: Jamen Harvey
Music! H. Leopold Spltalny, Milton
Katims

N, Y.

On Saturday

(7),

15

„

^
WBC's N,

„

Y. flag-

observed Pearl Harbor Day by
Nelson Olnistod's 5 p.m.
in,i<)vv telling period and spotting
stead a one-shot written and narralc<l bv Tex McCrary. Latter, who
is on 'WNBC regularly as the male
member Of the ayem "Hi Jinx" show
late
lias shown a decided tendency ot
.liip

it'iicoling

,

Monday-thrn-Frlda.v,

MIns.;
a.m.

10

Sustaining

WNBC-NBC,

N. Y.
This shorty is packed witli just
about everything:, radio can afford
in the. way of variety entertainment.
And yet it seems to lack punch in
spots, although, paradoxically, in the
Overall picture, it moves almOst too

Weakening

fast.

eflect

probably

from gags which, put over in
m the writing-narrating side of comes
a hurry, are not of themselves very
'
sliows angled to special dates. In enfunny.tn(.«ling commemoration ot tliq "day
In the quick quarter-hour caught.
Mc<
tlKit will long live in infamy' to
Lee Sullivan opened with a chorus
Crary. the home station of;
of
"Sundown," from where the
served its area well.
comedy angle took over unpreposPart of McCrary's script was an
on educational
sessingly. Parody
adiUJtation of "One Damned Island
broadcasts, using the. Austrian comAft(>r Another," by two fornicr an'
'

NBC

:

combat correspondents. Clive poser Franz Josef Haydn for bipurposes,
was overHoward and JOe Whitley. But it was ographical
milked, corny and amateurish, in
not only dependence on the descrip'
spite of luiviivg the gem of a good
tioh o£ the events that occurred at
gag idea.
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, that
Music moves in once agair, with
made McCrary's show worth hearing. "Anybody's Love Song," followed by
was the manner in which h6
.

corps

.

iFoilowup Comment^
*******

»..

:

•

-

Kraft Music Hail last Thursday
night sneak previewed Eddie Foy,
Jr.,
who's slated to fill Edward
F.verett Horton's place when ihe
latter exits after Jsn. 1. Unfortunately, the previev/ permitted only
a passing glimpse at Foy, wh.i.se
mike stint on this show lasted only
two or three minutes. One could
however, that Foy knows his
tell,

way around

a

gag

line,

but whether

he's a strong enough pdrsonality to
adequately hold down this key week
night spot only time and Foy 's gag
writers will deterrhlne. Despite additional presence of Marlene Dietrich,
who stylized her already stylized
personality, and Horton, who i.s a

good comic saddled by poor gags,
the show's standOiTt feature remains
Eddie Duchin's -nanistics and his
orch'.s

full-bodied music.

"Broadway Talks Back" on WOit
Monday (9) was a lively sessipn
when author Moss Hart had his sTay
to John Chapman anent the critic's
opinion of his new drama at the

husband-wife

II

itself ,iust

-

,

.

Schenectad>r

radio team,: Irma

,

Music Box, N. y. Chapman's review
in the N. Y. Daily News was headed
" 'Christopher Blake'
a quickie instrumental on, "Waitin'
Suffers From
brought back to life the actual New
for the Robert E. Lee." Wifi both the Curse
of An Acliing Harti"
York scene of that day.
supplySmoothies,
Sullivan
The
and
which Hart objected to. In the text
never jelled.
Tlie news that excited New Yorkers
talent,
more,
ample
vocal
ing,
than
t'.ve critic had referred to the drama
A.M.A.'s
d(-,
the
fifth
Bauer,
Manville's
Dr. W. ,W.
day (Tommy
lliiit
gab and more r usic would as "slick paper fiction."
rector of education, was authorita- wife going to Reno, Navy, beating less
to be in order.
Hart was caustic at times but gentive enough as the emcee^ and the Army in football the preceding day, seem
Final comedy skit i.s another paro- erally witty, which got audience
closing speech by a medico from etc.). and the general atmosphere
Nashville did well to show that ,the wliich McCrary dug up, were genu- dy, this time on finance company's, laughter. He coined the phrase "The
their commercials, r.nd their meth- Chapman Cometh" but conceded that
soutli is in there pitching medically
ine. Sainmv Kaye wa.s, swinging his
better
along with the rest of the country. music at precisely 2:29:50, that fate- ods. Laughs are not much
"there are other critics with sloppier
than in the first attempt. Program methods than his." Author did not
Cars.
ful day, When an NBC newsroom
is a 15-minute bargain for listener.s
deny the critic's ability and imrnan broke in with the news of the
tired of the daytime soapor hash.
portance "tor which no license is
bombing of Pearl Harbor. That mo- It's good entertainment,
PETTICOAT PARTYLINE
required,"
voice
the
And
With Jack Smith, Elaine Bauer, BeJ-l ment was resurrected.
Tomiii.
Chapman responded by saying he
Stewart, Al Lurle,^ Bruce Scott's of Franklin D. Roosevelt, speaking
guessed he'd have to protect himself
of that "day of infamy'- on Dec. a—
orch; Fred. Harper, eince«
with a helmet.
He reminded the
tluit
was historic material worth MOVIE MATINEE
Writer: Dick PowcU
With Bill Slater, others
author of the barbs in his other plays
hearing, again.
Producer: Charles Black
^
such as "The Man Who Came to
McCrary deliberately went no fur- Producer: Bruce Elliott
iiO Mins.; Mon. through Fri., 12:45 p.m.
Kathleen Norris, Williur Dinner" based on the cracks of the
listeners, Writers:
reminding
CO-OP
than,
ther
Stark',
late
Alexander Woollcott, which
WSAI, Cincinnati
through his show, of what occurred
were pithy, to put it mildly. ReWSAI's ace production currently. On Dec, 7, 1941. He asked whether 60 Mins.: Sat., Z p.m.
viewer also reminded the author of
"Petticoat Partyline" ,ls filling as a we arevany nearer awareness today Sustuinin);
George Bernard Shaw when that
midday full-hour helping of music than we were on that day,. His need- WOR, N. Y.
This hour-long quiz on films im- worthy was a critic.
In reply to
and comedy.
ling of the memory tracts was needas sothething the .station Hart's idea that. the notice's headline
It's
a studio audience show in ed,' and was done well and smoothly. presses
:which Bert Stewart and Al Lurie, And WNBC is to be congratulated ru.shed in hurriedly when the end was "frivolous and rather vulgar."
who have teamed up as Tadio fun- for letting him build the show the of the football season left a two- Chapman said he thought it over
sters since being out of military wav he did— with tran.scriplions for hour hole in the programmatic line. seriously and believed the heading
service, are permitted to extem- some of the spots, like the FDR Although fadimanned breezily by told as much as the column and a
half that followed.
porize.
They are youngsters with voice.
Bill Slater, it's virtually impossible
Cits.
iotsa vim and are held in check by
,to maintain interest for 60 minutes
Hart bore down on Robert GarFred Harper, who contributes some
on a program of this type.
land critic for the N. Y. Journal
acceptable ad lib breeze of his own, numbers are at the rate of one every
Format has Slater throwing, ques- American, referred to as being
Main dish is music. Bruce Scott's tour minutes. Jack Smith, tenor, is tions to candidates from fhe audi- pathological, who wrote "a weekend
combo turns in a pleasing job, done above par on light dassicals and ence on identification of films and diary of an idiot or whatever it is."
Elaine Bauer, a film stars. plu»- readings of film
with clarinet, sax, three violins, standard pops.
okay on scripts. There's an occasional glim- He also objected to Chapman's referdoes
thrush,
vibraphone, guitar, bass, piano and smoothy
ence to a back stage accident during
Koll.
Ipstrumental
and vocal romantic ditties.
drums.
mer of humor from the quizzees,
(Continued on page 36)
but generally, the t nor of the sesfor believing him a great man was
a matter of faith In the narrator
who said so. Cast and oroduction

Schiiljert'.s

the orchestra^

WMU'.

,

WNBC-NBC,

.

noteworthy

,:.

Suslaininjf

acquaint the U. S. with tlu< huinber
ot (ine s.vmphonio groups it posbroaden the liSlcninS
sesses,
to
horizon oi these orchestras,, and 10
aid the cause of good music Jn sen-

LEE SULLIVAN'S VEST POCKET
VARIETIES

:!()

.

'

:iO
j

dnys. NBC is offerinR listeners a
shovvcasc ot the cou:nti--'s Ifiiidinsi
orchestras Satiu-day afterijaoiis in
"Orchestras of the Nation." It thereby, accomplishes a triple purpo.ie: to

NBC's stated

Provost
Oircclor: tee Jones
aiins.; Sat. (7), 5 p.m.
Suslaiiiins

Writer: William J. Murphy,
Director: Norman Felton
Mills., Sat, 4 p.m.

N. y.

McOiary

Proiliiccr: D. h.

lichio

Nol content with prcfsentm;; il^
suporb NBC Symphon.v Orehostfa
as a public service su.stainoc' Sun-

eial.

Writer:

George Stone; music, Joseph Gal-

p.m.

r.

Kay West-

phal. I.es Spears. Charles Egclston;
narratOT, Bob McKee; announrer,

Ernest La Pradc
Producer; Arthur Austin
Writer: David Hall

WNBt-NBC,

With Tex McCrary, narrator; lols
Barclav, Richard Holland, Stuurt
Mcintosh, Al Melvin; Hon Pedro,
announcer; muslOi George Crook

Dr. W, W. Bauer, emcee: SidBrccsc, Jess PUfih, Maurice

Beryl Chan,

announcer

Siil)cVviscr:

(iO

A DAY OF INFAMY

DOCTORS THEN AND NOW

OUCHESTUAS OF THE NATION

:

'

,

•

'

:

Lemke and David

'

Kroniah, have been on the air lor
two months in the spot wbich Miss
Lemke (known on air as Martha
Brooks') long occupied witli "The
Market Basket." Kroman, member of

,

,

WGY

the
Players, is officiaU.y: paired
with his wife for thi first time, although they have tppeared in -nu-

merous WGY and WRGB. producThey make a pleasant, intelligent and -sometimes highly interest-

tions.

,

ing couple, but the level ot their
broadcasts is below those of metropolitan ditto. News angles and personalities in Schenectady are nece.s.sarily limited, and with this, the
scope of the Brooks' airing.
:

sion is flat.
Tho.se getting most an-swers on a
group, of questions are rewarded
with prizes wbich get as, many plugs

as though they wore sponsoring the
program.
Film passes are also

handed

'4

l^

'

out.

Musical aspects of the program
are taken up by recordings to add to
the poverty-stricken air of "Movie

have

©u

Matinee."

Jose.

WANTED: GUARDIAN ANGEL
With Russell Hardie, Leonard Shercr, Dickey Monahan; announcer,
Harry Wood; music, Kay Reed;
speaker, Mrs: Sidney C. Bor;
Writer: Jonny Graf
Producer: John Grogan
15 Mins.; Mon. (9), 10 p.m.

Another

Sustaining
,
N. Y.
As a public service, to help the
Federation of Jewish Philanthropic
Societies
of
New York in the
latter's current $12,000,000 campaign.
WNEW, N. Y., is giving four nighttime spots this week to as many
shows dramatizing the work of some
of
the organization's 16 welfare
agencies. .The opener (9) was a
iquickie telling about the work of a
"Big Brother," a volunteer who aids
one of the Agencies in the" field of
juvenile delinquency.
In
"Guardian Angel." scripter
.lonny Graf wrapped up the job
done by the "Big Brother" in, on
the whole,
clear,
understandable
terms. During the first couple ot
minutes, the play seemed to suffer
a bit from the malady that usually
infects efl'orls to dramatize social

WNEW.,

CHARLES

MICHELSON

SHOW

STAR

l.;tO

.

.

.

4tiiart4«r-hiour MiiNical

Programs

each bubbling ovec with captivating, all-time favorite

tunes.

..

each star-studded with top ranking network

hit

artists,

work

—

the

infusion

of

ON

WGBI

the social

worker's own jargon and ca.sework
terminology. But having thus paid
respects to the caseworker's
lingo, the script got down to everyday plain Americanese, making the
problem and its .solution understandable and acceptable to the layman—which was the purpose of the
show,
At the end, Mrs. Sidney C. Borg,
one of the organization's leaders, delivercd a warm appeal for the fundraising drive. The people who ran
the show had enough understanding
of the medium to keep her chatter
brief and to the point; 'and she
played along like a - pro.
All of
which helped make the program
near tops for this type of radio.

SCRANTON

his

/ea/Mrmg Pill I JSkv\t»^ romantic tenor
with

SAMMY

LINER,

pianist extxaOrdinory of the Kostel-

•Woortlmvn

Diilry't

'

.

anetz Orchestra,

DOC WHIPPLE,

ALLYN EDWARDS, emcee

. . .

etitertainment for everyone
folly for advertisers

.

i

names
.

itiaster

of the organ,

that spell bigtime radio

now being broadcast success-

over 53 stations throughout Vhe country.

Pioneer Program

Preduwt

Sine* 1934

Cors.

Clevelana-^The stork had a busy

month

for

WGAR

officials.

Lillian

Mast, secretary to manager, had a
girl, her first. Mrs. Carl George,

baby

wife- of ass't station manager, had a
girl, her third child; Mrs. Frank Oswald, wife of auditor, had a jtfrl,
her ilfth child.

An

MOTH

Arthur t.

Ch»fthrh*JMHM*.

riCKMICK, KANSAS CITY

•,

MO.

.

.

"MR.

AND

MRS.

MUSIC present

ment in recorded music shows
It's

entirely diflFerent

in the past .

, .

radio's pioneer develop-

(or disc-jockeying,

if

you please).

from anything you ve heard, or bought,

original in itself.

. .

not a carbon copy or facsimile

of any other program.

"Mr. and Mrs. Music" go to town
in the year's strongest bid for

audience.

The show

boasts the

name

which has made it a great show from

As a husband and wife record-spinning team, singing

star

off

dis-

sultry personality

pense with the chatter of the breakfast table to talk across the
turntables about their most familiar topic— music. They present

America's fop tunes, bands and vocalists on records, of course!

AND Mrs. Music" give recordings a brand new appeal

with such unique features as

.

talent, the production,

guest appearances

by popular

its first

broadcast Bea's

and Andre's master salesmanship combine!

for perfect commercial balance.

"Mr. and Mrs. Music"
periods which will

when we

is

available in quarter-hour strips--

sell fast, for

we

thought of the advertiser

set the price -and the price is right!

part of the story.

.

RECORDS COME TO ilFE with

You should have

all

But

that's

merely

of the details.

Check

WMCA Sales or your Free and Peters representative.

band leaders, singers^ composers and other famous personalities.

BEA

WAIN SINGS

with instrumentalists and during highly-

publicized audience shows in the

WMCA

Theatre.

RECORD MAKERS"ON THE SET"-B6a

and Andr^

visit

recording studios to interview stars making tomorrow's hit discs.

INTRODUCING THE "BETYER HALF"

as

Bea and Andre

interview husbands or wives of well-known music-makers.

^Thanks for your barrage
^

show— Frances

of.

spot announcements hunching the

Longford, Jon Hall, Milton Berle, George

Kate Bmith, Ted

. .

New York's daytime

the novelty, the hard-hitting promotion* and advertising send-

Bea Wain and her commentator husband Andr€ Baruch

-But "Mr.

dominance of

Collins,

Jessel,

Ralph Edwards, Joan Edwards, Ella

Logan, Jean Sahlon, Jack Smith.

,

Represented by Free

&

Peters

—

u

»» M M »»»« M
i

From

»

.Don Francisco, Jr., has joined Mutual sales dept. as an
sales,
account exec ...New personnel at WLIB includes Alan Goff Into
its new
and William Blacksher asst. chief engineer, .. .WHOM has started
supervision of Charles
scries of afternoon public service shows under
Baltin and Or. Thomas Russo.
on
Petet Donald and De Marco, sisters renewed for an additional cycle
Thomas B, Morgan, WOV special events director,
the Fred Allen show,
CBS' Edward R.
just finished his fifth book, "Speaking of Cardinals". ,.
ComAnniversary
Muiiow and Norman Corwin were gucsters at Nobel

show

t

I

MM

YORK CITY

JVEr

MM M

>

the Production Centres

'y^t*4t

m

.

n"w comedy

comedy

Johnny Morgan

starring

Pr clter' "adio office.,.. New situation
as chanteuse, being wrapped
and Victor Moore, with Anita Ellis co-starred
on .show are Lou frH-^er and
up bv General Artists Corp. Scripters
halt-hour comedy package aiound
Peter' Irving..,, Frank Cooper building
Valentine, currently in the Happj
legit actresses Enid Markey and Grace
new son. He is an editorBirthday" play.... The Bill Kadusons have a
staff, to Coast on
wdtriith UP radio.... Jean Meegan, of AP radiovacationing
m ColoDavis
Dec 20 lor couple of weeks. .. .WNBC's Bob
mgr.
Norman Paige, ex-ABC was correspondent and novjr gen
rado
^usiness trip.
in this week
of Ph.llipine Broadcasting Co., planed
Mystery Theatre
Thelma Hitter shuttling back and forth between Mol e
.Sam Kaufman,
Heart
and Macy s while working in 20th-Fox's "The Big
Dorothy Darling, are parents of a
of NBC flackery. and his wife, actress
back from Coast after
second daughter, born Friday (6)....Sy Fischer
Young, Frank Sinatra,
negotiating deals for Frank Cooper involving Alan
„ „^^^„^
Dinah Shore and Mel Blanc shows.
"Spotlight on America. George
In addition to his own newscasts and
Mutual for tvvo weeks
Carson Putnam pinch-hits for Gabriel Heattcr on
.

.

.

in the period to lb.
(9), bringing his total shows
who transferred to the Coast from N. Y. for Sherman & Marout all his furhad his housing problem solved when S&M flew

beginning this week

Sam

.

,

.

transcription for distribution to 1,000 stations.
CBS arranged a special pseudo-broadcast of

.

_

Philharmonic ser.ies for
Hotel Astpr ...
benefit-of U. S. Rubber salesmen gathered Tuesday (IQ) at
"Famous Jury Trials" stalking old whodunit scripts at $100 per, .Mptherr
"Crime Phoin-law of Alonzo Deen Cole, author of Anchor-Hocking Glass'
its

.

tographer," diea last Tuesday In his Scarsdale home.

,

.

..Irving

Neiman

Hollyhas piece in January issue of American magazine. ..ZaSu Pitts to
Jay Brennon
wood over Christmas while radio plans simmer at this end.
(Savoy & Brennon) has been trying his hand as her scrivener. .. .Otis
Wiese and Ellen Hess, top editors of McCall's, on hand Saturday (7) to
Workcontrol room-view of Margaret Lewerth's "The Parade," Columbia's
lor
shop adaptation of a McCall's piece. .Frank Stanton profile skedded
New Yorker publication in next couple of weeks.
is bringing Ricardo Martin out of retirement for
Joe Franklin of
a guest sh6i on "Classical Record Collector's Exchange" next Sunday (15),
Tommy Kelley,
Martiii was understudy to the late Enrico Caruso
3-year-old moppet, is going to do "Night Before Christmas" over the
,Mutual's flack, chief
Mutual nef just before midnight of Christmas Eve
Jim O'Bryon has a Siamese cat, "Dagfa," which last week, for the third
successive year, copped first prize in its class at the Empire State Cat
.

.

,

.

.

WNEW

"

!

.

'

'

I

'

=-»

N Y

.

.

——

,

,

'
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FCC Lists 116 Hearings

On 206

John Crosby's radio column
mittee dinner at A.stor yesterday (Tues.).
now .ippearing in 19 dailies, all metropolitan sheets. .. .Mark Hanna preparing a new half-hour package arouhd Quentin Reynolds,. Seg to be a
dramatic format, and will be directed by "Grand Central Station" cox'n,
ot
Ira Ashley. ..: Helen Claire and Don MacLoughlin added to cast
.Helen Shields and Lamont John"Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters"
Doris Rich newcomer to "Romance of
son to "Rose of My Dreams"
while
cast,
Brown"
Widder
Court Benson joins "Young
Helen Trent".
Joe Boland, Evelyn Juster and Larry Haines are added to "Front Page
Bill Todman, who with Mark Goodson co-produces the CBS
Farrell"
"Winner Take All" program, will lecture on "Production Problems ot the
Quiz Show" at Queens College, Flushing, week of Dee, 16. Lectures are
part of the college curriculum headed' "Radio As a Social Force."
Game between N. Y. Giants, Eastern Division champs in National pro
football league, and Chicago Bears, Western Division champs tor league
by Red
crown at Pblo Grounds Sunday (15) will be aired over
Barber and Connie Desmond. Old Gold sponsoring. NBC television will
al.so cover the game, but on a sustaining basis.
for
broadcast
Harry WLsiner named by the National Football Leaguct, to
the next five years the league's championship game; starting with this
Sunday's tilt between the New York Giants and the Chicago Boars in
.

.

Ether Requests
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.

To

Radioites Flock

Pix Assignments
Trek

ot

radioites

Broadway

into

being matched by the
parade of AFRAites into Coast films.
Recent weeks- have seen many actors, as well as directors, heading
tor
pix assignments, or shutwest
tling back and forth for jobs in both
legit lately is

media, to

the

tie

two

industries in

closer.

,

WHN

New

11,

.

York.

Radio

Martin Gabel,

actor

who

was associate producer on Waller
Wanger's "Smash-Up," due shortly,
has been inked by Wanger to direct
his
film,
first
"The Washington
Flyer." Luis Van Ronten, seen in the
recent film "Two Years Before the
Mast." is inked for the next Alan

Ladd picture. Frank Lovejoy was
by Story Productions, Ed
Begley will be featured in 20th"Boomerang," starring Dana
Andrews,
Gertrude Warner reportedly has
dropped ail radio work to go to the
signed

,

Fox's

:

.

Fuller

niture last week.
.,r.,-,
j
i _
conductor
NBC
Paul Laval celebrates his 10th anni Friday (13> as an
Metopera soprano Mimi Benzell guests on Sammy Kayes So You
reign
Want to Lead a' Band" from Lake Placid, N. Y., Jan. 2, when they
.Perry Como and entire
as king and queen of the Lake Placid Carnival.
Dimes
Chesterfield "Supper Club" cast recording a 15-minute March of

.

in

.

.

.

scripts due o
Walter Hackctfs one-act plays and radio
Anthology
of Boston publ.sh.n!-. HacUetts
inlhe spriilg with Walter H. Brown Co.
Alan Sands scnpf n.^
just finished.
24th p ly "Jusl^ Among Us Girls,"
plattered by Bernie
situationer for the Korn Kobblers, to be

of

quette,

December

W«4lne.sday,

RADIO

34

a

.

'

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

IIS
Ted Smith ordered by his medico to take three-month leave of his duties
of. television and commercial Btms for J. Walter ThompLeon Benson carries on. .. .It looks like regular singing berths for
son.
Cash
Olga San Juan with Kay Kyser and Jane Harvey for Bob Hope
in AFRA's strike fund on the national balance sheet was tabbed at $574.94.
John L. Lewis' miners have a backlog of millions to see them through a long
layoff.
Write your own tag line. .. .Around for a spot of sunshine but
getting wetted down in.stead are Howard Ketting of Ruthrauft & Ryan;
Mathes agency's John Bates and Ted Okie; Bill Brown, adv chief of Canada
.When his 10th anni broadcast
Dry; Maurice Needham, .Walter Wade
rolls around next month; Edgar Bergen will be surrounded by alumni of
Included are Dorothy Lamour,
his hour-show day^ of some years back.
Don Ameche, Rudy Vallee and Nelson Eddy. Incidentally, Bergen's 49
Hoope/ating of those days has never been topped. .. .NBC's John Royal
around for a few days for casual talks with Hal Bock. Coast television
.Mann Holiner will
director, and general sizeup of far western video.
turn over the reins of the Frank Sinatra show to Ted Sherdeman when
the Old Golders return home. He wants to devote more time to the over.Paul
all operation of Lennen & Mitchell, of which he is a partner
Weston tapping the beat for Jo Stafford and her Supper Clubbers. .Nat
Linden left the Joan. Davis writing staff to work on an original for pictures
.Phil Baker and everyone connected with "Take It Or Leave It" want
..
to stay piit out here, but Milton Biow wants the show back in New lYork
and he'll probably win out, even over Martin, Strau.s, the sponsor....
Bob Hope
Martha Tilton relieves Joan Barton as warbler at "Parky's"
has lined up Eddie Bracken, Judy Garland and Bing Crosby for guest shots
111 that order.
.Arnold Maguire of the Foote, Cone & Belding production
staff, transferred to the downtown office to look after the radio end of the
motion picture division. .. .Ward Wheelock agency reported shopping
around for a new show, preferably one from Hollywood. As a replacement ior Hildegarde, whose current rating hardly rates a rose? .... Eddie
.Ben AlexFirestone, Jr., replaced Gil Stratlon on "Those Websters".
ander starts a new "Note Book" program on Don Lee Jan. 6. It goes co-opi

as Coast director

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

ments

Ann

films.

Thomas

back and forth on assignSusan Douglas

in both fields.

:

sical,

"Are You With

versal.

"It's

a

It?"

by Uni-

Joke, Son," starring

Kenny Delmar, is due soon. Alan
Young made his screen debut in /the:
recently-shown "Margie."

.

.

.

into

(!^oast

shuttles

divides her time between radio, films
and legit. Melchoir Ferrer, radio actor and legit director,, is on the
Coast to play lead in Argosy Productions' "The Fugitive." isverett
Sloane is in Hollywood for a direct^
ing chore. Benny Rubin, radio and
stage comic, will direct "Hollywood
Hi" for Producers Releasing Corp.
Peter Lind' Hayes is due to appear
in the filming of the Broadway mu-

Toledo

—City's

FM'

first

station,

WTOD-FM, went on air Dec. 7. It
operates on 97.7 megacycles and
broadcasts daily until 9-p.m.
.

.

.

.

.

'

Washington, Dec. 10.
Schedule of hearings for all broadca-st requests tabbed ior public air-

CHICAGO

1 was released by
Friday (6). List includes 118
hearings, involving 206 applications.
Also included are a half-dozen, hearfor major markets, and a
ings on
lone television hearing on application of Allen B. Dumont Labs lor a

ing before Dec.

.

FCC

FM

.

FM

hearings slated are:
Among
Baltimore, including bid of William
Randolph Hearst's WBAL, Feb. 3;
Atlanta, April 7; Toledo, Jan, 9; San
Diego, Feb. 6; San Francisco, April
14; Springfield, Mass., Feb. 5 and
Charlotte,

March

.

.

Pittsburgh tele outlet.
•

/IV
.
.
.
Ben Lochridge moves from Deb mag to sales staff of Mutual's midwest
office in Chi.
.Wieboldt Stores renewed "Your Neighbor" on WMAQ for
52 weeks.. ..Ed Kobak, Mutual prez, in Chi Dec, 10-14
Frank E. Mullen,
NBC general manager, partied by NBC Central Division ... .Ted Collins'
illness cancelled Kate Smith's Chicago visit last week.
.Rosemary Wayne
becomes Chi's only femme disk jockey* with auto association sponsorship,
via WJJD. .. Jack Nelson, tenor, with new show on WIND.
.10th annual
ABC-NBC Xmas party, for employees of both nets Chi headquarters, slated
for Dec. 21;
.George Olson, NBC messenger staff-, made good to the tune
of announcing job at WCAW, Charleston, W. Va.
.Smiley Burnette, film
cowboy, guested on WBBM's "Western Theatre". .. .Lou Nova, fighter
turned actor, in part of sportscaster in Theatre Guild of The Air's "Golden
Boy". ...WBBM airing new tune by Jack Fulton. .. .Norman Barry, in
new WMAQ show, reports on books, plays and films for Fox DeLuxe Beer
Ell Henry, ABC Central Division publicity head, to Rockford on biz
....William Carr, former Chicago Sun rewrite man, joins ABC Central:
Division news staff.
>PuH coverage of 4-H Club Congress in Chi last week
maintained by NBC with wire recorders, ..."How Do You -Pronounce It?"
airs from National Speech convention hqs at Hotel Sherman Dec. 31
"Ma Perkins" east celebrating 13 years on NBC
Atlas Beer takes on
Kenny Baker show for 13 wfeks via WGN
Paul Barrett, manager of
KERO, Bakersfield, Cal., in town conferring with NBC. .Jules Herbuveaux, NBC Central Division program director, off to New York....
General Mills and ABC hosting with cocktails at hockey game telecast..,,
Harry Kopf, NBC sales veepee, back in Chi seeing old friends. .. .Robert
.

,

.

tele bid for

Pittsburgh is slated for April

1^

11.

'

24 HOURS^

.

—

5.

Hearing on Dumo'nt's

.

,

.

i

i

j

!

.

B. Jones, Jr., ABC Central Division station relations topper, in New York
for talks with net execs,;. .Mutual's "Captain Midnight" celebrates its
1,300th consecutive performance this week
Patsy Lee, Oakland, Cal.,
songstress, back for fourth time on "Breakfast Club", ..Maurice
Evans
will exchange Shakespearian notes with Quiz Kids on their Dec. 15 pro,

.NORTH JERSEY-

gram.'

LaCrosse, Wis.

iMERICA'S FOURTH

Pearson Dishing Out Pap

fMGEST MARKET

Given Him by Gamblers,
N. Orleans

for:

New

26 national & regional advertisers
at m eost oft
f«M per fIsrener— in North Jersey—
Ameri^a*9 4ihMMr0e»t9iarheti^ihan any
other
*0* yav rtaRn

tontmht

ftrtr

Ihti

ttfition

including

all

50)000 watters!

mtrtnt
fflIff/#^

l^tf^tt/ man lh»n Ihm f4
tilM wmblntJt Konioi Wy,

Orleans, Dec.

10.

Mood

N£W

/fRSfl"S BSST

RADIO BUY

For

Signs 'Monte Cristo'
Mutual is going to put its former
West Coast airer, "Count of Monte
Cristo," on the net coast-to-coast, be-

Mayor de Lesseps Morrison, in a ginning Dec. 19, in an effort to ca.sh
in on current interest in the swashdefayed
statement
Friday
(6),
charged Drew Pearson with broad- buckling period-piece type of melocasting "propaganda put out by drama hypoed by recent film releases.
gambling interests: who are opposed
"Monte Cristo" had been on the
to law enforcement and clean racing
Don Lee web along the Pacific for
in New Orleans;"
two years as a sponsored program,
In a recent broadcast, Pearson is bankrolled
by
Safeway
Stores.
reported to have said that although Latter has discontinued sponsorMayor Morrison had been elected on ship because of product trouble.
an anti-gambling platform, he had
Meanwhile; as one of the results
asked that 100 jobs be given his of Mutual's Increased interest in
political
supporters at the Fair Coast originations, program veepee
Grounds.
Phillips Carlin has decided to put
In a sharp reply the mayor "Count" into the Thursday night
charged that Pearson had made "in- 8:30-9 o'clock slot as a coast-to-coast
accurate and unfounded statements" sustainei'.
and was "disseminating erroneous
information and doing yourself as had introduced the 1940 act setting
well as this city a disservice."
up the'" Louisiana Racing CommisMayor Morrison pointed out, that sion, and that the pari-mutuel sysracing is legal in this city; that as a tem provides tax revenues to both
member of the state legislature he the city and state.
'

Dn Molnfj^

LAR FOR OOLLAR

Mayor Claims

Mutual in Costume

.

P*nr«r, Allmitta, T»r»rf*,
ttP'f'i Hortfof if.

WKBH
PABTICIPATION
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JOHN

Pemberton Slings

Sle^e

Pemberton

nunciation are often "awlul." and
advocates that radio "shoot" proBussian commentators, "drop them
thi'outlh a trap door," or tell them to
JO back to Russia.

Pemberton, who admitted being
"more or less allergic" to radio as a
whole, last week (5) addressed the
Radio Kxecutivcs Glub of New York
the third of a series of dissections
entitled "What's Wrong With Ha-

in

Author. 'Fannie Hurst and
dio'J"
gabber H. V. Kaltenborn had already
the

subject,

around earlier

this season.

The producer praised only one
show, "Theatre Gufld on the Air,"
which he said '-'is the number two
spot in popularity at last with people who write about it." (The last
Hooper report gave the show a rating of 7.5, which placed it in 106th

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
John B, Hughes, one time network
commentator, is going bucolic. He

No Gab

place).

Everything else, to Pemberton, is
on the adverse side in radio. He
told the radio execs:

"Of course, it's an easy thing to
you that the commercials are
wrongj You know that. You have
to have them though; it's a commerxlal institution. But I do think they
could be minimized— if you only had
them 10 times during a LS-minute
period, and then briefer! It goes for
singing commercials too. Some of
commercials
are
needlessly
the
tell

all

Sidelight

of

Rochester

A

top

New York

radio exec-

in Coleby, Kan.,

there wouldn't be adequate pub-

remotes and other gimmicks. The
area it will cover is .said to be 75,000
miles of virgin territory, containing
over half a million people, and into
which no daytime radio comes. Due
to freak conditions ILsteners may
only hear Denver, Chicago and
others at night but nothing during
daylight hours. There is no station
there now.

'What:s

My

Name?' Up Again

"What's

My

Name?," aud

partici-

pationer which has been on and off
the air at various times, is being
auditioned for new pre.sentation in
a deal between director Ed Byron,
who now owns the package, and
John E. Gibbs.
New show is being scripted by Joe
Cross and will feature Carole Landis as emcee. Program will be auditioned Friday night (13) at the
Longacre theatre, N. Y.
.

Fill

Xmas

Air

With Special Format on Major Shows

strike:

utive booked as
one spieler by

with a 5,000 waiter
for which application has been made
to the FCC. Local citizens are backing the venture.
Station will concentrate on farmer
appeal via the use of mobile unit for

Yuletide Pattern to

10.

daily

newspaper blackout resulting
o m Typographical Union's

f r

deserting the Hollywood scene,
former originations, and
will go into indie station operation
is

site of his

'

•

Bally,

Rochester, N. Y., Dec.

commercials,
r a d i o
doesn't like
thinks that radio diction and pro-

kicked

No

HUGHES SETS

SIGHTS ON CORNBELT

at Radio

I^git producer Brock

3S
B.

Ad

Club

weekly lunch-

Following pattern set for Thanksgiving Day programming, the nets
are mapping a varied air menu for
.

the Rochester
cancelled
"because

Edward P. Curtis, Kodak veepee and former Air Forces aide
to General Spaatz, substituted,
speaking in favor of uniiication
of the U. S. Armed Forces.

FM

Show

annual event since 1942.
will feature a string of radio

:

m

Texas Baptists Plan
20-Station

Stars,"

names including Bob Hope, Edgar
Bergen. Cass Daley, and others. On
Christmas eve, a series of musical
programs have been arranged.
'ABC is also, wrapping up a two*
hour package, to be presented
Christmas eve, starring Bmg Crosbyi
Paul Whiteman, Henry Morgan and
til the holiday is reached.
other network luminaries. Walter
On NBC, Bing Crosby guestmg on Winchell will launch the program
Bob Hope's show will tee off festivi- with an editorial on the significance
ties Christmas eve with a special of this year's Christmas. On Christprogram from a veterans hospital mas day, several special dramat proin the Los Angeles area. The same grams are being set.
Mutual's special Christmas gimnight, Rudy Vallee will have Loretta
Young appearing in a seasonal play- mick will be a broadcast of greetings
the Grentell expedition in
let entitled "The Little Angel." On from
Christmas Day, General Mills and Labrador and Byrd Antartic ExProcter & Gamble build their four pedition en route to the South Pole.
quarter-hour soap opera strips from On Christmas eve, the "American.
2 to 4 p. m. around a Christmas Forum of the Air" is being cancelled
theme, integrating, as the P&G for a program of music by the Chishows did on Thank.sgiving day, cago Symphony Orchestra. Other
each full hour with a common story musical programs have been set for
line.. Fred Waring's slot will present Christmas day in addition to a spethe story of Christ's birth through cial program originating overseas
carols with a narrator rending quo- from among the occupation troops
tations from the Bible, while "Mr. in Germany and Japan.
D. A." will give a Christmas angle to
his crime story.
Fort Worth— Forrest Clough has
CBS will air on. Christmas day been named program director oi
another edition of "Two Hours of KFJZ.
Christmas eve and Christmas Day
with sponsors generally preparing to
peg their shows onto a Yuletide
greeting. As; in former yearsi the
nets have begun to schedule a series
of Christmas shows which will keep
increasing
number and tempo un-

licity" for his pontiflcations.

Setup

Dallas, Dec. 10.
The executive board of the Baptist
general convention of Texas has appropriated $175,000 for the operation
of an FM radio network during the
next five; years; and has approved
plans submitted at the recent convention held at Mineral Wells. The
group's program calls for operation
of 14 FM stations, with 20 stations
as eventual goal.

The FCC must approve franchises,
and operation cannot be expected to
begin for at least a year. The various stations, would be financed locally. A radio committee will be set
up within the Texas convention to
carry out the web plans.

'

•

-

.

realistic, particularly laxative commercials. I think commercials could
be cleaned up a bit and it wouldn't
hurt anybody at all."

•

He criticized sight gags that
'puzzle IhfB listeners tool^. a crack at
ayem gabbers who laugh at
own jokes, and touched on the
warm-up show by saying: "Maybe
early
their

would be a good idea to reverse
throw the warm-up show on the air
and keep the other thing in the stu-

it

:

dio."

He

took apart quiz shows a /I soap
He declared that gag comr
played out and that "Hooperare practically an in
the field of character comedy." (In
the last Hooperating report, the Top
15 include the following ishows that
depend primarily on gag comedy
rather than on situationers: Fred
Allen,
Jack
Benny, Bob Hope,
Charlie McCarthy, and Burns

operas.

edy

is

atingsv I think,

&

Allen).
It was after these criticisms that,
for his nnale, Pemberton wound up
with:

"It would be a fine thing to return
Americanism on radio aiid that
you should shoot, or drop through
a trap door, or do something
to
-•iomc of your commentators
who still

to

think that the

war—remember

the

Vjar?—was won single-handed by the
Bussians, who think it is still on. And
tor all these Elliott R. quislings-I
wish you'd giVe them the gate."
Fm
getting awfully tired of listening
to
them. If they like Russia, why don't

fhey go back to it?"
WNYC, municipally owned Station
In N. Y.. recorded
the speech and
broadcast it Thur.sday afternoon (5).

FCC

NARROWS

ISSUES

Silver Spring, Maryland,

ON DON LEE HEARING

served by

Washington, Dec. 10,
own motion last week

FGC on its
narrowed the issues in

its

WOL—a

is

one of the many

alert, prosperotis

town which -grew overnight to

of 55,000-plus*. and appears to be just beginning

its

its

real growth.

hearing,

Civic-minded to an amazing degree. Silver Spring uses

slated for Jan. 14, in Los Angeles on
renewal licenses for the four owned
and operated Don Lee Network sta-

advantages as a place in which to live and do business.

tions.

sponsors a live 30-rninute variety show on

Commission said it would conwder only the legal qualifications of

a production complete with dramatic

Lee, Don Lee's pirincipal
stockholder, and his hired help to

studio audience.

communities

present population

WOL to boost
Its

its

Board of Trade

WOL every Thursday night—

_

Tommy,

^ontinue to operate the stations and
the web's activities in Violating or
persuading its affiliate-^ to Violate
the FGC's chain broadcasting regulation.s.

FCC deleted from its former hear'he- notice consideration of Don
I*e's program
performance and
technical and financial qualifications
«> run the network.
Commissioner
Rosel Hyde will preside over the
Don Lee hearing, FCC attorney
Bernard Kotecn will try the case
and Bill Dcmpscy of Dempsey &
Koplovitz will represent the net_

work.

of Trade members, the program

BASIC

FM

;aay.:

;.

::

...;

.;-.

MUTUAL

is

darned good radio, darned sound

Other notable advei lisei s have the same sort of
effective advertising

A

CO WtIS STATION

WOL
V9ICE

IF

NASHmeTON

'

air

tour months ago, there were 30
sets in town. There are now 700 and
the demand is getting greater by the

and

advertising.

-TH[

Omaha— When KOAD went on

cast, orchestra, starring vocalists

Financed entirely by voluntary subscription of Board

gram time are
largest
first

all

on

medium,

WOL

WOL as a soundly-

iwo on

WOL exclusively! And Washington's

department store recently broke precedent to place on

WOL the

radio advertising in the store's history!

These are only

is«jlate(l,

typical

examples of the over\vhelming swing in

the nation's seventh-largest city to
station.

Represented nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

faith in

Washington's three largest buy<jrs of pro-

'1946 tsiimaUs of U.S. Post
Office, Silver Si>niig,

Mil.

WOL,

Wa.sh)ngton'$ fastest-growing

-
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BAIMO
Alma Marks Time
The housing shortage being

Needb FCC

Pearsoa-AHen Team

Foilow-Up

it is, this is from the heart.
radio author representntive with the William Morris Agency, in New York, has to
nightly
to Fort Hamilcommute

what

Alma Marks,

On PAL, Wants Genuine Showdown
Washington, Bee. 10.
William Randolph Hearst himself
to take the witness stand
to defend his right, to continue as

may have

WBAL,

of

licensee

Baltimore,

if

newsmen Drew Pearson and Bob
Allen, who are bidding for Hearst's
prize Baltimore

have

wavelength,

their way.

purview of FCC's issues on
hearing, in contrast with
Comprehensive Blue Book review spelled out for similar license
on WTOL,
proceedings
renewal
Toledo, and KONO and KMAC, San

ton.

limited

WBAL's
the

were cited
programming deficiencies,
The WBAL issues, at the insist-

Antonio. All four stations

She had a dream apartment
planned according-

all lined up,

then discovered that the su-

lyi

perintendent oil the building had
been taken to Bellevue and there
just wasn't any apartment.

for

ence of one or two FCC members,
Fresh from their first victory in
it Was understood; omit any mengetting FCC to consolidate their staservice or
tion of past program
tion bid with WBAL's license re- promises
of Hearst, but stres.s the
newal hearing, the: Pearson- Allen technical differences in installations
team pulled two other coups this and Coverage, etc. between Hearst's
week, both of which placed FCC present and Pearson and Allen's
squarely on the spot as "impartial';
proposed operation.
arbiter of what promises to be a maOutline Testimony
jor slugfest.
In a letter filed with-FCC ChairPearson and Allen then detailed
man Charles R. Denny, Jr. tod^y the testimony they expect to give
(10), Pearson and Allen's Service at the hearing, and asked FCC to
Radio Corp. demanded to know if okay or reject it so that it won't be
FCC intended to follow its usual left up to the hearing officer to make
practice and require testimony from a decision on what will or will not
William Randolph be permitted in the record.
the principals
Hearst, to be specific, in the case of
Literally taking the Blue Book for
WBAL. If the commission does not a text, they said they would cover:
call Hearst, who is sole beneficial Comparison of Hearst's promise and
holder of WBAL's common stock, performance at WBAL; full info on
would
Pearson and Allen said they
the amount of time given to comsubpoena him themselves,
mercial and sustaining programs;
On another front last week, Cohn average and maximum number of
& Marks, counsel for the Washing- commercial spot announcement durcalled
ington-Merry-Go-Rounders,
ing a typical WBAL broadcast day
for a declaratory opinion from FCC ^nd any 15-rninute segment of a
to determine whether or not the typical day; amount of time given
issues announced for the WBAL by WBAL to discussion of controHearst's
hearing permit testimony on
versial issues and the broadcast of
promises vs. performance and past local, live talent shows; nature of
progrttrhming practices at WBAL.
shows broadcast in lieu of network
That petition pointed to the sustainers which were available to'
WBAL- but rejected by it; and the
percentage of time given to sustain-

—

'

:

Organizational

Drive

Sweeps N. Y. Indies
With Engineers Involved
A

union organizational drive is
sweeping the New York
having its engiwith
neers organized for the first time,
signing a contract for the
higl \ t scale for its engineers for
that size station in the market, and
WLIB aiinouncers being organized
by the broadcast division, of the
Assn,
Communications
American
currently

indie,

WWRL

WHOM

(CIO).

'

William

.

-..

Reuman, principal
WWRL; was faced last
H.

owner of
week with a demand to negotiate a
contract for the engineers, who had

now belonged to no union at
The engineers joined Local 1212
all.
of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (AFL).
is currently preparing to enter the
big time in indie operation in the
N. Y. market, having recently got its
FCC permit to raise power from
250w ,to 5,000w.
At the same time, the ACA presented demands for new scales to
Generoso Pope, new owner of

until

WWRL

WHOM, who

But

Washington, Dec.

10.

of requests to climb
aboard radio's favored clear channels at record peak, FCC last Thurs-

day
any

will not consider
such applications, including
those for the 770kc and lOSOkc- waver
lengths until conclusion of its general clear channel investigation.
The commission policy announcement was spelled out in a letter to
'Washington attorney Paul Segal,
.who sought enlightment in behalf of
a client who wanted to bid for
room on either the 770kc or lOSOkc

According to a week-long Diary

(5)

said

WkTs

average

heard in
That's

this

all

stations

area by 4 to

maximum

1.

audience en-

pectancyl In actual performancOf
this

expectancy becomes

which

WKY

reality of

advertisers xeceive

ample proof every day.

*

Control

Continued from page

31

ss

For Joe Penner, Dies
Rev. Henry Scott Rubel, 44, who
under professional name of Hal Ray
nor, was believed to be the only ordained minister to write comedy
material for a radio program, died

CITY

930Kc.-NKAfillat«

OWNID-AND OPEMTU BV

UK OKUHOMA

rUBlKHING CO.

KEPRESENTED BY

THE KATZ AGEIKY

Dog

when kids answer unusual
questions logically, to the point,
they come up with some refreshing,
amusing or even fantastic answers.
So it was Sunday. Despite the occaindistinctness
kids'
from
voices that were too eager and fast
with answers, shov/ was good listening fun. Emcee Jack Barry stayed
properly in the background, and
handled the kids board expertly. A
good commercial gimmick was the
introduction of a dog to let the
board identify its breed.
lot of
unusual adlib copy came off that
sional

This lad
ball
is

A

president premit, and with a
dicted for 1948, his chance are considered nil for reappointment.
Reece indicated that the Republic
cans will move in only on those independent agencies like FCC and

FTC

Nasty Man" and "Wanna Buy a On FCC and other independent
Duck." He occasionally contributed agencies Under, the New Deal have
gag line or situation bit to the been Republican in name only,
show, but was never listed as a
"As we all know," he said, '''durwriter. At one time he had, his own ing the past decade there
have been
show on KNX in Hollywood with a numerous instances in which sopianolog and chatter,
called minority (GOP) representaHe fought in the First World War tives on such agencies have not been
and was a chaplain in the later con- in fact real representatives of the
flict.
minority viewpoint, though technically they were qualified for such
Troy—WTRY has begun a Series positions."
of
half -hour
evening broadcasts
titled "Sudden peath" designed to
Fort Worth—Layne Beaty,'~farm
emphasize the dangers of reckless service director of WBAP, has been
drivihg,
Written and produced by named president of the National
Randy English, with narration by Assn. of Radio Farm Directors at
Bill Saunders,
the recent meeting held in Chicago.
a

-

.

'

is really

and

Weed men

ways "on the
they hit

way, to show the same imagination
in commercials as applies to the

hard and

in general.

on the

looks as

it

il

he

going to drive a long

one^

all

are

ball"

al-

and

prospects

often.

WEED

WHN

responsible to Congress, not
those which report directly to the
President.
Said he: "The Congress has provided that such agencies should be
last week in Glendora, Calif., where bi-partisan, meaning
that in practice
he had his pulpit. While popularly the majority of the Commission
supposed to have written gags for should be composed of members of
the late Joe Penner, his actual con- the party which held a majority in
tribution to the show was comedy Congress, and that the minority of
songs with special lyrics for Penner, the Commission should be composed
He was with Penner for four years of those belonging to the minority
back in the late 1930's, and is credit- party in Congress."
ed with putting to music and lyrics
Reece also made it cleai^ that the
such Penner catehlines as "YbU. GOP felt Republican appointments

.

OKLAHOmA

Gaines

And

program

:

WKY

of

Foods, is a program hard to resist.
Children's minds are more logical
and direct, less devious, than adults'.

RADIO SmiBN REPRESENTATIVEt
Niw YMk t iMtM • Ckicii*

•Mm

Bttrtit

• Sn

Fnacisca

• HiHpnti

Writers Guild
ild~]|

GOP

Hal Raynor, Gag Cleffer

ty area surveyed is 41.8% oi the

leading

adelphia.

—

is

Jury,"

sioner Wakefield's term expires next
June 30 but, unless the old-guard
Republicans object to his independ"Books on Trial" put the critical
ent voting record at FCC, the Gali-; finger on James S. PoUak's novel
fornia member should stand a good about a Hollywood dynasty, "The
Golden Egg," in an interesting, if
chance of reappointment.
slightly
mild session on
last
clear channel slots.
Durr Up in '48
Monday night (9). Franklin P.
These two channels, FCC said, are
Durr, most liberal of the Demo- Adams, advocate for the defense,
different from the other clears only crats, stands little or no chance of
made .two significant points---he
in that KOB, Albuquerque, has a retaining his seat, which is up for doesn't like motion pictures, but he
license to operate on lOSOkc exclu- renewal June 30, 1948. Republicans
sively, but is in fact broadcasting on
would never countenance seven
770kc under a special authorization. more years of Durr, they freely ad-

share of audience in the 30 coun-

8eis>in-use,

currently negotiating contracts
WPEN and WFIL, both in Phil

GOP Wants

Dream." Al Goodman orch

tinder sponsorship

it

Study conducted by Industrial Surveys Company.

with

.

which went
commercial Sunday (8) on MBS

whitecoUar workers at WLIB, and is
now completing its roster by enlist
The union is
ing the announcers.
also

a

"Juvenile

'CLEARS' FREEZE ALL

770KC, 1030KC BIDS

i

the stet item on this stanza.

WHOM,

With backlog

-it

.

took over a month ago

after a $450,000 purchase from the
ers, commercial shows and live talCowles organization. Pope signed a
ent programs between the 6-11 p. m.
contract which, according to Joseph
time period.
Kehoe, international sec-treas. of
Pearson and Allen also want to
ACA, is next in ceiling-scale only to
know Hearst's investment in the two of the very' powerful N. Y. instation, program expenses, and net
dies^WHN, which has a ceiling of
revenues, and to hear from his own
$115 a week for engineers, and
lips his future policy on programWNEW, which has a ceiling of $110.
ming
engineers'
In the case of
The petition wound up by saying
scales now range from a minimum
that Pearson and Allen expect to
of $87 to a maximum of $97, with the
present just as full and detailed inperiod being four
"progression"
formation in support of their appliyears. The old scale at the station
cation to run WBAL.
called for a minimum of $47.50 to a
maximum of $75 in five years.
ACA, according to Kehoe, has organized not only engineers, but also

Comment

Continued from' psge

Critic told the likes people and since the novel ere.
the performance.
ated a few genuine people, he liked
author: "I think you want me to re
form and be more solemn, but 1 the novel. Budd Schulberg, author
don't see why we (critics) can't of another w.k.' novel on Hollywood
write amusingly and there's no rea- "What Makes Sammy Run," pickej
son why dramatic criticism cannot a few minor flaws in the book oh
be set forth in terms of humor." the basis of its historical inaccuracy.
It took the
Hart felt that his play was extremely
moderator Sterling
well done and is important.
North to throw a few pointed baibs
Author, also occasional actor, had at the novel. The jury, apparently
an edge, won, but the critic made impressed by North's pointing up of
an able defense. John David Beau- the anti-Semitic implications in Polfort, ^reviewer for the Christian Sci- lack's broad caricatures ot Hollyence Monitor, participated, being on wood personalities, voted to reject
Hart's side, but his remarks were the book by a vote of eight to four.
dry compared with the headliners.
Barrett H, Clark sketched the theme
"Eternal Light," Jewish Theologiof "Blake" briefly. Discussion was
cal Seminary presentation
conducted before an audience at five NBC net, added another on the
moving
in th'e afternoon: when a record was dramatization
to its series last Suncut for subsequent broadcast.
day (8) when it told the story
ibee.
of newspaperwoman Sophie Irene
Loeb's battle on behalf ol the
Jimmy Durante hypoed the Bing widow's pension law. First rate
Crosby-Philco show into easily the script by Morton Wishengrad titled
best since the debut proRram when "The Mark of Gain," was soundly
Bob Hope guested. Crosby needs a played by a group of competent persprightly comic to give the proceed- formers headed by Aline MacMahon
.
ings that bounce so necessary;
in the central role.
No question but that the deadpan,
Although the struggle for adeslightly "fresh" Oscar Levant lends quate care to widowed, orphaned
a lot to Info Please. Incidentally, and illegitimate children is, in itthey were thrci-timi losers, costing self, a somewhat dated problem,
$500 for that penalty through being story's theme stressed the ever-modunable to answer all three subdivi- ern angle of man's responsibility to
sions of the query.
his fellow man. Sophie Loeb helped
erase the universal stigma of Cain,
"Prudential Family Hour," preeni- as brought out in the play, by her
energetic fight for the nameless poor
ing a new lineup Sunday (8) with
he- reportorial
Rise Stevens, Jimmy Carroll taking whom she met on
rounds. It was a toucliing bit of
the place of Patrice Mjinsel, and
Jack Smith, is still a smooth blend of radio.
classics and pops calculated to appeal to most of the household. Inclusion of Miss Stevens in the show
decided strengthening of the
is a
longhair branch of the show inasmuch as she's one of the more important Carmens on the Metop list.
With the acclaim that she's been getting for her interpretation of the
Bizet opera heroine, it was only appropriate that she open with a medley of the best known arias of the
piece. Carroll, still yet to become
identified With any particular piece,
contented himself with "If You Are

,

Continued' from page

be developed definitely by next
month,
Sam Moore, re-elected national
Guild proxy, writer of "The Great
Gilder.sleeve," will be in N. Y. in

January when his show moves from
the

Coast

While

here,

to
it's

N. Y. origination.
expected that Moore

will confer with eastern members of
the strategy group, as well as with
eastern veepee Peter Lyon and
eastern exec sec Michael Davidson
about speeding up the campaign
launching the new negotiations on
the commercial side.
In the Guild elections, held simultaneously, in the three regions, the
following were elected to the national council:

Eastern

•
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Stuart Hawkins,
Kenneth Webb, Max Ehrlich, Carl
Bixby, Ruth Adams Knight; western
region;
Harmon Alexander,
region:

Kathleen Hite, Pauline Hopkins,
Arnold Marquis, Milton Merlin,
David Nowinsoti; Jack Robinson;
midwest: Jack Bentkover, Myron
Golden, Rod Holmgren, Ruth Moore,
Louis Scofield, Studs Terkel, Ulmer
Turner, Bob Savage, Anne Coyle.
Council members whose terms
continue through 1947 are: Eastern
region: Erik Barnouw, Robert Newman, Jerry Devine, Robert Colwell,
Priscilla Kent; western: True Boardman, Forrest Barnes, John Boylan.
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Few New Broadcasters Turn
As AM Covers More

FM

to

Hollywood, Dee.

Area

*Air-Poor'

Heave-Ho for

FM

ing

FM

AM

station.';

i

most

I

would have done the job more
cheaply and with equal or better
receivers in
coverage, lack of
prospect for these markets would
mean still longer delays in getting

FM

FCC

service.

indi-

officials

cated that majority of

tho.'-e

Joins Retaflers

In Store

bringmg

studios

of

Questions raised on local scene
Were, "did station jeopardize listen-

retailers in 1946.

ing interests of network shows for
local shows?" and "did network suffer by juggling of nights?"
officials say, "no, switchboard
was flooded by localites
wishing to hear football game Monwhen rain cancelled
day night
game," and that station promotes
listener interest by bringing foot-

the

Winners
in

games

to audience.

will be

NRDGA

New

.

announced during

convention, Jan.

13-17

York. Prizes will be awarded

in three divisions: Class A, retailers

WGAR

ball

10.

;

from 9
shows

recording

Show Contest

Washington, Dec.

Spearhegdjrig an indu-stry drive to
popularize u.se of radio for retail,
advertising, the National Assn. of
cooperating with
Broadcaster.s
is
the National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
in a nationwide contest to choose
the. best radio shows sponsored by

earlier minutes of game.

cases

local

Vox Pop from

thereafter

that althe
most three-quarters
franchises handed out since the end
that
towns
to
gone
of the war have

Although

NAB

to 9:.30 so station cancelled all

with only one existing local
these
half of
radio service— and
towns had 50,000 or less population.
1o cities

in

'

recorded.:-.^

WGAR

hivd no
less population which
2;r, went
exislini; stations. Another

or

stations

a

cleared network
at 8 to carry the
thus cancelling out some!
networic
key
shows. .However, rain
cancelled the game until Tuesday.
Tue.sday night
was carry-

V-J

badly needed local

did

contest,

AM

of

WGAR.

program

and so WGAR
shows beginning

FM

amonK newfor
ciiUuisiasTn
comers to broadca-stinj; is seetl in
.'thinv that
other FCC figures which
grants since
the
over half of
Day went to eitie.s with 50.000

means

dutlet.

The Cleveland Browns were scheduled to play Monday evening (2)

Partial explanation for the lack of

this

local
fast

shifting in
of
order to bring a. professional football
game from Miami for local listeners.
bit

-

Taken together,

Game

Ball

Cleveland, Dec. 10.

CBS'

FM

,

Case, Vacating Nighttime Grant

:

Nighttime Net Shows Get

Tins is the
operation.
bid" for
comprehcMisive
of
a
conciiision
station
and
ljuMlulown of
FCC last
released
by
jdilhorizatiohs

AM

ledC Does About-Face in Chickidia

Washington, Dec.

<

corrosoonding
V-J Day have filed

^

10.

"Sell it with glamour," long a
theory with Jack Rourke, indie
packager bf flesh and wax, has
been put into practice. Making
the rounds of agencies with a
brief case is beauteous Bea Car'.'
penter.
High point of Rourke's
theory is that a pretty girl gets
called in from the reception
toom faster than a baggy-panted
male. V
So far it has worked out that,
way but the first sale is yet to be

•

Washinglon. Dec, 10.
assei'Do-;pite the FCC's ifpealt'd
that FM is the "finest broadin the present
attainable
east service
of
the
IS'-i
only
art,"
the
state of
have won stand365 companies who
permits since
ard broadcast station

»7

Send Her In

doin^ an annual volume of business

Lahor Policy'

hyNAB'sDoherty

KQXR

KQXR

KMOX

I

up to $1,000,000; Class B. $1,000,000
to $.5,000,000: Cla.es C. $5,000,000 and
'

•up.

Entries must be .submitted to Howard Abraham."!, NRDGA sales promotion division. New York, by Dec. 31.

:

I

NRDGA

European theatre.

self.

giant.<:

who

went to newcomers in radio
wanted to reap quick profits from

addition,

industry and, in

going

a

not have had the cash
from scratch with FM.

to start

may

These are highlights of the FCC
Multiplication of the smallstudy:

AM

station in
power
the past year was clearly shown in
the figures. The most common type
of standard permit was for a 250in
station
unlimited time
watt

town, small

towns of 50,000 population or less.
The erstwWle radio-poor south,
south' central and mountflin Pacific

came ofl with the lion's .share
grants.
This was designed
equalize listening opportunities
regions with the well-served
northeast, central Atlantic and Gi eat
Lakes areas. Besides, the spectrum
up north was already overcrowded.
Seven out of 10 con.stniction
permits issued since VJ-Day went
to cities in the south Atlantic, south
central or mountain Pacific states.
All three regions received a greater
grants
proportion of the postwar
than they had of the cxi.sling radio
stations as of VJ-Day. Thr populous
New England, northeast aita was
the only U. S. region where the
majority of grants did not go to
towns under 50,000 population!

areas

AM

of
to

in these

AM

It all

Figures on Changes
1939 and VJ-Day, Ihe
proportion of all U. S. cities with
one or more radio stations rose
Irom 16.6% to 22.3%. By September
19. 1946,
29.6%..

had jumped

ratio

this

,

1o

Between 1939 and V.T-Day.

cities

with greatest gains in number -of
stations on the air were the 10-25.000
and 25-50,000 population groiip.s. In
the past year, however, the 5-10.009

and 10-25,000 cities have
most of the AM grants.

result, all cities over 50.000
at least one and usually
more radio stations; only six towns
in the U. S. of between 25 -.W.OOO

,

population are without a local radio
station,

An

breakdown

uprto-date

Who"

"V?ho's

FM

in

"This

is

Hollywood'MM

& Gamble's Camay Soap... is dramatizing
a Universal-International picture!

for Procter

gotten

As a

now have

-

Hedda Hopper's Radio Show

.

.

began Saturday, November 30th, -and

continuing for 8 consecutive weeks,

Between

of

OVER

C.B.S.

NETWORK EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT, 10:15-10x45

p.

m.

I.8.T.

THE CAMAY RADIO SHOW

bears o\it
74.6%

earlier statistics showing that
of the grants have gone to
censees, 37.8% have gone to

AM

li-

news-

paper interests, and 11.9% to persons without either
or newspaper .affiliations. Newspapers are

AM

<

the largest single indu.stry
aside from AM'ers, in FM.
also account for 13.5% of the

comers to radio

who now

bloc,

They
new-

FM

hold

featuring

permits.

BEACE OF

hit

HEDDA HOPPER

FOR PROCnR A GAMBLFS CAMAY SOAP

SHOWS

CXJEIVX.
Cleveland, Dec.

Two new shows have
here.

10.

the air

,

With the Willoughby Machine

WTAM

&

Tool Co. sponsoring,
is
handling a 15-mimitc show Wednestiay, fi:30 p.m., featuring the orches'
tra of Henry georgc, the CunningJiam Sisters and Dick Roll as announcer.
Product is automatic oil
heater.

'

'

WGAR,

sustaining, presents "FootForums" Saturday nights at
wherein listeners attempt
stijmp theatre experts with question.s in return for tickets for Hanna.

light

11:15 p.m.
*-p

Gabber Sid Andorn

is

emcee.

December 7, "The Stranger"
December 21,"WhiteTie and Tails"
December 28, "Along Came Jones" January 4, "The Egg and I"
January 18, "Magnificent DoU"
January 11, "The Dark Mirror"

November
December

30,

"Notorious Gentleman"

l4,''So

Goes

10.

Another court test was averted,
here yesterday (9) when the FCC
did a neat about-face and vacated
an earlier grant of nighttime operaSought
tion to a wee-watter in Chickasha,
Washington, Dec. 10.
and KMPC,
Okla, Stations
"A positive labor. policy" in broad- Bakersfield, Gal,, were due to argue
casting ;;and throughout industry was the case in the U. S. Court of Apthe
District
of Columbia
urged by NAB director of employer- peals for
employee relations; Richard Doherty, here today, had FCC not reconsidspeaking to the Alabama State ered its earlier grant to Chickasha.'
Both
stations.,
claimed the Okla.
Broadcaster's Assn. at Birmingham
station; would interfere with their
last Friday (6).
secondary coverage, and that FCC
Doherty pointed to the inequity of
had denied them a hearing to prove
the Wagner Act which spells out
it,
Commission, to settle the policy
specific rules for management but
question once and for all, ordered a.
relies on "good sportsmanship and
round-robin hearing on all bids for
moral scruples" to guide the activiuse of the 1560 kc channel in questies of labor groups, He urged fair
tion, including the proposed bids of
and workable rules to apply equally KMPC
and
for 10 kw on the
to both parties to a labo'r dispute.
same wavelength. At issue too, is
The NAB director suggested estab- KQXR's right to operate as A 1-B
lishment of a federal Fair Labor station with an interim treaty in
Practices Commi.s.sion to judgr: un- effect which gives' Cuba use of
fair labor practices and issue cease 1560 kc band.
and desi.st orders af-'ain-st the offending party, either labor or manageSt. Louis.— Jean Lane,
Diment.
rector of Education, will chuck the
stint next January to rejoin the Red
Full info on contest rules may be Cress with the Hospital Division in;
obtained from NAB's. divi.sion of Denver. Miss Lane served three
broadca.st advertising or
ityears with the Red Cross in the

'Positive

My Love"-

•

•

•

-

RAMO

98
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Joe Louis' Santa Role

On MBS Harlem Show

CBS' Do-or-Dye on Teletmt

next year and at least three new
.shows will be set for Hollywood
origination in the next two or three

and could only have that same
number of color outlets operat-

months.
Mutual's all-sepia "Harlem HospiOne of the new programs which,
Club" is acquiring the Loumel
still in the audition stage, has
instrumental group while
trio,
can be superior to any color motion featured at the Downbeat Club, N. a good fhance of getting its Mutual
comeuppance soon, is down for a
pictiu-e process in use today. The
Y;. as one of the regular daily feageometric definition of Columbia's tures on the afternoon (3:30-4 p.m.) potential $6,009 or $7,000 per week
its trial sustaincoloj images, he said, approximatesShow is also inaugurating expenditure during
strip.
ing period,' with the possibility of
that of Kim film. Murphy said ,a year
series of guest appearances on which
becoming a $10,000-$12,000 package
ago CBS recommended higher dewill lead off with Butterfly Mcit
wlien and if it goes commercial,
finition pictures of 735 lines for
Queen, Ethel Waters and the Golden
black-and-white video on the ultraThe show, tentatively titled ''DateGate .quartet.
high wavelengths. Now, he said, CBS
was pacted by Lurie during his
As an extra trailer, the "Club" line,"
has dropped' that line in the belief
last Coast visit, and th* audition
will put on art evening performance
that no black-and-white picture can
platter elicited much interest at the
18)
as
part
of
MuWednesday
1
on
Starring Melvyn
(;ompete with color on Columbia's
net's N. Y. h.q.
tual's series of pre-Christmas propresent standards. The RCA-NBC
by Fred
On this evening shot, the Douglas, the show is written Central
grams.
type of color, Murphy charged,. .was
Friend and Martin Gosch.
"Club" will go through a routine of
too. expensive for any but Cadillac
character, played by Douglas, is a
for Christmas, rehearsing
preparing
buyers and .since it required wider
roving correspondent who shows up
Claus,
etc.And
its
Santa
own
channels would make a competitive its
anywhere around the world where
will be .Toe Louis.
nationwide tele service impractical. Santa Claus
excitement of one type or another
Donald Horton, who handles audiis current..
ence research for CBS, testified that,
In addition to ".Dateline," a westin a March, 1946. survey, 69";;,. of
ern-type show and a new situation
Coast
Shifting
to
Manhattan's, 7,2O0O tele set-owners,
comedy are being considered for
said they would pay $100 more for
early Coast origination over Mutual.
For Part Origination
a color receiver than for a blackLurie will spend two montlis in
and-white set". Bl^t said they would
Hollywood, and from that tune on
pay $50 more.
Of
will do a commuting routine, audiCBS chief engineer Bill Lodge
Mutual plans shifting much of, its tioning and setting new shows in
detailed the results of nine months
show-origination weight to the Coast. both N. Y. and Hollywood as fast
of field tests in and around New
The net's executive producer, Walter as he can acquire them. "Count of
York city. A 10 KWrCBS color transLurie, who just got back from Hol- Monte Gristo," which goes: out netmitter on the Chrysler tower in
lywood a week ago after scanning wide Dec. 19, is the first of the new
Manhattan, Lodge said, would prothe situation, will spend at least a batch of Coast originations set: by.
vide satisfactory tele service for 93%
thix-d of his time on the Coast in the Mutual.
of. the
audience within. 50 miles
radius.
The. ultra-high-frequency
band, he said is virtually free of

ing in the upstairs spectrum.

static

continued from page 30

tele Reviews
Continued from vAge 30

tality

Ed Sobol is as !»ood as can be expected under the circumstances.
.Plugs for Tru-Shay are confined

i

Morgan

plenty of evidence, in support of its
petition for commetcialization of the

Goldmai-krCBS system of "jnechanical^'

or "sequential" color opeiation.
Stanton told
public wants

CBS prexy Franlc
the FCC that if the
color and there is
System available, they
The RCA-NBC

it.

an adequate
should have
system of "elec-

tronic or simultaneous" color, Stan-

been explored and

said, had
re.iected by

ton

CBS in 1940 because of
"inherent detects" on both technical
and economic counts. "These delects," he added, "still exist six years

27-Ch«ihneI Limit
Washington, Dec. 10.
Hart Covvperthwait, FCC engineer,

myth

exploded,

at the

long-held

a

FCC-CBS

television

hearing yesterday. Use of the
roomier ultra-highs for televistestified,
Covvperthwait
ion,
would give tele 27 rather than
its present 13 channels.
:

It

would mean more

tions

more
York,

tele sta-

in the country, but
in the big cities like
Chi, Philly, Frisco,

New York

not

New
etc.

now accoramO'
monchrome stations

can

date, eleven

MBS

1946

opening

to

ments, with
middle.

|

i

and closing announcea live commercial in

Newly wed

the

wife, Matter

trying Tru-Shay on her hands, lips
and elbow.s, is told by the announcer
that it's good for all over, the body;
She steps behind a screen, goes
through the motions of taking off
her clothes and, after a suitable interval, looks up brightly and savs

'You're right."

seems, though,

It

McKee, you're wrong:

Tvii

SioX.

COLLEGE BASKETBALJL
With Jack

Bob

O'Reilly,

nouncers Producer: Herbert

Edge, an-

Bayard

Swope,

Jr.

15-Mlns.; Sat.

8:30

(1)

FORD MOTORS
WGBS-TViGBS,

p.m.

N. Y.

,

.

New Programming

'

tion
22 'fi

and ghosts.
and receiver

more

than

A

color tele sta?
costs only 15 to

(J.- ^Nil\t^T

Thompson)

Swinging into high gear on its
wMiter sports program from Madison
Sq. Garden, N. Y., the CBS television-Ford; Motors team is currently televising at least one night of
basketball weekly from the Garden,
with CBS carrying through on a
sustaining basis other times when
FOrd doesn't come in. Web has apparently capitalized on the experience gained in the few times it
pi.'ked up, basketball from the Gar-

den

last

and

.year

is

doing a good

job to date.

Taking advantage of the' fact that
two men behind the lenses of his
Image Orthicon cameras are well-

the

Inside Stulf-Radio

black-and-white

versed in sports,

producer Herbert

out that equipment. Lodge said;
Eighty new.spapers around the country have signified intent to lie in Bayard Swope, Jr., missed little of
no Johnny-comewith a new radio show developed by E'^ra Stone and John Harvey which the action. As with boxing, basketlately in video, having pioneered
Show's being handled by ball is well-suited to video through
is currently being eyed by several agencies.
'the fact that all the action takes
since 1931 and spent over $2,000,000
John E. Gibbs.
place in a small area. Rapid tempo
Public to
on color development in the past
Program is viewed as ai merchandising ballyhoo for whatever sponsor of the modern college game, howtwo years. The CBS system of color,
latches on, with plenty of newspaper publicity around the country. Titled ever, kept Swope and his ler.sers on
Continued from page 30
various
the Columbia president testified, is
"The Stranger," show's principal character is weekly involved in
their toes.
Producer concentrated
fully
practicable and covers all York city.. Bruno, Kaye said, could adventures, and the "Stranger'.' always tips off listening audience a week on a medium closeup shot for best
necessary components of a broad- probably have filled all its orders in advance that next week Jie'll be in a certain city. Local paper tied in result.s, keeping his long shots to a
cast system. Columbia can start a had it "hot been for the strike.
with the show plugs the "Stranger's" visit, describing his appearance, minimum and using a closeup only
time-out
at
intervals.
limited color program service in
.following
RCA currently is continuing its clothes, etc. First local person to spot the guy, gets $1,000 on
Present play-by-play announcing
New YotU city almost immediately original
policy of making first de- week's show.
could be imnfoved. Bob Edge, CBS
and plans a color network once
liveries to ad agency execs* potensports director, does okay but leans
stations and relays are on the air.
"Is Radio Meeting the Needs of Our Children?" was discussed by a too much to the standard cliches
tial tele advertisers, bars, niteries,
Admits Limitations
group of radioites at a meeting at Hunter College High School (N.Y.) used by the majority of lesseretc., hopmg to place whatever sets
night, with participants including Ira A. Hirschmann, of known sportswriters throughout the
He admitted, under questioning, are available where they'll do the last' (Tuesday)
country.
former
Jack
O'Reilly,
industry the most good ultimately. WABF; Dr. Ernest L. Di'Chter, former consulting psychologist for CBS;
that right now the color system
sportscaster fO)^ several Ni Y. radio
General consumer delivery vyill have Dorothy Gordon, moderator of kids' programs sponsored by the N. Y. indies, demonstrated again that rahasn't the flexibility in' outside pickto wait until such priority orders Times over WQXR; Grace Johnson, director of women's and children's dio
announcers can't make the
ups, etc.,. that black-and-white has
new device, RCA is programs at WNBC; James McAndrew, coordinator of radio broadcasting sv/itch to tele in easy style. Besides
achieved. This- obstacle, he believes, are filled. As a
the N. Y. board of education; Mrs. Helen S. Straus, director of edu- talking too much, O'Reilly also
can be overcome in a matter of also installing sets in the showrooms for
cational programs at WMCA; and Charles A,; Siepmann, Discussion was talked down to the viewers, with
months. Stanton also claimed that, of Ford-Mercury dealer.s, where the
arranged by Mrs. Rose Kobert, chairman of the United Parents Assn.'s his commentary resembling that of
unlike the RCA proposal for colors, automobile retailers can use them
committee, and the Parents Assn. of the college elementary, school. a gi-ammar-school teacher talking to
the CBS standards are sufficiently tor promotion purposes in selling radio
her kids.
broad to accommodate electronic their cars by shoiving: the public
Ford commercials were well-hancolor and future improvements in Ford commercials on the string of;
Among the more' interesting trade facets to the operation of Martin dled, consisting of both films and
sports remotes the company bank- Block in Hollywood will be the activities planned for his Valley home .slides and short orrl spots. Films,
video transmission.
that tie in with his business. lifei He will broadcast for Warners' KFWB for some reason, showed the Ford
CBS veepee Adrian Murphy claim- rolls.
Strike has not hit DuMont so hard, via telephone connection between the station and his home, doing a daily engine without giving a picture of
ed that fidelity of CBS telepictures
the car itself but maybe that's what
but has held up delivery of cabinets. disk joclcey stint in late* morning-early afternoon periods, .starting June 1.
J.
Walter Thompson agency
AH other component parts are in, The unusual setup also includes cutting at home of his special transcriptions the
Stal.
want.s.
however, according to Ernest Marx, for WNEW, New York. The necessary machine is part of his studio
DuMont Teleset sales chief, and the equipment, as is a direct line teletype communication apparatus Which
customers should begin receiving hooks him to WNEW, agencies and other eastern business connections^
their sets in limited quantities be- Tuesdays and Thursdays he will be in Hollywood for his Chesterfield
tween Christmas and New Year's. Supper Club evening stint on NBC and on Saturdays at noon hs will be
DuMont currently has approximately in town for his Columbia Record Shop show on CBS.
$2,500,000 in back orders waiting to

later."

Stanton

Co 1 um-.b i a

'is

pointed

.

Wait

-

.

-

:

be

filled.

'

Frederick Wakeman's "Hucksters"

Sets will be delivered first in New
York, Chicago and Washington, Marx
said, and will then spread out to
Los Angeles, Albany and Philadelphia.
Unlike RCA, which has only

is

assuming, international importance,

it seems.
Just now circfilating in Great Britain, the book that depicts the
seamier side of commercial radio isn't helping British interests seeking to
modify the existing broadcasting structure. Those with hopes of altering
the present system and establishing commercial radio are taking a dim
view of the tome, feeling that the picture painted will not be conducive
two table models to offer presently, to convincing the powers that be that there is any advantage in a switch.
DuMont is taking -orders on its- en- They expect an even greater hurdle when the book is filmed if Metro
tire line, con-sisting of seven console should not considerably edit the caustic treatment given commercial broadmodels ranging in price from $795 to casting. ,

LOU CLAYTON

Mit.l

:

Price does not include the
installation charge, but does include
the Federal' excise tax. If the tax
is. lifted. Marx said, the price on the
sets will come down accordingly.

DMITBD BKXALL DRDG

CO.

Vrldny—CBS—»:»0 p.ni., KSX
M-n-H---"Xlilii I'Ime for KMps"
"It Anppened In BTOOklrn"

$2,495.

Peoples Radio Foundation, Inc., one of the FM applicants in New Vork,
going to try to prove it's deserving of an FM license by putting on a
shows as examples of the type of showmanship it would use on
Having no air outlet, however, the organization is putting its
air.
shows on line with all radio appurtenances of script, cast, music, sound,
direction, etc. except the niilce. First of the series, to include three radio
plays before an audience, goes on this Friday night (13) at Barbizon Plaza
theatre, N.: Y.
Among backers of PRF are Norman Gorwin, Margaret
Halsey, Anton Leader, Adelaide Klein, Milton Robertson, RockweU Kent
and Dean Dixon.
is

series of

the

—

IN

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

Dearth of promising new comic scripters has been put to use by Eddie
Cantor for both a publicity gag and an attempt to find some new writing
Cantor .sent a letter out Friday (6) to humorous publications of
the colleges throughout the country, asking for Sample situation comedy
scripts from the collegiate writers.
Solicitation was a form letter, outlining the situation Cantor wants and

talent.
all

asking for entries in regular script form.

Comedian

will pick the six

most promising, pay their .expenses to the Coast, and add them to
permanent writing staff for a set trial period.

i

A gal story editor in the radio dept. of one of the top agencies has
herseK plenty in wrong with scripters, many of whom swear it'll be a
long time before they again swallow the kind of bait she's thrown out.
Femme went to considerable pains to notify writers that her show was
wide open for freelances. In one day, she had 20 writers in to see her.
She "interviewed" them— two at a time— and told them she was sorry,
all the shows had been assigned; besides, it was purely a spec job anyway,
which she hadn't mentioned in her ballyhoo.
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Dr. -Leon Levy,
prexy, hasi added 800 shares of CBS class
to his holdings which now .stand at 15,100 shares, according to the
latest report of the Securities and Exchange Commi.ssion.
Dr. Levy also
holds 40,900 shares of Class B CBS common following acquisition of 200
shares during the past month, the SEC report disclosed. Frank N. Stanton,
CBS prexy, Tefiorted purchasWg
Shares of CBS class
common and
2,000 of CBS class B.

common
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ROBERT EVANS
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BAND FOLDS DON'T SCARE BIZ

mi

McCaim Heads Blues Near-Sweep
Of NJ.AFMs Exec Posts, Losing 2

American Federation
were voted into office
of Musicians
consecutive term last
for the seventh

Thursday (5) with the exception, of
This
two executive board positions.
the trade, as
result, expected by
pointed out in last weiek^s Variett,
for
due to the number of candidates

who succeeded only

each office

in

vote,
splitting the Blue opposition
was achieved during a day of orderwas none of the
ly balloting. There
exbeen
have
trouble that might
pected as a result of the rather bitbjt vicious
ter campaign, marked
.

name-calling.

Blues put into the lop po.silion are:
Hichard McCanh, president; Sam
Buber, v,p.; Charles lucci, secretary,
They
and Emil Balzer, treasurer.
rode in on a three-to-two majority
of the record 8,992 votes cast. Only
seats they missed were exec board

member

Blue

heaviest in 802 history,
hundreds more did not get to the
polls. Lines were so long that many
Voting
balloters refused to wait.
machines, supervised again this election by the- Honest Ballot Assn.,
whose integrity, was doubted following, the voting two years ago, were
.

,

slow.

Executive Board electees, in addition to Aarons and Manuti, are; Jerry
Alexander, Jack Downey. Jack Fidelman, Joe Lindwurm, Henry Maccaro. Bob Sterne, Herman Tivin.
Trial board electees: Joe Campiglia,

of

many

top

name

or-

A

Vet

a Vet

Is

Los Angeles, Dec. 10.
Local bandleader Tommy Jones,
running against incumbent Spike
Wallace foi: presidency of Local
47, American Federation of Musicians

Monday

(16), last

week

started pressuring fact he is a
veteran, having seen service ai
sergeant during recent

Army

fracas. After first ignoring

bid,

Wallace displayed concern over
weekend and his backers surprised the town by heralding
Wallace, too, as a vet-r-of Spanish-American War vintage.
Immediately almost all vestige
of flag'-waving tactics ceased.

AFM Must Judge

As it Stands, with biz off and few
of the top names doing business commensurate with their former prices,
their absence for a few months or
more won't be felt, since most had
not been fulfilling their usual role of
making money for one-night and
location owners, so that the latter
could pour some profits back into
ventures with lesser-known bands,
thereby keep the cycle going. However, in the event that business
comes back, a continued absence of

maestros like Tommy Dorsey, Harry
James; Woody Herman et al., can
hurt immeasurably to the extent that
they would not be available to earn
for promoters and location men the
cushions necessary to risk the playing of lesser-known combos.

As
held

Salmon Warned

for

by

recording contracts, none
the disbanded bands are

Most
likely to be disturbed.
fairly large backlogs that can

have
keep

the hard-pressed-for-production disk
manufacturers in releases of their
American Federation of Musicians stuff for months. And if they run
last week took a hand in the dis- out, the bandleader can always roiuid
pute between Dave Salmon, local up within a reasonable tlffie a band
promoter, and Stan Kenton and his composed Of radio studio men with
musicians, his manager, Carlos Gas- ability to sightrread a leader's ar-

and General

tel,

10.

Kenton's

Artists;

rangements perfectly.

agency.

Salmon had begun a suit for $11,000 damages against Kenton for
failing to show up here Oct, 16 for
one-night
a
date.
This
action

J. D.

Gets Decca

AFM advising that all disputes
AFM members, according
union rules, must be referred first

the

Out;M-G-MDeal?

between
to

AFM

Hollywood, Dec.

By

for adjudication.

Eddie Daly, Hy Jaffe, Al Knopf,
violating this rule, Salmon was told,
Frank Lamberti, Doc McGibney,
he ran the risk of being placed on
William Powers^ Jack Stein and
the AFM's unfair list.
Tiny Walters.
Delegateis to AFM
While Salmon actually is not a
convention: Emil Balzer, Charles
lucci; to Central Trades & Labor member of the AFM, and as a buyer
Council, lucci, Richard McCann, Sam of union bands he is not required to
Suber; to N.Y. Stale Federation of hold an AFM license, the AFM'ers
Labor: Henry Maccaro, Bob Stenit; pointed out to. him how they could
H« had
to United Hebrew Trades; Louis be drawn into the case.
signed an
Form B contract
Grupp.
when he contracted for Kenton, and
this automactically, according to its
Pitt's Urban Beelccled
clauses, drew the union into any dis-'
Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.
Gene Urban was re-elected presi- pute involving its members.
dent of Local 60 of American FedAFM wants Salmon to withdraw
eration of Musicians at annual bal- his legal action and lay his case beloting last week, veepee and secre- fore it for settlement. In the event
tary-treasurer Jimmy Comorada and it cannot be adjudged in this manNick Hagarty, respectively, were ner, he may or may not be given an
also reelected.
okay to go into civil court;
However, three new men crashed
the executive board this year. They
Phil Levant orchestra, at the Terwere Johnny Marino, Harry, BTgley
race Grill, Kansas City, will leave
and Leo Strini.
the Music Corp. of America to join
Frederick Brothers office Jan. 1. He
has been in the MCA fold for 15
.

AFM

NIDORF BUYS DURGOM

years, virtually his entire career.

;

week and immediately went into
a huddle with Frank Walker, head
of the new Metro disk subsidi over a
term contract. Details of the deal,
which hasn't yet been closed, are undetermined.'
Dorsey had another year and a
half to go on his Decca contract. He
and his attorneys and manager had
been dickering with Decca for the
past couple weeks regarding a release, but certain details as to masters the leader had insisted on making, then did not want issued, delayed the final parting. This barrier
this

was finally overcome.
M-G-M, which has been having
some trouble snagging artists be-

Pluggers Wrathy
After Terpalace

Oakley Ouster
Hollywood, Dec.

'

commenced to brew rewhen Casino Gardens man-

Feeling
cently

•

ager,
Kermit Bierkamp, revoked
oaklies, but plugger rage became

week

last

when

.Sonny Dunham is
New York preparing
«is
cost.'

orchestra

coffees

and one beer,

:

.

Resumes work Dec. 26 at Parkersburg, Va. Will drop payroll to $1,600 as against $2,600 a year ago.
_

bend

Much ado was made

of fact that

revocation of ducats was unimpor'
that all pluggers scribble off
swindle sheets anyhow, and that it
was the manner of ballrooms' action

tant,

that
the

was

At least 150 of
squawking
pluggers

"insulting."

louder

wanted
seek

to call a protest

medium

meeting

to

of regaining and re-

asserting dignity, but over weekend.
director of
western branch of pluggers' union,
stated no pow-wow was officially in
the works.
Other name-band terpalaces here,

Mac Green, «pro tempore

negotiate that their' first disks will
be on the market by March 1, possibly sooner,

pluggers,

must always pay

The

all

putting

(9)

in

an end

in

New York

once and for
to

availability

arguments, which this year have
caused
mope headaches among
ASCAP executives than anything,
else.

,.

As a result of the intra-committee
the latter will get down to
business immediately after the first
of the year on the problem of re-;
classifying the availability ratings
of a majority of the publisher-members of ASCAP. This move has been
threatened for some time, but nothing was ever done about it, principally, it's felt, because many of the
firms that now enjoy high ratings,
and whose chiefs are members of
the committee, would not retain
their current positions in light of a,
rating investigation.

What brought the availability
problem to a head at Monday's meeting was hearing of an appeal by
Herman Starr, head of the Warner

coverts.

.

Bi'os, publishing group, who previhad claimed that his three
catalogs were no longer properly
rated.
Siace his Harms, Inc., firm
is assigned 11,000 availability points,
exactly double the number of his
nearest competitor, and Witmark
and Rcmick, at 5,500 points, are
among the .second highest group,
Starr's
claim flabberga-sted many
ASCAP toppers. His reason for
wanting more points for each, however, seemed justifiable to some
board members on the basis of
Starr's claim that each availability
boost given smaller firms reduced
financial returns to his firms, since
each increase to one firm, with no
commen.surate reduction of another,
reduced the overall point value. And
there have been many boosts the
past few years, with no reductions.
Most of the committee members
were against Starr's plea for a
higher rating f6r each of his firms.
Some were with Starr. This reduced things to quite an argument
until Starr was convinced that a
move to raise his availability ratings
at the moment would provide the
impetus for a concentrated outcry
for individual boosts from pubs
all down the line, plus running the
risks of accusations that the top guys
were cutting themselves a deeper
slice of the Society's annual melon.
On this ba.sis, Starr agreed to wait
for a more thorough examination of
availability ratings.
Attention will
be given first to those catalogs in
the 2,500-point class and lower.

ously

.

'WHITE CHRISTMAS' HAS

PLENTY XMAS RIVALING
Irving Berlin's "White Christmas"
which becomes a best seller
year after year, hasn't the clear
sales sailing this year that it has had
in the past. Several Xmas tunes have
song,

come up during the past couple
weeks to challenge it, notably the
standard "Winter Wonderland.'' On
I

-

Anniversary Number

41st

new diskings of it by
Perry Como, Jo Stafford, et al, the
tune,
written in
1934 by Felix
Bernard and Dick Smith, and now
published by Bregman, Vocco &
Conn, is breaking for a hit.
Other new Xmas times are doing
the basis of

well, too, although they are
not strong enough to rate be.^tseller
position as yet. One is "The ChristSonfi'' and another "That ChristFeeling."

fairly

mas
mas

Will be published late in December
Fonns closing

Usual Advertising rates prevail

shortly

.

Peer to Europe
Ralph Peer, prexy of Southern
Mus,ic Corp., planed to Europe yesterday (Tuesday) from

New

He was accompanied by Mrs;

Copy and space

operating
..

and'

the ear of Bob Crosby whenever he
was off the bandstand.
After publication of story in Daily
Variety, pluggers talked of boycotting both spots, pointing out that
because of the dereliction of one, all
.should not be penalized.

Special exploitation advantages

currently in
to reorganize

on lower

Jack

Rogers, owner of Avodon, had sign
slapped up over boxoffice publicly
announcing suspension of free admish stubs. Rogers' action came
after he observed a plugger parade
a party of six into the spot, linger
for several hours, purchase total of

.

Dunham's Beoi-g

Monday afternoon
which may result

.

:

Dunham's Reorg

10.

Songpluggers, just about every
Ia.st man Jack of the 117 of 'em here
on the Coast, have given vent to
most vehement blast against Casino
Gardens as well as the downtown
Avodon .ballroom because both sites
have obviously made efforts to discourage them from hanging a.round
by suspending passes previously issued the contactmen.

Palladium, Aragon, Meadowbrook,
Trianon, continue to honor passes.
Only .other overt action has been
switch in policy at Cocoanut Grove
nitery, where orders have been issued that all .habitues, including

cause- of the latter's wariness of the
launching date of the label, is now
assuring those with whom they

Publishers classification committee

battle

INTEREST IN STAFFORD
George ("Bullets") Durgom and
Mike Nidorf, who have been comanaging Jo Stafford for the past
few years, ended their association
last week in New York. Nidorf, who
Jias been the active half of the management coalition, bought out Durgom's Interest for an undisclosed
Slim in a deal completely amicable,
Durgom was in N. Y. at the time
but left for the Coast Saturday (7)
Durgom originally handled Miss
Stafford alone. When he went" into
the Army however, he turned the
singer over to Nidorf and split with
mm the 50% interest he held. This
nrrangpment continued all through
Diu-gom's service period and «ver
since he's been discharged.

10.

Miller, songpluggers union
will come to the Coast in
to spend a month listening
to local gripes.
Miller also will solicit ads from
local publishers for the annual benefit show program to be held in New
York next spring.

Bob

prexy,

two

Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra probably will become the first top name
outfit to be signed by the new
M-a-M label. Dorsey secured a release from his Decca contract late

'

of the American Society of Com'
posers, Authors and Publishers went
through a rather bitter wi-angle

Due West

Miller

February

towering

brought a communique to him from

to the

Bob

.

Kenton Dispute,

Syracuse, Dec.

^

felt

business' of the past six weeks or so
surges back strongly, and (2) if
those leaders who have given up, all
temporarily, remain out of circulation for any length of time after the
b.o. bounces back.

For

Settlenkent of Availability Snarl

of late won't have much
on the band business overall,
by the trade, unless two
things happen: (1) if the lagging
it's

who

was the

Break-up
chestras

effect

Max

Aarons, former
deserted the
party two years ago to run independently for president; and Al
Manuti.. Both were candidates of
the Unity outfit, most active in recent years in attempting to unseat
the Blue group.
While the number of votes cast
posts nabbed by

ASCAP Move

Leads to Cue of

T

Board Positions; Record Vote Cast
tot exAll Blue ticket candidates
York Loecutive positions at New
cal 802 of the

Hearing on Starr's Point Appeal

NEW YORK
1S4

W.

19

4«th St.

reserYathns

may be

sent to any Variety ofHce

HOLLYVI^OOD 28
«3T1 Yucca St.

CHICAGO

1

340 N. Michigan Ave.

York.
Peer.

Peer expects to visit affiliated
branches in London, Paris, Barce-

Stockholm and Amsterdam. He
expects to be abroad some three
months. It's his first European trip
since before the war.
lona,

:

40
British Best Sheet Sellers

and Disks

JockS/ Jukes
The kopasctic word

week

ik
j

that bhig Crosby sounds 'move iike
His
than he has in ages.
Song!!"
of "Jerome.
(Deccal has some fine things in it

Cro.-'by

•

Kem

album

One

Bobby HackeLt, whose

is

you would do well to hear
However, none oC the faces
thera,
in this album was recorded very reBe that as it may, the
cently.

of

important and plea.surable
that here are soirie highly
Satistactori? Crosby productions.

too, of course, there

and

'

really

thins

is

Album includes ''Long Ago ;and
Far Away," "Dearly Beloved,;" both
with John Scott Trotter's band;- "All
"OV Wan
Night,"
the
Tlirough
River," "I've Told Every LitUe Sl;u-,"

Best Bets
Itillbilly— "Too Tired to Care"

(Elton

Britt).:

Away"— (Bing

Crosby

).'

Viji-son).

,

Novelty— "A Eine' Romatice"
(Crosby and The Missus).
,

A.F.M. Special— "Huggiii' and.
Chalkiii'" (Johnny Mercer).

Dance— "Someday" (Bob Eber-

ly>.

cornetisf is
form.
The other
Mtiggsy ;SpahiCr. vvhose'^''
the Blues" and 'The Lady's in Love
With You'' have just come out on a

and "Till. the Clouds Roll By," all
Tutti
accompaniment
with
by
Camariita's group;: and, finally, two
duets with Dixie Leo Ci'osby— the

woman —^"A

;

Homanee"

Fine

and "The

Way You

in both
ducts.

which Victor Young con-

Ijook Tonight."

enough.

Significantly

Things Did Last Simimer

,

.':.

5.

.

.

7.

,

Five Minutes More (21)

be able to
singer who is back in
mufti after years in sei'vice, He is
Bob Eberly, one of the pre-vvar atti'octions of Jimmy Dorsey's band.
Willi the Frank Froeba Trio. Eberly

Song

Cofl'ee

9.

Zip-A-Dcc-Doo-Duh

.

.

:

(1)

(

(S.mtly-.Ioy )

.

(

:

I

10.

Guess

Get Papers (11) (C-P)..'

I'll

Mills

('

Gal In Calico (Witmark)

)

Sooner or Later tSantlv-Jo.vl

.....

.

.

I.

—

and

—

Chalkin'"

Hoavy Carmichacl tDecca

).

"That's the

Beginning of the

"That's the

(Victor),
Bcgintiin,g of tlie

End" — .Perry Gomo
End""^Thq

.Cole

King',

-.

Trip

).

.

d..ys of his

the

We

band career.
to be a big-selling

bi.(,t

is fioiivg

who

In

Decca
Cplunibja

.

that

.style

bad^e of the
There
is,

sion.

(

(BVC)

)

Man (Vanguard)

(
'f

i

Huggiu' and Chalkin' (Hudsonl,
Rickety Rickshavv Man-(Pe?r).
„,,

Tex

.Eviipke

Bing

.Decca

,

.

.

K;iye.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

. . .

.

Victor

.:. .

.

Victor

Cro'-liy

Decca
-

,T-trrriS:~~.
Wmter Wonderland (BVO
.

.,
.

.

.

...

,

:

.

.

.

,

,

,

i

-

:

,

,

,

Margaret
Buig Crosby ........
.

Jo Staft'ord

-

.

,

....

Harry James
Dick Haymcs

,

,

Como
Jhnmy Dovsoy

(.

(
)

,

,

,

Decea

Gapilol

.

.

.

...Cbliimbia

...Decca

Perry

Victor
.i ..,,

,

King Cole Trio
Las Brown

.D,-cca

Cajntol

Columbia
D(;cca
.MercUrj'

Hnyj'rtes

Starlighters

Hoagy Carmichael, ..Decca
Eddy' Howard.
.,Ma,icstio
Pcrry Como, ........ .Victor
Andrew-s-Lombaulo
Decca
.Capitol
King .Cole Trio.
.Columbia
Les Brown.
,

,

|

Christmas Song (Burke-'VH)

...... .Victor
Whiting, .Capitol

(Dick

On: the Boat-dwalk (BVC)

circuit court ruled that "the
sufficient to sustain finding of tact and none of this can bo
clearl}'
erroneous."
reversed
as
High court further stating thal"It
is
unnpcessury to add" an.ylhing to
lilt; disirict court's opinion."
V
Vogel also won a reversal" and now
trial in connection
with the suit

hillbilly's
,

,

,

.

.

.

.

i.'S

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music
Peck Kelly, by now almost assuming the proportions

of a legend in ja'A/.
again has nixed an offer to leave Houston. During past decade
about every name band in country has waved glittering olTors at the.
hut he icannot be budged out of his home town, where habitually
instituted by Shapiro-Berhstein in- he works a roadhouse.
Latest Kelly thumb'down was bid of $1,000 net
volving the renewal rights- to the to fly to Hollywood for a single-shot appearance.
Joe Venuti, former
tune. "My Melancholy Baby."
In band leader, made the offer, figuring the keytaoard-knucklor would pro\ e
194,5 Federal Judge John W. Clancy
.solid b.o. on Coast because of large number of musicians abounding thoi'e,
decided in favor of the plaintifl, rul- w-ho know of Kelly and have been fascinated by his consistent refusal to
ing, that S-B was owner "of the reappear outside Texa.s. Paul Whiteman is said to have been first batoneer
iitjwal
rights of the ..unpublished to attempt to sign Kell.'i', after Jack Teagarden induced Pops to cup an
song and that the lyric composed ear during a Hou.slon stopover. Scores of name musicians have lent Kelly
by George A. Nor on was in the performances on-the-scene attention and none ever seemed to find him
public domain.
not living up to the rave word-of-mouth long accorded him. In addition
In reversing the lower court, the to personal appearance, proposals, Kelly consistently lias refused radio
Circuit
court
stated
that
Voget and recording offers.
claimed no interest in the 1911 copyright, but that Vogel does claim coSammy Kaye got quite a .iolt last week during the runoff of his "So
ownership of the 1912 renewal rights
You Want To Lead a Band" gimmick, when Eli Oberstein, head ot RCA."through a.ssignment by Norton.
Victor's artists and repertoire, stalked up on the stage as a contestant after
In 1912. Burnett sold and a.ssigned
fixing the whole thing up as a gag. Giving a phony name, Oberstein went
the tune to Bennett, latter with
through the occupation, etc., cro-ssfire with Kaye. But W'hen: Kaye a.sked
consent of Biirnett hired the late
him the usual "why do you want lo lead a band?" question. Oberstein
George A, Norton, to write the
floored the leader by as.serting that "If you (Kaye) can, I can." He backed
lyrics.
In 1939, Burnett obtained
Ka.yo into a corner a second time, when, after giving the band a downbeat
renewal ot the 1912 version and asand listening for a few bars, he stopped them, turned to Kayo and asked,.
signed to Shapiro. Lower court held
"Can't these guys play '?" Later Kaye unmasked him and introduced, liim
that Burjiett'.s renewal- was hieftecto the crowd.
live and that the lyrics written by
Norton ai-e in the public domain.
Russ Morgan, whose band IS current at BiUmore Bowl. Los Angele.si
Vogel contended that Buriiett'S renewal was effective and inured to has revivitied an old metliod by which a band leader can meet with .song'
the benefit of Norton',s son. who as- pluggers, give them a fair, square heai-ing and .vet keep 'em from waysigned the 1912 version to Vogeh laying him while he is at work in a nitery. Each Monday (his ofl-dayl,
Bennett published the tune in 1914. Morgan trek.s out to Hollywood and sits away most ot the afternoon over
The lower court ruled that SB was a luncheon table, where he sees any and .all pluggers, cups an ear to their
miavvare, of renewal rights under pleas and discusses po.ssibilities, of the ditties they want him to slip into
1914 version, and thai, no copyright his book; Morgan, incidentally, insists on reaching for his persional tab,
protection exists for .Norton's lyrics. on each excursion- Stunt, frequently practiced over the years in N. Y.,
The circuit court in reversing the' has really caught on on the Coast.
lower court's decision held that,
Bennett was proprietor of both the
Premiere of "The Fabulous Dorse.v.s" film, produced independently for
old mii.sic and new words produced
ihe maestros by Charles Rogers, will occur state-wide in' Pennsylvania
by No.rton with the consent of Bur- the week
of Feb. 28, with oft'icial municipal cei-emohies at Philadelphia.
circles,

l

Sugfges^ed Christmas

Program

.just

pianist,

|

Christmas Feeling""That
Perry Como (Victor').
./
"It Came Upon the Midnight
Cle:ir"^Kenny Baker (Decca).
"J inRle Bells"—Frank Sinatra

'

.

(Ct)lumbiaX
"The Christmas

I'm Lucky

If

Best

,

evidence

presumably

is

profesincidentally,
a
nieosant hot piano hoverin,s in the
bnckiyround 0f"Blue.s." Britt is the
the'

Victor
Capitol

.

,

ci.sion,

-

ttiouVtif uT

.

I

infringement by Vogel of Ihe renewal rights on seven songs.
In atflrming the lower court's de-

in My Heart" was a war.^
time Victor standoi.it, does. "I Get
the Blues When It Rainis" and "Too
the
Tired to Caire'^
(VietorT in

'

Song"

.

:

;

— 'The

•,

:

King: Cole Trio

"Sanla

(Capitol).

Claus

Coming

I."!.

to
(Victor):

Town"— Perry Como

—

.

"Silent Night" Frank Sinatra
(Columbia).
"Adeste FideIes"^Bing Crosby
(Dccca).-'

.

man's "Ben.iie's Bubble" (Columbia)
will be immediatel.v recognizable, as
.swin?
treatment
of
a
Wa,enoi''s
"Under the Double Ea,gle." certainl.v
ojio of the greatp.St; marches over
wi'itten.
Goodm,"
It: ifatures One
and Joe Bu.shWn, (piano). Reverse
is ".A Gal in Cnlicii," with a vocal b.v
Evi>
Young .Gertrude
Nieson's
"Tiiat's
Good Enou.ch for Me"
(Decca) sounds Hire: a fine .iuke bet,.
Slip handles the lyric with the same
authority that made her "I Wanna:
Get Married" a verv special item.
..Not., liovVover. that. this, tune i.s atiy
"I Wanna. Get IViarriod." It'.s backed
by 'Soonci: Or Later"
Pedro Varca.s' "Alone With; Vpu" and ".Afraid"
(Victor) are .fine Latin-American
vocals.
As 'such, though, their ap.

.

peal Is

L^A.

liiiiited

,

,

aficionri-'os

.

,

.

Kammv

Knye's
"

and.

.

Neither

'

I

I

1

I

nett.

APOLLO INTENSIFIES
Apollo
into

Records, recently bought
heavily by the Gar Wood .Inlarge industrial corporation
in various mariufacturpie,s. is intensifying its plan to

dii.-^lries.

with fingers
iiig

become

a ,ma.ior label.

singer.

will

Hi.s
-a

a.

fine

much he.ird in race
.Irene Dunne does an al-

locnlio.iis

binn of Jerome Kern songs for
coupling of "Another Ni.?ht Like Decca this week too and. no one's
This" and "You'll Always Be the going to ob,iect to how pretty she
One I Love" show an ability to iiiug- kiolcs ofi the cover,
'

,

from contemporary bandleaders and mus.icians; a minimum of $1,200
yearly has been established as the amount necessary. Apparently that
amount- is not on tap for the coming year. Bob Chrjsteiiberry, managing
director of the Astor hotel. New York; Bob Weitman, managing director
of the Paramouni theatre. N. Y-., and Harry Moss, baud booker, administer
the fund.

:'

Bronxvitle,

iii

N.

presses.
to:

be

Y,;,

it's

A

like
installed

.shoutins; bhies

"Cleanhead Blues" and
Loves Her Juice"

Woman

be very

Bunny Berlgan trust fund, set up several years ago, following the
trumpeter's death as a means of supporting and schooling his two children, is again seeking coin. Most of the money poured into it has come

.

f

moment,

this,

MerCiiry. :kas

"When

The company

on the prowl for , the strongest
names it can get. from even the topmost opposi li on labels, with money
said to be no harrier,
Apollo has, only one plant ai the
IS

nor the reverse. "On letiuipiipd
with 18
M.v. Way Out." is top-drawer Lee
[number are due
In Eddie "Mr, Cleanhead" Vinson.
soon.
,

Both Dor.scys will participate in the affair. T. D. has no band and is not
likely to have one at the lime o:t the premiere. Jimmy Dorsey's schedule
may be arranged to inclyde^ his outfit in the affair. Reason for the Pennis that both leaders come from Shenandoah, Pa.
Film
was sneaked on the Coast twice lajst week. It will be shown privately in
N. Y. later this month.

.iylvania debut

MAJOR LABEL PLAN

almo.sl exclusively to

.:

You ought to hear it.
ric.ss.
Si)e;iking Of Mercer, one of his
Cunitol artisLs— a singer named Hal
to us, but he'll probably be around for a while yet. His

S.

\

Always (BVC)

'

.

the fact that it is very
nicely done in the Mercer manner,
it of'i'ers a surprise ad-lib that will
couvul.-'e anyone in the niiisic bUsiT

U.

Is

New Trial

Jerry -Vogel Music Co., Inc. broke,
even on appeal oC two song suits

,

A.side .from

Suits;
rhis

"I Used to Be Her One and Onl.v
"You Broke the Onl.v .Heart That
Ever Loved You" (Victor) ai'e, slow
tempoed .iob.'i that will do busines.sBolli Kay Kyser and H,oa.!;lapd in the .iuke.s.
"You Broke" .sounds
aioong othcr.s, have like the more popular side of the
Ciii'miehael.
be:' en Johnny Mercer to the: po.st two.
especially
with the tricky
with recordings of ''ilit.ggin' and t'ouble-time second chorus ,. Julia.
C'l ilkin'," but Mercer's .Capitol of Lee does "Oh. Marie!''-, in. of all
tiu! number packs its own wallop,
things, italiah; on a new::VC;;apifol.

disk and. that both faces, particularl.v
"Someday," will monopolize the
Wurlilzers.

I

2 Song

:

.

not know, is a gifted pianist
was with Benn.v Goodman in

in

'Melancholy'

.

.

\

Vou Keep Coming Back (Berlin).,.,

Even

.

"Or Man River"— Frank Sinatra (Columbia"):
''Huggin;
an^,
.(^halkin'"
Johnny Mercqr (Capitol ),

•

Victor

;

(Tex BenoUe..
-)

,

.

Cr.'sljy

.Columbia
...Columbia

Bros.,.',..

Sammy

.

Jerry Vogel Breaks

;

"OV Man River"— Bing

vGoluirtb'ia;

Coming Up

.

Passe (Feist)

nnd "Someday" (Dccca) in a way
that promises. In the first place, he cactus Sinatra, so both faces ought
shiKs very. very well—e/1'ortlessly. to do biff on the cornfed coinboxes
All in all. Chuck Foster's
feelingly, and tunefully.
"I U.sed to Woi-k in
he sounds promising. And so, in- Chica.go" (Mercury ) has, a suu.gestive
deed is the styled accomp'tmiment l.vrio that won't hurt its appeal on
with which the Froeba Trio provi(jes, the nickelodeons. It's backed up by
him on both faces. It's relaxed and a routine ,iob of "Gotta Get Mc
subdued. Froeba, in ca.^e you may Somebody to Love". .Bennv Good-

Suggested Program

,

,

,

.

.

.

Me"

to

Victor

.

Sammy Knye
Johnny Mercer.

.

Circuit Goiu't oC Appeals,
the high court affirming Federal
Judge William Bondy's decision
:w hicli granted II, Harold Gumni, as
executor of the cslate oi: H'arry Von
Tilzer and the Harry Von Tilzer
H.irry Ruby score to "Carnival in
Costa Rica."
Gordoji Jeiikins' or- Music Publishing Co. an in,iiinction
ches-lva
backs up Hayines. .Jllton and an accounting, plus atloriicy.s'
Britt. whose "I'm a' Convict With fees of $10,000. Action had charged

It's also a ple£ sure to

.

.Decca

.

v.ytetor

,

\

(J) (tlobbins)

(7) (Valiant)

8.

...

:

.

.

So let it be said, briefly, tliiit
Dick. Haymcs' "Another Night Like
This" and "Mi Vida" (Deccal are
good coin machine faces. Tunes are
extracts 'from: the Ernesto Leeuona-

recommend a

does "You Are Everything

Prank Sinatra.
Frank Sinatra
Tex Bcnoke
Los Brown
Jirnmy Dorsey
Frank ^Sinatra

j

.Ghappoll

.

Vaughn Monroe,

\

(lMelro.se)

Whole World Singing Song

I

Charlie Siiivuk.

(

(Morris),.

(0)

.

Fitzgerald.',

:

I

.

.

(num.

two

the.

.

ElTa

;(

(iLeods-l,

j

.'

Then^.v.
,

Bob Hag,^ar(, the
does some supci'ior hot
v,liistlin,t>
on the "Blues," but his
trpniMe'Garrity.
colleague.s— Lou
bohe. Peewee Russell, clarinet,, and
piano,
anTOn,!*
Schroeder,
Gene
others-. -are right UP there with him.
Sp.-niicr himself has rarely .sounded
better, which is to say that he is
magnificent.
Chief appeal of both
disks is for the hot clientele, but tli.s-^
criminating pancake, turners should
s p in them f 6r a change Of pace'.

.

Devwin — is new

.

Till

bassist,

fine

oldest faces— "A Fine Romance" and
"Tlie Way You Loo.k Tonight." Tiiey
exiiibit the old Crosby sl.vle, which
for many, was the best style anyone
ever had. "Romance," by the way,
has tcn"ific disk box potentialities.
Reall.\
an admiriible Crosby performauce. And so. for that matter,
is the entire silbum.

thihk this

,

Kind of Blues. , World- WicU.'
Hurt The One You Love, Wnml
Giiy
rFall in Lo\?e With You.
........Maurice;
Lilli Marlcne
.Leeds
Htart Isn't In It
Nii;ht In Old Saville...,F. D..tll.
My Rhapsody of Love.. ..Cine.
One More Tomorrow. .Peldman
Voice in The Nl,ght.. Southern

hew Commodore.

best

Bing's

singing in the album is on

fir-.!

(
I

(3i

.Columbia

.

.

,

(Cipitel

(9)

Victor
.

.:'.Columbiu

Andrews Si.sters,
..Decca
Kay K,v.-er.
.Columbia
Coimoc Boswell,
Dccca

i

,

Old Glory

"Huggin'

Olo Buttei-milk

For Sentimental Reasons

6.

so many items re-:
ceiveci for review' this Week that
sp;'c,e limitations make: it necessary
to: keep, comment down, to a mini-

Blues— "When a Woman
Her Juice" (Eddie "Mr. Clean-,

(Decca

(Burke- VTD

3.

4.

Sedond 12

There were

Love.<:

of-

.

Connelly
Many Iron.s.
Dash
Make Believe World...

T.io

at the top of, his inspired

,

^

little

.

^

.

Haekett him-'

is

;

.

Frankic Cnrle.

,

t.

.

Vernon Brown, trombone,
Then,
Dave Bowman, piano.
is

(11) lO.xford

'

You" (Pedro Vargas). Ballad— "Someday" and "You
Are Everything to Me"— (Bob
Eberl.v); "Long Ago" Tand Fat

.

.

clar.Uiet,

who

:

Victoria
.C^inmll.^

.

Are Flying

I

Chappell
Cinephnnic
. .Wright
Pritnro.s'e Hill .. ...
You Keep Comin,!; Back. .Berlin

)

self,

.Dash
v:Wobd

All

"Rcj.'-e

ha.-;
the Rio Grande" (iVIelro.'-e
by Joe - Dixon,
fine perl'ormaticcs

and,

D.&ll.

,

Runior.s

2.

.F.

Mo

'

H(((—"Rose of the Rio Grande''
and "Tlie
HaclcetU.
(Bcibby
LOve With You''
Lady's
in
(.iVIugp.^y Spanier).
"Alone.
With
Lalin-Amcricnn—

head"

.

Over Now
Thru Day
Green Cockatoo

AH

It's

, . . . ,

... .StraUf.-.'-IVI.
.

Samni.v iCaye.
liay Kyser

\

(Sljapiro-B)

(4)

;i
.

You'll Want
Pi-ctonding
To Each His Own

,

Old Lampti,ghter

1.

.Giiy^

..

Someday

feclln.g

on Coin-Machines

(J,

.Morris

...

.

,

Let

and without alTcctulion.
To move over to tlie hot (icld, two
cornetists (and they both play cornet) are out with exccptiohal disks.'
with

More

.

Novor Grow Old.
II Be Soon

By George Frazier
this,

5)

London, Dec.

You

Blobs.

10 Best Sellers

'

Dec.

(Wi'e)v-Eiuniisi

Five Minutes

Frank Sinatra has finally settled the question of what he intends doing
about his intercsl in the Barton Music firm, of which he owns 33 1 '3',.
Instead of disposing ot the piece as a result ot a dispute with Ben Barton
several months back, he intends to retain his interest, while his new
Sinatra Music, .set up as a subsidiary of Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, occupies
hi.s .full

.limniy Confer^ who came here, to
Bill Green's recently as featured vocalist with the Will Back orchestra,

decided

enough
to

he
to

with
band.

-go

stall'

liked the
stay and left
-

town well
Back here

Baroir Elliott's

-WGAE

attention.

Lawrence Wolk is to.ssing a party for the ferns who sell his fecords over
the counter. -Maestro. Decca artist, is taking over the Chi Triani^ii Ballroom, Dec. 11, for a dance for over 1,000 sales girls. Leader expects to,
influence record' sales directly with disk pushers by having them see him
in the flesh. Not hiirting matters will be the give aw'ay of Me.st I'ctJprd
releases and record changer dqor prizes.

.

—

We«ln«8t'«y'

ORCUKSTKAS-MUSIC

Pccembgr 11, 1946

Davis Threatens Action If
Red Caps Cut for Mercury

Harry Fox heparing Royalty Suits

&oup

Against

of Indie Recorders

Musicraft Structure Shakes Slightly

Chicago, Dec. 10.
Steve Gibson and his Redcaps may
be heading for a contract battle and

Under Exec, Financial

possible

court action.
Joe Davis,
Record's, N. Y., has
threatened court action it tlie group
records for Mercury Records, here.
Davis, who bought out the old master library of Varsity, claims that he
has an exclusive coii.trai;t with the
group.
Mercury, however; has only - recording contract that has AFM approval, which Daviji assertedly never
had. Redcaps, currently appearing
at the Dubonnet Club. Newark, N. J.,
are set. for, a platter date vvith Mercury this week with "Ble.w You"
and "Can"t See the Sun When You're

41

Difficulties

head of Davis

mmibei' of independent recordare in for a rough time
ing firms
soon settle
if they do not

A

Click Club, Philly,

May

shortly'

royalties

on

due music publishers.

agent and trustee for
and syn
publishers in niechanical
preparing
chronization matters, is
a group of these firms
suits against
unpaid royalties and, in
to recover
cases, papers are all
a handful of
prepared and- waiting to be filed.
Fox has been busy in recent
months on the indie diskers probduring the past
lem On Ihe Coast
so, he has dug up
six monlli.'; or
thousands in unpaid recording fees
small
and in several cases discovered
recording pracfirms so ignorant of
did not know fees
tices that they
had to be paid for the use of copyrighted music on records.
Among the firms Fox expects to
begin action against immediately,
and whose books are currently being
audited, are DeLuxe Records, NewNew York;
ark; Crown Recoixls,
Coda Records (Spanish Music CenHecords, a
ter)i N. Y.; and Trilon
Coast outfit. In addition. Fox is currently auditing the books ot Cosmopolitan Records in N. Y. for the
Harry Fox,

Adopt 4-Week Policy

;

neighborhood of $5,000 weekly for
bands, lower and beyond that figure
in some oases, aU according to a
band's rep.
,

^

Maestros, Agents,

Sweetly Again
Hollywood. Dee.

10.'

now are that relationname band leaders and

booking agencies on one hand,
and Coast ballroom operators are
growing, more pleasant.
We.stern
^-Guarantee Deals
Ballroom Operators Assn., group of
20 top terpalace potentates and oneFor H'wood Palladium nite promoters hereabouts, still harbor some grudge.s, but definitely
Hollywood; Dec. 10.
feelings are mellowing.
Palladium Ballroom, contrary to
One of facl;ors was recent visit
the ideas many have drawn from its
recently signified willingness to dis- here pf Music, Corp. of America's
and percentage national baiid coordinator, .Larry:
guarantee
pense

Ballroom's operators

bands.

all

claimed the
only bands to have been offered such
terms are Vaughn Monroe, Woody
Herman, who's disbanding (see separate story), Tex Beneke, Stan Kenton and Jimmy Dorsey.
business.

So

far,

it's

Kenton, iiicidentaUy, was released
week from a Feb. 4 date at the
Avodon Ballroom and will shift to
the Palladiuni, probably opening
March 18. Kenton had- originally
agreed to the Avodon booking at
$7,000 weekly, because he refused
last

.

to accept the

Palladium's then

flat-

price offer, When the Palladium's
d«als were inaugurated, he tried
get out of the Avodon booking
for one at the Palladium, but the
p.c.

to

former held him. Now, the combination of poor biz at the Avodon and
$7,000 obligation to Kenton
induced the spot to release him from
the contract.
In playing the Palladium March

that

18,

Kenton

takes

a

slot

formerly

.

Break Up Band
of Dec. 21,

his band
be disbanded as
but whether the breakup
it

will

due to high operating costs plus

current

their

are limiting the p.c. contracts to the
very top names it feels will do

'

notice that
is

Terp Tops Smile

Indications
ship between

to

.

Woody Herman To

conditions

neither

is

ad-

mitted nor denied by his managers.
Following the breakup, which occurs after a concert date at CaStle
Farm.!;,

deals at last to name bands, is not
Indiscrimin.itely offering such terms

,

^

Herman'

Cincinnati,

will re-

turn to his Hollywood home to begin
groundwork on a film he would like
to
produce, titled "Concerto for

Johnny."
It's

Herman

will re-

turn to the band wars later in the
winter or early spring. He has a
date at the N. Y. Paramount theatre
for early April. This is the only major booking on his schedule; he
cancelled a run at the Click Club,
Philadelphia, opening Jan. 2 rbeing
filled

RCA-Victor Snags

Count Basic, Suns,

And Tony Martin

by Hal Mclntyre).

Payroll for the

Herman

orchestra

reached a large sum weekly, a backbreaking total considering that com-

$300

Award
On

toward American
of ComAuthors and Publishers' li-

posers,

Matter stems back to wheu Bar-

10.

Avodon ballroom here Sunday (8).
"urmg the run at the downtown
J-os

Angeles spot, the orchestra was

getting $4,000 gross,
ries
totaling
$2,900

and with

the

sala-

can

.

At

previous hearing arbitrators
ruled that singer could not be Ktuliniarily dismissed and should have

BEL-TONE RECORDS

RED

FOLDS 40G

.

.

Despite

said to liave continued with
impiovi.scd
vcr.sion,
which precipitated dismi.«ial.
is

Mose

Giiiuble

,:•

"Plugging Along''

a stockholder in that outfit, gets, going this week with its first release.
will be the "CheInitial pairing
rokee" and "Red.skin Rumba" sides
Charlie Barnet originally made .for
Cosmo and which never were released on that label due to the refusal of' CosfnO to meet the $60,000
per year, payable quarterly, Barnet
had been, promised. Meanwhile, the
disks had been held in escrow and
for awhile had been in the hand.s of
National Records,

holiday, V iy wouldn't be able to
make the I'ec. 26 booking easily.
He tried to cancel.
wouldn't
let him. His manager offered a combination of Raymond Scott's band,

by Mclntyre, who lives in
Connecticut; Joe Mooney's quartet,
and comic Henny Youngman, all for
the price of Mclntyre. That was rejected —^ NYU committeemen had
signed
for Mclntyre,
and they
a

Before Banlt could release Barncl's
sides on his Cardinal label, however,
he had to secure the permission of
RCA-Victor, who had made both arrangements with Barnet some years
ago on its Bluebird label. Bank
secured the permission,. Di.sks. are
being pressed for him by National, at
its New York and Phillipsburg, Pa,,
.V';..'-

Dehut Negro Dance Spot
Louis Armstrong's orchestra opens
a new Negro ballroom. in Washington,
D. C, Jan. 12, called the Music Hall.

41st Anniversary

M umber

use the best bands available

on one-week stands. Spot Is paying
good prices.
Following Armstrong comes the
Billy Eck.stine band, Lionel Hampton
is set for two weeks beginning Feb.
2. Other deals ai-e being negotiated.

p.a.

'

wanted him,
.Finally, Mclntyre agreed to the
date if George Moffett, his manager,
could talk his men into playing

meaning some wouldn't go home tor
Xmas. Without telling the leader,
offered each man a $50
bonus. Then he found out almost
every musician had bet Mclntyre
they would be forced to play the
date. Extra coin of about .$850, and
plus over $500 in bets, will leave
liim holding the bag.
Moffett'

.

It will

:

NYU

Armstrong Orch Set To.

one of tho mony feature* of

.

.

CARDINAL DISK'S 1ST

plant,

(till

Atlasthat

NYU

Oeon of song plug^cri
i»

for

Rumors

'

WEEK

warning singer

personnel.
plattery

.

:

her to stet original lyrics.

make room

preferred

would effect a tieup
cleaned house
a number of artists when Eli with 20th-Fox on the Coast have
Oberstein stepped in more than a been scotched.
Chief difficulty of Musicraft seems
year ago as head of artists and repertoire, is grabbing oft new artists to be plattery has never been able
in bunches, the only major label to to get production facilities under
go about taking on established names way, even with three plants in
from other companies and others Hollywood, O.ssining, N, Y., and
from indie labels. This week Victor Bridgeport, Conn. A lot of the acsigned Count Basie's orchestra, tak- tual pressing work has been done
ing it away from Columbia, which by Mercury Records facilities in Chilast year snagged Dinah Shore from cago and St. Louis. Wide distribuVictor. It also took Phil Harris and tion has been another stopper, with
Tony Martin from the Mercury label, large stores growing more unwilling
and Three Suns from Majestic.
to take on smaller labels.
Basie's deal, perhaps the most important since Columbia's engineering
of Miss Shore's switch by Manic
Hal Mclntyre Taught
Sacks, puts him with Victor for two
years. His contract at Columbia had
Plenty on Economics
expired Dec. 6. Majestic Records
was also in the picture via John
Hammond, one -of Basie's clo.sest
By Students at
friends, who now handles race and
Hal Mclntyre's orchestra is going
jazz diskings for Majestic. Hammond to
play, after a dispute, the first
has been on the Coast, where Basic postwar
prom at New York tJiiiis
now playing, apparently in an versity. at the hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
endeavor to set a contract.
New York, Dec. 26. But he's not
RGA got Martin from Mercury going to profit much on the date.
last week. He won't report to his Extra coin to his men. and more
new disker, however, until April, than,$500 in bets he'll lose doing it
when his Mercury pact expires. will eat up his profits.
Three Suns move over next month,
Mclntyre was signed for the date
when their Majestic pact runs out, weeks back. He okayed it, figuring
Harris had been .signed -several that he'd
stop work on Dec, 21 and
weeks back, the negotiations being give himself and his men
a rest over
handled in all cases by Oberstein, Xmas. Then
he discovered that if
the final signing done by Jim Murhis musicians went home for the

EC A-yictor, which

of

a date at the

seekhig to ma.ss its
develop greater hitting notice of termination o£ contract.
power, the a.ssociation has asked Barnet protested, asked
for rehearband-buying hotel owners in Far ing and won out after
producing adWest to join up. Hope is that by ditional evidence that
ho
had
presenting more solid front,; the con- warned
the singer several times becessions sought may be m(jfe readily fore letting
her out;gained.
it

IN
musikers
stone, other expenses
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
such as agency
commissions,
arrangements,
Bel*Tone, pop-platterv operated
etc.
eouid not be met
with Crosby net- h^re for past several years by Dick
iing what
he thought his servicfes Elwell and Bob Cook, has folded and
ana name warranted.
filed bankruptcy proceedings, listing
Adjustments probably will be total liabilities of $40,000. First
made In the combo by first of year. meeting of creditors will be held
Meanwhile word has gone out among next Tuesday (17).
Kue sidemen here
Creditors include American Fedthat Les Brown
will re-form
crew here in February, eration of Musicians, $4,000; numne however, will have
all but three erous music publishers, $5,000; wax"1 his original men
back with him at ery's lineup of performers $4,000 for
«oin. Butch Stone Is also re- unpaid royalties.
It being underp"™n«- When Brown played the stood a mortgage is held against
"uiadium last summer at
$5,000 per mdre than 100 masters on Bel-Tone
'""nd
it is doubtful if sale of these
shelves,
expenses
total
tl?.*u'.
wuching $5,500.
Will net much revenw! for creditors.
for

beeJii fulfilling

been warned in.stead, cjaiining that
mascles Barnet pay her $300 in .lieu bt
due

Still

so

ousted: to

.

very probable

,,

blah generally, the ops are irritated
aplenty.

Hollywood, Dec.

in

,

Aquarium restaurant. N, Y., when
RELEASE THIS
Miss Warren is alleged to ha\ e blued
New Cardinal Record label, started
up lyrics on some of her songs.
Maestro claimed management ob- recently by Harry Bank, former
Records and still
jected and instructed him to wai-n president of Co-smo

Another band plotting slash in sal^
ary nut ia the Bob
Crosby combo.
Which closed out a stand at the

still

shutdown

.

net had

FACE SALARY SLICING

is the

.

Barnett,
who somewhat soothed missions and numerous other
exthings all around by solicitous talks. penses
were tacked on. This was the
Operators' Assn after months of cause of
the Les Brown breakup,
talk, shows signs of getting down to
which occurs Dec, 20. and a conbrass tacks, Marty' Landau, secre- tributing
factor in the abandonment
tary-treasurer, said' over weekend
of his orchestra by Tommy Dor.sey,
that by first of year organization
Jimmy Dor,-cy arid Gene Krupa,
wants stipulated in all contracts the
precise periods of time name baton- and a few others, are cutting saleers will perform in front of crews. aries as they go along rather than
Complaints have been myriad that break up.
leaders frequently arrive late and
breeze early, especially on oneniters,
even though the combos
Union Reverses
cavort a full schedule.
Another
safety-clause the ops want inked into
to Songstress
pacts is no-cancellation of one-nite
appearances with less than fortnight
notice.
is
Beef
that frequently
Blue Lyrics Charge
names are scratched after a onePrevious award of $3Q0 to Fran
nite promoter has spread expensive
Warren, songstress, for allegedly unad campaign; ops want bands or
warranted dismissal as vocalist by
agencies to foot costs of such mis
Charlie Barnct, orch leader, with
cues in future.
whom she had been appearing, was
However, the association within reversed in an appeal hearing at
past week has veered a bit off old American Guild of
Variety Artist.s ray, the former's bOs.s.
course, which butted at leaders and last Week.
Latter upheld Barncfs
booker.s,
and has taken a tack right to disnii.ss the singer,
Society

Brown, now moved cense rates. It is pointed' out that
Tony Pastor follows April 29 although many ballrooms are open
at $4,000 flat weekly.
Other dates but spasmodically, fees remain static.
are being juggled. Jimmy Dorsey Case in point is Horace Heidt's
has been offered a Palladium deal, Trianon here, which pays same rate
but frere Tommy Dorsey's owner- to ASCAP for current weekend polship of the more or less opposition icy as it formerly did when blasting
Casino Gardens has so far stymied full week. Down in San Diego the
a contract. T. D„ contrary to reports, Mission Beach and Pa'Mfic Square
is not selling the
Casino Gardens. hoofing halls are tapped by the SoHe would, it's understood, if an ciety same figures they paid for full
attractive enough Offer were laid weets earlier this year.
With biz

BOB CROSBY MUSICIANS

move

'

back.

,

doubt. Latest

Hollywood, Dee. 10.
of Musicraft's Hollywood offices folCoal strike had an after-effect on lowing a meeting in New, York la.st
recording industry here, with Musi- week between Coast head Bobby
craft's 25-press plant shutting down Weis.9 and eastern execs.
Result of the confab reportedly
over weekend when fuel was exhas Weiss, coming east at year's en4'
hausted. Resumption of stamping to take over sales promotion and ad^
won't be possible until coal stocks vertising and publicity, as well as
are again built up on Coast, and to have a, hand in the selection of
plattery probably will find itself artists and repertoire. Concurrently,
low on priority list.
it's reported, prexy Peter Hilton will
RCA-Victor, Columbia, Majestic resign from the company, leaving
and almost all the small, indie the way open for election of another
pressers use natural gas or oil in head. Organization has supposedly
plants here. Decca, largest of Coast been due for radical changes ever
disk-dishers in that 60 presses are since Atlas Corporation purchased a
used, had a 60-day supply of fuel quarter interest for some $500,000.
dust when strike was ended.
However, as of last week, Atlas
had not turned over the cash involved supposedly because of dissatisfaction with the executive setup
of Musicraft In order to meet the
new
stockholder's
requirements
more changes are due after the first
of next year, A number of the company toppers are on employment contracts as well as being stockholders.
Contracts run out January 1, when
some of them will reportedly be

reserved for ,Lcs

down.

company's financial structure

Coast Musicraft Lull

'

Other actions are pending against
Four-Star Records, another Coast
group, and Keynote.

5 Name Bands Offered

:

Woody Herman has given

quarter.,

third

Coal Strike Causes

".

Club, Philadelphia; one of
the newer spots that has been paying
tremendous salaries for name bands,
on a weekly policy, may shift to a
four-week setup after the first of
the year. Buying thei. best names
available .for
weekly runs apparently sets up the problem of repeating a band too soon, since in
•Crying,"'"
a comparatively short time th^ entire list of. names is gone through.
Frank Palumbo is head man of the
Click. He has been paying in the
.Click

Musicraft Records continues to
quiver under the pressure of s weepin g Chan ges in the executive and
production setups, With even the

;

.

I

,

CHRISTENSEN, FACCHINE

TEAM AS MANAGERS
Chicago, Dec.

10.

Howard Christensen, manager, of
Jimmy Dorsey, Jimmy Joy and
several other midwestern bands, and

Russ Facchine, former Music Corp.
of America exec, are forming a
personal manager team.
Nothing
definite yet, but the pair have gone a
long way toward achieving that obr
It
would be effective
j ective.
around Jan. 1,
Facchine quit MCA a few months
ago.: He had been in the Navy during the
instead

war and, upon

his return,

of resuming with MCA's
Chi office, he went to the Coast to
head that branch's band department in place of Larry Barnet, who

became the

divisioii's overall

head.

.

_
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W<*<Tnc8(T«y,

10 Best Sheet Sellers

Music Notes
Nm>

Spotlight Records;

88oi'. inUocl

cmieiil

bdiid

s

Rccnids

to .slash solo sortps for Kk'viioU'

Be\cilv Tropics

<it

Hulls ^^oocl. mkhciI

First expuvsion oh'- Wajf-I^r. i*1[a(tveij: -.new '.combo.

1j\

Dccemltcr 11^-1946

Songs With Largest Radio Aulences

;

.

,

.

'.

.

^\Vvl']: KiKii/19, Dec. 71
Old Lamplrghler
, . .Shapil'o-B
The top 31 son OS of the week, based on ihe copyriphted Aitdience Cover.
Ole Buttcuck Skv ..Burko-VII
World Singing: Song.
Robbing
(ISe Index Smvey of-Popuhir Music Broadcast on Radio NelwovkSi
PuhWhite Xma.s ,:.
.Beriiiv— lished by the Office of Research, inc.
Surrey Week of Noi-eiiiber 29'December 5, 1946
Things We Did Sumihor. .Movi'is
A G.il In Calico— Tmie, Place, Gal"
Sentiiricntal
Reasons, .Diiches.s.
Remit
And Then It s Heaven. ..;...........
Rumors Arc Fl,v.ing, ... .Oxford
Remick
Anybody's Love Song ...;;.,.............,,,...,..;,... .. .Miller
You Keep Coming Back. .Berlin
Blue Skies T"Blue Skies' .....................
Zip-a-Doc-Doo-Dah :Santly-Joy
.-. Berlin
Coffee Song "Copacabana Re\ue'
Winter, Wonderland
..B'VC
,,
Valiant
Either It's Love Oi It Isn t— |"Dead Reckoning"
Mood
.

Nalliauiel Grav. sepia
... .lack

k

;

. ,

Jcnvel Records next hioiith starts printing nionthly givoiuvay Kazclto Idr

,

.

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

..

.

platfer-purehasiiig public, patently pattoriicci aCter promotion

eft'ort

•

edited

Dave Dexier. iXodd.y \Vilsoii quartet, witli Sarah -Vaushn
week etched two new, sides tor Miisicraft
Academy. Pubnewly formed slieot-mii.'^ic house, lieadqiiartered in Holl.y\yOod,
Diclc .Allen, James Sehecr and Bernie Shambcrg arc the stookholder.s.
.Felix De Cola
Joliii Mammojid, Ma.icslic's recorder, on Coast for a week,
and Nilo Mcnendez, twin-piano twain, pacled for plaUers. by MastCrtOne
Iivang Chcincj to Coasit to .issume po£.t of wcstein icp ol Pemoia
Music movjiig mto spot loimtrh occupied hi' IVJilt Stein now with ABC

'for Capitol by
cliirpint,',

.

.

last

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sooner Or Later..
.

Gill

:

Maury

;

.

.

.Morri-s

Bei Im
Valiant

.

.

MV

-

.

.

.

Thiv

Is

Goode

Muays

.

,

.

BVC

,

,

:

-,

.

,

Sugar Is So- Refined,-;
,;..,.
Old Lamp-Ligliter .,
'
Ole Buttermilk Sky
"Canyon Passage"
On the Other End of a Kiss
Pav^e
,

,

—

,

,

Pretending.

.

.

.

.

.

,

',

,

,

,

.

,

L

ST.

.

;

DISKBOXES GO

TO 10c BEFORE XMAS

i'^^

St Loui^

Dec 3
everything lias
finally hit the ,iuke boxes and
as
soon as 2,.')00 of the music makers
in St. Louis can be read.iusted the
Risin.g

.v.-

Ma.iostic Records asserts it will be all paid.up In: delayed publisher royby Jan, 1.5. ..Frank Sinatra-spenditig time in N, Y. picking songs for
marketiiig by new' publishing firiii under Edwiii H. Morria flag.\ .Dispute
.between Emba.s.sy and Criterion Music over song '•Moment I Met You"
due foi touil hearing next week
Publisheis had difliculty shipping
music out of N. Y, last week due to freight embargo ijidufed by coal strike;
shipmei N \ ent bv mail restricted to five pounds each
Ballon Music
Corp. put p:a. Jim McCarthy oil paj'roll as exploiteer of recordings Of its
.

costs

of

be 10c or th^•ee
fOl^t.\yo..bifs',:' New.^lots will be inserted' into the boxes and onlv a
price tor a ditty will

.

dimc:or a quarter will
;:

Makers

;

:and

boxes asserted
to make.

was

a

.

.

Last

Summer

Always— "Thiee
I

Own—

,

.

.

.

.

....

,..:

.

.

;

.

;,

Little Girls in Blue"..

1

Fo(loi('iii.f/

:

w

lo be mchtiled
in popHlanltj.
In the Rain

.

:

ff

My

Close

11

—
^Twrnr
m
"i"'?

*

Sides'

,.Be.rlih:;

,

.

,

.

Margie— v"Margie"
Oh, But

Rick.sha w
a Dream
Somewhere In the
That Little Dream

for

night

.,,

.

Vanguaid

/'Triangle

...:Mutual
.Maurice
Leeds

.,

.

:,...;,.:':.;:

..:':;•..

,

.

.

.

.

.v.'/;:
;

^

..Bourne

....
..^

..

.

,:/;,

.Mills

:Wilmarfc.

,

...... .Soulhern
Starlight
Girls In Blue".
.Triangle

...........,',,.....

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

Night— f'Tliree f.ittle
Got Nowherc—t"Cross My Heart".

,

.

.

,.. .Faniou.s

.

...

.

.

DoiseyBios
Maurice

.

Paranioniit

• Liecii Miisicof.

Cornell for the singing intros and
the tvyo gals, .Mar.y Marlovv and Betty Barclay, come
for a iair share
ol ictuins ior their elloits
Enliie
outfit works smoothly and keeps the
Hoor lainpacked. It's all rela.xed listening and terping material.

m

an)
S»ndv

Evans.

Tomm.

TOP HITS or Y{$TEiUUlY

long period of wildness.
the Commodore, on hi.s first
N. Y. date in some time, he's serving up what is unqut>stionably the
best iniddle-ol-the-road. music his
band ha.s ever achieved. It does a

KVJ

8b"n-iti'

ITS
your shoes,- And

A

:

good job both for dancing and

al

^
to

Slid

ORENT POPOL/m
UANDftftOS TOOliy

list-

the

sun,

Ev

blues,

'ry-thing

started his map.slroihg days
the head ot a salable sweel oulht.

,

the role of a. jump-band leader.
Fortunately, he now- etLses em more
down, the middle;
The hew band, equipped With
fomc new arran.genients and a good
many of the choral leftovers from
the original sweet combo, paces its
sttjfl' nicely, turning on equal mi,^:tuips of sweet and up-tempo.
And
it plays well togethei-. the emphasis
on the latter.being on the bra.ss secr
lion.
Coupled to the obvious .showmanship i h those cho-ra 1 arrangements and a buncli of clean-Iftoking
kids who perform' them, .what more
could anyone: as'k of a guy with
neive enough to play liddle (10m the
.

:

.

—

„.noJ
S

morn

m'

-

—

j

J
r

|

.'

,

.

«

side.

Long' has six singer.s—,a

to-diyU_

shine

.

later, he went to the oppo.site cxtremel
But the swing band didn't
swing.
And Long, a personable,
college-boy type, somehow didn't fit

to

wrong
,nd

..

.

BMl
Baby

Quartet
Cuinmndni e Hotel, N. Y.
Johnny Long, perhaps tlie only
southpaw violinist pitching, musical
slants from a name band.stand. seems
to have gotten his stull under con-

t.'t

i„s. m' the

K

,

....

Place. CJirl". ....

Man

Me

Long

1

.

.

.Morris

ening.'

Vm7

(iOOD

Melrose
. .

.

trol alter a

p^^y^

GOOD

Siiialra Soiig.s

C-P

.

.,

Do— f'Time.

,'!

R ickety

At

A

.

..

.

With Fraucie Lane,

till

.

.'Santly-Joy

....

the; Sun"..

Eyes.,,

JOHNNY LONG ORCH

tiOOD DAY.

from morn-irf

Rood day

Ekdim

DAY

..'..;.'..;

,

Band Reviews

A

yig, IT'S

.

Its a Pitv To Say Goodnight
All Over Now
.
Linger In My Arms a LilUe Longer

Fib?

mov-

Harms

.

.

.,

If
I

111

t FilTnii.s»cal.

for

.Robbins

.

'

Lovo— fDiiel In
Go Home,

Gel the Papus aid
I'm Lucky— t"'lf I'm Lucky".
You Wel'e the Only G;irl,

Guess

1

day

A

.Bevlin

,

,

wcl not /inre eiioiKz/rperJormaiire credHs
the (op gioup
They mosilu aie tunes

(ire ((lo.s'e i/int

.TOTi.fj.?

on (he iieek

.

(Very bright)

Yes, IT'S

.Sanll\-Joy

.

.

bo.'y

and

the quartet listed above.
help dress the bandstand.
is
too ditficult to
the Commodore's public address .system .^is faulty enough to
keep that a secret.
Wood.
plus

gu'l..

They

all

How they Smg

„.

_

Ili'

-

dim

ludce

:Btdtm.

^^^^^^^=#=f==*==^^
show
n.m.ke
jTTr»re

gon

~.

'

,

Vo Rotths
n,A ihpTlM
right;

of

.

8AMMY KAYE
With

l»*»r»««loii»J

CW*" StoiurM

Doll

ORC'II

(18)

Cornell,

Betty Barclay,

New

Jiihnnv Ryan
Mary Marlbiv

Yorket< Hotel, N; Y.
Musically, Sammy Kayfe -ivork i.s
neither aggre.s.sive nor original, biit
.

Recordings —
PEGGY LEE - DAVE BARBOUR
GEORGE TOWNE
HARRY COOL LOUISE CARLYLE
THE SONG SPINNERS

GENE KRUPA

•

•

•

•

there'.s
no arguing taste.
If
the
iluicrants like mtitcd brass chovuse.s
ridnig lightly over: pasliy rced.s,
they re not spending: anyone else's
moiioy. and with busiiin.ss 'a.s
is
it

Willi

that
ot. a

^;;,N

^cHome^

snn^.?I

^'-'^

i

CAPITOL SONGS,
DAVE BLUM

H.

swing bands the conclusion is
people will buy the cadciiccs
Chme.se cymbal and a police

Kaye

Inc.
'.,,^. .,„„S,

stidks

it.'.s

mu.<!io.

strictly

to the latest
pop sluir. and oodles of standards
with a sea.soiuii oldic like Johnny
Ryans nice voicing ot
While
Christmas' occasionally thrown in
foi good measiiie. Ile^liU uses Don
.

^'o'

RALPH HARRIS

For

now

arrangcin«fits,

FHIL

cO|>les and
wrUe or phone

arHj»

if

whi.sUe, then

GOLDSEN

.

BVC
.Piii-amouni

,

.

^

.Morris

.

.

This Time
Under the Willow Tree ..
You -Are Everything, to Me,

Fm7

good

.Witroavi:

.

—

Save

ym.it'sa

.Craw,tord
Saiith -Joy

.

It s

and DAVE BARBOUR

An Opener — A Rhythm Song — A Production Song
A Novelty — The best all-around song in years!!!

CHORUS

ly

Ciiteiion

,

.;;;..;:,; v.

"To Each His Own"
Uncle Remus Said— t bong of tlic South"
White Chiistmas
Whole World Ls Singing My Song ... ..'.... :,
Win Does It Cict So Late So Eai ly
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song ^.f'Blue
You'll Always Be the Ouf- I, Love, ;..,;,
Zip-a-De-Do-Dali— fSong of Swuth" ,
To E.ich His

nstnq

A GOOO DAY
LEE

.Feist

.

We :0id

Best Man, The
Gotta Get Me Somebody To

PEGGY

.Bevel

.

..Oxford

A Garden

By

.

.

Septefnbev 'Song

of -the:

mo\c they

haled

irS

Shapno-B
Buike-VH

.

HI.

:tlistributoi-s
it

.Capitol

i';

.

.

,

Sooner Or Later— J "Song of South" iii
South Amciica Take It Away— *"Call Me Mister"..
Things
This ts

'"

;

. i.;

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Rumors Are Flvmg

,

-

.

,'
September Sou.i;
...Crawforcl,
Guess ni Get Papers... ., .',C-P;
Rickety Ricksiunv -^lan
Peer

i

alties

I

Coffee Song

Sid Ciaiy, CAssaude bautone in Holhwood as v\e'.ti.in ohiggci for
Clielsea Mu.sic;. S.lVIafck Goldiriaiii geherftl .ihaivage^^^
Publishers
Holding Corp., on Goa.st for huddles 'vvith Vio Blau; Hollywood head of
company;. Dinning Sister.s slashed two new sides for Capitol Records
o\-er weekend,
,Mort Davis, ,Ir„ Musicraft. Records" veepee. in-Mollvwood
chcckin.? Coast operations of plattery .:, ,Mai?ion. Morgan, chirp last witl)
Harry James' band, pacted for plattei's by- Jewel :laboV. ,:.' Anncttp Warren
>^
signed to oridje for Blac% .& .'White' Records.
-.
.

,

E\eubod\ Loves My Baby

.

.

.

Five Minutes More
.
.....
........ , ,
.Melrose
For Sentimental Reasons.
,DllclieSs
Foi You Foi Me Foie\ei— 1 'Shockmg Miss Pilgiim"'
Chappell
Girl That I Marry. The^'"Aiinie Get Your Gun". ..'..;,;.. Berlin

,

.SahllyJoy
Chappdll

.

,

,

Five Minutes More.

.

.

.

.

.Mutual

Girl:

.

You Foi Me

Foi

.

.

You Were billy

It

.

Mu.sics JJoUvwood oftjce.
.Desi Arna?- given n&w recorduig ticket bv
RCA-'Vic.tor,
;Dinah Shores Columbia disk: .of "Mv Bel Ami" due to hit
sales stalls in Februar.v,
,IVIarguerile: Meadows, former legit and radio
trouper, has formed a plattery in HollS'wood to press kid disks exclu.sivoly
tinder Music Box label, -With bow-out. of Fran Kell.r, wtio rprinerly itiavlieted Fraii-Tone series. Miss Meadows is probably only temmc in oountrjactually and -actively running own waxorv.
,

.
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.
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.
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,

]ishin,s; Co.,

,

,

,

KOHNHEIbER

**c.r.oge.,

£'uridarfl Fxploitoiion Dept.,

The Bfg 3, 1^19 (Jtoodwav,
New York 19, Circle 6-2939
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THS outstandimo

New ballad

we eNTIRE INDUSTRY

I
I
(To Cool The Flame

TUFRE
"
'

a.

NO BREEZE

IS

Of Uve)
ceo. Th. f »om.

^^.^

Of Love)

^STONE

'X"'

TOMMY DORSEY
victor
art
TfcMi«tWOtd!»

SKIP FARRELL-JIM HILUARD
Mercury

JUDY GARLAND

EDDY HOWARD

M

So

ti

- -0"^

Majestic

GiENE KRtlPA
Columbia
the

tett

ALVINO REY

moon

Copltol

•

GRIFF WILLIAMS
Sonora
.

.

,

trnit

in m4if9*

^

NAT BRANDWYNNE
World

the

if

VIC

DAMONE

Assoclattd

HAL DERWIN
tin

tu^t
dtr mo"

you

Capitol
;

TOMMY DORSEY
Lang-Worth

true
C'tit

M

stars

/ro-V"

MORTON DOWNEY

shine

^

^

Coca Cola

FRANKIE MASTERS
Lang-Worth

GEORGE TOWNE
cool the

Mutak

;f

•

.

.
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OKCHESTnAS-nilJSIC
Vido Musso, Lower Prices
Help Coast Meadowbrobk
Alter a relatively long period of

crimson,

Las Vegas, opening
York
Norma Teagarden, 88ei,
Jan. 3
how sitting: in with "brother Jack's
Iria Ray HuUon back on OoasI ,Ioisextet, current at Suzy Q. Hollyrest EtClor temporarily disbanding oVwood. ..Alvino Rey due on Coast
cliestra.
Resumes Feb. 1 br therc- Dec. 18 for holiday layoff at home.
aboiils. ...New Wliitey Wortli band Band will hit the road, again next
teeing off with. yaudak's
nwnth,
it
even
got
before
a
broke up in N. Y.
Corky Corcoran,
Ohio
through
RCA-Victor rebuilding
job
Harry
with
tenor horn
former
studio No. 2 at downtown Now York
formed own sextet to
has
James,
lieadquarters; work won't disturb rc-"
label on Coast
Jewel
record
for
cording schedule. .. .Elliot Lawrence
going to
combo
Latimc
Rimac's
Ciro
guests on Vaughn- Monroe radio show.
Havana for montti, on heels, of, curDec. 14 smd Frank Sinatara show
rent stand at Olympia theatre, Miami
.Fire department diligentthe 18lh.
Bob Croi^by spending $4,500 on
ly covering appearances of Sinatra
new library, witb his repertory now
at Waldorf, N. Y., to prevent oversweet..
going
crowding in 282-seat Wedgwoo<l
Flynn is out of William MorJack
Room
Children's Record-of-iVIonth
Club organized in N. Y. .state. .Four ris office for second time in two
Jack Archer takes the spot.
years.
Notes now cutting for International "
bedded on doctors'
Teagardea
Jack
.Bruce Hayes out
Records in N. Y.
after
OC Vincent Lopez orchestra; band orders for the rtext four weeks
down with pneumonia over
coming
goes into N. Y. Strand lor two week.s
Teagarden,
Charlie
weekend.
Dec. 13,
Raymond Scott into Sher- the
frontover
takes
brother,
maestro's
man liotel, Chicago, Feb. 14. .Paul
Orland, General Arti.sts accountant ing of the combo, currently at the
in ,N; Y.. quit to open own business Suzy-Q, Hollywood nitery.
Capitol Records Hollywood execs
Chicago
flyhig into N. Y, next week for first

New

I.ast

brook

Frontter,

Meadow-

at

City,

Cal.,

;

.

,

I

.

it.'i

.

I

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

*

.

.

;

made

public

its

bow

.

:

.

date.

to

Meadow-

Prior to Musso's advent.

brook absorbed losses during successive stands by Harry James,

Goodman,

Benny

.

Chicago, Dec. 10.
Charlie Spivak playing the North-

1

homecoming dance

western

Duke

.

1

2

Wiit'k

OiiDnts

3,175
2,625
1,650
1,950

24,775
16,375
2,625

2

1,.500

5

1,075

3,450
4,350
4,900

KUington.

is first for Culver
Stan Kenton
since
City *capery
twirled 'em through the turnstiles
last July.

*

Indicates Floor S/ioic; o( Walctorf,

FranU

Sivtttra.

Chicago
Mel -Cooper (Mayfair Room, Blackstone

hotel; 350; $2.50 min^).

Dimotil

really hit hei>e; drop to 2,200.

Glen Gr«y (Panther Room, Sherman
favorite around here and -should

hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
well.
Harry Cool closed Friday
4,300, just fair.

Old

do

(5)

and Gray took over (6). Around
Stephen Kilsey (Marine Room, Edgcwater Beach hotel; 700; $I.50-$2.50)i
Off this week, too, with 3,800.
Joseph Sndy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $2.50-$3.50 min.):
Candy convention offset drop here with firm 9,100.
Ted Weems (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 550; '$3<$3..50 min. V. Hotel's

show

being headquarters for International Livestock

didn't hurt.

BOffo

4,500.

Current profit

'Los Angeles
Freddy M»rUn (Ambassador: 900; $l-$li50; indef). Pre-Xmas sag skidded covers to 2,800; still okay.
Rush Morean (Blltmore; 900: $1-$1.50; indef): Santa's Coming casts a
blight here, too, but okay at 2,700.
.

:

MPPA, SPA

StiH

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(C)iicago)

<

.

.

Total

I'llMt

9
6

.

Mejdow-

in

brook four week.s back. To get the
showcase. Mus.so's manager Freddy
Goodman agreed to play for scale,
which permitted operator Joe Zueca
more than hall
to slash admish
(currently 80c.) With the ballroom
making a profit, Zucca tied up Mu.sso
on options extending until Jan. 15.
If crew sticks that long it will prove
lengthiest run tor any band at spot

.

recording date at newly leased RKOPallie studios with Stan Kenton orchestra
Kenton's new vocalist will
be Herb Jeffries:

Covurs

Playod

.

in policy at the lerpalace.

,

.

Hotel B.O.'s

at

Band
.
Iloltl
Emil Coleman*. .Waldorf (400; $2)
Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; i|il.50-$2),
.

i

I

.

Bands

are .-showing ebony fringes,
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Sammy Kaye
and the cause may signal a switch
Elliot Lawrence. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Current is Johnny Long
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
which
new
orchestra,
Musso
's
Johnny
Pineapple
Lexington
Vido
(300; $1-$1,50)

again

!

:

I

ledgers

the

ballroom. Culver

Probing

Jimmy Joy taking over from Bernie
Cummins at La Martinique...

Terms

Cftrlyle

Ruiiii

•

tBIaekhawkj 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Spot really look

a beat-

ing this week; 3.700.

Gay Clarldxe (Chez Paree; 650;..$3.50 min.). Ninth week oft to 6,300.
Eddy Hownrd (Aragon Ballroom; $0;90-$1. 15 adm.). Nifty 18.000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; Second show min. $2.50). Bad times
with 2.500. Last week of Willie Howard.

Hollywood

Franlde Lain on Chesterfleld Show,;
Music Publishers Protective Assn.
Spike .Tones coming
Orrin Tucker set for ,indef stand Dec. 19
board of directors and representaat
Mark Hopkins, San Franci.sco, around with 4-H'ers at their national
Victor Lombardo tives of the Songwriters Protective
Jan. 7.
Fortnight stint commences convention
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm."). Fancy 17.000.
in N. Y. today
Assn... meet again
Dec. 20 at Last Frontier, Las Vegas, into the Sherman Hotel, Jan 3
Nev... Charlie Barnet opens month Raymond Scott into Oriental theatre (Wednesday) in an attempt to iron
(Los Angeles)
Bill Currie,
stand at Casino Gardens, Ocean week of Dec. 19
Desi Arnaj! (Ciro's. N, Hollywood, 4th wk.). Generally stagnant afters:
out terms of a new contract. Initial
Park,
Calif.,
Fri,
(13): ..Grady music publisher, in Illinois Central meeting of the two factionSj
last dark doin's reflected here, too.. But 2,200 not bad.
Milt
JKing Orchestra opened for month at Hospital with appendicitis
Bob Croiby (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 4th wk.).: Closed out Sun. (8V,
week (4^, was claimed to have been
Hilton hotel, Long Beach,, Mon. (9) Herth Trio doing transcriptions for very congenial, aside from minor with final stanza around 7,800. Count Basie commenced month stand la.st
Cab Calloway into the.. clashes, but accomplished only a night (10).'
.Leighton Noble returns to Clare- World
mont hotel, Berkeley, Calif.. Feb. 5 Resial, Jan. 17, after playing Pan- minor amount of the work necessary
J»n Garber (Aragon, B. Ocean Park, 13th wk.): Fewer than ^000 tor
for ten weeks.
Carmen Cavallaro ther Room for two week-s.
Art Kassel in this week.
to preparing a contract agreeable to last se.ssion.
inked into Million Dollar: theatre,
Vic Engel. drummer and organizer both sides. It's felt meetings will go
Vido Musso (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 5th wk).
With admish
L.
week of Jan. 8. .. Spade of Harry Cool orchestra leaving on for sometune yet, and possibly slashed to 60c,, and new band in at scale, operator Joe Zticoa is seeing
A.,
Cooley's rustic-rhythm crew back band
Boyd Baeburn visiting beyond the Jan. 1 expiration date of some profit. Around 5.800 last session.
fi-om San Joaquin Valley one-niters family for a week before doing the current agreement.
Will Osborne (Trianon,. B, South Gate, 1st wk.).: Horace Heidt now
Hal Pruden band going north for record dates on Coast
Pat Tully,
Repre.wntatives ol both sides spent operating three-day weekends only, Osborne in Eri; (6) and lured about
'eight weeks al St. Francis. San popular gill Friday at Chi Burke &
most of their meeting time last week 3,000 on the sendOftV
Francisco, Openiiig Jan. 14... Benny Van Huesen office, hospitalized at
Orrln Tucker (Casino Gardens. B. Ocean Park, 4th wk."). Last week,
smoothing out questions concerning
Strong, midwest band, makes first Racine, Wis., after, auto crash
writers' revenue from folios and final full .stanza, about 7.000 payees.
Coast appearance with four weeks at Johnny Long set for the Orpheum
Tommy Tucker (Palladium, B, Hollywood. 3d wk.). Ante-holidavs torchanging the minimum and maxitheatre. Omaha, week of Jan. 24,
felt here also; 13,000.
mum number ofitunes allowed to be por
-—
"4
included in such music books to four
Song Suggestions for
Dallas
and 25. However, nothing arrived at
your CHMSTMA5 Programs
Denny. Becker orchestra opens has so far been put into legal lan- Heard, Josephson In
'Friday .at the Plantation ..Nick guage, and until it all is ready for
3 Greot- Songs
signing by both sides, nothing agreed
Wrangle on Contract
Stuart crew currently on the stand
b(f CASE^
upon at the rnpets is ad,judged to be
.Joe Cappo final.
at Papy's Showland.
focfc—A Winner
LIGHT a'cANDLE
After Cafe Cancellation
orchesti'a set to open, at the Yacht
IN .THE CHAPEL
NITE-CAP
J: G, Heard's small combo and
Club this week ..Dizzy Gillespie
I'M GLAD I TOOK THE OMNIBUS!
WITH CHRISTMAS MORNING band with Ella Fitzgerald, is slated
Barney Josephson, operator of Cafe
IN
GUST OF WIND ,
for a one-nighter at the Yacht Club
IN YOUR HEART
Society Downtown, New York, got
Friday (13 ).
.Eddie Williams, forinto a tu.s.sle last week over a benefit
vocalist
with the Interstate BRITAIN,
.
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SWEET ON UPBEAT

.

•

MY CHRISTMAS WISH
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

1619 Broadway. New York 19. N.

tra
Y.

now

Baker

at the

"It's

Show-

Kay e

orches-

Favorite

Sweeter music, on the upbeat in
S. for the past year, is nudg-

the U.

Mural Room of the ing swing aside

hotel.

BUDDY MORENO SETS
PLANS FOR NEW BAND

Top Tune$ for Your Books

An AU-Time

TOO-GERALDO

.

mer

Theatre's radio show
time." has .ioined? Don

Moreno, who has been
planning a band for some time, is

in England, according to Geraldo. w.k. British maestro.
English bandleader said that jitterbugging, which became a craze in
the Isles following the introduction

to

EXACTLY
LIKE

YOU
i

Music hy,,,

'

JIMMY McHUOH
Shapiro-Bcmst^

Britain

of

American

troops,

is

disappearing and couples are returning to cheek-to-cheek terping.

Buddy

Comments were made

in

a tran-

with Percy Faith,
now due to give more direct atten- conductor- of the ''Carnation ConFormerly with tented Hour," Disk will be flown to
tion to that idea.
Dick Jurgens and Tommy Dorsey, Australia for broadcast on the Ausas a singer, Moreno, since getting out tralian Broadcasting System. Geraldo
of service, has been singling under said that .soon after the American
the management of Arthur Michaud, troops began to leave England the
He will start the band soon after the demand for hot tunes began to drop.
first of the year.
He added, however, that English
.'Instrumentation of the new outfit
will run to 12-men plus Moreno and
possibly a girl .singer. Its style will
be predominantly sweet.

.scribed interview

musicians listen eagerly for new
trends in America):! music, which
eventually find their way to Britain.

done by Heard's band, and

it's

been

referred to N. Y, local 802 of the

American Federation of Musicians
It
seems Heard's
settlement.
combo went to the Apollo theatre,
N. Y.. last week to do a benefit, with
operator Barney Josephson's permission, and due to the usual delays at
for

such

affairs

after

the

got

back

20

minutes

cafe's 2:15 show was to
Heard was given .two week's

start.

notice/

COMPOSER OF POPULAR
SONGS LOOKING FOR
LYRICIST

"
:

Heard claims he's on the .second
of two six-month
contracts,
which doesn't expire until Feb. 12.
He says it wasn't his fault he was
late. He wants .Jo.sephson to pay or
play him for the remainder of the

Writ* lex 125, Variety

leg

154 W*it

*Hh

St.,

N*w

19

FOR SALE
ESTABIISHED UCTURE BUREAU

contract.

Managing Prominent

Guy Lombardo

orchestra will move
into Times Square, N. Y., Saturday
( 14 )
a fternoon to "Auld Lang Syne"
Broadway streetcars out of circula-

Yorti

List

of

NATIONALLY-FAMOUS SPEAKERS

AND
IN'o

t

Ion-wide

PERSONALITIES
noverujctf

;
'

:

1 1 ri.dOO

4'iik1i

Imuieilinie iir.tlnii.
Writr llox
i4««, ii!i w. rta St., N. V. is.

for

V

tion.

MCA

Heads Set 3-Day

Meet

Th* Distinguished Delineotor of Song$

in Chi Sat.

(14)

Hollywood. Dec.

MISS ETHEL WATERS
witii
•litiM

Reginald B*an« at

m

indofiRito •nqoqomonl:

tli*

ON

piano
:Ota.

13

Coast contingent leaving here, tomorrow (Thursday). Jules Stein
will preside at three-day day ses-

which also will have Sonny
Werblin and other N, Y. men in at-

sion,

Stein

NEW YORK

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER

SANTLY^

1

WHEN THE ORGAN

tendance.

AT THI

ZANZIBAR,

10.

Annual meeting of Music Corp.
America heads opens Chicago Saturday (14) morning with Lew Wasserman and Taft Schreiber heading

Pres.

opinion of
Lalift American market based on
four-month tour just completed.
Coast troupe return* hert. DeCi 16.
will

give

his

PLAYED AT TWILIGHT
WALLACI-CAMPBILLCONNELLY

"Bless You,'» which occupied No.
sheet sales slot in England for past
24 weeks straight, finally slipped to
1

No. 2

last

week.

Sun

on' top

SANTLY-JOY,

was

longest in English sales aunali. 8hipiro-Sernstein, -which ovftis song In

1619

Broadwoy

Tommy

New

Valando. Gen

Inc.

""^^

Yorli

Prof.

19

Mqr

I

f

.

VAUDEVIULB

Wwlncgdgy, December 11, 1946

Old Vic's Evans to

Expo Crowds

Boom

MCA

London, Nov. 30.
Laurence Evans, general manager

A. C. Biz

Atlantic City, Dec.

10.

of the Old Vic Co., who was responsible for arranging its Broadway
appearance this year, has quit. He
joins the London office of Music

of America,

Corp.

working

under

FISCHER MULLS

NEW

TOGERF FOR U. S.
Clifford C. Fischer,

now

show

Wiih

po.slponEment

of

the

coal

coming Saturday, the bright

6£ the various amusement
went on once more, and bettrains into
ter still, ia number of
the resort to be withdrawn on Mon-

places

Many
(9) rolled on schedule.
Philaof the delegates flew in from
delphia as train schedules were curdav

tailed earlier.

;

Coming in by plane was Miss
America, 1946, Marilyn Buford, of
Hollywood, 'and Miss Canada^ Miss
Marion Saver, of Toronto, who arrived Sunday (8). Miss Louisiana,
Marguerite McClelland, of New OrAll are
leans, also joined them.
feature attractions at. the
the auditorium this week.

NASIS

in

Reinhardt's Cafe Date
Django Reinhardt, French guitarist
recently imported by the William
Morris agency, has been signed for
Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., starting
Dec. 16.
Reinhardt, who has been making
a concert tour with the Duke EUing.
ton orch, is a member ot the quintet
of the Hot Club of France.

MIRIAM
SEABOLD

Proser Reverses Stance
In

Booking Raye

To Top Copa,

& Naldi

N.Y.,

will ''import

principals

from' Paris

AGVA s Forthconung Convention

Matt Shelvey,
American Guild

national head of
of Variety Artists,

vention to elect

its

own

officers

look over the. showbiz scene in
Portugal and Spain before coming
into France, Lederer has been commissioned to sign acts for the Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey circus. two weeks ago,

'

it is

setting the con-

(Continued on page 46)

ORIGINAL

Hare's the

also set for that layout,

Proser, during his recent trip to
the Coast, also signed Tony Martin
to open March 3. It's the singers
first N, y. nitery date.

ROMANY ROOM, WASH,
PREPS TO DROP SHOWS
Romany room,

Washington,

is

pre-

C'oiiyilgllt

1S!!6— No.

By DAVID

paring to drop shows after Jan. 30
and operate as a straight eatery.

g.

183841

STBBN

According to talent agencies in New
York with which Paul Young, room's
operator, conferred, he's yanking the
shows because of the hazy outlook
of nitery business generally.,

Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin are
heading current layout, which will
be the last for

some

time.

Rosen Alips With Lyons
Agcy.

in Interchange

Deal

Matty Rosen, indie agent, has
aflected a consolidation with the
A.
S. Lyons agency which becomes effective next week. While
Rosen moves his staff into the Lyons
office, his agency will not be absorbed. He'll continue to control his
own list, as well as represent the
Lyons acts *for personal appearance
work in vaude and cafes. ^The Lyons
forces will take care of Rosen's
(«lent for films and radio.

&

Dave Jonas, assistant to Rosen,
will continue in the same capacity.
Consolidation move has been in
the works for sometime. It's seen as
stemming from Lyons' recoRnition
of the increasing importance of the

''BALLERINA

MAGIC"
WALTER WINCHELL

personal appearance field. In fact,
many consider that it's an about face
for the Ijyons agency inasmuch as
the N. Y. oftice, some years ago,

pruned
acts.

'

its

list

.HAN.4t,K'WK>'T

of vaude and cafe
they've paid no
end of the busine.ss.
activity indicates

Shice then,

attentioVi to that

ANNOUtfCINO

PERSONAL

Revival

of

this

that tliey'U send many of their film
stars on p.a. tours and
will seek to develop top talent from

FREDERICK BROS.

and radio

the vaude.
The con.solidation is not a merger
nor an absorption of the Rosen office
into Lyons, inasmuch as they'll rei

tain

their

separate

Rosen will operate

entities,

his

own

and

sector.

Refugee Groups Ask Ban
On Spanish Troupe in Mex

HELENE and

HOWARD

RADIO'S MOST
VERSATILE
ENTERTAINER

Mexico City, Dec. 5.
Spanish Republican refugee organizations have asked the Ministry
of the Interior to ban entry to Mexico of the Spanish musical comedy
troupe, headed by Moreno Torroba,
due here soon for a three-week
booking at the Teatro- Arbeu.
Troupers are Falangists, it's contended, and inimical to Mexican democracy.

•
ARTHUR

Wanger** Chorine Agency

'Comedy UaiicA Antics'

WEEK

WEC. la—insi^D OVER
GLEN'S RENDEZVOUS
flNCIKNATI
Dir.:

MATTX ROSEN

BORAN
Cerimony
^i^fK,^^
-VAttCII OK

oC Hi«

niAIKS' DICIVB

*,«tt»na tiovernikient DIvltiMn

AIjo Broadcajting Hit Cpmedy
'•flpefsonations oh ths Air for

GIIBONS ALE
l!!!iiN««rtoM

Coae^^ ArlUtt

Corp,

Opening of a central casting
agency to mould lines for cafes,
vaude units and legit, is being
planned by Wally Wanger, producer
of the lines at the Latin Quarter;
W, Y., and Palm Island, Fla. Wanger
plans to operate so that chorus gals
pay no commission with "Siis cut
fcoming from the line buyers;
Outflt will be the first booking office exclusively tQr ch9rincs.

E,

Baltimore

WEEK, December
fhanks to

and

board of governors. All such post*
will be honorary.
Nominating committees will be set
up by various branches of AGVA
ent union to be held there latter throughout the country between now
part of next month or sometime in and convention date, with list of
February.
nominees to be submitted to the
AGVA having regained its auton- membership delegates on opening
omy and' full independence from day of convention, when its hoped to
Associated Actors and Artistes of set a slate and then submit it to
America, parent Of all talent unions, ,member,ship vote. Members unable
to Chicago over the weekend
up machinery for the forthcoming. convention of the vaude tal-

planed

to set

Show

Copacabanaj N. Y., will use its
first expensive dance team in many
moAths with the booking ot Raye
^nd Naldi oh the Jan. 3 show with
Sid Caesar; comic of the film edition of "Tars and Spars." It's been
the Copa's policy to eschew "acts
costing more than $350 when a topbudget headliner is on the show.
However, the Raye and Naldi
booking may be only a temporary
reversal
of
policy
inasmuch as
Caesar was bought by Proser for
considerably less than he usually
pays for topliners. Gayle Bobbins
is

For

for the U. S. early next year. Fischer

amusement and hotel bvisi^ Jimmy McHugh, Jr.
and routine the line in this country.
week as 20,000
nciis boomed this
McHugh sails for America soon on "Folies" unit will tour vaude theaAutomo«ieiegate.s to the National
the
Queen Elizabeth and takes tres and probably some cafes.
Sihow artive Service Industries
Evans with him to introduce him to
convention
Fischer is being joined shortly
rived here for their
the MCA heads in U. S.
by his assistant, Hans Lederer, who
which continues through December
flew to Lisbon, Monday (9) and will
14.
Nitei'y,

itrike
lights

Shelvey Planes to Chi to Set Plans

in Paris,

will stage a "Folies Bergere"

41|
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MICKBY ALDRICH, llTf RAPPAPORh TED CLAIRE
DAVID
1619

S.

STERN,

Management
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Florida Nitery Angling
Gracie Fields for Feb. Date

Rose Renews Diamond Horseshoe,

Hallendale,

Colonial Inn,

N.Y. Lease for 5 Yrs. at $55,000 Rental

By Sophie Tucker

who opens Jan. 16. Miss Field-s is
subbing for the ailing
Hildcgarde at the Per,<!ian roam of
the Plaza hotel, N. Y., and Is slated
10 go into yie Roxy theatre, N, Y.,
in the theatre's next show.
currently

Landlord

mond

Horseshoe, N, Y.,

week when

last

were

Billy

a

signed

boiviCace,

the

of

difficulties

year

five

Bums

George

spot's

Rose,

new

Di8»-

settled

"Virginia Judge Kelly
Ruled''

an

able to
price is in keeping with the
prevailing rate for most large midriiteries. Carnival, located in
hotel, also pays $55,000.
Capitol
the
New lease ends an extended period of negotiations which started
early this year when Jules Epstein,
Chicago hotel man, took over the
Paramount hotel. Epstein subsequently sought to renegotiate a new
lease and during several points in

•dit«rial.

faatur*

of the forlhcominq

town

4lsl Anniversary Ntiwher

it

was thought
.

have

would

to

move

Sinatra Not

that Rose
and Ralph

Waldorf,

on

lease end.s all speculation

Scramming
N.

Date

Y.,

Report on the Walter Winchell
airshow that Frank Sinatra would
seram the Wedgwood room of the
Waldorf -Astoria hotel before his
contract expiration, Dec. 19, created
a bit of excitement at the Park
avenue hostel. Shortly after report
was heard over the air, management
touch with Sinatra; who
got in
claimed that he had n<J such inten-

Diamond Horseshoe.

tions.

-

,

:

,

.

Sinatra will bC; succeeded on Dec.
by a full show, first time this
year that the Wedgwood room is
going in for multiple acts on its dis''Park
O'Malley,
of
play.
Pat
Avenue," will top the layout, with

20

STEVE EVANS
Oiforiui:
ft JOLLY MOMENTS
LAST FJSONTIISK

HAPPY TIMES
Clirrentl.v

from Jane Deering and Harballet teani from "Three

a.ssists

l.\a VKGAS
DIB.! UAXTX ROSKN
,.

old Lang,

:

to

Make Ready." John

Molinari. ac-

cordionist, completes the lineup.

MEMO FROM MIAMI:
"BUDDY LEWIS
and we do mean
mimicry.

Ethel Waters Into Zanzibar
Ethel Waters is going into the
Zanzibar, N. Y., Friday (13) to take
the place of June Richmond who
has a commitment at the Plantation
club, St. Louis.
Miss Waters' deal is for three
weeks.

a matter,
a mas'ter of

is

NO

WE'VE SEEN

BETTER." —OEORGE BOUBKE,'
MIAMI HEKAU)

(Nov. SO)

The Book Everybody

Show

in

Is Tall(ing

Biz

point where many have posted New
Year's eve price scales. Having been
fearful that the bleak looking Stem
and travel restriction.'; would keep
many from celebrating the annum'.s
ending in a big way. cafe owners
liave been holding up the posting
of tariffs for the big night. Scales,
generally, are the same as last year.
Even before John L. Lewis pulled
the blitz, club owners had been fearful of showing their scales, preferring to wait until they saw wlial the
competition was doing.
Prices up to $20 for ringside, tables
in many .spots indicates tliat the

They're hoping that many who
have been kept away by economic
fears and uncerlam outlook will
loosen up sufficiently to spend tlie
big night in a cafe_cycn: if for that
evening only.
Many still feel that there's nothing

wrong with the economy

inasmuch as there's little uhomplbynient and wages are the hig'hesi in
history. It's the return of consumer
and a prevailing
rationalization
general levelling of£ period thafs
causing the recession, it's claimed.
Spots like the Carnival, Embassy
and the Riviera are going after a
$20 minimum, depending upon locaThe majority of class spots,
tion.
however, are advertising a $15 scale

About

J?V11,

for the
All iMkaalleri.

CITJT.

livory.

16,
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ninouot.

.
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ZONK.
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STATK,
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iK^iid u» the names of your fnend.<j
correct amount, we'U be able to malt a

will

copy i» each with a pereonaltxed Chrlatmaa card
from you.

to

Tlif

.\i'u

Yi.Mi

Promotion

of

was

AGVA
made

New

in

Matt

by

Shelvey, national head of AGVA.
New duties will place hlm in charge

which

of certain field territory for

BOB
BROMLEY

he'll handle trouble shooting and
adjustments.
He'll work directly
under Shelvey,

Now

Saranac Lake

in

Month

Sth

•t the

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Dec.

10.

LONDON PALLADIUM

"We The Patients" of the Will
Roficrs thrilled over the salute given
them by Joe Laurie, Jr., via
"Can You Top This" program

Val Pamell'f

in

tlie

last

Carlson,

former

happy over good

Happy Connelly planed ifi to bedside his son, Robert (I ATSE) Connelly, who is flashing good clinic

hit.

'High Timt*.

Chosen io

appMr

btfore

The King and Queen

William Larner, Jr.. given furlough to visit friends in N. Y. C.
feerl Jeter, who cured here and
vacashing on the Coast, sent Helen
Carlson and the gang greetings and
good wishes.
Louise Barnes, who is doing a
strictly bed routine, recently beat
minor setback and has been uppcd
for picture shows.
Edna Hafian. who recently underwent minor operation, hack at the

Commdnd

Royal

at the

renort.

Porformanc*

.

Rogers.

Write to those who arc

ill.

Shelvey Planes

years.

—

..

Like many an American theatreMr'.' Nadyezhdin is fed up with
rhumbas, which he said were "executed practically exclusively" by
the troupe.
He also likes

his

art

clean.

He

remarked that the miniature theatre
of the Philharmonic recently staged
shows that were nearly 100 per cent

concerned with marital infidelity,
"and its present shows are not much
.

ItOOKKO

«V

Y. Times.)

IN

('ll.\ltl,li;S

ICNOIiANn
-TIICKKK

T,.

NEW TALENT WANTED
frofcMionol Gngao*nwnt« for
Conlnl VHpnarti

Auditiem Nighlly~nnali Sunday.

DID KNiCKERBOCKn MUSIC HAIL
54rii St.

and Snd Av*.,

i*r<*1lniiiiHr,\*

N«w

Ysrl(

1ntrrvl«WH 4 to A V.Af.

SULLIVAN
VILLAGE

VANGUARD

NIW YORK

NOW
llndolhiitalyl

better,"

(Fr&m the

,

attend convention will liave, absentee vote privileges,
Shelvey's trek to Chi is merely to
lay the ground work for the confab,'
with Chi branch taking over details
from there and Shelvey returning to
New York latter part of this week.
He will clean up some other important matters in the national office of AGVA between now and Jan.
1, after which he will take a month's
hiatus at instigation of his medico
and then figures going direct to the
Chi convention. During his absence
Dave Fox, head of union's N. Y.
local, will double as acting «ationaI
administrator.
to

ritiifsj

goer,
I

Continued from page 4S

'Sticks'

7
Dec.
The
.sad
plight of a vaudeville troupe that
not only did not .wow them in
Veliki Luki but furthermore wa.s
sent back to Moscow after the third
act was the' sub.ieet of lively comment in Moscow today.
The troupe was the Moscow
Oblast [region] Philharmonic Ensemble, an imposing title for the
group of variety artists whose lines,
songs and dances were criticized in
the newspaper Trud:
R. Nadyezhdin, couching his words
in the style of Gato di.scussing hi.s
Carthaginian
neighbors,
declared
that many variety artists of the
Philharmonic "have not learned a
new line or a new song nor prepared a single, new dance" in recent

sr.

my

office

Yorkj assuming post next week.

Helen LeClaire

MOSCOW,

;

ADnttKSfit

I

iIm Cmipan

for Imimdiate Do'

PabllNii4*rH,

|

j

Or U*«

Book

New York

w

I

At

In*'.,

Avenue,

national

songstress, plenty
clinic reports.

tSpwial

JOEY ADAMS,
i'tiiirlh

Rest of the officers were re-elected.
William Kent, ARA's president since
its
inception was handed the top
Nat Leikowitz, William Morris
agency treasurer, Art Weems 61
General Artists Corp., and Goss were
named veepees; John F. Dugan, ot
Music Corp. of America, secretary,
and Nat Kalcheim of William Morris^
treasurer. Kalcheim and Goss were
nominated by petition, and were
not on the original slate set up by
tlie ARA nominating committee.

,

found!

Krrilerlrk

its

Ups Nerret

and

couvert,

patronage stay away from cafes
unless they had reservations. There
will be no. such thing tliis year,

If you haven't read it yet, you're in for a treat!
Here'* your chance
to laugh, to roar, to roll over in the aisle at the struggUt, tha feuds, the
intimate yarns, the beh!nd-the>-scenet stories of your awn -friends and
colleagues. Chances are you're mentioned in It too. Get a copy for
yourself today. Get • dozen for your best friends. And if you have
any enemies, be sure each gets a copy too. It's the most unusual way
of saying "Merry Christmas'- that Broadway and Hollywood have ever

!M«

AGVA

Variety Acts Hissed Back

Oha.v. 44»e.v. I'm taking out some laliyh iii^
Nurnnt^e. no
nil roe ...... copies oC .FROM OA^nS
'I'o itU'llKM H« iFii.fiO «a«h.
ci>eck
.Bneloeed in

in,

Fred Nerret, currently northwestern regional director for American
Guild of Variety Artists, lias been
upped to post of coordinator in the

have a $1.25
minimum.
The Astor hotel is opening up the
Grand ballroom where payees can get
sway with a -$9 plus tax tab. The
Monte Carlo is enticing trade with
possibility of a $15 per person bill
ancl the Greenwich Village Inn is
advertising a $15 evening.
Reservations, so far, are under
those of last year, which incidentally
was one of the best years in .history.
Notable fact, so far. is the lack
of underselling. Two years ago, and
to some extent the year befoi-e,
prospective
bonifaces urged that

of Joey Adams' hilarious expose of the entertainment world's private private life! Louis Sobol says it "just brims over
with snappy anecdota and jestful observations about Broadway personalities."
Earl Wilson has gone "all out" in its praise.
LaGuardia, Toots
Shor, Frank Sinatra, Gypsy Rose Les, and hundreds of others everywhere,
are recommending that their {rlends buy it by the gross as the year's
most unusual Christmas gift for show bii people!

I

ABA

week, named

$3.50

will operate at a $2
the Pahn Court will

Of course you've heerd

I

last

post;

amusement tax). The .week,
Robert Goldstein elated over surWedgwood and Sert rooms of the prise vi.sit from wife, Herbert WeinWaldorf-Astoria hotel is advertising raub and the Raymond Fertigs,
that scale, as is the Persian room of
Birttvday greetings are i'l order
the Plaza. Both these hotels are for Helen Phelps, James Wotton.
opening lesser rooms with lower lees Edna Hagan, Laura Sloan and Walfor- that evening. Tlie low at the ter Hoban, all at the. Rogers.
Lorretta Munger motored in from
Lucius Boomer hostel will be $5,
Albany to vi-sit James Wotton, who
while the Oak room of the Plaza is doing nicely.
(plus

GAGS TO RICHES'"

,

:

McGivney will do this former act
and also incorporate "The Wager!'
as an afterpiece for the show.

.

es.scntially

To Moscow by

'

British protean

actor, who had been a topliner in
U. S. vaude as well, has come out of
retirement and currently on the
Coast, having been pacted by Ken
Wturray for new edition of the tatter's "Blackouts'" at the El Capitan
theatre. Los Angeles.

ing.

Hilariqus Fun-Fest

250

MURRAY'S mCKOUTS'
Owen McGivney,

meeting

Lyman E, Goss, Jr., as thlrcj ve^pea
of the organization and elected Sidf
ney J. Page to the board.
GoSs, partner in the Riley and'
Goss agency, is president of th^
Entertainment Managers Assn. of
Chicago. EM A recently concluded
negotiations to make that group
part of ARA.

Number

McGlVNEY PACTED FOR

operators are out to make the most
out of what may be the last big year
with a semblance of wartime spend-

ADAMS'

$

election,

'

OE V

J

^FWLOM^

1940 has elected Chicago indie agents
as officers ot the group,

faotHra

of

brightened bonifaces." outlooks tb the

Despite Airshow Report

,

New

Artists Representatives Assn., for
first time since its formation in

the

*•.

Anniversary

4l»t

Saturday's (8> sudden end of the
coal strike and subsequent repeal
emergency dimout have
of
the

of

Berger, operator of the Latin Quarter, Chicago, would come jn.

the

*

ARA

Prexy of

and

I

Stance; Last Big Kill?

$18,000.

New

tha' deal,

•

oditorlal

New Year's Eve Nitery

Rose originalfly leased, the room
realty values were low and

was

*

War

eaf« eIrelM

in
-

an

Coal Truce Brightens

when

at

pett-World

now

of the forlheominf

period.

get rental

eem|Kir*i

when th«

rcmliiltetM

:

lease for the spot in the Paramount
hotel, calling for $55,000 annual rental. New agreement calls for. a five
year lease and a five year option

Kent Reelected

History
Repeats Itself*

*']Sitery

is

Fl?!.,

negotiating for Grace Fields for
show following run of, Joe E. Lewis,

'
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WILL WEBER-ANTHONY PHILLIPS
48 West 48th Street, New York 19, N.
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Night Ckib Reviews
llowiiian Itooni;
(HOXKL BILTMOHE,

IV«

V-

N. Y.)
Ted- St meter Orc/i (1.3)i;U'it'i K"'!/
Craiu/ord; Loreite; $1 cofcr weekiayn, $2 Snndatis.
Di.sregardiiif'

Christiiias

lull,

tlie
tl),c

anticipated pveHotel Biltinore s

reopened last Thurst5) night: for the first time since
recent musicians' strike. Room,

Bowman Room
day
the

-

with its lush decor, including aqua
drapes asamst pink walls and ceilingx and (>lisl;ming chandeliers and

''Those

dancers. Kitty Ciawford, a slim,
goodlooker, handles the vocals in
dpadp.m but otherwise competent
Cliicago

fashion.,

Lorette spoils the band nicely at

Itt

her organ, followin:; through on the
motif' with pops and semi-classics.
Neat gimmick is pulled by baying
her .sit ill on the last few bars ot
each round the band plays and then
pick up from there as the nuisicians
Slnl.
leave ;thc stand.

is

whA

from Dixl*

By Nate Gross
on editorial feature of

.

Lit

Tonga, >• Y.
Forthcoming
41st Anniversary

other .tfttin niterie.'! in
Manhattan that mix a lew American
acts with their south-of-the-border
talent, La Conga' is sticking to a
straight Latin repertoire. New show,
for instance, comprises singer C^hito.
D'lzar, terpers Carlos and Linda
and flamenco dancer Irma Henriquez (aU New Acts), with D'lzar
the only one deferring to, the nonLatins in the audience by spreading
a few English lyrics in with his

Number

Unlike

-

Maintaining as .sophisticated an
atmosphere as possible, the room
offers no show, providing instead
for entertainment the soothing melodies o£ Ted Straeter and his orch,
with organ interludes by Lorette. In
keeping with the general theme,
Straeter combo, with lour strings,
three brass and two
reed,
rhythm, stresses the so-called sweet
tunes to the almost total exclusion
jSmphasis is also laid on
of jive.

four

freely with

which are mixed
current pops and rhumba numbers.

oldies,

Heraid-Examinar Column-

strictly

Band sticks to straight dansapation during the dinner hours but
gets a little livelier after the lights
are dimmed and gives out with an
entertaining show for the supper

Combination of Ralph Young (New
Acts) and June Taylor line, Paul
Haakon and Marvis Mirtis adds up
cla.ss
showmanship.
to
Haakon,
though used in too many production
numbers, rated a thunderous reception with his ballet spins and leaps.

He adds plenty
Marvis Mims,

tier spin taps, while the Blentones color the background numbers
with some fine harmonizing^ l^tand-

,

JVf

lor's

7.

"A Night At The Copa" luitli Jan
Murray, Carlos Ramirez,.. Paul Haakon, Marvis Mi-ms, Ralph Young, The
Blentones (.4), Line 17), Daue Ty-

AND

Freddie D'Alonso
Ca7neron;
Henrietta
staged by Bennj; Dav^s; choreography
by June Taylor; costumes by Joe
ler's

Orch

Orcfi

to

be the

starling Dec.

operation in a
cafe, opened last week on'the site of
Miami, where
Frolics
club,
the
Margie Hart is headlining a strip
layout. Frolics was formerly a cafe
with a spacious dancefloor, and was
a heavy user of name bands.
This year, the Frolics is showing,
the type fare' that made Minsky a
national figure.
Comedy is headed
by EMdie "Nut" Kaplan and using
the w.k. skits and blackouts preva^lent in the pre-LaGuardia era.
Operation is said to cost $10,000
weekly with Miss Hart getting a reported $1,750. In back of the project
is
Art Lewis, a Virginia Beach,
operator. There's an admission price
ot $1 permitting the customers to sit
at the tables with food and drinks
extra.

(10),

(10),

burlesque

OUT OF THE TOP DRAWER
BROUGHT DOWN THE
HOUSE..."
^LARY. Variety.
.

.

.

THEY

"HAD TO ENCORE AGAIN AND
ALL THEIR DANCES
AGAIN
ARE DARING."
—EARL WILSON. N. Y. Post.
.

.

.

"EMBASSY. N. Y.: IP PALM
POUNDING AND TABLES FULL OF

THE CHI-CHI SET WHO ROLL UP
ilG TABS MEAN ANYTHING,
THEN THE ADDITION OF CAP^
PELLA AND PATRICIA. DANCE
TEAM. SHOULD MfAN A HYPO
IN BUSINESS."

—BILL SMITH.

Billboard;

.

Purveying that well-round
ed baritone in an amiable manner
he had th«m pounding for more aft
er each number. Blends "Magic In
The Moonlight," "Ricapulpa," "Granada" and "Begin The Beguine" for
top returns, then puts aside the
mike for a rendition pf "Figaro" ioi

4 More Weeks
EMBASSY CLUB

NEW YORK
nHmhi to BILL MILLER
Ami BILLY PICKS

solid hit.

.

Productidn-wise. Beiiny Davis has
utilized the same format of last season, all of it fast moving and in good
taste. There's a definite improvement in the dance department,

though he: doesn^t neglect the songs.

Mildred Bailey Tagged
Chicago, Dec.

Vocalizing is handled in okay style
by Irene Carroll,' who sopranos "I
Adore You,'! and "Someday I'll Hold
Jimmy Jewell, who shows
off a good set of baritone pipes in
"Still of the Night." Rusty Freckles
atid his Cracker^jacks, regular house
comics, stir up the customer's
their

risi-

with
zany antics and
wind up the show on a strong comic

bilities

.

against Mildred Bailey,
songstress for alleged breach of
contract by walking out of a twoweek conti-act at the nitery, claiming

,-

AGVA RAPS HORNER
AGENCY FOR PONY DATE

illness

Action filed with American Guild
of Variety Arti.sts. slated songstress
said she was ill Nov; 8 and could
not continue.
However, even after
advised her to have physical
examination she refused.
Salary
for two weeks was $3,000.
Silvers
has ^requested
talent
union to penalize her for the breach
and tha} he be reimbursed by
songstress for aiiiouni stipulated in
contract.
is
investigating matter.

Hollywood, Dec, 10.
American Guild of Variety Artists
has ordered the Lottie Horner agency up on carpet for hearing tomorrow (Wed.) at which booker will be
charged with spotting line of six
girls into El Rancho nitery, Las Vegas, Nov., for three-week date, work-

upbeaj;;

John Brett, who's responsible for
most of the ice shows at the
swankier spots, directed the choreography.

Herm,

lliamonil IF«ihoo..IV. Y.

8
STAGE

AGVA

.

:

AGVA

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Branchei of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER GAG
Nos.

1

@

20

tilru

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Volt. @ $20.00 P«r Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 VoU.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10

Pcirocliak for

Sttclc

$10.00

SCREEN

comic

is

something

bistro.

It's

seen in Billy Rosii'a
a new experience for the

THE CEREMONIES"
Ko

(ll'UV

*m nny

r.(>.l>.*H

KnH'ei^)

nil

$3.00 Per

No

patronage, ana quite possibly to Rose
himself, who's liable to be confront.,
ed with a multitude of problems resulting from the booking of Jackie
Gieason.
The literary boniface will have to
decide -whether he wants to continue
with the family trade or whether he
can afford to abandon it.: It's riOt

PHONE

New

54tJi St.,

York 19. N.Y.
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claim

a

is fast,
varied, eye-filling, with a dition.
Ro.se. incidentally, broke tradition
big splash of low comedy to garner
plenty of yaks from the customers. with him.self with his current laySmall combo led by Mansfield Lane out. "Venus on the Half Shell," inbacks up the show nicely and also asmuch as he ceased being a collecfurnishes the music for dancing.
tor of theatrical memorabilia.
It's
After a short ballet prelude by a one of the few times he's eschewed
line
of six nicely-costumed
?al the greats of another era in favor
skaters, Margie Lee, the show's star, of current standards.
He's had quite a time marking stet
is splotlighted in a series of fancy
twists and twirls to the music of to his current show as trouble deDebussy's "Clair De Lune." Miss veloped shortly after the opening
Lee, a stunning looker besides flash- when Frank Libuse walked out, and
the
Borrah Minevitch Harmonica
ing some expert skatorial technique,
also registers solidly in her second Rascals had to leave to fill other
number, "Park Avenue Fantasy." commitments. Show as it now stands
Line of six girls, whose routines has Herman Hyde, Hal Hunter, Billy
need some additional polishing, are Banks, fables Davis, Renald and
featured in a couple of nicely staged Rudy, Rosebuds, Turner Twins and
the John Murray Anderson girls and
production numbers.
Jose.
Lou Fold's juggling stint on ice production.
is a well^paced, cleverly handled act
that looks like It would be tough
enough even if done on dry terra
firma. While skating around, Folds
goes through a juggling routine with
tambourines, ten pins and dinner
plates, all of which items he carries
with him concealed behind a long,
black cape. Earns nice applause.
Difficult acrobatic stunts are executed by the ice adagio team of Te^dy
and Jenny in a. brisk turn that
shaves pretty close to the vests
ot the front sealers.

You," and

'

<2y Silvers, op' rator of the Stork
Club, Council BlufTs, Iowa, has filed

—

in years.

Held Over for

include

into the Latin
a 12 week run.

Lewis and Mahieu; original mustc
Margie Lee, Lew Folds, Teddy &
ond lyrics by Davis; Min. $4-85.
Jenny Irene Carroll. Jimmy Jewell,
BURL IVES' VAUDERS
Rusty Freckles' Cracker^Jacks (3),
Bul Ives, ballad singer, has been
Probably the only one of the top Mansfield Lane Orch
(6) fyiiic (6)
cafes to make any profit last season,
booked for his first major vaude
$2 niivimum.
the Copacabana's earliest preem in
date at the Chicago theatre, Chicago,
years augurs another sock season
Despite the sharp slump in busi- for four weeks starting Christmas
for the swank boite, judging from
Day.
the mobs which stormed the place ness in the nitery belt among the
upper-priced cafes, popular-priced
early and late.
eateries
such
as
Iceland
and
ZimJan Murray .seems to be a lucky
likely to go on since Gloason's thinly
piece for the big room. He pieemed merman's still find themselves in
disguised risgaietie.s aien't conducive
good
shape.
Buoying
up
the
take
at
the spot last 'year in a show that
sent the boite off to heavy grosses. these spots is the fact: that patrons, to' repeat family audiences, despite
The tall, gangling gagster has a defi- with plebian pocketbooks find a lulU the fact that he gets yocks from the
sized entertainment bargain thrown provincials.
Glea.spn's
humor is
nite following hereabouts, evidenced
ideally .suited for the mature visitors,
by the manner in which they yelled in with their meal lab.
Standout example of a terrific but it'll be embarrassing to those
for his familiar routines. Opening
is
the current that treat the whole fainily. The
night's noisy crowd, however, pro- OPA-less bargain
Hor.s-eshoe.
hitherto,
has been one of
vided him a sprinkling of hecklers, hour-long ice show at Iceland in
with a resultant ad hb sesh that had addition to this smorgasborderie's the occasional cafes where oldsters
feature ot eat-all-you-want for the felt it was safe to take the young
them howling'*
Departing from his set routine, $2 minimum. Production, which is daughter along and with Glea.son's
Murray went to work on the bosses, lunited by the 20-fo^t square rink, booking goes another Broadway trathe waiters, the bandi the legendary
Kilroy and the fingsiders. He had
'em yelling all the way.
Carlos Ramirez is one of the best
male singing acts to play this town

Show

will

Chicago,
Sophie Tucker is slated to come
Quarter in April for

ter,

;

IS

Bill

22.

George Tapps, Dick Buckley, Arnaut
Bros., Four Craddocks who arrived
today (Wed.) on the He de France,
Frances and Grey, Chic Gladke and
Gale Bennett.
Layout succeeds run of Ted Lewis
who opens Jan. 16 at the Latin Quar-

l

P
"THEIR BALLROOMOLOGY

Latin Quarter

Kenny Youngman is heading the
new Latin Quarter, N. Y., show

first

.

Miami

iami Beach, Dec.

believed

among production numbers*" is
the nostalgic cavalcade of Davts hits
with "Margie" the topper. June Tayimaginative
and intelligent
choreography; gets full value from
the Haakon, Mavis and line talents.
The costuming by Jac Lewis and
Mahieu is nifty and in good taste.
Davis has given the show some ing them full weeks at $75 per.
Union rule strictly .forbids chorines
smart songs with "A Night At The
Copa" and the satirical "It's' Won- working seven days a week, regardderful Here" toppers. Dave Tyler less of salary. AGVA's beef against
rates a bow for the manner in which Horner agency is that 'union was
he cuts show. Freddie D'Aronso and
queried before girU were booked,
his rumbaddicts get them on the
and answer given Horner was that
floor in goodly numbers for the
dancing, while Henrietta Cameron only consideration under which perhandles organ nicely in the lounge. formers could work full week was
change of classiflcation from chorines
Lary.
to principals, with each to get $200
per week.
Iceland, ]\. V.
out

.

Copacaliana,

class to the setup.
a trim looker, clicks

with

Spanish numbers.
New show is comparatively ^shgrt,
running slightly more than 30 minutes when caught (2). Paced with
Pupi Campo, personable emcee, it
runs smoothly and garners hefty apfrom the refugees.: from
plause
Arthur Murray's: rhumba schools;
who make Up the greater part of
the audience. Smooth Latin dansapation is provided by Machito and hi?
orch (11), -with the maestro filling
in capably on: the vocajistics. Stal.

is

bigtime

loops His Loop with his gal

New

Burlesquers for Floorshow
What

.

riiiio D'/znr, CnrlO.'! & Liiidii, Irtna
candelabra, offers a chi-chi retreat
Campo, Mnchito
Heiniqitez. Pupi
from the pede.strian-crowded, niteOrc/i,-,S3.50 mini.iiHHii afiev 10; p.m.
ries anii shouldn't^ have any .trouble,
recapturing its upper- middle class
clientele.

Capone Days

in Dixie"

1946

1.1,

Youngman, Tapps Set For

Frolics, Miami, Installs

LENOX HOTEL
Kenmore 5-300'

B 0 S

T 0 N

^
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49
be greatly discounted by both the
industry and the public.
It can be expected that the Academy, after the Awards on March 13,

New Acts
CARLOS & LINDA

BENE PADI/

7

Variety Oills

1947, will change its nominations
period to the late fall of the year
so that the edge will be taken off fan
magazines and other mags that have
recently stepped in to make their
annual film awards prior to the
Academy Oscars. It will undoubtedly mean that Academy Awards will
be made and given prior to the
Christmas holidays.
Some by-law modifications, slated
tor future Academy action, include
switch that will prevent board members voting for themselves.
They
will be nominated by each of the 11
crafts
represented ia the Acad.
Number of representatives on the

Dancers

SoniT!)

11 Mins.

Mins.

La Conga, N. Y.

A

WEEK OF DECEMBER

couple of personable youngsters
who arc also good danoevs, Carlos &
Linda appear ready now for any
booking date. Duo start off with a
fast rhumba to which the gal adds
and with plenty of action with her hiplooking gent-young, tall
prematurely gray hair that should wriggling, and then they segue into
with the a soinning samba.
give him a head start
Encore is a bcguine routine set to
femme trade.
demonAt times, he achieves a pleasant "Baia," with the terpers
ballads but, strating nice control as .she spins on
Riniring quality with his
reaches one foot while he rotates her.
he
unfortunately, the heights
Couple
apparently
are graceful and light on
He
sustained.
aren't
has
their feet ar)d draw hefty mitting.
to
do
wants
he
JPd
what
knows
5tftl.
to go about rt,
a fair idea of how
board from producer, director, acbu* whether it's inexperience or unfamiliarity of working before Ameri- RALPH YOUNG
tor and writer branches Will be re^.'
can audiences thatis handicapping Songs
duced from three to two. There will
him can't be determined at the mo- 8 Mins.
be a total of 22 directors from the 11
have
He would probably
ment
Copacabana, Miami Beach
crafts.
Each of the latter will nompreemed in this important spot to
Tall, good looking lad looks like inate seven and the two drawing
better advantage after a round of
a bet for the swoon-croon sweep- highest vote will
become directors.
minor bistros and/or theatres.
stakes, but need.s more experience
Hiii tiinc selections arc fairly good,
for .better projection of his talents.
starting out with a Gallic translation
At present he does okay, and the
of "Garden in the Rain," a French
version of one of the Copa producr polish will come in time.
Held down to two numbers, he
tion numbers "In Front of All These
Corner;" does a neat job in this spot. Overall
"Street
and
Continued from page 1
Peoples,"
They're all melodic and well-suited effect is adequate at present, but the Rotkefeller
family ) lost $800,000
However, he should not with more experience he would be
for him.
"Attendrai," ready for the smarter boites and ra- over a half-year period in 1944 backhave encored with
ing Ballet International. Otto H.
which invites comparison with Jean dio.
Lary.
Kahn, back in 1916, dropped $300,000
Sablon whose rendition of that tune
Jose,
is a present day cafe classic.
on a U. S. tour of the. Diaghileff Co.
sing^e,ie Paul (ne Plttier), Swiss
his American
inc import, making
Proser bistro,
J)ebut at the Monte
charm that sells
ha-! that Continental
distinguished
a
He's
n the U. S.

.

.

Kamrnili

Mticri

ROGER PRICE

Osear Derby

Comedian
IS Mins.

.

Became Room, Holly woord
After four years of writing material for Bob Hope, Roger Price decided to take a fling at delivering
his own stuCE and the result looks
surefire, both for niteries and radio.

Price tried his luck on a

USO-Camp

Shows swing and met with enthusiasm, but this is his first professional

I

date.
Larger, but with the same elfin
look of Spike Jones, Price opens
with scholarly di-scussion of birds
and bees, doing imitations of both
and revealing their habit& His
method is that of a young, slightly
embarrassed and tentative professor. Timing and delivery of punchlines is similar to a delayed buck,
but pays off with laughs. He then
moves to the piano and sings in a
monotone with ofT-key piano accompaniment. Idea that he is slightly
unprepared again brines out laughs.
Material for songs is narrative ballad type employed by Jim Copp and
'

Continued ttom page

much chance

not stand

in

I

;

the final

voting.

'NoiU'hHhnits
.SIi,\Te't

Hym

First Shot

This year things started when
the Academy rules were switched so
that indies could show theiri pictures privately seven times between
Dec. 31 and Jan. 16 in order to qualify.
One of the reasons given for
switch was that David O. Selznick's
"Duel in the Sun" could not be
generally released due to inability
to get Teehnicolor prints in time.
Sejznick had tentatively been figuring on showing "Duel" in the Or-

pheum-rVogue-^El

Rey

run

first

unit starting at Christmas.

Samuel Goldwyn had booked

his

"Best Years of Our Lives" into the
Four Star to start Dec. H. Whereupon Donald M. Nelson, head of tne
indie producers, wrote the Academy
Dwight Fiske, although less blue pointing out that the theatre, to
than either. Lengthy career as radio him, did not appear as suitable to
Kag writer, orolMibly accounts for house an Academy candidate, as it
unusual cleanliness of Price's humor had been
playing reissues, foreign
and underlying sweet quality that
,

(te

Ovr.

Mordkin Ballet

in late '39). In the

1940

(first)
season.
Miss Chase
poured $400,000 into Ballet Theatre.
She contributed $200,000 in '41;

$250,000 in '42; $100,000 in '43; $50,000
each in '44 and '45. Present '46 sea-

.
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.

Hob
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StniiHl

Vincent
Artie

mately

This also

which the loans were
made,"
indicating
her
motives
throughout were unselfish.
Court
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Kobertas,

(one to

Circtia

(NBC)

Zimmerman'*
Kardos
Makula

Janc/i

Bela
Paul Arnold
& Alda
Helen Wenzel
Orlova
Za\f:a.

SincTair

Davis
Amory Bros
Harry Holly.

Kave

S;i

v^ent

Xr.

.Merryniari

The

MlirAGO
A

F'atters'n
IVter.s Sis

Jairks'ti

Miller Bros & J^iis
Orienhil (I) VZ
Star & (itivU'r Rev
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(R>

ralfu'c

A Smith

Paul
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Fays

4

Jk
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<'upUol

Evana

AVellK
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1*^-15
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Fanton

Jacli

i)e

Susan

Svay

I'^ddle

ft

Fens

Bnulevar-Dears
Latin Uwarter
Willie

Howard

fjatln

Lovelies

Al Kelly

Amatla

:

Affoilar

Carroll Si Baker
Paul Carleton
Bilddv .Shavr Ore
'

Tvonne
Ori;

Hotel Consrem
Herth Trio
Kill! Ochart Oro
Lctty Barbour
Hotel Blaekstonr
Gain Gain
H Williams Trio
Mel Cooper Ore
Hotel C^atlnental
.liimes Sykes
.loo Vera Ore
Milt

Palmer nonse
Rvelyn Knight
Pi-edrtle Nagel Ore
Rally Rolls

Blackburn <2>
Abbott D'ncera (1»
Rio Gabaaa

Kent

T-enny
.T

&

I

Cross

Zerby

& Dunn

Nancy Doran
Don BradBeld
The Lovelies (1«)
Co* Davidson Ore
Tine Gardeea,
Rosella

Jessie

BUI Meagher
Ford
IMKcwater Be'ch Tamara & Thomas
Ore Jill Fontaine
niGatano ft Adam Francisco
•Toe KlBh Oro
Gaudsniith Bros
Mel Col* Or*
Pitohm''n
II

WOONSOCKKT

New Park

Ore-'

Knapp

Johntiy

[Cai'en

I..<>on

Miller

West & McOinly
(1)

15

Rums T^e Beau
hee Xobh;
Joe Phillips Co
DeSimone Dancers
Georifia

.

Hotel Btottmrch
.roseph

Gantu

.viontero

Trent
l>

Julo Pn'ebo
Models

Betty Hill
.^nnette Olsen

Brcii

R & M Noniian
The Oakies

D &

Shirley Richards
IA>\\ Hlte & Stanl'T

Oaywoodfl
Lenore

SPRIN<iriFXI)
Court S«i u) 12-15
Robert S & While

-

Ted Weems Ore
r*arry Noble

.

lit

Tt Carol &. Ross
Jerry Mann

Mills

Ore

Carl Marx
Vhll .Gordon
Oolleee Inn -Model*
Hotel St*¥«M

Phyllis Gale

.Marie Shaw
Hol Feola Ore

(IC)

Franks

OlUe.

Ballantines

Steve

Cnfr

WhUney

Preston T.ambcrt
Hotel Sbermiw
Glen Gray Ore

Clttrldge
.A<Iorab1es (12)

K«llh

Juvelvs

I.es

.

Willie Shore

Joann

D'cere (ICl

Hild

StevenB

Chez PafM
Sophie Tucher
Bobby Breen

B't'la

Jeiin

Pann

K;nler

l,ynn

B

Woo Woo

Stylists

.SonK

Ore

Ciirlyle

r.arry Ross
The Gascas

i:i

Sis

Dunn

"

I-ee

till)

rAMnKN

Towers <I) 13-15
Faye
Andre

CHICAGO
Uluokhawb
Rus.>!

Garcia Ore
CDlosimo'e

ROCKFORI)

Bernie

flolilen

BOt'NI) BIIOOH
Breok <1> 14-lK

Olfca

Oeneve Dorn

r.urin

(1)

Hot Shots

Nyoka

Eddie Vinson Ore
Pee Wee Marquctta
Sy Oliver

Gay

O Brien H O'Day
SAN rRAXc'isro

rz

Kntherine Change
Richard Turner
Willys Family

Bobby

IS-15

(1)

ib

Thelma i'arpenter
Bunny Briggfn
Ethel Waters

frene

Martin Bros
J.es Baul 3

Dickens His

till)

Bobby Sherwood O
l']<lwardR Bros

(one to

rKOVlOKNCK

>f««*p*t'ii

WIvel
Hob Lee
Gertrude niltf
Jean Alnulie
Francisco
Bruce Norinan
Vivian Nicholson
nVRtvfro * Belm'ta

Paul White
J«an Francis

Andrews Sis
Tony Pastor Ore
^^a^k & Desmand

l'Rltt<*e

BOSTON

Ki-ilhK tK>
T.ena Borne

t:J»'orKie

Slack

,

Hilton

Mae

,

•stcBhen ICIsley

AHied's Chill
C«ntliiued from page 5

Cabaret BiDs

NEW TOKK
(

La'rkin

Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore

4

Sot-vei*

<l?ptowii)
Jacli GllXofO
fnioK*^'!^ <*oca

lt<)berta

Ufe

Kdmuri/t: Hall

Dave Martin

3

Socarras oit
CurnliHi
'

roimenOfinii

scripts
.toe

K.

Lewi?

Kfhe Paul

& Ray

0\sa. Suare'ifi

S

Gate

slow developments until the Republicans took over Congress on
Jan. 1. At such time, the Office of
War Mobilization & Reconversion,
Oiamoiiil HorttrMiuif active backer of the all-industry
:
.Siri
committee, may land in the trash
Hernifln Hyde
Turner TwinB
With reorganized and re-f
heap.
Rosebuds
stricted administrative agencies then
Jackie (Jloapori
Billy Banks
formed, entire program might lapse
iial Hunter
into limbo if industry cooperation is
Tables Davis
Rpnalil & Hudy
withheld.
Jack Mathers
While Allied is holding bach, num-r
Noble Htssle Ore
Syd Stranije Ore
ber of other units have already forKl ChieO
warded official approval. Among
I'.oMita
liios
these are the American Theatres
.Miguel & AlbaiHh
ciielo Vitlareul
Assn., the Society of Independent
Don O TPio
Motion Picture Producers, and the
five newsreel companies.
Clin f^hu M.irtihe*
Inter-industry
organization
was
P Sydell & SUKy
Caiielli] & I'atricia.
asked by the Government to proFont
luirfh
'.Ore
mote distribution of its Alms which
Arthur Ravel Ore
had come a cropper since V-J day
400 rrub
Tex Ben4'ke Ore
beca.use of exhib opposition, GovFrank le Us *^t-H
ernment has not yet been able to
O'lricii VillaK*^ Inn
N 'I f3 Revue
secure playing of one of its films, in
('h'avez Ore
the postwar peridl^.
MeU Harvey Ore
Eddie Fisher

Ronny

Blue Anted
Alvs Robt
Kobert Maxwell
Irwin Corey
SUiart Kosa
h^itis

raTY

ihent as to hurt future dealings with
Governmental agencies,
Speculation was rile that the Al^
lied move was a delaying action to

Ann Rooncy

Aiiiiarfuin
Jiiinipton

(..iont'l

_

Mystery."

Peace

Seeg-er

n&n Bennett
SirkI De Vysenot,

Field;;

Holmes

William T Orr

'

•Molle

i^ilroy

;

Doufflaa

/janxlliar

Ted Lewlo Ore
Geraldine Du Bolf>

.<«

i

Ore
Blla Mae MorHe
Ban- Hr, Estes
La*ld Lyon

Don

Ac

in-iK

The Valfnlinea

Miss Winston has been a bit more vijlton BerJe
fortunate in scripting fOf radio than
Elly Ardelty
Colby
pictures.
She turned to air writing Marion
[Jen Tofii SiKKerr
to get new roles for herself after she
Miriam Owinn
thiniL Doll
tired of playing in soap operas. She
Gcorpe WonR Tt
did her initial script about six Frsmces Chun
months ago and has since had two T;ii SinKs
MinK I'inp
•Fighting Senator" (CBS) and four Jose (lurbfillo Ore
aired,'

'

The Veronnfi
Smith
Ayre
F Cin & P Pei'roii'

i'U'o

funeral.

.

I'lM'hardson Co
c a t .1 1) h n s 1 0 n

Ijfnn

Freddie

I

1

expected

which is labeled
'Bury Me Dead" and is a mystery
about a gal who attends her own

Foster

Triplet*

.

VnHKuarA

Don Fry©

Andrew Sl»
Irene Brooks
Brnie Stuart Ore
Lutin Onarcrr
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Bars

ViiVaice
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Bert Stone
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'Uiff Jackson
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the role in the story,
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Irene Winston
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& E
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& Jolson
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Charlie Spivak Ore
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& E
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,

Dick Buckley
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Martin
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Tony Pastor Bd
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(I)
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Wiiiton

Stevens
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ItlUtOKLTN

(one to
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Banks,

Ralph Funt Ore
[\ay Hammond
Marty Beck Ore
l*ou Seller
Ro(!:eriB Corner
Dean & Ray
Kernels of
Hole! New Yorker liay Blades Com
Sammy Kaye Ore
Don Baker

ttuy

<l)

S(|

Joe l*hiMii>R
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Nina Dover

llaliHS

The
Windsor

Barbara. Blafno

(.Jhas Reader Ore
I'laxa
« Hotel

l^ynn

<l)owiitenrB>

cause

a straight Soan- out $6 in quarterly dues. This will
*he heel-and-toe cause another storm valve to break
Castanet manipulation open and what the consequences will
earni^^u'"'^
earmnR
her solid applause.
belief here
looker, with her toreador be is hard to foresee but
cn^f.J^
has un^he ?ct well. She is that unless the Academy
hafnT"
restricted voting, as in the past, the
value and importance of Oscars will

l^t

clir.u i^"'^^'
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Acad member-

much of a rumpus as new
members have come in from the
who previously had had
no interest in Academy affairs.
ta Conga, N. t.
Cat-Skinning Method
.^^^"^i?"e2 tees oft her roUtinp'"?
One major studio, which has an
standard flamenco
danp.'"^'"'
in 22 members
^"-'"^
around i" a Oscar candidate, put
colnrfnf
i*''" <=«P«
of its publicity department. All that
Ss?t/ tt^'"-, ^^^^ part «f lier work
was
necessary was the flacks to lay
she
discards
*
thf.

IRMA HENRIQCIEZ

MIAMI
W^ngTR

rol

Kaye & Pedro

Hotel Dixie
Don Bestor Ore

MooreK
Bliizerff
B Johnson Ore

ik-

As a result membership has
jumped from about 900 to approxiwill

.

HowJii'fl

promotion and development of bal- Riohiird Tvirner
let in America. Referring to her The l\jiyofi
(one to (ill)
"abnormal excessive enthusiasm" for
BAi;ri.\iORK
ballet; the judge okayed the deduc- lli|>|HMh'(inir <l)
J Brandow
J
tions on Miss Chase's "exceptionally Ted Claire
\
optimistic belief in- the value of the The Moilernuires

.

^"^'^
the firstiim-^'^i,"?*
timer brings bellv
laughs,

I

deductions against Government opposition, praising Miss Chase for her

S

is

Or

.

fill)

Ciird Mondor .
Mart- Ballero:
Dale lleiniont
Co<jo ^'?teve &. -EJddy

Ruth Ttrry
Uarl holomcw
TllG JU'k'kl'.iyers

pany also lost about $60,000 since it
went on tour.
To return to the income tax case.
Judge Harlan upheld Miss Chase's

—

ship.-'

to

'.

deficits and $30,000
more for new productions. The com-

Showmen Chased

Why be Irritated." Really
't in Russian, with
American
Bows off with shy boy at his
dance and then five years later,
althouih

15
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EUin>t't<m;

Cuniinings
Vi\lii^

(four
.Sen

O.) rz
lAinti it Claire

'

nrst

Duke

Th«

Olymiua (T)

on

'J'l-eiit

Stiite

her $60,000 in

'

aside..
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Vallfy Ar^iiu

Don

Antonio

•'i-

JH Jill

Tommy

son (ending next May) may cost
her $250,000. The six-week stay at
the Broadway theatre, N. Y., cost

project

Catallno Ore
Carlos Varela Ore
Belinont-Flaza
Radio Aces
Manor & Mignori'
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iNnrumoiiiit (D
11
Ji{enu>n Ore
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Moke g, D((ke
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Sherry Britton
Art VVanei* Ore
Monte rarlo
Dick Gaspiirre
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SihoHov

Roasilianoa

Rolando
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Slate (I)
I**riina Ore
P KrsinliR iKr Janyee
Dupoiit
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Tato A. Julia
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ment supplying

(unnybone of all ages. When films and the like for most of past
Price and his material test run a bit year.
more, be will be ready for top eastWith the letter getting on record
ern spots of type similar to the Bo- in print, Goldwyn then figured he decision is important in that if it
had decided :-.gainst Miss Chase it
cage.
Huts.
would save $30,000 in premiere coin
would have scared off other backers
and cancelled the Four Star engageof baUets. It's known that ballet
CniTO D'IZAB
ment. When this was done, Selznick
Singer
isn't self-supporting; that Jirivate
started negotiations to rent the Four
10 Mins.
individuals
sums
contribute
the
Star to show his picture under the
ta Conca, N. Y.
needed especially to stage new proBilled as a Mexican singing star, new Acad plan.
ductions.
diminutive Chifo D'Izar might be a
Situation created a political turreal Latin from Manhattan. Making moil
within the Academy, with
his N, Y. nitery bow at La Conga,
charges being hurled right and left
he mixes in plenty of English lyrics
with his repertoire of Spanish pops that the Academy would be badly
and his English is letter-perfect, with hurt in public esteem and industry
faith should it be used as a football
hardly a trace of an accent.
i;;^ Continued from page I
Lad is a crooning baritone and to serve the purpose of a few indus- possible, but long hold-the-Iines
lays the schmaltz on heavily in his try individuals.
while clerks hunt up reservations
Latin numbers.
He demonstrates
make it appear that no matter how
Old Rules Back
phrasing and shading technique good
enough to rate him a booking in any
Jean Hersholt, Academy president, many trunks were, installed, phones
Latin nitery or regular vaude bill. who has been highly commended for would still give out with the busy
Last number, a concession to the his endeavor to keep the organiza- signal. Another squawk is failure of
special type audiences dra\vn by La
tion in an unquestionable position as airlines to give adequate notice when
Conga is titled "My Cuban Girl
flights are cancelled or delayed, rerriend. Carmen Cohen," and his to faith and integrity, was in Mexico
Daily sulting in long and unnecessary waits
Yiddish verses draw plenty of yocks. City during all this time.
Overseas passenVakiety editorialized on the politi- around airports.
Stal.
cal situation and when Hersholt re- gers also complain that they are
SID CAESER
turned he immediately called last treated on the order of refugees
Comedian
Friday's special meeting, at which from the FBI when they land in for1* Mins.
eign countries or return to the U.S.
the old rules were reinstated.
Cliicaero Thnlre, CM
As one film topper pointed out last
Under the old rules, a picture must
Sid Caeser, sax man with .several
open commercially not later than week,' the only reason that railroads
previous to making his
don't get a lot more of the high-i?'^?*!.*"''^''^'
and
least
midnight,
Dec.
play
at
31,
nrst bow as a comic with
the Coast
grade travel is that they are slow
seven
performconsecutive
public
uuard show, "Tars and Spar.s,"
and stupid about installing new
makes a socko professional entry in ances;
Vaude as a solo.
Academy is sending out between techniques and facilities to grab
Opens with the "Tars and Spars" 1,400 and 1,500 ballots for the 19th away the grade. Only railroad that
airplane bit of the double-brave Annual Awards for memberships appears to show a progressive spirit,
American hero and his sky duel with voting on what and who will be in view of laymen, is Robert Young's
Young also
topped by « sock Oscared for 1946. In the past the Chesapeake & Ohio.
t,,,l.
Follows with Russian
owns Pathe Industries, which conworker discussing merits of cigaret Acad permitted the industry in general to vote on candidates but voting trols Eagle-Lion and PRC film outagainst vodka
with
fits.
tickles

ii.s;
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Vtaincs
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(The Diaghileft' Co., from 1909 to
1928, dropped $3,000,000 in European
activity, with the Russian governpart.)
Miss Chase put in aDOut $100,000
into the Mordkin Balle. in 1938 arid
1939. (Ballet Tlieatre grew out oJE
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downbeat

iroadwoy Isgit (cen* with 45 laqit houtei
•xitlng in the past 20 ycari

miliar picture personalities (a showstopper chieily because ot contrast
with the rest of the evening); Miss
Ernst, a winsom Cindy indeed for all
her weak vocal attempts; and Edward Dew, a fetching juvenile vis-aWilliains and Mi.ss Perry terp
vis.
their Way to good iinpres-sion and
Adrionne. ex-nitevv dianteuse— as is
the British Miss 1 -smond— registers
w-ith her second-act, spe,C;ialt,y;, '"lVIy,

an

aditoTial

of

tn 1th*

faatnr*

.

forthcoming

.th*

Number

41st Anniversary
of

"I Remember Mama," for essen^
the reenacting of the
it's
tially
warmth and everyday life of a siin^
plp family. In this instance, the setting is WoUastOn, Mass^, around 1912,
,

a stagestruck daughshould do plenty okay

and the problem
It

at the bojcoft'ice.
It.s fine points are many: the nostalgia and its teen-age remembrances;
tlie vivid characterizations that at no
•time are ovei-played; the interpolated
humorous, polished vignettes and,
notably, the performance of Fredvic
March as the bombastic father. Unfortunately, there is little dramatic
content to Miss Gordon's play. For
two acts it moves along at a leisurely
pace, with some excellent dialog and
fine performances that almost conceal this void. During the third act
there is an liricomfortable awareness
that there is nothing left to say about
Miss Gordon's heroine. The author,
in her remembrances of things past,
,

.

make any particular
Show has all the

iiiipaiit.

big league accostumes to sce-

coutrements from
nery; the Intter .a highlight,

-as jde-

signod by Edward Gilbert. It's an
accordion-pleated odoct. each scene
unfolding before the auditor's eyes.
It's a device which should be oarticularly good for de luxe picture
house presentations, probably not as
costly as others and possessing the
additional showmanship values of
novelty and speed plus, the appeal of,
letting the customers see how it's l?eina done.
some
Charles Weidman staged
good terp routines, and through it all

Thomas Beck

ing.

competent as

is

the colonel, although the part is too
perfect in its idealism. Walter Greaza is standard as the Chicago cartel
promoter, Tonio Selwart too melodi-amatic as i^e unreformed Nazi,

and Vilma Kurer

make

trios valiantly to
a contrived romantic situation

sound

real.

,

Charlotte London, a natural as the
housemaid, is overburdened with
most of the play's comedy detail.
Robert Alvin puts across thi^ most
sympathetic character, a Czech captain who figures Nazis are safest
dead; George Mathews helps as a

homesick Yank corporal, and Martin
Brandt impresses as a German liberal.

„

;

,

<.

,

airy, yet purposeful, story-tellthat she had previously achieved.
in her lighter moments of comedy that Miss Gordon hits her stride,
and when she's -confronted with the
more serious aspects of life her talents are inadequate. Despite these

Town

Plays Out of

Lo^-o 4iio«s to Press

in.fr

is'

Tempi^r

Bridgeport, Dec.
ami

Slraus

Eariiard

Roland

Haas

Washington, Dec. 9.
P. Munaoll and Herman Bernproduction of comedy ,'in three acta
(four HoenesV by Marlha Gellhorn and Virginia Cowles,
Staftertby Walter Dour las:
Ot>ened at Na'4fi; *3.l!(> top.
Warrfn

Wind

flip

stein
6.

.seuingis. Haynlimd .Sovey.
tional. TVn.shinKtoit. Dec. ,S,
,

pro-

,

duc'tidi]

ul'

tlvama in three

licts

(five scoriey)

however, "Years Ago" should by Leonard Mina and Edward llabloy.
as a click on the strength ireature.^ Biunclie Xi""l^r>. Thomas Beck;
Walter tlreas^a, Tonio Selwnrt and ll<?inh(>Id
Of the March tag and a perfect pro- Wchunzel.
Wtoffed- b.v Reginald Denham:
duction staged by Garson Kanin.
HPltfnKs, Rayiiiohii: Sovey,:, cotumcs. Aiiha
While Miss Gordon's intention is Hill Johnslone. Opened at liyric iheatie.
r*6j iSil.wt ton.
auiobioaraphical, it is the role of her KrldKeivori, Dec.
Sophie vQn GutzUow.
•l^t"*'*'^*? Yurka
father that completely dominates the Trudi..
.t'harlotte Ltmdonplay. March's performance is well- Elizabeth (I-izzyl: Jaeyer.
.Vilma Kurer
.Reinhold Schunzel
nigh perfect. His stooped, swaying HuRo ,BenpUetid6rff
walk, facial twitches and laying down Theodore liruce. ........... Walter Greaza
Erich Jaeger.
Tonio Selwart
of the law are integral parts of the Lt. Col. Richard Woodnift
Thomas IJeck
story's development. The revelations Corporal Tom Hutchinson. .George Mathews

flaws,

wind up

,

(t.
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Gerald Anderson'
.David Tyrrell
Warren Parker
Joe Koffers. ......
..... .William l^ost. Jr.
Ma,i. Phillip nrooke.Jervaux. Ralph lllchael
Corporal Crapip. ........... .Peter neniiett
.Georfrina Cookson
Daphne Rutherford
,l.eonard LfehtCoot

Tex Ci'owder.

Hank

—

.

effective theatre.

tle to attract

the Shoe Fiis
Sillmnn pvoduction of Uvo-aot
mualcal fitJUTinB: Florence DesJoe Besaer. Leila KrnKt.

f^Aturinff

"Wll-

Adrienne, Barhai'a P^rry. Joily 011lierl.
Marilyn Day. Sherle North. Frank
Millon,
Tonka Xroubftzkoy, Pin Olsen.
R(tl>t.
Penn.
Book, .tune Cari'OlI (also
lyi'ics) and Robt. Duke; muKiic; Davlil RokBook staffed by Kuptene Brvden;
fiin.
dances. Ch«B. "Woldman: apttinss. Edward
Gilbert: co.<itumes. Kathryn Ktihn; lap rouIfaiTig,

tines.

.

Don

.Tjfberto; /prod. ,niKr.

;

music

di-

roctor, Will Jrwin; oroho^trations, Ru.sMf?ll
Bennett. Ted Ro.val. Hany Splalak. WaUer
Pniil.
Jne (Jlover; vocal dir., Joe SToon.
Oppned Dec. r>.' 4fi, at Century; N. Y., $fi.40
top: regular .scale, $4.^0.
Other prinoipfils: Eusene Martin. Billy
Vaux. Jane Vinson & Paula Dee/: Ricbard
T^'entworth. Don Mayo. Walter Kattwtnkel.
Gail Adams. KU^p" Ayers, Harvo" .Braun.
Stanley SInimonds, Vincent Carbone, Harry
Allen KnoAvlea. Ferd Bernaski.
Roffors.
\Vm. Raina. Rny Morrlasey. Eleanor. Jones,
Dorothy Karroll. Chloe Owen. Ray Cook.
,toyc? While. Jean 0W< Richurd D.'Arcy.
MruTii Major. Marybly 1-Tarwood; 1) ballet:
t chorus men.

"If the Shoe Fits*' doesn't. An in
ept •musical, the major redeeming
feature is its novel collapsible see
nery. It's a musicomedy which lacks
tunes and humor.
The Cinderella tale has been
smutted up; the book is so lethargic
and obvious it is embarrassingly
amateurish. Given more substance,
a truly competent cast could have
done much with it because in Florence Desmond, Joe Besser, Jack Williams, Barbara Perry. Leila Ern.st,
Edward Dew and Adrienne (Matzenauer), .producer X^eonard Sillman

childish

as the

as
original Cinderella

........

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Joyce Henni
.Jane ^Uddleton
.\nna belle Jones.
5Iajor DicW Hawkins. ........ .Don Gibson
Cupt. Sir Alastiiir Drake.... Niffol Neilson

Martin IJrandt
...Paul Tripp
.\lbert Patterson
Robert Alvln
.Alexander -Slvv

And

has

it

i

I

lit-

Hollywood.

The front pages aren't any timelier,
and undoubtedly few of the dispatches are more authentic in their
content. Action, of the present, occurs in a small town in northeastern
Bavaria, where for generations the
Benckendorff machine tool factory
has provided and ruled the living of
several thousand workers and their
families, and helped produce the
weapons of Germany's war machines.
Now the Nazis have lost, and Hugo
Benckendorff wants to get his plant
operating again. He .finds a big Chicago businessman ready to cooperate
on a cartel basis, but runs into opposition from the U. S. military government represented by a young lieutenant-colonel,
years
before
the
chum of Benckendorff's son. who
died fighting the Hitler movement.
The resistance of the American
ofilicer to Benckendorff's attempts to
resume manufacturing and la.y the
foundation for the Germans' next
mihtary try provides the conflict of
"Temoer." The
wins, after an
abortive outbreak by the remnants
of the Nazi party under the leadership of the industrialist's fanatic sonin-law. Although one threat to world
peace has been removed, the play
closes with a warning note, expressed
by the machine magnate's -Prussian
sister
that the Allies can lose all
tliey won and Germany can get up
and swing again
Thanks to the trouping, the characters do not look as sitereotyped as
they )are written. Reinhold Schunzel
delivers the standout portrayal as
the ruthless, -cunning Benckendorff.
The top-featured Blanche Yurka
does little more than speak the philosophy of German supremacy and
she was not convincing at this hear'
.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne appeared in England in "O Miswhich they are currently co-'starring on Broadway, he
developed a hobby for 19th century toy theatres. His collection of them
will be on exhibition 'at the Museum of the City of New York next week,
starting Tuesday (27). Collection includes scenes from "Robinson Crusoe,'*
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Jack and the Beanstalk," ''Oliver Twist," "Mazeppa"
and other antiques. Also on view will be color plates of costumes and
scenery from "Othello," "The Winter's Tale," ''Richard III," "Dick Whittington." "Dred," "Robin Hood" and other dramas. Building toy theatres
has been a pastime in severabcountKies. abroad for.hundreds of years.

Brock Pemberton, in a New Yojk luncheon address to radio executives
Thursday (5), provoked plenty of laughs as he frankly stated what he
thinks is the matter with radio. Showman said he had come expecting to
see a bunch of tycoons, but the only ones he noticed were seated on his left;
Most of thojie present didn't seem to catch the point, Pemberton alluding
to fellow managers Lee Shubert and Marcus Hciman, who were invited at
the suggestion of James Sauter.
Pemberton's address was disked and broadcast by
that atternoon.
but one remark was deleted, causing a momentary pause in the program.
Listeners didn't get the cut, hearing only the guffaw that toU'owedi

last

WNYC

"State of the Union" is not the only play on Broadway with a political
background that requires constant script changes, "Born Yesterday" is
also in that category. Most recent change in the latter's performance was
the deletion of the line: "What's this jam Wallace (Henry A.) is getting
into'?", the name of Paul Porter being substituted.
iAudiences were in the theatres last Saturday (7) matinee when the coal
strike was settled, so when the leading chqracter in "Union" read out loud
the headline in an afternoon paper to that effect, thei-e was a buzz of ex*
eiteinent throughout the house. Ordinarily it's a gag line good for' a laugh.

The

48th Street's (N.Y.) profit for the past year with ''Harvey" amounte*
Hit, now in its third year, was booked into the hftuse by Mike

to $165,000.

Todd, but he lost possession in November, 1945, after he was
agree on a new lease with the landlord (Joe Leblang estate).
a token rental and refused to accept an offet to split the profit
basis.
Had he accepted the deal his share would have been

unable to

Todd had
on a 50-50
$82,500 in

the past year.

Natalie Biro, young actress who suicided last week in New York, was a
diligent volunteer in the Stage Door Canteen.
Friends say she was deloss of a prematurely born child some months ago.
Actress dropped from a 14-story window, striking a passing mailman, who
was killed. Her husband is in the advertising business.

spondent over the

"Love Goes to Press," a sprightly
job of playwriting about war correspondents on the Italian front, opened
tonight (9) at the National before a

who is lent for the run by England's cellent. Irene Alarie provides the
Ealing studios, and Joyce Heron, burles(iue fanciers with a cleverly
She has all the
"show me" audience which demon- blonde looker, who- has also been in executed strip.
in
England.
The other qualifications. Joyce Matthews' role
strated signs of enthusiasm before pictures
the first act was more than halfway American girl reporter is played by is obviously weak, which doesn't
through. There are enough laughs Jane Middleton, one of the few give her much chance. Jerri BlanAmericans
in
chard,
the
cast,
and
she
does
a
buxom
blonde, and Kay
insure
a
faand good situations to
nice job as the gal who covers Buckley, another blonde, and a look-'
vorable Manhattan reception, comwars because it is all for the cause. er, handle their weak parts above,
parable to the play's London run.
A choice bit of comedy is offered the general level o£ the show.
"Love" is the work of two AmeriScenery Is less than adequate.
cans, Martha Gellhorn and Virginia by Georgiana Cookson, of the British
Holl.
Gowles, who covered the war on that stage, who plays the part of the
They're doing a slick job of wacky English singer, who suddenly
glamorizing and kidding the job as and accidentally discovers herself a
they saw it. The plays deals with heroine with a bid to make pictures
two American women correspondents in Hollywood.
Because most of the cast worked
.sent up to a forward sector in the
British zone. One of them, a good- together for a full season in London,
looking blonde, falls in love with the the play is already polished, with no
British press relations officer. The visible rough edges. It is considersecond, an attractive brunet, runs ably betteV entertainment than the
into her ex-husband, a correspondent somewhat corny title indicates.
Lowe.
for a competing San Pi'ancisco paper,
front.

Eyes Eythe

Serlin

Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.
ctor,
William Eythe, 20th-Fox
who's been spending last couple of
weeks with his family in nearby
Mars, Pa., has been offered a major
role
in
new Oscar Serlin play,
"Washington Square," and would
like to do it if studio 'gives permisr
Burlesque
sion for a sixmonth leave.
He's
wired the lot for an okay, and Iti-*
Detroit, Dec. 9.
Jean Dajrymple pi'oduction of coinecVv- tends to remain east until he gets an
(IrainEi by Oooree Miinker Wallers and Aranswer.
thur ]-(opkiiis. Slurs Bert Ijahr and .le:in
Eythe recently returned from EngParker: features JerrK Blanchard and Kay
Buclch^y.
StaKed l>y Hopkins: settinprs. land, where he made "Meet Me at
RohprL Rowe Paddork: dances by Billy
Holbrook.
Opened al Shubei't-lUafayette, Dawn," which will be released in
Detroit. Dec. 9. '40.
His only prethis country by 20th.
vious stage acting was done for SerJean Dalrymple production of the lin, in "The Moon Is Down," and in
'George Manker Watters-Arthur Hop- Molnar's "The King's Henchman,"
kins comedy drama, "Burlesque," which folded on the road and never'
premiered here tonight (9) at the reached Broadway. It was his work
Shubert-Lafayette theatre, and was in "Moon" that won him his scrteen
saved by the sterling trouping or
deal on the Coast.
Bert Lahr. Playing his first dramatic
.

whom
to a

apparently are about to
try at it—then the girls
shake the .men and dash off with a
British general to cover the war in
unaware
Burma,
that the ex-husband
and PRO are also being transferred

husband

make another

to

that front.

There is lots of good bawdy comedy strung into this featherweight
plot, and it would have the makings
of wartime edition of "The Front
Page" in the hands of a capable Hollywood studio. At no time does the
show threaten to go heavy drama,
and there are several good, local role, Lahr literally carried the show,
color types of British and U.S. war as was evidenced by the almost comcorrespondents to further lighten plete state of confusion that prevailed when the veteran comedian
proceedings;
"Love" still has most of the orig- was off stage.
Lahr's part of the smalltown hoofinal British cast, largely drawn from
with ^ burning ambitions for
the film industry there. Top billing er
goes to Ralph Michael, as the PRO, Broadway is made to order for him,
and he does a superlative job, but
he can't successfully tote a play

Shows

that is so lacking in pace, particularly in the middle of the show.
Jean Parker, as his wife, does a
fine job of prodding him on to fame
though the role doesn't lend justice

Bob Musel
writes from London
:

"Of

Royalties

and

to

her ability. This part
be revamped before

"Bur-

Broadway

Christ-

Or

the tole of

another

Kow

lesque" opens on

Rehearsal

—

Ewing.

Gay

"In

New

Orleans"-^Forbes

Randolph.

A"—Sam Nasser.
"This Gentle Ghost" (in Los Angeles) Russell Lewis and Howard
"Little

—

Young,
-

Sccnc"^D wight Deere Wi-

"Street

probably man and

will

Charity"

in

"Best of Spirits" ("A Little for the
'Margafet and Sherman

Bottle")

.

AGM

,

has good allies.
The libretto follows a pattern

.

.she discovers is now engaged
blonde British entertainer somewhat on the wacky side.
setting forth their message Mins and
The PRO and the first blonde bfr
Mabley have not succeeded in achiev- come
engaged; the other gal and exing

Donald Oenslager's single setting
of an early 20th century Wolla'ston,
Mass., dining room is beautifully
cluttered with all the paraphernalia
of smalltown, middle class life.
Rose.

If

.

..

.

Jane MjiHon.

daughter pursuing her career.
Oapt. Oeorpr Palivec
If Patricia Kirkland is not this Lieut. Prank Daniels.
reviewer's idea of a budding actress,
she is at least a very real, unconChange of title from "Drums of
trolled. teen»ager with all the flaws Peace" to "Temper the Wind." plus
and elfervescences. Her portrayal "not a war play line used in adveras a goggely-eyed high school girl tisements, is tipoiT on concern of
abrupt of movement and strident of sponsors themselves about reception
voice, is as real today as it must of their drama, They have reason to
have been then, yet her confidences worry. Although the Leonard Minswith her girlfriends and her conniv- Edward Mabley play, calling for a
ing with her .mother against her hard peace in Germany, is interestfather's control of the pursestrings ing and competently per.formed, it
add up to entertaining theatre with- does not appear strong enough to
out necessarily giving a glimpse of buck the Broadway market.
what makes an actress. The Ruth
Co - authors and oo - producers
Gordon Jones of "Years Ago'* could were overseas and obviously feel
just as well have married the Har- deeply about the danger of the U. S.
vard boy she so cruelly ignores.
brass-industrialist "business as usual"
Florence Eldridge as the mother is policy in the occupied Reich. Their
excellent. She's the necessary pallia- preachment hits hard at the Junkers,
tive between the irascible father and who through the generations have
the daughter who is different.
backed the German war-makers. In

Bc-enes)

-

.

i

oC his life give a poignant meaning to Heinrich Llndau...
Edv/ard Oreen
the consent he finally gives to his Hergt.
T.t. Jarhafl Harris.

Ijeonard

,

O'Reilly..

.

.

.

03

investors.
Hermine Shone, former dramatic actress in vaude; is among
the smaller angels, as are Mary Pickford and Constance Talmadjfe. AJisS
Shone is programmed as being "in charge of promotion.''
Edgar Luckenbach, Jr.,v is listed as th» heaviest backer to the extent of
$25,000, with Philip M. King down for $20,000: Hyman I. Bucher, $14,000Lillian McKinley, $13,500: Max Chopnick, $10,000; while Joseph Drown,'
William C. Magner, Julian S. Bache, Jr., and Albert F. Frippa, $5,000 each';
The balance are listed as putting in $3,000 and less, lowest backers being
in for $500 each.
.

:

and

mond:

and mixed reviews

•

The sure hand of director, Reginald
comedians like Eddie Lambert, in
one of those "little king" roles, aiid Denham is apparent particularly in
personalities like ,4'pdy Gilbert and the scenes that border the melodraothers test the values but find thcm- matic, but he is not able to hide the
theatrical defects. Raymond
play's
sf'Ives submerged by the basic mateSovey has provided an excellent
Abel.
rial.
solid interior of a German mansion
Elem.
as well as an AMG office.

in her
windupi partially destroying the light

Edward pew. Kddie Lambert. JaHc

notices in Detroit

tress Mine,'' in

becomes overly sentimental

It

drew favorable

in Boston, so when the musical opened on Broadway last Thursday (5)
the critical and first-nighter raspberry was the talk of show business.
"Shoe" was budgeted for $160,000, Leonard Sillraan, the presenter, belnji
listed as the general partner, while 34 others are limited partners, or

When

Ago"

of 16.

the Shoe Fits"

,"'If

Dunning

Business Man."

and

lei-

Inside Stuff-Legit

to the Tents**

Philip

Iraeet th*

fa-

Tunesmith David Raksin. whose
the Ruth Gordon film scores for "Laura" and "Smoky"
.autobiographical play now at the projected him, has an unimpressive
Mansfield under the aegis of Max assortment of tunes. "I Wish," "In the
finely Morning." "This Is the End of the
a
technicglly
is
Gordon,
wrought piece of theatre. Inevitabl.v Story" and "I'm Not Myself Tonight"
get mo.st attention, but none will
it will recall both "Life With Father"
".Years

By

fairytale which is the substance of
the book's unfolding. Interspersed are
the rotund Besser's comedy antics;

Yoars Ago

H, 1946

Playwrights Co.
(revival)—^Leonard

"Rope"
bell.

Alto-

'

mas Day.
playwrights one*

wrott and

storvodi

editorial

feature

forthcoming

After a slow

comedy
In

the

'

41st Anniversary Edition

.

first

practically

act,

comes

the dated

Texas for Texas

to a full

stop in the second. This period is
Dallas. Dec. 10.
devoted almost exclusively to wise-'
With Helen Arthur and Hardld
cracks that just don't seem funny Patrick, formerly heard in the Starany more. 'The final act, however,
light Operettas here, signed ior the
suggests that "Burlesque" can still
will
"Texas,"
musical,
a
be whipped into an entertaining leads,
premiere in the Lone Star State be-"
evening.
Supporting cast acting is strong. fore opening in New York or ChiRoss Hertz scores as Lefty, the cago. Score is by Will Heagney.
showman whp gives Skid (Lahr) a
Percy -Oakes is producing. A Hollyboost. Charles G. Martin, as Harwood comedian is sought for a leadvey HoweUj the rural stagedoor
Johnnie who loyes Bonnie, is ex- ing' role.
;

.

,

.:

;
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Dunham Dance Revue

As Handet'

Legiters in Snarl

May

High RaOraad Costs

London

Slated for

"Bal Negre," starring Katherine
and winding up a six-week
engagement at the Belasco, N. Y.,
Saturday (14), is slated for London
this winter. Deal was entered into
between Jack Hylton, during his recent visit to Broadway, and Nelson
Gross and Dan Melnick, who present

Force

Dunham

'Birthday Rated lusical Plays
Reports from Chicago that the GI->
"Hnmlet" was classified by the mu-

flrst

not .the

is

pit,

play,

more men

requiring

therefore
the

musical

a

as

union

iicians

The Theatre Guild's

Lawrence Langner

in

time that
worrltf about

works have been
york musicians
similarly, rated, New
thing when "The
local did the same
Broadway
Tfempest" was revived on
a lusty prowas
last season. There
never was claritest but the matter
ruling
union
odd
fied though the
show
was made some time after the
Shakespearean

Dunham

outfit will lay: "off

one of the nxiny foolurei of

for

Shows

'We Need An

a

attractions

coal strike has

few weeks, sailing upon receiving
word that the opening date abroad
been definitely fixed. Next attraction at the Belasco will be "Burlesque," a revival, starring Bert Lahr
and Jean Parker; due Christmas:

Experimental Theatre^
ioyi

.

Kennedy

Indicate Ease Of

in

on

pianist

stage.

A

,

'

vyas
men in

Tlag' Due for Windup

reached, and instead of 16
the pit it was agreed to use nine.
Show management is protesting the
union rule that it receive the musi-

On B way, Then Slated

scale, "Birthday" being
stra ight
classified as a

comedy

cal

general ly
cbhiedy.

For Indef Chicago Stay

'

"A Flag Is Born" is winding up
nearly four months on Broadway on
Saturday (14) and will lay off for
two weejcs, then opens in Chicago at
the Studebaker. Engagement there
is to be indefinite, minimum period
to be tour weeks,

the City Center,
has a setup of three piani.sts delivering the score but the union requires
a standby orchestra of 10 pieces.
Bast season there was a dispute
over the rating of "Dark of the
JOOS.S

'

at

Ballet,

•

Moon," which the union classified as
a musical play. A couple of musicians were used on stage and half a
Union required
dozen in the pit.

.Jonathan
Harris
temporarily
stepped into the lead late last week,
Jacob Ben Ami requiring additional
preparation for his appearance on
that 16 musicians be employed at the. Tuesday (10). Luther Adler departmusical comedy scale, after the at- ed for the Coast last Friday (6), he
That pit comple- tiaving taken over the part, origitraction opened.
ment was used for the balance of the nated by Paul Muni, who withdrew
engagement.
at the end of the fourth week, havTn Chicago, too, last season the ing agreed to appear only for that
musicians insisted that an actress period.
5ii

"The Late George Apley" had

to

Incidentally, "Flag" has become
involved in an argument between the sponsors and those
quizzical of the American League for
a Free Palestine, which sponsors the

join the union. It was proven that
the player actually couldn't play
but was taught to finger half
a dozen bars on the ivories, as called
for by the part. However, it toolc a

increasingly

•piano

propaganda

had been
charged' by Dr. Judah L. Magnes.

of convincing before the union
conceded that its stance was faulty
and the membership was finally canlot

Incidental music was composed by
William Brooks for ''Hamlet" to
highlight several scenes at the sugge.stion of Maurice Evans, starred in
the revival. "Hamlet," presented by
•

winding up in Chicago this week, playing Davenport,
Des Moines and Kansas City next
week. It jumps from the latter to
Los Angeles, opening at the Philharmonic auditoriujn Dec. 30 after
a layoff. Latter house has been rented, as the Biltmore had been pre-,

;

is

for three

.

I

have behind them some motive for
political chicanery."'
Mentioning a
letter critical of 'Flag" and its purpose, from Dr. Magnes; the statesman is quoted as saying: "He is guilty
of misstating every pertinent fact in
connection with the political aims of
the League and the use of funds se
cured by the play. All money goes
to the repatriation fund headed by
Ben Hecht, Will Rogers, Jr., and
Louis Bromfleld.
Hecht, now in Hon,ywood, com-

mented

Petrillo Vs.

Evans

Chicago, Dec. 10.
_ Maurice Evans' modern version of
"Hamlet," with its special musical
background, has finally caught P«!trillo's
eye.
Musicians union has
placed it in musical classification.
Action adds more than eight extra
men to the pit. Play has been running for more than two years as a
.straight dramatic attraction.
So far.
no boost in price has been announced.

Editor Ross Defends

Wolcott Gibbs After
Gripe by Managers
For the first time the Broadway
managers, collectively, have made a

fund.

It is too late to resell the
tickets. Hou.se manager Eddie Plohn

complaint against a drama critic.
is reported to have said at a conA telegram was sent by the League
ference with the committee that if
of New York: Theatres to the New
the campaign was stopped, the discrimination may be scrapped as Yorker magazine that its reviewer,
of next seasom Committee rejected Wolcott Gibbs, of late hasn't apthe idea, saying that if Negroes peared at first nights in proper concould be admitted then they should
Harold Ross,
dition' to cover shows.
be allowed in the house now.

Understood

that

as

presented

many

as

40

by

Negroes
nightly, and some showmen have exare

ticket.s

pr,essed the opinion that

if

accepted

it would make little difference
to
the audience. Practice has been to.
refund on the tickets but such money
is not deducted from the attraction's
share of he receipts, on the order
of Marcus Heiman, who operates
the National.
There is a sign in the theatre lobby
to the effect that tickets are not
transferable" and "sold sub.iect to
compliance with the known policy
of the theatre
.
it presented by
any person not conforming to the
policy, admission will be refused and
no refund made." Committee says
it will go to the courts "if refunds
are not made
it would appear
.

.

.

.

.

that our program of having interracial groups buy tickets and present them ... too late for resale
has- had the economic effect in-

tended."
Efforts of the committee did not
effect the business of "Eagle Rampant" at the National last week.
Tallulah Bankhead, who hails from
Alabama and who is starring in the
play, is quoted as being bitterly
opposed to the exclusion of Negroes.
In one statement issued by the committee it was stated that groups
turned away did get the money back
on tickets calling for top-price locations on the orchestra floor.

STANDER'S 'MACBETH'
GETS

BROADWAY

if

.

.

The

editor ot the

ing

that

mag, responded by

the

to correct

Sunday (8), the show being an experformance of "Born YesterHouse did capacity, and with

ott^i:
the receipts,

we

courtesy

nor royalties, through
of

Marcus

Max Gordon and Garson

Heiman,

,

Prganization's records.
piled

by

It

.$l,'5,nOO

in

.

'

-

an

Manager, recently elected being cancelled. Becau.se of late arprotest.
League's board, produced "An- rival "Carmen," booked into Madiother Part of the Forest," by Lillian son, Wise, for two nights, wa$
emphatically forced to give two performances in.
League
Hellman.
stated that the message to the New one evening recently.
Yorker was sent prior lo its publicaDemand for increased fares is figtion Ot Gibbs' notice on "Forest." but ured out this way: present rate is
the protest was not believed to have 1.5c, per mile, or $1.50 for 100 tickets
been reflected in the review.
per mile; tilt demanded of 3.3c per
Hellman reportedly com- mile for 150 tickets would amount to
Mi.ss
plained to the Dramatists Guild $4.95 for every mile traveled (apabout certain critics, but no action plicable to the Southern Pacific).
It's possible that "Life With Father,"
is reported to have resulted. Dramamanagers now in Los Angeles, will ijpli off the
tists felt that since the
made the Gibb.s complaint, the balance of its tour, the transportaLeague might as well handle the tion system being the factor.
°
matter.
Argued that the railroad .should
Gibbs was indisposed recently and extend the tourist rate tickets to six
advised one showman that he would months instead of three, otherwise
be unable to attend his premiere. troupes on the road may not venture
Understood that he usually writes beyond the Mississippi.
his reviews immediately after seeing
In booking circles it wa.sn't sure
the performance. As for "Forest." he that some jumps could be^^made over
didn't like the play as well as Miss the past weekend.
Plans' to truck
Hellman "s 'The Little Foxes," but one show from Chicago to Milhad praised. Miss Hellman's other waukee were made. Had the order
to the

'

;

•

.

'

.

Hellman is said to have to cut train schedules 50% become
crack about Gibb-s' "shots." effective, because of the coal strike,
Year or so ago a verbal complaint there is little doubt a number of
League
to the World-Tele- shows would have been forced to
from the
gram followed Burton Rascoe's no- cancel some dates and return to N.Y.
tice in that daily on "jacobowsky
and the Colonel." The reviewer's
ability was not questioned, but objection was made to what appeared
to be an expression of personal animus on his part again.st Annabella,
one of the leads. Rascoe is not with
What is explained as a jurisdicthe Telly now, bowing out when the tional dispute backstage at the Ereditor refused to run his notice on langer. Philadelphia, last week dethe Old Vic players early last sum- layed rehearsals of "Finian's Rainmer.
bow," new musical which was sent
there for final preparation prior to.;
its debut Tuesday (10).
Stagehands objected to the pres*
enee on stage of an aide to>, Jo
Mielziner, the scenic designer, Matter was straightened out only after
the designer agreed to the union's
demand that he give any directions
plays. Mi.ss

made

a

'RAINBOW STAGEHAND

ROW STRAIGHTENED OUT

.

Number

.

from the orchestra pit.
or any place the other side of the
to the crew'

•

footlights.

Usual Advertising rates prevail

shortly

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and

space reservations

the

was com-

Allen '. Schnebbe, former
president of the club, who has hanaied the ad chore for
years.

against rail lines refusing to resume
all-year tourist-rate tickets,
Stated
that because only 90^day roimd-trip
tickets from Chicago and other gateways "to the Coast -can be had, much
intermediate territory cannot be
played because oi excessive railroad-i
ing costs. Prior to the war the allyear tourist rate was in operation,
and no explanation why it has not
been
resumed has been given.
Stated, too, that there have been no
special theatre rate.s since 1906.
In
addition to western stands, this side
of the Coast, nearer stands which
are potentially good but which may
be skipped' because of rail costs include such cities as Minneapolis, St,
Paul, Milwaukee, Memphis and New
Orleans.

an allergy.-

Will be published late in December
Forms .dosing

Kaniii.

Souvenir booklet contained
m advertising, a new high

150

privilege.

messsage from the League was

The

its

those in the Lyceum's em^^^'^^ was no house share

same

the

.

Deckhands are

Jlay."

all

which, wants

Pacific,

for

.

sticklers

for their

which stipulate that only a
member of the crew shall handle
any part of the settings, drapes or
props, but sometimes accessory mei)
make minor adjustments without ob.iection.
It appears that a run-in between .stagehands and designers of
another show occurred
in
New
Haven, and when the crew ordered
them off the stage the producer said

rules,

tra

were

the

somewhat lightened

able writer, had been getting "shots"

Y..

the top at $6 takings
were $3,700.
i^crformers were compensated, as

stat-

concededly

_ Treasurers Club, composed ot
Broadway boxoffice men and some
out-qf-town ticketsellers, held
annual benefit at the Lyceum, N.

of

Major musicals may not play beyond Chicago and St. Louis except
at heavy transportation eosts, it is
contended.
Largest company on
tour is "Carmen Jones," which has
decided upon at a membership meet- cancelled some stands. Pre-sent plan
ing, which adopted a proposal of is to close the show on Jan. 13 in
Kermit Bloomgarden to make the Houston, a repeat tour to the Coast
critic,

OF

ON 'YESTERDAY'

lift

-

0.0.

not bitterly,
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
on the Magnes charges, mentioning
of
Lionel
Stander
production
"ostrich Jews whose greatest fear is "Macbeth," now playing El Patio
that they may irritate their enemies theatre here, is being eyed by three
and who regard doing anything less Broadway outfits to send' ea.st.
than dying as a faux pas.
.a revoluTheatre Guild rep and the ShuTheatre,
tionary war is going on in Palestine, berts are both interested.
and Dr. Magnes has chose the side Inc.j is also sending a r*p to see
the show.
of his British benefactors."
caustically,

41st Anniversary

TREASURERS CLUB SRO
$3,700

It

Sen. Guy M. Gillette, president of
the League, declared the Magnes
charges to be "extravagant, distorted and false," and that they "must

viously booked.
•Attraction goes to San Francisco
weeks starting Jan. 6, it
being booked until March, with a
return date in N. Y. at the City Cen
ter possible. Todd's "Up In Central
Park," which claimed a record in
Indianapolis last week, started a
two-week date in Detroit Monday
<9). To follow arc three weeks in
Washington, one in Baltimore, two
in Pittsburgh and four in Boston.

drama.

head of the Hebrew University at
Jerusalem, that the, play "makes an
open appeal, for funds for the purchase of arms for terrorist groups in
Palestine."
He said that those responsible, for the play deceive American.? "who sympathize
so deeply
with the tragic fate of the Jewish
H,eople and with the plight of hundreds of thousands of displaced
Jews."

celled.

Mike Todd,

Committee For Racial :Democracy
Washington, which is
pressing
an "economic campaign" against
the National theatre's exclusion of
Negroes, has gotten some indication
that the alleged discriminatory custom might be discontinued.
Plan is to buy tickets which, are
given to Negroes, who go to the
theatre at curtain time and, when
denied admittance, demand a re-

to

Claimed that the cost of transportation for large companies may be
upped as much as 230%.
Complaint has been made to ICG

41 si Anniversary Number

in

compromise
;

Wash. Negro Ban

high

Resumption of

the situation, however.

tickets

Number

Out Soon

due

,

O'Brien

Charles

of

becau.se

Shows that may be particularly
affected are routed west of the Mississippi.
Unless there is revision by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the western lines propose to increase the number of one..way first
class- tickets, for use of a special
train, from 100 to 125, except for the

.

are

41st Anniversary

road

train schedules

Southern

Broadway

musicians
in
currently entangled
union regulations, "Happy Birthday"
and the Jooss Ballet.
"Birthday," rated a musical play,
opened with five musicians, one a

may be yanked

shows

the

transportation costs.

opened.

Two

to Cancel Tours
Several

from

the colored dance .revue,

has,

"Curbs Which Could
Hurt the American
Theatre"

Several

NEW YORK
154

W.

19
44th St.

may be

HOLLYWOOD

sent to any Variety office

28
6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO

1

360 N. Michigon Ave.

he'd select some other stand to try
out his shows. Local complained to
the parent union. International Alliance of Theatrical -Stage Employees.
Result' was that all locals were instructed to enforce the rule prohibiting
none but deckhands to

handle anything
a production.

in

connection with

•

.
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'BLOOMER GIRL' HIT NEW

Santa Skips B'way Though Big Hits
Still Boff; 'Blake'

Fine $24,000 in 1st

Wk.; 'Years' Cficko $21,500, 'Shoe'

HIGH WITH $37,000

Pin

NG

Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.
"Bloomer Girl" hung up a new
high for the season at tlie Nixon
last week, and also best biz that
house has done in a flock of years,
when it got around $37,000 at $3.50
(without tax) top. By curtain time,
there W'as hardly a seat left for the
engagement, around 85% of the
seats having been disposed ot via
mail orders even before the window
sale openedj
Could ea.sily have stayed two

Chi B.O. Pace Steady; 'Norway 34G,

'Pygmalion 22G, 'Sweethearts' 38G
Although

on hand should span the season;
Detroit, Dec. 10.
$13,000.
"The Student Prince" ended its
two-week stay at the Cass with a
good $16,000, somewhat down from
were
drama
were
one-set
for.
short-cast;
there
week
it
even
but
three,
weeks and maybe
mas drop.
the $18,000 opening week. The drop
most around $11,000; advance sale promis- came out last night (9) for "Student was attributed to the coal strike
aUhough
declines,
abrupt
ad- ing,,
. Prince,''
were protected by
paying its annual visit and Increased Christmas shopping.
shows
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (37th here.
New leaders held
vance sales.
Take was for nine performances at
their pace to a great extent but week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Capacity in$2.50 top.
through winter; has been
lilies at boxoffices started meltinfi dicated
At tile Shubert-Lafayette "Anna
and the sale of tickets lor future per- topping $24,000 right along.
Lucasta" did good business on its
(198th
"Oklahoma!" St. Jamt^s
formances dropped sharply. Sudden
closing stanza with $22,000, as comClick, pared with $25,000 the first week.
end of strike and resumption of train week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Figured thl.'< Ulister'
variance
crack
rein
would
see
sea.spn
intmediate
no
will
have
skeds
The show was offered nine times
action since too many planned trips musical stayer, which slipped to
during the week at top of $3,30.
around $24,000 last week.
were dropped.
"Park Avenue," Shubert (5th week)
"Christopher Blake." following dw
'Alley'
vided -notices, fared well regardless, (C-1,382; $6). Stood up better than
coal
the
of
effect
resulting in slasliing of rail-

Cumulative

strike,

,

.

"No Exit," Biitmore C2d wk) (Droad schedules, was Xelt on Broadway, in addition to the pre-Chrisl- 920; $4.80). liakings first lull, week
Last

:

33G

,

Hub;

getting

full week;
a strong pres.s and

.$24,000

first

.in

17G,

(Period Coueriiig Dec. 9-21)

,

'Yankee' 23G
Arrival of "Call

Shubert

la.st

Boston, Dec. 10.
Mister" at the

Me

week brought with

it

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). So far last- plenty of oldtime biz not seen
Estimates for last Week
around here for a- musical since
Keys: C (Coviedy), D (Dromo), season standout has been unaffected, "Annie" left town. "Mary Had a Littakings approach $25,000.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R {Revue), and
"The Fatal Weakness," Roy ale (3d tle" opened against it at the Copley
(Musical), O (Operetta).
week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Against the and is doing all right though not
"A Flag Is Born," Broadway (D- trend last week, when takings ap- very warmly received critically.
1,900; $4.80). Final and 15th week; proached $23,000; parties a factor, "Twilight Alley"
also didn't make
drama in aid of Palestine was slated al.so the femme star, too.
too much of an impression.
for four weeks and played four difWeek also saw premiere of Wil"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (9th
ferent houses; dipped under $15,- week) (D.1,213; $5.40). Some boxes liam Gcrhardi play, "I Was a King
000. "Beggar's Holiday" ("Twilight not sold last week but takings not in Babylon," by thi; Veteran's Ther
Alley" out of town), due in .Christ- materially affected, as indicated by ater Workshop of Harvard Univ.,
mentioned as a Broadway possibiliT
mas week.
gro.'^s of $25,000.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
"The Voice of the Turtle," Mofosco ty. Play not especially liked by
(aoth week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Should (140th week) (C-939; $:i.fiO). Dipped, crix, however, who couldn't see the

M

keep on

selling out; $45,500, with
standees all times.
"Another Part of the Forcsl," Fulton (3d week) (D-968; $4.80). Parties
are factor in new drama's high
gi'osses; last week's takings around

as did other long-run attractions, but

possibilities.

Estimates for Last Week
okay with around $9,500.
"Apple of His Eye," Plymouth
"Three to Make Ready," Adelphi
Second and final
week) (R-1,434: .$4.80). Making (1,200;., $3.60).
week of Guild-Theater Society show
it, and still making
did
very good $15,500 estimated^
a
money; last week's pace slowed a
$23,000
eight performances. Moved out Sat.
bit; midweek matinee cancelled and
"Bal' Negre," Belasco
(M-1.077; gross dropped under $18,000.
(7) to make way for "Eagle pam$4.80). Final and 6th week; went oft
"Years Ago," Mansfield (1st week) pant," now current.
hut not as much as reported; quoted (C-1,001: $4.80). Got very good press
"Born Yesterday." Wilbur (1.200;
at ammd $18,000;. "Burlesque" next and
takings first seven times, over $3.60). Holiday week put it up just
attraction.
above estimated $16,000, big on tenth
$21,500, indicates a click.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (45th
week.
REVIVALS
Week) (C-993; $4.80). Not affectfed in
"Call Me Mister, Shubert (1,590;
"Henry VIII," "What Every Wom- $4.20). Long-awaited revue hit it
any way except for advance selling,
and laugh show continues to sell out an Knows," and ".lohn Gabriel Bork- from the outset with a very big esman," International (5th week) (1,- timated ,$33,000 on eight perform$21,000.
American Repertory ances. Figure a five-week stand on
$4.20).
"Call Me MistcK," National (34th 172;
week) (R-1,164; $6). Has what it Theatre readying "Androcles and the basis of advance.
takes, as proved
regularity with Lion," which will be added to rep
"Macniflcent
Yankee," Colonial
which capacity is registered; over next week; business for first three (1,500; $3.60). Third Week of Guildrevivals fairly good; $14,500 esti- Theater Society show still in high
$32,500.
"Carousel," Majestic (86th week) mated.
gear for a huge estimated $23,000.
"Playboy of the Western World," Final week current.
(M-1,667; $6). One musical doubtless
benefited by paucity of new tune Booth (7th week) (CD-712; $4.80).
"Mary Had a Lltt:e," Copley
shows but last week takings skidded Has been slipping after lairly stron,g (1,100; ,$3.00). Got expected reciepstart; closing definitely Jan. 4; under
to $30,000.
tion but has its own" audience and
"Christopher Blake," Music Box $11,000.
did a mild S9,500, estimated.
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
(1st week) (D-979; $4.80). Theatre
"Twilight Alley," Opera House
parties counted in takings quoted at (8th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). Report- (2,90(); $4.20). Opened Tues. (3) but
nearly $24,000; matinees bit under edly very little affected for one of wasn't too much appreciated by
capacity but nights big.
best revivals, which got nearly $22,- crix who figured it only half-cooked
"Dream Girl," Coronet (D-1,037; 000 last week.
at this point.
But biz isn't too bad
$4.20). Final and 43d week; has done
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore with an estimated $17,000 on seven
ver.y well; will be combined with (9th week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). An- performances.
Second week curChicago cast for touring; $14,500.
other highly rated revival but went rent with one more after that.
"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst oft' to around $16,500; however, may
(6th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). One of span winter.
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (48th week)
several clicks graced by lemme stars
FOLLIES' $92,000;
that have come in this fall; cinch (M-1,628; $6). Final four weeks announced, which may up attendance;
for summer, or Ion cer; $30,500.
9G,
"Harvey," 48th St. (UOth week) last week did estimated $33,000.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (58th
(C-920; $4.20). Very little affected
New- Haven. Dee. 10.
and aimed through another summer; week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Eased off to
Road troupe ot "Voice of the
around $18,000, and still cleaning up. aroun4 $26,000, but should recover Turtle" came back to the scene of
"Icetlrae," Center (25th week) (R- later this month; slated through win- the play's original preem in
1943 at
2,994; $2.40). Somewhat affected but ter.
Shubert here. Reception was fair
will clean up during holidays; skatenough and drew an estimated
ing revue aroutid $34,000 claimed.
$9,000, at $3.60 top on four shows
"If the Shoe Fits," Centurv (1st 'Big Two' Bags 16G, Balto (5-7). Earlier in the week, Ballet
week) (M-1.712; $4.80). Panned seTheatre did a three-performance
Baltimore. Dec. 10.
verely; got $14,500 in first four times.
stand that waj well received ar"The Big Two," brought in by tistically
".loan of Lorraine," Alvin
(3d
but just slipped Over the
week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Smash drama Elliott Nugent and Robert Mont- line into black figures.
gomery
to Ford's here last week,
sliould sell out for months to come;
"Ice Follies," playing its annual
managed
to
overcome
a
bad
recepquoted over $32,500; with huge destand,
at
Ai'ena
(2-8),
crashed
tion from local crix with pre-sold
mand in agencies.
through
with complete sellout on
portion as first of five pla.ys promised
"Land's End," Playhouse (D-865;
under American Theatre Society- nine performances. At a $3.60 (tax
$4,80). Presented by Paul Feigay and
incl.) top show die
an estimated
sub.scription, the reason for a
George Somnes;, adapted by 'Thomas Guild
terrific $92,000 for the single week's
good $16,000 total.
Job from novel b.v Mary Ellen Chase;
.Barbs .from, the press let Theatre biz.
only premiere this week; opens: to- Guild
have it as well for foisting an
night .(11).
untried opus on its customers who 'Eagle'
29G, D.C.
"Life With Father," Biiou (366th were given a rather rough goingWashington, Dec. 10.
week) (C-613; $3.00). Went off sliglit- over last year and responded in
Despite mixed
week,
approxstill

(40th

excellent stay of

,

%

-

•
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ICE

TURTLE'

NEW HAVEN

,

.

Rampant

when

ly last

imated
to

new

$8,500;

takings

but run leader on way

record.

"Made in Heaven," Miller (7th
week) (C-940; $4.20). Doing very
well, and with few new laugji play.s

lessened numbers for

this

season's

rep..'"

In currently is "Bloomer Girl,"
practically all sold out before opening night curtain.

critical and- public
reaction to the French import, town
went for Tallulah Bahkhead in Jean
Cocteau's "Eagle Rampant" for capacity $29,000 last week.
"Love Goes to Press," Martha

Gelhprn-Virginia

'Okla.'

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830
Play, Brokers

and

Authors' Representatives
west Iffth street, New Ydrlc
It West Ith Street,
S5

L<-s

Angelea

Ifl

Outloitd—18

9TUU.VU
Call

18

Wriip:
44th

W.

W.
St.,

Loo

$33,500

gross;

was absolute capacity

for eight
1,700-seat house

"BLOSSOM" lOG, BUPFALO

(lOOOw) niminrrfi

II

St.

American with approximate
performance.s with
sealed to $4.27.

(Matte hy 1'rnlur.r)

MU. 2-5140 before

asyaG,

St: Louis, Dec. 10.
Biz for "Oklahoma"' is booming
despite continued picketing of house
by Negro organizations; Indications
point to a $110,000 gross for the
threerweek stand.
Initial
stanza
wound up Satm'day (7) at the

It

LIGHT BOARD
FOR SALE
AM.

B. ULOOIt.
N. y, 18, N. X.

Current Road Shows

and was quoted around
Which should be plenty okay

expected

$29,500,
"Years Ago" drew
scored with $2 1„')00. quoted for the for two-scene musical.
Present Laughter," Plymouth (6th
seven performances. "If the
first
Shoe Fits,'' which opened late last week) (C-1,063; $4.80). Among the
week, was given a critical and first- new strong grossers that have held
"Dream Girl,'" up by virtue of theatre parties; rated
nighter drubbing.
"Bal Negre" and "A Flag Is Born" around $25,500.
"State of the Union," Hudson (58th
are scheduled closings this week.

Buffalo, Dec. 10.
Actual and psychological brown-

outs

whittled grosses for "Blossom
at the Erlanger last week.
Full week's engagement at $3 at-'
traded a fair $10,000.

Time"

,

Cowles

in at National yesterday
"Magnificent Yankee" plays a
one-week return here next week
(16), with 'tUp in
Central Park"
filling the holiday
slot for three
weeks, starting Dec, 23.
(9).

'PARK'S!

GKEAT

32G, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Dec. 10.
In Central Park" grossed a
terrific $32,000 at 1,500-seat English
in eight performances at $4.80 top
Dec. 2-7, with standees at most performances.
Figure was tops for
local legiter for 20 years.
House is now set through December, with Blackstone here current-

"Up

•'

"Blossom Time" 16-18, "Student
Prince" 25-28 and Edward Everett

ly,

Horton

Week

in "SprJngtimfe for
of Dec, 30.

Henry"

10.

here

from

is

far

—

"Anna Lucasta"
Davidson, Mil.:
(9-14); Lyric, Mpls. (16-21).
"Apple of His Eye" Metropolitan,
Prov. (9); Aud., Hartford (10-11);

—

Shubert,

Haven

N.

Ply-

(12-14);

mouth, Worcester X16); Court
Springfield

Strand,

(17-18);

Saturday afternoon brouglit a heavy
spurt over weekend, saving the day
for

most

Two

Sq.i

.shows.

openings

week brought

last

"Pygmalion'' into the Selwyn and
"Song ot Norway" to the Shubert.
Neither has done really big biz yet^

although long runs are expected]
Estimates for Last Week
"Hamlet," Erlanger (2nd week)
(1,334; $4.20). Slight drop to $17,500
"Harvey," Harris (18th week) (1 246; $4.20). Perked up more than
any show in town, with $23,000
"Pygmalion," Selwyn (1,000; $4.20)

Opened Monday (2) for pretty fair
rst\ week biz with $22,000.
"Sonff of Norway," Shubert (2,100$4.80).
Opened Tuesday (3) witli
'

fi

good

but

Jiotices

$34,000

than anticipated.

was

less

''State of The Union," Blackstone
(31st week) (1.358; $4.20). Consistent

with. IH20,000.

"Sweethearts," Opera House (3rd
(3,800; $4.20). About same as
week. $38,000.

week)
last

Utica

(19).

Ballet Theatre- Erlanger, Buff. (9(12-14); Aud.,

11); Hartman, Col.
Louiisville (18-21).

Two"— Walnut,

"Blir

Mem.

'Toplitzky' 13G,

Philly (9-21).

"Blackouts of 1946"— El Capitan,
Hollywood (9-21).
Blaokatone— English, Indpls. (9-14);

Sfflith'eyzG, Philly

Hall, Daytott (15-21).

"Bloomer Girl"— Ford's, Balto.

(9-

14); Forrest, Philly (16-21).

Hanna, Cleve.

"Blossom Time"

(16-21).

(9-14); English, Indpls.

"Born Tfesterdgy"— Wilbur,
(9-21).

—

"Burlesque"

Bost.

Shubert-Lafayette,

Det. (9-21).
"Call Me Mister"— Shubert,

Bost.

,'(9-21).'.

"Carmen Jones"— Coliseimi,

Sioirx

Falls (10); And., Denver (12-14);
Aud., Pueblo (15); Aud., St. Joseph
(H).
"Come On Up" Coliseum, Evans(10);
viile
Aud.,- Louisville
(9);

—

Philadelphia, Doc.

10.

Legit biz eased off last week despite the fact only three hoLises were
lighted as against five a couple of
weeks agOi Adverse notices hurt
two of the three entries while the

third— "Dear Ruth"— was winding
up a disappointing local stay of fourweeks at the Locust. Final session
was a wishy-washy $9,000.
The crix weren't kindly, on the
whole, to "Toplitzky of Notre Dame."
musical which opened Tuesday at
the Forrest.
Result was that sliow

which had had mediocre advance
developed no b.o. strength and
to collect $13,000. Vinton

sale

was lucky

Freedley's production of the new
cpmed.y,
"The
Temporary
Mrs.
,

Town

Hall, Toledo

(11-14); Keitii's,

Gr. Rapids C16); Parkway, Madison
(VI).
"Temper the Wind" ("Drums oC
Peace")-^Opera House. Newark (9:

(16-21).

14); Ford's, Balto,

"Easle

Ramp»nt"— Plymouth,

Bost.

(9-21).-

Bost, (9-21).

"Hamlet"

—

Erlanger, Chi (9-14);

Orpheum; Davenport (16); Radio,
Des Moines (17 >• Omaha, Omaha
(18);

Music Hall, K. C.

(19-21).

.

"Harvey"-r-Harri3, Chi. (9-21)
"Life With Father"— Biitmore, L.
A. (9-14).
"Love Goes to Fress" Nal'l, Wash.
(9-14); Nixon, Pitt. (16-21)..
"Lute Sons"— Curran, Frisco (9-

—

21).

"Macnlflcent

Yankee"
Wash.

Bost. (9-14); Nat'l,

Colonial,
(16-21).

"Mary Had a LMtleV—Copley,

Bost.

(9-21)

"Oklahoma!"—American,

St.

Louis

(9-21).

"Pygmalion"— Selwyn, Chi. (9-21).
"Sonj of Norway"-i-Shubert, Chi.
(9-21).

—

"Springtime for Henry" His MaMont'l (9-14); Royal Alex.,

jesty's.

Toronto

(16-21).
"State of the Union"-Metropolitan, Seattle (9-21).

"Stale of the
Chi. (9-21).

Union"—Blackstone,

"Street Scene"

Shubert, Philly

"Student PrJnce"— NixOn, Pitt. (914); Virginia, Wheeling (16); Shea'ii,
Jamestown (17).
"Sweethearts"— Opera House, Chi.
(9-14);

Hanna, Cleve.

"Temporary

Mr.i.

(16-21).

Smith"

— Royal

Alex., Toronto (9-14),

Wichita

..

son, Mil. :ri6-21),
"Toplitjiky of Notre
rest. Philly (9-14).

"Tobacco

Road"

Smith,"

second and

in its

week

filial

the Walnut, also went no place
suffering
from » unfavorable
opening notices previous week. Got
feeble $6,500.
at

fast,

This week's three newcomers are
spaced out over- .a four-dav span.

"The Big Two" opened last night (9)
at the Walnut where it will play
two weeks on ATS subscription.
Tonight (10), "Finian's Rainbow,"
the new musicil produced by Lee
Sabinson, makes its delayed bow at
the Erlanger. "Wonderful Journey"
opens Tliur.sday (12) for a nine-day
stay at the Locust;
Last-named is
Theron Bamberger production tried
out last summer by Bucks County
Playhouse group under title of
"Heaven Can Wait."

TATHER' DULL 7iG IN
L. A. PRE-YULE SLUMP
Los Angele.=!, Dec. 10.
_
Pre-Christmas slump was on here
last week.
"Lite With Father" returned for its fifth stand in town
at the Biitmore and chalked up a

weak $7,500 after coolish notice.s.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946"
took

its

seasonal

business' and.
for the 233rd

.slid

dip in matinee
slightly to $16,700

frame at El Capitan.
"Macbeth" wound up its first full
frame at El Patio and collected fair
thanks

$4,000,

^to

half-price

tickets

for students.:

—

(16-21).

"The Glass Menagerie''— Arcadia,
Aud., Topeka (10);
(9);
Omaha, Omaha (11); Radio, Des
Moines (12); Iowa, Cedar Rapids
(13); Parkway, Madison (14); Davidcomedy,

checked

Chicago. Dec.
biz

sensational, a steady pace was main'Lucasta' 22G, Detroit;
tained at the b.o.'s during the week
'Student Prince' 16G Announcement of coal strike ending

—

Dame"—ForShubert,

N.

Haven

(9-11); Rajah, Reading (12);
Lyric, Allentown (13-14).
"TwlHsfht Alley" ("Beggar's Holiday")— Opera House, Bost. (9-21).
"Up In Central Pai-kw—qass, Det.

Ballet RuSse at the
Philharmonic reported a drop-off
from last year's business at the same
housBj but no figures were given.

'Carmen' 18G, Mpls.
Minneapolis. Dec. 10.
"Carmen Jones" did very big $18,000 for two nights and matinee in
4,500-seat

Auditorium at $3.60 top,

business was hurt by, tihsMita-,
bility of house and verv poor acous^
ties. Plius one nighters, week's gross
to $36,000.
btit

:

It was show's second Twin-City
engagement, having played St. Paul

last

season.

'MENAGERIE' Sy^G, DENVER
Den ver, Dec. lOt
Fine gross of $8,500 for three pertormaneos
was done by "Glass
Menagerie" in the 3,271-seat auditorium here last week, with a $3.60
tOP;,.

"Carmen

Jones''

is

here

this

(9-21).

week.

"Voice ot the Turlle'^r—Aud., Beau(9); Aud., Shreveport
(10);
Aud., Little Rock (11); Aud., Memphis. (12-14); Michigan, Jaclcson (16);
Aud., N. Orleans (18-21).
"Voice j)f the Turtle"— Court Sq.,
Springfield (9-11); Lyric,: Bridgeport
(12-14); Metropolitan, Prov. (16-18).
"Wonderful jroumey"'
Locust,
Philly (18-21).

'Skate Vanities' 75G, K. C.
Kansas City, Dec. 10,
"Skating Vanities of 1947," pla.ying eight days and six performances
here ending Nov. 30, grossed $75,000
on $2.50 scale at B.OOO-sfeater Municipal Auditorium.
Show tours south from here, stopping at Oklahoma City, Housiton and
Wichita before heading we.st.

mont

—

-

,

:

'

,
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new book,
Business."

tographs to illustrate his

Years

•'Forty

Literati

.

Show

in

.

Leo J. Margolin's "Paper Bullets,"
book on psychological warfare, being given lots of. extra promotion by
publishers, Froben Press.

story Contest NSG So Far
Writer fellowship awards for newS"
paper and magazine scriplers, announced last June by Farrar, Straus
& Co. and 20tli-Fox, has been unproductive to date, with not a single
one of more than 500 manuscripts so
worthy of an
far submitted judged
award.
Straus
Farrar,
for
Spoltesmen
declared that many of the writers
fellowships
the
for
• ligible
don't have time to work on their
scripts because of their other commitrtients and so decided to allow

sending in
"Fo tell You the Truth;" play b.v
huge quantities of papers, but there
Eva Wolas, Rockefeller '43 awardwere few takers, and the Buffalo winner, acquired
by firm of Robert
Courier-Express and PM became Whitehead & Oliver Rea for spring

unfinished books to be eligible. InCompleted mss. are to be considered
when submitted with a minimum of
three completed chapters and a complete outline of the balance of the
work. Deadline for the awards has
not yet been set, and the publishers
tleclared they're confident of receiving several hundred more works before the end of the year.

Philly's Radio 'Iron Curtain'
Over 400 striking pickets at the
Philadelphia Record tried to halt
delivery of yesterday's (Tues.) editions, to mark first trouble in the
34-dayrold strike of the Newspaper lieh, formerly in charge of reader
Guild. Four pickets were arrested sei'vices, will assist,
on disorderly conduct charges;
Richard Joseph, travel editor o£
Meanwhile, the Guild took a' verEsquirfe, clippering to Alaska for a
bal blast at Philadelphia radio stafortnight's o.o.
He has pieces on
tions accusing them of erecting an
Brazil (Dec. issue), Uruguay, Mex"iron curtain"
in an editorial in
ico; Argentina, Chile, Europe and
"The Guild Striker," a daily bulletin
Guatemala coming up.
which the Guild is publishing during
Roland Gammon, former amusethe strike of the Philadelphia Record
ments writer for Life magazine reand Camden Courier*Post papers.
signed Friday (9) to head up the
The editorial said, in part:
"The 'iron curtain; here is a con- eastern office for Margaret Ettinger,
spiracy of silence to "keep the public publicity rep. Gammon .suceeds Jo
from learning the employees' side Mallett who established the Ettinger
of tlie story of the strike. Here's office lasst March and now heads for

,

.

Writers winning an award receive
$13,500 for approved work, with a
possible $150,000 total if the book is
accepted by 20th for filming. Books

are being judged by Farrar, Straus
editors and 20th'5 eastern story department.'-

\/

'

Record

delphia

principal filler-ins.
Radio stations did their utmost to
make good on publishers' oft-expressed fears of competition, adding
many news programs and finding no
difficulty in getting sponsors. Listeners lacking the air schedules carried

by

were further aided

dailies

tlie

WHAM

when

spotted

its

news

pro-

grams "every hour on the hour,"

—

—

Tlie

:

WCAU

is

pointed out that
owned by the Record,

WFIL

by the Inquirer, and WPEN
by the Evening Bulletin, and added,
"Whatever their other differences,

Brown, Howard Barnes and John
Chapman: "The cold shivers that
'The Iceman' has sent up and down

Sherwood has all the elaborate
notes dating from 1937 when President Roosevelt urged that we "quarantine the aggressors."

Paris.

10 Years Later
Continued from page i
'

such outdoor pictures as 20th -Fox's
"Smoky," "My Friend Flicka," Metro's "Lassie" series, "National Vel^
vet" and pix of similar unpretentious
calibre..

Switch was pointed up by one indie exhib who, when asked to name
his choice for the

most

likely

new

boxoffice star of 1947, declared it
wtSuld in all probability be either a
hor.se or a dog. Some of the ruralite exhibs to whom Varietv's roving
correspondent,
Hayden
Talbot,

Fe<einir

the Literary Guild. Benn Hall, exDucll, Sloan
Pearce, is leaving

easterners to learn westerns are tops
&
throughout this territory." Gilmour
in February to start his attributed the demand for caters to
book-publicity
organization the fact that "people like best what
with that firm as one of his major they know most about," and the
accounts.
Rocky Mountain cowboy, conseA. Milton Runyon,
advertising quently, goes to see westerns to pick
veepee of the company, is hosting at holes in it. Farther west, in Reno.
a Stork Club cocktailery for the de- Talbot found that advance ballyhoo
parting Miss Larimore next week.
on a picture such as David O. SelzMelvin Evans, back from the serv- nick's "Duel in the Sun" had got
ice,
who has been doing Garden the whole west on its toes. It's not
City editorial work, also resumes only westerns that the stix go for,
at the helm of publicity, vice Miiss however; it's any kind of picture
Thomas.
based on an outdoor action theme.

Doubleday

own

Major production execs, too, have
seemingly takent cognizance of the
resurgence of outdoof pix. Among
the top gros.sers in recent months
lished a new advertising volume rec- have been such pictures as Parord when more than 1,000 columns amount's "Two Years Before the
of paid advertising was carried in Mast." 20th's "My Darling Clemen180 pages of which 128 were black tine." ''Smoky," etc., and even more
and white, 40 pages on rotogravure, are slated for production in 1947.
and 12 pages in rotogravure comics,
Previous high record^ 969 columns,
was established in the 50th anni
issue on Dec. 9, 1928;
Post-Dispatch's Record Biz
(1) issue of the St.

'V

The Sunday

Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer) estabSid James

Upped

Sid James, head of the Hollywood
bureau of Time and Life mags, has
been called east and upped to ass'l.
managing editor spot in Life.
Top spot in Hollywood will be
flUcd by James Parton who takes

over the job of supervising layouts
and digging for story material in

Atrocity Film$

the studios.
;

Sarah

Rochester Blackout

Typo

strike

which

left

Rochester,

N., Y., without a daily newspaper
went into Its fifth week with no
Signs of a break on either side
despite union's ol^er of a Statewide

7.

:

;

late statesman started.

Army, N. D„ Dec,

,

for

.

talked 'during his nationwide tour
Dorothy Larimore
Dorothy Larimore is retiring as also put their finger on the switch
several crilical spines arC a biting
commentary on the softness to which publicity head of Doubleday, Loui.se in the same manner. Charles R. Gilthe tepid breezes of recent curtain- Thomas shifting over from Garden inour, prexy of the Rocky Mountain
raisers have accustomed' them
Not City Books to succeed her. Jerry Theatre Owners & Managers Assn.,
a hard word has been said by a pro- Brady joins tlie dept., and (Miss) for instance, declared:
found-thinker or a major creative Jay Tower continues as pub head of
"It may come as a surprise to

Sherwood'« Hopkins Book

,

ii

:

editorial

V

Robert Sherwood will devote most
of this year to completing "The War
Record, of Harry Hopkins" which
may emerge as a two-volume book
for Harper's publication, in association with Crowell-Collier which will
serialize it.
Tliis is the work the

.

Scully

liave;

—

they make common cause against the
Guild." The Guild pointed out that
anent ^ome comments of Eugene the only .station
in the area to sell
O'NeiU's
'!The
Iceman Gometh," them time was WCAM,
Camden's
turns his verbal frcster on some
municipally-owned
station.
The
other members of the N. Y. Critics'
Guildsmen also said they attempted
Circle who didn't like the play. Say.s
to buy advertising space in the nonBull, in singling out John Mason
struck papers, without success.

artist for several Broadway year.s."
Other features in the issue include
series of color prints, old photos and
reprints from earlier issues.

.

By Frank

Ranging between North Dakota and Utah, but staying out of Mi.s.souii
I'car of being trapped into a dying Democratic dynasty, I belieye I
en (in, uncovered the greatest cha.se in western literature, and it
Budd
Sammy isn't after the picture of the same name, nor Ilka either.
("What
Makes
Run") Schulbei-g tackles another
It concerns a guy named James P. Beckwourth, who hunted hides, scalps
Sam (Goldwyn) subject, with a pro- and squaws first from Virginia to St. Louis and then to the Rockies, the
file
assignment from The New Crow country, California and back to the Big Horn country. He is the
Yorker.',,-'
only non"Indian ever to have become an Indian chief and to have led
Vaughn
Monroe
Marcus them undefeated in battle till he retired like Jack McAulifCe. His story
and
Blechman, Broadway photographer, is really one of the great unfllmed' westerns.
And now while "The Cha.se" company is working out that wienie, let s
are profiled in January Pageant.
Lew Ayres also discus.ses pacifi.sm get to Jim Beckwourth. The last a guy named T, D. Bonner heard of Beckwourth, he was in retirement in northern California holding on to a tradin article titled "Lew Ayres Still
ing post known as Beckwourth Pa,ss.
But so much happened after th?rt
Hates W.ir."
Layng Martine former circulation retirement that the story is really in the second feature.
Old Jim was not old Crow at all, but claimed to be the son of a Revodirector of Learn Publishing Co.,
lutionary War major. However, from: oldtimers who knew him around
appointed promotion director of the
Denver and from photographs, I would say he was part Negro and posDell Publi-shing Co. Shirley Frohsibly part French. Some even claim the phrase "Jim Crow" comes from
production.

.

other 2.^4 pages, are ads-^editor-inchief and drama critic Harry Bull,

*****

,

To wii & Country's 100th AnnI
Town & Country's issue, the December 348-page edition, contains a how that 'iron curtain' works. Two
history of its evolution from an eight- weeks ago the Newspaper
Guild
page sheet In 1846 to its present form tried to buy radio time to tell its
as one of the country's leading slick story. The Guild was refused
any
Mag, whose time at all. Not even a spot
monthly publications.
at 2 a.m.
circulation jumped from 25,000 to for sale—to
•<
the employees."
40,000 during this year, is running
oft 10,000 extra copies of the centennial Issue with a newsstand price
of .?1.
Among the 94 pages of text the

^

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

I

tried

Rollitt.^'

Dumas Grab

Coming on

heels of the recent discovery by Parisian literary archeologists of an unpublished story by
Alexander Dumas, entitled "The Red

Continued from page 3 s

up with current propaganda aimed
at making the Russians rather than
the villians with the
the Nazis
Ainei'ican public.

thi.«i

Crow named

.'itory

off to

really begins.

Jim.

Around Powder

river in

Here L learned that a partner,

himself.

'

Wyoming, Jim's main
had gone

.Tim Bridger,

check on some traps when Beckwourth got caught in a

Crow

trap

,

While waiting for the chief, a lot of old Crows began checking up on
the nude Beckwourth. One old squaw in particular gave him a thorough
going over: She insisted, that he was a lost Crow (Indians of a Slouxan
People sustribe) and that he had been stolen from her years before,
pected Beckwourth of several blood strains, but no old Crowv
The Origin of Moleskin Yet
"See that mole 'over his left eye'?" insisted the old squaw.
Tliey pulled down his eye and sure enough there was the mole, This
was the origin of the word "mole skin," later made famous by Jim-Thorpe
and the Carlisle Indians.
Big Bowl, the chief, looked Jim over and okayed the birthmark; So
instead of a scalpdng they gave Jim 20. trained horses and a vilLige.
It was quite possible that the horses he gat were his own, because he
had been cleaned out while trapping for General Ashley.
At the time he received a bonus instead of a big haircut, Jim was 28,
straight as a pine, hard as flint, with the black eyes of a cougar, the
smartest trapper and the surest shot in the whole Rocky Mountain area.
Because the name had nothing to do with these characteristics, the
Crows called him "Morning Star" after a rock that made life miserable
for Macbeth in Scotland. The Crows had the largest Indian reservation in
the Rockies and were very friendly with the whites. That's how Chief
Me.vers, who was a Crow, got on the Giants. The scouts told the chief
that McGraw was a white man.
After being trapped by the Grows, Jim Beckwourth turned from trapping to fighting, and soon began climbing to the top of the great tribe.
He had several wives before he came upon "Pine Leaf." She was a Crow
Indian maiden who could fight mearly as well as he could himself.
They changed Jim's name from "Morning Star" to "Medicine Calf." He
certainly proved bad medicine from then on. Ranchers used to say there
was "no good Indian except a dead Beckwourth." He led a wild life fighting Arapahoes, Comanches, and Blackfeet,
He was murder for Blackfeet who were the: ace horse thieves of the
Rockies. He covered everything from Arkansas to the Canadian border.
He taught the Crows a single economy. They sold the skins and furs to the
white traders and kept the horses they had stolen from same. Some of
the steaks being sold in the Rockies today come from that same hardy
stock of Indian ponies.
After Beckwourth had cleaned up every alien Indian within a thousand
miles, he pulled the old line about wanting to visit relatives in Missouri^'
It seemed' as plausible then as it does now.
His white father was supposedly still living in St. Louis. The Crows didn't want him to go, but he
promised he would be right back.
What he did Instead was join the U. S. Army in a war against the
Seminoles in Florida. Returning to the Rockies after the war, he lost his
way and before the Crows could catch up with him for being AWOL, be
blew for New Mexico. This was the origin of the phrase, "As a Crow
.

,

,

.

'

;

flies."

He worked out a Taos where he forgot about all the Indian squaws
But it seems
left behind him and married a Mexican senorita.
there was some trouble going on in California at' this- time, and the next
thing we itnew, Jim was mixed up in the "Bear-Flag Revolution" on the
Coast.
Origin of Crow Bar
At the time, governments were changing faster in California than underwear.
The state had three flags in almo.st as many years. Wlien the
Americans finally hoisted the stars and stripes over the customs house at
Monterey, Jim, the original Virginian, decided to stick around and set up
This was how the word
a trading post and bar at Beckwourth Pass.
.•
"crowbar" got into the language.
It was in the High Sierras that T. D. Bonner ran on to Jim and naturally
figured the Osine bird was about through by then. So he turned the story
into Harper's who published it in 1856.
It looked like a nice smooth mahogany finish for an Indian chief, with
Jim's son new chief of the Crows and the boy's mother, "Pine Leaf," at
the boy's side, sorrowfully watching the banks of the Yellowstone for the
old chiefs return.
Jim might have endKd as Bonner left him at his trading post in Northern
California had Colorado not suffered a gold rush in 1858. Having miis-sed
the original California rush in '49, Jim didn't want to rniss this one. He
knew Colorado better than his own book.
He heard that Denver was already in a fever and Central City was digging out its first billion dollars from the "richest sqviare mile on earth."
This sort of news gets around. It got to Beckwourth Pas.s, so Jim pulled
up his Crow bar with a crowbar and headed for Denver to set up a new
trading past.. He was 62 years old. He carried scars all over his body,
but he still had that mole over his eye, and he still was hell with the
he had

,

Some of the footage involved wa.s
New York literary agent
Sarah Rollitts reports that she shot by the Army Signal Corps,
:-'•'
,,'^''" ', ,"
'.,,,,.,
while other parts were captured. ladies.
papers.
were current nabbed all rights to the work exclu- Portions of -the. material, edited into
Forgetting all his previous marital commitments, Jim corraled a goodv
that the "blackout" of news and ad- sively, including book publication,
short docunientaries, was, available looking woman on the high yellow side and billed her as Lady Beck^
vertising would extend Into the' new mag serialization and world film
Bill Payne, a blacksmith, took a liking to his lordship's lady
for a time for exhibition in theatres, woiulh.
rights.
year.
clubs, schools, etc., but now appears and kidnapped her to a mountain cabin and then dared -the old Grow to
According to Paris new.spapers,
Stores were crowded despite lack
set to fade .completely from the pub- come and get her.
of holiday ads (except by radio, mail Dumas gave tlie book to a Russian
Jim didn't get her, but he got Payne, and then turned himself over to
lic view. Initial tipofi! was .seen in
and The Rochester Sun, weekly nobleman in 1865, whose descendants last week's order in Germany itself the sheriff of Jefferson County. He stood trial for the killing and- was: set
•hopping news hypoed to semi- returned it to Paris after the Bolshe- withdrawing the pic on the Dachau free: Then he booted Lady Beckwourth out of his life and took on Sioux
weekly) Theatre b u s i n e s s was viks kicked them out following the atrocities and "This Is Germany" City Sue, who was really a beautiful young squaw.
spotty,
but Paramount's Century Russian Revolution.
Jim and Sue handled buffalo robes, buckskin, sugar, spice, coffee and
from troop orientation.
playing "Two 'Years Before the
German torture films have long calico, and for vacations he and Sioux City Sue trapped beavers along
Mait" broke all hou,se records and
CHATTER
Unfortunately, they even posed for photographs. One
.stin-ed up controversy. On the one South Platte river.
the Regent playing "Margie" in
Max Karant new editor of Flying, hand, prganizations like the World of the prints got to the Grows who recognized Jim. They sent cnalssaries
third week, on a moveover policv. Zifl Davi.s inag.
V
War III group, militantly suspicious who begged him to come back and lead them once' again as in days of old
viell just short of doing likewise.
Arthur Kober due back, from his of a revival of German militarism, when Crows were bold.
Many people did, without news- Hollywood chore next week,
:/
Jini demurred at first, but one of the emi.ssaries used the old Crow bait,
have urged the fullest exhibition of
papers, even losing interest in tlie
The. Arthur Moss' "The Legend of the reels. Against this has been the telling him his son needed smarting up and nobody could do that belter
comics posted daily on the windows the Latin Quarter" just published.
influence of apologists and com- than old Jim, though crows are supposed to be the smartest birds in the
of newspaper offices
and bulletin
"Lo! tlie Former Egyptian" is the mercial interests which have been biz of stealing other people's corn. This was the origin of the word "colicboards of some downtown theatres, working title of H. Allen Smith's
anxious to resume doing business root" or Crow-corn, now known as "Hope humor.'.' The visiting Crows
Others bought ovit-of-town paperf;, next humorous book.
with Germany as before. 'Various laid off any reference to "Pine Leaf," Jim's faithful wife awaiting his
Which at first sold as high as 15
Sid Carroll returned to his Es- church bodies have also sought to return in her buffalo skin tepee. He finally consented to visit the old
cents daily and 35 cents
or more quire mag office in Hollywood after suppress the nauseating scenes of bunch, They put on a feast to end all feasts and during the party, old
Sundays,- but returned to normal
corpses
on the grounds that -they "Pine Leaf" slipped him a fatal mickey finn. iShc and, the other squaws
eastern story huddles.
When the public balked, The Philasaid they didn't even want him to leave: them again.
Fraqk Morgan collectiug old pho- would "instill hatred."
W9gc program
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Wednesday, Dc^ei^mbor 11, 1946
Dec. C at her home in
JBrcntwood Park, Cal. She was the
wido.w of Philip Nash, early associate 01 B. F. Keith in vaudeville.
trcspcs, died

Mother,

lABBETTE TAYLOK
Laurette Taylor, 62, legit acti'ps?
tvhose fabulous careor iu the theatre spanned three decades, ditxi at
her home in New York Dec. 7 of

ooronary thrombosis after an

illncs?
been re-

ot several vi-eelcs. She had
currently 111 for several years, but
Was induced to come out of retireEddie
inettt two seasons ago by
bowling, actorrproducev, to corstav
with him in "Tlie Glass Menaf-evie"
«t the Playhouse, N. Y. Appearance
won her the critics award as best
actress of year in Variety's boxaaore. Tliis was her last stage ap-

pearance.

Although she had starred in many
plays during her long career in the
theatre, she is probably best remembered for "Peg O' My Heart."
authored by her late husband J.
Kartley Manners, noted playwright
who died in 1928. Miss Tayloi

Metro home office talent exec, died
Sunday (8) of a cerebral heinorriiiige

ETIRNAL, LOVINe

pany's Venezuela nianagef, died iii
Survived
brief illness,'
St. Paul. Saturday, Dec. 7.
Mrs. Phillips, who invaridbly at- by five children.
tended first nights witli lier husband, had an. ilirlicat.wd:. attjick pC
Sister, 58, ot Raoul, Wal.sh, Hollyptomaine but felt improved on wood director, and fox-njer wife ot
Saturday.
Willie Hoppe, billiards cliamplon,
As May Kllison she appeared hi died Dec. 9 in Santa Monica, CaliC.
several G. B. Dillingham mu.'iicals She leaves two. children and another
and was also in .vaudeville' with brother.
Sally Fisher in the skctehv "The
Choir Rehearsal."
Mrs, Ethel Mack, Wife Of Dick
Tom Robinson, a son by a form<»r Mack, producer of the Joan Davis
marriage,
is
an attorney
with show, died in Hollywood Monday
Metro's legal staiT. Sei viccs u'ili be l9) after a long illness;
held today
at the Church of the
Blessed Sacrament. 10 a.nr,
Father, 44, of Veronica Ijake. died
in Hollywood, Dec. 8, following a
heart attack, he had been a newsAUSTIX BRYAN FENGER
Austin Bryan Fcngcr. 4B, radio paper artist.
commentatoi", died at his home in
3Iother of George McLain, of the
San Francisco, Dec. 5, after a heart
attack., He had been planniiis to United Booking Office staff,, died
'

'

GARNITT

^

'

Sunday

Prior to entering radio via Station
Francisco, in 1941, he

adverli.sing business.
started as farm editor of that
station and. in 1944 became head of
its news and special events, depart-

He

MARKS

ments.

Suryiyed by widow and two chil"Peg" at the Cort the- dren.,'
where show ran
JERRY MARA
for two years. She toured in it a
Jerry Mara, 50, veteran radio procouple more years and then took it
to London, -where it had a run of ducer, died in Los Angeles Dec; '5,
following a brain.operation. After a
V
500 performances.
During the next 15 years she ap- career of newspaper, reporting in
peared in 10 of the 20 plays written San Francisco, he branched into
by her husband, none of them so radio and later moved to Hollywood;
During the war he produced the
successful as "Peg." After the death
of her husband, who had left her a "'Treasury Star Parade" series and
comfortable income, she retired from at war's end moved over to the
D'Arcy
agency as producer of the
dewhat
she
on
went
and
the stage
In Hollyscribed as "the longest wake in Morton Downey show.'
wood the past year he wrote and
history."
Miss Taylor was born Laura produced spot announcements for
picturecompanies.
her
Despite
York.
New
Cooiiey in
His widow survives.
father's antipathy towards the theatre, when a youngster she tried to
JEROME B. FLYNNf
crash vaude at the old Keith's Union
Jerome B. Flynn, 63, veteran
Square theatre, N. Y., as "La Belle
Laurette" but flopped and went back Broadway theatre treasurer, died
•

preemed

.

•

had been in the

1946

A.

:

CD

(8).

in

.

atre, N. Y., in 1912,

^

Norma' Talmadge
James, Las Vegas,
Bride is for.iier fih\i

star,

Helene Seitter to Santord Korn,
New York. Dec, 8. Gi'ooni is with
20th-Fox ad dept.
Rosamonde James to Kit Carson,
Las Vegas, Nov. 27. Bride and, groom

LEN
Len D.

D.

HOLLISTER

Hollister;

62,

actor

and

who had appeared
many Broadway productionsi died
playwright,

.

Yorki Deo. 4;
Born in Denver, he started his
stage career with the £litch Gardens
stoijk

company

there.

He

later

came

New York

and made bis Broadway bow in Charles Frohman's production of "Heart of a Thiet." He
last appeared in 1944, in ''Violet,"

at the Belasco theatre, N. Y.

Among other productions in which
he appeared were "Back Seat Drivwhich he staged; "This Man's
Town," "Granite," George M. Cohan's
"Return of the Vagabond." "The
Life of Reilly," "Decision," and
•rs,"

"Sleep

No More."

He Was author of the radio serial,
"The Hollisters," in,whiifh he acted
for man.y weeks; the'atage play. "The
House Unguarded," and, w'ilh his
wife, Leona Stephens^ he collaborated on the comedy, "T|ie, Morning
After," produced at th* Hudsbn the"
•t»e, N.. Y., In 1925.
His widow survive* him*

«W»on
•ctress,

PlUiUa*. 35, fppner

and wife of Sidney

E.

OLMSTEDE

American

films

.

were

falling

(Joldwyn's blast and, incidentally,
about the time of Darryl P. Zanuck's
bitter reply to the indie producer.
One of the strongest of the "significant" yarns coming, up: is "Earth

itism, wiiich Samuel Goldwyn
and will put into production

owns
this

spring. There are several additional
properties around in which definite
film interest has been shown and
which arc likely to be acquired
shortly.

Columbia, for one, was negotiating
and came close to making a preproduction deal for "The Drums of

panies.

<

Generally-accepted explanation o£
the current dearth of
pictures is that most of
now. being I'eleased was
ning stage around the
war's end. Studios were
a

meaningful
the product

in the plantime of the
forced to do
quick switchover from plots with
to those with a more

wartime angles

apparently
Schine Circuit.
recognixed it, however, as what he
Mr. and Mr.s. Artur Rubenstein,
needed to give substance to his
Hollywood, Dec. 8. Father is
talked-of desire
for significant sto-

concert pianist.

dora, Calif.
Further details in Radio section.

LEE

HULUNG

Show

Biz Ballyhoo

ConUnucd from page
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sasa

meet here, attended by toppers from

L,

1

Lewis turned the

back on.

Now

lights

ss

bonifaces say that nitery trade

has jumped an average of 25';i.,
with Main Stem spots getting tiic
biggest breakj while the east side
N. Y. boites had about a 15% rise.Had the strike lasted beyond
.

Jan.

biggest

the

1,

financial

lo-ss,

and it would have been huge, would
have been in the motion picture
industry.
Authorities said that a
strike of that length would force
the closing of all sports and amusements in the New York area. AS
it was, film grosses he.ld fairly well
during the first week of the dimout
and then, beginning last Tuesday (2),
started to fall off, Theatre heads
heaved a sigh of relief when the
marquees lit up again, because most
of them felt that the initial dip was
the beginning of the coal strike
gouge into boxoffice. Some of the
circuits, Loew's and
in particular, were ready to close down certain of their neighborhood houses
in order to conserve fuel for Broadr.

RKO

-

way showcases.

ries, and became highly enthusiastic
about it. He has assigned Ben llecht
and Charles Lederer to do the script
and Victor Mature will have the
title role, with the Intention of making it one of the company's top pro-

ductions.
Par's anxiety to get the

seasonal slump and the strike.
If anything, radio got a break
strike, inasmuch as station
operations were not impaired in an.y
way and listening probably received
» boost from the large number of
people who stayed at home as a
of
other
result
curtailments
in
ttie

from the

amusement

fields.

Chi Dip Only Seasonal
Chicago, Dec. 10.
While the dimout was a biit
to Chicago show business
boxolHce few spots lost enough take
to put them below their nut. While
legit and film houses were hit, the
drop was not much below the usual
seasonal slump.
Since Chi's niteries largely derive
their
from the home town
b.o.
crowd the rail curtailments had little effect on entertainment attendances.
Grosses, while down, were
not desperate. The Chez Paree has
been doing ropes-up business together with the Latin Quarter, while
other niteries generally were behind
the rest of the country in revenue
ha-iard

.losses.

Coast Vnaflecled
Hollywood; Dec. 10.
Coast show business remained un^

,

by the coal strike up to it's
Saturday (7).
With attendance vii'tually independent of local rail travel and almost
all heat and power derived from
fuel oil, dimout which affected almost the entire nation left the Coast
affected

end

book by

..

last

all media, Clark outlined a plan to
Shapiro, Canadian war correspondsend a number of documents around ent
and broadcaster, is evident from
the fact tiiat it gav* $10,000 as an
option on the basis of nothing more
than an outline. Book, now being untouched.
written, is expected by Doubleday
to be one of its top sellers of 1947.
Emercency Orders Dropped
Par's deal is understood to call for
Washington, Deo. 10.
the lOG against $65,000 base price,
Immediately after John L. Lewis
with an escalator clause providing reversed his previous "no contract,
for a top figure of $200,000^ based on no
work" stand. Government, agen:,,;,''
.sales.'-:'
cies hastened' to unload orders which
"Sealed Verdict" goes considerably had been put into effect during the
beyond a mere story built around few days previously.
the war criminal trials^ It approves
One of the first restrictions to go
of taking a harsh view of the Ger-'
was the brownout which had covmans, but it points up the fact that ered 21 states—mostly in
the east—being in the position of judges of and which was to be extended to
the Nazis' acts of guilt, we must most of the remainder of the coun-

the country in '47 in a special train
47, Metro film salesunder armed guard.
brother of Mel Hulling, dis
Plan is to bring history to the
tributor, died in Los Angeles Dec. 9.
Hulling had been in the Metro sales people by throwing open the museumTon-wheelis, in many U. S. spots.
offtce for several years.
Media reps pledged full support and
confab broke up after CJark said
MME. SVZETTE CARSELL
Mme. Suzette Carsell. 70, vet vaude the Government will appoint a
performer, died Dec, 7 in Phoeniic, special public relations committee
from the media to work with him.
Ariz, after a prolonged illness.
Attending the meet in behalf of
She had done a musical act in
vaude for years and came out of re- the film industr.v were Barney Balatirement to embark on a lengthy banj Paramount prexy; Eric Johnston, Motion
USD 'camp tour during the war.
Picture A.sgn. prez,;
Although unable to read music, Donald Nelson, head of the Society
Mme, Carsell was the composer of of Independent Motion Picture Protwo
numbers,
"Paradise
Valley ducers; Abram P. Myers, general
Waltz," and "Desert Rag."
counsel for National Allied States
Exhibitors; and Lewen Pizor. Philadelphia exhib.
.TACK HENSCHEL
Jack Henschel, 62, died in London,
Niles Trammell. NBC prexy; JustDec. 1 after several months in hos- in Miller. National Assn. o£ Broadpital.
caster's topper; William S. Paley.
Deceased was secretary ot Agents CBS board chairman; and Charter
Assn., which he helped to found. Heslip, DC rep for MBS, acted for
He was one of the prominent vaude- radio. Others included Irving Berlin,
ville agents.
Dr. Luther Evans, Librarian of
Congress; and spokesmen for the
Mr*. Ellen Mack Nash, 83. mother wire
services
and
Washington
Of Mary and Florence Nash, ac- papers.

Lee Hulling,

,

Phillips,

that

or less timeless quality. In addition,
relief at the war's finale provided a
spring for a sharp turn by the studios to escapism. As a result, with a
few exceptions everything hitting
screens during the current period-^
and for months to come—has a definitely "neutral" quality about it. II
will be at least a year to 18 months
before present desire for more significant story material is reflected on
screens.
Eastern story department of 20th
Artists.
paid only about $17,000 for "Stool
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Goldstein,
Pigeon." intending it purely as one
daughter, Gloversville, N. Y., Nov.
of
the studio's lower
budgeter.s.
25..
Father is film buyer for the
Zanuck, when he saw it,

HAL RAYNOR
Rev. Henry Scott Rubel. 44, who
under professional name of Hal
Raynor, had written comedy mate,
rial and songs, died Dec. 4 in Glen,

man and

with Samuel Goldwyn's- recent beef

behind because— with few exceptions
—they have nothing to say and lack
significance. Both Fox and Par deals
were inked within a short time after

son,

tack.

in

in

Now

to

OTTO

(DOHMEN)

Otto E. Olmstede, 55, nightclub
operator and former mayor of El
Centro, died Dec, 6 at his, home in
Los Angeles, following a heart at

Coal Strike Ebb
sm Continned from page

Indicative of how severe the preBelva Lewis to Dwight Long. Peace." play by Leonard Mins and Xmas decline is this year in larger
Hollywood, Nov. 30. Groom is an Ted Mabley, which opens in New citie.<f is the way grosses slumped at
the
big Broadway deluxers this
assistant film pi'Oducer.
lYork Dec. 27. It's a story about ocShirley Stevenson to Elliott W. cupied
Germany,
showing
that week. Several, including the Rosy,Plowe, Pittsburgh, Dec. 10. Bride's a American big business is more in- Capitol and Paramount, were off
former showgirl.
terested in getting trade back to around $20,000 each compared with
Bernice LiJtz to Melvin Katz, normal than insuring democracy and Thanksgiving week.
Legit was the last to feci any efTect
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Groom's asst. future peace in the Reich.
"Gentlemen's Agreement." a Cos- of the fuel shortage, and it wasn't
mgr. of WB's Sheridan Square the^
mopolitan mag sei'ial by L.iura Z. due to. the brownout alone. Biggest
atre.
Tracy Collier to Paul Salvatori, Hobson, is also under consideration pincli on Broadway houses came
Chicago, Dec. 4. Groom is song- by several companies, including Co- from the cut in railway schedules
lumbia and RKO. It's another anti- in the New, York-New Jersey, area,
writer; bride is actress.
Do'di Georgette Praser to Lester Semitism story. "Children of Vienna" which prevented suburbanites from
Lees, Chicago. Nov. 27. Groom is by Robert Neumann, recently pub- attending shows. Good chunk of
head of Chi branch of Mutual Music lished novel of families living under steady legit attendance comes from
the most extreme conditions ol! po.st- Ihe commuting trade. Result is that
Co.
war hardships in Austria, has also last week's takes show a marked
attracted interest among film com- drop, with the blame split between

are screen players.

BIRTHS

and liast year began work on a book
of rerainiscence.s and sketches irader the title, "Stars That Have
Crossed Mine."
On news of his mother's death,
Dwight Taylor planed in from Hollywood to take charge of funeral
arrangements. Private funeral service will be held this afternoon
(Wed.) at the Campbell Funeral
Church, N. Y. She will be buried
beside her second liusband, J. Hartley Manners, at Woodlawn Cemetei-y.

evidence that the stories were acquired as a result of the flood of
criticism of .Hollywood which started

1

M.vstery Writers' association, Klinger
guided him in workhvg out the 98page original which the studio accepted.

>

High
Gwethalyn
Heaven,"
Graham's novel about anti-Sem-

Dr. Carvel
Nev., Dec. 4.

to

Dec. 2 at his home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
to school.
In JJ900 she married Charles A.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacDonald,
supn
Taylor, author-producer of
son, in York, Pa. Nov. 29. Father is
In Loving Memory
the
Opium
"King
of
lurid melos as
owner ot the Southern theatre there.
RIO
King" and "Queen of the Highway.
Mr. and Mrs, Chester Hylton,
l>E(j. iitli, :i»ir>
in
these
touried
one-nighters
She
daughter, Kansas City. Nov. 30.
.Surrounded by friends I am lonesome,
opuses,
and bore two children,
Ip thu midst ot niy ,1oy3 1 am Idiie,
Father is booker for Fox Midwe.st
Witli a smile on my t»ge I've a heartDwight and Marguerite. The marin that city.
aclie; longing, my dariinff, for .you.
riage ended in divorce and years
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Chernoff. Monlater she married Manners.
MOTHER.
treal, daughter, Dec. 4,
Father is
She made her N. Y. stage debut
head ot local PRC branch,
In 1903 at the Star theatre in Tay- At the time of his death,
he was
Mr, and Mrs. Bert Dod^on, son,
lor's production of "From Rag,'! To ti'easurer of
Times Hall, N. Y., hav- Hollywood, Dec. 3. Father is a muRiches," which starred Joseph Sant- ing held that
post since 1944.
sician.
ley, then billed as "America's Greatr
Earlier in hi» bareer he had manMr. and Mrs. Irving Mansfield, son.
est Boy Actor" and now a Holly- aged
theatres and also was company- New York, Dec. 6. Mother Is playwood producer.
manager for productions of George wright Jacqueline Susan; father is
Miss Taylor wrote several plays M. Cohan
and George White ainong radio producer.
herself, but failed to interest pro- others.
He was a life member of the
Mr. and Mrs. Al Frankenberg^ son,
ducers in them. She had also writ- Treasurers
Club of America. Los Angeles, Dec. 4. Mother Is sec'
ten many articles on the theatre,
Survived by widow and stepson.
retaiy to George Bagnall at United

MAUREEN

Continiied from page

background and shows thai
he got into the unsavory business
because of environment and the sociological influences to which
he
was subjected: "Anna Zeng;er" by
Kent Cooper, which deals with freedom o£ the press, has been bought
by an undisclosed indie, reported to
be Joseph Bernhard, and "Focus"
b.v' Arthur
Miller with an antiSemitism theme has been acquired
by the King Bros.
Except for the timing, there's no
into his

and

MARRIAGES

KSPO, San

MARKS

13.

.

.

,

under Admiral Richard Byrd.

MEMORY

OF MY lELOVED WIFE
BIRDIE L.
D«c*mb*r

vice-president in charpie of foreign
distribution and Burt Reisman, com-

:

Hollywood Yens

RKO

Reisman,

after a

join the Navy's Antarctic expedition

IN

80, of Phil

'

bring our

own

national

and

politi-

try;,^

,

standards to an impeccable plane.
On Thursday (5), Dan H. Wheeler,
Fox's buy of "Stool Pigeoti" came Deputy Solid Fuels Administratoiy
about in an unusual manner. Author, suggested to the governors of 38
who had never before written any- states that use of coal in "places of
thing, gave a talk at a meeting of amusement
such as theatres, bowling
the Mystery Writers of America on alleys, night clubs;" etc. be eliminhis experiences as a New York crim- ated. All that went down the flue
inal attorney. Some members who Saturday.
heard him thought he had the germ
Also wiped out were the railroad
of a film idea and sent him to Henry restrictions, which had cut the numKlinger,
20th's
a,<isi»tant
eastern ber of passenger trains and also had
story editor, -cvho belongs to the restricted freight movements.
cal

,

i

'

-

;

CBATWEU

WediieMlay, Dccembci? 11, 1946
with Martha Raye at Beachcomber in
January.
Louis Sobol and Earl Wilson reGene Kelly back to the Coast after served rooms at Lord .Tarleton for
winter visit.
a short visit east,
Diosa Costello and Pupi Campo
Frank Wii-th's artist model caleneye-ftllers.
Five O'Clock Club for the new
into
dars are
marks its 14th show Dec. 18.
St ige Belief Fund
Colonial Inn, opening for season
anniversary Friday (13).
Dec.
26, still trying to get Jimmy
to
snuft
trying
Bianca Stroock
Durante for February date.
irritation.
ease painful sinus
Barbara Long, Al Robinson, Alkali
Flag Is
Hal Olver will agent "A
Ike and Paul Drake in new lineup at
soon.
Chicago
to
Born, going
Don Richards Famous Door.
honorary
Now doubtful that Milton Berle
a'race Moore accorded
Cannes.
will be able to fill his Copa contract,
citizenship by city of
\nne Nichols in from California with his new radio- show holding up
film. the deal.
Rose
Irish
"Abie's
for opening
Club Halla opens Thursday night
party
Christmas
Annual 20lh-Fox
Astor Dec. 24 (11) witli Jackie Maye and Karen
slated for Ihe Hotel
Parker heading lineup. Babe Baker
'

at noon.

:

OHara

Muu-een

;

coektail-partied

House
by 'RKO at the Hampshire

cottage yesterday (10).
Wynn
Peter Lr.wford and Keenan
visits to New
Irick to the Coast after

Viuk

Akron and Chicago.

E-.ie.

"

"Jimmy

memory

dedicated to the

has been

Jimmy Walker

of the lat4

songsmithed by Clarence Gaskill.
Arnold Reuben hosted celebs and
of his new
the pie-ss at a preview
57th street eatery, yesterday (10),
Madison
of
Walters,
Charles
Square Garden boxoffice, in accihve
dent will) new car; fractured

hosts again;
Rash of

week
openings
past
brought out the crowds with the cafe
hitting Copacabana, Little
Palm and the Frolics on successive

.society

London

By Hal Cohen
Henry Fonda to Mexico City.
for enDon Liberto, local lad, staged the
Peggy Singleton laid up with fiu.
Isle of
tap routines for "If the Shoe Fits."
Wallace Beery vacationing in Las
Harp Vaughn, nitery owner and Vegas.
Next Palladium show is due early
Dore Schary returned from Manin April with Tomm^' Trinder, now former pro football player, elected
to state legislature.
hattan.
touring Australia, as the star.
AI Steppling, former WJAS anAi chic Stout on vacation in New
Marius Goring reading pla sent nouncer, back on staff again on a Orleans.
him by Theatre, Inc., in which they temporary assignment.
Ellen Drew to Palm Spring! on
want him to appear on Broadway.
Leo Freedman in ahead of "Love vacation.
Neil McKinnon,, Scottish, comic, Goes to Press" and Sam Weller back
Danny Thomas will open at Slapsie
Roy Fox and band booked
summer season at the

tire

Man.

•

-

•

,

known on both sides
many years ago as

of the Atlantic
Neil Kenyon,

Max Bacon

drum-heating "Oklahoma!".
Peter

Singer

Higgins

home»for the holidays

left $96,460.

out of hospital after

operation tor throat trouble, which
will keep him
early next year.

from

working

till

Oscar Homolka hopes to be back
here next year to appear in a new
play by Norman Ginsbury called
"The King Couldn't Sleep."
Carroll Levis, vauder, has written

Maxie's Jan.
to

give

Foley,

Schramm

vocalist,

former
has joined

a.

Walter Jacobs hosting "Queen for
winner at his Lord Tarleton
with local amusement eds
showing her tlie town on three suc-

that date.

o.'i

Betty Jane Watson out of "OklaiKuna" to take over lead in "TopiiUKy of Notre Dame" In Phllly tonight tWed.).
^
Lawrence Winters, Negro baritone
signed
in current "Call Me Mister,"
by S. Hurok for concerts. Will leave

•

in spring.

show

w
Em-

\

_

&

Professional

Screen Office
ployees Guild and Radio Guild holding annual dance this Friday (13) at
the City Center Casino.

Barret

S.

RKO-ad-

McCormick,

publicity chief, olaned to the Coast
Thur.sdav (5) for a look at new
product." Due back in 10 days,
Frank Sinatra to be toastmaster at

dinner honoring Joe Louis Dee. 16
at Waldorf, sponsored by Southern
Conference for Human Welfare.
.Herb Crooker. Metro publicity
chief, back at the homeoffice after
huddles with Coast publicity execs
and a short vacation at Palm Springs.
Last 10 members of "Gypisy Lady"

company

•

-i

,

John Chapman, Lee Simonson,
Margaret Webster to take part In
symposium on "What Plays Should
Repertory Theatres Do?" at Inlernatlbnal Dec. 20.
Gladys Moncrief,. noted Aussie
stage star

leaving on
for

now

in.

N. Y. on vacation,

Queen Elizabeth

London to appear with

make

Sat. (14)

BBC

and

recordings.

a

small proportion of

paratively, to cater to tourists (with
the Army and Navy still here). Last
year, there were still some o£ the
laigger spots on the mainland in
service. Now, with all returned for
civilian usage, new apartments built;
and all hotels bidding tor trade, plus
the uncertain picture up north, a re.

At a special inter-faith dinner, turn to normal flnd.s them all unpreCuiema Lodge of the B'nai B'rith pared for what in prewar years
will pay tribute to Kate Smith and would have been a fair season.
Sister Elizabeth

Kenny

N. Y., Dec.

A.'itor.

at the Hotfel

The night club

picture here, espe-

clouded one. Those high
budgets for acts may ruin them all.
Some of the bigger ops are plenty
RKO worried. They might' get the big
J_rirerson, N. Y., became a grandpop spenders for one visit or two, but
Thursday (6). making him one of after that, what? The average guy
youngest grandparents in the indus- is already evidencing, by his slaying
try, He's a brother of Lou Rydell,
away, that he's not going to spend
VARIETY ad chief.

,

.

Lynn

York

Bari, who arrived in New
last Thursday (5) to o.o. the

Broadway plays and

visit

few

a

Dlanes back to the Coast
B'ollowing day is her birthand actress wants to be home

Ji'iends.

Dec.
flay
,

17.

for that,

„

cially, is a

anywhere from

$3.50 to $7,150 for din.

ner, then pay an additional minimum beverage charge of $3-$4. He's
looking for a return to an inclusive
charge of beverage or food for his
money. The first bistro op who realizes this will probably clean up, it's
indicated. Yet. most insist that they

By coincidence tomorrow (12) is
Skouras' "name day" (Greek
just can't afford to install that
same day
and Rob- charge, though they face certain
honored at losses under the system which pre-

S5Pyro.s

ciLstom). which falls on the
that he, with Irving
Berlin
ert bherwood, are being

•

a luncheon by the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
Vet aim DUblicist Charles Reed
"amed publicity director of
the Motion Picture
Division of the
national Foundation for Infantile
publicize the aim
fn^J,?'?^f'''/r,?^'"'^"=^P=»*»oo in the 1947
^'»ve
and will headnnJl/i
quarter at the Hotel Astor.

'uL

'

vailed in recent seasons, when the
black market and war-coin was here.

Northern

publicity

land

column

items about another fantastically
priced setup here hasn't helped any.
The average guy's buck, one vet
operator, points out, will remain up
there as long as he thinks he'll be
over-asses.sed if he does come down

Winter, Con.sen.sus of opinion
among oldtimers locally is with conditions as they have been up north,
and with most prospective visitors
obviously affected by thos.e scare
news stories and analyses of an impending recission, we can expect a
this

Miami Beach
.

Chavez and orch
cf.bla'""®

Del

at the

Mar

'^^^'^

new Mardi
a

click

"v*"^ *5,000
hnvi'u
burglars ransacked spot.

at

"normal"

like
it
or
10 good weeks.

.season,

when Which means

not.

The levelling-oft process is
Dick Merrill and
former Toby and in no uncertain terms, The comWme back m townwife,
for the winter.
for
playing return engagfe- ing season will see a struggle
m,.nf
"
Blackamoor the dough, with the weaker and
Koim
more grasping due to fall by the
here,

.

Willie

Howard

to

be

co-featttrcd

holidays.

night

with

Minneapolis
By

into

of Dec. 16.

Glenn Langan

laid

up with an infall from a',

jured back, result of a
horse.

Ben Vine

in

Ciates.'

:

New York

from

join the staff of

Ed

Scofield

to

A.s.so-

.

George Raft going

east

on com-

pletion of his current picture on a
radio deal.
Louis
Jourdan,
French actor,
checked irito David O. Selznick'S
or.ganization.
Fred ELswit, recently discharged
.

.

from the Army, rejoined the William
Morris agency.
Paul Lukas

Les Rees

"Anna Lucasta"

:,

writing after.seven years In retire-

ment;

he made
Lyceum week where
film company.

from
in
pic for a

Montreal
Canadian

North Star Drama Guild offering
"Our Town."
"Hollywood in Miniature" at loop
department store.
James Melton drew capacity at St.
Paul Auditorium.

Paul Jones returned to his producing job after a month of vacationing in Nevada.

orchestra for four nights.

Universal-International.

:

Lewis to Mexico City

Cliff

for-

huddles with Merian G. Cooper
about "The Fugitive."
Clark Ramsay checked out of UniLeo Pieper orchestra into Hotel
versal to become veepee of the MonLowry Terrace Cafe.
Bennie Berger in Atlantic City to roe Grcenthal agency.
Paul Malvern to Oregon on a
attend Zionist meeting.
three-month
leave of absence from
Prom Ballroom has Don Glasser

act.

Tyrone Power draws the InternaWynn Claire, Warner & Leigh> and tional
Sound Research Institute's
Francisco into Curly's nitery.
TJniversity of Minnesota theatre 1946 award for diction.
Paul Hiesman am John Kennedy
presented "Skin of Your Teeth.''
Australia
"Prof." Lamberti held over at in town to sign talent for the St.
Louis Municipal Opera.
By Eric Gorrlck
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
Bill Edwards obtained a release
Tara Barry. Irish star, here to play
Liberace
into, Hotel
Radisson
Flame Room for fourth engagement. from his actor contract with Parain "Gay Rosalinda."
Carl Brisson broke Hotel Radisson mount after four years on the lot,
Harry Watt given a cocktail party
Bernard Herzbrun presented with
Flame
Room
attendance
record
durby Sydney office of Ealing on his
a scroll in recognition of his services
ing three-week engagement.
arrival.
Ballet Russe playing two nights as a founding member of the Society
Biz very bright in Adelaide, with here with
Minneapolis Symphony of Motion Picture Art Directors.
vaude at Majestic under Fuller man- orchestra and one in St. Paul.
The Hal Homes finally found an
agement.
Bob Murphy, Star and Tribune apartment after sojourning at the
Trevor Hedberg rejoined Hoyts as movie editor and critic, back from Bel-Air. Mrs. Home joins the Story
top circuit engineer. Hedberg quit three-week Hollywood studio news Productions exec directly after the
first of the year.
to go into the auto biz.
jaunt.
George Jessel, after a Slight illness
LeRoy J. Miller, Universal branch
Norman B. Rydge sees bright fuat the Associated Press dinner, came
ture for the Aussie pix production manager, recovering from major
operation at Si Mary's hospital. back the next night, as hearty as
industry in the yeat ahead.
ever, to emcee the banquet for. the
Omaha, his former home town;^
Whitehall Productions appears to
National Association of Professional
have a winner with "Life With
Leagues.
Father" at Minerva, Sydney.
Charles Goldsmith, Metro execuBall
tive,
will
make extensive New
Wasfaington, D. C.
Zealand tour after Aussie visit.
Contmued from page 1
By Flarence S. Lowe
Biz still plenty hot with "OverSam Gershwin, National Screen
(9th theatre people have agreed quietly
landers" (BEF) "in Sydney
week), Melbourne, Adelaide and and informally to shelve the whole Service exec, in on company busibusiness going along only to the ness.
Brisbane.
Laj-ry
B. Eatus, Loew district
Jack Musgrove, ace dance opera- extent of passing the hat in their
manager, here past week combining
tor in Sydney, "is introducing sum- theatres during the week of the
mer swing concerts on a once- March of Dimes drive. They are biz with visit to wife's family.
George Trilling, Fabian booker,
weekly basis.
still
cut and bleeding here from and boss Bernie Brooks, in and out
Greate'r Union Will .shortly add a what happened last year.
of the local exchanges last week.
couple more nabe houses to chain via
Radio and newsreel reps joined
At that time* there were two
Norman B. Rydge, whtf plans bigger developments which made the D. C. town's press corps at first postwar
loop coverage.
White House press reception last
committee vow "never again."
Friday (6).
Tommy Trinder, a hit at the
1. Metro .sent on Van Johnson and
Tivoli, Melbourne, for Dave Martin,
White House Christmas tree cereO'Brien and the result monies will
looks to do six weeks on two-a-day. Margaret
be televised for flr.st
*
was that they got top billing time, this year, in addition to coast*
Due in Sydney next.
breaks to-coast broadcast.
Producer Ken G. Hall is in Lon- throughout, including the best
Harmon, veepee, and
Francis
don buying latest technical equip- in newspaper pictures. However,
ment for the Rank-Rydge-GUT Cine- press agents accompanying the lesser Treasurer George Borthwick here
sound-Pflgewood studios.
stars sent by other studios charged past weekend to lay groundwork for
MPA's first D. C. monthly board
Permission to .serve beer and that Metro had deliberately framed meeting.
wines in Sydney cafes having just everything to get the best publicity
Columbia's D. C. exchange getting
been okayed- by government, eatery for its people. This was angrily extensive face-lifting during absence
biz is capacity at present here.
denied here even by the D. C. rep.s of district manager Sam: Galanly
Indicated that Warners will make
branch head Ben Kaplan, who
and
of ther other studios.
another bid to the authorities for
local committee and the are dfl to Chicago to attend com^
2. The
permission to erect own cinema in
pany's sales meeting.
Sydney on own site. First plea was National March of Dimes group from
New York collided head-on after
nixed.
Dan Carroll is improving after a the latter muscled in on the Washmajor operation.
He heads the ington show. The' White House rePrince Edward theatre, Sydney, the ception for the stars has always
Tino
isi
Y^'siting Sweden for
ace indie house playing Paramount been regarded as top bait to get the successfu concerts.
Edvar; Persson, Swedish actor, is
product.
best name players here to entertain backfrbm his U.
Girls,"
still big in
"Follow the
S. visit.
Sydney at Royal on fifth week for and, as such, the meeting and /WSrners showing "Mildred Pierce"
William.son-Tait. is dated to play all luncheon with the President hasj,, at Roda Kvarn in Stockholm.
Aussie and New Zealand spots after been carefully guarded by the locar
Finnish actress Mirjami KuosSydney run.
committee. Last year, however, the manen working on a Swedish pic
Lieut.-Col. Jim Davidson, former New York committee sent down here.
Aussie top band leader, back as proSwedish * born German actress
word it was bringing a delegation
ducer for Tivoli loop, returns to
Kristina Soederbaiim visiting here
khaki to take over Aussie entertain- of news and radio people to take for some weeks.
part in ,the luncheon. These people
ment in Japan.
Swiss film "Die Letze Chance"
U. S. acts presently set for Sydney were not prepared to go on and en^ ("The Last Chance") being shown
dating via the Dave Martin Tivoli tertain here at the Birthday BalL all over Sweden to great success.
Magnus KrOnlund, Swedish reloop include Jan Rubini, Nelson Clif- Some admitted frankly they came to
Marie Marion and G. Ray Washington only to get in on the porter for Daily Mail (London), tryford,
Smith. Biz brisk on the two-a-day.
White House luncheon. The result ing his hand at a film screenplay.
Swedish actor Georg Funkquist,
Fight for the Davis Cup between
Australia and U. S. in Mi^lbourne was much recrimination and an ex- returned to Sweden after French
next month is set to draw capacity change of accusations between the visit, offered a role in a French film.
two committees,
of
lot
Recently - finished film called
likely
take
a
crowds. Will
This year, according to inside "Hotel K^kbrinken," is the 10th film
dough from film boxoffice matinees,
Moore Raymond, Aussie author, word, the local committee expects about Stockholm's Old Town since
has arrived from London for. look' to do nothing in the way of special 1929.
"Film-Week" held here recently
see of Aussie field for Sir Alexander
celebrations short of a specific reKorda. He's .seeking an Aussie boy
to celebtete 50th anniversary of films
quest from President Truman him- in Sweden, with Film-Museum in
to play in "Smiley," local produc
'

.

.

'

.

Birthday

;

—

'

Night Club Picture Clouded

17.

Tito Guizar starts Friday (13) as
substitute for the ailing Hildegarde
at the Persian' room of the Plaza.
Gracie Fields works in the ohantoosey's stead until Guizar's preem.
Sqm Rydell. manager of the

other

the

•

London Thursday mal" season of

for

James's

most of the audience unaware they
were present.
Anne Falco. American warbler
here, is sister of Diana Ward, former American musical comedy star,
2^ Gonlinued (cqm pace 1 ss
who has been operating the Cocoa
here, are definitely open for reserva- Nut Grove, one of oldest clubs in
tions. Weather vane is luxury-center London, for years.
Lincoln road, where biz is off last
Ross .Sisters, one of the attractions
year's take in no uncertain receipts; in Val Parnell's revue, "Piccadilly
Christmas rush is expected to help. Hayride" at the Prince of Wales, are
What worsens the picture Ls the out, due to one of the gals being in
fact that most operations, including hospital for slight opention and another of theincapacitated while
the niterie.s, refuse to lower prices.
balancing on pedestal during their
high costs won't convince
Claims

Florida Chill

JQ weeks, at the most.
At present, most hotels are running
40 to .'iO% of capacity, with niteries
and restaurants reflecting (outside
of a few) that ratio.
Some of the wiser heads are girdtire.
ing themselves for an adjustnitint
Maurice Bergman, Universal's east- downward. There are too many night,
ern ad-publicity chief, back from trek spotsj too many restaurants, too
through the southwest and landing
'many rooming houses and apartin dentist's chair almost day he rements, too many shops and probably
turned.
Earl Wilson motoring to Florida too many hotels. In the recent lush
before his "Copacabana" film chore years, there wa.s more than enough
for Sam Coslow-Monte Proser (UA). to go around. What many forgot was
Incidentally, latter deny reports of that just two years ago there were
any feuding.
hotels, comr
off

'

Des Moines for the

to

.

Baby

,

Principals
the "America."
week on "Queen Elizabeth."
Mildred Ginsberg, wife of Paramount production chief Henry Ginsberg, back to the Coast Monday (9),
a week after her husband's depart^

motor crash.

Bobby Stone

.

.

(5) on
left last

.

in a

HOwdy Christmas

,

the prospective customer. Gancellar
fions and letters being received attest to that.
Whether they like it or not, most
are resigning themselves to a "nor-

Victor McLaglen broke two ribs

Baum's band at Balconadcs.
Margaret Ettinger setting up of-,
Mrs. Harry Kalmine in from N. Y. fices in London and Paris.
to spend a few days with her sister.
R. J. O'Donnell returned to Dallas
Carnegie Tech drama school do- after two weeks in Hollywood.
ing George Ade's "College Widow"
Steve Brooks resigned as publicity
under direction of Lawrence Carra. director for California Pictures/ ^.
Detmar Poppen, summer opera
Bradley King returned to film

,

of

for

a .short vacation.

Marly:

.

St,

Palm Springs

.Skinnay Ennis to

;

Eddie Dowiing, wlio^ was 52 Monday 19) tendered testimonial dinner
Providence,
at the 'Biltmore hotel,

returned from an east-

ern, talent hunt.

,

Nixon Cafe show has FloreS' and
DeCorba. Cecil Lewin, Jack Lane's
Love Birds and Bob Carter.
Ellen

6.

Sam Bosey

come

has
arid

his voice a three-week rest.

song titled "Nobody Loves My
Like Me," which Lawrence
Wright is publishing shortly.
The Leon Kimberlys to New York favorite at Pitt Stadium, around
on the America Dec. 14. Mrs. Kim- again this week in "Student Prince."
Johnny Harris and Jimmy Balmer
cessive nights,
berly will yacalion for two moiiths,:
Every publi.sher and radio station while he expects to be back in two will fly to Mexico City next month
for installation of new Variety Club
head in town at Art Childers Little weeks.
tent.
Palm Club opening, with Walter
Ruggero Ruggeri. ace Italian actor,
Ted Blake, Nikolai's dance trio.
Winchell heading the nightly regu- has
been engaged by Compagna Silver Cyclones and Claire. Ray
lars who make- the S0ot their hangLaura Adani to play the iudge role dancers in Club Belvedere's new
out.
in Elsa Shelley's "Pic.fc-Up Girl," show,
Jack Marshall, Copsey & Ayres and which is
to open at Milan early next
George Lazard. head waiter at
Betty Reilly set for Dec. 18 show at year.
Nixon Cate for 20 years, out of reClover Club. Tony Lopez and _his
Princess Elizabeth and Princess tirement to take similar post at
rumba .junta added to musical
Carousel.
section, splitting show cutting chores Margaret saw Freddie Lonsdale's
play,
"But
for
the
Grace
of
God,"
at
with Ken Delaney's unit.
nights.

a Day"
hotel,

53

Pittsburgli
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.

wayside.

,
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.
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,

tion.

,

self.

.,•

Stoclcljolm

making

all arrapgetpehts.
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RADIO

SCREEN

Fnlvlishaa

Bnlored

STAGE
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RADIO CHIRPERS^ OFF-KEY PAYOFF
Broadway Brokers Not Too Hopeful
Of Big Business on
i

i

111 othef times New Yeai''s eve was t
something of a -bonanza for Broadway theatres and ticket agencies but
th6 finale performance of 1946 isn't
viewed liopefully by the brokers.
One skeptic regards tlie eve akin

Monday night." Tickets
performance are not returnable except in very few instances
despite the legit code. That wrinkle
in the regulations never has been
explained. The code was adopted to
eliminate ''buys," regarded Sis the
reason or excu-se for overcharges,
but if agencies load up for the eve,
they stand a chance of being stuck
with tickets tilted for the occasion.
to "another

'for that

The few houses that have allotted
eve tickets on consignment to tl\e
agencies have placed a deadline

New

Year's Eve
IN 6.0.

CIC

Transit

.fuseti!

Little lessons on how to
lose the peace;

win a
.

Pix Admissions

To Stay Up For

of Dec. 27 for returns; otherwise
they must be paid for.
High boxoffice prices probably explain the slow New Year's Eve

Another Year

backed by reports from stores
that patrons are ducking high-priced
(Continued on page 62)
sale,

'Variety* Presstime

troublesome odays for
radio's top coin singing shows.
Bankrollers with a $1,000,000 and
more annual time-and-talent investment in half -hour shows on the
major webs have come to the realization during the current broadcasting season that the Bing Crosby
Saga has never been duplicated ahd
that, with the lone exception of the
Groaner, virtually the whole crop of
shows sparked by singing stars are
overpriced far beyond the rating
Tlie.se

payoff and dollars-and-cents returns.
This new attitude of sponsors
that the vocal artis,ts' current earnings far exceed their audience ceiling, is pretty much reflected right
down the line.' Ford Motor concedes
that it's finding it out the hard way
via the $16,000 weekly Dinah Shore
program, whose rating has been a

Mc

WOULD DONATE
TO

VALENTINE

Woo Rhumba

ex-

job.

Mamas With

of-

fered immediately to do Valentine's
radio show— with payments to go
entirely to the widow.
Valenthie
was emcee of the "Gangbusters"
show on the ABC network, Saturday
nights at 9. LaGuardia originally
promoted Valentine to the top police

Sitters

Philadelphia. Dec.

17.

What do baby-sitters have to do
with the wilt in night club busines.sV
Plenty, according to the Brothers
Palumbo, Frank and Walter, operators of several of this city's niteries,'

Putting their heads together on
the problem ol lastjniinute cancellations for their spots, the Palumbo
boys came up with'' the answer
,

Waterman Pen Co., sponsor of
^
triangbtastcrs" show, as well as net
and agency handling acco\mt,
Radio baby sitters.
Consultants, Inc., were considering
The boys simply tell the custhe LaCJuardia offer and,
meanwhile, tomers, in etVect, "Don't worry about
skedded for next Saturday night (21)
the baby, folks. If you can't get a
a show eulogizing
Valentine as an sitter, we can."
outstanding law enforcement otiicer.
They can, and do. They advertise
()ne angle on the LaGuardia offer
for sitters in daily newspapers and
himself is going off his school publications, and thus far
l-or^
ABC
Wednesday niglit commentary have established quite a list of reshow Christmas night.
liable ones.

Tuesday.
This means V.<K(iyi'v's usual
Tuesday deadline will be advanced: to Monday, just for
these two regular weekly edi-

sporb? for the American Broadcast-:
ing Co., will handle the Washington
Redskin.s pro games fro* i the nation's

capital.
will

Wismer

narrate

the

WMAL, ABC

on

aspect

radio

*

tions.

.

Communications Commission.
u.ses

Dumont

York,:

Dumont's,

it'.s

WTTG

would be em:)loyed

ABC

this

Since

tele facilities in

presumed that
Wanhinglon
in
similarly.

season has been using

video station in PliilaPhilco's
delphio, WPTZ, to broadcast, simulCWFIL) and teletaneously,
vision of the Philadelphia Rocket.s
games in the American Profcs.sional

AM

Hockey League.

of

Alexander

Sir,

:

Seen Good Mkt.
S.

Talent

Tlie possibilities of South America
as a theatrical market haven't begun
to be explored," according to .Tules
Stein, Music Corp. of America chief,
who returned recently from an ex-'^
tensive tour of the continent. In fact.
Stein considers South America so
vital a market^ that he's considering
opening an office in Bu'enos Aires.
Stein declared that a complete job
of pioneering will have to be done,,
but those successful in that venture
find
huge rewards. While
will
Argentina impressed him as the
greatest market, showmen attempting to create a market in that'

country will have to start at scratch,
inasmuch as there are no showcases
in that country as yet. However,
Stein stated a modern hotel built
B. A. around an entertainment
room would make the other hotels

in

coimtry second class.
Such a hotel, he said, is currently
being considered by a group which:
includes Lucius Boomer, managing
Waldorf-Astoria
director
of
the
hotel, N. Y. Once such a pi'oject was
completed, other hotel corporations
would have to follow suit, and. then
B.A. would be buying American
talent on a regular basis.
Stein didn't think that the current
political difficulties in that country
would provide a barriei-. He was
would
be
that
they
confident
straightened out eventually,
Brazil, Stein: declared, has already
.of
:viewing
had the opportunity'
(Continued on page 63)
in that

film

so

far

have been

to

widely seen iu tbe.U. S. is "Ttfe Seventh Veil,"- which eVefrylxiidy lilted,
Jarratt continued. "Caesar and CleSOpatra" is making the rounds but not
on a large' scale. Hollywood has pi'edicted that J. Arthur Rank's epic
costing 1,300,000 pounds, will lo.se
750,000 pounds when the smoke has
cleared, he added. "Henry V" is doing very well in small; specialized
theatres as is "Brief Encounter"—
but neither is getting top booking.
This much can be said for American audiences, Jarratt conceded,
"that so far we are still, not making
the right kind of film for America.
Our stars must learn to speak more

M

'

(Continued on page 29)

And

Stuff in

Via Radio

Kiddies,

Fdms

NG

Warn^

For
Cltttrch

Chicago;' tteh

17.

Warning parents to keep their
away from entertainment
not
considered
wholesome,
the
Catholic Church last week dealt a
face-slapping to radio and films.
Cardinal Samuel A. Stritch, of Chi-"
young.sters

'

cago, told a group of mothers
father.s-

that

at

much

a
of

Nazareth

what

and

convention

their children are

hearing and seeing today is far from
beneficial and could /be-' stopped 1>y
parental objections to radio stations

and

sponsor.':

The Cardinal

referre,d

some

to

(Continued on page 02)

20TH-F0X TO PRODUCE

PRO-HOLLYWOOD FILM
Twentieth-Fox is currently considering a picture to offset the bad
things said about- Hollywood by
gossip columnists during the last:
several years. Based on 'a novel,

"What

D'Ya

Know

For

Sure?"

penned by Len Zinberg, former
writer ftfr Yank and various sliclis,
the film will, deal with the troubles
Paul Robeson has grossed $141,- of a .shoe.string indie producer in
his attempt to make a "good" hom:st
294.78 for concert wor)?: in the year
film.
reportedly a switch on
It's
of 1946 (exclusive of record royalthe "What Makes Sammy Run'/"
ties), to break his former record on
concert earning.s. Figure represents theme.
Company optioned the book when,
one of top earnings in the mu.^iu biz
it was still an idea in the head of
for sti'ictly concert takes.
Singer will concertize through the authoiv who then wrote it durnext .spring, do two or three sum- ing a tour of duly in Italy with the
mer dates, then lake a sabbatical Army. Zinberg received a $1,500
from concertizing until 1948. He's soldier fcllow.sliir) at the time, with
considering a couple of legit offers 20th getting the book for a period of
for the year iu betweeu.
(Continued on page 71)

ABC Paul Robeson's $141,294
In '46 a Solo Concert Mark

ABC
New

associate

ratt,

Korda and managing director of
British Lion Films. Jarratt, returning from America this vtreek,' asserted that major theatre chains are
not bookirig the pictures all over the
U. S. ^s they do their own producOnly

South America

affiliate

there, while local facilities will have
to be secured for the video.
has no local tele station, nor has it
applied for one with the Federal

London, Dec. 17.
Hollywood's magnates have been
shouting their praises of British pix
but the plain truth is that the films,
themselves, are not getting anything
near the proper distribution in the
U. S., according to Sir Arthur Jar-

tions.

For U.

Mayor Nixed

In Bid for

.

after that, Jan. 1, will be circulated a day sooner, that is. on

(Continued on page 71)

N.Y.

15^

With both holidays falling on
Wednesday, next week's issue of
Varikty, Dec. 2.5, and the one

are'

Boxoffice admission prices, which
reached an unprecedented high in
1946 to aid materially in the equallyStandby Band Hasn't
high film earnings, are expected to
continue at the same level during
1947, a survey of top industry sales
Played in S Mos., Gets
execs reveals. Opinion is based on
that business will continue
Salary Increase optimism
to be good next year.
Washington, Dec. 17.
Chicago, Decj yi.
With production costs mounting
New York's Mayor William
James C. Petrillo in his newest steadily and forcing hypoed film
drive for wage increases for musi- rentals, there can't possibly be any O'Dwyer, department store execs
cians in theatres got one for an or- cut in admission prices, accordmg Jerome and Nathan Ohrbach, Broadchestra which hasn't struck a note to the sales manager of one of the way angel Howard Cullman, and
in over five mouths. Band that cur- majors. History of the industry re- Donald Flamm, former licensee of
WMCA, lost out in their race for
rently isn't working, yet got a raise,
veals, he .said, that the only time
new AM waiters in Manhattan last
is at tlie Civic theatre here, which
boxoffice prices come down is durnow shows the piotwe "Henry V." ing a general depression, and even Friday (13) when FCC awarded the
620kc channel instead to the j'ewai'k
Civic, Which has been housing stage
then tliey always follow a cut in
Broadcasting Corp. and l«t existing
attractions up to this time, formerly
the price of other commodities by
(WAGE and WCAX) in
stations
had.a house orchestra of six. When
a general time lag. Leading econoSyracuse and Burlington hil>.e their
"Henry" came in orchestra was
mists, he pointed out, have predicted
on that wavelength.
power
upped to eight, All musicians are on
a period of prosperity for the next
Cullman
and
Ohrbachs,
The
half .pay while on standbye and last
12 months, so that any backti-acking
O'Dwyer were teamed up in the
week the group got a 15% hike,
in admis.sion prices is out of the
(Continued on page 69)
United Artists Co., which rented question.
theatre for "Henry V," kicks in $i)6.3
Another sales manager pointed out
each week for not one note of music. tliat entertainment was the same as
Simultaneous Gridcast
any commodity in an inflationary
era and that, as long as costs on all
Of Radio-Tele by Wismer
LaG
AIR articles remain high, admission
Washington, Dec. 17.
prices can be expected to hew to
Football will get its first simulta(Continued on page 71)
COIN
MRS.
neous radio-television broadcast by
When Lewis J. Vjilentine, former
the same announcer next season
New York" police commissioner, died Niteries
wlvcn Harry Wismer, director of

Monday (18), his old frtencl,
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia,

Aide;f^^^^^

TUNE

By GE.OBGt: ROSEN

Epitomizing
the 'cross-purposes which are snafuing Ameroccupation
policy,
ican
the
U. S. Counter-intelligence Corp.s,
known as the CIC, has been
nicknamed by European overseas troops as Gripes I'm Con-

war and

U. S. Exhibs Scored by Jarratt, Korda

[

;

.

W«tIu«B«lay,

Metro s $10,0i Prize Story Tieup

made

lias

.By Milton Berle-

Reader's Digest for a S10,000 prize
story contest It will be announced

on

bacit

the

issue oC

the

cover of the January
Digest and st«rt with

will be

handed out at the

end of the year lor the best yarn in
the "Dramas in Everyday Life" de-

These

partment.

are

fictionahzed

true stories with a dramatic twist.
Judges Will be Dorothy Canfield

John Erslcine and Voldemar
Vetlugin. who is chairman of Metro's
Fisher,

which puts up the entire
prize money, in return gets

Metro,
$10,.OOG

on film nt?hts to all the
yarns submitted, whether they win
a prize or not. Deals will be made
directly with the author or his
agent, Digest getting no share of the
(ir.st

'

refu.sal

film coin.

'

i

increased,:

a c

j

23Sth

fc'

WEEK!

you get PetriUo's permission."

KEN MURRAY'S
El

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cifl.
"Suve me a seat, im coming back,

it'.s

II

million l.autfhs."

BETTY GRABLE.

$493,000,000 Of 1945 to $48LOOO,000
for this year. The current season in Miami is running so far
below expectations at the niutuels that Tropical Park is reportedly in red ink operation.

and Marquand another 5G he had given Runyon
call for fur- some time ago for cancer research,
so that $10,000 becomes part of the
fund which will be banked with

lump sum payments and an

clause on book sales if
Metro decides to buy screen rights,
as it has on "B.F.'s Daughter."
Nordhoff and Hall got just a lump
e.scalator

.sum payment.

PREZ BIRTHDAY BALL
KILLED BY WASH.

Havana Bistro's Plane

From

Miami

To Hypo Gambling Room
Gran Casino Nacional, Havana,
Cuba's largest gambling emporium,
has inaugurated a free airplane
.service

from Miami

to

entice the

patronage.
The Casino
started its plane service Saturday
U4) with three large airliners making the inaugural hop.
Subsequent
jaunts will be made with one iplane.
Service is extended to an invited
list who must respond by Wednesday of that week. Reservations are
made, and those accepting are served
champagne and caviar canapes while
on the 'plane.
After an evening at the casino,
plane returns to Miami at dawnt

wealthy

.

TO BE EASED BY

Aga Khan to Hypo Riviera
With Deluxe Racetrack

on

all

subjects,

from

Paris, Dec.

5.

sports to

John Wechsberg

"They Make

'

raised

$57,000 last
year, this year's quota has been set
Kt $200,000. (Films, Which collected
$6,000,000 last year, has a $15,000,000

in

Susanna's

'46.)

the forthcominii

Vocalisthenics

Susanna Foster, Universal

who

starlet,

arrived in N. Y. last week from
Campaign to run from Coast, leaves for Europe shortly to
Jan. 24 to 31, will enlist several legit study voice for six months.
enterprises not attempted before,
On return, she'll combine work
details being withheld until arrange- at' Univer.sal with concert appearments are completed.
ances.

quota for

v'
f

dog."

Allan Walker claims he lost his job on account of illness. .the boss got V
sick looking at him.
When Peter Lorre was asked on a- quiz program recently the shortest V
t
way to a man's heart, he said, "With a knife or a bullet?"
Understand Sherman Billingsley has relaxed his restrictions slightly; It
A woman can get in now even if she owns only two mink coats.
|
Know a broken-down Hollywood comic: sort of A brtc-a-Brnoken.
"He must be tTi/inc to sell hiTii.sel/ in radio as o' pacfoave sliow."'
"Houi come'!"
"Well
he's all reropped up in himself."
't

.

.

.

.

No Truth To the Rumor
That Sally Band is opening up a nudesreel theatre .That Myron Cohen'j
next appearance will be in the Wedgwood Room of Waldorf. .That Bob
heard
on his own program next week. That J. G,
Hope will only be
Flippen is wearing a toupee made from J. L. Lewis' eyebrows. .That th«
White House handles sole distribution of hand-painted ties.
,

.

.

.

.

HangnaU Descriptions
Ronson's theme song: The Old Lamp Lighter. Gracie Allen: Queen for
Daze, ."Years Ago": The "March" of Time. ...Phil Harris' radio show;
.

a

.

Alice in Blunder-land.

i

.

Nick Kenney's column: Nose's prose.

Pitching Horseshoes
.By Billy Rose.

U. S.

,

legit

|'-|
,

Understand when some Hollywood actors were talking about Lassie the
otfier night, one ham quipped, "And they say it shouldn't happen to j

Sunday.

AMUS. BIZ BUILDING

International tourist trade on the
French Riviera is to get a hypo
from tin extensive racetrack project
murders, from politics to humor. This
Committee, headed by City Comwhich, permitting an important flat
was in addition to his short stories
missioner J. Russell Young, said
and steeplechase winter horseracing
about Broadway "characters," larger
there would be no dances, no "Comseason, is considered likely to atfor the top national periodimand Performance" legit show, no fiction
tract the prewar freespending crowd.
cals, and .the like.
fund-raising dinners.
Instead, the
Project is sponsored and partly
Runyon may become the subject of
local effort will be concentrated on
financed by the wealthy Aga Khan,
a biopic under a Hollywood deal
the collections in film houses (March
which agent Paul Small has been who married a French girl, has a
of Dimes) and the "Mile of Dimes"
house
in Cannes and spends much of
handling for some time although,
money-raising stunt sponsored by
while he was alive, the interest was his time in France, .where he is exradio stations.
Drive will run
light.
Runyon wanted $250,000 for tremely popular. The track is to he
Jan. 15-30.
built
between
Nice and Cannes, and
his film biographical rights. CoinciA.
Julian
Brylawski
(Warner dentally, he was working on a fHm will include the site of the Cannes
Bros.), head of the picture organi- script, with a Broadway background, golf course.
zation, said more than 60 theatres in collaboration
with Winchell, for
.in this area' had pledged cooperaSir Alexander Korda. This was to
Benay'e E-L Pic
tion, Bryson Rasch, of radio station have been Bing Crosby's first LonHollywood, Dec. 17.
WMAL, for the radio sub-committee, don-made pic for Korda. Deal reBenay Venuta iqked an Eaglepromised the support of the radio portedly called for $100,000.
Lion contract for one of the comedy
stations in- this area.
Runyon was thrown in a lot with leads in
"Repeat Performance."
Winchell in recent years. He and Film
will co-star Louis Hay ward
Winchell played cops-and-robbers in
Legit's Dimes Activity
and Joan Leslie.
latter's
specially-equipped
police-i
Her husband, Armand Deutsch, is
Plans to hypo legit activity in
calls car. Both their columns in reNew York in the 1947 March of qent months detailed some of their head of Story Producers fUA) with
Dimes campaign, similar to film- nocturnal adventures with floating Hal Home.
dam's all-out participation, have
(,Continued on page 62)
been formulated with appointment
of several legiters to head the drive.
Lee Shubert will be the theatre division chairman, with Marcus HeiMartha Raye Pic Biog
man as treasurer, Bernard Simon
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Will be
executive secretary and
Martha Haye vyill play herself In
talis how
publicity director, with James Proc- her autobiography, to
be filmed
tor as stage adviser to Emil C. Jenindependently by herself and hussen, who is coordinator of the film
band Nick Condos-.
the Stars
divisicin, under which the theatre
Frank Tuttle will, direct, from a
division will operate, although on
script on which Miss Raye .collabGlitter"
its own.
orated.
Ism,

Where

to the $2 windows.-/

.nesti |.i

-

Service

Washington, Dec. 17.
Greater activity in the construction of new theatres, radio and teleIrving Trust Co. in New York. Bill vision stations, stadia, etc., is exCurley, publisher of the N. Y. Jour- pected to get under way soon as a
nal-American, will publish the roster result of Government relaxation of
of contributors. First name in was commercial building restrictions,
President Truman is reportedly
Irving Caesar with $100.
Winchell plans to augment the ready to lift the nationwide ceiling
Runyon fund with a. big show like; on commercial construction to $50,the one he did for Navy Relief, 000,000 weekly, as against the present
$35,000,000 top.
This step, it's
plus sports events, some time in
March-April, on a coast-to-coast understood, will be only the first of
basis.
The columnist stresses that a series of moves to increase comfunds should be sent to any favorite mercial building.

Washington, Dec. 17.
Confirming exclusive story in last
week's Vahiety, the D. C. March of newspaper or columnist, not necesDimes committee voted on Friday sarily to him.self only.
As Bugs Bear pointed out, nobody
U3) to kill off the President's Birth,
day Ball celebrations, which have al- wrote as much as Runyon, He was
.ways featured the fund drive here extraordinarily prolific. He ground
and faav« publicized the nationwide out millions of words in his more
collection campaign tor polio vic- than 40 years of American journaltims.

V.

of the track.-,

.

.

V/inchell's $5,000

ther

1;

The Great Wit Way
Joe E. Lewis claims he was born on the wrong side

"BLACKOUTS OF 19W

t

•

On the Davenport
properties, contracts

>

.

.

ua1
money bet dropped from around

tendance

Other Script Deftls
Six moiiths' extension ha.s been
granted by Metro to Marcia Davenport to finish a novel on which the
Studio holds a $10,000 option. Writer
completed the book in the 18 months Newspapers Pay Big
originally allotted her, but didn't
like it and tore the whole thing up,
Tribute to Runyon;
determined to begin over. Because
of this, Metro gave her the time exWinchell Asks Fund
Metro produced' the film
tension.A newspaperman's newspaperman,
version of Mrs. Davenport's last
DamonRunyon got an unusual amount
novel, "Valley of Decision.",
death last
Two other yarns optioned by of pre.ss space upon hisWalter
WinIt was capped by
Metro at the same time on the same week.
chell's national appeal for a Damon
basis have been delivered. They are
Runyon Memorial Wing for the MeJohn P. Marquand's "B.?.'.? Daughmorial hospital, N. Y.,: which specialr
ter," which has already been pubizes in cancer research. The authorlished,
and "High Barbaree," by
columnist died at the hosp. Winchell
Nordhoff and Hall, an original. In,
started the fund with $5,000 and, dieach case the author got $10,000
rectly after his newscast, wires with
down, on the basis of an outline,
pledges rolled in, along with checks
with Metro receiving first rejection ranging from $1 to $20.
rights on the completed; ptoduct,
is in addHion to
:

;

j

'

first time in the past decade that
the race has left Detroit.
Evidence that racetracks are

tightening of the
pur.'iestrings is seen in the statements released la-sl week by the
State oil tax takes from theWhile atpast racing season.

'

!'

t

accommodations and accessibility
to more than ."iOO.OOO spectators.
Decision was reached: last week
by the American Power Boat
Committee, with the date set
at Aug. 12. and Will mark the

the

i

,,

and west coasts. Last Christmas Sidney Greenstreet played Santt
Claus and got.stuck in a hot chimney .. .his friends still call him Crisp. f.
Kringle. And. to this day he suffers from Santa Clauiitrophobia. One off
the girls in the line at the Carnival must be southern ... she keeps callinj
But it's not much fun shopping in tht
Christmas the "YoUTall-tide."
specialty shops. .they have such narrow entrances! in fact* Jerry Colonns
couldn't even get through one doorway until he had his mustache trimmed, p
The other day I spied some musical cigaret boxes priced, at $25 and $50,
Asked the salesgirl what the difference was. She said, "With the $50 one i?'
east

with contest to be held
at Rocknway Inlet, which has

feeling

editorial board.

.

.

Sports Shorts
At the behest of present champ
Guy Lombard©, the 1947 Gold
Cup races will be subway circuited,

the February number.

The lOG

^ecn having a little trouble with my Christmas gift list. .thought ol ^
giving Sonja Henlfe skates but that's like buying Errol iFlynn mistletoe,
However, I'n* not the only one having trouble: Out in Hollywood Graci»|i'<
Allen was going to send a New York friend of hers some Easter eggs
t.
imtil George told her there wasn't that much time difference between ttii

the*

n lieup with

1946

18,

The Berle-ing Point

With Reader's Digest; Other Deals
Metro

December

41st Anniversary Edition of

A fellow who finances a musical show these days ought to have his head
examined. He can get a better run for his money dropping quarters in a
"
slot machine.
Yesterday I turned down the chance to produce a musical which has all
the earmarks of a hit. Its expert and funny libretto is embroidered with a
set Of tunes you'll be whistling next June. At today's prices it will cost over
$200,000 to ring up the curtain. It must gross better than $25,000 a week to
pay operating expenses. And that's for an average-sised show without stars,
revolving stages or .fancy costumes. I decided to not do it and have a good
season. Fm allergic to losing money and I can't afford a hit.
When Joe Customer walks up to^the boxofflce and plunks down six clams
for a chair downstairs, he probably figures the producer is making zillion.s.
In a pig's ear! Chances are Joe Impresario is sweating to get his original
stake back. And' Fm not talking about the flops which open and close like
camp stools. The economies of musical producing, are so daffy now a show
can be a hit and lose a bundle.
Is "Show Boat" a good show? Try to think of a better one. The current
revival got rave reviews. When it closes next month it will have taken in
more than two million dollars, averaged better than $40^000 a week. Yet it
will wind up $160,000 in the red. Why be a producer? You can lose yoiir
shirt cheaper by sending it to the laundry.
The mornings after "Are You With It" and "Billion Dollar Baby" opened,
the backers thought they had the key to Fort Knox. The shows played to
big business for months. When they folded, the angels had had their wings
Each of these successes lost six>figure sugar.
"Annie Get Your Gun" Isn't a hit, it's an explosion. It cost about $350,000
to produce. It's been grossing $45,000 a week for 30 weeks. If it sells every
seat for another, 30, the backers will be exactly even. Shucks, they were
clipped.

even before they

started.

Remember, these are
least five turkeys.

A

the figures on hits. For every hit there were at
conservative gue.ss is that two million dollars were

dropped on the "Nellie Blys," "Girl From Nantuckefci," "Around the Worlds"
and a dozen other fumbles.
What makes these cardboard-and-rhinestone shait/spiel.'! cost so much?
Why should a make-believe kitchen cost more than a home on Long Island
with real plumbing? Why does an obscure hoofer who's on stage 24
minutes a week earn more than a nationally known artist like Thomas
Benton? WeUi to-begin with, show business isn't a business. It's a crap
game. And there are no small salaries arotmd a gambling house. Prices
were crazy when I fait the street fifteen years ag6. Today they're plain
astronomy.
The showgirl costume they used to nick me a hundred bucks for is now
five hundred. Scenery, props, electrical equipment— you'd' think they were
made by Tiffany. Designers and directors get more than bank presidents.
Teamsters, stagehands, musicians earn as much as big league baU players,
I'm in favor of their getting that kind pf money— as long as it isn't mine,
I once took the Hippodrome apart and produced a piece of tinsel imd
thunder there called "Jumbo." T^he bill was $280,000. I doubt whether I
could duplicate it now for a million. I hate to think What It would cost
to do an Aquacade these days. And so, until it costs less to dance. Little
Willie is going to sit it out.
That fresh green money is getting scarce again. I think ticket prices will
have to come down. To get six dollars a ducat next season, you'll probably haye to show them the Burning of Pompeii with hot and cold dancing
•

girh!.'

,

"Look at that chump blowing the whistle on his own racket," I can
hear the wise guys saying. "He owns a theatre and needs big musicals to
keep him fat and happy." Well, nothing I say will keep producers from
producing. Like the Norwegian rodent called the lemming, every so
often they'll feel the compelUng urge to march to the sea, throw themselves
in and drown. They'll get to thinking of "Oklahoma" and "Life with
Father" and chop open the kid's piggy bank';
There's a cute story about fellows who do musical shows. The busine-s.s
agent for the musicians' union told a little East Side producer the pit band
would have to get a twenty percent increase. "That's impossible!" screamed
the producer. "Two years ago you hit me for a fifteen pet cent raise.
That season I lost $8,000. Last yetir, you jacked me up another ten per cent.
I lost $17,000. What do you want to do— put me in -bankruptcy?"
The union delegate said, "If you're losing that kind of moheyj wouldn't
it be smarter to close the theatre?"
"Don't talk crazy," snapped the producer, "If I close the theatre, how
am I going to make a living?"
(Copurighi;, 1946, Billy Rose)
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TAX CUT PRIME PROnT-BOOSTER
IEXPLIS 64% OF RKO s Dore Schary Deal Depends On

Selznick Plans to Set Releasing

This Week;

UA

David O. Selznick's lorces yester-juggling posday (Tuesday) were
film companies
sible deals with three
physical distribution of the prod-

next week.
With such subsidiary organizatiora
and Railway Exas Ross Federal

"No Organized System

eliminated as possibility for
handling SBO prints, and direct de-

that states-rights would
were
be considered, Selznickites
concentrating on getting a deal from
among the eight major and three
nial

Warner Bros.

companies which have nationThere
facilities.
releasing
would be no great surprise in the
trade if Selznick came up with a
as
Metro,
such
company
deal With a
with some sort of combination par-

Trtiiior

tial sales

Variety
•ditarial faatur*

•f tha farthcamiiiq

4 J Si Anniversary Number
af

arrangement.

On other fronts, meantime, things
were pretty mucli at a standstill
while lawyers and execs on both
coasts masterminded the next steps
Us result of the action of United Art-

MPA '47 Budget
At $1,100,PO

board last week in deciding to
legally toward ousting Selznick from ownership in and ^istri'
bution via the company.

ists'

move

•

to

Develop New Talent for
Fix, Radio or Legit"

wii'e

Whether

(Pm'idtM, Mofimn f'ntun Assn. »f

baiiavat that

"V. S. FUms, a World
Target Today, f^onetheless
Welcofne Competition"
•n

discloses.

The $20,000,000 balance for the
year of unprecedented earnings are
First,
attributable to three factors.
a 10% increase in b.o. sales from
an average of 42y2C per patron to
second, a boost in foreign
46'/'jc;
business, estimated between 10 and
15%; and third; a hike in actual patronage at the theatres.
Answering the question of what
has accounted for the almost 100%
in return.? to the company during
the current stanza, breakdown indicates that, bepause of tax repeal, net
would have advanced 50% without
receipt of a penny more in grosses
for the year. Savings were whittled

adlitarial

faatara

af tha faithcominq

41 Si Anniversary Number
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>

Truman Shakeup
Of Pic4ir Media
'

.

New

,

—

his

home

in

Spokane,

"Joan
top

of Lorraine," are
attention from film

receiving

companies

gunning for screen rights to legiters.
Warner Bros., Universal-International and 20th-rox are leading contenders for the Hart play, while
virtually all of the majors have
made advances resarding "Joan."
Catch with "Joan" is that no
studio wants the play unless it can
get Miss Bergman to repeat her
stage role in the film.
It's understood she's not adverse to that, but
will

not commit herself, referring
from film Companies
to her attorney on the Coast, Maxwell Anderson wrote the play, which
(Continued on page 29)
all

inquiries

:

HVood

Gal Newsies

Ready *Co-op' Awards
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Golden Apple and Crab Apple
awards will be handed out by the
Hollywood Women's Press Club at
its annual dinner
at the Hollywood
Athletic Club, Dec. 23. Ballots have
'been mailed to members
to deterUie most cooperative and most

mme

un^poperative
thesps.
male
female, in the film industry.

and

Wash.,

He'll also

to

m^e

a series of speeches in that area.
He'll go from there to Hollywood
about Jan. 2 to spend two weeks in
huddles with studio heads before returning to his headquarters in Washington, D. C.

MAYER VICE MILLIKEN
AS MPA FOREIGN CHIEF
Gerald M. Mayer becomes mianaging director of the International
the Motion Picture
of
Division
As.'?n. of America on Jan. 1, it was
revealed in N. Y. yesterday CTues.).
Carl Milliken will relinquish his
duties as head of the International
Division then, but will continue as
secretary of MPA and devote most
of his time to development of teaching films and audio-visual aid lor
Millischools for the as.sociation.
ken wiU have been with MPA 21
years next Jan^ I.
This change in MPA's Interna^
tional Division is confirmation of
Variet'sj's story about six montli.s ago
when Eric Johnston, MPA prexy, revealed that Milliken was stepping
down as foreign chief. Change is in
line with Johnston's policy of getting
younger men in active posts of the

Joan Crawford and Gregory Peck
were handed the gilded accolade last association.
Greer Carson and Fred
Mayer leaves for Hollywood on
MacMurray on the other end. Miss Dec. 27 1o meet studio heads and
»--i'awfoi-d and Peck are
leading can- discus.s the international situation
nwates for cooperation
'X'his is preparatory to
this year, with them.
Ii;"" J"ne Haver, Joan
Fontaine, going to Europe with Johnston in

year, witli

-

JJana Andrews
and Glenn Ford as
runnersup. Mentioned
as non-co-ops
«e lugrid Bergman, Betty Grable,

Rogers, Katharine Hepburn,
Sinatra.

Ch«:f
Charles
Boyer.

Bing

Crosby

April,

Mayer, who was
of

the

as.«ociate director

International

MPA

Division,

was

abonl nine months.
and He recently returned from a brief
trip overseas with Johnston.

with the

to

the

Rathvon, on the other hand, it is
understood, is reluctant to give up
his supervisory role over RKO production. He has parlayed the duties
of RKO studio head, prexy and
board chairman since the death of
production chief Charles Koerner
last winter.

Schary has 18 months to go on
a contract -with Selznick. Latter hass
backed Schary fully in his desire
for full control at RKO, refusing to
release
granted.

him

power

unless- such

is

Selznick is also seeking
compensation for the company iov
tearing -up Schary's pact, It's understood

desires

hfe

player,

director,!

producer loans or some other such

form of return.

Whole matter was
length

at

discu.ssed

RKO

the

at

board huddle

Monday, with Rathvon staying in
the rest of the week for
further talks on the subject. Pleasant
plans call for him to leave fol: the
studio Friday (20).
Rathvon also attended the meeting
of the Motion Picture' Export Assn.
in New York, Monday. He was instrumental in devising the idea o£
an
and considers it his
"baby."

New York

MPEA

RADIO PHONES TO LINK
STUDIO, LOCATION UNITS
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Pictorial
Products
has
been
granted permission by Federal Communications Commission to construct
seven radio-r telephone stations to
serve as communications media between film studios and troupes on
location.
Service will be made

'

headed by G.

Outfit,

up a

Altfiliscb,

J,

central station in Los

mobile stations.

two

Angeles,

,

and

portable

four

National Boxoffice Survey

Biz

Hit by Seasonal Trend—'Woman,' 'Skies,'
Clouds,' 'Undercurrent,' 'Edge' the Big Five

Usual pre-Christmas slump this
is being accelerated by snow
and colder weather in several key
cities. Net result is that biz is dragmany theatres.
ging bottom at
"Strange Woman" (UA), is edging

week

into the lead as top grosiser in this
"Blue
with
session
lack-lustre
Skies'' (Par), now mainly extendedrun, a close second.
Others in the top big-money five

Clouds Roll By" (M-G),
"Undercurrent" (M-G) and "Razor's
Edge" (20th). "Edge" and "Clouds"
are "Till

are in tWiv, class strictly on their
N. Y.' playdates. The others in the
Big 10 are "Dark Mirror" (U),

"Never Say Goodbye" (WB), "Nocturne" (RKO), "Darling Clementine"
(20th) and "Verdict" (WB).

Vctaran

film

writar^praduear

Alfred C'ohn
raealh

"When Hollywood
Was Young"
kiqhIigliHiig
'

'

tama mamarabia

''""ionaedatai

af (ilant dayi
in

tha fartbcominq

4 1 si Anniversary

I'.diiion

of

Most theatres are merely coasting
currently, holding back on prize
pioduct

until

the

Christmas - New
Many exhibs are
fart a few days

Year's holidays.
bringing in fre.sh
Result is that the
before Xmas.
small number of strong pix now,
playing are those that opened sev-

weeks ago. An example of this
"Mirror" which started in only a
few situations this stanza although
now piaying some eight keys on
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eral
is

holdover or extended-run dates.
Despite the drastically slackened
pace in Los Angeles, "The ShowOft" (M-G), new Red Skelton comIt shows
fedy. is doing nicely there.
the greatest promise of newcomers

week aside from "Woman."
"The Chas'e" (UA) shapes comparatively belter in several key cities
this week than it did in N. Y.
this

"Magnificent Doll." (U) is sagging
badly on first N. Y. holdovei' session,
duplicating the general experience
of this film elsewhere.
"Plainsman and Lady" (Rep) looks
fairly good In Philadelphia with
stage layout. "Best Years of Lives"
(RKO), which opens two-a-day and
al.so continuous run in several keys
.soon, is holding strongly in fourth
frame at N. Y, Astor despite everything including the film's length,
"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) will
do fallly well in San Francisco this
week. "Always Loved You'' (Rep),
which just missed the Big 10 this
round, bucked the tide by teeing oft"
nicely in Denver and strongly in
Montreal.
(Comj)lf(e B.O. Reporfs P, 18-19.)

.

available to all picture companies
after first of the year for .the westf
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Budget for 1947 of the Motion somewhat by fact that companies
Washington, Dec. 17.
Picture Assn., approved at the meetGovernment liaisons with the film
filed consolidated tax returns during
Masterminding
ing of the board in Washington last war years, combining excess tax and radio industries were shifted
In Hollywood, Selznick, Neil Agveek, calls for total expenditure of with regular .40% income tax bite. last week into a resurrected Office
new, his di.stributlon chief, who'll be $1,100,000. That's about $75,000 more
of Government Reports, as the Pres(Continued on page 70)
prexy of SRO, and Dan O'Shea, than the budget for the current year.
ident shook up several of the rewho'll be chairman of the board, It does not include the cost of operamaining war agencies, merging them
were plotting theh' moves. They tion of the MPA's Coast branch, the
into an Office of Temporary Conhad been delayed by O'Shea's ab- Motion Picture Producers' Assn., un- Metro Bikes Same Print
trols.
sence until Monday (16) at the Mayo der which Joe Breen's Production
Office of War Mobilization and ReClinic in Rochester, Minn. Plans are
To 3 Chinese First Runs; conversion was one of the several
Code Administration falls. MPPA
expected to be completed by tonight
has its own budget.
thrown into catch-all OTC, but as
(Wednesday) with Agnew returning
U.S. Pic Mark this was done Mr. Truman removed
Sets
Fiscal setup okayed by the directo New York tomorrow to carry
Metro has just broken the record the film and radio functions, blew
through on building up the new dis- torate, consisting of toppers of seven
life into OGR, and parked the
tributing organization Selznick an- major companies (all but United for earnings of any American film new
Artists, which is not a member), in- in China— through the novel ex- media units there. OCR was a pernounced last Wednesday.
manent White House adjunct which
In New Yorlc, the law firm of John cludes allowances tor just about the pedient of bicycling a single print
W. Davis—Davis, Polk, Wardwell, same activities as in the past. There back and forth between three differ- was wiped out in 1942 and its funcGardiner & Reed has agreed to' were merely a few minor shifts in ent theatres in Canton to give the tions transferred to the Office of War
consider representing UA in the suit allocations.
picture a first run in three houses Information.
it wants to
Arch Mercey, head of the former
file
against Selznick.
Only activity which got an im- simultaneously.
Davis told a. committee of the board portant tilt in coin allotted rt is the
Film was "Bathing Beauty," which; Motion Picture Division, Office ojE
who called on him last we'ek that statistical research department. It grossed $15,000,000 (Chinese) on its War Mobilization and Reconversion,
other commitments do not prevent was handed $75,000^ah6ut twice opening day in the three houses and explained that there was no weakhim from accepting the case, but what it got in 1946. That's a reflec- then went ahead to chalk up $20,- ening of the division as the official
ho is now giving consideration to tion of prexy Kric Johnston's state- 000,000 (Chinese) the first Sunday of liaison between the Government deUA's legal position. If he feels it is ment last year that the motion pic- its engagement. (Present rale of ex- partments and the industry.
"The functions and problems of
(Continued on page 31
ture industry Icnows less about it- change is about 3,000 to 1.) Record
self than any other major industry is especially good since Canton, un- tlie Motion Picture Division," he
in the country. MPA now has sur- like cosmopolitan Shanghai; is just said, "will remain exactly the same
were outlined during the recent
as
from
the
emerge
ravbeginning
to
Xhris Blake' and 'Joan'
the
veys in progress on both
domes(Continued on page 29)
tic and international front.
(Continued on page 29)
Johnston wa» in New York Mon(WithlngridaMust)
day for the Motion Picture Export
Hot H'wood Interest Assn's meeting and then headed for
Moss Hart's "Christopher Blake"
spend the holidays.
and the Ingrid Bergman starrer,

complete powers over
production are to be handed
Dore Schary was the subject of
RKO board meeting in New
York Monday (16) attended by N.
Peter Rathvon, prexy and studio
head. RKO has been making a pitch,
for a month or more to lasso Scharyj
who doesn't want to make the move
fronii his present tieup with David
O. Selznick unless he can be. as.sured he'll have no interference
with his' powers at the RKO studio.

RKO

Eric Johnston

.(all except United Artists)
scoring a grand-slam gain of $55,^
000,000 over last year's record $05,000,000 64% of that sum, or an estimated $35,000,000, was the Big
Seven's savings from Congres-sional
action which erased the tax at the
outset of the year, analysis by

it

made

«ii

100% Prod. Control

majors

eem|ilatiM that th«r«

.

His Getting

RECORD GAIN

rise

Eastern prodnclion head of

press

'46

Prime promoter of the meteoric
in film company earnings for
1946 has been the repeal of the Federal excess profits tax. With seven

Jacob Wilk

for
Selznick Releasing
uct of the new
was anticipated
It
Organization.
would be sewed
that an arraufjenienl
up by the end of this week or early
.

<
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FILMS' '46

losing Money

JACKPOT

UA Indies Moving Into MPEA; Maas

'indicative of the feeling among top distribution execs regarding tiie
current raft of complaints raised by exhibs against high rental terms is
that expressed by a sales manager for one of the majors. "When an
exhibitor complains that he's losing' cioney today because he's spendihg too much for product," the sales manager s&ld, "he means that he's
pirobably malting $1,800 a week now instead of the $2,000 a Week he
rnade last year. And he calls that 'losing money'."
Exhibs have no right to kick if skyrocketing production costs force
upped rentals on pictures, the sales chief said, because they haven't
"as much investment in a picture as the prod^icer or distributor."
[Exhibs, of course, point to the investment in theii: theatres, their
businesses, etc., in rebuttal,]

Pacts Polish Deal for U.

NIB[S

12,000

IN

+

.

'

.

Capra Pic Into Globe, N.

Y.,

Raises

Comparison of Rentals With the M. H.
With opening of Frank Capra's
Life" scheduled
"It's a Wonderful
for the Globe, N. Y., Saturday (21)
argument has sharpened among distribs and theatremen as to relative
values in film rentals, prestige and
advertising of a long-run in one of
'

James

Geller

J.

satirizx a

day

'

an aditorlal faatur*

have no hesitancy in
saying they'd prefer the big Rockefeller operation in any case.

in

distribs

th* forrhcoming

41st A iiniversary

Number

of

Anniversary

imports annually, similar to the ar-r
rangement now iii force in Czecho-

Number

slovakia.

Johnston, who is prexy of ihe
as well as the Motion Picture
Assn., also reprised his findings on
his recent London trip for the benefit
of the assembled execs, who included

of

MPEA

'Abie' Getting

Despite

presidents and chiefs of foreign departments of most of the eight member
companies.
As he did
at the
board meeting last week,

Top Dates

Some

MPEA
MPA

Protests;

9 Minor Cuts Made

to
Irish

over the feasibility

is split

"Abie's

Rose" (UA), no

official

word

I

has gone out forbidding bookings in
the companies' theatres, it has been
learned. Widespread squawks agamst
alleged racial caricatures in the film
have, as a matter of fact, had little
influence on bookings to date, particularly in small towns.

them with the proverbial
one exec said. "On the other

touch
pole,"

there's lots rhore who have
their patrons used to the idea and
lose nothing by playing 'them while

hand,

Harry Cohn s Colorful

pictures will shortly be
Poland^' Ah afereenierit

S.

into

:

of tht fortheominq

of garnering added coin through the
ad-pix. distribs of these films concede. "Some of the theatre men think
they're boxoffice poison and won't

,

U.

2.

reached with the Polish
government for a limited nurinber of

Although some of the homeofflce
execs of both Paramount, and Warmount-affiliated Butterfield and Nace
ner Bros, have expressed opposition
chains, and the Griffith circuit.
their circuits'. playing
Opinion

Strong film, playing eight weeks
at the Hall, can take out in rentals
between $300,000 and $350,000.
If
"Life" can get a 30-week run at the
Globe, Brandt figures it will take

;

,

if they handled an average
of six
merchants' and played each for the
customary series of 26 weeks. In the
main, theatres running the commercial
brief ies
are
subsequent-run
nabes, but some first-runs are addicted to the habit including important circuits such as the Para-

Alan Hynd

are:

has been

on editorial fodfura

41u

.

They

—

Be Original"

,

'Stop Thief!"

(16).

gpitig
/

Fihns

1. Virtually all of United Artists'
producers have agreed to. come into
the.Ml'EA— some With rhinor reservations and
UA will function
abroad as a full partner' in the Assn.

.|n''

"Let's

S.

Two major developments wrere revealed at the meeting of the Motion
Picture Export Assn., chairmanmed
by Eric Johnston, in New York, Mon-

.

Hollywood story eonforoneo

Those exhibs going whole-hog for
program of flicker plur'ging. and
some 12,000 houses are open to offers, made themselves up to $1,000
in extra change for the year. That's

'

out $700,000 in film rentals.
More
conservative estimators see a 20week run possible, with RKO, the
dislrib.s,
getting about $400,000 in
that period.

Advertising film distribs are winding up the top year in the history
of their industry
after
crowding
nabe screens to the tune of a $10,500,000 total take for '46. Business
of pushing celluloid, selling everything from $5,000 tractors on a national basis to a stick of gum at the
local candystore, climbed 40% in
1945 and an efjual percentage during
the current stanza. Things reached
such a pass in '46 that one Iowa
town, peeved over the rash of 30second plugs for commercial products clogging
the local screens,
passed an ordinance barring them
altogether;

4'

limited-seaters
as
the Broadway
against the giant Music Hall. While
Harry Brasttt, operjitor of the Globe,
maititains that "Life" will take out
of his house, considerably more in
rentals than it would from the M. H.,

most

'

:

PICTURES

COMMERCIAL
Exhibs' Idea of

\,

,

Johnston emphasized the necessity
of giving British pi x every possible
break in playing time and terms iri
this country to head off greater restrictions on U, S. films hy the English when the present quota law expires in March, 1948.
Harry Buckley, UA secretary, reported on success of the company's
(Continued on j>aige 29)

WB, LeROY

,

llFF^^^

TOUNTAINHEAD' DEAL

Survey on contracts obtained by
picking up some fancy extra cash. United Artists for the Bing Crosby
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
The Iowa incident occurred because independent production reveal that,
Deal between Mervyn Le Hoy. and
of poor management.
smart sales- beside coming in rather rapidly Warners for the production of "The
Testifies Chas. Vidar man won't let a theatre play more for the amount of time the sales Fountainhead"
was .called off aftet
In the 6,0D0-seat Music Hall, distribs
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
than four aid vertisirig films at a force has been peddling "Abie," the an explosive conference in which
are not unmindful Of the advertising
deals are on very favorable terms. the contract was
time."
Robert Taplinger yesterday
dissolved.
and prestige that goes with playing
Exhibs
are
paid
off on an estimate Virtually all are at top figures— 35%
was
arrested
(16)
on
contempt
"The Showcase of the Nation" anid
was made several years ago
and 40%— and call for pretorred', Pft't
(Continued on page 29)
of court charges (or failing to
say it may account in out-oC-town
Roy organized Arrowhead
playing time.
Many
also provide S;,^*?
answer
a
siibpocna
as
witness in
Productions while still on the War(Continued on page 29)
minimum guarantee to fi,„
the ^X.^
producer.
the Harry (;ohn-Charlcs Vidor
ner lot. Since then he has directed
Paramount's afliliate. the Wilby
suit.
Taplintrer was cited in a
one. picture, "Without Reservations,"
Jack
Kincey circuit, operating a large for' Jesse' L. La'sky?
bench warrant issued by Federal
MMnwhTir'he
Cham
the south, has booked signed to direct "The
Judge Ben Harrison, who will
Robe," postSays
Plans
"Abie" for virtually all of its houses, poned because of space
hear Taplinger's plea Friday (20).
shortage at
Pic opens on Broadway at the end rkQ, and the Selznick
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
CT.
production,
of
this
week.
In a broadcast slated to be car"Little Woman," another deal that
Washington, Dec. 17.
Problem" before the court is
In response to beefs against treat- f ell through,
The U.S. Supreme Court yesterday "when is a cuss word not a cuss ried tomorrow (Wednesday) from
will inform ment of Jews and Catholics in the
(16) refused to review the anti-trust word?"
A conference with HarrV
Various forms of southpaw KFWB. Jack -Warner
Warrepresentatives of the French Broad- film, nine cuts were made during ner over production of
conviction of the Schine chain, larg- verbiage wpre heard
"Fountainby Federal
est independent film circuit in the
Judge Ben Harrison in Charles casting System how the Warners the past week. Most of them were head" last week led to a blowup
country.
The Schine organization Vidor's suit to void his !|;2,500"a>' studio has plans for heavy expan- said to be minor, eliminating words over "personal and family affairs."
was found guilty of monopolizing ex- week director
sion of 16m films, both in produc- and phrases to which objection has Understood Le Roy drew
an adcontract with Harry
hibition in 120 towns in which its
been raised because they accentuated vance of around $45,000 on the deal.
Cohn, president of Columbia Pic- tion and distribution.
houses are located, by depriving
Picked up by New York's
racial characteristics.
tures, and the dialog, which could
competitors ot first runs and by
Blast by Bennie Berger, of Minnenever pass the Johnston office, will via shortwave and plattered for
other trade practices found in viorelease on the Coast, the five-minute apolis, head of North Central Allied,
go on lor another week.
lations of the Sherman act.
interview states the narrow-gauge last week, drew a sharp retort from Pressburger's 3 Months'
Vidor not only wants his pact anThe trial court is now con.sldering
films will be distributed on a world- Grad Sears, UA distribution chief.
a reorganization plan for the Schine nulled but demands $78,000 because, wide basis but that standard 35m He called Berger's complaints "unO.O.; Goldwyns' Quickie
says,
Gwrn's picturesque lan- production by Warners will be con- founded, reckless and ill-advised"
^ircuit, which has theatres in New he
Hollywood producer Arrtojd Pressruined
his
York, Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland, guage
appetite
and fined to tho; British Isles. Interview and said "such minor objections as
"^"""eer left New York on the Queen
Delaware and Virginia.
Case was caused him mental anguish. Testi- platters, arranged for by the North have been made by rnmnptpnt
Elizabeth,
Saturday (14) for three
ipund to be similar to the Crescent mony by various witnesses was American service of the French authorities have been rectified
B^^*^"
months in England, Prance and
Theatre ca.se which the Justice De- punctuated by unquotable epithets.
.system, were shipped here via plane
It has been learned that objec
Italy.
In Italy he'U search for locapartment won all the way lip and
Witnesses werethe principals, their from New York.
(Continued on page 29)
tions
for
shooting
through the Supreme Court,
of
Somerset
wives, Rufus LeMairo, Evelyn Keyes,
Maugham's "Then and Now," his
There was no comment here bv Stephen Garay, Glenn Ford and
While

Lingo Too Hot for

thus appears feasible that
a picture could earn more for itself
in the 1,500-seater on Broadway than
it

Him
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Warner From Abroad

SCHINE LOSES AGAIN

WB

'

m

More IGm
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next picture, while in England and
France he'll huddle with business
associates. He produced, bsifore the
war, in both countries.

Justice.

Department
bchme can appeal (or

spokesmen, others. Absent from the witness
a rebpiiring, stand was Robert Taplinger, foris not much expectation in
merly with Columbia and recently
Was nngton that the Supreme Court
signed as publicity chief for EnterVould grant it.
but there

Par Putting Excess Cash Back

:

Taplinger was reported ill
New York, but was ordered to
appear in coiu't thisi week, or else.

Also on the Elizabeth was Samuel
Goldwyn and his wife,. Frances, wh()
went to London to spend Christmas

prise.

Meantime, the Government

Is get-

ting^ ready to file
its appeal in the
(^Vfflth Theatre circuit suit which

has lost in the lower court.
The
appeal
document is now being
stuaied by the solicitor

in

It

general and

will

be filed by next Monday, the
deadhue.. The Griffith theatres are
located in the
Southwest.
weiit hopes to

win

in

'

C3«»yern-

the Supreme

V-ourt^on grounds that
the situation
IS sunilar
to the Schine and Crescent
cases.

,

Mel Douglas Wins M-G
Pact Wihdup in Court

Taplinger Vice Schulberg

At Enterprise Prod.
Hollywood, Dec,

17.

Robert Taplinger succeeds B. P,
iSchulberg, who recently resigned, as
Veepee o£ Enterprise in charge of
publicity and advertising to .become
a producer again.
He'U probably
release through Ent.
.

Deal was engineered by Charles
Los Angeles, Dec; 17.
Einfeld, for whom Taplinger worked
Douglas won a judgment at Warners; Latter was studio pubagamst Metro in
licity
director at WB when Einfeld
Superior Court,
.teimmating his player
contract on WSis vice-president in charge of WB

^
ivieivyn

.

T,To

^^*''
^J,

^"^"'•^ ^^'l^"

on advertising and

publicity.

1940, was upheld in his
Enterprise, at a special meeting of
wntention that seven
directors,
elected
board
of
years is the the
contract under the Joseph C. Gilpin to the vice-presiC«ut
'-aufornia
law.
dency, in addition to his current
declared
he signed
a chores as production manager.
«awei of, his rights
Gilpin was studio manager at
when he ioined
ow'^d the studio Warners and Columbia before jointhrp^l;!:'"^
iHiee
more years of service.
ing Enterprise.
..

Into
In a

move

financial

Common Stock Acquisitions

position

and

put

excess

banner year,
lump its bi«ls to the point- where it
to work. Paramount is picking up would force a steep rise.
substantial blocks of its own comCompany's turn to whittling the
mon stock. Gunning the new fiscal 7,500,000 S h a r e s outstanding is
policy in the latter part of Novem- deemed logical step since Par has
ber, company has already expended already retired its" fixed indebted^
an estimated $1,300,000 in acquiring ness. By this added move, company
some 40,000 shares Of common on is further decreasing proportion of
the New York Stock Exchange. its outstanding obligations to its fixed
'^-^
Stock has been bought withip the and current assets.
Understood that anti-trust decree
range of 31-34 points, with 23,700
shares acquired in November and provisions are an added reasion for
firsts
two
the
newly
initiated
policy.
the balance during the
Of Par's
1;400 theatres, some 1,100 are coweeks of the current month.
was 'predicted by owhed with partners, and the partial
Par's action
prexy Barney. Balaban in a report divestment proviso hits the' comPar's toppers see a
to the stockholders several inonths pany hardest.
"ago, Balaban at that time said that future need for treasury stock to
the; bompany would follow, a highly be used in buying out partners' inflexible program as to lime and price terests, in theatres and- preler lining
Par's buying power Par's coffers with outstanding stock
of the stock.
is evidenced in the market by acr
for that exigency rather than, issue
eelerated
turnover of company's new stock when the need for it
common in the past month, Stock, Arises.
cash,

garnered in

with Sam, Jr., now aide to British
producer Sydney Box.
They'll be
back on the return trip of the Elizabeth at the end of this month.
Other filmites on the .ship incltided'
Ben Goetz, Metro's British chief, ahd
Vincent Korda, associated aS a director with his brother, Sir Alexander
Korda.

however, has not scored any sizable advance in price, since the
company has been careful not to

to further solidity its

its

"

.

.

.

,

.

P-T Sheds Six Films
For '47 Par Release

-

Hollywood, Dec; 17.
Six features will be produced by
Pine^Thoma.?' in 1947 for Paramount,
release.
List
includes "Hard to
Kill,"
"Waterfront at Midnight,"
"Mr. Reckless," "Liquid' Gold" and
two of the "Big Town" Series.

I

Completed and ready for release
are "Big Town,"
"I
Cover Big
Town," "Danger Street," "Seven
Were Saved," "Fear in the Night,"
"Jungle Plight" and the high-'hudgeter, "Adventure Island."
.
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]
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"^^^S'C Vict* Judicial Delay on the Fmal Decree

James Mason Forgets His Garking

Philadelphia, Dec. 17.

And Spilk a Few Hunisand Words
British
this

set

James Masorv looked*
week to have his current,
star

sixmonth vacation in the U.

i

Leonard L. Levinson

by a pair of lawsuits:
one by him against J. Arthur Rapk
and the other by David Rose against
him. Meanwhile, attc.- beini; marked
down in thi black book of the American press for Garboing the reporters, Ma.sdh switched hi.-; technique,
poured Scotch and chann for newspapermen, and broke out m a rash
on intei Views in U. S. papers during
the past week:
Both Rank (named) and Rose
tef'riipted

i

ecjuippcd as

i

do«» 0 preview on Ih*

Oicw SwMpttahat
in

0 liHinoroaf playlet
!

Instructional

!

*

*

.

view^.

I-

*,

on Mi^orial fcqtMr*

-v

came in for
mean words from the-BritLikewise, many of the pic-

In
of

No MCA

Wliile West End and other firsttheatres in London have fell
recently.
business
in
decline
grcsses are continuing at near warthe
time levels in suburban areas
city, according to Sidney Bernstein,

Siiakeup

,

m

i

who arrived in New York last week.
Bernstein operates 18 houses in outlying areas o£ London.,
Trend of theatre business moving
from first-runs to the nabes is
Lew Wassierman, newly elected similar to what is being currently
It's obpresident of Music Corp. of Amer- experienced, in the U. S.
ica—^with Jules C. Stein, founder of viously a result of unwillingle.ss of
MCA, moving up to chairman oh the the public to plunk down inidtown
board stresses on the eve of his re- theatre prices, uidicating that people
turn to Beverly Hills from New don't have the coin they had .a year
York that "the same policies as set or so ago or they are 'unwilling to

'

'Ramrod' 1st From

are. loath to sfart

Enterprise to

Says Wassorman

!

[
j

:

initial

Artists'

release

;

Enterprise product has been set for

—

^

j

]

be"Ramrod,"

Picture will

Feb.

1.

Joel

McCrea

produced by
will be followed

starrer

Harry Sherman.

It

and^^^

btirig

Meanwhile, there's been a flurry
of court rumors that the decree will
be On record efore the New Year.
Curbstone opinion of indu.stry lawyers has it that the judicial uka.se
will be filed sometime^ during .the
Christmas woek, when the court 'is
adjourned and has an opportunity to

of
i

|

:

cainpaigii.s

^

tripped up later,
i

Uiiited

ad

ink licensing; pacts fcjr tw^^
ers with tlie ppssibtliti^ of

UA

'

m

ptf." he
ill his dialoc; were "chopped
told interviewer Tom Pryor of the
N. Y. Time.s.

'

:

P^fHETY

Ejising Off

'

.

.

Policy

technique fO- selling, pix.
Two- month delay with no indicatipii, that judicial word is near has
execs Worried, Unles? the decree is
iili;(i by :ttie fli:f t^ ol thfe yOar,: execs V
say that they'll go ahead -Without
marking time further. .One of the
top questions centers around the
question of roadshows. While intlications are that the court will allow
one-per-year for each distrib, there's
no certainty about'it and companie.s .

Number

of

run

"Lady" is the source ot
contemplated suit against

producer; His London
Brili.'^h
lawyers, he said, are now "doing
what they can to stop the picture."
His objection to it is the re-editing
done for American aydiences at the
insistence of the John.ston olfice.
He has a Clause in his contract, he
stated, which prohibits chant-es
his Scenes or dialog after he ha.-j
approved them. In this case, "pomts"

toppersj

fihe legal

Anniversary

41 al

la

fact.

tlie

footiiro

editorial

Nabes Up While Biz

Downtown

I

In

dept.

:

—

(21).

Mason's

*.

..*

on

111.".-

i

includinj!
in
been
"Wicked Lady," which tlie Rank
forces are opening at the Winter
Garden on Broadway thi, Saturday
he's

By Sidney Skolsky

Film Company, Glen-

in U.S., London B.O.

dJsl Ai'iiivfrsary I\innh(>r

(cryptically identified)
ish star.

As

in til* f ortticominf

sales

have been partially hamreleasing schedules of
Slowed by indecision wHiicli no
Jegalite cari answer as to just what
sales plans will be according to
Hoyle. iWajor companies, following
close of the N. V, fe(ieral court
hearings Oct, 22, tabled long-range
blueprints on sales policy with the
idea that an early decree would desetters

strung and
piit

...

:

tures

among

in

the Movies"

ol the >f«rtliconiin9

:

plenty of

Happem Only

"It

Hollywood crews.

consi.sts of a complete film
disc recording channel installed
in a cu.stom-built body n^ounted on
a ton-and-a-half-ton truck. First delivery of the unit was to Coronet

Unit

"Powder Room"
,

Continued judicial holdup on a
decree in the anU-trust suit is
beginning
to
spread headaches

final

and

Jllt*ri

Execs

Partially Stalemates Sales

the RCA-Victor Division of the Rj)dio Corp. ot America. The mobile
unit would enable producers of 16ni.
sound films for education and industry to RO out on location as well-

1

I

ih-

S.

Development of a recording studio
on wheels has been announced by

about April 1 by ''Arcb df T^^
Bergman - Charles Boyer wind up iiiiftnished business, AnIngrid
C. Stein will obtain; spend it now.
report, relayed halt in jest,
Bernstein leaves Friday (20) for '^^^^
no shakeups; no wholes
Remainder of the six films other
As for
contends that the decree was polAlfred
with
no
huddle
KingUnited
and.
Coast
to
personnel
of
the
Paramount's
signed 8S
^^ j^ y^ ^^^^
ished off by the' court within three
is parthe
into
whom
wild
to
go
the
with
Hitchcock,
director
or
any
of
housecleaning,'
Managing
dom
„„,
, ,j
j
„.._a...o
tribute for the Charles Einfeld-David
days of the hearings but that it's
Productions.
a
had
Transatlantic
he
in
around
nered
announced
have
been
and
that
rumors
production
just a short Loew unit also will be released with been kept on ice until a rea.sonable
five-year pact with Mason, the star
Conceding that the fiux of show He'll stay in Hollywood
has elapsedj-t^ overcome any
and his wife, Pamela Kell mo, also business necessitates changes from time and then proceed to Mexico two month* spacing between them,
claim of lack of deliberation,
.,,
„
a British player, had .some unkind time to time, Wasserman, however, for a gander at film production there, so that they all
will be on the mar^ technical move, court this
inhe has no
ari
declared
in
he
although
came
out
They
words, too.
stresses- that none are on the horiket within a year.
filed formal order denying the
week
filmMexican
PM,
of
u.smg
Levitas
in
thought
7
ouise
with
terview
zon. He will coordinate all MCA
From Mexico; That was the decision made in a joint plea of the American Theatres
facilities.
the Masons' explanation Of why he offices into a more cohesive whole making
and the Confederacy ot TheaAssn.
England
and
be
Hollywood
proceed
he'll
to
with
Loew
a
toppers
accepted
UA
huddle
of
had never
and, in line with that, "I will spend
tre Assns. to intervene in the .suit.
February
in
the
U.
S
back
in
pact.
Einfeld on the Coast last week.
more time than ever in New York
Step was talten after the theatre
Under]
Initial T-ansatlanlic film.
At least once a month
It was because "we don't adore henceforth,
UA contingent returned to its vari- groups pointed out to the three
into
production
Capricorn."
goes
film executives,": said Mrs. Mason, wii'rbe"the "scheduier'wHh pianes
film, to be ous headquarters over the weekend. judges that the informal nix on their
who happens to be the daughter of bringing both coasts together withm England in May. Second
mjde in Hollywood, probably will It consisted of Grad Sears, v. p. in application left their time to appeal
British film executive Isidore Ostrer, the same day. I have every intention
be "Rope" from the Patrick Hamil- charge of distribution; Joe Unger, questionable and might thereby pre"Yes," that's it,", volunteered hubby to be east every month.'
Bernsten
said.
vent them from moving to the Suton
play,
sales head; Paul Lazaru.s, Jr., pubJames. "We've had a bad time with
Wasserman fiies to the Coast toHe pointed out, incidentally, that ad chief; division managers audi preme Court within the allowed peHollywood executives. We have the night (Wed.). Stein and Tatt SchreiHollywood labor troubles are holdriod.
same sort at home, too."
ber lelt from Chicago Monday. (16) ing up British production, since re- other field and h.o. sales and adverThen the star related for the night following the annual board turn to England of at least two stars tising-publicity personnel.
Group viewed 11 film* by various
press his experience with "one Hol- meeting of the MCA companies Dec. is being delayed by Coast commit(Gontinued on page 31)
H-l!5.
In
They are Ann Todd, who of the UA indie producers, which Metro Sales
ments.
The other board members com- is appearing in Hitchcock's "The were either finished or editing. That
prising Stein, Leland Hayward, Karl Pnradine Case", filming of which includes "Duel in the Sun," which
Feb., Post-Final Decree
Lipsey, Charles has been held up for several months, was screened for the delegation prior
Kramer,
Maurie
Paris
2(Hh-Fox's London,
Metro's general sales meet, ongiMiller, Taft Schreiber, Wasserman, and Phyllis Calvert, who's working to UA board's action last Tuesdav
for the first week m
David (Sonny) Werblin, and all the in Universal - International's "Time (10) in kicking out producer David nally scheduled
post
Of fices to Be Expanded other officers of the MCA subsidiary Out of Mind."
O. Selznick and resolving not to ac- January, has been tentatively
poned till .some time in February,
cept "Duel" for relea.se.
London and Paris story depart- companies, were reelected,
time the final decree:
ments of 20th-Fox are due for furStein, back from a three-month
-Other films seen were Sin of Har- before Which
to be handed down.
ther expansion following the visit tour of South America, is enthusiDiddlebock
(Sturges-Hughes), is expected
old
were originally
to Europe of Joe Moskowitz, vice- aiitic about opening new frontiers^
"Bel
Ami" (Loew-Lewin), "Red Plans for the 'meet
set at a convention in Chicago
president and eastern studio rep of down there although fully aware of
"Pretenders"
House"
(Lesser),
ueveral months ago, when Metro
the company,; who returned to the the monetary restrictions.
PIX,
Same
(Stone), "bishonored Lady" (Sfrdmcompetitive bidding
its
instituted
U. S. Thursday (12) on the Queen goes for England and the Continent.
berg), "Macomber Affair" (Bdgeaus),
Washington, Dec. 17.
tests and first talked over the- origElizabeth. Moskowitz said that he Jimmy McHugh. Jr., who just flew
The Senate Small Business Com- "Fabulous borseys'' (Chas. Rogers),
had already enlarged the London in from London, flew to the Coa.st mittee will open public hearings "Carnegie Hall" (Morros-LeBaron ), inal anti-trust decision.
William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee
charge last night (Tues.) tor the Xmas
in
placing
story
offices,
Jan. 7 into "monopoly" allegations "Arch of Triumph" (EJnterprisfe) and
over sales, meanwhile, leaves for a
Archibald Ofiden, former head of the holidays, and returns to London,
Conclave
supposedly responsible for the death "Ramrod" (Enterprise).
month's vacation in Florida Saturday
Council of Books in Wartime in the where he heads MCA operations
of many smalltown daily news- did not screen a number of Hopareturn to. the homeBritish capital.
there, after Jan. 1. McHugh handled papers, but will keep out of the long Cassidy westerns and GOmet (18). He'll then
office for a week before heading
Film exec said he had also begun MCA deals whereby Rex Harrison,
radio field in general and out of the and Hal Roach come(i.ies, which were
tor a six-week trip to the Coa.st for
plans for the expansion of the Paris Lili Palmer, Carol Reed and Deborah
also ready.
picture industry.
huddles with studio execs. Sales
office. He stated that the writing Kerr
went to Hollywood.
That was the announcement made
There wexe. in addition, four A's meet is expected to be held in
Stein has
"^'"^
ambitions film produci
the committee here today, .shat
which were editing and couldn't be
studio.
roTi far sl'err or film ou
One of these tering hopes of big dailies who viewed, and four before the cameras. Hollywood while he's at the
'P'"*'"'"^'"'^- '''^''-''
Toses to anvthmg wh ch i^iT come
Last .summer thought the hearings would be
dnd ttie ex- ^j^^^ comeciian
oroiLre'm
of there in the past
nasi a^^^^^
out
left Arthur S. Lyon.s, aropDCd .nllo"ether because of the
pansion o story departments IS dejt^^ 20 >ea,.s, because Stein can
-l^ift which
br
brings
n
ben.
L. A, to N. Y.
^
signed to take advantage of this new
^^p^^ij^ Cnancing and packagin. Kenneth Wherry (R.. Neb.) into 'ihe
Florence Auer
Conrad Janis
Nathalie Schafer
independent committee chairmanship.
""iTskowitz said that at present '°y„„^^"">'
Red Kann
Ralph Blum
Edward Schillhorn

who

Rose,

recently

;
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,
no production plans by
there are
20th-Fox for overseas locations. He
added that he wasn't in Europe long
enough to look for any new talent,
but of one thing he was certain-^
current British and. French stage
productidns have nothing to offer for
American screen purposes. Moskowitz returns to Europe in June.
.
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postwar,"

'

Edward

Mori Krushen

Martin Schwartz
Grad well Scars
Paul Stewart
Abe Strok

George D. Burrows

monopoly

Olin Clork

Bill

Jim Conkling
Mort Davis

Ida Lupino

Howard DaSilva

S.

tion.

Department's anti-trust

ac-

7'-Filin Ticket
,„
i.
Hollywood.
Dec. 17
Hal Wall is tore up Robert CumWitnesses expected to be heard at
p'-'^^^''
contract and the open hearings include Morris L.
".'"^
handed him a new one calling for Ernist. N, Y. attorney, Thurman
one picture annually for .seven Arnold; Secretary of .^Agriculture

Eddie Aaron has been named to years.
Clinton Ander.son; Secretary of Corntake over as general sales manager
New pact permits Cummings to merce W. Averell Harriman; Seercfor Metro shorts, with the new job accept jobs from other studios.
lary of Interior Julius A. Krug; and
.—^-^^
Woodruff Randolph, prexy of Interto be concurrent with his present
chores as a.ssistant general .salesnational Typographical Union.
manager. Shorts job. is almost a
A.
L. Mayer
for
new one, since it's been unfilled
since Fred Quimby went to the
Arthur L. Mayer, a.ssistant to Basil
Jaeger to G.M. Nero
Coast several years ago to take over O'Connor, head of the American Red
Albert Jaeger has been named
as production iChief of the Metro Cross, leaves Europe for N. Y„ Dec; general manager of Nero Films,
briefies.
22, by plane, to be home for Christ- Seymbiir Nebenzars, indie producing
Aaron is planning special treat- mas. Mayer was in Berlin ye.ijter- outfit which releases through United
ment for the shorts and has ap- day (Tues.) after visiting in Rome Artists.;',. '^\.^
pointed one man in each of the com- on his present mission for the Red
JaegCP. financial oortsuliaht for
pany's 31 exchanges to concentrate Cro.ss.
.several other indie producers, acted
on their .sales. He's presently workHe also recently was in Paris and as comptroller for Nebenzal on both
ing on several new ideas for shorts Vienna, and only Tuesday returned "Whistle Stop'' and ."The Chase,"

Briskin

Geraldine Brooks

i

that field.
However,
radio and facsimile, in.sofar as
these touch smalltown hewspapiers,.
'will be investigated.'
in

Lundigan

.

1

•

Paul MacNamara
Barret McCormick
Darius Milhaud
Dr. M. Hi Nathanson

Tommy

Dorsey
Walter Gould
Jo Granson
John Hammond
William F. Jaflc

'

i

j

Sam Katz

Sam

Radio, in general, will be left
alone on the theory that there is no

Ju.stice

I

|

FM

NeW

-

Benedict Bogeaus
Carol Brandt

Paul Lazarus. Jr.
Howard Le Sieur
Martin Lewis

i

'

Hr„ii{„ tfoM^lc. r<ii««<mS>4n-c<
ndoas ^.^Ummin^S

-

.

Eddie Aaron to Supe M-G
rt«
i-vii
«T »
Shorts Plus Otlier Work
J

i

l^^^""
As Wa.s.serman
states, this
The film indu.'^try will .not be
„,
,
roore. freedom
to probed, because the Senate commit^"°^'\ ^tcm
supervise MCA's expansion plans tee does not want to infringe on the
setup.

Maury Orr
Harold Ru.ssell
Bert Sanford

.

i

J.

Schnitzer

Hunt Stromberg
Jonie Tapps

Harry Thomas
Unger

.

J. J.

Tom

Waller

Bobby

Wei.ss
Carveth 'Wells

Michael Woufe

Howard Young

:

N. Y. to L. A.

i

'

—

'

.

;

Home

Gracie Fields

Herb Shriner

Sidney L. Bernstein

Mort Lewis
Jimmy McHugh. Jr,
Ray Milland
N. Peter Rath von
Wesley Buggies

Andrew Stone

Sandy Cummings
Harry Delmar
Walt Disney

Jack Sagers

Sammy Cahn
Tom Connors

Xmas

i

'

Ted Baumteld

j

Marvin Schenck

Jules Styne

:

.

Dorothy Vernon
Lew Wasiierman
George Weltner
George; Yousleng
Adolph Zukor

.

.

N, Y, to Europe
Rosa Bok
Ben Goetz

i

Samuel Goldwyn

Theresa Helburn
Emmett Kelly
Vincent Korda

Lawrence Lan^ner
ELsa Maxwell
Maggie Teyte

Europe to N. Y.

j

di.stribution method.s.

to Berlin.

I

Nero's

la.st

two

pix.

Katharine Cornell

Fortune Gallo

Guthrie McClintic;

You can make

that

**

Paramount" permanent ... because we've opened

the flood-gates of a reservoir of brilliant product, with
releases to

keep

first-run

titles

enough

fine

marquees dazzling with great names and

every day for the next

five

months

...

!

!

Wednesday, Decemlter 18, 1946

FOR DATES RIGHT NOW.

ff

«BV01(5EAR)S

BEFOWE
All engagements, from

„

New York to

San Francisco, have records lashed
to

"The Mast"!

Variety* reports

the industry's top-grossing

hit!

it

Alan Ladd Brian Donlevy
William Bendix Barry Fitzgerald
•

And

week after week, BoxofKce's nationwide survey has shown that it's

•

topping everything .\ . everywhere

wrt

HOWARD DA SUVA ESTHER FERNANDEZ ALBERT DEKKER
Ll'JS tux ROOTKN DJRRYL HJCKMJN
Dirraeahy JOHN FARROW
-

•

Producrd by Seton

I.

Miller

•

Scrwn Play by Seton

I.

Millrr »nd Grorgf Brucf

•

|

i

Basfd on the Novtl by Richard Henry Dana. Jt>

FOR MERRY CHRISTMAS HIGHS...

Irving Berlin's

•t.iii.m'

In Technicolor

Bing Crosby
Fred Astaire
Joan Caulfield

32 Berlin songs— and Bing sings 161
Last chance to see Fred dance! First
dates all-topping, all-terrific! All-time

record-holder, Paramount,
It's

N. Y. C!

the nation's sensation of sen-

And

any boxoffice,

BILLY DKiroi.h'E

sations!

()}X,A SJ.yjl ,7.V

the nearest thing to heaven in '47

l->ii(-

.iii<[

Mrsit in

Directed by

]i( liiii

STUART HEISLER

•

.Screen Play

by Arthur Shcefcm-in

•

Adaptation by Allen Scotr

for

Wednesday, December 18, 1946

Betty Hutton
Betty's first all-out

comedy

since

"Here Come The Waves"! She sings

Sonny Tufts

3 top-popularity songs in this story
of a girl who can*t tell the truth

MICHJFJ, CHEKHOV

to save her life!
thrilling

A

fast

musical, a

mystery, a howling

—all in one and

it's all

-'

uh

Ri Tii nij\xrny
IKWJRD FREEMAN
RHYS (f/LUJMS

comedy

wonderful!

l)ur.cHd

Produced by Harry Tugend

*

Screen Play by Harry TuRcnd and Claude Binyon

.

bvJOlIX

KLRRV

Based on a Play by UuisVerneuil and Georges Berr

srarring

David

Loretta

FOR THAT FINE JANUARY TIME...

EDmEALBmr
CHJRLES MUGGLES

FlRGmU

FIELD

Hal Wallis'

HITJ JOHNSON
ZASU PITTS

Production

n»{pgpject

Esquire says:
to

"Comes
its

captivating 10-

honeymoon

in a full -color

Life described

year

feature, read
its

romantic

triangles,

Directed by

I.KWIS

ALLKN

•

Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass

pretty close

being the perfect comedy!"

by 20 milHon!
stars'

it's all

When

run around

in

top box-office funl

Wednesday, December 18, 1946
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FOR LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY

CROWDS...

starring

Eddie's a rich oil king and
gals

go

bucks!

for

A

him— and

Eddie Bracken
Cass Daley

how the

his million

Bracken musical

i

Virginia Welles

that'll

be good news to Eddie's 20,000,000
radio listeners!

Good news too

.ndS|)(ke,;1ort6s;:-;i

for

Spike Jones' millions of juke box fans
as

he

slays their favorite

and His

City; Slickers

numbers!

JOHNNY por

:

Produced by

DANIEL DARE

•

Directed by

WILLIAM

D.

RUSSELL

•

mOINU FIELD

Screen Play by

Edmund

Beloin, Jack Rose

and Lewi» Meltzer

FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
LINES...

if

In Technicolor

Ray Milland
Barbara Stanwyck
tj!-? Sr.

•

Skies" and

techniques to

A JOHN I'ARROW
I.

Miller

•

Directed by

Before

The

make it the

ultimately

great Picture-of-the-West

you knew
some day would be made! A huge cast

iih

GEORGE COULOURIS' ALBERT DRKKER
ANTHONY Ql INS- FRANK F 1YLEN

Produced by Seton

"Two Years

Mast"! Important new treatment

Barry Fitzgerald
I

I

In the big-money pattern of "Blue

of 5,500--in 27 panoramic settings!

I^roductiou

JOHN FAKROW

'.

Screen Play

by Frank Butler and Theodore Strauss

!

Wednesday, 6eceml>er 18, 1946
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starring

Barry Fitzgerald
Diana Lynn
Sonny Tufts

FOR EARLY MARCH DATES..

ALhKN JRA'KIYS
Amilt

Sonny's crazy over Diana

SJfiri

DS

•

•

JO/fV

/-/J.V.VA-

f

m

i

/ } I.I.

V

— and

Barry's crazy over horses... the ones
that

come

in last!

Here's hilarious

man who
made"Two Years Before The Mast."
laughter, directed

by the

With Barry actually delivering more
laughs than in

"Going

My Way"!

Screen Play by

l<'rancis

Edward Karagoh, John McNulty and Anne

m

m

Froeliclc

'

Based on sketches by John McNulty

m

FOR A
RECORD-BLOOMING SPRING.

MITCHELL LEISBM
Production

2

A

Goddard
Fred MacMurray

Paulette

ARLEhN Wim.-tS
P«»au<«.f hy

r>r»r<4 bv

Screen Play by Claude Binyon and P.J. U'olfson

•

0rigin.il

1'l.AUPK hVS\^ IN"

MllOiEKL

LFLSl*

Story by P. J. V\ olfsoit

\

When

"Kitty"— and Macdonald Carey, in
his

first

postwar role and gorgeous

Arleen Whelan tangle in a mari-

turn

MAcmmhn carrx

spring-feverish love-fest!

Fred meets Paulette, lovelier than in

tal

quadrangle

that's

balmy with

comedy and sunny with romance

12

We«ln«8i1ay,

December

18,

194^

MMBt

Bob Hope

FOR A GLORIOUS

BOX OFFICE EASTER...

and

Dorothy Lamour
PETER LORRE
Produced by
Directed by

DANIEL DARE

ELLfOTT fJUGENT

The gross-topping, successor to
It's the funniest Hope

"Beaucaire"!

picture— all the way back
tional detective,

heard

'round

to

As an

Favorite Blonde"!

Bob
the

"My

interna-

starts

laughs

world.

And

Dotty *s the spy he loves to eye!

Screen Play by

Edmund

Beloin and Jack Rose *

A

Paramount Release

starniifr

Ray

Teresa

Milland .dWright
SIR

-

FOR POST-EASTER PROFITS...

CEDRIC HARDWiCKE
VIRGINIA FIELD

REGINALD OWEN
ANTHONY QUINN
MELVILLE COOPER
Directed by

LEWIS ALLE\

Season's most exciting star team!
Ray Milland, winner of the Grand
Prix International for ivorld's best

now in his first great
love story in years! Plus Teresa
performance,

Wright

at

her peak in what

to be the best year of

Produced by

KARL TUNBERG

Screen Play by Kari Tunberg

is

bound

her

life!

Wecfncsday,

Deeember

18,

1946

13

mmmmmmmmmm&

iiiii

s

S
are eloquent evidence that there will be

quantity

letd<3wn

standards of

is

— product

indijstry- pacing

he past year.

tl

They
company

from Param ount's

no quality or

are a factual demonstration that this

prepared with enough — and great enough

to maintain the

Paramount not only the

preeminence that has made

talk of the trade, but the

won-

der of America's industrial and financial world.

Yet these are but the forerunners

program

of a year*s

so rich in box-office values that again in 1947,

for the fourth successive seascm, the verdict of the
iSPiitilS

must be

mmmmm

:

IS

show

—

AMKRIC.rS LEADING MOT/ON PICTURE COMPANY''

mmmm

r

.

I

Hue

lit

Stum

•I'oaui-tlon,

,

Miniature Reviews

(faliuca

Jiiinfs <'»Kney:

rue MadeleiuC <SOth).
Tiptop meller of the strategic
services, starring Jimmy Cagney.

Ifpiiry IJiithinvoy.
Siank*. .11'.. lU'.a .Sy ILii-nett; mwl<-,
Xmvmahi iilusli' dlreotlon, UuvjU
Kilwara I'owcll;
Minliilph;. aiTaiiKcmenls,
fameru, N'm-bi'i'f nrutllne (Fret! Wi^rt-on):
V..
editor Irtiilnum .Ii'ii*>R, Trn(lo..-lio\vil
IttlinilnK lime, »'>
lloi;. m, '!«.
....UinK-s Camiijy
liiil) .Starte.v. ....
Aimiiuciia
.;.
ansuiiine ilc Hoik hnril . . .
KMiiirtl (onto
Kill <c»'<.nii'-)l. 1

Plrei'tW hy

Alfved

,

. . .
Ji rt l.fl;4m r. ,.
.
.
'harlea (! |l.i-.it|
I'anpv Sijiir -on . .
Alavoi- OuliniHnl. V..
•
nw-loiii.

<

.

.

.

..

;

. .

v .

.

•

.

.:.

Alacii.iiie

K
I

.

.

.

.

,

,

...

, . .

...
.

. .

.

.

.

i

'{•[ iVvlie^

i.iicl

,,

..... ...

(

.

sturdy cast tiames.
F 11 b n I o u s Su/.aniie"
'•The
(Rep). Fair comedy for duals.
Nuit"
hii
lie
roi-tes
••Lcs
(I'athe Consort). Jacques Pre,

. . . .

n«i«oi<;uu

..itiMvci

Bl"""'''';, >'"•;'
I't't^i' V'un y.inK'i'l!
.

.'^

.. ...

.

*<'.';

.MflvHJf Cootl'
W>ra Jaffo
.

.

Utvil'^i'

...Alfi'ca
.

.

•

.

•

.

•

manages

to do, .she

do

to

it

as

.

I

for U. S. arty houses.

•

Kiirglan:' liiknii'li
«n(.||iiK orrli-cv
Lii riiii'liP.. .
.

i

.

.,

=

i-.

'

..

.;«''"'"»!'

^'re*"'}"""
Alf-vinOti- Ivli-WaiKl
..... .UonalO ltiin<loIi.'lv

'.

|

|

.

precision boinbing. to obliterate

inake

utm

ment

it'.s

.'*ure-

risively
tlie

a.«

laughing into Conlo's lace
important D-Day secret perof. them,

ishes with all

:

.

was shot

•iVIadeloine," incidentally,

wholly away fropn Hollywood, utilizing New England and Quebec sites in
he main, but there is nothing about

i

that doesn't indicate superHollywood standards. The support is

the

.

Utilizing the .sanie off-screen docu-

fllro

good down the

mentarv expo.sition as he; did in "Tire
riou.sa on 92d Street," producer Louis
de Rochemont. himself an alumnus
of the Time-Life tcchnioiio, reemstentorian "March of
the
ploy.'!

Even Annabella

line.

more than look pretty, being
cast here as a bilingual telegraphiste.
Walter Abel as' chict of American
espionage, Melville Cooper in a
prissy role, Sam Jaffe as the patriotic
does

(omnientary to .set his theme.
TlKU-oa ter it evolves into a NaziAllies cops-aiKl-robbers tale of bravery and bravado, honest histrionics
and hokum. But it all adds up to an
arri\sting film tale in its total unfolding.
What .limmy Cagney: endows the
picture with in the way of marquee

French

'i'imc"

Marcel

mayor.

provincial

Rousseau as the collaborationist, and
others, register. Direction by Henry

.

Hathaway' is taut, and Alfred Neumari'S dramatic score doesn't hurt
Abel.

either.

'

.

is. sometimes frequently dissi(COLORf-SONGS)
pated by an unconvincin,§ performriu-amount i-elense of Seton I. .Millci- iiroWhen he is one of the strategic am liuii. sjlai'S Ray MIlIaiKi. Bai-bai-ii Stiiiiservices' masterminds, on U.S. or Brit- w. rl:. Tiavry Fit'/.KernUl: fcatiu'CH tieorKC
DcKfcef. AiUlii)ny QuiliH,
ish .soil, he is eilectively the mature ('oulmiris, Altcrt
J>ircctert l>y John Jt'arrou',
t'l^ank Faylfii.
tralnin,? officer engaged in the Impor- .^creoniilay. l-'i-ank Hutlor, and 'rhpodoi'e
tant branch of the service having to do Ktl'aiis.-^. ba.sed on .story ly ftoi'i.S' Jngstei*:

value.s

ance.

When he essays the
u'ith strategy.
role of a brave young soldier-spy, to
pit himself against Richard Conte,

K.

soiiffs,

Y.

.

»1 MI>'S.
r.ily

MIohatt
.Mr.

ri,sht

O'Connell. nee Wilof the Nazi espionage,

Bill

the

cast's

out.stander.

the weakling U. S.
espionage man who inadvertently
titis <jff to the wily Conte that the invasion plans are purposely being

made

appear

to

Holland.

That's

is

would be through

it

when Cagney

de-

cides to parachute into France to
capture a collaborator who has the

key to the

Nazi.s'

rocket-launchiiv.'

sites. When Conte captures him. and
submits him to torture, to wrest the
true plars from him, the Allied espionage in London executes super

'The Overlanders'
"The

Overlanders," set for
proem atV the Rialto
Thur.sday (21) evening
Australian
Ambassador
Norman J. O. Makin hosting
was reviewed in the Sept. 25,
special
(N. Y.)

with

1946, issue of Vabieiy by Cane.
Film, made in the Antipodes, by
a J. Arthur Rank .unit and. released by Universal, was plenty
good so far as Cane could see.
Variety's London reviewer said:

"First big feature film to be
in Australia by a British

made

firm, this should come as a
breath of fresh air to audiences
jaded
with routine pictures.
Based on fact'j the story has

legitimate fictional twists to give
it audience appeal.
The' fact
that a million American servicemen spent part of the war years
Dowii Under should not be
overlooked. Whether it can be
sold as an epic westerner will
spell .its U; S, chaneesi"
C«we touched on the fact that
Chips RafTerty, labeled as Australia's Gary Cooper," played
the lead. Rafferty was a natural
for the part, he ftoted, and his
expericence in "Rats of Tobruk"

and

"40,000

Horsemen"

had

helped.

Ambassador Makin has invited
Government, business, finance,
social and entertainment biggies
to the opening, including James

I

F. ByrneSi Andrei A. Gromyko,
Niles Trammel, Bernard M. Baruch, Herbert H. Lehman*'»n4
others.

alio Nattier: featin-es Pierre >Ira.sacnr. SerjJiw
ReKKlunl, Jean N'ilar, Dlrcelod by ihircel

Carne; atory and dluIoK by
Phllinpe

(•amera.

Jat'<iue«,l'revert';

As'o.stlnl.

US Misa,

utes..

RuitntnR

tiri»4.'

A

dismal failure of screenwriter
Prevert and director Marcel Carne
who had produced the Jacques costly
but successful "Children of Paradise." Illustrating the current tend-

Vabiety's Maxi described the
picture a.s holding little for American audiences because the type
of war story done many times
previously by U.S. producers.
He said the film showed how the
timely bombing- of the Amiens
prison -by the RAF saved the
lives of 50 French hostages. He
described the actual RAF footage of the bombing as highlight
.

14.

her victims, seeks to prevent Gene

ency of French scripters and directors to forget the producer's side of
a picture, they gave free rein to their
own propensities. Hailed in advance
as a masterpiece, this is disappointing. However, may do in some U. S.
.spots. Originally budgeted at .$400,000 it i.s rcDorted to have cost twice
that much, making it the mo.st ex-"
pensive French picture to date.

,
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Don
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Wliitry.
Vennoi'lc.
Pol.ey. .i.

New
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excellence.

The

Bi'og.

FaiinloHis

Snxanne

(SONG)

.
,

Hollywood, Dec.

. ,

.

t^ootli

,

Ray MUland

.,.

FttVitalv..

Pharaoh fofCin
|

riepublic

i'ele'a.Bi"

14.

.

.

,

T.runetti

.Arffcnlina

,

of Mleve Sekely DroducBiivbara
'

lion.
directed liy .Sekely.
Stara
Hrlttoii, Kudy Vallee: fe»lureM Otto

.

.

.

KrUKeiV

"llegar" ("Desire")

(SWJKMSH). Kan-

drOTV Bauman release of Honarlc production; otars Edviti Adolphson, Gunn -Wallgran; features Olot "Wlnnerntrand. HJidd
Borsatroem, Sven Majfnueson. Carl Deurell;
screenplay. Waller I,,junMUlst and Adolphson baaed oti novel by Hans Scverinaen;
camera, Goeran: Sirindberfr. At 01ynu>ia.
Stockholm. Running' time, 98 MINS.

.

Richard IJrnninB. iJIII Meiiv.Vi
Ann
and carefully carries for- HorK, Tren Agtiy. Screenplay.Veilft
Tedwell
and audience hope <'hapnia,a, Kundall Fayei oriKina'l. William
ward
that Nancy is not the villainess she Bowers and Chapnian; camera. Henry,
yiiarpe; editor, .lohn Hoffinan.
I'reviewed
is proven to be. This audience symDec. ];<. '!ie. RunniMK time. 10 MINS.
The big, sprawling western melo- pathy created by the Nancy char- >^H--!ann«
[la rbara Britttin
tlourliiey. .Ir.
.Iliidy
Vallee
drama, which Paramount used to acter is a great element of appeal. Hendrick
IM.drlck fuurttiey. Sr.
otio Ivruxer
It's premised without a false note and
Ke.-c
turn out so firtfully, has again overKiclKird Dennliiff
story avoids formula compromise Wiitlam llarrin..
Ellll
Henry
taken- that company with '"Califor- while working to the inevitable con- Mary.......
...N'eda .4nn Borg
(liiiette,
.Iren .iftay
nia," which, if one was to probe be- clusion.
.......... ..tiriidy Sutton
Nancy is a young woman, marked MuVetensoh
yond the surface, is actually little
Mr; Tuttle.
.Frank Darlan
in childhood by the cruel misunder- havyyer. ..
............... .Irlarry Tyler
different than dozens of other narra.
standing of a rich lady in whose Hamburger IVlan. .......... .. Rddip tPloUls
lives of the war of the plains. But home her mother is housekeeper. The The Little lliin.
Al Hammer
when peopled with such luminaries misundersta-nding, over a missing
There's nothing wrong wiih "The
to strange
as Ray Milland, Barbara Stanwyck locket, influence Nancy
acts in her adult life. She kills a man, Fabulous Suzanne that couldn't have
and Barry Fitzgerald, in what are permits another to die for the crime; been fixed by snappier direction and
"different" roles for them, and en- drives another to suicide and efl'ec- more decisive editing. Film lags so
that
the
okay story
cased in Shimmering Technicolor, tively wrecks the happiness of two frequently
others who dearly love her. Nancy premise and lines seldom have a
"California'' assumes a new aura. It
goes about such unconscious evil chance to lighten proceedings. For
is better acted than most westerns,
with a clear heart and such innocent budget expenditure values rheasure
i t h as better d irection than most, and
deception that, although she destroys vip to release intentions, without being particularly noteworthy in any
is better produced, too. Which makes her loves, they still remain under her
department, but "Suzanne" lacks dispell.
it a decided boxoffice parlay.
Her story is told in various stage.s rectional finesse and zip needed for
The migration, in 1848, to Califor. of flashbacks as Brian Aherne, one of its basic cqmedy content;
Steve Sekely served as associate
nia,
and the factional differences
producer and director. In the latter
that arose in the fight to permit the
slot he is heavy-handed,- lacking the
territory to join the Union, is the
'The Magic Bow'
glib touch needed to give the light
key to this story. And alter that
This Piestige picture was one
material punch. Scenes arc held too
premise has .been set there's little to
of the parade featuring dubbedlong and contents telegraphed. Intell
beyond the additional backin instrmnentalizing by famous
stead of tight editing on comedic seground of the gold rush. But "Cali.
.

as

Paris, Dec. 10.
Pathe,<'ontortinin relea.sc olV Tatho Clnpnia
production. Starw Vvcs Moniand and Nathi,

.

..ba.rl)ara IStaiiwyck
FituKcrald
. . .Xiurry

BiHhop...

Pmlre........
is more of this sort of celluloid eine('.jioiifi stmivt;..
niaturgy, as the years roll away from Klvlra
today's peace parleys; that will take Bfnfllor <-'r('fl.i,.
on greater values with the,. pa-ssing Waffon NVojnan..
of time. We're still too close to it

Frank Latimore

(FRENCH-MADE)

Raymond's marriage to the schizoDespite tjieir Pathe tieup, RKO
phrenic Nancy.
At the dramatic
Kathorine linale, Nancy goes into complete in.: refrained from co-financing. First
stoplionKon,
Itcnrv
t'Ortox.
Uniory, li'sinrli) IH'nny. Fay Hrlin.. 01- sanity during a suspen.se-laden wed- snag came when Marlene Dietrich
.Screpnolay, .Sliorlilratun.
.toliii
rt'cted'
Jean Gabin, expected to play
and
ding
sequence,
but
film
closes
with
oaii tilli')!M\-; t'antora. Nicholas Mumn-aca:
the hdpe that love and care will the leads, backed out and had to be
Jioy VV'i'Wi; <>rtltoi\ 3. 11. M'hUirt'dite.
uui.
'*«. 'RiinnlMK lime,
'I'iMdf.-hon n .l)*o.
eventually, rid her of the childhood replaced by Nathalie Nattier (real
..MINS.
name Natalia Balaieff) and Yves
blight.
Laraino
Pay
Nan(..y
.......
..... .Brian Ahi-vne
»!•; Iflait-,,
Top male lead's add much to the Montandi a newcomer to the screen.
.Kolwrt AUtolium film.
.Noiinan' (•iyttt;.
......
Writer Prevert has mixed two
Aherne is swell as a Nancy vic.Ot^ne itayinond
.lulin Willis......
stories, one showing Sei'ge Reggiani
;Hharyn JlofCctt tim, deceived despite being a psychiNancy (nKf It'l.
Iticardo Cortois
atrist.
Robert Mitehum makes real as ex-militiamaii unmasked by his
Mr. Itonncr.
;. .lleni-y .SlophonRon
I^ord AVyndhaliiV
his role as the artist, Nancy's flrst former victim, Yves Montand, in
.Kalherinc I'lnieiY
-Mrs, Willis.....
post-liberation Pari5. The other is a
.ItPBlmitd I>c.nny love victim. Gene Raymond, lier la.st
Vr. Woiukll..
love, makes a welcome return to love affair between Montand, and
:.. ..l'"ay Helin
........
Mrs. Iloniu'r.
}l"Ipno Thliniw films after .service
.\loni;,-;.
in tlie armed Nathalie Nattier. Result is a hodgeN'olla Walker
^Vrnilidl. ..
.Mrs.
Ricardo Cortex, seen too sel- podge of frequently well-made seWoman ..s'inKt r. ......... .cJneGnle T^oonard forces.
quences
adding ud to a very tedious
dom
in
films
of
late,
is
excellent
as
.I.Illnn
.Knutaino
I.ndy.AVyndhynt.
Alyiiia Will the murder victim.
Sharyn Moffett picture, with dialog partly unsatisTholma.
..Fohnijy OlarU
......
Donald'.
does standout work as the moppet factory.
Nancy. Others lending noteworthy
Montand is fair but Misis Nattier
"The Locket" is a case history of a performances to the di'ama include is not sufficient to justify the diawarped mind and its effect on the Katherine Emery, the rich lady; Fay log's claim that she is the most beaulives of those it touches intimately. Helm, Queenic Leonard, Reginald tiful woman in the world. Reggiani
B.o. po.ssibilities benefit from sturdy Denny and Myrna Dell.
is excellent but best acting is by
cast names and the public reception
Bert Granet, imder the executive Jean Vilar as a hobo with rare sight
ai;corded well-niade melodramas of
supervision of Jack J. Gross, has who's able t6 tell what is going to
this type.
Interestingly told, caregiven a showmanly production touch happen in advance. Some sequence.?
fully produced, pic measures up as a
to all phases of the film. The phys- represent Cnrne's best direction and
neat entry in the psycho field, able to
ical dress is smart, but never out of show Paris in a sufficiently realistic
carry oft' top position in any situaplace, as conceived by art directors way to justify trying the picture in
tion.
Albert S. D'Agostino and Alfred American arty theatres. Camera
Vehicle is a strong one for Laraiiie
Nicholas Musiiraca's lens- work by Philippo Agostirii Is great.
Day and she does' much with the role Herman.
ing shows the players and settings to
Maxi.
of Nancy,, a girl with an abnormal
advantage.; Roy Webb's music score
obsession that wrecks the lives of
is an important contribution. Editing
four men who love her. Part is
J. R. Whittredse, special effects
quite diifcrent from the typical by
Foreign Film
and
other
production
factors
are
in
femme lead usually played by Miss keeping
with the Averall standard of
(Uttlikely for Awglo-a. S. MarketY
Day and she proves herself more
tji'tw^y)

than capable of seeing it through.
Story carries the flashback technique to. greater lengths than gener...'.tIt'orKe ffoUlouris
.Albert Dckker ally employed. The writing by Sherr
.Anthony Qulnti idan Gibney displays an understandFaylen ing of the Kubiect matter and prove.s
.1.^'raiik
.Oavin ihiir
a solid "basis for the able perform.TaniPf? Burke
.Kfiuartio ('lannellL ances achieved by John Brahm's di.Itonia n Bolinen
rection. Latter gears his scenes for

.ronallian Tnirobo.

.

now.
Conte as

and. Earl TloUinson:

iTarbui-ji:

Victor Yotinj?; arranKeinpntg. Kfn
score,
Ijane, I'till Boutelje; editor. Edn Warren;
oaiTiera. Ray liPiinahan, ttnrdon JenninK."?;
.'I'mder
Uprljort (."olmiun.
asst.' dlrcotiir,
shown N. Y.. Dec. 13, 'W. Kuiinlnit time.

.

helm Kuncel
emerges

"Jericho," French-made picture which opened Saturday (14)
at the 55th Street Playhouse,
N.Y., was reviewed in Varikty
when the picture was released
in Paris by Corona distributors.
Since then the running time has
been cut 22 minutes to 98 min-

-

California
*

the crack Gestaoo agent who had
iii.sinuated himself into the American
espionage .school as a means to learn
our invasion plans, Cagney suffers
comparison. But the hectic pace of
tlie melodramatics is such that it will
not bother the average fan too much.
The training methods, as indoctrinated into the plot's developmeJit.
are arresting audience stuff. And it

Hollywood, Dec.

ItlvO rcteaKp of licrt O.ranot (.lavU.!,.T.
l»u,V.
I.uraiVio
Stai'S
lirndUclitni.
Hl'ian AIif>riH\ Itobort jSIitohurn. tit'iio HuyUl.'iu-do
miind: I'ilitiircN Sliaryn .Moffett,

L« Xnlt

<"Th« Daors of Nl(ht")

of picture.

of

town a.s a n*ans to
Casncy doesn't weaken
imder the Nhzi lash, and coincidontally wipe out Coiite and Iris Nazi
intclligonce staff. The fadeout is a
wallopv with the tortured Cagney dethis 'Norlnaiid.v

.

surefire.

tlic

hcadquavtors

Madeleine

rue

13'

"13 i-iic Miulotcino" is the type of.
film whieh will become incr.casin,(;ly
iiftercsting and boxofl'Ice-valiiable the
Umgcr lii.stoi'V I'omove.s us front
too clftso
WoHd Will- li< We're
to ye.sterday's headlines but even
now, liSi tlie auditor views just oiie
branch of loday'.s KCiontific, warfare,
with its .strategic services, the tindorgroiind, secret radio tran.smitterp.
painstaking indoctrination, and all
the rest of it; one i.s moved to realize
liow manv I'acct.s went into the strusl>lo for victory. As a film entertain-

lie

(Frenoh)

is

i

combo okay

vcrt- jilaveel" Carrie

»«'!>

..laiMfs CraVdi
HflHUKPl'
.Hdliuic!

tt,.^.F
.|„. .,,„),

two

Lea Por<4>s

*J«richo*

hi.s

only Miss Stanwyck can hate, or love.
Fitzgerald could make almost any
part believable. George Goulouris i.s
an. over-written, tootlie menace,
obvious characterization. Other able
actors, such as Frank Faylen, An*
thony Qiiinn. Albert Dekker and Gavin IVIuiri help give whatever ereideiice this stOr.Y pcsseste.
K. Y. (Yip) Ilarburg and Eslrl Robinson ha\'e contributed a few atmosphoric songs, two of which are
purpoi-tedlv sung by Miss Stanwyck,
iiicl at lea.'-t one of them, "Lily-I-LayDc-o," should get a play. Kahii

•The liOcket" (RKO). Wellmade psycho melodrama with

J-Utli.m:ve

.^V"

'

gr.Vsses.

Uvcivtt O. .Mar.-lmll

TlviMiit... ......

iri

.

.

gerald

,

.Priinl!

.

. . ...

.. .

(Color(Pav)
Milland'Stan wyck-Fitzhefty
assure
names

••California"
Son.g.-:)

surgically disposes of

almost funny.
There's not too much sense to Miss
Stanwyck's reasons for hating Milland, Unless it's because she loves
liim, but when the script stops teasing her, and tells her which of the

vis-a-vis,

't:i

l.-»Hm«ie.
.SiTconuluy,

''"f""!'

Jrtiii

IfainV

;

Wedneaday, December IS, 194'6
where he

Afadelrine

Auniibella; nU'hartl t^onu.

.

.,...
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Poor example of current Swedi.sh
film production, "Begar" is a story of
spoiled marriages and a drunkard's
but by no means a Swedish
Weekend." Acting of Hilda
Borgstroem and Olof Winnerstrand
life,

"LoiSt

save the picture to some extent.
However-, poor direction and meagre
production values are too heavy a
burden to surmount. Film has done
poorly in Sweden and probably will
flop in the -U. S. where it was booked
prior to Swedish release.
Wins.

'

-

•fornia" has its share of fisticuffs,
shooting and ingeniously contrived
double-dealers to achieve more than
a modicum of interest.
The story is inclined to be too pat
at times. Any kid with a beebee gun.
for example, could tell that Miss
Stanw.vck would knock off 'the double-dealingest of 'em all at the final,
critical moment.
And that fadeout
clinch between Milland and Miss

Stanwyck,

of

course,

is

inevitable

from the beginning- of the film
you know, she hates him
oh, so much!
Milland plays a deserter from the
Union Army, who becomes enmeshed
right

—because,
in

the California sovereignty

fight

when he

tries his pan-luck in the
gold-ru.<.h trek. Miss Stanwyck is a

poker-playing, steel-hearted dame of
questionable repute. Fitzgerald, likewise, is also going a different film
way, an itinerant farmer Who would
make his gn)d out of the soil oneway
"
or the other.

virtuosos, with a star going
through the screen motions.
"The Magic Bow," reviewed in
Variety by Cane, Sept. 25, '36,
has Yehudi Menuhin bowing
while Stewart Granger stalks
through a stereotyped characterization of NiccoloPaganini,
Limited by script and production

this

vaflues,

power

in

film's

selling

the American market

will rest largely upon the pull
of MenuHin's bow, as the great
violinist is heard in "The Devil's
Trill" (Tartint), "La Ronde Des
Lutins"
(Brazzini),
"Campanella" "Caprice No. 20," 'Violin
Concerto No, 1," '^'Introductions
et Variations" (all Paganini) and
the last movement of Beethoven's Violin Concerto.
Script
wastes the opportunity of following an almost fictional life and

quences to heighten laugh material,
scissoring is mostly on story connectives, which doesn't make for clear
narrative.
Plot concerns a.girl who piclcs winning horses by jabbing lucky pin into
a race form. She's a waitress in a
small pie shop and in love with the
boss. .Inheriting $7,000, girl. offers to
stake the boss in a better shop. He
refuses and she, piqued, runs away
to New York and tries her system in

bends wearily under; the usual

the stock market. It works and Suzanne acquires three suitors at the
brokerage firm she patronizes. Her
heart still belongs in tlie pie shop,
howeVei', and after sufficient footage
and incident she finds happiness with
the pie. man.
Dull stretches overshadow better
moments, de,s|)ite valiant tries by
Barbara Britton, in the title role;
Rudy Vallee, Gtto Kriigei-, Richard
Denning, Bill Henry and others. Vallee has a laugh-provoking moment
when, in his stuffy stockbroker char-

film cliches.

acter,

he

Rudy

Vallee,

•

There is little that could be said of
any of their performances, however
far afield they may be, though each Is
certainly competent enough.
Milland handles his drinking proclivities
successfully, without being required
to take any pledges, for a change.
For a hero, though, he certainly gets
ka.yocd frequently. And a knifeduehng sequence towards the end,

Running
minutes,

-a

;

time,
lot

is

still

106

them wasted.

of

Since Granger hasn't the marquee value here as in England,
musical values alone will have to
sell the pic, which is currently
.slated

for the

ins with
htlp.

art

music

trade.

schools

Tie-

might

fires

caustic

crooner.

criticism

at

moaning"A

Couple of Years Ago," tune by Bert
and Larry Stewart. Best
honors are carried off by Kruger,
who benefits from experience.
Script by Tedwell Chapman and
Randall Faye, I'rom original by WilReisf eld

liam Bowers and Chapman, wasn't
helped by filming. Lenaing and other
Brog.
credits are slandard;

'This

Happy Breed'

Evidently
the approach on
"This Happy Breed" has been
given a switch since Variety's
Jolo reviewed the* film in London April 28, '44. In its original form, this picture followed
closely the stage presentation of
the very successful Noel Coward
play,
making, a middle-class
suburban house the hero of the
story. Then Jolo said that flawless performances and production values couldn't offset the
poor picture material of the
play.

Now, although the running
time is still 108 minutes and the
pace
still
rather
leisurely^
"This Happy Breed," the story
of a family between 1919 and
1939, shapes as one of the finest
products sent to this country by
Rank. H the marquee pull of Noel
Coward is not enough to insure
b.o,, there is the matchless act-:
ing of everyone in the film, the
excellent Technicolor (softened
to approximate' natural pastel
shades rather than harsh brightness), and the British knack for
complete realism in script characterizations. Ranging emotionfrom the bickerings of the
grandmother and maiden- aunt
ally

(humorous because they're typical) to the pathos of the autoaccident death of the newly married son and his wife, this film
is a good bet ;for general -U.S.
release.
Film opens at the Little Cfirnegie, N.Y., at the end of January, following "Brief Encounter,"
lia
is

as

another Prestige

Ge-

pie.

Johnson stars in both. Film
set for the art house now but
general

probably do
boxoffice.

consumption

much

better

could
fit

the

'
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New Studio, OK for

Pathes

May Be

Small for

Greer Garso^'s 5th March

Shorts,

H wood Features

on the first picture to be*
entirely at the new RKO-

tshnotinil

nioS

and the film
wrapped up last week
in the
now undergoing editing
Picture is a commetf,
labs.
Studio's

three-reel

r allv-sponsored
Bell,';
tary" titled "Mr,

documen-

produced unof American Telephone
der the aegis
Film was produced
ielegraph.
supervision of Charles Under-

r

under

RKO Pathe producer,
studio reveals
Looksee at the new
the
offer too much
that it won't
space for spaceway of additional
producers Buildcramped Hollywood
stages. Largest,
as three sound
inf!
.film was shot is
on which ihe "Bell"
hill

m

for tlie March of Dimes drive.
Picture, produced by Frank Whitbeck and directed by Harry Loud,
will be ready for exhibition in.Jan-

it s ightly smallliox75 feet, making
studio
than the Fox-Movietone
stages are
New York. Otlier two production
shorts
arge enough for
but probably too
or screen tests,
production.
small for any feature
^udio
Conceding that the new

couldn't

execs
wood production, RKO-Pathe
aver£oi- any
claim it's big enough

First featurefilm.
ase" Hollywood
Saint," goes belength film, "Citizen
^eek under,
fore the cameras

and

RKO

producer Clyde Elliott,
have announced
execs on the Coa..it

one of its
plans to make "Clo.se-Up,"
studio next
regular features, at the
Pathe execs, however disyear.
lutter,
the
of
claim any knowHege
(Continued on page 31 >

Two

Dates on 13 Fdms
With' most of the majors holding
back for various reasons on announcing their release schedules for
next year, 20th-Fox has already
lined up 13 pix for tentative release
during the first nine months of 1947.
Budget of more than $45,(X)0,000 set
by 20th on these and seven other
home-produced pix it plans to turn
out next year is the highest by far
in the company's history, according
to

Tom

J.

Connors,

veepee

over

sales.

In addition to the 20. the company
will also release outside product of
Sol M. Wurtzel and Eddie Alperson,

Par Execs Laud Rank,

BltoPusliHis

Return

From

between

h.o.

Yank expenditures on

adventiu'e stage
serious business."

passed the

and

percentage-chiseling
suits
orought against W. J. Connellee. operating the New theatres
in Elkton

"

decided

were forwarded to L. P. Liisdelof,
Painters International prexy,
with idea to get Sorrell on equal
footing here with Roy M. Brewer,.
lATSE International rep for Holly-

Formation of an international
of film- trade unions,
will include the bulk of studio
technicians and projectionists in the
U. S. and England, is now pa.ssing
through the talking stage. Idea for
the union international was spawned
by the recent U.S. visit of Tom
O'Brien, general secretary of the
National Assn. of Theatre and ICine

wood.

federation

which

amount of

Walt Disney Back With

Leprechaun Pic Ideas;

Heineman has also stressed U's
determination to secure the same
terms for British films as Yank dis- .Employees of Great Britain, where
tribs get for equivalent bracketed he held preliminary discussions with
pix. Deal made with Loew's circuit Richard P. Walsh, head of the In.

outside

New York

of

illustrates

American

Alliance

ternational

Loew's is paying scaled percentages up to 50%
on "Wicked
Lady" with these playdates treated
as test runs before braclceting the
film,
based on comparison -with

point.

Uncertain About Plans
Production on Walt Disney's "The
Little People" will begin within the
month according to the cartbtin
chief, who just returned froni a
material hunt in Ireland. New Feature will introduce Leorechauns,
Irish -version of the elf, to the

Theatrical

of

U.S.

films in similar situations,

during the same period.
Recent meet of Hank's U. S. sales
force in Chicago brought out fact
that Heineman is at the same level
of command as William Scully, U's

for the international.

the works.
Disney and aide Perc Pierce spent
several weeks in Eire working with
the
Irish
Folklore
Commission,
which has been collecting traditional tale.s for
over two years.
No story has been set as yet for the
film;
which will also have live
'

RKO INKS SPEWACKS
RKO

sales chief. Head of Hank sales holds
position similar to that of sales toppers of indie producers who distribute through United Artists and
are independent of Grad Sears,
sales head.

inked

Hollywood. Dec. 17.
Sam and Bella Spe-

W

against

Four

other

Mirasola.

with Edgar Bergen, and starring
Charlie McCarthy and Donald Duck.
In release it will 'follow "Alice in

signed to the second femme lead in
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Man;" . Terry
Allyn Joslyn plays a Washington "Song of theThin
drew support role in
Kilbuxtt
correspondent in the Eddie Cantor "Bulldog Drummond," produced by
production, "If You Knew Susie," at Venture Pictures;
RKO . Byron Haskin started his • Columbia's "Lady From Shangai"
director chore for Hal Wallis troupe resumed shooting on the
first
in "Deadlock," on location at Irvine, home lot after two weeks in San
Robert Riskin's
.
Three UCLA athletes, Mar- Francisco
Cat.
Dick West and Mike "Magic Town" company was forced
vin
Lee,
Marienthal. inked by Robert Riskin \a cancel a four-week location stint
sequences in "Magic at Chico, Cal., because of weather
sports
foi'
RKO borrowed Rhonda FlemPhilip Ahn, re- . .
Town" at RKO
cently discharged from the Armyi ing fromDavid O. Selznick for a

Wonderland" and "Peter Pan;" one
of which will be the next put on the.
market by the eartoonery.
Concerning reports that he would

.

,

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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i^iUiam Demarest
the Brooklyn Supreme Court with
of The Barker in "Variety Girl" at
Justice Charles C. Lockwood preIsabelita inked by
Paramount
Paramount to .star in a musical short, .siding.
"Champagne for Two," based on a
.

.

.

|

I

:

Pix Appeal Eannarks
$1,000,000 for Chest

Warners
story by Billy Rose
bought two boilers and water pump-s
to create hurricane .scenes in "Night
.

'

.

.

.

.

,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke signed for a
key role in "Tycoon," John Wayne
stairer to be produced by Stephen
20th-Fdx bought
Ames at RKO
"Lydia Bailey," a novel by Kenneih
.
Roberts, from the galley proofs .
Steve Darrell draws the top heavy
role in the Colbert Clark production,
Colum"Riders of the Lone Star," at
Republic finished shooting
bia
on three liigh-budget pictures, "Gallant Man." "Wyoming" and the; unJane
titled Nelson Eddy starrer
MeidowS, newcomer at Metro, as-

^

.

.

versal-International.

Sworn

dance

As

.

.

.

Ryan

Only

"It's

.

-

will be raised because the exhibitor

Pictures for a series of shorts
crazes, featuring Edna 20th-Fox Att'y
In
Argosy is establishing
.
:
publicity offices in Mexico City, with
N. Y. Sup. C't Justice
Cliff Lewis in charge, to plug "The
William T. Powers, general counsel
Cyril Endfield will
Fugitive"
direct "Story Bites Man" for Comet for 20th-Fox, was sworn in yesterday (Tue.s.) as a Supreme Court
Productions, starting in January
Metro dropped 12 more off its writ- Justice of New York State before a
ing staff, including Howard Emmett number of film execs and friends
Rogers. Jack McGowan and Harry including Spyros T. Skouras, comLeon Ames draws a fea- pany prexy, and Edward Rattery,
Crane
tured role in the Nat Perrin produc- United Artists president; New justion, "Song of the Thin Man," at tice takes office Jan. 1 with }uri.sdicPeter Chong inked for tion in Brooklyn and Long Island.
Metro
Powers was elected as candidate
the top Oriental role in "Assigned to
on the Republican ticket this NoTreasury'' at Columbia.
draws the role vember. Ceremonies took place in

on

Columbia.

.

is little possibility that shorts rentals

Embro

.

Metro

been drastically cut becau.<!C of the
rise in costs, and added that there

is about saturated with price.s
William Russell subbed for on that type of product. The ideal
.
setup for the next couple of years,
Elliott Nugent as director on added
according
to ..Disney, is to produce
scenes for "My Favorite Brunette"
two full-length features and a limiat Paramount.
ted' number' of short subjects.
Arthur Murray closed a deal with

.

Human" is new tag on "The Big
LuciUe Ball's
Heart" at 20th-Fox
slater Cleo Morgan, inked for a. spot
in Seymour's Nebenzal's "Personal
Column.".. .Start of "Repeat Performance." Joan Leslie starrer, postponed from Dec. 18 to 26. .Walter
Wanger inked Whitfield Connor for
a top role in "Washington Flyer,"
Susan Hayward starrer. Sam Katz!man will produce "Broadway Baby,"
at: Columbia...
starting Jan. 15.
Mikhail Rasumny draws a comic
role in "Saigon" at Paramount,..
Herbert Marshall and Lucile Watson
inked for featured roles in "Ivy."
produced by Sam Wood for Uni-

company policy

has not yet been definitely set. He
admitted that shorts production had

market
featured role in "Out.-0f the Past."

Dave Miller, after three-years in
the Army, resumed work as dance
director at

at present, since the

.

.

.

.

ney

.

.

.

draws a featured role in "Women
of the Night." directed by William
.
Rowland at Ensenada, Mexico
Gertrude W. Walker was inked to
screenplay '".njustice," which Aubrey Schenck will produce for
Edgar Barrier draws
Eagle-Lion
a key role in "Assigned to Treasury." produced by Sidney Buchman
at

drop short subject production, Qissaid that there is no truth to it

.

.

niMS

mountains during July and August,
1946.. Seven separate counts were
filed

wack

UA

PRESSES CRIMINAL

ACTIONS ON

•

and Stagehand Employees.
Walsh is slated to visit England
next spring for final action on the
joint union setup. Meanwhile,' com- American screen. Relea.se is scliedmittees of. both union.s have been uled. for between two and tliiee
set up to draw a working blueprint years frpm the time film goes into

off the production line, according to
Disney, will be "Jack and the Beanstalk," made in a participation deal

persons of the 13
arrested last April pleaded guilty
on Dec. 9 of having taken a 16m
print of Warner's "Cinderella J(^s"
from the Army Signal Corps Photomg down the plea, pointed out that graphic Center at Astoria, Long
putiitiye damages
were being sought Island.
»y P^iintiffs, Universal. Columbia,
P8»'amount, 20th-Fox and
wlT^'
'OUTPOST' STABS SET
warncr Bros, and that,
additionally,
*Ltuai percentage
Hollywdod, Dec. 17.
and flat rental
oamaee claimed was sufficient to
George O'Brien and Margaret
Wrmsh the amount.
Lindsay draw top roles in "Ala.ska
A^riMi exliib's applica- Outpost," to be produced by AmeritinnT'
plaintiffs to furnish can Eagle,
navf
Filming starts in February when
^»
complaints,
r«niiV,*''^
^"l'' to »"swer the the company completes il.'j current
mmnfo^*!
complaint before
making his request. production, "Martha.".

ApplicaUon had
neen made on ground that
suits involved less than
$3,000 and that Fed"»1 jurisdiction
was therefore
•'"•'S^ Coleman, in turn„
i*^'

became

technicians

CSU members

list in January is "13 Rue Madeleine," Louis de Rochemont producand
tion starring James Cagney

Md.

and Aberdeen, Md.

film

and

the

Union Forming

A

and

W

dismiss

Anglio-U.S*Fibn

:

depend-

Squawks over J. Arthur Rank's
the
against
Pressing
case
its
hold on British production has come
from "small men" who are attempt- $1,000,000 "hot" 16m print ring, the
ing to cover their own failings, Zu- Government last Thursday (12) filed
kor said. Hank is "the first English- three separate criminal informations
man to seriously enter' picture- alleging copyright infringements on
making, devoting his time as well as feature pictures. Three men named
his capital to the venture," the; Par in the actions were among the 13
exec added. Winding up, he predict- arrested by the FBI last April after
ed that U. S. pix would garner their an investigation showed that 16m
greatest European coin during the
prints contributed by the film innext few years.
dustry for GIs overseas were being
No plans for either 16m distribu- shown illegally in schools and
tion or theatre acquisitions in Eu- churches in the U. S.
rope were specifically mapped as a
Named as defendants in the
result of the tour, Weltner said, but criminal information actions by asPar has worked out long-range sistant
attorney-general
Tom
plans for both moves; Weltner dis- Murphy
were Arthur Sch warts*
closed that he plans to take off for charged with having infringed on
Australia
within the
twb copyrights of Paramount, 20th-Fox
next
months to 0.0, Par exchanges Down ani Monogram in October, 1945.
Under.
Schwarts allegedly turned the prints
Over to Mortimer Van Brink, second
defendant, who was charged with
copyright infringement of the same
jors Score Point In
three pictures in Api;U, 1946.
'Van Brink allegedly sold or rented
Suit Vs.
Indie the films to Joseph Mirasola. who
was charged with copyright inBaltimore, Dec. 17.
:,
major distribs won out today fringement by exhibiting the pix in
When the Federal court refused to camps and resorts in the Catskill

%

50

rejspect
the lines, - effectively
shutting down, production on lot.
Herbert Sorrcll, CSU prcxy, is
being urged for the po.st of International representative for Painters
union in Hollywood by the Conference of Studio Unions. Resolutions

new

tentative,

j

I

when

picketer.'!

to

to a writer -producer chore on
"The Night is Young," starting early
next month.
action.
Returning on the Queen
Play was originally written for Elizabeth Thursday ('12) with Disney
the- stage..
and his wife were other members
of the research and production staff.
Next feature scheduled to come

ing on availability of prints
other factors.
Teeing off the

is

,

pic is also due for that
exploitation «oini

Ravages of war and a shortage of Annabella. and "The Shocking Miss
equipment and facilities haven't put Pilgrim," Betty Grable-Dick Haymes
the hex on European film produc- musical in Technicolor.
tion, Zukor said on landing here.
'"Late George Apley," co-starring
Native production has taken root,
(Continued on page 31)
he declared, adding that "the day of
the Klondike boom in European
industry has!
films is over. The

now

around Enterprise yesterday (Mon.)

Awards were made by UnderNavy John L. Sul-

livan.,,'

pix is
$150,000.
British tycoon expects to
fork out $400,000 on "Wicked Lady,"
leadofi film for Universal distribution, William Heineman, Rank's U. S.
sales topper has told his sales force,
and "Stairway to Heaven," followup

nors: said.

normal
and exchanges,

ribbon,

:

On

goodwill and restoration of

commendation

secretary of the

lay-itron-the^line policy
is indicated by fact that average

Abroad

following the war's interruption.

in the first group of four such sessions to present charges against 1,300
who assertedly violated court injunc«
tion against studio picketing. Trial
is presumed to last well into 1947 because of magnitude and lengthy
legal action.
Picket lines meantime shot up

to

Britisher's

with some British-produced
Alms next year, but the number of

and schedule was only

relations

product

while veepee Earle W. Cai'der received the same award, from the
Navy.

his allocation of U. S. ad-exploitatton
budgets up to $400,000 on his first
batch of pix with a minimum of
$250,000 on any one film, Extent of

along

London, Stockholm
chester,
acParis. Junket's primary purpose,
cording to Zukor, was promotion of

Army

the

Films in the U^.

these hasn't yet been decided, ConOf the 18 pix already
earmarked for next year's release
(two more will be added later),
Adolph Zulcor, Paramount's board seven are in Technicolor and, in line
vee- with 20th's emphasis
chairman, and George Weltner.
on filming bestwiU sellers, eight of them are either
pee heading its foreign dept.,
by adaptations of classics or current top
be feted today (Wed.) at lunch
Sherry- novels. Company also has 33 other
ho. execs at New York's
Netherland hotel. They'll reprise pictures in various stages of preparawhich tion, with several more bestsellers
their recent European tour in
ex- included
they gave the once-over to Par's
among these
changes in Glasgow, Cardiff, ManConnors stressed that the release

European Production,

16m

of

steamship and air line.s, have been
decorated for their war service. John
W. Hubbell, board chairman and
treasurer of the company, received

Arthur Rank's determination to
spare no coin in breaking into the
American market is spotlighted by

20th Sets Release

execs of Seven Seas Films,

distributors

Ad

Rank's Big

J.

in

a super-Holly-

began yesterday (16) when 208
pickets faced court in Patriotic Hall

Honor Hubbell, Carder

1

accommodate

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Largest mass trial ever held here

Herald's 2d Negro Pic
Herald Pictures, producer oif Negro
films, has started its second film in
a schedule of 12 productions in a
year.
Film, "Sepia Cinderella" is
being made in the Filmeraft studios,
N. Y., and will have a cast which
includes Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse,
Ruble Blakey, John Kirby orch.
Arthur Leonard is directing.
First release "Boy, What a Girl"
was made at the Fox Movietone
studios and is now being edited.

iv

Enterprise Picketed

Strikers;

:.

•uary,

F3m

Largest Mass Trial Vs. 208

Hollywood> Dec. 17.
For the filth successive year Greer
Garson will appear in Metro's trailer

1$

,

.

V : Joyce Reynolds
checked in at Warners, after a n
tirement of 18 months, to start work
in her next starrer, "Wallflower".
Faiichon returned from New York to
on "BooV.s Are
productioii
start
Lighter Than Rifles" al Republic
Melville F. Baker inked to collaborate with P. Hugh Herbert on the
script of "A Letter to Five Wives" at
Script of Seymour
20th-Fdx
Nebenzal's "Heaven Only Knows"
approved by the Church IPederation
of Southern California.

Unto Night"

;

.

.

.

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Motion picture's annual United
Appeal campaign for 1947 aims at
handing $1,000,000 to the local Community Chest, in addition to benefits
<

'

|

!

|

to the film industry
Thi.s

Chest

workers.

announcement was made
luncheon

at

at a

Biltmore

the

Bowl by M. C; Levee, chairman of
the Permanent Charities Committee.
Under the current arrangement,
only one drive will be made each
away with the numerotis
campaigns in the past.

year, doing

..

'

16
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A MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY NEW

^Wi SHOCKING MISS PILGRW m

^WMTE

Y

Technicolor

•THE HOMES r/?Erc/y
GEORGE APLEY
Nl^OnOER

WHO'S KiSSING HER

m^

-^,j,^

BOB,SONOFBAmE.,,,
I
in

Tec/i

1
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EAR FOR EVERY
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HOUSE

Il^j

THE LAND

:
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L A. in Doldrums Albeit

Holdovers Bop St Loo;

'Show-Off,'

Louis, Dec.
spending splurge,

Pre-Xmas

'Shadow' Okay $47,000 for 5 Spots;

on

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gr,is>
This Week

$642,O0B
IB tdcotre.'!)

.

.

.

on

Total Gross Same
Last Week

Best showing is being made by
•Show-Off," new Red Skelton com-

,

,

.

.

Werk
.$604,000

ish $17,000.

Loew's
"Strange

.

'

Second frame of :^'Secret Heart
looks just okay at„$42,50p in four:

.

stiU-

is

'

50-75)

'Woinan'$40j

—

Bo.ston, Dec, 17.
being hit this week,
the
pre-Chrislinas
slump having
been delayed one session by good
product. Thi.s week, however, prodEsUmAtes lor: This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)-- uct is not too good and resultant
wk). takes are woeful. Only "Blue Skies,"
*Secret Heart" (M-G)
Okay $5,500. Last- week* smooth in third week at Met, even looks good
and that's' off firom repent totab.
.$9,100.
Beverly Hills MUsiC Hall (Blumen- Elsewhere the take.is lov^.
)— "Angel On
'
Estimates tor This Week
feld-G&.S) (824; 65-$l
Shoulder" (UA) (4th; wk-9 days).
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
week,
Last
Closing with $2,500.
"Gentleman Palooka" (Mono) plus

Hub

really

is

$6,000.

(F&M)

Lours

St.

(4,000; ,50-60

)—

Dagger" (WB) and
"Walls Come Tumbling Down" (Col)
(4th wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
•'Cloak

and

$8,000,

i

stout $3,700.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1 )— "Magnificent Doll" (U) (m.o.).

Faint $3,500. Last week, "Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk) (m.0.), good '$4,400.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50Smart People" (M-G)
$1 )— "Two
(M-G).
and "Cockeyed Miracle"
Slow $10,000. Last week. "Wake Up,
Dream" (ZOth) and "Dangerou.s Mil'lioris" (20th) (2d wk), $7,100.

Downtown (WB)

50-$l)—

(1,800:

"Never Say Goodbye" (WB).

Off at
"Deception"
Last week,
(WB) (3d wk), neat $11,500.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

$15,000.

—

ville

Hero" (Mono),
Majestic

heavy shopping. Expected preChristmas slump has not been apparent yet. "My Darling Clemen.spite

tine" at the Rialto looks strong to
top town. "Wicked Lady" at the
State also is active at the, wicket,
word-of-mouth helping.

$10,000.

(Indie)

40-80)—
(Par) and "Rain(1,500;

"Now Tomorrow
bow Lsland" (Par)
'

(reis.sues)

Louisville, Dec. 17.
report f.iirly
business this weelf de-

Downtown houses
satisfactory

40-80)—

(Par)
and "Jungle
Princess" (Par) (reissue). Sub-standard $8,000. La.st week, "Never Say
Goodbye" (WB) and "High School

"Plainsman"

United Artists shape,

55-$l)

1872;

(UA)

Shoulder"

Week

Estimates (or This

(2d

(4th

Last Week, okay $9,100.
Efsyptian (FWC) (L.^S: .50-$l)—
(2d wk).
".Secret
Heart" (M-G)
Okay $10,000. Last week, not up to

Near

Philadelphia, Dec. 17.
Xmas shopping is taking a chunk
out of film biz here this week. There's
been a dip from last week's sook record. "Plain.sman and liady" with
Freddie Slack band is fairly good

Estimates (or This Week
Aldine
(WB)
(1^303; . .50-94)"Strange Woman" (UA) (3d wk).
Okay $16,500. Last: week, good $18,-

,

.

'

(700;

50-94)—
Mild

(2d run).

Last week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). oke $7,000 second rim.
Boyd (WB) (2,3.50; 50-94)— "Return Monte Cristo" (Col). Fairish
$19,000 plus $3,500 for one-day stand
at Earle, Sunday. Last week, "Bachelor's Daughter" (UA), $14,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "Plainsman and Lady" (Rep) with stage
show headed by Freddy Slack orch.
Modest $22,000. Last week, "Wife
Wanted" (Mono) with Andrews Sis-

000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60)— "Three Little Girls" (20th)
and "Boy's Ranch" (M-G),. Dawn
to $2,100 in 3 days. Last week, "Mr.
Ace" (UA) and "Time of Their
$2,400 in 3 days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;

Lives" (U)

ters onstage, big $30,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Black
Beauty" (20th) (5 days), So-.so $13.000, Being yanked to put house back
to Wednesday opening policy with
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Last week;
"Wake Up, Dream" (20th), modest

(Rep), $20,000.

Detroit)
(2,976; 70-95)— "Blue Skies"
(Par)
and "Wife Wanted" (4th wk). Still
strong at $15,000. Last week, great
$17,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)
70-95)— "Undercurrent" (M-

(1,941;

G) and "Sunset Pass" (RKO)
wk). Big $17,000i

Cincy Coasting Albeit

'Woman' Sharp 17G;

this stretch. Albee, which dropped
stage shows until Dec. 26, is fronting the pack currently with a sharp

.

—

total on "Strange Woman." It'js' several jumps ahead of "The Chase"
in the Palace.

,.

Albee (RKO) (.'1,100; 55-70)-^
"Strange
Wom.in"
(UA).
Sharp
$17,000.
House is rece.ssing stage
shows for two weeks to Dec. 26. La.st

—

and "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G).
Slow $20,000. Last week, "Wake Up,

Dream" (20th) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th) (2d wk), faint $11,500.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$O—"Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d
wk). Near $18,000. Last week, below hopes at $28,500.
Loyola
(FWC) (1,248: .50-$l)—
"Two Smart People" (M-.G) and
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G). Okay
$7..500.
La.st
week.
"Wake Up,
Dream" (20th) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th) (2d wk), slight .$4,200.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 5585)— "Brute Man" (PRC) with Pearl
Bailey and Herb Jeffries on stage.
Nice $20,000. Last week. "Killers"
(U) aAd "Lady Luck" (RKO) (2d
runs) with amateur revue on stage,
•

.

:

.

fair $18,000.

Orpheum (D'town-WC)

$n— "Bowery"

(20th)

(2,210: 55-

and

"Sun

Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissues).
Dull $11,000.
Last week, "Boom

Town" (M-G)

(reissue) (2d

wk) and

"Strange Conquest" (U), only $9,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk). Near
$14,000. La.^t week, nifty $18,100.

oko $6,500.

CLEVE. SAD; 'GOODBYE'

reverts to National Screen
Service next, month upon expiration
of current lea.se held by Charles J.
Gribbon, veepee of Lloyd's Film
Storage.
According to Lew Levin,
National Screen exec, premises will

18G; 'NOCTURNE' 16G
Cleveland, Dec. 17.
Every house is in a nose-dive this
week, with film theatres being hit as
badly as the niterie.s.
"Strange

probably be used for storage.

,

Studios reportedly are in a bad Woman" is showing
a bit more life
bad state of repair. Last film to than others but "Never Say Goodhave been made there was a Negro b.ye" at Hipp and "Nocturne" at Palpic produced last summer by Ted ace won't pull out of the tailspin.

"Magnificent
slow $6,000.
Studio Citv

Estimates (or This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 5,5-70 )— "Lady
$10,000.
Last
(4th wk), fine

outfit.

Doll"

(U)

(2d

Luck" (RKO). Light
week, "Margie" (20th)

wk),

(880;

houses

Fox (FWC)
Verdict"

Murder"

(WB)

(4,651;

and

55-95)— "The
"Wanted for

(20th). Pallid $23,000 likely.

Last week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d
wk), big $27,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)

— "Lady

Luck" (RKO) plus vaudc
headed by Mills Bros. Husky $32,Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO)
1500.
plus stage show headed by Jan

Savitt orch, $21,000.

.

.

150-$1)—

"Show-Oft" (M-G J and "Shadow oE
Woman" (WB). Good $6,000. La.st
week, "Magnificent Dall" (U) (2d
wk), slow ^,600,.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100;
.50-$!)
"Show-Oflf"
(M-G) and
"Shadow of Woman'' (WB). Sturdy
$18,000.
Last week, "Magnificent
Doll" (U) (2d wk), okay $10,200.
Uptown (FWC) *(1,719; 50-$l)—
"Two. Smart People" (M-G) and
'Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G). Average
$7,500.
Last week, "Wake Up and
Dream" (20th) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th) (2d wk). faint $3,600.
Voeue
(FWC) (885; 50-85)—
"Bowery" (20th) and "Sun Valley
Serenade" (20th) (reissues).
Only
$3,000.
Last week, "Boom Town"

(3,398: !iO-$l

)—

Best" (Col)

Capitol

(RKO)

"Undercurrent"

Good

$7,000.

Grand

.

Last

(M-G)

55^70)

wk).

(,3d

Last week, $9,500.

(RKO)

"Thrill of Brazil"
000.

(2,000;

week,

(1,430;

(Col).

.55-70)

Trim

"Verdict"

'

—

$40,000

—

$«.-

(WB),

swell $11,000.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; ,515-70)
"Notorious Gentleman" (U). Fine no.

—

tices but only fairish $6,500. LB.st
week, "Magnificent Doll" (U) (2d
wk), trim $6,500.
lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)
"God's Country" (SG) and "Northwest Trail" (SG). Moderate $6,000.
Last
week,
"Nocturne"
(RKO)
(m.o.), okay $5,000,

—

—

:

$18,000,

—

—

•

$5,!5O0 in 5 days.
wk).
Around $7,000, Last week,
Palace
(RKO) (3,300; 55-70)— capacity $7,500.
"Nocturne" (RKO).
House shifts
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-«5)— "Blue
back to temporary straight-pix grind, Skie.s" (Par) (m.o.). Holding nicely
and getting moderate $16,000. Last at $15,000. Last week, "Bell Tolls"
week, "Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) (Par) and "Salty 0'Rourke" Par)
plus Mickey Rooney's stage show, (reissues), 5 days, colorless $5,000.
Paramount Hollywood <F&M) (1,socko $44,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,451; .50-$!)— "Mast", (Par) (4th wk).
State
(Loew's)
.55-70)— 207; 55-85)— "Angel On Shoulder"
(3,450;
Closing with $8,500. Last week, good (M-G) (2d wk) (reissue), same. .
"Strange Woman" (UA). Good $24.- (UA) (4th 'Wk). Down to $7,000.
$13,200.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; S0-$1)— 500.
week, "Undercurrent" Last week, good $8,200.
BKO HUlstreet (RKO) (2.890; SO- "Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay M-G) Last
on
5-day
holdover, fell off to
Wardeld (FWC) (2,658; 55-85)—
SO)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk). $10,000. Last week, fair $13,300.
$15,000.
"That Brennan Girl" (Rep) and
Jfice $13,000. Last week. $18,000.
Wiltcrn
(WB) (2,300; 50-$l )—
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; .55-70)— "Plainsman and Lady'* (Rep). Fairly
lUtz (FWC) (1,370; .S0-$1)— "Show- "Never Say Goodbye" (WB), Mild
''Angel On My Shoulder"
(UA ). mod $22,000 or near. Last week,
Off' (M-G) and "Shadow of Woman"
^v**!^.
''Deception" Second week fell to thin $6,500 fol- "Never Say Goodbye"
-.,
)
2d
(WB).
Good $9,500. Last week, JS^V"
(WB) (3d wk), nice $9,800.
lowing excellent $13,500 opener.
wk), thin $14,.500.

Paramount (F&M)

"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) and
"Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep)
(4th wk),
Bettering $13 000.
Last
week, pleased with ,$21,800.

Knows

week, "Blondie

this

$12,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55Palace' (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)— 85)— 'Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) "Chase" (UA). Nice $13,000. Last
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). Fair and "Mysterious Intruder" (W. Will week, "Never Say Goodbye" (WB),
Last
week, "Deception" be only about $12,000. Last week, $11,000.
(WB) (2d wk), dropped to $15„500. "Dark Mirror" (U) (4th wk), nice
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)— "De- $10,500.
"Jolson Story" (Col). Bowing out
ception" (WB) (m.o.). Good $3,500.
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— on sixth downtown week to plump
Last week, "Nobod.y Lives Forever" "Wake Up. Dream" (20th) and "Dan- $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
(WB) (m.o.), oke $3,000.
gerous Millions" (20th). Thin $15,Ohio (Loew's)
.55-70)— 000 or over. Last week, "No Leave"
(1,200;
"Undercurrent" (M-G) (m.o.).: Ordi- (M-G) (2d wk), 5 days, $12,.500.
nary $8,000 or under.
Last week,
Stagedoor (Ackerman) .(200; $1.80 Cold, Pre-Xmas Sloughs
"No Leave" (M-G) (m.o.), smart to $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (12th

.

•

(FWC)

deluxe

Mills Bros, with vaudeville
lineup on stage will boost "Lady
Luck" to husky figure at the Gate.
"Brennan Girl" is doing fairly well,
all consijdered, at the Warfield.
Estimates (or This Week

week.

J.,

Toddy's indie

is

downbeat

at

and Vaughn Monroe orch, others,
on stage, at 55-95c, scale, smash
and near sea.son's best.

really on a sevei'e

Gate, business

Week

Estimates (or This

—

Sound Studios in North Ber-

13G

'Chase' Nice With

Cincinnati, Dec. 17.
Biding time for Christmas, major
houses are getting just the kind of
trade that comes naturally during

—

NSS BECLAIMS IDEAL

(2d

Last week, sock

$28,000.

;

Ideal
gen, N.

;

•

(United

Palms-State

i

wk) duU

.

70-95)— "Two Smart People" (MG) and "Child of Divorce" (RKO).
Nice
$18,000.
Last
week, "No
Leave" (M-G) and "Glass Alibi"

—

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50$1)— "Two Smart People" (M-G)

tip best.

thin $6,000,

—

"Maj?nificent Doll" (U) (2d

the
the

Downtown Balaban) (2,683: 7095).^"Captain Caution" (SGP) and
"Captain Fury" (SGP) (rcLssues).
Fair $7,500. Last week, "Crime Doctor's Man Hunt'' (Col) with Lena
Horne, Bobby Sherwood orch.
others, on stage, loud $30,000 in 6
days,
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.100; 7095)— "Dark Mirror" (U) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th) (2d wk).
Trim $21,fl00. Last week, stout $30,-

,

at HJarle.

$7,000.

$.3,600.

the
sec-

(

$22,000, Philly

(

.

People"

Broadway-Capitol
(United
De(3,309; 70-95)— "Lady
Luck"
(RKO) and "Crack-Up" (RKoV
Tepid $10,000. Last week, "Bachelor's Daughters" RKO) and "Scandal in Paris" (UA), $9,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—*
"Notorious Gentleman"
(U)
and
"Inner Circle" (Rep),
Moderate
$9,000,
Last week, "Sister's Secret"
(PRC) and "Rolling Home" (SGP),'

Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
"Angel On Wk). Gloomy $4,000 after nice $8,000;
40-60)—^ "Margie" (20th) (3d downwk-9 days). first.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)— town, "wk). Doing okay after rainy $16,500.
"Lady L\i(!k" (RKO) and "Tracy start at $4,500. Last week, fine $6,500
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Cueball" (RKO). Not going for this on m.o.
—"Dark Mirror" (U) (3d wk). Good
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) $20,000. Last week, neat $25,000.
combo at $22,000. Last week, "Dark
hooes at $14,600.
Mirror"
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
U ) and "Vacation Reno" —"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) and
Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— (RKO) (2d wk), strong $28,000,
El
"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th). "Margie" (20th) (2d run). Trim $7,"Bowery" (20th) and "Sun Valley
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80) Medium $3,300. Last week, "Gallant 500. Last week, "Notorious GentleSerenade" (20th) (reissues).
Only —"Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk). OtI Bess" (M-G) and "Claudia and Da- man" «U). pale $5,500 for third week.
$3,000.
Last week, "Boom Town" with others at $26,000 after mam- vid" (20th), $3,500.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
(.M-G) (2d wk) (reissue), $2,500.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,1<)0; "Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (2d
moth $.39,000 for second week.
Fnur .Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)— 40-60)
"Deception" (WB) (2d run) (2d wk). Mild $6,500. Last
"Margie" (20th) (3d wk) (m.o.). "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Secret wk). Sturdy $6,000 after last week's week, fine $8,500.
Neat $3,500.
Last week, steady Whistler" (Col). First week all right solid $9,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)—
$5,200.
National (Standard) (3,400; 40-60) "Killers" (U) (2d wk). Good $27,500.
In ahead, "Undercurrent"
$25,000.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Show"Searching Wind" (Par). Modest Opener was great $38,000 plus hot
(M-G) (2d wk-5 days), big $15,000.
Off" (M-G) and "Shadow of Woman"
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)-— $9,000, or near. Last week, "Dark $4,500 for Sunday at Earle.
<WB). Average $6,500. Last week, "Plainsman"
Par )
and "Jungle Mirror" (U) and "Home on Range"
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Blue
"Magnificent Doll" (U) (2d wk). sad
Princess" (Par) (reissues). Thin $11,-. (Rep) (2d wk), fair $6,500.
Skies" (3d wk). Bright $27,500. Last
$2,400,
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 40- week, husky .$35,000.
GoodHawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; 000. Last weelc, "Never Sav
60)
"Darling Clementine'' (20th),
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 40-94)— "Gal50-$l)— "Angel On Shoulder" (UA) bye" (WB) and "High School Hero" Fancy $18,000. Last week, "The
(Mono), $17,000.
lant Bess" (M-G), Sad $8,000 despite
(4th wk-9 days). Near $3,000. Last
40-80)— Stranger" (RKO) and "Genius at beaucoup ba,llyhoo. Four days of
State
(Loew)
(3.200;
week, sharp $3,700.
Work" (RKO), mild $12,000.
third week for "Verdict" (WB)- was
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 50-$l)— "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Secret
State (Loew's)
(3,300; 40-60)
(Col). Okay $15,000. In
nice $7,000.
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). Light Whistler"
"Undercurrent"
(M-G)
(2d "Wicked Lady" (U) and "Blondie
ahead,
Last week, "Deception"
$12t000.
Knows Best" (Col). Healthy $16,000.
wk-5 days), $8,000.
(WB) (3d wk), okay $7,800.
Translux (Tran.slux) (900; 30-74)— La.st week, "Undercurrent" (M-G)
HoFllywood Music Hall (Blumenand "Betty Co-Ed" (Col) (2d wk), Mills Bros. Lift 'Luck'
feld
50-85)
(475;
"Angel On "Alleghany Uprising" (RKO) and moderate
.$8,000 in 5 days.
Shoulder" (UA) (4th wk-9 days). "Sea Devil" (RKO) (rei.ssues). Fine
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
Last
week, "Accomplice"
Near $2,500. Last week, okay $3,400. $7,500.
To Husky 32 2G, Frisco
"Plainsman" (Par) and
Ms (FWC) (628; .TO-SS )— "Show- (PRC) and "Unkno-yifn Guest" (In- 40-60)
"Jungle
Princess" (Par) (2d wk)
San FrancLsco, Deo. 17.
Off"' (M-G) and "Shadow of Woman" die), $5,000.
(reissues). Good $5,500. Last week,
With the exception of the Golden
(WB).
Okay $7,000. Last -week,
feld)

Smart

troit)

'Plainsman'-Slack

"No Leave" (M-G)

'Wicked Udy' Hot 16G

."Two

is

which is ,d<«ng fairly well at
Michigan. Of the films in their
ond weeks, "Dark Mirror" at
Fox and "Undercurrent" at
Estimates for Thiis Weelc'

Arcadia (Sablo.sky)

Holds Up Well;

'Clementine' Fancy 18G,

stage, $38,000.
(1,373;

tention

.:

$5,500.

ducing this solid bill to sad $25,000.
Last week, "San Quentin" (RKO)
plus Frances Langford, others, on

(M-P)

flrk runs, including
N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
La«t Year ........ .$2,043,200
(Bosed. on 19 cities, 164 theatres),

000,

L

Bobby Sherwood orch, Lena Home,
others, on stag(e. Pre-Xmas lull re-

Fenway

Estimated 'A'qial Gross
$2,882,000
This Week
(BaseA on 22; cities, 196 ihea.-

,

.

17.

Business at the dpwntown deluxers is off sadly this session because of pre-Xmas shopping binge
her* this year. Fact that there are
only three now pictures besides a
pair of reissues, at the Downtown
also is cutting into the overall total'
Only new entry to attract much at-

Grosses

—

Orpheum' (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)
"Undercurrent" (M-G). Only $4,500.
Last week, "Thrill of frazil" (Col)
and "Devil's Playground" (UA),

rolling along at $27,000 or- ji ear for
sixth' frame in two spots, and stays

City

—

Last week, "Undercurrent"
(M-G) (2d vi'k), fancy $17,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3.!>()0; .50-75)
"Darling Clementine" (20th) and
"Phantom Thief" (Col) (^d wk).
Will grab $14;500 after nice $16,000

•.„'

Story

(3,172;

Woman" lUA) and "Crime
Man Hunt" (Col). Passable

$19,000.

Xmas Bops Hub;

"Never. Say Goodbye
foiir spots.
shapes as light ;.$37,00<) in three thefl-

"Jolson

(Loew)

.

Doctor's

"Two Smart People" and -'Cockeyed
Miracle" combo looks slow .$45,000 in

fair-

Dec.

Detroit,

Key

tres, chiefly

—

(RKO) and "Bedlam" (RKO),

(Ba.'jed 011 17 t7iea(re.s)

edy, and "Shadow Of Woman," which
vlll do okay .$47,000 in five hou,scs.

seventh week. "Two Years Before
Mast" shapes as good $21,500 in two
houses lor fourth stanza,

,

"AlFox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
leghany Uprising" (RKO) !ind "Sea
(reissues).
Thin
(RKO)
Devil"
"Nocturne"
Last
week,
$14,000^

:

(Bctctt

ings.

luck' Weak lOG, 'Gentleman' Mild 9G

now
new

low ebb cur-

sion.

are slow as a ma,iDrity of theatres

.situations,

at

.

largely,

mark-time for the big holiday open-

ircs.'

is

at Ambassador.
Estimates for This .Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk). Solid
$11,000 after neat $16,500 second .ses-

Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
product and pre-

,

tap, bi7.

week

Lightweight

Newcomers

on Skids But 'People' Smart 18G;

Det.

Woman" looks
"Strange
rently.
standout at Loew's but not too big.
"Blue Skies'' still hefty in third

'Goodbye 37G, 'People 45G, Meagre
are taking the edge off

1946

17.

going full blast, and with few
films

iftrstrun biz here.

.

'Woman' Passable 19G
St,

Xm»s slump

1.8,

(

|

I

(

1

WB

(

K.C.;

'Woman' Thin 16G

Kansas City, Dec, n.
Christmas shopping season is in
with a bang and theatres are finding
it a sad going this week. Only bright
spot on theatre row is the. Midland
With "Strange Woman," and that
could be better. "Nocturne," heading bill at the Orpheum is only fairish.
Biz also was hurt by lower tern"
peratures over the weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (FoxMid west) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)-*
"Always Loved You" (Rep). Modest
(Continued on page 31)

,

—

,

PICTURE GROSSES

Vednesilay^ Pecembfer 18, 1946

'Woman' $17,500 Tops

Cold Wave, Gift Buying Slough Chi;

Journey 22G

'Miracle -Calloway 61G,
(12),

lisV Thursday

is

Loop downbeat.

blamed for
Pre-Xmas

lart of
to produce a very
is doing the rest
Three new shows are
sad session.
dent.
failing to make usual sizable

Top opener is "Cockeyed Ma-acle,"
with Cab Calloway band on stage,
Chicago, with arpund $61,000

at

bowing

"Gallant Journey."
likely
at Roosevelt, looks okay $22,000.

has "Notorious Gentleman"

Palace
and "White

Tie and Tails," but
should' hit only $18,000 or a bit betLong-run pictures, which are
ter
being sloughed worst of all, and
holdovers in most other spots are

^^^

Grosses Ar« Net
Film gross estimates,

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Dangerous Business" (Col). Good $17,500. Last week, "Blue Skies" (Par)
(2d wk), fancy $17,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
—"No Leave" (M-G). Fine $16,000.
Last week, "Margie" (20th) (2d Wk),

—

re-

a,s

solid $12,000.

Hipp (Shea)
Skies'^

No

*'c?'^o (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.20)
j_"Heniy V" (UA). Off to around
Last week, fancy $9,000.
$6,500.

(B&K)

barrkt

65-95)—

(900;

"Darling Clementine" (20th) (8th
wk). Mild $9,000. Last week, so-so
$10,000.

65-95)—
(1,500;
,(3d wk).
One
of top holdovers in town, tasty $20,Last week, solid $23,000.
000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)

(BKO)
"Nocturne" CRKO)
Grand

—"Margie"

.

;

with

(20th)

week; reflecting- seasonal
Christmas buying, spree.
Woman" and "Martha
Ivers" are leaders with moderate
grosses, other entries being alsothis

and

lull

"Strange
rans.

Estimates (or This Week
(Katz-Dollel (2,800; 40-60)

"Star

Down (WB),

Gentleman" (U) and
"Notorious
"White Tie and Tail.'s" (U). Looks
Last week,
to get middling $18,000.
"Lady Luck" (RKO) and "Dick
Tracy" (RKO), slow $16,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Gallant Journey" (Col).
Satisfactory $22,000. Last week. "Cloak and
Dagger" (WB) (4th wk), $10,000 in
4 days.
Staie-rLake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)
—"Deception"
(6th
(WB)
wk).
$13,500.
at $17,000.
Vnlted Artists

La$t week, not bad

(B&K)

(1.700;

05)— "Three Wise Fools" (M-G)
Sound

wlf).

Last

$18,000.

(1.200:

"Dark Mirror" (U)

(8th

$6,000

good

for 4

week,

days.

65-95)—
wk). Ofl
Last Week,

$14,000,

Prov. Okay;

Pastor

Up

Andrews

Sis,

'Forever' 15G,

Smash

'Mirror'

at

23G

Providence, Dec. 17.
Seasonal Christmas slump is not
yet much in evidence here with most
stands doing well.
Majestic's "Nobddy Lives ForeiJer" looks standout.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and

"Crack-Up"

(RKO).

Good

$9,000.

Last week, "San Quentin" (RKO)
and "Dark Horse" (RKO), strong
$20,000 in 10 days, but not up to
hopes.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—•Darling Clementine" (20th) and
'Dangerous Millions"
(20th)
(2d
run).
Happy $5,000.
Last Week.
Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and

Sliadow of a Woman" (WB) (2d
run), $4,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Gilda"
(Col) and vaude on stage.
Good
$f>,800.

Last week, "Without Reser-

vations" (RKO) and vaude, $6,500.
Majestic
(Fpy)
44-65)—
(2,200;

Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and

Secrets Sorority Girl" (PRC). Very
nice $15,000.
Last week. "Darling

<»

W,ementine"

(20tli)

and "Dangerous

Millions" (20th), ^18,000.

-Metropolitan (Snider)
»«)-—

(3,100; 65-

Spook Busters'' (Mono) with
Andrews Sisters, Tony Pastor orch
on stuge.
Three-day weekend run
hit big $14,000. Last week, "Sti-ange
(Mono) and vaude, poor
500^^
$3

SWt'e

(Loew) (3.200; 44-65)— "Gal<M.G) and "Betty
??"t.^^<'V£n«^y"
Lo-Ed' (Col). Opened today (Tues.)
Last week. "Dark Mirror" (U) and
of Whistler"
(U), great
I" ahead, "Undercurrent"
fii'?V?"Blondie Best" (Col), big
*w,yoo
5 days, second week,
htrand (Silverman) (2,200; ,44-65)
n.,-^<=rsonality Kid" (Qol) and "So
Uaik Night" (Col). Opened
Monday
w^^l^' "Two Years Before
;..

*2f";ets

m

^/s*- .,<Par)

(3d wk), xowie $9,000.

second week, hefty
$13,000.

$30;0ilinn7BIaze

and

iMinneapolis, Dec. 17.
apparently from an
furnace in the afternoon
was closed, did
damage to the Rcvilla thea-

s^'>rtilg
1,

iVnnn^
*rfO,000

I'®

tie at
Renville,
^^''^^
ti,n

,

Minn.

practically

destroyed

(20th)

(m.o.).

week,

"Wake

Around
Up*

:

$5,000.

Dream"

and "Shadows Over Chinatown" (Mono), $4,500.
SOlh Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
"San Quentin" (RKO) and
"Child of Divorce" (RKO).
Oke
$ 10,000 but far from big; Last week,
"Nocturne" (RKO) (2d wk), off to
(20th)

40-70)

—

$8,500.

(Indie)

(1,300;

'No Leave Paces

Mpk Lively 16G

Dagger"

$13,000.

Keith's

(U),

40-60)

—

weak

Minneapolis, Dec.

Girls" (20th) (m.o.),

,$6,000.

Pin WEATHERS

LULL;

'NOCTURNE' LUSH 16G
Biz
usual

not too bad considering the

is

pre-Xmas

"Nocturne"

Uill.

is

doing very nicely at Stanley, chiefly
because it'.'? the only new picture in
town out.side of a weak twin bill at
Warner.
''Margie" is winding up
strongly in third week at Harris.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton

(Shea)

(1,700;

40-70)—

"Dark Mirror" (UI) (3d wk-5 days).
Doing well at around $6,000 or over.
Last week, fine $9,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Margie" (20th) (2d wk). This one's
been a winner right down the line,
strong $10,000 and moving to the
Senator.
Last week, sock $15,000,
giving picture nearly $50,000 on run.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
wk).
"Undercurrent" (M-G)
(2d
Dropping off some but still doing
stoutly at $14,000 or over. Last week,
«

big $24,000.

40-70)— "Decep-

RIti (WB) (800;
tion" (WB) (m.o.).

Not more than
Last weekj "Never Say
$2,000.
Goodbye" (WB). about same.
Senator (Harris) (1.750: 40-70)—
"Westerner" (SG) and "North of
Socko
Border" - (SG) (reissues).
$5,500, terriflc at this spot week beLast week,

fore Christmas.

"Down

Mi.ssouri Way" (PRC) and "Secret
of Whistler" (Col), thin $2,500.

Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
"Nocturne" (RKO). Sturdy $16,000,
above expectancy. Last week. "Deception"
(WB) (2d wk-5 days),
.

$9,000.

Warner

(WB)

(2,000;

40-70)—

17.

There are but two major new
comers currently, "No Leave" and
';Th« Chase."
Holdovers and re-

$5,500.

Loew's (Loew'sli (2.450; 40-60) -4
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "BlonAverage
die Knows Best" (Col).
$14,000; Last week. "Undercurrent"
(M-G) (2d Wk), fair $10,500.
Lyric (Katz-DoUe) (1,600; 40-60)
—"Cloak and Dagger" (WB ) (m.o.).
Oke $5,500. Last Week. "Three Little

Also But

Up Very Azure

145G;

issues are holding

down most

spots.

"No Leave" is easy pacemaker. It's
the sixth week for "Margie," the
third for
Mast'' and

"Two Years Before

the

second stanzas for
"Dark
Mirror"
and. "Bachelor's
Daughter." Extreme cold plus snow
is combining with pre-Xmas lull/ to
put skids under biz generally.
Estimates for This Week
"It's a Wonderful Life," starting
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Blondie Saturday (21) at Globe; "Story of
Knows Best" (Cbl) and "Brute Man" Pope,"
beginning tomorrow (Thurs.)
(PRC). Fair $1,800 in 5 days. Last
Republic, and "Abie's Irish Rose"
week, "Step by Step" (RKO) and at
opening Saturday (21) at Gotham,
"Lone Star Moonlight" (Col), mild
are other newcomers this weelf.
$1,800 in 5 days.
"Secret Heart," with Tommy DorCentury (Par) (1.000: .'50-70)band, eomes into the Capitol Dec.
"Bachelor's Daughter"
(UA) (2d sev "Time,
Place, Girl," with Vaughn
wk). Mild $5,000 after good $7,000 25.
Monroe band, i.s set to open at the
initial canto.
Dec. 26.
Strand
Ooiiher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Bam"Humoresque" tees off at the Holboo Blonde" (RKO). Light $3,000.
porfitable
Last week, "Bedlam" (RKO), $4,000. lywood Dec. 25 alter a
in
Lyric (Pal:) (1,100; 50-70)— "Two long run with ''Deception," now
Yeans Before Mast" (Par) (m.o.). its 9th week at the house.
New Park Avenue opens under
Here after two big weeks at Radio
with reserved
City.
Good $6,000.
Last week, Universal management
(25),
Christmas
day
on
"Strange Woman" (UA) (3d wk), seat policy
with "Stairway to Heaven" (Rank).
mild $4,500".
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk). Down
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
to fair $6,000 in 6 days after sock —"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (4th
$15,000 first week.
wk). Still going great despite seaRadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— .sonal lull and length of picture. Cur"No Leave" (M-G). Lively $16,000. rent week looks to do strong $46,000
La.st week. "Two Years Before Mast"
or near, while last week was solid
(Par) (2d wk). fancy $12,000,
$49,000, less than expectancy. Stays
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— here on longrun with pickup looked
"Allegheny Uprising" (RKO) and for with holidays, only the film's
Devils"
'Sea
(RKO) (reissues). great length militating against bigger
Satisfactory $8,000. Last week, '•Noc- take.
^
turne" (RKO) (2d wk), mild $5,000
Capitol (Loew's (4,820; 70-$1.50)—
but nice $16,000 for two weeks.
"Undercurrent" (M-G) and Frankie
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "The Carle orch. Slate Bros, heading stage
Chase" (UA). Treated none too well show (3d-final wk). This, too, is
b.y crix but okay $10,000.
Last week, feeling pre-Xmas dull days, dipping
"Undercurrent"
(M-G) (2d wk), to around $58,000 after nice $68,000
$8,000.
for second stanza albeit below hopes.
Uptown (Par) (2,300: .50-70)
Slays through Dec. 24, with "Secret
"Deception" (WB). First nabe show- Heart" (M-G) plus Tommy Dorsey
ing.
Modest $3,000.
Last week, orch. opening Christmas day.
"Three Little Girls" (20th), $3,500.
Crtterloh (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25)
World (Par-Steffe.s) (350; 50-99)— —"Magnificent Doll" (U) (2d wk).
"Margie" (20th) (6th wk).
Okay Slipping to around $19,000 for initial
$2,000 after pood $2,500 fifth week.
holdover session; first mild $25,000,
the

•

under hopes.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)—
"The Chase" (UA) (5th wk-6 days).
Down to $8,000 on blowoff with "It's
Tuesday opening prior to holidays,
a Wonderful Life" (RKO) opening
Omaha,
Dec.
17.
weak $4i000. Last week, "No Leave"
next Saturday (21) after preview
Biz
fairly good but nothing to
<M-G). (m.o.). not so hot $7,000.
preem Friday (20) night for benefit
rave about due to pre-Xm&b shop- Boy.s' Club of N. Y.; fourth week of
ping.
"Never Say Goodbye" looks "Chase" was okay $14,000.
'LovedTou' IBG/Mont'l only fair
Gotliani (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)—
at Paramount. The Bran"Brennan Girl" (Rep) (2d wk). Okay
Montreal. Dec. 17.
deis with "I've Always Loved You"
$7,500; first week $10,000. below exBiz is not so bad this session considering the usual pre-Yule slump. is surprisingly good. Cold wave over pectancy. "Abie's Irish Rose" (UA)
opens Saturday (21).
"Always Loved You" looks best new weekend also hurt.
Golden (767; $1.20-$2.49)— "Henry
entry.
Miracle"
(M-G) and
Stuck
"Child 'of Divorce" (RKO):
in for only 5 days to get house on

'Goodbye' $11,000,

Omaha

i.^

Estimates for This Week
V" (UA) (16th wk). Slid to $8,000
^Braiideis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)-- for 15th round ended last Saturday
"Always Loved You'' (Rep) and (14) night compared with $10,500 for
'Criminal Court" (RKO). Neat $7.- 14tb.
Expects to resume old pace
35-63)— "They 000. Last week, "Thrill of Brazil" near $11,000 with pre-Xmas lull out
Good $13,000. (Col)iaiid "Crack-up" (RKO), $6,000. of way.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Killers" (U) (2d wk). Nice $11,000 after
bangup $14,500 opener.

Palace (CT)

Were

Sistei\s"

(2,300;

(U).

.

Omalia (Tri»itates) (2,000; 16-65)—
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$1.10)
"Of Human Bondage" (WB) (2d rtm) —"Deception" (WB) (9th-final wk).
and "Sun Valley Serenade" (20th) Looks to hit $12,000 this, session!
(reissue). Light $9,500. Last week, eichth was $14,000.
"Humoresque"
"High
"Mast"
(Par)
(m.o.)
and
(WB) is due to come in Xmas day.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
Mexico" (M-G), $11,000 for third School Hero" (Mono) 4lBt run).
$9,000.
"Song of South" (RKO-Disney) (4th
week.
Orpheum (Tristatfis) (3,000; 16-65) wk). Third frame ended last (Tues.)
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-53)— "Mr;
Ace" (UA) and "Blondie Knows —"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th) night held up well at $30,000 after
Good $7,000 aiid"Dowa Missouri Way" (PRC). big $36^0 for second. Stays on
Best" (Col) (2d wk).
Fair $10,500. Last week, "Black An- indef.
after $8,500 opener.
Paramount (Par) (3.684; 70-$1.50)
30-50)-— gel" (U) and Clyde McCoy orch on
Imperial
(1,850;
(CT)
T-"Cross My Heart" (Par) plus An"Great Victor Herbert" (Par and stage, only $15,00(y at 20-80c scale.
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000; 16- di-ews Sisters, Tony Pastor orch, Los
"King of Junfile" (Par) (reissues).
Good $5,000. La.sl week, "Dead of 65)— "Never Say Goodbye'' (WB). Paul Trio, Mack & Desmond. Martin
Night'' (K'-L) ai'd "Texas Jamboree" Nile $11,000, Last week, "No Leave" Bros. Opens today (Wed.) after nine
(M-G), $12..=i00.
record-breaking
wcek.s
of "Blue
(Col), heal .$4,500,

Last week, ''Sister Kenny" (RKO)
bowing out after one week at $12,500.
lioew's (CT) (2,(100: 35-67)--"Always Loved You" (Rep). Socko
Lasi
week. "Holiday in
$16,000.

V

,

,

I

Keen 106G

'Years Bests 46G, 'Razor'

Broar'way film deluxers continue Skies" (Par) with Stan Kenton orch.
King Cole 3 heading stageshow.
Ninth w^eek concluded la.st (Tues.)
as Christmas shoppers crowd in their
night held up to $65,000, fine, after
last-minute buying and ignore the fancy $70,000 for eighth. Final totil
theatres. Houses with creditable to- for nine weeks likely will just top
tals are tlie exception rather than $860,000, all-time money high here,
beating previous high of "Going My
the rule as N. Y. downtown flrstruns Way"
(Par) which ran 10 weeks.
square away with new' attractions to
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefeltake advantage of Christmas-New lers)
(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "TiU Clouds
Year's holiday crowds.
Roll By" (M-G) and annual ChristLeading the field currently is the mas pageant and stageshow
(2d wk).
Music Hall with "Till Clouds Roll Overcoming pre-Xmas setup,
and
By" the Hall's annual Xmas pageant climbing over first week's
figure to
on the stage. Second week likely will big $145,000 or near; first
was great
top the initial one, with a big $145,000 $141,000. Stays through
Christmasor close in prospect as against $141,- New Year's
at least although Metro
000 opening round. "Best Years of is
using teaser ad campaign on "Tlie
Lives,", now in fourth week at the Yearling"
(M-G), next in here.
Astor, also is .doing remarkably well
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 75-$1.20)
with strong $46,000 despite. pre-Xmas.
"Fantasia"
(RKO) (reissue) (12thThird house to .stay_in' big money
flnal wk). Bowing out todav (Wed.),
is the Roxy, with "Razor's Edge" and
stageshow headed by Rosario & An- with $2,600 likely for final four days;
tonio.
Fourth frame ended last last week was okay $6,500. "Story of
(Indie)
opens
tomorrow
(Tues.) night held to sturdjf $106,000. Pope"
Otherwise, the b.o. news is largely (Thurs:).
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Falon the dull side oven for new entries.
"The Verdict," with Vincent Lo- con's Adventure" (RKO). Good $6,pez band .and Janis Paige topping 000 but moves out tomorrow (Thnrs, ).
the stage layout, at the Strand, likely Special preem sponsored by Aus*
will do only $50,000 or under in first tralian ambassador Norman Makin is
week, "Wanted for Murder'' is get- .slated for tomorrow night for "Overting a scant $14,000 for the Victoria, landers" (U). Regular run for this
being supplanted by "Beast With Aussie-made stSrts Friday (20). In
Five Fingers" on Dec. 25. "Falcon's ahead, "So Dark Night" (Col), nice
Adventure," other new film, 'likewise $7,400.
is barely good at $6,000 at Rialto.
RivoH (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)-House brings in "(Dverlanders" on "Darling Clementttie' '(20th) (3dwk).
Friday (20) after special preem to- Began third frame yesterday (Tues.).
morrow (Thurs.) night;
Second week was trim $28,000; firsts
My
Heart"
Paramount opens "Cross
stout $41,000.
with stage.ihow headed by Andrews
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.50)— "RaSisters, Tony Pastor band, today zor's Edge"
(20th) and stageshow
(Wed.) after nine record weeks with topped by Rosario & Antonio (5th
"Blue Skies" and stage bill topped wk).
Fourth stanza ended last
by Stan Kenton band. Final week (Tues. ) night sturdy $106,000; third
ending last (Tues.) night was $65,000, hit $124,000. Stays iridef.
making around $860,000, new all-time
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
high, for nine weeks. "Wicked Lady"
opens'next Saturday (21) at Winter "No Leave" (M-G) (2d run) with
vaude headed by Freddie BartholoGarden.
to feel the seasonal lull this session

"Cockeyed

,

~.

Av
ivif^

40-70)—

(U)

.

gie"

Last

"Notorious Gentleman" (U).
Thin
$6,000. Last Week, "Man in Grey"

Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.

trim $23,000.
Woods (Essaness)
to

65(2d

$10,000.

(3,300;

(2d Wk) and
"Personality
Kid"
(Col).
Neat
Last week, with "Great to
$11,000.
Be Young" (Col), great $18,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Mar-

$10,000.

,

Average

Row" (WB) and

(Basil)

Circle

—"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Wanted for Murder" (20th). Tepid $10,000.
Last week, "Step by Step" (RKO),
.with Gene Krupa orch, others, on
Stage, okay $19,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)

and —"Martha Ivers" (Par). Sad
Last week. "Cloak

Garter'' unit on stage (3d wk).
last
week's
to thin $35,000 after
strong $50,000,
65-95)—
(RICO)
(2,500;
Palace

(3,100; 40-70)— "Blue
(m.o.). Stout $11,000.

Hickok" (WB),

"Dark Mirror"

Indianapolis, Dec. 17.
Pace here has slpwed down to a

walk

Bill

liafayette

Dice;

Ivers OnlylOG

49 000.

.

(Par)

Last week, ''Kings

"Wild

95)— "Big
(1,200;
AlioIIo (B&K)
Slid to
Sleep" (WB) (9th wk).

Last week, okay $12,000.
Chicajo (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G) with Cab
Calloway orch and revue on stage.
Last
Shapes to do good $61,000.
week, "I'hvill of Brazil" (Col) with
Tony Martin in person, bangup

Xllouds' Rolls

B way

new entries will be "No Leave"
and "Strange Woman."

ported herewith from the various key cities, are not, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
^hare on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission
prices, however,- as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

Indpls.

Week

°Ltlmates lor This

Pre-Xmas on

If

Of

Chicago, Dec. 17. +'
cold wave, starting

chill

Siiddep

Mild Buff.; 'Leave' 16G It's
Buffalo, Dec. 17.
Sevaral new Alms here this week,
but none is di-awing well- because
of pre-holiday condition. Best coin

;

mew, Mary Raye

&

;

Ruth

Naldi,

Looks

to, do passably fair
Last week, "Gallant Bess"

Terry.
$23,000.

(M-G) (1st run) and vaude topped
by Bert Wheeler, "Think-a-Drink''
Hoffman, $24,500.
Strand (WB)

75-$1.50)—

(2,756;

"The Verdict" (WB) and Vincent Lopez orch, Janis Paige heading stage
bill.
First week ending tomorrow
(Thins.) night looks to do good $50,000.
Stays only two weeks, with
"Time,
Place,
Girl"
(WB) and
Vaughn Monroe orch coming in Dec.
26. In ahead, "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) with Ray McKinley orch, Lorraine Rotinan, others, on stage (3d

Wk), $29,000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Wanted for Murder" (20th) (2d wk).

week

holdover

First

starts

today

(Wed.). Initial session ffarnered scant

:

$14,000. In for only two weeks, with
"Beast With Five Fingers" (WB)
opening Wednesday (25).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— 'Notorious Gentleman" (U)
Holds only three
(6th-final wk).
days of 6th round starting today.

stanza

Fifth

fourth

was

D.C. on

was passable $13,000;
"Wicked Lady"

$16,000.

(U) opens on

I5ec. 21.

Downbeat But

'Wihnan' Forte $25,000;

Xhase'-Vaude Oke 20G
Washington, Dec. 17.
Pre-holiday slump in mid-town
houses still is taking its toll despite
a batch of new features. "Strange
Woman" at Loew's Palace is doing
well. "The Chase" with vaude at
the Capitol is okay.
Estimates for This Week
;

(Loew) (3,434; 44-80)-*
Chase" (UA) with vaude.

Capitol

''The
Satisfactory

"Gallant

$20,000.

Bess"

week,
below ex-

Last

(M-G),

pectations at $20,000;

Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Undercurrent" (M-G) (m.o.), Nice
$8,000 for third downtown week.
Last week, "No Leave" (M-G) (m.
o,), about same,
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Nocturne" (RKO). Mild $17,000, Last
week, ''Verdict" (WB)i fairly good
$19,000.

Keith's

(RKO)

"Notorious"

—

44-80)
(4th
wk).

(1,838;

(RKO)

Tapered

to $12,000, but
off
good. Last week, nice $15,000.
Little (Miller)

(285; $1.20;

still

$2.40)—

"Henry V" (UA) (6th wk). Special
group and Theatre, Guild rates arc
making a slight dent in take, but
keep house fliUed. Still at peak $6,500. Looks like 8 month run.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,S13; 44-70);
—"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). (2d
run). Average $7,500. Last week,
"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d run), $8,000.
Palace (LofiwV (2,370; 44W0)r"Strange Woman" (UA). Fine $85,000. Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-^
G> (2d wk), moderate $16,000.
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Wednesday, Pccemiier 18, 1946

Screen Play by Frances Coodtich. Albert HacKelt and Frank Capra . flddifional
Scenes by )o Swerlin£

•

from a

siOry

by

Phillpi

Van Ooren Stern

W'^dneaday,

December

18,

1946
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COULD

IT BE

when

it

movie

ANYTHING ELSE-

combines in one

all

the wonderful

fun and love of Capra's

Academy Award-Winning
"It Happened One Night".
" Mr. Deeds Goes ToTown"

and "You Can't Take

It

With You".

40,703,987 aftCULATION

Releosed by

RKO Radio

^

Pictures. Inc.

Of Life — Look — Collier's — Good Housekeeping — Saturday
Evening Post — Seventeen— True Story —Woman's Home
Companion ^Time— the Fan list and The American Weekly.

'

|

LONUOM OFUCB

•VARIETY'S'
R

INTEIlNATIOPfAL
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Scottish 'Iron Curtain'

Austrian Setup

Glasgow, Dec. 3.
Laurence Olivier's production

ToMPEAJan.l;50U5.PixDueinYear

of Carson Kanin's Broadway hit,
"Borri Yesterday," literally ran
into an "iron curtain" while on
'tour through Scotland recently.
curtain at a local hou.se

Army Turns Over Odd
n

By .lOSKF ISRAEI-S

Martin'* fliMC, Trafnlmir Siiuura

St.

Scandinavian Stage Back to Normal

T

jammed

Vienna, Dec. 9,
Out of Pix
U. S. Army's Inforniiilion Services Keep Nip
Branch steps out pI'.disVi-iisutipn 'Set i
Tokyo, Dec, 1.
up in Austria Jan. 1 in favor of
Osaka Spinning and Weaving Co,
Motion Picture Export Assn., it was
'decided- it! a series of conferences request to invest 175,000 in a mobetween Irving Maas, MPEA veepee, tion picture distributing agency was
Wolfgang'
and Army film board.
refused by General Mac Arthur, who
Wolf, presently acting as films ofwatches the bank accounts of larger
fiqer for .the Army,, will resign elTective Jan! 1 to head MPEA's Austrian Jap concerns closely.
!

Weaver

Stockholm,
NefaiJous activities of
as the "Saturday
the local
prompted
has

U.S.OK's

First

Dec. 10 '.
.

,

crim
Saboteur
censor to
Swedish film

known

God."

,

in

1

I

Olivier asked the house operator for damages but the latter
claimed situation was an "act of

.

,

a

I

I

.

halt exhibition of a
called "Dynamite," po.ssibly for fear
the culprit tor others) may gain

10 German

some

ideas.

organization.

Reason given for action Was that
operation", for a
it's not a "normal

I

phases of reorganization are
still undecided. But it's known that
Ihe British are going commercial
next year as well, with French
future setup form still unlinown.
Bus.sia brol<e aW'ay from ISB's film

Some

I

Production

weaving concern.

Berlin,

activities

exit

the

since

last June or Eugene Sharin as film
readying talks to
officer, is now
decide what's to become of remain.?
of Nazi Wien Film properties which
include Siewering and Schonbrunn
studios* tboth presently active) and

t

'

Made

Pic

of Laurel,

Hardy

Shorts Giving U.S. Films

;

Publicity

Bad Parisian

Paris, Dec. 10.

!

j

U,
able

j

product

S.

publicity

getting unfavor-

is

from

the

current

titles

I

i

In Siam,

,

|

]

;

Lioni

to these countries or to Yugoslavia, Buli>aria or Albania, U. S.
business interests in obvious competition with Russian aims, as in the
case of the film industry, don't get
to first base.

ists

State Dept. and
powerless to help
,

,

INDIA SHOWING TEES

|

NEW FAR EAST SKED

i

|

Metro International, continuing to
the way in expansion of 16m

i

lead

Army
have been
.
Maas

.

in

,

1

|

become the
program in the
con.sidered the most
narrow-gauge
,^^^^^^1^,^ ^.^^^^^
company teed off the Far
program in Santa Cruz, small
prog
^ "

operations overseas, has

.

this re-

Before leaving Vienna Maas
conference for local press
and fan mags where lively mterest
was expressed in forthcoming Holly-

,

^^^^

spect.

held

|-

!

j

g^^^j

|

a

j

^town

product. They asked particulariy for Di.sney and old titles like

I

1

.

:

Heart."
neither
already

near Bombay, India.

|

i

i

|

|

j

;

.

I

.

'

Hoffay Gets Plug in For
Foreign

moving

in .$iam

until

other lands

quiet down.

Lioni

was a

lieutenant

in

the

Dutch Colonial Army until captured
by the Japanese and put to work
on the notoriotis v'Deatb Railway."

houses busy. MPEA will try to
lists for Germany and Austria
to minimize paper work
as well as numbers, of prints required. Fifteen titles have already
been okayed, and a further list of 28
It is
is awaiting government action.
intended to have all releases available in both dubbed and undertitled
its

''Guinea/ Pig," Criterion.

Horney Back

identical,

to Austria

Vienna, Dec. 10.
Brigette Homey, Austrian film star
now in Switzerland^ will return to
her native country shortly.
She
signed contracts with Loewenfilm
Production.s for two picture;?, "Song
of Life'' and "Love Without Pas-

versions.

sion.";

In cast arc al.so Rudolph Prack.
Gusti Huber ;uid Hans Holt. Eduard

Williamson-Tait in Gain

von Borsody will

direct.

Over Preyions Year
Sydney, Dec. 4.
After charging $6,876 for depreciation, William.son-Tait turned in
net profit of $141,568 for year ending
June 30, last. This compares with
$135,244 for previous year.
Gross profit amounted to $298,948
against
as
previously,
$260,204
There's a steady dividend at.6%,

''Here

Comes the

Boys," Saville.

"Hi«h Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.

ad-publicity

"I,ady Frederick," Savoy.

Bookings for Far East

"Shop Sly Corner,"

HEX, GOES aBEYHOUND

.

Mexico

City, Dec. 10.

Smash succes.s of horse racing
here has inspired big coin-backed
.

moves
j

;

for s

greyhound race-track.

Federal 20-ycar franchise was
granted to Turismo group here forj
the; undertaking.
j

broke

of

is

also expected

Sedlak Powders

to

St. iMartiris.

Norway," Palace.

"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Tb* Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan/'. Haymarket.
''Windslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View/' Whitehall.
,

be

Symph

Vienna, Dec.

"Skin of Teeth," Piccadilly.

"Song

out,

.signed.

Franz

9.

Sedlak has recently resigned as head of the Austrian
Philharmonic Orchestra to conduct
the State Opera. He is noted for
having outwitted the Nazis in the
last days of the war.
Called to the Volkssturm troops,
Sedlak «nd his me.i were granted
permission to form their own "regiment" and took their instrumen'fs
Replacing
along instead of guns.
Sedlak as chief of the Philharmonic
'

"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Shephard Show/' Princes.

was lauded as

given in his honor by the Foreign
Press Assn. of N. Y., Friday (13)
at Sardi's,
distributors, if
represents 40 '/o

To R«sume

A. Strok, veterdn Far East concert
impresario whose aetivities were interrupted by the war, plans resumption of talent booking, and is in N. Y.
after flying from Shanghai for the
purpose:
Strok plans to book such artists
as Efrem Zimbalist and Mischs Elman, who used to make biennial
tours of the Far East; Jascha Heifetz,

"Our

Betters," Playhouse.
"Percbance to Dream," Hipp,
"Piccadilly Hayride/' Wales.
"Pick-Up Girl," Casino.

chief,

fully understanding the importance
of the foreign press at a luncheon

The foreign business of American
Canada is included,

Strok in N.Y.

and others. Grace Moore, who was
booked for that area when war

"Message for Margaret," Duchess.
"Night and Laughter," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.

Ad Reps at Lunch

Honoring Him Last Week
Mike Hoflay. retiring RKO foreign

are stymied* in other nations expect
to get their distribution machinery

.

keep

;

:

;

,

.

I

.

(

'

G\a^s

.

16m films to be roadshown for
some time to come, until economic
make construction of narrowWARNERS' CANNES HOLIDAY
gauge, houses more feasible. Siam
Paris, Dec. 10.
is one of the few countries in the
Jack Warner, now in Paris, is leav- Far Eastern division which is free
ing for Cannes where he will, spend from strife, and film companies that

,

:

smash at the

"The

Menagerie" is doing good biz at the
Small Stage. "The Circus Princess"
is a great moneymaker at the Hippo"The Glass Menagerie" is
drome.
al.so doing fine at the City Theatre in

factors

Welcome given the initial, entry,!
"Great .Ziegfeld,"' known here from
n
prewar days and of t«n outdra wing Metro's "Strike Up the Band,
augurs well for the future of 16m
newer titles.
Wolf and Maas revealed that at business in that part of the world, the> holidays with his wife..'
Metro International
tp
least 50 new U. S. titles will reach according
She's been in Switzerland where
Austria in the coming year. Policy execs. Pioneer exhib, with no pre- their daughter is at schooU
which to
basis for .selecting pix will be nearer vious knowledge with
He will return for a week in Paris
commercial'values, now that the first gauge the size of his audience, pro- about Jan. 10, and. return to London
occupation pha.ses have been passed. vided seats for only 300. SRO sign, before sailing back to America.
MPEA will submit lists of proposed however, was put up an hour before
releases for occupied countries to the show started and the picture
Array and State Dept., which will played tp/more than twice the, origCurrent London Shows
However, initial inal estiniate,
hold final veto.
selection process will be altogether
Rea.son for the boff inaugural, it's
London, Dec. 17.
in the industry's hands; Wolf hopes believed, is the fact that most of the
•And No Birds Sine," Aldwych.
soon to conclude already lengthy ne- people in the hinterlands of such
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.
gotiation.s with Ru.ssians looking to- countries as India anci China have
"Cliitterbnck," Wyndham,
ward free sale and movement of never seen any commercial enter"Dante," Garrick.
films between zones without refer- talnment of any kind. Giving them
"Fifty-ritty," Strand.
ence to quota or political content.
a taste o£ Hollywood's lush product
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.:'
Russia would like to stay unilat- is almo.st certain to make film fan.s
"Fools Hush In," Fortune.
era! in this, but just .doesn't have of them.
"Grace of God," St. James.
enough homemade product to keep
"Grand National Nlgbt," Apollo.
i

in

Monogram,

Lillevil Ibsen, is a
1,800-seater .Big Stage.

Halsingborg.
Reports from Copenhagen are
mostly good. "Within the Gates," a
to Lioni.
rep will return to Bangkok French import., is doing very well at
take over branch managerial the Royal. "The Importance of Beto
duties there. Almost the entire film ing Earnest" is a success at the
audience of that portion of the Far Small Stage, but "Jacpbow.sky and
Eastern territory consists of natives, the Colonel" was a quick flop (less
he said, and U. S. distribs must keep than two weeks) at the New Theathat in mind when releasing films tre," "Arsenic and Old Lace" replac"Life With Father"
there. For this purely oriental audi- ing this week.
ence, Siam is one of the few places is. a smash at the People's; Sartre's
in the world where there is_MO "Closed Doors" is doing fine at the
native production whatsoever, Lioni Fredericksburg, and Saroyan's "The
said, and the U. S. has virtually a Beautiful People" ha.s done over 160
performances at Knights' Hall, and
free rein in that market.
On paper, he stated, there are is still running capacity.
about 100 35m theatres in the cpun
In Norway, in Oslo. "Key Largo"
try, with 30 in Banglcok, One of the
is doing well at the National, as is
biggest obstacles to film distribution "The Skin of Our Teeth" at the Stuthere is transportation into the in- dio.
At the Trondelag, in Trondand the heim, "Shaw's "Man of Destiny" is
of this,
terior. Because
theatre shortage, Lioni said that 16m doing okay.
a natural for these territories.
is
In
Finland, Helsinki's Swedish
Portability is chief virtue of the
theatre is doing terrific biz with
narrow-gauge films, plu.s the fact
"Glass Menagerie," which got the
that they are non-inflammable, an
best notices any U. S. play ever reimportant consideration when prints
ceived.
At the Helsinki, "Of Mice
are being handled by careless native
and Mcn^ was well received, and is
workers.
doing good biz.
Lioni said current RKO plans call
for

.

,

wood

With You" is being
.synchronized. Both studios will continue their work on "Th« Adventures of Mark Tviiain,'' "The Story of
Louis Pftsteur" and others,
Reichformer
Studios,
being
owned property, are under U. S.
Military Government property control, pending liquidation of the Government-owned UFA film cartel.
Can't Take

•

and

American and

the Nethervintage, and that
are doing good
in

RKO

,„,„,•

1

vard.

MPEA, are
of
bringing product into Holland and
en.ioying the sellers' market, ac-

!

"Suspicion," in process at
guage.
Berlin, will be ready to roll in about
two weeks and is slated for release
in January. In Munich, work on
"Keys of the Kingdom" and "You

i

doing capacity

The China has "Lady Behave,"

biz.

a mu.sical by Slanley Lupino, which
has (ione 60 performances and stilldoing well. "Ten Little Indlan.s"
is doing fair in the smallish Boule-

cording

i

'

of prewar

is

all

playing

members

•

his

lands

Republic

.

the

now

those films
business, led by "Young

.

get

that

.said

product

even

Erich Pommer, American film
Metro here are ''Fra Diavolo," duction control officer on McCUire's
"Black
no one capable of operating the "Nothing but Trouble" and
said he believes the initial
staff,
latter exformer Hitler screen monopoly is Hands," with rights to
production will get under way early
piring soon.
in view except Karl Hartl and asnext year. Production will be limitA local tangle has resulted from ed, however, due to the fact that
sociates who operated the combine
for the Nazi, That's why Wien Film the use by Cinepresse of a print the two available studios in the U.S.
with title showing Richebe distribu- zone have a maximum capacity of
is to date the only ma.ior Austrian
distribution
holds
Richebe
industry Americans haven't turned tion.
nine films per year, and due to the
back to Austrian control under rights from FrancorLondon Film lor critical shortage of raw film.
President Truman's directives of last the provinces, but not the Paris
Both studios, the former UFA
territory, and Franco-London Film
.fall.
rooms at Tempelhot_ in
Maas' Visa Troubles
supplied Cinepre-sse with a print Film Co.
Berlin, and the former Bavarian
relea.se.
provincial
for
Irving Maa.s remained here five intended
Studio.s at Geiselgasteig,
Filmkun.st
days before heading for Prague. Richebe, unfavorably mentioned in
Munich,
are busy synchronizing
hear
He's given up hope of getting clear- press comments as having made
lanance to visit Hungary and Rumania. the film is taking steps to have Hollywood pix into the German
to

;

i

of
to get rid of the
Y'i\m, a juicy plum. Trouble is that

title oft

35m

,

in Holland,

by RKO's Lioni

Cited

—
—

,

Market for 16m

week—a

'musical,- "E-scapade,"

Louis Lloni. RKO foreign rep jiist
In Gothenburg "Life With Father"
arrived in thfe U. S. from Hoilaiiid;. is a smash at the City Theatre. "No
.said that the dearth of good product Exit," though it received mixed noiireat there that Motion Picture tices, is .selling fairly well at the
is
Export Assii. sponsored films should Small, and Straus' "The Last Waltz"
draw record boxoff ice. Lioni opened is -doing well after ;a long run at the
the RKO Bangkok. Siam. office last Operetta.
spring after being released Irom a
In Malmoe, "The* Taming of iTie
prisyr, camp where he spent
,j,,p
Shrew," starring Edvin Adolphson
)h,.eg years.

how

In both countries only the Soviet Franco-Film scissor the
has the say on the Allied Commis- Cinepre.s.se print so as
sion wliicb controls vi.sa.s. It's ob- name out of it.
servable that Reds admit only a!
few U. S. busine,s.s men or journal-

"Deep Are the Roots" opened last
at the New, but is closing this
The Oscar has a new
flop.

week
I

The 10 producers or teams who
consideration
favorable
received
after having passed strict political
any-and professional screening
one with the faintest taint of iiazi.sm
are
barred
automatically
is
Gunther Stapenhorst, former UFA
producer, who went into voU.int?iry
exile in Switzerland during the Nazi
period; Fritz Thiery; Curt Oertel.
maker of documentaries; Gcorg
Fiebiger, Helmuth Kaeutners Joset
von Baky and Richard Koenig team;

being revived

nie Blanche has a
Vasa.
revue, now beyond
200th performance,

summer musical

1

first

Rwdy

is

.

at the
|

eeis or

I

showing by Cinepresse, a Champs.
Elysees theatre, of a supposed new
"Three
titled
American feature
up of old
remaining! Weddings." Pic is made
Laurel and Hardy shorts pieced up
700 Germanrmade
together by Franco-London Film, a
features seized. Probability, is that
local dealer which bought them after
the German pix will be gradually
rights had expired. New
drained off the Austrian market, as the Metro
fact that the picture is Harald
Braun and Jacob Geis;
imported product and new local title, and
shown in English version with Gabrielle Schmalzigaug. who plans
films arrive to fill play dates. Army
both concur in to produce documentaries In Stuttsubtitles,
turn over to MPEA some French
will
substantiating the advertising rep- gart; Karl Bamann. Erwin Heil and
$600,000 in schillings being held, for
the film as a nfw picture, Ernst Hess trio, and. Hubert Schonr
account of Hollywood interests for resenting
mislead audiences. Laurel and ger.'
rentals. Big headache is to find out to
Wien Hardy pictures still handled b.y
rest
pro-

some 200 active
from an original

.

10.

10 German film produfirms in the American occupied zone to receive .licenses have
been announced by Brig; Gen. Rob.ert A. McClure, director of Information Control Division.

The

i

set

pix

Dec.

'

,

monopoly some months
UP Sovexportfilm to cpnIrcl both- distribution and production
board of
film
iH Austri^. Army
CITicers which has been overseeing
ISB's

Is Likely

,

distribution

Sgo and

picture stopped by
It's the first
authorities since the old silent screen
days. When the gendarmes .cat<;h up
with the villain, it's ppssible showings of "Dynamite" may resunne.

|

Swedish play,

old

;

Pix Producers; Limited

30.

Legit is fast returning to normal
the Scandinavian countries, with
Interest particularly keen in U. S.
plays .since victory of the Allies.
Sevren houses are active in Stockhplm. "Life With Father" i$ a big
^^^^^ Dramatic Thea'
Due to fact that house runs
tre.
repertory. "Father" goes off soon,
but it will be back. "Patrasket," an

I

Ounce of Prevention

cancellation of the. play.

j

Stockholm, Nov.

_4.

Iprcing

playtime,

at

Leading Parade

S. Legiters

With U.

A

is

Prof. Siegfried Freiberg.

of total U. S. film
or upwards Of
per year, according to
Australian
Newspaper Service representative
for the U. S., who spoke for the
Foreign Press Assn. He thought that
Hollywood and film company executives should be more aware of
this in their treatment of foreign

company

revenue

.

$320,000,000
S.

Randal

Heymanson,

ad-publicity rhatters.
E. J. Tail, head of J. C. Williamson

Theatres, Australia, who
in connection with his

music

in N. Y.
legit and

is

traced his
praised
American show business. Tait .said
that the best place to learn what to
do and what not to do in showbiz
was in the U. S.
Donald Prince, special exploiteer
for
in Great Britain since the
fir.st of year; has been named to. succeed Hoffay. Prince is due in from
interests,
activities

briefly

Down Under and

RKO

London

DEL

later this

month.

BIO'S FRENCH OPFERS
Mexico City, Dec. 10.

Hit that her "Maria .Candaletia"
at the Cannes exposition has
garnered Dolores del Rio three ofin pix in France. She

made

fers to play

may

accept all three.

S

•VABIKCX'SM.ONDON OWFICK
Hwtln'* Plttce, Trafaltar gguaw

INTER9rATIO?rAI«

St.
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That $80,000,000 Metro Plans 6 to 12 Pix Yearly In
Mexican Spanish Accents in Dubbed 'VBritish Market Is

Fix NGin

Worth Having IV
Worth Studying"

BA, So Metro Back to Titling

London; Acquiring Theatres Abroad

Buenos

Aires, Dec. 17.

argues

•

only one of
Loew's International,
majors to continue
the American
dubbed pictures in Argentina
use of

of growing
in the face
the Buenos
the part of
to
finally decided

antipathy on

Aires public,
throw in the

Metro's new London studios are
nearing completion and should be
ready for occupancy early next
according to Arthur M.
montli,
Loew, Loew's International prexy.
Just returned from a two-months'
tour of England and the Continent,
Loew revealed that Metro plans to
turn out between six and 12 pix
yearly at the London plant, which he
described as being better equipped
in some ways than the Culver City

*

'

,

(

'Grand

Illusion' to

By New

Gain

Fraternization

.

Paris. Dec. 5.
of
distributors
"Grand
benelit by the new
conciliatory attitude the American

may

has
Metro claims that Army is adopting towards the
sponge. Despite
Germans in occupied territory,
almost trebled the
dubbed pix have,
film, which stars Eric von Stroheim
many parts of and Pierre Fresnay, depicts the
company's grosses in
folly of war, and was a smash when
it wiU revert back
America,
Latin
released before World War II.
of titled versions within
to the use
Minor editing of some Francoor three weeks.
the next two
German love scenes permitted a
declined to successful revival here three months
•:
Metro officials here
thea-,
ago without any adverse audience
comment on the situation, but
heads report the com- reactions anticipated^ by German
tre circuit
to ti led ver- haters. As a strong fraternization
pany may also change
other Latm coun- plug the picture, -which had been
sioi^ in several
chief reasons for previously considered as unsuitable
trips One of the
differ- fare in former enemy territories,
it's said, is the
change,
the
the Spanish may now become a natural for reence in accents in
in the rest lease in the Amcn-ican zone.
sDoken here from that
Difference is comAmerica.
Latin
of
English
pared to that between the
S.,
spoken in Britain and. in the U.

.

*

41st

I

To Be Ready by Summer

*

Havana, Dec.

9

Goar Mestre invited a number of
newspapermen and radio columnists

Anniversary Number

'

.

*

an editoriar featurt
of tht forthcoming

R.A.C.,

Illusion,"

$2,000,000 Radiocentro

Maurice Cowan

to visit Radiocentro,

.

now under

con-

.

of

struction,. and stated that

it would be
ready sometime in the summer. Setup will cost $2,000,000; Stockhoiders
num'ber 18 persons, including, the

.

hard pull some
the AmeriEnglish pictures face in

one of the reasons for

French Stay Mum

:.

ones
first
'

who frequent

the ultraTSwanky

Proposed by U.

S.

runs on B.Ai'S Avenida de Cor-

While the latest presentation of
half of
based. U. S. film companies ideas on coin
remittances from France was made
Dubbed versions are doing well more than a month ago, no formal
to
Argentina
of
rest
the
enough in
answer has been received as yet
continue, but Metro is losing the
either by the U: S. State Department
enormous take from the first runs
or the Motion Picture Assn. of
wil;h them.
America.
Although some picture
with
well
did
apparently
Company
company executives see a favorable
dubbed pix when they were first in- development in this delayed formal
troduced in 1944, but they've taken answer, others in the industry beboxa cotisiderable .^slump at the
lieve it indicates that the French
Decline in the
office since then.
government is refusing to budge
quality of product since "Gaslight,"
i'rom its original position regarding
the teeoff film, might have had remitting U. S. distributor coia to
something to do with the slump, it's
rientes, ott which more than
the total Argentine gross is

;

_

believed.

Metro has

been

using

Government of Prance has conMexican tended from the outset that this
American rental revenue should be

actors for the "voices" in its dubbed
pictures, which is acceptable to the
rest of Latin America but not to .the

Argentinians. Everybody in the educated classes of the country knows
English and so decries the original
English soundtracks with super-im-

posed titles. If Metro wanted to use
Argentine Spanish for dubbing, it's
said, then the pictures wouldn't go
over in the rest of Latin America.

Cemiame lubin

Guilty

la CoDaboration

Charge

Paris, Dec.

2.

remitted at the current rate of ex-

change of 118 francs

Germaine Lubin, French singer
the Wagnerian operatic
during the Vichy regime,
was sentenced to national indignity
for life and confiscation of her pos- collected from postwar

who topped
offerings

sessions

after a three-day
the provincial court of.
where: she owns a chateau.

trial

to

They

$1.

naturally are negotiating to che last
limit to get the bulk of this coin
remitted at this exchange figure
because French currency has declined so much in value.
On the other hand, American dis*
tribs would fix the rate at the time
the revenue was accumulated, and
this makes a difference of several
million dollars, according to latest
reports. The revenue piled up in
France drops' into four categories;
(a), money accumulated before the
war ."tarted, exchange rate then
being 44 to $1; (b>, coin that piled
up during the war before France
was overrun; (c), rental money from
OWI pictures sent in soon after U. S.
troops took ovei% and (d), money
distribution.

by

Orleans,

She was charged with causing the
arrest by the Qeirmans of two servants who did not sympathize with

DENFS HOLLYWOOD

0.0.

WITH EYE TO ENG. PROD.

her collaborationist attitude, and
Arthur Dent, for 22 years until
being unduly hospitable to German John Maxwell's death in 1940, partbiggies. She was acquitted on the nered in Associated British Corp., is
first charge.
Sentence means that in New York on his first visit since
she loses all citizens rights and all before the war. After a month east
real and personal property,
and the British film producer heads to
cannot live any? more in or near Hollywood to o.o. the talent setup
Paris or Orleans.
lor possible Anglo-U.S. exchange,
with an eye to bringing back some
Coast people to produce in London.
*Veir Click$ in
Dent reports that British film
business must continue to do socko,
Vienna, Dec. 9.
having the pick of the best U.S.
British production
of "Seventh
product
plus the new b.o. sturdiness
Veil" has drawn unusually go.od lenaturalyiews from Vienna presSi resulting of the native product which,
ly, appeals highly to English film
in strong biz.
Picture's Sober treatfans.
ment, good music and psychiatric
theme have made hit in a town

.

to

.

.

and "the ignominy of

Whom

the
"•Phe Dictator" and "For
Bell Tolls," until long after the war's
end.

LOW COST MEXICAN FILM
PRODUCTION BOOMING
Mexico City, Dec. 17.
Domestic film production in Mexcurrently in a

is

,

work

a

and

of art of the

official

first

government

order,"

"Wiener

Zeitung" declared it "an outstanding and valuable production,"

French Set Up Monopoly
For Saar Film Distribs

boom

period,

cashing in on the labor troubles and
now plaguing U. S. pro-

rising costs

easy
plus fact that pictures can be turned
out on half the normal Hollywood
budget.
New Cuauhtemoc studios in Mexico City have recently wrapped up a
deal for four pictures to be produced
there, three of them to be by Hollywood indies and one l)y Abel Gance,
starts
Latter
French producer,

to now, ne says, no deal has

European Preem

j

burnt down completely during the;
last days of the war. Heavy fighting
had taken place between the retiring Germans and the advancing'
Russians on the Prater grounds.
Though the plans call for building
of stone houses only, the city administration gave its permit for the

Promising in Stockholm
.

j

Vet English Vauder

Stockholm, Dec. 14.
20th-Fox gave the European preem

i

Missing After Flood
London, Dec.

4,

"The Razor's Edge" at the Park
theatre here last Monday (9). The
="tics praised the film highly and
"'^ expected that it will run a long
time at this deluxer. Another big

"f

|

1

G. S, Melvin,

60,

who

is

missing,

is

I

presumed drowned at his flooded erection of wood buildings: and huts
premiere here the same day was
Thames-side home in Buckingham, for temporary use. Full reconstructhe French film "Les Visiteurs du
tion plans will cover three years.
Starting his career in the- circus and
Soir" at the Grand theatre.
concert worlds, then in his father's
First Scandinavian film in color,
"Sagan
Elddonet," made by
act, he made his name in the music Painleve Protests Educ.
Dansk Farve-og Tegneftlm, was
best
studies,
character
halls
in
shown
at the Anglals^nS is a big
Films at
known of which was a stoker dancSaga
theatre will have a
success.
ing the hornpipe,
Paris, Dec. 2.
He played America in the old
The French film committee to g^'a premiere this week with the
Keith-Albee vaude days, toured U, S. serve on the UNESCO was formally British film Caesar and Cleopatra,
distributed
in Sweden by
and Canada in 1912 and 1924, and convened for the first time by Jean
^B Eagle-Lion.
South Africa in 1916,
Benoit-Levy, head of the UNESCO
pictures
and, visual
infoilnation

Om

UNESCO

Meet

,

i

Paris,

Dec.

5.

A monopolistic step has been taken
by the French government regarding
distribution of French product in the
Saar and the French^ zone oj Germany. This will be henceforth per-

'

_

made with Fox and Schenck.

8.

|

u. s.

,

Up

Vienna, Dec.

j

mitted only via a new companv titlcrV
Caprice Viennois
Unifllm, organized by Robert Bichet,,
Vienna, Dec. 8.
minister of information. This means
PrOf. Wolfgang Schneiderhan;
that independent distribution there
famed violin soloist and member of
is out. Unifllm is headed by Georges
radora de Teatros have been ac- Loureau
Vienna Philharmonic orchestra,
of Regina, with M. Schmit* the
quired
received permission froms the Ausfor
20th-Fox by Joseph as legal adviser,
Schenck with a stock purchase, are
Some French interests are also trian Ministry of Education, by eondenied by Manuel Espinosa Iglesias, considering building up an Agfa sent of the Allied High Command,
Operadora's manager.
color industry, and have been scout-; to reappear again in public.
been

screens by better foreign Alms, "It
would also be good for the U, S,
he said, "if good foreign pictures
replaced inferior American films in
this country, but that's up to the
public to decide."

REBUILT BY NEXT YEAR

i

Operadora Deal Denied

^

VIENNA PRATER TO BE

work in March on "Giselle," with
Vienna will have its ersatz Prater
Dolores Del Rio. Film will be done
next year. Final plans have been
in both French and English versions.
Hollywood producers are bringing drawn up for the reconstruction
^\ 'Razor's
their own story material from the the noted amusement center which

Mexico City, Dec. 10.
Insistent rumors here to the effect
th?t the 25 local cinemas of the Ope,

.

Additional attractive feain Mexico production is"^ the
tax situation prevalent here

ducers.

ture

,,

leased

,

their innumerable crinies."
Bolognesi sympathy for the Nazir
Fascist regimes is notorious, and he
made no secret of his chagrin over
the German defeat. It was Bolognesi
who held up screening of .Chaplin's

ico

Maas

I

^

.

Ties,

Informs Prague

:

ize force"

Metro product.

Metro currently hSs,. six.' unreimportations for the U. S.
market, Loew said, but these wills
be screened by a special board befose deciding how to handle their
sales. Board is to be comprised of
one member each from the interRelease of U. S.-made pictures in national, domestic distribution: and
Czechoslovakia is dojng much to theatre departments. Loew is also
solidify bonds of friendship between negotiating to buy two more French
that Country and. America, Irving pix. Company is handling distribu-..
Maas, general manager of the Motion tion in Italy of "Paia," ifiade by the
Picture Export Assn. of the U. S., producer of "Open City," but almost
told the people of that nation in a every U. S. company is bldiling for
radio address at Prague last week. the American rights.
Loew revealed that his company
Maas was well received' by reps of
today turns in about 40%' of the
the Czech Film Monopoly on his
arrival in Prague early in December total annual Loew's gross and predicted the average should hit 50%
on his European tour.
He carried the greetings of Eric within the next two years. Industry
Johnston, head of the Motion Picture needs to continue its voluntary
Assn. of America, who had planned restrictiSns on the number of films
visiting Czechoslovakia until forced exported for the next two or three
to abandon his European tour by years, he said, until the present
backlog is absorbed. He also conillness.
Demand for American films in firmed reports that Metro was dickCzechoslovakia is so great that ering to handle foreign distribution
patrons are daily paying black mar^ of Enterprise product.
Stepping into the Samuel Goldwynket prices to see U.S. pictures, it was
revealed by the MPEA in N. Y. last Darryl F. Zanuck debate, Loew
week. With long lines at night declared that many American picshows where U. S. productions are tures don't fit into the war-coH'^
playing, Prague patrons are paying ditioned psychology of the Eurotwo to three times the established pean public. "I would like to see
admission scale to black market op^ Hollywood turn out pictures of more
erators,
The blackmarketers have integrity," he added, "but they might
been active at many first-runs in not go so well here." Refuting rethat city where U. S. product of ports of other industry chiefs, he
MPEA member companies now is declared that American films still
draw top grosses in England, adding
being released.
During the playdate of "Here that the majowty of American
Comes Mr. Jordan" at Lucerna product is far superior to amy turned
theatre, black market operations in out by other nations. To Insure that
ducats reached such a peak that the. such conditions continue, he sugCzech Film Monopoly posted war- gested that U. S. producers survey
nings at the house threatening civil the public taste in Europe to find
action against offenders.
Several a happy medium for pictures that
will sell both here and abroad.
arrests were made.
Industry would be better off, however, he declared, if inferior American product was replaced on foreign

Czech

not been disappointed.
The first move has been to delay
sending officials for censorship previews of product. In this way a
number of releases had to be postponed, while distribuWirs; ;anc|,' e^^
hibitors fumed.
Now, just as. in wartime, the axe
and
is falling on U, S. newsreels,
Universal's No. 53,544. was passed
only after cuts had been made to
"eliminate crude scenes taken in
concentration camps." Dealing with
Nurriberg, trials, the distributh".
tors were made to cut statements
about the Nazi war criminals, such
as: "this destiaiy awaits all who idol-

Vienna

Where music ani'd psychology were
formerly major industries.
Socialist party paper called film

.

.

in for a series of

they were
censorship snarls, delays and trouble of all kinds. Their fears have

On Film Coin Idea

(5

.

knew

"°

^^"^
Metro, i
against
longer buck the antagonism
dubbed pix from; the wealthy, highly-cultured classes in Buenos Aires,
of the
two-thirds
up
make
which
Argentine population. Latter are the

.

Metro also is dickering with SwisS
owners of CMQ, The theatre por- producer Lazar Wechsler, who mades
that has been leased to Warner "The Last Chance," to help finance
Argentina fix Freedom tion
his next film. Present plans call for
Bros., will be the largest hefe.
Reorganization of the CMQ pro- M-G staffer Fred Zinneman to .diThe Bolognesi, Execs Say; gram department is awaited Tvith: rect. Loew said that Metro does
report that some of the top execu- not plan any large-sqale production
U's Newsreel Censored tives will be removed. Mestre wants in Europe, however.
In addition to the theatre site rea full reorganization by the time he
Montevideo, Dec, 5.
Amsterdam,.
cently purchased in
moves the studios to Radiocentro;
The expected has happened. As
Loew also bought, a new theatre in
Antwerp and acquired an interest
soon as Alfredo Bolognesi Vwas rein houses in Geneva and Lausanne.
appointed to his former post as- dir
Cottipany is shopping for other,
rector of Argentina's Entertainment
theatres, he said, looking for places
distributors
film
Board, foreign
that will give better representation
.

can market.
.

.

studios.

ing on the
cians.

q.t.

for

German

techni-

Schneiderhan had been
with Nazi affiliations.

branch
At a recent UNESCO sitting, Jean
Painleve, French educational film
expert, protested the scheme of permitting educationals to get free access to France' if they are to be
used for commercial distribution at
any time.

Noye Mex 20th Head

Allen M. Noye, former 20th-Fox
in Colombia, has been
to head, up the company's office in Mexico. Noye, currently huddling with homeoffice execs in New
York, succeeds Joseph G. Mullett,
granted a leave of absence because

manager

named

The French committeci headed by of illness.
Roger Weill, includes a member
Siegfried Zobel, former

charged from each of the unions, iii'
industry,

.

the; film

assistant

Noye in Colombia, has been promoted to managei" in that territory.
to
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witk great joy, tkat

Holiday Season

tkis

.

.

.

we

tlie spirit

of

and greet our many friends

in

enter into

tke M.otion Picture Industry.

IE consider

ourselves fortunate tkat our function in tkis

great industry allows us tke privilege of pleasant kusiness
associations witk
alike

skips

.

.

.

witk

producers,

wkom we

and mutual

distrikutors

and exkikitors

kave estaklisked enduring friend*

respect.

15 1946 draws to a close, and we approack tke dawn
of a new year ...

you

for

we

take tkis opportunity to tkank all of

your cooperation during tke past year

extend our sincere wiskes for a

Happy and

Bountiful

New

Merry

Yejir.

.

.

.

and

to

Ckristmas and a

18,

1946

—

.

—
"

,

—

I

:

Wedneaday, December 18, 1944

PICTURES
M-G'sAdIer,K.C.Mgr.,Sez

Southwest Girds for B.O. Taper
In '47;

Caught

He Doesn't Speak
Kansas

Middle Between

in

Tulsa, Dec.

12.

Southwestern communities ia the
majority may be small, but even the
smallest

towa framed

in thousancte
«f unfencecl grass-

of square
metropoliland U up-and-coming,
tan-minded. Texas and Oklahoma
a Big City
are characterized by
articulate
of
and
aware
astuteness,
relations
ba.sic distributor-exhibitor
business. Unlike
at the crux of film
fl»Ues.

found in
the sameness of opinion
other areas of the country, exhibs in
the wide open spaces are characteristically

independent

minded and

-

quarters in
Akers:

nothing surprised your roving reporter so much as the varying opinions expressed in nnswer to identical
questions.

exhib.

manager of

Cannata,

Fred

Uptown

theatre,

the

a typical Houston

says;

Surveys Limited
'^Cross-country checkups like this

one in VAiuBry serve a valuable purpose, of course. And the idea underlying this one— giving the exhibitor
i break— is certainly all to the good,
The fault I have to And with these
surveys gertcrally is they're too
limited in scope. It isn't humanly
possible for a questionnaire-compiler
in a Times Siuare office to draw

queries which won't
include plenty inapplicable to in-

up a

of

list

dividual situations.

So

let

Oklahoma

City,

Says

me duck

—

your set questions for a minute, and
sp^ak my piece, about what I, icoB-

known fact.
"What we

sider a crying need.

"Nobody will battle the statement

next year

is

fully expect to happen
an even further increase

and dUstributors want to of operating costs. They've been
make and handle the biggest pos- going up and up, and I see no end
money-making product. It to the upward trend. It is inevitsible
producers,

goes as mu{^ without saying as it
would be in the case of the makers
and distributors of any other line
goods. This being so. wouldn't
you think producers would do their
damndest to make, sure in advance
their pictures would be boxofflcft?

able the total over-all operating
costs will rise in view of the necessity of raising salaries to offset the

Not on your life. They
go an turning out product an exhihitar would rather pay for and

increasing cost of everything we
buy. But again the whole story is
not told when you say this. Its full
significance can be evaluated only
when you couple it with an estimate
rea.sonably-to-be'expected
of
the
grosses of 1947..

shelve than showi And this in spite
ot the fact there's no good reason

B.O. Scale Hits

ot

-

"Do they?

for

their

making lemons.

the

If

Ceiling; Cutback

answer wasn't sticking out a mile,
there might be some excuse for
them.

As

it

is,

there's none.

Low

"Here

in

Oklahoma we

Seen
believe,

our checking system

to

General decrea.se

Labor Causing Tieups

When Mr.

Talbot came into my
office we engaged in a general discussion and at no time would I
think of discussing with him the

I

Any product
istence
of any

M-G-.M policy. That, at all times,
is done by our home office in
York. I would like- to have this
specifically understood so that anyone who saw this article cannot pos^
sibly
misunderstand my position,
which is manager of the local

mention

|

FBI and Hoover. At no

time did I mention either Hoover
or his organization in our conversation.
i did,, however,' explain to
Mr. Talbot some of our checking
methods and what 1 told him is generally knowi, in tha industry and
far from a secret to theatre owners.
Any impr.jssion that might be
given in the article that we conceal

'

|

'

i

I

I

i

:

1

;

'

I

i

j

|

—

—

are presently finding

it

.

get into the bigtiine.

age as such, most of them have announced a slice in the number of
pictures, necessitated by sky rocket-ing production costs. Majors expect
to concentrate on the super-budgeters and, as 20th-Pox production
chief Darryl F. Zunuck pointed out

pos-

sible to book only enough product, to carry them through the
middle of .January. Such exhibs,
usually playing on a split-week
policy and accustomed to booking their pix at least two months
in advance, accused the majors

attempts to create a

I

I

recently, there's just

.so

.

to

open

the

much money

land top talent to spread around,
Usual antidote offered by the majors
tor the fewer pictures is a concentration
on extended runs, With

sellers'

way

to

i

boosted film rentals or foist their
reissues on the unwilling theatre
owners.

j

I

some spokesmen

stressing the neces-:-

I

I

they point out, the film audiis limited to a certain number
despite fond hopes of making
picture fans of non-regulars at the
boxoffice, only four or live films a
year merit a turnout of the laggards.:
If a theatre accustomed to run a picture for a week tries to extend its
run to two weeks, consequently, re-:
suit will probably be not muth increase in the gross but a spread in
time over which the usual audience
will go to the theatre.
Product of the smaller companies
cities,

did in the past. It's only natural
therefore, they claim, that an exhib will find he can't book more
than a month in advance.

ence
ancl,

airing their beefs in this series of

There's no question about
percentage terms being exorbitant.
It's as provable as the fact of the artificial shortage of product brought
about by distributors holding back
pictures until the last dollar has
been squeezed out of extended runs,
But both thcK'e facts can't be successfully used to cover up a third
equally provable fact.
Where in
these United States is there .an exarticles.

,

I

|

D
"XniDS 01111 1l/f
ITlUSt f reCm
Pix fOT Bally 'Angles
l»l

I

i

exhibitors

who

will tell

you there's no use their previewing
films these days. I. believe one such
was quoted recently in Variety. The
argument seems to be the quantity
of product is so restricted these days

PRC

the exhibitor has got to play everything oflFered to him—or go dark.
what does it get him to

So, says he,

preview what he must play anyway.
"To this there are two obvious
answers.
First, in the case of an
out-and-out lemon, he can always
sidestep it with a reissue.
Second,
if he runs it and watches it intelligently, there is always, the chance
he may hit on an exploitation angle
which will sell the picture to his
patrons.
In either case he will be
merely functioning as a showman
doing what must be done to rate the
name. V

—

pany...'

Sales chiefs also predict that afBroadway houses may be
taking product from their opposition
face of the shortage.
Warners,
for example, released only about 20
pix in 1946 and a further cut next
year means the company will encounter difficulties in booking the
filiated

in

Strand and Hollywood with exclu-*
!

sive

WB

product

"Specifically the successful exhibi-tor of 1947 has got to throw his mind
back to the far-off days -when -win- Ruggles' British-Made
ter vacations in Miami and summer
'Crazy'
vacations in Atlantic City occupied
less of his thoughts than the conduct
Despite jamup ot producers at->
of his business!:
There was a time tempting to get prints processed at
when an exhibitor put in 15 hours a the Hollywood Technicolor labs, and
day, seven days in the week— and even the move
on the part ot some
thought nothing about it If I gauge to send their prints
overseas for
present trends correctly the renewed processing,
Wesley Ruggles has
necessity for this kind of hard work
brought the -finished version of his.
will be the outstanding development
"London Town" to America for
of the new year.
The proverbial coloring.
Ruggles,
who arrived
dodo is no more extinct than the
Thursday (12) on the Queen Elizaperiod covered by the past four
beth with prints of the pic, retitled
years.
"My Heart Goes Crazy" for the
"It had to come^the end of this
American market, said he was aware
fantastic
period.
But apparently

Awaits Lab

!

:

these companies indicate they'll attempt to take advantage of the openings that are expected to increase
for them. PRC, for instance, has announced a general budgetary boosting all along the lii^e in accordance
with, the company's "New
slogan and last week announced it
was raising the budget ante on "Red
Stallion" from $1,000,000 to
$1,500,000.
Budget on Mono's "It
Happened on Fifth Avenue" has
reached the $2,000,000 marker, a
revolutionary figure of the com-

4.

know

'

has already hit- Broadway to a small
extent during the- last year, with
Mono's "Suspense," PRC's, *'Wife of

Monte Cristo" and "Enchanted Forhibitor who will come forward and est" and Rep's "I've Always I;o'«red
say business in the lush years since You" and others breaking into the
Pearl Harbor has not been terrific? bigtime. Future production plans
of
1

.;

milking each film for all its
worth in all situations.
Other industry sales chiefs, however, believe the extfended run policy won't be the answer.
In most
sity for

Confronted with the print
the majors say, they're
now forced to announce their releases month by month, instead
of weekly or bi-weeklv as they
tieup,

]

I

—

Although the major.s, for the most:
part, insist there's no product short-

of

;

'

:

Statement was made in answer to claims of subsequent
run and small town exhibitors,

market

fu-rnished with proper credentials of
introduction when on an assignment. This letter is supplied as a
protective measure to the exhibitor
as well as ourselves, so that there
cannot be any misunderstanding as
to the purpose ot the visit
The
credentials
serve
to
prove the

—

•

such as Monogram, PRC and Be-public, grouping their budgets oh:
one or two top pix in an effoH to

;

methods of operation is erroneous. As I told Mr. Talbot, each
and every one of our checkers is

checker is officially employed by
our company and by no one else.
This method of ours has been in
effect for quite some time now, as
everyone in the industry well
knows.
As for the discussion on 16m
films,
everyone knows M-G-M's
stand on the use of the narrowgauge films in the domestic market.
To repeat it, the company will not
supply ^16m films to any theatre or
other institution
in
the
United
States, and that the reduced^sized
duplicates we have made on our
films are for limited use by Loew's
International. These films are being
furni-shed by Loew's International to
remote spots abroad and any reference to the U. S. would naturally be
out of order. That is what is meant
by the quote "since when was it unfair to let people have entertainment
in extremely remote regions?"
I
do not want to quibble with
'VAKiBTir or its correspondent, but I
do think you should clarify my po-

number

I

'

our

i

shortage in exnot the result

the

in

of pictures to be produced by the
majors in 1947, which has been estimated at about an 8% cut of the
1946 total, is expected to result in
the product of smaller companies
getting into
some swank houses
where they've never played before^
Majors also see these companies,

strike,'

who

'

;

!

is

j

branch.
Further, I must take exception to
the quotes attributed to me which
I

today

scheme on the part of the

majors to enforce longer runs
but is caused by a print tieup,
according to industry .«ales manr
agers. Tieup, they say, is 'caused
by the current Hollywood labor

New

;

I

Pix,

Runs

Despite Majors' 'Extended

and 16m

admission prices have been upped
"As for your set questions, busi- as high as they can go. We definitely
ness in the Houston area is oil 30% do not anticipate raising them any
from wartime peaks. Reasons for the more. Incidentally, this territory has .sition in this article so that there
drop are the same as elsewhere, but the lowest admission scale with is no misunderstanding either as to
here anyhow dissatisfaction with which we are 'familiar. On the M-G-M policy and the points i tri^
current standards of production is a average we are considerably lower to get over with Mr, Talbot.
contributing factor of increasing im- than the rest of the country. This
A. L. Adier,
portance.
has always been true in Oklahoma,
(Resident Manager ),
'47 Slump Seen
and eveji toda.y the fact remains
'"Prophesying about the future is true. The top admission price in
.is
the outdoor pictures the
at best a case ot guess-work, but the State is 65c. in first run Okla- fer
the trend, definitely suggests 1947 homa City houses. Tulsa"s top is 55c. swift action type and good light
What they don't like,
will see a tapering oft of business. in first runs. There are only two or comedies.
With further increases in operating three spots in the state outside these generally speaking, is costume piccosts a certainty, and with its being two cities where there is as much tures.
"The new stars we see coming,
equally certain our patrons will not as a 50c. top. Probably the A-house
stand for any further boosting of average in medium sized towns is along at this time, to name a few,
admission prices; -the end of - lush around 35e. All of these figures in- are: Glenn Ford. Bob Mitchuni, Rod
Cameron Lizabeth Scott and Cathtimes is at hand.
clude tax.
"Irrespective of how the rest of erine McLeod. There may be a few
.''I suppose Houston is to
be counted fortunate, inasmuch as the major- the country feels regarding 1947 de- others, but I cannot think of them
ity of picturegoers are sati.sfied with
velopments, we ill Oklahoma rec- at this moment.
a single feature policy.
Eng^lish Fix N.S.O.
Certainly, ognize the pos.sibility of our having
our patrons ask nothing more than to cut prices back somewhat next
"Inasmuch as we have played no
one good picture. Give 'om a bill year."
English pictures on our circuit, I am
ot a dozen bad one.s—all
(This is the first time in interfor the
not
in a position to. speak from first
.«ame price—and they'd pass you by. views with exhibitors in. 36 states
As, for quantity ot product, there's your .scribe has heard so much as hand knowledge, but from what I
no brouWe on that score. It's inferior an intimation of this possibility. It hear, the reactibn to English pictures in this territory is not so
quality which hurts. Throughout the comes with added force when viewgood."
past year the quality ot product
has ed in the light of the undoubted
Bias is a luxury denied a Variety^
been definitely below prewar stands fact business generally in Oklahoma
wherefore nothing will be said
mugg,
aids, but in our
situation the qual- is as booming as anywhere thu.S' here to suggest that Ralph Talbot is
ify of prints has
far visited.)
not deteriorated.
recognized as tops among Tulsa's
"Producers' pressbooks are not
showmen.
But let's slip into his
sa tisfactory— period
New Pressbook Idea
spacious headquarters in the Ritz
"As for what's wrong with cur"I have always contended the dis- Theatre
building,
and see what
rent production standards, there is
tributors _Gould afford to put out happens when a cupla Talbots get
one outstanding fault
star value two kinds of pressbooks- one aimed down to cases. Says Ralph:
over-emphasized in relation to pro- at the larger situations and one for
"As
I see it, the idea underlying
duction value.
the smaller towns. Kxhibition is this Variety symposium is to give
"I'm glad to see Vabirtt—
foUow- quite different in large and small the exhibitor a break. Nobody ought
mg up your findings all along
the towns. Crackerjack stunts working to^certainly no exhibitor will
"ne--.is pointing to
the mounting de- fine in a small town would be rather find fault with this. In this threemand by exhibitors for action picridiculous in a city. First -run de- way industry the producer and the
tures
Tins
the type our patrons luxe houses in the cities can afford distnbutor have had all the best of
J«w best. What they don't like are to spend great sums of money and, it to date. But it's as much the
musicals and costume
pictures. In therefore, their stunts are not feas- eternal triangle as that relationship
my mdwidual situation—
so far as ible for small towns.
is
the cornerstone of all fictional
BOX office poison
is concerned— it's a
current
production drama. The trouble is— so long as
for
"As
toss up
between costume and Engstandards we see nothing particu- we're up against the existing sellers'
^
leaving
and
market
all the breaks in the world
with
By
wrong
them.
larly
rll^'n*^"'^^''f^^","/ P^^y^^l 'The 7th Veil- and large the standard of 1946 produc- won't make things less tough for
I he Man
in Grey'."
tion has shown no falling off, and in the exhibitor,
,,,f"l'^«':'ally
been
a
"On
the
other hand, I definitely
there
Oklahoma
instances
has
differs some
"om Texas- only in the
matter ot marked improvement. In this terri- do not choose to line up with the
nighway route
markings. Skyscraper tory, however, what our patrons pre- gripers and moaners who have been
.

Chance at Big Houses With Top

films.

i

"Surveys, such as this one in
VAKiET^i are unquestionably ot value
to the industry generally. At the
same time unqualified answers to
some of the items in the set questionnaire can easily be misconstrued
so as to cause a distortion of the
truth. For instance, when I say
business is better than it was in
1940— and about 15% off from 1945^
it should not be left at that. To get
a true picture of current conditions
you've got to keep in mind the 1940
purchasing power of the dollar, and
its value today.
"In the .same way when I say
we expect business to taper off
during 1947, its actual effect— even
when the exact figures are a matter
of record can be gauged only when
the 1947 value of the dollar is a

Film Shortage to Give Small Cos.

In reference to an interview attributed to me by your roving correspondent, Hayden Talbot, I must
take issue with some of the remarks, particularly as they pertain

cities erupting out of the rolling
C-ountryside of both states offer the
same degree of striking contrast.
But the sameness is only superficial,
And in no line ot business is the
difference more pronounced than in
the theatre.
Whereas Texans appear to be ready and willing to pay
any price for their entertainment,
the average admission price in Oklahoma pic houses—35c., including tax
—ris surely a nationwide low.
Proof of this disinclination to be
prodigal when it comes, to paying
for its entertainment was forthcom'
ing from C. B. Akers, executive head
'of the Griffith Theatres, With head-

27

for Co.

City, Ma,,- DeoiilO.

Editor, Variety:

Rising Costs, Ceihng Ticket Tabs
By Hayden Talbot

'

Work

.

,

I

therrare exhibUors who strirdelude
themselves into thinking all they
need is a cashier and a doorman to
do capacity business. All the .signs
point to an increasing choosiness by
patirons— automatically constituting
a demand to be satisfied -only -by
shrewd selection of the screen fare
offered them.
"So at the end of my day's regular work
once a week and some'
times more
I sit in the empty theatre after the last house and see new
films run through.
I would do it
even in the case of a picture I was

—
—

committed
merit.

to

play,

whatever

I

!

«Pected to have th film ready
"^^'^.^^ ^^'j "^^^ ^^^r.
American producer, who made the
film in Sng^and with English musiT
cal talent, averred that he had b^en

phase
taken for granted. It I'm any judge,
it will be again:"
.
We.rt Week: Littte.Rbcfc, Me?nphij
and St. haws.)

;

J"^

promised

"first

in

line"

when the

begin to function on a full
schedule again. Slightly more than
30
minutes were cut from the
original
version after a private
screening in this country several
Weeks ago. In its present form; the
film runs about ,90 tiniliutei^^^^:^
labs

'.

,

EPPY'S H.Y. COL. SPOT

its

Less than 10 years ago this
of an exhibijior's job -was
'

laboratory bottleneck but that

i

Louis Epstein,- ex-Mike Todd, and,
before that,
is

for Al Jolson,
studio contact ex-

manager

Columbia's

ecutive in

new

New

York.

Epstein's prime duties will be as
an eastern talent scout for the studio.
-

:

December

tr^.AieBil»y,

picrrvRES

1946

18,

Inside Stuif-Pictures
T

h

Army Opens

Capra Pic
Contfnued from page 5

editor for UniversaMnternational
Poling who became eastern story
beginning to experience the frustrations that go with
tober is already
story chief for any company. So much so that he
iob of New York

m

Secrets to Newsreels

'

and

A

1

subsequent playdates for lots
more money than the differential in-

With Eye on D.

C.

dicated above.

came about through Poling's friendship with Molly Costain, d'aughThomas Costain. Via Molly he learned about Costain's forthnovel, "Money Man," and the studio appeared all
nte £)oubleday
However, Costain
possibility of landing the yarn.
^f'amed up over the*
entitled to first gander because it bought his last novel,
f It 20th-Fox was
£

autiior

neither

company

SAG TO MULL OFnCAL

STAND

Although grosses have been so
strong in the past few years that
there hasn't been much need for it,
an unwritten agi-eement exists between Gus Eyssell, managing director of the Hall, and the distribs that
adjustments- will be given it the
house doesn't come out okay on ai
deal.
Distribs, because of natural
desire to get future films into the
6th avenue mammoth, are generally
willing to make these adjustments

j

Hollywood Legion Stadium

to

new

weapons publicized
recently except bacteriological warhave been thrown open to the
tically all secret

fare,

-

reels,-:

Also spairkihg military cdnsciousness of importance of reels is a fear
of to-the-i-bone slashes on Federal
appropriations;
Republicans'
expressed desire to slice taxes has the
brasshats worried and it's figured
that publicity on latest experiments
will keep the War and Navy Depts.
before the public via theatres. Policy
has been stepped up further with
the reels lehsing spectacular V-2
tests held at White Sands, N. M;,
last night (17) and today.

'

j

|

j

j

j

i

UA-MPEA

m

White Sands tests iiave reel ofhopped up over the promise
spectacular clips witK b.o. pullplans to send giant V-2
rockets 100 miles above the earth's,

Army

surface, furthest penetration into the
stratosphere by a man-projected
missile, with the warheads set to
explode at the highest point of

I

flight.
j

I

I

-

Novel newspaper advertising gimmick

currently being used by the

is

David' O. Selznick flackery in a teaser campaign for "Duel in the Sun."
Large-siae ads based on a distinguished motif have been taken in several
of the New York- dallies but are run outside the regular amusement section,

and $1,100,000. With the
taking about one-third of
rental would amount to be-

similar

that,

Since Selznicfc's split from UA last
week, however, he's no longer being
taken into account by the company.
Samuel Goldwyn now remains the
important indie outside the
last
MPEA, and it is understood that

tween $300,000 and $350,000. From
must be taken advertising,
which would cost the distrib about

that

-..v

$40,000.

Featuring no scene mat b«t only straight type, the ads declared that
Selznick is "pleased to auMounce" that "Duel" has "now been completed
with the following distinguished cast," and then lists the stirs.
Copy

—~—

—

'

'

'

'
'

UOPWA RENOUNCES

=

PRO-COMMUNIST TIES
Rejecting charges of "Gommunistdommation,'* the United Office &
Professional Workers of America,
parent union covering the majority
of white coUarites in the film
and
radio industries, adopted an explicit
declaration Monday (16) of strict ad-

of

'.

"

average weekly

.'

over a six month period. They receive 75c per thousand of weekly
patrons for each 30-second pic. Manufacturer pays the distrib from
$500-$800 for e^ch briefie's produc-

tion costs and additional cash comto a non-partisan policy.
puted on its distribution. Industry
by the union's general execu- Is so set up that itsanufaeturer or
board was taken to conform
storekeeper brderitig the' fllrn gets
with the "anti-Communist
Party" three actual readers for every penny
re-splution passed at the
1946 con- spent;
veiitum of the CIO.
While phenomenal climb in busi-

m

:

ness for the past two years is partly
attribjited to fact that wraps are
now oil merchandise which the war
shored up, GI psychology is the
American democracy and rejects main factor-rand the only one exan Ideologies which
run counter to plaining tlie boost over pre-war days.
our concepts of
freedom and lib- GIs learned so much through films
eny
Lewis Merrill,
pres- during the war, it's explained, that
resignation as they're sold on 'the medium above
P^^'* u^'^}""'"*^
wntributing editor
to
the New any other.
Masses and as a trustee
of the JefFact is double-edged. Manufac^1^°°' °* Social Sciences, turers are going in strong for screen
hn^h**",
both of which
ha.ve been labeled as sales knowing that the vets are imtjommunist institutions.
Explaining pressed with what they see in theahe action, Merrill
said: "I have had tres. Flock of ex-GIs; launched into
""ind on many their own businesses, are buying
que hons as all,
intelligent people do screen advertising heavily to prol''*"emg conditions, and»thers mote their enterprises because of
m
f
'nii-st be
prepared to do likewise."
their Army and Navy training.

I

UOPWA

UK

m

I

Truman Shakeup

\

.

fA^.,

m^^
ih J"

radio

U Adds

Another Floor

Universal has talcen added space
the new Tishman building at 59th
and Park avenue. New York,
its total future acreage for
h.o. facilities to 102,300 square feet.
Addition of 9,300 square feet was
street

functions

boosting

Media Programwhich was also tran^-

.

charge of this

^

include liaison with

made by

Charles

21 years,

^

Jacks^r
chnr"!''°"/

OwVm

"y^^"'

'-'Wivut, will

Who had been

leasing the 14th floor for

Company
in

'"fcrmiUion service for

do the same for OTC.

;

1

|

last

August pacted for

the third to eighth floor.s inclusive
Building is
on the same terms.
slated for completion on May 1, 1947.

Continued from page 3;;

the final step in

Continued from page 1
ages of war, according to a report
to
the Loew's Interna;tional
homeofflce by George Hyder, Metro
chief in Hong Kong, who handled
the Canton setup.
Hyder was forced to hire 10 plainclothes Chinese cops to protect the
print on its bicycling trek. He gave
tiie opening a pre-release campaign
rivaling many of the top ballyhoo
Iiocally-made
stunts in the U. S.
posters were spotted throughout the
city, every nitery played music from
the picture's score and a float with
neon signs paraded the city nightly.
As a piece de resistance, Ryder
sent

l

He wants

a hefty down- payment plus a percentage of the gross after negative
How big- the down- payment
cost.
must be is open to negotiation, but
is known to be willing to accept at least slightly less than the
$.500,000 he was asking before the
play opened and which kept several
studios from going through with the
were
pre-production
deals .they
considering.

MayOf PaSSing

Mplg.

On

Equally a consideration, of course,
the tremendous price Hart is

asking for screen rights.

him.

Metro Bikes

"Christopher Blake" also presents
a casting probleih, the play devolving
about the thespic ability of the 12year-old who play.i the title role.
All the .studio don't feci they have
or can land a suitable moppet for
the pai

sellinf;

may be
[

'

1

failure

[

got billing in all the critical notices
far below that given to the star.

is

in

paralleling
,
u^]^^^
are included
in the

,

MPEA's

Poland? and the new pact

'Blake'-'Joan'

selling factor.

!

Continued from page 3
White House
conference vii'ith the
Win indiistry. We
hope for, contini-elations with the iiidusm'^"*''^"'!

WB

]

.

UOPWA

Aside from volume, ad-pix business is the same as always. Films
have gone in for color as an extra

1

Dates

I

groups

swarm of simulated falling stars.
Liberalized policy by the Army
has so far fed the reels and the
public glimpses of the atom bomb
works at Oakridge, Tenn., operations
of the radio-controlled robot bomb;
radar echoes from the moon; and
previous V-2 tests in which cameras
were ii>stalled in the rockets themselves. The Navy has paralleled the
Army course by recently permitting
takes of its newly devised, steampropelled torpedo.
Reels snared
tlieatrical
shots
of
the torpedo
splitting a German-captured subsmarine in two. Both services com-*
bined on the Bikini fission show with
those clips pieced together into a
one-reeler that proved to be b.o.
magic.
Only one known major development in warfare has yet to be exposed to newsreel film. That's the
latest in. bacteria warfare which hit
the limelight some months back following its disclosure in Congress,
While the reels wouldn't be averse
to an Army demonstration of bacofficials
haven't
terie-technique,
pressed the point because such a
Show would not have the di-amatic
high-pinks that go with bomb and

'

herence

=S

his distribution chief,

titude and

(Continued from page l)^

i

S

attendance

tive

control of the union by
or cliques, the policy
stated
that the
"is
an
American institution which believes

Holland.

j

Step

any

to

Two factors will make the tests
photogenic. First, they're to be held
mainly at night when the cameras
will have -little difficulty training on
their flight.
Second, the warheads
will be loaded with meteorites so
that the explosions will rain down a

long objected to tossing their films
into the export pool, but have been
clearly.
There is no resistance to convinced of the necessity of a
the EjigJish accent if it is spoken so
united front abroad to meet monop
"''"P'''
oUe^^creTted b'rgovemmVn^^^
?„^.V!!:„?'\''^
not
used to it.
13 nations MPEA was created to
Britisli film topper urged employ- service.
Willingness of the Assn. to
ment of more stars Icnown to Ameri- accept members who made separate
cans as another neces.sary move. To deals for Holland was the last big
this he added a reminder that Holly- barrier, since that's really the only rocifet fare.
Heels have cooperated in seCur^»
wood "is feeding the complacent one of the 13 countries where adAmerican nation escapist pictures" vantageous individual deals can be ing shots of the latest in military ?>y:
while UK pix "go all out for realjointly maintaining a Washington
made;
ism."
bureau. D. C. bureau job is to imPolish agreement was made by mediately apply for permission to
Jarratt's comments fed fuel to conIrving Maas, MPEA g.m., who spent lens new weapons doing their stuff,
tinued sniping by the British press
Warsaw.' Poles sent a once disclosure of their perfection is
,33^ ^^^^
at U. S. fi
companies and there mission
to this country some months made th'rough one source or another.
claimed failure to cooperate in pro
ago to negotiate a deal, but Amerimoting di.">tribution in America of
can companies were 'unwilling at
British films. Companies have been
tliat time toi accept terms proposed.
target of complaints that 12,000.000
They've now agreed to the impor'Abie's'
pounds of the U; S. loan to Britain
tance of getting American product
have been dissipated in buying Yank
; Continued from page S s
country, even if there's no
pix.
For the entire year of '46, the into the
execs, which
forthcoming, to maintain and tions from Par and
income
peeve went, the
would extract a
were followed up by the Antit
maximum of 2,000,000 pounds from develop the market.- Whether or not Defamation
League and the National
they can get coin out and how much
American theatres.-'
Conference of Christians and Jew.-!,
was termed "ifTy."
to which the
Mulvey had previously objected to teed-ofE the squawks
sub jected.
to make a deal with P'cture has be en

:

Continued from page

as

has softened considerably in his atmay come in. Indies had

Exhibs Scored
:

Com'! Films

the

reservation

James Mulvey,

no theatre, declaring the picture "is currently undergoing the proce.s.s
of Technicolor printing and will soon be available for exhibition in
theatres throughout the U. S."

n,inies

'

i

by the Export Assn., made a

sold

distrib

-

of

.

$1,000,00,0

;

ficials

.:

quarter and' 75c extra for the final quarter.

military gadgets heretofore ta-

boo under military censorship. Prac-

dis-

cuss the players' official stand on

Meeting
the current studio strike.
will be in response to a petitiony
Considerable skirmishing among Hollywood flacks is expected to result
signed by 350 members of the Guild,
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our tiives"
from the all-out plug given
Sunday (15) ayem by Dr. Balph W. Socltman, Prot^
asking for re-examination of the
on the NBC web last
With
conducts the web'jS weekly religious show.
Guild's policy.
At the same time
estant minister who
Academy Award presentations lurking around the corner, such praise
the Guild board will make a comjudges.
could conceivably aid considerably in influencing the
plete report of its efforts to bring
^ tauding the "moving portrayal of our veterans in their return to peace"Years," Dr. Sockman declared ttiat "we leave
about a peaceful solution.
time living." as depicted in
can bank on th? future of a land where decency when called for
Meanwhile, the Cofierence of
the picture feeling we
Brandt's deal, on the other hand,
Plug was especially novel in view of the fact that "Razor's
still counts."
Studio Unions denied reports of
after
Edge," another possible Award contender, deals with a semirreligious gives a picture 25% to $12,000,
which advertising costs are taken breaks in the ranks of the strikers,
theme but wasn't mentioned by the minister.
out, and then the distrib gets 75% on These reports had Jt that members
Also unusual was the N. Y. Times' editorial on "Year.s" last week.
New department in Reader's Digest will be devoted to the film in Jan- the remainder of the gross. Here's of the Screen Set Designer.s, Screen
Analysts Guild, Painters and Caruary, while it received the Page One award from the N. Y. Newspaper the way this is expected to work out
penters had applied for membership
Guild and got lead articles in Life, Look, Screen Guide. Harper's Bazaar, on "Life":
in
the International Alliance of
How It Figures
and other mags, along with a string of radio notice.'!.
Admission will be $1.25 (plus tax> Theatrical Stage Employees to reFinal tally of costs on the extensive ballyhoo campaiiiii carried out by lop, which means that with daytime turn to work.
20th-Fox prior to the New York opening of "Razor's Edge" reveals that tlie prices talten into consideration the
lineup of stunts set the company back only about $170,000, despite the average will be slightly better than
House's 1,500 seats} if filled six
iact that it was probably the most penetrating venture of its kind to date. $1.
view of the upped :ca<its of almost every times daily, would mean total of
Figitte is especially surprising
that
It's- unlikely
item as compared to previous campaigns. This included 20th bringing in 9,000 customers;
Continued from page 5
80 people from all parts of the counti-y to witness the film's preem. This every seat would be filled from
opening to closing, so estimate is execs and of Francis Harmon, MPEA
cost only $14,000-$15,000.
Previous most expensive campaign was "Wilson," on which 20th .spent made on basis of 7,000 patrons. Tliat v;p., who made a special trip to the
$160,000. Newspaper ad rates are up 15% since "Wilson," and electrical would mean $7,000 daily or about Coast for the purpose, in selling in^
signs and other outdoor advertising coats have mounted 'i^-^fO"/, higher. $50,000 weelUy,
Applying the for- die producers on going along with
For comparison, 20th spent about $160,000 for "Keys of the Kingdom" and mula in the above paragraph and the organization. Only holdouts re$150,00a for "Song of Bernadette."
allowing $10,000 weekly for adver- maining are Howard Hughes smd
Hunt Stromberg.
tising,- RKO wiU get about $24,000 a
Conversion of preferred program by 20th-Fox has narrowed down the week or $480,000 in 20 weeks and
Edward Small, who had refused to
$1.50 preference issue to less than 200,000 shares, it was revealed this week. $720,000 in 30 Weeks^if business held release through MPEA until recent^
While there was talk at one time of calling the remaining old preferred to the same level throughout the ly, went in witli the reservation that
shares, at the present rate stocIUiolder.s may wipe remaining number of run, which isn't lilcely.
he'd sell in Holland independently.
shares by converting into common without making a redemption call
Basis of figuring for the Music Deal was recently made in that
necessary. Company also has a new 6% preferred -stock.
Hall is an average of $130,000 to country by Harry Kosiner, Small's
Conversion privilege is especially attractive this year because 20th-Fox $135,000 a week (depending
on sea- sales rep, during a tour abroad
has paid or declared payable. $4 on the common in 1946j Company main^ son, holidays, etc.) for eight weeits.
David O. Selznick, who liliewise had
taincd its 75c per quarier rate, declared an extra 25c for the September
That means total gross of between resi.sted allowing his product to be
I

still
commands, the Services have,
thrown the newsreel floodlights on

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Screen Actors Guild will hold a
meeting Dec, 19 in the

general

costs all along the' line.

details

WALKOUT

IN

Army

to beat the Col. Blimp
tradition over the head. Aiming to
demonstrate that the bras.shats art
up-on^their-toes and to rid the public of the notion that the Colonel

the

'

of the story.
finally was able to arrange the meeting, only
After much fast talk. Poling
the studio, while Costain was on the train: coming to the
t
Pf.t word from
no longer interested in the story.
hUddle, that it was

he

Economy Moves

Newsreels are being employed by

Music Hall's Terms
Music Hall deal gives a film in
rentals between 30 and 35% of tlie
total take.
D'eal starts at 25% up to
then attempted to arrange for a meeting with an agreed upon figure, then jumps
"The Black Rose." Poling
Fox story ed, in the offic? of agent Carl Brandt, to 50% to another flgui'c and finally
rostain and Bert Bloch,
goes
to60% if biz is big enough.
to give him at least an even break with Fox. since
rphis was designed
had seen the manuscript and Costain said he'd tell them The theatre and producer split ad
Tt «ll

4

29

Hart

I

'Abie'

Himself

Minneapolis, Dec. 17.
Following the ultittiatum of Bennie
Berger, North Central AUie^ pfesbehalf of a group of
ident,
in
Twin City independent exhibitors, tffv
United Artists, to wUhdraW ''Abie''s
Irish Rose" from release imtil pres;ent eriticism causfes have beett: elimHumphrey of
inated, Majrof H^^^
Minheapolis and his council on
human relations have decided to
view and pass on the picture this
week. UA here agreed to screen it
for them.
The penalty for refusal to comply
with the Berger demand, Grad Sear?,tJA sales hesid; was infMmied, wouid
be a local ihove by incjependent ex«
hibitors for screen censorship. Berger hasn't had a reply from Sears,
he says; probably because his letter
sent to New Yoric had to be forwarbled to the UA executive in
:

'

.

cooked up a special "Bathing Beauty
Dish," which was featured in Canton's top eatery. Disli was composed
oC fish and noodles.
(iaUtornia.
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on the Hit Parade

BUTTERMILK

SKY
from

XANYON

.\itni

'^"^'^

PASSAGE"

,„

o« Universal's
"ALL-TIME HIT

PARADE

CANYON
PASSAGE
i^^liiliilB

in Technicolor

mm^mm

A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION

'

Wednesday, December 18, 1»46

PICTURES

'

Striking

Picture Grosses
Contlnved 'from mif c 18

KANSAS CITY

$8,000,

Blalto (Fox) ,(878; 35-74)— "Dark
Mirror" (U) and "Mysterious Mr.
45-65)— Valentine" (Rep), after wesik at
Denver, Esquire,
"Strand Woman" (UA) and"Blondie Good $4,500. Last Webber, Aladdin;
week, "Deception"
bill
showOnly
Knows Best" (Col).
but $16 000 is not (WB) and ''North of Border" (SG)
SS r^ strength
(m.o.), fair $4,000.
last week, "Undercurrent"
hi?
WeUber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Al/M-G)'and "Betty Co».ed" (Col) (2d ways
Loved You" (Rep) arid "My
wK) moderate $8,000 in 5 days.
Shep" (SG), also Denver,
45- Dog
N*wiB»i» (Paramount) (1,900;
Esquire.
Fair $3,000.
Last week,
(K)_"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) ''Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) and
Last week,
(3d w»). Down to $8,000.
French
Key" (Rep), good $4,000.
^ne $11,000 and enough to get ex-

(Loews)

(3,500;

'

ttndeiC time.

Orpheum (KKO)

i

(1,900:

45-65)--,

"Nocturne" (HKO) and "High School
Moderate $10,()00.
Hero" (Mono).
Last week, "The Verdict" (WB) and
"Great Day" (RKO), same.
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)
(UA) and
Daughters"
^"Bachelor's
"Wite Wanted" (Mono) with vaude.
Film tare looks solid this week, but
no help to bix; so-so $8,500. Last
"week, "Singin' in Corn" (Col) and
"Great to Be Young" (Col) with

James Mason
S5

~

lywood representative in England"
who had suggested a writing-producing-acting contract in America. It
sounded like a good deal. But then.
Mason said, the man had gone back
to Hollywood and "sold pieces" of
him all over the placie. '-He turned
into a gaudy flesh peddler," Mason
declared.

vaude, $9,500.

'LOVED YOU' BRISK

"And he was going to make as
much on the deal as James," Miss

SEAHLE ACE

$11,000,

Continned from pate 6

Kellino
10%."

Seattle, Dec. 17.

said,

"not

just

the

usual

'1

realized then," Mason told reporters, "that we weren't—er suited to each other."

Usual pre-Xmiis slump and unfavorable weather will hurt trade all
over this week. Despite this, "Always Loved Yo»i" shapes as good,
and only nice new attraction this

—

Rose Retains Attorney
Rose apparently does not feel the
week.
same way. He has engaged HollyEstimates for This Week
wood
attorney
George Cohen to go
Blua Moii»e (H-K) (800; 45-80)—
into
the matter of legal action
"Margie" (20th) (5th wk). Fair $3,He claims he has a
500 in. 6 days after. oke $5,100 last against Mason.
signed
five-year
pact, approved by
week.
Fifth ATenae (H-E) (2.349; 45-80) attorneys for both sides in London
and
Hollywood.
Rose maintains the
You"
(Rep). Good
-^"Always Loved
$11,000 or over. Last week, "Notori- contract which Mason says doesn't
ous" (RKO) (2d wk), sweet $14,300. exist calls for two features a year in
Liberty (J&vH) (1,6!>0: 45-80)— this country, in both of which Mason
"Kines Roiiv" (WB) ahd "Wild Bill and Rose would work on a salary
HickokRides" (WB) (reissues). Okay and participation basis.
$7,000. Last week, "Return Monte
Rose aims to take the ca.se into
Cristo'' (Col) and "One Dark Night"
court to claim damages for the loss
(Col) (2d wk), neat $7,600.
MmIo
(H-E) (850;. 45-80)— of income sustained because he re"Notorious" <HKO) (m.o.). Fancy signed his Paramciunt post to form
$7,500. Last week, "Dodsworth" (FC) the partnership and invested time,
and "Argentine Way" (2mh) (reis- money and energy in the plan.
sues), slow $2,700 in 6 days.
Meantime, the Masons were makMusic H»il (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— ing more public remarks not de"Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Johnny in signed to lower the blood pressure of
Clouds" (UA). Fair $7,500 or over. British
producers. Mason stated he
Last week, "Courage of Lassie" (MG) and "Crack-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). has "no illusions" about any of the
films he's made. Some, he said, have
Fair $6,800.
dillies,"
including
OrylMBm (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— been "awful
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and "Dead "Thunder Hock" and "The Man in
of Night" (U), Dull $8,000 or under. Grey,"
"Wicked Lady,' he deLast week, "Killers" (U) and "Miss clared, "isn't particularly good." On
Big" (U) (2d wk), fine $10,000.
the other hand, "Odd Man Out," to
Talapur (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)— be exhibited here
in 1947, he thinks
"Strange Voyage" (Mono) and "Gas
House Kids" (PRC) plus vaude. Mild is "a lovely picture."
Bad rix Must Get Bad Notices
$8,500.
Last week, "Torrid Zone"
(WB) and stage, fair $7,200.
Mrs. Mason, on the same subject,
H^MMUAUllt (H-E) (3,0.'J9; 45-80)— asserted: "We like our bad films to
"Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk). Trim get bad notices. It's the only pleas$8,000 in 6 days after great $15,500 ui'e we get out of them. You have
last week.
to play in them because of the
Koosevelt (Sterlins) (800; 45-80)—
money—anybody can make a popu"Killers" (U) (3d wk). Pine $4,500.
Last, week, "9 Steps" (Indie) and lar picture, if they go low enough,
Nothing Sacred" (FC). mild $3,800. really but it's gratifying to make
Winter Garden (Sterling) '800; 25- the producers see that the press
50)— "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and agrees with us."
^Searqhing Wind" (Par) (.Id run).
As for that Garbo routine, Mrs.
Fair $4,000 or close. Last week, "Cen- Mason explained: "We're noi trying
tennial Summer" (20th) and "Bad- to avoid people.
We love to meet
mairs TerrHory" (RKO) (3d run).
them. We want to meet the press
..

Bm

—

'Loved You' Trim

$24,000

—but not all at once."
Mason aims to reSt at the home
he's rented in Greenwich, Conn..- and
He
his apartment in New York.

Under a directive from the State
Labor Relations Board, the Combined Bronx

Amusement Corp.

Adherence to

con-

ducts a balloting today (Wednesday)
to determine the collective bargain/ing agency for the managers at itS:
six slrike^bound house.s in upper
New York.' Strilce, called by the
Motion Picture Theatre Operating
Managers & Ass't Managers at the
beginning of November, was caused
by alleged discrimination against
union members by the company.
Contention of the company that
managers wore, considered as executives, not employee.s, was rejected by
the SLRB last week in its decision
ordering that an election bo held.
Only strikers are being permitted to
vote in tlie elections today.

Office
iProfessional
Guild, Local 109, held
Sidney Young was returned to the post of pre.<!ident in

'

'

I

;

strong and reasonable one, he'll Pennypacker, Pickford^s
accept the post as counsel. If he
either to
doesn't, .it will force
Board Rep, Resigns
turn to other lawyers or revise the
ideas of partners Mary Pickford and
Action
In Protest of
Charles Chaplin on the type and extent of the suit to be filed:
Resignation of Isaac A. PennyUA, in the meantime, also was packer as one of the three directors
faced with the problem of what to repre.senting Mary Pickford on the
do with Selnnick's pictures, pri- United Artists board resulted from
marily "Spellbound," which are cur- his disagreement with the steps berently in release and have thousands ing taken to oust David O. Seiznick
of engagements booked and yet to from the company, it has been
Lawyers are cur- learned, .Although Pennypacker, a
be played off.
rently mulling that one, too, with Philly attorney^ made the report en
continuing to handle the product which owners Pickford and Charles
temporarily.
Chaplin based their resolution to get
Play on Seiznick Fix
rid of partner Seiznick, Pennypacker
Fear, too, is that if the pix are not disagreed with the board's drastic
played oif, Seiznick will have an- manner of handling the situation.
other point on which to file counter*
Also figuring in the attorney's deCompany, naturally, wants to sire to resign is Sel-z.nick's threat to
suit.
avoid that. There's likewise a file personal suits against each of
chance that exhibs who have con- the directors. That's perfectly legal
for the film might
tracts with
procedure but the UA board -a
sue.
All in all, general trade opincovple years ago took a precautionSelnick takes
ion is that unless
ary mtasure with such a pos^jibility
steps, UA will go, on handling the
in view. It voted that the company
old product.

UA

wa1rh^«W
SoT
EsQulrp X,

week^lT^^^''''^^a^fd

'^'-y

^^Thovo/V

Last

<Ret>>.

also

Goldwyn

DOS

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Goldwyn is sending out his

Last

.Goodbye"

"Frpn.i
'"'^

'«eP>-

(WB)

Sam
fenniie

diplomats,

known

as

the

Girls, on their longest trip
date,
to promulgate the Good
Neighbor policy in the Latin-Amer-

to

>'te..<RKO)
l>ivorM» *r»,J.?J;<^>

(2,600;, 35-74)^"tl
Child of

ican countries and,
the Danny
plug

$10,000. Last
^'Lnr;,tbtm of i^'ce
Brazil" (Col) and

gele.<i.

New

and winds
York;

to
starrer,

iiicideiitiill.r,

"Wonder Man."
Caravan starts Jan.
we*k,

.

eood Goldwyn

Kaye

17 in Los Anujt March 15 in

Chief factor militating against realistic sets in films, Gorelik said, :is
art directors' tendency toward
literalism. Instead of achieving sets

the

that look normal, consequently, their
sets always look lavish and along
t. J lines of the "standard Hollywood
cliches." Good stage desigr, Gorelik
pointed out, is geared to the subject
matter of a play but Hollywood art
directors often don't take into account the difference between one

UA

i

drama and other or between drama
and

Gorelik,

.

should indenmify a director for any

$3,-

damages assessed

for

his

pictilue;

Now

him by

reason of his action on behalf of
is threatening the six
directors
Chaplin-Pickford
with

the

UA. Seiznick

RKO

art director,

who demand-

ed the usual glamorization.
Gorelik is currently back in

New

each— a total of York to do sets for "Sign of
the
and somewhat beyond Archer," which will be produced
by
UA's capacity to indemnify.
Harold Clurman and EUa Kazan.
Although PennH>acker felt that
Seiznick may have breached his
selling
package
contract with U-A by
deals to' 20th-Fox and RKO, he
20f|i Releases
thought there were some angles
Continued from pace 15
which might keep the case from
standing up in court. His counsel,
Ronald Colman and Peggy Cummins,
therefore, was to distribute Selzis set for February, with "Carnival
suits for $20,000,000

$120,000,000

vances from banks, these were made
on the basis that Seiznick had a Tielease

against

sets

legiters, including
in White," "GoldBoy," and "Rocket to the Moon,"
went to Hollywood to. serve as production designer on "Days of Glory"
and "None But the Lonely Heart."
On both pictures, he claims, he was
able to achieve the realism he wanted only through constant tiffs with
c

.

UA

Sets are seldom 'related

who has designed

Broadway
such hits a.s "Men
fcr 30

UA

Bankets who put up some

farce.

to the script,

'

that

Seiznick has no established distributing company to release his product, but must depend on a company
currently being organized, bankers,
while showing no signs of worry,
are paying Close attention to the nick's forthcoming product, including "Duel in the Sun," and in every
proceedings.
way keep the relationship with the
producer on a normal basis so he'd
MacNamars to N. ¥.
Iiave no room for couniersuit.
At
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
the same time, however. PennyPaul MacNamara leaves for New packer's idea w,as to institute action
York tonight (Tuesday) to name a against Seiznick and let the court, if
successor to Sid Alexander. Latter
it found he had done wrong, issue a
resigned two weeks ago as head of
declaratory judgment against the
Vanguard's eastern advertising and
producer, which would have' the
publicity.
effect of booting him' out WithAgnew casts with Mac- same
Neil
out subjecting
to any liability.

in Costa Rica," another Technicolor
musical starring .Dick Haymes and
Celeste
Holme,
and
"Brasher
Doubloon,"
George MontgomeryNancy Guild starrer, due in March.
April will see "Homestretch" in
Technicolor, with Cornel Wilde and
Maureen O'Hara and "Boomerang,"
with Dana Andrews and Jane Wyatt.

"1 Wonder
Who's Kisising Her
Now," the. Joe Howard bioptc in
Technicolor starring June Haver
and Mark Stevens, is set for May,
along with 'The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir," co-starring Rex Harrison and
Eagle-Lion Toppers Back
Gene Tierney. Only one film has
been set for June, "Bob, Son of BsiU
East After Sales Meets tie,"
in Technicolor, with Peggy
F.agle-Lion's top h.o. execs re- Cummins.
"Chicken Every Sunluined
to
New York yesterday day," co-starring Henry Fonda and
(Tuesday) following series of sales Maureen O'Hara, is expected to be
meets at Los Angele.s, Chicago and released in July, to be followed by
Dallas which heralded start of the the $5,000,000 production of "Fornew company. Back in New York ever Amber," starring Cornel Wilde
are Arthur Krim, prexy; Alfred and
Linda Darnell, in August.
Schwalberg, sale.s chief; Max E. "Mother
Wore Tights," another
Youngstein: ad-exploitation toj)per, Betty Grable Technicolor musical,,
and Arthur Jeffrey, exploitation has been tentatively set for Sep.

UA

Namara.

Pathe Studio
Continued from

p-iee 1'

-

'

is

some

:

manager.

tember.
Bryan Foy, studio head, who also
Among the other supcr-budgetcrs
the
conclaves,
returned
attended
westward from Chi. Result of meets expected to be released during the
has been the setting of sales policies rest of 1947 are "Moss Rose," in
for first two pix, "It's a Joke, Son" which Vincent Price has been set;
and "Bedelia," J. Artliijr Rank im- "Snake Pit," from the current bestseller by Mary Jane Ward, whicli
portation.
will be the first Anatole Litvak production lor 20th; "Walls of Jericho,"
Inka jMayw:ir<l
a .lohn M. Stahl production; "CapHollywood. Dec. 17.
Eagle-Lion -signed Louis Hayward tain from Castile," in Technicolor
now shooting with Tyroneto star in two pictures, starting Dec. land
''Repeat Performance," in Power as the star in Mexico, and
27
ill
which he will share top billing with "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay," coI

I

ference of Studio Unions, give the
widest possible interpretations to
union regulations, pitching in as
much a.<l possible to get things done.

Equipment

Girls Heading:

For South America

3.'-,.74)-"Al-

week ^A'vi^c«"d

m.m.

Goodbye" (WB)

'"liv!.y^''

Esquir/^wl*;'}

$4,V

—

—

Guild

i

w

the

official of

UA

000,000 to finance VDuel in the Sun,"
Selznick's forthcoming Technicolor
refuses to release,
opus which
are also giving the producer a headache. Banks are Security-First National of Ixis Angeles and Bankers
Trust of New York. As with all ad-

'

way to sabotage New Yorkers. An
the Screen Art Directors'
actually said, according to
Gorelik: "We will not tolerate any
Broadway set designers on 'our lots."

a

'

And

duction designer on two top fijmsi
declares that sets usually seen in

(16),

Hollywood pictures engender no feeling of realism because of the overan uncontested fight. Norman lias- glamoiization policy of the head ai't
selo, of UA's accounting staff, edged
directors.
out Pa^quale Di Blasi. ..^OtbrFox
Most of the top studio art direcchief accountant, for the veepee post,
tors, according to Gorelik, have bewhile Otto Langer was reelected
come "bosses surrounded by their
unanimously as secretary4reasurer.
own empire." Set designers who are
Jean Forestier, of UA. -was named
forced to work them are told to acrecording secretary.
the existing setup or get off the
Union's trial board will consist of cept
Most
Broadway designers
Vincent Maher,
Columbia; John lots.
who've gone to Hollywood with the
Cuniff, Loew's exchange; Abe Miller,
intention of trying to do good work,
RKO, and Norman Hyman, RKO.
consequently, have been squelched
toy the art directors, who try in every

"

Lady
Tree,
interested are
are
35.7*)-"Al<Kep) and "My Leeds, Top Boy, Whitey^ and Nibbler,
JSf,
u*^*^^^ day-date with

of,

&

Screen

Monday

Film Sets

Adding fuel to the fire stirred by
charges that Hollywood is drawing
steadily further away from reality,
Mordecai Gorelik, w.k. legit stage
designer, who's also worked as pro-

Employees

may, however, do a play on Broadwa.s hanIn 3 Denver Honses way, He also wants to take a motor asserting any deal set up
dled entirely on the Coa.sl.
tour of the country. Which providDenver, Dec. 17.
Several Hollywood indie producers
Snow and cold weather are corn- ed an explanation of that beige- have evidenced interest in the stutiming with Xmas shopping to put colored ambulance and the, Ave cats
dio, with James Cagney reportedly
» comp m biz this week. "Always the Masons brouglit with them from
seeking eastern production facilities.
Loved You" looks to get top coin of
England. They brought the ambu- No deals have been finalized yet,
je*«°">ers, playing in three tjiealance' alonft. Mrs. Mason said, because
however, and Pathe prexy Frederick
they heard they wouldn't be able to
Estlmates for This Week
UUman, meanwhile, has already
take the cats on trains.
Aladdlii
gone on record with a statement that
(Fox)
25-74)—
(1,400;
Tour will be under the guidance of
he hopes to get some of the spill..^"'^"y^"' <WB) and
"Frr^i,
John Monahan, who to the Masons is
after
over from Hollywood in order to
week
at
.^'^^P*iwfi^.^
including front man.
all
things,
Webber.
Good
give the new studio a good start.
S^i Sin
T^l^""*:.
"J^ai'l':
Mirror" Mona})an, who hails from Scrantoii,
(in^U^^I??*
Chief attributes of the new build^lys'e'ious Mr. Valentine" Pa., it was explained, met up with
Bpn
(Kep) (m.o.), good
ing are its new equipment and lathe Ma.sons when he was in the
$5,000.
Union tediniciaas,
(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)- Army overseas and they were put- bor harmony.
•I?*"^'"
iv,o Years Before
Mast" (Par) (,3d ting on shows in an entertainment unencumbered by any jurisdictional
troubles such as the Hollywood lounitv
^""^^
^««'^'
names of the cats if you cals are now facing with the Con-

mm

Artificial

Young Heads SOPEG
At the regular annual elections
the

Seiznick Release
Continued from jnge S

31

N. Y. Stage Designer Indicts Ifwood

To Name Bargaining Agcy.

)

"Beauty and Bandit" (Mono), only
'

week, "Margie"
ti»n00 likely. Last
happy $13,000.
fJolh) (2d wk),
Mldl»J»d

Bronx Mgrs.

j

I

!

of the best that

.loan Leslie.
could be bought. Under its pre-scnt
Second on the li.st will be"Love
setup, though, the .>^tudio will probFrom Stranger," to be produced by
ably be best fitted for shooting of
James
J. Gleller, slartin.? in March,
screen tests and shorts production.
Building was the old Manhattan
Odd Fellow.s Temple, on which a
Sol
Siegel to 20th
complete reconversion job wa.s done.
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Only seven of its 11 floors are boir«
So] Siesel, with Paramount for
u.sed for .shooting and .sound recording, with the rest given over to fihn six year.s. inked a producer contract
Building >vith 20th-Pox, starting Jan. 1.
storage and office space.
Last two pictures produced by
also has music and choral rooms, a
dubbing .studio and two pi'ojection Siegel on the Paramount lot were
"Blue Skies" and "Perils of Pauline."
rooms.
i

starring June

Haver and Lou Mc-

Allister in Technicolor,

,"i

I

!

V

SAG

Hikes Dues

Hollywood, Dec. 17,
Screen Extras Guild will hilto
dues from $1.30 to $2 per mouth and
increase initiation fee from $50 to
$100, effective Feb.

1.

Mail referendum vras ap]>roved by

on xecommendatlou iov
hike from board ot directors.
3-1

ballot

Drama

in the great

ALEXANDRE DUMAS
tradition!

Wwlnesclay,

December 18, 1946

- » a

•

34

VetlMfBtlay,

Here's
this

how

they'll

say

December

it

holiday!
\

W&rld Premiere of M-G-M^s Prtze Picture "THE YEARLING"
(in Technicolor) December 25) 1946 at the Oarthoy Circle Theatre,
kos Aqgeles. The

New Vbrk

Premiere will b© at Ra?Jio Gity Mosio

Hall fbffowing!M'©-A^»?echTiteolossof'TILL

THi CLOUDS ROLL BY"

18,

1946

11

.

!

';

Wedneaday, December 18» 1946

Bijou,

Mpk,

PICTI7BES
La/s High Amus. Tax

Sold by Steifes Estate

New

For $65,000; Other Exchange Items
Minneapolis.
proper-

theatre
Fitst oE the three
th. late W. A, Steffes to
tied o

be

the Bijou, lower loop
house,
subsequent-run
from the estate by Harry
is

auidated
1500-seat

1

iniifiht

Dryer

lessee, for $65,000

lis

iJhV operates

several

.

other
for

such

many

UiMtres- has had the Bi]0U
with Stertes,
y^aVs and for a time
Purchase includes*. land and build-

properties are
'"othef' two Steffes'
sure-seater World,
profitable
the
run house, which
flr<it and moveover
the 1.600-seat Alhas 350 scats, and
now devoted to burlesque.
vin
Negotiations now are under .^vay for
the" -sale ot both.
BiioLi

theaties

blavcd

and

The
ated

one of the city's olde.st
is
and in the pre-movie days
pop-priced road attractions,

later housed dramatic stock.
late Theodore Hayes, who oper-

A

•

Rowden

.,

Penn to u.se for moveoveis and
minor product. It's had no success
tlie

Circuit offered George JaflEe,
so far
who recently acquired the Casino,
outright profit of $1!50,000 for the
hurley Iheatre, but he turned it
down" Undcriitood Loew's also has
been tryinR to get the Barry, operated bj* William Skipball with no
success.

Joe Vodcl has been here several
times trying to land another spot, but
he may have to build or- close a deal
with one of existing circuits.

two sons.

Roy Devmney bought the Hawk
Hawkins, Tex., from Theo
Roy Devinney, Jr., recently

theatre at
Miller.
out of

Navy, will manage,

Jack

former

Cantrell,

assistant

manager ot Orpheum at Waco,
named manager of 25th Street theatre

succeeds.

there;

rccviHy promoted to

Dave Yates,
city manager

of copyrights on- pic^^^^^ produced during the war by
the Army, Paul Cherrington, of the
Surplus Property Sub-Committee of
the Senate Military Affairs Committee, said last week.
Cherrington spoke before a weekly

!

>

same returns are running

CHICAGO JURORS BLAST

$53,988 a month liigher than- they 'did
for the 1946 fiscal year.

Chicago, Dec. 17.
Chi federal grand jury blasted the
picture industry last week in an unprecedented action for excess of
drinking scenes in films.
Jurors, most all of them parents,
wrote Eric. A. Johnston, Motion
Picture Assn. prexy, that drinking
scenes directly lead to .iuveuile delinquency, indicating that teen-acjers
copy theme of flicks which show
drinking scenes,
especially
those
with younger actors drinking.

5 Variety Clubs
'47 Slates,

Pick
Lioew Mgrs.
...

Mike Cullen was host

St.

to

Louis.

managers

L'oew houses in Louisville, IndiKansas City, Terre Haute
St. Louis here last week at the
annual Xmas party.
The Globe, Savannah, Mo., operated by J, B. .'.'resley, replaced by a

ol!

Install Officers

anapolis,

and

new

.

Albany, Dec. 17.
300 attended the first
motion picture ball of the

More than
annual

"

house.

Blame Fix

Albany Variety Club at De Witt
Clinton Hotel when the 1946-47 slate
o^'ceis ,„o<,
was j,,/i„«f»,i
inducted
°' „ffiv,«...=
Neil Hellchief barker.

|

I

man

|

is

tin.^

W. K. Jenkins Reelected
William K, Jenkins has been re-

of
Cinr.y's Installation

and general manager o'i
Theatre Co., Paramount

elected pre?,

Georgia

Van. Texas. Dec.

Van

assistant

Jenkins, following the stockholders' huddle, chose John H. Stembler,
legal adviser; E. E. Whitaker, operations manager for out-of-town theatre.?; H. P. Rhode.'?, booking and buy-

dough

in

MIAMI iEACH

OCEAN FRONT • 40tll to 41(1 $M.
RCMtMttom ImrfM

•

The

operator,

who

Balto

try people, many of whom have
openly expressed the opinion that
these films should, be permanently
buried, change their attitude. He
urged them to bear in mind the

long-term advantage of having such
.stimulus .for, the entire vi.'^ual education program. Finally, Cherrington
should
suggested
that
Congress
make a survey of the entire Government film program to be certain
that a coordinated one is developedv

officei's

One thingsanade clear at the meet^
was that printed reports of 5)000'
important educational pictures being
held up are entirely erroneous. It
was explained that the army made a
total of about 5,000 films during the
war. The.se were studied by the:
U. S. Office of Educatioii. which
e.stimated that a top figure of 2,200
might have some educational value.
However, many of the.se are still
"classified" or "restricted."
and' so cannot 'be released for use
schools.

Mr. Exhibitor: In vsttigafcl
Filmock's

NEW ftwum Trail-

er Service bcfora signing any
trailer contracte. Write, ^ire
]
or phone Fiimack 1327 S.

Wabash, Chicogo

5,

III.

and

(

receive full details.

Dam-

Nevt^ Vorfr Theatres

17.

were elected by Tent

the air corps.

Bcttt DAVIS. Paul

Leon
Spaulding Albert, treasurer,
Back, Stanley Baker. Sam Taber,
Jake Embrev. Al Vo.E;elstoin and
William Meyers were elected to the
board

Bii»nnial election of the Film Exchange
Employees Union; Local
B-51, lATSE, returned president and
business agent Lou Johnson, liead
shipper at the Metro exchange, to
Daniel Heads PHt Variety
his 10th consecutive year in office.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.
Others elected include Max GoldCh'ff Daniel, manager of WCAE,
stein, of 20th-Fox, v.p.; Gerard Lee,
hag been elected Chief Barker of the
Metro, recording secretary; Harold
Variety Club, Tent No. 1 here, for
Marenstein, Metro, Qnaucial secrezone
tary; August Kubart, Metro, ser- 1947. He'll succeed Moe Silver,
geant-at-arms. Officers were elected manager for Warner Bros.
Other officers include Sam Finefor a term of two years, beginning
Jan. 1, 1»47.
berg, first assistant; Bert Stearn.
a.ssistanl:
Ben Stecrman,
second
Ray lUoon Heatis N. Y. Pixors
treasurer, and George Eby. iJecreN. y. Film Board of Trade, at
tary.
{
annual election la.'^t week elected
,Ra" Moon, of 20th-Fox, as pre.^ideni.
Pitt Banquet in Nov., '47
Other officers named were Ralph
|

HENREID

Claude RAINS
WARNER BAOS. HIT

in

Sydney GrMnstract
P«t«r Lorr* * Joan Lorring
In Wamar Broi. Naw Hit

"THE VERDICT"

"DECEPTION"

In l**»rHon

VINCENT LOPEZ

by Irving Itappar
PradMcad by Hanry llaiika

Dircetttf

roadway

at
Slit Straat

HOLLYWOOD

And HI* OrrlieDtm
From Holly w<MHl t

Direct

JANIS PAIGE
STRAND

raadway a» 47th Straat

r

I

I

i

Katharine HEmntN

1

)

.

V

1 s

;

«

;

1

.

.

- i

M

.

'

PUBLICITY FOR

it."?

Robert TAYLOR
iri

PICTURES,

j

Pielowj Loew's, first v.p.; Jack Ellis,
United Artists, 2d v.p.; David A.
Levy. U, treasurer; Robert J. Fannon. secretary. Officers will be in-

RADIO STARS
AND

stalled

in

January

at

the

home

of

Attorney Louis Nizer.

TELEVISION

NW

Cirvult Hits Poor Produrl
Minneapoli.s.
deterioration of product

from a year ago was deplored by
managers of the 10 Bennie Bergcr

158-18 Rivcrsid* Dr.

circuit theatre.<( at their semi-annuiit
convention here. In a resolution lo

•

WA.7-34S1

CUSAN

HACIENDA OF 30,000 ACRES,
SIERRA DEL ROSARIO
REGION, OWNED
»Y THREE RESIDENT
AMERICAN FAM"** AVAIIAIIB TO A LIMITED
AND TYPE OF PERSONS CERACREAGE FOR HOUSES AND
SMALL RANCHES. LOW
COST BUILDIm.
NUMBER
'

IAIN

"''^ *ND SERVANTS.
MINUTES BY PLANE FROM MIAMI
hI.L.**""*' ""'V* from HAVANA.
.«
0

InL;

FACILITIES ON COASTAL SEC
'•^<»"'«<« INVITED FROM PER-

^^tTJ^

'""NIIH EXCELLENT

"""•JCES AND PERSONAl ENTHUSI.
VARICTY,

4rtu«.?*
^tH
STREET, NEW YORK

1».

1M

Resumption
banquet here

;

of
in

al

M-S-iM'i

20fh C'.T'dr, fox

Underairreiit

i

February

for first

ROXY

j

1

WEST

Alleged

be .'ent to the companies, the managers calUnl upon Hollywood for more
aend better piotin'os. It states tlial
because of the growing [jroduct
shortage and: lower, film qualit,v., in-

time since war has been postponed:
until November. 1947.
It used to be
held in the past during November,
Set for Feb. 7. ofTicer-s. decided to
hold it later when, it was pointed
out that many exhibitors were away
[at that time of winter and that
it would come too close to MPTOA
convention here late in January;

'

7AAv>.

|,

SOlh

St.

!

PALACE

I

'

;

.SONG ™ SOOTH

,

I

!

Michaels Buff. Barker
Vai'iety

Cluby

-

Buffalo,: Dee, 17.
Buffalo, Tent
of

;
'

,,,

elected
Dewey Michaels.
No. 7.
owner of the Palace, Mercury and
rei.s.sucs
that'ad- K<"itli Theatres, as chief barker for
verse boxoffice repercu-ssions are (1947.
feared if the public is fed too large
William D. Dipson, was named
a dose of oldies.
a.ssistant
barker: George H.
first
MacKenna, second a.'i.'^isl.anl;. ilarry
Warren Quits Central fitates
L. Blvcrson, li-oasurer;' and' W. E; J.
Dos Moines.
Martin, secretary.
^v!:: Harry Warrpn, for 32 years in the
the;itre business in the midwest, is
Mex City Variety Starts .I.m. 1«
resigning as gcjieral manager of
Diilla.';,- Dee.
17,
Central States Thjc.atre Corp. in JanBob C'Dohncll. national chief
uary to make his home in Tuc'.'.'oii,
Ariz. Move has been made because barker
the Variety Clubs Of
o£
of health of members of his family. America, announce'? that the Variety
Myron Blank, assistant secretary of Club o£ Mexico will be officially inCentral States, will take over War- stalled in Mexico City next Jan. 1(1,
ren'.s dutie.'?, assisted by L. J. Wegewith all Variety Club members all
ner, former manager of Burlington,
over the U. S. invited to attend,
Ia„ district for company.

C'reasiiig dependence, upon
hVs"'become''nece.s.saiT'^^^^^^^

Razors Lrh'

annual Variety Club

•

JOE LEE
NewYerk

Pittsburgh. Dec. 17.

I

:

77ie

RoiEm mrcNim

;

"Gnat at drama,
y-wLw^^

1

in 'Tichnie«ior

lively

and lovaly

ai comady"-sus

j

j

FREUAmRE

he \\\S
of Our

i

Years
,.i\cs"

•

;

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
,

I'rfiaiiioiint

Iipc,

19

"TWO YIAIIS
ErORE THE
MAST"

MABir~?L*NT

TMy CANZONERI
TAT "iiooNEV
Vlet<M(ICHOOI.S

I

R»e!(e eller Center

JOEY ADAMS

urcsciit^

,

ing

Names Schanberter
Baltimore, Dec.

New

;

Cherrington suggested that indus-

was

;

j

Wilter Jicab*

to re-

wartime

it.s

Storey,

,

\^

way

He said the army has completely overlooked the national defense aspects of having the pictures
released.
efforts.

Earl Green.

Lou .Tohnson Reelected

ONE

lieving that is the only

which broke out in the projection
booth.

who 19 here. Fred C. Schanberger, Jr.,
served in the Navy as It. commander was named chief barker, with Fred
in Pacific theatre operations, and Schmupf and Mark Silver, assistants.
Stembler. who had been a It. colonel Chauncey Wolf is secretary and

He welcomed

which

but

institutions

have been tied up in red tape. Cherrington charged that, the clearances
have been -stymied largely, becau.'se
some army perspnnel want to see
these films permanently buried, be-

marked
17.

slightly burned, left the door to the
booth open when the fire broke out.
Audience filed out promptly with-

week followmg a
James J. Grady, Arthur Frudenf eld, out in the projection booth.
Ralph Kinsler, Noah Schechter and age was only slight.

Jenkins gave an enthusia.?tic report of progress by the theatre chain
during '46. Six new houses had been
opened during the year, he said, and
extensive repairs and improvements
had been made throughout opera-

educational

operated by J. H. by
was destroyed here by fire

theatre,

Stagner,

chief barkers; Bill Onie,
out any mishaps,
guy, aifd Saul Greenberg,
property master.
Second Texas Booth Fire
Lev Biigie. retiring chief barker,
Cedar Hill. Tex., Dec. 17.
was gifted. Tent's canvasmen are
The Cedar, operated here by W. A.
Allan Moritz. Maurice White, F. Wes
Shaw, was forced to close for a
Huss, Jr., Harry J. "Pop" Wessel,
fire which broke

retary.

tions.

motion pictures."

TEXAS HOUSE GUTTED

Cincinnati, Dec. Vi.

Gen. Bill McCraw, executive diat a stockholders' meeting
which named Jenfcinst along' with rector of the Variety Clubs of
Leonard It. Goldenson, M. F. Gow- America, flew up from Texas for the
thorpe and Mrs. Arthur Lucas as installation dinner of Tent No. 3 at
directors.
Meeting also chose Fred- its Netherland Plaza
hotel quarters,
erick G. Storey as veepee and ass't
general
manager; Gowthorp^ as New officers are Irving Sochin, chief
treasurer; and M. A. Barre as sec- barker: Ben Cohen and Jack Frisch,

affiliate,

manager; Harvey Smith., publicity director; Harry J. Glenn, supervisor of maintenance; and E. B.
Whitam, purchasing agent.

THERE'S ONty

Crime

for

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 17.
With two juveniles blaming pix
they had seen recently, films with a
gangster background, as contributing
Barbara Hale, Bill Williams, Eddie to their crimes, the Most Rev.
built.
Roy Muehlsmann, manager of St. Gargan and Dewey Robinson at- George Leo Leech, bishop of the HarLoujs AmUs. Granada, upped to tended the aflfair.
Miss Hale and
manager of Fanchon & Marco's Williams made personal appearances risburg Diocese of the Roman CathMissouri theatre, succeeding Harry. at- the Grand theatre in connection olic Church, and the Evening News
have come out for what the latter
Crawtord who died recently.
with: the preem here of "San Quen- calls "an immediate need for cleanup

The Capitol, Benton, 111., of FoxMidwest circuit, will be face-Ufted.
Garden theatr^, Peoria, 111., recently damaged by Are, will be re'

particularly as training subjects in

pay the industry for

FILM DRINKING SCENES

ing

IS

i

i

film Industry will

,

year; these

Morrow.
tosts

Easing Army-Film Copyrights

Washington, Dec. 17.
meeting of Government film workers
be asked to on th« hundreds ot useful wartime
""^''^^ good its promises to facilitate
films which have a civilian use-^
"-he clearance

sions show that the Government
realized $162,935.07 more than it did
during the 1945 fiscal year, and that
trora July through October of this

Lester DoUison bought the Roxy
theatre at San Angelo, Tex,, from
V. Adwell. He recently sold his
Texas theatre at Longview to W. M.

New Hnuston House
Houston.
The Don -Gordon theatre opened
here by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. For*
sythe. .House is named after the

to

On
The

which extends from July 1, 1945, to
June 30, 1946, tax returns on admis-

W.

Cullen

Loew's Seeks New PUt House
Pittsburgh.
With final dissolution of Loew-WB
pool liei-e expected soon; Loew's has
been seeking another house besides

number of people are still
theatres, nightclubs and
events. In the 1946 fiscal year,

record

made manager going
Monogram and Gem sports

Cordell

ot the Palace,
theatres at Childress, Tex.
Tom P. White, owner and operator of Burnt -x theatre at Burnet,
Tex.,\ for 15 years, purchased the
building housing the theatre.
The Frost theatre at Frost, Tex.,
sold by Mr. and Mrs. Charley Barker
"
to, Mr, and
'r.s.
I.
H. Sawyers oC
Dallas,
C. A, Richler. head of Lone Star
Theatres, acquired the Aztec, Juarez
and Citrus theatres at Edinburg,
Tex., from Dr. L. ,1. Montague.

to StelTes.

couple's

J.

sold the property,

bi-iginally,

it

las.

Hold HoOywood to Promise

U. S. to

Orleans, Dec, 17.

With strikes tying up production
and stopping wages, and the high
take-home pay of war days backing
down,: Louisianians still seem to have
enough money for amusements. At
of Interstate Theatres at Vernon.
least that's what figures released by
Yates
replaced
Jimmie
Allard,
named manager of Willshire at Dal- Uncle Sam would indicate.

3S

"TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"
JUDY OARtAND • VAN JOHNSON
JUNE ALIYSON • ROURT WAIKCR
aiiil mANY OTHER STADB
'

In

tMlmtotliir

Aa M-B-HI

Pieturi

SMEAT CHRISTMA* STAQE SH»W

'

The two biggest M
this year's concert

d

auditorium, (dec.

81

MOINES, SHRINE AUDITOli

SMASHED EVERY RECORD
ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA
DIRECTION OF PHIL SPITIS

IGHT^ IN THE HISTORY OF
IISINESS
'

AT MILWAUKEE,

$15,619.80, AT PES

jUM, (DEC. 11)
I.

THE HOUR OF CHARM

m

CHOIR UNDER THE'

LNY.
keel

$12435.52

by Harry

D, Squire$

]

I !
j
;

-
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BAIIIO

88

Blue Book

My

Rap

t
Washinglon, Dec. 17.
much battered Blue Book
front here
for
counsel
when
(13)
Friday
last
William Randolph Hearst called on
lor a full invostithe commissi
FC'C's

On

Oct. 17, 1945, Variety front-paged the report thai the RankinActivities had started aft'ev tlie
scalp of Hbernl radio commentator.s. Since then, lor a number of official reasons—loss of sponsor, inability to find the right time slot, ett:.—
a number of liberal.'! have been bumped oflt the air or have had' their
time periods so curtailed that they're jast barely hanging on, Here's

Woods Committee on Un-American

'Wanna Buy a Show?'

was attacked on a new

fialion of the rnthorship of the "bit{
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WBAL

proyram
iair" comparison of
promises in 1925 witli actual perforniance almost 20 ycav.s later ni
- Hearst'declared;;
petition
1944,
"The facts require an investigation
by FCC to determine the identity
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could not have been the
Qf inadvertence or mere .in-
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times:
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designed
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blast

Hearst,"

o damage
was the latest

heard .in
buyers that
16 cities of more than 100,000
people each." Another suggests
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.

Mayor

-

of

Relations Pix**

di-

an •ditarlol

of United Nations
Rehabilitation
AdMusicians Local
not only losing that
going off his coastfor Nixing Yule
to-coast, air show at the end of the
year, as pel contract arrangement.
Concert Airing on
LaGuardia'.s Christmas present
from the ABC network jvill be loss
Dettoit, Dec. 17.
The Detroit Federation Of Musi- of his Wednesday night 8:15 spot,
cians (local of the American Federa- His last network broadcast will be
He's been getting
tion of Mu.sician.':, AFLl has been Qiiristmas night.
Hearst Demands
rapped by James F. Hopkins, prexy $1,000 a week on a sustaining basis.
LaGuardia's place will be taken
Hearst called on FCG for an im- and general manager of WJBK, for
mediate oral argument to ur the refusing last week (12) to let the by a brand new crooner, a discovery
facLs surrounding the "gooa laith'
station air the annual Christmas|of Maggie, Fisher, who brought him
Hei concert given by a massed orchestra from South America and whom ABC
of the Blue Book's authors.
programming, veepee Adrian garnish
also demanded:
of 675 high school students.
°^ "
''"'1"*
A grant without hearing of WEAL'S Actually the broadcast was can- ''°P*s
Crosby and
cross between Bing
.ense renewal application through ^.^jig^j
o^^lci.
oif
the' City's
Jean Sablon.
May 1. 1948. The publisher argued ^^^^^
education. But, according
Sihgei-. a baritone, is John Paris,
that in any event, Pearson and Alnopkms, the board toed the mark
According to Samish, Paris, who is
leii could not possibly be on the air
^^jj^^. .j,gigjg^j,g.,^y ,Tack Ferehtz, busBritish, knows French and Spanish
belore that time. Therefore, a re
iness rep of DFM.
also, and has a unique style of his
would not
newal license to
Fcrentz issued an answer saying; own; Paris went on this week (16)
preclude their winning the station.
of
work
veterans
out
"We have 1.100
being given the Monday and TuesPending a d" -ision on the petition,
going
to
apand we are not
day evening spots, 8:15-8:30 p.m.
FCC should postpone the WBAL- now,
which
might
set
a
prove anything
After LaG. is off, he will .have WedPearson and Allen hearing now
precedent and throw even more mu- ne.sday night also, ABC is using a
skedded for Jan, 13.
sicians out on the street,"
full orchestra with Paris, and beIn the event Pearson and Allen
According to Hopkins, however, lieves he will be bought by a spondo not withdraw their application
after FCC corrects the Blue Book "the negligible damage suffered by sor as soon us he becomes known
charges again.st WBAL. the Conv the union through occasional broad- and has had the opportunity of
mission should requite them to file casts of school music would be more building his own following.
full program plans on their proposed than offset by the resultant beneLaGuardia, who was sponsored on
fits to a much larger segment of the
operation.
the network for six months by Lib-
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But Kingdon has more and more

As a Vigorous Force
Peoples Radio Foundation, one qt
18

the.

entrants

Now York vFM

.
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only

five

year,

made

currently^

in

the

swiiepstakes where
ai-i
available this

spots

|

WBAL

programs entitled "Adventure Radio." Purpose of the series is triple:
To show what kind of i:adio p
gramming PrJf will do when and it
it^ever goes on the air; to train its
personnel, from engireers and sound

men to scripters, actors, directors,
etc; and to raise mom.!' wherewith
to organize a campaign to convince
the FCC that PRF deserves a license.
In the opinion of trade observers
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The interests of education transcend those ot any group."
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MAY

by April, 1947,,
The former FCC Chairman was

P&G

.scheduled

'

Spot Thursdays to Rayve

the

;

I'T^tt^l^rr^f.,?^^^^^^^^
has fmally crystallized,: wUh web
prexy Nilcs Trammell deciding it
was worth risking the wrath of a
number of network clients in order
to .sell and develop an NBC "house-
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Show goes in Dec: 28, but does y
not get sponsorship until Jan. 2.'{.
Intervening weeks, net feels, will
give the show a buildup while .sponsor gets set for his commercial
handling of the stanza.
Show, originating in Chicago, has
Beryl Vaughan and Olan Soule in
leads, with a SS'piece orchestra led
by Joseph GalUcchio. I>eal. was
placed through Roche, Williams &
i

for each,

one
I

lock
8:30

Jack Benny

But

Victor Borge

Eddie Cantor
Jack Carson
in

4Xsi Anniversary

Number

idea,

REORGANIZING,

it's

-of

making

the strip unilormly

^

whodunits,

.
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HOPING TO STAY ON AIR
All aiVv

Monday
the

rest

beguming Jan.

slot

of

the

week

is

'

"David

Harum,"

morning

.

u

TSrtV.
•'.

,

,

'"^
.^''^'l.'}
cealing a '24?

17

c

'%^"P'^<=T
FCC s-.rul-

°"

stock own^rsliip by
Pickard and the latter's wife,
reorganizing its financial structure in the hopes it may be permitted to stay on thj air alter its present temporary license expires in
Sajii

open,

February.

WOKO

serial

being shifted to CBS,
Program wiU occup.y the 10;4i) a, m. time, which is
half ot the time vacated by "Joe
13.

Powers of Oakville." NBC moves
"Lora Lawton" into the spot being
vacated by "Harum." Both shows
are sponsored by B. T. Babbitt,
Agency is Duaue Jones.

loses

its

CBS

affiliation

WOKO

'

his network show.
Blow
people said that local plugs will be
extended as distribution i.s spread
around the country for the new

started

razor.

Morgan, with his rep based on his
ability to kid his own sponsor, has
concentrated his bite-the-hand-thatfeeds routine on the Shavathon right
along. He has referred to it on the
air as "Eversharp's contribution to
broadcasting of 1921," hlas called it
"radio's longest commercial," and in
one show told his air audience: "One
of this country's best announcers is
Ted Husing (who announces the
Shavathon). I like him. I wish the
sponsor would give him something
better to do than announce the!
Shavathon." Another time he said:
"The Shavathon is a thing the sponsors claims is a good way to .sell
razors. Personally, I doubt it."
Now it looks as it some of Morgan's barbs have lound their way

31,
when that afilliation lor
this area is taken over by WTRY,
Troy.
At the same time, WABY,
which was divorced from
two years ago on orders of the FCG,
begins occupancy ol its own studios.
The two stations have been sharing
lacilitles', except lov transniiiter, and
have staffs double 1>etween them.
home.

Dec.

is

beginning Jan.

.

^^^"'''^

'°f' the
appeal_again,st^

is
13.

'DAVID HARUM' TO CBS
now on NBC,

^0'^°'

„
^ Court

Mondcy night is now out on the
not for P&G, however, since SherHolmes is being moved to the

Bud AbboU

•

original

.

I

,

1

.

firm's

understood, was to take five halfhours weekly, all at same time,
8.;iO [) 111. and u.se same type .show]
|

I

i

WOKO

|

show.
•
More than 15 web
clients were compensation
anginig for the spot (even though
it's station time), with some of them
beefing over a turndown.
But
Favorite Story"
Tramniell and progratilming chief
Clarence Men.ser turned it oyer to
Variety'i annual lympotium of the
Wiliiani R. Warner, Inc., makers of
ycar'a bait lauf|ht
Rayve .shampoo and hair tonic; ;b(!as. r*eaunted by
cause
the.v've
purcha.sed
iSTBfil's
'Grand IV'Iarquee" show.
Program
was last heard as a summer sus'

was

cast specifically as radio presentaHenry Morgan, who's been conLatter were titled, "Heil Coducting a not-so-private War on his.
lumbia," a documentary on the reEversharp - Schick, ABC network
cent anti-Negro riots at Columbia,
Shavathon commercial, drew blood
Tenn,. scripted by David Timmons;
last week when the sponsor, cut
and "Ballad of Herrnan Bottcljer,"
the Shavathon oft three stations
written by the director of; PRF,
—WJZ, New York; WFIL, Philadelton Robertson.
phia, and WELI, New Haven.
"Ballad" i.s a nostalgic piece on
Wliile Blow agency execs, handling
the lite of an Army captain, killed
the Eversharp-Schick account, conr
in tbe Pacific after, rising from the
tended that the killing ol the ShavaWith'LiTl'ian
llian Adams
Adams"as''n;"as nar- thon in the three cities was only lor
ratoi", and; Jefry Reed as soloist in substitution
ol local plugs for the
bankroller's new $10 razor, fact is
(Continued on page 48)
that Morgan has been trying to
bump that plug almost since he

4

I

NBC

advanced political opinions, it
felt he was a natural lor Mutual,
which might want to use him a.s left

his

tions.

Mulls Mystery Strip

believed to be definitely interested
for
Night Slots
in the BMI offer, but only if it could
be accommodated alo
& Gamble, which bowed
quasi - ambassadorial
assignment off Mutua^'s "Queen for a Day." is
abroad.
considering a strip of four half -hour
'^'^
^f';"ee''"'^|nigw"t"ne\iiov;;'''a;;oV;\hc\o^^^^
along for the pa,st several, years Tue-jdav.s to Fridays on the ABC
without a fuUtime president, it is nefwoi k making tlie time deal if it
speculated the job may be held for ,eli.. one of the coslliest pacted tins
Porter's return.
In that case, NAB y^ar
Talks have gone on for sevpiesident Justin Miller will continue eral weeks and may terminate in
to hold the BMI presidency without a contract soon

On ABC

,

Despite Flock of Peeves

Kingdon and Nathan Straus,
prexy, were old friend.s,

station's

Kingdon's agent was Wilbur Stark,
who. at the same lime was a salesman lor WMCA. Last Summer,
Stark sold Crawford Clothes on the
idea of putting Kingdon on WOR,
For the gabber that meant not
only going to a more powerful outlet
in the N, Y, area, but also getting his
loot into the door lor a po.wible notwork spot over Mutual, Because of

the

FOR PORTER

BE

(Continued on page 46)

cau.se

mag disagreed with him showed

over cas'i .;ation of a manufacturer
involved in labor troubles. Since
then, the former N. Y, mayor has
been on sustaining. Negotiations are
currently under way which may
ICED
open up a new ABC time segment
Washington, Dec. 17.
for La Guar^a's talks. He still conPaul Porter may still wind up tinues sponsored, however, on his
as president of Broadcast Music. Inc., local half-hour show on WJZ, the
if
the
economic commission to net's N. Y. fla^^ihip.
Greece, which he has been named
to head, completes its assignment as

BMI PREXY JOB

before it turned the station over to
Hearst.
On the basis ol the 1944
logs examined by FCC, Hearst said
his station showed up noi only

NBC Turns Over Day Night

magazine,

erty

.

became national chairman of Giti*
zens Political Action Committee.
A curious fact about his radio career was that, while he had gained
popularity broadcasting over WMCA,
which used him to begin with be-

who were

I

the Blue

-

acquired the reputation of being a
"fighting progressive," that rep being
enlarged in that direction when, he

balla.st for the gabbers of the right
heavily sprinkled among like Upton Close, Pulton Lcwi.< Jr.,
opening night audience, PRF or Henry Taylor.
Kingdon did a three-week warm*
can produce vigorously
it
(Continued on page 49)
fresh radio of an overly-serious
type, and has already assembled a
sizeable ensemble of talented people
Morgan Anti-Shavathon
who work very well together.
Three plays were produced for
the teeoff, ony of tliem being a
Crusade Bears Fruit As
legit-type one-actor, but the two
others being written, produced and
Commercial Goes Off Air

,

BookauoLed promises made by Consolidated Gas & Electric in li)2r) but
omitted to show tuat Consolidated
had slipped far from these promises

showmanship preem

its

Friday night (13),at the Hotel
Barbizoii-Plaza, N. Y,, as the first
of a series Of transmission-lesS"air"

last

i

|

Cleary.

I*

Tips FM's Potentiality

1

taijier,

n

avfipy

|

-

^

.

^t%

i

i

built

gabfest per week,
In the summer of 1945, when
Kingdon pinchrhit for Walter Winchell for a month on the lJ»tter'S
coast-to-coast ABC network Sunday
night period, Kingdon was probably
the lastest-i-ising commentator on
the national scene. He had a nightly
10:30 spot on WMCA, sponsored by
Crawlord Clothes, which was one of
the most popular shows of the type
in the N, Y, area,
WFIL, Philadelphia, and WXYZ, Detroit, took him
by transcription,
carried him
Sunday roomings at 10:15 for Infcograph. And there was little doubt
that Kingdon was 'way out
front
in the gabber sweepstakes.

WOR

WJKB

-

!

The question of who gets
Thur.sday 7:30 p. m. slot On

Number

of

I

otit that

fvafiirt

forthcomlnf

41 »l A nniversnry

j

Hearst pointed

a ipccial artlclt writci

former

LaGuardia,

H.

New York and now

rector general
and
Relief
ministration, is
job soon but is

.

.

T«l*viaiaii Dirtcfer^

"Tele Offers Top
Audience for Public

"Answer

Will help the adverlooking tor "an economical,
unusual way to promote a pi'od-

commentator
Frank
Kingdon is out on his antenna right
now, being reduced to one 15-minut«i

ideological,

Paul B. Mowrey

,

ii.ser

uct or service."

Moves Seen As

Factors in Kingdon's Clipped Wings

Man" who

^
:

by newsmen Drew

Pearson and Bob Allen into a Jan. 3
hearing .on the license renewal of
-;
W-BAt. The petition lashed out at the
Blue Book charges and wide puband by
FCC
them
by
licity given
Pearson and Allen in their campaign
"Without the
to take- over WBAL.
says,
petition
the
Blue Book,"
"there would have been no Peacson
and Allen application" and WB.AL
regulai'
its
won
enily
would have
license renewal.

"is

lOr

As the end result of a series 01
moves, some economic and some

Little

institutional.

sin>pl.y

WQR'

i

in a series

ot legal writs filed by Littlepage
KopLitttepage, plus 'Dempsey
FCC's
to
opposition
lovitz' in
consolidation of a competing bid for

WBAL's

Ms

WCFL.

WurenHon also
and celealo in

KLZ. productions.
KtZ, DENVER.

other

Series of

HPveral

Veaturcil
local showtf. Norman
aaaistB at the piano

One spot informs would-be time

competence. ..but were deliberate.

NORMAN SORENSON Complex
KL5!
oryanist on

of

times plugs specific shows like
"ToUo-Test," "Scramby - Amby"
or. ''The Nbohe.rs.." and at Other

|

charges

and
direc-

Pierce,

Scliacher, of Cliicago^ kicked oil by the AFL station there,
what the station manager called a "pro-Russian" attitude.

Kiddih" on the Keys

promotion and advertising, Joseph Creamer, who alsoi
writes the spots, the copy at

tor

Book which fals-ely condemns Hearst by the vicious device
The]
at pretended compari.'Son,
the Blue

Fenner

Dreamed up by WOR's

Lynch,
Beane.

j

and motivation of the person or per-:
sons responsible for the. chapter in

fist;

Orson Welles, Quentin Reynolds, Henry Morgen than, Jr., Frank
Kingdon, John W. Vandercook, Robert St, John, Sam Baiter, Hans
Jacoti, William S, Gailmor (who has one spot left, Sundays, on WHN,
N. Y., lor Stuhmer's bread), Sidney Walton, Alvin Wilder, Averill
Berman. To this list may be added Piorello H;; LaGuardia, lorrner
N. Y. mayor, who lost his ABC net sponsorship six month.s ago when
Liberty mag cancelled, and is now on the market after getting Doc.
25 cancellation notice from the net as a sustainer.
Also Dr. Gerhard

—

.

terly unfair and wholly xvnwarrant:'
cd"" Blue Book charges- against the i
pi-ogram: performance of Hcar.4tT!
prize clear ciiannei outlet, WBAIj.;;'

Baltimore.
Pointing- to an: -'arbitrary and uft-

the

WOR, New York flagship ot
Mutual,, is using radio to sell
the only thing a broadcaster has
for .sale time.
Addressed- directly to adye.rti.scr.ti
and agencies, a setieS o(
haU'-minute. spots is. being used
bv the station, seven nights a
Spots are
week, at- n:29'30.
aired at the conclusion of the.
11;25 p.m. "Financial Reports," a
.spon.sored capsule bankrolled by
the, brokerage firm of Merrill,

-.t

Are Going-

All, All

Unfair;

Hearst Claims in Defense of WBAL

reiiult

.

,

.

.

:
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POLITICO CHATS D.C. DISKMINE
Skelton, the Sponsor's Friend
'

-

Hollywoo(J, Dec, 17,
dood it and he's glad. Taking up the cudgels
T!h6 meaiJ little kid
.radio sponsors as he did on last week's UO) programj
for his and other
wild
with
pitch
that
had
the industry agog.
plate
a
Red Skelton cut tne
Receiving permission from Brown & Williamson (Raleighs) to go all
ihree minutes in 30 to sell their wares,
out for sponsors, .Who ask but
writer,
Edna
Borzage,
head
put his plea on
he had his ex-wife and
paper- (four script pages) and let go in the spot where the opening
commercial is generally heard.
Skelton
with
the
idea
credits
of
"teasing"
the new
The Seeds agency
•'903" moi.sterizing process and when the break came he took it upon
himself to let the public in on it. Client liked the idea but wasn't too
"903,"
fluffed
his
way
through
it.
That
incihappy about the way Red
dentally, is merely the number of the government stamps that inspired
the teaser campaign. Skelton, previously no friend of commercials, did
a complete turn-about in asking the' listeners' tolerance when the plugs

?mm mm
Washington,: Dec.

Newest phenomenon
ton radio circles

Along

little

Motivates

Dc^'
New

Sponsors of top radio shows haye <
proissued a quiet ukase to their
ducers and stars, the gist of which
"Get a move on." As result, a
is:
done, and
lot of traveling is being
is

being contemplated fey

cent move to N. Y. by Edgar Bergen;
the forthcoming tour, possibly including college, towns, by Bob Hope,

Sponsor Ukase
**

America Likes

visit

sleeve" show,
With travel easier

by

Carroll Carroll
who

reflccft

the

t$|

excuse no longer valid that It's so
tough to get reservations, sponsors
their valuable properties
should be seen more by the customers in various parts of the country.
They point out that film studios have
always insisted on a number of personal apearances by their stars, in
order to keep the personalities in
closer touch with their public, and
say the same holds true for radio
names,

en a medium qtatti

mauM

critics

New York

now, and the

Its

Commercials'*

by
Hoagy Carmichael, Jimmy Durante
and Victor Moore, the "Dufly's Tavern" aggregation, and the "Gilderand the plans to

aiid aiitwert .th*
.

of norional fastai
in radio
* * *...:•. \
'

of

llie

fortliceming

Number

41sl Anniversary

while stopping off in a number of
other cities en route. But Alien has
made it clear that It'll take more
than a sponsor's plea to make him
leave N, Y,, and the subject was
dropped.

ABC Sppii Deal
For the second time in as many
weeks, ABC network has wrapped
up a symphony sponsor. On top of
the John Hancock Insurance bankrolling of the
Orchestra, the

Boston Symphony
network yesterday
pacted a deal with Henry

Beichhold, prexy of the Reichhold
Chemical Co, of Detroit, for sponsorship of the Detroit Symphony
orch In the Sunday night 8 to 9

Hollywood and

Same orch was on Mutual

last

season under Reiehhold's auspices
(he s also prez of the symph society) as a strictly
institutional plug
lor his chemical
company, but the
B2-week deal with ABC, starting in
mid-January, wiU have the dommercials slanted to
plug Musical Digest

which Reichhold

is

also

,The Sunday night ABC period is
«i old symph stamping ground, with
-nord Motor bankrolling the longhair
music m that segment in previous
years.

circuit, will be given the
"Opposite-Hope" treatment.
Which mean« that William S.
Paley and his programming chieftains at CBS have decreed that Cor-

global

:

the

of

shows for mass

of

Washington

Mo.st

:

on
of

.

feotar*

•diterlol
llio

fortheominq

,

of

He's had the "oppositeHope" treatment before, when he
did a whole season's programming
and wound up, so far as audiences
were concerned, behind the Hope

cision.

Radio's Legit

ball.

Blackjack

many

A

that

P.A. Nightmare
doing

are

pressagents

Legit

a

burn over the blackjack methods
being used by radio personalities to
worm their way onto the first and
second-night

euffo

ticket

Broadway openings.

The

lists

for

p.a.'s

find

themselves in the embarrassing position where they can't brush off the
requests, for they know that the perr
sonalities with access to the air lanes

costs a mini-

of $5 a platter for this type of

are

the

in

position

to

slug

A

their

show and bulk of the indies aren't shows^but good,
even willing to pay cost.?. They conThe "free list" to radioites has
more than been mounting steadily, reaching a
sider themselves lucky

$2,000.0i Loss
Heaviest withdrawal of spot business from radio in recent years, ag
gregating in excess of $2,000,000 in
billings, has taken place over the
past couple of weeks and has creat
ed a stir of uneasiness: in spot biz

10 stations carry their .shows reguStations below the MasonDixon line are hardest o£ all to
crack, And some sponsors are wary
Of signing up for any 13-week periods because of the ''controversiar'
nature of some of the platters. The
better the newsman, of course, the
hotter his platters, which may make
everybody but the spoiivsor happy.
the Washington
Practically all

new

It includes
high this season.
chatter emcees, those covering
beat for local stations,
principally the long list of
personalities
their
femrae
with

larly.

Already

Raymond Spector

folding his
advertising agency after
the first of
Jhe year, and his staff was given no-

Friday

last

is

(13).

Loss of the lucrative Serutan account,
which transferred to the
i*rant agency some
time ago, is believed to be a
factor in Specter's
decision

to

>

siderable
comment among those
familiar with the web's plans, particularly in view of Paley's recent
espousals and criticism of status quo
practices in radio as they apply to

minority listeners. It's known, for
example, that there's been a move
afoot at the web to slot vital documentaries into cream -time segments
by yanking out commercial shows
in order to achieve a multi.-mil]ioa

customers, too,"
What particularly burns the press- audience potential.
If so, it's argued, how does Faley
agents is the "ultimatums" they say
reconcile that thinking with the
they've been getting from some of
the more prominent air personalities Corwin vs. Hope setup?
who refuse to be relegated to the
second-night string, despite the fact
that the plug payoffs for the privilege
of crashing, the opening night are
If
said to be few and far between,
which they had built up in key mar
TJie first night radio list now inkets around the country.
of a flock of production-pro- cludes, among others, Fannie HUrst,
. Out
Station reps debating the heavy gramming huddles at Biow agency who does a catch-as-catch-can rewithdrawals are of the opinion that over the week-end has come the viewing job on WJZ; Mary Margaret
the ihree-way fold may be indica- following lineup:
McBride, Bill Leonard, Bes.sie Beatty,
For some time now American ToIgnorant," tlie Martha Deane and Maggi McNelli.s.
tive of a trend because of the under
"It Pays To Be
bacco Co. has been throwing out
lying feeling of economic uncer- Philip Morris Friday nighl show on Second^nighters
Adelaide
include

somewhat comparable

(Continued on

paf!<-'

48)

:

to last

year's frenzy over the mass exodus
of network clients.
Unusual angle in the ca-se of each
checkout, involving .Tohnson & .Johnson (Tek), Ipana and Sinclair Oil, is
that
relinquished
the
sponsojs
cream spot time
franchises
on

Ignorant' Stays;

Now

Berle Vice Vallee

in process
soon, with

t

and

Haymes

Were Only Twins

CBS, which was skedded for axing, Hawley, Adrienne Ames, Margaret
"go ahead" on per- stays on for another 17-week ride Arlen, Radie Harris, Alice Hughes,
its year-end contract to ex(a new 13-week cycle plus the four Paula Stone, Stella: Unger, Shirley
cued to a general retrench- remaining shows on the current Eder, Shirley Wolfl, Alan Prescott,

tainty.

The

Sinclair

mitting
is

ment

policy,

it's

reported,
A secTek's chain-break

cycle).

among

feelers to Dick Haymes to step into
the "Hit Parade" Saturday night
show as a permanent singer, but

Auto-Lite, which sponsors Haymes*
own half-hour show, has nixed the
idea.
Ciggie outfit wasn't averse to
Haymes continuing for Auto-Lite,
with latter sponsor reportedly expressing willingness for the singer
to do a cycle of shots on "Parade"
but not on a regular basis.
It's still possible that Haymes may
go in for a 13-week "Parade" cycle,
perhaps next summer when he lays
oft for Auto-Lite for 13 weeks, but
American Tobacco from all accounts
prefers him as a regular.

others.

The new Milton Berle-Monica
Some of the p.a.'s blew their lid
Lewis half-hour music-comedy pro- last week when they got a request
proach involving a de-emphasis on gram, which was under considera- from a two-man team heading up a
radio and partial switchover to other tion as replacement for "Ignorant," new chatter show on WOR^ They
media.
it
to
purchased,
but
goe.s
has been
wa.ated opening night tickets "but
NBC as successor to the Rudy we got to have four, not two. After
Valee
Tuesday night show; for all, there are two of us,"
Hires Switches to CBS
Philip Morris. However, Bqrle prob"Suivday
Evening ably won't move in until February,
Hires
Party" show currently heard in the Vallee having a 26-week contract.
under 'way' to Loop Loses Last Soaper
are
6 p.m. Sunday slot on ABC is mov- Negotiations
ing over to Sunday afternoon, 2:30, yank out the- Vallee stanza some
As 'Ma Perkins' Chi-NX
on CBS. That's the segment relin- time before expiration of the 26-,
week run.
quished by Matchabejli.
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Axing of the Vallee program
Switchover is skedded for Jan, 26,
Chicago loses its last remaining
comes as no surprise, for NBC and
N, W. Ayer is (he agency.
the client were none too happy over soap opera when "Ma Perkins,"
it,''
aired from here for almost 13 years,
Les Joy Resigns
moves to. New York with its Jan, 13
Philadelphia, Dec; 17.
broadcast. Show came here originalLeslie Joy has resigned as general CBS Plans
Staffers

ondary factor

bowout

is

in'

said to be a change in ap-;

.

The

Meanwhile, Auto-Lite has inked
to a, tWO-year contract

,

Haymes

which runs into

KYW

Oct., 1949,

HASTINGS RINGS OFF

'

,

of KYW, effective Jan. 4,
said his future plans would be
announced after he takes a brief
vacation. No reason for the resignation was given.
Joy, a veteran of 2,1 years in radio,

Own

manager

He

Court litigation
is now has been general manager of KYW
skedded for trial since 1936, A successor has not yet
Spector suing on conten- been selected, according to J, B.
Serutan breached its Conley, manager of Westinghouse
Radio Stations, Inc.
fold.

over the Serutan
switchover

Corwin .shows

ruling, the

be of half-hour duratioii.
They're scheduled to get under way
immediately after the new year,
Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Scout"
show, also a sustainer, is currently
filling the 10 o'clock period, but it
will be moved ahead a half-hour and
will henceforth fight it out with
"Fibber McGee and Molly."
Tlie
9:30 slot becomes available because
Cresta Blanca has decided to move
into the Wednesday at 10 time on
GBS, preferring the competition of
Bing Crosby to Fibber,
CBS' decision to relegate the Corwin series into the Tuesday at 10
period has already occasioned conwill

weighed

down with 75 pairs of opening night
tickets and approximately 250 pairs
for second-night oakleys, the p.a.'s
take the position that "it wouldn't be
a bad Idea if we had a few for the

CBS

the

New York

own programs.

with

hope

the series of

importance to spot thera
not only in a choice time segment,
but permit for a full 13-week series
of hour-length productions.
Under

the

the
but

In fact Corwin, along
others, had nurtured a

CBS would deem

sufficient

i..

Runout Powder

what

he saw and heard on his several
months' tour around the world, will
be slotted weekly in the 10-10:30:
Tuesday night segment when the.
majority of the nation's dialers are
tuning in to Bob Hope.
Corwin, who with Lee Bland, CBS
engineer
who accompanied him,,
made .100 hours of recordings for authentic documentation of his series, is
reportedly miffed at the web's de-

•••::

42 at Anniversary Number

already signed on the dotted line.
Though almost all of the packagers
got into the business believing they
would have a ready market in the

it

*

.

of

these new-born miniature companies
are headed by ex- or presently-employed Washington correspondents
who have heard of the big money
made in radio and hope to cash in.
Although the number of newspackagers continues to: mount, most
of them are finding it a tough road
to hoe^ Ed Hart, vet among the producers, applies the Groucho Marx
description: "It's a field in which
you rise from nothing to extreme
poverty."
For one thing, broadcasters just

mum

win's report to the nation on

Tariety*'*

be

large

distribution,

politicos.

Bites

.

Ray Spector Folds Agency

contr

New York may

the natural habitats

The newsmen say

pire

slot.

-tice

"Kobak

for sale to broadcasters throughout
the country,

chasers,,-'

circles

Detroit Patron's

his

captioned

fact is that the big net stations are
bets, as prospective pur-

Kz

The widely-heralded Norman Cor»
win series of, CBS shows based on
recent Willkie "One World"

Prexy pulls a man-

'

the best

3-Way Spot

Nhces Web's Fine Words

bitee*dog in his article

hundreds of new AM and FM nonnetwork stations coming on the air,

of

'

Fred Allen's sponsors, it's understood, would like him also to get out
to the Coast for a change, mean-

of
president,

mushroom

aren't used to paying for "public
service" slots unless a sponsor has

on •ditertol feofuro

feel that

mag,

MBS

Washingr

in

the

but Washington is definitely becoming the headquarters for the small
entrepreneur who wants to cut a
swath on wax with news and views

TheDie

some

of the top shows, especially those
that originate on the Coast,
That's- what accounts for the re-

(Tuet,)

17.

growth of pint-sized platter companies who set up in business to
produce transcriptions featuring top
Washington news and personalities

riety

more

is

'Behind-the-HopeBafl' Treatment

On Corwin

FIND LUSH FIELD

economy-sized platter concerns who
boilerplate comedy, music and va-

are read...

'Get

CBS

is

:

serie.-!

on

j

l

j

i

out.

Alternate proposal under consideration would brin.i; various members of the CBS organization to the
microphone: as guest hook reviewers.

':',

\

CBS

may not hire a substitute personality for John Mason Brown, who i.?
bowing

TWO WHODUNITS

ITS
after tryout on WLW, Cincin''„,' ''' 'V
Hollywood, Dec, 17,
;
Crime hasn't paid off for Haistings
Action comes about with no ap?
parent reason as sponsor Procter (piston rings) so its two whodunits
and Gamble doesn't care where pro- from Hollywood are being yanked,
gram emanates from. Dancer, Fitz- Victims are Bill Gargan's "1 Deal
gerald & Sample agency has. home- in Crime" on ABC, and Mutnal's
office here but radio department i.s "Michael Shayne."
Trade has wondered why an out-r
in New York,
Move takeu la,st network .show fit like Hastings needs two show*
away from CBS in Chicago,
to .sell its product.
ly

'nati.'

As Brown 'Books' Sub
"Of Men and Books"

';

,

I

i

I

I

|

,

.
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WBZ Buys to- Acre Tract
The Fight on Teletmt Just Begun

For Boston Tele Outlet
With an

With Both Sides Priming for More
Washiugton,

Dpt'.

1".

has a]] the necessary propagation data on ultra-high-frequency

FCC

television, but still needs convincing
thai the CBS brand of rainbtjw, yideo

economically

and

,.

FCC

WGOP,

which

tian.smitter to Lexington
ajAo.

FCC

With the

moved

DuMont

RCA
;

its

some time

approval,

WBZ

tube

in Hull,

Black and
firtit,

video

by

color

when

re-

deo

:

VIP's Tele Junket

is still

Vcif.

a

J.,

.

labs.Mon-

same

new

wide open.

Not to be outdone, however,, CBS,
eaders of the "color television now"
taction, gathered up the FCC members after they left Passaic to demonstrate its latest color video de-

Film Shortage

Washington, Dec. IT,
A healthy crowd of FCC'ers
journeyed to New York City
Monday and Tuesday .for more
bi-ieiing on what's new in televi.<iion. The commissioners were
taken td the DuMont: laboratories for eyewitness demonstra-

Passaic, N.

At

time, Dublack-aiulwhite cathode ray tube that's 30 to'
50 times as brilliant as the average
motion picture screen, thereby indicating that the field for development
of low -frequency monochrome vi-

expected

is

^at its

(16),

Mont revealed

however.

will te

followed

ceivers are readied.

—

day

CPA

inaiii

television,, picking up the
color video theory that much

yet to be done in the field bct'oio
any oommerciaU standards can be
set, disclosed its latest development
J new, direct-view electronic color
is

also drew authorization from
to proceed with tlie construction of
the center, which will house all the
WB// studios. Transmiltei" will re-

vision aci. This, at any rkte was the
consensus among observers as FCC
recessed a week-long hearing bh the
pros and cons of turning Columbia's
sequential color broadcast system
loose on the public.
Commission vvill resume the scrap
some time after Jan. 6, with testi-

View Color

Direct

Tube As CBS Pushes Own Tint View

conimercial television facility in
Bustou srantcd to WBZ, WestingIvouse NBC outlet, the station has
pui'o'liiKoci a 10-acre tract of land
near the llarvard Stadium in Allston, four miles from downtown Hub.
Site wa.s bouglit from the Cow;le.<jfirst

owned

technical I J'

sound on a nationwide basis and is
sufficiently flexible to take caie of
future improvements in the tele-

DuMont Shows

Boston, Deo. 17.
authorization for the

.

velopments at the CBS studios in
York.
Then CBS took the
commissioners to Tarrytown. N. Y.,

New

May Hamper Color

.

to show them tlie first long-distance
Color pictures,'
color transmission.
Washington, Dec. 17.
using the CBS sequential standards,
Post-ible impact of a shortage of
were
tran.smitted directly from the
color i'iini on development of a fullTarrytown,
CBS
labs
to
a distance of
scale color video sy.stem highlighted
Di.sc .TockeyH in 400 radio statiitns.
testimony at, FCC Buck in Ni'w lY >rk C'ily aflfr a 25 miles, with the reception reportare Miiiniiinu' Tony's sensational rvaii- a part; of the
tion of the "light beam" techDad tour. .l<'r!inkie edly highly successful.
hoaring.s last week on CBS's bid record -IvreaUins?
.sci iiuions of the score of Walt I>isnique of relaying picturfiSf and
to S.ll.O. at the
.is
iil.'i.v.inf!;
Cai'le
Dr.
Allen
B.
DuMont;
prexy ot
"sequenm-y'st
'yong' of the South" just to go eoniniercial with its
Ilia
l''ollowin)j;
Tlif!>li-c
to CBS for field tests and outside
(.'(ijtiloi
DuMont Labs, declared the new
reli-asi^d liv Tjaris-Worth.
Ijiatener tial" color system.
transcription
T.ann' - V\ rill
l.<i'tf fil
pickup demonstrations of CBS'
with either
rea<'tiiiii
ml Kates that the convbina.
CBS prCxy Frank Stanton was dalp (l''('l>..; '-17 rclea.li*). Bioailway color tube could be used or
color system.
all-electronic
the CBS
an
system
tion f>r Tuny I'astor, Charlie -Trol^ta
on
questioned by RCA-NBC counsel
i,s
piediclJns that J-'rimkie has auCommissioner Clifford J. Durr
and Italpli Flanagan really hit the
sequential s.viitem, but added that
the dirncultics the net might en- other >im.'i«li jiike bivx hit
yy:-:
Jac'lcpoi.'
was the only member not presthe light would be reduced twor
counter in getting eiibugh color LANG-WORTH, NC,
YORK thirds in brilliancy under the GBS
enti Burr was addressing tlie
LANG-WORTH, INC^
would
Stanton replied. CBS
film;?.
Harvard Divinity students on
method.
DuMont system difCers
produce mostly "live"' shows and
some radio "facts of life."
from that recently demonstrated by
that the addition of color relieved
RCA in that it utilizes a direct- view,:
rather than iiUehsified, the work of
Reviews
Television
rather than projection picture, and
which
has
DuMont
Labs
from
moHy
entertainment programming."
has three bases, instead of the three
already announced its opposition to
(Other CBS wittiesses 'admitted
separate tubes used by RCA.
CBS' Peter
CBS' "color process.
more rehearsal time might be reqNaming the tube a TnchromoGoldmark, who introduced a batch
uired ffir color broadcasts if the LET S CEl.KHRATK
.scope. Dr. DuMont declared: "We
Calgary
Allen,
emcee;
With
Mel
week,
here
last
testimony
surprise
of
experience of films with. Technicolor
feel that the development of this
Bros.i guests
will be recalled for cross-examinais repeated in video.)
tube will provide a much better
Producer! Wes McKee
Hollywood,
RCA
witnesses..
Dec.
17.
some
along
with
tion
An opposite view was taken by nirector: Kd Swbol
color picture than can be obtained
Televising of the high Christmas Carl Haverlin. president of ThomajsObservers were still dubious on
%a Minn.; Sun. (15), 9 p.m.
either by projection means or by the
CBS' chance, though all in attend- mass of the Roman Catholic church color. Inc., who fore-saw a shortage BORDEN'S
use of a color filler (CBS method),
ance at FCC's hearingSj including will be attempted here by Televi- of dyed film for video and suggested WNBX-NBC,. N....1f,, .
the reason for this being the. much,
agreed
sion
Productions,
themselves,
Inc.
men
RHbicnmV
of
&
RCA-NBC
tyoiiHfli
use of Thomascolor. a system
greater brilliance which can be obArrangements
unexpectan
have
been
put
on
comare
going
CBS
had
television
viewers
that
If
color photography, for application
tained, by this method as weU as the
edly strong case in favor of its tele- pleted by Klaus Landsberg, director in an all-electronic system of rain- to be subjected to the same type
better contrast range."
On the other hand, oE Teleprod. with pastorate of the bow tele. Haverlin said there is audience participation shows as are
vision plans.
Pointing up the brilliance of the
oldtimers recalled that only once in Blessed Sacrament church for the now only enough color film to radio listene*s^and from all pre
vious indical ions, they are—rit's to black-and*white tube, pictures rehistory has FCC bucked majority placing of cameras and crews in the produce 50 out of 350 full-length
be hoped thai the programs meas ceived on it were contrasted side-bysentiment in the' industry and upset church on Xmas day. The event features turned out a year, although ure
up in quality to "Let's Cele
side with those received on a standthe "status quo," That was when it will be aired at noon over- Tele- the public wants more and more brate." Young
Rubieam agency ard new video set. When a bank ot
Upstairs in the spectrum, j prod's station,
moved
color pix.
staged the show qn a one-shot ex
flood-lights was turned on, the aver.v.
...
Whether they'll age screen's image faded, while the
and the commission hasn't heard the j
"Even if dyed film could be made perimental basis.
last of that move yet.
plentiful." he said, "there are two continue it as a regular series hasn't new tube's picture remained clear.
/t
\
r**
but,
since it Soesn't
been
decided
yet
The 11 to 3 vote of the Television fUj, \\X^ tOVerage UlterS
use
added deterrents to its universal
CBS, in addition to its long-dishave
; n
exorbitant budget,
seem
to
Committee of the Radio Technical
—its high cost and its restricted
that probably wouldn't be a bad tance color transmission, also demPlanning Board in favor of holding
application to entertainnrient films idea.
onstrated
the
new combination
Proof Positive of Video's only."
off commercialization of color teleHaverlin added he knew of
Show was undoubtedly the most black-and-white and trichromatic set
vision was felt to be an important
no case where dyed film could be
that receives either kind of picture
,ot its kind ever staged
Competish Vs. Newsreels used to get color tele pictures of -elaborate
consideration in any FCC decision.
for video. In order to talte full on the same screen, plus a table
An RTPB subcommittee on ultraTelevision departments of ABC, news events while they, wore occur-r advantage of a large-size studio au- model color receiver.
In addition.
high-frequency television also voted CBS and NBC pull6d a clean scoop ring.
dience, Y&R producer Wes McKee Dr. Peter Goldmark, director of the
overwhelming in favor of delaying on the commercial newsreels with onpin il on m NBC's radio studio 8G. web's color video i-esearch, disclosed
the web's second largest.' Since the
a deeisito on color. This vote found the-spot coverage of the disastrous
BENSON VICE SMITH AT
a new special tube which he' claimed
studio wasn't equipped with a tele
CBS and Westinghouse the only Washington Heights tenement fire
HoUywood, Dec, 17,
lighting system, this necessitated the offered a "simple solution for provoters for commercialization of the last Thur.sday (12). ABC dittoed the
Leon Benson, ol the radio depart- u.se of Image Orthicon cameras. ducing color pictures on a single"sequential" system, and the Society lollownig Saturday (14) by showing
ment of the J. Walter Thompson 1.6,'s w'orked well in their first stu- receiver tube under CBS' sequential
(Continued on page 50)
viewers the first pictures of the agency, has assumed charge of tele- dio a,ssignment but faltered near the standards."
Pennsylvania Railroad train wreck vision, replacing Ted Smith, now end. forcing viewers to tune up
the brightness dials on their sets.
in Mansfield, O., on Friday.
on leave due to Illness.
Show's format resembled that o£
Speed with which the tele stations
Benson joined JWT late last sumOther
Shoe's
edited their film and got it oti the mer, coming over from Paramount "County Fair." Borden's radio proAllen
air is good indication, according to Pictures, where lie handled radio gram, With announcer Mel
handling the cincee chores, various
Vs. Color
Foot;
(Continued on page 50)
and related matters.
and sundry members of the audience
were induced to .come up on the
Recalls Early Fight
stage and let them.selves in tor the
usual kind of inane parlor jokes!. In
Washington. Dec. 17.
a fitting climax, Allen brought in
Irony of FCC's television hearing
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
one blindfolded guy, introduced him
last week was the striking parallel
to his date for the evening and
A charter will be requested of the
to early television history, when
Not to be accu.sed of trying to influence FCC members in the color constate by the now forming Academy
(Continued on page 47)
RCA stood out against the rest of troversy by passing oiit Chri.st'mas presents, CBS handed the commissionof Television Arts and Sciences. Dethe industry in urging commercial- ers something for them to give their kid.'' brightly illustrated little bookcision to form a non-profit organi/.aization of black-and-white television lets by Ludwig Bemelman.s, titled "A Tale of Two Glimps."
Booklets.' of
tion was reached
at
the second
standards.
Agencies Prep
course, contained CBS arguments in favor of its color system by having Chi
meeting of the sparking interested
At last week's hearing, RCA. and Bemelmans. in his inimitable style, compare the disappointed reactions of
parties here, Dec. 11.
a majority of industry spokesmen, one "glimp"- (two glimps make a glimpse) with a black-and-white receiver
Tele in Boff Symposium;
The meeting also resulted in the
were accasing CBS of trying to to the tavorable rcactioas of one with a color receiver.
naming of steering, membership,
jump the gun on color television.
Promotion .stunt drew plenty of attention and kudos at the FCC hearPlugs for Sports publicity and program committee's,
In 1939-41, it was RCA that vainly ings in Washington last week, where the books were passed out, as Well as
and the setting of the next meeting
Chicago. Dec. 17.
plugged for immediate okay of its in the general trade.
date for Jan. '7. Thereafter it's hoped
particular brand of monochrome
Reactions from the opposite faction in the controversy were; equally
Stronge.st effort .to stimulate in- to meet once
monthly. The ATAS
video.
favorable to the gimmick, but witli reservations, of course. Jolin P. Royal, terest in television among local ad- will, at least for
the time being, reFCC Commissionei' E. K. Jett NBC exec veepee over television, put it: "The color on the printed matter vertising agencies came about last
main independent of others and will
pointed np the parallel neatly. He (the books) was much better than on any t'olor television CBS has sliown Wednesday
(11)
at
symposium
reminded one RCA wime.ss that the --and it must be remembered that it took many years for the printing backed by Advertising Agencies seek no affiliation with other-Sj in^
eluding the American Television Socompany wanted black-and-white induslr.v to develop that color perfection."
Television Promotion Committee, in ciety
which, incidenily, has asked
televi-sion okayed in 1939. but FCC
cooperation with Commonwealth Edits local rep hei;»4o investigate and
had delayed it until July. 1941.
All N. V. daily newspapers with the exception of PM and the two Hearst ison Co. Meet was attended by more
repott on the ATAS.
Jett also suggested that FCC and papers are now. running daily tele .schedules,
Program lineup for the than 250 representatives of 78 agenAttending the second, meeting
Indu.stry had more information now city's three stations is carried in the Times. Heiald Tribune, Sun, Post cies.
Were reps of the motion picture inon propagation in the ultra-highs, and World-Telegram, while the Daily News runs a highlight section in its
Patterned after recent HuthrailfE &
dustry, 16 andv 35m'ers; educators,
vvhete GBS proposes to operate, radio column.
R.van meet, .s.yinposium was by far
prospective video operators, et al..
than the commission had on the
Insertion of the video program schedules was started by the World- the largest Chicago bid to bring
lower television frequencies in 1941. Telly early last spring, but the .paper subsequently abandoned the idea, video before ad agency execs.
Another thru.st at RCA came coming in. later when the other dailies had picked it up. Schedules are
After viewing
Lesueur
(ABC) telefrom assistant FCC general coun- also earned by the Hudson Dispatch in Jersey City and the Newark (N,J.) cast ot General ;MiHs*sponsor.ed
Larry Lesueur, former CBS radio'
sel Harry Plotkin. Plotkin reminded Sunday News, both cities being within range of N, V. video tran.smitlers. wreslling
matches, group was told war correspondent and now the
one RCA witness he had Apposed
by Richard Hooper. RCA television web'5 United Nations reporter, has
moving
upstairs to the lOOnig
Televisionaries on the Coast are incensed over wliat i.s regarded as promotion
manager,
that
ready been named to replace Mil6 Boulton
region because "more propagation extremely poor and confusing coverage given the color video hearin&s in made programs, such as sporting
as commentator On the Gulf News
'data was needed there.''
Plotldn Washington, D. C, by. the press. Hollywood ians believe there has been a events, constitute today's Ijest
tele- show over CBS television on Thurssaid apparently the lOOmg area is deliberate attempt on the part of the press, via omission and/or poor in- viiivon programs.
With maior net- day nights. Boulton has been forcedokay for television since that is terpretation of the facts presented, to add to the public confusion, The works scrambling to bring competito, leave the show because of his
where RCA wants to freeze it. blame i.s put on the long-standing press vs radio feeling, the inference it tion toi Chicago's single video
out- heavy radio eommitineuts.
Propagation characteristics are the is tolt being that the coverage given is designed to confound what is al-, let. Hooper said that
RCA is going Lesueur takes, over ttimoi'i'V'W
same for both video and
broad- ready a puK/.le due to the very nattire ol the matter, the wild statements all out to deliver equipment winch (Thursday), Show has .tu.'-t been r'ca.sting.
often quoted, the Intra-inclusitry conflict, etc.
will Wring about such, competition.
pacted by Gulf for another 13 weeks,.
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Top

Workshop's 13-Wk.

Musical Cycle
goThe Columbia Workshop is not
A rumor to this efoff the air.

m

ing

momentum last week
fett gained
of
connection with the cancellation
sustaining program
a number of

known

Fibber

_

as

the

a-ssociate script edi-

the Workshop on
autlior-director rotation i.s
Series
tlnoiigh January.

booked

its

.

.

. .

new shows,

has been developed by ABC's programming yeepee Adrian Samish.

Crime Doctor
Parker Pen Ne*s

Samish

'

...

, ;

16.5

U.O
(No sponsored network competition)
13,7 Man, Merry-Go-Round
23.9
.

.

Walter Wlnchell
Lux Radio Theatre ......
Screen Guild Players

23.3

22.3

11.0

Amos

21 6

17.6

'n'

Andy

23,0

Mr. D. A,

.

.

Gildersleeve

.

.

,

.

,

Su.spetise..

16.3

14.5 BlODdie
Ili6 Diniah

,

.

19.1

;

.

18.0

.

.

...

.

17.0

,

20.7

Allen

.

.

.

for

Into

effect,

the

Coast

Shows

ca.se of a scripter and star. Both
would be offered pirt ownership ot
the new show they would develop,
with fh? network also holding a

piece.

ABC
the

execs in N. Y. are sure that
venture would re.sult in move

profitable house-built shows for the
web. They feel that, since Samish
became veepee in Oct. 1945, they

network on new comedy shows. have developed more ABC package
of prominent film comics, shows that have paid oft than any^
Samish^ would be interested in one else. They point to the fact th»t
going into radio on a permanent ba- eight shows that are now paying off
were developed by the net itself.
SIS if they were sure that the vehides to be provided to them would These include "Policewoman;" sponbe entirely suitable to their specific sored by Carter; Johnny Thompson
Harvel watch; "I Deal In
talents. Same is true of some top show,
Ci'ime," Hastings piston ring.s; Hen."icripters who would like to be able
to spread their wings and call the ry Morgan show, Eversharp-Schick;
shots on whatever show they're
(Continued on page 48)

Shore

13.7 Dr. Christian

j

12.2

14.8

19.8

...

(

I

.

I

Johns-Manville New.s
Aldrich Family.

.

.

19.0

I

l(i,8

i

14.8
12.2

FBI In Peace and War
Johns-ManviUe News

I

j

21,2
I

21,8

A number
say.s

!

!

&

leaving

Housebuilt

working' on, without being curtailed
by an outside producer.
To take advantage of these pos.<;ibilities, Samish is going to try to
form "teams," composed in, eachi

live

21.6

which
Burns

is

early next month (6), after having
already paved the way for contacts
with some of the people he has in
mind as. "partners" in housebuilt
shows.
Idea is to sign up writer-stai:
teams on the Coast to work with

;il6.9

j

ill for a couple of sentimenitems during the yuletido season.
This Saturday <21) it's "The Day

Away,"

10.5

26.5

tal

Margaret Lewertli adapted from a
Cosmopolitan magazine piece by
Dale Eunson, Werner Michele will

10.4

27.4

23.5

Phil Harris

wiU go

They Oave Babies

giving them a "piece" in

18.3

.

.

To put the iormula
(

27.6
,

Sam Spade

1

Profiram Writing Division.

Meantime
regular

11.7

27.8

Bob Hope
Bed Skelton

Morti-

by

higher-ups

mer Frankel, an
tor in the

MoUy

is

Jack Benny

"Once Upon a
of two Cana-

dians,

department

29 7

f

work
Ray Darby and Morris Surwere ftrst
of Toronto, who
fJin
of program
In-ought to the attention
is

New

for tying stars as

:

Fred Allen

is

new formula

well as writers to the network, by

Network
C'ompet'tion

for possibly a
Feb. 1 and continuing
Series

OPPOSITION

15

Charlie McCarthy

13.ij?eek cycle.

'Partners' in
A
•

Total

Top

planned
series at QBS. However,
series of musicto present a special
aiwuid
with-lyrics programs starting
it's

Time" and

ABC Sets Formula for Star-Scripter

15 and the Opposition

Charlie McCarthy hit the No. 1 jackpot in the new (Dec. 15) Hoopwith Fibber & Molly running second, though two points
behind. Eleven shows in competition to the Top 15 managed to crash
llirough with a 10 or better, including the flve-minute Sunday night
Parker Pen news segment opposite Allen, and the Wednesday and
Thui'sday night Johns Manville news capsules in the 8:35-9 p.m. slots.
eratings,

j

direct.

1

Following week Workshop will bo
"Rain, Rain

Go Away" by
Newman, and

comer, Walter

new-

a

directed
It's
de-

by Will^im N, Robson.
scribed as the (Irst script Newman,
previously a inasazine writer, ever
did for radio; "Rain" will be hcurd
:

from Hollywood.

WlIB

Setting

Hypoed

TW

AM Itl

Campaign, Labor

Bally

ACA

Threatens

Strike

prospective
with
its
in
V Tying
iiiove of studios and offices from
WLIB,
Manhattan,
to
Bvoolilyn
York
New
the
by
owned
N. Y.,

:

Post,
tion

:

about to launch a promo-

is

and

campaign

exploitation

which seems unusually large for
an independent .station.
however, the station
Me^^
;.
was having labor trouble, the American Communications A.ssn. (CIO)
'

:

a strike vote at
last moment, last Saturday (14 >,
giving the outlet two more weeks
to finish negotiations for a contract.
Union has organized the outlet from
elevator boys to private secretaries.
A staff of four people, at least
two of tlvem"hi£;h priced executives,
has been assembled "by Jackson
Leighter, prexy of the station, tor'
Heading up
the ballyhoo campaign.
the promotion and publicity is Fred
Methoti for eight years in promo-

having cancelled
tlie

work

tion

with United Features
Next comes Julius Bronformer president of the Sare

Syndicate,
steiii,

agency, as art director
art production chief. Sam Elfert
has been put in charge of exploita.idvcrtising

and

tion and promotion
of individual
showii, and .ludy Grollman is assist-

I

New York radio people observe
new people signed up
by Leighter arc not from the radio

that all ot the

.

field.

your T«dio

diti^

^

.

1,400,000 people

Greater Boston are

in

continually reminded of

ant to Methot,

local

WCOP

programs through newspaper

.

WLIB. which has applied to FCC
npping its present 1,000-wiitt.
daytime only operation to ,5,000w
nights and 10,00()w daytime, is moving about Jan. 15 to a reconverted
church building at 207 East 30th
street, Manhattan.
Programwise, the stalion has done
little change recently, but plans are

I

"Id

to'
k talent

"reader ads"

window

like these, plus

for

.

.under

way

to

alter

station's

tlie

major format by developing a threehour disk jockey program in line
'Virith tho.se being featured by other
major N. Y. indies. Jim Young, now
in charge of the .station's Hollywood
Column, will
;
put in charge ol

:

displays, announcements, magostine

;

dds, outdoor boards ond car cords.

With new power and vigorous
merchandising, backed up by all-out
istener promotion,

outstanding buy

in

WCOP

is

Boston's

radio advertising.

'

that session.
»

of

Ruth Brummer, for the la-st tfouple
mouths in charge o£ the station'.*:

publicity,

has resigned.

Now
Rotes

5/000 watts

ond avaifabiUths from any Kotz

office

The union demands center principally around announcer salaries.
Station, which lias been running in
the red lor several years, has been
paying, the spielers on a par with

-

•

:

.

.

other outlying indie.';, salaries startling at $45 a week, with no fee for
:

spot announoenieiits. Union
a base of $65 a week

plus

is

a.«king

commer-

cial

-program fees and extra for
announcements. On the
of S.G5, ACA is asking a laisr
or $2.50 every
three months, or $10
a year until
$95 is reached in three
comniei-ci.il

years.'

Main station objection
,

"land,? is that

,.;

91 a daytime

WLIB
basis,

to the .de-

operates

and

the-,

.solely

average

[^"''""R week for each annouiK-er
hours, leaving liim time for
,2
„,
outside commitments.
.

.

A Cowles

Station

Exclusive American Broadcasting

Company

Outlet in Boston

1
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Press vote

The verdict
editors

annual

is

now

from more than 600 newspaper radio

in

who were asked

poll to

name

Motion Picture Daily's eleventh

in

the leaders in 23 separate classifications

of radio programming and performance during 1946.

They awarded CBS

place in 10 classifications

first

and second

place in 8. They nominated Columbia for having:

Ttic Best

THE ATOM BOMB TEST AT BHUNI

News Broadcast

The Bast Symphonic Orchestra

.

THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY

The Best Dramatic Program

LUX RADIO THEATRE

LErS PRETEND

The Boat Children's Program
Th« Boat Quiz Show

..

INFORMATION PLEASE

The Best Female Vocalist

(Classical)

The Best Female Vocalist

(Popular)

The Best Film Player on the

.

......

DINAH SHORE
LIONEL BARRYMORE

Air

The Best Comedienne
The Best Network

JOAN DAVIS

^

Publicity Service

Radio, in our judgment,

....

owes much

spoken opinion of these radio
business. Their

PATRICE MUNSEL

number

is

CBS PRESS INFORMATION

to the informed

news

editors.

and

plain'

They know

their

on the increase as more and more

progressive publishers, with the growing conviction that
readers and listeners are the same, are adding columns of
radio criticism to their papers.

To these editors and

their publishers

we

offer our thanks

and

congratulations for their judgments. To the CBS performers,

producers and sponsors
further appreciation

who

share

and acclaim

in

these honors, go our

for the job they

have done,

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

.

nUBW

44
"IS

INTEREST?"
(Town Meetlngr of the A"-)
With Mark Woods, Sydney Kaye,
J.
Frederic Walieiniin, GUiford
Ourr; George V. Denny, Moderator
p,ro.. Th»rs. (12)
Sustaining
W.17.-ABC, N. Y.
Radio^ was. fairly, woll (although
not completely satis(yin8l,v) served
bv lust Thursday's "Town MpptiilR of
the Air" program', when some

60 Mins.; 8:30-9::i»

,

'

,

,

,

'

interesting part of the: prograiTi; be-,
the.

meat. M. the,

debate. The rebuttals that (olloyved
were not too: strong, while the subsequeiit (juestions from the floor,
and theii- answei's, weren't too sharp,
or exciting.
Wakeman's talk was on the practical plane and Durr'."; on the ideal.

.

.

Wakeman; who spoke

Kayo.: wlio followed, presented the
familiar line that American radio
was the best in the wbl-ld— with the
"don't
of
therefore,
implication,
touch it." Radio did a better job in
ils fleld than did newspapers in their
.

1

|

;

Wakeman's

talk,

pointed out the obvious fact that
radio -Was riot just SnotKer k.ihc} of
private enterprise arid that broad-'
casters are trustees for property belonging to the U. S. And since no
other medium had the power, to
reach, .riiinds ..and .ehallenge: emotions while "the stakes are no less
than the peace of the world"—^radio
fell far short today of serving the
public interest because its responsibilities didn't equal it.s potentialities.
''Radio has become primarily an
advertising; medium, with the pfogram a by-product." Durr said.
"There must b6 a better reason for
putting a p.i:ograiri on the air than
the three minutes Of commercial."
Woods' talk, primarily, was :a defense of advertisers. Their money
had made possible the best talent in
the world-^the Aliens, Bennys, TosWinchells,
caninLs,
Koussevitzkys,
Shirers, Twenty years ago. he said,
when there were very few sponsors,
programs notably lacked distinction.
Sponsors not only paid for some pro*

first,

.

—

.

,

;

radio

grams

directly,

he

rectly

paid for

all

grams and

but indi*
of fadio's pro"It is thanks

said,,

services.

advertising revenue that, radio
does 'pay its own way,'' he said, "and
that is a most respectable American
to

LOU CLAYTON

REXALL DRUCi

—"Tills —Tim«

Frldliy— CBS

efl'ect

"Te.i

in
for

Be Seeitig You"
Two" among others,

"I'll

while Williams acted as the male foil
in "Failing -in Love Is Wonderful,'
Band walked alone in "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland,'.' "Three Little
Wordh" and a medley of "To Each
Vines
His Own" and "Stardust."
ansentimentalized
his
handles
nouncer-emcee chores well.
In the Chicago segments Louise
King, Billy Leach and the Caesar
Petrillo Orch take over, with Franklyn MacCormack dishing out the
:

Tomm.

syrup.

CO.

tradition."

KST

p.m.,
liiwps"
fnr
"It Il:ipp**ne(t in Itrunklyu"
Dr.'iO

Woods

I

.shouldn't
'

that

felt
'

themselves.

broadcasters

:

programining

limit

to

This would lose them

30 Mins.; Sunday (16), 1 p.m.
Sustainintr
WNYC, N. Y.
Responsibihty ot adults Cor
planting prejudices in children

additional worthwhile ideas from the
outside,

he

said.^

•

He stated further that broadcasters had spent great effort developing a code of morals and advertising
standards. "We. have not completely
solved the problem," he said, "but
everyone must agree that advertising
has a legitimate place in American
radio and orir economy.'"
All very good stuff, of course, But
Wakeman wasn't jmswered on advertisiets instead :0f networks running the show; no one saw the ostrich in Kaye's. thinking; no one took
up Durr's gauge on "the peace of the
world" stakes, and no one riddled
Woods' qomplaceney. Denny Quixote, it seems, had mounted the "public interest" subject, and ridden oft
BrpJi,

in all directions.

I

WCBS,

N. Y.

WCBS

is

WANT

ViN6
FULLER/^

A

group of authorities
WNYC,
sports world, theatre, teaching profession and child psychology
point
underlying
the
their respective angles
by

from the

hammered
home from

,

.

>»»

>
iFollow-up Comment;:
t

t

*

the "Hour of Champions"
omitted all commercials.

in

stint.
Her ''Land's
inspires this.

End" comment

Gcorftie Price was- excellent Sunday noon with that pitch for the
Professional Children's School as
Ben Grauer announced it and a

cavalcade of showfolk, like the following, pointed up the 32d anniversary of the PCS: Kenny Delmar,
Peter Donald, Mary Small, Russel
Grouse, among others. "Life With
Father," Guthrie McClintic-KatharCornell, Rodgers & HammerIrving Berlin and Ruth Goran
Alexander
don
(teeing
oft'
WooUcott fund") were spotlighted as
endowing special "room.s" at the
PCS which makes possible neces.sary
ine

stein,

academic training for theatrical
juveniles while they're also trying
pithy

It was a
on Broadway.
and punchy cavalcade as

Price,

who was dominant,

•

click

to

Gus Edwards alumni
al.),

reprised
(Cantor,
plus the

and

>

tfi

UJ

'

<
w

delivered

|ieli«v« that in tftvlnf the

tpontor* Alike.

Developing «

we

Ircot

YOUR Jingle Sung • or
Written, Packaged, Produced;
'LANNY a eiNOCR' CREY
549-5til AVE'.,-N. Y. C.

•

ADAM

listeners

broi^dciiBt pMttf rn

St.

E.,

(M>

much

•ntir*

bathi,:

suitnblo

rMidanco.

Amoc,

Inc.,

a warm human evaluation

. »

and

designed to

coalrlliutedl

to inakc Ihii pifblic aervica poiiible.

'

;

.

,

JOHN

£.

LARSON Ca,

>

z.

»

e
>-

9-4021

•

Nto' Park, mognificanl
floor, 3 bodroomt, 3
for
butinMi .nnd
Mrs. Irown, Roubach
Wl. 1-3553.

ttkidia,

building and
Had inform, h»a resulted
holding one of the moti important audiencen lintening to any
New York utdependeM nation. At the cIom of 1946 wtr

who have

AT.

<
m

m
m
m
s

FOR RENT"
i7th

cntertAin, eductte:

ftxpr«H our gratitud* to the aponfton

•

HATS, ETC., tTC.

public interest to

Krve our

CLO

RADIO'S MOST COMPLETE,
EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE

Maurie

editor of the Ringside Reporter; Joe Lynch, boxing promoter;
Walker, also of the boxing
world; Grantland Rice. "Professor"
Billy McCarney, a strictly Runyonesque creation; and Bill Gorum.
Latter, a close friend of RunyOn,

S

JANGLE

>

Waxman,

Eddie

a
>

that don't

O

CL
UJ

comments,

•

JINGLES
EC

a

ceremonial

THE VOICES OF MARLIN ILADES

CA

Some

distinguished ciUzehs, and
.some characters right out of Damon
Runyon's literary imagination, gathered in 'WHN's studios last Sunday (15) to pay their last respects
to the deceased writer. Most sincere
and most understanding tributes to
Runyon were, of course, paid by
those on the program whose life and
work he chronicled in his classic
short stones.
Speakers included
James J. Farley, who made some
.

WOV

slot,

<

That's not dramatic eritrcism FanIt's tine prose
ie Hurst whips up,
writing which makes the listener
wonder how she can churn up that
between the
capital
phraseology
final curtain and her 'WilZ (N. Y,)

1914.

ol

home-built

along comparatively simple
built
lines combining the better featui-os
of several shows. Idea has emcee
Harry Kramer quiz employees of
various firms on subjects of general

happenings on Broadway when Deaconess Jane Hall and Mrs. Franklin
Robinson first started the PCS in

the best of our abiUliet,

its

,

Winchell, Cuddles, et

'nT'E

a strong bid for

with

and

"Hits

with energy and clarity. Program's interest, but payoff comes on queries
based on a phonograph record.
Quizees get a $20 start with qucslion
divided into three parts. Contestant
.sui;rcnders $5 on' each sectioh mUlVi'd.'
Sports commentator Bill Brandt .Tackpot ses.sion comes at end of pro^
found the solution to the problem ol gram. Listeners get an in on the
combating prejudices' in children in gravy with $10 for sending name ot
holding up the woi-ld of sports as a a record along with suggested quesmodel for them to follow. But he tions to be asked.
neglected to': mention the existence
The gin>niick here which will get
ol a Jim Crow policy in organized much local interest is the confining
Ezra Stone stressed the of qiiizeo.s to one particular firm.
b.iseball.
responsibility of films and radio in Initial .session had GBS employet's,
.Edith
while
opinion;
molding yotmg
one from thei broadca.St ticket service,
Altensfold, a teacher, spoke of the another a captain of the CBS pane
educator's role. Dr. Lawrence Frank, girls, and a third from the research
psychologist, essayed an overall anal- departnicnt. All, when quizzed corysis and returned to the basic point rectly, gave interesting sidelights on
that children are the creatures of their jobs, and Kramer does an okay
their elders, Carl Van Doren, in job in. this direction.
Jose.
summation, struck a hopeful note in
declaring that on his tra ve Is throughout the country he detected a grow- of the man. Topping all for color
peoof
on
the
part
guilt
sense
of
ing
were the few words by Harry
ple towards the existence of racial Balogh, the golden verce of Madison
Herin.
prejudice.
Square Garden boxing matches.
Operatic singer Charles Albert Mo>
» *
»
»
Lain rendered "End of a Perfect
Day." Broadcast, which was heard

his

1946 Has Been a Great Year for

making

interest

local

im-

Misses" morning show
was which succeeds the network's ".Joe
Powers" stanza, 'When the network
the dominating and oft-rn*lerated
announced it was yanking "Powers,"
thesis of this panel discus.sicin pro- "WCBS grabbed the 10-10:30 a.m. s>Jiit
gram which was originally aired over to show what it could do on its own.
the Mutual network and rebroadcast
Result is an interesting quiz show,

Tt

:

American

;

Sl-Ci-M

good
and

1946

18,

AND MISSES

HITS

Witb Ethel Altenseto, E«r» Stone, 'With Harry Kramer
Dr. Lawi'ence frank, Billy Brandt* Producer: Dick Swift
Carl Van Doranj Keyes Terrin, Director: Gordon Graluim
.^0 Mins.; Mon. thr»tt|:h S'rl., 10 a,m.
announcer
Sustaining;
Producer: Elsie Dick

.

-

into its idealism,
close second to

CHltDBEN AND PREJUDICE

:

York,, drawback lay both in its failure to
Williams generate any basic differences of
Orchestra, opinion among the speakers and the
vague generality of its conclusions.
"Vines'
Lee

New

Billy

.

.

Mgt.

from

Pfoward Siuith

tlie

I

:

OMITXiD

Prijeni show aii'od
Patti Clayton,

with

and

carryhig the ball after
Tunes
hohiev but smooth intros.
picked wore unobtrusive enough to
own, ho said.. He believed in specific .permit, rela.xed listening, but fortned
criticism of -a certain program or a nice mixture of pops and standards.
commercial., but felt that general Only
gimmick
a(.tdicnee>grabbing
This ."can only
criticism was bad,
was' -that songs were cliosen from: rewealcen the siructuve of iv.hat is: ad- qiiestls aecbaipanied by lettew. telling
mittedly' the best radii) in the w..orl4,"
why they're picked. Winning notes
he said, "and increase lire riak.of our rate a bouquet of roses and a mengetting something worse."
tion.".'
Duvr's speech, which packed force
Miss' Clavton displayed pipR^ to
to make it run a

In
had perhaps the best speech.
trenchant talk, straight trom the
shoulder, Wakeman accused broadcasters of running out on their responsibilities, of turning over commercial, programming to' tlie advertisers, the sponsors,
"The responsibility for commereial programs," he
said, "is in the wrong hands.
You
network exec"utives have nothing to
do with most shows:, the sponsors:

have it solely."
Admitting that

dramatic, strip previously heard.

lucidly anci efTeetivoly.

:;

istic.

;;()

,.

critieisiil
anel
discussion
came" out of the impressive lineuji
George Denny set to. ctiscuss an important theme like "Is Eadib.Scrv.ing the Public Interest?"
ASP's president Marls .Woods and
Sydney Kaye, general eounscl for
Broadcast Music,, thought radio was
FCC
serving the public, interest..
Commissioner Clifford Durr. and exad exec novelist Frederic (."Hucksters") Wakeman, thought it defiAnd the. negative
nitely was not.
presented the stronger case.
The trouble with the program was
that the speakers Spoke sliglitly at
cross purposes or .on different tan»
gents. They read their set, speeches
firsthand, each followed .his. own
trail.
The speeches were.the most

cause they contained

was healthy and democratic, else he BOUQUET FOR YOU
couldn't have been there, Wakeman With Palti Clayton, Billy WUlUm!).
Louise King;, Billy Leaoh, Howard
still felt that there was too much
Smith Orch., Caesar Petrlllo Orch;
huckstering in radio, that the salesannouncers, Uee Vines, Franltlyu
men had grabbed the world by the
MacCormack
Sponsors had to be taken out
ears.
of the entertainment biisinesSi where Writer: .leiinne L, Meyer
thev didn't belong. , he said, and put I'i'oduccr-Dii'cctor: Jack Carncv
Mins.; Moil, through Fri., 5;3« p.m.
back into the advertising business.
"Yoii radio people," he said.."shoyld SustuininK
take radio back.fronj the h(ieksters, WCBS-C'BS, N. Y.
People, not
from the advertisers,
uninterrupted, halfvivtuall.v
A
interest."
sales,., should be your first
luruV ot pleaii'ant niu.sical fare, "BouWhile believing in mass entovtain- quet for Yoli" originates in both New
meiit, "Wnkemah felt that there ought York and Chicago, with the eastern
to be more programs devoted to proriuctioh ci^nter airing Mondays,
limited audiences. He wanted to .see Weclhesdavs and Fridays, while Chi
a fine university network,, more, pipes it oi'il oil Tuesdays and Thurs^
home towii forums, etc, But mo- days. It's a strong. CBS bid for late
nopoly' by the spon.^ioi' was tlie bote afternoon. (.liSO-O) audience serous
hammered it the board, replacing the "Showcase,'
noir, and Wakeman
.

;

December

W«tliaeBclay,

IIKVIEWS

RADIO SERVING THE PUBtIC

tejiiseiit

-
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Wednesday, Dec«mlM>r 18, 194l
CBS

the Production Centres
^

YORK CITY

musical commentator Ben Hyams sailing for Puerto Rico Friday (20)
"Hollywood Story" script, teeing off that show on ABC- Dec, 30,
written by Michael Morris. .. .Kenyon & <Eckhardt radio flack chief Hal
Davis doing children's record column for PM, .. .Name of Geyer, Cornell
& Newell agency chahged to Geyer, Newell & Ganger with upping to
partnership of veepee Robert M. Ganger. .. William L. Shirer has been
renewed on CBS for 52 weeks in his present Sunday 5:45 p.m. time, by the
same sponsor, J. B. Williams shave cream.'. .ABC's "Glamour Manor"
show, sponsored by Procter & Gamble for Ivory Snow and CrLsco; will
become the "Kenny Baker Show," tying its title to Bakei: who's been
emceeing the program right along. Likely that show will also change
format, making it a more intimate Baker package.
Clarence Menser to Florida for several weeks' vacation on hi.s citrus
orchard there. Due back at his NBC desk shortly after the first of the
year. .. .Ernest de la Ossa, NBC director of. personnel, flew to Cristobal,
Panamai Sunday
(15) for the funeral of his grandmother^ Mrs. Luisa K:'
First

M *> *

Newspaper Bids

.

Favored by FCC

.

.

.

.

Al Duraate, radio flack chief at J. Walter Thompson agency, father of a
boy yclept Jeffrey .... Leo Mishkin, former trade pub man for CBS, on
Howard Barnes,
1,'BS-BBC "Yours Sincerely" show last Sunday (17)
.

.

j

.

1

Washington, Dec. 17.
In an unusu.il decision here last
week FCC preferred a newspaper
;

over a non-newspaper bidder for
who's doing a series of industrial pix as well as auditioning several packa
ages is joining an agency next month. .. .Ruth Gilbert, of "The Iceman
new station in North Carolina. Grant
Cometh" cast, resuming her part in "Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters"
Of the
850kc channel
went to
and continuing in "Perry Ma.son.". .. .Eddy Duchin and Milena .Miller
Josephus Daniels' News and Ob.CBS' How- Healey
to entertain Kraft employees at a Christmas party, Dec. 23.
ard Meighan to St. Louis to uphold radio end on. three- man ad media teamserver Publishing Co. of Raleigh in
.Margaret Lewerth tossed a pre-Xmas cock- ifiV
up before Listerlne people.
.
preference to the Capitol Broadcast,
.
With exit of "Joe Powers of
tail party at her home Saturday (14)
Frank Gill is producing the Joan Davis show in the two-week absence of ing Go. which wanted to put up a
Oakville" editor-producer James Hart is taking fortnight holiday from Dick
Mack, whose wife pasiied away last week.
.Recurrent heart ailment comparable station in Greensboro.
CBS to visit Texas. .. .John Cro.sby, radio columnist of Herald-Trib, on has forced BiU Hampton off 'the'^ writing assignment oil "This
Is Holly.FGC preferred tliu newspaper beCollenn Ward added to "Our Gal Sunday" while Grant
honeymoon
wood," Other "pump" victim, Larry Berns, out of the hosp and recuping cause its proposal brought
a new
Richards joins the "Backstage Wife" players .... B]d Jerome new to the at home.
.Frigidaire's "Hollywood Star Time" gets a new musical direc- radio service to
50% more people
"The Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters". .. .Andy Donnell.y joins 'Lora tor, Johnny Green,
vice Lionel Newman, a change to lighter fare in than would receive
a new signal
Lawton" cast.... Sue Head will have balladeer Susan Reed as guest on dramatic content
and heavier duty for Herbert Marshall. .. .Joe Rines from the Greensboro outfit.
her WOR chatter program Jan. 4, with Tonio Selwart and Vilma Kurer, beaming
in his new grandTather role, his daughter, Mrs. Henry Weber,
.Singer Tom Scott do.News and Observer publishes one
of "Temper The Wind" legiter guesting TOec. 28.
delivering an eight-pound boy in New York.
.Lurene Tuttle. one of the of
ing special Xmas program on ABC Dec. 23. ... .Edward Everett Horton
two dailies in Raleigh. President
{most active AFRANS' in town, making her film bow in "Heaven Only
taking time off from "Springtime For Henry" tour to be guest on Hilder
Know.s." Which inspires a play on the title, why she hasn't done picture of the new station is Josephus Daniels, editor, and a former Secretary
garde show Jan. 5
Patrice Munsel in guest shot on Paul Whiteman
work long before this; Incidentally, her former mate, Mel Ruick, arouivd
program Dec. 24.
of the Navy from 19i to 1921, Three
for the holidays on leave from N. Y. radio.
Earl Ebi will be at the
sons will help him on the station,
Deal in works for Bret Morrison, lead on 'The Shadow," tor a personal production controls of the Elgin Christmas show with
the aid of John
inclu4ing Jonathan Daniels
appearance at Loew s State. N. Y
Carl Emory into cast of CBS' "Ro.se- Christ. .. .Mel Blanc tried out four new comedy
who
characters on his show
served as administrative assistant
mary".*. .Two WOR staffers have articles in Jan. issue of Today's Woman. last week which put a heavy drain on his
versatility.
.Town's wax champ
to. the late President Roosevelt durMargot Patterson writes on "Glamour For Sale;" :and Bert Briller on is Jack Rourke, whose voice is heard on 14 spinners
weekly ... .Sam ing
World
War
II,
"Juvenile Jury".
.Scripter Sidney Reznick an* UP correspondent Bob Fuller was so elated at finding living quarters
FCC's
decision
that he ordered his furhere is a "proposed" one only jind
Musel collaborating on a newt comedy-mystery package, although Reznick niture flown out from New York: He's still olTicihg
at Dave Green's swank
is
subject to further appeal and
is in N. Y. and Musel is stationed now in London
Vi Bradley (Mrs. Sunset Strip layout.
argument.
Happy Felton) has sold two songs to Dwight Wiman for u.se in his "Fourth
Milton Biow ordered a. record cut of Dick Powell's "Thanks a Million
Little Show".... Ben Grauer, who is supposed to be some shakes as an
Earlier last Week FCC made flnal
with Vick Knight at: the production controls. Format follows line of people
amateur archaeologist, is planning to buy an Army surplus Beechcraft for who rose to success through the help
of Others
Whenever an agency a proposal to give Orlando, Fla.'s,'
a flight to Guatemala and a look at some Mayan ruins.
talks about taking a show east for a couple of weeks you just know the only fulltime publisher, Martin AnAmong Xmas good will contribs are WOR's annual party for kids at big idea is to swap a guest shot with Fred Allen. .Victor Borge and derson, a new .station in preference
Bellevue Hospital, WHN's boat ride aboard the U. S. S, Little Rock for 300 Benny Goodman have agreed to waive their solos On alternate weeks so to Frederick Jzer, a man with 23
that
more comedy can be used on -the program
orphans, and WNYC's arrangements for Antioch College students who're
That long spiel (four years experience in 1 7dio.
getting radio field training in New York. .. .ABC's asst; manager of pro- pages of script) by Red Skelton in defense of commercials was his own
gram sates dept., John Hoagland. resigned to join Otr Associates as radio idea, put on paper by his ex. Edna Borzage. Agency also credits him with
the teaser campaign on "903"
disk jock, has quit to go to WMCA, ..
director
Joe Franklin,
Gal Ralston, night time radio head for
Procter
Gamble, bought a home here and moved his family from Cincinnati
Sidney Skolsky has gotten over his mike fright, so he sez, and
is angling for guest shots.
.Bob Garred signed by Studebaker for thrice
weekly newscasts on CBS Pacific skein ...Ruth Arnold's service on radio
programs, 'Information If You Please," carried on most local stations.
Details of every show on the air are given to those who call the number
....Gordon Jenkins composed another *'Aut«Iite Opera" for Dick Haymes
whicTi runs for eight and a half minutes.
!
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1

WLS RESULTS
DEPARTMENT

.

CHICAGO ...

IN

Harry Bingham, 13 years with Dancep-Pitzgerald-Saniple, resigns Jan. 1
favor of freelance writing.... Parks Johnson and Warren Hull air
special show via CBS from Chi on New Years eve
.'Cellist Ennio
Bolognini, ABC staffer, is out one $1,200 cello after hoodlufns broke
into
his car as he was in restaurant. ... Raymond A. Limberg, NBC
Central
division field engineer, received Army Commendation Award for Meritorious Service for signal work in Mediterranean theatre during
war....
Life mag set to do a spread on Ruthrauft
Ryan commercials on
in

&

—
ABC

WBKB

.Henry Lytton & Son sponsoring new hockey series. .. .Ann Rea Estes
receptionist, turns chirper for week 6n"Br«takfast Oliib" after
wisecrack to Don McNeil brought on audition
Bill Phillips joins
production stafT.
Jack Ryan. NBC Central Division publicity topper,
.

.

.

,

.

•HIRES TO YA- "
rOK SECOND YIAR

WON

.

HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ARC. COAST-TO-COASI

to

.

Davenport on biz

Chuck Harrison, news director at WHBF, Rock Island
new commander of Rock Island country squadron of National Air Force
AssopiaUon._,.vPhyllis Gale, Chez Paree songstress, with own show
on
for Shutter Candy....
bringing mike into John Harrington's
home for special Xmas morn show. ., ."Breakfast Club" plays host to 400
orphans on Christmas morning... .Fred Levings, formerly
of Hollywood
and New York radio, joins
production staff.
MBS Chi office hosted pre-Xmas party for Ed Kobak during his visit
la,st week. ...Marion Home, of
"Harvey" cast here, guesting on
Melody Lane ....Perham C. Hahl. former college prof and
OPA staffer
now with Needham, Louis & Brorby agency as a.s.sociate
director of research;
is

Ai-'W""*^;

tw«

to

WON

WBBM

WBBM

756

1

WBBM

one
uncement

RADIO WRITER-PRODUCER
Imanlnatlve Mnn lor CrmUmg niKl
Urama. lUiiaIr, KeeorclH.
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Tntaaorlptlona. noalrea H<M>k-ui> wHIi
A A Arrnoy, Indlo IToduccr, Netwark,
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LONG

^

TIME

better than most other network outlets but far and away superior
to
the service delivered by Consoli-

•

dated up to 1937,
the^tation.

(

PARTNERS-

PLENTY BUCKS

when he bought

1925 Vs. 1944
Hearst also cracked down on
FCC's method of comparing promand performance on WBAL,
"Obviously," he said, "no compari-

ise

rn

bulbs for

one aoUa-J^^^eived...**^^

more.
letters -^^^^J/aollar or
gets
eo«tai«i«8

WLS
GETS

^XS

15,678

POSITIVE

RESULTS

of the amount of local, live talent on a network station in 1925
with the amount of local, live talent
in 1944 has any meaning in
a critical evaluation of the .station's serv-son

ice,"

WBAL was the only station whose
license was set for hearing on program counts prior to release of the
Blue Book or before FCC had requested program logs for a typical
week in 1945,
The petition said that WBAL Was
carrying 20% local, live shows eight
_

monllis

before

publication

Of the

Blue Book. Since that time it has
flled several other reports on
its
programming, witli the result that
FCC was apparently satisfied on this
count and did not includfi program
issues in
50,900 WATTS

SOO KIIOCYCIES

AMEMCAN

AFFIUATt

WBAL's

ARMI- H
S-Ari(jN

Hearst claimed the FCC would
have given WBAL a new license
without hearing had not Pearson
and Allen, promj?ted by the Blue
Book, filed their competing bid.
FCC Commissioner E. K. Jett has
been leading the light at FGC to

F

R*prM*nl*d by Joim Nair and Company. Afflliaiad in Managewifli KOY, Maftnix, and th« ARIZONA NETWORK.

«*n»

its notice of hearing on,
renewal.

PRAIRIE

WJW

Scor«$ of long-term
advortisort hav« found
Clovoland'f Chief Station and Clovoland's rosponsivo
daytimo auditneo a winning combination! This twoin-ono moritot opportunity moani profitable solos fer
new advertisers, too, means plenty of bucks in quick
.

give

WBAL

a clean bill of health
of the Pearson-AUen bid
for Hearst's facilities.

and dispose

hew

business.

ABC Network

WV.IWW

SOOOWat^s

Tolerance Program For

Frank Morgan Airer

KUOM Leaps Into Breach

Renewed by American

Paul School Strike

In St.

RADIO

December 18, 1946

tTedneBflay,

Kids

Hollywood, Dec, 17.
Frank Morgan's show opntinues to
April with American Tobacco, thus
,

Broadcasting Lessons
Minneapolis, Dec. 17.
school teachers' strike
^fv'KUOM, Univ. of Minnesota stathe breach to coninto
?fon jump
instructions to school kids.
t nue
in case
R tation was all prepared

Paul

et

open Nov. 25, and
schools failed to
^bewhen strike became an actuality,

programs.
proFor school strike, 15 regular,
of the
grams of Minnesota School
be suitable for
Air were altered to
as those
children at home as well
programs
ule.
St.

and several special
added to the sched-

classrooms,

in

-vVere

Series will be continued until
Burton
Paul strike terminates;

manager,

F. Paulu, station

directs,

Tele Reviews
Continued from page *0

show
then removed the blindfold to
him Elsie the Cow in person. After
of
the audience had its laugh,
course, the guy was presented with
an attractive young actress lor a
night at the Diamond Horseshoe,
McKee also pot in a plug for the
new RCA video sets by presenting
one to a paralysis-ridden Brooklyn

'

Jack

ticket

Femme Jockey in Philly

Want

Equal Treatment With Newspapermen

:

Washington radio correspondents
week appealed to Supreme Court
Chief Justice t'red Vinson and the
American Bar Assn, to back them
up in a Ught to get equal treatment
with newspaper reporters in .coverage of courtroom trials.
The radiomen's latest headache
last

hostess and author.
The program,
featuring music designed to appeal
to youngsters, makes Mrs. Lipkin
one of the first women disk jockeys
in Philadelphia radio.

DISK DICK

the American Bar Assn. meet with
the correspondents to hear their side
of the story.

Goad said radio men had no deinvade the courtroom itself
with mikes or to make a "Roman
holiday out of solemn court proceedings."
That complaint, Goad said,
"can be ^plied to sensationalizing,
no matter what the media, and it
grew out of a ruling by Judge T. arises from the character of the news
Alan Goldsborough barring location coverage, not from any question of
of mikes anywhere in thg. District the thoroughness of its dissemina-

-

Benny,
runout of
due next sprinr

NEW

Radioites Appeal Court Bar,

First

Philadelphia, Dec. 17.
With its underlying purpose the
teaching of racial tolerance and
understanding of "the other fellow,"
a children's program featuring recorded music has been purchased by
the Philadelphia Daily News for
airing over WIP.
The show is entitled "Kiddie's
Karnival," and will be broadcast
Saturdays at 11 a. m.
Mrs Helen Lipkin, veteran radio
commentator and herself the mother
of a three-and-a-half year old son,
David; has been signed as program

nullifying rumors rife in the trade
that he would be dropped at the
eixd of the current cycle. Change in
writing was urged by the client and
agency but Morgan is standing pat
on Robert Riley Critcher.
Although the rating on the show
is
a disappointment to American,
the company would not terminate
the pact several weeks ago when

regular instruction
Ban broadcasting
•*
strike StUl continues, as
programs.
do broadcasts.
Morgan's agent sought his release'
of
KUOM drew upon experience
so the actor could take another offer.
during polio epidemic,
last summer
used up IT in
one-third of The 43-week deal has
when for six weeks,
the summer replacement spot for
to
devoted
was
station's schedule
with
the
special children's

Introduces

47

Court building during, the. sensational

trial

Lewis.

:

sire to

tion."

It was speculated that, while each
of miners' chief John L.
judge is boss of his own court, some
Newspaper reporters were, policy statement might ease the sit.

uation for radio men in later court
It was also believed that the
four networks and local radio men
would improve their position by offering to pool use of mikes and lines
in .stories like the John L. Lewis
Chicago, Dec. 17.
trial.
The judge, it was pointed out,
New
video outlet last week
might have been more agreeable to
received FCC approval for new call
the idea of mikes in the building if
letters, WGNA, formerly used on
In a letter to Justice Vinson last reps of the nets and indies had come
mobile unit which takes on
week. Rex Goad, president of the to him in advance and suggested a
WGNM.
WWV/. Back tf CBS
Construction of transmitter facili- Radio Correspondents Assn.i detailed cooperative handling of the faeiliCBS has re-acquired the affilia- ties on 29th= floor of Tribune Tower the need of radio men to have con- .ties;
tion of WWVA, './^heeling, effective is proceeding up to schedule, accord- veniently placed microphones nearnext June 15.
Station was part ing to Carl J. Meyers, director of by, and asked that Mr. Vinson and/
Toledo— Thomas Bretherton has
of the CBS net until May 5, 1941, engineering.
Station
expects to or members of the Judicial Confer- been named general manager of;
when it joined the old Blue web, come into Chicago video picture by ence of Senior Circuit Judges, of WTOL, Toledo, succeeding Arch
and is now on ABC.
which he is president^ and reps of Shawd, who becomes sales manager.
next May or June

Chicago, Dec.

of

course,

antomatically

given

a

room and private: telephone
lines to their offices.
Network cor-

17.

press

New transcribed detective series,
starring screen star Kent Taylor, being produced by Kuttner &; Kuttner here for Cre-st Specialty Co., to
promote SpifJy collar staydown.
Tabbed "'Steven Knight, Criminologist," show is headed for 35 major
markets during coming year.

WGNA,

Chi Trib's Tele
Outlet, in Spring Teeoff

cases.

of whom had maneuvered' lines into the. District
Court building, later found' themselves on the. bad end of a ruling
barring
from
(jftldsborough
all
broadcasts, from the court building..

respondents,

WGN

some

WGN

..

.,

,

I

j
'

.

I

boy via a two-way phone conversato
tion. This gave Allen a chance
introduce the Calgary Bros., vaude
comic team, who went through their
slow-motion boxing paces to the audible ooh's and ah's of the kid. Place
of such a sequence on the show will,
undoubtedly be questioned by some
viewers but it went off well.
McKee could have perked up the
show by givins viewers a chance to
see the participants in their hike
from the audience to the stage. As.
one
it was, the cameras cut from
scene to another with no apparent
reason, NBC director Eddie Sobol
handled his cameras competently.
StaU

'

.

PROFESSIONAL HOCKtlT
With Win

»nnounceB

Elliott,

Direetor: Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr.
96 Ww.; Snndwy (18), 9 p.m.

FORD MOtOBS

WCBS-TV-CBS, N. Y.
(J. Walter Thompson)
As the second phase of the CBSFord deal for television coverage of
Sq.
sports events from Madison
Garden, N.

CBS

Y.,

is

now

televising

weekly pro hockey games from the
Garden arena. Besides offering further proof that sports events today
still

form of
the
hockey

offer the best

tertainment,

vifleo en-

remotes

also demonstrate, just as did basketball pickups, that the ,CBS crew has

down

sports coverage

pat,

Director Herbert Bayard Swope,
did a top job on the N. Y.
Hangers-Montreal Canadiens game
Jr.,

last

Sunday

Using two

(15) night.

Image Orthicon cameras, Swope
brought viewers all the action of the
ultra-fast ice

game by having

cameramen put

his
at the

their' lenses

right speed to follow the puck but
not fast enough to give viewers a

.

squeamish stomach.
An excellent
bit of camera work was turned in at
one point in the game, when Swope
cut from the ice to the penalty box
tg show one of the Hangers returning to the game, and then reverted
immediately back to the arena without missing a thing.
For best re
suits, Swope concentrated
on a me
dium shot for most of the action,
using a closeup only in rare in

Ever since Salvrdny

November 30, and conlinving ftr

stances.
-

V Nice job of narration
was also
turned
by Win Elliott, about the
only radio-trained announcer
Who's
switch to video successJ"n
Since hockey is so fast
ijii^y;,,
.iliu, ^Pj,^y-''>y-Play >" tWs case ref,™?'™ that of a radio .announcer,
out the system is necessary
in order
p Jf viewers follow the action,

eight centecvlive weeicf

m

show

n'med commercials, turned

ml*
S.
.

^

.

'"t^i^esting

Camay Soap#

Hopper

motion picture depart
J- Walter Thompson
over

te„"?y> sno\yed improvement
,"<=ently used, being
mnJ!

for

is

"This

Precter
is

&

Gamblers rudfe

Hollywood/' ffealerins Hedda

dramatizing a Universal -International plclvre*

f

much

than the previous
Stal.

NOW
It

It

Nov. 30

"Notorious Gentlemon"

l>(tuibl«

To G*t

FINE

TRANSCRIBED

And

LIVE

PROGRAMS

Tqllorid

to Your

MM(ur«

ftOBERT EVANS

PRODUCTIONS. INC.
11^ W. 57th

St.

rL

».4545

7

Dec.

"The Stranoer"

My love"

Dec. 14

"So Goes

Dec. 21

"White Tie and Toils"

Dec.

28

Jan.

4

Jan.

1

Jan. 18

"Along

Came

"The Egg and

Jones"

featuring

HEDDA H^PP^I^

l"

"Dark Mirror"

'

Every Saturday, 10:15 to 10:45 p.m.E.S.T^

"Magnificent Ooli"

over C. B. S. Network

.

W«<lnfi8ilay,

December

48

WEAW

^ws CBS Nite

New Hooper Report

Chicago, Dec. 17.

Politico Cliats
-

Average Equals NBCs After Long Lag
CBS

equalled NBC's

average even-'!
time

ing Hooperatings for the
three years, during the monllis o£
August and September of this year.
That is one of the disclosures which
C. E. Hooper is to malce today (Wedfirst

ABC

ill

Sets

WBAW, FM

sponsor holding the option for air"Comprehensive Hooperatings."
The "Comprehensive" report, in- ing this show coast-to-coast in 1947;
cluded in a new 118-page report with "Bride & Groom," five half-hours a
will
b,e
lots of tables and charts,
week; "Ladies Be Seated," and the
published three times a year and
Betty Moore IS-minute slot Satur-

be bi'acketed with the
ously issued "Hooperating Chartbook" and "Sectional Hooperatings."
Rater is putting out this new service as part of a plan to "plow back"
to his customers some of the increased income resulting io the
Hooper outfit from' .taking over, of
the fprmer subscribers to Cooperawill

day mornings.
With those payoffs for housebuilt
^hows over. -a year's stretch, the netr
work feels it will he able to, add at

'

.

more shows, building
least, four,
them, to sponsorship caliber between
the first of the year and the beginning of the 1947 summer liiatus seative Analysis of Broadcasting.
Son. But to do so, it wants the scriptAccording to Hooper, the new secr ers and stars to work cooperatively
tiort contains, "unitorra competition
with the network.'and it's Wining to
audience indexes'' which Can be give these people their share of the
used by program producers and di- profits to come later from sponsor:

.

,

|

:

.

'

.

rectors.

ship.

Serials, according
port, still occupied

to

59%

',

the new: reof

'

daytime

sponsored network time during 1946,
althougli that was a drpp by comparison with 1,945. when the soapcrs
took up 65.9% of that time. By program types, dramats led in total
evening hours in 1946 with 41.1%,
against 35.47o in 1945; pop music had
15.4% of the time, against 15.7% the
year before; and radio variety shows
got 12.4% of evening time in 1946
by comparison with 16% the year

UNGAR'S WPIK POST
Henry

,

|

&

for the past 25 years, has

WPIK, Alexandria,

manager.
Ungar comes to

Va.

as sales

in, radio

years

WPIK

sales

from SVz

at

WKBN,

and
previously
Youngstown,
O.
headed sales at WSPD, Toledo, O.

WPIK celebrated its first year anniversary on the air last week.

before.

.

and

live

Pest

'ashington

The

Washington.

oldest

a

is

15-

Con-

in the skflled

of

.

Inc., is the; latest entrant to tlie field.
This outfit is headed by Selden
Menefee, former scripter of NBC's
University of the Air and Christian
o n 1 1 o r correspondent.
Science

M

Menefee began anibitiously; now
waxes two shows a week under
"Issue of the Week" and
titles
Science and You." They are sold
individually, in a 13-week package,

first

contact—

weeklies,

are

the

entrepreneurs.

Their format
features.;

calls for a 15-minute,
non-controversial platter giving in
liveTy fashion the views of the en-

This combination of

won outstanding

Minnesota Congressional delegation on a single important issue.
tire

audience loyalty for 'W'VVf during the past
t6 years

>

.

.

nation! A' pioneer always,

WWJ

first

will

the air this winter with
its

sister

station,

WWDT.

radio station in the

be on

television

througlv

advertisers can; anticipate— and arc

assured— impressive results from sales

turned out by Shannon Allen, forradio chief at the Dept. of Interior.' He deals only with agencies
and organizations, not with stations
directly. Allen is currently producing a platter series for the National
Education Assn. and the National
Committee on Atomic Energy; Unlike the other, platter producers, his

WWJ'*

Nte toiit Ntlwofk

shows are usually implerrienting a
campaign, of one sort or another and
are not undertaken without cash on
the line.
Agricultural news is also served
up on radio disks here by the
News Syndicate, which ptiblisheS a

NCA

farm news report and as a by-product of that service transcribes farm
shows' for rural stations.

950 KILOCYCLES

4000 WATTS
A Mi

It 1

I. A.

C A' SPiONtlfttROADCASTINOSTATION

n» GtOnCt

™™

NoHtnallltptnmMhni

f.

—

titti in

D*lr»»

miUHGtUY COmANf
.

cast of 12

new

Speech

de-

and

17,

Classes will begin Feb,
with a roster of 17 radio courses,

.11

courses

.speech

,

in

and

theatre,,

'

six

in

training.

.

handled

skillfully,

The curriculum was

outlined by

Armand Hunteiv chairman
new department, following

of

the

confer-

ences with Dr. JRobert L. Johnson,
president of Temple, and Roger w.
Clipp,

manager

general

of

WPIL

and WFIL-FM.
Hunter formerly
headed the radio institute and the
department of radio at; Northwestern
,,'.'.;

Univ.

Graduates of the four-year course
will receive a bachelor o£ -science degree from the College of Libei-ril

Arts and Sciences.
Other Temple
students will be ottered radlb-speechtheatre subjects as electifres. Cour.se
titles range from radio announcing
and radio writing to station management.
According to Hunter, students will
"learn by doing," preparing programs for broadcast on the Temple
campus at first, and following
Grogan directed -he play witli a through with such. phases as tralTic,
fine sense o£ integration, -and But- sales, promotion, and m- "
standing in the large cast were general.
Gordon Heath as narrator, Blanche
Christopher, Evelio Grillo, and Albert Remais. Most of the cast were
pros, either from the American Negro Theatre or New York Player's
Guild, with ri few amateurs.
Weakest part of the show was the
running continuity which was intended to be critical of commercial
radio as is^ the point being that
PRF would do away with all that
kind of stuff. Far from being a
cnucism of t'.ie radio business, however, this part was only a caricature,
and not a very. goot'. one, most of
the time taking on the nature of
The "network veeopera bouffe.
pee" shown in this continuity was
so obviously a straw man set up
for the purpose of being knocked
down that he was pathetic rather
than the "menace" the originators
intended him to be.
There were other kinks and wrinkles, but these were mainly the resuft of flrst-nightism and growing
pains. On the whole, however, PRF
showed that '-'s a real contender, at
This lad is reaHy on the
least from the viewpoint of showball and it looks as if he
ever
manship,
got the chance
if it
one modificahowever. That's true of "heavy"
and documentary material
only. Whether PRF could do any
of the lighter types of xadio, which
would be needed for program balance— that'.s still to be seen.
The outfit has already scheduled
several repeats of its opening night
program, and is planning a series
of other events, including production of plays by Norman Corwin,
Arch Oboler and Millard Lampell,
between now and spring.
Cars.
to broadca.stj^There is

is

going to drive a long

one.

drama

Weed men

arc

they hit

hard and

all

prospects

often^

WEED
ITKTIVES
RABIB STATieN REPRESEiTKTIVES
Miw YWk • iMtM • CMcifl • MMb
DttnK • Sm Fmcitn • IfQfMMl
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lONGHAIBS ON MBS

Mutual has signed the Lbs Angeles
S.ymphonic Band for a half-hour
ishow, Saturdays at 4 p.m., sustaining, beginning Jan. 4.
Conductors on the show will alterInate and will include Dave Rose,
iMeredith Willson, Otto Klemperer,
I

land Harry Zimmerman.

"Cavalcade of Piano"
Twenty-six transcribed episodes, each episode
fifteen minutes continuous piano music, different

American

artists.

stations

WTAL. Tallahassee. Fla.
WKNB; New Britain. Conn.
WBBB. Burlington, N. C.
KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.

THE W.

E.

155 North

I

•mMU I
M
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Here are a few

al-

ways "on the ball" and

mer

penetration of America's ^th market!

l/m

was

the Congressmen cooperate, the boyis
figure they'll make a go of the platter project.
A. different type of production is

Obviously

messages which capitalize on.

The mixed

the content;
voices'

Radio,

of

Dramatics.

San Antonio—John Harper, for^
Naturally, they are peddling the
show to Minnesota stations only, merly staff announcer with WKV,
Oklahoma City, has joined the anbut hope later on to do the same,
nouncing staff of KABC here.
thing for the neighboring states of
Michigan and Wisconsin. So long as

maintaining the leadership

expected from the

including the university's

partment
]i<tge 311

by Elmer Bernstein,

tion,

Another radio production unit
with a different approach will debut
under the monicker
in January,
"Representative Opinion," Len Doran and L. A. Marsden, who market
a similarly-named newspaper column among a dozen Minnesota

programming and exploitation

WWJ

itnd artistry: has

imposed

—

.

including broadcasting— is constantly evident
.

Continued from

music

,

Minnesota Fare

Ki^nce

and stations WPIL and WFIL-FM
have launched an extensive program

PRF

minute discussion show,
sress Doing Its Job'.'" which features punching the content home .without
top names on some hot issue. Hart histrionics;
30-minute
a
premiered
recently
"Columbia" is a more ambitious,
combination foruiri-panel-audience more complicated piece of dramatic
participation show, "It Seems to Ua." documentary.
As presented before
For the first time, Ha rt has en- a live audience, it was effective
gaged a second party, Public jRela- enough drama. But part of that eftions Assoc., Inc., tc handle distrib- fect caine from the massing of a
ution of this show. Rates; on these mixed- cast of 18 male and female,
range ticni $10 to $5Q Negro
platters
and
while,
participants.
apiece and for the SO-ihinute show Whether
that
effect
would be
from .$15 to $150, depending on achieved as well over the air, and
power and coverage of the purchas- whether in tact Vn<it large a cast
ers.
Hart considers his contract to would' be needed or even feasible inair his shows live over WINX a real a radio studio under actual broadbig^name cast conditions tha;'. was not sure,
getting
in
advantage
talent. The only tune he really hits
Fact is,, however, that "Columbia"
the big money, however, is when, was a much tougher documentary
some organizatu)n likes a show. ai>d than usually presented on the air,
buys up copies to distribute free to even
so-called
"ideological"
on
broadcasters.
shows. Timmons' job as scripter was
Public Service Transc.iptions, done with faithful reportage. Jack
''Is

umn of the same name which is circulated in the deep South. They are
trying to gear their radio shows,
however, for wider distribution;
•'Liftin' the Lid" goes over WPIK,
Alexandria, Va. each Sunday in
plattet form;;

the

,

He peddles the George Bellak directed this piece
and WINX-FM.
same shows in disk form outside of with simplicity that gave dignity to

OP cutrate for both series.
Menefee also undertakes individual assignments for subscribers.
KXIiA, Los Angeles; rXA, Seattle;
KSPO, San Francisco, and WQQW,
.ashington are among his subAH his disks are geared
scribers.
tor sponsorship and mucti of his
angled to sponsors'
is
publicity
pocketbooks.
Newsmen Slim Suttle and Earle
taken to waii; with
also
have
Steele
15-minute weekly stint called
a
"Liftin' the Lid," which has them
biggie on
Washington
interviewing a
some news-behind the news angle.
The duo authors a newspaper col-

pr«rvqiiis(te of successful public

.

a

WINX

stations

Program

.

over

sponsored,

Instruction

Philadelphia, Dec, 17.
Situated in Evanston, north side
Aimed at providing students with
suburb, commercial outlet plans at
least 52 hours on the air weekly at a complete background for work tti
radio broadcasting. Temple Univ.
start,

As-

,

Washington. Dec. 17.
Ungar, radio and adver-

Z.

man

tising

signed with

wjck,

Temple on Extensive

15.

significant since Hart, who
started in the business in 1944, is
the vet among the platter fraternity.

"Dark Venture," which is sponsored
nesday) at a meeting in yiew York
the Cos(st .by Wildroot, with this Hart now showcases two shows
where- he will launch his new on

previ*

setup,
New station,
to be built in Chicago metropolitan area sines outbreak ot war,
to begin operation on Jan.

skedded

is

soc.

1946

18,

Wni Combines With

first

Continued from paKe 39 ;

concerns handle their own distribution as a matter of financial necesThis is tough too, since most
sity.
of the hot issues handled on their
ti-anscriptions are extremely topical
and won't hold up for xlelayed use.

Experience of Edward Hart

from pagv 41

C'uiiliniied

Preem

Set for

using

WFIN,

this

show.

Ohio
Champaign,

Findlay,

WDWF.

III.

KRBM, Bozeman. Mont.
KlUL, Garden City, Kans.

LONG CO.

Ciaric Street,

Radio Division
Chicago

1996 II

1, HIinois
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StufF-Ra£o

Inside

WHN

WNEW

which will give up
be conducted on
"^^Most ambitious eflfort will
programming to the Fund raising job. Campaign will
an entire 24 hours'
12:01 a.m. Friday (20) on Art Ford's "Milkman's Matinee" alltee off- at
throughout
continue
the full 24 hour.s.
will
and
show,
Bieht

WHN

up

Morey Amsterdam and "Gloom Dodgers" shows

its

onChristmaJi Day, running from 1 to 5 p.m., to plugging the hospital drive.
PRF having no transmitter, will do its stuff in the Radio City and Times
Square areas through sound tracks, getting radio and stage people to appeal
for funds.

WHK

Continued from page 38

Yoi'lf Indies atid

will give

^

(Cleveland') early

ayem show, "Georgia Cracker;"

plus

its

opposite

WGAH, "Mayor

of the Morning," got lots of local publicity
by Cleveland Press radio ed Stan Anderson.
Anderson took a mild crack at early morning
A
declaring
that no one listened anyway until 9 a.m.
column,
his
in
shows
WHK flack chief Saul Glantz challenged Anderson, and thie latter announced he would like those who listen to "Cracker" to telephone him at
a.m.
WGAB's Bill Mayer then jumped on the
and
7
between.6:15
home
bandwagon too.
Result was that in one day, Anderson was swamped with 'phone calls,
his
through
home, and 721 more— by telephone comgetting
to
them
of
150
pany count— failing to connect because of busy signals.
Glantz is cashing in on the publicity by following through with a contest, aired over the "Cracker" stanza, on "Why I Listen To EaHyl Mbrriing

number on

Murrow Nixes DX As Prime Factor

Kingdon

a third radio outfit in the would-be stage are
PM in helping raise funds for Sydenham
llaboratihg with the newspaper
institution, which is outstanding in its inter-racial
.{g], a Manhattan
raise $300,000 for the hospital and has assifined
help
to
trying
is
mk PM
to devote three full weeks to this effort.
Yaffe,
Richard
editor,
»• ci'tv
and the People's Radio Foundabe WNEW,
MclDing the drive will
Latter is an organisation trying to break into radio via the FM
tion

Two New

started
BS a result of a gag
couple of weeks ago,

up period as- a :sustainer on WOR,
from Aug. 12 to Sept. 1, and went
sponsored by Crawford on the latter
date. His WOR time was 6-6:15 p.m.
Meanwhile, he was going to continue for Kingdon, but only if he's sponhis
Crawford-sponsored show on sored.
In other words, Straus is
WMCA at 10:30 p. m. nightly.
through paying out sustaining money
Straus,
however, didn't
want for Kingdon.
Kingdon to follow himself, feeling
Meanwhile, Kingdon stays on his
that WMCA would "get the crumbs" Sunday morning WOR time, on
if it carried Kingdon on a late spot,
which Pulse of N. Y. gives him a ratmore than four hours after the same ing' of 8.
man had spoken over WOR. Straus
Kingdon also got himself in wrong
let Kingdon out.
In the ensuing re- with some radio people for a statecriminations, Stark quit.
Crawford ment attributed to him by the N. Y.
Clothes, which had billings amount- Post. What happened was that Kinging to $100,000 on WMCA, pulled all don did make that statement, but it
its radio work out of that station was supposed to be off-the-record,
because it would not carry Kingdon. and there was a .slip which got the
Kingdon built his WOR spot from direct quote into print. As it got in,

Good

In International

a 2,5 rating (by Pulse, of N. Y.) into
a 3.9. But last week he was notified
that he was through as of Dec. 20,
;

Reason was that Crawford cancelled,
after three months, on Nov. 29.
Crawford didn't like the 6 p. m. spot
for its top gabber, feeling that was
too early an hour lor a sponsor with,
an appeal to men, since Crawford is
a men's clothing outfit
Unlike similar occurrences in the
which the sponsor goes
past,
in
York Post and licensee of through the motions of being "sorry"

Radio Programs."

49

Will

Radio

upon

shortwave

Dependence

the principal meinternational cooperation

broadcasting

dium

of

as

was knocked down la.st
week by Edward R. Murrow, CBS
via

radio

veepee director of public affairs..
In fact, said Murrow, the spread of
the "freedom of information" principle around the world is likely
to
decrease
shortwave
listening
rather than hypo that method of
radio reception.
.

Murrow was one

of a

number

of

speakers a week ago (10) at sixth
anni dinner at the Astor,
Y., others on the program being;,
Norman Gorwin, Hal lyallis, Pearl

Nobel

K

Buck, etc.
heavy income is the only point
"The least amount of shortwave
view that's welcome on the air— listening occurs today," said MurWOR puts this thing: on a row, "in countries which have the
strictly commercial basis— then radio greatest am<5unt of freedom of exis a prostitute to be purchased by pression.
Where national activthe highest bidder. This ties in with ity exists in ti j shortwave field, too
the firing of other liberal commenta- much attention is given to the protors at other times.
According to duction of programs directed for
WOR's own statement, there is no selfish aims to economic fgnd. politi-

slightly cleaned i5p, the quote read:
"If

of

because

i

.

mood

of public service left in radio."

.

cal targets."

WORV

statement was to the effect
The most effective way to project
that George Carson Putnam is tak- a country radiowise, said Murrow;
a radio property, the ing over the 6 p. m. spot because, is through correspondents for one
Crawford people, through Al Paul since no sponsor could be found for country reporting, over the radio
Lefton agency, are known to have Kingdon, the station thinks "that from other CO intries.
To accomplish such a purpose,
made a real effort to place Kingdon Putnam, with straight news rather
elsewhere.
They offered him to than comment, would be more sal- Murrow .suggested that the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
every one o£ the New York stations, able."
But
Cultural Organizatioii set up an Inincluding flag.ship networks.
Paul Gould's
Job
ternational Academy of Radio Art.
nobody could find, the right time
spot for Kingdon.
Paul Gould, for the last year mu- Such an academy, he said, would
;
quency.'
WOR, disregarding all criticisms sic director for WMCA, N. Y., has gather, collate and disseminate profrom sources who boiled about King- resigned, effective January 1, to take gram material about all nations to
Writer-s' Board radio committee sending out countrywide reprints of don's dismissal, put the matter on a over as executive veepee and sta- all nations, and would' arrange tours
"Variety's Nov. 6 editorial, entitled "Diagram for Danger," with this com- straight dollar-and-cents basis, say- tion
manager of WHNY, Hemp- of foreign countries for radio corment: "The very term stereotype suggests another word, cliche. A writer's ing in effect "get us a sponsor, and stead, N. Y.
recpondents who would return home
use of a cliche is an open confession of lack of imagination, or maybe just we'll be happy to carry him."
Before coming to WMCA, Gould and "report on their dome.stic netmental laziness. The stereotype is the inescapable mark of the hack. It's
would he was vice-president and studio man- works in their own method and
Straus said that
not only dangerous,- but corny as hell."
with their own program techniques."
very happy to find a good time spot ager for WLIB, N. Y.
Dorothy Thackrey, publisher of the New
Y,, is by way of being a part time Broadway angel, it was
learned in WashiDgton yesterday (16). Mrs. Thackrey has $8,000 stock in
the Playwrights Producing Co., a $5,000 bloc in the American Repertory
Theatre and a $23,100 partnership interest in '.he GI play, "Call Me Mister."
Mr.s. Thackrey's theatre holdings were -.evealed in a balance slieet presented at an FCC bearing in which ..ne is seeking nighttime operation
and added power on WLIB's present frequency. The WLIB application
k opposed by Westinghouse Radio Stations, which wants a boost to 50
kw for its o. and 0. station WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Xnd., on the same fre-

WLIB, N.

for

losing

New

-

'

.

,

WMCA

Fred Robbins Gets

CBS

CoL Record Shop Show
Fred Robbins, WOV's (N. Y.) "1280
Club" disk jockey, moves into the
Columbia Record Shop Show on
CBS starting Jan. 11, as successor
to Martin Block,; XiStter recently
switchect to the Coast and although
originally it was planned for Block
to do the show via lines from his
home studio, network execs reportedly had a change of heart and
lined up Robbins for the Saturday
afternoon program.
Robbins was pacted for the emcee
show on the basis of a poll taken

ii

AMAZED!

during a recent Robbins vs. Block
"sneak preview" among a group of
Philadelphia collegians, latter expressing a preference for the Rob-

said one spomary

when we told him the

other day

.

*

.

bins palaver.

New York— University
gan

Michi-

of

won, the annual Sports Broad-

casters Assn.

award for the best fafor college football, at the
organization's meetitig at the Great
cilities

that

Northern hotel, N. Y., Monday- (16).

A TIP FOR
CHRISTMAS
LISTEN KIDDIES -

1

•

WOR reaches 16 cities efmor0

than 100,000 people each.

2

-

1 Once upon a rimt there y/a%
little ector .
«nd he bought a teAt
on th. New
lork Stock Exchange

——

«n«l he became
» broker
but
kept on ecting, too, because he
f»
loved it.

H All the other little actors
and
•ctresses fancied that
he had the
magic key to wealth and
if he
'
Would only give them
tip, they
'^ould all

become rich.
He knew That his beloV(ed show

3

that
•

that the
•

WOR area contains 65,000 farms

-284 of which are In New York City!

WOR delivers 32 trading areas wHh

25,000

to

100,000 people each.

J
jolk

lost their hard-earned money
too regularly
and so, in answer to
their

entreaties,
•oegic formula.
If

was

a

4

he gave them the

motto to be used

Jinancial matters. He
had
in Variety.
« little story

it

in

ALL

V

printed

book

his

playmates he knew loved to read.
It

said

_

THAT'S

IS

territory

WOR

have a spendable Income of

more than 26 billions!

:i_

"^HEN EVERYONE

that the 18,000,000 people In the

TRYING TO

THE TIME TO BUY
IS TBYIN© TO

WHEN EVERYONE
THAT'S THE'TIME
And he signed
his

TO

SELL."

*donh know why;

tve've

been that way for years.

heme

Mutual

.

BADIO

so
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FCC GRANT SPURS KSD

Fancy-Pants Figures No FCC Help,

$1,000,000
St.

New

Applicants Told 'Stay Simple

was unable to pare down the
Bidders for new radio stations had heavy backlog of such bids. About
better steer clear of cpmplicated 122 of these requests have been at
engineering plans or give up all FCC offices for approximately a
hope of getting speedy FCC action [year, which the stall has not even
on their requests. FCC admitted as begun to process. Simpler reCiuests,
much' here last Friday (13> when it FCC said, have been disposed of in
put out a "hurry" call for help from from 60 to 90 days.
industry engineers in processing a
Commission said several Industry
batch of complicated applications, men had come up with suggestions
most of them requests to operate whereby they would take over some
stations nighttime on regional or of the commission's work, at least
Washington, Dec.

17.

;

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

clear channels.

Commission said

its

until such time as
limited head above water.

FCC

staff gets its

I

own

Continued from page 40

Dec, 17.

j

Washington, Dec. 17.
ot Motion Picture Engineers and
In the strongest industry
Croslcy Radio Corp,, the only voters
stand
for the RCA-type "simultaneous" yet made against a purported
FCC
Fourteen other committee move to invade the
system.
program field,
members, including RCAi wanted counsel for the
New York Daily
more study on other systems before
News last week charged that the
an FGC decision is made.
commission will have exceeded
its
Meanwhile, these were the de^ legal
authority if it denies the
news
velopments at last weelt's hearing;
paper an FM station because of
its
RCA veepee C. B. Jollifle spear- editorial
policies.
headed the industry drive against
The charge that FCC is endangerCBS color with charges that com- ing a free press
was contained in
mercialization of this system "might
a 50-page brief filed by llie News'
deprive the public of all television
attorney, I.ouis Caldwell, Brief
was
for
time
now and
some
to come,"
an answer to charges of the AmeriJollifle claimed higher costs, duller,
can Jewish Committee that the'
less reliable pietui'es, wider channel
News, vi'as anti-Semitic and antiwidths and more difficulties in netNegro, and carried an undue proworking for CBS' type of color as
portion of crime and; sex stories.
contrasted to RCA's proposal for
Withdrawal of Dorotliy Thackrey's
simultaneous
television
pictures.
New York Post from the FM race
JolUffe said it would be four years
in New York pares "number of bid-,
before, tlie, simultaneous color system
ders to 16 for the city's five chanwould be ready for the public.
nels.
JoUiile was upheld by Dave Smith

FCC has granted KSD. owned and
operated by the St. Louis PostDispatch (Pulitzer), an increase in
nighttime power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts and the station will erect a
new transmitting plant and aerial
system as part of a $1,000,000 ex*
paniiion program.
KSD engineers

staff

I

News Pushes FM
Demand in FCC Brief

N.Y.

Fight on Tele

PROGRAM

Louis,

estimate the power increase will
give 180% better nightime reception.
The new transmitting aerial system will consist of four 450-foot steel
towers, one oi which will be used
for 5i000-watt daytime broadcasting.
All four towers will be used at
night for directional broad,casting.

.

,

of Philco, chairman of the RTPB
Television
Panel;
Jack Poppele,
president of the Television Broadcasters Assn.; Donald Finlc, Of Radio
Manufacturers Assn.; and reps of
Farnsworth Television- and Radio
Corp.; Emerson Radio Corp.; and
Thomascolor, Inc., producers of color

I

•Star of

photographs arid films.
Equally warm support for Colum-

Radio and

..

bia's position came from a smaller
segment of the industry, represented
by Westinghouse; T. A.M. Craven,
vice-president of the Cowles Broadcasting Co.; Zenith Radio Corp.;
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.;:
Bendix Aviation Corp.;' and Federal
Telecommunications Co.
The last
three companies have licenses to
build CBS-type video equipment.
Craven urged the FCC not to foster monopoly in a: leiv black-and-

Concert

Kraft Hall Shuttle Set
With Mills-Cole Switch
The Mills
sic

Bros, go into; Kraft Mu9, replacing the King

Hall Jan,

Cole Trio, and thereby reshuiTling
two of the show's principal. campon»
ents,
The other is the already an*
nounced fact that Eddie Foy, Jr., is
going in for Edward Everett Horlon.
Horton, incidentally, is commuting;
show these weeks from Canada, where he is on toUr in the:
"Springtime for Henry" Icgiter. And
the King Cole Trio is exiting in a
to the

blaze of glory, having been profiled
in the .Tanuar'y issue of Esquire mag.

.

white television, licensees but to
open a competing system of color
television upstairs. J: E. Brown, of
Zenith, said his company would turn
in its black-and-white building permit in Chicago and produce .only
color receivers, if FCC gives the

EMMA OTERO

word.

mon

Westinghouse's Ralph
told the

$ot>rono

Har

that, dollar

for

process.

Representatives
of
Continental
Television Corp. toolc a unique posi-

RADIO

tion and claimed that much was
needed in the way of improvement

Fratured Soloist With

of present black-and-white pictures

and on monochrome and video upstairs;
They kept mum on any
recommendations other than those

FORD EVENING HOUR
PET MILK
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD
CELANESE

for additional research in the entire
spectrum ranges.

NBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

N. Y. Fire
Continued from page 40

;

"Emma

Otero, soprano, ran from coloratura to
contralto on her Suncla/(25) broadcast on NBC
with an orchestra under H. Leopold Spitalny.
The South American singer exhibited voice and
artistry seldom heard from even the top notch
singers of the day . . . 'The Shadow of the Past,'
a Russian folk song, sung in that language with

I

'

the plaintive emotion required and with excellent diction . . . aria from 'Der Fledermaus'

and eadenzas, and impeccable
accuracy as to pitch.. Two Spanish numbers
concluded the program marked by l;irilliant top

KGU
Honolulu

.

Although ABC cameramen were
the first on the scene at the tenement Are, getting there at about

with brilliant runs

ones-"

assi

video execs, that the medium wiii
offer increasingly stiff competition
to newsreels. Competition probably
won't be felt too much for the next
year but it's something that the reels
will have to take into consideration
when tele receiving sets become as
numerous as the country's motion
picture theatres.
.

oil

FOR

KAU KAU CORNER

4:30 a.m., NBC succeeded in getting
its film
on the air first, running

HAWAII'S

about, five minutes of pictures at
7:50 Thursday night.
Taken under
the supervision of Paul Alley, thie
film was carried on a sustaining
basis.
also took followup shots
on Friday, getting them on the air
Friday night.

VARIETY.

LARGEST

NBC

CONCERT
"The audience loved her voice and
applauded her to the echo."

BOSTON HERALD.

"The Otero voice
fresh,

flexible:

and

is

of

sang

your
heart. IHer technical flights, even
in the extreme upper register, continue to maintain a full, round

ABC gave the event the widest
coverage, shooting at the scene all
day and hitting the air (via WABDDuMont, N.Y.) at 8:30 Thursday
night. Bud Pearce directed the ABC
cameramen. In a rapid deal, ABC

beautifully

remarkdble

range.
N. Y.

"Emma Otero

FCC

the CBS system o£ color
would give the public a better signal than the RCA-simultaneous color
dollar,

AMERICAN.

right into

quality."

"Emma Otero
the

is

in

best equipped

many

R.'

I.

JOURNAL.

with the sponsor agreeing
to only a mention on the credits.
CBS got its pictures on the air at

Hughes, housing consultant of the city's welfare department and in charge of finding homes

WABD

and succeeded in rounding up several
hundred feet, which were
rushed to N. Y. by specially-char-

BEN BODEC
St.,

Hew

York

J.

for the displaced persons.
ABC's films of the train wreck
were; carried on
Saturday
afternoon. Web's radio affiliate in
Mansfield, WNAM, broadcast a request for film the day of the wreck

WEEK-ROXY, NEW YORK

Under th» Personal Management of
20 East SQth

Hatol Pickwick,

JMmm

air

8:15 p.rn. as a sustainer, tieing the
film in with a live interview of

TRIBUNE,

Thomas

HELD OVER 5th

47S nfth Aviiwa

pictures,

soprano now

CHICAGO

NEW
NIW YORK OFFICi

tele chief Paul Mowrey succeeded in
getting Tjf, S. Rubber to sponsor the

respects

before the American public."

PROVIDENCE,

RRIVE-IN

RESTAURANT

tered plane. WJZ, the web's N. Y.
station, broadcast several
plugs that the film would be tele-

EUorodle S-1860

key radio

f

I

cast.

,,

ATTRACTIVE OFFICE SPACE

•

2,000

SQUARE

FEET

•

WEST S7TH STREET
rentliouae, SAth floor; 8nlt« of 7 exceptionally beuutltiU executive ufriceN^

Recently

completed

modernlHtle In-

stallation cnntalnlnK cu8toin-l>ullt fur-

nitnn,
eurpetlnK
and equipment.
ProHpectH muNt be preitnred to liny
Improvements.

KEMPNER REALTY CORP.
%W MudlMn

AV«.

C\.

a-l*10«

:
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TOP MUSICIANS FLOOD MARKET
%W
of BasK,

RCA

Tony Martin

Contactmen Union Finds Publishers

Sparks Wrangle Over Contracts

HIIVE

to-do over

quite a

There's been

of Count

HCA-Victor
the switch by
the question
Basic's orchestra,

bia

ous name orchestras has scared many
within the band business, it has
achieved one result that in the end
will very likely prove a blessing.
There is at the moment an over-:
abundance of good musicians availN. Y. yesterday /(Tuesday). Band
drew a term deal, the length of able at greatly reduced salar.y quotations for the first time since the
which is undisclosed.
Long is currently at the Com- war. Bandleaders loojcing for remodore hotel, Ni Y.. where he's dis- placement men say they can take
their pick at any reasonable price.
placed tomorrow (Thursday) night
Though bandsmen dislike seeing so
by Ray McKinley.
many bands fall apart, because of the
"black eye" it gives the business,
they feel that if the situation can
achieve, through reduced salary de-

Johnny Long's orchestra, which
recently got a release from a Decca
contract, signed with Signature label
last week and did its first date in

Milt Ebbins, are
and his manager.
to

said

—

made a deal
lumbia that they had
the revelation
with Victor following
and
in last week's Varieiv,
it
(,f

was shared by a number
would have reason to
of others who
and the
know. Meanwhile, RCA
Morris office, which books
this feeling

William
confirmed the
Basie, have definitely
move.
Milt Ebbins, Basie's
It seems th.it
okayed
verbally
manager,
personal

SPA-MPPA Extend

_

Old Pact 30 Days

Sam Weisbord

the Victor offer to
of
in the Coast office

the William

Morris agency. Weisbord relayed it
headquarters, and
to Morris' N. Y.
Victor
the latter in turn advised
But
was okay.
that everything
the contract. It's
signed
Basie hadn't
balked,
thereafter
Basie
said that

i

.

•

,

Pluffs

New Band

mands by

musicians, greatly deduced

ning to ease east a new band in
which it is putting a lot of interest
being pushed is maestroed by
years in various

sideman

20 for 12

weeks and

outfit

•

j

{

to field

an

outfit for

lower than $2,much higher

900 weekly as against

current costs.

.

them headed home after disand are now once again
buried in small towns unaware or
uninterested in whatever talent they
might hn\ e.
tion of
charge,

the payola

Okay Amendment

Publisher and writer members of
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers have finally
voted into the Society's bylaws an
amendment that, its executives have
been endeavoring to put through for
three
years.
New amendment,

passed yesterday (Tues.) when the
ballots were counted, by more than
necessary two-thirds vote, allows any session of the director
board to make a final decision on
a problem holding over from a pre>
vious meeting.
Heretofore, such delayed decisions
could only have been made in final
form b.y boards consisting of exactly
the same men that had been present

when

was first brought up.
made it extremely diffi-

a case

This rule

BRITISH BANDLEADERS

YEN MORE RADIO DOUGH

Now

Up

Head

Among

Makers

.

(listurbing the peace,
but that
we basis for a city nix on the

pearance

of

imes Square
nildnight.

was
ap-

Lombardo's band in
last Saturday
(14)

°" Broadway,
«h
When^'r^'
busses were introduced to the
run.
Verbal permi.ssion had been
8'verr to the band
by the m.-iyor's otbut

at

the

minute the
"Dyermen told V =tor McQuiston,
Third Ave. 'Transit
rl'''l*"*
''''^
presence of the' band
1*.
last

would be in
violation of city ordi* Pfohibiting undue noise On
after 11 p.m. and before
nonn
Sundays.. Also pointed out

Wa?

Re-Elect Local Tops

,

Lombardo originally was to seren«ae into limbo
of lost trolleys the

nce^

LA. Sepia Musikers

r

the., crowds att«r»<5*
^O"!" Wock Times Square

Iraffl^^

banrt?'*'**'''

'lombardo

L^r'*""

'0"^ tl>e

Ceremonies.

W'*-*

»"

quartet, long
transcriptions, iijked

Negro

Lang-Worth
pact With Decca and have already

<\Y\

band

picture commitments. And
James is said to be amenable to the
idea
if bookings and money for
them are right

—

what sort of
James wants isn't clear.
Exactly

cut eight sides for the diskery.

bookings
very

It's

probable, however, that location jobs
would be included. As for onenlghters. the taste of James' in-andout tour last summer, when he
started quite a to-do about high
salaries, has not yet worn off. He
got $4,000 guarantees on those dates,
against percentages, and while bad
.

name was

portant spots, (he $4,000 asking price
forced admissions to such levels
that he didn't pay off at the b.o.

MCA
to

would

also like to get
theatres this trip.

work

Inqllili

AFTER PAYOFF SNAG
Herb Hendler, head of arti.sts.and
repertoire of Cosmopolitan Records
virtually since the firm's inception,
broke his association with the indie
disker after he was unable to collect
his three weeks' salary.

In

«

''British
rii.

Muz-Biz

:

on

'

popular mniic induttry
i. Iriloin

an .ditorial fMt.r*
of tH* f orthcoming

41*t AnnivetsHry

!S

of

:

distribut-^.
.

which, incidentally, most

beefirg

-small

would

firms
biz.

i

Name

Glenn Miller

Hendler's contract was for three
years and still had two years to go.
In addition to the salary owed him,
Hendler has around $2,500 due him
on a percentage of Cosmo's earnings.

Still

.

Potent Factor

To Tex Beneke Band
Tex Beneke and Don Haynes, his
manager, aren't so anxious to drop
the

Indie Disk Co-op

the

probably be forced out of

Pbn

Glenn Miller name frorn the
formed after the two

orchestra they

,

got out of service, It has been the

Dies; Biz

Looks Black

intention of everyone concerned in

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Plan fostered by Jewel Records'
Pollack, by which group
small odd-label Coast waxerics
might cut overhead by pooling
warehousing and shipping, foundered last week. Pollack originally

the

formation

billing.

be played in 'il,. When he signed
the contract, Haynes struck out of
the "Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller"
booking tag and substituted "Tex
Beneke and his orchestra." Promptly the contract came back unsisned,
the theatre operator declaring, by
his action, that he wasn't sure of
the Beneke name alone, but that
he was- sure of the comlpined two

*Knn

oS

one other recorder^ Crest, agreed.
Thereafter idea fiickered out, and as
a result trade talk hums these days
as to just how bad biz has become
for the small waxeries here.

umber'
Claude Thornfalll's orchestra plays
its -first New York theatre since reorganization following the leader's
discharge, at Strand, opening
Feb, 14.

its

Haynes reeently set the band for
a theatre date in a major city, to

up. to participate.

lab'lt^tt^X'' mucrdebai:

since

from the band's

several meetings with rivals, matter
was brought up as to how much
each member of the co-operative

would put
n^i,
V

operation,

slightly more than a year ago, to
drop Miller's name as soon as Beneke was sufficiently well establisbedw Buyers of the band, howr
ever, think otherwise and at the
moment it's likely to be. some .time
Miller's
name disappears
before

interested nine other indies in collectively .servicing dealers, and after

•lanqily-caption.d article

reviews

for-all, in

of

mMiic pablUhcr

is

|

James prez Ben

Reg Gonnelly

'ideas

ing compenSv.tion in various forms
in exchange for plugs, a move he;
had threatened for some time. If
the latter's new practice begins to
spread to other majors the payola
problem will be the concern of
everyone to avoid an industry Iree-

attached.

HENDLER QUITS COSMO

weather plagued him in a few im-

•f
Foui> Knights,

in

fering

Prexy Ed Bailey was polled

(minus

for

February. Music Corp. of America,
which manages James, has been endeavoring to get him east to work
this winter since he has no inter-

Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
All officers of Negro, Musicians'
Local 74'7 were returned to posts for
another year at la."it week's election.
into the
top spot for 10th consecutive term.
Other officials re-named include Leo
Davis, v.p.; Florence Cadrez. recording secretary; Paul Howard, financial
secretary; Leonard David.son. sergeant-at-nrms. Bailey, Howard and
Fay Allen were .selected as delegates
to next year's American Federation
of Musicians' national convent ion,
Proportionately, voting probably
was lightest in Local's history. Of
approximately 800 members, only; 1«5
showed at the polls.

few months been openly

it was spon.sored by Saul Bornstein.
This time president Deems Taylor's

work-jaunts to com[>aratively brief

midsummer periods, may head
the New York area sometime

its

biz: "czar".

However, some of the majors
figure
eventually
they may
be
forced to step into the picture. One
of their number l^as for the pa.st

ASCAP had tried twice before to
the amendment thro'ugh and
each time it was defeated. Last time
put

East Again in Feb.

One of

evil;

electa music

All three points are considered
drastic by most music men, but the
smaller publishers, who claim that
the Peatman system works in favor
of larger pubs and against them,
are entirely for the first or second
proposals being - put into practice.
Majors, many of which: have not
answered the letter sent them by
the MPCE seeking their reactions,
haven't revealed an„ opinions on the
subject.
They feel that the problem is one concerning only the
smaller publishers, and they do not
intend taking a hand at the moment.

the

ASCAP

Harry James, who for, the past
few years has confined his eastern

the

.

I

{

ago

.

On Third Try

tif arrive at a final conclusion
of delayed problems since
board iheetings are almost never, attended by the same men twice in
succession.

I

time

had decided that

ripe to do something

Last week the MPCE circularized
all publishers on ideas formulated at
a recent council meet. These ideas
were (1) to seek Government aid
in the enforcement of Paragraphs
eight and nine Un MPCE bylaws,
which foubid paying practices) This
was taken to mean bringing the
Treasury Department into the pie-ture on sums exchanging hands,
which, the recipients probably dO v
not declare as income; '(2) to designate a coordinator to police the industry, and (3) if both proposals
fail or are rejected, then to seriou.sly consider elimination of paragraphs eight and nine.

,cult

James May Come

Was

to

/

expected young flood of new-to-thebusiness musicians to materialize.
Many had predicted during the war,
as a result of pla.ving Army- an4 Navy
camps all over the country and listening to camp bands, that musicians
who were being trained and developed during their period of service
by working with service orchestras,
would make the postwar band business an haven of new, capable faces.
Many of these men had never played
with professional bands, others had
worked with such for a brief lime
before donning uniforms.
The conclusion IS that a major por-'

council

the time

method of plug meas^
urement, designe'' originally to halt

ASCAP Members

Incidentally^ many top bandleaders who have been experiencing difficulty with operating costs are very
disappointed over the failure of the

from major music

Some

MPCS's

the Peatman

it

costs of operation for the average orchestra, the business will go a long
way in setting its hou.se in order to

combat the months-old b.o. slump.
They fee) that as a; result of the

long-

about the constant beets from cer*tain publishers that payin."; was .still
going on, despite the installation of

will thereafter

is now on the Coast,
originated. Its a seml'sweet
grouping of 14 men plus leader.

Fina

ideas

its

publishers.

It

be brought into N, Y.

where

its

finding a lethargit re-

is

it

action to

for

goes into
the Palmer House, Chicago, March
band."!.

but

et,

Combo

Jack Fina, a pianist

Em^

Contact

promised move against payola rack-

begin-

is

Publishers

ployees union has launched

i

trend top bands will shortly be able

While Sparring

Representatives of the Songwriters
Protective Assn. and members of the
but thftt as of yesterday (Tuesday) Music Publishers Protective Assn.
and
prepared
director
board yere a bit more argubeing
was
the contract
no hitch was expected in its formal mentative during their second meeting last Wednesday (11) to negosigning.
tiate a new contract.
Enough time
Basie left Columbia because of was taken between words, however,
the latter's refusal to give him the to extend the expiration date of the
sort, of a financial deal he figured
existing agreement between them
he rated. His old price on that label one month with the provision that
called for $400 a side against the
whatever conclusions are reached
usuar i"/< of the purchase price when the
new deal is finally set will
of a record. How much
(retail)
bi retroactive: to the original: ex^
moie Columbia bid for the band is
piration date (Dec. 31).
Meanwhile, Victor is
undisclosed.
Dispute between the factions was
said to have offered and closed with
mainly between two men, Edgar
Basie On a two-year deal on the
Leslie, for the writers, and Saul
basis of |1,000 a side against a simiBornstein for the publishers. Leslie
lar royalty arrangeinent.' That's a lot
was—adamant against giving the
of coin at any period in recording,
pubs any right to okay without the
but not as hig)i as some name bands
consent of the writers any free
have drawn from major diskers.
usage of lyrics in magazines, etc.
Basie These requests from magazine and
In switching- to Victor,
takes over where Duke Ellington newspaper pubs rarely arise .but,
left off 'for that label, Ellington is when they do, music publishers innow with Musicraft on a deal by variably grant them for the simple
which he can earn himself $100,000 reason that if they didn't they'd get
in the next year with albums and
no revenue anyway. Leslie fought
individual releases.
almost all aftern(>on against giving
Meanwhile, another explosion had pubs full control over these occaoccurred over Victor's roundup of sional occurrences, but finall.y agreed
new artists. Mercury Records, Chi- to it This took up almost all of the
cago outfit which has Tony Martin meeting time.
Under contract but Will lose him •There is no date set for a third
to Victor when the agreement ex- meeting over the problem because
pires, is emphatically stating that the of the imminence of the holidays,
singer has no deal with Victor.
As
a matter of fact, Martin signed a
two-year deal with Victor on Dec. 3.
His agreement with Mercury, which
had paid him, according to Berle
Adams, Mercury exec, a total of
London, Dec. 10,
$33,200 in royalties for the period
London band leaders have joined
frc V June 15 to Oct. 31, was for 24
records, no options, it's claimed; and forces to get the British Broadcastthat It is inefl'ective as soon as those ing Corp. to pay them bigger fees
for broadcasting. They've formed a
two dozen disks are completed^
small committee which will ask the
musicians' -union to pressure the
BBC to raise their radio pay.
Lombardo Can
Although fees paid by the BBC
are now larger than formerly, they
are still small, with the BBC mainHold
His
taining that the advertising value
obtained from broadcasts more than
Swing
counter balances the small fees.
Probably the last thing of which
More than Z^i bands have comanyone would think of accusing Guy
bined: in lodging their complaint
Lombardo's is making loud noises or
j

.

MCA

Music Corp. of America

Vs.

Treasury Ai

S.
Music

;

,

:

denied to Co-

flatly

have

Payola; Seek U.

Long With Signature

for

concerning whether or not
Columhad actually deserted
Basle
Records and gone to Victor.

s time

Basie

Move

Lethargic in Launching of

THEIR PICK

While the recent breakup of vari-

Haynes promptly agreed
names.
with the theatre operator and has
changed his niind about dropping

Navy

i

Miller's name until he's quite oertain it won't be missed.

P^KlEfr

Vedneadgy^ December 18, 1946

'

.

;

,
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Practice to

Form 802

LEAD

Dorsey's trick of forming

Tommy

musi-

all-802

composed of

to lulflU a

date at

theatre, N. Y.,
tUe Capitol

opening

ci»nS expressly

beins duplicated by GliarBarnet later next month at the
is

Dec. 26,
jie

Strand. With so many leaders
N. Y.
temporarily retiring their 'bands, the
further widened in the
idea may be

Barnet

future;

is

currently

at

one he
after brealcinfS up
sunimer.
in the east last

Whep he comes

east

maestroed
again

to

in the east.
since it will be made

Latter

i

j

;

|

[
|

AFM

Files

men.

at

'

plained to the union, and
[

and in their feeling that
name on a marquee is ample,
return to the buyer for the money

to deliver

their

'

Werk

SONG

Glen Gr»y (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 950;

HITI

Oil I>ul«

mnoY

27,800
18,850
4,300
5,150
5.800
5,850

3,075
2,475
1,675
1,700
1,450
9.50

WAS HERE

Frank Sinatra.

Mel Cooper (Mayt'air Room, Blackstone hotel: SiiO;
Pre-holiday slump hit here: only 2,000 for the week.

he pays.

AMERICA'S COMEDY

Totnl

Chicago
$2..';0-$3.50

min.).

$1.50-5i2.50 min.).

Down

by PAUL PAGE

1

Recorded by

!

Paul Page

to 4.000.

Stephen KHscy (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; 700; $1.50-$2.50
College trade kicked this up to 4,000.
Joseph Sudy (WalniU Room, Bi.smarck hotel; 465; !|!2.50-$3.50 min.). Party
trade -boosted to 3,200.
Ted Weems (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 550; $3-$3.50 min.). Biz

with The

Masqueraders
on Enterprise Record #231

min.).

really getting

hot here;

4,900.

T

Los Angele*

^

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50; indef>.
enough at 2,M0 covers.
'

Ott,

but

still

snappy

•

Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50; indef).
this site, too, but o;k. at 3,000 tabs.

coming has

<•,.

Sure,

ai

.is

a

I'm

t,-ilk-in,-

-

k!??

KIL-ROY WASHERE,walls-in

Aii<lim»

.

wherelvebeenwalk-in'rlveseenhisiiameev'ry-where

Fm7
lifting take

'

as

jvist

b!.7

El.

offset

Tit,ln

Dimout

f

KIL-ROy WAS HERE,
FinT

Santa's

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)
Buss Cartyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.).
tO' 4,200.

b!>7

1

EI>

-|

here
to

Gay CUrldee (Chez Paree; 650: $3.50 min ). Sophie Tucker, Willie Shore,
and Bobby Breen in 10th week; 6,000 last week.
Eddy Howard (Aragon Ballroom; .fO.gO-^l.lS adm.'). Sweet 18.000.
Baddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; second .show min. $2.50). New show
boosting the kitty to 3,500,

Pm7

KIL-ROY WAS HERE,
Fm7

Ko,ko-ma.

_

Ahdl m e!.^

bomb-cr

A

_

_

T
on this
Et"

b|,7

b»n

from Bur-ma; He's

in

Bl.7

I

go, Prom Kordi-ak,A;la!i4ia
BI.7
Kl]dim
E^.

I

—

stand-in',

____

b1,7

KIL-ROY WAS HERE,fIewji

iU«rren«e Welk (Trianon Ballroom; $0.90-$l. 15 adm.). Fiiie 17,000.

ra fir

-

•

ma;

e!,7

in

and

Par-is

Bl»n7

eI,

-

r

ter

(Los Angeles)
Desi Aenaz (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 5th wk).
Pub-crawUng Is badly,
crimped, but 2,300 covers i.s not bad.
Count Basle (Avodon, B, Los Angele.s, 1st wk). Opened Tuesday (10);
best site has had since May debut. Bright 12,000.
Art Kassel (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 1st wk). Fine opening and, though

To-ky-o,

Rio-o de Ja-nci-ro

and Buf-fa-lo^

around 6,600 customers

boys from home took a
And when ra-darbeamsfirst get
One Suti-day P. M... I went

xiie

/

-

tapered' slightly,

Goodman

was warned, to no avail.
Buyers feel that such leaders are
in the end hurting themselves more
than those they work for in failing

!

Hotel B.O.'s

at Waldorf,

Moss

!

Waldorf

Show;

his closing night (Dec. 11),

I

.

Indicates Floor

On

claims, Goodman didn't show up un11:30 p.m.
While this was going
on during the band's run. Moss comtil

.

Hotel
I'liijtd
10
(400; $2)
7
Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400: $1.50-$2)
..... .2
Sammy Kaye. .i. New Yorker (400: $1-$1.50)
3Elliot Lawrence.. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Johniiy Long. .... Commodore (400; $l-$li50) ........ .. 3
6
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
•

to the sub*

long before closing. He claims that
while there is a certain flexibility
allowed by him and most :name-orchestra users on contracted hour
stipulations, B. G. overdid it by far.

.

riixt

.

led,

a $ix-piec« liatin band^;
paid for; equally by B. G; and Moss,
with commensurate deduction, it'*
assumed, from B. G.'s salary.
Moss charges that B G. never got
to the spot before 7:30 any evening,
disappeared before 9, came back
later than 10 and scrammed agam

.

i

rovers

Emil Colemaii*

.

Advance ASCAP Meet

|

for laxity

but that his refusal
stitution of

I

'

Bands

1

up

Charges Vs.

Goodman

Benny

Schenck possibly will sign more
the top four officers were reelected,
Nat Moss, operator ot the 400
prexy J. K. Wallace, veepee John talent for the label while here, as Club, New York, has filed charge;
T. Groen, recording secretary Franlc well as making final arrangements
with New York Local 802: of the
Pendleton, financial secretary Al for getting the plattery into full
American
Federation of Musicians
Meyer. With 1,100 votes istill to be swing as soon as possible.
counted incumbents were leading
against Benny Goodman on a comfour to one. There's a tight fight for
plaint that has often been heard
directorships. Bitterest, most vitufrom other band-spot owners.
perative campaign in local's history,,
Moss charges Goodman with being
saw a record total of 3,008 votes cast.
Because of Holidays lackadaisical
about climbing on the
Union is AFM's second largest local
Final
board
meeting
of
the
Amerwith total membership of 13^000.
bandstand and working with his
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers in New York has dand, and is bitter about the situar'
been moved up from nejct Thursday tion, asserting that the leader's reBloch's Music Firm
126) to tomorrow (19) due to the fusal to live completely up to the
Feeliiig that he seldom gets suffi- fact that most of its members
will terms of his contract often caused
cient credit on disks for his in.stru- be out of town or otherwise un- him (Moss) to be the recipient
of
mental numbers and originals, Ray available.
Meet will declare the beefs from patrons who had; paid to
Bloch, musical director of Signature final
quarter
revenue
,.
and
the see B. G., and didn't.
Records, has set up his own publish- Society's income for all of '46.
Moss points out that his contract
ing house known us MoUybrook
There are few other problems of with Goodman called for the leader
Music.
any importance on the agenda; Most to be on the stand from 6:45
p.m.
Also intercslod in the publishing ASCAP board meeting."! Of the past
each evening until 9, and from 10
venture is Walter Keane, Bloch's SIX months have been
more or less p.m. to 2 a.m, except Fridays and
ofl'ice manager.
As yet the firm has routine. Whatever fireworks that
Saturdays, when the clo.sing time
affiliated with neither ASCAP nor have popped
in the Society recently was extended until 2:30 a.m.
Also,
BMI. but inasmuch as Bloch is an iiave exploded at various committee
B. G. was originally supposed to
ASCAP member, it's expected that meetings.
play a Saturday afternoon matinee.
eventually Holly brook will apply for
membership in the former.;
'

I

outfit,

of memwill not
bers of N. Y. Local 802,
that must
recfuife standby salaries
"traveling" band
be paid when a
is
rlays a N. Y. house. Too, Barnet
again spared the cost of transportjust as he
ing men from the Coast
spared himself transportation when
he moved out of N. Y. last fall and
He brings
left that band behind.
with him each time only a few
icey

Moss

j

Barnet
open at the Strand, Jan. 24,
wiU disband the Coast combo and
rebuild

,

'

the

Paric, Cal.,
Casino Gardens, Ocean
on the Coast
with a band he formed

m BALLOTING

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Marvin Schenck, M-G-M Records
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
Following yesterday's (Monday) veepee, arrived yesterday (Monday)
annual election at AFM Local 47, it for a session with Jesse Kaye, Coast
appeared certain by noon today that head of the firm.

Band for N. Y. Date
a band

ORCUKSTllAS-JMUSIC

On Coast On
M-G-M Disk Matters Nat

Schenck

LA. LOCAL 47 EXECS

Barnet Also Follows

_____

Eb9

aU

first session.

Vide Musso (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 6th wk). With lowest admish
<60c) around town and band at .scale, some profit at 5,400.
Site is heavily
spreading paper to lure floor-filling throng.s.
Will Osborne (Trianon, B, South Gate, 2d wk).
Operating three-day
weekends only; satLsfaotory at about 2,600. Spnde Cooley's rustic rhythm
each Wednesday nite, drawing
o.k. 650 each .>ingle-o,
Charlie Barnet (Casino Gardensi B, Ocean Park, 1st wk). Opened nicely
Friday (13) and, With three
Previous days of Orrin Tucker, take boosted
to 8,900 payees.
Tommy Tucker (Palladium. B. Hollywood, 4th wk). Pace may be palsied
due to pre-holiday stagnation,
but 14.000 last week was tilt over previous.
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KIL-ROY WAS HERE,
KIL-ROY WAS HERE,
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ASCAP Thumbs Use

DTOWNLA.TERPALACE

Of Symbol For

Los Angeles, Dec.

Tyros

to

Pitch

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
general manager of
John G. Paine,
Composers, Authors and

"soon as the goverment permits

all members,
Publishers, has notified
writers alike, that
publishers and

,eal

rietv

may

membership

in

refer to Soconnection with

of funds from amateur
gettmg latsongwriters for help
Statbefore public.
ter's creations
Society strongly coning that the
threatens
demns such practice, Paine

m

lias been deluged of
amateurs
with squawks from

lessen."

Only L.A. downtown terpalace of:
is the Avodon, which opened la.st

size

May and

anyone found trading on memrap from
a
face
will
bership
ASGAP's Complaint Committee.

had tedious trading

ha.s

.

.

.

late

who Cohen

made Borsey

he has
But Dorsey

says

Dispute

head of

.

.

!

.

,

:

no offer.
open to such.

Paine,
have been bilked, according to
and many of the simpn-'pures comto
plain they paid ASCAP members
or
get
exploit
up,
point
help them
published songs, but that once coin
happened.
Fov
nothing
was tendered
years the Society has frowned on
such deals, but this is first time
ASCAPers have had matter presented with such force and empha?is.

George
manager

said to

is

....

.

BVC

Guess

I'll Get Papers. ..... .C-P
Coftee Song. ........
Valiant
.

.

.

.

formerly

service

Vs. T.D. Filed;

Ask IIG

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
based on the copyrighted' Audience ConerIndex Swfvey o1 Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Ne^works. Pitblisfted bu the Office of Research. Inc.
Tl»« top 32 songs of the lueelc,

SurDey Week of December

,

A

Gal In Calico--f 'Time, Place, Girl".

And So To Bed

6-12, 1946
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It's All Over Now......
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Debut

Own Band

>

.

in N.Y.

covers thereafter. This obligation
induced Moss to let the band
out of the final two weeks of the
date.' It will close Jan. 8.

all

finally

Young Paul Whiteman, Jr., will
Meanwhile, Moss had been assertmake his debut as a maestro next ing that he had talked to Tommy
Sunday (22) when he moves his five- Dorsey and that the latter was
piece combo into the Iceland Restaurant, New York. The 22-year-old
only son of "Pops" Whiteman has
been drumming with the Paul Ash
band at the Roxy theatre. N. Y. Before that, he worked the Capitol
theatre with his dad's band.

Group

have

will

Whiteman

on
organ, two

.

.

.

Paul Whiteman Jr. To

•

f
Witmarfc
Oh, But I Do— 'Time, Place, Girl".
Burke-VH
Ole Butternnilk Sky— f'Canyon Passage"
Shapiro-B.
......
Old Lamp-Lighter .........
.BVC
.
On the Boardwalk— f'Three. Little Girls In Blue". ..
....Criterion"
Pretending
., ..ti.
.. ............
Southern
Rickety Rickshaw Man
.
...........
Oxford
Rumors Are Flying
,,. ..
Morris
Things We Did Last Summer
This Is Always-I "Three Little Girls in Blue"
BVC
.;.
.Dorsey Bros.
This Time
..
...
.... ...
White Christmas ....,;>...... .:.
.. ...... . ... .. .Berlin
Whole World Is Singing My Song ....................... Robbins
Winter Wondfeiland
.... ... .BVC
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— f'Blue Skies".. » ... Berlin
You'll Always Be the One I Love
.i ...... .Sinatra Songs
.Santly-Joy
Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"
.. .
,

juvenile

-

... .',
.
.Goode
Everybody Loves My Baby .....
Melrose
Five Minutes More
Duchess
For Sentimetotal Reasons
Chappell
For You For Me Forever—-f'Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
'•"Annie Get Your Gun". .....
.Berlin
Girl That I Marry, The
I Got the Sun in the Morning— '"Annie Get Your Gun". ...Berlin
..
/
.Mutual
If You Were the Only Girl
.....Peer
I'll Never love Again
Leeds
It's a Pity To Say Goodnight.
.

to

Formal order was filed Saturday
(.14) against Tommy Dorsey by U. ol
North Carolina Order of the Grail.
Asking $11,000 damages for breach BIG
of contract, Grail, a student dance
society, wants $5,000 from T.D. for
breach of contract.
Alleging that
Run of the Tex Beneke-Glenn
Dorsey used only 19 musicians for a Miller
orchestra at the 400 Club,
dance at Chapel Hill when his, conNew York, has been cut from six
tract called for 36 players, another
weeks to four. This move was agreed
$5,000 was sought for loss of profits
to late'last week following Beneke's
due to breach of contract, and $1,000
opening, in direct contrast to the
damages was asked for Dorsey's
previous tefusal by Nat Moss, 400
failure to give a full two .hooi: conoperator, to let Beneke out of the
cert.
final two weeks of his run.
Originally, papers in 'the suit, when
Apparently the convincer set irt
filed on Dorsey, asked damages of following Beneke's opening Thurs$20,000.
No explanation was made day (12) night. While his business
for the reduction to $11,000.
Dor- has been good, an improvement over
sey claimed his contract called lor previous figures with other bands,
only 16 men plus himself and this the size of Beneke's band (31 musiprobably will be his defense,
cians, five vocalists) forced a -backbreaking $4,750 guarantee, plus the
first $1,250 in covers and 50% of
'

Famous

'•

Best Man, The
Coffee SOng-^"Copacabana

Starr went to higher

pas-

Welfare Bureau, testified on crossexamination that the phonographs- in
could not be classified

;

Damages Over

I

iige

17.

its

his

|

I

ant to prexy Arthur L. Becker. He'll
act. as general supervisor and will
also be in charge of talent.

since

Police Chief Elmer E. Clark said
he had received only occasional
complaints. Police Capt. William
D. Harri.son, head of the Child

U. of No. Carolina Snit

Riddle,

forgotten

should be made permanent.

be

of Capitol Records, has
Bibletone Records as assist-

.ioiued

Always ..

but

All

complaint

RCA

drums, plus an electric
trumpets and a trombone.

I

Tisinsi

in populariti/.

|

the

WB

Inc.,

Remick and Witmark, among

the highest-rated firms in the American Society of Composers. Author.s
and Publishers. Recently, Starr and
RCA temporarily buried the hatchet
when the publisheF agreed to bfe
the first to accept a l%c royalty on
the company's new 60c di.sk price.
His bow to the reduction from an
automatic 2c royalty, due to the
retail price increase from liOc, was
the result of an agreement that his
tuneS: would be assigned t<? artists
rnore to his liking.
The accord
resulted in RCA's whipping of all
other pubs into the l%c line.
However, the artists Starr drew
for his songs under the deal apparently 'Still were not acceptable
to him, and the dispute broke out
anew, culminating in his presenting
his case to higher RCA authorities.

Morris Sets

Up Music

Firm for Republic Fix
Designed to handle clearance of.
background mu.sic for Republic pictures, new firm known as Motion
Picture Music Corp. has been iset up
by the Edwin H. Morris combine.
Organized chiefly for technical purposes, M.P. Music will have no exploitation staffs

:

amenable to opening at the spot
immediately after his C a p i t o I
theatre, N. Y., dale, starting Dec. 26.
This move by T. D. would have been
an- about-face since Dorsey had been
most definite about laying off for
a couple of months at least following
the Capitol. Dorsey flatly denies,,
however, that he has any plans con-'

Republic "will have a participating
interest in the Morris subsid according to Henry Spitzer« general manager for Morris. Hetalso stated the

cerning playing the 400.

records.

new company would
few

.

........

.

.

...

Anybody's Love Song
Blue Skies— f'Blue Skies" ,.. .i .......
............
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— t"Dead Reckoning".
I'll Close My Eyes
.

.

Let It Snow
Linger In My

My Heart

Arms

a Little

Longer Baby

.

.Witmark

Hams

.... .T.B.
. .Miller

.

.

.,

.

...Berlin

.

.

,

,

.Mood
.Maurice
Morris
.Bourne
Burke- V. H.
Robbins

.

Goes Crazy— t'My Heart Goes Crazy"

Put That Kiss Back Where You Found It
September Song ... ... .....
Crawford
.....
....
Somewhere In the Night-^t"Three Little Girls In Blue"
Triangle
Sooner Or, Later— t"Song Of South"
.Santly-Joy
i
...... .
...
South America Take It Away— '"Call Me Mister"
Witmark
Mat's the Beginning of the End. ........<....,......-. ...-ABC
They Say It's Wonderful— *"Annie Get Your Gun"
Berlin
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own"
Paramount
Uncle Remus Said— t"Song of the South"
Santly-Joy
Years and Years Ago
.... Bourne
..
............
.

,

,

;

.

.

,

. .

.

.

.

/TOMMY TUCKER

.

.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

BILLY ROSE'S

DIAMOND HORSESHOE, NEW YORK
Indcf.
I

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
745

Fifth

Aw New

York 22

Pres.

LOVE YOU

THE

MAN

Personal Mgr.:
PL,

t

(theme)

THAT COMES

publish

very

songs.

Annette Warren, femnie warbler
and '88er, inked by Black & White

,

Rainy Night In Rio— f'Time, Place, GirP...
Among My Souvenirs ... ....... ., .... ..........

was

songs to artists. Starr has felt
that the handling of his tunes has
not been to the best interests of
such major catalogs as his Harms,

FoHoming songs are those that did not have enough performance credits
on tlie week to be included in the top group.
They mostly are iunes

A

execs with

and assertedly

sage by City Council in June, 1945,
told that decisions of Jim Murrayj
an ordinance imposing a $1S yearly general manager
of the recording
license on disk boxes in Canton fidivision, and his assistants were
nally had its day. in court recently.
final. Starr was also told, it's claimOwners of some 400 machines in the ed, that RCA was completely satiscity had obtained a temporary refied with the operation of the departstraining order 17 manttis ago which
ment, despite his allegations.
prevented city officials from enMurray and Eli Oberstein, head
forcing the law.
Common Pleas of RCA's artists and repertoire, have
Judge George N. Graham will now
for some time been at loggerhead.s
decide whether the temporary order
with Starr over
assignment of

.

Is

;

Canton, Dec.

Second 10

.

between Herman Starr,
Warner Bros. music
group, and officials of

the

publishing

License Fee in Jeopardy RCA-victor-s Recording pivi.sion
came to a head last week when
_
„

Sooner or Later
Santly-Joy
Five Minutes More.'.
Morris
Things We Did Summer. Morris
You Keep Comin' Back. Berlin
For You, For Me .... Chappell
If You Were Only Girl. .Mutual
Girl That. I Marry.
.Berlin

Th is

on Song Assignments

tyailtOnS!t>l&-iear lJlSKDOX

.

;

WB

Row

,

.

.

since. Cohen says his projected spot
will use name band policy. As to
recent rurrtors that he plans to bid
in eflfort to buy hack Casino Gardens,

that

ASCAP

materials

Casino Gardens,
for 16 years before
selling the ballroom several seasons
back to Wayne Dailard, vho in turn
peddled place to present owner,
Tommy Dorsey.

ASCAP

not use

on

prices

.

!i5

Higher-Ups Back Aides in

With

,

.

.

me

Cohen operated
Ocean Park here

manner

or in any

solicitation

.

and

RCA

(.Weefc £ndin0 Dec. 14)
Lamplighter
Shapiio-B
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH
World Singing Song
Bobbin.
Sentimental Reasons . . Duchess
White Xmas. ... , i-,; . .Berlin
Rymors Are Flying
Oxford
Gal in Calico.
...... .Remick
Winter Wonderland
BVC
Zip-a-Dce-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
September Song.
.Crawford

OW

10.

Cohen has formulated plans
and already secured^a downtown site
on which to erect a ballroom as
Birnie

Society of

hereafter they

10 Best Sheet SeUers

AROUND

JOE GALKIN. Music Corporation

of

America

.

.

;

i

W^ftlacsday,

Deoember

18, 1.916
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Familiar Face

Western Survey,

Dailey, After

Frank

Music Notes

Chicago, Dec. 17.
bandleader,
Diamond,
has town sowed up with
jobs, pinch hitting at top
spots on regular band's night off,
was introduced to Cincinnati

Lew

Johnny Green and Leo Robin squiggled to compo.se six ditties for Doanna
,Dennis Day propoiii!«
Durbin's forthcoming "For the Love of Mary".
Six-sided album iit Harry Lauder's ,songs tor RCA-'Victor. .. ,Mpi Tonne
inked for eight stanzas at Copacabana, N. Y., opening May 5
Lee Savin
Musicraff Records' sales manager, on Coast this week checking western

wlio

fill-in

Feels Cheaper Bands Won't Solve

Lag

who had decided
name bands for

Dailey,

Frank

to fovcgo expensive

N;

until current JagRing

J.,

ditions Jiad,

changed,

Paper Tape

j

Grove,;

Cedar

Moadowbvook.

his

b.ci.

con-

In

made a

Has

survey, o£

the

midwest and,

after

aistohiug to

Some dozen Bands

there,

done a: switch. Some of the
bands to which he's lisitened pre
completely unknown outside their

j

diana Steel Products Co,, which is
purported to have gveatev fidelity
than any other recorder on the
market.
Tape, which is made out of rag
paper, is painted with a magnetic
alloy which can be dcmagner
flu.\;

.

owi

territory,

and glomming busl-

Recorded Field

Chicago, Dec, 17.
Latest entry in the battle (between
tape recorders and wire jobs is a
paper tape developed by the In-

he's
.

New Gimmick

j

ncss done by thcrii and other better
kno.wn crevv.s in Chicago and St.
Louis, Dailey has decided that the
answer to the current b.o,. slump
docs not lie in buying cheaper, lesser

tized

a

in

process

re-reeling

BlaCkhawk resiau-.
rant by owner Don Both,
"Do I know him," asked the
visitor, "I saw him at the Chez
Parce Wednesday night, Stevens
at

"You Won't Forget Me," new tune by Fred Spiolman and Kermit
Bill Darnell,
bought by Metro for "Daddy l.s a Wolf" production.
formerly caroler with Bob Chester orchestra, signed by Keynote Records'
.Fred FinkleholT, .screen scripter, and Larry Daniels, formerly
for album.
with Tommy Dorsey's Embas.sy Music Co., have teamed up on Coast and
Russ Morgan band la.q
will shortly open new shecl-publi,shing Arm
week sliced two new sides for Decca. .Franz Steininger at work clefling
a new score fof Eagle-Lion's "Bedelia". .;, .Ben .'Oaltland-Hcrb Magidson
ditty, "Not So Easy to Forget," bought by Metro for inclusion in *'Song d
the Til in Man?' Same studio also has pui'chased'a new Leslie Kirk tuiVe,
"Lilac Time on Mackinac Island", for j'This Tinie for Keeps" pic.
Jose Granson. chief of Shapiro, Bernstein, Inc.'s Hollywood oflice. in
N. Y. this week for huddles at headquarters. .. ."The King's Men have
cut eight sides for forthcoming M-G-M label ... .Lee Cooper hiis an ived
in Hollywood from N. Y, to take over Coast charge of Pemora
.,loe
ycrga, formerly witli Walt Disney's musical dept., has joined Capitol
Records as assistant to Jim Conkling, arlist-and-repertoire chief. Conkling
now is in N. Y. for recording ses.sions with Sam Donahue, King Cole
Trio and Stan Kenton.
.Dave Marshall tabbed musical director toi' Eagle
Records, recently formed Hollywood odd-label
.Pinky. Tonilin last Week
.slashed four new sides for University Records.
.JoKnny Moore's; Three
Blazers back in Hollywood after cross^countiw one-niters and next week
Will commence cutting first album for Exclusive Records. .. .Pat Friday
etched two new platters for Enterprise. ,. .Sam Weiss, of Morris' music
films, back on Coast after N. Y. trek.'. .Rickey Jordan given one-year
platter pact by Exclusive. first term paper i.ssued by waxery since last
sprhig.
Exclasive also is cutting four sides this week jwith Joe Liggins'
orch.
.Pilotone Records will' invade classical field for first time, with
album by Metropolitan Symph..,.Bob Nolan and Sons of 'the Pioneers
will cut two new oatunes for RGA-Victor this week; Meanwhile Decca is
prcpping re-i.ssue of album by combo.
.Smokey Rogers waxed four rustie
rhythm tunes over weekend for Four Star Records, .Del Courtney combo
has cut four new side.s for Enterprise.
.Tex Atchison has sliced two more
prairie plaints for King Records. .. .Bob Hay ward, last with Exclusive,
has been tabbed by Black & White Records.... Jerry Lester heads east
fir.st of year to become New. York representative of Freddy lilartin MirsiCi
Goell,

Inn
College
night,
e r
Saturday afternoon, P a 1
House Monday night, and he's
working here tonight. Doesn't
Chicago have any .other night

.

m

Hucksters Label

"

On

Participating

.

,

Basis

b.o. He feels now that this
primary reason for the pubdisinterest in the top bands,
fact that some of them
have been around so long has
nothing at all to do with the public's

lagging

.

j

tlie

and"

the

lao'!

oC interest..

|

i

To substantiate his iKiint that the
cur 'ent condition is mostly an ecoone, Dailey recites .some of
the experiences o£ waiters and
otheis met on his western stay.
They iind patrons going no far as
to request that they be advised
when their checks reach a certain
total, indicating that a certain figure

the present shellac method of disk
recording and also to make inroads
on Hollywood recording due to the
ease of editing and patching that
can be done with paper product.
Product in demonstration In Chi
was very good in reproducing
middle and lower voice and musical
register, but control was weak on
the high notes.
'

nomic

their
Tliat's

as

spending for
only one of
now run into.

the
that

'

many

limit

Govt

Lifts

Curb

evening.
angles

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

Ail-Time Favorite

EXACTLY
LIKE

YOU
Music hy

, ,

On Paper Dole

of

waiters

there

are

some name band

leaders.

of "Sleepy Baby" and "Did I Remember," which partner Dick Gold
received from the defunct Bel-Tone
Records in lieu of monies owed him,
Artie Wayne, former vocalist with
Freddy iWartin, supplied the idea of
forming and using the name Hucksters.
Jack Beekman, of the Danny
Winkler
agency,
which
handles
Wa.vne. supplied the needed initial
capital with which pressings were
obtainedi Red Doff was brought in
to
Ira Cook, disk
do publicity.
jockey on indie KFAC. promised
daily air plugs. And then Beekman
obtained the okay from Frederick
Wakeman, a Winkler client, for the
use of the title and a facsimile of
the book's cover as label art..
On delivery of the first order of
1,000 plattersj all hands pitched in to
peddle them to music shops, selling
out completely within a couple of
days. In the two weeks of its existence, the platter has now hit 30,000
and more orders eontinue to pile in.
Though still pushing onlv the one
platter, expansion is planned. Andy
Phillips band and the Velvetoncs
are on the initialer; however with
establishment cinched the plan now
is to spot showcase Wayne on the
disks and use Hucteters as the stepoft for the singer whom the agenc.y
had been unable to spot favorably
until the birth of the firm that cost
$180 in cash.

All danger of Government restriction on the use of paper by music

publishers was lifted last week with
the receipt of a directive by the
Music Publishers Protective Assn.'s
Walter Douglas that applications to
Government lor "inveatory
the
grants" were ho longer necessar.y.
Previously, each year, Douglas took
stock and applied accordingly.
Order originally had been received late in Novembe'r, but the
exclusion of various other forms
of music publication forced withholding of the dope until a subsequent letter elarifled the first and
removed all forms of music publication

.

JIMMY McHUGH
Sfaapiro-Berastein

from

restrictions.

Ben Sabia, formerly with Mutual
and Robbins, now operating his own
firm, Greenwich Music Corp.

Bill

;

.

interest-holders
In this
case, however, ownership is really
a working interest since all partners
contribute labor or talent,
It all started with a master disk
in

.

.

.

.

Von

"

'

had been marked

New

has as.
of it as

,

.

.

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
odd label, Huckster Records,
man.y people hWding a piece
.

.

.

.

Workman

.

is

.

.

bands.

lie's

.

.

club band?".

,

>

.

dislribtitlon.

Tliursday

and

ready for immediate reuse. Compared to wire tape, cost of record.Dailey feels that tlic only thing
in.q a half-hour session is about oneto be done under the circunistances
Spools are expected
third cheaper.
to string alohg w'ith established
is.
retail about $1.50 as against $5
namos; it: those combos can cut, to
and up for the metal reporders.
opei-ating costs sufficiently to put
Special recording machines were
their prices more in line with the
developed to handle the tape with
business that they have been draw-,
the cooperation of the Midw-est Reing. His conclusions are that once
accomplished then cafe search Institute of Kansas City, Mo.
tills
is
owners of his ilk will be able to Models are similar to magazines on
lower food and drink prices, which 16m camera projectoi's.
Inventor Hugh Howell expects the
have ]atel.y been sot so high as to
to replace
contribute heavily to the current tape in the; near future

known

,

-

visitor

Wins

Tilzer

Appeal Vs. Vogel
The opinion
Bondy in N. Y.

.

,

Sam Rowland bows on KWKW,
Hollywood, as disk jockey in' January. He's music editor for Look and
is cm rently in New York arranging
to
operate from here in that capacity.

of Judge William
federal court in faVon Tilzer against

vor of Harry
Jeri'y Vogel Music

Co., involving
.seven songs composed by Von Tilzer,
was unanimously uphold by

three judges of the U. S; District
Court of Appeals, in N, Y., last
Thursday (12i. The issues involved
an important copyriglil question,
and is considered important in, establishing Jaw in the field oC copy„
i''ght. Case has been in litigation for

,

!

S'^vcral years.

.

!

The deci.sion hold.s that Vogel Music, defendant, infringed on eopyrights to sucli old songs as "I Want
Girl Just Like the Girl Who Married Dear Old Dad." "Down On the
Farm," "All Alone," "When Harvest
Days Are Over" and several other
old-time hits. Tlie music company
had published the.se songs after the
original
copyriglit
had
expired,
claiming to have rights, ..from the
heirs of the lyrie writers who had

A

'

Karzas Adds 3

collaborated with Von Tilzer. The
question involved on the appeal was
whether the estates of these lyric
writers could assign the renewal of
copyrights to Vogel Music.

Midwest Ballrooms To
Chi's Aragon, Trianon
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Three of the largest ballrooms in
the middle west were sold this week
to William Karzas, owner of the Aragon and. Trianon dance spots here.
Karzas added the Surf. Clear Lake.
lowa; Terp, Austin, Minn.; and tlie
Prom Ballroom, Minneapolis, All'
were owned previously by CarJ B'ox,
who will be. retained in an advisory
.

I

America's

!

|

Newest

'

i

Song

capacity.

Buyout will not affect personnel
and Karzas will institute name band

Stylist

t
»

NBC THURSDAY

FROM HOLLrwoOD

IN
N»wst

MERCURY RECORD

Ws My

Desire"

"By the River

19th

Because of the complexity of the
Court had granted

$10,000 coimsel fee.s to Von Tilzer's
counsel. Circuit Court of Appeals
held that there was "no abuse' of
discretion in the amount of attorneys' fees awarded;"
AccQuntings
for profits and damages will be the

COAST SHEET SALES
lafnt and

and

£!?

each piece of sheet music. Also that
Von Tilzer did not owe royalties
on such folios.
issues, the Di-strict

Releas*

JO STAFFORD

:

was held

in the case that where
folios are printed, composed of
collection of songs, stich folios do
not constitute printed copies hke

which will have a large influence on band booking with his being
able to offer large blocks of time to
bands that will play his circuit.
Kenneth Moore, now associated
with Karzas, will be active in the
new chain.

CHESTERFIELD
SUPPER CLUB
t

Tilzer.

Ti'^^ei'

it

policy,

Appearing on fhe

Nizer, counsel for Harry
contended that these
remained vested in the Von
company. During the litigation it was claimed that Vogel's business was a re-publishing business
and that tjie manner in which he
claimed to have obtained a.ssignments from estates did not support
the rights he claimed. 'Additionally.

Louis

Von

rights

Sainte Marie"

SEASONAL CLIMB

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Sheet music sales have spurted
mightily ill this area since, first of
month and as result biz has become
normal for season, according to western dealers and jobbers. Picture further is brightened by fact December
is best month of year. Consequently,
pubs hereabouts are taking ne w lease
on life after the thudding five-month
slump which skidded sales down 35%

I

next step in the proceedings.

TWO OUTSTANDING HOLIDAY

SONGS!

.CHRISTMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR
AND

generally.

Currently top-selling sheets on
Coast is "White Christmas," which
climbed atop list ten days ago and
probably will perch there until Santa
scamps. Since the ditty was published in' 1942, it has been given annual revival by Irving Berlin and
each year noses to top rung during
the weeks preceding the holidays.

HELLO NEW YEAR, HELLO
fref*ss}oiial

Copies Stnf Air Mail on

HAGGAR MUSIC
U19

Ireailway.

l(tqii«sf

CO., Publishers

N«w

York

If. N. Y.

December 18, 1946

tr«^nee<lay,

RAY BLOCH

Records Exclusively For

^^m^U^

Records

LIMEHOUSE BLUES

MEADOWLAND
isooa
15011

THE lELLS OF
SPELLIOUND
PULL

SiX.

MOOH AND

POLLY

MARY'S
EMPTY ARMS

WOLtY DOODLE

ESPANHARLEM
JEALOUSY
BEGIN THE BE6UINE

HUMORESQUR
Ji)

Signature Album S-2

1S050

THE WAY YOU LOOK TONIGHT
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES

15052

ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE
PEOPLE WILL SAY WE'RE IN LOVI
THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU

150S1

A

PRETTY GIRIH IS LIKE

A MELODY

Feafurfng Monica Lewis
15013
15029
15042

15046

THE WHIFPENPOOF SONG
THE HOUSE I LIVE IN
SHOULD I TELL YOU I LOVE YOU
PUT THE BLAME ON MAME
THE CAT AND THE CANARY
WALKIN' WITH MY SHADOW
FOR YOU. FOR ME FOREVER MORE
AU REVOIR

15047

CRADLE SONG
SWEET AND LOW

1505$

WITHOUT YOU
SOUTH AMERICA. TAKE
UNCLE REMUS SAID
A RAINY NIGHT IN RIO

ISOtO

IT

AWAY

Feofnrfng Bobby Doyle
TWILIGHT SONG
ADVENTURE
1503*

AND THEN IT'S HEAVEN
YOU KEEP COMING RACK LIKE A SONG
A SERENADE TO AN OLD FASHIONED GIRL
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
WHITE CHRISTMAS
NIGHT

SILENT

Featuring Bobby Doyfe and Monica Lewis
15037

WHY

DOES

TWO

SLEEPY PEOPLE

IT

es.»_

GET SO LATE SO EARLY

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

—

.

.
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By BERYL DAVIS OF LONDON
Jimmy Evans for 1-Niters
Newest of the jazz concert en- SIGNED FOR M-G-M DISKS
Jazz Unit Formed

New

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

trepreneurs is Jinvihy Evans, manager Of Don Redman and Hot Lips
Page, who's, assembled a nine-man
George Frazier
unit which will be billed as "CavalPhil Harris' "The Dark Town clever humor in the lyric and you'll cade of Jazz" at it's Christmas Day
Poker Club" (Victor) is one ot the find it interesting. "Sweet Tenipta- preem at Turner's Arena, Wa.shiiiKnwsl objectionable records to come tion," on the other side, recount.'i the ton. Leonard Feather will handle

Beryl Davis, 22-ye«r-old Englisiii
chanteusB who sang for over a year
with the Gleim Miller Arm.v band,
will arrive here Jan. 5 to begin cut-

I

along in a great while. First of all,
be understood that neither
it
Harris nor "Victor, (nor the defunct
ARA label, which niarketed it a few
months ago by Harris) is being accused of. anything but stupidity, "The

irresistibility

Poker Glub"
Tom. which is

tVagrantly
to say that

hillbilly field

and neither, for that matter, is
"Sweet Temptation." As for "So
Round," though, it's a fine thing
and is hereby recomqiended to one
and all.

I

!

\

j

I

ridi-

it

Another Travis number, "Divorce
Writing credits
the Negro.
"Williams-Vodery-Navez" as the Me CVO..D.," is' given a fine rou.sing
authors, which may .mean that the treatment by Foy Willing and the
of the Purple Sage on a new
Riders
the
late Bert Williams had a hand in
composition. In any event, it is the Majestic. We think you'll like it,
whether or not you wear spur.s.
idiom which he fancied.
it
Incidentally,
would seem to lis
Personally, we are a bit too young
cules

I

list

know much about

are.

We

William.s.

his
out a

of

Columbia

that

stuff

that metropolitan jocks fluff off hillbilly releases without listening to
them. -This is a great mistake. The
hillbilly field, as we have had occasion to point out, is more aware

the

however, acquainted with

album

:

1

i

few years ago. In its
day; it may have seemed excrutiatingly funny but to us" today it seeitis of om^ times than any other form
rherely embarrassingly subservient. of popular music. In certain inThere is more than a iihred of evi- stanceSj the field even manages to
dence to support the suspicion that produce some pertinent truths that
Harris looks upon himself as the have not been voiced elsewhere.
brought

,

.

modern Bert Williams.

that

It

is so.

we fancy Benny

In the hot field
I

Goodman's twelve-inch

ting platlers for

narration.

That's
)

Uncle

is

woman.

a

of

nothing radical in the

let

side of "Oh,

Baby!" (Columbia). This may be
Benny's valedictory to the big band
business. If so, he could hardly have

Suggested Program
Way"—Benny

"Don't Be Tliat

(Victor).

Me"

"You Took Advantage

—Lee

Wiley

of
(Music Bo.v).

—

"Someday"

Ebe

Bob

(Decca).

-"The

Ecne

Danube"

Blue

r

1

y

— Henri

(Victor).

"Drop

Me

Oil'

at,

Harlem"

Duke

Ellington (Columbia).
Kitty"—Rudy
"Kaasas City
Vallee (Victor).
"Of Thee I Sing"—Russell
Bennett (Sonora).

.

BAR VS. SAXMAN
DAWES CAUSES RUCKUS

We

Dark

Town

Poker Cluia" the other night while
our Negro maid was serving dinner^
It was a situation lor which we held
both Harris and Victor accountable.
It's not a very funny record. It's
bad taste is shocking. It also happens to be pretty dull.
Reverse, fortunately, is "Woodman, Spare That Tree" and it will
probably do a land office businefs
.

in t)ie diskboxeS. Harris is not without talent, but it is a pity that he

should

dedicate

it

a

to

thing like

"Dark Town Poker Club."

:

.1

To turn to pleasanter matters,
Wingy Manone's "Paper Doll" and
"Besame Mucho" (Capitol) present
Joe Manone from San Anton' in the "Let the Gobd
idiom he did so effectively

"Isle

in

Not that either of these
another "Capri," but simply that

of Capri."

'

Factf

Bing Crosby does the great "Sep*
tembei- Song" CDecca> in a way that,
if not top-drawer Crosby, is still
superb. It's backed by "Temptation"
...He also has two potential juke
smashe.<i in the coupling of' "A Gal
in Calico" and "Oh, But I Do." Our
favorite Crosby, of the week, however, is "Does Your Heart Beat for
Me?".. .The most valid interpretation of the "Mexican Hat Dance" to
make its appearance in ages is Henri
Rene's on Victor.
It's really very
listenable.
The backing is "Adios,
Pampa Mia!" a tango' played in appropriate gaucho style. .There's a
new Louis Jordan this week "Ain't
Nobody Here But Us Chickens" and

i.s

,

-

pleaiiant,

strikes us as just a little bit cute in
its lyric.
The side, here sounds like
"Nisht" and. as is customary with
Sinatra, it'll assail you from the
.

Wurlitzers and over the air.
It you've been wondering what
ever became of the tenor, you better give a listen to a man named
GJark Dennis, wlio, is out on Capi^
tol v.'ith "Peg O' My Heart" and
"Ble.ss You."
As tenors go, Dennis

i>ld

•

chair,

Band business people are a bit bothered by the prominence given the
breakup of various top bands such as Tommy Dorsey's, Woody Herman's,
They see the public getting the
et al., in various newspaper columns.
wrong idea from coluinnist remarks, which invariably fail to state that
virtually every breakup is temporary and that the bands mentioned will
eventually be back in busines.'s. Columbia Records, which has under con-

Ballad
.

—

Baby!"

"It's

Lovin'

tract a majority of the outfits temporarily out of business, is more bothered
about it than anyone else and it is preparing to see that its exploitation
departments impress upon record dealers and others that the disband*

ments are not

'

"When

You Left Me" (Larry Green).
Novelty— "Paper Doll" (Wingy
Manone),
Spare
"Woodman,
That Tree" (Phil Harris), and
"E\erything's Movin' Top Fast"
.

(Peggy Lee).

is
TOore than, u mally acceptable.
Fact remains, though, that as tenors (Decca) is another nickelodeon winmost of them went. Dennis may ner; but it may not entice as much
prove an exception, but you can't trade as its reverse, the newer "A
prove it by us. If you want to hear Rainy Night in Rio".; Connee Bosa new voice (or a voice that hasn't well's "Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah" with the
been heard for a while) listen to Bob Crosby band (Decca) is pretty
Bob Eberly sing "Stomeday" (Decca). refreshing stuff. For one thing. Miss
-Comparisons may- be odious, but we Bos well never falls into the habit
think he has it. all over any tenor of whining (as so
many girl-singers
around today. And it you're asking, do nowadays). There
is a forthwe're .?aying, yes. we do mean rightness
about her delivery that is
Danny O'Neill as well as Clark very, very welcome. It's a juke lave
Dennis.
...Decca has i baritone named
Merle Trafis' "So Roiind. So Warren Evans, who reminds one of
Firm, So PuUy Packed" (Capitol), Billy Eckstine, although he lacks
vocal with cowboy band, as they Kckstine's pronounced vibrato. You
My on the label, sound! like a hit. can hear him, accompanied by Sam
Hi>t only in the hinterlands, but in Price's good little band, in "Don't Be
cities too. Theie is a good «leal oof Late" and "Maci About You".

permanent.

at all

American Federation of Musicians apparently is not too interested in
whether it collects royalties per-record-sold by the many indie di.skei'ies
Union has no staff to check on what sums
.scattered around the country.
are due AFM on the basis of contracts each disker must sign with it before
going inio business, and apparently it's making no obvious attempt to colIt seems content to
lect.
It simply waits for the, coin to be forwarded.
see that payments are made by the major labels only. ARA; Coast firm
which recently folded, for example, had never paid the AFM anything in
royalties on disks it sold. Other indies have also gotten away with it so.

is his burn again.st many of
former musicians, who, he points
lolled around Hollywood all
summerv working two and three far;
days a week for which he paid a
William Randolph, called "Popsie" by musicians, because of his habit
full week's salary. -Then, when T.D.
was due to head east, many of the of writing his name on the walls of dressing rooms he played with Benny
men in his band decided they wanted Goodman and Woody Herman's orchestras as band boy, has started in
to stay in Hollywood.
Dawes was business in N. Y. as a photographer. He's being backed in the new venture by Goodman coin. The latter is keeping him on a weekly, salary until
one.
It all contributed to DorSey's
the new business gets going. Before he became, associated with B. G.,
breaking up his band.'
Randolph had been a photographer.

Dawes
his

out,
last

'

^

,

It's

a Habit
I

Pittsburgh, Deo.

Ken

Bailey,

local

17.

who

saxman

I

week, perhaps to start ar.otlier
decade's engagement.
Bailey was
supplanted at the Fort Pitt early in
September by the Billy Yates foursome.
Saxist will return with his old trio,
which includes Johnn.v Mitchell on
the organ and Roy Zimmerman at
this

,

In an ad in Variety by Oxford Music Corp.. subsidiary of Santly-Joy,
two weeks ago, the company's address, 1619 Broadway, New York, was
indistinct along with the names of Eddie Joy, one of its N. Y. reps, and
Bill Coty and Ted Travers, Coast and Chicago reps; respectively.

must have thought ha had a lite-time
job at Fort Pitt hotel when he celebrated a tenth anniversary there last
summer, only to get his notice a
couple of months later, is going back
into the downtown inn with his trio

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1.

Old Lamplightei'

2.

Ole Buttermilk

3.

For Sentimental Reasons

(4)

4.

Rumors Are Flying

(Oxford)

5.

Whole World Singing Son«

(5)

Sammy Kaye.

<

(Shapiro-B).

(Burke-VHi

(12)

(Leeds)

.

6.

Things Did Last

Summer

(7)

(Morris)

New York

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah (2) (Santly-Joy);.

8.

Five Min utes. More (22) (Melrose).

9.

Gal

In Calico (1)

,

.

.

.

.

<
I

.

_ jSatntny Kaye,;
(

(

.:

.

.

Cominx Up

.

.

.

Prank Sinatra. . ..Columbia
Victor
.,
J Tex Benelce.
Beneke
Victor
Bing Crosby
Decca
Frank Sinatra
.Columbia

(

....

(Witmark)

agreed before N. Y. local 802 trial
10. Coffee Song (8) (Valiant)
board last week that his action was
hasty and the band will fulfill its
contract to Feb. 12. .Elliot Wexler,
foi'mer manager of Benny Goodman, Sooner or Later
(Santly-Joy)
intends going into his own record
business in the future;
He's the Winter Wonderland (BVC)
owner of a disk distributing com^
Huggin'
and
Chalkin'
(Hudson)
pany
RCA-Victor pulled unusual
stunt last week.
It had albums of
On the Boardwalk (BVC)
the score of the new '"Finian's Rainbow'' on sale at the Erlanger theaPasse (Feist)
,
tre, Philadelphia, when the show's
tryout
opened.
Disk
companies
rarely go out on a limb in such a Christmas Song (Burke- VH)
way on a new score, but RCA's Eli
Oberstein
pushed
it
through.'.. If I'm Lucky (BVC)
'
Rumors persist that Jimmy Ddrsey's
reduction of operating costs Will result in breakup of his band and that riiis Is Always (BVC)
Howard Christensen, his manager,
will not continue. Neither is true.
You Keep Coming Back (Berlin)
Ditto reports Tommy Tucker was
to break up. .Ben Cutler orchestra's
Best Man (Vanguard)
exit from Old South nitery, N. Y.,
resulted in union's withdrawal of all
musicians and closing of dub,
Just Squeeze Me

. .

Frank Sinatra
.Columbia
Sammy Kaye. ...
.Victor
Johnny Mercer. .... .Capitol
.

(
(

Barney Josephon, operator of Cafe
Society Downtown, whose disniis.sal
of J; C. Heard's band last week over
a
benefit played
by the leader,

.

5;^^„°;Xsey. V.-.':°'D"cc:
Vaughn Monroe.. ..Victor

5
|[

7.

.

K^ws'^SMis.-.

(Bobbins)
{

the Upbeat

.

.

:'••*

j

(2)

Victor

.Columbia
i Kay Kyser.
Columbia
i^^ay Kyser..
J Connee Boswell ....... Decca
{ Ella Fitzgerald
Decca
Charlie Spivak
Victor
.

(10)

the piano.

Time"

—

and

j

(Benny

(Peggy Lee). "This Is the Night"
(Frank Sinatra ), and "Septem-'
ber Song" and *'Does Your Heart
Beat for Me?" (Bing CrOSby).
Dance
"White Christmas"

(Guy Lombardo)

]

im-

he

says he holds no beef
against Barnet, as he figures latter
had to ask him to go in order to get
the ballroom booking. A preliminary hearing on the matter will be
considered
by Local 47's Trial
Board on Thurs. (19).
T. D.'s reason for the action vs.

On

—

Hot
"Oh,
Goodman).

edict.-

Dawes

plied.

Willing).

Frank Sinatra's newest is "This is
the Night" backed by "Hush-a-Bye
extremely

.

Hillbilly— "So Round, So Firm.
So Fully Packed" (Merle Travis)
and "Divorce Me C.O.D." (Foy

think both faces
are worthwhile and will do nicely
with jocks and jukes. We are sorry,
though, that they are not quite wh^t
the.v should have been.

They're both
but "Island"

.

Be«t Beti

We

Island" (Columbia).

—

.

this is fine jazz humor. There is an
abundant catalogue of tunes which
suit Manone's satiric bent and it
remains for him and Capitol to in-

vestigate them.

.

"Times Roll" (Decca).
"Chickens" promises to be one of the
Tympany Five's biggest hits The
Andrews Sisters' "Coffee Song"

'

Noose continues to tighten about the necks of many ot the small, indie
pop-platteries dotting the Hollywood area. Beset by bad biz, at least six
.smallies last week were padding around the Coast trying to peddle iinreleased masters to rival firms in an effort to raise quick coin to meet
taxes.
U. S. Treasury agents, after riding the Coast hoys but lightly for
some lime, have toughened and given indications they want all past taxes
on the line by year's end or else. Many waxeries have been using the 10%
tax- coin raked off sales to meet other expenses and as result are in considerable debt to the government, which uses a pyramiding system on
delinquent taxes, adding 10% as each month's dues slide by into arrear.s.
Some of the Coast smallies have permitted taxes owed to snowball into
really staggering totals and as a result have developed severe jitters.

lodged claim with
AFM local 47 over weekend that he
has, been unfairly baiTed from playing Tommy Dorsey's Ca-Sino Gardens.
Barnet opened last Friday
(13) with a replacement in Dawes'
band,

Barnet's

Barnet was told of

Wax

"The

played

will

coal strike has been
over for around 10 days, band bookers are still feeling its effects iu
selling bands to promoters in the
mining areas, all of which are. good
dates. They say it will, be many

Inside Stuff--Orchestras-Music

Bob Dawes, sax and clarinetist
who has been playing with Charlie

AFM

ened.

She

M-G-M-.

Effects Of

Strike in Dance Dates
Though the

TD'S

Last September, Dawes quit Dorsey's band and shortly after linked
delivered a more memorable one.;
up with Barnet. At the time of the
Band plays with discipline, enthus- switch. Dawes claims in appeal to
iasm, and a matchlessly easy beat,
union, he gave TD nearly four
there are solos galore and most are
weeks' notice but that now he is
of a high order. Vocal is by B. G.
barred from Casino by
rule
himself and is unpretentious and
because Dorsey claimed he had not
agreeable. This is a line job and,
been tendered ample notice to get
we wouldn't be surprised, an en- adequate replacement.
during one as well. Obviously (beKermit Bierkamp. manager of
cause it is twelve-inches) you won't
Casino, admits that Dawes cannot
be hearing it on the Wurlitzers, play the
site at any time, and when
though.

Peggy Lee. a Goodman alumna,
acquits .herself with distinction on
the Capitol of "Everything's Movin'
he ou;,ht to grow up. This is 1946
Too
Fast" and "It's Lovin' Time."
and tempus fugits and the side"Everything" is boogie woogie and
splitting humor ot ye.stcryear has
become the bad taste of today. We Miss Lee handles it creditably.
"Lovin'
Time" is in slower tempo
don't mean to sound holier-thanthou, because liberali.sm can go to and she sounds a bit more at ease.
tiresome lengths.
But we do feel There seems little doubt that both
sides
will,
as they say in the trade,
that "darky" humor and the gags
about razors are out of place in a pick up the nickels.
woi-kl that presumes to be enlight-

To Shake

Personnel includes Page on trum- play niterie.s, vaudeville, etc.
weeks before one-night promotions
Charlie Ventura, tenor sax;
pet,
Miss Davis; the "jnystery girl" on in many Pennsylvania ballroom-!
Chubby Jackson, bass; Sidney Cat- lasT'weelTs Varibitt back cover, was will be back on an even keel for
drums; Happy Cadwell, tenor signed by Willard Alexander after the simple reason that the strike
loti,
Billy some of .the boys in the Miller out- cleaned ihe area completely
trumpet;
Neil Hefti,
sax;
of ready
Bower, guitar; Tony Aless. piano, fit had bombarded him with letters coin, and the next few paydays for
Before signing with miners will be devoted
and George Jenkins on dnuns. Dinah about here.
to catching
Wa.shington is slated as warbler. .\lexander she had been cutting with up on debts, etc.
Following the Washington opening, several Briti.'ih bands for Decca, Ltd.
This has made promoters in the
"Cavalcade" is set for dates in
When Mi.s-s Davis pacted to come
Wilkes-Barre, Hartford, Newark and to the U.S., Marvin Schenck of affected areas reduce their plans
Town Hall, N. Y.
MvG-M's plattery signed her for to a minimum and some to shuttt-r
She temporarily until conditions get back
next year.
pressings, early
to normal;
leaves on the SS America Jan. 5i

'

Goodman

Mining Areas Unable

After being completely overlooked

by Jack Hylton, Geraldo, Ambrose
and other British orchestra- leaders,

By

to

.

,

?

:

.

,

,

.

Decca

| Sf''*;.^"^""*''
Starlighters

'^V

Mercury

)

Victor
,<Te? Beneke
\ Margaret WhUing. .Capitol
.Canjtol
(King Cole Trio.
.Columbia
(Les Brown.
1^?"^^ ^o"""
I'^'''''
Decca
Jimmy Dorsey
(
.

.

•

:

Victor

Victor
.....Decca

Perry Como
Andi-ews-Iiombardo
Hoagy Carmichael

..

.

\
I

.

Columbia
5?rry James
Dick Hay mes........ Decca

.

,

.

,

(Continued on page 83)
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1
Capitol
-|
Jo StaiYofd,
(King Cole Trio. .. ...Capitol
....Columbia
I Les Brown
,

\^"} W^ton

(Dick Jurgens

CaP"?'
^
Columbia

:

;
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Bistros Set

flii

Fields Sbiftmg to

New Year s Eve

FB

Freddie Fields, currently with
J; Greshler agency, is set to
join Frederick Bros, around Jan^ 1.
Fields will be in charge ot Latin
band bookings at the Fredericks

59

Atlantic City Hotels, Bistros Prep For

Abn«r

Tariffs Way Above Last Year's Bite

Largest Holiday Crowds Since Pre-War

office.

Chicago, Dec.

4

17.

«1()0

all

Trid

champagne you

the

»»

"My

Year's Eve tariffs

Nisht cUib New
plenty over last year's
are hiked
several clubs for the first
oiices and
beginning of the war
fime since the
formal dress
encotiraging
are
Cameo Club with
Top stJOt is the
includes supper
which
cover,

Favorite Story'
mnMl lympotiuin af tha

V«rt«ty'f

yMr'i bMt lavght

'

Comics Overlap Each Other
:

At Friars' Salute

Tom Howard

in

charge.

Number

41st Anniversary

.

spots
class
Bookers also realready sold
port heavy demand from neighbor*
indicates
which
talent
hood spots for
strong biz for outlying districts.
out.

For Yauders, Rodeo Date

Film dancer is doing personal appearance for the first time in many
years and may later go into a Broad-

way

and Gene Austin

New

theatre.

Orleans, toaay (Wed,).

will carry five additional pera series
time in

formers and are slated, for
of dates on the Interstate
Texas, and. will do a rodeo
ance at Lakeville, Fla.
Dates are on % percentage

PATRICIA
ar« dancing away with tha
show at till Millar's Em>
baiiy Club . . . prasanting
highly individual routinat in
thay avan
tvtry tampo

basis.

New O&J Show

For
Nicky
shutter

AND

appear-

Garnival, N.Y., Sprucing

musical.

CAPPELLA

start a series

of theatre dates at the St. Charles

Duo
Eleanor Powell's Cafe Date
Eleanor Powell signed last week
for a date at the Chez Parcci Chicago, starting in March.

Frolic Grosses $20,000
The scarcity of comedy material
most evident at a benefit when a
flock of comics show up and do their

Blair's Carnival, N. Y., will

New

from

Year's day to Jan,

date of the Olsen and Johnson

9,

act not knowing who or what preceded them. The audience finds the
same material showing up frequently.
That was the situation at the

Friars Frolic at the Imperial theatre, N. Y., Sunday (15) when Virtually every comic in town came to
honor Ted Lewis to whom the shindig was dedicated.

The audience was slightly embarrassed by the repetition of funny
it's the comic's fault or that of writers who sell
the same material to several comics

Spot will get a decoration
job and stage will be enlarged for
the O&J engagement. Club closes

preem.

immediately after Milton Berle completes his record-breaking 44-week
date on the holiday eve.
Olsen & Johnson will go in witK a

deal fell through.

lighting, erected

while the soft coal
was on in the hope; the miners
would be called back before the
holidays. The strings of red and
green lights stretch for six miles
along these two lanes, They are

strilce

Now

Former Latin Faves
Doing

OK on Home Ground

finding

in
their

'

Among

to the crowd's liking.

HOWARD

The affair grossed around $20,000
with an SRO crowd present at a $25
top. Proceeds include take from the
souvenir program.
Others who appeared included
Thelma Carpenter, Dorothy Baxter,
Bill McGraw, Archie Robbins, Lillian Roth, Anne Thomas, Marion
Colby, Mack Triplets, Bert Frohman,
and Lenny Kent.

'Coniedr Vance Aiitles'

Wish Everyone
A Merry Xmns

MiLLM 0*4

Dir.:

MATTY

ROSloIJ

Calibre of the acts

good and

ESTEllE CAROL

all

was generally
.

Of Newly Formed

New York

"Eitclle Carol, p«fiU brMnetU
optntd wHh «n inter»^ng
aero danea and thowad lot of n!gh
klcld,

Fin-

and buHarfliej.

«plit»

ishad to a niea hand."

—The

Mllbeard.

• • •

ica.

committee of the
SMWG consists of Hughie Prince,
Allen Sproul, Leo Fuld and Marty
Executive

HOTEL NICOLLET,
Carol,

"Estalle

$oma

lass

bination

who
of

•

Mlnneapoiii

winsome,

lij-

ROth.

com-

baaMfy,
captivating
fabulous faalf of the

and
Acrobatic Art*"
«harrtt

a

offart the rare

—

"

:
.

.

:

:

tM m

Taa bava aaftaraa tha kaarta nf tha Glaaa Bat
patrnm ty iraaaatUj tka ultlaata la huaaraua
l|rlaa« Tau ara taiay rtffrM aa aa Aaartaaa
laatltatlaa la tha aatartaliaMet riaU. Tha
aatlr* aaaatrjr-haa laii(ha< wlth yfw la jaar
varlxaa ata(a a'aaa tat rail* ir*t'*'" "a* tk*
ntrnaa af tha Olaaa Hat war* Vlrl«li«ta4 ta anymr f laa parf«niaacta>
KlahlBf yxu ••wttaua* a'aaaaia, «a ara

Attorney Louis Mandel
Exits Danny Kaye Setup

Mlniii Tribune.

Season's Greetings
to My Host of Friends

:

.

Mtn.Maai

•Inaa xotir aiiaiaaMBts that atariat ta» waka a(«
haTa >rakaB all raaarla whtak
at tha aiata Ian.
w* attrlkuta to ynir axaalla«« parfnnanaa aid
rapilarttr* Tavr atjla 1* fr*>**kt*t aiw(a la •
aanMar that haa a traMaiwa laflua»aa
tha
wnrU af aatarjwlaaart mi jmr iBttattnaa af
ynar Tarlava- mribara ara axaaatlnslr alarar* Tha
iM*a raaatTat fraa tatmrn af tka
a iwawta
aiaaa Sat irmaa tkat jaur aat la tba Mii M)^ttr
«M Wm« kaa farfanaal la tbla faaaa* rim. la .mur

U

Allen

hooftr,

WKM.t'UW

m

SMWG

Walker has been named
temporary chairman of the newly
formed Special Material Writers
Group has completed a
Guild.
the
with
arrangement
working
American Guild of Variety Artists
and plans to Ultimately ally itself
with the Authors League of Amer-

HIWV4IIK U.H.V

TM U4U Am*

Walker Named Chairman
IDDIi'S.

•

•fP.CI

•IntaJ laliniit riaa*
1m Tark, Sav Tiirk

Jose.

Dear

Acrobatic Dance Star
LION AHO

nMTV HtHTH TftllT

llNIH«T#M AVIHUft AT

IKICUTiVI

performers got healthy

mitts.

^

tlnaarajy ynura.

After IVi years association, Sylvia

Fine (Mrs. Danny Kaye) is taking
over the active business management
of her comedian-husband's affairs,
which means attorney Louis Mandel
has exited the combine. When Kaye

16 Park Ave., Tarrytown, N. Y. '"^7"

first .started in show business, his
comprised the barrister;
Miss Fine, who writes most of his
collaborator
special material, her
Max Liebman, and publicist Eddie

"cabinet"

SEASON'S GREETINGS
WliCBNH.Y Ol'T OF THE ABMX
'""'*

BOB FREED
''••npletnlft lltlarlons UnKaneiiieiit In the
WasliliiKton, O. C.

ttirecUdq: Bert

aonaa,

1480

Blue

Dukoff.

•

Frank L. Weil will now handle the
and the William Morris
agency, under Mrs. Kaye's direction,
will operate and execute the busiIcgalistics

Rooirt, SiMirflmiii Hot.!

ttrondnuy
I

II

ess details,

,

Latin performers

war years

showbusiness figures, most of whom
didn't go to see a vaude show. Consequently more skits and blackouts
showing genuine effort from the
membership would have been more

ILL FICKS

ta'

boardwalk and avenue hostelries.
Both Boardwalk and Atlantic
avenue are ablaze with Christmas

Number

Anniversary

the central character, other a boudoir skit with Smith and Dale and

VIRGINIA FORBES.

IILL

4)161

the Friar membership did a burlesque of emcees. Although writing
wasn't the raciest, crowd seemed to
enjoy these most.
* Majority of the ducats were sold to

ihttr {auntinais it unturpaistd . . . always appearing at a vision of mobilt
btauty. . . ."

Thaiiki to

'

show which includes Beatrice Kay
and a multitude of stooges. Three
The three skits for the occasion
Pitchmen were previously slated to came off fairly well. One on the life
go into that show, but apparently of Ted Lewis with Milton Berle as

HELENE and

uni-

Hotels again reflect the pre-war
with gala decorations, special
dinners, choral music, and Santa
Claus featured in all the leading
spirit

A

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU" numbtr that for

Yorli Sun.

:

•dit*rl«l ftatiir* ef

,

havt a

Now

these holidays to replace the

formed lads of yesteryear.
an

who spent the complemented on the walk by the
America are gradually hotel Yule illumination and by the
way back to Spain; Christmas trees which have been
those
now
in
that country erected in front of the big hostelries:
is something for performers
While the Christmas holiday is
ure out; At any rate the audience are Pilar Lopez, sister of the late
Argentinita, who is heading a troupe expected for the most part to be a
found the repetition tedious.at the Theatre Calderon. Appearing quiet one, amusement and hotel
In the old days, the talent made
with her are Jose Greco and Manola people are preparing for a sellout
gentlemen's agreement among
a
Vargas, all flamenco dancers, who crowd to welcome in the New Year,
themselves not to repeat.
at various times worked with the Hotels and night clubs are already
Curiously enough the freshest ma- late dancer.
refusing reservations.
terial came from Milton Berle of
Thomas Rios, hu.sband of Miss
whom the legend says, attends every Lopez, who wiiile. in this country
JosepUne Baker, pre-war colored
comedian's opening with pencil and worked several Latin bistros^ is
ap- Paris revue star, will marry Jo
paper.
Bud Sweeney and Jesse pearing at the Casablanca dub, Bouillon, band leader, beginning of
Block similarly showed new stuff.
Barcelona.
January.
Aside
from repetitive comics,
show suffered from lack of diversity.
comic followed a singer and viceversa. Only other type performers
were the opening dance act of Pritchard and Lord, Jim Wong troupe
and the Hawaiian sequence from the
Latin Quarter show. Lew Parker did
nicely as emcee during the first half,
with Berle taking over for a portion.
Ted Lewis wound up emceeing the
LQ sequence.
to fig-

—

Held Over 7th Week
EMBASSY CLUB. N. Y.

Flower on Broadway

is

Jimmy Wakely, Monogram cowboy material—but whether
player,

Ha-H« Club whtn

to Lewis;

;

Wakely Teams With Austin

several

with

hilarloHt

Prohibition W<ts in

Joe E. Lewis
J. C. Nugent
Dr. Walter B. Pitkin

are

heavy

it

with

Hotel

.$30.1)0

For the first time in sisi years
will be a normal Christmas here
much of the oldtime Yuletime
gaiety recaptured as resort amused
ment places and hotels put out their
very best for the holiday visitors..
Night clubs are featuring the "no
cover, no minimum" line in their
advertising, with a few exceptions,,
and. hope for good civilian crowds

Louis Sobol
hark* back ta the

can

have
Chez Paree and Rio Cabana
of $30 and $30.50
,et a cover charge
Year's
re.spectivcly for their New
Walnut
the
while
respectively,
Boom of the Bismarck is charging
The Blackhawk nick is $9.15.
$10
*
Several other spots as yet have
but
not announced their scales
taking reservations. Latter are

agency business.

.

Eddie Davis

Room of the Blackdrink. Mayfair
Hotel raised the bite frotn
s one
couple of last year to
$27 60 per
of the Palmer
Room
e
til BO Empii
per
House is up from 1945 to $30
of the Stevens
couple, Boulevard
before With
as
same
the
stays
a

Atlantic City, Dec. 17,

He's a brother of Shop Fields, the
bandleader, who's also going into the

RADIO ACES
Manogemanl:

MCA

ARTISTS. LTD.

.

j

.

Wednestlay, Deciember 18, 194(>

%'AIJDIi:VnJ.B

60

fronting. Terper Blinny Briggs is on
next, stressing ultra-fast, taps in
good dancer,
some clever routines.

Night Club Reviews
many

I

'

Pem &

SaUon, Smtle

J(fan

Orch; $3,50 &

too

ran-

'iiintimiTn.

directions.

Like FiKke,
type ot

brinKS a special

Briggs

who

has plenty to learn about

still

showmanship. His custom of staring

wAv

into space instead of facing tlie audience liurts his selling technique,

saWon— even though

^^^^
!

draws hefty applause.
Deep River Boys (4> elicit solid

althnugli he

I

.-

-P---

,

inixing
'"'x'ng

in

-'th

Penny

|

j
,

.

'

:

&

with their "Straight singing.
Best niimbCr is "Neoes'sity" from the

|

new

,

I

;

That ,i.s:
plabes in New York.
with One at the Wedgwood and a
attraction for a certa,in slight podium would make him visible
clientele, which represents all around the room. Otherwise the
a good cross-section of solid spend- Einile Petti
and Paivchito bands
ers who. if not wholly ofi. the Stork whip up plenty of tiptop dansapaor. El Morocco stripe, are none the
Abel.
tion.
and, in many reless attractive
(This goes,
spects, better -spending.
Zanxiitar. !V.
too for the Monte Carlo which is. of r
Etfiel Woters, Deep Riiier Boys
The
pattern.)
somewhat similar
Dxisty Fletcher, Bunny Briggs,
average check in the Versailles or (4).
Monte Carlo compares; on a dollar Princess Nyoka, Elaine Guster. Pee
with almost any highlight Wee Marquette: by Oliver Orch
value
That's be- (17,); Liiie (8) $2-$3.56 inifiiimm.
niter,y in the country.
cause the cuisine is a silent yet
a

.

f undanhental

moneyed

.

IV

;

,,

;

boniface
Zanzibar
seems to have found

therefore, in comes-.a Sab-

When,
.lon

sfiells

it

Room

fine job
in proits

band

the'

uess,

.

:

.

all

Don

several weeks of Jackie
Miles' "Honeysuckle Rose," custijin-i
ers can now bring the kids to new
show here, which lacks blue >s(uft

Miami

Beac/i, Dec. 11.

Bnrreft, Tito Coral,

seemingly popular with clientele. It's
a fust moving revue, with selection
ot acts providing diversified enter-

Benny

tainment.

%£e,T of/h

Roman

Orcli

its

.

(6)
.

.
,

(7°
/«/<
miwiniKTii $2-

;

Pace IS set by line which appears
ih yesteryear garb,
with original
production music piped by baritone
Bradtield, who does appropriate
.job,
Nancy Doran comes into scene
with nifty ballet work, costumed to
fit in with
theme.
Youthful ballroom pair, Jon Sr.
Inga Zerby, remembered for their
(Continued on page 70 r

,

Don

With most of the seasonal spots
opening this month, Danny Davis
-

j

has

discarded

Latin-flavored

his

j

policy

to

set

in

higher-budgeted

a

I

Mo«*aiiii»a, Miami
Miami Beach, Dec. 14.
Ennc Madriguera Orch (20) luiOi
Patrtcifl Gilmorc; Jam Bort, DeAngelo

Sf

Orch

Vaiiya- Larry Best, Socossos
(10): $3-$ 4 min.

weii-b^i'^'«"^»'

rooms last
season, the Mocamba is back again
trying for
profitable wlntersesCarl
Erbe
sion, with fresh money and
the answer
in-thc-red

the

01

Show

also

marKs

leturn

the

of

Sheila Barren, after a .year's layoff
due to illness. She hasn't lost any
Despite
of that talent for mimicry.

I

1

''"^-^
1

up

at

baggage ana music in a mixthe airport, and working in a

I
i

|

!

'

?lr:^L^'-^fS,:.'»<*.;T".'l.'!"lL\^''=..P:i?."'i'
with a
she had them all the
nicely routined act.
Entrance was

I

way

I

I

tm '^^^'Ht,^
seasonal de-

wUh" Benny

Showmanship,

for
,/r„,.„o'
Merofl'.
einceelng, )«t«n,.,„,+i.,j
interrupted -hi.
by
an oddly balanced Miss Barrett from the ftoor with her
and drunk routine. She's reroutined the
slump and already rearranging their mixture of music and talent,
whether the spot will be able to bit from the debbie to the average
tables to give a semblance of crowdthe heavy competish is a moot nitery lush, for yock results.
stand
Foled conditions. Erbe booked Ethel
lows with radio takeoffs which kept
Waters to headline his new all- question.
Enrie Madriguera's big orch was them howling, then for change of
Negro show and the oldtime blues
stylist looks set for a good run from originally booked in under a name pace turned in a dramatic bit on a
now until after New Year's. Opening band policy. Then partners decided cockney gal getting the brush from a
night (13 crowd almost tilled the to add acts posing a problem for Yank soldier leaving for the states,
whoever routines their shows. That This, too, is done in sock style and
room, for the first time in weeks.
In the tradition of top old-time Madriguera- $6,500 salary had to be sent her away to solid returns. That
entertainers. Miss Waters isn't stingy earned. Problem was solved, and she can. still hold them was proven
with her material, holding the stage not too adequately, by handing hmv when the usually noisy dinner crowd
for a solid half-hour with nine songs the emcee's job and interspersing hushed to listen.
•and the audience calls her back his well staged and finally arranged
Meroff, looks better in a nitery
presentation
numbers throughout than he did at the Olympia theatre
for an encore. With her inaividual
the show. It made for uneven pace last week.
istic phrasing style, she's almost as
The corn goes better,
good as ever, though her voice all the way. He'd go better if given and his tooling around with the
cracked at several spots in the upper one spot to .showcase his orch's tal- other acts on the bill earns him
register.
Effortless singing instills ents and that of Patricia Gilmore, plenty laughs.
Best of his stint is
plenty of feeling into the songs and who impressed with her zingy style the biz with wife Kathleen Mc
she holds the audience enthralled and arrangements,,
Laughlin (who opens the show with
in the closing spot. Material runs
In the show section, Jan Bait is some neat tapping) and his straight
from standard pops, suCh as "Happi- standout. The gargantuan tenor, who "top hat routine.
ness Is a Thing Called Joe," through switched over to this room from
Rohmer and Darrow make a noisy
special material, a medley from the Clover Club, hits solidl,y. with
The com"Porgy and Bes.s" and her own his songs and voice impreshes. Tops harmony-comedy team.
"Stormy Weather" and "Cabin in stint with a "mike-aside" rendition cdy songs go nicely enough, but
the Sky," Reginald Bcane backs her of the aria fi-om "Pagliaeci'' for when they essay straight dueting
they
get lost in off-keys. Betty Lou
excellently at the piano.
sock results.
Holt
with
her
acroantics,
scores
the
Zanzibar line (8). tees off the show
De Angelo and Vanya, nice lookwith a standard baton-waving rouing pair of terpers, purvey some
neatly devised routines, all done
with an ease that adds class. Get
but.

The setup

is
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change

a
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Buddy Lewis
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is
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News (Dec.
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knowing i>'Uer«AUoutM or other
and
Isaac
concernins;
Morrti*, vaudeville enter-

Isaac
tiSli,
San Pedro,
information collect to
Ave., Sail Ppdro,

taUiei-H, plca,*ie contiict tlietr hou,
IjCoji
('alif,,

Muri'ls,

0r

Aviri'

1161 ;,\1af.\rtliur

Box

i

Youngster Larry Best joins the
parade of ex-Borscht belt comics
who've been playing this town.
Opens with liis be-si bit, an apple-

31

eating

INFORMATIOH SOUGHT ABOUT
MORRIS & MORRIS
intdinifilion
Cassii- 13,vrtl
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I'ANTO.MINK, which ennbl«ii them to
pretieiit n complete picture, nnd present 11 complete story with elicit iiiillvhlual dunce . . . AM1>

XHKY AHK

.VtWAVS ORArEFl'T.."

MORGAN-»m']OI.I:.
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BBOMLEY
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I

nice returns.

o sentation

—-Dorothy Raymef
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Hal Fisher

i

L

•

I

"lAFF/NGlY YOURS"

CLYMAS

and

DANCING HUMORISTS
KING EDWARD HOTEL
TORONTO

I

I

I

AND AMUSING

THE exclusive

j

I

,

^^n'rivo'sllo'i
expensive
expen
show

,

'

|

One

•

j

'

Dtiiwi, Park & Clifford,
„
Inija Zarby, Nancy Dornn,

&

Bradfield, Line (6). Cce Doi-idO"''' ^^l: $3-$3 50 mitiini™.

.re-'-'"'"

McLaughlin,
Kathleen McLaughlin
Meroff nHth mthteen
n^hnier R^ harrM RMhi l.nu nolt

fj"'^
Johnny

appareritly

has.

kinks and can
be classed now' in the bigtime,
Oliver's arrangements are tops and
about all, that's needed is a: perSitol.
sonable vocalisti

worked out

Cross
Uo« &

After

iWiarrii

.

hary.

Chicago, Dec. 11

i

Shal.

UkUiy »u\la\

new

rhythnas;

nio Cabana, Thi

I

j

:

when

Cubano

authentic
i

.

outfit,

about halt-filled

viewed,

•

to his talent problems, at least for
With rumors of
the time being.
other Manhattan niterics hitting a

good showmanship in

American

Slieilii

mumbling.
Oliver orch does a
S:
Sy
of backing the show and
viding dance music. Despite

.

I

potent lure,

Balinese
,

.

|

Nyoka,

fronts the line in an
coriti'olier,
opuleiit production nurhber, getting
across nicely with her deadpan serpent dance,; Comic Dusty Fletcher
gets plenty of yocks with his standard drunk aet,: althovigh much,: of .his
monolpg is lost even to the ringsiders because <Jf his utiderbreatlv

:

;

Rainbow."
muscle

"Finian's

legiter,

Princess

leach.

antics

,

rhumba

Davis, local

er, holds a "champagne hour" lor
the customers.
Show accompaniment is superb
under the baton of Eddie DeLucca.
Lulls played by Del Campo's Latin-

comedy

some, amusing

j
I

twists and lomersaults getting good
response.

pro-

ios

Tito Coral gets over tn top fashion
In next-to-closing spot is Syd
Gould, comic, late ot "One for the with his Latino song versions. StandMoney." Guy almost kills himseU out is "Babalu," Lad was on for six
trying and has plenty of material. numbers and could have stayed for
Should cull the wheat from the more,
Johnny Silvers and his orch backchaff, however. Has enough to give
him a crack stint. Best of Mis paro- ground in nice manner, while Luis
dies is one tagged "Morris," which Roman and his Latin band make tlis
rumbaddicts
happy
with
brings plenty of guffaws.
their

A

closed at the WaldorfAstoria's Wedgwood Hoom—lureji his
-b
Kosb-j
Nick Prounia and. Arnold Rossown Roteiit following, On top of .the
ii^ooi
fc-ast .iiuii street
field, operatinK this
ygi-saines' regular business it's "tUe
Versailles;
niterv "'for .aiiS with Johnny Bog- wotidei' that pr.e-Xffias, or not
aiano ha ve been through the wars* spot is doing 'bullish biisinei!.s.
Arno d,
Niqk
litoraiiv in spades,
As lor Sabldn, the French Crosby
the
for their virility, date back to
is plenty in la groove as he mixes up.
night
lobster palace era befrtre the
his Gallic :flavor ;with beaucoup Tin
cabarets, Pan Alley or. at lea.st. Yankee smallsoots became .known as
hi.shave
They
Thiis it's no Berlitz-achool
speaks, lotteries; etc..
talk^
torv background and shrewd present- skuU-pi'iictice for. the inonolinguists,
arid cerand the Fruiichmen's 20 mins. on the
dav" stsindards to go t)y,.
opera- -f^^^^. pleases all around.
A new
tainly know the an.swers ,on
they know when to switch to 'Pigalle" song is the opener, thence
tiOli
no-names and back to names.. They 'Blue- Skies," "Otv But I .Do,"
number,
flacre
the
J'Attendrai,"
seem to sense when. to raix things up
with co-stly bdxottice potentials like
.Sur le: Pdrtt d'Avigindn" fincludin.g
i,
u.u.,u.
a
the incumbent Jean Sablon or the a S-Wing
sw'ing treatment
ueainHMu...
.me
- Martinique
Dwtfiht ?
.ana Uwi^"'-,
surefire Carl Bris.son "and
-begume (new, and very good), all
„^,.y palatable songalog
Fiske, And then, wher Sal,lon exits^ .^^i,,,
they know that a Bernard Bro.s., due Besjciea his own p.a, system (which
next, can carry the room
went a'iS')'y the night caught). SabVersailles lon. who is of very a vel*age stature
the
-Fundamentally.
operates as one of: the better eating could iitand a pedestal. He worked$'*.50.,

———.

mike

handling the
duction numbers.

boys

batoncer Elaine Gusler

witli

tine,

iiio

1

STEVE EVANS
HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OlieniiiK l>rr.

Wi h

KKO-BOSTON
iVI.'VXTl' HOSKN

DIR.:

story

that

sets

off

ROBERTS

yocks,

then struggles to keep up the pace
and flnds trouble making it. Most
obvious fault at present is the constant stream of Yiddish injected
into his stuff, with many in the aud
losing the punch lines of his well
turned dialect stories because of
that annoying trick. Lad has pos-

MENTAllSIS.v MAGICAL MASTERS

Cyrranlly

COTILLION

possessing an ingratiating
clear delivery. But at
present he'd do well to e.schew
those Yiddish asides and concentrate
on getting some material that will
go as well as his apple-eater bit.
Saca.ssas and his unit handle the
rumbaddicts in top Jashion, getting
them on the dance floor
heavy
numbers.
Lnry.
sibilities,

Hotel

manner and

Pierre.

Per.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

ROOM
New

IliOIJ) OVl'JI

Yorli

if

I>r»w from our library, one of the

comprenenslTe

most

largest,

VNTII/

illion'liii:!

JANI AIIY iDt, 1»47
Kep.: HAIIHK GI(13EN

^ JM7
if

In

.

Catttloe lUBit!!

Kxcloslve
J.

A

mBterlal our

H.

Hpecialtj'!

KLEINMAN

25-31«K 30»h Rood, L. I. City 2, N. Y,
Telephone: Aatorla 8-e»aS

m

Mocrnmlto, Pliilly
PhiiodelpJiia, Dec. 11.

Syd

Gottlcl,

JACK KAICHEIM

Ronnie Cxmnintjham,
Wayne Mnrlin Trio,

Grisha & Brona,
LiTie

(l.'i)

(8),

Rhumba Bond

Lowi,'!

(8)

;

,$2

Del Campo

Take pleasure

announcing to all their^
friends the formation of a partnership
serving every branch of show business.

win,

Frank Valeiitine's Mocambo, Philly's latest addition to the big-time
nitery scene, is accenting production
rather than names and the current
edition rates high.
The line routines nine femmes
and six boys— are of musical comedy caliber with costumes and execution showing both imagination
and skill. Gals are both decorative
and talented. Layout features Oriental numbers, best of which i.s one

—

titled "Cutting a Persian Rug," in
which the.v go "jive-happy." Another standout is an animal-circus

number.
Dancing honors go to Bonnie
Cunningham, late of "Marinka." The
slender danseuse knows hei' way
around and has the personality to
sell her.self as well as her terping.
The Wayne Marlin Trio combine
grace and skill in a smooth acro-

Apache

.stint.

.

:

Grisha and Brona oflFer a novelty
dance fronting the line in which
the gals appear ere covered with
gold paint.
Lineup is Weak in the vocals department with one of the chorus
:

DEL CARTiEB

Pennj/ Daut.?, JEddie De-

Lucca Orch

in

KALCHEIM- CARTIEB
I

ARTISTS REPRESENTATIVES
|

i

Circle 5-6358

|

1650 Broadway,

Curry, Byrd

*>»

New

York

Le Roy

"BEDLAM IN THE t>ILLItOOM"
ON TOUR
jnlredloii Itl.^TTV

ICOHRN

tlJI,IIB-I»ATl!,g

IIARItX

OBUKN

.

)

VAUDEVILLE
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Acorn Convicted as Slayer Gurra Rhumba
Band Set

Miami Copa

Of

Still

Pugilist in Mont'l

Row

Montreal, Dec.

For La Martinique, N.Y.

17.

Comedian William "Bill" Acorn,
La Martinique,, N. "Y.^ will attempt
whose engagement at the Samovar
to get a healthy slice of the rhumbvva.s, cut short last Sept. 20 by the
addict business with inclufiion of a
fatal stabbing of his companion LesL3lin band starting Dec. 26.
13-piece
working
ter Velez, a U. S. boxer, was found
William Morris agency is
Marcelino Gurra .orch has' been set
possibility that Milton Berle guilty of manslaughter Friday ,(13
oil the
for an indefinite .Stay by Dario and
mny keep his Copacabana, Miami by a jury of the Court oif King's Jimmy Vernon, La Martinique bps.
despite
the
Bench. Trial was one of the shortest
Beach date in January,
Rhumba bands have proven busislated' for an airshow. on record here, lasting only three
fact that he's
Morris radio days. He will be sentenced on Fri- riesiS-getters at the Embas.sy and La
Since Berle's Phillip
Conga, N. Y.,, and La Martinique will
f'ebruary, day (20),
show is set to preem in
try
to get some of this trade.
able
Acorn stated under oath that the
Morris Of ftce; figures he may be
or three weeks at the argunient started because Velez, who
to play two
Florida boite prior to his radio work, was in training, had been unable to
Series' contract with the Copa go, out and drink' with Acorn after Mildred Bailey Claims
gives him the right to. cancel out the co.mic's last show,
should a radio show, come along.
Acorn also revealed that at the
Illness Caused Ankling
He's set for the cafe on a contract time he jvas playing at the Samovar
calling for a $12,500 guarantee plus he, invited Velez to come
up here
Out on Nitery Date
gross, :over $50,000.
50*/o 'spit; on: the
and stay with him. He said "Velez
Mildred Bailey, .song.stress, haS
On the other hand, radio pact calls was drinking too much in New York
because of
for $2,000 weekly, but,
and I didn't want him to become a interposed a defense to allegation
the' heavy income taxe.s he'll pay, bum,"
that she walked out of nitery con-

Angling Berle

-

.

.,

Shelvey Sends Irving to West Coast

On Extensive Survey fw Talent Union
Jack

head of Chicago
American Guild of Variety
been dispatched to the
west coast where he will make a
The Lodge, Bridgeport, Conn., was
survey of that and northwe.st area
declared unfair by American Guild
\x\ interests of the talent union.
of Variety Artists last week for
According to Matt .Shelvey, na-

Bum Check Pay

he isn't losing too much if he takes
s cut of $10,500 or more.;, Comedian
also feels a network airing will give
him more prestige than the nitery

bouncing check tionar
head of AGVA, there are
to Francis Renault, femme impersonseveral territories in that area that
ator, who had played the spot two.
have' not been orgs^nizecl-' to his
"'
v'
weeks'

paid: off in

ago.'

'

'.

'..

,

'

\

Renault complained to the union,
which reirhbursed hihn for amount
due^ froth security the spot had up
.

with AGVA. Spot subsequently made
good to the union on' the bouncer.

Club,
Council
Bluffs, la, last month as alleged by
Cy Silver.s, operator of spot, who
filed
corrtpaint: of contract breach
with American: Guild, 'of Variety

Skater s Mishap Causes

date.

Revision of Ice Capades'

.

..'

'Artists,

;:

Montreal, £)ec. 17.
Mahoney, Geraglity Split
Ice Capades, playing the Foruni
Brisbane, Dec, 4.
here last Week,, ran into some tough
Breakup between "Will Mahoney
luck
when star Bobby Specht
and Bob Geraghty, with the 'Lr. S.
snapped a bone iii his right foot
comic switching to join with Harry
while warmirvg up before the show
Wren, local vaude operator, is leadopened Saturday nite t7)., Specht
ing up to a couple of court cages.

was taken
ordered
his

A TIP FOR
CHRISTMAS
Once upon

%

little

a

and he bought a seat on the New
York Stock Exchange
and he beceme a broker
- but
he kept on acting, too, because he

——
——

loved

it.

other little actors and
fancied that he had the
magic key to: wealth and .if he
would only give them a tip, they
would all become rich.
All

II

the

actresses

He knew

show

that his beloved

hard-earned money
too regularly and so, in answer to
their entreaties, he gave them the
magic formula.

folk lost

their

was a motto

It

Variety,

a

be used

to

He had

financial .matters.
in

story

little

It

ALL

in

printed

book

his

playmates he knew loved to read.
said

It

"WHEN EVERYONE
SELL
THAT'S THE TIME

'BUY

TRYING TO

TO BUY
IS TRYING TO

THAT'S THE TIME TO SELL."
^
And he signed his name ^

the' nitery

:

two-

on a
.

weeks pact and had opened there
Nov, 8. The following day she be-

came

to the ho.spital and was
quit show and return to

ill,

&

called in

who

physician,

ordered her hospitalized for a week.
She says .she notified the club both
of her illhess and whereabouts but
Silvers didn't Seem concerned enough
to check but merely took, his beef

home.

to

AGVA.

as represented, union
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 17,
stated Silvers would have no case
First Chri.stmas card of the sea.son. against the songstress.
aivrmailed in from, ,Benito Collada,
the El Chico boniface from Greenwich Villnge. packed a wallop of
good cheer.
Pitt Nitery Releases

Walter

HObSn

If facts are:

general iios-.
pita! for the "Rib", operation, took:
the cut like a veteran and is re-;
cupeing O.K.
David (lATSE) Vandermast checked into Rogers for observation.
Jerry LaHose lipped for all meals,
pix and mild exercise,
George Fee, and William Lalis out
of the general hospital after throat
operations.

Rey

have remained
this

stead

Thur.sday

week

left

for the Coast,

now

is

Ddwhfown visiting passes handed
to Sam, Schulman, Sig Mealy. Whitey
Matthews and Forrest 'Slim", Glenn,
Benway upped for suppers.
Arnold Coleman and .Joseph Lowey
penciled in on the good health side
of the ledger and upped for one meal
a day.

third

Terrace an

'

the

pa.'5,sing

away

of

iJob

Kecne, Veronica Lake's stepfather.

He was

a

member

years

three

and

an

closed shop agreements,
with union and' posting of cash
security covering talent budgets.

Union head explains that most of
established spots there ,,hav:e
pacted with union, but .the newer
niteries, while paying AGVA-scale
for .talent, do not have minimum
basic contracts- with AGVA.

'the

IN PITT

Pittsburgh, Dec, 17,
Short career in crime came to a
quick end J4sf week for Edwin
Hoofnagle, local radio and nitery
comic, and a companionf Louis Cardamone, when police captured 'them
on the roof o. the dcwntowii :Elks

Irving

.

:

.

.

Club

aft^t. they,

had

up man-

.heild,

\yiil

all-girl

band,

for

engagement at Vogue
more than a year.

spend the rest of

T.wins.
at
.

Miss Lynn
$3,500,

being

is

Twins

'Weil

have already been

set for the Copacabana, Chicago, starting Jan. 21.

to

Chi duties after Jan.

his

'

1.

'

program.
Hoofnagle h

COMEDY

'

'

'

.;

;:;

•

i

been an entertainer

'

at the Elks several times

PATTER

and knew

the layout, even to having a duplicate key' to the bujlding,
He told
,

polic,

he:

was

For All Branches of Theafrieoli

em-

"financially

was

charged
with being ah accessory to the crime
when he admitted borrowing, the
revolver which officers found in the
possession of Hoofnagle.
of

Card-'.mone,

GAG

FUN.MASTER

barrassed and hoped to have a nice
Christmas with the money."
Armoiid Palmerine, a brother-in-

Nos.

1

thru 20

@

(Noi. 21 thru 25

FILES

$1.00 •och

Ready Soon)

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols. @ $20.00 Per Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 Volt.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodies for $10.00

Stacy Upped by

MCA

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"

Eldre'd Stacy succeeds the late'Ho-

branch of Music Corp. of
America. Stacy worked with Han-

{H<iw

cock

for, several

Kt>

Knii'ee)

nil

If en
(\0.D.*8 on iiiiy niai4>riul!
route, uImu H«ml perinaiif^ni iiddreKN.

PAULA SMITH

years.

Norman Steppe

to

$3.00 Per Cop y

No

continues to head

200 W.

54lli St..

New

York 19. N.Y.

that office.

MAXIx^E

SULLIVAN
VILLAGE

VANGUARD

Both acts are being submitted by
Matty Rosen who recently consolidated with the A.&S. Lyons agency.
Ro.sen- has also set Wilbur Evans

NEW YORK

for the State
ing Feb. 6.

(Indefiititely)

NOW

'

theatre,

N. Y.. start-

of this colony for
befriended many

of the needy.

Mrs. John jBlnkley in' from LanPa,, to bedside her hubby,
who is perting up nicely.
Rami-Sami and, Jerry Lukin.s, of
caster,

m

j;j7rt

St..

N.

"c.

PL.

"7470

the New York CQn,|nrers Club, in to
ogle and bed.side Karl Kessler.
(Write to tho.se who are ill).

EGYPTIAN MAGIC

CV

GALI-GALI

in®'

CURRENTLY

MAYFAIR ROOM
.•*'>.;.'

•''.^•

'!;'"'.

^

'.-'/: -^^^

V''^'

.'',::''':

BLACKSTONE HOTEL
CHICAGO

am pleqsed to have been oble to infro*
duce a new personality, Pat McCaffrie^
I

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Attention

.

.

thi.s

will then, report findings to Shelvey,
who will appoint a regional director
for the territory. Irving will return

little

Film names are continuing to hit
the personal appearance field, with
addition of jOiana Lynn and the

'

month laying the groundwork and

ager John Newhauser and robbed
of $263 in cash.
Only a' few
hours before, Hoofnagle had done, a
guest show on KQV's "Open House''

him

Dallas

Diana Lynn, Weil Twins
Setting Vaude Toure

Weil

AGVA

calling for

Vogue through gan Hancock, who was in, charge of
closed in- the act and band department in the

earlier.

Sweethearts,
Ltheir
i

w

satisfaction.
Irving
il 1 do
the
spade work in bringing jn a number
of niteries and some' theatres in
these territories under
pacts,

but

As a result, spot hastily brought
in Freddy Shcflfer and his Victory

James "RKO". McCarthy, who was submitted
recently appointed downtown shopper for the gang, has been booked
as Santa Claus for the Christmas eve
blowout.
Sophie Medes, Ulica theatre, Utica,
N: Y,, staffer, penciled in for \he
"Rib" operation.
Many old timers of the colonv
regret

at the
(19)

1

here some
doing
the rest routine in Tucson, Arizona.
,ago'

Vaude Date

'

,

time

for

Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.
Terrace, big theatre*reslaurant on the outskii-ts, permitted
Alvino Rey to cut his two-week
contract in half so he could accept
a stage o'ffer in Detroit.
He was to

Vogue

Joseph
McCarthy, union exec,
planed in from Big Town to ogle and
gift every one of the, lATSE boys
who are benched here, Many members of the medical stafif were also
'
remembered.
Dorothy Nolan, who

BURGLARY RAP

law

into

.

WHEN EVERYONE

..•';"

IS

t,o

stated
booked into

Saranac Lake

iime Jhere

«

—

«c*or

week

She.

By Happy Bcnway

KIDDIES

LISTEN

to.

NITERY COMIC HELD ON
,

appeared at AGV.A
deny such was the ca.se.
that
she
had been

Bailey

Mi,<s
last

Stork

with

fract

,

of

Artists, has

.

having

:

'

Irving,

Cites Conn. Nitery branch

Union

Unfair tor

,

,

61

Thonks, Pat, for a swell job.

LORRAINE

ROGNAN

'

,

-

;

'

,

,

.

.

:

n

t

W«ilneg<lay, Decenilteir IS,

1946

62
overplay and steal the spot. Fiiivdamentally, more polish is needed.
Rhythm group does jump numopening with "Routo 6{i.
ber.s,
Diummer Al Johnson displays pipes
that aie better appreciated by the
and with his "Navajo Trail." Horse
comes back with hyped-iip "Ole
Man River" and his attendant gyra-

New Acts
GRACIE

riKI-PS
Sonss-t-«medy

FOSTKR

PHII.

Comic

S5 Mins.
Mins.
Persian Room, N. Y.
Martinique, N. Y.
Gracie Fields, all: international tipns and jonnciags. Exhibitionism,
It Pliil FoKtoc t-iin l•allli^lU' to Ktft
now faye for many years, is by no nieans reaches the critical point when he
the: quality oi' niatoi'ial lie
a new act, aUhouAli .^^lie's virtually a
spots one of the group for a .solo
ttetei'inS at La MarliniqiK? be pi'OmAniericaii: cafes and js
in
riovice
ride and then takes the play away.;
ises to be nrip iif the brifiht new
comics in the nitcry picture.. His ::ev5iiciw alVhUoft^st :i.a:(uvl'HV\nitor^ Khythmically the grolip in okay.
pronto
Tom in.
UHiiine IS eiitiiel> unique, capitaliz.- work. Bonifaces should know
is- a bolt, iteiiv for
ins on a noatalsjia that must be close that: Miss Fields
chentele.
the
NORM.\ SHKPHKRI)
to 'the: heart of 'a large percentage ol cafos, no matter .what
any fn« city auJionce, and he de- !. Fur years: the favorite of the BnlK-h Sonffs
.-rpached
•"Our
.QOteie
not.;
.where
-ma-ssos.
'iHeV
mnsi:
.style.
g
in
perfect
livers it
only a good nitcry bet. but the act the proportions of a national idoU ,V|>oilo, N. Y.
perhaps with iust she shows that she can bONvl over the
xMs sepia chanteuse hasn't a par^
as it now stands
as easily and' w^ith tixulaiiy good voice, but styling and
a little cleaning up— wotdd be a chi-chi clientele
than pa.ssable piano work
better
the same type material,
strong vaude turn.
She'.s an artiste witl> a wide ap- should get her a'nice reception' frpni
Foster was caught a few months
in
invvy
si
In Ihfeatre
an undeniable
a small nitery Crowd.
ago at the Greenwich Village Inn peal and
gratiating herself to the point where dates she's put'of place, straining ::tb
a.rid shows amazing: development in
a com- j^et the voice acroiss aiid losing in
into
cro
wd
the
can
con
.she
He's smoothed out
that 'shDrt time.
sing of a song that's- vin7--j'timate appeal gained in'tially by. ottand.eaSed up his delivery and done munity
.raniilrai.' ta the crowd.
the-shoulder costumes,
his
sapolioins
of
and
cutting
some
More careful choice of tunes is imiili.sa Fields is on tor 'ifi minutes,:
monolog that has improved it a
should ordinarily sui-lcit an .perative here. She does "Can't Help
couple 'nundred percent; In addition which
audience,, but doesn't in Ibis case. -Xibvin' 'That .Man
to i''is own turn, he's m.c.iiis; in acSlie holds the room wi.tb an a.ssorl- ard, "Jack You're Dead':' and "Five
ceptable, fashion.
nunh
auch.
l.)etween
both pops.
slnries
j\^iI^^t^.s
More,'' la
of
niciit
Turn consists primarily .qt Foslei 's; hers:
"Waiter," "Biggest Aspa- Special material and show numbers
memories and. rfeseriptions .of: the-' distra," PedriT) ttie Fisherman" and to go with intime styling would help.
boyhood pals wiio hung around the many songs t,vpifying' the tolk hu
Leaves the piano for the last song,
Every
candy store tin the cornei'.
nior'of some of the English colonies. a mistake- in spite of the: fact that it
neighborhood had .such a rendezvous
Tomm.
Miss Fields has a fetching assort- slvows ofl a nice shape:arid apparently every such rendezment ot ad-llb,s- and .!!! a personality
vous attracted the. same assortment who clicks wherever English - spoof characters. Between the noftalgia
.' J<>^<^ken.
that the recollecting brings up and
"the inherent humor, in Foster's sharp
delineations of the corner cape crs, KOBKRT.V I KK
from p:i|;e 1).
; (Continued
the routine goes over for sock effect. Singer
Big question, of course, is where t l IVIiiis.
moiion pictures as "gangster comthe
comic - go from here'? Gate Society Uptown, N. Y,
does
mercials who sell little boys virtue
In a switch from his customary
Material is highly stylized and Fos"ent a
ter will have to eventually replace
Problem will his Cafe Society Downtown, bohi- know beforehand what their o(Tit aiid .supplement it.
brought spring are getting in the way ot
Barney Josephson
be to get new material, with variety tace
Roberta Lee/ straight into the up- entertainment and limit them to
in it. that will suit his style and enexnitery
prior
with
no
spot
town
able him to continue along the path
New singer evidently what they considered wholesome,
Otherwi.se. he's perience.
he's now blazing.
Tn this way, he said, parents can
going to fall into routine-type'' m.c. rated the. break, however, through
comedy. If he can beat the problem her previous work in the Hotlywpod do much to eliminate harrntul en-/';.,,:
ot"Meel the; People," as tertainment.
of
combining diversification
and version
Also at meet, David P. ;0'Malley,
quality:
in
_
his
monolog
^
„ material, vocalist with both the I^es Brown
Paster's sure to be an imporfint at- and Raymond Scott orchs and in her Chicago booker, also stressed the
traction.
Herb.
daily radio show over WNL'W N. Y. importance of parental protests in
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expon.ent,: Jackson
has little to distinguish hirnself from

Lee Richard

son

oft the stage.
Baritone has built
nice follDvving with Apollo recordcut with Luis RUssell' band
(although he seldom gets billing oit
the platters), and they all go for his
mellow .pipe.s. Opens' with "I'm in a
Lowdown Mood," then "Don't Take
Your Love From Me." Follows with
"The 'Very Thought of You" and
"Sad Lover Blues."
Richardson has a good voice and
poised delivery. Unusual for a sepia
crooner, he has good mike technique.
Would do better to go single instead
of staying, anchored to the Russell

ings,
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Wedneeday, December 18, 1946
are okay and the cowboy costume
delivery make him ideal for nabe
Patti and
Vincent Lopez Orch (16),
on Saturday afternoons with
Paige, vauders
n.;«mi Whitew Armand; Jams
Ver- all the kids in, Dorothy Deering regX>«"n 3 Armuts./'The
isters in a clever, smoothly routined
in Variety,
Met" (WB) reviewed
aero act. Rick Lane also gets over in
a smart ventro act but he!s in need
Tor>. 6, '46.
Warners' of material. What he now has could
(Current vaude layout at
pre- be sapoliod in several spots.
11
fl=«hiD is a run-of-the-m
Olive White does the emcee chore
furnishing a
rhristmas season show
appeal to in smart fashion and paces the show
b.o.
of
quota
tSrd
whodunit nicely. She also regiisters in her own
hnttress the accomping
set by Vincent spot with singing of pop tunes, fidPace of the bill is
on the sweet dling and clarineting. Goes over big,'
f^DM' music, which Is Janis -Paige, Biz good despite cold weather. Line
i^rf^tidiv side, while
ofcay/ Len Howard's orch cuts nice
m a solo singing stint (New
WB star
he show.
haza.
supplies the glamour for

Siato, N. Y.

Strand, N. Y.

5X

Yets)

show

Best

kids..

truck

'star-

however,

in

bit

rin<!t

few

he's

Lopez

is

M

deliyerundistin-

"Wife Wanted" (Mono).

returning
but is now apparently
Except for the
favor.
?o popular
where Buddy
number,
onening
lusty session
Schutz is featured in a
beating,., selections

are

"When

like

oldies
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Bo.stori,

Dec.

13.
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^

^^-^^

Thompson and Sandra Hodges, team
.

°tUl''/resh't^' StaVTudie'nces' and

-i-t-"*

I

Miss Terry, who's spending most
time on the Coast, displays
as a singer since she
played this house last.
Voice is
strong and personality is fetching
but at times. She becomes overcute
and reaches too far for effect. But
since this constitutes only a small
portion of her act, general effect is

of her

more sureness

.

,

salutary.

Love."

"Come Rain

^and

vocalist,

Locfcjau;
or Come Shine" Leujts, Norma Shepherd
husky-voiced fash- Jackson; Dark Horse (U).
lend them„„ ^of
„f ^undis-^
„,T/iio.
A starUmg j:acophony
type of song
thin
^°J^^
Uian tJ^r"?to Latin-American
tinguishable sounds is the payees
numbers.
?„«
S^^"}
s^?i.c

first indication of what sort: of bill
Luis
the Apollo offers this week.
Russell, who has another band after
his first deserted him for Louis Armstrong, had better visit another bargain counter. Or perhaps the only
prerequisite for this band Is the abilIt's eviity to blow long and hard.
dently too much for the customers
because their reactions aren't even

clever comedy
the Ladd Lyon
aornhnt*^^"";,
l^'ighten up the show,
R?«^t?*"^^,'
"Cubaii Sugar Mill'!
aid "l^'^u^""^
Southpaw Serenade."
The
W?*5£!/^^«*<'n <>f„"Geechee Love
^'^tes,
?'?'^

«ay©ty. Mont'l
tilt

Ber
•

t!i

rT,

PoiL.

.

Lee, Milles
"""'fcins.

Sno^pi F'f"
ted'orchNor*""'

All

noisy.i

Maury Cohen, " operatot of' Pal^
ladium, abed with heavy cold
.
.
Sully Mason's combo set for stand
at La Loma, Aubuquerque, Dec. 20Benny Carter, who recently
31
disbanded his big band, in town
penning a book on alto sax tech;
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Hardest worker on the
Jack De Leon. with his comic
Chief difference between

audience.
bill is

imitations.

De Leon and

other imitators seen
that De
is tnat
ue Leon
L.eon covers
here
nere recently IS
His range includes
niore territory.
Boris Karloff, Bing Crosby,
^
gj^^^ Greenstreet,
p^^^^-''
^
^^^^^^^
Colman,
Charlie McCarthy and Jimmy Cagney. As might be expected, De Leon
^.g^j^tgrs most succes.sfully with such
easy butts -for mimicry as Colman
His Charlie McCarthy is
and Lorre.
,
.
^""°'
The Fentons, who open, are nice
curtain raisers. Their first number
is a novelty tap dance accompanied
by bouncing and juggling balls in
rhythm. The male half of team is
particularly good at the taps and his
partner shows up gracefully in .solo
aero stint. Act comes to a fast close
with a jitterbug number to solid ap-

1

wl
nice reception

;

I

,

,

|

plause,

Adaiiis^

with

who!

and earns
her looks and

Serves up a
diversified
blending of songs ranging from
"Stone Cold Dead In The Market"
to an aria from "Pagliacci."
Impressionist Marc Ballero purveys the standard takeoffs on Sinatra, Crosby, Cagney and Lorre
among others in easy, assured manPjPes-

'

|

'eg"'a''s

I^rBei™>^^'tSs

I

I

to link with William Morris, this
week switched .ba<* to
Henry Busse set for Dec»:
tation
.
.
21-31 stand at Commercial hotel,
Elko, Nev. Following fortnight layoff in Hollywood, crew treks northon one-niters and then into Palace
^h^tel,
San Francisco, for annual
."1
? *• „ Jan.
t
11
for ^ini,*
eight
starting
23
^^te,

FB^^

1

;

1

i

i

[

[

weeks
Bob Crosby combo has
new chirp, Dottie O'Brien, formerly
Chinese dance duo, the Sen 'Wongs with Red Nichols
. Following sixthe American form of ball
week stand at Palladium, terminatroomology from waltz to Cakewalk,
f^b. 2, Charlie Spivak Will zig.

.

,

ner, to solid returns.

,

essay

.

,

t^^-e weeks of Pacific

'^Sc1,'cIr^'"l^ordt^^em^ce2^"tlfei^

proceedings in not too sure a man- Northwest one-niters, then scramble
Dick Stabile has some
ner, but in own spot projects his back east .
innovations in new crew with which
trickery for full values.
Tumblers Coco, Steve and Eddy he opened yesterday ^(17) at Aragon
get laughs aud gasps with their ballroom. Leader is using a layout
acroantics and mentaUst Jay .Clarke, ij^j^.^
1

.

.

j

1

'

'

Lowe.

includes three French horns;
including oboe and flute;
one tram. Judy,
is new chirp with crew

held over from last week's bill; provides a session o( answers to ques-

five reeds,

fWiirihe aud""He^
the impresh that he'd do better

Steven.s

trumpet and

tVonis"

IVewark

in,

.

l

...^

,

.

-
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South America
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HpUywood

JVeujarfc, Dec. 12.
a more Intimate house.
Three Rays are an ofay comedy
cute lookers come
Les Rhode and house orch turn
aero
act Three
, _
_
Buddy Johnson Orch (15), unth
V,
on With a short .song and rhythm u^tii^r Prysocfc, Ella .Johnson; But- in their usual neat backing for the
°f
St- Cyr in step then go into the slapstick gym.[
strh?lnnt^/°''^'
McQueen; 3 Blazers, with layout. Biz good when caught.
^
in this house) nasties.
Lory.
Nicely put over. Song bit Johnny Moore; Berry Bros.; Harri.i
Ses^?hif^ l^"^?
as big a draw is drowned out by the band's brass;
as pvlv^^^yr*^''^^
Johnson; "Passkey to Danger"
has perked up Dr. Horse and Jockeys follow (New, &
llf^L^-^^ ^J'
(Rep)
week, giving the Acts).
bovs mi ^'"""f
a
get
^l^at
can
they
for
Mont'l
want but
Yiddish Nitery
The iibiquitous PlgP^eat
stm rT^^-°*
^^^^j^ .^^^^^
across the
her rinn.'"?^. f"°"Sh smartness in laugh by 3"st walking
bed.
At opening
Montreal, Dec. 17.
sketches to set her off far Apollo stage. Hes cleaned up most,
abSve f^f
^^2) there wasn't even a pretense
First Yiddish nitery in Montreal
run of strippers,
of his hurley blackouts, which make.s
Rest**l^,"fi'al
j,^utine or scheduling and in spite
will preem in a few days with the
parlay shows some them cornier. It anything, but his
tlevpi S
j several class acts the effect was
Berk does bits of comic bu.siness and exagger- „pT,,H(,„iiy „;] /
opening of what was formerly Sut
okav in^f
Louise &
Steak Hou.se in the heart ot
Oliver
Johnson's rackety orchestra caught f^n'^^
their aero stint,
anvwhe^e"'"'"''
the Jewish district,
iTb 5?-^
R^nd fntPrrnnts leiin with "Tea the general fever and overblew its
-°wers, » "^w coraedy trio^
Spot which is having a $50,000 reinstruments in a welter of dissofo? Two" ind "Russell's B^^
number was something novating job done on it will operate
shn?^'^-"^'»^d''combo^ of talik'^'soft^ This is"." large' housrTnd^cit^t'omers nances. Best
and knockabout a la are lused to brassy outfits, but this the rundown sheet called (Christ- on an approximately $1,500 weekly
Thr„
^Wee
^wee *^^P'"e
anhou.!!h that hardly ^^ow
'mas
mas Medley." anhoii.!!h
StooBes.
T^n ''JJlak^r
r„.,i,„ „ sScko one iTew^^
o,mn t^n Tmirt fnr here:
Stoog"e.sr'Trio
Roy Cooper, of the
g^ow budget.
bud'get.
Norma Shepherd, Lockjaw Jack- seemed possiblc^in yi^e^^^
Paramount Entertainment Bureau,
^^^^ costumin?!
thM segue into
thal^
'"^^ fast
'^'' .^'^ that get son, and Lee Richardso„ round out f^^^^duet
will book spot. Jenny Goldstein will
laughs"^"^
'^^-^h'c Man I Love,"
(AU jjw jjti^j
"P'^'^^t,
1*^^..?'" O"
and
"Buddy's top opening bill.
.Wrote"
^»em Hawking sound
Sho
imitations Acts).

—

;

Apollo Records.

.

Band, incidentally, opens
with "1280 Jive," "Big Troy Blues"
and "Get Fiddle," with Troy Stone
vocalizing on the middle number.

&

Dorothy

Very

.

,

polite.

Montreal, Dec. 16.
•^".''^^"^e White, Dick

/o\**J:

others.

.

Intyre, latter opening Jiail, 2, Lpittbardo, Jan, 4. Lombardo signed to

|

,

,

among

|

j

Y

Luis Russell Orch (16) toith Lee
•)
i>)";i,„v,)»«*.
nr "o"e
Hnr«p & 4
Richardson,
3 T}„„„ D''Jockeys, Piomeat John Bunn Swba

Forest,"

.58

Carlos Gawtel back to Hollywoodrafter N. Y. stay with Stan Kenton...
Charlehe and Tony Fallisi joined Al
Donahue band as vocalists, .Victor
Lombardo orchestra shares Click
Club, Philly, stand with Hal Mc-

i

Wash.

-

arrangement of Gersh«H.?"v-,,^^
win's
"jM[an I

Coiitimiud Iruin page

:

Edwards brothers click in standGlerm
ard but complicated tumbling and nique and arranging
balancing stunts and Georgie Kaye, Henry band nosed nbtth this week
a hard worker, wows in the comedy for four weeks of brie-niters >
Capilol,
slot, including
and a Dick MuUiner, formerly an arranger
...patter songs
_
Willie, West & McGinty, Susan
take off on psychiatry, To take up with Morton Gould, and Carmen
Miller, Jack De Leon, Al & Connie
Fenton; "The Chose" (UA).
has assemWed own 10Ho^nl^r^rrrvirrn"d h';?'^ap^Lr^n"cl Cavallaro.
on stage, her accompanist, Phil P^e^e "'"^^0 and wiU debut at
Capitol comes up with a nifty bill Moore,
came out and did a couple of Sherman's, San Diego, Jan, 3
this week which is several cuts
his own sharp ditties, one of them [Roy Milton's crew set for Million
above recent offerings and draws ap- "She's a Rank Chick,"
getting big Dollar theatre, L, A,, week of Jan.
plause from start to finish.
returns. Band joins in an impromptu 15. House is angling for iXavier
Susan Miller, cute blonde from jam session to catch neat reception.
Cugat for Feb. 4 stanza ;
Sam
Hollywood, sings like a veteran beAppearing at length, Lena Horne,
fore a mike, turning on a voice full gorgeous as ever, wraps up the show Lutz, manager, of Lawrence Welki
of color with which she scores best in the ace spot.
Does "Old Fash- arrived on Coast this w«ek to dig'
in "More Than You
Know" and ioned Love." "Whv Shouldn't I," late spring bookings.
Tom Ketter"South America Take It Away." For "Little Doggie" and "Stormy Weath- ing, Frederick Bros,' agency v.p., to
variety she throws in Irving Berlin's er," and has to beg off. Show ran San Francisco with family for holi"No Business Like Show Business" way over time, but was one of those
Al Donahue set for return
and a double speed version of spontaneous affairs that killed the days
stand at .Avodon ballroom, L. A. for
"Comin' Thru the Rye" with the customers.
Elie.
four-stanza stay ... Dave Jacobs^
first chorus soft and sweet and the
Tommy Dorse/s road manager, in
second jivey.
Olyinpia.
with family
for holiday lounge
She goes very well in the big
...
^lioiYii Dec 13
Capitol but looks like a natural for
Dale Belmont. Jay Clarke, Mrirc ^'"'e ^^^e^'^' *e**et in from east
class nitery spots.
Ballero, Coco, Steve & Eddy Sen and picking up one-nite spottings
Sharing top billing with Miss Mil- Wones, Card Mondor,
Tommy Rockwell, prexy of
Les Rhode
ler are Willie West and McGinty in House Orch; "JVotorious"
Amusement Corp., will
General
(RKO)
their construction act which is one
.spe^nd holidays here ... Carlos Moof the standard low comedy routines
Standard vaude layout .combined Una orchestra which cut ties to
of vaude. Act goes nicely here, par
with "Notorious", make for a full Frederick Bros, office last summer
ticularly when there are kids in the

-

Apollo, N.

This is a sharp layout in any case,
but proved especially sock at opener
due to an impromptu atmosphere
generated by Bobby Sherwood, Edwards brothers and Georgia Kaye
while awaiting appearance of Lena
Horne, delayed by a late train. Isn't
doing biz, however, as town's in mid
die of very sad pre-Christmas slump,
though it wasn't too bad at opener.
Sherwood band, one of the mor£
original of the standard commercial
type, purveys most of its items with
a fresh approach and achieves a
smart ensemble without knocking
the house down.
Band does "My
Sugar's So Refined" (with a chorus
by Sherwood, who also solos on
trumpet and guitar), "Cotton Tail,"
a medley of Berlin tunes including
"White Christmas." and "Sherwood

Jose,

.

and

.

Raye and Naldi, of course, are a
top terp twain who inject an ethereal
quality in their ballroomology. They
do their oft-seen and well-liked slow
terp to "Moonlight Sonata," a pasodoble and the beguine for a solid
closer to an equally solid show.

;

who ran

On the Upbeat

-

Canine antics of Gautier's Bricklayers add the. cute note in the trey
position. Although' this act has been

He
getting only fair returns.
^, tj,g -^^^^^ ^ly^gj „f
f^om there on, and
has Gloria
.
_
.

,^^5^

MaW

rA^^^^i'^.,;!^"*
contribs

Bi?

:

i

,

soloist,

now

Nellie," "Hey Now," and his by
.standard "St. James Infirmary."
light at first: show,

IB«»Ml:on

Billy

ter of the

,

sax

.

;

:

,

Jack Parks, leads the band in spearrangement of :"BUttermilk
Sky" with Kenny Field on vocal to their terps gets a top reception deopen the show. Following is Jeanne spite the opening position,: while
Blanche in a trio of tap terps.
Bob Howard, usually seen here in

^^viTn'igm c^^n^^^t."'""^"
Closer is given to the Del Martins
dimensions of his schnozz. Dann is trio. Gal and tvvo men build their
an appealing, personable lad who graceful acrobatics with three-high
works both on the aud's .sympathies stunts as their forte. Stunts are Unand risibilities and, as a finale, soft- usual with the ferame in the middle
ens the patrons with a pitch for on the pyramids. Get nifty response.
Quill.
strong applause in a patter song
about hands. With his proboscis, he
does the inevitable takeoff on Jimmy
Million Dollar, I.. A.
Durante using a couple of old gags
Angeles,
Dec. 14=-"
Los
In the
associated with the latter.
Pearl Baileiy, Herb Jeffries,~Joey
number one spot, the Three Arnaut.s
Rardin, Geraldine Ross, Russ Clark,
feature some unusual violin acroKrick & Bodo; Al Lyons' House
batics and bow off to a nice applause
(PRC).
with their bird, whistling stint. Orch (9); "The Brute
Latter could be shaved a bit for
Million Dollar reverts to straight
Herm.
more effective results,
vaude bill this week with several
standard turns backing star .artistry
Earle, Philly
Tall singer walks
of Pearl iSailey.
Phitadelphio, 'bee. 13.
off with the shoWi proving to be
Freddie Slack Orch, Ella Mae among top performers to ever play
Mor-ic, Dottie Ann Dare, Barr &
a date here, Out.standing material
Esfes, At Hendricks, Don Brassfleld,
and boff delivery kept her working
Ladd Lyon; "Plainsman and The for 14 minutes at show caught beLady" (Rep).
fore begging off, 5 Gal has what it
takes to put over a number and
Boogie-woogie comes into its own she gives class workout to a blues
this week at the Earle via Freddie
piece about 15 years of marriage:
Slack and his orchestra, aided by "That's Good Enough
For Me,"
blonde Ella Mae Morse, vocalist, "Row, Row How," "St. Louis Blues"
formerly a member of the Slack or* and "Tired."
ganization and with whom she colHerb Jeffries, male vocalist, shares
laborated on many recordings.
top billing and rated big hand for
Business only fair when caught
Son g," "Chri.stmas
"September
opening .session (13), but response
Song," "Jump For joy" and encore
from audience very good.
on "Flamingo," Joey Rardin took
Miss Morse, looking nifty in a
awhile to get going but pleased with
strapless
gown,
put
plenty
of imitation of musical instruments, his
schmaltz into "Cow-CoW Boogie,"
impersonation and
^ouse of Blue Lights" and "Pig George M. Cohan
Jones." Geraldine Ross,
Feet Pete," the latter a novelty num- tune, "Ca.sey
elongated song and dance gal, was
ber that pleased the castomers
comedy acrobatics and
Handicapped by a poor voice due so-so with
tired vocaling. Russ Clark's puppet
to a recent bout with laryngitis.
His tap dancer,
Slack nevertheless carries on as show is a sharp turn.
drunk and skeleton
...^
emcee, puts the band through its cUwn, stripper,
hand. Krick and
paces, and executes his stints at the puppets rating good
trampoline act that
piano.
He is a personable fellow, Bodo is standard
caught. Turns
show
at
sold
well
also
and IS surrounded by a smoothare backed by pit orch of nine sideworking group of musicians.
did
,*?atured members of troupe in- men, led by Al Lyons, who also
Broff.
Al Hendricks, guitarist, who the act ushering.
warbles "To Each His Own,"
Brassfleld,

;

i

cial

blingontheguitar, pleasantly croons
and White Christ-i
"This Is Love
nias," latter being the finale against
8 snow.fall backdrop.
Young cOmic Artie Dann registers
-solidly' with a fast patter of gags
most of which exploit the over-sized

uon

:

;

i

I

Bobby
Shertuood
Orch,
Lena
Meagher spotted in the cen- the closing spot, continues to mainshow with his round o£ tain the audience's good "mood. He Home, Edwards Bros. (3), Georgie
monology and novelty singing ot registers effectively with his songs Kaye;. "Gentletnan foe Palooka"
lAlojio).
Coming to Town" and "Buttermilk "You Tell Her I Stutter.
Comedy and piano playing,
playing.
dou- rating oh his material is modest at
Armand,
Sky," while Whitey
•j^wi
.
..i,

:

'

i

.

cialty.

and five
cludes six brass, five -reeds,
rhythm, Patti Dugan, band's vocalwith "Santa Claus Is
ist does nicely

:

,

-"^-"^'l

i

,,

We're

"Nola," —ricp^Tico,", and
Lopez
other like pieces..
few turns on the piano and
against the muted backceleste,
his aggregation which inof
ground

several
takes a

,

returns.

oi'ch

|

hewed stage operation follows usual
formUla.of trio of standout acts, discovery night winner and orch spe-

Mone,"

.,

nd

,

I

opens with a fast run
Ella Johnson, band .solist, shows through of "Zanzibeauts" which is
Under ordinary circumstances, the a chummy style mingled strangeiy. too loud and then Hylton Jefferson
Bricklayers would have opened with with a wriggle-and-bump tliafc wows steps down for a terrif sax solo on
Lane and Claire hitting the midsec- the lads down front. "Don't Shout" 'Danny Boy." Buxom Pete.rs Sisters
forth with "Sun in the Morn
tion, but reverse procedure proves
and "Since I FeU Foi- You" clicked.
Yoiingest of t^^^^
there's: more than one way of presThrfee Blazers, class trio, got a
entation if boff results are to be royal reception, from those present Didn't, BelieVe Me'.', for nice returns.
achieved,
who knew, their recordings, such as 51'°,^ ^^?^
truck off to solid mitt.
"My Silent Lovei'' C.p.D." arid '^"y'"'"
Bill is rich in headline' values with
Jonah Jones, trumpeter, sings and
Freddy Bartholomew (New Acts), "You Are My Love." Moore's guitar- ]
blows "I Can't Give You Anything
and Maiy Raye and Naldi and Ruth ing, is solid.
Also on for clicko bits were The Bat Love"' to nice response. Miller
Terry worthy of upped ^
positions on.
the marquee,:
ShOWi"cbnWquentiy Berry Bros,, lightl'ooted pair with brothers and Lois: do nifty tapstering
.shows more capital talent than usual, plenty of style, and Harris and on raised platforms ending with tap
wljich in a great measure accounts Thonrias, the lattfer a keyboard tin- turn six -feet high in the air. Off to
nice returns.; .Patterson and Jack^
kler of accomplishment.
for its general excellence,
I*,tlle sprawl^co,uld 'be licked putiS^*?^"^^^^
Bobby Lane and cmre with a;
salable line of aero terps highlighted of this show and the band put back ff,f^?„ with arfriiriL j?^^in,,M?,w ^
additional clownmg
by their now-standard "Fighting for on pitch, Johnson would have some- '""f^f
Calloway takes over the rest of
Bran.
the Funnies": in which a Sunday thing good.
the show with "I Got a Girl Named
cartoon section provides the peg of

Gloria Thompson
& Sartdra Hodges, Toiucr Orch (9)
with Jack Parks, Kenny Field;
"Bachelor's Daughters" iUA) and

brand of
the
delivered music
guished, but cleanly
boxofflce poison, not long

skin

Cab Calloway

with same format. Outside of Miller
brothers and Lois show could'Stand
could, stant
more freshness and less band tium.

.

I

(3),

Tfio

of

'a^n^d

13.

Calloway Orch ill) with
Sisters
Milter Broa.
(3),
Lois,
Patterson
& Jackson;
"Cockeyed Miracle!' m-G).

Cab

Peters

'

Jeanne
Del Martins

ihiW was

,miliaf

|r

Dec,

&

•

Kansas City, Dec. 13.
Blanche, Billy Meagher,

been a hxture for

years,

Low point was reached with ButMcQueen's appearance. The
screen actress, gifted with an amusing voice, was completely at sea,
facing the handicap of a wickedly
bad script,
ong caricatures that
were duds and a band accompani'
ment that left her stranded at every.)
..
•
•
Johnson's
reading
of the foil
""^S from a script sheet didn't help,

State's bill is unorthodoxly routined to give: the house a change of

Tower, K. C.

comic Artie Dann,
Hotel Taft,
Moving over from the

V Y where

'Cl'iicago,

terfly

sTgnVtWslnltaneeTakesftTish^^^
electee nrpsent^tin^ of indiv du-,^

the

.

socked over by

is

land,

No Love" (M-G).

63

Chicago, Chi

Bounce" were from Dixie, not Dixie-

Bartholomeui, Raye. &
Naldi, Ruth Terry, Lane tc Cloire,
Bob Howard, Gautier's Bricklayers,
Louis Basil House Orch; "No Leave,

Freddie

^(Continued

,

froni j^itge 1):

American

in-person talent in its
ornate casihos, but held little hope
that large-scale talent operations:

.

Would

be resumed duflrig- the
present idministratioii of 'Euificp.
Dutra, who 4ias forbidden gam^

;

,

1

:iVs

for;

very

!

ica. Its

!

Stein

'

1

-

j

i

'

i

:

'

!

,

,

,

.,

'

1

Jive

entertainmerit,

there's

for importation to Amerbrchestras are not top good.
declared that an invasion

little

i

:

i

of American talent would do much
to offset extreme nationalist feelings
and would go far in establishing
more friendly feelings between botn
continents.

,

kam

Tsdt Finds U. S.
Lifesaver;

rorW"

Benjamih Fielding

Ntw

York City UcMM CommUpMip«etlv» of hMpI"9
iroadwoy en th« bMin

many

Orleans Snarl

-

On

the J. C. Williamson chain which
has a monopoly on Aussie and New
Zealand legit. The fi9-yearrOld showman arrived last week, and is already dickering on purchjise ol

'Excessive' Rent

For Local Auditorium
New Orleans, Dec. 17.

j

(Thiirs.) with Rodgers, Hani'
merstein and their attorneys.. Preliminary talks were started when
Hamerstein Was in Australia last

in

{

its

witli

several

'

civic

u!idertaking.s..

House

New

Orleans Oper?
and the New Orleans

Officials of the

summer.
Bate p£, exchange and taxation
have^ been main, rub' to date. Tait
however states that the tax situation
being ironed out satisfactorily
IS
with the Au.stralian government. He
plans to pick up.: he says, enough
shows tor the next three or four
years., being interested in material

dealings

•

,

Aiisn,
;

more than

|

i

40

complain- that

^jj,,^^

or

increases

for
mceases, m lonlals t^r.
performances at the town hall have
hampered the success of- these pub?
,

,

I

,

;

.

.

,

,

,

enterprises,

lie-spirited
!

In

j

critics,

Stevens saiid that toO; many young critics regard
"They can't keep it up
to write down to it.
their readersi then their jobs."

compliment and try

as a

it

They

first lose

,

Stevens cautions them to start tender and toughen gradually.
I must have been shining my
tell you just how long this takes

—

"T can't

trousers

on aisle-seat plgsh for all of several weekS: before outraged- producers and
indignant authors and actors found out that I was untender. or even worse,
uncooperative." "But," he says, "somehow, I survived. In God's good time
41st Anniversary ISiimber
playwrights, manI learned Uiat, among the people he criticizes— actors,
agers—-a critic is as good as his last 'good notice.' Dne 'good notice.' nicely
of
timed, will start him all over again with a clean slate, for stagelolk are
world."
the
the most forgiving folk in
Pointing to Walter Winchell as the "most widely quoted dramatic critic
in the world," Stevens .said he was pained to read a Winchell column recently which gave credit for Winchell's succeiis to the following counsel
by the late Jimmy Walker 22 .years ago: "I have just learned that you are
also to be the dramatic critic. I don't know what to predict, except to
warn you that you can tie a great success and lose all- these friends;
lshowpeople]-"Or keep them and become a great big flap."
of
But Stevens said Winchell defied' this dictum, keeping at least 70
his friends without becoming either a groat big flop or a little one. "He
Wrote what he saw in. the proscenium as he saw it. True, the Shubert^
barred him for a bit, but gladly readniittod him to tlvoir Broadway hoiu<ies
Chicago, Dec. 17.
which when it was discovered that a production without some kind ol a Winehull
situatioti,
'Ticket-bulcher
inviting unlingcrVng death."
has luiig been critical here, has quote was
reached a crisis, recently" due to unLlllian Hellman oii the CrIX
availing eSforts of maiiy patrbris tb
Dramatist Lillian Hellman spilled sorrie of her thoughts about the critic-s
get seats.
in the Sunday (15) N. Y^ Times, with particular attention to that paper's;
Special gripe is against musicals
reviewer, Brool^s Atkinson, although his was a favorable notice on her
burn^bed^ingX^
with cus'tom^r:
cause as soon as-. show is announced "Another Part of the Forest." whicfi opened last month on Broadway,
in dailies, it's all "sold out'' the same Starting by saying she had previously declined to discuss the topic pubday^ with mail order requests being llcly, "because the critic-writer relationship is too involved," she is conreturned as late as several weeks vinced' that "when enough serious writers eome into the theatre, they will
the American theatre there are manj'
afterwards with "Sorry, all sold out" be followed by serious critics
honorable exceptions deserves the flippancy with which it is treated
,
notices inserted.
Shuberts have an arrangement but we are in no position seriously to protest the proud low-browism of,
with the Barnes ticket brokerage say, the Daily News critic (John Chapman) or the talented low-browism of
ott'ice here for the first 16 rows on
The New Yorker critic" (Wolcott GibbSj about whom., she recently commlitorlal faalnr*
of fh« forthcoming

Bum

.

'^5

At Ticket Clamp

.

,

pros^ram notes for "Aida,"
On "Oklahoma!" he would take,; presented recently; the opera group
out 12 U. S. actors, feeling that show attacks the auditorium's policy in
needs the American feel and touch. an editorial entitled, ."A Tale, of Two
The notes quote a New
"Harvey" would al.so neeesisilatc an Cities."
American Elwood Dowd, he thinks. j.^York critic as praising the city, of fiAmericans; he says, can take their cials there for providing the opera
earnings out of the country without corh'pany there with an improyed
And personal income T theatre and modern stage equiprestriction..
Then there is this obtaxes aren't out of proportion.' Tait ment, free.
owns "The Red Mill." which he servation in the program notes of
bought in ,1938, but he prefers put- the opera hou.^e here
ting on new shows.
Orleans
we not only have
"In New
He mentioned a slight difference to pay the city for its, auditorium, most of their hits for four weeks or
Barnes has local situation
of opinion' with the Shuberts. Sev- but rentals were recently jaeked so longer.
House; however, is
eral revivals were bought from the high for a small rehearsal' hall up- sewed up tight.
Shuberts, with terms of the contract stairs that we found it necessary to hit because if Barnes can't sell
made for the duration of the war. go out and hold these preliminary ducats, agency dumps the tickets
to
Although hostilities have ceased, the rehearsals elsewhere. And we have right before- curtain time back
war is legally still on. until the been advised that next .season our the boxoftice.
"Song of Norway" didn't even anif
signed.
The Shuberts, rental price for opera performances
l.)eace
nounce New Year's eve tickets for
legally bound, have been complain- Will be hiked.'sale because Barnes bought out the
ing about one show in particular
Officials of the opera
company main floor except for some $7.20
Williamson chain has eight legit gaid their association pays rent for
Word-ot-mouth gab getting
seats.
houses now. It had 14 in the pre- the theatre each night of an opera
around has hit the nut for other
depression days before 1930. Firm, performance, "but we do not opernights as people would just as soon
which has been going since 1874, and ate, have no control and receive no
go to pic rather than have to pay
is worth now about $6,000,000. lost
revenue from the soft drink and the extra take from Barnes. Mail
during
the
depression liqyor concessions operated in the orders are also ofl' because subur12,500,000
years of 1930-1940. It wants now to corridors during our performances." banites
experience
remembering
expand its theatres, but the cost of a few nights later the New Orleans from other musicals just aren't writbuilding a legiter in Sydn?y today symph program notes also called at- ing.
is $4,000,000, a prohibitive price. The
Situation is doubly bad in Chi betention to the fact that the audirival Fuller chain, which gave up all torium itself operates and profits cause Shuberts own or control all
its legiters to films in
depression from these concessions although the houses here outside of the Civic,
days, wants to return to legit but auditorium has been paid for by the Civic Opera House, and Erlanger.
can't get back its houses and finds it society that sponsors the orchestra. Amu.sement
departments of local
too expensive to build.
dailies are receiving heavy flow of
From Pearl Harbor on. .says Tait,
calls and letters from Complaining

that doesn't date.

drama

applied to
readably.

.,

Chi Patrons

to mention
Mardi Gias organiza-

syiiiphony orchestra,' not

|

Critics

from the Chicago .Hevald-American and

.

i

row

critic

an

:

Management of the Municipal
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Oklahoma!"
auditorium, in its zeal to achieve a
and "Harveyi" with the final sesr
a-cropper
sion on the first two set tor tomor- balanced budget, has come

*.

;•..*

drama

Stevens,

of the nation's first-nighters, profTered some advice to younger members of the critical fraternity in his column last Friday (6> on the subject
Terming the word "tpugh" a new bit of VAmuTYeiie as
of "toughness."

tion«r"«

New

.

A.'shton

dean

Here to Buy Several By

of the current *
Broadway shows being done in
Australia within the next two seasons, is seen as result o£ the current
visit to N. Y. of E, J. Tail, head of

Ashton Stevens on

"Broadway^ Showcase
of the

Possibility of

Det^inber 18, 1946

WednirBtlajr,
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.
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.
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New Yorker editor Harold Ross).;
disMi.ss Hellman opines that;"Answering critics is a sucker game"
agreement between the writer and critic is hereditary and rnust be conscientiously preserved by all of us. It is in the great tradition. Dramatist
her:
"Forest"
regarded
appears to have been steamed up because Atkinson
as melodrama, nor does she know what he means, she .says, when he said
Yet her advice; to
it is a contrived play, nor his term, "organic play."
young people who want to write plays is: "read and learn from Mir. Atkinson because he is worth reading, worth learning from. Then make yourthat
he recoils: from
the
stage,
on
self forget that he doeis not like action
violence and .eyit. are among
evil people and retreats from violentie
the true materials of drama; always have been, always will .be."

plained to

.

,

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

|

j

|

Inside Stuff-Legit

|

,

I

legit

boomed

Australia,

in

Since the war,

80%

Spartanburg And

Ptfth

largely

due to influx of free-spending GIs.
Now, -with GIs gone, and the high
cost of living, spending power of the
public has dropped
But he still
sees good b.o.

Playhouse, N.

Spartanburg, S. C, Dec.
"this

textile 'industrial

readers,
17.

city,

long

heavy in its operatic and other tilted-brow importations, including bal-

,

Bushnelt Hartford, May

readying blueprints tor a
is
5,000-seat $l,00ojp00 audiiorium. Hall
will be dedicated to war dead,

let,

',

of Au-ssie legit

have been American plays. Balance
were English. No native playwright
has been successful.
Australia has

Shutter in Political Snarl

—

.no tryout towns, like the U. S., for
a local playwright to develop. With-

Hartford, Dec.

who

j

of

a

slap

by

17.

city

sort of record for fast flops, the with.

—

.

I

I

As the result

making some

Tennes.see Williams wrote an appreciation of the late Laurette Taylor,
co-starred in his "The Glass Menagerie," saying: "I feel now-?-as I
have always felt that a whole career of writing for the theatre is re^warded enough by having created one good' part for a great actress
is
a reward I find suflFicient for all the effort that went before and any that

I

j

After Election Wrangle

Architectural and engineering signaturing set for January.

Y., is

drawal of "Land's End" Saturday (14), after five performances, being tlie
fourth play which failed in the same spot within a period of two months.
"End" had five settings and its co.st is estimated to have been in excess of
"Hear That 'Trumpet," "The Haven" and "A Family Affair" were'
$60,000.
the other mistakes in the same theatre, and; the estimated combined red is
around $200,000.
Ben. Marden, former nightclub operator, bought the Playhouse last season from Harry Fromkes, who purchased the property from Wm. A. Brady
as an investment. Fromkes not only made plenty from the resale but from
Playhotise is
the profits of "The Glass Menagerie," which played there.
an independent legiter. "Temper the Wind" is slated to bow into the theat re next week.

;

;

may come

i

may

.

.

after."

soon be
Miss Taylor, who died in N. Y. Dec. 7, was named the top actress of
A
by an iron curtain on 1944-4.1 in 'Variety's poll of the critics. The star answered the critical
IvtAJ SI hTVli surrounded
operas, song festivals, etc. acclaim
legit,
by .stating "that the postman does ring twice." Miss Taylor reinto films.
Bushnell Memorial, which is only ferred to her earlier stage successes, prior to the annual tab of critical
Greatest U. S. success in Auissie
house available for these attractions, opinions.
has been "Kiss and Tell" in 1944.
N. Y. Treasurers club will have may be shuttered it the ward heelwhich ran 53 weeks at the Comedy,
>•>
V.
LT,
...
four new officers, nominations for ers have their say.
RoadJ company of. i.ki
as
Oklahoma!
was recently mentioned in Varietv
Melbourne. Tait thinks the record
Situation is this: Former Mayor
will uever be equalled.
Greatest which are tantamount to election. William Morten.sen, manager of the ^^^ing appeared in Omaha but actually it hasn't played th« stand as yet.
musical success was ''The Belle of Nominees are Lewis Harris (Bilt- Bushnell,
» record gross Of $119,708 in nme times
Oklahoma City, with takRii^hnBii was
wn« the
thp leader
iMrtpr of
nf forces
fnrrp< 1'
New York," flrst done in 1899, and more), president; Hugh McGauley seeking a change in city government ings of $97,183 for eight performances in Des Moines being the rpnnerup
figure. In the latter stand the show was given in the KRNT radio'theatre,
revived 50 times since.
(Lyceum), vice-president; Charles through the adoption of
a city manBowman (Miller), treasurer; Murray ager form of government. Mayor the 4,200-seater usually having road shows for qne night. Record solo performance groases are claimed for the house, top coin going to "Up In
Lang (Music Boxi, financial secre- Cornelius Moylan
was violently optary, and Herman Leins (Belasco),
Central Park," $13,695. -That figure includes tax, the approximate boxoff ice
posed to the plan. He hung himself
Annabella
Go
recording secretary. The latter is an
being $10,000, top being $4.27.
on a limb in trying to defeat same.

out the aid of American plays, said
Tait, his firm would have had to go

^

!

'

MRW

hall poll ti cos, this city

nFFIPFR^ OLAIDU

FOR TREASURERS CLUB

I

'

:

•

,

i

'

m

|

!

:

'

May

i

incumbent.'

To France

for a Film

Annabella, who closes in the fourcharacter play, "No Exit," at the
Biltmore, N. Y., Saturday (21 ), may
do a picture in France since/she
plans a two or three-monfFi^ visit
there .sometime next year to visit
her family. Under contract to 20thFox for one picture a year, trip
abroad depends upon when studio
will have a vehicle ready for her.

Planning to remain

in

1

meaning

Laurence Schwab
Writci on

-

"Played
*

Broadway

Show

shortly.

Safe for

Barrymore"

i

:

m

.*,

.«.,*..*..,'

cdlirorial :fnliir«

of the forthcoming

way

Musical goes into rehearsal Jan.
9 with singer arriving from Coast
Jan. 4.

It

I

..

Soldier," due on

how he

'

41sl

Anniversary ]Sumbe.r
of

its

Musicians union added another Shakespearean work

that

the

Bu-shnell

to

its

listing

by

the American Repertory Theatre's presentatiqn of "Henry VIH" at
the International, N. Y., to be a musical play because of an incidental
There, are nine, in the pit, and. the increased .scale calls for the
contractor to get $193, the conductor $165, and trumpeter $110 weefelyi
./^
with six men being paid $16 per performance.
'"uling

.

score.

:

,.—

—

.

.

If; as and when "Annie Get YoUr Gun'' is produced in London, an 18%:
royalty overhead to the original U. S. producers and a Lith6r.s must be taken
care of.
Rodgers & Hammerstein, producers; along with Irving Berlin,
Dorothy and Herbert split the 18% among them,

shuttering.

:

After a hiatus of 16 years, it has
been suddenly discovered (a little
over a week after the special election)

"13. Rue Madeleine," opens in
at the Roxy,. N., Y.. following the run of "Razor's Edge." She
then goes to the Coast for" about a

Metro cDdtract to sign for role of
Nadina: in revival of "The Chocolate

election

I

j

film.

Frances MeCann, seen on ^roadin "Vagabond King" and "Rosahas been released from her

forces won out at the
recently.
The Mayor

The Morlensen

known to have not taken defeat tool
are counted Friday (21). Six mem.
gracefully. Thursday (12) came the
'^^^ °} 'he club died in the pa^t
y^", denting the re.serve fund, each
only may be compelled to pay back
beneficiary getting $1,000. However,
special-license fees for the 16 years
recently had a highly sucit has been operating but also may
oessful benefit performance,.
be denied the privilege of a license,

|

January

Frances McCann's

named for the|
when ballots

\

New York

linda,"

14

i

;

for the present for radio dates, actre.ss will stay east until her next

month.

I

were

There

board, six to be elected

.

Memorial

has not paid a $200 annual license
fee since it was first opened in 1930
Gonferences on the, failure of the
house to pay this annual fee have
been held by A.ssi.stant Corporation
Counsel William Galvin, Jr., and
Chief of Police Michael Godfrey.
House has been operating under assumption that it need not pay the
fee.
This a.ssumption was based on
an interpretation by the corporation
counsel when the house first opened,
Bushnell, which is tax-exempt by
a special statute, has been sponsoring and supporting various amusement ^activities. This city has no
other facilities available- for such

,

BALLET GIRL MAKES GOOD

Since its opening, the
house has been operating at a loss
that hovers up to and above $20,000
annually.
It is an endowed insti'""°"/hat was given as a gift to

girls

the

show

P»-oduct.on.s

Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.
Virginia Bo.sler, one of the ballet
in

"Bloomer

Girl,"

left

the

i

for couple of performances
during recent Nixon engagement in

city.

CHI EXHIB INTO LEGIT
.lames Jovan,
theatre,

Monroe
i

Chicago, Dec. 17.
of Chicago's
picture house, has

owner

order to audition in New York for,
"Brigadoon"; and came back here
with a contract as a principal dancer

in latter show.
She's leaving "Bloomer" during
First play, "Why, ilr. Lawrence!" Philadelphia run to begin rehearsals
opened in Davenport, la,, for four in musical fantasy by- S*rederi<;k
days and plans are for it to come to Loewe and Alan Lerner, who wrote
Chicago after the first of the year. last season's "Day Before Spring.'

formed a legit producing company.
Advance Productions, Ihc.
,

Vcdpesday, December 18, 1946

C

D.

Negro

'

LEGITIMATE
Navy Vet

Adins^ Issne Heads

-

.i'

Washington, Dec.

V V.
-

Manager

(Hmid of Cialhon«

Edward Johnson

>

Number

"the situation

that

is

status

Meanwhile, the same racial
issue has been stirring up new heat
on another front— the Lisner Auditorium of George Washington University here. This is the auditorium
which was picketed during the run
of "Joan of Lorraine" due to its
"white only" policy. Lisner is now
said to have cancelled all outside
engagements for the time being.
The university's board met recently to take up the question of
whether to reverse its, policy and

of

*

*

an

to fire hazards; according to

*

tho forthcoming

in

There is some indication that a
of mahagcments
involved,
were woll awarft that their showswould probably be covered by sec-

Number

41st Anniversary

couple

of
..

•

I

'**rr''' '

ond-string reviewers.
Last season
there was one opening-night con-

Recently
the
office
Mayor's
clamped down on standees in local
picture houses.

Striking Critic's Opinion

quo".

copy that of Gonstitution Hall, where
to Negroes. The
tickets are sold
board postponed action until its next
meeting and as re.sult has been
flayed for vacciliation by local civic
groups and clergy.

Stage"
an editorial fcotur*

order issued by Mayor Dowd. As a
result, opera is banned from the
swank Kleinhans Music Hall. The
Mayor's insistence is stated to apply to every public building.

which

clared

Theatrical
performances
using
movable scenery in public audir
toriums here are out from now on

due

pttblicizcd the

racial

Today

.

forthcoming

41 Si Anniversary

Tie

and University

sional

Buffalo, Dec. 17.

.

editorial feature

In the

in
on two nights. Opposed
openings on the holiday night are
^Vy'phderlu} Journey,'' Coronet, and
Belascp,
a ireviysi Of ''Burlesque
both being straig;ht plays. Following
^^vehihg, "J^ggar's Holiday'' Oex"Twilight Alley") ^Broialtlway, and
'"Toplitzlty of Notre Dainei" Century
are dated to ring up, that brace
being musicals.
Fifth opening is
"Temper the Win. ," Playhouse, first/
called "Drums of Peace."

Between the Profes-

Scenery; Fire Hazard

Business?"
» * *:,'

an

Committee for Racial
which had previously
action
declared it would take court
next interracial group is
if "if the
denied refund
refused admission and
Lobby signs and
ol ticket money".
newspaper advertisements have both
Democracy,

"The Closer

Nixed for Movable

Used

in

Show's Ads As

Sub Gets

Philly

Brush

Philadelphia; Dec.

Drama

criticism

Philadelphia,

month by
took

a

17,

.situation

scrambled

in

past

the

the strike on the Record,

fantastic

turn

;

last

week.

Whole editorial staff, including
ic Edwin H. Schloss, has been

crit-

out,

although paper has continued publishing, with its executives doing
the editorial work. Gilbert Krause,
vicepresident and attorney for the
Record, has been covering the openings, his sketchy drama background
reportedly being filled out by press

Kleinhans Music Hall is hardest hit
because, despite multi-million dollar
structure and equipment, it has no
asbestos curtain, no stage flues or
ducts, and no automatic sprinkling
system.
Edward H. Letchworth,
president of the Hall, stated that the
cost

conversion

of

than

when "The Rugged Path" rung
up on the same niglit as "Are You
With It," followed by plenty of acrimonious comment between the re-

flict,

'Shoes' Tries Special

He

$150,000.

would be more
pointed

ice

to

shows at the Memorial Auditorium,
where movable scenery is aLso used.
The Mayor promised there would be
no exceptions.

Ads in

Make

Dailies to

ispectiye producers, Ijtit two oppoiSed
debuts in the same week havf n't oc>
Is curred in many ye-ars.
Apparently undaunted by Broad- "Holiday" listed its preftiiere date
way critics who bore down unani- well in advance of opening, as has
mously in castigating the musical, been the custom in managerial circles. Show fared badly in Boston
"It the Shoe Fits," recently opened
last week, an
after a ragged first
at the Century by Leonard Sillman,
he inserted extra-space copy in the performance there, business was so
bad that the current week wa.s canr
dailies, with excerpts from favorable notices in Detroit, Cleveland '^'^ll^d' "management paying the theand Boston, Mo-st-recent ads of that atffe rather than take heavier finan-

Taller

It

'

PAUL SIEGEL DOING
OK WITH POPS, SYMPH

SGT.

^ial wallop.

,.,„.,

.

.

AUTHOR

question whether the admittance of Negroes woujd
affect
at-

tendance at the National any more
than it does on Broadway,
it's believed that plays
which appeal to
playgoers generally may not
be appreciated by colored
citizens, there
ordinarily being
comparatively few
such patrons. Matter
of prices may

be a factor, ticket
scales for ,legit
b«'ng higher than
for mo.st other

ineatrs

:

TA DISTRIBUTES 25G
TO ACTOR GROUPS
Theatre Authority, which extracts
benefit shows for theatri-

15% from
cal

charities,

amounts

guilds,

to

around

$2,000

each.

Due

icnL iv
to

nm.„

beEinn

hS
PUv
date.

"

H?"""

usual, the League of New York
Theatre.s allocates its .share to the
Actors Fund, Equity doing likewise,
with a percentage going to, the Stage

As

For Return to U. S.
BallerJoy

Comic

s^""^

Claim Wins Point
Federal

mis.sed a

Court Judge

week

last

dis-

motion by Paula Stone and
Jr., to dismiss a

Hunt Stromberg,
claim

of one-third partnership
Mill" by Nathan Kurt^.

"Red
Kurtz made the claim

as

istrator for the estate of

Jerome

in

admin-

,

LAYOFF FOR 'READY'
Although "Three

Christmas slump

>

estate.

A

'

i

t,y the musical "Sti'eet Scene,"
currently trying out in Philadelphia.
is planned to lay off the revue
New Year's for three or four
weeks, so that Bolger and the cast
can have a vacation, "Three" then
going to Chicago for an indefinite'
stay at the Blackstone.
Show was
forced to move from the Broadhurst,
where it spanned the summer, building to capacity. While it originally
played the Adelphi that spot was
considered too large for an intimate
musical.
Stanley Gilkey and Barbara Payne
are producing "Three." In a!i.s.sociation with Elaine Carrington, Gilkey
is readying another
revue, "Cro.ss
Town."
Miss
Carrington,
radio
writer of soap operas, is collaborating on the book with Draper
Lewis. Five writers figure in the

,

It

alter

NEW SWITCH

Sherek's Quickie Voyage

due in Amer- Relief Fund and the Negro Actors
ptoducer
Hertry
t>ondon. legit
from Holland, Guild. Similarly, SAG apportions
^^'^"^^
of ^he state.; part of its TA share to the Motion Sherek returns Jan. 3 on the Queen
Elizabeth which brought him to
Picture Relief fund.
New York last week,, his fir.st trip
Company, which

h^'"- I'-"-

L

1939,

^r?^^'

Arrowhead Strawbat
Los Angeles, Dec.

* small dance
Switzerland

Sth>?
cShl

from iQ^n
fi?^"
diennVrf-,"

^l""

y^^''^'

."''•'*'"^*'

'°

P'aying at the

2:"rlch.

^"^h,

European

-46,

steadily

then leav-

tour.

Come-

introduce a
two-art l"',f."""

new

the States since before the war.
Mrs. Sherek accompanied him. Roland Youhg Sails with them, both arriving Friday in London with rehearsals of "Truant In Park Lane"
slated to start the en.suing Monday.
The next incoming trip of the
to

will

although house and

1 7.

New

strawhat theatre is under organization here for showing next
summer at Arrowhead Lake, where
film folks often spend their weekends when Palm Springs is too

Company, headed by E.stclle Taylor and Michael Whalen, is known

Elizabeth, due to dock in New York
Jan. 1 brings over Dorothy Dixon,
Ivor Novello, Beatrice Lillie, Bevand critic
erly Baxter, Canadian
of the London Evening Standard,

as Taylen Productions.

Ronald Miller,

hot.'

..

MP

j

:

|

i

I

|

.

i

'

j

.

Tom

score,
Prideaux, Arthur Siegel,
Jeff Bailey, George Blake and Rich-

rent casting difficulties here, made zrd Liebert. Peter Lind Hayes and
him change the character from a Mary Healy are mentioned for the
grandfather to a grandmother when leads.
he liad to leave the play to fill a|
previous screen contract.
This permitted casting Marcelle Cornell-McCIintic
Geniat, character actress who last
year did standout work in "Cele.stinc," as the grandmother.
Katharine Cornell and Guthrie
McClintic, her husband; are due
j

'

.

;

^

Due

Back From London

Eckert Goodman's Play
Eckci-i

of

"'^""^"•y

Np^v

Heady

week, illness

'

.-

Bruyere, titled "Un Ange Passe"
("An Angel Goes By"). I'ierre Brasseur, who authored the play, cast
himself in the part of a sympathetic
grandfather.
Shortage of suitable
actors for the part, illustrating cur-

last

of Ray Bolgei', the revue's star, resuited in the show suspending at the
Adelplii after Saturday (14) night's
performance. Bolger has been suffering from an arthritic condition and
recently cancelled a niatinee for that
reason.
recent liver complication
resulted in his entering Harkness
Pavilion, Medical Center, foi: tests.
"Three" is expected to resume
^^^^
<23) and is definitely
\.^^^^^ t„ ^^^'^
,
^e fol-

;

.

parts is frequent here (as instanced
in
"Aiglon,"
normally done by
femmes since Sarah Bernhardt), the
sex of a character has been changed
for the first time here during the
run of a play to permit switching the
part from an actor to an actress.
In a comedy current at the La

to Malce

majority flock of
affected by the pre-

Eroadway shows

-

,

an\ong the

v/as

.

L.

Kurtz, who is alleged to have a
third partnership in "Mill,'* current
Broadway revival being produced
by Stromberg and Miss Stone. The
elder Kurtz died last year after
which, according to the plaintiff,
the two producers transferred
the a-ssets and property of the
company, from Red Mill Co, to Red
Mill & Co., failing- to account for
one-third of the share to the Kurtz

-•^^"'^^'•s^ ai-e

grSln" h^*""!;

C

Partnership

Henry W. Goddard

"

Tnidi Schoop

'Mill'

New York

has again distributed
$25,000 to various talent groups and
guilds, the board deciding to hold
nnxons, and until another $15,000 in reserve. Amounts
ftL
"^'^''"^ '^e issue, it's dispersed to the talent unions, such
nn^fu
decide, on its as Equity, American Federation ofo\vn
c
of
^ ^""""P of dramatists Radio Artists, American Guild
ha, Ki,
Variety Artists, Screen Actors Guild,
in w,
i**^"*" «Sainst segregation
though the dramatists plus the Actors Fund and the
Guil? as such,
I'Uild,
Epi.scopal
Catholic.
Jewish
and
has not.

amusements.
So far the managers
have taken
no action on
the matter, nor have

sing his numbers.

"Toplitzky" opening to cover an oftprodiiccd Metropolitan Opera Co.
presentation,
Marriage
of
"The
Figaro." sending a .second stringer to
cover the legiter.

charge..

BOLGER ILLNESS FORCES

CHANGES

It's a

in

ton,

.

,

,

also music critic), pa.ssing up the

"Holiday" represents an

investment around $300,000. ComPany was brought back for further
rehearsals, with George Abbott, who
started restaging the show in Bos-

'

i.s

is

,

.

type appeared Monday (16). Sillman
insisted "Shoe" would continue until Jan. 4, but early this Week "Tojilitsky ef Notre Dame" was advertised to open at the Century Christ-

mas night.
Vienna, Dec. 9.
Edgar Luckenbach, Jr., scion of
releases.
Sgt. Paul Siegel, the GI songwriter the steamship
line owner and one
Membership Vote
"Firiian's Rainbow," musical faji» from Brooklyn, who has been cutof
the heaviest investors in "Shoe,"
If and when Equity takes action
tasy with social significance back- ting a swath in "Viennese popular
is credited with saying he'd "hock
in the barring of Negroe,s from ad- ground which preemed in Philly last
music with a string of hits, breaks another ship!'a'>if necessary to stay in
mission to legit theatres in Washing- week, was given rave notices by into
the classical .field Dec. 23, when show busine-ss,
but he did not
ton, the final result will probably be regiilar reviewers on. the three other
Vienna Philharmonic; under Fred- specifically mention the- Sillman
made by membership referendum. sheets, as well as by couple of radio erick Fall, plays hi.s "Symphonic
musical.
Too many angles are present for the reviewers, but Record's review was Diary" for a Christmas audience of
That there was plenty of coin backcouncil to decide a solution. Last unfavorable. Whereupon show's pro5,000 soldiers and platters to be sent ing the attraction was indicated by
week's council session was devoted ducers got quotes from Schloss, who
to the U. S.
the list of angels,
Equity paid
to a lengthy discussion of .segrega- liked show immensely, and ran it
X,
Piece is a full-length composition salaries on the first Saturday (7) at
tion, although no
recommendation in ads in other sheets, saying "This
of war the Century, from guarantee money
from the committee was submitted. is wliat the Record's regular re- recording Siegel's impiressions
and
peace
in Italy and Vienna. Sie- on deposit, but Monday (9) mornEquity sent a representative to the viewer, Edwin H. Schloss, has to say
gel has also produced a set of four ing fresh money in large denominacapital to survey opinion on the about "Rainbow." Sub.sequent daily
for orchestra and tenor now tions was posted yet the company
barring of Negroes some weeks ago. ads carry quotes from all the papers, .songs
„
presentation by Herbert
^""""^
A flock of officials and newspaper but use Schloss' instead of Krause's. set for radio
f..rl-,*'fH'"
Saturday TtL
14)
Alsen, Vienna State Opera singer. la.st
execs were interviewed, the report
Reviewing condition has been hec'"
Suite
called "I Am the Voice of
being turned over to the corifvmittee. tic because, in addition to Schloss'
M guarantee to
. Js^n?^t7'.Tn
calls
for $7,500 weekly
Europe."
Understood that most of thosfe asked ab.sence, the Daily News was withthe house, and the show could have
In the pop field Siegel has nine
to comment advocated elimination of out
its
regular reviewer several
^"^^ ' probably
the ban.
weeks, Gerard Gaghan being hos- songs published by firms here and in nixea
nff»^'"tl
M
ine iqea,
When Clarence Derwent, Equity's pitalized. Situation left one morning Switzerland and Italy. Two "Cij^aprexy, appeared at the National in paper, the Inquirer, with a regular rette in Europe" and "In Vienna So
Washington, he emphatically op- critic, Linton Martin, and the Eve- Far Away," are top local radio plugs.
IN
posed segregation but he spoke as ning Bulletin, witli Bob Scnsender- He's also conducting a weekly personal spot on Red-White-Red U.S.an individual, not for the whole fer.
under
association. In some quarters it is
Situation, tlierefore, caused all the sponsored Austrian network
ACTOR'S SEX
title of "Vienna Inspires an Amerifelt that the situation will clear
up. more wonder recently when "TopParis, Dec. 5.
can Composer." Top native names
Since there is no such problem
on litzky of Notre Dame" preemed in have joined Siegel on the airing to
Though use of femmes in male
Broadway, and
Philly, the Inquirer's Martin (who
because the national
capital is also a metropolitan
community, it should not be bound
by
customs of the deep south, it's
fell.

;

Than She

'

,

^

^

bow

writoi o*

a itory

accettti in

A

Vnivoriity

Thofltro).

Buffalo's Kleinhans

Grand Opera Also

'/s

refused
nears up to the

"no refund" policy.
Denying reports of a compromise
would result in easing the
ban next season, Plohn de-

,

2 Nights

Sudden bookings may accotint for
the confusion of premiere dates next
(Christmas) week when four out of
five hew attractions are slated to

Rev. Gilbert V. Hartke

"

Metrppolitan Opera GMerol

House manager Ed Plohn has made
theatre's announcement
BOOd on the
refuse refunds to ticket
that it would
admisBurchasers who are refused
grounds or because
sion on racial
the company of those
they are in
Next step apadmission.

*

To See 4 Preems on

Piece will open in Santa Barbara
and move to New York after a brief
stand in San Franci.sco.

17.

6S

Next Week's Broadway Openings

Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
Lewis & Young,. Jegit producers,
signed Roland Morris, Navy veteran,
for
the forthconjing stage
play,
"The Story of Mary Surratt."
.

For Court, 'No Refund' Rule Stays
Printed reports that tiiere may be
National theatre's
tome easing of the
admitting Negroes are
nolicy against
the issue seems
denied here, and
headed for the courts.

for Legiter

Goodman,
Tian.

Town & Country,
intry,

back from London; Sunday (22),
aboard the liner America.
Star
made a\speedy trip overseas
to con,
.w..
•
Airi •<
with Kate O'Brien,
who is

•

,1

as.sociate
is

edi;
editor

working On
tfn a

four-character nlav
"If Thi.s Be
Error," which he
le admits
„>,..>
, may be
w«
m^. too
straight a lino for the critics, but
after his large-cast "Many Man,",ions'of eight years ago he decided on a
few-pcopled play. "Mansion.s," pre-

'

:

_

.

•

,

:

i

><

,

^T^^IMM
>

^""^

^'^^

,„

^

^''l'''

'^''^^^'.u^'"'^9!'^^ "^^ ^^^'f ^^^-l"";

'

,
Mlss Cornell is said to have
exP'"'==='^^'^ mterest in the script, which,
however, has not been completed.

!

sented by Dorothy Waillard (of the
Cyrus H. McCormick clan) ran al- Title is tentative for stage usage.
mo.st six months on Broadway but
SHAKES IN ESTATE
lost money, becau.se of the large
company and its $12,000 nut, parBuffalo, Dec. 17.
ticularly large in those years.
Actor-director Richard Wliorf
Goodman is. the son of Jules shares io the estate of his late cousin,
Eokcrt Goodman who, with the late Miss Arietta Lothrop, former superMontague Gla.ss. authored the "Pot- intendent of the Buffalo Fine Arts
a.sh
& Pcrlmutter plays. Elder School, according to her will flled:
Goodman's "The Great Romancer" here last week.
done in London some years ago with
Whorf inherits all the family heirRobert Morley, is being talked of looms, with the rest of the estate
for a Broadway version. Alexander going to church organizations and
Dumas is the central character.
personal friends of the deceased.
,

WHORF

.

|

>

|

i
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'Mrs. Smith' Taronto Fold
But Grosses Fair $8,200

Standouts Set Broadway Pace;

New

'Norway' Hits 37G, 'Sweetkarts' 36G,

Toronto, Dec. 17.
Vinton Freedley'S "The Temporary
Mrs. Smith" folded after its week's
engagement in Toronto after being
on the road six weeks. Producer
spent final week with the show up
here. The Shtjijerts and Jules Lev-^
enthal also had represehtatives present, sizing up the show.
Play hsid a splendid press here,
hold;
few
the
hoiwe
will
particularly on Luba Mallna, and deall
about
The slump along Bi-oadway last
matineec
but
unsold
at
boxseats
spite the pre-Chrlstmas week, did
all
with
expected,
week was fully
standees; well over $25,500.
fair $8,200 at the Royal Alexandra
but
form
off
shows
longest-run
the
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale (4th I'jre, With lj525-seateri scaled at $3
most of the new standouts, plus those

Biz; 'Forest,' "Blake,' 'Years'

won't be surprising if this week, the
finale, before the Yule holiday, Tegthan those tallied
on boxoffice statements as of pec, 14.
The effect of the coal strike evidentiy has not been full: absorbed
but the visitor volume to the metropolis should soon attain normalcy,
Season has been woefully weak in
new musicals, only a few having arnVcd, with none a real click. Next
tune show will be "Beggar s Hohda.y" ("Twilight Alley") and. "Top-

week)

,

week)

.

isters better grosses

(D-1,213;

big

to

y^^yi^s

.

this

man Knows,"

CD \Comedy-Drama) R (Rewe)
M (Musical), O AOperetta).
,

Gabriel-Borlitlie Lion,"

".lolin

Lead

Hub

in

bell.

i

^aJ's^eve atto.d^ce ^ay' 'nof b^
'

so jhot for. :Some attractiolis but this
one lobks. certain of capacity, af al^
ways since start; $45,500.
(M-1,077;
"Bal. Negre," Belasco
$4.80). .Was supposed to have finaled
last Saturday, (14) but business .okay

:

.

^^1
[{^m:}^^^^^^ "The

Time"

ting beneflit of holiday trade;

Big Two" date

doWn

follow

to

Jan,

Windermere's

Fan,"

Cort

i

(9th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). Proving
class and should play into spring;
last
week estimated at
around $20,500.
its

to con-

Opera House

"Anna Lucasta"—Lyric, Mpls.

Me

"Call
$4.80)

week

—

Mem.

"Bloomer Girl"

^

around

to

"CKristopher

»

»

"Blossom Time"— Engiish, Indpls,

Yesterday"— Wilbur,

"Born

Bost.

(16-28).
:

•

(16-21).

Me

"Call
(16-28).

Mister"— Shubert, Bost.

;

$30,500, capacity.

week)

(111th

St.

ninvp im

P

rll.KN IUl
1

I

,

'Twilight Alley." Opera House (2,Never caught on, diving
on second and final week to less

than

$9,000.

by George
week.
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
Christmas has drawn

Show being
Lays,

Abbott.

re-styled
off

this

Although

picked up nicely
week. "Life With Father" collected a neat $11,000 on the second
l!rame at the Biltmore and finaled
with $18,500 for two weeks.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946"
at El Capitan repeated $16,700 for
the 234th stretch, which showed
closer, legit grosses
last

(C-920; $4.20.
For a; show aimed matinee was still weak. "Macbeth"
through third season laugh show is at El Patio repeated $4,000 for the
plenty prosperous here, and so is second, stanza and is due to carry
now through New Year's.
ipany; $18,000.
thj Chicago
"Icetime," Center (26th week) (R2,994; $2.40). Skating revue in big
house varies now and then; claimed Dante Click in London
over $30,000; expected to sky as
usual during holidays.
'Ourselves' Also Scores
"It the Shoe Fits," Century (MLondon, Dec. 17.
1,712; $4.80). Pinal and 3d week;
after
first
night
walloping
got
Dante, after highly successful tour
meagre takings, under $13,500.
of provinces, opened at the Garrick
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (4th
week) (D-l,331; $4.8W. One of the last Wednesday (11), to be acclaimed
strongest
draws in season, with by critics and audience. In for four
house capacity plus limit of standees
all performances; more than $32,- weeks; he's likely to stay longer due

"Land's End," Playhouse. Opened
last

Wednesday; weak

Saturday

after

five

nices;

yanked

performances;

"Temper the Mind" next week.
"Life With Father," Bijou (367th
week) (C-613; $3.60).
Dipped to
around $7,500 but expected to Improve after pre-holiday slump as
it

has in past.

"Made in Heaven," Miller (8th
week) (C-940; $4.20). Slated through
winter and likely to span season;
business eased off a

bit, with $11,000
approximated.
"No Exit," Biltmore (D-920; $4.80).
Final and 4th week; got some attention and fair business but under
stop limit; "Love Goes to Press"

booked

«0

in Jan. 1.
Mistress Mine," Empire

week) (CD-1,082;

$4.80).

(38th

estimated.

"Park

Shubert

(6th

—

Gr.

Keith's,

Rapids (16); Parkway, Madison (17);
Davidson, Mil. (23-28)
Walnut, Philly
"Dream GUI"

—

"Eagle Bampaiit'r'rrPlymouth, Bost.

'BURLESQUE

"Hamlet"

1(14,000,

(16)

TARK'

26G, DETROIT

Central
$26,000

its

first

a

six

The take

days at the Cass theatre.

was

drew

Park"
for

—

Radio,

Omaha

Omaha,

for eight performances at a $4.80

top.

(18);

'

Music

Hall,

despite
did
fairly
well
poor reviews at its premiere. Bert
Lahr's personal popularity held the

lesque"

show up
formances

to $14,000 for. eight perat a $3 top.

stanzas at the Walnut.
Crix here
were again mostly favorable. Might
gross if not
Sellout last

have hit a little higher
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (16-28).
on ATS subscription.
^'In Gay New Orleans" — Colonial,
half of week.

Bost. (23-28).
"Little
Shubert, N.

A"—

"Wonderful Journey" (nee "Heaven

Haven

(26-

"Love Goes to Press"— Nixon,
(16-21); Royal Alex., Toronto

Pitt.

28).

At the Shubert-Lafayette. "Bur-

$8,000.

Biz leader of the week was "The
Orpheum, Davenport Big Two," which was only Monday
Des Moines
(17); opener and got $20,000 in first of two

K. C. (19-21); Aud., L. A. (23-28).

Detroit, Dec. 17.

"Up in
handsome

;

Met- slumped to

(26);

.

seven performances.
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame," in its
second and final week at the Forresti

(23-28).

(23-

28).

"Lute Song"— Curran, Frisco (1628).

Can Wait") was presented by Theron
Bamberger and Richard Skinner at
Locust Thursday and drew uniformly fine notices. Advance sale

"Magniflcent

not big but Saturday trade indicated
second
nice
week and reaction
show was most favorable; $4,000

to
in

four

—

.

Yankee"

Nat'l,

Two

,

—

—

La West TyzCTToledo

6G

Haven

Loo

—

.

—

;

/

'UNIOF

18G,

SEATTLE

Seattle, Dec. 17.

"State of the Union," first of Theatre Guild series, here for Guild's
second season, hit around $18,000 for
first week at 1,500-seater Metropolitan, at $3.75 top.

Avenue,"

week) (C-1,382; $6). Best of the
season's new musicals so far; getting
.goodly grosses but not capacity;
eased to $27,500.
"Present
Laughter,"
Plymouth

'

.

performances.
openings this week, both last
Wash. (16-21); Ford's Balto.. (23-28). night (16)., "Street Scene," musical
'Lute' 17iG, Frisco
"Mary Had a Little"— Copley Bost. version, preemed at the Shubert
where it stays three weeks and
(16-21).
San Francisco, Dec. 17.
three"Oklahoma!"— American, St. Louis "Bloomer Girl" began return where
"Lute Song," with Dolly Haas, Yul
week engagement at Forrest
Brynner and Louis Hector, at the 1,- (16-21); Nixon, Pitt. (23-28).
it was a smash in tryout two years
776-seat Curran, last week did a nice
"Pygmalion"
Selwyn, Chi. (16- ago. This is first time in many .sea$17,500.
28).
sons that Philly has had five legit
"Front Page," at the 1,550-seat
"Song of Norway'*—Shubert, Chi. houses open week before Xmas,
to heavy b.o. sales.
Geary, with a cast of local actors, at
Xm^S"week and New Year's week.
(16-28).
"Between Ourselves," revue by $2.40 top, shewed a sad $5,500.
"Springtime for Henry"
Royal
Erie Maschwitz, opening at PlayAlex., Toronto (lfi-21); Hanna, Cleve.
house Monday (16). was also well
'Road'
in 4, N.
(27-28).
received.
With small overhead,
Toledo, Dec. 17.
New Haven, Dec. 17.
"State of the Union"—Metropolishow should do for a moderate run.
Mae West in "Come On Up" at
"Tobacco Road." in for first half
Town Hall, in five performances Dec. tan, Seattle (16-21); Biltmore, L. A. week. (9-11) at the Shubert, four
(23-28).
11 to 14, grossed a fair $7,500.
performances at $2.40 (tax incl.)
"State of the Union"— Blackstone,
Alfred E. Cohen, co-producer with
*0kla.!'^9G, St.
top, pulled an estimated $6,000; very
Leonard Attobell of "Rope," is in To- Chi. (16-28).
healthy.
St; Louis, Dec. 17.
"Street Scene"
Shubert, Philly
ledo preparinjS for premiere of that
"Apple Of His Eye," in for the last
"Oklahoma!" in the second stanza play at Town Hall Dec. 30.
half (12-14),, fared better critically
(16-28).
of a three-week stand, giving nine
"Student
Prince"
Virginia, than financially, with fair gross of
performances, wound up Saturday
'PRINCE' leVaG, PITT
Wheeling (16); Shea's, Jamestown: $6,000 on four shows at $3.60 (tax
(14) with a b,o. record, grabbing an
incl.) top.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 17.
estimated $39,000.
(17) English, Indpls. (23-28).
First week, with eight perform"Student Prince'' wasn't up to its
"Sweethearts"— Hanna, Cleve. (16ances, registered a lusty $33,500. usual pace in return engagement last 21); Opera House, Bost. (23-28).
'lOVE' SAD 71/2G, D. C.
Show has been capacity for every' week at the Nixon.
"Temper the Winfl"—Ford's, Balto.
Washington, Dec. 17.
But $16,500 still means plenty of
performance.

POpulatity

of stars (Lunts) should carry this
click into warm weatherj takings
continue at $24,000 plus.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (199th
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Off in recent weeks as result of fewer visitors but still earning profit; $20,000

St. Joseph
K. C. (23-28).

Hall,

(ie-21); Aud., Hartford
ropolitan, Prov. (27-28).

<

500.

Music

Come On Up"

900; $4.20).

:

:

$4.80).

crease claimed last
inees slightly upj well over $24,000
quoted.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
(7th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). Newer
favorites such as this one aimed
through season to big money again

"Harvey,"' 48th

r/ilT

,

"Carmen .Tones"— Aud.,
(17);

I

20G, Philly

Philadelphia, Dec. 17.
three openings last
well received by crix and
first-nighters. Biggest attention went
to "Finian's Rainbow," which Lee
Sabinson arid William Katzell opened at the Erlanger Tuesday (10)
night. First new musical of year got
three rave notices against one sO-so,
and radio raves too.
Management decided to hold show
here for two extra weeks (making
four in all), taking it through Jan. 4.
Indicated that"Finian'' will be a
smash by middle of this week with
sellout proportions for two holiday
weeks. La.st week, with bad house
location and lack of adyance sale, it
managed to get nearly $16,000 in
all

,

Shubert-Lafayette,

"Burlesque"

Det.

—

TATHER'ENDSATllG

Box

Some inweek, when mat-

T

L A LMll

$25,000.

Blake," Music

week) (D-979;

around

I

House (4th
Chi after a

had

Philly

week,

(16-21); Cass, Det. (23-28).

I

|

Two'

Forrest, Philly

(16-28).

'

"Carousel," Majestic (87th week)
Has been off, but expected to bounce back after this
week; estimated takings last week

(2,100;

around

Blackstone
Not up to

'Journey' Neat,

Dayton

'Hall,

.;•..:'

,28).-'

draw

j

(M-1,667; $6),

gross

(16-28),

Blackstone

(16-21); Shubert-Lafayette, Det. (23-

I

.

fine

'Rainbow' $16,000,

—

Hollywood

'

.

Norway," Shubert

Scored

(19);

"Big Two"— Walnut, Philly (16Plymouth, Bost. (23-28).
El Capitan,
"Blackouts of 1946"

otfi.'sh
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
on this one; with estimated $35,500;
(10th week) (CD-I ,096; $4.80). Has
second week.
been making operating profit and on
"Eagle Bampant,V Plymouth (1,should fare well during holidays;
Nobody liked the play
$3.60).
300;
somewhat off at around $15,000.
but all gave Tallulah a bi,? hand.
."Show
Boat,"
Ziegfeld
(49fh
isn't too
big.,
week) (.M-1,628; $6).
Extra-space Resulting estimated $12,000
"Born Yesterday," Ijvceum (46th ads hypoed attendance last week, good.
Yankee,"
"Magnilicent
Colonial
week) (C-993; $4.80). Not the slight- when gross quoted around $35,000,
(1,500; $3.60). Final Week of Guilds
est change in the capacity pace re- due off Jan. 4.
up anSociety
play
rolled,
'The Red Mill," 46th Street (59th Theatre
ported, gross being quoted at $21,000.
Like other other profitable gross but eased tO
Call Me Mister," National .(35th week) (M-1,319; $4.80).
$19,000.
week) (R-1,1G4; $6). Has little op- run shows business affected in re"Mary
Little,"- Copley (1,Had
a
cent
weeks
but
still
profitable;
position in the field Of revue, and
100; $3.00). Second week caught escontinues to collect more thaii $32,- around $23(000.
timated $8,000, which wasn't too
-r—500 weekly.
good. Play moved out Sat. (14)
.

of

$36,000 week.

Aud., Louisville

21);

$13,000
or two,

indicates

(1,000;

but okay

(18-21).
I

Absolute sellout during gen^

.

—

Ballet Theatre

Mister," Shubert (1,590;

erally

Utica

(17-18); Strand,
Erlanger, Chi. (23-28).

(1;200;

Propped to estimated
on 11th week with only one
more weeks to go here.

(16-

(1,.

to around

field;

.

field

Week

$3-60).

with

"State of the Union,"
(32d wk) (1,358; $4.20).
par; $15,200.
"Sweethearts," Opera
wk) (3,800; $4.20). Left

—

<

wk)

(19th

Selwyn

off

.

"Song

Paul (25-28).
Plymouth,
"Apple of His Eye"
Worcester (16); Court Sq., Spring-

,

!

Went

$4.80) ,
$37,000.

(23-28).
21); Aud., St.

Jan., 6,

"Born Yesterday," Wilbur

takings

tinue a severith week; "Burlesque"
listed for Christmas night.
"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton (4th week, (D-968; $4.80). Slated
for a run; sold out nightly last week
with some matinee variance; $?2.000,

at

Estimates for Last

8;

to $8,500,

Lady

Current Road Shows
(Period CdVerinci Dec. 16-28)
"Anna Lucastji" -r- Locust, Philly

.

approximately,
"Playboy of the Western World,"
Bootli, (8th week) (CD-712;- $4.80).
,

Boston, Dec. 17.
Biz was generally oft here last
week, the only plays really feeding
the b,o, being "Call Me Mister,'' at
the Shubert, and "Magnificent Yankee," at the Colbnial. Only .opening
was "Kagle Rampant" at the Plyinouth. Play got socked but Tallulah
Bankhead drew plenty of raves as
a personaUtji, as usual; there's fair
business on: that basis.
No Openers this week, but plenty
.next:' "Big Two" at the Plymouth
Dec. 23; "Sweethearts" at the Opera
House, 24; "In Gay New, .Orleans,"
at the Colonial, 25, and "Blossom

to $21,000 in last

somewhat

Oflf

."Pygmalion,".
$4.20)
$19,000.

;

I,

Came up

week.
"Harvey," Harris
246; $4.20),
$20,000.
.

International
(6th' week)
(1,172;
Latter opens: Thursday (19 );
$4.20).
takings iUst fair last week; $15,500

i

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
New
(Slst week) (M-1,427- $6.60).!

ones due in around Christ-

334; $4.20).

"This Gentle' GhOst")— RusLewis and Howard Young.
"Uopc" (revivaD-^Leonard Alto-

man," and "Androcles and

I

near.-

shows, ."Hamlet" and "Sweet-

New

,

Estimates for Last Wccli
Keys: C (Coviedy), D (Drama),

(2d

Two

sell

I

I

down

run draws

hearts," closed here Saturday (14)
after pretty fair last week biz. Both
started off on road trips.

— Forbes

Orleans"

geles)

,

was decided

New

"In Cray

i

^

it

Adrian,

Randolph.

,

at $18,500, and

exception, "State of the Union," ran
into a slump last week, as end of its

"

'.,
.

"Best of Spirits"— Margaret and mas are "A Flag Is Born,"
"Born
Sherman Ewlng.
Yesterday" and "Apple of His Eye."
"Little A"— Sam Npsser,
Estimates for Last Week
"Hamlet," Erlanger (2nd wk) (1
''Story of Mary Surratt" (Los An-

,

The Shoe Fits"

Rehearsal

in

17,

Not too much change from last
week here with all shows in pretty
static, if not sensational, shape. One

"All My Sons" ("The Sign of The
Ella
Clurman,
Archer")—Harold
Kazan and Walter Fried.
"A Young Man>8 Fancy"—Henry

Business

$5.40).

j

"If

Shows

money but slightly off
when advance sale

week,
dropped; $24,000 estimated,
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(i4ist week) (0^939; $3,60). Slipped
to around $7,500, low mark for threeperson play,, which is ;slated .through
the winter
"Three -16 Malce Ready," AdelphI
(41st week) (R-1.434: $4.80)., Slipped
to $16,500; intimate reVue suspended
litsky of Noti-e Dame," coming next this week.
"years Ago," Mansfield (2d week)
week; three other musicals being
Claimed capacity
due .in January. "Street Scene," (G-1,001; $4.80).
"Finian's Rainbow" and "In Gay nightly and very little off at mati,New Orleans." "Land's End" was the nees; first full week around $21,000.
week, getting
. ..REVIVALS
sole :,..bremiere last
weak notices, and it stopped Satur"Henry VHI," "What Every Wojg^j

',':.;;:':'','>.

top,':'

on Even Keel

Chi Legit Stays

Chicago, Dec.

Okay

Drawing
(CD-1,025; $4.80).
excellent money so far with some
performances capacity; $21,000.
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (10th

of last season, virtually at capacity,
Trend in Christmas shopping has
bfeen to get it finished early so it

dav; Ditto
wee!;.

As

Xmas Shopping Seen Aid To

Early

"Union"
"Tipica

is

;

-here for two weeks.
is due Dec. 30.

Hevue"

'CARMEN' 22G IN

3,

DENVER

Mil. (16-21);
(23-28).

—

.

•

nee, to $22,000 last week.

Top was

:

$3.60.

Blackstone lOG, Indpls.

Tacasta' 210, Milwaukee

(16-21).

"Love Goes to Press," Martha Gel"The Glass Menagerie"—Davidson, horn- Virginia Cowles farce about
American, St. Louis war correspondents, got off to a sad
b.o. start with a poor $7,500 for itS:
"The Glass Menagerie"
Rajah, week's .stint at the National.
Denver, Dec. 17.
Despite general agreement .that
"Carmen Jones" packed the 3,270- Reading (25); Karlton, Wmsport show was pleasant and entertainmg,
seater Municipal Auditorium for (26); Lyric, AUentown (27); Aud., lack Of name players hampered
three shows, two nights and a mati- Trenton (28).
hurdling the pre-Chnstmas slump.
profit, even if it isn't quite up to
show's past grosses.

"Up

in Central

Park"— Cass,

Det.

(16-21); Nat'l, Wash. (23-28).
"Voice ot the Turtle"— Michigan,
Jackson (16); Aud N. Orleans (18,

'Henry'

OK

IIG, Mont'l

Montreal, Dec.

17.

Indianapolis, Dec. 17.
"Springtime for Henry," starnnS
21); Aud., Albany (25); Aud., SaMilwaukee, Dec. 17.
Blackstone ran into a pre-Christ- vannah (27-28).
Edward Everett Horton, garnereo
His
(7th week) (C-1,063; $4.80).
"Anna Lucasta" closed an eight- mas slump at the English last week,
Has
"Voice of the Turtle"-Metropoli- good $11,000 in .1,850-seater
good agency call and doing much day stay at the Davidson Sunday grossing only $10,000 in nine perMajesty's for week ending Saturday
Prov,
tan,
(16-18);
His
Majesty's,
better
than
first
Indicated;
last (15) with a satisfactory $21,000.
formances at a $2.40 top (8-14).
(14) at $2.65 top.
week's takings around $22,500,
Producer John Wildberg was In
Advance is brisk however lor Mont'l (25-28),
Omission of Thursday night per"Wonderful
Journey'f
show
"State ot the Union," Hudson (57th Milwaukee .several days befoi'e open- '.'Blossom Time," playing annual
Locust, formance due to Horton's radio
week) (00-1,057; $4,80).
Getting ing.
Philly (16-21),
visit Dec. 16-18.
in New York dented grosses.
'

.

—
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THE FIRST GENTLEMAN (Robert Morley and Wendy Hilfer)

MESSAGE FOR MARGARET

(Flora Robson)

ELUSIVE LADY (Evelyn Laye and Frank Lawton)

FRIEDA (Barbara Everest and Valerie White)

*THE PLAY'S THE THING

(Clive Brook)

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
FROM

HEIVRY SHEREK
69, PICCADILLY

LONDON, W.

1.

TRUANT

IN

PARK LANE

(Roland Young and
Lilian Braithwaite)

^EDWARD,

MY SON

RANDOM HARVEST
«WITH GILBERT MILLER

(Robert Morley)

(Googie. Withers)

—

;. '
,..;

.

.

—

,.

playing the role quite Cornwall, nEngland, where the prin.
the better ones are Gleason,
cipal industry is fishing. Nearby is
"Wrapped in a Ribbon," "Lonely legitimately, didn't harvest.
Outstanding, too, is Acton as a a tourist hotel, guests including "halt
House,'" "Renieniber That I Care,
Catch Me If You Can" and "Italy in bungling and worried celestial mes- a dozen characters extraneous to the
slory.
Settings are well contrived
Technicolor." But they're all hard senger, and the two main wom.satisfactorily performed and the drama it.sclf seems better
to carry away. They're all an in- en's roles are
than indicated by first nighters.
tegral part of the action and can by Jean Gillespie (the heroine) and
Minor
Audiences are expected to believe
stand no encores— probably a good Fay Baker, the villainoss.
thing, as show run to ll:'^r) first night. roles are ably played, and Frank Em- here that a young fisherman, one
Another thing, that militates against mons Brown, who directed the straw- Derek Tregonny. suicided Irotn the
musical side oC this picture is caliber luit performance last summer,, has top of the dills, leapiifg into the sra
ot the lyrics. Although contrlbuled been retained and has done a smooth because of his affair with one giv]

Among

dropped.

Town

Plays Out of
Philadelphia, Doc.
SiiiiinM.ii anil

T,.'i'

\yilliiiiii

(uii

i"

luusli-Ml

or

iiiiii

(Og by name) t'nds up by aiding
Finian to the extent of tiirning Senator Hawkins a .iot black and discrediting the political phoney, Although crock of gold is unearthed
and stolen by a mute mouutfiin .ani.
everything tiu'ns out tops for Finian,,,
his dau.slitcr, her -svvpciie :md Og, by
who becamoH a mortnt and marries

10.

su'is.

I'Vuiurci

.

"'>""'''

with .Vll.ci't niitti'l'''.
l.nBii".
.Vnim Alvaivi!
HicliHi-ilH, Diivi.l U'livniK. Y, lliirllifi.lv ll.v
J..l-nn Murray SliiKi'ra,
Iiuiw

iirH!!

l.:i,n'c;

lliivli.i)

i>m<U',

JiiililN

l'"i;i'rt

«1 l.viin'lulmit' WUrSI
Ijrlf.s; IliirliurK.
.Mii'lJiiiu'i-;
UKliiiiij-'. ..Ill
rtusi:. Kt't'ld'r.V iukI
''"'.>"">':
ICi.id:
.MU-Hacl
.ohom.KrapH.v.
•K»^-l•^l
;Lt]i>ii.s
KIlMOlol- .Odlcl.'iniilli; (>rcll(-sli
at KilujiKi'i' I'luhuli'lulii
Hwinett,
:

15.1.55 loft.,'

'Jli;

Sunn.v.
Buz?. Olliiie.

SHavci

. .

Miihojl<*y
llolify l.<iil .,

I'.
•

.

.

-

•

.

.. Hlhvni'
...... Anlln

. .

v..

.

... .I'M
.-.

Alviii-.c/.

.

.

.KiilDlv

.sharBc

!

rumniincs
Wiivnp

mini here!

-
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.

.

.

.

•

.

:

.

•

.

.
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.

.
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.
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Rice has

,.

Iiiivia

However, real news of the occasion
I'iUiin
vs undoubtedly the socko hit scored
.iliilipi'l
Hen, imilaiivrit Ittlwki s.
Millhiuiii'i Diclil'V.Min
by Ella Logan as Sharon, Finian's
KlnB. (JiH>liiKisi..
Ai'ij
riiu'iiw
..4.
daughter. Comedienne Really, goe.s .to
.second (loulpiiit^l
l>l:ino WiiiKls
Diane.
in rtn outstanding role, 'Vbcaliy
town
ilitl.'nul SkimicT
..
,r»lin (Till': Pi-WU'lievl.
Mjun'e Siinillon." and dramatically she is a constant do
Fbui'lll KHiil-oon>lnji-i'.
Al'lhiir Ti'll
..
tight, and this should really put her
,,>li-. IliiliU'it,.
.lipyiii n«ini'
Another out'Mv. Slipfir.'i.
iii thc upper brackets.
l.llWS
.3ll'l'\»
«'>siieiei-..-'
I'ilKi'lin
stander is David Wayne a.s O*. the
.1.iii';'P7.(> li'ijller
••
/.
iri-lRrtm (iiisppl*'!,'..
Upui^ Slptrc Leprochaun. He's 'i\, gracGful, dancer,
-v.
r ilRI'iiii Aii!<.peH;r
a good comedian and, has a fine pei*-^
The femmes wt-nj overPhjllj' has been, short-changed, on, sonality.
new musicals this year with three board tor him at the opening. Donald
Logan
tune tryouls in a row C^Park Ave-, Richards is paired with Miss,
Bye and Bye' and agreeably as the romantic male lead,
iiue," "Sweet
t'Toplitzky of Notre Dame" on the and Anita Atvarez takeis care of most
Susan,
flubious side), but it was a different of the dancing assignrhputs as
her
story at the Erlanger last week, when the mute girl who dances,: out
"Finiah's Rainbow" made its bow be- convei-sations.
Burton Lane's score is plenty good,
fore an audience that had nearly as
NeW Yorkers as locals. and there are at least a half-dozen
rnan,f
from.
heard
be
that
shOuM
"Finian" received the most enthusias- numbers
since Billy Miss Lo.gan'S nostalgic "Hpw Are
flrst-nigh't acclaim
tic
Rose opened his. "Carmen Jones" at Things in Glocca Morra?'': "Old
Richards 1,
the sainc indie house some seasons Devil Moon'' (Logan and
Grandish"
Sort
of
back. It has virtually everything on "Something
(Wayne), "Great Come-and-Gel It
the ball.
Day," walloping first act finale.
Here is a show that boa.<;ts no out- "When I'm Not Near the Girl I Love"
standing marquee names: it is at the
(Wayne) and "Necessity" are leaders;
rather remote Erlanger, and it is here
but there isn't a weak sister in the
in the pre-Christmas slump period.
entire score. Book by E. Y. Harburg
It's up to' word-of-mOuth to put it
and Fred Saidy is al.so tops— certainover, and indications already are that
ly mo.st original musical comedy liblike
a
looks
poCertainly it
it will.
retto disclosed here ih a blue moon.
if the fanOk

HiiWiii'il

.

although he was due.lo many another on the morrow. There is a lea.
end connected with the slory.

fantastical (or
a tricky piece of

Bamberger
Just before, the
ceremony
knows his SusaUi the girl withfuneral
whom he liad the

but he also

Bucks County Playhouse audiences
last summer ate up this one. whereas
the six-yenr-old film was also a ;b.o.
Given a smooth physical
pi'Odvicfion. ihteliigienlly
acted and

and Ellen, the near-bride, decide to dissolve the acrimony over
Derek and to help each, other. That
fiancee would react -that way,
after learning how her best frietid
tried to steal her man, ma.v be a bit
hard to take. And there's a TristanIsolde analogy broug!ht
in the'
yarn but actually thtn-e is little' siniilarity in the two love stories.

altair,

winner.

the

streamlined as to length (final curl'ails:v before
11),
'JJourncy"
should have enough on the ball to
siiake'lhe fantasy jinx. It's packed
with laughs, and .al!ter the opening
tragic story pretty
scene ".somewhere in space"— the
told

'

l.t'Knn

itk'hiU'ilH

is

property.

theatrical
knows thai

.

lldibuni
111

l>(Ui:ilil

.-.

a

whimsical) tinge

:

Kt'lU'
Itk'liurils

.Allifi't

•

.

workmanlike job.
Anything with

:

times

'

.1.

.

Hughes,

,

i'fry

..fiillK-rl

..l'lillli>

• • .
- •
. ^ . ...
.Mcl.iiiti'rKiin,,

Alcliiiit'rK"".
.MihiM\i!y.

pliarc.™

V mxh-

'I

IMi'Wlliiny

AUin

,.Hlilji-rt' Oiirl.ioiv

.

.

MiiUun.py.

H^nry.
Vhilavi

.

.

,

pure Irish

llvw-i'.

.lOiiilil'

.

.,

J>vt.

HliKiin

.Su'inv

.

.

.

.fl'um

1

WlilirccrHinKT.

ytM'dlul

noteworthy poet, Langston
a
tliey mv unfyen aiid someIt seems lo
silly and banal.
have been Weill's and Hughes' idea
it is;
(0 write the Songs, arouijd cottimon
the Abbey Theatre offerings about places and every-day subjects (ice
till" whoio evening,
cream, the heat, loneliness of .a city
Producers wisely added to that house, gfadtiation. trials of an exflavor by bringing ovecseas Albe.rt pectant fathei'. and- kids' games, are
Sharpe, Irish charactei' coincdiiin. among
themes included >, which
who plavs -Finian witli line rostraint might have seemed like a happy idea,
but- also a, f nll-boriiod gusto,. He dem- but they still don't seem lo fit in
between with, grand operatic aspects o,f the
diftcrenco
the
onstrates
comedian and comic. No stage Irish- music itself.
gal. If that sounds like
fanta.sy, that's just, what
tlicro was a. colistant: flavor of

mountain

the

,

k

....

Shei'ift.

Vn:-i

,

'
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ijiM

.

;

left iiis

tain'

up

—

alone, althuuglv it is now
in two acts instead: oT three, with
break in act' two liOUowing killing
by Frank iVfaurrant'of his wife and
her lover. There is. of coni'se, plenty
of concomitant -at mo.'.phere provided
peddlers,
neighbors;
gossipy
by
nursemaids.' poVicenieiv etc.

much

Out-of-this-Worlrt
of
features
the
slory shouldn't trouble even lileralniinded and unimaginative pla.vgoers

.

too

much,

professor

4-l<»ar ilw
(TRIA.\GI.K CMJB,

but seems out of place
cheap. The "Catch Me If
a real novelty as it, is
sung, for the most part, 'by a group
of frolicking youngsters.
Cast is admirable throughout, with

and a

little

is

TriM'k
VKINCETON)

'

J., Dec; 13.
I'i'inoeton
I'niverKitv.
niUHli'al in two :lo(W.
'lUmk

t'luh

(ire.^t'ntaiiiin

of

{Closed Saturdau
ver{onnances.)

or

hy Clin'ord W. HanKin, Tliomas
Dennia i'\ yiianahan. HitKh H.

college
pla ved by

well

sorrowing kin.

iuidibly

Princeton, N.
Tr'jahffle

^

very

is

does well as Derek. Helen Craig and
Shirley Booth are the two girls, Miss
Craig seems to have the belter idea
of her part,. Miss Booth probably
finding her assignment a bit strange.
Frieda Altman is a, very proper
spinster. More eft'ective are Minnie
Dupree. as an old crone, and Merle
Maddern plays her mother, they ap^:
pealing only in the last scene, as the

Water.s.

,

well done

American

of an

Theodore Newton, and Walter Coy

.'there are no baJlots and,, strictly
speaking. onl,y one dance number.
:"Moon Faced, Stjirry Eyed," which is

YOU Can"

:

,

The part

Jbee.
afler five

(14)

Kins.

J.

tlaoKon:

Norman Cordon. from opera stage, Kon;i.s. Mai-k l.a^yrence, Thomaa
Kinff,
being striking as the, jealous husband. Ijonald iWay Innls, Asii !S..jKu.s.lineU 111.
lluKh H-. Hanson; ,ft'-m. K.;:,y,hli^ser, ,l6Un
His fine tiass-baritone is heard to tine H,
Mac l''ayrten..l>PnniH V;- Khantihan, ,lohn
advantage, and he's an able actor, i\ Ijonnanl,. Thiunii's- Miikllolon. S,raKecl hv
too. Outstanding also is Anne Jeft'- Knhei't H. Chiiinnari: wtdnKS, Wlidiicv N.
John .Olmiiuliil
re.ys as the heroine. Rose. Maurrairt's Se.vttiour; oi'cheslralions.
mnsio and dani-e.s sInKetl by Kelk'la Sore);
tragic daughter, whose life is ruined production supervised
hy ('hapinan. Keliciti
by her father's mad act. She both .Sorel and TMli-lrla Shlhley. Opened at Mvacts and sines admirably. Not quite C'arter. i'rimeton, N. J,, Deo. 13; '10.
so fortunate 'is Richard Manning, as
"Clear the Track," bowing in at the
Sam Kaplan, the Jewish hero. He,
sings well in two duets with Miss McCarter theatre as the first PrinceJeffreys hut misses out in a couple ton University Triangle Club show
of solos, and his, emoting at the end since 1942, is strictly for the collegiate crowd, more specifically for
is not too good.
Polyna Stoska is striking as the Princeton grads and undergrads. As
guilty mother, and a gem is contrib- an ebullient, carefree college show,
tential Broadway smash,
Jo Mielziner's mountainside set- uted by Hope Emerson as Emma put On and acted by theatre novices,
tastical aspects are accepted.
ting is something to remember. Danc- Jones,
Sydney it is pa.s.sable entertainment.
a gossipy neighbor.
appreciable
Management's Only
The club's 55lh show, with such
ing is unconv.entional and highly ef- Bayner also scores as an Italian in
problem right now is to cut about fective' with—'thanks to somebody
the same house, and Irving Kaufman notable alumni as James Stewart.
2.5 or 30 minutes, and that's not goSabinson clicks smoothly
Jose Ferrer. F. Scott Fitzgerald and
110 formal ballets. Messrs.
as a Jewish' next^
ing to be easy, because ail the mate- and Katzeil really have a piece of
door neighbor with sharp ideas oh Booth Tarkington (its founder), this
rial is so good.
'Wateri!,*
year's
oirerjn.g is largely localized; its
property here.
economics and ideologies.
sketches are uninspired, overlong,
Show, iiartially through title, gave
Incidentally, there are tew formal lack sparkle and punch finishes; its
advande impression of being 100?;
choruses although there is. q-ertainly songs, with tew exceptions, are reHibernian, but that's not exactly the
them
are
16.
enough
Most
of
a big
cast.
Philadelphia, Dec.
case altiiough central figures, a midin i.ss in melody and smartly phrased
Dwlshl i>i"ei* ,Wimim nnU riiiyK'rixhls casual figures who pass back and 'lyrics;
dle-aged man- and his daughter, are
<'u. |jri)aui'f1on.o( Ui-amatic musii-iil. iuliiptforth occasionally across the stage.
distinctly Irish. Scene, however, is!
The campus spirit, as brought into
from play Miy Ii^ltni?!' Kice; imiaic, J-Curt
The show. is opened and (ilosed with the scfipt, is best typified b.y two
laid in the mountains of a mythical Weill; iKiolf, Klnior 'Itic-e: lyrk-s, l/iiiiu-'itoii
neighbors warbling, lines of
KrieUmiin; four
of
the
southern state (Missitucky, it's, called Hughes; diiwtcA liy Chiirli'.'i
a lyric: "To hell with the
nnil
liKhlinK'.
Jo -VUrtzincr; cosi- "Ain't It Awful, the Heat,"
.si-enery
in the program) and action has a lot tunifii.
higher thinkin,' let us settle down to
Anna
(iaiu-cs.
Jiiillavil;
l.iM-indft
Jo' Wlielziner's single set is heavy drinkin'." Its best production numto do—^and very effectively, too with Suliolow; with Xprniiin Cuj-cioni Anne .(effrace prejudice and political skulldug- i-ey-3. Polvnu Slo.'-liJl. KiclianV .Mannlntt. .'^s,<l- and authentic, perhaps superior to bers are the lively opening rall.v.
nni.sital ,ilir(»c-^
Kmei-fc^ini
of
the original production. "Clear the Track," and the closing
that
gery. Menace of the piece is named nny Ilavnei-, Hope
liir.
Muurii-e AliravanM; nlOsil'iil liri'iliiBeSenator Billboard Hawkins, and re- meiita urid ttivhestriiiioiiH, ,Kurl Weill, Charles Friedman's staging handles reprise. "The P-radc." Outstanding
semblance to a well-known southern Opened at Shubert, I'hiladelidjia, Dee. all the extras and minor people well ol' the .sketches are "The Laundryman
without allowing the stage :to ever Leavelh." takeolf on ",The Iceman
demagog and political eye-sore is un- ,10. '4(1;
.ItvitiK Kaufman
Almilnira Kaplan.
seem
cluttered.
mistakable.
Cometh." and "Block that Corner.Helen Ai-dea
Creta Fioi-emlKO. .....
Hoi)u Unierson
iV
Whole trouble is that. "Street stone!" with caustic .jibes at the dicta
Unusual plot is hard to describe in Wmrna Jones.
Kllen Reiip
..
Scene" is .neither fish, fiesh nor fowl, of .lohn L. Lewis.
a nutshell but it concerns, for the OlKa Olaen.
N\ii-ina Chamhers
Kaplan. .....
and it's, hard to see how it can ever
Man.y of the cast double in several
most part, Finian Mcl^onergan, Who -Shirley
I'eler Clriffilh
Willie Maurrant,.
be made one of them. As it stands roles. Prominently participating are
.. .X'olyna Ktoslid
is imprudent enough to steal a crock Anna .Maul-rant
R"mo l.ota it- is definitely on the tedious side, Donald Durgin. Richard G., Garrett,
of gold from the Leprechauns, lamed Daniel r.ui-hanan
.Nonnan (Vivdbn
li^ranlc
MaurriinL
Waters.
"wee folk" of Irish folklore, which lleorge
Thomas J. King, Arthur J. Sullivan,
David K. Thmrla« sometimes painfully so.
.lone.s,
Jr., and George W. Morris, Jr.
he brings to this country with him Sieve Sanitey ....
"I
...1. apron OJilljerl
wn-snn Smilh
in addition to his vivacious daughter, ("nrl Olsen.,. ...
:.
Love to Go on a Picnic." Riven a
h b n ThoriiDiion
t re
who is not originally aware of the Henry Davis..,
chance, might ;o places melodically.
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
H y dn y Ha y n er
V
Finian's idea is that if he Tiippo T'More.nlino.
theft.
'
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in

ftfanrice achwurlK .in-oduclion of comedy
iwi) acta (It .Bi'^iiea) ,b.y yholem A.TeI^'heni.

.

adapted

l).v SchwarlJ:;
Staffed by Sch^vavlxi
Alexander chei'l(>ff; music. At»rar
Goldt'aden and .Tnaeph ItuinHhinsky,
U|)eneil at Viddislt A,«. Theatre. S. Y.. Un:
'-11!; .W
l.'f.
lop,
...\hraham,,Telieiluuiin
Actor ol' TtH-iny, ,,.
Mot 1, ,.....;....,.... :
....Koi i<ran.iB
.(lustave BerKer
.'Vhriihani
loidl'aiioti
DiiyidovHi'h. ....
....... ..Mori lH JCi-ohper
.li'r^incea Adler
I.eah
......,.,..;.
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lenny
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:
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-

Kesfileil-tecb tv.^ it

KnIdM

.
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,

MimtIk nel;lMiy
.chai-ieiJ Cohen

,

MIsha

RafalovHcli
Drli-cr.

I'ir.il

-Sehwarlii

HeWtrice
.

.Mcnai-hem

'.cinKcnlan*;-

.

.IStaiirice
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......... ..Marl! Sell weld
......... ... Anna Aitpel
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Ham Kaplan........
somewhere on American .Jennie Hildehraml;;
Second Oraduate;
it will eventually bring him unriches. The small plot of ground n'hird (tradnate
Alary Hildehrnild...

soil

.

'

ft

., .

.ii 1 Clnt rrt'

. .

it

....;.
'.

.

.

.

.

M a n n in K

Ileverly

.

.TaniH

Orurhala
Marion Covey

.7,oHla

told
in the

....lulianrt CiallaKher
mountains of Missitucky which Charlie Hildel>ranil.
..liennett Burrill
Finian owns and where he buries the
>lildehrand.
.IClen LonK
leien l*\'rt<uson
happens to be coveted by Sen- (3j-ai-e T)nvis
l-Mrfit
I'dlicennin. ........... .ICi-nesL Tailor
ator Billboard Hawkins for reasons ,TUi.se
;.AnnP .Teffreyij
Araurrant. .......
first
That's
the
of political chioanei'y.
Harry Raster, .;..,,.. .;. ;,
Hon Kiixiin
Complication; a more important one Mae .lones. ....,.,,,..,;....... -Sheiiil Bond
.. .. ...... ;.T>anny Daniels
is the arrival of a Iieprechaun (an Dick .McCahn.
Dr. .Tohii Wilaiiji.. ..
..JiJdvvin (i. O,'('onhoi'
over-sized one) seeking to get back Officer Jlarr.y M,^^r(^hy. .Noi-ntan Thoiilson
the crock of gold. This Leprechaun ilnan
tiiana Donne
;V.
.

jgold

i
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Myrile.
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COSTUMES
DRAPERIES

A nnouiK-eiI^ol,e,)(, 'Caldu-eil
There are plenty of laudable fea llildio
I.etly
Rii-hard Talier
tures about the new musical version Trainej-.
.Miciiael l.cwin
Handler... ..
.;..,..;,
.«lephp|i Wliiolt
of Elmer Rice's,, Pulitzer prize-win
...;...'.
.Koliepi; C'alilwell
nihg "Street Scene," as one might Doctor.
expect from a managerial association
Producer Theroii Bamberger lias
of Dwight Deere Wiman and the
Playwrights Co., plus an array of been mcst wise in retaining for Harry
names that includes Kurt Weill as Segall's comedy a number of the
composer. Rice himself as librettist, players who did vso well by tWis fantasy
,-comedywh,cn Messrs. BamberLang.ston Hughes,' poet.; as lyricist,
Jo Mielziner as scene designer. Mau- ger and Richard Skinner offered it
rice Abravanel as' musical diceotor, at their BKcks Count j( ,Playbouse,
and Charles Friedman as show direc- New Hope. Pa., la.st summer. Sidney Blacknier, playing the mysteri'tor. But, generally, it misses Are.
producers have done a good over- ous heavenly superior,, Mr, Jordan,
all .tob of staging; and^ cast selections, is one of these, and is okay from all
and the; principals are almost with- angles. It is an excellent perform^
out exception DOs,sessors of outstand- ance— Suave, dignified and impresing voices. Question seems to be sive, and helps the pla.y version Of
whether it was wise to Vrite a musi- the film, "Here Comes Mr. Jordan,"
cal
around this particular story. to assume a good boxoffice chance/
Rice's
play, revived
as'
straight,
Also brought ovei: from'the strawwould probably show its 20' years hat; production are Donald Murphy,
of age; as, a matter of fact, it still as the prizefighter hero who, through
does, with the musical embroidery a mistakef goes to Heaven premaand the songs failing to help it.
turely (50 year.s ahead of schedule)
Distinctly programmed as a "dra- and so has to come back to earth and
matic musical" and not as a musical occupy another person's body; Philip.
comedy, "Street Scene" smacks somer Loeb, as Max Levene, his fight man-^
thing of a tired and discouraged Puc- ager, and Wallace Acton. From this
cini.
'Weill's songs are musicianly, perspective. Murphy seems to get
as might be expected; they are defi- more sympathy and appeal for the
nitely not inspired, however, and hero than did Robert Montgomery,
mi.s« on Hoth counts-— as operatic in the pic, while, although mugging
arias or as ;potential light musical it for all lie's worth. Loeb gets a
hits. There are Over 25 numbers, of solid assortment of laughs
which
which quite a few can and should be that fine character actor, Jimmy
;

.
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STAGE CURTAINS
Hoiiso of

''Tllfi

Service"

.

.

(-'a.',her

Ki>stein

in

.

,

second

his

,

The

title

is

"Wandering

.

America.
Jacob Rechtzeit as the boy who
becomes a top tragedian, and Bea-

Thomas

trice Kessler, later to become an
operatic diva, give excellent accounts
servedly easy on the ears.
of themselves. The girl, is especially
The' whole production needs da.y'
handy with a song, as evidenced with
and-night polishing before its Grand her delivery of an aria from "TraviBallroom showing -Dec, 21 at the Wal- al.il." Thespically he does equally as
dorf-Astoria, N, v.,- and later touring well. Ola Shlifko, as the tempera-,
Karte.
of the eaijtern key cities.;
mental actress who yearns to play;

and

making

iia.ssoons

de-

it

vaudc for Keith, oft'ers one of the
comic highlights Of the evepui.?,
while Gustave Bergcr, as an impresario; Anna Appel, a. Cossack actress;

, .

.

?.,;.

I.ititis

arated but are eventually reunited in

Yale University nuniber,
H.
Middleton, the

but; a

choru.s

,

AVin-knian;
..,.;.,...; ..iiTIfiVniPn CoMii
,
.Max Ijeveiie. ....... ,.'......; . ;. .I'hiiin l.oeh
.Muili\-nli
SuRie.
.;
.
.....;. .
;, Ann
.•.
Wiiliam.i
........ ;..;.. William
Tul>iis
Plain Clnlhe.iniiin; ........
I'iiii
Slein

notably that representing
bar. are colorful, al

sets,

avenue

3d

their efTeetiveness.
Best handled of the songs is paradoxically, not of Princetonian vin

.

. .

.

.

number.

satirical

though better lighting might enliance

12.

. . .

.

.

.. ....

:.;

,

Dec.

.....Sidney Blacklner
Phil Stein
Imniild Murpliv
.'Watluce Acton
.....

Mr. Jordan
First Bsforl.,...
.loe Pendlator; v..
ArncB.

The
a

Opened

llajnmnd Sovey.

Keltin.t;.s.

Locust

humorous,

fsix

Tony *t)1iolt ...... . .. . . i , .; .. . ilJa I Cohklin
.lulia Ji'jfi-n.tworlh. ... ...-J-. . .. ;; . .t;'av liakcr
riette l.iiKun
. . . ; .. ... Jeaji;
(tille.'.-pie
;

Hard

.-.RanfiiAph S.i;monpl
...

aotH

Horji

.

..(oy,-c

;

Hcene.i) by Harry Sejtall.
l''eature.s Sidney Itlaciinier. Phijip I.oeh and
OcnaKI .Muri>h,\'. WtaKed by J''ranU KminotiM

Ihree

Carol

.

:

.

"What Are 'Vou Going to Do About
the Union?" is a zestful, .sometimes

,

BamherKor produ<-non (In as.sociawith Jticliard Skinner) or comedy In

Ttieron

lion

.l!<idoi'
.

excellent talents.
"Wandering Stars" is about a theatrical company playing the villages
of central Europe. Schwartz discov^
ers a gifted pair of youngsters who
he succeeds in getting to leave with
him. However, they bec,ome sep-

,

plants

.

i

Starsi."

.

. . .

.*. -

.

.

It's
a virtuoso role tor
Schwartz, allowing him to produce
moments Of high-vbltage tragedy and
comedy, but withal a vehicle that affords his Yiddish Art Theatre troupe
generous opportunities to display its

.

.

.

production this season has added
another fine characterization to his
already distinguished gallery. This
time it's that of an actor-manager in
his adaotation of slory by the Yiddish
humorist-playwright, Sholem Alei-

.

.

;

.

,

; .

.

,

Maurice Schwartz

,

. , .

.

-

,

.

.:

.

.

.Marli
tloliisleia..Jenitie Caplver,

.Chai-loKe

,.Al)tiihani .'IVJtelljiipni
Sch'iyalf...
cui miner, ;;,... .-.,;.-;..,
. .i'harh'S- Cohtsii,

.,

.

.

i-iHcha; Mtelniach'fl -Snn

NLxsel

-

.

.

.Weyer Stclinacli

—

:

.....losepli

,;., ...

,

IVr.
l.evtta n ......... .
.....;.; Isaac Areo
laaflo Si'Juvalh. ............ Yudel l)uhin'*k.v;
Heni'letta.
, .... ... ..v..
.Din ,shit|tii

.

;

Driver.,,
,

>lruche.

Play on Broadway

.

.Charles,

and

Cohan, the .show's backer,
small
a
Rubin,
add fine enactdirectoi',

Menachem

trw-ipe's

,

Moharam
far

supplies every Fabric jieod

Broadway

leading

and Hollywood

productions

studios.

.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTISTS
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willi

Schwartz's staging makes for superior naCing. He's divided the stage

drinna in lu-o acl.i
'J'hmnas ,lob from

01'
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.Vlar.y

.

liy

,Kllcn 'Cha.'ic'a noyi-l.

I'VaturcK-Sliiriev
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.Xenia Hank
.loseph Foley
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Chetwynd

,s.(-dney
Rn.-i.?

.....ii...Thendiii'i?

Me.wton

Dr. (Jre(fiii'.y. , .
.Horace Cooper
Kiii'hen Hoy.-.
Michael li'eiKay
Ti-e«oni)y..
Merle Maddern
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T)io JteclW. ,..
.flay Harney
.
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pressive.
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Frieda Allnmir
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'Broiik.ii

.

:

Crate
KtciVnrl
.;..,;,WnUer Coy

lurit

IMr.
.Vlr.s.

The
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i,-,,,',!.
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Derek Tl-exonn.v,
MiHH Penrose.
,Ml-».
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and

. ;Khlrtt'.y'
Booili
Aiireiiii ,iioinfimi
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little loss

in.expen.sive, but imaginative

I'itiyhoiiae,

.,.,....,..;..;:;..
.

two "partii, thus allowing

of time during the ll-stiene changes,
Settings by: Alexander Chertitt are,

MPi:Ie -Madrlern.
Staged li.y: Itiilinrt, r.e\yl»
aellinnH. IJonalil (lensilascr; iiietdi'ntnl ,mii

,

,

THEATRICAL

iimiit's)

(nve scenes), adapled

stents.

.

"Land's End." adaptation from a
novel, doesn't woi-k out. Atmosphere
and characters appear to have been
counted on too much
Locjile is a jumping-off place in

Tosey's Italy Trip In
Sudden Cancellation
Arturo Toscanini, who 'Was suP'
pooed to leave N. Y. by plane this
for Italy to open the La Seals
opera season in Milan, Doc. 26, has
suddenly cancelled his trip and engagement. This means that the 80year-old maestro woji't go abroad
this sea.son, as he resumes his NBCSymphony concerts in February and
will be busy until ApriJ.
Conductor has given no reason for
change of plans, his associates merely saying he did it out Of a "deep mslinct."
Health was no factor.
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being bootlegged at 50c a copy
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carries over 500 repro-

The book

work, 50
ductions of Rockwells
includes 240
pages in full color, and
Saturday Evening Post covers.
of his

fiction

which

appeared in the Post.

fir.st

-

and
Freedoms

illustrations

tury-Fox,
well

his

New work of some 52 authors
culled from more than 7,000 mss.
will be included in "Cross Section
1947" edited by Edwin Seaver and
slated for publication Jan. 6 by Simon & Schuster. Tome is the third

Four

known

,

;

nique, and amusing anecdotes suphimself.
His
plied by Rockwell
notes that bottom the section of Post
covers (which he's been doing since
1916) do much to keep the literary
side Of the book alive.
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notes,

these

their

the
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New

flattering

because

lies.-

group of jack-

ets the firm put out for

Lew

eastern

I

Original

editor.

with which several thousand
copies have already, been printed,
carried two letters by Jackson on
the back cover, to which the Par
exec objected.

jacket,
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I

written by Jackson to
his interest in
screen rights to the book
but declared he feared "several cenPar reportsorable scenes in it."
edly turned down the book subsequently but Radco had already capi-

I

I

panies.
to

dio Artists Telephone
the Coast.

liifher,
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Arthur G. Brest, editor and pubof GO mag, appointed Jatk

lisher

Sun Will Not Set
whispering campaign
Chicago Sun folding

McGutcheon

Efroit to nip

Which started after'
sheet's recent
purge in which 80
employees were
""dertaken by
publisher
M.:^-,
'u^?^'
,..itv,
^'l**^

MPB

Adsl^ 'form':
saw, 'The!" wiU
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ho.spital

Idoin^
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t

!
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Not one to accept authority if I can pos.sibly b,vpass it, I nevertheless
have had a host of pleasant experiences getting pa.st customs guards. In
the old days, I should say the Italian customs officials treated tourists
worse than any other country in Europe, and here, too, I can remember
arguing them out of an extra bite. In tact, on one occasion I remember
Alice and I touring all of Europe in a 4y.>Hh.p. car that was hardly bigger
than a baby carriage. But it was big enough for my bride, who did all
the driving, to carry as extra baggage a flaming red dress which I am sure
was the original model for the one now featuring the Fireman's Bride

;
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^p^,^^ Paterson (N. J,),
race for 620kc in an
air in the
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Broadcasting

^^ew

Canada Nixes Mencken's
Yule Tome
Apparently having ordered copies
Ford! is in Hol^wood digging up^
"I H. LMencken's 31-page "Chi i.st- material tor another novel.
'""^ yuletide distribution
Herbert Schwartz, formerly on
wftl
witnoutf"^"
having read the contents. Satevopost promotion and M-G pubKyerson Press, Canadian
agents Of ,Jlicity in Hollywood, press-agenting
„
we toine which is
^
published in the for Greek government in N. Y.
L. Newell Christiansen, until re7 ^"'^'^ Knopf, has withri^H
°rawn
the book from the stalls. Head
cently ,'hea^ of thc^ Film Section of
^>'<=''son Pi'css, owned by the Niival Researcli,
.ppoiuled director
United^ Church
of- Canada.
i.s
the ot production Of Bantam Books.
Sev,
H- Dickson who .stated
it
December i.s.sue of Go, barred m
i,,
»s being
withdrawn from sale be Bo.ston because of a couple of niides.
eause it's not
suitable for us to male and female ibut separately),
i

Park"

The next step, naturally, was for me to go into the "St. Joe routine,"
but what X did instead was to tell them, "Okay, give me all the annoyr
ances you can; Your government has been telling everybody how easy
it is to travel in Italy, but I'm traveling for a string ol papers and ray
papers don't believe it. So making things complicated' is just what the
doctor ordered for us. That's just the sort of copy I'm looking for."
Caribinieri. alpini.stri and latter-day fascist military guards began giving
each other the nod. and before I could check on how they were taking
Alice's red dre.ss, six of them heaved the car; Alice, me and our luggage
over the border.
In fact, in those days^ Austria w£is; the most civiUzed' coim^
ists,; bijt. at .its iiabst geitiiietlich it was not Paris, and /even rVieness^
be giiid to put up '\yith the inconvenjenttesi of Frehch custoins just tb sit
around the Cafe de la Paix or th<; Dome.
A& ior today, the worst rotisting is right in the port of New York, brotheti
Or within hog-calling distance Of the Rose's Diarhond Horseshoe.
J^ose like.s to fortify his biases by quoting his wife Eleanor.
Well, I
can report to him that only a week ago a returning native with a 2-year-old
'^^'^y wa.s: uphered'.offi a ship at the foot of West 57th street and forced
1° ^^""^^^ "it^'f
the coldest day of the year not for two hours b\it three
hours while- baggage was being, unloaded for customs inspection, She
was refused permission to return to the ship till her number would be
<^on^i"f? Wp.
It took everything, including hot grogs spiked With' Benicillin
to thaw her out and save them both from .pneuinonia. But is that typical

'
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in Springfield.

,

In Central

|
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for an inttirnal operation.and due out in a week.

in fiction writing at .-Pljiladeliihift;!!?His^ son,: James, was
vhl hospital.
the war.
killed in action

.
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Gotham:
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.
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:
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will run a radio station

'

as

Magnifieent Tankees

'The .Bride 'Wofe Red
Every time we neared a frontier, I told Alice to get out her red dres.<i.
was all wool and hardly the robe for a summer's day, but it was overhave been sold to nine foreign pub- board with allure and we found-that in the matter of sex appeal custom.s
jj^.^^^^
Canada, England, Portugal, officials were only human.
We came to this decision after one bunch of spaghetti-benders at Ventig^gden, Denmark, New
jj^^j^j^^j^
Zealand, Australia and Argentina, migha stood at attention while my little 110-pound bride dragged a trunk
with negotiations going on in France, on to the rack for inspection. Not one of the officials lifted a hand to help,
Switzerland, India and South Africa, not even to pinch a bottom, which in those .days was more Italian than a

]

OK

Oliver

'

,h

bTa' Cl
^
there is a
VhicagQ." Field branded
the rumors
"ise, and
covsidered the Sun's first
^^^^^
publication
successful
«ll
beyond all hopes."
Mgo Sun-as long

as assistant editor.^

Starting Feb. 1 Liberty mag will
publish as a bi-weekly featuring a
special 16-page picture section.

,the

Italy.

who

does "Only
column for the N.Y, Mirror,
Field.s,

December Esquire. Writer: rein
cently out of the Army,
o
ts

studios.

Percy Ho.skins. London Expres.s
.special^feature wnter doing a book
for Harpcv.s next spring.

'

_ But here is something we can't
ngure out-what kept
Rockwell and
rarkington apart?

Marshall Field last

Includinr

As for the irritating techniques of small-bored bureaucrats in control, of
foreign travel, you can say that again, but include the Americans and
please do not exclude the Briti-sh^ In fact don't exclude any customs officials until the United Nations takes the late Wend^ill Willkie's textbook
seriously and makes all of us"One World." In fact, I liave heard travelers
from Utah, Arizona and Texas beefing about being stopped at the frontiers
of California and having their baggage mauled by state highway patrolmen looking for some alien weevil, and I assure you it was done with
less urbanity and less kindliness than a French official poking through
baggage at Menton to find if you were bringing in a lethft) pineapple from

"Poor will have two mag articles on the
completed
Leo
h ite
Henry," a novel based on life in .stands in January. They are "Poor
Hollywood.
Man's Divorce" in Coronet and "The
He also
of
the No-Dough Girls" in Pic.
Omar Ranney, film editor
Cleveland Pre.ss, gandering Holly- had "What Makes a Bug Man Tick" number

So as you lay $10 on the line for
« bo(>k an awful lot of people are
going to enjoy, think
of Rockwell
running around the corner
to buy
that new edition of
Renoir drawings

—

'

magazine distribution rep for the
there to conduct a similar service
for various American pubs.. First of
accounts is Omnibook, set by Robert
K, StrauSi who just returned from
France.

;

.

as proof of superiority.
He carries on the deadly parallel to .show that when his baggage was
inspected for customs at Southampton he was moved through with the
,ease of the young man on the flying trapeze.
He even got a hired hand
of the Labor, cabinet to commit a little perjury by calling nylons "silk
stockings," thus cutting the duty in half.
London was one long lesson in good manners to him. Then he cro-ssect
the Channel to France. He was kept waiting two hours in a cold shed.
Finally his bags were inspected in wiiat looked like the cell of a jail.
They scattered his stuff all over the floor. He got out wishing he could
make them pay the 1918 war debt.
Paris he found wasn't much friendlier. To him it was just one big clipjoint, and if the tip wasn't extravagant enough, and apparently his wasn't,
insults were issued in two languages. -Even so, he couldn't get too mad
at a country which has given us Debussy and the can-can.
(I'm wondering if they gave us these things, or if we just lifted them?) He would like
to see France get off the convalescent list.
"But I'U be darned if you're
going to get a buck of my money until you put that itching palm back in
your pocliet," he told Pierre as a fijiish.
Now, this is a typical tourist beef, and as I remember it at its best, it was
part of a skit in "The Ziegfeld Follies" concerning a guy who got clipped all
around New York and kept repeating, "Oh, when I get back to St. Joe,
am I going to knock this town!'
To New, Yorkers such a peasant beef is laughable, and in much thesame way Parisians, who also have suffered all these things which annoy
tourists, laugh at the sucker who squeals at being separated from a fraction of his money for the first time.
After a while civilized adults get
used to supporting these outstretched palms. But now and then one of
the noiiveau riche, who has made his money all to easily seems to squeal
even louder each time he is tapped.
But if you look closely enough, you'll find that those itching palms are
perilously dose to bleeding. You will find; that the taxi drivers are not
rich, and neither is the pro in the men's room at the "Folies Bergerc."
""^^
America and France really enrich themselves on these
small tyrannies are the Lavals, and in Fiance at least they are shot.
As one who lived for 10 years under tlie venial bites of France I can
assure you they are easier to bear than the smog and fog of Los Angeles,
which is only there because big business lures tourists to California with
display ads and then chokes them with gases which big business feels it
can force a tourist to inhale once it has got him over the frontier,

1920s, titled "Times Square," which
Samuel Curl Will publi.sh Feb. 20.
Her pro name was Choria Paula.
Deon Sutton, former book and
OWI in Paris, has opened an office

I

vincer for it emphasizes that
when
« man can bend your heart and
make you smile in the same painting
ne s done a job, my son.

city editor.

will publish.
Idell has just completed "The Sea Is Woman."
Beatrice L. Heuser, who.se first
acting job was with Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree in "Merry Wives of
Windsor'' on his last American tour,
has written a show biz novel of the

•
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named

be titled "The Great Blizzard.", Holt

I

I

,

Indianapolis

the

of

Albert E. Idell. author of "Cen
tennial Suiiimer," recently fllriied by
20th-Fox. left for Guatemala to com
plete a sequel to the book. It will

-
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editor

Kxchange on
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m.e.
Star,

and editorial director of the Pulliam
on Jack.son's original interest.
newspapers in Indiana. Robert P.
Lauria is founder of the National
Early, city ed, replaces Stuart as m.e.
Radio Artist Directory and the RaEugene S. PulUami son of the pub-
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for $15.

,

talized
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the
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James A. Stuart upped from

Yet, there it was— the long
'Sphinx'— Honest Mistake
peeping out of the boy's pocket. It's
Recently reported discovery of an
still hard for Variety to believe it
sometimes.
When doubt assails, unpublished novel by Alexander
however, we break off the conversa- Dumas, titled "The Red Sphinx,"
tion to dash into the next room and has turned out to be a literary hoax
look on the wall where the original
After
but an honest mistake.
hangs. Or it; was there until junior Parisian literary archaeologists had
placed a target for darts in front first discovered the manuscript, they
of it. Tlien the artist who patched learned that it had been published
it up kept it weeks
longer than nec- in Paris in 1861 and in the U. S.
essary just to show his friends.
It'.s
seven years later,
back on the wall now but father'.s
Paris Soir. nonetheless is continUttle
up.side
down knee-full
to serialized the script as a
barred from the room until he im"
In the U. S.,
discovery.
proves his control.
Sarah RoUitts, who nabbed exclusive
Ihe Post and Rockwell are a great rights to it, had set its publication in
1*^°"
bave_long formed book form by Simon & Schuster, as
Ju? l"
the
ace battery in thie magazine
.serial
with Cosmopolitan, and
coyer field. Of that this biographiMetro took on option on it. All bets
cal edition is cettainly the
*
con- off, of course.

^

of

Experimental mag being gotten
out by M. Robert Rogers; ex-ed Pic,
who recently is out of the service,
and with Robert Z. Greene putting a
dummy together for the latter, head
of several vending machine com-

po-ssible

seldom the Post permits an identifiable object to appear on its covers.
That still goes. Think back over
the Post covers you've seen.
You
may remember packages of cigarets,
bottles
of
ketchup,
automobiles,
etc.,
but you can't recall definite
identification of any ol theise ob'

to

Army.

evidenced

Lauria,

out

recently

He's

Pearce.

Letters,

it

organization

publicity

handle publishers and authors exclusively has been set up in New York
by Dick Taplinger, formerly p. a. for
Little Brown and Duel! Sloan &

Fall,''

story

-

New

Lauria's

due to objections of Alan Jack,son, Paramount's

"Let the Chips

was the Post, and the appreciation
was sincere because we knew how

jects:

Jacket (or 'Chips*

Radco Publishers have been forced

—

painting,

eflforts published for
time in the forthcoming col-

literary

first

to reprint the entire

own.

This refers to that '37 Post cover of
the dance 'team sitting on a trunk
with a Variety peeking out of the
When that one
boy's coat pocket.
appeared on the stands Variety wa.s
startled, flattered, and appreciative
all in the first glance and gulp. It
was startling to realize that Rockwell thought Variety belonged in

forthcoming novel, tentatively titled
"The Raiders," on which Frank
Waters is collaborating.
Western News Service, a California syndicate, was organized in
Sacramento by Chris B. Holmes,
Wesley E. Robbins and Earl G.
Waters to cover state government
news by mail for dailies' and week-

lection.

incidentally,

Variexv might add one of

,

I

an annual seiies.
Majority of the contents is either
by young writers who have just
achieved recognition or by "unknowns," 10 of whom will have
in

conceived presIt is a splendidly
entation covering Rock^vell's personal background and his method of
work departmentalized in 8 mixture
of descriptive data,: items of tech-

that

15.

I

SeaVer's 52 Authors

There also are his Nassau Inn mural,
advertising commissions, Which reproduce the "Bernadette" painting
20th Censo widely publicized by

Dec

serie.s,

said "if the Ryerson Press is controlled by the United Church of
Canada, then I believe it did well
to withdraw my book for I simply
can't imagine Anything so ribald
being circulated by ecclesiastical
publishers."

that, like

under
American

gets

as

Five O'clock Chateau,

five

:

And he's
«kin.
stick of gum.
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Scully

American Artists Group has added
new titles to its monograph
Just because the estate of Oliver Wendell Holmes had to settle for the
including works on Doris Lee, lead in "The Magnificent Yankee" is no rea.son why the biz of issuing
Leon KroU, Arnold Blanch, Raphael dissenting opinions should have folded with hi.s passing. And even if it
Soyer and Frederic Taubes.
did, Billy Ro.sc"s blast against La Belle Prance would call for reopening
Henry Gris, foreign editor for the file.
United Press in Los Angeles, asVariety VLSiially reprints the best of Billy's gayer animadversions, but
signed to write a daily motion -pic- this one is in a less happy vein. Affiectillg utbaiiity ian^
ture column for use over radio sta- it ends where all provincial beefs from "The Ma?if From; Home'' to "A
tions in the Latin-American coun- Tramp Abroad" end, in ridiculing things abroad becatise they are diflerentjtries.
and griping about small annoyances which they never seem to gripe
The Erie (Pa.) Dispatch-Herald about at home, though the annoyances are; in both places,
Mr. Rose tells us that the French plan to make a big pitch for American
and the city's new morning paper,
As one who lias
the Erie Sun, will be combined into touri.st trade next summer but is not going to get his.
a .single "around-the-clock" paper, trapped tourists with food, liquor, French decor and pretty girls, Billy
He thinks Paris is
to be known as the Erie Dispatch- thinks he knows something about this tourist business.
the greatest carnival of the world, but having a good show is one thingi
Herald Sun.
John Gunther's "Inside USA" and getting people to come to see it is another.
Mighty Like s Rose
(Harper), just completed, makes his
fourth Book-of-the-lSiIonth club seHe makes the comparison between getting a visa for England and one
All his "in- for France, The British item couldn't have been easier handled if he had
lection (next spring):.
side" books have been either, a club been Attlee, and the French document had all the small annoyances which
selection or a dividend.
are considered typically French— down to 10c for the application blank
novelist
and itself. He knew no French beyond "Pas ce soir, Josephine," so he had to
Branch,
Houston
.scenarist, is combining vacationing pay a buck to have a translator fill out his application, and, like most
in Nassau with doing research on his Americans he looks on tiie tact that he doesn't know a foreign language

What
Book describes a party for bums
anniversary
would jail one of its
in Baltimore around the turn of the
it knows lornetaues, but it thinks
Which century where it is agreed that no
•ntertainment.
iSng about
during: the
the statement that the hymns will be sung
*?lll explsin
pre- festivities. However af tef considerNorman Rockwell biography, as
Publica- able spirits have been imbibed,
sented by Watson-Guptill
tongues of the guests loosen into
buy at $10.
tions, Is a swell
painter, his- some old fashioned church music.
Illustrator, recorder,
Reached in Baltimore, Mcnclcen
Rockwell what you will.
fschaikowsky,

By Frank
:

,rt

torian-call

*«

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

Cornerstone of Fawcett Publicanew office building in Greenwich, Conn., laid last week. Structure will house firm's business and
circulation departments.
tions'

handle. It will not
sale again."
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has 16 '''^'^
only two. Officers

p^^^^
f
the

new New-

ark station are: Arthur Walsh

vice president of the Edison Co.,
prrcsident-'''Artbu'r* Vahderbilt, dean
No,,, vhru Trnive'rsitv Law School,
?,V-isurer
•ict'ive

in

ami Mrs Parker
civic and music circles

Newark

Griffith,
iii

vice president.
FCC gave the upstate N' Y.; and
Vermont stations increased iibwer on
620ko to expand their' coverage of
rural areas.
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'
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teff

70
added

in

$8,500,000

it

For

kick.

20th
doled out $12,750,000 in Federal taxes
on a $31,148,768 gross, while for the
was
'45,
company
the
of
period
same

the 39

OBITUARIES

weeks ended Sept.

28,

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 60

nicked for $16,300,000 on a $26,140,-

DAMON BUNYON

years 'Such chillers as "House of
"Terror
by Night" and
Fear,"
"Rhythm of the Islands."
About 2S years ago he directed
starring
productions
film
silent
Norma Talmadge, Dorothy Dalton

Runyoii, 62,; columnist and
fiction chronicler of Broadway, died
in New York, Dec. 10, He had been

Damon

lor some time.
IVirther details on Page

'ailing

,

;

.

2.

and

'others.

Prior

EDDIE GIBAItD

to

going

to

Hollywood to

engage in film producing and directing he had been an actor, appearand musicomedy comedian, died ing mostly in stock companies
Dec. 10 at the Percy Williams Home, throughout the U. ,S.
East Islip, L, I., where he had been
Widow and twct daugliters survive
living since his retirement from the him.
Glrard;

Eddie

88,

vaude

retired

stage in 1930.
in Paterson, N. J.,.he entered
Vaude at the age Of 17 in an act with
his brother at Tony Pastor's, N. Y.

Bow

later toured vaude as a member
of the trio act of Seaman, Summers
and Girard and after that had

He

CHARLES
Charles

E.

E.

FOREMAN

Foreman,

76,

former

manager of burlseque companies
and theatres on the burlseque cirdied in New York, Dec, 11.
,
For several years he had, been
company manager for burlesque
shows for Barney Gerard, Gus Hill
cuit,

for several seasons with
He later coHaverly's Minstrels.
starred witth Kate Castleton in
and Harry C. IVIiner. He also man"Crazy Patch" and then became coaged the Empire theatre, Brooklyn,
producer of "Natural Gas" and other
N. Y., when that house operated
productions.
with burlesque policy.
Around the turn of the century
Survived by widow. May Walsh, a

troupod

he appeared under management of forme*
Klaw & Erlanger in "Jack and the
He
Bcan.stalk" and "The Geezer."

Other companies will have
ed saving.s as follows;

that he liasn't

changed the format of
his routine to any marked degree in
the years he's been in the business

nio Calmna, Chi

382 gross.
.effect'

semi-nude stunt in the "Vanities,'
speedy routines. Pair do
offer
."jtreamlined version.? of soft shoe
ballroomlng to themes of old masRKO,
ended ter-s. Jon, in tails, and Inga in flowMetro
velvet whicli soon disapblack
ing
Sept. 1,
pears, revealing tight-fitting, scanty
Universal, with its flscal year
black lace job, do a nifty job to
closed Nov, 3, $1,250,000.
"Full Moon and Empty Arms," and
June
windiip
the
with
Columbia,
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes."
30, $400,000.
Park and Clifford are among best
Latter three companies, of course, hand-balancers seen here. Start off
received only partial benefit this with burlesque on card; tricks, then
fistheir
since
repeal
the
year from
go into comedy song routinci with
'45
the
when
providing offside nonsense
across
Clifford
cal periods cut
tax was effective and '4« when it was to take attention away from Park's
vocalizing.
By this time payees
off.
aren't certain as to what kind of
theatres
at
patronage
in
Increase
biz these boys are in until they get
turns up to be a minor factor. More down to some serious muscle work,
"in
attendance
climb
effective than a
Their balancing is flawless and
was the hiking of admission scales shows some l.ard and earnest work.
which did much to account for the Closing heel balance iS: terrific' and
boost in b.o. taxes collected by the gets attention from crowd/
asAdditional
Federal government.
Cross and Dunn remind payees in
pect, which detracts from increased their opener that "It's Been a Whole
attendance theory as accounting for Year Since We've Been Here." Lot's
seems to have happened to them in
gain in earnings, is the upping of
that
time. Dunn comes up with some
conwhich
rental terms, a process
streamlining, having thrown off 25
tinued, although slowly, in '48.
pounds. Expecting to heai* some of

The payees know what

they're going
to get and he's practically sola
before he gets on the floor. He's still
the same suave, debonair Brisson
with the flashing smile and irre-

Warner

I

Bros., $6,000,000,
$4,000,000.
for its fiscal year,
$2,000,000.

sistable charm. Topping all this he's
got all the theatricks up his .sleeve

and knows when and how
'em, The hopping on chairs,

to use
tossin?
his topper .on his. toe, asides to the
ringsiders, and working with a hand

,

mike among the

tables all go over

big.

Brisson's repertory is all clicko
oldies like "Talk of the Town "
"Music Maestro Please," "I'll Be Seeing You" all register, as usual

The

Novelty item "Doodle Doodle" L<
also a big hit as is "Lily Marlene""
delivered with deft phrasing and
salesmanship.
Buddy Clarke's orchestra does a
boff job in the backgrounding and is
as hep as ever in the dansapation,
aided by Norma Hutton on the
vocals. Erni Ardi's quintet registers
in the relief periods. Bix good.

'

Lata.

Clover

Miami

Cluli,
V
Rise in foreign take continued over their oldies, table holders went for
Miami, Dei;. 11.
the year as theatres in large num- the entire batch of new material in
GEORGE FREDERIC NORTON
bers swung open their doors in dev- a big way,"That Old Gang of Mine,"
also appeared in a number of Weber
Lillian Cornell, Nick Long, Jr.,
Frederic Norton, British
George
parody
worldon
Pres:
Truman's
filling
of
a
astated Europe, Proportion
Fields productions as well as sevPierce.Sc Boland, Line (6), Ken Deicompo.ser, who wrote the music for
wide business to domestic, down to Washington with his Missouri cro- lane;/ Olid Tony Lopes Orchs; IWiii.
eral of George M. Cohan's produc"Ghu Chin Chow" and other musical
is a real boff.
$2-$3.
tions, including "Mary" and "Little
35% during the war yeairs, has nies,
15,
Mob hasn't quieted from that
Between legit as- shows, died in London, Dec.
Nellie Kelly."
mounted to over 40% in the current when they come through with
Early
in his career he had been a
Current package, though not sock
signments
he frequently toured
year, with signs of continued, it "Union For The Married Man."
and toured the Continent in
compete with the name
vaude in an act with his wife, singer'
slower, advance,
Good timing, too, makes way for enough to
various opera companies. He later
bistros, still looks good enough to
Jessie Girard, until latter's death.
laughs.
draw
diverted to composing music. His
a fair amount of trade.
Cee Davidson orch backs show in
Production numbers remain the
works included "Pinkie and the
usual
fine
style.
MARIE LOUISE DANA
same, with Nick Long, Jr., held over
Fairies" and "Pamela."
Hope Gray to William Haynor, Jr,.
Marie Loui.se Dana, 70, legit acto lead them, emcee and turn in his
own neat brand of tapology in own
New York, Dec. 12. Bride is with
tress and widow of Dwight Bates
Frolics Club,
CLYDE DUEAL
spot. Routines are good, with the
foreign publicity department of UniDana, theatrical manager, died in
Miami, Dec. 12.
Clyde Dueal Brown, 34, former
Viennese number done with the line
Pictures; groom is on ad.New York Dec,- 10.
Marco's Fox versal
manager of Fanchon
Margie
Hart,
Eddie
"Nuts"
Kaplan
a nice sequence.
pictures.
She had been in show business theatre, St. Louis, was buried in St, vertising staff of
Lillian Barnes, Flash Lane &
with
Cornell toplines. Voice
Lillian
Dorothy Maxine to Stanley Poss, Tanglefoot, Lillian Melba, Bert St.
the greater part of her life, having Louis following his death on the
isn't too strong, but manner of presBride is a Clair, Tony Varrone, Tullah tc Miy,
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
entation, plus looks, gowning and arCoast.
groom is stage manager at Line (18), Horry ConduHo Qrch (9) rangements add up to pleasant
He was manager of the Fox dancer;
admission $l-$2.
El Patio theatre.
nitery fare. Special material adds to
IN
theatre, FuUerton, Calif, at the time
Rita E. Fox to Max Roth, New
overall effect. Purveys "To Each His
of his death.
Little Bit" and
Latest entry in the nitery field Own," "Coax Me
York, Dec. 15. Groom is With the
here is the burlesque-cafe policy a comic version of "Man That I MarBernard Burke talent agency.
B.
STEPHEN OLSEN
installed by Charlie Lewis in this ry" to rate hearty return palmStephen Olsen, 46, screen actor
.
huge 800 seater which has been a pounding.
and brother of Ole Olsen, of Olsen
Nov. 2fth. 18t5-D«e. 17th, 1V4S
Pierce and Roland impress as one
white elephant for its ops in past
and Johnson, died Dec. 14 at his
seasons. 'Whether the policy will of the best dance teams to have
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Braun, daugh- wind up a' winner is in doubt at played this spot in some time. A
home in Van Nuys, Cal., of a sinus
Father is
ter, Hollywood, Dec. U.
ihe moment, though the first week good looking pair, they project an
made her debut many years ago infection.
director on "Forever Am- of operation saw some fairly good expert sesh of ballroomology. Offer
Before entering pictures five years assistant
with Amelia Bingham in "The
ber" at 20th-Fox.
turnouts. Aimed at the mass trade, sami>a, fox^trot and wiltz with equal
Climbers" and had since appeared in ago, he was a member of the vaude
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson, son, the spot should draw, despite the ability, essaying some difficult lifts
many productions, including "Jerry team of Olsen and Alexandria.
admission policy, for there's a big and turns for solid response. Loi^il.
Philadelphia, Dec. 4. Father is with
for Short," "Honeymooning," "The
segment of the population here that
general service department of
ROBERT DYRENFORXH
can't afford
the more, expensive
Return of the vagabond" and^'The
Robert Dyrenforth, 60, radio actor, in that city.
boites. catering to tourist dough.
N^. V.
Naked Genius." Her last stage apIt's typical burley, slightly cleaned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brandt, son,
(PLAZA HOTEL)
pearance was in New York in 1937 died in Chicago, Dec. 11.
Dyrenforth appeared on "Curtain Hollywood, Dec. 10- Father is an up, and adds up to the usual hodgewhen she appeared with George M.
(FOLLOWUP)
podge of low comedy, grind artists
Cohan in the musical, "I'd Rather Time," Famous Authors. Mystery indie film producer.
and unimaginative production.
The Persian room of the Plaza hoHouse" and "The Whistler," proBe Right."
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sheldon, son,
Vet stripper Margie Hart doejsn't tel has had the unusual situation of
For more than 10 years Mrs. Dana grrms.
flew York, Nov. 28. Father is radio stay on too long in her spot, but having two openings in as many
Surviving are his widow and son.
was chairman of the social service
what she does is what they came to weeks and a third slated for Friday
flack; mother is Marjorie McCann,
bureau of the Catholic Actors Guild.
see.
Handles the strip end in slick (20). This has been caused by
actress and radio commentator.
A. C. WALTERHOUSE
fashion after a song sequence for the incumbent Hildegarde's illness,
She leaves a son, Kenneth Dana, an
Mr. and Mrs. Renald Rossa, son, the palm pounding leads to more which
bringthe
necessitated
A. C. Walterhouse, 77, active in
actor.
Father's on staff discarding. She doesn't disappoint ing in of Grade Fields, who gave
the, newspaper and theatrical ad- Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
the onlookersi
of Carousel, Pitt nitery.
way to Tito Guizar, who opened
vertising field in Michigan for 40
FRANK S. HOOVER
Grind section is taken care of by for a week, starting Friday (13).
pioneer cam- years died Dec. 14 at Ceresco, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Walters, son,
Frank S. Hoover,
actress.
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Persian Room.

71,

He had been advertising manager
motion picture studio to Holly- for the Glenn A. Cross Theatres for
wood, died on a train near Wyom- a number of years,
ing, pec.
of a heart ailment. He
GEORGE JENNER
had been enroute to Hollywood
George Jenner, 70, dresser to the
from N. V-> where he atiid his wife
late George Arliss for 33 years and
had been spending a holiday.
Born in Lancaster, Pa., Hoover later an actor himself, died in Hollywent to Hollywood in 1899 and had wood Monday (16). He had been in
made his home there since. He had films seven years.
Widow survives.
set up a photography business and
some years later induced David
Mother of A. D. Magarian, owner
Horsley, film producer, to take a
troupe of actors from N. Y. to make of the T)eluxe and Caty theatres.
films there. Horsley built a studio East St;' Louis, died in a fire which
In Hollywood and had produced pic- destroyed her home in. East St. Louisa
eraman credited with bringing the
first

Hi

tures for several years. Hoover later
worked as cameraman for David W.
Griffith,
'

William Farnuni and others.

After his retirement in 1930, he
the Sunset Plaza apartments,
Hollywood, where he and his wife

built

their home since 1937.
Widow and two sons survive him.

had made

Mother,

of

63,

Rodney

White,

manager of RKO Republic theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.. died in Savannah,
Ga., Dec. 8.
Father^ 95, of cartoonist Rube
Goldberg, died Deo. 9 in San Fran.

cisco after long illness.

Pittsburgh, Dec.
theatre orch.

Mr.

and

daughter.

Father

Nixon Tullah and Miv, two Egyptian gals,
who leave nothing to the imagination with theit wild, muscle twist-

Howard

Debold,
Fla.
Beach,

Daytona
Model
manages

theatre,

Pittsburgh.

Mr. and Mi"s. Bill Gallagher, son,
Hollywood, Dec, 9. Father is secretary to Tyrone Power.
Mr. and Mrsi DeVallon Scott, son,
Hollywood, Dee. 10. 'Father is a
screen writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Jules Archer, son,
second,

their,

Dec.

in

Sharon,

Conn.,

7.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Loevener,
New York, Dec. 10,
Mother is daughter of Lou Weindaughter.

berg, Columbia
ecutive.

Pictures sales

ex-

Mr. and Mrs, Edward L. (Ned)
Trudeau, daughter, Albany, N. Y.,
Dec. 12, Father is musical director

and announcer

BEN CARTER

Father's in

5.

Mrs.

at

WOKO and WABY

in that city.
Wife, 28, of bandleader Hot Lips
comprised
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Eagle, son
and More- Page, died Dec. 12, in New York
Pittsburgh, Dec. 12. Father's the son
York, Dec. 10, of Burial, was in Montgomery, Ala,

Ben Carter, 34, who
half the team of Carter

ing routines.
Straight
singing
and dance
sequences are handled in okay manner by Tony Varrone, nice looking
lad who croons the pops in the
swoon-croon tradition, Lillian Mel-

with some overarranged tunes
and blonde looker Bert St. Clair,

ba,

who turns in a solid tap stint.
Comedy end features Eddie "Nuts"
Kaplan with stooges Flash Lane and
Tanglefoot and straight woman Lillian Barnes. It's a mixture of blue
and tried and true material with a
lot of it cominc; off in surprisingly
funny fashion. Biggest yock getters
for the quart :t is their Hellzapoppin' biz with the ringsiders, with
Lane's Groucho Marx impresh topPftf.

Xme

_

and showgirls are costumed
nicely and handle routines adequately. Harry Candullo and orch
cut show neatly and provide sweetswing music to draw them on the
floor for the dansapation.

Lary.

Third opening will come when the
chantoosey returns to
spot on Friday (20).

Milwaukee

Despite these substitutions, the
standards
Persian
ultra
room's
haven't been relaxed. The two enHilde-

for

pinch-hitting

tertainers

garde are of the type that can

re-

main on a floor for interminable
periods and still retain interest,
They're experienced performers in
the name category and know how
to get a toehold on an audience.
Miss Fields (New Acts) does a
35-minute stint, in which she shows
why she's been the fave of the
British masses for more than a
decade. The same type artistry simjlarly takes effect on the upper-,
strata frequentin* the Persian, room,

who were

similarly

loathe

let

to

her go.
Guizar found different conditions
prevailing in tlie room at his preem
The finishing
night Friday (13).
school crowd of sub-debs were mingling with the dowagers, conse-,
quently Guizar had to embark on a
fishing

expedition

to

a

find

coitI'

denominator of interest. »
happened With the third number
a program oi

mon

.

Noi'maniiie Roof, Mont'l when he embarked on
familiar Latin tunes.
(MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL)

The crowd
land, died in New
of Charlie Eagle, Stanley theatre
was a pushover after that, and once
a strep throat.
Carter originally
Afontreol, Dec. 13.
he sold himself he provided further
Father, 90, of Emmett Callahan, manager.
worked for 20th-Fox and later
Carl Briison, Buddy Clarke Orch
rendition oi
Mr. and Mrs. Russell SchirraV (13) with Norma Button, Erni Ardi ingratiation with his
teamed with Mantan Moreland in a legit company manager, died in
"Wild
Irish Rose" and even an a."*
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Dec 10, flttintet; $1,50 couuert weekdays, ^2 from "Manon." Also to the hkmg
successful comedy team which cap- Toledo Dec. 15.
Father's asst.. mgr. of Penb theatre. Saturdays.
italized on the unfinished sentence
of the crowd was his garb ol a
routine.
Mex magniflco.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hart,
Both substitutions have been ^^\e
He had recently completed a tour
It was smart idea booking Carl
daughter,
Dec.
Hollywood,
12,
beof theatres arid was slated to make
Mother is Louise Valery of the stagi; Brisson into the Normandie during to maintain the healthy business
,

>

,

a television appearance', on

Wednesday (11).
Remains were

V
sent to

NBC

Tax Cut

for

'-

tlie

for burial.

father

ss

Coast Consequently, wiping out of excess
nick brought about a rise in pay

BOY WILLIAM NEILL
Roy William

Contimied: from pace 3

Neill, 59, Holly wood
producer and director, died after a
heart attack at the home- of his
nephew and business associate, Sid-

ments of income
a 36% ceiling.

taxes,

now down

to

Par's $1!;,000,000' Added
Chief gainer in the repeal is Par-

is'

a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs, Jack Hayes, daughLos Angeles, Dec. 10. Father is

ter,

radi'

writer-producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Kay e, daugli
Dec. 17, 'New York. Father is
the comedian; mother is Sylvia Fine,
Kaye's material writer and col'

ter,

amount, which pockets an estimated
had the old laws laborator.
would have paid
ney Bracy, in London, Dec. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. James Roth, daughNeiU had produced a series of out additionally to the Government. ter. New York, Dec. 13. Father is
Sherlock Holmes films aiid in recent Second In line is 20th-Fox, with an in the RKO operating dept.
$12,000,000, Which,
been In affect, it

the usual pre-Christmas doldrums.
Results are paying off and though
the room is not jammed at all times
it's still doing a much heftier biz
than it would usually at this time.
As for Brisson, the customers still
go for him as big as they did when
he was here a few years ago. There's
little the guy can do that's wrong,
as far as the payees are concerned;
His salesmanship and personality are
still socko and he has a pretty tougn
time getting off the floor'' after a
straight SO minutes of song selling.
Brisson's strength lies in. the fact

ing done in the Persian room..
"

Phil

.

Jose.

Baker Incorporates

Phil Baker has incorporated himself into the Phil

Baker

Enterprises,

last wecK
at a capitalization of 200 shares, no

Inc.

Charter was granted

par value.
i
Corporation directors are Peter
Lewis, Frieda Klein and Seward l*
Benjamin, all of New York.

CHATTBII

Wnanegtlay, DeCferol>«y 18> 1946
supplied by showbusiness benefits, is
malting his annual appeal for funds
and Xmas packages for non-sectarian distribution among the inmates:
Cinema Iiodge of B'nai B'rith
sponsored a dinner last night (Tuesday) at the Astor hotel honoring

Broadway
Arizona
Attorney Louis Nizer to
rest.
for month's

about again after
Harry Salter
with grippe.
,b,.ee weeks'
switched from RepubBill Slater
Columbia's exploitation staff.
lie to
exec v.p. of
/«iV Fox resiffned as
16m outfit. No plans
Offidal Films

.

Kate Smith and

Sister

Kenny

By Larry SoUowmy
Bar of Music,
in town for a long

Nitery biz

Sonny Kippe's orch

Toledo
''^Fmmett Corrigan planes
ailing dad who
everTsunclay to

for the current Si.ster
$2,000,000 fund drive.

J, J, Shubert, Robert Hannegan at
Shelborne hotel,
Bruce Cabot in town on way to

Kenny

to

^ DwiKht Deere Wimpn has moved
to Adelphi
pfjiccs

from Playhouse

"""'hn'
John Farmer m.c. at

RKO

Christ-

Waldorf-Astoria Fnpi
mas party™t
of "Song
.jias

p.a. ahead
'''.fony Buttitta,
Chicago, has finished
of Norway" in

Henry
Davtd Manners replacing
'Lady Windermere's Fan"

'

Diinilll in

Roney

into

Plaza.

ciples."

;

Havana
Irving

Washington, D. C.

lac hotel

.(or

vacash.

S.

Old kew Orleans,'' thinkmg of, call,,
The Danny Kayes
from the
ing their daughter Dena
name.
record of the same
Marvin Schenck, Metro veepee and
the Coast for
eastern studio rep, to
.

,

.

huddles with studio execs.
Beth Merrill returning to stage
Sons," retitled from
in "All My
"The Sign of the Archer."
T Newman Lawler, of O Brien,
legal
DriscoU & Raftery, handling
brief illness.
after
again
chores
from
Philip Stevenson resigned
department,
Theatre Guild press
Reginald Dennenholz replacing.
sales rep
-Ted Baumfeld, eastern
Pressburger,
for producer Arnold
Coast vacationing for three weeks.
John Houseman, who staged "Beg"Mirror
direct
will
Holiday,"
gar's
musical.
in the Sky," another new
Percy Waram out of "Another
Part of The Forest" two nights last
week, being replaced by Paul Ford.
Bill Norton, company manager of
"Up In Central Park" on tour, back
in town on vacation^ Bill Doll sub-

^

.

'

I

tons

I

week

'

bing.

,

.

,

,

ond D.

C.

,

ford Village.

Harry Fleishman, general manager for Gilbert Miller, has resigned,
going on vacation before making another connection.
Sandy Cummings, Col. producer,
planed back to the Coast Sunday
(15) after six days in N. Y., chiefly
to visit with his fiancee.

Carol

succumb

to

,

Charles Brackett, who arrived last
week from the Coast, o.o:'ing B>ay
returns to Hollywood next
week.
United Artists prexy Kd Raftery's
young son, Ed, Jr;, .underwent emergency operation Mbnday (16) night
for appendix.
Rutgers Nielson taking heat treatments and wearing a knee guard
since he injured his leg about six
weeks ago.
Mark Hanna clearing title on a
Bucolic-inclined
Westchester farm.
agfent has picked up 22 acres in Bed-

.

to

would

Stockholm

shows;

:

nitery

Paul Young's Ropreviously atmounced it
operate as straight eatery
after Jan. 1.

many Room

Brandt, Metro's
eastern
and Olin Clark, eastern
due back from the

Sten

Nordenskiold

ofl!

for

Africa to make educational
for Svensk Filmindustri,

West
shorts

mer.

Swedish film, "Det Brinner en
Eld" ("A Fire Is Burning"), dealing
with the Norwegian underground, is
scoring big success in Spain,
Vet film scripter Franz Winterstein, who's been plying his trade
in Madrid the past few years, reported returning to Sweden soon,
Stig Jaerrel, ex-actor turned megger,
completed chores on "Bad

Centrum Film and is
handle another for i.he
"Eyes" will preem early
in January,
Eyes"

for

slated

to
firm.

editor,

Coast tomorrow (Thursday).
Sara Briskin back to Hollywood
Saturday (21) after a brief N. Y.
visit

ianent his

is still terrific in
keys and
with Ealing's homemade "OverPic is going through Britalso handling As-

Empire Films,

sociated British, Republic: and
gram under Gordon EDis.

.

of stage appearancees.

Jarman

Jerry

Howard

has

a

new

film

.

Da

Christmas
Billy-

.

-

name, Geralcline Cobb.
in

Halop

Silva
will
spendthe cast.
filed suit for divorce

Helen Tupper,
Robert Taylor flew his own plane
from Wichita, Kansas.
Barney Gerards celebrated their.

against
in

Palm Springs
By Hank Goldenberc

A ga-ga tourist fell into Marjorie
Main's lap at the Village Inn.
Horace Heidt due here to entertain at his Lone Palm on New Year's
Eve.
.

,

25th

wedding anniversary.

Antonio Moreno celebrated: his
33rd anni as a film actor.
Jackie Coopers celebrated their
second wedding anniversary.
Joseph M. Schenck in town after

two months in Mexico City.
B. B. Kahane to Chicago for the
-

Bill Holden and Brian' Donlevy
Christmas shopping on .the Boul'*-

vard.
Charlie Morrison's Stables closed
:

Dec. 1, with announced reopening
for Dec. 26.
Screen actor Bob Stevens and
Jerelyn Arthur annouii£e wedding
plans at the Tennis Club.
Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier
tanning at La Quinta. Ditto Carole
Keppler, new 20th-Fox moppet.

reports that jammed cars are leaving
N. Y. daily.
Billy Vine settled long feud with
Kitty Davis and will open at her
Prof.
club on New Year's Eve.

funeral of his brother-in-law.
Norman Siegel i'eturned to Paramount after a trip to England.
Peter Dunne back in town after
touring with Mae West's legiter.
^
Ray Enright and Doc Merman to
Albuquerque ',o scout locations.
John Corfield, British producer,

paying his

first visit to

Hollywood.

Olive Faye returned after four
Backwards (Jimmy Edmondsen) and
years of overseas trouping for USO.
Patricia Adair on same bill.
Maxine Lewis in from Las Vegas
Ned Schuyler and Ca.sey CastleAbsorbing the violet-rays; Mike to sign talent for the "Last Frontier."
man, Beachcomber owners, opened
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels decodancery in Negro section of town, Newman and Arthur and Betsy
rated for military services oversea.s.
with Louis Armstrong's band bring- Schmidt, Columbia Pictures pubGordon Hollingshead returned to
ing in 3,000 admissions over week- licists.
Swinging partners in ye old work after winning a bout with
end.
Celeb parties inaugurated last Square Dance at. the Palm House: flu..'
William Pizor in from New York
weekend with Ben Gaines feteing The Bill Gargans, and Rudy Vallee
with
for
Screen Guild Distribution huda
lovely.
the Copacabana show and Swift
C. E. McDonald. Fox manager, San dles.
Morgan at his Blackamoor room; Francisco,
Lauritz and Maria Melchior were
shed his raincoat to guest
Kitty Davis partying all the local
here with Nick Turner, retired Pox- awarded their final citizenship pa^
amusement columnists.
pers.
Beachcomber makes seasonal de- West Coast exec.
Edward Small has taken large
Nita Hunter slated for a personal
but Thursday (19) with Jackie Miles- suite for season
at new Villa Her- appearande tour with "Susie Steps
Gypsy Rose' Lee show with Lou mosa. His writer,
George Bruce, Out."
Walters preeming his Palm Island
anchored
here
Daniel
to
*o
"Valentino"
O'Shea
to
Rochester,
Latin Quarter the following night scripting
chore.
Minn.,
for a check-up at the Mayo
with his new French revue.
Gene Rodgers, recording artist, en- clinic.
Week loaded with openings. Tues- tertains
the customers at the Lido.
Steve Brodie and Iiois Andrews
DeWood
Lorraine
Cohen,
day Myron
Ditto Martha Davis at Chi-Chi's Cir- to Lake Tahoe on a delayed honeyand Watkin twins at Kitty Davis; cus Room. Charel still at the ivories moon..
Wednesday, the Clover Club show in the Oval Room.
Happy Chandler, baseball comcases Jack Marshall, Betty R^illy
Underneath the sheltering palms: missioneri
^atidering
Paramount
and Cop.sey Ayres, while Diosa Cos- Phil Harris, John M. Stahl, Hal studio.
tello and Pupi Campo debut at the Roach, Jr., Diana
Barrymore, the
Prema Fernando, exhibitor from
Five o'clock Club.
Lee Bowmans, Mrs, Herbert Mar- Ceylon, gendering production at
siiall, and J. Carrol Naish.
Warners.
Taking pointers from tennis chamCedric (jribbons sold his hou.sc in
pion Pauline Betz at the Racquet Santa Monica Canyon to Van JohnClub: Gary Grant, Spencer Tracy, son lor $125,000.
By Hal Cohen
Paul Lukas, Mervyn LeRoy and the
Ed Marin going to Pariis when he
Bob HOffmanvis the new organist Bill Powells. Kibitzers: The Edgar completes his director job on
at Hotel Keystone's Lounge Cafe.
Bergens, Ken Murray, the Skinny "Christmas Eve."
"Y" Playhouse has "A Bell for Ennises, and Anita Louise with
Morgan Conway to Arrowhead:
Adano" in rehearsal for Its next pro- Buddy Adler.
Springs, instead of New York for
;

'

sss (Continued from page

Dsa

seven years under the condition it
would pick up the option within
30 days after publication. Tome is
to be published by Doubleday Jan.
23.

duction,

,

,

,

-

the holiday season.
Eddie Shipstad injured three fingers while operating a buzz saw in

^

,

.

Gene Lyons, local lad, signed for
revival of "Rope" starring John
Carradine.
Carnegie Tech drama school currently reviving George Ade's "Col-

,

Radio Chirpers

Small

Town Boy Makes Good

lege

.

gsCContinued from page 1);

,

Cedar Rapids, la,, Dec, l1.
William E. Henniqg, a .shorthand

,

.

•

Mono-

Ja (fee elected veepee of Art-

Managers Guild.
D wight Mitchell Wiley recuperat*:
ing from pneumonia.
Audie Murphy to Texas for a tour

'

Widow."
Terrace Room's new floor show sore disappointment to the Detroitheaded by Kay Vernon and Artini ers. Old Gold isn't exactly concealand Consuelo.
ing the fact that, on the basis of
Herbert S. Nu.sbaum, member ol instructor in a small business college
New Year's Eve tariff m the
from his
Metros homeoffice legal staff, re- here, is currently dickering with downtown clubs will range from $15 Frank Sinatra's earnings
Wednesday night air show, the cigr
signed to join legal firm handling
20th-Fox to sell screen rights to to $25 per couple.
this gie outfit merits a better rating,
Monogram's affairs on the Coast. He
down
closing
Club
Variety
his first novel, Harold Ober agency,
there's talk that, come
will headquarter at the Mono
studio handling the deal for him, has a.sked week for few days for annual pre- Meanwhile
alter Jan. 1.
spring, and the Old Gold-Sinatra alXmas liousecleaning.
Tom J. Connors, ,20th-Fox veepee 20th for a minimum of $50,000 and
Dave Broudy, feeling fit again liance may blow up permanently.
oyer saleis to the Coast today (Wed.) the company is on the verge of
after a breakdown, is back managing
Kate Smith and her $14,500 weekly
PJP«nd Xmas with his family and accepting.
WB's Shadyside Theatre.package is^nearing the end of its
huddle with studio execs on routine
Brenkus
Emil
Novel, titled "The Heller,"
Police recovered
General -Foods run, .with the general
business matters.
Due back at the brought Henning rejection slips from bass fiddle less than an hour after impression prevailing that GF will
n o. Dec. 28.
car.
his
from
stolen
was
H different publishers before he. it Art Farrar, bandleader, comuig let the whole thing lapse. And BorUniversal execs training
iJ^^"^
finally sold it to the Ladies Home
°" t'^e Century and
home from Hollywood to spend den's has crystallized its thinking
Journal, which plans to print a Christmas with his family.
about the $12,500 weekly Ginny
studio huddles.
Ai.„ .m?- '
Bobby Klein, a big hit at Play- Simms show by pacting Donald
marriage of condensed version next summer.
nSL nJ''
Story, concerning eight months in house in "Kiss and Tell," cast for O'Connor to a permanent ticket, be'^'""''''^'S's daughter, Dodo, to
Stanley Meyer,
Jan. 14.
the life, of a teen-age girl, was de- lead there in coming "Poor Nut.^
ginning this Friday (20), in a move
to
coast-bound
Johnny Harris
the Park veloped "chiefly through observaa™ syndicate owning
in military to hypo the stanza.
w'^ic"'
threatens t i on
little
research," bring back John, Jr.,
requiring
ovUlnrf"?!!*"'??*
Bourjois had a recent similar extl^l Danny Kaye.s
school out there, back for holidays.
(Sylvia Henning said.
pTi«\'
Ward-Wheelperience, even with a more moderwith
Lund,
Harold
producer
i"<=l"?es
GUbert
MUL?*'
attorney WilUam L.
ock in Philly, came here for mar- ately-'budgeted show, when it inlced
rhi-iv.!*'"^^'*^
his niece, Shirley Stevenson, Tony Martin to a CBS half -hour
of
In
riage
the
control.
sfS?""'?.*
^Ctordine, French producer
to Elliott Plowe.
commercial, but decided that singPix
who expected to' attend
ing stars weren't paying off.
ik
SalSJSJ'",?i.^*^« 55th St. Playhouse
The overall impression, which
(Continued from pace
was unable to appear
Australia
du™J?^y
will undoubtedly have a bearing on
lability to secure
v\^^V^&- their present norm, A slice in prices
sa'*?
Gorrick
Eric
By
future commercial programming of
He's now slated to
arrive early
at the boxoffice would be the worst
Here Mclntyre (U) and Bernie that type show, is that, weighed
in January.
thing that could happen to the in- Freeman (Metro) are winding up strictly in terms of their coast-^totasting up N. Y.
DbMv w'^^'*'^^
dustry, this exec saidi
an extensive ^NfiW Zealand visit for coast appeal, their prices are way
camn«iJ^^^^"'.»" ''avid Chamay's
Only word of caution was voiced respective units,
,
i,
AiJ^tt^.^^i^'^st the State Liquor
ceiling.
Dan CarroU, manager of the above
'.'•ackdown on the Long- by one Broadway theatre manager,
ch«mSI
The emergence of the vocal stars
u
Prince Edward, Sydney. Paramouht
c£?2„u''^'" because of credit- who warned against trying to boost shbwcase, is back at his desk after a into the.' top coin brackets is an offarp
T^'^- Some 2,000 workers prices any higher than $2, Experi- major operation,
their wartime popularity.
of
shoot
"
'tay revoked
ence of Samuel Goldwyn in trying
Paul Schramm is giving lunchhour During the time when they were
piano recitals in Sydney City Hall at gearing their vocal contribs toward
G 'Wittels, who profiled to get that price for his "Best Years
plenty
"th^^ll
of Our Lives'' during weekdays at 40c fee afid pianist is coppmg
consumption,
they were riding
-y=lePt
GI
MCA-in
four
Sb£„«
.
from office workers.
Y..- adds weight to the
wide in popularity. Came
twol^P?^* chapters, now doing a the Astor, N.
Fullers have renewed lease or high and
o" Oscar Hammer- statement, he said. Theatre patrons,
stein^ 9,4
Adelaide, for further long- the era of infiated talent prices and
Pi^actically
communes he said, will go for anytliing up to Majestic,
wit>, tu
around,
for
house
front
-seats
on the bandthdy
got
held
all
Have
Doyles- $2 for a strip ticket. Once the price term.
'^'^
town' Pa llrm^'''"
30 years. It will continue vaude.
wagon, But, say the sponsors, they
soars over that figure, the customer
Ti'ade is o.k. i:or the Littles. Plays don't fit into the postwar pattern
tlyland, whose Dann^^f
expects to get a reserved .seat, which on tap for summer include "Mary of listening appeal at those ssime top
P'^i'^on
«hapel.
Men,'
and
atlrftctions Stuart,"
Mice
ClSrch
"Or
^^^^ "^ood. Thief, wa.s built means only road.show - n""''"
.-priee's.'
bv
r^>«
Twelfth Night" and "Lover's Leap.
" <=onvict labor
and with funds can expect to go for

week where both attended the open-

ing of the chain's eighth unit there.
,

20th to Produce

new Liberty Films

production. "It's A Wonderful Life."
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray as "Col-Mac Egg Ranch"
sending out "Egg and I" handpalnted
(by Orry Kelly) ties, from the Universal picture of the same name,
P. E, Furber and Norman W. Elson, Trans-Lux theatre circuit toppers, returned from Mexico City last

ish

Sam

'

sliory chief,

story

In Melbourne,
sock in eighth

intestinal trouble..
ists

,

Gustav Wally, who visited the
U, S. last August, expect.s to make
another trip to the states next sum-

same

is still

Dave Martin.

landers."

,

spending slump.

Trinder

for

Biz
stix

.

i
'

and Ray Smith.

Tommy

i

Skouras, Eric Johnston, Gridiioner
Byron Price, David Sanioff and
Gardiner Cowles.
Treasure Island, which dropped its
floor .show policy pa.st week, i.s sec-

City,

.

Biz is bright for the Tivoli loop
in Sydney with Jan Rubini. Nelson
Clifford, Marie Marion, the Apple-

I

'

*"riiboirRusseIl. last in "Gypsy
lead in "In Gay
Lady/' has romantic

Mexico

San Francisco.
Luther Adler in from Manhattan
Ralph Foster leaves for Canada
end oi this year. He's been out here for iilm work.
Pat O'Brien checked 'in from
for the Aussie Government heading
the National Films Board, producers Birmingham, Ala..
Edwin
Schallert. hospitalized with
of documentaries.

Bert

Lowe

to

via

tcr-cTarriage trade,

orch back at Cadillounge for season.

Fielcl.'S

Wheeler due today (Wed.)
for vacash at Lord Tarleton.
Joe HoUon, fitai. scout, in to o.o.
Harry Brent, local booker, setting
"State Occasion," current Catholic U top acts for Nassau engagements.
attraction.
Lou Zissen opening a "Penthouse"
John Grier.son is producing the addition to his Bowery, in Miami.
fir.st short in a: new series of morale
Patricia Ryan. the. (Jraysons and
films for the Navy.
Ted & Carolyn Adair in new show
BMI is furnishing talent for the at Club Bali.
annual National Press Club dinner
Harry Conover due in town in
to the President on Jan. 11.
February to judge Press Photog's
Variety Club reviving it.s iinnua) model contest.
moppets' party on Dec. 27.
Event
Hal Herbert's new and expensive
was di.scontinued durin;; war.
Sirloin Club a click, with the little
Bryson Rash back at hi.s old stand room packed nightly.
as director of Special Features for
The George Brandts (she was
WMAL-ABC, after a five months Jayne Manners) in town for honeyleave to direct radio for Democratic moon at Raleigh hotel.
National Committee,
Noel Francis planed in from N. Y.
Sidney Lust's trio of suburban to take over flackery duties for Lou
theatres holding annual food and Walter's' Latin Quarter.
clothing matinees this week, with
Ruth Barr, former N. Y. talent
20th-:Fox, Warner's and Columbia agent, now located here, announced
contributing the features.
impending wedding to Jules Kasdin,
D, C, radio stations pooling their chain drug store head.
talent for a Christmas show at Glen
Giro's,
swank dine-dance room,
Dale sanitarium. Brown Dei-by and opened for season Friday (13). ChaClub 400, local niteries, also con- vez debut at Mardi Gras drew the
tribbing acts for the show,
late crowds same night.
Film and radio biggies at Gridiron.
Hotel ops blaming northern black
Club dinner past Saturday (14) in- market,. railroad ticket rings for the
cluded Nicholas Schenck. Spyros half -empty trains arriving, despite

By Florence

McDonald

Richard Hageman to Mexico City.
John Huston returned from New
York.
Martin Mooney vacationing in Las
Vegas.
racetracks.
Edwin O'Hanlon nursing a case of
'The Killers" will run at the State, poison ivy.
Sydney, operated by: GUT.
First
Elizabeth- Taylor laid up with
time a pic Of this calibre has screen- bronchitis.
ed in "this deluxer, catering mostly
Sol Cornberg and Everett Wile to
radio talk to Australia

In a

Sydney's 2SM, Bing Crosby said he
hoped to visit this country next year,
not to make a pic but tO' gander the

over 60% in most

spots.

contributions
toward
American democratic prinFormer is national chair-

true

ofl'

Ionia

year..

Una Merkel

"for

Jean Hersholt to Palm Springs,

will bring out a productiqinuntt.next

Lucille Barton into

71

Hollywood

for

stay.'

outstanding

woman

Harry Watt is working on script
"Eureka Stockade," next homemade film planned for Ealing. Watt

Miami Beach

,

his

home workshop.

Quentin Reynolds and Ben Hecht
to Oceanside to screenplay "The
Miracle of the Bells."
John Berry, on leave of absence
for three months, returned to Paramount with a completed screenplay,
"The Medal."
Laurence Olivier and Vivien
Leigh will be house guests of David
Niven when they arrive in Hollywood next month.
Benedict Bogeaus and Dolores
Moran will spend the holidays with
Burgess Meredith and Paulette God-

dard in

New

York.

Glenn H. Campbell and L. W.
butter-and-egg
Rember,
Chicago
men, ogling "The Egg and I" at
Universal-International,

:

-

.

Admissions
Das

.

.

'

:

•

V

•

:By

Xes .Rees

Edyth Bush Players offering "Holiday."

Dunninger playing one-nighter at
Auditorium.

Lyceum gets. "Glass Menagerie"
Dec, 30-Jan. 2.
Sammy Walsh, into Hotel Dyckman Robin Hffod Room.
Lowry Terrace has Leo Piepcr
Orch With Beverly Whitney.
Benny Fields foUowsvLiberace into
Hotel Hadisson Flame Room
John Wildberg and the missus
;

spent three days here helping to
publicize »" Anna Lucasta."
Andy's nitery floor show incHides
Del Campos, Marina, Joe Griffin,
'

.

Adorables and Jerry May.notn's orch.

Happy Hour

floor shcf,

•.include.s

Don Ragon Orch with Atfce Raye,
Frank & Peggy Cole and Pepper
Hall'.

Drama

Guild, city's
principal civic theatre group, offering "Junior Miss" and "Here Today''
month with "Hasty Heart,"
this
"Enchanted Cottage," "Barretts of

North

Star

"Under CapriStreet,"
"The Jest," .".Jane Eyre,"
"Daik of Moon" and "Mr, Cooper's
Left Hand" to follow.

Wimpole
corn,"

W«tdn«a(lay,

Derember

18,
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Be Lovelier Tonight!"
"My Beauty Facials

new

bring quick

Loveliness"
says

this

famous staf

Lux Soap

"You'll be delighted with

beauty facials— I've found

tliey really

mal^e skin lovelier," says charming Janis
Paige. "Here's
cial:

Just

my daily Active-lather fa-

work the

rich fragrant lather

well into your skin. Rinse with
water, dien splash with cold.

warm

As you pat

gently witli a soft towel to dry, skin takes

on fresh ne\v beautyl"
Don't let neglect cheat you of Romance! These gentle beauty facials
Junis Paige

recommends

will

make

tfoti

lovelier tonight!

In recent tests of
cials

by

Lux Toilet Soap fa-

skin specialists, actually

3 out of

4 complexions improved in a short time.

Janis Paige
starring in vyarner Bros»^

S»0n
"Janti Pnig*
facials

ii

rightl 'Achve-lather

with Lux Soap are ^

-Jc

•and easy but theyrcally ifoi i

"At y*w pmi with a soft towel to
dry, you know your skiu is sdFter,
smoother—really lovelier!"

9 out of 10 SerMn

lux

Oirii

know

lovely appealing

skin is a charm tltat wins admiration,

Romance—makes dreams come truel

Stara use Lux Toilet

Seep—

to

bt <Mn

/ocolty

! 1

RADIO

SCREEN

West 46th Street, New
mattar December 2i,

«t 154
ncona-claus
MWe»kly

Fultlisliad

.Knlerad

COrmiOHX/

;

NEW

VOL. 165 No. S

WALL
BMM

Torlc 15, N. T., by
1906, at the Post

1944,

BY

Variety, Inc.
OITic* at New

VARrari'T, INO.

AI.L

'

Annual eubucrlption, 110. Sinsla copie*, 25
York, N, V., under th« auL oC March Z,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, I)eCEM3ER

It's

|

he

said,

Okla.'s Gov. Turner
Sells 2

i

Oatunes to Rep

Hollywood, Dec, 23.
Turner, whb last month

|

,.

Roy J.'
was elected Governor
:

1

RCA

One-third of the total,

I

7% of RCA Biz Alone STOCK

sate of some 20,000,000 platters
manufactLirei-.s.
all
hy
pressed
RCA-Victoi- alone expects to treble
the coming ye&r, aciii
its'; sales
cording to Frank A. McCall, manager of RGA's International Record
made at least
sales division.

of

Oklahoma,

has sold two of his original oatunes,

and

La/.y
L"
and
"Hereford
to Republic Pictures for
inclusion in
a forthcoming ,Roy
Rogers starrer. —
'•Old

opined that 15.000,000 were sold domestically while the balance was exported.^

Heaven",

Wall Street's continued wariness
over film stocks dfter a year ol
record profits by the majors has film
toppei's believing that not even dollars-and-cents earnings Can overcome big finance's suspicion of Hollywood glamor. Pointed oiit is that
the Street's rock bottom computar
tion for What a stock is worth fixes
the quotation at eight times a comstock
pany's
annual equivalent

'

:

:

late last week to confer with
lic on possibility of another

j

i

|

]

than shipping 'em abroad.
However. McCall pointed out tliat
the export market should -be nurtured and encouraged for busine.'^;s
recessions do not, as a rule, occur
simultaneously throughout the
world. "Therefore foreign liiarkets,"
IWcCall said, "will stand tlie record makers in good stead w'licn the
domestic demand tapers off."

U.

S.

that includes Senedness whatsoever. On accepted and
ator Lee "Pappy" O'Daniel of Texas
eomputationi
company
cu.stomary
and a flock of other hillbilly tune should be bringing in a 50 figure on.
stum per.?..
exchange bidding.
.singing politicos

As

Being Forced to Give
Greater Selling Efforts
Veteran agent Abe Lastfogel^ g.m;

WESTINGHOUSE MOVE
,

dling

bi?:

by swinging onen numer-

ous new outlets. Electrical appliance Arm plans to use all its franChised retail distribs.

of the William Morris agency, sees

need for a greater contribution by
boxoltice
show-wise
agents
if
potency is to be maintained, With
the already evidenced shopping for
values by amusement-goers, it is
bciiig

reflected in

radio

to

everything from

from

nitcries

Savo's First Comeback
Date in Covington, Ky.
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
Jimmy Savo, whose leg was amputated earlier this year, has started
his comeback at the Lookout house,
Covington, Ky.
Using an artificial
limb, Savo, it's reported, is able to do
all his old routines with the exception of "River Stay Away From. My
Door," which necessitates his getting
his knees.
After further

out-of-town

of

-

Waldoi'f-

To Harvard

Sociologist

Boston. Dec. 23.

'

Prof. Carle C.
sociologist,

thus

leaders,

at

the

Ameridan

Zimmerman.. Harvhung the bla.st on

and Southern Galiforgeneral, hero last _week.
film people a "synthetic
population'' whose habits
and customs are "contributing to the
d;eca.y of family ]if(> in America."
Hollywood;

iornia

and

of jurisdictional strikes, isuch

Eq-iiity's

ard

gcrferal.

Federation of Labor conventioiT'in
Chicago early in the fall.
His plan was lauded bu t the executive council has appaientiiy hot.
(Continued on page 47)

Just a Lot of Fiction

-=

more

as the current one in Holl.vwood,
by means of arbit^ration was ijx'oposed by Paul Dullzell, one ...of

Cantor, Crosby Kids

HOMEBREW CHITCHAT
WINS OVER FORE!^

in

claiming
^ildless

;

Domestic news from Washington,
and anywhere aroui}^ the

Now York
I

Apparently overlookiiit; the Cros- country is more importahi now to
bys, Cantors and others in the film listeners than foreign news, accordcapital who have plenty of kids, the ing to William F. Brooks. .NBG
professor said that to undorstend veepee ill charge of- news and special
'.
Hollywood you have to realize that, [•events.^the whole of Sotl'li'*'' n Calif oi'iiia
Brooks last week pointed to Morhas a pufcl.v s.vnlhctic. childless gan Beutty's 7:15 p.m. "News of the
I

;

Old Tax Bogey

I

.

:

.

.

I

these stars are
!:no\v-how and

attractions

with

showmanship

that

Dims Guest Shots

will

.

I

The people are uneasy, World' stan'/.a. iVIondays-to-Fridays
anv children and are as illustration of his thesis. Beatty
There's been a noticeable slump in completely lo.^t.
took John 'Vandercook's place when
guest shot appearances on the top
"In this setting." he saicl..."thcrc tlie latter was bum))ed off the netair shows during the. closing two has been the development o£ a great work in Septetjiber. 'Vandercook's
weeks of the year and it isn't acci- industry which comes into almost Hooperating i-anged from 4 to 5;
dental. The boys have been finding every home in the country. These Boatty's average is
9, with a peak
population.
don't have

I

I

I

,

:

ink in guest stars,
some ol them giving up in despair.
The usual answer has' been: "Aftof
the first of the year' we'll be avail-

it

plenty tough'

to

•

able."
It's strictly a tax gimmick, with
the flock of guest shot personalities
who usually make a. habit of circuiting the shows, figuring they've
made all the coin they can keep. this
season, and from here on in any
additional coin would r e \' c r t to

Salute,"

who

.;

I

I

comparatively simple people with- j of
(Continued On' page 47)

,

'

the

be

Prediction of mounting industrial
production was tempered by the
warning that strikes would retard
prospei-ity. but if such labor unrest is reduced to a minimum, there
is no reason, it's held, why amusements should not flourish, Elimjnation

M

1

dates,

Astoria hotel.

of other stocks such as
automobiles and Chemi-,
oil,
Wall Street concedes, are computed on a liasis from 10 to 15 times
(Continued on page 46)

Number

steel,

always pay olT.
smart
packNo taxes.
aging of talent, for instance.
In fact some of theni have been
longer is it a case of spotting, a band huddliiig \vith their lawyers to dC-.
here or an act there. The smart terminc if chocks made, out after the
agent must be a .showman who can f1r.1t, of the year for year-end Rnc.st
ts current
series Dec. 28.
A new sit in with the business men
shots caii be apijlied to nc.'it year's
transcnbed series "is being planned must now engage in the practical ob^
^.taxes.
.0
loij^bond campaigns
.icctive- of all exploitation— seUing,
during, 1947. '
°-^timates that a total of And if a radio show has woes—and
in^^""''^"
52,1000,000 in radio
time was coii- thei'e are. more than a quota of these Tauber's Carnegie Record
Viennese,
vet
^'
Richard
Triubor.
'^''^^io"t charge this fall hy
this season— judicious succor from
loLtiter,
Broaclway
"'""tlcaster-s. nets and sponsors taloiit
whoso
agencies and' hjanagemcnls tenor,
tt^ l
the fall bond drive.
cannot only resuscitate a wa'ii .show "Vours Is My Heart." flopped in the
Its two
regular net shows. CBS' but do a lot to prolong the values fall, roooiitly appeared, at Carnogio
-ueasury Bandstand,"
gro.s.'.i'd
to
.1;6,078.
general.
of
in
Y..
and
talent
Hall.
N.
featuring Te^c
oe eke and
orchestra Saturdays 3
What is on the plus side in aU this set the house reoorci for the .sea.son.
boiikod b.v .Co-,
Sin't'oi' hiis boon
^^^S's "Band for Bond.s." logic, ob.servos Lastfogel, is that the
win
Iris
(ir.sl
Cai'ibfor
.Concorts
luirilrfa
manpovver
Bothweirs orchestra. return of much young
Sat
from the .services has. had a salutary bean lour, for a series ol 18 dales
starting Jao, 21 in Paiiami City.
elVect all aroimd.

W

will

arau.scments should naturally bene-

There had bee'n Reports that
sales of high-cost articles had dropped sharply in the stores, generally.
Legit theatre tickets could be in.
cluded among such items.

Savo will go into New' York cafes.
He has ofllers from all the spots he
worked previously, which includes
Cafe Society Uptown, the Persian
Room, and also has an ofler from the

Wedgwood room

Pitch

President.
Truman's
Advisory
Council's report last week predicting an era of prosperity was welcomed b3' show business. It was in
strong contrast to the pve-holiday
slump. Because genei'al conditions
are reflected by show business patronage, it's hoped that spending,

Jit.

on

earnings.

cals,

to

In radio, says Lastfogel.
For '46 'Treasury Salutes'
showmanship is evidenced in

15-minute
transcribed programs plugging
U.
-^'^^SMy Savings Bonds and carried
^weekly over 1,000 stations, will end

CENTS

I

pictures,

,

"Trcasujy

*

at

and Warner

vaudeville.

The downbeat of the bands, for inStance, is in inverse ratio to the upWerner Janssen is prez of Artists
betit of vaUdfllm and nitery attrapRecords and already in the works
lions.
Personalities from radio, pix
here are plans to wax albums, startand disks are taking on added
ing with s>mph stuff and working
the heyday of
down through standard fare into the values, even though
the band business seems to have
pop field. According to present plajis.
passed, at least for the moment. It
./the Westinghoiise stores at fir.st will
means
that the cafe draws of the
handle only Artists' disks, with openMilton Berle-Sophie Tticker-Jpe E.
ing then to be made
to sell other Lewis-Hildegarde School can' con.-'
^'
estimated that close to tinue as potently as ever, regardiAA^'^"
20,000 new retail outlets thus will be
less of the new caution manifested
created for the platter biz.
in the public's spending, because

$2,100T00iCuffo Air Time

39 but entitled to 50 on
Bros., with an 18
price tag, but meriting 32 on $3.98
$5.69;

a

Hollywood, Dec. 23:
Entry of the WestlnghouSe Coi p..
through a newly formed subsid. Artists Records. Inc., into the recordin,!*
industry limy liypo the platter-ped-

25

Truman s Trosperily

Pres.

other instances, toppers point

quoted

BCA's

PLATTER BIZ HYPOED BY

To

to Columbia with a price of 22
Which should be 35 on .$4.43 earnings;
RKO now bringing 16 but calling for
21 on $2.59 per share: 20th-Fox,

Lastfogel Sees Agent

platter export would have
(Continued on page 47)

PRICE
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Show Biz Reveals Particular Welcome

L[il[LS'

earnings. On tliat basis. New York
Exchange quotations on majors'
The Sooner State exec breezed in common is from 2&';6P to 50% below
Repub- what it ordinarily should be.
Paramount which has had a treRogers
mendous year, earning $6.24 per
Export market, he dc- sagebrusher being locationed on
•the total.
Turner ranch in Oklahoma pan- share for its stockholders, is cited as
Glared, suffered at the expense oC
an example of finance's learmess.
heavy domestic demand since, from handle, where "Back Home in OklaPrice is .at 33 and that despite the
the point of distribution, it was homa" was filmed last summer.
fact that Par, on a simon-pure comTurner joins the set of clefl'ihg and
more feasible to sell platters in the
mon stock basis, has no: fixed indebt-

Aggi'egate .sales of RCA-Victor
top 100,000.000 this year, Mcestimated, with foreign lan^guage disks providing roughly 7% o.C

may

Gall

25,

COOLS HTOOD GLAMOR

ST.

Foreign-language disks had a baii--»
tier j-ear in 1946 with estimated total

cenla.
1873.

SIGHTS BESEBVED.

Foreign-Langus^e Records

Tops to Date:

.

MUSIC

ELEANOR

Both are sponsored by the
<Contitiued on page 47>

11,5.

•

-
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War Fdms Among
Shown

the

Top 60

Wismer Picks Illinois, Georgia,
Tenn., LSU In Bowl Grid Games

ds

in 1942-4S to

(iSports Director,

war

pictures a lot,
mort' than is gentn'all.y believed, the
lirsi complete listing of Army "bests"
for

have
tracks
hossrace
entered the realm of
The Euchu track in
Tokyo open 12 days during its
autumn sen.son, had 180 million
yen (li2 million bucks) fed into

that period. Importhat some Hollywood
producers are beginning to tallc
about when it once more Will be
good bo.sofl'icp .to turn out war pictures. The veteran, who liked the
pictures while he was in uniform,
that type
Avill .probably apprccia
again since he will he able to look
back on his war days as glamorou.s,

its

of

tljis is

commonplace.

known

Pranz

.

Cincinnati.

Jockeys

Arcaro

Eddie

James signed

Breeders

Stakes,

Dec.

under

28,

and

to ride in the

Santa Anita,
the Louis B.

Mayer banner.

BOGART, LIKE BLANKE,

WB PACT

I

1

t>.

'-Dpspevailocs'-

(.Cull.

('()

•Arabinn NlBhlK"
"H;ippy-,Go-l^ucHy"

IT) (Tl.
Cr) (!.

;

8.

.

"Conpy. Islimd"

14.
an.

"ijiitftilii"

i«.

"So PrcHiiUy

(iJlitti).

,(T)

We

Hall" fPar).

Khyihm"

so.

"Di'Stroyt'i-'' ft'ol).
"BcfhInU .Ihe .Kixtns

il'or).

(WB).

the Norlli AtlantiL-''
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\

^

Sun"' (JIKO).
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10.
31.
la.
33.
14.
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iT)

lailtli).

"A Guy -Vamcd

.

Oil-Is

lUHl

"airl (.Tazy"
"Desfina(i(in

-

Sailor"

(.\1-G).

".Svvett J-topie 0',eraay. (T),

3.

e.
1.
8.
0.

10.
3.1.

32
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"God
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.
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N^Tiiot" OVfe)..:

"Prln<-ess and the I'irale" iT) (RKO).
"ThrHldf aHomance" IT) (M'O).'.
"Wondermaii" t) IRKO).
Over Tokyo" (M'G).
WB).
"I'o Have, anil Have Not"
"Ar.senic and Old l.!iee"(Wl«.
.

I

i

Come tin- \VaveK"
Ton Went A«ay"

"llei-e

".Since

(Pal-),

District attorney's office refused
to prosecute the actor on a felony
charge, and the city attorney's office declined to press a misdemeanor
charge of battery.
.

lt'A)f

''Sfol-v uf (JI Jiie"

(I'A).
the Klttl'' llTA).

"Hlood fin
,
"Meet -Me" In St. .Louis" -(T) IM-G).
'iWlnKCd Vli'MryV'.'EOtW.
,

.

rt'oi).

"(ilijii-live Btn-iiia" IWn).
liilly Ho.se'» Diamond Horseshoe

"Noll

Wins 42 '/zG For
Chaplin Suit Legal Pay

Atty.

.

(20th).

.Jh Urniildyri"

Los Angeles, Dec.

(T)

.11'

ar).

;

:

1945-46

fees

2.
8.

'•I»pll«i-.iit-Sl.- Mai'iil^'i'-.flWOjt'-

4.

"Ro.u'l

"(Jildll'i

".Soelliionnd" il*A).
'•Kail Alllonlo" (T) CWB).
"I'lkSillHin

"Weekend
e.

M.
15.
3«.
17.

as.
i»;
so.

,
'

.

.

iT)

(IT),

Brooklyn" iT) (RKO).
and Day" iT) (WB). „
)lei- lo Heaven" I't") l2(lth)..

fi-rtlii

;'N-lBlit

"Leave

".Stork .Clul.i" (I'ar).
;
"Basy to Wed" (T) (ST-G).
"Jfl(ii> DiiWla." .il'ai-)i
"Slate F»ir" (20lh),

"fjnrtitOKa

,

Trunk" (WB).

-

.

.

.

a letter

Hangnail Descriptions
.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

..

"Uiirvey (iiriK".iT) IM-(J).
•l.inM) -WiHtW's'.' (TV (20Hi).

.

.

.

no

better than better

known Nazis and should not fee allowed to continue being sheltered
from piini.shment by Switzerland.
"Even if he did have a fully Jewi-sh
wife," the paper says, "there is no

:

;

,

•-

.

amounting
had

to $42,706.

Lawyer

(iled

suit

against

Chaplin asking $75,000,

Rudy
Rudy

Vallee's

Vallce

is

Vauders

expected to play

some theatre dates shortljr, William
Moiris agency, which is submitting
him, IS lining up a package show
for the singer which will be sold on
a guarantee and percentage basis.
Agency is also lining up dates for
John Carroll, the film player.

PuUy

gets plenty of soap.

"He's an out-and-out

\

\

tuolf, all riflhi!":

"Yeah, he doesn't pull any pinches."
Scene: The dining room of ah East Indian boarding house.
Boarder (disgustedly to landlady): What. .hashish again?!
excu.se for his. ad ions then or for his
1st plai/boj/: "Understand that new showgirl you've met just ran'i wy
now leaving Aystria for free Switz- •No:"
erland when things may not go so
2nd playboy: "That's right. .her daitsnmtes tven voted her most liHelV
well for Jjehar."
to accede."
.

.

,

'

So far
charges.

Lehar has made no reply to

^Maxie Rosenbloom says he's going to get rid of his new fountain pen...
answer his fan mail under the shower;
Lindy's-Iingo: Trying to And a man for tier Is liiie trying to find a rhyme

he's sick of having to

Kay Campbell
sayt that

Tieups With
Hollywood ISowadnys a Big
Business Both Ways; Films'
''Coulonriersi'

Sartorial Creations SptfU

B.O."

AlWay.H KlnRS Twice" iM-G).
at the Waldorf" (M-G).
-Main" iT) (ItKO).

".Siianlsli
"(."anyiin I'lissage"

?'Kid

-

No Truth to the Burner
That Florsheim backed "If the Shoe Fits"... That a major .studio
previewed a film for house detectives only. ..oh a keyhoic-.shaped
screen. That next year our occupation troops will be withdrawn"frora
Brooklyn. .That the Roxy stage will be turned ©ver as a permanent site
for the UN... That Durante has started a "Beak Ol the Month'' Club.

A

(l'ol)v-.

B.

10.
11.
)2.
13.

-

.

7.

»,

to

out.

centl.v

denazification

24.

Joseph Scott, attorney for Joan
Berry in her paternity suit against
Charles Ghaplini: was. awarded legal

(Wli).
iT).

lini','--J.T).(WUIl),

tn.f toida" rPar).
"AdveOHlfe" :lM-G).

1.

now

wonder who he

sleep I

way

Just discovered what sign Tom Howard was born under: Capri-corn.
Milton Douglas claims vaudeville will be back before Joe Frisco can
say "Jack Robinson."
Attorney General Tom Clark refu.ses to live in Washington. He says,
"I'd rather be right than, a resident"

be in the hands of

-

;

(;;(-(i«'fl

and Tell"

'2(Hh).
'Hollywood Ciiiiteen"
18.
1». "l?i-eiicdilnai.i'fi Creek"
•Jf).

Damage suit uijainst George Raft,
by Ed Riuden, attorney, -who
demands .S300.000 for an asserted
beating, will be held entirely in the
civil courts.
filed

.

.Irouble" (M-G).

";iO .Seconds

14. "Tl-ee.
18. "K)»!i
)().

>ly

r.s

reported

is

1944- 45

ft.

The Basle paper publishes

his

in

Exit" closed ... they found a

.

"IWiUni? Jli»h" -11)
_
"All Haba ami 40 TWevos" (T). (U).

"Salute to tl« Marines" (M-G),
".Broadway rihytUm" (T) (M-O).

•i.

composer's personal popularity with
Hitler is credited with saving her
from the concentration camps.

The show "No

;

Raft

(Par).

18.

4.
n.

be-

by the Basle
Nationalszeitung
presumably link.
Lehar in dii-ect relations with SS
officials who were responsible for
deportation and executions of Jews.Lehar's wife is Jewish and only the
letters published

talks

The Swiss paper reports that in Chanel No. 5.
Senator Claghorn's version of that old nursery rhyme is "Mary had a
July, 1939, Lehar received a warmly
affectionate letter from the same SS little yam."
"The Fuehrer Hinkel a.ssuring him that
Bcrled Eggs
the composer could "peacefully conHush, little washhqanl, dont you cry
tinue; his work." Lehar replied to
You'll be 071 instrumeni by and by.
this 'with
"heartfelt thanks" and
Copa quotations: "I didn't say that comic had no talent. .all 1 .<taid was
closed his letter with a "Heil Hitler!"
that he reminded me of Youngman with laryngitis."
Suit to Civil Court
Nationalzeitung comments on this
Don't know what mo.st of the acts are getting for Xmas but I bet B. S.
Los Angeles, Deo. 23.
that Lehar

ti\i--G).

Wonde

Now,

•

The Great Wit 1V»y
like.

,

Tokyo" (WB),

"Story (If Dr. Wassell" IT) (Far).
"rover Uivr' IT) (Col).

"Ailrtv Jfai-ily's

appearance

fore denazification tribunals.

'

When Mel Blanc

Idle thought:

sounds

Baeall.
Second is
Treasurer!! of Sierre Madre."

(20th).

17.
1!).

at first calling for his

"Time."~

"The Thi-n Mail":
'Narrow Wolfe. .Plaj/boi/; An urge on th«
authorities in GerKello09'."i C«/emany. Under date of Nov. 8, 1938 splurge.. Grccnioicli Village bcrcrnge; Half-and-Half
(nine months after German seizure of teria: Parodies' Paradise. ,. "ft Pix\is To Be /gnorout"; Tom foolery,
Austria), from his home in Bad Ischl,
Observation Department
Lehar is alleged to have written SS.
Just saw a car that has everything. .in fact, it'll drive, you out of your
Oberfuehrer Hans Hinkel: "I have
received a subpoena to appear for mind.
Ork leader to .songplugger: "I won't say that old song gives me indigesthe Jewiiih actor Arthur (Juttman
can be enforwd for no longer than and his JewLsh lawyer Dr. Samuely tion, but it must have been in the jiubhc ptomaine."
The 'representative of these two
seven years, .so whether Bogart and
Just heard about the ingenious stationer who got rid of a thousand blank
Dr.
Jew.s
the
Jewish
lawyer
Eitelis
books by advertising them as copies of Errol Flynn's latest book, "Why
Blanke want to .stay on beyond that
berg.
Guttman and Samuely will 1 Hate 'Women."
time is entirely up to tliem. There
certainly be condemned. You will
Understand the new typewriters are qomjng out with a cat-o-ninc taill
are no options in their contracts,
make an issue of that. Dr. Eitelberg attached. . .for comedy writers who like to switch their own material.
Bogart, under the new deal, will has asked me to telephone him toUnderstand Democrats are buying now cars like mad., it's the only
way they can be in the driver's seat.
receive $200,000 a picture, it is un- day. But I will not do so."
Lehar, according to the letter,
42d St. theatre, showing three cowboy pictures, is advertising "The
derstood,' and will have the right to
nix stories and directors. It is also states that Guttman and Samuely had Biggest Western Omelet in Town."
So many animal pictures out now., all the projectionists are joining Ihe
reported that the pact calls for two begged his intervention to save them
pictures the first year and one a year from deportation or death. He com- SPCA.
Now that Arnold Reuben has a perfume bar in his new icstaurant I
thereafter, -with the proviso that the plains of being summoned on short
imderstand he's featuring a new combination sandwich: Hart! .siilmni and
actor can make one annually away notice, or at all.

.Lauren

(JI-G).

(T)

(.-M-Ci).

Diary"

•'Ouaflalcanal

"Two

.luf

"

when no evidence appeared

,

.

First assignment tinder
the new deal is ""'Dark Pa.'isage," in
.which he will play vis-a-vis his wife,

.

(RtiO).

IT) (M-Ci).

l'h"U.''iimis Cliecr"

assistance against Naai persecution,
Lehar lias been in Zurich for some
months now. He saw the end of the
war in Bad Ischl, now in Austria's
U.S. Zone, but went to Switzerland
for an eye operation with Allied per-

from .'WB.

(.Ptir);.

IT)

Anus" (TV

n.
II.

".A.s

W.-ty"

(Col).
(ih-I"

.

.

,

1943- 44
1.

2.
3.

Widow" ),

,

A

(M-U).

"Wtiu- tiixiiiKled

"Action

m

.

OVB).

"llasahlanca**

3.7.

18.

:'

,

«.

3 a.

operetta composer (."Merry

.

.

"liPllo. Frisco. He.llo" (T>
-This IB the Anii.V' (T) IWlil.
Cilnlecn" (ITA).
"Stn.KC
"rinliiortlll Sci-KeiiiU" (2(,lth)
Cuvercir' (UKO)
30. "•nwy (Jut
11. (•ninilirtndOH Kti-Ike at Dawn'* tCol).
U'. "Aerial (riuiner (Far).
7.

-By Milton Berle.
Here it is time to make: prcparaiions for another New Year's Eve...
and I haven't even made reparations lor the laat one. Woncicr if it'll be
I'll never forget last New
as crowded around town this year.
Year's
when Joyce and I wanted to datice. The waiter said, "I'm sorry, sir, we
have no dance floor, .but I'll hold up your table for five minutes," Most
of the night clubs aren't taking any chances on fights breaking out.
in
fact, Nicky Blair just posted a sign at the Carnival that says, "Not responsible for remarks uncalled for after 30 days." But I gue.ss there will
be a trend toward private paiities again. I remember years bko when I
was invited to a New Year's Eve party. They used to ask me to bring
along my own bottle. .now I gotta bring along my own room. Even my
brother has been invited to a parly. H<j's been studying English for 10
Phil Harris ia
years... and he stiJl hasn't learned how to say "when."
arranging a little party. He hasn't bothered to order any liquor. hig
guest is "Think-a-Drink" Hoffman. Understand the police expect a very
Don't know
quiet New Year's. they're stuffing their ears with cotton.
who will be "Baby 1947". .but it's a cinch Henry Luce will be Father

:

i

•i.

favorite

mission

foundland. No comparable figures
are available for Army screenings in
SIGNS 15-YR.
the war zones, themselves, but Army
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
sources here believe that the overall
choices probably followed those of
Humphrey Bogart inked a new
the Zone of the Interior closely.
15-year. pact with Warner Bros, over
Following are the pictures bsted in
order of popularity by years, with the weekend. It's the longest-term
the distributor and with a (T) indi- actor contract on record, although
cating Technicolor:
Henry Blanke, 'WB exec producer,
1942-45
also has a -similar deal,
J. "f.'riish lllvc" fry (Uiiili.'..
Undei?- California law, a contract
"Ail- ii-oi-ce" (VTH),
&.
4.

Hitler's,

Jews when they called upon him for

in.

j

Lehar,

3.

Dwyer was formerly prominent

Basil

8-5

,

prof essionar hockey
Square Garden, hav-

racing circles Outside of New
York. He established/Tropical
Park in Miami and at various
times was interested in such
as
racing plants
Mt. Royal,
Montreal, and Sportsmen's Park,

2-1

Even

LSU

.

Borne, Dec.

IS charged by
an important Swiss
ne\yspaper with denouncing Jewish
showbiz people in Austria under the
Nazis .an(i with refusing to help other

at Madi-son

New-

and

Swiss

ing the Amei'ican teami but .was
finessed out of the franchise.;

introduced

which

the relurns are not ftilly complete,
there is not a single war subject
rated in the first 20, but it will be
remembered that the war was all
over and that very few if any war
films were turned out by the studios.
An even sharper manife.statiori in
the list is the fondness of the man in
uniform (or anything in color. Of
the 80 top-rated pictures during the
lour years surveyed, no less than 34
are Technicolored. which is far
greater than the percentage of color
to black and white pictures produced.
Variety's survey is based on the
boxoflice receipts at Army theatres
In the Zone of the Interior, whigh
covers camps in all of continental

Alaska

in

Showbiz People to Nazis

there it was
that "characters" seeking

when

fast touches were accommodated
—and for plenty of cabbage. He

of air force sub-

jects" is striking.

ODDS

Georgia
Tenn.

The Berle-ing Point

VAN HEFLIN.

Paper for Denouncing

believed he pa.ssed away
it is
Dwyer was
practically' broke.
interested in at least one night

and

Illinois

of all

topnolchor.s

Lehar Attacked

being identified with booze
running of imported liquors, but

club

UCLA-Illinois
Gcorgia-No. Car,
Tenn.-Hice
ArkansaSr-LSU

rOi-jingt

1947"

Hollywood, Cal.

show that must be

lions,

in ninth place among the first 20;
while in 1944-45, "God Is My CoPilot" ranked first and "30 Seconds

States,

"BLACKOUTS OF
El Capitan Theatre,

"Pefinitely a
rated with the
lime."

Dwyer, who died recently in New York, was formei-ly
prominent in BVoadway sporting circles. During Pi:ohibition
he was reputedly worth mil-

Force" rated one-two with the men
"Guadalcanal Drary,"
in uniform.
tops during the next year, was only

;

WINNKKS

KEN MURRAY'S

is

Bill

here.
The war subiecls cover the yoavs
1942-45. In the first of these, tjie year
beginning Sept. 1. 1942, it is noteworthy that "Crash Dive" and "Air

United

Cotton Bowl at Dallas

G.\MES

236TH WEEK!

the tremendous blackmarket in Tokyo, and the big
operators have been bit by the
hossrace bug.

Splurge

felt

1945-46, for

Rose Bowl at Pa.sadena. Calif.
Sugar Bowl in New Orleans
Orange Bowl in Miami

which
day,
the Stateside.,
of 25,000 are
Reason for the

m

Crowds

parks.

'

During the year

BOWL

per

$1,000,000

UCLA

.

Georgia over North Carolina rSugar Bowl), Tennessee over Rice
Bowl), and Louisiana State over Arkansas (Cotton Bowl),

muf uel windows-— an average

seldom occurs.

,

.

Over Tokyo" fifth.
The high ranking

of the 1946 football season aro the various Bt^wl giiintg
The choices are Illinois over
to be played on Jan. 1.
iRosc Bowl),

definitely
big biz,

tance of

is

,

The swan song

Jap

wiir:

"picturos. durini>

Jt

Amci'ican flroodcastinp Co.)

Sports Shdrts

years shows.
The lists, compiled at the request
tt VARiKTY by the Army Motion Picture Service, slio\vs that 17 war subjects vvere rated among the lop 60,

during the

WISMER.

.By II.ARRY

Wasliiiigloii, Dec. 23.:

GI Joe went

:

*

*

..

of...

Know

Number

who wouldn't even

a movie critic

give the Big Dipper four

Sol Violinsky claims he's a very benevolent man.
to a racetrack in Florida. .he's Philan-Tropical.

He gave

all hia

ttars.

:

money

.

My
suit

brother (the one who devotes himself to Iiife, Liberty and the pnl^
Esquire) just discovered Sophie Tuclier for Arthur Godfrey'*

of

:

"Talent Scout."

LAWRENCE lEGIOMNAIEE

Mar

*

an editorial ftotirrt
In the forthcoming

4lsl Anniversary

for orange,

Park-, ,Dec.
i

o r

i

e

Lawrence,

15.

recently

Crawford, Andrews Win
Distaffers' Apple Derby

Hollywood. Dec. 24>
awarded the Legion of Honor medni,
was presented with the decoration's
Joan Crawford and Dana Andrews
diamond emblem last week by were handed Golden Apple awards
George Hir.sch, head of all French by the Hollywood Women's Press
Club as the jWost coopcriitive film
theatres.
Ceremony took place at the Opera thcsps of 1046.
after a performance of "Aida." when
Crab Apples, for the mi).-i ""JO"
Miss Lawrence sang the part of operative players, were voted i" "i"
Amneris,
grid Bergman and Frank Sinatra.

,

—

:

.

.

PICTITRBS
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STATE DEPT. BEHIND FIX PROBE
Liberty

MajpFoDow Selznick Idea

Up Own Distribution Co.

Of Setting

may follow the path
David O. Selznick and
laid down by
on its own, it
20 into distribution
Libei-ly

Sam Briskin,
reportedly been
liberty topper, has
indie filmmakers
talking with other
idea of their
on
the
Weeks
In recent
.unit in setting
going along with .his
up a distributing company.
York beNew
queried
in
BrislUn,
for the Coast
fore his departure
Saturday (21), declared, "It is

Claude Binyon
Has 0

Claver

Hollywood

Salir*

on' tho

*

*..
.

on editorial foalur*

loo early in our career to
it has
think oE that." Nevertheless,
has several im.tjeen learned, he
reportant indies interested in a
get
would
that
or.i^anization
leasing
next
started no earlier than late
1948.
At
of
beginning
the
year or

much

in the

Anniversary

Number

Due Soon
of

,

,

world-preemed at
Wonderful
Globe, N. Y., Saturday (21). CotiT
more,
tract with RKO calls for three
to deliver
hopes
Liberty
which

Market Break

a

i.s

Stymies

Mono s

year to 18 months. Outfit

within

cooperative

Brislcin.

affair

which

in

Frank Capra, George Ste-

vens and William Wyler participate.
Samuel Goldwyn has likewise long
been giving thought to starting his
own distributing organization. His
plans were the first to be made public, but Selznick, by force of circumstance.-,, beat him to the actual
start. Formation of SRO necessitated
by United Arti-sts' refusal to handle
his product.
There's
a

good

possibility," of

(Continued on page 46)

Ushering

Work Made Easy

By Canadian Invention

stance their demands have been met
with outright refusals by producers
and distribs, who a.s.sert that such
Concessions vvoyld be the first, step
towards Government censorship.

Allen Smith

PI.

humorously dlseourset on

''The Defeat of the

-

Virus Sinatra"
an editorial feature

Belief among film toppers is that
the Congressional probe, staged by
the subcommittee on foreign trade
and shipping of the special committee on postwar economic policy and
planning, is a maneuver by the State
Dept. to win pre-screening rights.
Government officials have intimated
a clanSpdown on fllni .shipments on
a number of occasions^ and it has
been generally viewed that tVie recent Army report which scorched
the type of films sent to occupied
countries was preamble to an all-out

in

41

the fortiiceming

Anniversary

We

Number

,

Lite,"

'

Washington, Dec. 23.
indication b.v a Congressional
committee that it favored penalizing
foreign countries which discriminate
against U. S. films: met an industry
plea Friday ,(20>- to do nothing of
the kind.
Sub-committee of a special House
Committee on Post War E-oonomic
jpolky was told at a hearing by Carl
E. Milliken, Motion Picture Assn..
.secretary:
"The industry asks no
special privilege here or abroad.
We only want the opportunity to
compete.
have never asked and!
do not a.sk here now for any form
of protective tariff.
We only want
the utmost, freedom.
We want .do',
retaliation or punishment' for, 'any^body."
'V
Milliken. came up with his "take it
easy, boys" at a day-long session at
which Reps. Eugene Worley (D.,
Tex.) and Francis E. Walter (D,, Pa.)
indicated that they favored recomr

An

,

be no

,

film industry over (Jovernment efforts to assume an advi.sory role,
plus,: on film exports.:
Time and
again. State officials, on the claim
that type of pix exported were hurting their policies, have requested
proscreening rights on films selected for playing abroad. In every in-

New Stock Issue

:

offensive.

General break in stock market
State.'s pitch is that pre-screening
has caused Monogram to would merely enable its officials to
abandon temporaril.y, at least, plan advise producers as to what particuapproved by its stockholders to lar facet of any pic would be dis-

prices

issue 72.'),0()0 additional shares to
finance production, George Burrows,
exec v.p. and treasurer, said in New
York last week. Burrows declared
that the switch in plans would have

no effect, however, in Mono's scheduled hypo in the cost of its pictures,
since arrangements have already-been made for expanding the revolving bank credit available to the
company for financing production.
When plan was made for floating
the additional stocky Mono, which is

Of Lightbulb Seatfinder traded on the New York Curb, was
selling for around $10 a share. FolWinnipeg, Dec. 17.
Winnipeger has invented a de- lowing the trend, it's now down to
around $5. Burrows, former v.p. in
vice which may revolutionize ushering ih film houses.
He is Percy charge of film loans for the GuarMostow. representative of Western anty Trust, N. Y., explained that
at the higher figure it would be
Sound Services.
business practice to float the
IVIostow's- invention i^ a series of good

A

of

,

UA Claims Rank's

mending

23.

This seems to be one for
everybody's book.
Small northside pic house,
running percentage product, was
asked by distrib to up admish
for particular film. Owner
complied. When theatre opened
for biz, here's what happened:
10c.

Film company had checker on
the spot; house owner sat himself in a restaurant across the
street to check up on his man-

to

legislation

back

hit

-at

.

—

emohasis on Russia.
The film spokesmen, .apparently
convinced that such action by the
'

Odeon Favoring U

.

would result in. still further
moves abroad, wanted no

U. S.

Own

Pix Over Its

restrictive

(Continued on page: 24)

circuit in England. UA holds
an interest in the circuit, but has
no control over operating policies,
which are determined by Rank;-

French Toss Temperament

At Par;

In an effort to clarify the situa-

Grad

To

UA

Sears,.
v.p. in charge
of distribution, is going to England
early in January. He was slated to
tion,

leave

several

All

Call Xairo' Insult

^ic Womanhood
Paris, Dec. 16.
sarcastically

Paramount Pictures,
weeks ago but was referred to as "Mr.

delayed by the UA
David O. Selznick.

dispute

and' Rank are closely
a.ssociated via the British producer's
14% .stock ownership in U and the
fact the latter company distributes
his product in the Ui S. Favoritism
which UA charges is being shown

small lights, about the size of flash- issue, so that a greater part of
cashier;
ager, whose wife is
production could be financed
light bulbs, which are mounted on Mono's
landlord, who rents the build(Continued on page 46)
(Continued on page' 41.)
the aisle seat in each row.
The
ing on a perceiitage setup, spent
lights are slanted at an angle of 30
the day in front of the house,
degrees so that all the lights can
doing some checking, too; conJules
Buck's
Pic
be seen from the back of the house
cessionaire sent a gal to the
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
When the patron is in the lobby. If
place to check up on the serial
the patron sees a small light when
numbers of the popcorn boxes
Jules Buck has been handed a new
he looks down the aisle, he knows
contract as associate producer in the
to see he wasn't- forgotten^
Joseph Bernhard, former co-head
there is a vacant seat. If there is
Mark Hellinger unit at tJniversalNext morning house owner
no light „on, there is no seat avail- of United States Pictures with MilInternational.
received call from operators
ton Sperling, has bought a substanable and he stays in the lobby.
union telling him they, too, had
Formerly an assistant to Hellinger.
When a seat is occupied the aisle tial interest in Film Classics, reischecked the house and found a
Buck is slated to start his new chores
Bernhard purchased the
outfit.
sue
light for that seat goes out.
The
10c. boost meant he would have
with 'Brute Force," scheduled to
and
invention is rigged so that it takes interests of Joseph Auerbach
roll in February.
to take on another operator!
lawyers for the
Stillman,
gtillman
30 pounds pf pressure to put out
th2 light, eliminating such other fac- company. According to FC execs, it
tors as a coat placed on an adjacent was not determined whether Bernhard will assume active participaseat.
Mbs tow does not think his seat- tion in company operations.
Film Classics has also acquired exfinder will eliminate ushers. He beJWlark
Before
'Clouds,'
clusive distribution rights for the Theatres
.lieves that they will ?till
be necessary £or such duties as keeping or- U. S. and Canada of 24 Sir Alex'Edge,' 'Undercurrent^* 'Lives,' 'Heart'
.der in lobbies, cutting out heavy ander Korda productions formerly
Another new entrant.
'Vast majority of theatres over the or bettor.
released by United Artists. First to
necking and in case of fire.
be released will be "Thief of Bag- country are merely coasting this "Lady" is in higher brackets bedad," set for an indefinite run in stanza or are readying fresh prod- cause of stout biz on N. Y. preem,
the Victoria theatre on Broadway, uct for usual strong upswing Christ- "Cross Heart" is so high on list beN. Y. New accessories and trailers mas-New Year's week. Many ex- cause of big $80,000 done initial
are being prepared by National hibitora are holding old product week at Ni Y. Paramount despite
Screen Service for the full roster of over in order to open new bills on pro-Xmas lull.
Other newcomers, "Temptation"
Deal by Warner Bros, for screen pictures.
Dec. 25. Result is that biz i.s badly
r^hts to Moss Hart's current legiter,
split up among a whole string of (U), opening this week in N. Y.;
with only a few pictures "Overlanders" (U) and "Abie's Irish
Christopher Blake," provides the
films,

Paramount"

throughout the broadcast, was the
object of a violent attack during
yesterday's (Sunday) evening choice
.slot
broadcast devoted to film reviews. Picking on "Five Graves to
Cairo," current at Paris Boulevard
showcase here, Simone Dubreuilh
and Pierre Laroche both panned it,
one
on incredibility
of
story,
stereotyped acting and techni<|ue,
the other reviewing it as a national
(Continued on page 26)

with

Universal

'

Own

JOE BERNHARD BUYS

part of any such plan;
Otijer developments of the hearing:
'1. Francis
Harmon,
vice*
president, announced a new film

MPA

^

Odeon

Chicago, Dec.

.

countries which raise trade barriers
a.t;ainst
Hollywood with particular

United Artists is burning at what
tasteful in particular countries.
Its
the bureaucrats maintain, it alleges is the brusfaoff J, Arthur
would be only that and not mahda- Rank is giving its. filmsr-in favor of
(Continued on page 24)
Unlversal's^in playing time on the

Case of Checking

,'

'

advice,

Slight

Fear Retaliation

[fitting U.S. Films;

'

there appears
least upto the present

tie between Liberty and
Selznick's plans for establishing the
Grganization
Releasing
Selznick
(SRO).
Liberty product is now distributed
film,
"It's a
first
Unit's
by RKO.

to Penalize Foreign Nations

between the State Dept. and the
.

"Idea Man''
».

Not

Hearings .by a House subcomtpittee last week on quality of pix
shipped overseas marks the culmination of a postwar, undercover tustie

last

to

mm

RiGHis

Films

this weelc.
wa-i leained

Picture Industry in Congress Plea

P(|[-SGR[[NING

INTO FILM CLASSICS

Trade Mark neslstercd

rOONDBD BY SIME SILVERMAN
I>ul>)l8lief1

_

&

WARNERS MUST FILM
THRIS BLAKE' BY 1948

^Im must be released no later than
i>epteml3er. 1948.
Purpose is to insure that Hart and the play?s backers begin receiving
their share of
the g]-oss profits
of the film within a
*easociable time.

Terms of the pact now being
worked out, on orders of Jack Warner

wlio saw a tryout i>erf ormance
Boston before leaving on his current visit to
England, provides for
an advance o£
$305,000. In addition,
the author and
backers will share
la film's profits
after the negative
'las been recouped.
Maximum
ot $2,300,000
is set on the production
budget.
in

.

Rose" (UA) can hardly be judged by
doing well.
FirstTop spot seems sure of being prelim dates this stanza.
cinched by: "Till Clouds Roll By': named is doing about like other picin
Cincinnati
week,
this
(M-Q), and entirely on $15.3,000 be- tures
Hollywood, Doc. 23.
ing, done by N. Y. Music Hall oh mildly. "Overlanders," while Strong
Mervyn Leroy returns to Metro third week with this rnusic.a.l. on N. Y.- preem, promises to run"
Jan, 2 with an exclusive director "Razor's Edge" (20th), "Undercur- into the same trouble in other dates
contract calling .for $3,500 a week. rent'' (M-G), "Best Years of .Lives" aii. encountered at the small-seater
New pact prcibably means the end of (RKO) and "Cross My Heart" (Par) Rialto- Film is overly long for
his connection with the Frank Ross are the other bigger coin-getters proper turnover, and biz reflects it,
"Ro.se" looks nice on its N. Y. opencurrently.
production, "The Robe.''
Others in the' list of strongest 12 ing date.'
This picture, if he bows out of it,
"Brenhan. Girl" s(Rep): is bucking
week are "'Verdict" (WB).
will be his third -separation in re- this
the
trend Ihi? round to dp fairly
"Song
of
Woman"
(UA),
"Strange
cent-weeks, starting with "Little
Women," which he ha4 sighed fo^ South" (RKO), "Wicked Lady" (U), well in three keys. "Lady Luck"
(Par),
"Show-Oft"
(RKO)
will do creditably in three
iSkies"
"Blue
direct for David O. Selznick, and'
Wonderful
Life"
dates
while "Home in Oklahoma"
and
"It's
a
(M-G)
"Fountainhead," an Arrowhead .pro(Rep) will garner Some, coin on
duction he was going to make for (RKO).
three
"Life"
i.'
small-house
shown
by
playdates.
Strength
Warners release but dropped the
(Cotupiefe Boxoffice Reports on
deal after an argument with Harry entirely on its fl;-st week at N. Y.
Pases 16-17)
M. Wanjer, his former father-in-law. Globe where expected to hit $45,000

Mervyn Leroy's $3,500

As Metro

,1.

1

u

^''^
"''^1

no*

being nego-

on a sliding

basis, increasing as
tures gross goes
up.

Vol.

pic-

:

^

le.'i
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Sues on Weissmuller Pic

Kwda Ukely to Align With Selznick
On a

Reciprocal Relea»ng Deal

While no releasing deal between^
David O. Selznick and Sir Alexander
Korda has been finalized yet, it appears likfly that Korda will make
an arrangement with the Selznick
some
or
Organization
Releasing

of $10,000.
Plaintiff declared he handed
that sum for production of a

Selznick-UA Duel in the Courts

The

film

,

W.

A. S. Douglas

in

undoubtedly handle
SHO films in Britain and on the Continent if any aijreement is reached

of th«

ttlli

outfit will

UA

Minus

"Jesse James Is

at

41st Aiinivermiry

IS

,

an •ditoriol foatur*

Roadshow

'Arch'

all.

in the

realm of possibility;
Sir Alex is curreritly

With David O.

FBI Nabs Sailor

Studying,
.

between Enterprise's, "Arch

,

Jan.

negie. Hall.".

UA
Los Angeles, Dec.

24.

of the other po.ssible deals are

with majors and one with another
Independent setups are conindie.
sldered. much more favorably by
Korda, since the majors haV^ offices,;
abroad and have no interest in a reciprocal arrangement for disti ibution
of their product there. On the other
hand, if terms- can be worked out

^

:

i

film titled "Meet Me in St.
In his
Loui.s,''
a Metro release.
rooming house at San Pedro, Fedoperatives found five reels of
u g. Navy training film and other
to
satisfactory
pictures, including "Along
which are ••mutually
jgjj{^n.g
the two producers, Korda's well- Came Jones," an RKO release; "To^
established British and Continental mghl and Every Night," Columbia;.
releasing, setup would fall right in "Affairs of Suzanne" and "Till We
plans.
Meet Again," Paramount; "Of Huwith Selznick's
man Bondage," Warners; "Sing Your
Better Abroad
Way Home," RKO; "The Merry
Problem of the terms is a knotty

get the nod.

,

one, since it is " considerably more
profitable to distribute American pix
abroad than it is to handle foreign
films in this country. That's one Of
the teasons that Sir Alex hasn't
looked favorably on deals offered by
major companies in this country.
is

'

film, Sears said, becau.<!e of
unusual array of top musical
(Continued on page 24)

Latter
the

'

Korda

on

conclusion

a

to

whether it siiould be roadshown. If
the decision is against it, "Carnegie" apparently will automatically

j

,.

gro.sses for,

coming

fore

praj

^

.

predicted $10,000,000
both pictures. He

topper

world

jijcolor

^

of Tri-

x.

disclosed that he had had lengthy
diseussions with Ehterprise chiefs
Charles Einfeld and David Loaw on
policy for "Arch" and they had decided to wait until picture was completed and release time is clo.ser be-

Theodore Alven Gilman, 24. merehant seaman, was arre.sted by FBI
agents in Westmin.sfer, Cal,, charged
yjoi^ting .(he Federal copyright
law through the sale of a 16m Tech-

3.

Two

of

umph'' and Morros'.LeBaron's "Car-

Boatlegging Fix

;

j

planning to make his films

as attractive as possible to American
audiences, however, via' generous
iisfe of Hollywood players and applicatj6p of produclioh' techniques he
employed during his tenure as an
American producer.

Tkeatre Lobby Tables

Don
Monohans " Universal and
Juan QuUhgan, 20th-Fox.
Understood these films had been
made available by picture companies
for overseas showing to Navy men
before they came into Oilman's posses.?ion.
He was held in $500 bail
by U. S. Commissioner A. M. Brad-

i

For Charily Drives

WAR

In the matter of techniques. Sir
is doing everything possible to

Alex

bitter tears iover it but theatre
charities have received another body
blow by latest ukase of the. New
Municipal
York City Fire Dept.
bureau, tightening regulations which
;

ACTIVITIES COMM.

were slackened during the war, has

now

Hollywood's

four

Activities

Committee, in

its

it)

thea-

of operations, ex•Ways.
He has had a con.stant sue- pended a total of $2,111,706 of wbich fast patron getaways in case of .fire,
Con.sequently, they're out along
cession of technicians shuttling to the eight majors paid two-thirds and
Two theatres, the balance, George J. with obstructing placard."; and inCalifornia to .study methods.
chairman, announced fiammabre decorations. Rules were
men are there now. in fact, and an- Schaeler.
Surplus of $84j086 Overlooked during the war so that
other is in New York on his wsy yesterday (23).
'rcmnining with the unit's windup theatres could go all-out on war
from London to the Coast.
Presently gandering American stu- has been returned to the participants. drives,
nut represents only a small
^ ^
dib method."! are John Coxe, sound
engineer, and Law Thornburn, Kor- 'frsclion of the total industry con- nirim/ipn
nAi^fl^^
which includes, among
da's technical troubleshooter. On his tribution
JJ|\(j|ii3- uUeIj 'ZUlll
Way is John Stapleton, studio man- other things, a $40,000,000 outlay in

educate

staff

hi.<;

in

plans to sue to have the stock turned
over to him, de.spite the fact that
he has delivered only three film.s,-.
on the claim that UA has breached
itj conli-act and thus prevented him
from delivering the other pictures,

Selznick's Claims

1

Chaplin and Miss Pickford, who
comprise the other two owners of
UA, will sue to have the stock re»
turned to the company treasury on
Los Angeles, Dec. 23.
the claim that Selznick breached his
David O. Selznick's Vanguard pact by turning over picture packFilms, Inc., filed two suits here last ages to RKO. took is valued at from
.'

Friday

.

—^-—

!

|

j

i*«»»nrt"K«i»

j

'

ager of both Korda'. British plants.

,

,

1 to handle a producer-director as- $628,908 for rawstock in the indussignment. He just completed direct- try's 16m gift program; $93,2S0 as
ing "The Macomber Affair," a Bene- cost of production and distribution of
Over Tomorrow",
diet Bogeaus produrtioh, for United "Watclitower
United Nations documentary handled
Artists release,

1

i

^

^

—_—

i

I

.

1
:

KihhpP ^fnnP
Srf
JlOlie, -Kplk OCl
AlUUee.

!

for the State Dept.; and $638,852
balance covering all other expenses.

industry al.so aided in collections
totalUng $36,874,436 in which it proyided,

For Hospital Circuit
Hollywood, Dec,

Guy Kibbee

is

the

first

23.

cuflto,

1,200

pages of ads.

">!
„„„,„.,„„h
'^•''
„^
„ ^
Proton
Sturges joins 20th.Fox af.
/^e fiist of the year as director-

""'v

I

.
I

'

'

»ii¥»i»iiri»»

AS DIRECl OR'WRITER

'

'^.l^^Zi^^l/^S
^nd .33,217
21, thoHs
shorts,
Another effort to conform to ^""^ P""'-''
Of expen.ses incurred by the WAC,
American standards is ."^cen in employment by Sir Alex of his brother final accounting disclost^s $7,^,8,6.M,
Zoltan, who leaves for England Feb. P^id out on national loanljampaigns;

Jl'.f^I'^^/^.f °'T '^Ue'du .1
Negotiations have been, on
Sturges
left
the
Howard,
Hughes setup in October, with inking on the final papers taking place
over the weekend,
Sturge.s. during the negotiations,;
'

i

S^*;.^

since,

.

"deliberate and wilful mishandling
of Selznick's productions, including

grow out of recent action

Suits

UA

by the

Selznick

as

|

.

,

sold 20th his original ''Matrix" which
has nothing to do with the present
deal.

j

Art Directors Win

:

Pact With Majors
Hollywood, Doe. 23.
Directors
Art
Picture

!

|

Motion
inked a new contract with the
ajor producers, retroactive to July
1946,

1,

GOODMAN

new

tion.s.
2;J.

Actors' Guild.
,

a provision
pacts and likely t»

standard in future negotia«
Proviso calls for an auto-

matic wage 'increase

the

if

cost

succeed Morris Goodman as MPEA
rep in Germany. Vining joined tl.e
MPA last May 15 and has been scrving

as

special

representative

costs.

.,

•

Larry Adler

of
|

Neil

Agnew

Louise Albritlon
Benedict Bogeaus
Sam Briskin
Joan Gaulfield
Clin Clark
Howard DaSilva
Richard Dcrr
Josephine Earl
William Elliott

organizations.
He'.s, slated to leave
New York for Germany before the
end of the year.

Goodman,

keeping with his
in
the
with
understanding
terminates his'European a.sHe has been here
Jan.
16.
signment
seeking
year
and
is
for more than a
a change because of the rigorous life.
Goodmaii and his wife return to New
York on the Queen Mary Feb. 13.
They'll visit their children, in school
in Switzerland, before leaving.
original

.

L. A. to N. Y.

j

I

prexy Eric Johnston with the MPEA,
acting as liaison between the two

i

MPEA,

Cary Grant
Mary Hatcher
William Heineman
C3leste

Holm

Hal

Home

Sol

Hurok

Sam Katzman.
Howard Koch
Norman Krasna
Matthew M. Levy
Anatole Litvak

.

George Milne
Dolofes Moran
Northan Pincus
Jack Pomeroy
George J. Schaefer

Edward Schillhorn
Marvin Sehenck
Shirley
Peter Shaw
Bill

OF

:

^

Frank Walker
Herbert J. Yates

j

i

|

N. Y. to L, A.

istration operation.

Forms closing

Usttol Advertising rates prevail

shortly

Paul Gordon's Co.
Paul Gordon, indie producer who
completed a film \titled
will head
outfit to be

Special exploitation advantages

lecently

called

Two

Company

Continents Pictures.
will

here and abroad
eign versions.

Ted Baumfeld
Johnny Mercer

Hugh Owen

"That We May Live,"
Wewly-formed producing

produce films both
in English and for•

Copy and space

reservations

NEW YORK

19

HOLLYWOOD

1S4 W. 46th

St.

»3T1 Yucca

2a

St.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

uf

Robert 'Vining, ot the New York living index in this territory goe.s up
the Motion Picture Assn.
5% or more. Pay uppagc will be
and Motion Picture Export A.'jsn., determined by the rise in living
will arrive here around Jan. 1 to
'

Anniversary Number

41st

'

studio

office -of

I

Kibbee. who will tour for 14 days
on a junket through Minnesota,;
Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa, will be
followed by Ezra Stone and Jackie
Kelk.- Tours were ^suspended after
the war's end. during a change-over
from military to Veterans Admin-

in

IN BERLIN become

Berlin, Dec.

and calling for a general

wage increase of 25%.
Agreement contains

BOB VINING SUCCEEDS

The

i

New

i

!

i

altorncys.,

\

a

OUT SOON!

|

j

that Chaplin's

(Continued on page 26)

1

board in endeavoring to

partner in the
company and withhold distribution
privileges from him. UA claims he
(ContLnued on page 26)
oust

cidentally,
|

i

actor to

take oft on the veterans hospital
tour under the new setup arranged
by the Hollywood Coordinating
Committee and USO-Camp Shows.
Gen. Omar N; Bradley revived the
hospital tour.s after an offer of the
committee, supported by the Screen

.

Meantime, UA is awaiting word
damages from United Artr from the law firm of Davis, Polk,
Mary Pickford and Charles Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl as
ists,
Chaplin. One suit for^ $6,000,000 to whether it will handle the actions
the company is desirous of institutagainst Miss Pickford and Chaplin
ing against Selznick, Answer is ex^Selznick s partners in UA-^was pected from the firm, of which John
filed in California Superior Court. W. Davis is senior member, after
The other, asking $7,,')00,000 from the holidays.
UA, was instituted in Federal disChaplin's own suit against Selztrict court here.
nick, which he filed sf couple ol
Essence of the action against Miss years ago, is expected to be merged
Pickford and Chaplin is that they or tried simultaneously with the
"maliciously conspired to deprive new suits that UA, as a company,
Selznick's company of a distribution and Miss Pickford and Chaplin are
agreement." The second suit charges planning. Selznick forces cUnm, m-

l

WAC

^

WAC

'5,000,000.

$4,000,000 to

asking a total of $13,-

(20)

500,000 in

|

_

'

$imO0O

For

1

'

[

war "years

'banned ait hat-pessing

tre lobbies.
Use of taWw^^
sonnel in the house entrances, fire
chiefs .say, violates city ordnances
since it constitutes an obstruction to

EXPENDED $2,111,706
War

:

NX

P^HIETY

the sale of weaker product of other
in
producers, on the strength of the
Metropdlitan exhibs may weep no Selznick pictures."

,

'

Now

Ruled Hazardous

ley.

;

nick^UA agreement was made iii
Producer was to get
1942,
when
he delivered 10 picture units to the
companyj but meantime he had divi.;
dend and voting privileges. Selznick
i

''Duel

the Sun'' apparently eliminated
i>.
from United Artists' release slate,
company will make a choice ber
tween two other films for roadshow
handling, Grad Sears, v.p. in charge
of distribution, declared last week
following his return from a Coast
gander at the company'.'! forthcoming product. Choice will be made

Onl Soon

three other, potent iai deals, it is sa id
while vacationing in Florida prior to
his return to England. He is due, in
New York from the south Dec. 3,1
and sails oh the Qlieen Elizabeth

Selznick's

fortkcominq

4I«t Anniversary JSumber

,

by
•

UA

Mulls Xarnegie,'

umber

of

Reports that a deal had been made
Seiznitk and Korda brought
forth from the latter the statement.
relayed by bis New York office: "It
agree-,
is absolutely untrue that any
ment has been finalized." It was admitted, however, that there have
been talks between the producers
and a deal is entirely within the

Still

'Em In"

Pacfe/n'

»h« forthcoming

.

;

against United Artists, -Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin la.^t week
are the beginnings of the strie.s of
legal actions which are expected in
the dispute. Selznick's suitn make no
mention of the block of stock rep.
resenting a one-third owner.'ihip' in
which he claims is his and
Chaplin and Miss Pickford maintain
should revert to them. That .stock
lawyers say, is certain to be the subject of lawsuits filed by both parties.
Block of shares is now in escrow'
where it was placed when the Selz-

In hl« Mploratioii ihroagh th«

midwtit diicovtr* that
:

$13,500,000 pair of lawsuits
David O. Selznick filed

which

00 contract with Weissmuller.

"Vigil for Van''

Law Suits

Starts Chain Reaction of

Moss

starring Johnny Weissmuller. Laterv
he says, he discovered that Moss had

Frank Sullivan

ether, indie, rather than a ma.ior
since this will provide an opportunity for a reciprocal, distribution,
agreement abroad. Korda's British

Lion

Los Angeles, Dec. 23*
Daniel F. Greenhouse filed iOit in
Superior Court against the Jjou Moss
demanding the return
Corp.,
Picture

1

360 N. Micbtgqn Ave.

LONDON. W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Pfac*
Trafcifgar

Square

N. Peter Rathvon

N. Y. to Europe
Henry Sherek
Roland Young

Europe

to N. Y.

Jean Benoit-Levy
Irvin Shapiro

George Sliearing
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"I

knew her better than any-

one on

earth... and

jny faith with

my

backed

life!"

"She's the only

ever
at

woman I've

known who

my own

beat

game!"

me

wm

"I'm the only man alive'who

knows her

man who

secret... the

cannot

onjy

tell!"

From

Screenplay by Robert Thoeren
Donna" by Robert Hi*
play by James Bernard Pagan

the Novel "Bella

And the

Directed by IRVING PICHEL
Produced by EDWARD SMAIX
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fo the American Public

...full

page color

advertisements in
LIFE. ...LOOK.

REDBOOK

. .

.

.

.WOMAN'S

HOME COMPANION.
LADIES* HOME

.

JOURNAL

...TRUE CONFESSIONS
. .

.TRUE STORY and

run of FAN

lii^tat^

CAN'T RESIST

\1

-^^^Jm^^^^

MAGAZINES.

CAN'T RESIST

CO

MERLE OBERON GEORGE BRENT
•

CHARLES KORVIN PAUL LUKAS
•

1

n

m
CO

I.KNORK L'LRIC

•

ARNOLD MOSS

lfH|;tafe?>u>..YOU CAN'T RESIST IT

•

II

DWIG STOSSEL
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full

»
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PICTUItES

LIFE-OR-DEATH TO BRIT. PIX

0. S.

M-G Test-Packaged Shorts To

Par,

Hypo

on Duals

Sales, Replace B's
and

answer, Paramount
the same
similar plans
Metro have shaped

fvecpce of Loew'i,
humoroufly

Brooklyn Paramount, idea
package number of shorts, plug
Is 10
and sub
With hypoed exploitation,
toWer half of duals. ^Other nm-

Irsatf

in the
are keenly interested
practice
with indications that
should it
would ripple out widely

*

iois

Lt

an

pull.

6.0,

majority
Yorlc

featwa

of

end periods,
Brooklyn theatre's switch to packduring
aged briefies was made
i

'

.

>

''Conniving" Blast

fourth week of "Two Years Before
Stafit was instructed to
the Mast."
listen for adult comment, which, has
been good so far. Test will be for

Against British

week but Pleshette believes
house will book more packages.
only one

.satisfied with results,
gun distribution of a pack-

"sinister influerices"

which liave had Hollywood on tlie postwar griddle, aired
last week at a Paramqunt luncheon,
is

with

Man"
'*.*

"Idea
*

New

in

an

and Hollywood. Hampered by

the pic cost nearly $1,000,000 to produce. "Gaesar and Cleopatra," with
avnut of $5,000,000, is an example of
how costly a British film can be,
'

At

liament:

the-

same time, Zukor

swapped

indirect blow's with Sir
Arthur Jaratt, associate of Sir
Alexander Korda, who recently
pasted Hollywood for failing, to provide proper distribution for British

'

commensurate

keying industry jitters over possimoves by the British Par-

ble quota

results.
initial
out
returns bear
Shorts dept. will also swing- into
genera! sales of the packages to unaffiliated exhibs.
Metro's plan includes use of a
commentary by a Metro star to tie
the package tighter. Package would
then
an exhib at
be sold
to

price

opinion

editorial

feature

of th* forthcaMiin9

:41st Anrnversdry:

.

.

Number

;,

:

of'".

.:

tures to meet the- demands of exhibs
in the sticks. Best solution for them,,
he said, would be to play picturesv
longer. Citing Metro's plans of ctitr-';
ting down production from. 31 pic-:
tures this year to 24 in 1947, he said;
the.
hiimber of pictures, released

the

value of the shorts and no higher
than he would ordinarily pay for a
second feature on a dual bill, to be
booked in as a replacement for the

M-G s Dual Tests

,

Will Determine

help other, exhibs.
Questioned about Metro's reprints,
he was not rethe oldie.'? because of a
product shortage but because there's
a big audience for such pictures. He
noted the case of one city in which
three 6f the first run houses recently
r vvere playing reissues at the same
time,
One of the houses was a
Loew's theatre but the instance was
probably just a coincidence arid not
necessitated by a product shortage,
he said.
|„Refuting charge.'? of exhibs that
Metro wa.<! out to clean up on its
reissues by asking top rentals on
them, Rodgers declared that Metro
lost money originallv on "Rage in
Heaven" so is not taking second
money out, of the picture now. Returns
from
"Rage."
which
has
chalked up 20n% of average business in some situations,, is proof that
Metro wa.s correct in thinking such
Dix would dowel! if given the right
,mi!jht

Rodgers declared

.

,

,.

behind

the

new move

is

one

that

:

picture might do excellent business

!

in certain parts of the country but
fall flat in other sections. Test runs

'

while "Stairway to Heaven," also
Rank, is figured to have run into will, make certain that one territory
is not dependent on another, with
expenses equivalent to a top budget
each picture's allocation in each
American pic.
territory to be determined on what
Need That Export Income
it does in the tests.
Industry fear is that the
pix.
British dependence on the foreign
Idea was first broached at the
groundswell of oversea.s critici.sm market is pointed up by b.o. per- Metro sales meeting in Chicago sevfilms in their na- eral months ago and wa.s finalized
formaiiCes
UK
of
may spur Parliament to pass drastic tive
heath. "Wicked Lady," all-time this week by William F. Rodgers,
legislation curtailing playing time grosser with the possible
exception Metro veepee over sales. Informafor American "films when the subject of "Caesar," did 375,000 pounds in tion on what each pictures does in
comes up for consideration in England but that was the theatres' the test runs will be passed on by
March, 1948.
take, not that of the distrib. Film, the field men to the homeoffice, handling.
Zukor was careful to intimate that in. short, while doing 'a landslide where it will be collated and then
Unwilling to rhake a definite pre.1.
Arthur Rank was not the target
rei.ssued again to the field staff. Dis- diction on how business will hold up
(Continued on page 22)
for his attack, both in hi.s definition
in 1947. Rod.gers declared that there's
trict and branch managers will then
of the enemy as producers of "maybe
decide where to allocate the picture, "a very briffhf future for those who
16 films in their entire lifetime" and
in line with Rodgers' belief that lo- have enough vision to prepare for
Rose Sues
in a previous statement made to
cal managers know ^their own terri- it"
V.M(inrY
Zukor's embarkation
on
tory better than does the homeoffice
For $1,760,000,
from the Queen Elizabeth, the week
and so control over film rentals
before.
Of all British producers.
should be decentralized to them.
Rank alone, armed with his distribuAvers Pact Breach A Wallace Beery picture, it was
tion deal with .'Un^velsal^Interna-'
pointed out, might do 200% ot aver1ST
CIRCUIT
Los Angeles, Dec: 23.
tional, is satisfied with future Yank
age business in some territories but
Looking upon Lalin..America as a
David E. Rose, forrner managing
b.o. potentialities of his pix.
only 50r75% in others. Such a picZukor hotly charged that "influ- director for Paramount in England, ture, therefore, would be sold at lucrative field for theatre expansion.
ences" seeking to stress with Parlia- filed a breach-of-contract suit in higher terms in the favorable areas. Trans^Lux circuit will launch its
ment that American
industry is Federal Court against Jame.s Mason, Exhib, of course, gets a break on the first house playing feature pictures
drawing heaps of coin from Eng- British film star, demanding $1,760,- deal by not being forced to book a in Mexico City shortly after the first
Rose declares Mason failed to
of the year as a Latino trial balloon.
000.
land, had their own axe to grind.
picture at top prices when
it's
Moreover, film dean said, "What we carry out a contract for the actor's known fairly well in advance that Norman W. Elson, Trans-Lux Veeexclusive services, and asks an inpee, back from a two-week stay in
get is small change compared to the
the film might not gross enough in
money that England gets from us junction restraining him frorn work- his theatre to merit the terms. the Mex capital, accompanied by
ing for others in the U.\;S,
P, E, Furber, TranSrLux board chairfor broadcloths and other inerchanSam Sagon, Metro, on the other hand, will bene- man. Elson statea the company is
Mason's attorney,
dise it sells."
fit in the long run by getting higher
denies the existence of a contract
considering further outlets south-ot'These "conntvers," according tb
between the two. He declares Mason terms on some pictures in certain the-border, but at present is adoptZukor, were peeved because the
wrote a letter last June stating that territories than it ha.s in the past.
ng a wait-and-see attitude on 'how
American Aim industry had not
New policy will be carried out all things,
he was prepared to join Rose in a
work out before making fur.t
fallen for their "wildcat schemes."
production, in California, but had down the line, even -for Metro's re- ther inyesfments.:
As a matter of fact, film dean connever signed an implementing agree- prints and importations.:
New house, a 9,')0-seat,or. is located
tinued, Hollywood
was the only
ment.
Rose, he say.*;, is trying to
in the .M.OOO.OOO Prado hotel, in the
place where pix are made with the
make a legal cpnlract out of corre^
heart of Mexico City.
Hostelry,
foreign market specifically in mind.
spondence,.
Oscars
to Shrine
owned and built by the government,
Majority of foreign films are aimed
-

move

Is

make

to

;

—

j

the

!

1

Mason

several

weeks ago.

Reasons for the move
are inMea.sed- overall
costs, including production, di.,inbution
and organizaonal nicks. Biggest
rap comes from
"le production

department,

where

on somfe shorts
and have averaged
overall hike.
n^r,*^'""' ^
Col h»
the\!^f k"'*

T .Vl^lduri^^"Jn?^

;

TRANS-MIX'S MEX HOUSE

OF LATINO

Wm

Col's

muph

reduction iri
t°
released
Blueprints usually call

dimcuuu" ""'

toon
lease

M

l\

^'"'^ yea"*,

10

,

tn?;-

T

I

:

.

I

i

.

,

Move

for local
consumption, primarily.
"What right; then,, have they to expect a world market?", he exploded.

Only when producers abroad find
do they start
Zukor

their budgets exceeded,

figuring on overseas revenue,
said( as his parting shot.'

Extras* Retroactive

expected to go
because of

'^^S'^'y

'"'i"d'"g their color carlooped to re\
» dozen color shorts,

bee^?."^
?!°f*he '^''"^
the color

Coin Hits $1,000,000
Hollywood, Dec,

"^"P^

23;

Screen extras will feceive retropay checks, totaling approximately $1,000,000 shortly after Jan. 1.
These checks, issued by the major
studios, range as higl^i as $1,000 in
active

some

ca.ses.

Retroactive pay from indie^ producers will be distributed in about
three weeks, 'i'hey have been delayed by bookkeeping problems.

'

Blumberg'

s

Banknite

The Nate Blumbergs' daughter, Doris Jean (Dodo), marries
Stanley Meyer, son of Freddie
Meyer, the California theatre
man, and himself operator of a

number of Fox-West Coast theatres, on Jan. 14, at the Blumberg home in Van Nuys, Ca!.
Which reminded the Universal
prexy' that some 20-odd years
ago he wa-s
son

- in -

law's

his

at

pro.<?pective

contirrnation.

Milwaukee, and

to

in

quote Blum-

berg:
"It anybody had wanted to
bet me a million-to-one at th'at
time that baby Stanley would
one day marry m.v daughter 1
not only .would not have taken
it

but would have thought

him

of

Crowds

Hollywood, Dec.

Some

3„'50O

"outsiders" will be

23.

;

per.;

mitted

to

witness the

Academy

of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
annual award presentatioiisv March
13. when site of the Oscar handout
moves to the Shrine Auditorium,

.

j

j

'

3,200 members of the recently
enlarged Academy will have reserved seats for selves and guestSj
with balance of hou-se being avail-

I

The

able to public but no price for latter
ducats set yet.
Because Of increase in Academy

!

I

,

•

member.ship from 1,000

to 1,700

I

,

another

during

the past year, the move to a large
house was necessitated.
Last four

is
expected, to draw class tourist
patronage, hence the theatre. anticU
pates first crack at these choice potential cu-stomers. Holding a tninoi'ity interest in a local corporation
formed to lease the theatre from thCi
government, Tran.s-Lux expects to
pursue a first-run policy culled from
the best pix produced by Mex. U. Si
and British producers. It is tentatively slated to open around Feb. 1;
Elsewhere Trans-Lux has a sit,e In
Washington where an office building
has been razed in preparation for
theatre con.struction as soon as federal controls on amusement buildings are eased. Corr)pany also plansi
,

.

Aud Because

,

with al-

•^^
dozen
coming year

•

'

°^

lowann„
eithe

I

j

companies,
Pl^"=

1

'

features.

be upped approximately
25% in all situations during the
coming year by sales
manager Maurice Grad. With
the price rise Col is
loltowujg the tack
of other majors
Who admitted plans to
hike rentals

:

I

have never .seen the light of day in'
dual-feature hou.ses. which usually
book in only a newsreel and pos.sibly
a cartoon to go with their
two long

will

,

'

;

program
meet upped production costs.
Metro has already selected "I Love
My Husband, But.—," a Pete Smith
novelty, to go with "Till the Clouds
Roll By" and "I Love My Wife,
But—" to go with ^'The Yeariing."
As Metro oxecs pointed out, there's
a tremendous backlog of shorts that

jects

:

j

to

^

„

.

,

-

integral part of the f51m
in an effort to boost rentals

Rentals on Columbia's short sub-

'

j

shorts an

COLUMBIA PLANS TO UP
SHORTS RENTALS 25%

'

I

of shorfa,. Metro is selecting one or
two shorts to blend in with each
picture in a single-bill^house.
Idea
this

,

releasing

j

second feature.
In another plan to boost the sale

behind

:

dual policy to single bills in many
Loew's theatre.? pi5tside, :N:ew' 'York^
he said, intirnating such a mov^e'-,

Terms

Rental

depend on the way the mar-

ket, can absorb them. There's a definite trend towards reverting from a

.

,.

:

.

.would;,

Teeing off a new sales policyy
Metro will provide each picture
pix.
henceforth with a test engagement
Pointed out is the fact that the
days of cheap British films are over. in one key city and one small town
Even as modest a film as "Brief En- in each exchange area before decounter" is cited as an example since ciding what rental to charg.e. Idea

Zukor against
in England and

elsewhere

age of seven shorts to a number of
other wholly owned houses witli its
Rochester theatre set as next tryout
Par's afliliates will also be
spot.
asked to play the briefies if later

a

by .Adolph

Blast

fflean,while,
Pai; will

humorously freats with a Hollywood

••;

Zukor Levels

and week'

trade

climb.
While American, distribs view the
foreign market as their margin of
profit, British are regarding it with
much greater anxiety since they eanw
not come close to even on costs unless they slice off a heavy chunk of
coin outside the UK.
Increased
awareness that the U.S. market spells
life or death to the British film industry is considered by Yank trade
circles as the answer to the mounting insistence that U. S. theatres
throw open their screens to Anglo

moppets climbed to three

of

Par's execs were
times the usual.
would
satisfied that the- innovation

be lops for school holiday

uhder the

Crajiy," high-

an inadequacy of equipment and
with shooting schedules running, on
the average, 25-30% longer than in
Hollywood; negative costs are at the
point of equalling the nut on Holly.wood product in the same bracket.
Consequently, with a domestic market hardly exceeding one-third that
available to Yank producers, pressure for overseas sales is on the

Number

twO-and-a-half
in
brou"ht
said,
usuaf number of kids, Pleshette
harwhite Monday (23) morning's
Ve.st

U.. S:

for strong overseas selling to make
British pix profitable, according to

forthcoming

41st Anniversary

Uiii,

.

.tiie

"My Heart woes

weakness of British
production techniques and the heed

*

Conceding that there's a product
shortage in some subsequent run
houses and nabes, Metro sales chief
William F. Rodgers intimated last,,
week that operators of such houses
had probably brought the conditioh
on themselves by not playing all the
product available to them. In addition, Rodgers said, the policy of nabe
and small town exhibs in booking
duals at too' rapid a turnover neces-rsitates their getting six to eight pic-'
tures a week, which would obviously
result in a shortage of product.:
Speaking at an industry press
luncheon, Rodgers declared it would,
be impossible for the studios, under'
present conditions of high prpciuction costs, to turn put enough fea-

Claude Biuyon

lights again the

matinees
times

Weekend

patronage.

editorial

in tha

on the Brooklyn test
both Par's
were lagged successful by
theho execs and Gene Plcshette,
who said that house
atre's man.dger,
moppet
boost
in
particular
garnered
First ,1-elurns

*

set for "early

versa! release in

a eartqin

In

"The Spice of Life'*

^r

Shortage But Blames Dualers in Part

Iim

ot .close to $4,000;-

"London Town,"

Inc.)

with

trade paper

fpst at the

cost

000 for J. Arthur Rank's filmusical,

title,

the

its

Reputed

Howard Dietz

and
"for
pinch on pix caused by
fiilinfi the
under
decline of Bs. Currently
sales
reviving flasging shorts

piove

HELD

IS

reaching

separately but

Pu77.Ilng

Metro's Rodgers Concedes Product

I

I

New York

at

Madison

OPA

have been made ,at to vacate by April 1. However, conGrauman's Chinese while previous struction of that theatre, too, is de15 awards were made at banquets pendent upon relaxation ot building

presentations

I

I

j

nuts."

'

house

ave. and 59th .st., where present tenant^ have been notified by the

I

at the Hotel Biltmore, etc.

I

restrictions.

10

•

f^jkkiM^

W«jM«sJay,
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•

-I
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WE

at U-l do not intend to
suggest there is any great
magic in what we are doing, but

we want you to watch the
progress we are making.

fast

When you

stop to consider that
past few months UniversalInternational's customers have
had such smashes as "The Killers"
in the

and "Canyon Passage" and when
you realize that curriently they
have "Dark Mirror/' "Magnificent
DoW," "Temptation " "Wicked
Lady" and "Notorious Gentleman," you have to admit things
are really looking up.

arQund the corner are "Swell
Guy," "Smash-Up," "HI Be Vours,"
Stairway To Heaven;" and of
Just

course,
just

we know you

as anxiously as

are waiting

we

are for

THE EGG AND I." In fact, in knowing circles everyone is saying,
U-i has 'The Egg and I'." What
more could anyone have?

M§M.

WcJwegJayr Pecember 25, 194^

PRE-PROD17C1109r

NO LETUP

OVERLONG FILMS

IN

Ju^e Awards Goldman 375G

Phiily

R[PUI[ Eagle-Lions First 8 Pictures WiU
I

WB, Other Majors

In Trust Suit Vs.

Cost

i

gnyniiiiKq

SIZMOOO

Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
of

cl.iniasjos

Ti-iplf

nwHiciod William

f

$375,000 were

Goldmsn

Regina, Sask., Dec.

a

were readvinu

new "supplemental

tlioblcd)
.-iU^Uuned

riania"OS

leoprlW

in

$«.000,000

i.M

suit"

additional

damages

as

the suit
Erianeci- since the /time

House

al-

Goldman

at

owned by Broadway

is

was

The original action covered
the time Goldman
the pc-rioti from
until the suit was
leased the house
Court in Decemstarted in Federal
The new suit covers the
'ber, Wi"

'

filed

.siiH-e

period

BERGER SUES

that time.

against
pfcture

companies

Some

23.

pronounced increase

a

..

ajrliaa,--

,

to

and the first -three, "It's
a Joke, Son," "Lost Honeymoon" and
an unannounced third, tapped the

pro-

in

duction efficiency at Warners.

said,

.

company for. a total of. -$3,750,000.
Budget.^ will be stopped up further,:
he added, since E-L is planning all

Si-. iff
has resuilcd in a 65%
•decrease in air traffic and noise

over Burbank,:

top-bracket films.
prpdtict releases a
J.

SORRELL SEES

believing that a shorter film
would necessarily mean less shootr
Ing time and consequently, lower
costs)
Confronted with the vanity
of many of their top producers,
however, suggestions of the execs

-

the Lots

.

;.

•

j
i

'

;
;

'

;

filing

Sekely for

ages, as authorized

Altempt by Fielding to erase the
pic's seal because of
alleged obscenity in its advertising, foundered
on a ruling of

an

in

aiiti-trust

j

suit,

|

brings

amount asked

the

in

$1,050,000. The Lyceum
Building Corp. also computes its
other
profits and
loss of rentals,
damages at $100,000, which, tripled,

damages

:

'

I

I

brings

I

to

amount sued

iUs

for .to $300,-

000.

Berger

Bennie

;

is

prmeipal

the

i

I

Bowen explained

that

^

'

.Paramount

bought

I

Hill,"
authored by
."Captain Casanova" is the
new title for "Son of Casanova'' at
Eagle Lion: .Barbara Stanwyck returned to "The Other Love'' after a
siege ot flu. .20th-Fox was granted
permission to build $60,875 worth of
Production
Civilian
manager. . .Leo Rosten a.ssigned to sets by the
screenplay his own story on "Sleep, Authority.
Frank Borzage wound up shootMy Love" for Triangle Productions
...Illness of George Brent caused a ing on "Gallant Man." in production
postponement of. the start of ''The for two months at Republic. .Owen
producer
respondraws
Corp.se Came C.O.D." at Columbia. Crump
RKO inked Richard Wallace to sibility on. "Silver Rivei-,"' recently
Stephen purchased from Stephen Longt^treet.
forthcoming
the
direct
for
New
Sperling
leaves
"Tycoon."
Picture
...Milton
production.
Ames
Will be filmed on location in Mexico York, Dec. 28. to confer with War-,!
with headquarters at the company's tiers home office chiefs about the

|

Patrick.

.

Technicolor Stalemate

;

.

\

Forces M-G

.

.

Pic

.

,

|

i

'

^

\

i

UWP:

Dorfmaii,

production

chief,

Uppea

Stoitz
.

at

Arnold StoltK. PRC's
aavertisniK. exploitation
ty.

PRC

director

of

and publici-

its 31

;

forthcoming Joan Crawford starrer,
Churubusco studios.
.Paul Gavanaugh,
Hillcrest Productions completed •White Night.".
and Gavin Muii' drew
"Bella of San Fernando," first of its Ltimsden Hare
featured roles in "Ivy" at Universal-

Lloyd Lind.
be filled by Harold
formerly °*
of Paramount's

Ad-pub spot

JJBn.son,

al.e,.n

S 0

tt

lew

will

1

.intend!;

many

'

!

\v
sor
s.ciie.s
e

Mam:

f^»^-

be dubbed in as
worldv
as 38 languages for worldwide

tionally,

dulies.of

pix

will

rtistribulion;

°*

—

Primary

P'""-

lions

rather than

first

.

purpose

efTort to
....-h
field, will

real

'^e

i

Of
nte-

of pix-^T",*'
which companyl grate educational
be to
announcing shortly.
p,),,,, to .whools and organiza
i

i

j

*°
eastern
'"'"lager in February, 1945.
•United
Artists,
where he
^^'''"^

milii
'

f rr.
'foiii
"''^i-'ct

^

i

'

•

as exploitation

head.

i

I

&

rem them.

Bell

library, which Universal
libraryrecently bought, will be coordinated

Howell

with iievvly produced

films.

areas.

Only Loew's
;

I

.

I

commitment

five-picture

.

j

'

for

re-

by Screen Guild Productions.
Enterprise is rushing work on the
Spanish and Portuguese versions of

lease

.

"Ramrod"

;

.

I

;

j

!

j

to hit the. Latin-AmfriTcan market before the release ol the Metro.
Hunt Stromberg completed shootEnglish language, version ... Metro
started production on "When- the ing '"Personal. Column" at General
.Next starrer for Roy
World Shook,'' a John Ncsbilt ehore i^e'rvi.ce
in the "Pa.ssing .Parade" series, built Rogefs oil, the RepiiblJc lot will be
on tlie story ot the Parii;'utin vol- "Song of the: Golden West." .sfcarting
Ferenz Foclor draws procano in Mexico... Adele Mara and Feb. 3'
Stephanie Bachelor inked for- the duction Chores on "The Crise.'; of
feniine leads in "Lightnin' Strikes Dii'k Diiimond." to be made by
Twice." to be produced by William Audio Pictures for Screen Guild
Columbia handed RichTelfjase
J. O'SulliVan and directed by Lesley
SeUvnder at Repiibiic Allan Dvvaii ard Goldstone the productioiv^ins
"When a Girl's Beautiful,"
finished producing and directing the on
Phil Ford assigned
filmusieal
uiitilled Nelson Eddy-Iloiia Ma."isay
twp to direct "The Finger Woman."
Republic
after
at
musical
rolling early in January at Republic
months of shooting..
ParaiTioimt postponed the starf of with William J. O'SuUivan as proKen Niles. radio annouhducer .
"The Ttoad to Rio" until Dee. 26,
Pete Smith added "Those Good Old cer. draws a featured role— not that
!
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.
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;
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Days"

to

iSiletro.

Willi

his

shorts

program

Dave O'Brien

of B

at

Past" at

starring
i

.

.

.

:

has

first

RKO.

:

been tradeshovvn to ex.

hibitors.

.

,

i

.

"Clouds"
forth

booked

will be
prints'

come

only, as

hencewitH

in,

each booking to be approved by the
Metro's other Current
Technicolor film. "The Yearling." is
slated to open only in Los Angeles
this year, where it tees ofE on Christmas Day. No dates will be taken on
the picture except for other trial
runs ip New York and Chicago until
further notice, and Metro hopes lo
have enough prints available by th«
radio announcer—in "Out of the time the film is .ready for .general
.

.

was moved back to Friday (27) in all
the areas except Denver, where it
will be held on Jan. 2.
Under the
con.sent decree, a picture cannot be
booked in any exchange area until
it

j

\

be readapled. almost as though they were in a forAddieign toiigue. Dorfman said.
Brili.sh films will

exchange

theatres in the other 20 exchanges
will be able to play the; picture on
Year's.
Color print tieuo became .so acute
that Metro couldn't even get enough
prints to tradescreen "Clouds" on the
originally designated Dec. 12 date in
International. .Hugo F v e g o n e s e Dallas. Denver, Dps Moines. Milwau[leaves Eiec. 26 for Argentina to. make kee. Minneapolis, Oklahoma City,
a. picttire before -Starting work: un- Omaha. Portland. Salt Lake City. San
at
contract
director
der- his new
Franci.sco and Seattle.
Screening

New

|

I

.

program within. a few months.

boon upped to the- po.st' of
special national .sales
representative
under a-;.^'t .sales chief
lias

Situations

j

]

>

said that Rank had already
started turning out the nori-thealrithat UVVP vvould giin its
cal.s. and

who

to Substitute

11

j

I

[

newly
Pictures,
United World
in New Yoik. it
was held, did not formed Universal Subsid, and J. Arpass the bounds of decency.
thur. Rank have mapped, a, joint sevfor
expenditure of
Decision did hot consider either en-year plan
Callthe eonlexl o[ the film itself or the $7.(100,000 on educational pix.
standard,-, ot extra-stale
'"s: for production of a pic-per-week
ads. Board
of ReKcnis, on appeal,
will decide ^'.v each oiillit over tlie^ seven-year
'lot only Whether
agrecd
have
Rank
and
UWP
period.
New' York advert'siiig is up to
snuff but the novel to formation of an integrated dis<iinestion of what effect
bally outside tribulion setup and output ot films
the -state has 'On
kinderlegality ot a seal aimed at all levels from the
conBnecl to the state itself.
sa' len to the graduate school. Plan
,"
was disclosed last week by Edward

in

Metro, unable to get enough Technicolor prints lor "Till the Clouds
Roll By" becau.se of the Hollywood
labor strike, has been forced to replace it with "Secret Heart" as a
special New Year's release in 11 oi!

I

.

U-RANKPLANl-A-WEEK
EDUCATIONAL SHORTS

had
Ads

~~

.

Wooden

.

\

jurisdiction

Pt the state was; confined to its own
borders and^^that such
Uems as
photos of California billboards
no bearing on obscenity Charges.

~

|

~

films.

London

.

"^ner of the circuit ot 10 theatres,
Dr. Ward C. Bowen. and he also owns several theatres
ot the division, that 'eased to the Minnesota Amus. -Co.

acting director
the city could not introduce evidence
of ads placed outside the state. Dr.

.

Roy Barcioft and Tom'
washed up their thesp
chores in "Wyoming" at Republic
but will return in a bod.y this week
to start work in "Lightnin' Strikes
Twice". .Albert Jaeger, financial
consultant to Seymour Neben/.al in
Nero Films, was upped to general
Withers,

,

Lock wood. Joan Leslie, Michele
Morgan. Una Merkel. Kenny Delr
"The' mar and Deborah Kerr.
Jack

-

I

Regents, -MeahWhile, the
fracas moved ahead
ot an application by
producer Howard Hughes for an
early trial of his suit to restrain city
authorities from interfering with its
showing*
legal

its

advance to bally product.
Krim
says he is aiming ultimately for'a
.six-month leeway. Meanwhile,, company now has 17 sales supervisors
and the .same number of exploitation
men but will continue expansion of
forces as needs arise
E-L has si>arked a drive to sign
talent and writers and currently lias
17 players under contract.
Heading
these are Franchot Tone, Margaret

]

ot

of the
to

is the buildup on a backlog
of films.
Studios during first year
will turn out pix as fast as possible
so that by windup of '47 company
flacks will have at least three months;

.

,

.

intervals.

prexy,

j

.

'

Build a Backlog

:

j

tlve

has

he said, and sales

One of the chief problems
new company, according

!

From

prod.Uct,

week

eight

|

i

with

own

of eight

personnel had been so advised during recent sales meets in Dallas and
•
Chicago,
In a Coast huddle with Teddy
Carr. Rank's top distribution exec,
details for handling of E-L's product in the United Kingdom were
closed. E-L's pix will be distributed
by General Film Distributors, of
which Carr is headman, with the
understanding that all of the Yank
films will play both the Odeon and
Gaumont circuits,
"Lost Honeymoon" will head the invasion of
Britain with- its English preem set
for March 15,
Thereafter. Krim
said, E-L pix will, open at six to

:

two-ply

its

.yearly,

a

:

and home

I

Board

pix

added.
Rank's "Bedelia" has been
tagged lor leadoft' in mid-January
with "Joke" following two weeks
later.
Company, for the rest of the
year. will aim. to alternate British

TOSTRIKE

.

i

be-sidci

minimum

distribution
schedule,
which calls for one pic bitting the
screens every third week, Krim

EARLY FINISH

Minneapoiis,^^
have apparently brought little reAs the sales chief pointed
Charging an ti^trust law violation, sults.
the Dtiiuth Theatre Corp. has filed out, what can the production exec
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
showing damage siiits in federal court tor answer when his producing staff
.spondeiits had monopolized
Herbert Sorrell. head of the ConWar- $1,350,000, plug fees and cost; against immediately throws up to him figof film.s in houses operated by
from ob- eight major distributors and the ures showing the tremendous grosses ference ot Studio Unions indicated
ner.? and prevented him
the studio strike was nearing its end
taining the features at the same time Minnesota Amus. Co,
(Paramount brought in by the longies?
as the Warner theatres.
Theatres circuit).
Illustrative of the staff producers' in a speech at the regular Sunday
Goldman asked triple damages of
Distributor defendants are Para- feelings was that recently demon- night mass meeting When he. Siid,
covaward
$375,000
strated
The
by
Metro's
Arthur
Freed,
tl,S50,0()0.
mount, Columbia, Metro, RKO, 20thIn Fox, United Artists, Universal and producer of "Till the Clouds Roll believe it won't be too long before
ered his losses at the Krlanger.
G us Eyssell, managing direc- a satisfactory settlement is made
the ca.ses of the Keith and Karlton Warners. The complaint alleges "a By."
houses, Goldman sought no money combination and ,'c^)hspi:racy'' of the tor of Radio City Music Hf*l7 N, Y., and that you will benefit much more
award but a judgment breaking up defendant eorpdfations "concertedly saw a screening of the lilm on the than you expected. All I ask is that
alleged monopolistic practices to fix the rim, clcafatice and mini- Coast and wanted to book it as his
tile
you continue the same support
oC Warner Bros.
mum admission price terms, to dis- Christmas attraction, but refused to through: the Christmas holidays that
"
criminate with respect to license take it in its 138-minute running
Judge Filzpatrick granted Gold
Not until after much per- you have given in the past."
man a permanent injunction re- terms granted against independent time.
suasion,
however,
was
Freed
willing
continuing
theatres, and otherwi.se to restrain
straining Warners .from
Strike has been on' for three
and monopolize the motion picture to clip 18 minutes from the picture.
tli« alleaed monopoly, and directed
In deference to Freed, it's been months but Sorrell first states now
the same right btisineasr"
it to give Goldman
learned. Metro now plans to rein- that the end"will be witUin a realor
tirst,run pictures at
bid
to
ifs claimed specifically that the
sonable length of time.''
Keith'! and the Karlton that War- DuUith Theatre Corp. has been re(Continued on page 24)
ners ha.s.
f Vised flrst-run piqttlres ^inee August,
1941, Wheii it took over the I,<yceum
theatre, 'DUluthy formerly operate^
by the iWinnfetoa Amus. Co. On the
license Commissioner
other :hand, according to the complaint, "the distributor defendants
Pressing Appeal to K.O.
liaye at all times since that date
freely granted licenses to the Minand David Barclay directing, Mrs.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
'Ontlaw' in N. Y. City npsota Aimis. company" for its firstGeorge Reeves, after three years Chris-Pin Martin, Mexican actress,
Whipped in his fight before the run Uieatres iii competition With the in the Army, returns to Paramount makes her Hollywood film bow in
V.'.
"The Fugitive." produced by Argosy.
Motion Picture Division of the State Lyceum.
to star in "ChampaRne for Two," a
Education Dept. to extract a state-'
The plaintiflf asserts that JOSS in two-reel Musical Parade in Techni- ...Walt Disney handed his studio
wide ban on "The Outlaw," New net profits to /the Lyeeurti, Dululh. color. Lou Greenspan moved in as employes a five-day holiday over
York License Gommissioner Bon- since acquisition, in consequence of associate producer on "The Fighting Christmas. .vLon Young organized
jam ih Fielding declared his intention the defendants^ acts:, has been ap- Madonna." to be made by Steve Lon Young Productions, concento press nn immediate appeal to the proximately
$350,000. Triple damRepublic release. .Grant trating on commercial and industrial
'

Rank

Arthur

mapped

ably

Briefs

.

Company, which

Coast production chiefs, and
Louis B, Mayer,

especially Metro's
have consistently

,

to supply him with
Karlton
pictures at the Erlanger,
by
and Keitli theatres, operated
Goldman. .Goldman charged the re-

fusal

Krim

inajor

of

:

Aid

Hollywood, Dec.

from the Burljank terniinal

campaigned for
shorter pi;x as one answer to skyrocketing production costs, presum-

$1350101

refirst-run

alleged

for

M

MAJORS

deThe judgment in Thursday's
the suit filed by
cree resulted from
Goldman more than four years ago
Warners and other major

^ide of Los Angeles has caused

EffiGiency
.

Transfer

,

Prod.-Krim

.Municipal Airport, on the other

WB

pverr-

pictures cutting
into .their
the trend towards making
top-budgetevs of two hours' or more
in length shows no signs of abating in the- immediate future,
One
of the prime reasons for this, according to the sales, manager of one of
the majprs, is that long picturijs in
the past have generally turned out
to be top grossers, despite the fact
that their length might cut into a
theatre's turnover.
grosses,

is:

Theatres, Ltd.

s

from exhibitors against

long

the flr^t in
Saskatachewan to boast a "crying
room.''.
Mothers
whose
children
become troublesome
can see the show from a room
fitted with special optical glass.

Goldman's attorneys

that

disclosed

tests
23.

Newly-opened Broadway theatre in Saskatoon

to

Kagle-Lion has set a $12,000,000;
production budget for itis first eight
piX which are slated to -be completed by Sept. 1, 1947, according to;
Arthur Krim. company prexy, who
Teturned last week from "a twomonth Coast trip. No -film made by:
E-L -will cost less than $1,000,000,

Despite the rising storm of pro-

Room'

'Crying

Theatres,

William H.

b\ lH'ac.1.1 Judge
against
KiikinitiiHc. Thursday (19)
and
affiliates
Wai-nc- Bios., two
dLstribulmg
an(J
proclLiciiifi
Piaht
same time it was
companies., At the,

II

,

i

!

homeofftce.

.

release.
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strong support in diialer situations in U. S.
Texas" (Rep),
"Stars Over
Fair oatuncr in J^ddic Deane

t.!ri.ltiir

title,

ROOfl

from

liaiiicV,

s:s)ni>

III" Ihi,'

anew

i

,

por.sonnlity in

scries.

Bi-iice Beiint'tt W liom, the saLs (and
bays) .will tnlk, abolitj, an ultvatew .i.a.
niocteriv appi'oaeh, and a
ovei'tone.*: W'hich the ,Ioo Brcen of(ices ,!ia\-e the so -by, thi.'? is the .wrt
miss at ariy:,c'nh't
of setup,

"Oreat Kxpccliitioiis"

I

I

which

:

{.body's boxol'tice.
It's dfic of Ihos.c brittle,; brash sex
:

"If's a Wonderful Life" w; ill enjoy
lust that at Hhc l3;Q,. iwd emmeiitly
the
de.--ervis to do so.. In the waka .ot
biUo\vin:i5 biillvhoo': which, ha.s preceded tine first entry fi-om Liberty
•Fii.n.,will come re.stu-eini« word-o'ac^^^ralo th^ A^irrins of
moi^i
theatres- wickets, .^tter: a somewhat
eUimmy cycii< of psychological pix
Hnd a tortured lr<>iid of pantnig propat;unda vehicle.',, the April-air wholesumcnoi-s ;uid humanism of this natural bring back ,vividly the rCvniPjlei-"
essentially, .'ithe .screcri best
that,
enciffors, iihHelfcpnsciQliSVVtbrthriKht.

l

romances which, even if it leaves
a few loose cuds Su.SFended, pans
b.o. pay oft'. It preRobert Aldii as a new -sort of
li<>-man personality, a\N-ay from thq

I

1

Gershwin, of

ae.sthetic

"Rhap- a remake

the

•

of gold) role wliioh i.s vivid, vibrailt
vil ill but, unfortunately, falls
apart, as does the plot, towards the
end. Then there i.s Bennett, a sort of

Picture

and

character

CaiMnichacl

tertainment.

'
.

.

Fi'ank Caprn-atiti .Tnme,': Stewart, in
retiu-ning to lilms^iifter long years
iinil'orm, endow the pic whh its inost
Herewith,
contributions.
telling.
Stewart touchois the Ihesplc peak ot
He hasn't lost a whit Of
hi.s career.

m

seems recently to have acquired.

.

„'

dubious chores for him. When their
Capra brought back to "Life" all elder sister, Miss r^upino, Comes on
his oldtinae craft, delicate devotion to the .scene. gets a singing jW) indetail and' character, dclineatioh as Alda's nitery, rebuffs the bos.s, takes
for
feeling
well as his sure-footed
up with Bennett, the piano-playing
true dramatic impact, as well as his fool., it evolves into a farniliar but
deft method of leavening humor into none the less arresting roma-nce
of
right spots at right times. He again :unrequited.love,
.proves he- can fashion what ordiThere are po.stwrtr overtones as
narily livould be homilizing hofcum Miss King copes with, the problem
into gleaming, engaging, entertain- of he'r. shell-shocked hu.sband (John;
incnt for all brows;— high, low or Ridgeley); the sub-plot with the
beetle. Cnpra may iiot have taken two^timin.g wife
(Dolores Moran)
liero the stride forward in (ilm-raak- and her trusting boob of a husband,
ing technique ho achieved in "It Hap- Doii McGuirc; plus other detolirs as
pened One Night," but no past Capra the, battled-fatigu'ed husband comes
c(-lhiloid possessed any greater or home for the happy ending, and the
more genuine qualities of effeetive- conniving nitery boniface-racketeer
ness^
'^V-' ^,';
::
Alda meets his inevitable doom.
A good assortment of pops" is
The tale, flashbacked, essentially
deftly inter.spliced,
including
the
is simple, At 30 a small-town citizen
leels he has reached (he end, of his George and Ira Gershwin title song;
rope, rrtentaliy; morally, lihancially. also their "Liza''; the Kern-Hamhis plans all his life have gone merstei'n "Why Was I Born?" and
"Bill"';
Johnny
Green's "Body and
awry. Through no iatilt of own he
faces disgrace; If the woi:ld isn't Soul'' and Creamer & Johnson's "If
against him, at Ica.st it has averted its I Could Be With You (.One Hour
.'^s
he contemplates: .suicide. Tonight)'', which isn't exactly a nurface,
the
as
Heaven speeds a: guardian angel, a sery rhyme, especially
pixvish fellow' of sly humor-, to teach .s-W'oon-croon jivesters whip this up
the despondent inost graphically hO'W in the early a.i-n. It's in this .scene,
worthwhile his life has been and inddentally, when the threat of the
muscle-man
Alda
move
in
to
on the
what treasures, largely intangible,
H,
he docs possess. Tlic recounting of Long Beach -front bi.sfro is one of
t this life is just about flawless in its several lett-in-suspense situations.
Withal it shapes up aS commerf tender and natural tir.eatment; only
cially good dtverlis.scment.
Haoul
possible thin carping could be that
,

,

'

;'

.

;

,,

the top situaliori.s'.
strength of Joan
Garfield to
marquees, thoughtful pro-

John

'

,

':.[

,

Intfigration

;

arrangements and scoring.

'

'

is

braced by

a-

full

fan-spread of shimmering support.
In fcmme load,. Donna Reed Will
reaeh fuH-fledged stardom .with this
Scropge-liko banker,
effort.' As a
Lionel Bari'yntore lends a lot of lus-:
Thomas Mitchell especially i.s
tro.
eff«)ctive as lead's drunken^ uncle; as
parents, Beulah Bondi and Samuel S.
Hil^ds caleh the spirit. Other standOuts areK. B. Warner. Frank Faylen
and Wai^d Bond; they m^ike much
imore of .small-toWii'' chiira.cter roles
than usually' rather liackneyed parts
'

..

receive.

Two

new

relafi\i"ly

Hollywood, Dec.
,

Todd Karns and Gloria Grahame,
.score as youthful
"
' ,
star.

Wiini,

P^i K

os.

tli

!-

.siiire

.liiaii,

fraiiiica

Kiiish,

(

oj^i-ai'

contemporaries of

It

iU'
'isi

.loiri'y

,.

» rwii;

19.

raiTol

I

.NfHiilWo.

'.:

Xi.i-biil'y

is
value
every
Prodiiefionally.
milked. With the use of new technitiue, employing CO;: bp.se, snow is
frtcsimiliod 'far bettei- than ever before. Buhviirki'ng' Capra, the cameras of Jo.seph 'Walker and Joseph
Bii-oc caught all: the flavor and mi-

liaic.t

•(iiniin.'

llui'j-i;

by

illliji,;!

Lsadt.'
,

Kfiicsi

is

iijiliu-.
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lj»-iv
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v

riKiit,
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.

'I'l'ade-

(';fmi;,
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.

Joan
is

Chandler.
per-

skill full.y

Clifford Odets and Zacliary Gold
gave Jean Negulo.sco, a solid screenplay as basis for his .strong direction.
Tlie caref ul, production guidance by
Jch'y Wald, has made a potent com-
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well

femme menace

the

a.s

and Michael O'Shea

ot piece
in ag

dragged

is

the d.a.'g wisecracking investigator
George Coulouris, Jeff Donnell'

Steven Geray, Halph Morgim, John

Kellogi; and others in the cast try
hard to get a punch out of the material.

Lensing by Bert Glennon i.s skillful and other technical contribution^
measure up.
Brou.
-

Wiillsfi'

CorUobu

il'e

"The Beast with Five Fingers'' is
a weird. Grand Guignol-ish concoction that puts the customers strictly
on Iheir own. Till the last gasp, when
J. Carrol Naish winks into the lens
and gives out Avith a: craCk l,hat "it
could happen," it's in the continental
groove, adding up to a whodunit that
payee.s more credit for intelligence than the average thriller.^
Fate of the experimental item, there.gives

The Story

of «he I'ope

Films TolsaKP

ciiiipt;!

WrKten

pi-in,iuclii}n.

of Ueriiavd I). Biuinlt
by, ,lpbn .Mp»'biii! ami

.)\ibn 0'('oimo,v; jiitri'iii ioii, .vl,'?i;r. Kni.<hi'pn; musli', SiNtinp Chiili 1 utiioi',
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March

of Time didn't think .h) when
it
devoted an entire; i-eleasc to the
Vatican Story some three years ago.;
Nevertheless, as a feature attraction'
"The Story of the Pope", is certainly;
not intended for general release. It's

one that'll be decided by
WQi'd-of-mouth more; than- "via any
otlier factor. It's strong enough fi oni
a pvoductional standpoint, .Warners
a straight documentary piece, with,
having poured plenty into Ui.sh trap.sometiting less than popular interest.
pings,, but the marquee pull i.s iiiToo many factors militate afiainst a
vested .solely in Petnr Lorre, Robert
religious subject limited to a single
Alda and Andrea King.
faith, and once in the theatrei the
'Victor Franccn, as a semi-invalid
aiidieiice might be repelled by thei
concert pianist, lives in a gloomy
oceasioi-ial bits of doctrine that creep
His comvilla in norlhern Italy,
into Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen's narrapanions are his secretary, Lorre; :hi.s tion,
although that's held to a mininUi-sc, Miss King; a conipbser' friend,
'',':'
mum.,
Alda, and his attorney, David llotfReal interest of the picture lies in
.-man.
inside shots of "Vatican grounds and
A good deal oCthe plot is projected the
daily routine of Pope Pius XH.
through Lorre's eyes, without any Some
of the film iS' not new. and
explanation of the switches from about eCo
of it was lensed by V;itistrai.ght narration to scenes regiscan photographers, but it pre.sonts. a
tered by Lorre's deranged mind. pretty good
overall picture ot.what
Best and most gruesome parts of the (he spiritual leader of .340.000,000
picture are when Lorre is alone with Catholics
does during a woiking day.
his vivid imagination. He chases a
Film opens with a- short iiitroducghoulish hand around the library tion bv Cardinal Francis Spcllman:;i>f,
several times, catching it finally and
and while that may add:
bloodcur- New York,
fore,

is

.'

''

::

;

;..

,

down in a
it
interest for the eastern crowds, it
dling scene reminiscent in mood of could have been di.spensed with .rs
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," Still so much padding. The Cardinal i.sn't
him, :escaping at last from
a very good speaker, and sufl'ers b.y
the burning coals Into which he has comparison with the narration ot the
also.
thrown it to strangle him
experienced Msgr. 'Sheen. The early
Francch's mevceijary relatives leave career of the Pope is followed from
the imhappy place, glad to get out, his ordination as Father; Pace! Ii to'.
and Alda and Miss King go off to- appointment as Papa! Secretary of
gether to America.
State and subsequent election; as
Scenes in which the di.sembodied Pater Sanctus. Much of his time is
hand crawjls aroUncl the rooh-i achieve shown spent in audiences with peoa surrealistic effect and will surely ple raniiing in .station from 'Winston
be labeled among the most scary Churchill to Italian peasants.
ever filmed. Photography here is reMo.st
impressive sequences are
markable, as it is throughout' the tliose; .showing tapeslries and paintWilliam Jacobs projection, for which ings by Raphael, and others, of the
lensniah Wesley Anderson and spe-. ceremonies involved in creating :}2
eial effects experts William McGann new CardinaLs. Some of the latter
and H. Koene.kamp rate a deep bow. scenes were overlong.
Robert Floroy's direction otthe tense
After the school and, religious marCurt Siodmak screenplay is also im- ket is exhausted, best commercialpeccable. Editing,, costuming, dialog chance for "Story of the Pope" lies
and sets are all expert, and Leo Forb- in the possibility of its being edited
Stciner
.stein's handling of the Max
down to short subject length, a task
score adds trenicndou.sly to the spine- that .shouldn't be too difl'icult.
hammering

it pul-sties;
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A unique climactic twist thafH,
keep suidicnees buzzing for niinutcs

.

,

afler the pictnve ends' caps Ihis overall fine effort from one of Britain's

smaller production outfits. A modest
buclgeler :b'y: Hollywood standards,
nim, is given plenty of cinematic heft
b.v. virtue of its superior .screonplay,
;

.C'ompelent .ijiesping' and" careful at-,:
tehtion to realistic detail. Although
its eliances in the.U; S. iriarkel will
be limited to diialer situations because of a total ab.sence of mime values, film will have an increasing impact on the b,o, on basis ofword-ofmputh. Dialog, despite a sfrong Cockiie.v burr; in parf.s. Will provide iio
.special langtiage bai-ricr for Ame'''"
can, patrons.
Plot is an inleresifhg vin-ialion
h'im the riin-of-ihe.'miH eriiiie; pictui-es and Wjll keep amatetir legidv,
brains working overtime trying' to
dope Out a solitlion. ,Using f'-ishbatk
technique for the first half, story (levolvcs upon a judicial mistake which',
scnd.s: a man iip on a 15-.year rap '.for,,,
murder that never took place. Coming out of jail after serving his lime,
the victim of the over-zealbUs (W'iiseditor goes on an inionsivo' miiiilumt to produce, the man ho allegedly
'

;"Mi'. Di.strict Attorne.-y" will benefit
froin popularity of radio program of
.same title. Familiar cast lends selling strength, and the exploitation
values are good. These factors will,
top positions in
lielp it through
smaller fir.st, runs. Otherwise it is a
rather haph.azai'd, film veriiion of the
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bination of niusic and drama to
please the carriage trade, making
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In working witli the A-riMng team
of Frances Goodrich and, Albert
Hackett, Capra obviously helped inif'ct the feel and spirit ho w-anted,
while his partners' ealnr comedy
sr-nsc frequently flavors, Jo Swerliiig's additional scenes, unideniilied,
patently parred the rest of the ,sci ipt.

O'Keefe is likeable as his as-sistant
Marguerite Chapman acquits herscli

Samuer Bischotl','s physical production vaiucs rale better than script
he hasn't given story tight sueach phase thoroughly cfi'ectivfc in, but
pervision, iieedod to, point up miiioeafrying out the cla.ss imprint. tiOn.sI'aiii CavaiuiRli
drama
elements.
Plot
coitcerns
Ki'-iiai'il
tJaiiit'H
iiig by Erno.st HuUer is fine, as are
young assi.stant d.a, who resents hi.s
..Iiilm .\bbi)U
Qther contributions.
Brog.
....H.iljliy ,nlaltoboss' interfereMCc in his private life
.'I'liinniy' cnok
ai'id,,geis; miX(;d .up' vyith a girl who
J>nti
.Mi'duife
will do: anything; even miu'der, to obJ''i'il'z
l.ribf>i,'
RE-INKS 'DRUMMOND'
\ii;bl i:'bii,,;
tain money and security. D.A, has
(.acctilfa,
(Ifi'bisii'a
,\'i*r,lijlI'aivjl
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
the ri gilt idea about gal but his asT'li'iJ......
Hi. bat-.l
VVal.sli
Columbia signed Lou Appleton, sistant is blinded by love. .Before it
or-;
all
Jr., and Bernard iSmall io pi'oduco
resolves itself the girl has buniped killed. The man is., found and in
"Humnre.'-que'' combines cla.'^sical
tier to .set the cotirf; records right; the
two more pictures of the "Bulldog oft two men 'and Irics to do away innoceht
mii.sic and drama inio a top quality
ex-con kills hiiiir bcfoi-c a
with her lover in the finale when he
motion picture. A- .score' of tinusual j;Drumm6nd," detective series,
dignified
of Ent'land'.s
a.sscmbla,i,'e
won't
accept
her
loot
and
charms.
Filim, wilt bc i-niull; carl,>j in 19'17
excellence gi\'e.« fre-iliness' to standHu\ iim Piiid foe
Robpi't B. Sinclair's diroction is un- lending le.galites.
ard classics and play.s n.s, important under the banner of Venture pic- even, mpslLy from ;SCri,pt'confiisi,oi-i in the crime in advanced couUi the naii,-^
a part as Fiumic lUir.'--t's familiar tuves.
(Continued on page 24)
planting varioiLs story threads. Writ1-
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auccs; lattijr is a newcomer, who was
elevated to lensing whtn former had riiil It.ii'a.v ... ;.-.'
to leave during ,shooting, D,imitri Ti- )''lui'( ni!l'. ...;.....
);,Mtn
Hip'i.y
omkiii'.s score tiihanccs, -especially
'''"'''I'
making ,morc' poignant Ihe closing ^,';;;;"' -vv't-.iKm.
He ha.s com- nim,
tlrsnfifttic, sequences.poseia fbr mo.st Capra pix and never ibti^ln'f.
'Riii
ii'bil.i),
more eompellingly than in. this. Jack I'aiif
I'bil i!iH':i
u;iii,liH,,.;.
Okej's art. especially in the exterior I'l.biii'....
l!liKr'l->-f'fii|li.
scenes, is fctchingly iiatiirrrl, ,
,

Fi.lir.
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by

formed by Bobby Blake. Paul Cavanagh, Richard; Gaines, John Abbott
and others are capable.
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Petfi' l.rvl'ft
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I'l-i'Kchpl Uilljui; tMllliii'. William l.yon,
vltiwul |)i>,'. I!i, M(i. Itiinnuici' linif., HI MINS.
SU've linn IK 11
IJonniw (i-Kim'Tc
.4ilolpb« .Mi'n.lml
l^l'liJi,' Wart'cn,
I). A
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Levant's

Garfield as; a hoy

Oilpts,

by Fannie

sliii'y

lilt

\Va\niuli;
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rufl'm-a

Sia'^ciiiiia,y..

liiilil-;

AiHlvea KliiK

tral backing.
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(J'Kliea:

character of Sid
Je'ffors, Garfield's friend and accompanist, is: a Ihinly-eoncealed Levant.
He's in for quips, .safe advice and
generally to lighten the heavy dramatics. It i.s a good part, well done.
J. Carrol Nai.sh aiid,: Ruth Nelson
cohtribute excellently as Garfield's
parents.'; Tom,; D'Andrca antl. Peggy
Kntidsen have smaller spots
as
brother and si.'iter. Minor romance

Willi! iwo.f;

.

.

One of her best moments is the
suicide scene in which she'walks into
the .sea to the accompaniment of
"Liebestod." It is an intense, dramatic nion-icnt, heightened by the
stirring violin 40I0 with full oi-chesOscar

-tohij, ttai'-

;l.iiv..nit.
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to

connected with a dipsomaniac married woman who promotes Garfield's
career but Miss Crawford's talent
eurrios it off with top honors.

llnnioi*ej«i|iie

lUii'Hi'ti.

R
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:

) ;

lace.s,

aivci'Uii', .liK'lc Donlflsi Xi'pre.
.Mux Kli'tnvr; ai'PunKi>;iiian(.i. Hitun Kiiciliii^.
i.t>n
Foi'bwif'ii,!: hh.*^!.
luiiHio.
liof«'v;
.Trailf-sbown -Suv. JH;
rci-tPf, Art l.ui'lter.
JliimiliiK Ituie. »<• .MINS,

the etfec- Dingle and Hoffman. Alda and Miss
tiveness is the nigh-flawless fingering King make an attractive pair of
and bowing during the violin shots. lovers, and the Italian villages and
Joan Crawford's ,role i.s, an acting others in the cast rhig the bell,
Mike.
part, rather than a typical femme
star assignment, and she malies the
most of it. There's little sympathy

Adding

performance.

Walsh's pacing is good; producer
Arnold Albert has given it importantly-appearing investment, albeit
it's
by no means a costly production; the Turney-Pa.naiio scripting i.s
brittle (it's from the Maritta Wolff
novel;
"Night Shift".
and Max
Stciner's musical treatment further
enhances the bve'r-all aura.
Abel.

ending i.s .slightly ovcrlong and
shade top cloying for all ^taslefi.

Stewart's lead

spi'cliil etfci'ln,
eillliir. li'vniiU- Alii-

KoPiU'Uiuno;

11,

I'liiiloK

m>iil;

25, 1916
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Wllliiiin
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tlie

December

ing is obvious and often badly dialoged in the script by Ian McLellan
Hunter. Ben Markson did the adap..
tation from a story by Sidney Marshall, based on the air show created
"
by Phillips H. Lord,
Adolphe Menjou brings usual hi.strionics to the title role.
Demiis

Principal footage goes to Garfield
as the young; violinist \vlio, encour- tihglings.
,
aged by his mother's interest, devotes
Lorre's maniac is a masterly ,10b.
his life to music, He turns in a dis-, Also rating plaudits in the thesping
tingui,shed,
thoroughly
believable dept. are Nai.-^h, Francen, Charles
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Some 23 classical numbers are included, plus a iiumber of pop piece,s
used as background for cafe .sequences. Latter are played and sung
by I'eg LaCcntra to good effect. Full
symphony of 110 pieces is (i.sed for
much of the recording and large
viola section is used <,to. back the
'Carmen" melodies;

,

An

.calibre to at tract

tite
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Caesar school, who has,
kid
brother doing

Of the. Little,

of

name

and

o£ miisic and drama
ties the two together so tightly there
is
never a separation.
Gla.ssical
lovers Will hear special arrangements
of such favorites as, the orchestral
suite from "Carmen," in which the
violin becomes the vocal solo instead
of the usual voice, and a smash violin
solo of "Liebestod" from "Tristan
and Isolde." Other musical standouts
include the gypsy "Zigeunorvvcisen,"
another violin solo. Isaac Stern, violin virtuoso, acted as music advisOr
and dubbed the violin for the score,
while Franz Waxman did the special

,

Andrea King's

,

ance quality,"

vis-a-vis-^and the femme
customers.
The loose ends are plot faults.
Alda is a suavely tough Long Beach
iCalif;) muscle guy, something out
celluloid

,

rises

is long, running more than
twd hours, but does KOt'idrag, because
of the score potency and perform^

bothcr-me. chores which invariably
have (he revenue effect on; their

persontility
bojish
(when called to turn it on) and tlirfuer-shows a maturity and depth he

who

first

Footage

ill.

erstwhile

his

,

brighten
duction guidance by .lorry Wald and
strong direction by Jean Negulesco.

a bit too mature
St. jive ikid.; none the less, impresses
one bt thb.se get-awsiy-gals-ybu-'
time.s

is

has the

It

Crawford

w-ho, if ,beto be a 52d

K.a.

.(.it

bo.xatfice

lu.sh

with

.

loads of masculine

violinist

was

prodliced, iii,,
1920)' this vei;,sibn is virti'itilly a new:
story, stripped of any racial conngr
tatibns as vv'as the-rcase originally.

sody In Blue;; W;hich flm. projected
him. It spotlights, Ida Lltpino in a
sulf-.sufficient, hcroiiie (with a heart

Hoagy

of

to concert heights froiii the lower
East Side of New York. Technically

.scnts

j

young

story ot a

out as plenty, of
I
l

iGFD).

Cickens''
ttovcl; with John Mill-s, Valerie
Hobson, looks limited for U. S,
"Heldorado" (Soiigs) (Rep).
Roy Rogev-s oaluncr with plenty
to please foUowei's.
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THIS

IS

THE SIGN OF

Broke Every Record For Any
Theatre,
History

Any Week
Of Motion

In

The

Pictures

Week At The Roxy, N.Y....
Broke That Record The Second
Week... Is Setting New Records
1st

Every Day Of The 3rd
5th Weeks!
. . .

. . .

4th

will

make

the

same

g

STARTING CH
AT THESE HONC

Chinese—Loew's State— Uptown—I

CHICAGO • Fox in PHII
Wisconsin in MILWAUKEE # Uptc

Lake

CITY

in

LOUIS •

Missouri in ST.

BALTIMORE

m Orpheum-Oriei

in

OMAHA

in

SALT LAKE CITY

# Warfield in SA>
STOCKTON # Apollo in ATI

Miller-Boulevard
Sth Avenue in

DAYTON

in

m

WICHIl

SEATTLE

• Watson

Every showman knows the

in

Gill

# S

SALINA

sign of the grea

Wedncatlgy, December 25, 194A

P^HSIETY

IRISTMAS

DAY

RED THEATRES!
i

i

j

LOS ANGELES
State
ADELPHIA • Fox in DETROIT
wn—Esquire—Fairway in KANSAS
oyola in

Allen in

CLEVELAND

m

New

in

PORTLAND # Paramount
FRANCISCO ^ California in

tal

I

in

ANTIC CITY # Uptown-Rialto
oz-Kickapoo in SPRINGFIELD
A # Fox in HUTCHINSON

SPOKANE # Colonial in
Midwest in OKLAHOMA CITY

ate in

•

est

boxoffice hits in the industry!
CENTURY-FOX

Wednestlay, December 25, 1946

PlCTVtlS CROSSES

16

New

PROV. MARKING TIME;

L A. Cheer;

Fix Bring

'Skies'

Providence, Dec.

Los
teeing

.^ngele-s.

of new.

strong

.

here Tuesday

ofl'

and on

124,1

thi«: session..

•

in

is

.

of holiday week
sniash $55,000 or

bv .some
It

cioinri

two Paranjount
''Strange' Woniah" 'ook^ to
over

H.O/S Slow Del Albeit

.

$6,800.
(Fav)
IVIajcstic
"Margie" (20th).,

j

Lit $23,-

i

Xloak' Fat at $34,000;

-

'

three

bkeh

houses,

.

four .•!nuill-.seater,'^, "Npcin
okay $26,000
as
turiie"' sliapes

COO

(2d
t20th)
"Dani;erous Millions"
run), "good. $5,000.
•"ay's (Fay) (1.400; 44-651— "Home
in Oklahoma" (Rep) and vaude on
stage. Fairly steady at $7,000. Last
week, "Gilda" (Col) and vaude,

:

far in current
"Blue Skies.": which will

is

m

.

lirror' 13G, 2d, 5 Days

i

'

,

Week

Kstimates tor This

Detroit, Deo. 23.
Biz shapes.'Up. fairly well in view

;

Belmont iFWO 1,532; 504U
"Love Laughs Hardy" (IM-G ). .Opens
Dec 25. Last week. "Secret Heart
<M-G( I3cl wk-5 da>.-). Only $2,000.

'

1

:

:

•

of luimbei- of holdovers this ses.sion.

,

Best new entry is "Cloak and DagLast Week] .slow .$4,(100.
ger,'* which looks to land a nice
Music Hall, total. "Blue Skies" appears top longlUlls
Beverly
65-$l')
(824;
(Blumen'teld-G&Si
fine pickup from
"Strange Woman" UA ). Neat $6,000. runner, showing a
Last week. "Augcl On Shoulder" preceding stanza.
(UA) t4th wis-9 (lays), okay $2,600.;:
Estimates for This Week
(1.518;
Chclc (FWO
Carthav
(Balaban)
(1,740 ; 70-95)—
Adams
(M-GK
$1-$1.80^ "The Yearling"
and
(U)
"Notorious Gentleman".
Opens roadshow enga|oment Dec. "Inner Circle" (Rep) (2d wk). Mild
Last week. "Magnificent Doll"
25.
$6.00() in 5. days; Laist week, mod$3,400.
(U) (m.b.), faint
erate $9,000.
(2,048;
(Grauman-WC)
Chinese
De(United
Broadwav-Capitol
(20th>.
Edge"
"Razor's
50-$!)
"Kings Row"
Opens Dec. 25, La.st week, ''Two troit) (3.309; 70-95)
Smart People" (M-G) and "Cock- (WB) and "Bill Hicfcok Rides"
eyed Miracle" (M-G) (24 wk). Dull (WB) (reissues). Fair $12,000. Last
woek. "Lady Luck" (RKO) and
Last week, slow $10,200.
$6,000.
-- "CriJck-Up" (RKO), only $10,000.
1,800; 50-$l)
Downtown (WB
Downtown (Balaban) (2.683; 75"Never Say Goodbye" (.WB) (2d
L^^^^
near.
:c)r:
$11,000
Modest
wk).
90) -- "Captain Caution" (SG) and
week, $15.0uO.
"Captain Fury" (SG) (reissues) (2d
Downtown Mu:ic Hall (Blumen- wki. Tepid $5,000, Last week; fair
feld) (872; 55-$ll— "Strange Woman" $7,500.
(UA). Around $4,000. Last week,
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
closed with $'.^,900.
^"Dark Mirror" (U) and "DangerEgyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)
ous Millions" (2dth) (2d wk). Good
"Love Laughs Hardy" (M-G).. Opens $13,000 in 5 days. Last week, trim
Dec. 25. Last week, "Secret Heart"
>.

;

i

;

44-65)
(3,200;
(Loew)
State
M-G) and "Devil's
"Show-Off"
Playground" (M-G). Opens Dec. 24.
Last week, "Gallant Journey" (MG) and "Betty Co-Ed" (Col), snappy

$2,139,009
This week
(0a.secl on 18 cities, 162 theaincluding
W. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$2,442,000
(.Based on 20 cities, 174 thcotres)
.

$17,000.

'

;

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
the week before Xmas and all
through the town, tilings are awful.
New pix are all taking it on the
chin and only sunny note is biz of
"Margie" on moveovcr to Senator.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea)
40-70)
(1,700;
"Brennan Giri" (Rep). Sinking to
near low for year. Will be lucky

"Dark Mirror" (U)

.

(3d

La.»t:

Down

)

around

much over

lOG, 'Journey IIG

—

of

(Par)

State

—

"Lady

notices but biz isn't there.

'Wake Up'

L'ville; 'Cristo'

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
"Nocturne"
,Tust
(RKO)
(m.O.).
filling in lime here, maybe $5,500.
Last. week, "Cockeyed Miracle" (MG) and "Child of Divorce" (RKO),
$4,000 in 5rday run;

(

Opens

(WB).

iDec,

Dream," at the
maker.

Nbwman

(Paramount)

65)— "Human Bondage" (WB). Slow
Last week, "Two Years Be-

Way

Frisco

biz

is

Up

in

and

the pace-

is

Brown

Off Albeit

40-60)— "Darling Clementine" (2nih)
(m.o.). Oke $4,000. Last week. "Mar-

1

fore Mast" (Par) (3d wk), nice $8,-1
'

I

000.

Rialto,

Estimates tor This Week
(4th AVe:-Loew's) (1.000;

(1.900; 45-

$10,000.

Sara Siegel Vice

so-so fare, and
"Wake
category.

of

sists

like

i

Last week, "Never Say Goodbye" (WB) (2d wk).: .Just $7,500.
Last week, near $12,400.
H«liywaod Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (475; 50-85)— "Strange Woman"
Good $6,000. Last week,
(UA).
•'Angel On Shoulder" (UA) (4th-

12G

Dec. 23.
Exhibitors on main stem arc taking it ea.sy lliis week. Product, conLouisville.

$14,000.

;

Lively 14G,

Doesn't

shape up to ,3et over a minor $12,000. Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO),.

|

24.

'

(reissues), $14,000.

40-70)— "Under-

I

I

"Humoresque"

(1.700: 40-80)—
Nice
(m.o.):
Skies"
(Par)
Last week, "Plninsman"
and "Jimgle Princess" (Par)

"Blue

"Undercurrent"

$15,000.
(800;

I

.

40-80)

was nice $25,000.
Paramount (M-P)
$15,000.

SUnley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)
Luck" (RKO). Got good

|

,.:

(4.367;

-"Verdict" (WB) and "Plainsman
Lady" (Rep). Mild $2'2.000. Liist
week, "Blue Skies" (Par), nice $25,000 third week.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Show-Off" (M-G). Opens Dec. 24;
Last week, "Strange Woman" (UA)
and "Secret Whistler" (Col). Five
days of second week hit $15,000. First

week,

$5,500.

I

big, $17,000.

.

;,

).

Metropolitan (M-P)

40-70)—

$7,000. Last

BUi (WB)

^

tmd

)

treis.su<is),

current" (M-G) (m.o.). Fairly good
"Deception"
Last
week,
$3,500.

Madison

50-60

.

40-80)—
(.3.200;
(Loew)
(M-G). "Show-Off" (M-G). Opens Dec. '24.
Last week, "Strange Woman" (UA)
and "Secret Whi.stler" (Col), five
days of .second week hit $10,000. First
week hit okav $15,000.
Translux (Trailslux) (900; 40-74)—
(WB) (m.o.), $2,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)-^ "Murder My Sweet" (Indie) and
Fourth "Let's Get Tough" (Mono) (reissues).
(m.o.).
"Margie"
(20th)
v.eck downtown. Stout $4,500, and Usual $4,500. Last week, "Allegheny
Last week. Uprising" (RKO) and "Sea Devil"
big for before Xmas.
(reissue)
and (RKO) (reissues), $7,000.
"Westerner" (SG)
"North of Border"
(SG), socko

not do
second

K.C. Thin; Xristo'

$21,000;

to

$7,800.

.

v.-

$22,000,

"2 Smart People" (M-G). Booked in
for only 5 days in order to get "Rage
In Heaven" (M-G) (reissue) going
Dec. 24. Started off well but will

(United Detroit) (1,866;,
Kansas City. Dec. 23.
(RKO) and
"Stranger"
Pre-Christmas -week is living up to
"Black Beauty" (20th). Usual $2,200
Little Psst years in' every sense. Biz is
ui 3 days. Last week. "Three jLj.^^i^.
every spot and product also
^ghti"
kanch"
"Boy's
Girls"
(20th)
and
}
A/alley Serenade" (20th) (reissues),,
Gali-s light weight in most hou-ses.
(M-G). weak $1,900 in 3 days.
weak $2,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039; lant Journey at the Midland probfour Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)—
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) ably is the best of the weeks lineup,
"Margie" (201h) (4th wk) (m.o.). 70-95)
Estimates tor This Week
Loud
Thin $2,500. Last week, neat $3,400. and "Genius at Work" (RKO). Smart
La.st week, "Two
(Fox
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
50-$!)— $34,000.
(968;
(FWC)
Guild
week, People" (M-G) .and' "Child of pi- Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
Last
(U).
"Temptation"
nice $ia',000.
"Wife o£ Monte Cristo" (PRC),
^Sho^w-Off" (M-G) and "Shadow of vorce" (RKO),
Palms-Slate (United DetroiO _(2,- Moderate 510,0(j0. Last week. "AlWoman" (WB) (2d wk). Off to $3,(Par) ways Loved You" (Rep), $U,000.
Skies'
70-95)
"Blue
976;
Last week, average $6,500.
600.
Strong
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; an(j ."Wife Wanted'' (5th wk).
Woman" (DA). $18,000. La.st week, $15,000. Detroit) "Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Crime
50-$l )— "Strange
United Artists (United
Doctor's Manhunt" (Col). So-so $11,Good $7,000. Last week, "Angel On
"Undercurrent" 000. Last week, "Stranj?e Woman"
70-95) •.—
Shoulder" (UA) (+th. \yk-9 days),: (1.941:
RKO) (UA) and "Blondie Knows Best"
ilVi-CJ)
and "Sunset Pa.ss"
$2,200 on blbwoff.
week, (Col), trim $1'6,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— (3d wli). Stout $12,000. Last

week, slow

,

Memorial (RKO) (2,.900; 40-80:)—
"Song of South" (RKO) and "Dark
Making a bid lor good
Horse" (U
$24,000.
Last week. "Ladv Luek"
(RKO) and "Tracy Cueball" (RKOJ,

40-70)—

13.300;

(Pai

(Par)

$4,000.

terrific.

Penn (L6ew's-UA)

I?rince.ss"
::'>

Majestic (Indie) (1.500; 40i80i—
"Story of Pope" (Indie). May get
$6,000 or near. Last week, "Now 'foniorrow"
(Par)
and
"Rainbow
Island" (Par) (reissues) (2d wk),

"Bachelor's Daughters'' (UA). Doing sadly and house is yanking it
after 4 days, putting Xmas picture,
"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) in
3 days ahead of sked, "Bachelor"
Last week,
won't do over $3,000.
third of "Margie" ('20th). $11,000,

;

Kcv (FWC) (861; 50-$!)— "Nocturne" (RKO>. Okay $5,000. Last
week "Bowery" :(2uth» and "Sun

''Jungle

wk), excel-

lent $6,000 in 5 days.
Harris (Harris) (2,200;

—

El

(3ti

)—
Moved here
Okay $11,000.
40-80

(1,373;

Skies" (Par),
three at Met,

:$8,000.

mark. Last week,

to go over $4,000

(M-P)

week, "Plainsman"

f..asl

—

|

'

wk-5 days).

(M-G)

"Blue
Mfler

$7,000, 'Luck' Fair 12G

.

$4,000.

stage, $25,000.

It's

.

•

Dumps

in

Still

Via Pre-Xmas; 'People'

(Col) and "She Wouldn't Say Yes"
Slow $10,000 or
(reissue).
(Col)
Kid"
"Personality
thereabouts.
(Col) and "So Dark Night" (Col),
swell $12,000.

(

after

''Westerner" (UA) (rei.ssue) with
Scat Davis orch, Peggy Mann. Steve
Evans, others, on stage. Thin $22,000,
lowest take in months; Last
eek,
''Gentlenian Palooka" (Mono") plus
Bobtiy Sherwood Orch, others, on

Fenway

—"Blue

—

Dec 23
beam with

w

Pitt

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Skies" (Par). Opens Dec. 25.
Last week, "Thousand One Nights''

,

.

tres, chiefly /irst runs,

(

'

)

—

stand.

the

expected until

"Song of South'' ]ook.s
good at Memorial.
"Blue
Skies," subsequent run at Par-Fen,
shapes up well. "Best Years of Our
Lives" opens at the Esquire on Dec.
25 on a road show basis.
EsUmales for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$ 1.10)—
the holidays.

Eslimskted Total Orost

—

,

:

'

Looks

is still off

much

nothing

Grosses

City

fairly

44-65)
stout $17,-

.

(

—

(2,200;

000 or better. Last week, "Nobody
Lives Forever" (WB) and"Secrets
Sorority Girl" (PRC), $15,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 6588)— "Mysterious Mr. Valentine"
(Rep) and Earl Carroll Vanities op
stage for three-day weekend run.
Very good $7,t)00- Last week, "Spook
Busters (Mono) pliis Andrews SisPastor orch on stage,
Tony
ters.
T
„
„j
^
g«a_t $14,000 in three-day weekend

!,

'

]o:eation.s.

Bo.ston,

The Hub

Key

$9,000.

Total Gross Same We«k
Last Week .......... $665,000
(Sased ort 17 theatres)

.showing by

Bc.'t

'South'

'Westerner -Davis Thin 22G

;

i

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
-^"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB)
and "Secrets Sorority Girl" (PRC)
(2d run). Switched from Majestic.
Only $4,500 or near.: La.st week,
"Darling Clemcnline" (20th) and

$689,000
This Week ...
(Based an IVOieolrcs)

of Our Lives'
"lluiTim-e.sque" are among these
fi.yhting it out for top trade later

EdW." "Best Years
and

Flim?a
benefit
trade.

—

Broadway Grosses

''RazcJi: s

Yearling,"

"The

drums.

Doldrums But

Still in

23.

Christmas

"Westerner" (rei.ssue) and "Dick
Tracy v.s. Cueball" (RKO). Fan'
Last week, "White Tie and
$8,000,
Tails" (,Ul and "Crack-Up" (RKO),

EsUmated Total Grou

.

la.st-minute
,

t
Dec. 23.
product,

Chri.stnias day (2.51, is expected to
clietr thcatt'e operators after usual
drrultory biz pre-Xmaf. All films
vtcve caiii;ht in pre-holiday dol-

tlie

shopping, ru.sh in full swing, biz is
off all 4iround. Most .stands planning
a Christnia.s day changeover.
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
Albee

'Noctome' Okay 26G in 3

4,

23G in
Batcli

loman'

$55,000 in 2 Spots,

Smash

!

Hub

'MARGIE' LUSH 17G
With

'Undercurrent' $24,500

downtown wki,

Newman at Col. Orpheum (RKO) (1,900: 45-65)—
500.
San Francisco, Dec. 23.
Kings Row" (WB) and "Wild Bill
Los. Angeles, Dec. 23
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200: 30-40)
All biz here is in usual preH'ckok Rides"
(reissues),
(WB) (reissues)
ceeded Mike
iwike NewNew Hickok
Sam Siegel succeeded
—"Roll On, Texas Moon" (Rep) and
Christmas slump. But plenty of top "Spanish Main" (RKO). Fairi.sh $3,-;
wk-9 days), $2,200.
as director nf adveriisinr/ 'inri Lightweight $8„500. Last week, "NOcman
50-85)—
are
Chri.stmas
Alms
set
to
Open
Day
'TemptaIris (FWC) (828;
Last week, "Holiday in Mexico"
"ninmhiVss western
wLtprn turne" (RKO) and "High School
Columbia
^j^^
Xmas eve, "Undercurrent" 200.
Opens Dec. 25. Last exploitation ftir Colu
(jy
jjg pQP
tion"' (U).
(M-G) and "Shouldn't Happen to
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 45-65) looks ace newcomer.
week, "Show-Off" (M-G) and "Shad- di.strict. Newman recently resigned
Dog" (20th), $3,300.
Estimates for This Week
ow of Woman" (WB) (2d wk). to enter the advertising business on — "Home in Oklahoma" (Rep) and
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 60- 40-60) — Kings Row" (WB) (reis"Decoy" (Mono) with vaude. Still
Only .$4,000. Last week, ok&y $6,500. his own.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50-1 Siegel formeriy worked in the light at $8,500. Last week, "Bach- 95)— "Lady Luck (RKO) plus vaude sue). Mildish $6,!)00. La.st week. "De$1)— "Razor's Edge" (20th). Opens n()i'thvve.st territory under Newman's elor's Daughter" (UA) and "Wife headed by Mills Btl.;. (2d wk). Nice ception" (WB) (2d wk). okav $6,000.
Dec, 25.
Last weeki"Two Smart ..upervision. He will make his head- Wanted" (Mono) with stage show, $20,000. La-st week, hu.sky $32,500.
National (Standard) (3.400: 40-60)
i

gie" (20th)

(3d

$4,-

I

|

!

I

j

;

I

.

,

|

,

I

!

j
'

People" (M-G) and "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G) (2d wk). Thin $12,000.
Last weeR, light $19,800.
Los AnRcles (D lown-WC) (2,097;
50-$!),^ "L(3Ve
Laughs"
(M-G).
Opens Dec: 25. La,st woek. "Secret

.

:

Last week, short $15,-

700.

Loyola
"Razor'iS
25. Last,

(M-G)
(M-G)

(PWCl (1,248; 50-$l)—
Edge" ('20th). Opens Dec.
week, ""Two Smart People'
and
Miracle"
"Cockeved

(2d wk).

week, slow

.Just $3,500.

'

(FWC)

'

—

(1,370;

Studio City

(FWC)

(880; 50-$l)

—

"Temptation" (U). Opens Dec. 25.
La t week, "Show-Ofl" (M-G) and

Last

"Sh:

$6,500.

"Wanted For Murder"

Buff. Drags; 'Verdict'

50-$l)

"Temptation" (U). Opens Dec. 25,
Last week. "Show-Oft" (M-G) and
"Shadow of Woman" (WB) (2d wk).
Just .$5,000. Last week, nice $8,000.

dow

of

Woman"

Warfield

12G, 'Dark Night'
I

!

I

I

j

(2d
(WB.)
Last week

5G

Buffalo, Dec. 2.3.
Biz Ls slow this session, many new
pix reaching for year's worst levels.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500;
"The Verdict" (WB) and "Dangerous Millions" (Mono);
Moderate
$12i000. Last week. "Strange Worn
an" (UA) and "Dang'erous Busi-

(D'town) (2,420; vvkDown to $3,500.
S5t85)— "Retm-n of Rusty" (Col), tair $5,300,
with circu.s revue on stage. Slow
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100; ness' fCol),, stout $17,500.
Last week, "Brute Man" 50-$!
$10,000.
"Temptation'* (U).
Opens
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
(PRC) with Pearl Bailey, others on Dec. 25.
Last week, "Show-Off"
'No Leave" (M-G) (2d wk). DOWn:
Stage; nice $>9,,';C0.
(M-G)- and "Shadow of Woman" to $10,000, Last, nice '$15,000.:
Orpfeum ,(D'towrt-WC)
(2,210;
(WB) (2d wk). Neat $13,000. Last
Hipp
(Shea)
40-70)—
(2,100;
:55.-$l)— "iS16(*ttirrie"
(RKO) and week, fa.st $18,400.
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Dan"iSuiiset ;Pa?,s" (RKO). Fair $16,000,
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$!)— gerous Business' (Par) (m.o.); Only
Last week. "Eowei-y" .•.(2()th): -.and "Razor's Edge" (20th). Opeh.s Dec. $8,500.
La.st
week, "Blue Skies":
''Sun Val lev Serenade" (20th).'reis- 25, Last week, "Two Smart People" .(Par) (m.o.), okay $10,000.
sues), faint $10,500.
(M-G) and "Cockeyed Miracle"
Teck (Shea) (1;40(); 4()-70)—"Are
Fantftses (Pan
(2,812; 50r$l)
(M-G) (2d wk). Just $5,000. .Last These Our Children" (Mono) and
"Wonderful Life" (RKO). Opens week, average $7,200.
"Where Are :Children" (Mono) (reDec. 24. "Jolson Story" (Col) (7t)i.
Voffue (FWC) (885 50-85)— "Noc- issues).. Thin 3,500,
Lasit
week,
wk-6 days). Off to $ip,000. LaiJt turne" (RKO)'.; Okay $5,000. Last ^"MalgiV' (20th) (m,o,), $4,000.
week, nice $13,!?00.
week, "Bowery" (20th) and "Sun
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
Paramount (F5:M) (3,398; 50-$l) Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissues), "So Dark Night" (Col) and "Blondie
—"Blue Skie.s" (Par). Big $34,000. weak $2,800.
Knows Best" (Col). Sad $5,000.
La.-^t
week.
"Two Years Before
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$!)^ La.st week, "Dark Mirror" (U) (2d
Mast" (Par) and "Mysterious Mr. "Ijove Laughs'' (M-G), Opens Dec. wk) and "Personality Kid'' (Col),
.Valentine" (Rep) (4th. wk),, $12,900. 25.
Last week, "Secret
Heart'
bad for holdover at $8,500.
raramounl Hollywood (F&M) (M-G) (3d wk-9 days). Slow $4,000. not20th
Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
(3,451; 50-$l)— "Blue Skies" (Par). Last week, dull $7,600.
40-70)
"Housekeeper's Daughter"
Strong $21,000. Last week, "Mast"
Willern
(WB) (2,300' 50-$l)
(UA) and "One Million B.C." (UA)
(Par) (4th wk), $8,500.
"Humoresque" (WB). . Opens Dec. (reissues).
Trifling
Last
$8,000.
RKO Hiirstrect (RKO) (2,890; 30- 24 La.st week, "Never Say Good- v,/eek. "Nocturne"
(RKO) and
80)—"Wond.erful
Life"
(RKO). .bye" (WB) (2d wk). Just $6 000 "Child of Divorce" (RKO), trim
Opens Dec. 24. Last week, "Jolson Last week, okay $10,400.
$14,000.
Million

Dollar
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;
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5,5-95)— "Un-

(4,651;

(2d wk).
$5,000. Last week, lively $9,000.
Rial(% (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40"Wake Up, Dream" (20th ).
Healthy $14,000. La.st week. "Darling
Clementine" (20th) fancy $18,000.

—"Searching Wind" (Par)

dercurrent" (M-G).' Modest $24,,5d0.
Last week, "Verdict" (WB; and

.

Kitz

Wlc-9:^d

(3d

\

Story" (Cbl) (7th \Vkr9 days). Down
>r $10,000. Last week, fine $13,600

;

(M'G)

Heart''

:

j

.

:

J/rild $10,000.

.

Fox (FWC)

same.

|

Quarters in Los, Angeles.

.

Mild

(U), $23,000.
(2,656; 55-85)

(FWC)

—

60)

"Brennan Girl" (Rep) and "Plainsmen And Lady" (rep) (2d wk).

Down

$12,500 in
week, good $21 ,.500.

5

to

Paramount (FWC) (2,646;
In' Heaven" (M-G)
Sad

sue.)

"Wake

$17,500.

Dream"

Up,

"Dangerous Millions"

"Return
(U)

week,

Last

Strand

$14,-

40-60)

500.

'

to

$14,500.

Oi-pheuin (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55)---"Notorious
Gentleman" (U).
Thin $12,000. Last week, "Bachelor's

.85

Daughter's
UA ) and
Intruder" (U), $11,200.
(

United

—

(Fourth

"Bowery"

Avenue) (1.400;
(20lh) and "Sun

Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissues).
Moderate $5,000. Last week. "Plainsr
man" (Par) and "Jungle Princess"
(Par) (2d wk) (rei.ssues), $5,500.

Stale (FWC) (2,133; 55-85 )--"Verdiet" (WB) (m.o). Just $7,000. Last
week, "Blue Skies (Par) (3rd wk)
held
nice
(m.o.),

—

40-60)
(Col) and

(Col), fine $16,000.

and

(20th)

(3,300;

Monte Cristo"

$12,000.

(reis-

(20th),

(Loew's)

and Law" (Col). Mild
Last week, "Wicked Lady"
and "Blondie Knows Best"

"Blackie

55-85)

—"Rage

—

Stale

Last

days.

Sid Alexander Joining

"Mysterious

Brisacher-Van N. Agency
Sid Alexander,

(Blumenfeld)
— "Strange
Woman"

Artists

who

resigned

tvvO'

weeks ago as eastern director, of
(UA). Oltay $15,000 in 4 days. Last publicity and advertising for David
week, '/.Angel On Shoulder" (UA) [O. Sclznick's Vanguard Film.s, has
(1.207;

,55-85

)

.

(4th wk), $'7!000.
Sla.'redoor (A'ckerman)
'

to:

$2.40)— "Henry
Capacity

vyk).

V"

$7,500.

been' named director of the film
Norden &:
(13th division of Brisacher, Van

(200; $1,801

(UA)

New York and': Coast ad
Alexander will nl.so function as senior account exec for the
agency. He was formerly, ad manager of Columbia Pictures and v.p.
of the Weiss & Geller Juid H; M.
Kiesewetter agencies.
Paul MaoNamara, Selznick pub-

i

Staff,

Last: week,

agency,

ditto..

O'SHEA'S 'KENDEZVOtIS'

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Jack
Bernard
signed
Michael
O'Shea for the star spot :in his forthcoming indie produGtion,<!»"Rendez- ad. chief, who was due in New York
vous 30,000,"
from the Coast la.st wee(t to ehtioscposlCurrently O'Shea is working, for Alexander
has
sucee.s.sinr.
Bernard in "Violence."
poned the trip east until after Jan, 1.
,

|

<

i

PICTURE GROSSES

25, 1946

Wednesday, Decemher

Pre-Xmas Murders

TOREVER' THIN 13G

On But Tears'

N. Y.

DENVER SPOTS

IN 3

17

Vamps Till Xmas Bat 'Heart

Denver, Dec.

Wow39G:'Song'2(IG:'Fook'15G.2d
Chicago, Dec. 23.
is a slight case of
in lo^ig tailmurder, with all houses
Only exholiday.
gpinil prior to
stanza lor
is terrific opening
ception

Vears of Lives" at Woods,
holdout biz
which has been doing
18. May hit smash
since opening Dec.
"Best

great for this house.
entries will fail to

$39,000, really

other

Two

.

new

good opening week. 'Ori"Earl Carroll Sketchbook,"

make

as

ental's

teamed with Raymond Scott band
stage, looks
and Doroihy Donegan oi?
South." at
glow $32,000. "Song of the
about $20,000.
Palace, figures to bring

Longruns are suffering most in cur.
rent dip.

Estimates for This

Sleep"
47 000 Last week, mild $9,000.
'

(B&K)

Cwiaso

65-95)-

(3,900;

"CoCkeyed Miracle" (M-G) plus Cab
Callowav orch on stage (2d wk).
Fair $35,000 or near; Last week, good
$1.10-$2.20)
*^C?vt« (Wildberg) (900;
—"Henry V" (UA) (20th wk). Small
$5,000 or over. Last w;^ek, $6.5()0.

(B&K) (900; 65-95)—
Garilck
(9th
"Darling Clementine", (2Qth)
wk) Thin $1000. Last week,- $9,000.
Grand
•'Nocturne"

(RKO)
(RKO)

65-95)Doing

(1,500;

(4th wk).

good with steady $17,0C!0. Last
week, nice $19,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)—

fairly

(Rep I
"Earl Carroll Sketchbook"
with Raymond Scott orch and Dorothy Donegan- heading stage show.
Only fair at $32,000. Last week,
and "Star and
(20th)
"Margie"
Garter" revue on stage (Sd wk),
$35,000.

(RKO)

Palace

65-95)—

(2,500;

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are not, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusemenftax.

Smash $21,000,

'Edge'

Loo; 'Journey' 9G,

St.

lull is

hurting

Top coin

Plus Andrews Sis Lofty $80,000;

will likely

"Nobod.y Lives Forever" but it
total for three houses,
Estimates tor This Week
Aladdin
(Fox)
35-74)-r(1,400;
"Always Loved You" (Rep) and "My
Dog Shep" (SG). after week at Dento

will

be a slim

life Zestfid
While

signs point to a terrific
holiday upbeat with the arrival of
Christmas, Broadway firstruns cur-

Webber. Poor $3,000.
Last week, "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) and "French Key" (Rep)
(m.o.), good $5,000.
Dtnham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (4th
wk). Thin $7,000 In 5 days. Last
week, fair $10,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Nobody L'ves Forever" (WB) and
"Wife 1/Vanted" (Mono), day-date
with Esquire. Webber.
Lukewarm
$9,000.
Last week, "Always Loved^
You" (Rep) and "My Dog Shep"
(SG), also Esquire, Webber, good
ver, Esquire,

St. Louis,

,

18iG

Dec.

$16,000.

body

.

23.

sock with a possible $62,000 in sight.
"Abie's Irish Rose," another new
entry, shapes as nice $15,000 at the

stout $8;000 or a bit over. Picture is
strong enough to have done better
but film's length is holding down
turnover.
.Easily the biggest grosser is the
Music Hall with its Christmas pageant on the stage and "Till Clouds
Roll By." Hall is heading for great
$153,000. which betters the first and
"Clouds"
second week's business.
and the.Xmas show has been doing
the real trade of the street all
through the pre-Christmas lull.
attractions
Batch of new, strong
open Christmas day, and on Dec. 26.
"Secret Heart," with Tommy Dorsey
band on stage, starts at the Capitol,

.

Wednesday

(B&K)

(1,700; 65-95)

,

(M-G)

wk). Slid to $15,000. Last weeki fair
$18,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.20$1.40)— "Best Years of Live.s" (RKO).
Most ol biz seems to be here currently, smash $39,000.
Last week.
"Dark Mirror" (U) (8th wk), thin
$6,000 in four days.

'Show-Off Lusty

Mpls. on Skids; 'Brazil'

HOOO;

Only

i

'

Smart People," at Loew's, is leader
at an extremely modest figure.

(2d

Estimates for This
Circle

(Katz-DoUe)

'Dream' 5G —"Crack-Up"

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
Unwilling to waste new fare on
the traditionally worst week of the
season, loop houses are holding back
on new films or retaining even mild
grossers for an additional six days.
There'll be an array of openings
Wednesday, instead of the usual

(RKO)

dezvous VVith Ami
$6,000 in 6 days.
Lucky" (20th)

i:"

L;,',l

and

Week

(2,800;

40-60)

and

"Ren-

(Kcp).

uairi
wcjck. "If I'm

"Wanted

(25).

"Humoresque"

opens the same day at the Hollywood. "Temptation" tees off Dec. 24
at the Criterion. "Time, Place and
Girl." with Vaughn Monroe band,
starts at the Strand Dec. 26. "Beast
With Five Fii-gers" opens Christmas day (25) at the Victoria.
Nearly all houses will open their
dobrs early each morning, starting
Xmas day, and run extra shows to.

8G

United Artists

45a Xady' Hot 62G
Ad-

tential take. In ahead, "Falcon's
venture" (RKO), $6,300.

For

MurdejC" (20th). $9,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
—"Verdict" (WB) and "Earl Carroll

Last

'.Icn

•

>.

week. "Martha

Lazy,

$8,000.

Ivers"'

(Par),

,

.'

$23 000

(WB)

Strand

(2,756;

75-$1.50)—

only

mild

$35,0()0

or near. First was
Place, Girl"

"Time,

$45,000.

(WB)

Vaughn Monroe orch

plus

opens Thurssday

(26).

Victoria (Ma'urer) (720; 70-$1.20)-"Beast With Five Fingers" (WB).

Opens Wednesday

(25).

Second week

of "Wanted for Murder" (20th) was
thin $9,500 after $12,000 opening
stanza. "Murder" had been booked

only

two weeks.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Wicked Lady" (U). Started
last Saturday (21) and may hit sock
for,

$62,000 via holiday upbeat. In ahead,
"Notorious Gentleman"
(U) (6th
wk). slow $18,000 for 10 days. House
IS
operating steady grind policy,
teeing off early and playing until
past 3 a.m. for holiday crowds.

Prima Ups

IStep'

Fast IdG, Balto.

handle the holiday crowds. Both the
Music Hall and Roxy have announced they will open at 7:30 a.m.
Baltimore, Dec. 23.
daily after Dec. 25, with much
Everybody is marking time here
earlier than usual openings for this stanza, with
strong new entries
Christmas day.
set to break loose for holiday week.
Estimates for This Week
Meanwhile, "Step by Step," leaning
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$2.40) heavily on Louis Prima band, at the
—"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (5th combo Hippodrome, is faring best
wk). Christmas week business ex- Some action is reporW also for
Gallant Bess" at Loew's Century.
pected to help this to fancy $45,000,
while last week was $47,000. ConEstimates for 'Tliis Week
tinues on.

Century

(Loew's-UA)

20-

(3,000;

(Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50) 60)— "Gallant Be.ss" (M-G). WeatherHeart" (M-G) with stage- ing pre-holiday slump nicely at $12,show headed by Tommy Dorsey 000. Last week, "Wicket Lady" (U),
Opens Christmas day (25). was promoted mightily but landed
orch.
$10,000.
Keith's (Indie) (1,300; 40^60)— "If Last week, "Undercurrent". (M-G) only $11,700.
with Frankie Carle orch, Slate Bros,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:
I Had My Way" (U) and "Shadow of
Thursday and Friday. "Wake Up and a Doubt" (U) (reissues). Tepid $5,- heading stage (4th wk-6 days), down 25-70)— "Step by Step" (RKO)
plus
to $40,000 after $53,000 for third.
Dream" is best of new entries.
Louis Prima orch on stage. Prima
000. Last week, "Notorious GentleCriterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) band boosting this to nice $16,000 or
men" (U). $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
Teed
off here over. Last week, "So Dark Night"
(U).
—"Temptation"
Loew's
40-80)—
(Loew's)
(2,450;
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Terror
Tuesday (24). In ahead, "Magnificent (Col ) plus vaude, mildish $14,000.
"Two
Smart
People"
(M-G)
and
Trail" (Col) and "Little Miss Big"
Sketchboo.lc"

,

"Verdict" (WB) and Vincent Lopez
Gotham. Fifth newcomer is "Over- orch, Janis Paige heading stagebill
(2d wkr6 days). Final week looks
landefSi" which likely will reach
to do

•

"Song of South" (RKO). Just aver- Devil" (RKO) (reissues), ditto.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
age at $20,000. Last week, "Notorious Gentleman" (Ul and "White Tie "Razor's Edge" (20th). Sock $21,000. Indpls. Slow; 'People'
Last week, "Darling Clementine"
and Tails" (U), slow $18,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)— (20th) and "Phantom Thief" (Col)
Mildish 9G, 'Verdict'
"Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d wk). (2d wk), $8,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
Mild $15,000. Last weeki slightly
Indianapolis, Dec. 23.
'Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (2d
better at $21,000.
Film biz is in the dumps here this
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— run ). Good $6,500. Last week, "Cloak
"Deception" CWB) (7th Wk). Start- and Dagger" (WB) and "Walls Come stanza,' due to usual pre-Christmas
ing to wear out on Ion? run. modest Tumbling Down" (Col) (34 wk), $4,- slump made worse by winter's first
500. .,
$12,000; Last week, only $13,500.
offering of ice and slush.
"Two

—"Three Wise Fools"

all

Blvoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 80-$1.25)—
"Darling Clementine" (20th) (4th
rently are mainly coasting. If^ only wk). Thurd week ended last Monday
where the week's business' carries, (23) night slid off to $19,000 0): less;
"California"
over past Christmas day (Wed.) that second was $28,000.
(Par) due to open here soon.
prospects are bright.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.50)—
Five new pictures teed off during
"Razor's Edge" (20th) and stagethe past week but none is measuring show headed br Rosario & Antonio
up to what might have been ex- (6th wk). Fifth session, ending
pected in a' normal session. Standout Tuesday (24) night, looks nice $85,fourth was $105,000.
combo of OOO;
is the new Paramount
SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Cross My Heart," with Andrews "Two Years
Before Mast" (Par) (2d
Sisters, Tonv Pastor band and others
run) with Joey Adams, Mark Plant,
on stage. Looks to do big $80,000 in Tony Gazoneri, Pat Rooney. Victoria
first seven days, ending Dec. 24.
Schools heading vaude. Loolcs to hit
"It's a Wonderful Life," at the
strong
Last week, "No
Globe appears headed for a strong Leave" $32,000.
(M-G) (2d run) plus vaude
$45,000 or better for first week endheaded by Freddie Bartholomew,
"Wicked Mary
(27).
ing next Friday
Raye & Naldi, Ruth Terry,
Lady," at Winter Garden, also looks

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "NoLives Forever" (WB) and
"Wife Wanted" (Mono), also Denver, Webber.
Tepid $2,000.
Last
week,
"Always Loved You" (Rep)
"Razor's Edge," running solo at the
Missouri, is the sharpest draw in an and "My Dog Shep" (SG), fine $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
otherwise drab setting here that finds
(M-G) and "Two
biz still below average. "That Bren- "Boy's Ranch"
nan Girl" is the runner-up at the Smart People" (M-G). Sad $8,000.
Last week, "No Leave" (M-G) and
Fox.' ,
"Child of Divorce" (RKO) (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— fair- $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Boston
(20th)
and
Blackie and Law'! (Col ). Fair $9,000. "Wake Up, Dream"
Last week, "Strange Woman" (UA) "Wanted for Murder" (20th). Thin
and "Crime Doctqf's Hunt" (Col). $6,000. Last week; "Wedding Night"
(FC) and "Come and Get It" (FC),
Great $22,000.
$10,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,000; 50-75)— fine
BiaMo (Fox) (878: 35-74)—"Never
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "DocSay Goodbye" (WB) and "French
tor's Hunt", (Gol) (m.o ). Oke $5,500.
Key" (Rep), after week at Denver,
Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-G)
Esquire, Webber. Ni.g, $3,000. Last
(m.o,), same.
week. "Darlc Mirror" (U) and "MysAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Mr.
Valentine"
(Rep)
—"Blue Skies" (Par) (4th wk). Neat terious
(m.o.), good $4,500.
$8,000 after fine $10,500 for third sesWebber (Fox) (750: 35-74)—"Nosion.
body Lives Forever" (WB) and
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Breri- "Wife Wanted"
(Mono) also Denver,
nan Girl" (Rep) and "Sketch Book" Esquire. Low $2,000. Last week,
(Rep). Fine $18,500. Last week, "Al- "Always Loved You" (Rep) and "My
leghany Uprising" (RKO) and "Sea Dog Shep" (SG), fair $3,000.

'Brennan' Fine

Week

(B&K) (1,200; 95)^"Big
(WB) (10th wk). Down to

Apollo

Pre-Xmas

spots this week.

go

Current '"•'P biz

23.
biz at all

— Capitol
'Secret

.

$16,000 in Cincy
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
_.
Loudest jingle in this muted sesis being made by "Show-Off,"
which is fairly solid at the Albee.
Other new biUs, "Wake Up and
Dream" and "Temptation" are mod-

sion

erate.

Estimittes tor This

(RKO)

Albee

(3,100;

"Show-Ofll" (M-G).
Last week, "Strange

Week
35-70)

Lusty

—

$16,000.

Woman"

(UA),

big $18,000. House resumes stage
shows, Dec. 26.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)
Strange Woman" (UA) (m.o.). All
right $6,000. Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-G) (3d wk), $5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)
Wake Up, Dream" (20th). Pleasing
$9,000. Last week, "Thrill of Brazil"
(Col), fairish $6,500.
(1,542;
«m*«'*'s

WP)

55-70)

iiOO

—

(Par) (1,000; 44)— "Pal
Trigger" (Rep). Good enough $2,500.
Last week, "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO),

lemptation" (U). Favorable $8,000.
"Notorious Gentleman"
7?!*.'
(U), $7,000 in 9 days.

—

(RKO) (1,400; 55-70)
Bowery" (20th) and "Sun Valley
e^jenade" (20th) (reissues).
Dull
?J,500. Last week,
"God's Country"
"Northwest Trail" (SG),
..J-ylc

$4

MO

(RKO)
t)*6ft6rner"

—

55-70^
(reissue). Okay

(2,600;

(FC)

^^^im'
"nl''"'',?'"'

i-hase

(RKO)
(UA)

week,

i-ast

«?/»

55-70)

(2,100;
(m.o.). Sad

"Jolson

—

$3,000.

Story"

^^"week downtown

„sweeti $4,200.

Good
like and public indifferent.
$5,000 or near. Last week, "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) (2d wk). $3.in 6 days, making around $10,500
for fortnight.

—

—

(Col),
run,

•

Doll" (U)

Last "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G). Mild
$9,000. Last vip.eh. '-Stj-aufo Wniiinn"
week, "Blondie Knows Best" (Col)
and "Blondie Knows Best"
and "Brute Man" (PRC) split With (UA)
(Col), oke $14,000.
"Secrets Sorority Girl" (PRC) and
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,800: 40-60)—
"Don Rlcardo Returns" (PRC ), all "Martha
Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). Thin
dual flrst^runs, $1,700 in 8 days.
$4,000. Last wee'-. "Conk and DagCentury (Par) (1,600; 50-70)- ger" (WB> (m.o.), $5,500.
"Wake Up, Dream" (20th). Crix no

Mild $1,000 in 4 days.

(U).

Gopher

$2,700.

(2d wk-10 days), modest

60)— "They Were Sisters" (U). Modwas $25,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)— est $9,000. Last week, third round
"Wonderful Life" (RKO). On first of "Two Years Before Mast" (Par),
(27) looks

"Home

age $3,500.

Gotham (Brandt)

(900; 70-$1.40)—

"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA).
nicely at $15,000 or near. Last
"Breiman Girl" (Rep) (2nd

'End of Time' Okay 19G,
Best Bet in Wash.

W

P't'"

«K„ wr*""^
aoout
the trials

I

Lyrle (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Two
Years Before Mast" (Par) (4th wk).
Winding up record-brealcing run at
mild $4,000 for 6 days. Last week,
fine $5,000. Got terrific $47,000 for

,

—

fell to thin $8,000 after $12,000 for
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th) with ninth round of a hifihly successful
vaude. Poor $16,000. Last week, "The run.
50-70)— Chase" (UA) and vaude, below averPalace (RKO) (1,700; 80-$l,20)—
"Westerner" (FC) (reissue). Very age $21,000,
"Song of South" (RKO-Di.sney) (5th
big $12,000. Last week, "Dark MirColumbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)
wk). Fourth week concluded Tuesror" (U) (2d Wk), olcay $6,000 in 6 "Gallant Bess". (M-G)
(2d run). day (24) was off at. $21,000 after neat
days after corking $15,000 initial ses- Weak $5,000. Last week, "Undercur^ $31,000 for third. Stays through holsion.
idays with no new film set.
rent" (M-G) (m.o;), $6,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Earle (WB) (2,154-; 44-85)— "End
"No Leave" (M-G) (2d wk). Under of Time" (RKO). Comfortable $19,- —"Cross My Heart" (Par) with Ancircumstances $8,000 in 6 days seems 000. Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO), drews Sisters, Tony Pastor orch. Les
Paul Trio, Mack & Desmond, Martin
healthy after sock $15,000 first week. only $13,000.
RKO-ran (RKO) (1.600; 50-70)—
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)
Bros. (2d wk). First holdover ses"Thi-ill of Brazil" (Co». Thin $4,000 "Westerner"
(FC) (reissue). Big sion starts Wednesday (25). This
looms. Last week, "Allegheny Upris- $16,000, and biggest pre-Xmas week stronf! combo went to big $80,000. in
Previous stanza was:
ing" (RKO) and "Sea Devils" (RKO) in several years. Last week, "Notori- first week.
ous" (RKO), nice $12,000 for 4th ninth for "Blue Skies" (Par) plus
(reissues), good $7,000.
Stan Kenton orch. King Cole 3 headState (Par) (2,300: 50-70)— "The week.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)— ing stagebil), and okay $68,000.
Chase" (UA ) (2d .>'lc). Didn't click
"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Fell off 1 Radio City Music Hall (Rockefelfirst Week, but held over to save
product. Oke $6,000 after m.ild $9,000 to $6,000 from $6,500 top done last lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Till Clouds
Roll By" (M^G) and Christmas pageweek and previous sessions.
first "stanza.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70) ant on stage: (3d wk). Really rolling
Uptown (Par) (2,300; .50-70)—
"Sister Kenny" (RKO). First nabe —"Wild Bill Hickok Ride.s" (WB) with end o£ Christmas shopping and
showing. Liglit $2,500. Last week, (reissue). Modest $6,000. Last week, should reach sock $153,000 in 3d
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) (2d! week ending Wednesday (25); sec"Deception" (WB), $3,500.
ond was big $142,000. Stays indef,
World (Par-Stpffes) (350; 5,0-99)— run), $5,500.
Palace (Loew) (2.370; 44-70)
RIalto
35-85)—
(MaySi-)
(594;
"Young in Heart" (UA) (reissue).
Thin ipl,500. Last w6ek, "Margie" "Strange Woman" (U.\» (2d wk). "Ovorlanders" (U). Strong $8,000
(20th) (6th Wk)t okay $1,800 in 6 Mild $12,000 after good $25,000 last but length of this Aussie epic is
week.
hurting turnover and slashing podays..

loop run, including $27,000 recordfirst Radio City week.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,800;

—

!

—

i

|

I

r^rf

^^'^'^'^
,

:

,

I

based on a book
femme inmate

produce and
will direct, from a

In

Omaha; 'Widow' 9G
Omaha, Dec.

breaking

,'

of a

"isane asylum.Kobert Bassler will

25-55)—
(980;
Oklahoma" (Rep). AverLast week. "Shadow of

a

wk). wk). Held over to set holiday getaway date on "Razor's Edge'' (20th).
$5,500.
Golden (767; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry May reach $5,000 after a mild secWashington, Dee. 23.
V" (UA) (17th wk). Off from orig- ond stanza at $6,700.
Pre-Christmas slump continued inal pace in recent weelcs, with $8,Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)— "Verhere, although the takes were a 000 for 16th stanza ended last Satur- dict" (WB) (2d wk). Holding modday (21) night; previous week was estly at $9,000 after okay $11,500
little better 'I'.an had been expected.
oppner.
$8,200.
"Till the End of Time'' was doing
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)
nicely under the circumstances as
Starts
—"Humoresque" (WB).
was the reissue of "Westerner."
Christmas Day (25). In ahead, "De- 'Clementine' Nice IIG
E-stimates for This Week
ception" (WB) (10th wk-5 days),

.

Pitch

in

Woman" (WB). $3,800.
Doing
New (Mechanic) (1.800: 20-60)—
week, "Wake Up and Dream" (20th) (3d

'

'

held well at $8,700.
Mayfslr (Hicks)

Last
sock $45,000 or, better.
week, "The Chase" (UA) (5th wk-6

days), only $8,000.

like

i

Fontaine's

20-

(2.460:

$23,000; first

Week ending next Friday

i

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Fontaine and 20th-Fox are
nil°*"
jaiKmg a one-picture
deal to star in

(Schanberger)

Keith's

.

!

|

•

'

—

'

.

^

•

'

i

...

23.

"Darling Clementine" at the Paramount, and a horror bill of "SheWolf of London" and "Spider Woman Strikes Back" at the Omaha, likely will get the top coin this: week.
Estimates for This Week

Paramount

—

65)
(20th).

(Tristates)

(3,000:

16-'

"My Darling Clementine"
Nice

$11,000.

"Never Say Goodbye"

Last

week,

(WB),

$10,-

700.

Omaha

(Tristates)

(2,000;

16-65)—:

"She-Wolf of London" (U) and "Spider Woman Strikes Back" (U). Oke
.'fiO.OOO. Last week, "Human Bondage"
(WB) (2d run) and "Sun "Valley
Serenade" (20th) (reissue). $9,000.

Orpheum

(Tristates)

(3,000;

16-

r- "Young Widow" (UA) and
for
"Deadline
Murder"
(20th).
Modest $9,000. Last week, "Home
Sweet Homicide" (20th) and "Down
Missouri Way" (PRC), $10,000.

65)

Rrandeis

(RKO)

(1,500;

16-65)-^

"Lady Luck" (RKO) and "Step By
Step" (RKO). Trim $6,000. Last
week. "Always Loved You" (Rep)
and "Criminal Court" (RKO), neat
$7,200.

:

JoAiSr
WINNER
OF THE
1945

ACADEMY
AWARD FOR
'MILDRED
PIERCE' IN

ANOTHER
HISTORYMAKING'
ROLE!

Jt.

"Love

me

now," she

later".

. .

said, "hate

and then

warmth of

all

the

their neaitiess

engulfed these tMrd

who met
kissed
-v

I

:;.:and^-

rteyer

should

have met
again!

JOIW G^RHELD

G R EATN ESS

IN

NEW YORK

AND

IN

AT THE

HOLLYWOOD

LOS ANGELES AT THE

HOLLYWOOD. WILTERN AND DOWNTOWN

—

'

p^mnm

nVTERNATlONAI.

to

p

Blum Govt. Bans Cabinet

Majws Map New Theatre Building Plan

Press, Radio Meetings

Foreign %owcase$

bythe majors, one of the chief postwar
developments widely predicted, is

Scramble

well under

for foreign showcases

Maxime de Beix
CVorrcty'i' Paris Miigql

writes

the strength of

way with

major film product being used as a
handy weapon in the struggle. Wary
over laying out heavy coin on foreign investments which may be subr
Jected to unpredictable governmental shifts, majors have worked out a

"American Film Distriba
Find Innumerable

inducing

and Material Nature in

of

'

.

.

'41st

lease.

Practice

Under

;

'

Havana Dress Rehearsal
Havana, Dec.

17.

Theatre
building
activities
here are viewed in film circles

a dress rehearsal
happen in the

of

what

may

leading
foreign capitals of the world.
Four major U. S. companies,
which previously played their
pix through local exhibs, are
planning construction of firstr u n
showcases. Paramount,
which recently acquired the
Cobian Circuit, is building a
new deluxer lor its firstruns.
Warner Bros, is also putting up
a theatre, now nearing comple-

Both Metro and 20th-Fox
have acquired property and plan
to
greenlight building operations within the near future.

,

acquisitions.

Among

have been

the.se

Phil Heisman, RKO's foreign chief,
who's o.o.ed both Mexico and the
Continent; George .Weltner, Reisman's counterpart for Paramount,
returned this week from Europe;
'

Karl MacDonald of Warner Bros.,
who made the Latin-America swing,
and Al DafE, ass't foreign head of
Universal, back from six weeks in

£urope and North Africa.
Inflated

costs for both properties

(Out Soon)

Auto Drive4ns

Down Under

For

it

is

said.

By

Sydney, Dec. 19.
Canadian ex-showman Tom Lancaster planed here

with two com-

panions with plans to form a company to operate auto drive-in theatres and are looking for local capital. If plans materialize, it will result in Sydney's first auto setup.

no

with

exhibs

battling

investment now required; execs say.
Consequently,
European
theatre
architects are pointing their: blueprints in that direction:
i

•

editorial feolur*

soon to

New Coward Operetta

govern-

ment - controlled
theatre
chain
SOGEC.is causing local distribs as
well as American agencies here considerable trouble. The chain is largr
est in -France.
It includes some of

This lavishly-mounted, expensivedressed production is a coiiventional love story with a slow first

ly

act.
I

'

Despite

Mexico

City, Dec. 17.

getting le.ss coin from
its two specialized banks, their latest balance sheets of Nov. 30 show.
Trade's own bank, the Banco Cinematograflco, cut its loan, credits
and discounts to 17,245,908:31 pesos
($4,311,477), a drop of nearly 4,000,000 pesos in a month, while such
is

in

tempo,

it

interest,

with people waiting

in line

for hours for seats, since it

was a
Coward preem and reopening of
London's oldest house after being
ENSA headquarters during the war.

Coward

show

universally

worst effort

slated

was
as

but the

,

FOREIGN REISSUES

and performers

possibilities,

Marked Upbeat

'

going-

there might use it to play Paris on
the way. Otherwise, there is nothing
in

it.

'

;

;

their output,

Shaw

Bros.,

Hongkong money

aimed

at the

Mandarin and

Former, the

aris-

Jean Pierre Guerin's Lido on the
is staging a strong
fight against it with a floor show,
as does Sandrini's Tabarin in the
Montmartre section. They are the
two really big places. Others are
more intimate.

Champs Elysees

.

William

Current London Shows
London, Dec. 23.
Sing," AldwyCh.
"Anthony and Cleopatra," Picca-

dilly.

HITS

London, Dec. 23.
pre-holiday preem "Anthony
and Cleopatra" was unveiled at the
Piccadilly Friday (20) starring Godfrey Tearle and Edith Evans.
It
was the season's first Shakespearean
debut. Show was acclaimed as magIn

nificent.

Also opening same evening at the
Casmo was "Mother Goose," done

pantomime. Nat Mills was well
received in the lead. Another teeoff was Bertram Mills circus which
reopened at the Olympia after a
in

capacity eight years. House is sold
out for weeks.
Annual revival of Six James Bar"Peter Pan," produced by Jack

rie's

Cocteau 'Eagle' Soars
Paris, Dec. 23,

New outfit to handle overseas
Herbertot's ^ production of Jean
and distribution of reissues has Cocteau's "Double-Headed Eagle"
been organized by Miles Sherover opened here last week and was
with Henry Kahn, formerly with hailed by press and public as a
Metro, 20th-Fox and the Motion smash.
:
Picture texport Assn., as veepee and
Ed.wige Feuillere in the starring
general manager,
role took Itt curtain calls.
sales

,

-

.

"And No Birds

'ANTHONY/ 'PETER PAN'

.

feU,'.

Club des Champs ^lysees leads the
contribute the backbone, of Far
field, with Bernard Hilda.
The reEast grosses. Mandarins, said Benecent Gamp du Drap d'Or just off the
flco, when seeking film fare, often
Champs Elysees has taken the place
order a print from an exhib or disformerly held by the Russian boites,
trib for screening at home; regardSpot features Vlasti Krikava gypsy
less of cost, rather than mingle with
orchestra of 27, which includes 15the hoi poUoi at a film house.
fiddlers.
Analyzing the invasion of Loew's
Boites Limp Along
International, Paramount and other
Club des Cinq, on Rue Montmartre,
majors into the Par East exhibition
was temporarily on the map due to
field. Beneficio said not only would
Edith Piaf, now booked for America.
a relatively untapped barrel of paCarroll's, near the Champs Elysees,
tronage be opened, but a spirit of
with the local Aime Barelli band,
competition would be instilled in
moribund Chinese exhibs. Beneflco did good business for a while. Bagatelle had Jack Harris.
Florence
is well acquainted wth the Chinese
still exists, but its Montmartre locatheatre situation, inasmuch as the
Shaws also operate seven Hongkong tion somewhat puts it off the beam,
with night life now centering on the
film houses..
Champs Elysees. Most boites limp
Since the Chinese Government
along, and many are sure to close.
froze 85% of the majors rental
coin
runaway inflation The field is practically restricted to
in
1945,
French entertainers. Most popular
there has forced American companies
are Edith Piaf, Yves Montand. and
to protect their capital by investing
Georges UUmer, Latter is a Dane,
their idle coin in a safe medium
amusement real estate, Benefice but unknown in Denmark,
Constricted vaude activity is repointed out. Upon opening of new
modern film theatres in Shanghai flected by the small number o(
and elsewhere, "native exhibs will agents still doing real business.
First
in the field are Emile Audifstart to think," he said, "when their
patrons start drifting away to a the- fred and Felix Marouani, practically
atre which can offer them more com- the only ones to remain international
minded through a tieup with
fort along with entertainment."

practically
author's

management

NEW LONDON

is either spent or has found
other channels. Even restaurants feel
the pinch, Niteries, of course, are
first to suffer.
There are. oyer 1.^0
of them in Paris, and even in the
better ones, the trend is strongly

do,

the

claims a $200,000 ticket broker deal.

contracts for over 300
opened them for Vahiety

Pix trade

gaining

lacks comedy and originality and is
much below Coward's "Cavalacade"
and "Bittersweet." First-night audience went for the show, however.
Opening was of more than passing

jammed by

Mex. Banks Cut Down
On Film Trade Credit

time.
Vaude stands are
fewer than before, with theatres
mostly reverting to straight pixpolicy. Salaries are small by American standards. The Exchange Control makes it practically impossible
for American acts playing here to
take home part of their earnings by
transfering them in dollars.
The
nitery business is on the wane.
Bernard Hilda made a success of
the
Club des Champs Elysecs
through 'a smart location and talent
tieup with the Theatre des Champs
Elysees.
Pops and Louie fouhd.
their way in the Lido because they
really came over to do a sequence
in a Calamy picture, which paid for
their transportation.
But bringing
over a big American act on a.
straight vaude propo-sition is practically out of the question.
Some
European countries are still offering

.

London, Dec. 23.
Coward's
new operetta,
Noel
"Pacific 1860," which opened at the
Drury Lane, Dec. 19, appears likely
to have a lengthy run on basis of
the popularity of the author and the
theatre,
but looks unlikely for
America.
The musical, which shapes up
more like a "Desert Song" than the
usual Noel Coward piece, represents
a triumph for Mary Martin in the
femme lead, as the European actress
seeking rest on a British island near
Samoa. She was heartily received
and forced into a curtain speech
after Coward's speech opening night.

Film Chief

and when deprecating the
reckless buying orgy of the previous
management, said that "many people
were in Fresnes penitentiary for less
than that."

Biz's

tocrats of China, constitute the carriage trade, while the Cantonese,
although financially not as well to

Raves for Mary Martin

for

Hits U.S., Paris Distribs

pictures,
to check,

Fdm

Cantonese groups.

Lacks Crix Kudos But

.

of the

China

chiefly

and taxation a

Poor administration

Number

of

;

Canceled Contracts By

New French

appear-'..."

Ml*

41st Anniversary

:

patrons, inasmuch as the boxoffice
bonanza days are over, it looks as
though Lancaster and his associates
will find, redtape
tough hurdle.

Paris, Dec, 17.
field won't offer
to American acts

some

for

.

Factor'*
on

film producers, are turning out two
Chinese pictures a week on a single
sound stage, according to Amerigo
Beneflco, head of Variety Film Distributors and the Shaws' New York
Deal was worked out with the
Army when Irving Maas, MPEA associate. Three of the films were
recently shipped to the U. S.
general manageri was in Vienna.
Pointing their product at two audience classes; Shaws' market is

result.

Now

vaude

much inducement

The spending craze is also over.
With most
Hollywood Studios French- North Africa, liberated a
moaning about th^ high cost of pro- year before Continental France, exAlex Morvay. formerly with Uniduction,
and drastically reducing perienced it earlier. Black market

versal in Austria, as his assistant.
Wolf has been serving as Active
Films Officer for the Information
Service branch in Austria. Both will
work under the supervision of Louis
Kanturek, Continental supervisor.

Local showmen figure the Canadians will find the going tough in
getting underway since the Government has an ironbound taboo on
new construction for any type of entertainment until the housing shortage is eased. Long before the war a
move was made to introduce the
drive-in theatre in- Australia, with

creating in

this will insure sufficiently profitable
returns to meet the greatly-hiked

writes

Legit Producers
Well Geared on Financing
Where Formerly 'Outside'
Money Played an Important

MPEA

.

countries,

one structure a theatre plus a flock
of arcade stores and apartments,

Bureau)

in

control of distribution away from the U. S. Army in
Austria starting Jan. 1, major film
company foreign toppers now hope
to eliminate the military distribution
setup in other European countries
still under Allied occupation. They
rate Germany as possibly next in
line with the possible exception of
that part of tiie. country still controlled by Russia.
setup, Wolfgang
Under the
Wolf, who is to be manager for the
Export A.ssn. for Austria, will have

French

London

"London

.With the Motion Picture Export

and building materials are reported accommodations by the Banco de la Hylton and Daniel Mayer, opened
Industria Filmica, S. A., prez of auspiciously at Scala Friday with
by returning foreign heads. As a rewhich is Producer Raul de Anda, critics voting performance of Mary
sult, new trend is to combine theaonly amounted to 298,430.68 pesos Morris as "Peter" up to standard.
tres with both stores and
apart••
($75,000).
ments in building plans in European
•

( Chief of Variety*»

Cued by Maas Deal

Number

Anniversary

lion on a lease. Exhib, however, is
guaranteed minimum rental plus the Sirit2ky theatres
and books 32
percentage of grosses on pix. Assur- houses,
six of which are Pari.? firstance in black-and-white that house runs and most of the
'balance provinhas first call on all company's films cial keys.
for locale, secures profits of theatre,
Philippe Acoulon, recently apmaking it a promising investment pointed head,
found when he took
for both exhib and banks.
charge that he had to ask many dis.CMiia..'
tribs to cancel or postpone contracts
Majors continue to move in other made under the previous management.
ways in an accelerated, pace. China,
Warner Bros, is the Ameriheretofore untouched by the majors, can distrib to suffer mcst. Acoulon
has finally been broken into by Met- very frankly acknowledged that he
ro with that company recently pur- has to avail himself of every availchasing a piece of unimproved realty able loophole he finds in contract
in Shanghai. Metro has also gummed technicalities or screen quota law.
its Latin American expansion by acSome American contracts closed in
quiring the second run Teusaquille, '45 for pictures that could not be denabe house in Bogota, Colombia. livered until 1946, would thus be
Company will also take over opera- postponed several months.
tion of another firstrun theatre in
Acoulon, who finds his books

Bogota, Colombia, March 1, 1947.
Joseph
M.
Sohenck,
20th-Fox
exec,
has
been
dickering
for
the Jenkins circuit in Mexico while
on a tour south of the border. Company has also closed for a number
of houses in Australia. Rash of other
execs have swung the world circuits
recently in surveys; leading up to

Oudook^And No Place for a Yank
Harry Regensberg

Assn, (Winning

tion.

I"
f

*.*..

fortlicoiniiig

of

the plan, local operators are

approached by reps for the ma j ors
with an offer of exclusive ftrstrun on
product for a period running from
10-20 years, providing the exhib puts
up a modern showcase in accordance
with company specifications. Armed
with the offer of top Hollywood pix,
exhibs have been able to secure
loans from local banks which ordinarily wouldn't consider the deal.
Pact between local exhib and
major insures turning over ot the
new house to tb£ major- for opera-

as

til*

was worked recently by

Pai-amount and 20th-Fox in a coinbo
operation in Lima, Peru. Understood
also that Universal, now. Eharpening
its knife to carve into overseas theaoperations,
has lined several
tr'c
deals On the same basis. Spread of
the technique to other foreign depts.
js predicted by execs who see it as
the answer to broadening theatre
expansion without enormous cash
outlays which could put a sizable
dent in company exchequers.

More MPEA Moves

France"
*

Frendi Vaudeville Field Has Faded

on editorial feature

capital to build a: theatre and turn
it over to the Yank distrib on a long-

term

eliminated the information portfolio
in the cabinet and has. forbidden
ministers to broadcast or hold press
conferences.
Move is looked on here as beginning of a policy to hold oflicial interference in pictures and radio to
a minimum, as well as to cut down
on governmental subsidies to film
production and other amu.sements.

Difficultiea of Psychological

local

Imhillwr SquaM

]UI*rtta'a Flaevi

has

:

-

new; technique of

:

Paris, Dec. 23.

New Leon Blum government

In Scramble for

fit.

'

Morris

:

for

America

and

Foster for England. Other agencies
doing business are Tavel, and Leroy,
also Daniel Marouani,: a brother of
Felix, whose Riviera agency has a
clinch on the bookings in the south.
Apart from that a few more are
doing what 10 pereenting they can
get.

"Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia.
"Between OumelvcB," Playhoilse.
"eiutterbuck,"

Wyndham.

Nebenzal's 'Mayerling'

"Dante," Garrick.
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
"Grace of God," St. James.
"Grand National Niglit," Apollo.

^'Guinea

rijr." Criterion.

"Here GomeK the Boys,'' Saville.
"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon,'' York's.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
"Message for Margareti" Duchess.
"Mather Goose," Casino.
*
"Nighl and Laughter/' Coliseum.
"No Room al Inn," Winter Garden.

"Our

Betters," Playhouse.

1860." Drury Lane.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp,
"Peter Pan," Scala.
''Pacific

"Piccadilly Ha,yride," Wales.
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Shcphard Show." Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.

"Sweetest and Lowesti" 'Ambass.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
" Wlndslow Boy," Lyrics
"Worm's View." Whitehall.

Remake

Rights Tangle

Paris, Dec. 10.
Illustrating how carefully remake
rights here have to. be investigated,

Seymour Nebenzal (Nero Films),
in 1944 bought "Maycrling" for
a Hollywood remake from Quader
Films, of Goire, Switzerland, now
finds himself in a position where he
has to clear his title by trying to
nullify distribution rights to the
original version still held by Lopert
for the U.S. and Distributeurs Associes for France.
Picture was produced here by
Concordia, which since sold all
rights to Quader Films, latter now
retaining Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
it Krim to protect the distribs.

who

'

MEX,

78

MX FOR

'46

Mexico City, Dec. 15.
Seventy four Mexican pix were
released in Mexico this year up to
Dec. 15, with foUr others scheduled
for screenings before the end ot 1946.
There were 64 releases in 19,45.
But of the 1946 releases, only 10
were good

b.o.

'

Cpa/tunoa/it

wishes you

A Merry (5 hristmas
and
1*

/6?r

1947

*(And "Cross My Heart," and 'The Perfect Marriage," and "California," and "Ladies' Man," "Easy
Come. Easy Go," "Suddenly It's Spring," "My Favorite Brunette" and "The Imperfect Lady"!)

|

:
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Pix-Press-Radio Powwow
By Science Group in Hub

K Producers Want to Cut Costs, Let
'Em

Slice

Own

Paychecks, Say Ky.

Exhibs; Duals

Bemoan

By Hayden Talbot
Dec.

Louisville,

Shortage

Theodore Smith, of the Motion
Picture Assn., Howard Blakeslee, of

rea.son to believe it will taper' oHE to
like 1940 girosscs— for at

I

anything
23.

I

the

least five years.

I

I

As.sociated

I

i

Lyman

something good to be said for the
Maybe this
producer and distrib.

resulting

it

nomical

Are Highly Overpaid

—

certainty proved up to
the hilt time after time in this
crossing and re»crossing of the Gontincnt~-is an inevitable, if gradual,
improvement of relatioris between
exhibs on tlie one hand and produeer.s and -distribs oh the other.

"Up

now

exhibitor

the

Technicolor.

ih

refrigerators,
new refinements in your existing theatre, or
build a better one.
So new building can not be used as a yardstick
to determine whether any given city
is underseated or not.

such contracts.
a
"Such
flat-footed
statement
would seem to put him in a minority
of one the only legal brain in the
country capable of grasping what

—

"I'm
I

I

wants, however.

is

full of

foresee no sudr
will take at least
I

den collapse. It
five years of inten.sive production to
satisfy the world's needs; Take cars,
for instance. I saw recently a state-^
,

have trouble.

.

'Monsieur

I

I

million

cars

a

year.

But

I

:Eeaucair.fi,'

but in point
the weakest of

single-picture

for

mount and

new about

—

Smoky

Over to Louisville— to the offices
Modern Amusement Enterprises,
and M. Switow & Sons, Inc., In
Kentucky theatre; Says S.
iSam) Switow;
"Difference between this year and

the

Meagre

tell him it's been. stated (and
not denied) on the average every
million dollars charged up to production cost includes $390,000 to pay
the salaries of front office executies.
I don't know
of any other
business, 'where the .salaries, of the
front office bos.ses total 39'.i of the
total production costs.

sary,
1

j

i

I

'

I

I

his

building others. As a I'esiilt, negatives pile Up while av>?gitiiig pi'ocessing and time schedules are dragged
out further. Limited number of indoor Stages— and most of them comparatively small force plenty of nutdoor shooting. And British weather
is one thing even' Lloyd's won'l guarantee.

—

Cited as another faclor is the iiisurely pace of the Britisli which
Rank has been trying to .speed-up.
Standard pacts in force in the film
industry require a morning and an
afternoon broak—unoHicially umlcrstood as tea lime. British inetjculpusly insist on these pa iise.i roi::
crumpets regardless of urgencies,
Raymond Massey. who played a It'ad
in "Stairway to Heaven," was on Ihe
point of quitting: iieveral times because the lagging pace threateiu.tl to
cut into commitments which he haci
with American film companie.s. When
shooting finally wound up, ca.sl and
technicians pre.sented Ma.s.sey with a
gigantic cup of tea as a gag. Lafler
took it in good humor and the tempest in a teapot was laughed off.
British cushion because of lovver
labor outlay is taken up by inabiliiy,
to meet shooting schedules. On oHier
expenses, Yank producers noU. the
,

i

i

1

1

;

company

he could chalk up snything he liked
salary.
But none of them
owns the company he heads. The
public who own stock in the comas. his

panies are the owners.

And they

things I don't see how a pre.ssbools
are not getting a square deal in the
Americans alone want between six can
be turned out to meet the pecu- last, i.s this— with a good picture it's matter of dividends
when such
and seven million new ears, So in liar conditions
of individual Situa- up to 1945 figures; with a not-sb- salaries are paid.
This goes for
that one line it will take six or seven
tions.
Anyhow, .so far as we're good picture it is definitely less; all the major producing companies.
years to produce enough for the
concerned^ the producers could .save However, here in LouLsville jobs are My hunch
is if they don't themselves
home market.
Ihemselyes money by cutting pres.sll more plentiful than appJicant.5.
take cuts they're going to
I

I

.si

"I see Vakiety puts bllsinc.^.! off by books out.
8%. I'd say this is as nearly right
"What's wrong with prcdtictiori
as anybody's gWHs. But this still standards is somethini;
el.st.
Over
leaves bu-siness good. And I see no and; above the enormous
,

overhead

Maybe

,lhe explanation is ex-GIs
prefer $20 a week and loafing to
work. But a part of the rea-soh for
business holding up is the fact

discover
golden-egg-producing goo.se is
very dead indeed."
(Next week: Memphis, Na.shviHe,
Birmingham, Jackson and Meridian)

Facilities

Rank, by far thj'TargeSt producer
England, has only one inadequate
and editing room becau.se
wartime restrictions have prevented

.

owned

then,
to sit

could be

cutting

I

these big shots

it

in

himself.
But
the wi.se exhibitor doesn't do this.H
He puts plenty back into the bu.siness— in improvements and replacelinen ts and new building.
He my.st
do it or go under because if he
dpesn't somebody else will.
So I
tell distributors flatly I'm not satisfied with' a SO'Sj profit.
And when
he points out production costs; and
says they, make present terms necesfor:

j

.

mounting produc-

idly for three days until
returned.

—

.

of

weather looked threatening and
with the sun breaking out. had

"Percentage terms are outrageous.
all very well for the distributor
to say the exhibitor .should be satistied to make a profit of 50':;, on the
film's cost, and it might be an argument if the exhibitor kept every

;

Inc.,

Main cause

It's

;

;

produc-

required. In all of Britain, it's pointed out, there are only four Technicolor cameras and one is lied logether with bailing wire. One Rank
company had its camera comandee)-»'d
while
on location
because the

—

I

9

tion costs is protracted shooting lime

'

penny of profit

its

w^ith

next. to impos.sible to make 1 hem for
less. And that's true despite the fact
that British studio labor costs onethird that of Hollywood.

Para-

UA

ot one per cent. Okay.
But now the picture's been made
"It is becau.se these niillion-dollarand- played, I .say the .same 99.9% of
exhibitors will, be more emphatic a-year salaries have been publi.shed
than ever in demanding no more you have the present unrest in
Hollywood.
Naturally, if any of
costume stuff for Hope.
of

home.

which U is to distribute in the U.S.
But as things now look, it is said,
condition is unnecessary since it'*

selling,
it.

not pay off

tion costs at

Universal makes
it
mandatory for him to .spend s
minimum ot $1,000,000 on any film

tried it— until the
exhibitors got together and put an
end to it by refusing to buy that
way and they'll do it again. So
long as a distributor plays fair I'll
go along with him, but if he gets
too dirty I 2II him to keep his product and get along with reissues.
So long as business continues good
I can get away with thi.s.

Attention

P.-1KC

busiiiess, did

Rank's deal

being used to augment this
It's all wrong.

there's nothing

:

one-tenth

is

"As

Continued from

insuffi-

backlog.

time—way;

of fact 'Beaucaire' i.s
the Hope pictures. I was amused to
see Balaban say »9;9% of. -exhibitors, if they'd been asked, would
have nixed the idea of Bob Hope
in a period pictijre: It leaves Balaban in the favored cla.ss of being

I

for

j

the

is

One

divisional manager told
pictures in the can in
me he has
every one of his exchanges.
Not
one will be released so long a.s the
others can be sold. No new produc-

.

say it's up to prewar .standards—
tiie general
run of good and bad
pictures being more or less a constant figure.
The quality of .print.>S.
however, has definitely deteriorated.
|.Even in our first-run houses we
I

i

"Quantity ot product
cient.

tion

suggest producers do a little
looking back, too. And that's that.
"As for. the kind of pictures my
patrons like best, the an.swer is any
kind of fast moving action pictures.
With us, when it comes to boxoffice
poison,, it's period pictiires.
Oh, 1;
know; I read V.m:ihti-'s account of
John Balaban's raving over the business he did with Bob Hope in

I'd

"As
pressbooks, they are far
ment forecasting peak production from
satisfactory. To hypo business
would be reached in the near future. in our
houses we start' from scratch
Then the industry would be turning with
each picture. In the nature of
out a

thinking of

U.S.-Brit. Pix

pressure.

''So I

.

The whole world

'

'

'

.

workers have more time for pleasure than they had Under wartime

years before Gary Cooper became
big boxolfice. All right, The same
thing can be said ot almost every
star in the business?. AH, almost
without exception, came up the hard
way. Yet people talk about stars
being made overnight. So a Garbo
appears and seems to prove them
right. Actually, of course, she is the
rule-proving exception.

.

total.

:

most sucessfv action
we've played in a long time

of the

back in the '20s— when I took a completcly unknown lad from Hollywood to San Diego to make a personal appearance at the, opening of
a cheap Western in which heplayed
the lead.
That lad was Gary
Cooper. His name didn't mean a
thing to moviegoers then. It took

I

At the end of a trek throuRh a
bewildering maze of offices forming whether a picture cost 10 million
dollars or 10c.
He's in his seat to
tJu: Fiinchon & Marco headquarters
yo.iu
.scribe
found Harry Arthur. be entertained, and all the dollar
bills in the world never rai.sed a
Say.s he:
laugh or produced a thrill like a
"Regarding this year's business, it's Keystone
Kop Komedy, or a- Bill
still good even if it is not, up to 1945
Hart Western j— when production
figures. Until six weeks ago it was costs
were counted in terms of
better than last year, bijt a sharp dimes.
decline since then leads me to an"As for quality of product today.
ticipate the final 12 months figures
will show thp year below la.st year's

for

day

Exception, Not Rule

"Quantity of product is nowhere
near sufficient.
The tendency to
make super-epics is to be deplored.
John Doakes doesn't give a darrin

;

School and college groups are taking special measures to see that tlieir
students get a chance to witness "Henry V." Both the Moravian College
Women and the Moravian Boys Prep School at Bethlehem, Pa., one
last week suspended all afternoon classes so that the students could'
go in a ixidy to see the film at one of Bethlehem's downtown theatres.
Public schools in Lehigh, Pa., have set up committees to plan for the
students to see the picture and the Junior League is taking order.' for
tickets via telephone to make certain its members know the picture is in
'
town.

much

Stardom Overnight

bill is a mu.st.

i

vei'y

I

'

j

I

But

;

•

Below 1945 Standards

of

bigger business than the original
grosses in the Technicolor version. I
don't attempt to analyze, this fact;
it's
the producer's business, not
mine.

Go For Double-IIcailers
"Our patrons are definitely not
so dogmatically asserts is a self- satisfied with a single-feature policy.
evident fact. I hesitate to be equally It is only a tiny minority who obdogmatic, but I suggest there is a ject to sitting through a double bill.
difference between illegality and Most people like to .spend four or
You
invalidity.
Certainly invalidity or five hours in a movie hou.se.
illegality of contract has nothing to never hear a real fan complain ol
do with enforceability.
What Mr. the length of time he has to spend
O'Connell overlooks is the change in a ball park to see a double-hcadoiplayed
to
a
finish.
Time doesn't
of viewpoint on the part of the court
during recent years. The day of the mean, a thing to your real movie
I
say it's immaterial
omnipotence of the comma is ended; fan, either.
judges now consider vthe intent of What the exhibitor may think about
it; it's what his customers want, And
'
contracting parties,"
in this territory, anyhow,".a double
I

lot

Daughter.''
Other consistent space
Encounter" and the Italian "Open City.'

Welldigger's

'

be

finds Biz Good, But

this.

"Two
pictures,

to

to

say

I

every other line of busi-

from cars

a

it

were 'Jesse James' and 'The Return
of Frank
James.' Jriginally both
these pictures were in Technicolor.
As reissues they cam to us in black
and "White. Each of them played to

see the picture, but to en.ioy an environment more luxurious than their
own home offers. To hold then*
patronage the exhibitor must forever improve the material .surroundings which attract his patrons. As
new' houses are opened, the older
ones will close their doors.

"As

instance,

doubt if this special picture would
have grossed 5'}. more if it had
Deen in color. Let n:e tell you why

"As for new building in St. Louis
Dogmatic Lawyers
there's a lot planned.
We ourselves
"Following
this
Variety
symhave three new houses projected,
posium gives a man not a little to
and intend to do face-lifting jobs on
think about. Not the least interestall our others.
It is not a ca.se of
ing conclusion to be drawn from
them is the .proof they offer of St. Louis being underseated; it isn't.
But a great number of patrons come
men's tendency to frame expressions

ness,

for

"The

Production Code Administration has apparently relaxed it.s iron-bound
policy that the perpetrator of a crime in a film must sufl!er retribution.
So it appearij, at lea.st, in Frank Gapra's new "It's a Wonderful l;ile.''
Character played by Lionel Barrymore gets away with practically everything in the l:ook sans any more ill effect than that he looks as though
he must be suffering from stomach ulcers, at least.
Aside from a lifetime of meanness and squeezing little people out of
And not only does
their savings, guy specifically makes off with $8,000.
he not suffer retribution, he doesn't even return the coin.

agree the story and locale yelled for

'

you've got to introduce

realize,

and

cullers are the British "Brief

,

'

|

"Carmen"

was a' terrible
bloomer to make 'Anna and the
King of Siam' in black, and white I

decrees;
It would seem—in show stead, most of them are full of
business as in everything—it only gripes because they have to pay
takes something realty bad to 'make their ushers more than they imed to.
you realize what you thought was They shut their eyes to the^ biggest
item in their operating ,cost.s— the
bad is pretty good, after all.
price they have to pay for their picJames Arthur, attorney for the^ tures! If those pictures don't have
Fanchon & Marco circuit of theatres, to shoulder the enormous cost of
-with headquarters in the Fox thea- studio executives, the exhibitor will
trCj St. Louis, says:
get Hhem .bn reasonable terms.

j

considerably more coin is being spent for the foreigners in the metropolitan dailies, particularly in the Times.
French films are standout in this regard witli plenty of newspaper iicreaije being bought tor such recent importations as "Jericho," "Sirocco."

Klinimizes Technicolor's Values
"I

exhibitors consider

'

of opinion in such a way as to make
them dogmatic statements of unarguable fact. Take, for instance, your
interview with the attorney of the
Jackson Park Claim fame.
If he
were quoted correctly he made the
rest of the lawyers look like pretty
small fry.
As I recall it, he said
he was surprised defense lawyers
in every court dispute involving a
film contract didn't know enough
to have the action thrown out on
the grounds of the invaliditji of all

gue.ss

it's

m

—

house— not only

Concerted drjve to cut them.selves a healthy piece of New York patronage has been launched by both distribs and theatres handling foreign films.
Pic-by-pic comparison with Hollywood product turns up the fact that

What the idea is
as well as I can.
vainglory; maybe the
producer really believes the big expenditure will come back to hiin
with a proportionate profit added.
But it's a fallacy. Once in a while
a rule-proving exception c o
es
along, but when you count 'em up,'
even if you go back to "The Birth
ot a Nation' and come down to
'Gone with the Wind', you discover
there are not many of these edstly
epics which, earned their cost.
can

Maybe

—

to their regular

astro-

present trend in

ing of each one.

you

1

—

from top executives
salaries, the

Hollywood seems to be to make fewand better pictures with more and
mole money' poured into the tnak-:

er

has
ducked going at this problem "the
only way it should be tlickled, going
straight to the root of the troubleHollywood. Why should any one
man be paid a million dollars a year
salary?
What can he do with it?.
Paradoxical as it, may sound, mu- True, the.industry is big enough and
recognition of troubles and rich enough to be able lo pay this
tual
handicaps is largely due to Govern- kind ot money to one man; the
mental moves directed against one trouble is there are hundreds of
or another .of the three branches of studio executives being ridiculou.sIy
the industry.' From New England overpaid.
"Let exhibitors all over the counto Southern California
and halfway back again ^exhibs have been try concentrate on making Hollyunanimously in favor of oldtime wood .stage an economy campaign at
give-and-take
methods of doing the top levels and the main 'item of
business, rather than submitting to impo.ssible operating costs will bethe iron rigidity of Governmental brought into line with reason. Into

Goldwyn flaekory has been unusually fortunate in having a series of
players in "Best Years of Our Lives" available in Boston for interviews
preceding Christmas Day opening of the pic at the Esquire there. First
was Harold Russell. haufHess veteran who has a major role, and who is
a student at Boston University'. Then Frederic March appeared in town
as star, of the Ruth Gordon comedy, "Years Ago." Immediately after he
was exhausted as a source of interview materiali Goldwyn pub-ad head
Lynn Farnol sent featured-player Cathy O'Donnell in. A few dajis laler,
Dana Andrews, one of the stars, who had been vacationing at Stowe, VI.,
had to come to Boston to pick up his son, who was going to spend Christ^
mas with him. Goldwynites immediately took advantage of Andrews'
stopover in town for more newspaper tete-a-tetes.

will pre.slde.

Claims Studio Execs

should be.

!

I
'

R. Angell, former prez

of Yale, and educational counsellor
of the National Broadcasting Co.,

The one

.

and

there does, an exhib kick in with creased; they miust be reduced. And
a selfiinvcnted solution of his own here I am not talking about the cost
problems. Even rarer is the theatre of operating a house.
operator ready to admit there's
-

'

Press,

Reprints bcini! sent out by United Artists of an article in the National
ofTicial B'nai B'rith organ, praising "Abie's Iri.sh Row,"
are being countered by organization's Anti-Defamation League with a
broadside to local committees of B'nai B'rith stating that its original
opposition to the tiim stands. Article was termed by a B'nai B'rith officer
this week "untortunate and ill-advised" and will be retracted in the January
issue of the .same mag. Editorial will restate op90.sition to the Bing Crosby
production and make clear that cuts which have been made have not lessened objection to the basic characteristics of the picture.
Disputed article, written by Jay Goldberg, Coast editor o( Showmen's
Trade Review, couples "Abie" with "The Jolson Story" as furthering th^
cau.se of tolerance. Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith has given
strong approval to "Jolson," but not to "Abie."

Jewish Monthly,

Bryson, of the Columbia Broadca.sting System, will participate with Albert E. Parr, director of the American Museum of Natural History, and
Ralph:. W., Gerard,
professor of
physiology at the University of Chi-

The further your roving reporter
"The saturation point has been
goesi, the more the exhibitors let
reached so far as boosted admission
down their back hair and come prices are concerned. John Citizen
clean with gripes and worries, the simply won't pay any more. Either
plainer ]t become.s things are not he will stay away altogether, or will
altogether as you would like them. reduce his throe or .^our visits a
cago.
Trouble is, few have anything coii'- week to one.. This being so, operatDr. James
Only here and ing costs must .not only not be instructive to offer.

is all as

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Reps of films, press and radio will
participate in a roundtable discussion on "Science and the Public"
Saturday t28) at the Hotel Bradford, Boston.
Panel discussion will
be held on the final day of the 113th
meeting of the American Association
for Advancement of Science.

the

I

British must pay at the same It v el
as Hollywood. That applies to .vitniio
overhead, salaries to top pei.'-onnel,
and cost of materials, prints, txploitalion, etc

,

y<.iliieg<lay,

23
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BIGGEST M-G-M BIZ IN HISTORY OF
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. WATCH
NATIONWIDE HOLIDAY DATES!
starring

-

VAN JOHNSON JUDY GARLAND
FRANK SINATRA JUNE ALLYSON
ROBERT WALKER
VAN HEFLIN
KATHRYN GRAYSON DINAH SHORE
.

.

.

•

with

Lucille

Lansbury

Lena Home
Bremer
Angela
Tony Martin Virginia O'Brien
•

•

.

BREAKS ALL-TIME RECORD AT LOS
ANGELES OPENING!
N. Y.

WATCH

CAPITOL,

AND ALL HOLIDAY OPENINGS

Claudette Colbert • Walter Pidgeon •June Allysoti

PRIZE PICTURE OF THE YEAR OPENING
CIRCLE, L, A.
TWICE DAILY. ALL SEATS RESERVED

XMAS DAY, CARTHAY
Gregory Peck .Jane

HOLIDAY HOWLS COMING!
Red

Skelton

•

Marilyn Maxwell

Wyman. Claude Jarman, Jr.

. ,

,

. .

Woitiiesday, Dwenihci- 25,

1916

Congress to Aid Fix?
Taking up the cudgel against
on
re-strictions
trade
foreisn
U. S. pictures, .20th«Fox production chief Darryl F. Zanuck last
week asked Congress to aid

Pric^Con$c^ou$ Picture-Patroniang
Public Cautions Exhibs on B.O. Tilts
Sentiment thai admission scales
art at theif absolute pt'ak and any
further upward thrust: may bving
the house down around their eai's,
Continued from page U
Thinii growinf! among exhibitors.
minutes when
18
the
ice psychology has been sharpened corporate
by a drastic shrinkage oC the ^var- "Clouds" goes out into general rererecently
time savings cushion
lease in January.-.
of
eyeing,
an
vealed in statistics and
Resentineiit by exhibs over lengthy
the mercantile market in which features is predicted on three facluxury items such as jewels, furs tors.- First and toremost is that it
and nylons have staged a precipitous prevents the necessary audience
been
has
downward plunge. Feeling
Second factor is that a
turnover.
far from dissipated by a pre-Christ- long picture tires an audience and
inas business that's been spotty in sours the patrons, consciously or unmany parts o£ the country and par- coh.scibuslyi on seeing another picticularly bad on the Coast.
Inre for some .time ai:tcrwards..
Deternlination to hold coiling at- Third angle is that a. .-ihorter picture
fur- is niore cntertiiining than a longie
its: ciirrent level and forestall
ther spiralling' is behind a move by and leaves, liibre satisfied patrons.
On the turnover question, exhiljiEichiiiond .exhibs. now under way,
to pocket tax losses rather than ab- tois with a dual policy find it virtusorb them in an admission scale ally impo.ssible to handle a picture
rise, Offer has been made by local running more than two hours, wifh'
exhibs who have been waging a out cutting deeply into potential
Such long f ilrhs
revenue.
losing fight against a council pro- daily
posal to add lO";;, local tax to iho mean a four hour show,, or loiigei;,
current 20';i Federal nick on ad- In soine cases, exhibs avoid booking such pictures, or cut over to a
missions;
Patent resolo policy temporarily,
Local bite would mean a 30%
of distnbs is that such houses
'osoiall tax and an increa.se of «,^c. Ply
merely need to go so o,. to which
of the present prices, now scaled to
exh.bs reply that that s mvanably
60c Exhibs. mindful of current comeasier said than done, their custoplaints on prices, fear that the added
» habits being what they are.
nickel may spell a sharp decline
producers
who
of
Ar,«umcn,s
n biz. Consequently, exhibs arc now
dote on lonpc^ncies is, that it takes
proposing to^ city officials that; an
th»t '""S ^o tell the story. that
existing 35c. bite on every $100 of
tt'«™ng ruins,;the ptot .or.:thrt;it
gross business, which applies, to all
artistically
production
damages the
Richmond industries, be hiked to
This is dubbed as so much eye-wash
$1 on every $100 so far as theatres
Producers' arguments
by exhibs.
are concerned. Tax such as this,
that they c^n't be too commercial
would not only be discriminatory
in their work is: also t.eriried silly
against fllmeries, but would be met
who
aver they're not in
exhibs,
by
by' theatre operators without patron
business to cater to the artistic souls
absorption,
of producers::
Tax increase is figured to cost
To
contradict such theories, exhibs
local exhibs about $100,000 annually
point to RKO's "Notorious" as a
but theatremen think that would
story that was told Within a decent
be less than loss of business on ad-^ playing time.
Even With its top
mission hike. Meanwhile, elsewhere,

Continued from page

in

over again'J On this
llio pic fades out.
In the lead role of the stevedore
unjustly accused of murder, WiUiani
Hartnell runs the gamut from helpless indignation to cold vindietiveChili Bouiie.ss in a solid portrayal.
cher, as his wife who set the stage
for the circinnstantial trap by twotinling hiin with another man, scores
lieavlly as she goes downhill from
being a dissatisfied wife to a decayed
Light roinantic interest is
trollop.
furnished nicely by Jimmy HAnley,
reporter, and Dinah Sheridan, the
boss' daughter. Rest of the cast perform with uniform competence.
Tight direction and editing Itcep
tlie film rolling at a fast clip through^

.

In a telegram from Los Angeles last Friday C^O) tO: the

House Committee on Postwar.
Economic Policy, Zanuck declared that encouragement ot
product by foreign inter-

.

•

local

.

not

e.',ts"is

at all unnatural," at-

tributing it to the resentment of.
foreign- manufacturers in seeing

;

American inventions and prodMcts continually on their screens.

'

Hollywood, by the quality of its
product, deserves all-out Consupport in foreign
gres.sional
markets, he .<aid.

:

Zacannot be
quota re^
strictions or censorship or imcompetition,"

niu'k. declared, ''biit it
unfair
iicliieved by

SiHVH

ican product/!

iival

UA

:

pleted top-budgeters by March 1
Mid will release them at the rate
of two each five weeks. Sears said.
In addition, it will sandwich between them pix from Buddy RogersRalph Cohn's Comet unit, the Hal

Roach .streai.ilined comedies and
Hopalong Cassidy westerns.
Large number of film,, finished
and shipped east before March 1 is

|

„

because

California
personal
nick appUe.s that date.
within the state at that

the

properlj'. tax

Negative.s

time arc. taxable as personal property;.

UA

exec declared

ture now until he .s'ees it," Sears
ssked, "why expect a .salesman to
sell it before he has seen it'.'" dIktrib chief stated UA'. will hold dis-

:

fjict

and division

dame way, when
«re ready

fold

sale.s

meets

in the

blocks of pictures
viewing.

i

.

I

ness follows. -Then there's
love finale.

.
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three songs, whieti: ..Dean
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Republic makes use of annual Hcldorado Week in Las Vegas as backgrouhd for another slotithing chbre
ijy Hoy Rogers. Film measures up to

I

:

.

1

I

usual excellence of Cowpoke's series,
flaunting extra production values,
tunes and action to keep his large
following in the saddle until finale.
Plenty footage of Heldorado celebration and Las Vegas plugs should
please this western hot sppt's Chamber of Commerce.
Roger vocals four tunes but .Still'

:;

'

,

'

.

in the.U. S.

and would serioiLsly reAmerican indus-

strict the rights of

The

try.

whatever

rights to send abroad
our industry wanted to

Robert Emmett Tansev handled the

rein.s
on this low budgeter with
finesse while other technical credits
are standard.

pictures

London Dec.
giiihl

jiracillclioii.
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Cineguild has earned an enviable
reputatiot^ for its product, and this
screen version of Charles Dicken.s'
.novel should equal in artistry the
company's "Brief Encounter" and it
may take its place alongside the
best Briiish pictures how being
.

No Dickens' story has been made
several years, and this may help
"Expectation.s" at the boxofflce.
in

will

find

adaptation,
lovers of:

Dickens
will
derive
pleasure from the film.

have been grousing for months beeau.se, they say, they've been on the
receiving end of beefs from foreign
governments on the films bracketed
for overseas consumption,
Pix of

who don't know
bally will he needed. Dubious if it
will amount to much in U. S.;
To condense the novel Into a twohour picture meant .sacrificing man.y

gangsterism and violence,' played in
war.>devastated Europe, threaten to
.

blow up the powder keg by .setting
lawless examples to restle.ss peoples,
the charge.

And

Goverhment-film-

as a result of tjie
contreindustry

been

hinting darkly for. a considerable
period that moves are on foot to
hamstring Hollywood and
erase
1 abuses.

western setting.

maximum

,

who
Mi.s.s Evans is the rich Kirl
gels in Rogers! hair while he is trying to fasten biU-jiaSsing and murder
•

-

;

Paul Harvey. As amaleur sleuth,:
Miss Evans keeps Rogers on the
rescue conlinuall.y and spots some/,
•chuckles.
Dialoging is modern and
occasionally slick in script and W|lori

;

:

iiain Witney's direction i.s actionful
to mesh all elements in the Edward

Lensing
White production.
William Bradford is expert for
outdoor, job and-.ediliiig is tight.

J.

New
"Vni4!T

Anglo-U.

llril<»<'l4<^n"

('all

KiKldati!:
.

.

KnutiK^il;

.lipi-K.

its

S.

Markel)
tlie

r''riul<'r

(«KK>IV»N). 'n.,l<'..i KHin rfl''"-"''
Vilm prortuctlbn: stai'rt l-Tflniif laie

Bi-iilKfs"
(tf Tcj'vH.
Svlu-ot.

.by

Foreign Film

(Jliilikelv for

For, .those, Kimtli, Vinula (JruWcy,
Hrl«iK;
Iiy
Dickons,-, much Kt'iT*!l)|)Tflyflii'M^lwl
:i)y
:

,

Rogers' fave nag, Trigger, opRortu^
nity to .show off education for kiddie
plca.sure.
The.se spots also permit
good introduction of songs without
slowing action.
Miss Evans joins
Rogers in "Good Neighbor," written
Sons of Pioneers
by Jack Elliott.
and Rogers work over the title nvim-.
her, also "My Saddle Pals and 1" by.
Rogers,
Roger solos "Silver Stars,
Purple Sage, Eyes ot BUie'' by Denver Darling.
All are effective for

made.

Only rabid Dickensians

their bankrolls
hoiuses without

unload

,

-

-

,;

,.....„

.

fault with the present
the Government
and paradoxically only

To date the campaign committee temps, the bureaucrats have

'

('illPVnlt-i-lp

gets into the act.
State officials, on .the other hand,

is

.-.
,

11.

iil"

HonnW

Pfli.

K.il<'l la

tory upon the industry, but as such
could forestall a bushel of trouble
for both di.stribs and the GovernFrequently, officials say, a
ment.
few minor changes in the film can
make it acceptable to a country
where,: unchanged, the pic stirs up,
resentment among both the patron.s
aiidVWcal goVernmeht higgie.s.
Motion Picture' Assn.,' however,
has been adamant om .self-regulation
and has argued that submitting films
to Slate officials is only a step away
from compulsory conforming wii.h
Government strictures on what can
be exported and what can't. Execs
point to the example of Metro's atom

bomb

.Slar.H .folin

.MabSMii; Tcaturt'.s Kai-nni-d

SiilUvan. AlBi'ti(a.:,Hunt,
veiilca liy. DaviiV.IrfKn.

iinif.

Wx fro^^

market racketeers who are

to

through gambling
paying Uncle Sam his customary income tax. Parade and rodeo give

(BBmSH-MADK)
Clf'nci-.il Kiliii Di.'^lriliutorft' iT'lPasi'

Ailunifil by ijavl4l
I.cun.
Noaim) from (;hiivl«)> nii-kcnK'
iiovfl; cdhipra. Wuy (Sreoii.
At ,(jaumiin>
Ihfalri'.
LoniUav, Dec. !(>,: '-Itl.
itninilnK

philo.sophy."

I

trying

4*roal Kxp4>(;iaiioiis

This

import.

they could

would be something the State Department would want to consider
seriously, whether we wi.sh to impose controls' alien to our whole

:

finds time to romance lightly with
Dale Evans and hunt down a gang
ot black

would be curbed. Our importers would be told what foreign
send

.

contributing
$374,579.
Paramount studio employes are in the lead with 1,893
donations for a total of $102,200,

i

Hollywood, Dec.
rclnaw

1

Dec. 23.

his brothers
and associates and 10 film distributors were named defendants last
week in a $600,000 aht'i-trust. suit filed
by Martin W. D'Arcy, a deputy col
lector in the field division of the local
collector's office, following his disastrous experienee
aiv exhibitor.

of

Before he dies Ive
fatally hurt.
learns from Pip that the daughter
he thought lest is Estella. Pip's ill-

.

.

.

I

.Jr.,

donors

.

.

I

HARRY ARTHUR, OTHERS
NAMED IN 600G SUIT

7,530

.

'

themselves stymied by the production staffs, over which they have
One last suglittle or no control.
gestion they offer is for the exhib
to play the longies for extra time,
thereby making up in extended runs
what they lose in daily turnover.
Exhibs aver they've learned from experie<)ce, however, that the progressive decrease in grosses racked up
by a picture the longer it plays,
generally meanfe they'll be better off
if they book in a new picture following the first ones usual run,
rather than try to :;milk the original
for extended time.

,

.

.

.

sales chiefs concur with exon their arguments but find

reports

.

.

'ing of, neighboring
3. Testimony that the film ind.us-.
Jack O'Shca who covets Lee Robis finally seeking to patrol its
Uciiii.
contract.
i'l'ts'
sbvorniiicnt
exports to the world, markets to pre;- Rcscoe Ates and Lee Bennett disvent films which will cau,se adverse cover something's amiss when arreactions to the U. S, froiri being riving at Roberts' ranch with a herd
screened abroad.
of cattle. Plenty of badly aimed
MiUiken's stand on no tariff bar- lead bites the air through the ensuing reelage belore O'Shea and his
riers by this country won support
cohorts are brought to justice.
from Nathan G. Golden, motion picDean, Ates and Bennett (who has
ture consultant for the Department
a dual role) handle their thcsping
of Commerce; and Winthrop Browne,
chores in creditable fashion while
head of the Commercial Policy Divi- ingenue Shirley Patterson's chief
sion of the State Department, both talent lies in her appealing chassis.
of whont were among the witnesses. Title tune.
"Stars
Over Texas
Asked about reciprocity against Sand.s of the Old Rio Grande" and
Fifteen Hundred and One Miles of
countries with high trade barriers,
Heaven" are better than average
Browne pointed out:
Producer-Director
"That would mean drastic control stirrup s o n g s

Most

year.

.

^

.

. .

try

have slowed the turnover and
cut into the weekly intake during its
Music Hall run.

comparable stage

.series

'la-;

'

|

.

ri„„«,.o=.f.
Congress

that

finally begun to recognize the
importance of Hollywood as a ma.ior
factor in promoting the nation'.s forelgh trade ai\d in creating good will
abroad for this country.

result
et the recent tx-ip which took all of
Charging that the defendants "comthe 'company's top sales and publifit.v-advertising,: personnel
the bined and conspired'' to prevent him
to
Coast to view forthcoming films; from obtaining suitable film.s while
company will never hold- "another .he. was operating 'the Shubert thea.mds convention as sales conventions tre; in midtown, D'Arcy's petition
have been hold in the past." He stated that he lost $200,000 and is!
said that- the usual type of conren- seeking treble.: damages: under the
lion was devised 25 years ago for a restraint of trade provisions. Of the
jiiffcrent-type industry.
Sales and antUtrti.st laws,
publicity people now will only get
together, when company has picAppeal Pledges Zoom
lures to show, he declared, and it
Hollywood, Dec. 24.
won't hold these meels unless it has
Pledges for the current Annual
yirodlict ready for screening.
United Appeal campaign are 34%
"If an exhibitor doesn't buy a pic- ahead of the .sum contributed, at: a
that: a.s

,,.„.

..

,.

Indication

2.

to

St, Loui.s,.

.

.

.

Compared to these are "Best Years
Our Lives;" "Razor's Edge", and
"Jolson Story."
Latter was just
enough past the two-hour mark to

Harry: C- Arthur.

.

^

.

.

of

Films Ready
will have on hand 15 comIS

;

.

.

.

.

second weeks.

.

'•<•»"

lOililii'

:

.

.

.

^

.

:

also disclosed that the recently-

..

.

1

•

budget and star names of Gary
resistance to any form of upped
Grant and Ingrid Bergman, the picprices is showing up in private ture
runs only 101 minutes because
declarations by circuit men against
of judicious editing. Result was that
opening their theatres to roadshows it was able to hang up a new gross
feature by jacked admissions. Un- mark at the Music Hall in its second
derstood that the David O. Selznick week.
Paramount's "Blue Skies,"
organization, peddling "Duel in the running 104 minutes, also garnered
Sua" at $1.80 - $2.40 prices, has met the proper turnover at the Broadconsiderable exhib opposition.
way Paramount, establishing new
highs for the theatre in its first and:

He

Dl'un,

i

;

I

provides for delivery of six films,
prohibits more than one of the six
from being a Harry Sherman production. The one is "Ramrod," Joel
McCrea-.starrer, which will be UA's
He .said he eXr
first En t release.
pected the other five all to be der
livered during 1947.

1

.

j

inked pact with Enterprise, which

MINS.
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I

hibs

time.

i
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to extreme."
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.soTiKs.

inn''i-ji,

lOiidi*

;

personalities, both in classical and
pop fields, will require a lot of .speIt will be along the
cial handling.
is giving
line of the treatment
"Henry V," Sears stated, "but not

:i

.
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i

- Continued from page 4 ~

v.\«t>

-

.Mf'f,
ItdKi-nt'
......
deal with Poland under which the SdHll.V. .........
...'^liu-lt-y! Ta u tM-..'*(in
Tf
l.awi-eiH-e.
Poles will play C) U. S. films in 1947. SV'ai y hcrt-..
(.:<'i»nfi
I.eiV
.....
.....
.w. Hpl.iiM-i <
a ni.i
deal, provides for the Motion
,n w i-niiw
K»?rlnir Minna
................
Picture Export Assn. to nominate UinicKli'.'J.
Maflvd'Sla'a
UlllKO Kvilll.'iV^. ^i...
100 pix from which Poland will •rin'Uci-. .... ...
Ua
.
.-i.
Ma.tly l.tiiiiia-il
...
IJliKH'M.^".
make the final choice of 65, All .Two
.I'lti'l '.VI;Ui»'\vs
MdVii. ..... ..
towns with four or more theatres .Hiiij,'.p .siiiiiii
Hill
Favv.-i'ii
.TIh-iun' IvIv^
will play the full 65 pictures. These Suii;vhln(' ltN.\.4.
with three theatres will play 75%.
Shaping up. as a moderately divortThose with two .houses will screen
50%, and villages with a single thea- in.g oatiiner, "Star.s Over Texa.s" is
an okay entry in PRC's Eddie Dean
of the total
tre will play only 25

i

UA Roadshows

from

Coiiliniicd

This adaption tells how young Pip
befriends an escaped convict, who,
recaptured and transported to Australia,' leaves Pip a fortune so he
may become a gentleman with great
expectations. Pip believes tlie unexpected fortune originated with the
eccentric Miss Havisham at who.se
house he has met Estella the gii.1
he lovejs. Years pa.ss, and the exconvict, returning to see if Pip has
prospered, is recognized by an old
Pip tries to snniggle hiin
enetriy.
out of the couiUry and in the re-,
tlie
ex-convict is
suiting: chase

!sh)v\'

.StraiSKc;
I

of

release

jiaiiKh;

Congress Plea

l

s

Sullivan, repeating the role of Jaggers he played in Universal's 11)34
version,
Ivor
Barnard,
Bernard
Miles and Finlay Currie.

'riinsf'y
Kolju('t
I5uni>i"lt
.Thomas) pl-oiluction,. (iirt^rti'il I'V
^.Ici-n'
'I'Mli.sey, Slai'S WtlOie Dean; IVaturt*.^ ((.(i.k,'up
Ato.H. ,shirh,;.v I'litlet-.-iuJl, l.rc Iteiuit'tl. VtriR-

'

I

well enough.
Capital perl
(ormances come from Francis L.

(SONGS)
I'R€

'

plays

T€>xas

4lv<>r

y:

warrnated persecution of Amer-

I

to a correct but nou-sentimental
Dickens recital. This is true also of
the humor.
With the exception of John Mills
and Alec Guinncssi only the secondary characters are entirely credible;
Valerie Hobson, whose beauty is not
captured by the camera, tails to
bring Estella to life, and young Jean
Simmons, who plays the role as a
girl,
is
adequately heartless. Anthony Wager, raakin,; his film debut,

out. Photography is well-lighted and
.;harp and a good musical .score lends
to the general positive effect. Ih'rm.

"Hollywood welcomes sincere
international

12

from the heartless treatment of the
hero by the, callous girl he Uwe--'
But these folks, who should arou.se
(juestioning note deep feeling, are just
illu.strations

the support of bthef
Clo\eriinieMt agencies in their
films
ttuiher U.
S.
to
tight
abroad.
_

openly

Overlong Films

'

Film Reviews
Mnr«l4*r la Rovopsc
(ierer now be tried and sentenced

rpi)Uir*'K.
W''!''')-

caiiiPi'fii

Al <SrnnU', StoolilittliH.

'v""-'."^
".,

rxin.*".".

Kmim.Ml.

llfjiiii'llh..

Ts'>i.'

<i.^"'',"..

Jtinin)iiK.llwi''.:i

:

Made

in

Germany:

the last

dlirinj?

minor, character.s. The period and year of the war*, this filin has been,
people are vividly brought to life. distributed fi-ee by, the Allied I'.onBut so particular have fee produc- Iroi commis.sion. It's the first, time
er.? been
to avoid ofTending any a German picture lias had its world
Dickensian and. every character is preem in Sweden. This: is a sentidrawn so precise that many of them mental love story of river vvorkers
arc puppets.
near Berlin. Good acting avad fine
That s the great fault of the film. direction ot Helmuth Kaiither hint
It is beautiful but lacks heart.
It
good boxofflce fous ,'maiiy markets
evokes admiration but ho. feeling. It though okay only'! lor arty U. p.
would have been nice to obtain spots. Scripting and lensing are in
tear-.icrker scenes from the f,raged,y keeping with film's top drawer proof the noble-hearted Magwitch or duction values.

.

.

.

la y,
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JVe can make this flat statement
based on performance:

ONIY A HANDFUL OF PICTURES
IN THE HISTORY OF THE
t

Vv

-T

4

\

INDUSTRY HAVE HAD A SUCCESS

COMPARABLE WITH THAT OF
"THE JOLSON STORY"
A

Columbia Picture

in

Technicolor

*s?«*.

Opening Christmas,
Eve or New Year's Day

New Year's
Mayfair, Asbury Park

•

Palace, Huntington,

W.

and Cameo, Miami

•

Newark; Ohio
City

•

•

Rialto, Atlanta •

Va.

•

Hippodrome, Baltimore

Loev/'s, Jersey City

•

Community, Morristown, N. J.
State, New Bedford • Opera House,

Hiehle, Parkersburg,

W.

Va.

•

Majestic, Perth

•

Apollo, Chicago

Kingston, Kingston, N. Y,
•

Loew'5 Sfafe, Newark, N.

New Brunswick

Amboy

•

*

•

Durfeef

J.

•

Home and Knob

Union Square,

Fall River

Capitol, Lincoln,

Pittsfield,

New
Hill,

Town

Arcade,

Oklahoma

Mass.

•

Strand,

Newporf orrd Colley, Norfolk, Va.
CommodWe, Portsmouth, Va. • Senate, Springfield, III. • and a Gala New Year's Eve showing
in 23 key theatres of the Interstate Circuit with regular run later .... and the list growing hourly!
Portland,

Me.

•

B//ou, Springfield,

Mass.

•

Palace, Stamford

•

"
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19-16!

The Gimmick?
laiurum over '"Five
Gallic
Cairo" apparently
to
Gi'a\es
-stem.i from the part played by
Anne Baxter as Mouche, cham-

Minn. Amn&, Berger, Manns Bid For

Xchange News

2 Steffes Houses; Otiier

ijermaid

al

tlve

hotel

where

DOS-UA Duel Starts Law

Mouche, origiaction centers.
nally from France, intrigues: with

• Minneapolis.
as sal<'^ initriager, assuming a newly(Pava- croated post. J. J. .McFaddcn takes
Co.
Amus!
tVIimvesota.
Mavvm
tiiminU, Beiinic Bei-ger and Teci over ilie cuv salesmanship;
and
assumes;. AUentown
Alanns, the two latter indqpeiicleiil Wolfish
sale.s territories, arid Wilcircuit owners, are reported to be Sliamokin
two theatre properties,; liani Adler becoiiics Wilkcs-Barre
fcidtHivg
salesman.
ot the late W. A.: Steffes. They arc.j
ot„
president
Clefficd
Beatrice
Dufl.\'
booked..j
now'
World,
the .sure-.seatcr
Fiont Ollice Exchange
Hie Minhosota Amus., and tlie"; T.oeal F-7.
;

|

:

,

Field Marshall Rommel, temporanlv quartered at the Noi-tiv
African hostelry, and several of
his stall' to win the release of

|

-

j

Wr

Employes. lATSF,. OtKers: chosen a.fe,
vice-president;
Alrri.son.
Dorothy

;

Mac Miller, treasurer; Henrietlii
Clara: Kratl\yeinl.)er}>; .secretary;
sow.- ljusineiis agenti.

.

pni'ccss of liquidation, last week dis-

puscd of a third

Harrv Dryer,

ill

present opei atur.

its

Sfi^.pOO-\AU

Cluck and lliKlson

Riiniu'-

in

t^^^

tor the British, whon-i .she.ligures
(ml the Fren.cl.1, at.Dutvkirk.:
Sensibilities of the: Fi-eneii are

UA

bruised: ftirthcr- by the
cor; -mptuOLis disniis.sal of :.Mouch, s cliarn-is by Roliin.iel, wlio
i-em'm'ks:-lhat he: does not like

E. Gliick

Niii-niaii

:

Ave.

at I'aik

named nianaKet

l>iclure.-<.

a-

01-

named

has been:

s;il(-s

num..

I'olicv for 2

VV-K Stasc

for Easle-Lion films to be in
of Philadelphia. Washington:

Houses

.:

Wilbv-Kincey:s City Manager Bob
aiv! PiUsbursh
hpi announced stage :oolicy
Wbe "Rosiiick, who. started in the Talljert
for Carolina and State. Latter wilt
Di (lire biz in 1906 as :pper.ator of
continue with straight vaude while
tiu' fild Casino theatre iiere. .retires
Carolina will house legiters. with
(M1 .Ian. 4. when he resigns as manVoice of Turtle to start season.
ai'.er of the Hamilton..
Griffiii; until recently USO
-

.tervitbries.i:''.'

:

.

W

Dusenberry elected presiclub Of 20th-Fox ex-

ivlaine

'

ch-;iis;e.

-

•

:"

of Uveal 307. lATSE. Other ofticors
reelocfcd included Abbott OliVcV.
vice-president;, .Hovaec; Johns, bu^^^^^
liess rep.: Jose»li Abrams, recording
secretarv. and William Friedman.
tr.>;";urcr.

Charles

RKO

Z;agrans.

manager, appointed Ely

i

-

:

brunch
,

i

WHITE FOX CAPE
Worn

Sacrifice.

:

1400 lake Shore
Delaware 3649

Dr.,

Chicago,

III.

Away,"

Selznick's Claims
Continued troin page

bc-

4

Dennis MORGAN
Jack CARSON

M1J5H4M

S

Janis Paige •

before the suits were tiled said;
Mr Sclznick ha.s had enoHsh of
PiclcCord and Cliaplm's interference
ill United Artists affairs; that neither
of them had contributed anything
ot an appreciable value to the company for several years; that he had
had enough of the damage and anno.vance caused by their harassment,
And; that he will, have no further;
dealings with United Artists or with
Pickford or the corporate instrumentalities or of either of them in
relation to the allairs of United ArtIsts except on a legal basis. And that
he was proceeding rapidly with a releasing organization without having
to cope with such interference. It
was stated that attorneys for the

The Razors Ed<^e

j

|

i

Martha Vickers

i

\1»rn4*r BroH. Ilit

i»

"The Time, the Place and

i

the Girl"

20ih Century-Fox

I

In

cameras, 'Thai grows'

,tiiit'

'

!

—

'Em

"I'll

Be Seeing You,"

Marshall Grant's 1st
23.

'First picture to be made by Margranted the right to abandon stones
—also in line with industry custom. shall Orant and Associates, now'
That Selznick violated aurccments indie producing Company will be
pertaining to loanouts and story
Pailor," dealing with th«
"Domino
abandonment is the kernel of the
gambling racket among the .vokels.
UA suit.Chaphn and Pickford maintain
Abe La.sttogel, of the WillMin
that Selznick went tar beyond the Morris office, is negotiating for a
standard industry practices in: arr release outlet.
rar^geinents lie made with RKOk
They say he didn't turn over merely
a story for which he thought he'd
I

I

w SUMESSf:

flip

'

.

j

i

;

'-T'-

,

UA's original agreement .wi'tii the
producer h}' which ho was to bo
advanced $l;000,O0a toward linanving
of

Hollywood. Dec.

:

breached his contract b.v. soiling picand southern Illinois districts. He
Indiana ture package deals to RKO.
ol
continues supervision
theatres.
Statement by Vanguard is.sued just

I

'

before

I

-

B&K

.

,

"Spellbound'" and the reissue of
"Rebecca."

manager for Central

conies division-

:

-:

to advance toward pioduction ot
"The Paivdine Case," which is luuv

j

;

m

trict manager of a group of
house.-s ni Chicago and Indiana,

twice.

Mrs. N. B. Johnson

star.

i

m

peisonally

but

I

charge of Northern di.striet of Illinois and Toledo, Ohio.
David B. Wallerstem. former dis-

Rubens,

!

Knee length, 44 inches, beautiful; value
$1,600.

B&K

-Chicago,
Long-delayed organizational switch,
cau.'-Td by -death of Jules Rubens
more than a year ago. was made
last
week m Publix Great States
Theatres, of which Rubens was general manager. New setup puts Henry
C- Stickelmaier. former assistant to
,

Epstein

J.

,

Vppcd by

|

Choice ot
than press
to ventilate the grudge against Par
grounds that radio
is explained on
here, being noneommereial, is immune from retaliation through any
advertising budget cut.
At tiie eoekta il party thrown by
Par fur Ray MiUand, Michelle Nicolai. temme coUin-inist. had an argument with 1. Lapineie, head of Par
public relations here, claiming he
inteifered with her interviewing the

E

Stickclmaier

UA

|

Par Hackery.
tactless
radio as a medium rather

Vienna theatre.

Harrv Abbott reelected president
:

e\peit

technicalb

manager here, returned to Vienna,
Ga.v where he owns and operates

dent gE FamiV

j

.

C

S.

Sparlanbur.t'..

.

clKii-ue

'IV«'lin{(*«>l«r

have no use himself, in the case
of "Notorious;" for instance, but a
completed script, the star, the director and the producer. What niowe

Filmock's

does any executi\_

er Service before signing any

contribute to a
except perhaps some stipcrvision,
which Selznick also. gave. In return, they say. he got iiO'Ji of the
profits, which is more than a reasonable interest in an abandoned story.
The dealings with 20th-Fox on

trailer contracts. Write^ wire
or phone Filmack 1327 S.

Mr. Exhibitor: Invcttigetc^
NEW Prevue Trail-

producer ever
picture, they a.sk.

^

Wabash, Chicago

5,

III.

]

and(

receive full details.

—

;

MONROE

Vaughn
'

ROXY

'

AM>

\

ins; OK<'HKSTK;)L

I

|

I'lllii

;

A IIG STAGE REVUE
•roadway at 47th Sl»«r
STRAND

I I SONfi-'SOOTH

the

in

•

N«w Warner

GARFIELD

OSCAR LEVANT
.1.

(

Jhm'ltMl

liv

Broadway at

M-G^M

Ail

•Iciii)

J<»i-r.v

Slit Str«e»

WiiUl

HOLLYWOOD
I

I

'rliti.i-,'*..

"on

,.'*»

I

SritlOiSN

t>

The HK'ST Vear^
of Our Li\cs"

PIJSSUN
•loliliii.^-

.

:MOK«l.\N

Iviltliliviiie

Rndin

iinrmMN

K

Com

ASTOR

Nfiwest
c

itdhcrl

T.AYI.OK
iiii.i,

.Mrr< iii

EXTRA!

M

I'liiN

WaltK

COLBERT

$6,-

pany of a distribution agreement
ejiceiited in October. :1942. for selfish
purposes ot their own which will be
revealed.

I

V/rm's only 0H( Cord ZarktOH

j

duction.s.

1

tMlirrn

NOW

I

mm

^MMTOL*^
Ch*dtttt

approximately

ol which Vyn.s;uard, Chaplin
and Pickford are each one - third
owncr.<. This action wiH have to do
also with the distribution contract,
•WAY mrf land will also claim deliberate and
4Slli ST.
wilful mishandling ot Selznick pro-

YVETTE

'Undercurrent'

of

Corp.,

Sdno Styles by

\|.li-M's

,

damages

-

^

^'IJ^tr

tor

The essence of this action
will be that they maliciou.sly conspired to deprive the Selznick com-

'"The .second action .seeking; damagPS probably in excess of $7,000,000 will be against United Artists

"Great as drama, lively and lovely
as comedy" -SUN

Picture

GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

damages

for

10.00.000.

.Vt*i;iilt'S<-0
{

l>>-

I

"TILl THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"
JUDY GARLAND • VAN JOHNSON
JUNE ALIYSON • ROBERT WALKER
aim MANY OTHER STARS
'

I

AKIUll, N.VSil

rri>fUH'*'il

R«cke eller C«liler

two .actions

and Charles Chaplin on the other.
"One of these actions will be filed
against Charles Chaplin, Mary Picklord and the Picktord corporation

Achievement

"HUMORESQUE"

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

immediately

would
growing out of the recent controversy between the David O. Selznick
production unit. Vanguard Films, on
the one hand and Mary Pickford

JOHN

JOAN

CRAWFORD

^VALT0/5^'ev5

T«; hi)te«l0r

company
file

PALACE :r

(H-

(Vanguard)

\cmmm

Wj^nm

PIDGEON I DOftSEK

l'woyal49lhSt

DnriOHii

9:30 A.M.

including

the

sale

;

of

Within

it* blockfront of ocean
privacy— 40th to 4Ut Street*

weaker product on the strength of
.Sel/sntck

pictures.

"The Vanguard statement
that both Picktord

and

Swimming

aiso says
Chaplin ac-

tions over a period ot two years
against the Selznick Interests have
been strongly resisted by the company (UA) wliich repeatedly stated
the necessity of retaining the high
qualit} and high gios.sing Selznick
product. The management of United
Al lists icpeatedly advised Pickford;
Chivplin and their representatives
thai tlicre was not merit what.soever
in their claims that Selznick had
violated their contract by turning

Pool

.

Sun Club • Cabanas,

:

•M-G-«r!i

1

»K('iiic.>4-riiA|

The Secret Heart'

'Duel' In

JAMES MASON

Khu.wca.se

MAXtAIET

ROC

icy, at

««S

GARDEN i wayatsoth
WINTER
DOORS OWN »;00 A.M. TO 3i00 A. M.

I

j

I

m

for- '-Duel
the. Sun,"
31 on a road-show pol- over to 20tb-Fox and RKO stories
two*a7day and reserved scats and scripts which Selznicli had
lor an liKleBnite run.
abandoned as provided for in his
Egyptian, first house named for distribution iiefreenient because he
the showing.",, wiU hold the Bhti did not tbnik theih
up to his standonly two weeks.
ard."

openmH Dec,

iiciweofi
PATRICIA-

Dual Stands

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Vogue, theatre
on
Hollywood
Bouleviird i.f to be the second local

..

nick's planned suit against. UA is
that the company dirin t come up
with the $200,000 it was comniitU'd

,

I

American exports:

Par. whicli had built studios here.
had alw-ays enjoyed excellent reUiThe revised
tions with the press.
attitude seems the outcome ot the
allegedly dictatoiial attitude of the

pjauice

:

:

ing to involve all

indiustiy

,

—

,

Jo.seplv fttin.sky. fornicr
sales rep for Ihtvrhrttiana!

I

'

'

tiuiuil

with

and Solznick's profit-participation if
any, was a "reasonable perconl;iL;e
One ot the points made in ;Seiz-

i

of his first four films. He rcccn-ed
Ki^lit to .,01111 anil liorrow
$300,000 when he signed the com r;ict
According to the Selznickite.s, the
and $125,000 each lor "Since \<iii
depositions clearly proved that the
Went Away," "I'll Be Seeing You "
producer had the right ui loan out
Spellbound" and VDucl hi the Sun."
players. writevs and direelors as is
fThal
would leave $200,000 due tothe industry cu.stoni ~w hen they are
ward "Paradir.e."
on salary and their home studio
Cliaplin and.Miss PiokCord do not
has no immediate vise for them.
plan
protest attendance ol the
to
Likewise, they say, Selzinick ;was
three directors represcntinu Selznick at future meeting's o( the board
^if they chooso to a'tend. DiroeUirs
Continues Selling
are elected lor.a poiiod of time and
icg-iuUcss
Having received no instructheoretically
seivc
ol
tions to the contrary from its
changes
stockholders. .;Il
and
board of directors or its legal
when Selznick IS of ncially out. the
battery, United Artists will condireolois
might
be-;
of
number
tinue to sell the Selznick films
changed. However, in view ot Selzr
now in release, Grad Sears, v.p.
nick's statement ahnounciiig bis suits
in charge of distribution, stated
it appears likely .us directors -will
last week.
UA has a considerno longer appear on the UA scene,
able number of contracl-s to be
since he declared he "wOuld ha\-e
played oft on the four pix delivno further .dealings with UnittKl.;;
ered by Selznick prior to Ins reArtists or Mary Picktord or Charles
cent breakwith UA.
Chaplin."
Films are "Since You Went

•

:

keeping

in

I

j

|iartnei-.

of the Park Ave. theatre which. Uniis the rcwomen in the morning.
.ver.sal takes over from. Walter Rcade
suU of the widow's decision Id- reon Christmas Day. John. E. Hudspni
iiiiMrico her inheritance under the,
Park Ave. signals
asst manager.
wii; and laRc. instead, her one-tlitrd
''Stair-,:;
preeming
by
operation
U's
w iti(n\ 's dowry, as provided. by law, wav: to Heaven.": J., Arthur Rank'.s;
'Cairo' Insult
Tlio World and Ah'iil al^e valued
pie! on a roadshow basis, with prices
ill e'c;\'x; of $:!QO.nOO each.
Continued from page 3
lixed at SI 80 -$2 10 Gluck loi pa4
veais with Skouras Thcaties
12
French womanhood and the
to
insult
Joe irtinsky to EaKle-l.iiMi
HudMin IS switching from the WinPhiladelphia;
French, with implication.S threatentei daiden winch U also opeiates
special- n^
'

—

mit.
In those instances the" loan,.
outs and story transfers were niore

I

,

"'\'i(luidation of holdings
•

Suits

;

suit is bascti
are radically difforent, attorneys ad-

;

pi'ob.iibt.\-

Bijou, l.SOOTseat film liouse.

tre, tlio

liir

.

4

which the Chaplin

tlie

UA

.sold

'

loop thea-

Steffiis*

,

interpretr lion of what is
in those depositions, .as a
rriatler of fact, hinges prelty niucli
ag-ainst Scl/the whole case ot
nick Depositions contain testimony
what was agieed between the
ot
prcxv,
paitie.s when Raf(ei\, as
aiid Korda, then a part-ovvtier of
negotiated the contlie: company,
tract by whieli Selziiiek became a

On

contained

her brotlver, a fJazi prisoner-ofwar.
she eai-ries an: inverted torch:

,

former leflitimate roadshow
and dramatic stoclc house currently
plaving Hurlcsque. .The estate, ui
Aivin.

from page

:Con(li<iicd

never asked tliat the suit be
listed tor trial because depositions
taken from Sir Alexander Korda and
Edward C. Raftery about six months
ago knocked the props from under
Chaplin adherents deny that.
it.
liave

the

MIAMI BEACH
Jack Parker. \Amaqitt

RefcriMtioni invited

»

•

•

Walter Jacob*

mm
SmmtfXmt', Cake 7arUlon

Club, Pike, !?Jew

Ihwpfhtre

ii
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AGCYS; WHO-YA-KIDDIN' GRIPE
Storer in Wholesale Switchover

Nets Deny Concerted Axing of Actors

As AFRA Duel

Of Fort Industry Stations to CBS?
Detroit, Deo. 23.
Return to the CBS fold of WWVA,
Storer 50,000-watt stathe George
after a five-year
tion in Wheeling
ABC network identification, is beto be only the prelude to one,

lieved
of the

CBS "is

being quite

* •*

*

mum

from authoritacomes word that Storer

about the subject,
tive .sources

/

Future of Daytime
Radio

is

involve at least two
stations.
(Fort Industry Co.)

"

djiiCHtim"'-

.

m

.

editorial

;,

41gt Annivermry

away from their ABC affiliations.
Meanwhile the projected moves

beef?

it's

Number

efiut% on tbo

.

Broadcast,

Actuality.

Slice-of-Life
pai-ticiilarly

appiicaWe

Technique"

in the case of the sponsored who4utiit shows, the. majority of which
hit the air in the early evening time
slots.
The civic-bent affiliates, in

of

are occasioning considerable anxiety
on the paft of the networks, particularly ABC, which not only takes a
switchback to
beating on the

(CBS Producer)

community.

Jn the forthcoming

ready to make a wholeswitchover to CBS, pulling both
and Miami stations
Atlanta

his

•

Robert Heller

,

,

faoturc

ficlting

is

sale

Admitted, Due to General Conditions

makes

*.

.

an editorial fcatur*

turn, have been crying ''Why expose the youth of our cpminunily to
these type shows » and encourage
juvenile delinquency?" witli the re-

(Out Soon)

CBS, but looks to be on the losing
end of the remaining Storer station

In

.

th«

'

41sl Anniversary

Number

to spite
ney for

late

Coming Soon

Flock of Shifts In

CBS

,.

Call

As Westinghouse

Langham Vamps

Ups

He

Rate \\%

Its

Westinghouse

which

{Stations, Inc.,

fied advertising agencies that

upping
the

its

first

increase

card rate by

it

11%

was

tion of Radio Artists scored a sensational victory over the webs and
that the latter were furious.
Pact
seems to be that the webs face so
many union demands that
was just the worst threat for the
time being. It's said that each web
now deals with about 50 separate
unions, 'including the brand-new sec"
cretarial-clerical union at CBS. It's
not the higher, payroll costs alone
that have made the webs budget-

after

of the year-^first large scale
in

time charges In recent

AFRA

years.

1

KdMO

|

Revamped

not liable for the

CBS which GE

who has

is

directed

rales

portant national accounts are "soft"

until

at the

!

y^^"-'
|

Price hike Was laid to increase in
by Westinghouse
operating costs

spokesmen.

.

Sunday Showcase For

,

'Once Upon a Tune' Teeoff

.

As reported, the

^

;

I

.

,

|

;

1

'

"

1

and Joe Gratz.

.known.

,

'

duce the

series.

SHOW; AUTHOR EMCEES

SuslainerstoYankNew

The

Tayola' Probe
last

week ordered

-^l'"i'''ation of all

i,'f
..npm
t^o-of
:

^iL^"
fi

popular .songs
proiwam.s,
determined, or .mi.-;-

its .-sustaining

off icials

somewhere

ne tu
the

Sws."

Rather than create'
an explosion,
«ci. execs
ordered that for an inwnmic period the show's producers

n
n«w

music for which, arrange?^ been written for past pro"icluding standards, etc. iNo

"-If^,

pops can be scheduled.

Gallico will act as
,

,

f

.

emcee on the

series, writing the material fie'H use,
to describe how he came to write
each story. .Instance Is believed rare
of a recognized shortstory writer
appearing a.s emcee on a program
made up of his works. Galileo's previous air appearances have been
only in interviews. Stories will be
adapted by Sheldon Stark, with
Clark Andrews directing.

OF

the

music bi»sine.s,s' payola evil
^as rearing i(s ugly
head too high.
^xacuy what occurred
is
not too
car, and all
concerned are only volunteenng info, but it
.seem., that it
that certain music
OvnMu^'^"^^''*'^
PUOJiShers were
influencing the .seIw^iiT,?' PoP'"* *or the "Fnntasv in
'"^
'^"^ Crumpets"

S
S

Anniversary Number

41st

I

tilong

"Story-^by Gallico," half-hour dramatizations of .short stories bv Psful
Gallico that have appeared in leading jrnagazines, have been set by
ALS Productions, with audition
platter of first
show, "Fighter's
Wife," ba.sed on a Satevepost yam,
cut by ABC Friday (20). ABC has
a 60-day option on the series,

OUT SOON!

ABC Orders 2 Musical

in

actor

j

(Continued on page 32)

..'^^^ "ctwork

in

I
i

GORDON GRAY'S KOIL EXIT

|

and Long Beach.
Bob Weenolsen takes over as program manager for the Ginny Simms
show for Borden's. Ed Downe.s becomes producer of tho revived "Mc^arry and His Mou.sc show, former
iinstol-Myers sponsored NBC sum-

..

fall-off

Once (.aug ;„ jjg^ y^rk has been noticeThe musicomedy series
Upon a Tune" detailed in last week s able at all the webs. CBS' action in
Vabiety written and composed by a cancelling "Joe Pbwers of Oakville"
Omaha, December 25.
fit.
Meanwhile, Werner Michel, who
Gordon Gray, general manager of pair of Canadians. Ray Darby and five-a -week series of half hours was
joined the web about two months KOIL since 1944, this week stepped Morris Surdein, which are skedded a blow not only to freelance actors
ago. steps into Langham's post, and out of office. His duties are being to move into the Columbia Work- h^t freelance writers as well.
.Tack Mosman, a-S-sistant CBS director, administered by Charles Stuart of shop in February, will fir.st be show
Sunday
has been upped to director
the Lincoln end of Central States cased for four weeks in the
Other CBS director-producers on ^Broadca.st ing Co. and Virgil Sharp afternoon 2:30-3 slot, starlmg Jan. 5 ABC CUTS 6G GALLICO
Carl Beier, CBS director, wjU proGray's plans are unthe exit li.^t include Howard Barnes of Omaha.
of weeks.
He's also going to the
Coast, to become an exec of Phoenix
Productions, new radio package out-

terey

Pops

,

AFRA

•
,

moment

A

p'eriod of industrial peace, now
that the John L.i Lewis me.ss is out
of the way, might, reverse this trend,
but, as omens, Florida luxury trades
and department stores .seem both to
be off and a period of dellationary
adjustment seems definitely here.
It's probably
natural enough for
members ,to relate their current and relatively sudden anxieties
to the element of bickering between
their leadership and business management, but the situation isn't that
.simple or direct.

contracts made between now
and Jan. 1 would be under the old
Irate even if the contract doesn't
take effect until after the first of the

Any

and "Crime Photographer"
(Anchor Hocking^ Weintraub).

DFS)

Sunday afternoon "Yours Sincerely"
show on CBS, is leaving in a couple

new

January, 1948.

I

on

Just what the reaction will be to
the hike may have a bearing on
what the major networks may do in
considering a similar move in '47

The increase for 1947 would apply
only to new adverltserSi Westingconscious anew, but the uncertain
house officials said, with old customoutlook for business. Too many imers—those already under contract-—

.

Henry will join the "Vox
in Chicago after its
Dec. 31 broadcast, and will then tour
With the show on its swing for the
next few weeks, which will include
airings from Denver, Seattle, Mon-

week

operates six major outlets, has noti-

I

Pop" troupe

'

figured 225 calls per

fect, of course, is to increase
competition for remaining calls
and the squeeze comes down
hardest on tt^e newcomers' and
others mot ideally situated.

Philadelphia, Dec. 23.

WWVA

giving up.

Marks

weeks.

I

Setup

attor-

had been wiped out among NBC,
CBS, ABC and Mutual. Net ef-

.

IVodnction

is'

A

f,

m

Jaffe." Ja'ffe

AFRA.

New York radio actor with
a statistical bent has tried to
calculate tlje. shrinkage of susfainer jobs in the past few

Nets Eye Reaction

Prod. Dept;

,

.

Henry

•
Actor gossip has proceeded on the
premise that the American Federal

sultant slotting of -the whodunits into

nighttime segments vi'hen the
realignments.
kids are asleep.
CBS would consider it a choice
The. practice, apparently, is bephim to cop bath the 5,000-watt
ginning to get on the nerves of
Atlanta station as well as Storer's
some networks, sponsors and agenM'r-ii outlet, which is going to 50,000
cies invdlyed, who claim that the
-watts.
whole deal is a phony and that
what the contributing factors
the client is being taken for a ride.
hiwc been in s p a r k i n g Storer's
It's the contention of the critics of
change of heart about ABC and rethe affiliates who like to juggle their
aligning himself with CBS is curshows that the "cpmbating: of jurently the talk of industry speculamere
delinquency"
is
venile
a
that Stoi'er became
CBS production department ap- smoke-screen
It's' said
tion.
intended to conceal
pefeved at ABC when the latter took pears to be going through a drastic
the real profit motive of the staon the WCAE, Pittsburgh, affiliation,
upheaval
of sorts, sparked by six tions involved; that the network
resulting in an overlapping of the
purposely relegated to a
WWVA market which serves more resignations, including that of Roy shows are period
so thfit the affilithan 500,000 radio families in the Ijangham, a.ssistant to Davidson Tay- late-night
W. Va.-Pennsylvania-Ohio coal, iron lor, veepee and director of programs, ate can sell the choicer ini(J»evening
local
sponsor.
slot
to
a
and steel belt.
and formerly director of network
feeling was crysAgency-sponsor
returns to the CBS Chain operation.s. Langham had been with
talized only recently when Dancer,
next June 15. It switched over to the network for 12 years.
At least Fitzgerald
& Sample, which handles
ABC in May, 1941.
one of the resignations stems from
the "EUery Queeri" program, yanked
a clash in personalities within the
the CBS station in
programming - production depart- it off KMBC,
and instead bought a
ment. Other resignations are re- Kansas City,
ttanscriptibn show, "Philo Vance/'
ported as fairly imminent.
outlet.
Move,
rival
on the
In addition to Langham, whose fuobviously, isn't resting any too well
ture plans are still not set, Marx
with CBS. which fears similar re
Loeb, Richard Sanville and Clint
agencies
and
from
other
prisals
Johnson, network directors, are al.so
whose shows have been getchecking out. Loeb, who has been clients
ting the delay ed-airing treatment.
Voung & Rubicam has revamped "of! staff" since folding of "Theatre
"Ellery"
that
DSF execs squawked
its setup on a number of top shows
of Romance," resigns to- take over
was being broadcast at a time which,
haridled by the agency, coincident
production reins on new Goodyear
in terms of Kaycee listening habit,
with the upping la.st week of Joe
show on ABC. Sanville, who has
equivalent to 2 a.m.- in New
is
Moi-an to the post of vcepee. Moran
been with CBS for five years, has
had been one of the agency's pro- directed a number of Workshop and York.
KMBC has a half dozen such
gram managers and, with his promo- "Assignment Home" programs, as
shows, four of thenx., on Thursday
lion, the other changes went into
well as the Victor Jory "Vicks MatiI'night, slotted into late segments on
effect.:'
nee" show and directed a number of
contention that such
Hobe Morrison has been made transcription programs on a free* the station's
reducing
program manager for the Lipton- lance basis. He planes out to the technique i.s a factor in
Other programs
juve delinquency.
sponsored "Vox Pop," with Charles Coast next Monday (30) to wed D, J,
"Inner S.ancHenry given the producer a.ssign- Thompson, of Pasadena, radio and similarly .affected are
Young &
(Bromo-Seltzer,
ment on the show. Latter had been legit actress, and he'll locate per- tum"
Rubicam); "Suspense"^(Roma Wine,
producing
the
manently on the Coast.
General
Electric
(Whitehall.
"Mr.
Keen",
Biow);
"House Party"
Johnson,
the

Network officials in New York
deny as absurd the whisper going
the rounds among radio actors that
there is a concerted campaign by
the webs to i^educe the total volume
of actor employment..
One broadcaster put it this way: "No doubt
there is a connection between ris»
ing costs and fixed overhead and

cancellation of costly sustainers, but
such cancellations jeopardize the
jobs of program executives, directors and writers quite as much as
actors.
In any event the networks
would hardly, bite off their own noses

,

WWVA

Fall-Off

Reprisal;

,

'''''

expected to
other Storer

years which

Although

Louis G. Cowan

affiliation reshufflings

major

in recent

recent months some stations
around the cbuntr^ have lieeh mak^
ing miieh of their practice of tak-i'
ing
netwpri^ shows, teanscribing:;
them
and: re-blotting
them in
late night segments, on the basi.s
that
not
it
only
for
betier programming eontihuity for
the affiliate but that .pyincipally it
fits int6 a; pattern foif '^^^^^
merit'^ peciiliar to the needs pi that
In

Foims closing

Vsuol Advertising rotes prevail

shortly

Show

Special exploitation advantages
Copy. Qnd space reserYotions may be sent to any Variety ofHce
LONDON. W. C. ^
CHICAGO 1
HOLLYWOOD 2*
NEW YORK 19
154 W. 4itU

St.

6311 Yuccd

St.

3«0 N. Mkblciait Ave.

•

St. Mortin'i PI4c«
Trafalgar Squctr*

Will sell for about $6,000.

GRIFFIN IN WIP BOWOTJT
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
Alexander M. Griffin last week
tendered his resignation as newscaster for WIP to take a job with
the public relations department ef
ithe At Paul Lefton ad agency here.

1

j

I

'

I

:.
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Springfield Rafio's Ears

Hoop Hop

Pinned Back

of

tk

Whodunits

Hooper
jumped an average

In the tece at a generally mild seasonal

For

with only a few exbeptions, have

Pkws FaOnre as Press Stages On
to dis-

City to Alley
George Sessions Perry, who
has authored the cycle of 22
Satevepost a tides dissecting
U. S. cities, i.< now going in for
But It's got nothing to
alleys.
do with his city series.

has been without

city

this

n\onth.s

daily newspapers, the local radio
stations liavft iTiissod the news boat
by a mile of kilocycles.
Thai's the consensus in this cpm-

i

miinity of 160,000 where the slrilte
of fi>uV- (inioiVS / against the four
published by
papers
Springfield
Slierman H. Bowles has resulted in
A ctimplete blackciut of published
hevv.si

Upcoming

7)

(Jan.

issiie

back to better-than-normal after previou.s strong rises.
Sigiiiflcant to admen, of course, is the contrast in talent and pro-,'
duction costs between the whodunits and their big-budget brotliersi
For moderately-budgeted shows, the whodunits are still the "rating

of

Satevepost features an article by
Perry analyzing the Alley gang
on the Fred AUen show.

-

;

in the Hooper book.
One of the chief budget items marking the cost differences between
two types of programs Is in the script department. While the name
shows depend upon a floating population o| high priced writers, tew
of the whodunits pay more than $200 or $300 per script. A couple ot
the mystery programs occasionally dig into the files for old scripts.
The more obvious discrepancy appears in casting, where the big pro-;
grams dole out plenty for name attractions, while tlie chillers ticldom
stealers''

sinoo Sept. 2C.
WMAS. the CBS outlet, and
,

N«w< Knowhow

Both

WSPR. ABG

have multiplied
their news periods and both have
two man news staffs, but the resulabo\e
t,)ii1 L-Dvrragc has rarely been
pi-dentriiin level, and is often
tlie
below it. New.spapermen claim that

tlie

ERNEST MITCHELL

station,

Sastainer Reports

news atatt is compoaeii of
vetei-ana like Krnest Mitchell
20 years with metro-

KTiZ'a

news

who served

newspapers before
three years ago.

politan
10

the hirine of the extra men has resulted only in getting, more commercial-- into the nci\s programs

Washington, Dec.

Little
of affairs.
.>-»d slate
recrtgnilion of the duty or opportuiiitv that confronted the stations
Radio
apparent to the public.
i-;
nu>n .idmit .that the extra coverage
IS onlv a .stop gap until the papers
lack Of radio news
resume.
"know-how" has marred the efforts

coming

go over AFRA scale.
Leading the pack for gains over the past month are Sam Spade,
with an 11.7, and "Inner Sanctum," with a. 15i6, both up 2.4 for thuA
period. "Suspense" took a 3.4 jump this last Hooper week, but had
slipped the preceding report. "Mr. District Attorney" iitill tops them
all with 19.1, and that's with a drop for both ot the last two reports;
"Suspense" is second with 17.0.
And the overall average for the sponsored mystery segments is a

KL2, Denver.

TCC

of sta tistics to bfe subniitte4 ;tfi
by: the four major nets by Jan. 31.

to the

KbZ

23.

General attitude of afflliated staOne five minute show has three tions toward network sustaining features will be sho^vO in a brealcdpwn
Several factors have contributed

Axes Hang At

healthy

through on a IpVoposat
first set forth in. the Blue Book last
March, FCC last week called on the
chains to submit info on which of

10.7.

.

FolIci\ying

,

(

A

carried

their affiliates

carry

:

shows

network

Some Webs By
Lloyd Lewis

or failed to
during the

Fiscal

week Nov. 17-23. The commission
ako Nyanted to know in each Case
when the network suslainer was

of both stations.

WMAS

Thread

has done the better job,
A: couple ot axes are poised at
Its
but hardly one to brag about.
some of the networks, ready to fall
est;ibtished bureau, plus the addition used on a tran.scribed, delayed basis,
of one of the locked out city editors, and the identity of any non-network right after the first of the year^ with
dismissals cued to web year^end
gave it a head start. The result was station.^ carrying the net shows.
that the station always got most of
FCG said that, in line with its Blue financial statements. Tipoff of things
the new, ev^n if the public didn't. Book announcement last spring, this to come has been the series of budg^
intarmation will be requested frohi ctary sessions around the webS in
Unversed Snafu
Unversed in writing for radio. the majors on a quarterly ba.sis. This the past couple of weeks. There's
stymied bv commercials and fouled is the first time that tlie FCC has been slashing right down the line.
Fiscal men at the webs are not so
up bv imported announcers whose actually requested the reports,
knowledge of the city was too recent
Commission told tjie nets here- sure the contemplated dismissals are
to enaye tliem to pronounce cor- after it will advi.se them of the sam- wise moves, but the firings are said
reetly the names of streets, stores, pie week on which reports are to be to be urged chiefly by those execs
fannhar landmarks and VIPs, the made before the end of each three- who are intimately tied in With
bureau learned slowly.
and sooh-to-Gome labor;
recent
'month period.
_At present, it is doing a topnotch
negotiations.
job covering municipal affairs, but
The year-end reports will be used
*it is losing friends by failing to give
as the raison d'etre for chopping
such touchy
to
OK,
careful coverage
especially on the program
staffs,
items as obituaries.
Its once-overside—and it's on that side where the
Ii!?htly treatment all too often leaves
negotiations are up soon with the
the listener a.sking; "Who did he say
American Federation of Musicians
Washington,
Dec.
23.
Most flagrant example of
died?"
FCC last week approved the final as well as with Radio Directors
bad taste is sandwiching death
step in the transfer of the King- Guild.
notices in the middle of basketball
Trendle Broadcasting Co. to the
RDG has negotiations coming Up
and hockey scores.
ABC
net.
This was the resale of with CBS on behalf of television diAt WSPR, the station learned
WOOD, Grand Rrapids. Mich., to the rectors, for which this union recentearly how to handle obituaries when
Liberty Broadcasting Co. for $850,- ly won certification from the Napublic relations director Howard
000.
tional Labor Relations Board, Same
Keefe tuned in a news broadcast in
Commissioner Cliflford J. Durr, in union also has to negotiate new contime to' hear that a local man had
line with his original dissent to tracts on behalf
of associate dibeen killed in a spectacular auto
ABC's purchase of King-Trendle rectors whom
recently "inherited"
crash.
It was apparent that the
propertie.s. voted for a hearing on
from the American Federation of
victim was a doctor from the coverthe
sale.
ABC had to resell Radio Artists. AFRA gave up jurisage of his training, etc., but nowhere
the station because of overlapping
diction over the associate directors,
during the two minutes Keefe liscoverage with its. Chi station, WENR.
bowing to RDG which, like AFRA,
(Continued on page 32)
President of Liberty is .Roy C. is also an AFL union.
Kelley; who heads the Wolverine
Labor union people who are
Network and National Advertisers,
a ware, of the pending axes say that
Inc., a radio sales promotion outBusiness Group
nets will use the dismissal
fit
specializing mcstly in religious the

Unions Get Go-By

"Doggone Those

On Xmas Bonuses

Overarrangements
Especitdly With Dogie
Ballads**

At ABC NBC Nets
Christmas came to

an

.

41$l Anniversary

Number

..'(Oat'.SDoal:.

AFRA

":

ion got none.

Keeps Nets

DURR DISSENTS AGAIN

.'.

Mpk

l

825G Against AYCO

accounts.

'

I

I

I

the

Those

WMAS

WOOD

memat

bers of a trade union received a
bonus the equivalent of two weeks'
salary or wage, at each of the nets.
who are members of any un-

Qf

;

-

but

etc.,

New York headquarters of the NBC
and ABC networks last week.
All employees who are not mem-

,

ABC-MICH. DEAL

all

bers of unions, guilds,

•ditorlol feature

•f the fofthcoaiiiif

'

Bids

ot 1.3 points over

Of 29 mystery programs slotted in evening hours, 21 are enjoying a
rating ri.se, and eight of the.se have jumped better than a point and a
halt. What has really caused the agency perk-up is the fact that the
Hooper book preceding the current Dec. 1-7 piece also showed a hop
for most of the whodunit.s, which means a steady upgrade for the past
month. Even for the eight programs that dropped o(t' in the eurroiit
ratings, a quick glance shows that for five of them it's merely a settling

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 23.

Given a golden opportunity

tinsuish themselves during the three

swell, whodunits,

the last ratings released.

On Wage Hot

Seat

The American Federation of Radio
Artists kept the networks on the hot
seat over the weekend as a result
of three membership meetings
which the chapters in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood refused to
vote on the merits of the newlydrawn national contract and reaffirmed strike authorization.

m

New York was

first

to

hold

its

to
to

At CBS, the bonuse.s, equivalent
one week's .earnings, were paid
regardless ot union or non-

all

affiliation. At Mutual there
were no bonuses.
The newly organized Assn. of
Broadcast Unions and Guilds, com-

union

prising

talent

unions
matter

in

night
tion.

as

the

well as technical
discussed the

field,

at its meeting last Friday
(20) but took no ofFiciaJ ac-

While reps of the major un-

ions felt this issue presented a cause
for
united action,
they withheld
action while the organization settles down, draws up its constitution, and gets itself olTicially accepted by the component unions like

;

common

AFRA, AFM,

etc.

But the Radio Writers Guild immediately-registered a squawk. In
identical letters addre.ssed to both
the City Centre, more than 1,200 NBC and ABC, Michael Davidson,
AFRA members refu.sed to approve RWG exec secretary for the eastern
or reject either the national agree- region, charged that the nets placment or' the contract for staff mem- ing a "premium on unionism," and
weapon
'effort to justify refusal bers of the networks in New York. were ''discriminatory.''
Bonusesr, claimed Davidson, are
to give the unions coming up in Instead, they decided to wait until
negotiations as much as they ask Chi and the Coast voted, and mean- "profit sharing plans" which comwhile reauthorize the national board pensate employees for their contrifor.,
meeting,: last Tuesday (17) night.
a fully-attended chapter meeting

At

that overflowed the meeting hall at

m

.1

The networks, however, are goAlan Scott, emcee of Mutual's ing to plead poverty, pointing to
"Once Over Lightly" .show, becomes their year-end statements as proof
mamma's little helper three times a that their network earnings (aside
wcv-k, beginning Jan. 6, with a new from income derived from ownedshow on the net, "Easy Does It," to and-operated stations) don't paint
stock, Identical with that made by be sponsored b^ Contadino's tomato too rosy a picture.
Stanley E. Hubbard, president and pastCi.v
Deal for the show, made by
manager of the station, who owns
Mutual's veepee in charge of sales,
the remaining' 25%.
Hubbard had revealed his pur- Jess Barnesy came through E. L. Chi Uses Radio Spots
chase would be financed by Aviation Bi-own ad agency of Philadelphiaj
For First Time in Battle
Corp. of America, owner of Cro.sley and is the first radio venture of this
Bioadca.sting Corp.. in exchange for advertiser.
an option to AVCO to buy the stock
Scott will be on Mondays,. WedneSVs. Anti-N^ro Prejudice
for $1,200,000 after six months and days and Fridays, 11:30-11:45 a.m.,
Chicago, Dec. 23.
within seven months of roc Ap- ofTering help to housewives and givProbably for the first time an ofproval.
ing home-making suggestions and
ficial city group, the Mayor's ComTwin City bidders include David hint.';
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
FCC today had a second bid to
con.sider- for
purchalse of threequarters interest in KSTP.
group
ot Twin City businessmen made an
offer of $825,000 for 75% of the

i

j

A

,

.

i

|

|

|

I

I

'

,

:

V^^

i

Winton. Charles

J.

Winton,

Jr.,

Alj

fred D. Lindley, George Cro.sby, I. A.
O'ShauKhnessy.
Nathaniel
Bangs,.
Robert E. Albrecht, Arthur Lampland, Adolph Bremer, Jr., Truman
Gardner, Thomas Irving, S. MacMillan Shepard,: George Benz, Walter
Rosenberry, Charles C. Cook, War-

ren

E.

Ryland

Burger,
S.

Hamm

Rothschild,

Brewing

WUliam

Co.,

F.

Jr.,
William P. Johns, Sr.,
J. Faricy and Ray C. Jenkins.
Jenkins formerly was program director ot KSTP. Johns, Sr., former
president of WTCN, would be manager of the station if bid is accepted, bidders said. All are prominent in business or finance here.
Opinion here was that the Hubbard-AVCO bid would have a slight
edge in FCC consideration because
Of radio management experience of
tile combination.

Johns,

Roland

I

Niles Trauimell
(Prciident of
detaili

NICI

hit

"Status Quo Defense
Vs. the 'Siren Calls of
Super-Planners* "
».

*

mission oii Human Relations, is using radio .'spots in a preventive campaign to keep anti-Negro sentiments
from spreading
Chicago.

m

There has been tension in Chicago
recently, since a Negro war vet trying to move into a new home was
attacked by a mob.
Fearing that
race riots might develop, the Mayor's

commission has been doing what

it

to call a strike unless the pacts are

an editorial feature
of the forthcsmiaf

41^1 Anniversary
of

Number

the

organization's profits

•

MENTAL

sound

who

feel they are

effects

being sold

men

."short.

The Dutch national radio wants to
But others, both in Chi and Hollydo a show explaining and dramatizwood, felt that the new pacts have
ing psychology over its national netnot wiped out differentials in pay
work.
to which they have objected.

could to counteract that possibility.
As part of its campaign, Martha
Gieicher, of the commission's .iept,
Mars'
of public information and ertucatiSn,
IQ.'
has sent on SOS to the Institute for
San Antonio, Dec. 23.
Democratic Eklucation in New York,
Mars, Inc., sponsors of the "Dr.
asking for IDE's "Keep Faith With I. Q" show over the NBC network
America" radio spots.
each Monday night will .sponsor
Twenty of the one-minute spots George Marron in a similar series

Mex.

'

bution to

concluded "satisfactorily."
during the past year, and he insisted
The Chicago and L.A. chapters iliat the unionists had made as much
met Friday night (20). The regional of a contribution as those who don't
contracts in both the.se centers are belong to unions.
Net execs claimed that bonu.ses
still being negotiated.
So, pending
conclusion of these negotiations, the; are voluntary gifts and that they
chapters followed New York's lead were giving them out to those whO;:
and also reatTirmed their previous depend upon the parent employer
strike vote.
to take care of them.
There was general feeling that the
Regardless of the interpretation,
new strike votes were not indica- the lack of bonuses caused resenttive of a possibility of an actual ment and ill feeling among directoi-s,
walkout by AFRA in any of the producers, engineers, staff writers,
cities Involved or on the networks, staff musicians
and others. Many
Nevertheless, the fact that not One of who got bonuses,
including: sub-'
the major chapters has approved the execs, felt the matter had been
national agreement meanf that the handled in a way as to encourage illAFRAns are going to hold out for feeling and break up morale.
best possible terms in the regional
pacts before they sign the overall
LOGISTICS
commercial and sustaining agreements with the networks.
Duloii Net PUncB N,Y. Psychelegr
Biggest gripes on the Coast came,
Airer for Beprodiictlon
as expected, from

Fact came to attention last week
when the Dutch information bureau
in New York asked WMCA (N.Y.)
to

record the station's Friday hight

"Adventures Into the Mind," emceed
by Dr. Alan Fromme. Show was
waxed as it came off the air Friday
night (20) and the record was flown
to Holland next day fay a member
of the Dutch staff who wfi« going
were rushe4 here by Harold Frank- over a Mexican network. Marron home for Christmas. The Dutch
lin, program director' of the IDE, it known as the Mexican "Dn I. Q."
radio asked for it, and got permisand are being placed on local: sta- having aired a similar series since sion, to translate the show and use
tions by Miss Gleicher's group.
1941.
it over its net.

-, -

:
-

RAiiia

FADEOUT OF LIBERAL GABBERS
1 Earmarks
U.

S.,

794G for

is

both as far as the
concerned and shortwave,
AO
way during the next year.
In a" big
a couple of
The UN budget, adopted

radio coiiMdy writtrt

itfem of
weeVs" ago.' contai'Hed an'
general radio opera$794,000 for its
That sum is more than three

d«tall

lb* travail of

the

times

$250,000

UN

which the

Joke

radio In

spent for

*

Born''

Is
*

*

;

an

1946.

been
Significantly, the 794G has
earmarked by the UN for "general
is
and interim" purposes only, and
for the prouse
for
intended
not
which
posed world-wide networlc
for some
about
bandied
been
had
no definite detime but about which
been made. The
cision has as yet
world-wide net, when and
terializes,

mated

at

if it

odltorlal

fcaturo

Anniversary

Number

of'

,.

ma-

will have a budget estibetween $3,000,000 and $5,-

aside from
000 for operations alone,
capital exthe amounts needed fgr
penditures like tran.smitters, studios,
relays, etc.

Richards Aide;

the.

While none of the plans for
been
use of the $794,000 has as yet
officials,
spelled out clearly by
divisions will be
it's known that two
hypoed with that money. One* will
be an irfcrease in the shortwave
work being done currently in the

UN

(French,

official

five

Spanish,

Chinese, Russian, English) languages.
These languages are on the air now
only a half-hour each day, the transmitters being borrowed from the
U. S. State Dept. Plan is to UP this
schedule, and to try to embrace the
United States in the receiving area.

Latter idea will

embrace a comr

plicated 'Step in which the UN" is
likely to become an applicant before the FCC. Currently, stations in

UN

country cannot receive the
shortwave shows for rebroadcast in
conthe U. S. A. Officials of the

this

UN

'

sider that an anomaly, pointing out
that while they can use the U. S. as
a point of origin to all countries in

the world, they cannot be picked up
by stations on the originating continent.

Second operation to be hypoed by
new budget is expected to be the
of the U. S. Radio Liaison OfChristopher Cross. Cross' service to American broadcasters, via
scripts and recordings, is expected to
he stepped up considerably, and
there wiU be some people-r-^cripters,
producers, etc.-^dded to Cross' staff.
Cross' job in organizing the Christmas and New Year's Day greetings
by networks and stations around the
country has elicited interest from
some of the UN secretariat brass
who, until now, had been cold to
radio. At least two of the major nets
had their affiliates record the
greetings and spots, taking the recordings from closed-circuit playbacks done by the webs.
the

work
ficer,

Stays With

Them Back

in

FM

ABC

mocracy, and others.
Kingdon still has a Sunday mornDetroit, Dec. 23.
Harry Wismer^ director of sports ing: spot on WOR (for Inkograph)
for the American Broadcasting Co. and Gailmore still has a Sabbath
and one of the nation's top sports gabfest on WHN for Stuhmer's
Combes is on WHN reguannouncers, has been named assist- bread.
ant to the president of WJR, Detroit; larly, as Walsh is on WMCA»
But the Kingdon and Steel firings,
WGAR, Cleveland, and KMPC, Los
Angeles.
G. A. Richards, owner following the earlier decapitation of
and pi'esident of the stations^ .and Hans Jacob, Sidney Walton, Lisa
in
Sternberger
ftstelle
Wismer reached an agreement over Sergio,
the weekend after negotiations had New York—and the firing of a half
been pending for some time. Wismer
(Continued on page 32)

ABC

will continue to retain his
post,
in addition to broadcasting sports
events.
The Wismer-Richards contract is for four years.
The association between Wismer
and Richards culminates a friendship of long standing, starting when
Wismer, in 1935, Joined
upon

THE HUCKSTERS'

WODAAM
WOV

boMoebo*

"Let's Cut

Out Clean

Jokes''

on

oditorial

WNEW,

Bulova also owns
and all
efforts thus far to dispose of

foatur*

Anniversary

:

O'Dea, another minority stockholder
in the station.

Number

For some time there have been
rumors that Bulova would divest
himself of WOV, but would keep it
in the famiJy. Henshel's move-in on
the station' would seem to lend
credence to the report. Henshel is
Bulova's brother-in-law. Also (and
this may clear the way for a sdlur
tion of the problem) he and O'Dea
are reported to see eye-to-eye on.

•f

versity of Florida, and when the latter shifted his coaching affiliation to
State,
as an

mer became

In 1937, Wis-

sports director of

WJR.

He

joined the Blue network as its
director In 1941, and continued In that Job when it became
sports

tional

and

best-selling novel ^'Tbe

lutions as

mere

Little

Flower

Deal for Fiorello H. LaGuardia to
switch over from ABC network to
Mutual on a co-op basis, starting
Jan. 4, when the ex-N. •Y. mayor
goes into the Saturday 7:45 p.m. slot
for a IS-minute commentary, is on
a $1,000 weekly guarantee basis.
That's the same fee LaG. was pull-

ture.

ing down as a sustaining commentator on ABC, for whom he winds

Simms Show Edict:

;

up Christmas night.

One of the factors in LaGuardia
pacting the three-year agreement
with Mutual is that the' new co-op
series opens up labor union sponsor-

*Deliver-Or Else'

some areas, with the AmalAs pointed out in last week's
gamated Bank skedded to bankroll
LaG. in Chicago. Similar labor un- Variety, the Ginny Simms show is
ion commercial auspices are cur- one of. the top-budgeted musicals on
ship in

the sponsor
(Borden) hot seat.
When the show recently slumped to
a 7-8 rating, Borden started beefing.
Although the heat has been partially
off due to a rating leap to 10.2, if it
slips back it's considered probable
that Borden will cancel out Simms
when her 39-week contract ends,
Meanwhile,' Donald O'Connor has
gone into the show for the remaining 26 -weeks, with Young & Rubicam given assurance that it would

rently in negotiation. In addition,
the ex-mayor was influenced by the
assurance that he would get a Washington as well as a Chicago hearing.
He had long been dissatisfied with
the ABC deal because the latter web
was unable to deliver those cities.
While the program starts off as a
Saturday feature, LaG. is still canvassing the advisability of switching
over to. a Wednesday evening time
slot.'''

•

Advance

feelers put out

by Mutual stay put

There are a lot of jittery depart
these days
because of the frank, direct approach being used by Lyman Bryson in discussing network -station
policy, etc., on his Sunday afternoon
"Time For Reason About Radio"

flict

ease matters,

idle muttering.

gospel-true and to discount all rebuttal from' the industry as so much
And yet ad men
special pleading.
feel that Wakeman has' created not
The
a picture but a caricature.
rampant eccentricity of "The Huck-

tion

until the spring.

some intra-program congoing on that doesn't tend to
either. Last Friday's
(20) show, when O'Connor took over
the comedy spot on a permanentbasis, was reportedly a last-minute
rewrite job because of squawks from
the Simms corner that the script
went overboard in putting the spotlight on O'Connor.
•There's

indicated that at least 40 affiliates
were interested in picking up LaGuardia for potential co-op sponsorship.

^

ment heads around CBS

Meanwhile

in the field, since LaGuardia
the 12th show being peddled
Mutual on the share-the-cost-

if

the

there's

Simms show

made

account

by

to

may

Kenyon

also

fit

.

]

Washington, Dec. 23.
Dorothy Thackrey of the New
York Post and WLIB, N. Y., has
changed her mind a second time and
JS now back
in the FM race In Man^*
probably as much
il?
J

New

.

•

tne decision of
husband Ted Thackrey as ol the
Mrs., but specifically
tn« two, last Thursday
(19), reversed

CBS

May

an earlier decision
and "withdrew
weir petition to withdraw"
from the

FM

'

scrap.

Ted

Thackrey
explained
^
"P^'jjf-take in testifying last

the

week

;

on WLIB's application
for nighttime
operation and increased power on its
present wavelength
in competition
-with
Westinghouse's :'WGWO, Ft.
Wayne. (WOWO wants
power

same channel.)
said the N. Y.

aW ^

f„
'n

t

:

•

—

more
Thackrey

I

Post had had a terrific
"^"^^ newsprint and, if un-

*o get move in 1947
iS46, would

suffer

However,

a

a

it

had

«

I

j

$1,000,000

few days ago, the
Maryland

paper closed a
deal for a

'

.

and now feels confident
P
being -,M7"to';Tde7wri^^^^^^^

sion in the
radio field

;

WBBM

:

than

been talk that
is

dropping, the

move from

Y&H

Eckhardt, giving that
share-the-revenue basis.
agency the entire billing. K&E proEven while LaG's. package, was duces "County Fair" on CBS for
still in
the wrapping stage, Bert Borden.
sters" is no more, they feel, than a Hauser, head of MBS' co-op sales
series.
"reasonable facsimile" of facts.
counted up a total of 634 co-op airFor one thing, they're not very
In an effcftt to get the story of the ings on his net, with 34 airings addRaijiAMPiT
rnmlimP Ul
III
happy over the fact that they're not industry across, it's expected that ed in the last two weeks.
nOUlU 1 lA IrUIUUlUC
being taken into network confidence more and more broadcasts like the
Most of the co-op sales are still
in getting a pro-broadcast o. o. of recent four-man debate on "Town
Airer Showcasing
in the gabbing field, with Fulton
the script pertaining to iheir de- Hall" will be heard. And it's also Lewis, Jr., leading the pack.
partment and duties. In framing rumored that at least two networks
6rigm^^
the initial draft of his talks, Bryson have fairly pretentions books of
departmental their own now in the writing.
New half-hour radio package is
the
with
consults
in the works which will showcase
Sets O'Keefe Show;
execs involved, but with the excepTwo latest eyebrow-raisers in
original film scripts, with a listener
tion of Bryson, Ed Murrow and connection ^with the Wakeman impoll to be taken after each perprexy Frank Stanton, who gives the pact concerned a public affairs
O'SuUivan
Sponsor formance
to determine the degree of
final okay on the scripts, no one pamphlet and England, respectively,
C'BS on Saturday night (21) audi- audience approval or disapproval
else is permitted a gander at the In the pamphlet, outwardly scholartioned a weekly 15-minute Waiter as to its pix potentialities. In effect,
completed script
and dispassionate, the pam- O'Keefe program tahbed ^'Walter
ly
it'll mark the first time that radio
MUrrOw, under whose supervision phleteer tipped his basic bias by O'Keef
It's being
e's Little Show."
the Weekly talks are being broad- adding a postscript for students. wrilteij by GoOdmaii; AcCj super- and pix have combined to give the
ca.st under CBS'.s plan to take radio's
Under the caption "further reading" visor of comedy programming lor film public what it wants by its
own choice.
problems to the people, has issued Jje recdmmended "The Hucksters'"— the network, and Aaron Rubin.
Negotiations are currently under
the >*'no-can-see" edict on the'^as- a piece of fiction as a factual docuCBS wants to spot the program in
sumption that it will give Bryso'n a ment. The British angle was noted the Saturday night 7-7:15 segment, way to line up pix companies in
freer hand.
by the public relations contingent with likelihood that O'SuUivan the deal, on the basis.' that each
would rotate vat the end of
in last week's VAMBffy wherein In
Heels will bankroll the stanza. studio
CITATION
Hide Stuff— Radio) it was reported O'Keefe has been missing from the each 13-week cycle in acquiring the
tha't with the arrival of "The Huckcommercial radio picture for a num- 'script getting top public acceptance.
Chicago, Dec. 23.
Scenarios will be solicited via the
sters across the pohd it was prompt'
be
to
organizations
eight
One of
Idea is to ban studio audiences, usual channels, agencies, film story
seized upon by the anti-sponsorcited by Mayor Kelly's Commi.ssion ]y
crowd as ammunition to dis- web feeling that the O'Keefe hiimor departments, etc.
on Human; Relations for "Outstand- .ship
Bill Todman, freelance radio procredit any move to modify the cur- technique lends itself more readily
ing Betterment Of Human Relations,
"'^ to an uninterrupted session,
ducer, is currently whipping up the
'""""^"^^
^"
''^\^^^'
final format.
r Irving Mansfield is producing.
the program. BBC.

Race for N. Y. Market

New York

.

philanthropic and public service
activities, the possibility of a Hen-:
shel takeover is regarded In New
York radio circles as a healthy ges-

Again and again radio men and
MBS Co-ops Now lii
agency men have run into the conAcquisition of former New York
crete propaganda results of Wake- Mayor LaGuardia as a Mutual co-op
man's hovel. The public seems dis- feature focused further attention last
posed to take this work of fiction as week on that net's front-rank posi-

You'U Be Sorry!

WOV
.

mosquito bite and clubwomen reso-

CBSBrysonAct-

Henshel once before stepped into
operation. That was back
December, 1941, when the Italianlanguage station was in a critical
spot because of anti-Italian sentiment, and he wound up winning a
top NAB citation for outstanding
war service. Because of his other

the
in

Hucksters," by Frederic Wakeman.
Compared to it Charles Seipmann's
Second
"Radio's
Controversial
Chance" has been described as a

ABC.

matters, with likelihood that O'Dea
would withdraw further opposition.

Angle Wins

Public-relations worriers in the
radio Industry are jnore and more
of the opinion that the greatest
single blow ever delivered broadcasting in book form Is the sensa-

Wismer went along with him
undergrad aide

Mutual Labor

SOUR

terbacked for Bachman at the Uni-

WOV

have been unsuccessful, principally
because of the opposition of Richard

of tbt fottbeeminq

41st

STILL ECHOES

WJR

being
recommended by Charlie
Bachman, coach of Michigan State's
football team.
Wismer had quar-

UN

Thackrey Double-Take

Harry Henshel, minority
of
WOV, the Arde
Bulova-owned New York indie and
Corp., which
president of
owns the station, moved in last
operation,
Friday (20) on the
with the action seen as the initial
maneuver toward solving Bulova's
dual-ownership problem in N. Y.

Irving Brecher

.

.

Wismer Named

In (hi N.Y. Indie

Gol.

WOR

(N. Y., Mutual flagship) -^came two
moves regarded as significant by the
radio industry. These were: Rumors
that Kingdon, William S. Gailmor,
Dr. J. Raymond Walsh, and George
Hamilton Combes, Cecil Brown, and
possibly Raymond Swing are next
on the list; reports that liberals
around the country will organize
against this trend under the leadership of former Vice President Henry
A. Wallace, Sen. Claude Pepper of
Florida, Jack Kroll, of CIO Political Action Committee, C. B. Baldwin, exec vice chairman of the National Citizens PAC, Jo Davidson,
chairman of the Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, L; M. Birk-j
head, director of Friends of De-

of tb* forthcoming

4l9t

Moves

.

tions.

approximately

Hffin^el

stockholder

A quiet but effective campaign to
drive from, the air waves, every radio
gabber ever-so-slightly left of center was seen shaping up during the
last week, after Johannes Steel, outstanding commentator In that category, was fired by the Metro-owned
N. Y. station, WHN.
In quick succession after that dismissal—following by only one week
the release of Frank Kingdon from
his cross-the-board stirit on

Al and
Sherwood Schwartz

is

As

EXIT PIIRIIIE

preparing to ^

go into radio,

Balova-WOV Dilonnia Seems Solved

STEEL

Shortwave Operations Hypoed

The United Nations
S.

Radio;

'47

-

I

contributions

toward

|

1^ ;

.

;
,

Wcdnetday, December

80

NAB

Still

IM

Seeking

Case

From
Bodi

In Fight to Fmisli Vs. Blue
Washington, Dec.

23.

IN

^

of Broadcasters
Joolcing for an ideal court test
of FCC's Blue Boole, and will bacl<
\yillbroadcaster
any
••to the finish"

The National Assn.

will

recommend

to-

upco.rning

An

casters in line,,

NAB

^

',

.

,^

The NAB head told reporters
he was stilt meeting 'with Asst.
Attorney General Wehdell Berge
,:and FCC:, Chairman Charles ,R.'
Dennyi Jr.,, in an effort to for.mulato, a code which would not
violate the anti-trust laws but

,

,

field.

the

NAB

pre.siderit re';

which

:

ply with FCC's Blue Book reqiaest
and file n f5 on their future-, programming plans, they should do so
with the reservation that they do not
believe the commission has legal authority to require the information.
(Two networlj affiliates, it was understood, have already followed this
advice, and one of them has received
a license renewal without question.
His renewal application was/ filed,
howiftver, before the Blue Book was
released la I March.)
.

,i

.

the

same

by

an

^

FRANKIE MASTERS

time,

NAB

I''raiikie,

j

,.

from

industry-approved

stand-

ards of good taste. In extreme
cases, the broadcaster might be

Fhyllis

Mylea and the

(ang- are deep in the heart of Toxaa.
It'oUowing- build-up via Ijang-"Wortti
platter not of 400 stations/ Frankie
(currently
broadcasting "Show
is
Time" (Texas Quality Net) and
'Scre<'n
Test''
(Lone Star Net)
sjxmsored by Interstate Theatres
whose marquees will bear the Mast^
ers' banner throughout the circuit

:

Miller said he envisages a socalled code committee which
would have the power to cite
those broadcasters who deviated

is adyisthey do com-

Judge Miller
if

at:

bo administered
Committee.

j

Specifically,

ing broadcasters that,

could,

LANG-WORTH,

:

INC^

NEW YORK

called before the code committee'
for a hoarmg. While NAB itself
could

,

,

not take

punitive action

against an offender, Miller believes publicity would do the
tridk,V:^'\;',
Some arrangement like this,
•he feels; would enhance both

Hearst Gripe Vs.

.

.

.

three-year hitch in radio and public relations work, has joined the Frank
Law flackery and promotion office. .. .Mutual's asst. promotion director,
Hal Coulter, returning from Coast where he went to hypo the exploitation of the new West-originated shows as well as some of the older ones
like "Queen for a Day."
Ron Rawson, recently signed to narrate NBC's "Lite Can Be Beautiful," will narrate P&G's one-hour Xmas show on same net tomorrow
(Wed.) ... .John Donald-sonrHud'son, chairman of board of Fremaiitle
Overseas Radio, is in N. Y. on business looksee,
.Top. staflE of GKLW,
Detroit, Mutual outlet, moved to N. Y, for Xmas party last week, led by
proxy Ted Campeaux, who i.s al.so a member of the list's board.
Edward Roberts Carroll, member of ABC production staff, goes over to
radio dept. of Roche, Williams & Cleary agency, in N. Y. office
Mutual's "Varga-type" calendar, evolved by Jim O'Bryon, being bought
for local imprint by web's stations around the country ... .With CCNY's
third Radio and Business Conference not scheduled until April 22 and 23,
entries for this confab's awards are skedded to close Jan. 31 ... Mutual's
director of sporls, Paul Jonas, leaves for Coast tomorrow (25) to handle
the New Year's Day East- West football game
,Up from Washington for
a holiday looksee last week was Charter Heslep, MBS administrative head
at the Capital; ,i .Sidney Adler, Orientation Specialist on Veteran Affairs,
involving radio programming, during the war, and before that international rep of the Broadcasting Dept., American Communications Assn.
(CIO), gandering indiLstry prospects as station manager or equivalent. ..
Bret Morrison, lead on "The Shadow," has opened a singing ongagempnl
at the Chateau, new Manhattan nitcry
Tom Brooics, out of the Navy
now, coming bdck to Journal-American radio editorship,: and word is that
he'll hypo paper's interest in FM and television.
.WOR: program people
suddenly noted last week that their Saturday night schedule is somewhat
lopsided. "The Answer Man," at 7:45 p.m., precedes "Twenty: Questiorus."
They feel it should be. the other way around. .William Hardin, of Ted
Bates agency, to the Coast to work there on Kay Kyser-Dennis Day shows.
Howard' Keegan and Charles Warburton, staff directors of NBC and
ABC respectively, ill for some weeks, have returned to their posts....
Elaine Rost into the casts of "Right to Happine.ss" and "Light of tha
World". .i iMrs. Louise Young, audition director for Benton and Bowles,
has resigned effective Jan. 1 to return to her home in Kentucky....
BBD&O's Ira Avery, director of VArmstrong Theatre," and his wMe, Jand.
an actress, are parents of a baby girl, Jari Avery, born la-st week at Harkness Pavilion. .. .WOR's "Judy and Jill" scheduled to go off the air Jan^ 4
....News just out of the marriage, Nov: 30, of "Gee" McQuade, exe«
a.ssistant to Sherman H. Dryer, indie producer of "Exploring the Unknown." to Robert N. Dcatly, textile rep". .. .Dons McWhirt getting rep
as "mo.st photographed New Yorlc radio actress". .. .PSrents of Mary Hull,
radio actress, here on Christmas visit from Washington state.... Sanforized, sponsor bankrolling radio through Young & Rubicarh agency, did
a switch last week by throwing a party for the agency guys, instead of
vice versa. Aside from Sanforized prexy Bob Dowling and ad manager
George Steers, who were hosts, there was no brass, only agency "working,
stiffs," at the'^ shindig. .. .Mortimer Becker and his Wife to Detroit for
Christmas.
It's a boy for the George Wolfs (Foote, Cone & Belding) born Friday
at Doctors hosp....The Ben Kagans (NBC) have adopted a baby girl.
.

the industry's and. NAB's prestige, and would take away the
five
of a great deal of FCCinspired criticism of, radid,:".

;

.

.

.

.

:

. .

>

:

.

.

Blue Book Fails

:

Miller indicated that FCC may be
Using the Blue Book to bypass re-

YORK CITY

. .

,

much

vcalcd last week, at a. special luncheon with the trade prossr It was,'
Miller's first meeting with the Wash-:!
InSton scribes since taking office'.

the Production Centres

,

;

meetings: hiS: five-point program for new radio legislation to delimit FCC's power in the program

.

NAB

President Justin Miller sees it,
needs only the power of publicity to keep "fringe" broads

diistrict

Tliis

Washington, Dee. 23.
NAB Standards of Prac-

tice "with- teeth in it," as

ing to challenge the comnnission's
authority to require information in
license renewal applications on fuAt the Same
ture program plans.
time, NAB president Jlistin IWiiler

mW

1946

Nancy Phillips now in charge of mag publicity in ABC flackery,.,.
Andre Baruch, who worked with Gen. Eisenhower during the war, has
some special spots from Gen. "Ike" for use on his Christmas Day shows
(with Bea Wain) over WMCA; Shows will be angled especially to entertainment of hospitalized vets, .Norman Liss, out of the Army after a

NAB Code

Toothsome

is still

.

.

,

.

Washington, Dec. 23.
FCC will not probe the authorship
Book charges against
William Randolph Hearst's WBAL,
Baltimore, and does not intend ta
grant WBAL a licenso renewal within Even-Stephen
out going through a competitive
hearing with newsmen Drew PearShuffle; Hudnut Cancels;
son and Bob Allen.
Pearson and
quested" the information, and has
hatve tlled a competing bia tor
nowhere prescribed the practice in
Goodyear Buys
the WBAL wavelength.
The Blue Book, Miller
its rules.)
'ABC network last week lost one
This much was made clear today
said, will nevertheless have the force
of law unless broadcasters "stand on show, signed a new one in its place, when the commission turned down a
and repacted one that had just can- Hearst petition which would have
their constitutional rights:
The NAB president said he will r "celled, ending the shuffle by being aired publicly the origin of the Blue
even-Stephen
Book charges against Hearst's opcontinue to preach the philosophy
Hudnut cancelled out its "Anne of eration of the station.
Hearst
that^treedom of press and radio are
Scotland" show, as of Sunday (22), claimed the charges were "bitterly
one and the same, and that broadunfair."
having
signed
sponsor
"Grand
to
casters should permit no encroachMarquee'' on NBC. Meanwhile. HastFCC
acceded
to only one of
ments on their freedom which are
ings (piston rings) which had given Hearst's requests, that for a postnot invoked against the press.
four weeks' notice of cancellation on ponement of the Jan. 13 hearing now
A five-point legislative program, "I Deal in Crime," looked over the !-et on both the WBAL license reannounced by Miller in a recent Hooperatings, found the show doing newal and the Pearson-Allen appli- lis
speech to the Florida Broadcasters 9.5, and changed its mind, Result is cation.
No. further date has been
Bert Gordon rejoins Eddie Cantor Dec. 26 for what's pencilled as a
Assn., will he pressed in '4*7. Miller that "Crime" has been signed up for announced.
said he would make similar recom- 52 weeks.
Another Hearst request: which guest shot, but he may stay longer than The Man Who Came to Dinner. ..
mendations to a San Francisco meetMeanwhile, Kudner agency has FCC did not favor would have re- Clare Olmstead has gone into the packaging business, and first off the wax
ing of NAB members in January.
come along with a new show, to be quired Pearson and Allen to file full line will be a religious musical with John Charles Thomas and Ken Darby's
The program calls for: Automatic sponsored Sunday nights at 6:30 by program proposals for their proposed male chorus. Paul Rickenbacher is associated with him in the venture....
license renewals for radio stations Goodyear rubber. This one, titled Baltimore station in advance of the Harry Babbitt will be back with Kay Kyser as featured vocalist New
Year's day.
,Ed Cashman directed the waxed audition of Al Jarvis' new
unless FCC contests them in court; "The Greatest Story Ever Told," is hearing,
platter jockey opus, which wiU be handled by Jimmy Saphior.
.Mort
abolition of the "scarcity of frequen- based on Biblical stories. John Clark
Lewis back from New York, where he toiled on the libretto of a Shubert:
cy" theory, which he claims FCC of Trans-American: will produce the
revue, sketched a nuKsical show based on his radio script, "Depp in the
uses to expand its control over ra- show, which will have a large chorus 'One World or None'
Heart of Tschaikowsky," and did a few writing chores for airplays
dio; more precise language barring and backing of full orchestra.
Bob Ballin, Coast headman for Ruthrauff & Ryan radio, collabed with
FCC from concern with program
Network is still revamping schedAgenda; Top
content; revision of the statute on ules. however, the 6 o'clock
Sam Perrin on a ditty called "It's Easy to Fall in Love".
Loran Rowell
Sunday
political broadcasts; and provision evening
transferred to Young & Rubicam staff from N. Y. as account exec
lack
vacated by Hires being as
Scientists as Advisers Van Noslrand swung back into active production, taking the controls on
for qui^k judicial review of any com- yet unfilled, and
the Saturday night
mission rulings infringing constitu- time
WMCA, N. Y., has finished prelim- Lionel Barrymore's 11th successive annual broadcast as "Scrooge" ...
opened by the move of "Shertional guarantees of free speech.
lock Holmes" to Monday night being inaries for a new public service show Durante-Moore show moves to Denver for airing on Jan. 17 to help that
Miller may find an unexpected ally
to bow Jan. 10,
Show, aimed at city inaugurate March of Dimes ... .Mutual's "Stars About Town," guided
uninhabited.
in FCC itself in his efforts to revise
bringing the atomic energy discus- by Hunt Stromberg, Jr., isn't making any friends out here for the network
that portion of the radio act which
War Department is a little miffed at some radio stars who turned
sions, from their social ds well as
forbids broadcasters to censor polititheir scientific angles, up to date, and down its request to tour service hospitals in the vicinity to spread a little
With
cal scripts but does not exempt them
wipe away many misconceptions on holiday cheer
Tom Lewis back from huddling with Young & Rubicam
from liability for libelous statements
3-Ply
Whodunit the subject, will be documentary bra.ssies
Dave Young went off staff at Ruthrauff & Ryan when "Surmade by the speakers.
A new whodunit with a strong dramat which the station thinks will prise Party" was dropped by G. Washington java and he's packaging tiie
audience tiein is being circulated rank with its current top public serv- show on his own.
.Lew Lauria's tome on radio, "Let the Chips Fall." has
among would-be sponsors currently ice show,"New World A'Coming." several AFRANS burned. They permitted the use of their name but not
by Hubbell Robinson, Jr., of Foote,
A group of outstanding atomic sci- the way he used them. .. .Charles Henry, who has assisted on. production
Cone & Belding agency.
entists a yard long, headed by Prof. of the Ginny Simms show, leaves fbr Chicago to assume direction of "Vox:
Mildred Heredeen, personnel director at Young & Rtibieam, pulled
Show, titled "Stop, Look— Mur- Albert Einstein, Dr. Harold Urey and Pop"
der," has three-ply ownership con- Dr. Harlow Shapley, heads the list out to go into that business for herself ..: .Announcer Hal Sawyer went
under the knife to have a growth removed from his throat.
sisting of scripter Milton Kramer, of official advisers oh the show.
.Frank
Titled "One World Or None," after Sinatra and j; Walter Thompson had a heated tiff over possession of CBS,
director Mitchell Grayson and Walthe book by that name published a Playhou.se on Christmas Day. Swooiior wanted the stage at
ter Gould as business manager.
a.m., which
Idea is to furni.sh clues over the year ago under the editorship of Dex-: was four hours before Eisiin's Christmas Show cleared out.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
air to a spot in a city to be an- tor Masters and Kathetlne Way, the
Sam Moore, president of the Radio nounced
at endi where listener trac- show will be cmceed by Masters and /IV
.
.
.
Writers Guild, leaves for New York ing
will also be scripted by him.
all the clues will -find a grand
Jan. 2 on combined business trip
Columbia pix turning out film based on "Jack Armstrong". .. Mvron
Paul McGrath will play the lead as
prize awaiting him.
Prize would
for Kraft, sponsors of "Gildersleeve" be choice
of a latest model automo- narrator. Mitchell Grayson, who di- Wallace takes over Patrick Allen's announcing chores on "Curtain Time"
program which he and John Whedon bile or mink coat.
rected ."New World" from its incep-, while Allen vacations in Canada
Army Lt. Col. J. Oren Weaver, former
write, and to attend Guild contion, will direct "One World." One of director of education at WBBM, visiting in town this week with old
claves..
the scientists to be connected with friend,?,.,. WIND airing champ AU-American Football League game....
He and Whedon will participate
the show will be Dr. Philip J. Morri- Bob Elsori starts new interview show series, grabbing passengers during
in outland broadcasts of the proson, :the man who put: together the stopovers at airport. .. .Elliott Lewis, star of
"Case Book of Gregory
gram in Memphis, Jan. 8 and in
bomb used for wiping out Hiroshima. Hood," readying story for original American opera. .Fran Harris. RuthKaiiter
Chicago, Jan, 15.
Firm is opening
Station has put the show down for rauff & Ryan video topper, going all out for series of television commera new cheesery in Memphis and will
a 13-week cycle to begin with, Fri- cials promoting vacation wear for Henry C. Lytton
tie-in with Holiday
inaugurate the factory with a perday nights at 9:30.
expects mag, via Lylton hockey telecasts. .. .Screen actor Bill Marshall guesting
sonal appearance of star Hal Perry,
to try with this show what it had on
"Western Theatre" .... Howard Newbouer, NBC Central Diviet al.
attempted a year ago with "New .sion maintenance engineer, hospitalized with bone infection
Clucksters'*
The pair will also confer withNew
World.": offering it at cost as a pub- picked up first public announcement of Mayor Kelly's
intention of candiYork Guild: membership on Jan. 9
* * * *
lic service show; to stations around
dacy in fprth()pming election with' special wire hooked up in hizzoner's
and previous to that meet with the
the country.
office... NBC showing off new station wagon mobile
an tditorlol fecitar*
unit, with radioGuild council Jan. 6. Meeting with
telephone gimmick, for special events and engineering staff ... .WBBM
of the forthcoming
Chicago Guildsters is slated for
Lapeer, Mich.-— WMPC Is celebrat- set for line into new Copacabaua night
spot, picking up Chuy Reyes, orch
Jan. 15.. Confabs are concerned with
ing its 20th anni this month, boast- as starter.... Jimmy Costello, "Let's Have
Fun" emcee, honored by high41si Annivertaty
the new pact the Guild will attempt
ing of having broadcast more church school group and presented With sculptured
.Judith
bust of hlsself
to negotiate with the American Asprograms than any other station in Waller, NBC Central Division director of education, off to Mexi CO City,
sociation of Advertising Agencies.
the country and of having never had at invitation of Mexican government, for
U of C Roundtable, which airs
Meeting will be held here by Moore
a paid commercial. Station is owned from there Sunday (29)
Tommy Bartlett currently busiest man in t -wn
on return around Jan, 22 or 23.
and operated by the Liberty Street with five shows on ABC, ditto for WGN, and several television shots here
After that the Four A's pitch is
Go.spel Church and dedicates its en- and there. Phylis Gayle, new chirper on "Song Title
Time" via WGN,
^«xpectecl to be reopene(J.
tire time to public service.
for Salerno cookies.
quirements of the new AdministraThis requires
live Procedures Act.
oral argument on any rules and reg(In
ulations FCC may. promulgate.
calling on the nets last week to tell
which of their sustainers were carried bv affiliates, FCC merely "re-
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NETWORK RADIO
EXPENDITURES

10 LEADING

FOOD

ADVERTISERS
•

1942-1946
PIB

&

Broadcasting Year

Boole- 1946 ,
1st

7

rtios.

There's plenty of food for thought for

all

food

advertisers in the chart shown above. Study

it

ABC is the No.

1

and you

will see that, today,

network with America's foremost food adver-

new

stations

in 39 others
eiTected.

have been added

in these markets^

improvement of facilities was also

2. INCREASED LISTENING. In the year

October 1945-1946

ABC

was the only one of

network

the three leading networks to increase its share

radio expenditures of these 10 food advertisers

of audience both in the daytime (up 34.6%)

tisers.

During the past 5 years

have increased only

47%

total

—but during that same

and

nighttime

period the share of their business placed with

ABC's 238

ABC

tion job

has increased 450%!

Why

the big swing to

If

ABC ?

COVERAGE.

ABC now covers most of the 300

leading markets

jrom

10%).

do an

3.

PROMOTION.

all-out local

promo-

on ABC's network programs.

yoM have a product to mass

sell

to the

American public, why not do as Kellogg, General

There are three particularly good reasons.
1.

(up

stations

within. In four years 84

Mills,
it

to

Quaker Oats and others are doing

—ship

market via ABC, the American Broad-

casting

Company,

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

238

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMBRICA

.
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Happy

Vs. Recordings Busted

U^. Tabu

WEEI BREAKS OUT WITH Block Programming

Felton

RASH OF LIVE SHOWS

(Radio's Marathon

Set

WCKY

Permanently at

Quumaster)

Transcribes Klbo Tdt

As Mutual

Washington, Dec.

What may be a precedent

it took a wire recorder into
former Secretary of the Interior
Harold Ickes' bow-out press conferAnd that time
ence last spring.
Mutual, by virtue of its more liberal
policy on use of transcriptions on
the network, was the only web
which fanned out verbatim shots
from the Bilbo hearing to all affili-

when

23,

for get-

ting mikes and recording equipment
into future Senate and House hearings was set here last week when,
for the first time, proceedings of a

Senate Committee were recorded
direct for radio, and parts of the
verbatim transcriptions later broadover hundreds of stations ates.
cast
NBCiWRC and GBS-WTOP lost
throughout the country,
Radio got its first break when no time in following WOL's lead and
Senators James Mead (D., N. Y.) and getting their recording equipment
Homer Ferguson (R., Mich.) agreed into the committee room. ABCpractice
to let Al Warner, WOL-Mutual news WMAL followed its usual
to the
chief, and his staff bring a wire of sending radio newsmen
recorder into the Senate War In- hearing, but did not bring in recordi

I

[

j

|

room

vestigating committee, hearing

j

when Senator Theodore E. Bilbo
took the stand Friday (20) to answer
charges accusing him of illegally
contractors. Bilbo himrequest, with
self okayed the
the result that the Mutual newsmen
for the second time this year piO'*
neered in opening hitherto closely
guarded Government sessions to

war

aiding

WOL

radio mikes.
MutuaV.s

WOL

broke the

tabu

finst

•ers,

NBC 'Too
Top-office policy for both
and CBS forbids use of transcrip-,
tions on the network except for very
important stuff or overseas news reports which sometimes are used on
a delayed transcription basis. There-

NBC

fore, although both

WTOP

and

WRC

gave the verbatim copy a he.a'vy play
on three local newscasts, NBC and
CBS: affiliates elsewhere were denied
an opportunity to hear Bilbo him-r

NBC

self in action.

listeners, at that,

than did Columbia's,
since Morgan Beatty used 1 minute
and 20 seconds of the records on his
fared

better

"News of the World" show at 7:15
p.m. (EST) Friday (20).
The actual records themselves
point up several problems w^hich
radio still has to master if broadcasts
from committee hearing be-

direct

come

the usual practice.
Bilbo, for instance, was without a
set of dentures and therefore
was barely articulate in spots.
Extraneous noises of the hearing at
full

/7W

R

times drowned out the questions and
answers, indicating that better placing of the mikes is needed. In this
particular case, the slowness of some
questions
Chairman
Mead's
of
wasted valuable air time. In any
event, this experience points up the
continuing need for such verbatim
shots to be edited and interlarded
with explanations from a newsman
before they will stand up as valuable radio material.

W.

C E 5 T

I

R

KLZ MONOPOLY HOLDS
Cops Kudos Third Straisht Tear in

Award No One

Worc«st«^l«ads th« parad*

Else Gets

Denver, Dec. 23.
For the third successive year, KLZ
has received the "Ad of the Year"
award in broadcasting from the Den-

In d«par||m*nt ttor* sales in.

v*r •often/ Spring*
ll*hfdnd Providanc*.

ver Advertising Club.
Award was given to the station
last year for originating its "Colorado Speaks" show, a stanza which
wraps up on the air the editorial
opinion of newspapers around the
state.

The club has been makmg the
awards only three years and KLZ
has won it each year thus far in the

New York

At Liberty for

Topneteh Production Gal
BACKOKOIIND I>'
EHBATRK, NKTWOKK and
AGBNCY R.4IMO
181, VAKIETV. IM W. 40tii
N»w York 19

Box

broadcasting division. First citation,
in 1944. was for "Highlights of the
Rockies" program which was also
kudosied by VAEiErr Showmanage-

ment

citation.

St.

Y & R
,

CUSTOM

lUILT

open-end or
sponsored

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Continued from page

27

mer show which: General Foods has
bought for preeming over Mutual
Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m., beginning

.

Distinctive

Jan.

IiiveFroj^rams

Jim O'Neill, agency story editor,
will be assistant producer on "Mc-

ROBERT EVANS.

UX

7(h

IV.

Inc.

9-ISlB

FI..

.-s.

DIALECTICIAN
Seeka

Spanish, Irish, Nefcro,
Italian, JKebrew.
Hndio worli preandltlfln.

ferred.''

SID

GORLIN
New

680 Solitliern Itivd.,

MO.

Voric

»-ms

6.

JINGLE BELLS, JINGLE BELLS
Jingle all the way

A JINGLE

SELLS!"

So our (ponsori lay

Best Wiihct to

For a

AM

Happy and

'

'

Springfield

—

:

WOR

WHN

'

WHN

A

might do
to
"When I have enough money to current singing commercial (for
buy my own time," said Steel, "ril Ford) ends with: a trumpet flourish
get time, or the FCC Will hear from and the announcer segues Into: "Now
our side."
the day's obituaries."
The person
Steel, instead of blaming his sta- who tunes in for the carefully pretion, laid the blame for his dismis- pared death notices gets the very
sal on the labor unions, "liberal uneasy sensation that the obits are
groups," and such who had failed to getting a Gabrielish buildup.
do anything substantial to keep the
- WBZA,
the WeStinghouse
trend from developing.
Boston and Springfield synchronized
"They've all done a lot of talking, stations, have: made no attempt to
and beating their breasts," he said, serve Springfield listeners with local
Now news, while WACE, the Regional
"but they've done nothing.
they are ready to lock the stable Broadcasting company's new daydoor after all their horses have been timer at neighboring Chicopee, has
stolen."
set up a one man news bureau which
But the groups led by Wallace seems content to rewrite the Hol-

by Audionco

WKY

held meetings over the last week
end, trying to work out a campaign
some of these dismissed commentators back on the air, and to
keep others from being fired. Et'^

Successful

New Year

program

procoding
tuno-in*.

ha*

Inc.,

Ih* dfgrao

maoiurod;

audionco oi tho ororag*
if

Inhoiitod iroin th*

WKY program. U% aro now
t% oomo te WKY frant

and

othor itotioaf.

WBZ

to get

o< tho

h»m

Sur*oy«,

ol Ihi* "loyalty"

7S%

yoke Transcript or the metropolitan
papers which are served by local
stringers.
The station, born during
the

news

blackout,

is still

^

iVv-

struggling

forts

—

only professional newsmen are critical of radio attempts at coverage,
but no woman's club meeting is comThe three signers insisted that plete these days without a complete
WOR's action against Kingdon was rehashing of the weirdest tangles
"in direct contradiction to FCC prin- by the announcers with familiar
ciples," since the station "practices Springfield names.
one-sided interpretation of the news
through reactionary commentators
WGE'S
EXEC SETUP
like Fulton Lewis, Jr., Upton Close
S)ifla\o, Dec. 23.
and Henry Taylor."
Two veterans of the Buffalo Broadcasting Co. were this week named
Kansas City— KCMO, ABC outlet, uxecutives in the newly ^organized
has made two additions to its office
Broadcasting Corp. by Presistaff,
Frances Hudnut has joined up dent I. Lounsberry.
F.
Robert
as secretary to Clarence Breazeal, preene, who becomes assistant genassistant manager of the station. eral manager, was with the Buffalo
Marie Gaylord takes over as secre- Go. 12 years, and Nat L. Cohen, new
tary to C. E. Mnrrill. manager of sales manager, was in charge of
local sales.
majbr accounts for the past 16 years.

WKY
OKLAHOMA
930

\

\
\

Kc.

-

NBC

CITY
Affiliate

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.

THE

REPRESENTED BY

THE KATZ AGENCY

JACKROURKE

WGR

Son, Especially One,

BY "LANNY AND OINGER GREY!
Our

WMCA
WCKY

Gabbers

NEW

—Hey!—
SELLS!

WCKY

'

:

ii,

Number

:'

i.

from "Lanny and Ginger" Grey

"That

Hertz"

zations, accusing this station of join
ing "a general crusade to keep
liberal commentary from the people."

"CHRISTMAS CHEER and q HAPPY NEW YEAR!"

"A JINGLE

WCKY

"A

for listeners, having done relatively
were made to enlist in the little exploitation.
WHYN, operated by the Holjf'oke
campaign at least two of the?late
President Roo.sevelt's sons James, Transcript, doesn't come into Springwho had been fired on the West field reliably enough to fill the void,
Coast, and Elliott who has been in- and its chief concern, anyway; is
Holyoke happenings.
terested in radio for years.
With no strike settlement in sight,
Meanwhile, a sharp statement propendectomy.
The changes went into effect a testing against Kingdon's release was listeners are taking .what they're
sent to WOR by KroU, Davidson and getting, but they're also dishing out
weejt ago (18), the day Tom Lewis,
plenty at the stations' expense. Not
Baldwin,
on
behalf
of
their
organiveepee in charge of radio, headed.

Garry." Ed Duerrj temporarily production supervisor on "Vox Pop,"
steps out of that job after Dec. 31.
Max Wylie gets the title of program manager for the General
Foods shows, though currently he
is hospitalized because
of an ap-

L.A. to N.Y.

:

Boston, Dec. 23.
Following 6-Montli Test
With its ayem "Coffee Club" off
qlwn a tidallghl on tb* vex pep
the network on Dec. 27, WEEI
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
rocket
(CBS) replaces with a local variety
At the windup of a six months
show called "Beantown Varieties" tryout,
is chalking up its exKiss for Sadie
bowing Dec, 30. An audience par- periment in block programming
as
the Varieties is a definite Hooperated success
ticipation show,
and is
m.c.'d by Carl Moore with the cast incorporating the system
as a per* * *
including Gloria Carroll, the Wild manent basis, for its air
schedules In
on editorial f eotyre
Azaleas, a western trio, and a seven 1947,
piece band.
toon to appear
Block programming, which inAlso new to the WEKI audience volves airing of one type of
In the
program
as of same date is ''BrealEfast in the over an extended period of
time, was
4l8i Anniversary
Surrey Room," also audience par- introduced at
after the staticipation, taking place in the Sur/of
tion's execs conducted a survey of
rey Room of the Hotel Touraine. program techniques
used at several
Usual breakfast setup with prizes New York indies including
WNEW,
Talent inplus coffee and donuts.
WHN,
and WNYC.
cludes Bill Elliott, singing cop; Al
After launching the test six months
Infantino,
accordionist,- and
m.c.
ago,
went all out for the
Hal Newell.
method even presenting its religious
Third new WBEl show is "Hub
and public interest shows in block
30
Club," half-hour weekday slot at
Continued from page 29
formation. Station's basic theory is
p^m. replacing Evelyn Howe's "Folbrief hourly newscasts, with popular,
dozen equally prominent gabbers on lies."
Miss Howe bows out to get
the West Coast and in Chi^has led married in the spring. "Hub Club" semi-classical and classical music
served in large quantities with; a
to reports that this cleaning of the m.c.'d
by Sherman Poller and fearadio channels is the result of "a tures hot combination for \ music minimum of talk between numbersi
System was started as a Mondayplot" that started over a year ago. plus chatter; etc.
through-Saturday setup
but
the
The "plot" is said to have been
format was extended into Sunday
launched by the Rankin-Wood Comlast September after the initial pemittee on Un-American Activities,
riod of block programming was acand now emwraces a number of pricompanied by a. sharp increase in
vate organizations intent on presss Continued from pace 28 sos
listener ratings and mail pull.
suring stations and sponsors into a
tened was the man's name reported.
"clean up."
Radio execs, some of them con- Keete got to a 'phone and then came
nected wittf network operations but the revolution.
WSPR with a good newspapermost of them tied to the indies in
New York, became alarmed when trained editor and a dependable legword of the "plot" spread and when man, is the victim of a system
whereby the announcers are the real
the lineup of the liberals under Walnews editors.
They choose whatlace was announced. They resented
ever items suit them. This results
both sides to the controversy feelnot only in plenty of 'color" copy,
ing that those responsible for "the
but in the kind of negative editing
plot" had no right to use radio as a
that brought the station news of the
political" football, and feeling hurt
death of the town's leading banker
because they were blamed for what
in the early morning, but no broadthey held to be the working of pure
cast until the early afternoon.
economic forces.To the listener, it often sounds as
claimed they
Both
and
if there were a feud between some
could not help the dismissals of of the WSPR announcers and its
Kingdon and Steel. The latter, in news bureau. One announcer, ^iven
fact, did not even blame his station.
to adlibbing on the copy prepiared
Steel Buys Own Time
by the bureau, encountered a typohad iiept Steel going on the
graphical error in copy referring tto
air as a sustainer for a full year.
one of the city's principal manufacHis contract was slated to expire in turers.
He spent the next minute
February.:' Last week',' he' was noti^
speculating in public whether the
fled that his option would not be
name was correct as written, or
taken up again, since the station whether it might really be the comcould not sell him. Steel immediate- pany it so obviously was intended
ly picked up his own option, paid
to be.
He ended up by confiding
the station for a week's air time in he'd check with the news bureau
advance, and stayed on his regular and let the folks know in the next
7: 45 p.m. cross-the-board spot to tell
newscast.
The station settled the
his listeners that they must support matter privately, but it didn't add
A propoodenmc* of auporior pt6^
him.
up to good public relations.
On
gram, both netweik csid local, ormt a
Steel started a move to build a another
occasion,
an
announcer
long poriod ei yean hm d*«elep*ii hr
circulation list for a private news aired, without checking with the
letter, of the kind which had helped news bureau, a participating attorVrxy a largo, kaUtual auditnco. <B
Upton Close get back on the air. ney's version of a police case the
audltnco loyally" ei iuportant ligHis plan is to get enough subscribers bureau had covered earlier.
niiicaneo io adTwtiMn.
to his sheet to give him the funds
At WSPR, production oversights,
for the nows letter to become his too, have set a pattern other comThrough, a Diary Study eonduci^
radio sponsor.
munities
duck.
well

,

.

.

L.

&
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COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO

With Carlelon Youne, Ann Stone,
t
'Others

Pernic* Kickman, Ev«lyn Ty-

„„' Harold

Stepler,

M

indrct Lord
Writer:
Prodiicer-direttor: Bob Nye
30 Mins^; Tfaurs., 8:S0 |i.ni.
Sustaining
WOR-MBS, N. y.

announcer

Harwood Martin

•roducer:

<s lUins.. Tues., 7:30 p.m.

WASnmCTON GAS LIGHT

Follow-up Comment::
»t «
32iek

t

Parr

is

f

o

f

:

BRIGHT TOMORROW

THIS IS JOHN PARIS

Writer-Producer: Sol Fanita

With

7:30-8 P.DI.,

i

whose

series

the newest entrant in

Strinc

Writer: Maggy Fisher
Director: Wylic Adams
15 Mins.; Mon., Tues., 8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. T.

purpose' is to fight
and intolerance on all

ign.ojanee

Neman

Ralph

Quartet

Tuesdays

WINX, Washington
This is a new 26-week dramatic

i

Paris,

'

the comedy sweepstakes on the air, fronts. It is produced locally with
Luekenbill, William E.sty's hometown talent and as, such is,
As part of Mutual's new Go-West with Tom
One of the; latest singing in-ipiirtachief, spotting him for a build- unique in Wa.shington radio. Format
movement initiated recently by pro- radio
on the Vaughn Monroe Saturday of the dramas is similar to that of tions from France, John Pans is
gramming veepce Phillips Garlin and up
night show on CBS. He preemed a many' of the Columbia Workshop and lending a. vocal equipment and style,
exec producer Walter Lurie. tlie net
serio.<! of -.giie'st shots on the program
WMCA (N. Y.) "New World A' to this stanza which lift.i it to a
preemed its touted swashbuckling last week
jnslon
(21). when he, shared the Coming''
series.
Flywheel of the
straight "costume" airer. "Count of Monte
spotli»ht with LionelUampton.
however, "Wonder Flame" is
WINX productions is .Sol Panitz, strong program bet. Fein me dialers
and Cristo," from Hollywood 'la.st week
Parr's is a punchy, trip-hammered producer of aU and author of a good in particular will be snared by the
It has endugh class
musical.
While the opener lacked the
(19).

^JmaV-ABC, Washington
revamped
This recently

musioal
local ether with
show shares the
WRC-NBC's high budget, "Wa-shPrelude," Unlike the latter,

I

I

.

12-piece orch opens with

<his type;
iverU''*-'.

'

baritone

then

Bcrnice

Robert

interest,

with

emphasis

on

Standout on show

js

piano

,.

blood and, thunder supposedly indigenous to this type of drania—being a special Christmas packaged
wrapped in good-will tinsel and tlie
bright ribbons ct holiday charity—
tlie beginning .of the; iiew'series was
"
nonetheless auspicious.
The atmosphere:of early 19th century Paris seemed well constructed
in the piece as scripted by Mindret
Lord and produced by Bob Nj'e.
Carlet«n Young ga\ t! the "Count" a

I

I

credible quality Of a uthent

i.eityt

Ann Stone came through

the
nobleman's sophisticated, girl friend
and stooge to the male lead's activ-

While in; this instance, tho.se
were clothed in hollv
rather than in sword and shield, the

ities;

,,

activities

•

principal characters ncverthele,ss

days, at 12:30.

pleasant

throughout,

with Harold Stepler's commercials
and emcecing in good taste and easy
Lowe.
to take.

comedy

talent,

e.s-

not only good drama, but achieved
reportorial authenticity through use

names of local Klan
actual
of
kleagles, characteri^a.ti<jn,s. designed
to portray them as -they are in life,
-

and. excerpts i'roni the KIKK's supposedly super-secret ritual itself.
The show was built around the
actual Story of a GI who returns to

'
'

,

and

as

of the stints,
Moiit dynamite-laden show to date
was last week's (17) quasi-documentary on the Ku Klux Klan. Show was

.

,

.

aBC

is

1

,
styli.st

;

program

I

-pop

who has
-Tvner Gal. a local product,
'""^
nlaved N. Ythe
looked into the Roxy there for
Hazel .Scott.
noa? iVt Lire, rates with
and style to any
She gives novelt
nnmber, varying from sentimental to
currently fed out ol D. C.
I.'
live
net in a piano stint on Friin

I

Rick-

Nicholson, soprano
alman and pianist Evalyn Tyner
stud. Program
ternate in doing their
moves at a good clip and sustains
miisi'-'.

I

I

many

delivery technique.
Me betrays a
good, flair, for .showman,ship.
But
lacking, any .distinctive,
stylized
manner,, his b.o, appeat must o£
necessity depend -bn his material.
Unfortunately,
the
teeoff
.session
didn't have'- too much on the Script
ball./: But fortify him with the right
kind of material, and par for Parr
will be way above average when
stacked against the fi(?ld of new

I

of listeners.
appeal to rate its share
Format is .standard for shows of

For the

i

first

13-week cycle

his: hoitietowii

of the

of

and

Atlanta,

is

Ginny Simms-Borden .show. Young clraWii into the Klan .again.st his wiU.
& Rubicam agency was staggering He rebels inwardly (and .in "sotto
voce" monoI6giie.:ft)"r the (jeheflt .of
its guest stars before making a dea permanent comedy slot the radio audience) at the' similarity
Choice went to Donald O'Con- between the KKK gatherings and
nor, who took over last Friday (201 pre-war Hitler meeti njis in Germany.
,

I

.,

I

;

!

;

I

l

!,

.

{

.

I

I

cision on
lill-in.

themselves as worth watchr night. On the basis of O'Connor's
timing, delivery and alUround. ining fof future development. The rest
gratiating manner, the choice is
of the cast backed Young and Miss
Stone with complete competence, and probably a happy one. but unfortunately the little detail of a script
the musiq was helpful throughout.
pretty much of a brushoflf ti-eatOn the vN'liole, there's reason to be- got
rnent, nullifying the laudatory inlieve that Mutual has hit upon a
tent of hypoing the CBS stanza,
good format with this presentation, There's
probably nothing wrong
efforts
There had been several other
with this show that good .scripting
on the air to present "costume" job'
can't cure.
Miss Simms condratna and they had Hopped rather
tinues in fine voice.
ignobly. It tooks as if this one. which
(opped good ratings when it was on
Simplicity Was the keynote that
the Don L<?e net cominerciaHy for
two years, will go over to a payoff. put Dick Haymes' special Auto-lite
Christmas show over as sock listentabli.sljed

This opinion is reeni'oreed after a
tap to Cliattahpoga. and an: interview with Jesse Sloner, the local
Kleagle, (Stoner's views wsre aired.
Jncidentally,
in almost
the exact
words reported in confidence by informers iijside, the Kiari orgVittiza-'
•

|

i

tion.)
Still

i

exotic patois and romantic olio with
which he .butters his numbers. Paris
baritone that's ah
ha?, a mellow
adroit mixture of Sablon and Crosby
without being ah irnitation of either.
Paris also handles the in-between
gab which is brief, and unobtrii.'-ive.
On the preem la.st M(mtiay il6),
Paris themed with "There's Romance
in the Air," bounced through "Sweet
and Lovely" and "Gal in Calico."
and closed sentimentally witii "I'll
Be Yours,'' rendered in both French
and English. Ralph Norman'.s string
group backed up nicely. The network is planning to slot this program on a three-a-week basis, with

Pans
I

I

also going into the Wednesday
night spot vacated by Fiorcllo H.
thi.s week.
He7-m.

La Guardian

,

spied on as he leaves

later,

the Atlanta American Veterans Committee office, the GI "Larry is black"

—

jacked; and whipped by Klansmen.
The experience lines him up openly
on the opposition team, and he vows

Atlanta and to mobilize
.sentiment against the hate

on

to stay

public

in

organization,
ing pleasiire last Thuresday (19).
"KKK" is well-constructed, ringing
With almost every other Christmas
program falling conveniently into with sincerity, and action-packed. It
and "radio with
religious, classico-literary or carol is provocative radio
With GttoTft Szell. conductor; Ru- categories, the Haymes show wr-, a message." In this particular prodolph Rinswall, associate conduc- simply a musical re-living of every gram, however, a small reservation
must be made on the characterizator: announcer, Russ Hilliams
kid's Christmas.
long-winded
"Larry"
whose
tioh
of
60 Mins.: Sat., 6 p.m.
Semi-dramat was built into a musoul-searching
CLEVELAND SESQUICENTENsic box operetta, with a series of and highly-emotional
NI^L
original songs by Gordon Jenkins, may have lessened the desired propaWHK-Mutual, Cleveland
who also directed the music for the ganda effect of the piece. There is no
program. Christmas career of young doubt that tho.se of the radio congreIt may come as a surprise to music
gation who share .Panitz's strong
lovers, but the Cleveland Symphony, master Haymes wa.s followed through
intolerance will be wellnation-wide the years, with Haymes' narration feelings on
recent
to
according
pleased with the program. Question
Hooper, scored a 6.1, which topped segueing into the voice of a child
asking about decorations, or whether is vvhether or not the indifferent,
the nation's orchestras. Second
socially-unconscious listener will be
the NBC Symphony with 2,7. Tud it's time to get up yet, or telling won over to the side of light and
what the world will be like after
figure, however, is not surprising to
iu.stiee by the high-strung "Larry"
Clevelanders. who long have boo-sted he's grown up and changed it all. or will merely dial out.
Sentimental, but never maudlin.
their symphony. Nowi that George
Other shows in the series have
Choral and orchestral work was
Szell has taken over the baton, high
excellent.
Christmas portion was dealt deftly and succcsstuUy with
network
the
that
expressed
are
hopes
limited pretty much to the second the story of a Negro cook on an, allwill continue to find a sponsor. For
half o[ the show and it was all sock white ship, and of "Tom Paine, tlic
the fir.st 13 weeks, until Jan. 1, the
HoU.
Immigrant."
stuff.

CLEVELAND SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

_

'

SALT Lr^<EC'Ty

Cleveland Sesqui ha.-j footed the bill.
After the turn of the year it will beWNEW, N. Y., last Wednesday
come sustaining over the Mutual,
netvtfork. That the Symphony is do- night (18) aired one of the payoff
ing an outstanding job is reflected shows in the series it's been giving
now time for the la.st couple months in
in the fact that WGN and
conjunction
with the radio producrefor
Show
o'clock
6
ti'anscribe the
tion
workshop run for vets by
broadcast.
Usually the orche.stra pbys three George Wallach of American Theatre Wing. Stanza was a payola in
or four .selections chosen by Szell
more sense than one. being the firstfor their listening appeal. Notes on
prize winner ($300) in a special conthe score.? are well prepared by
test for .seripters doing the best
George Smith of the Symphony s show
based on the "Best Years of
public relations staff, and Russ WilOur Lives film. Samuel Goldwyn
job
radio
liams does an outstanding
had
offered $.'500 in prizes. Sixtydiscussing
speaker,
at the mike. A
eight scripts were submitted. Secconin
Cleveland
of
attributes
the
on<i prize ($150) went to John Blank,
nection with the Sesqui, is al.so
while first was copped by Johnny
heard, and this format will be con- Schram.
tinued when the show goes sustainr
Schram's piece, titled "Retrospect,"
ing.
was an imaginative 15-minute .show
As a special feature, the symphony in which a future professor of anworks
is bringing to its li.steners the
cient history lectures before his class
of outstanding coiuempoiary com- of post-atomic-era kids' about the
AnWalter
posers. I>atest was the
"downfall of the ancient American"
derson's "Variations on a Spiritual,
civilization. Title of the Goldwyn
with Maestro Ringwall conducting. pic comes in only as one of the

was

NBC's weekly "Home

I

|

s

high

actors responsible for the
three
decay of those primitive American.s:
1

"Liquor,

Money and

the

CLUB

prized in the Goldwyn film.
Station and Wing are to be congratulated on the talent they've

SCO

helped develop and mature through
the series, as exemplified by the
25 Mins.; 4:05-4:30, Mon.-Thur.-Frl.
and
production
the
writing
of
S.ustaininK
Schram show. The proceedings last
CJAD, Montreal
Wednesday (18) were extended into
Here's a smart disk jock idea a half-hour for ceremonies involvwhich caters to the bobby-soxers. ing MacKinlay Cantor and Bert LyThis is one of the few •sustainers tell.
But the 15-minute presentaaired by this indie, but it shows, tions .stay cn the air in the narrower
sma*t enterpri.se and planning on format.
rthur Dupont. CJAD
the part of J.

With Bob Harvie

operator.

j
Bob Harvie does the gabbing and
,

,

,

.

a smart job. It's catered to the
of
'teen agers as they come out
plays
classes in the afternoon and
it's

;

up the various
gatherings,

etc.,

.schools,

birthdays,

via sane talk.

on the

looks as

Weed Mien

if lie

are

the ball"

they hit

all

hard and

often.

"Gangbusters,*'
lo.st
which
us
former N. Y. Police Com-

emcee,

mis.sioner Lewis, J. Valentine, by
death, last week, paid tribute to this

outstanding"Honest Cop" on its
regular ABC network time Saiturday

Harvie works to a small aud and night (21), L. B. Waterman Co.,
works It so that invitations are sacrificing its comm<;rcial, let the en-:
limited to those who -haven't been tire stanza tell the bitig of Valentine,
Unfor.tuiuitely,
poor
prpductipn
up before. Various informal quizzes
are carried on with the kids be- made for a ciraggy .show through
tween platters, for which pri'zes are which the character of the .siib.jcct
fhowetl all right but in which the
merchandising, action was jumpy and unexciting.
It's all good, clean
ideally suited to catch the after- Be.st parts of the .show were done by

WEED

last Saturday (21) was a
Christmas number written
Hazam, titled "Suffer the
Little
Children,"
and based on
Biblical quotations. Holiday trimIt"

A\l)

I

(

iWP \\\

by Lou

ming

SmiM

|[PRES[NT«TiVES
lABIQ
Nltf YMk • lotiii • CMHii • MM*
Mrtit • Sn FmcKCt •

tor the .stanza wa.s furnished
by the 32-voice Boys High School
of Brooklyn choir, which sang seldom^heard Ghristi.ias songs, but did
them in the emotionless manner of
overtrained vocalists. But the dramatic portion, narrated by Ben
Grauer and with a top cast directed
.

by Garnet Garrison, socked home
the starvation, disease and suffering current

Europe

among

toda:^.

the children of
Result was that the

half-hour carried a punchy wallop
on behalf of doing something really
Christmasy by way of helping alleviate that suffering.

Lyn Duddy had

"We

a

smart musical

the People"
bit on
in a _G^!riTstmas "Song

Sunday

(22),

Story''

built

around a department store run by
Santa Claus. Idea and treatment
were clever, with" radio programs,
commercials and spots coming in for

Mil.-

LOU CLAYT«N

UNITBU ItlSXALL DHIKi CO
Fridar— CDS— *:3« p.ui., JSST
"Thiai
Time far KrriM"
"It HanaeBcd in BrMklju"

.H-C-M

—

eentlf? kiddint'.

"SECRETS OF SCOTLAND YARD"
R*ahlifc crime thrillers, starring stage and scrMn actor
of international reputation, taken from the authentic
records of Scotland Yard by Percy Hoskins, chief crime
reporter of the London "Doily Expfts$."

HaH-h«ur DrQmathed Transcriptions for
World Disfribution Offered by

TOWERS OF LONDON LIMITED
84 Hallam

Street,

London, W.I

:

school trade. Spot plugs for various
merchants are worked in nicely,
with products featuring something
that both the molher.s and kids are
X-fzoInterested in.

amateurs. A N. Y. cop identifying
himself only by his shield number
sounded (li'amalically moving as he
tntrocd the Police Glee .Club for a
clo.sjng ri'nmbcr.

al-

and

prospects

Cliche."

is

,

cial venture.

is really
it

ways "on

What You

Is

and

going to drive a long

one.

special

Outstanding example of the cliche
American tendency always to refer to something past and done, no
matter how corny, as having occurred in "the best years of our
a
that
hopes
the
and
popularity
lives." Thus, the first prize winner
Clevelanii industrialist will recognize was in a sense a rib, in another,
the hour's advantages for a cotpraer- sense a critique, of the very theme

rating, us
fine treatment of selections and its
willingness to introduce new feaprograms
tures, all contribute to the

The symphony

is

tops.

Make

j

|

'

orchestra's presentation was well
done, showing the lull depth and ,inknowledge
spi ration of the writers
of his people.
..
...

ball

Fiorello H. LaGuardia, expressing his
sentiments about the friend he had
promoted to head the N. Y. force,

WOR

The

This lad

And former

Mayor,

Represented

in

the United States by

RADIO FEATURES OF AMERICA
37 West 46th Street,

New York

City 19

:

,
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Wildberg Sees Drama In

Paramoimt'DuMont Tele Net Nixed

Tele; Signs

As FCC Raps

Multiple

Washington, Dec.

23.

Ownediip,

dependent

were
by FCC last Friday (20),
As predicted by Variety

tions

a

Washington, Dec. 23.
The television eolor hearings
begun by the FCC, here a couple weeks ago will be continued
in New York. Jan. 27. when CBS
will' demonstrate its tint radio

year

cracked down on tlie interlocking ownership of Paramount
aso,

FGC

record.''/

the pic company bluntly it would
dovC'n \ its sizeable
to, shave
holdings, in DuMont ahdi' Interstafo
or stand' to forfeit sOnje of its pendinfi tele applications' and jeopai'dize

from the

latter

"

"

ILGWUStartsP
,

resumed

here.

^

'Community* Video
Washington, Dec.

The

when Broadcasting Corpi

(20)

America,

of

Riverside,

Calif.,

1

to broadcast on
video channel (44>

The No.

channel has been

was authorized
the No.
'

50mc).

reserved for tele stations outside metropolitan areas, but up
to this time there have been no
bidders for this type of opera-

W, L. Gleason and hi.s wife,
L. Gleason, are principals in
the tele station and also licensees
of a .standard station,, ;KPRO,
Riverside.
M.

channel is further'Tndication that the
commission has definitely made
up its mind to take the 4*-50mc
band away from FM, which held
A Senate
the war,
it before
resolution, due to be' reintroduced by Senator Charles Tobey

Commission made the announcecontract for six
transmitas it gave Par's Television Pror
ters arid six sets oE bt'Oadcasting stii^
ductions, Inc., a tele station in Los WBTSets.l40-Hr. Negro
the
largest
dios—- probably
single
Angeles. Company already is licenijontract yet placed in the
fieldFund Raising Project
see of WBKB, Chicago, through
was made last week between the
subsidiary Balaban & Katz.
Uriityi Broadcasting Corpi and RayA year ago when Vakieiy uncovWith Goal of
niond M. Wilmotte, Inc.
ered the multiple tele interests of
Clvirltitte, Dec. 23.
Unity is solely owned by the InPar, the. film company also held a
A; l40-h5ur period of programming
ternational Ladles Garmfen Workers
50% interest in the Comerford Pubextending for 20 hours a day over Union AFL) which alreacly' has
lix Theatres of Scranton, which later
(
iPM
is being
perrriits in diia ttatlpdga, St, Lou is
dropped its bid for a video station^ a period of seven days
given over by WBT, CBS outlet here, and Hbllywobd. and
in the past year, Par itself has
has applied to
dropped a bid for a San Francisco to one public service project, be- the FCC for
licenses in New
tele station.
And FCC, in Friday's ginning next Thursday ,(26). The York, Boston and Philadelphia;
announcement, admitted it had erred Project has the goal of raising $78,TWe contract, made between 'FM
""O to make up a deficit of that sum
in accusing Par of a tieup with a
pioneer Paul Demars, chief constructelevision
bid from The Maison in a $250,000 building fund campaign tion engineer for Wilmotte, and
started here on behalf of
The previously
Blanche
Co.
-- New Orleans.
Frederick C. Umhey, exec sec of the
T- --• of
vuri-A
vn/r
h
'i^-r
-NT
film cpmpany has no stock interest a "^w K.vi-yyvL-A puuamg tor jNe- ilqwU and secretary o£ Unit.v, calls
groes.
in Maison Blanche.
for the building and outfttting" of the
When the building fund drive fell six transmitters and .sets of studios
However, FCC went on to say that
Par's "controlling" or potentially short by 78G, Charles H. Crutchfield, gt a price totaling $600,000.
"controlling" Interests in a present general manager of the station, ofWilmotte is going to start the Chattotal of nine television applications fered WBT's facilities to raise that tanooga
plant first, erecting the
is, definitely in violation of an FCC [sum.
He has engaged a staff of [transmitter on Signal Mountain outruling forbidding one company from special community fund raising ex-jside the city and fitting out the sluowning more than five video outlets. perts to help him, but the m^n ef- diog in a bank building in the center
fort will be made by devoting every of town. The Chattanooga operation,
Four O & O
'minute of the station's sustaining
Morris Nbvik, radio conPar admits to ownership of four time during the seven days to this according to
guitant for the unions Jo expected to
wholly-owned subsidiaries in the campaign.
be on the air in about six months
market for tele operation.
These
Actually, there are six separate
Teeing
oft with
u,.
wiuj the
5 a.m. Grady
u
are Television Productions, Inc., of ^
Cole farm show, and enduig with the Unity broadcasting corporations, one
T
A
D„i.iW„„
».
L A.:
Balaban &
Katz, ou!.
Chi; TT„U„j
United
1 a.m. "Dancing Party," each show,
for each of the' states in which the
Detroit Theatres, Detroit; and New
including newscasts, commentaries, ILGWU has applied for
licenses
England Theatres, Boston.
dramafs, and special spots, will be or has obtained them. The Wilmotte
In addition. Par owns all the
angled
toward
drive.
agreements were made in the names
the
Class B stock of DuMont, which alAll listeners who send in contri- of the six separate outfits, but the
ready has two stations (WABD,
N. Y., and WTTG, Washington) and butions win be given "gold bricks" overall deal was set on a "wholeas a symbol of their gifts to tiie sales basis," so that union is buying
is applying for three others in Cinbuilding fund. Donors of $2,000 and the transmitters and studio equipcinnati, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh.
Par is half-owner of Interstate Cir^ up will have plaques bearing their ment at a lower rate per unit.
As soon as each station is ready to
cuit, Inc. of Dallas and, FCC said, names decorate rooms in the buildgo on the air, Umhey and ,Novik said,
is able to exercise an effective veto ing to be erected for the YM-YWCA.
program and business staffs will be
on any corporate action.
appointed, and' stock purchases will
In DuMont, Par is also one Of the
'TOWN HALL' TELECAST
be possible for local people who may
three largest holders of Class A
Marking the second time a radio want to participate in owning and
Stock.
No one person controls the
A stock, which elects five of the show is televised at the same time financing the local stations.
Beginning, of the actual construceight
DuMont directors, except it's broadcast, ABC television is
through
solicitation
of
proxies. slated to do a remote pickup of tion of the stations for Unity is beThough Par has never solicited "America's Town Meeting" Thurs- lieved not only to mark the largest
proxies,
FCC noted it has not day (26) from its broadcast site in contract for this type of transmitSchenectady. Telecast will be trans- ters yet made, but also the beginning
waived this right.
The DuMont certificate of incor- mitted over WRGB, General Elec^ of large-scale building of educational
poration, FCC notes, also provides trip station in that city.
and labor participation in FM,
that no corporate action shall be
taken without majority vote of directors of both Class
and Class B
stock. Since Par owns all the Class
B, it can effectively block any corporate move.
BBC television's experiment with hypnotism last week, in which it found
FCC's ruling, whUe applicable
that putting people to sleep via television was so suCcessEiil as to be poonl.v to Paramount in the television
tentially dangerous, was ruled out by most U. S. tele execs months ago^
field, is significant for other radio
ABC production chief Harvey Marlowe, for one, had been enthusiastic
corporations where a, marginal stock
over the po.ssibilities of putting hypnotist Ralph Slater on a video screen
division is made. Par has traditionand had attended several of Slater's shows to get ideas on recasting him
ally used this pattern of holding
for video.
50% of the stock but electing a
ABC brass, however, nixed the idea for the same reasons as BBC chiefs
minority of the directors.
It was
last week. BBC experiment was carried on a closed circuity during which
pointed out that Par had a similar
hypnotist Peter Casson put four of the six subjects to sleep. One BBC
arrangement with Arthur Levey in
exec pointed to the potential dangers if a Hitler-like personality took over
Scophony.
a tele studio at a time when almost every home has a set.
Humorous note was added to the discussion by John F. Royal, NBC exec
veepee over television. Reasserting NiBC's intentions to ban hypnotists
from tele, Royal declared': "If people go to sleep watching our shows, it
Sets Rathbone In
will be from natural causes, not because of hypnotisjii,"

FM

A

ment

FM

$78,000

:

,

—

,

1

of New Hampshire in the 80lh
Congress, calls for an investigation of FCC's decision to move
FM out Of this part of the spectrum.-

FM

'

,
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|
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:
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NBC Locks Out

Par's

Pitch for Telecast Of

A

Inside Stuff-Television

'

MCA

:

Sleuth Series
Indicative of
who was in the Angeles Times

a considerable change of heart is the attitude of the Los
Basil Rathbone,
regarding television. While all other local papers; exceptBroadway legiter, "Obsession," that ing the show biz-conscious Hollywood Citizen News; continue to ignore
folded recently, while its run kept radio and video, the Times, now a prospective tele operator
awaiting FCC
him out of resuming work this sea- action on its application, is giving television much play. 'Washington,
D. C,
son on "Adventures of Sherlock hearings, receiver information, eta, are carried at the' drop of a line of
Holmes" on .the ABC net, will have ;type, Video will actually be a return to the ether for the Times w.hich at
his own British detective stanza on one time owned Don Lee's KHJ but sold it.f' Sheet doesn't want
to make
Hutualy beginning Jan. 21,
the same mistake again and is doing all it cim, including foUOwups on
Shuw, a Music Corp. of America Daily 'Variety to hypo interest in the medium.
package tabbed "Scotland' Yard,"
Will go on tHe Mutual net Tuesday
CBS was not so surprised with' the "surprise" announcement of RCA
nights, in the 8 to 8:30 spot.
recently that it, too, had a color television system, its trade bombshell ailAs of this week, the writer and di- electronic system. What the trade thought was beautiful timing on the
rector for the show have not yet part of RCA in announcing its baby
in time to disturb CBS' pitch to the
been .set. Show will originate from FCC was really a known, if uncomfortable, fact to CBS. The latter had
New York until such time as, film been invited 'about a month, previous to the announcement to look into
commitments may take Rathbone to the RCA systi?m in an RCA attempt to cause a CBS retreat. However,
the Coast, when it will move its orig- CBS refused to be frightened off.
CBS insisted on holding its wellination to Hollywood.
ballyhoo^d demonstrations and its FCC pitch.

grants

were distributed to NBC, ABC the
Co., Television Pro.
ductions, Inc:; Dorothy S. Thackiev'
and Earle C. Anthony.
Fee did not act on an application
of the Don Lee Network for theseventh available tele channel. fCC
officials, reported that the commission would not act on that requesi;
pending outcome of a January hearing on the renewal licenses o£ the

&

net's four o.

stations.

o.

Don

Lee-,

the hot seat for alleged violation of tlie chain broadcasting rego:.

ulations.

A

split FCC vote of 4-to-2 wa.s
cast on the Anthony grant, with
Conimi.ssloners Clifford J. Durr and
Rbsel, Hyde voting to defer action
until the commission decides whether
or not, to renew the license of his
station KFI, Los Angeles. KFI is on
the hook because of protests against:
of six commentators in
its firing
194.') and a new policy requiring all
'

commentators'

be

tO;

station

em-

ployees,

FCC made the grant to Television
Productions, Inc., a Paramount Pictiires subsidiary, with several reservations. Reference was made to the
pending anti-trust suit against Television Productions, General Precision Instrument Co., and Scophony,
for alleged attempts to monopolize

Commission

patents:

tele
.saw

said

it

no reason to deny a grant to
Par now on this count, but reserved

the right to question its
newal should the court find Tele
Production.s guilty of the charges;,
Hollywood. Dec. 23.
NBC locked horns with Para- (In any e\'ent, the radio act re^
quires FCC to refuse a station limounfs Television Productions and cense to anyone convicted by a court
refused to let the firm make a live of attempting to create a monopoly.
No date has yet been set for trial
telecast of the Rose Bowl game, inThe Justice
dicating the tack to be taken in fu- of the Scophony suit.
Dept., it is understood, is trying to
ture. Teleprod has asked for permission to do the video chore decide whether or not to appeal tu
inasmuch as the net had no televi- the Supreme Court against the New
sion outlet here. However, the nix York court's finding that it has no
was given by the net, which will jurisdiction over the British correcarry the broadcast of the game and spondent, Scophony, Ltd.
al.so make 16m prints to ru.sh East
license re-

:

over the skein's video sta-

tor outlet

tion there.

NBC

'

,

,

has

X

;,','/;:\V;

,

controlled
the

television rights to
for past IB years.

With regard

'i

Vv-,',

TELESETS HIT PEAK

broadcast-

Bowl game

WITH 1,800

IN NOV.

,

to the

Waishington, Dec.

Tournament of

23.

Over 1,800
Roses parade, however, three rival
were turned oft assembly lines in
outfits will televise the Pasadena
November, the largest number problossom strut simultaneously. Telemonth since VJ-Day,
prod wil,l handle the event as a live duced in any
the Radio Manufacturers Assn. reshow, while Don Lee and NBC each
November video set
ported today,
will have films processed for tush
production was more than twice that
Job of showing, latter sending film
of October, when only 827 sets were
East for outlet in New York.

British

See U.

Sports

S.

Events Via Television
London. Dec.

23.

Pictures
American
of
sports
events, usually eliminated from British newsroels because of the British
audiences' lack of interest, are. finally getting a play in London, but

through television,
NBC officials here last week borrowed a viewing room from BBC to

show

films of the

Army -Navy

foot-

game, which were taken by
NBC cameramen in the U. S. and
flown over. NBC invited 10 American correspondents and 20 Army and
Navy officers to witness the film.
ball

'

Pictures were lateir transmitted by
as part of a regular television

BBC

Way the film was cut, howand the BBC educational commentary appended to it, made it of

show.
ever,
little

interest to Americans',

'

New MBS

LA

Times-Mirror

Rose Bowl Football

!

;

for

Washington, Dec. 23
half-dozen companies won
FcG
approval to operate television sta
tions in the Los Angeles-Hollywood
area last Friday (20) when

A

is

Assignment of the No.

—

23.

"eommunity-t.vpe''

first

television station: was given a
green light by FGC last Friday

^^^^^^^

companies.

:

AnAony, Par, Get Tele Nod

tion.

BizjDa%Way

.

two

rimes-Mirror, Thadkrey,

.,

Commission ani.ouneed today
that any other organizations that
may want to demon.strate color
television apparatus may. do so
at the same time in N. Y.i providing they notify FCC not later
than Jan. S. After these demonstrations/: the hearings, will be

IjaX'e

file

,

before the eoramissioi\ "for the

in the DuMont television Labs and
Interstate Circuit, Inc. of Dallas,
Tex., an exhibitor company, in which
Par holds 50<-'r interest. FCC told

others On

production, script and casting.
addition,
In
the producer has
formed the Wildberg Television Production Corp., uiider which he plans
to package his own siiows for pres,entati6n, over the DuMont web. ISiew
organization is currently rounding
up experienced video talent and
Wildberg plans to start work on
•'
Jan. 1.

Coloring the Record

for a coast-to-coast innetwork of television stashattered once and for all

NBC ABC

through a deal signed this week
with DuMont, in which he'll advise
the puMont staflv on problems of

>

Inc.,

tories,

With DuMont

John Wildberg becomes the first
legit producer to become as.sociated
with television on a permanent basis

But Par's LA. Firm Gets License
Ro.sy plans of Paramount PictiU-es
and ihe Allen B. DuMont Labora-

,

Elaine Carritigton

(pMM

of

SMpml

,'-ask»,

,

•

"Does Radio Want

New

Writers?"

receivers

television

reported.
Total radio set output in November fell below the record October
figure,
said, due largely to the
tact there were fewer working days
Slightly less than 1,in November.

RM

500.000

sets

were

produced

last

month.

FM

receiver

in Nogain over

production

vember showed a

slight
27,330

nfi against
October, reaching
This was the highest output

23,793.

of

AM-FM

combination

receivers

this year.

Tele to Screen Congress
Session for First Time
Session of Congress is slated to be
covered by television for the firs'
time on Jan, 3 when NBC, CBS and
DuMont pool resources to br"|^
viewers in Washington,. Philadelphia
and N'ew York scenes of the opening
of the 80th Congress.
For the pickup, two Image Orthicon cameras will be stationed
the House of Representatives op-

posite the speaker's rostrum- Two
more I.O.'s are to be placed outswe
the Capitol to pick up scenes of the
All three
arrival of congressmen.

nets will contribute facilities anu
personnel for the telecast, which if
scheduled to go on the air ahoti'
noon.

Images Will be transmitted oyef
the Bell System's coaxial cable.

C

in Hi* fortheonilnQ

41st Anniversary
of

'
,

Number

Minneapolis—
E. Stephens, sales
manager of KSTP, will quit shortly
after Jan. 1 to go into pro tern res,
tirement.
Stephens, in early 40
will devote two years to travelnvi.

with house trailer. He and Mr-;:Stephens arc selling house and fu^"'"
ture to make clean break and lollow the seasons. Ho plans then to
get back into radio.

•

'

.

'
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Carle

OBClUeSTnAS-MiJSIC

May Reach

7,000.000 Disks

Metro Recordings

For Top Band Sales in tbe Past Yr.
Carle's piano and orwhich have been labelled
to manana,
(.veiyth'ing from corn
Faiiikie

clic'stni

record

the top

probably

i,

seller

Walker Easts After
Metro Studio Meets

fWoaK bands lor 1946. Carle's stateHollywood, Dec. 23.
for the
ment from Columbia Records'
Frank Walker, prexy of M-G-M
oi this year indicates
first six months
Records, planed back to New York
sale of approximately 3,285,,a total
headquarters
Saturday (21) after
the
dope is that
000 disks— and the
Dec. 31, thriee-day confabs here with Metro
second six months, ending

the height of
disks in 12 months,

trained

chieftain,

but they couldn't (Toast
the pianist's York
at all. And there's no
question that Carle has outsold any
label,
since this
rival band on any
has been a
yeaiiy similar to last,

la.»!t

much beyond

liave gone
'46 figure, If

Friday

(20)

(18) in his fourth session for the
plattery. Album release will follow
marketing of the first of the single
Jan.
will
be
1.
Latter

Name bands
near the soloists In
with the exception of

Settle

interposed a novel defense during
the flve-day trial of the issues before
Federal Judge Mortimer Myers in
New York. It was to the effect that,
even though the verse and chorus of
"Rum and Coke" is similar to the
one Mohamed H. Kahn, originaliy
published in folio form in Trinidad^
British West Indies, neither is copyright-protectable on the premise that
folk songs cannot be legally restrict-

releases

ASCAP.SACEM

"Happy-Go-Lucky Local" parts

1

and

n.

"Local" is the fourth part of the
Duke's "Deep South Suite," introed
at his last Carnegie Hall, N. Y.. concert appearance.
Last two side.s to
come out of the prcssery were "Tu-

Row On

lip

Cun

Wartime

All difficulties between the American Society of Composers. Authors
and Publishers and SACEM, the
French performing rights .society,^

Chi Sherman Hotel

havfen't been
sales figures,
Carle.- ;

Suit

Inc.,

Be

.

paradise.

singer's

'Rum and Coca-Cola

Faced with defending Leo Fei.<it,
Morey Amsterdam, Jeri Sullivan and Paul Baron, publisher and
Oliver had a recording deal with Ellington's Ist Mnsicraft
Coca-Cola," the
Cosmo months ago, but later severed
1 authors of "Hum and
Disks
to
Issued
Jan.
pop song hit of a couple of years
connections with the indie;
When
Duke Ellington completed cuttings back-^and possible damages up to
he win make his first M-G-M disks
for his Musicraft album Wednesday $150,000—
is unknown.
^attorney Julian T. AbeVe.<!

New

for

.

In $150,000

Oliver, former Tommy Dorsey arranger.
Oliver's
new orchestra
debuted recently at the Zanzibar,
N. Y. Metro deal is for two years.

Talks centered chieUly

around details which required laston: the second
If
minute smoothing before waxery
will have sold
half is correct, Carle
and commences production at its Bloomduring 1M6 between 6,500,000
field, N. J., plant.
been
have
There may
7 000,000 disks.
Marvin Schenck, M-G-M v.p.,
Harry
bands, such as Tomy Dorsey'*,
after five days on local gcene conJames and Benny Goodman, who at ferring with Jesse Kaye,
plattery's
sold
more
sales interest

Novel Folk-Song (Calypso) Defense

M-G-M record label, now building an artist personnel, has taken
on Its first Negro bandleader, Sy

:

studio execs.

be better.
the prediction

will

99

Sy Oliver Signed For

over performance monies due each
other during the war, were .settled
during la.st week's ASCAP board
Sherman hotel, ChicagOi fOr; the meeting in New York. Board depast few years one of the main cided to settle the SACEM case and
"prestige'! name band spots, is drop- avoid the necessity of a court action,
ping it.s band policy as of Feb. 28.- which had been filed against it by
Sherman's Panther Room, which the French through the U. S. Alien
Other actions
hou.sed the bigge.st combos available Property Custodian.
at various times, has, like a majority against ASCAP on similar grounds,
by AKM, Austrian society, et al., will
of the non-band cafes and the u-sers
probably be settled the same way.
of music, too, not been doing too
Dispute
between
ASCAP and

or Turnip," with

Ray Nance on
Happen

ed.

the vocal, and "It Shouldn't
to a
ing.

Dream," with Ray Hibbler

Using John Tasker Howard as his
expert
witness,
attorney
Abeles
.sought to prove that since the days
of the wandering minstrels thereT ^
could be no exclusive claim on folk

sing-'

,

Moss' B. G. Rap

Citing that

.songs.

Howard is a memASCAP, a mem-

ber of the board of

Dropping Bands

ber of

songwriters'- classification

its

committee and an expert on Ameri(Continued: on page 36)

Creates Stew

.

Palladinm

Si$s

.

Song

Siren Sugar

To Guy Lombardo
Hollywood, Dec.

well recently at the b.o., and the
hotel's major domo, Ernie Byfleld,
feels that for the present the policy
must be laid a.side.

23.

After Feb.

28,

the Panther

Room

Maury Cohen, operator of the Pal- will be redecorated and renamed
ladium, has .commenced negotiations with a sort of Beachcomber or Copain effort to liire Guy Lombardo band cabana motif, but will be a restauinto his terpalace for a run next rant only.
As of the moment there
autumn.

understood Cohen

It is

is

Lombardo biggest guarantee-plus-percentage ternis the Palladium
ever
has prottered an
offering

orchestra.

are no plans to use entertainment of
any sort. Raymond Scott's orchestra
will clo.se the room on a two-week
run. preceded for a similar period
by Victor Lombardo. Several other
;

However, ballroom operator is not
very sanguine over his chances of
inking Lombardo, who for years now
has mechanically nixed fill terpalace bids.
Last location job he
undertook on Coast was a stand at
Cocoanut Grove a decade ago. When
here on Metro lot one year ago,
Lombardo refused offer of $12,000

bands which had been due to follow were cancelled.
Elliot Lawrence wa.s one; he was to have
opened'

March

9.

To

His Musicians Held

.

Have Nixed Sweetening

for three nights at Pacific Square
hoofing hall in San Diego, over a
weekend when band was not before

cameras.
Palladium

,

pretty

solidly

set

carded to come in at six- week inare Vaughn Monroe, Stan
Kenton, Les Brown, Tony Pastor,
'Gene Krupa.
That fills out the
sked to July 22, and for period betervals

.

yond Cohen figures on Sammy Kaye,
.Ijmmy Dorsey, Tex Beneke, Xavier
Cugat and, of course,- Lombardo—
possibly;

J.

DORSEY SEEN SET
UNDER M-G LABEL

It

very probable that

IS

So Herman Breaks Up
Chicago, Dec.

is

deep into next calendar. Following
Charlie Spivak opening Thurs. (26),

Jimmy

One

of

his

of the action, is

convince his

,

attractive.'
If^Dor.<;ey seals

Band will be

first

with M-G-M, the
important orches-

mined opposition
major disjkers.

rival

on

talent

n„

Hollywood, Dec.

.

'^'""d

rw'r^

will

»"er run of

nri^" ^f""uriginally
ticketed

hilfl
following
Eve whee''^''*

tionsi

or hn,

<

u^Z

^""^

Herman's

conafter

union

inability

For

1

ASCAP In

i

after a res!.

Capitol's
of course, is only an estimate made
after Miss Hutton moved over to
solely to distribute writer and publisher checks before Xmas, added to the Victor label.
Now, however, that Capitol is reprevious quarters of approximately
$1,700,000, $1,800,000 and SI ,900,000, issuing the disk, after getting Mis.s
(in round numbers) didn't Set B liew Hutton back from Victor, and thus
income record for the Society, but launching the resumed affiliation
with a bang, B-VH will try to cash
it wasn't too far off.
Following the board meeting at in again. It's probably the briefest
which the last-quarter coin was de- period between original hit and reclared, checks went out inftnediately; vival on record.

OUT SOON!
The

41st

j

j

were Pan-American, Preview, Paragon and Paramount labels.

CONTRACT BREACH

IN

Herb Hendler, who headed tlie
and repertoire department o!
Co.smo Records until last week, has
served papers on that company in a
$20,000 breach of contract suit begun
by him through attorney Ijeonard

artists

Suit is based on the. unexpired term of a three-year contract
signed between Hendler and Cosmo
11 months ago. His salary only is
covered in the claim.
In addition to the above figure,
Hendler is asking also for money
allegedly never paid him on Co.smo°s
recording sales since he joined the
company. One. of the clauses in the
agreement gave him a percentage of
the firm's billings. Altogether the
Zissu.

sum asked ranges between

Anniversary Number
OF

>

HENDLER SUES COSMO

and

$23,000

Cosmopolitan

Action is against both
Records and Cosmo

Records, Inc.

Months back, the com-

$24,000.

pany had
name.

shortened

the

official

Barton Set for First

Year's

Date at Meadowbrook

forte at- spot

Forms closing

he gives as reasons

reorganize
musicians men for
Casinn
U-• 1 i^?''"''"* <l»to- starting Jan.
"'sbands in east this week.

Usual Ailvertising rates prevail

shortly

Sjpecidl exploitation
Copy and space

,

will

escrow

tract granted.

j

musicians that a

managers

However, orchestra
hash"
at Atago
Ara!"njaallroom
^f^^" ^o"^ three-day stand
opening Jan. 17.
ivi?h"*H^lii^''"''^»"^

k\

'AFM during life of any
Move was made

with

i

by

a heavy schedand a musical
Universal- Inter

''^=°'''lin8s

short

remain

must

deposits

'

$7,000,0i Take

close at
six weeks,

New

I

Pub

•

.
,

for 12 stanzas,
""^'"y »K''«ed to disso-

^^"^
of^L''^'".''
late and band
«
has

I

Hol^^TVood, Dec. 23.
Noting that "a recent trend in tTie
recording industry shows that some
companies are not financially solvent", James C. Petrillo, prez of
American Federation of Musicians,
has ruled that hereafter any popplattery seeking a license with union
must post $1,000 bond with Federation. Otherwise no license to record
will be granted.
Petrillo further has 'ordered that

nationally has taken
cognizance of growing number of small
waxeries which have been defaultmg on paying musicians after disking sessions,
Recently Musicians'Local 47 here switched from old
policy of permitting any waxery
With Hutton-Cap Tie grace of two weeks after a session
before demanding that musicians
Burke- Van Heusen, publisher of
get paid.
Put into effect just bethe tune, "Doctor, Lawyer* Indian fore Petrillo edict was a rule that
Chief," one of the sales hits of this cash in advance must be put up by
year, expect to go to woik on tlie any new or relatively untried plattery here.
tune again coincidental with the reLocal 47 has a growing list of
issuing of Betty Hutton's Capitol smyl) labels on its "unfair" category
In
disk of the number, and a new one t>ecause defaulted in payoffs.
made for Decca by Hoagy Carmi- addition to the defunct waxcnes,
ARA and Bel-Tone, recently added
chae), writer of the tune. B-VH got

change of musical, ideas was necIt's
no secret that Herman's band was composed of a
Final-quarter
revenue
of
the
group of men who desired nothing American Society of Composers,
more tlian to play tlie type of mu- Authors and Publishers was declared
a sale of approximately 350;000 out
sic the band has been dispensing last
week at $1,800,000, which
of the tune the first time out last
for the past two years, and which brought
the year's
take up to
made il one of the better swing Slightly over $7,000,000, a sum winter and spring, but the sale, it's
bands. But, the boys wouldn't set- slightly under last year's distribut- felt, was restricted somewhat by
tle for quieting down.
able revenue, Final quarter, which,
withdrawal of the di.sk

23.

Embryo Flatteries

—

essary.

With Approval

$1000 Bond From

waxed hot, it did not disturb
charges- verbally only, of cour.se.
the renewal of relations between the
They don't exactly level raps at
two societies following the end of the
B.G.
They list quite a number of
war.
As it stands now, ASCAP has maestros whom they claim have no
desire to work too hard with the
agreed to forward to SACEM some
exception, most say, of Sammy Kaye
$280,000 that has accumulated toward
and Tommy Dorsey. One-night men
its account here.
In return, an unare particularly strong against such
disclosed sum will be paid ASCAP
by SACSM, in francs, whereas the habits, pointing oue that the leader
who's making a momentary stopover
ASCAP coin will be in dollars.
at a neighborhood ballroom must
At the same time, SACEM gave
to the fullest extent of his
ASCAP a release to proceed with work
ability since he has, only a few hours
negotiations for setting up a separate
to convince whatever audience he
deal with the Belgian performance
draws.
rights group. Heretofore, the Belgian
outfit
had been represented at
ASCAP by SACEM. all monies go- 'Doctor, Lawyer' Gets
ing through the latter to the U. S.
Now, SACEM, has agreed that the
Big 'Revival' by
Belgian outfit has come into maiurity
and should have the right to deal for

Arnaz Cuts Ciro's Date
In Half

N.

I

that's said

""^w company has
w„^'^uP'^^''^
been able to grab
in the face of do-

ici

Demands

Petrillo

to.ssed

Benny Goodman last week with
Y. Local 802 of the American
Federation of Musicians. It seem.s a
number of buyers of name bands for
location spots^ and even one-nightat

ers, have had similar gripes for some
due until the other
time, though they have done nothing
did likewi.se, wuli the Alien Property
about it; now, a goodly number are
Gustodiaii in the middle. Though the
emphatically
backing
up
Moss"
dispute

current orchestra

Woody Herman, one

It's
said that Herman and his
recognized the
recent
trends away from hotter arrangements, and wanted to soften his delivery. Men wouldn't go for the
idea, and rather than weed 'em, out
tl ckermg
with the Metro subsid and
one by one ^nd replace them with
also talkmg to
Mercury, which has miisicians niore smenablt to the curDeen very anxious to
sign him. -How- rent tiend, Herman
decided to toss
ever, the M-G-M
deal is apparently
"em alt out at once and start anew
more

iJorseys orchestra
will have completed a, deal with the new
M-G-M
label by the end of this
week. Since
JJorsey secured a
release from Decca
several weeks -back,
he has been

the relusal of

with the "laxity" charges he

its

itself.

here to have been the primary cause
to

stemmed from

each to pay

of the reasons for the aban-

donment
by

23.

SACEM

Nat Moss, operator of the 400 Club.
York, stirred up a hornet's nest

New

reservotions

NEW YORK

19

HOLLYWOOD

W. 46th

St.

«311 Yueeo

1

54

28

$t.

may be

advantages

sent to

CHICAGO

any Variety office
LONDON, W.

1

360 M. Michigan Ave.
.,

,

8
.

St.

C. 2
Martin's Place

.Trdfalgar. |Si|Mre

Blue Barron's orchestra has been
set

work

iti

Dailey's
N. J.''.

Band

its first date at Frank
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
:

opens

Jan.

11

for

three

weeks and follows the current Les
'

isigart,

"Gal

'
.

in

Calico,"

wound

Hemick

.

mu.iic

with 142 performances on Peatman sheet last Week,
a new record.
plug,

up'
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10 Best Sheet

Barton Settles With Dorsey Bros.

On Same

and Same Lyrics

Title

Threat ol an infringement suit by*
Bros, music firm against
.parlon Music over the latter'S song,

^ContiiiiHvcl

niurtc.

troiii

page 33

ll

I

.',

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

19:4ii ,with same 'title.
jor in llie Air Corps, a marine, two
and almdst identical GIs and two Air Corpsmen as his
music though both tunes were writ- oxbojH 'witncs.'jes to prove that
Barton'.s. "mother -and daughter, working for
ten by different teams.
.tune was a current plug, whereas the Yankee dollar," was part of the
tfie bor.scy firm song wasn't.
5,0c folio of Calyp.so which Kahn sold
At any rate. Barton agreed to cut- outside a tent In Trinidad. Rupert
ting Dpr.sey Bi'Os, in on, the proceeds Grtml. ycU'pt The Lord Invader, is
•f its song and- will proceed vith the iu-credi.lod author of Khan's

•ame title since
Identical lyrics

.

.

,

.

:

'

In
It's

will

Part of tlif set He- "Rimi and Coca-Cola" song publican
be paid by Burton and fion. and it was evidenced that radio
comediiui .IVIorey Amstordrim visited
.

'

by the' writers of the Burton
Versidn,
Bcrnie Wayne and Ben
Roleigh.
tune was penned b.v
Billy Post. Picrrp''Nprniaii and Don
Pknx'o.
This arrangement niolliCiod
DB, and all preparations for a suit
part

.

:

Tyler in 4-Star Hands

.Melro.se

Do—

1

.Maurice

:

.Witmark
........BMI
Witmark

"Time, Place; Girl"

Sl\apiro-B.

Burke-VH

.'.

.

.

.

.

,

i

.

;

Tin-Pan

their

Versailes, N.Y. nitery.Abcles traced, the narrative ballad
from E,n,nlaiid to Fi-ance to the kings
of Africa; that those, were the newspapers of old: thrd, French slave-

I

.

U.

S.

in

13.

Alleyitei; are leaving for
batclies after first of the

Early in .Taruiary

Sonny

departure

.sees

Kennedy. Art Strauss and
Latter

Miller,

,

.

.

.

.

Whole

.

.

.llobbins
'World. Is Singing --My -Song
..
Winter Wonderland .,......,..................'..........; .BVC
Years and' Years Ago v
..... ........ ..
Bourne
.. .
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— t"Blue Skies".
.Berlin
You'll Always Be the One I Love.
..... ..... .......... ... .Sinatra Son^s
Santly-Joy
•Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— fSong of South"
.

cprnprise

.

.

..

.

.

.

year.
of Jiniiny

.

^

London, Dee.

.

.

exploitation', artd arrangpmoni
on fadio and when she was at Club

for Christmas.

Rumors Are Flj'ing
'.Oxford
September Song
.......... Crawford
Things We Did La.st Summer ...............
.....Morris
.Dorscy Bros,
This Time ....... ..
..... .... ...
Uncle Renuis Said-^t''Soh8 o£ the South'*., ......
.Santl.v-Joy
White eiiristmas ........................... .............. .Bciiin

U. S. in Batches

given collaborative Credit to
v.'a.s
Miss ,Sultivaij ant( :,Baron thrbligli

Musiker Local 47 Puts

,

^

tune. He nr-St copyrighted it in his
own name, but later the authorship

.

di.scarded.

.

Old Lamp-Lighter
Ole Buttermilk Sky— f'Canyon Passage"

In

Trinidad- in, 1943 \vilh a USO-Carap
Show.s. unit and thus picked up the

DB

have been

Pubs Due

Brit.

.

Close My Eyes....
My Merry Oldsmobile.
All Over Now

Oh, But

:

promotion.

imen!t

Be Home

I'll
I'll

•

.

.

.

i

.

BVC

A\v.-ay6

This; Is

......Valiant
CotTop Sons
.Maurice:
I'll Close My Eyes.

.

—

,..

.

.

.

I

.

.

—

.Siintly-Joy
Sooner or. Later
September Song. ...... Cravviord
For You, For Ms. ... .Cliappell
Girl That I Man>y..». ...Berlin
.Morris
Five MimUes More
You Keep Comin' Back. .Berlin
Huggiu' and Ghalkirt'... Hudson

stiil

13-19, 1946

•

.

.

Second 10

he testified .that the last

over folk songs concerned
"Homo on the Range."
Attorney Emil K. ElUs had a ma-

w.k,

December

of

Gal In Calico— f'Time,. Place, Girl"
,
.Remick.
Souvenirs
,. .T.B. liarms
........
Anybody's Love Song
... ... ..
... .Miller
............. ..i ....... ....Vanguard
Best Man, The
Blue Skies— 1"Blue Skies"
..v. Berlin
Coffee Song *"'Copacabana Revue"
.. ... ... .Valiant
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— f'Dead Reckoning"...,,,.. ... .Mood
Five Minutes More
.Melvose
For Sentimental Rea.soiis,.. ...........
., ,. ...Diicliess
For You For Me {"oi-ever-^f'Shocking Miss Pilgrim",.; ..i.Cbappell
Girt That I Mai'vy,, The-^*"Annie Get Your Gun"... V.i.... Berlin
I Guess.ru Get the Papers and Go Home,
.Cam'ell-Porgij

Among My

,

can

»^reed upon between the two.
DB complaint against Barton wa.s
iliat they have had a song by the

week

Survey,

A

.

BLse, More, I'm In Love With You",
has, been dissolved in a settlement

}ls

,

.

Novel Song Case

Go Out With Somebody

I

Soi^s With Largest Radio Audiences
The lop 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Corerage Index Surreu of Popular Music Broadcast on Hudio N'etworlii. Puiiiislieri bu ihe Of/ice of Research, Inc.

.Duchof;s
Sontimontal Rea.sons..
,j*Remick
Gal in Calico
Berlin
Wliile Xmas.
Thing.s We Did Summer. .Morris
Rumor.s Are Flyins, .... .Oxford
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dali .Sanlly-Joy
BV.C
Winter Wonderlanrl

Dorsey

•More

Sellers

Dec. 21)

Eiidiiig,

(IVce).-

Shapiro-B
Old Lampligliter
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Biirke-VH
Robbins
World Singing SoM

.

Hollywood. Dec. 23.
young team of hiusic-publishers whoMusicians' Local 47 has had to step runners loolv lhe.se Calypsos from have scored two bull's eyes this
in as arbiter and decide: dispute as. to
.\triea to the West Indies, and thus year, considered very good in patchy
which, of Uvo recording firms, Four Trinidad became the focal point ot year for the music bi^. Jos. Geo.
Star or Coast .Records., holds e-^-^ tills .type ol oftboa! follcspiig. From Gilbert,;:, veteran songsmitji. with
elusive .waxing pact with Tex Tyler,
the wandering niinstrels of the 15th over. 100 hits to his credit, goes
oaluncir.
Four\ Star won tlie nod,' century to today
exponents, like early in February; likewise, Reg
Argument, flared after. Tyler vcBurl Ives, was, the evolution of folk Coiuielly, one of the aees o:E local
cently penned a pact with Coast, alsont's chanting peaens in praise of music biz.
tliougn fast July he. had signed fur
Irwin Da.sh, head of Irwin Dash
something or other, which is what
two more years w4th Four Star.
the calypso does today. The detense Music Co., Ltd;. aiid;Hugh Charles,
Charlie 'Wasliburn of. Coast signed
attonicy socles to eSlablLsh it's an old director of Noel Gay Music Co., deTyler in the belief his contract with
melody in pilbiic domain. Both he part sometime in March. Jimmy
rival firm had expired. In awarding
and Ellis have until Jan. 15 to file Phillips; director of Peter Maurice
Tyler to Four Star on basis of unibnMusic Publi.shing Co., follows soon
briefs.
blessed pact which still has long
Andrews Sisters' recording sold after.
time .to run. Local 47 returned to the
2..500.00Q ijlatters, aria, with other replatter>> its top-selling artist, Tyler
cordings, sheet music sales, performhaving sold about SOO.OOO.Fpur Star
ing rights coin, etc.; between $125,000
disks within past year.
and $1.50.000 is involved.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

FoI!otuij)g songs are those that aid not have Enough 'performance credits
They mosili] are tunes
io be included in the top group.
in popularity,
Witmark
Rainy Night In Rio— .''Time, Place,. Girl''.; , .
.

i

on the week

!

risiiifl

-

A

j

.

1

.

\

j

More Than You Know..

'

i

'.

i

George Gershwin's Piano Concerto
in F in Vienna last week, Georg von

Will Lay

Red Ledgers

BeforeMaestros,%ers
Western Ballroom Operators' Association, the organization of a score
of top terpalace potentates and onepromoters currently in biz
nite
along the Pacific Slope;: has decided
to pull a switch at its next big concarded for .Ian. 23 at Los
cla\'e.
Angeles. Instead of huddling to-

gether and sobbing over present b.o.
blues and blataing high-priced bands
and the bigger booking agencies, the
a.ssociation has invited to the meeting all name batoneers and agency
execs who will be on Coast at that

.Harms

•

.Miller

., .v .-.'.v;V..f...;.:;. -i..^.

..

.

;

,

,

.;

.^Starligiit:
^

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Santly.-Joy

.

.

.ABC

.-

-i

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

licensing division.

Terpaiaces lately have been squirming under "What they, term exceissive.

A.SCAP

rates.

for

called

it;

\vas

$2,000

per

stunzfi

Middle

of

Nitery

Wrangling

in Paris

Paris. Dec. 23.
and six of the mu-

Don Redman

f9.r

sicians from the band that successcrew.
fully ioiired Germany
and bther
Herbeck over weekend admitted
areas opened Dee. 17 at the Bcaulieu
V.KRIKTY that he actually has
nitery here.: and the booking began
signed with both agencies. On. Oct,
28 he says he squiggled a one-year a rumpus that is still goiiitg on. It
paper with Morris' Chicago rep. Pat seems that Redman didn't have
Lombard, dated Dec. 3. Batoneor proper permits to go into the spot,
claims that Lombard gave him a
und the maestro who preceded him
verbal agreement that, he would be
and who was closed out because of a
freed of commitment within fiVe
claim of "unprofe.ssionalism" by the
weeks, from date of signing if Morris
management, lodged a .squawk with
got lii'm no bookings.
When that the authorities. Beaulleu, therefore,
period. ..elapsed, Herbeck inked a
was ordered to close.
pact with Frederick office and says
to

I

I

I

I

I

IlovVever,
the
nitcry's
owner,
he heard no more from Morris until
spotted liim for coming en- Geor.ges Menjou. brother of HollyPaper Herbeck scrawled wood actor Aclolphe Menjou, pleaded
for FB is of one-year,, (Juration with that, closing would throw 17 French
musiciatas and ,65 'other employees
options extending for Six fiicfre.
out of workj and:,- that employees of
,Both
agencies are. adamaht in
three other clubs he owns, Ciro's,
:

FB had

gagements

,

ASCAP's

;

claimed,

it's

,

,

chief of

S

Williamson
.Mutual
.Morris

Redman

Actually!

'

which
Nothing happened,
probably cued in new, approach.
Also invited to the fbundtable session wiU be Larry Shea, western
ftceK.

:?

.

Save Me a Dream
Sooner Or Later— t' Song of South" ........
That's the Beginning of the End.

booker Billy McDonald of FB who
set the date, at $1,850 weekly for
the i4-pieee combo. .Jack Ardier, of
Morris, however, says his ofl'ice had
a deal afoot at Meadowbrook. which

WBOA

Inc

.

...

'Beverly
Criterion
.Robbins
.Southern

DONNYBROOK

to bptli plfices.

Accordiitg to Marty Landau, .secretary ot WBOA. the ballroom magnates are being encouraged to bring
their ci-im.son-eoated ledgers to the
pow-wow as prirne exhibits in effort to obtain concessions, chiefly
pecuniary, from bands and agencies.
Since its inception last raid-summer.
lias been blasting orehestras'
high coin calls and denouncing
what it termed agencies' 'indifference
to sovry plight of ballroom boxof-

STA' YJRit

Burkc-VM
.

the Other End ot a Kiss. .,........;;..;.;.;. .v.
vV.
Pretending
Put Tliat Ki.^s Back Where You Found It. ..,.;,.;......;......
Rickety Rickshaw Man .... .......

.

time.

SEVENTH AVI

.

liani

Szeraere was pianist.

BOURNE,

.

.

.

Western Ballroom Ops

.

;

BVC
This Is Always— "Three. Little Girls in Blue".
IS
.Paramount
.
..
;.
To Each His Own— "To Each His Own"; ..
Hollywood. Dec. 23,
Twilight Song. ......
. .:. ..Muluat
..; .,,, . ; .,,, .;.', ..;.v.
Local band-booking otlices: o£ Wil- What More Could I Ask For .,,.,;....,,,.,..,:.,;,.;;'.:.:;......, .London
Morris and Frederick Bros, You Arc Everything to Me. .... .....'.,. ..........,.';,,......,. .Paramount
agencies are quarreling over which
will get the comniission on Ray Her• Lec«t Musical.
^ Filmusical.
beck's band when crew takes over
podium at Mcadowbrook ballroom
Dec. 20 for indef stay. Seems that
Herbeck has signed away rep rights
Tooters In

DATE

Hungarian conductor Georg^ Robert ,pre.sented
'William
Shuman's
".-American Festival Overture" and

799

MEADOWBl

I

,

.

.

,

HERBECK'S

.

On

|

'

'

:

.

........................ .Famous

..............

Christmas Song..!....,
I Haven't Got a Worry in. the World
If Ydu Were the Only Girl.
..... ....
Let It Snow;;,..... .;.....,;....;
Love Is a Random Thing. .. ;,..

;

.

..

.

And So To Bed

'.s

•

claiming full lO^i on date. -As result,
and, alter huddles with Herbeck, t|\e
full affair has been forwarded to
,AjTierican Federation of Musicians'
riatiohal headquavl&is in N.
clarification and dec isioii;
.

SANTLY-JOY^BSE^

Y'.

for

Kenton- Jeffries Deal

Potiniere and Escorial; w'ould follow,

and they,

Petrillo.

Wax

Nixed Over
Deal

tor

Pacts

Hollywood. Dec.

.

Herb

Jell'rie.'--

to .join

23.

too,

would

close.;

Despite the orders to

;

sihutter, arid

Redman's lack of proper permits^
Menjou intends staying open and
I'isk a heavy fine. It's fell .here that
the government action is partly retaliiitipn against llie American Federation of Musicians' czar. James C.

who

Balance
turned

Queen

to

i.s

hot liked here.

oC

Redman's

U.

S.

band

re-

week: aboard

last

Elizabeth,

,

Stan

Ket'itohy banil as a specially vocalist

ALOHA, KUU

IPO,

was called

ALOHA

(Goodbye, Sweetheart, Goodbye)

oft'

before singer
orchestra
for:
.vaudales.,

week two days Nitery

last

was

to

ten

\^

.::

.

Given Pay Or
Pull Musiker Edict

have joined

weeks,

cliicny
'-^'y;

':.

Los Angeles, Dec:: 23.
Kenton claims, lie undersioofl that
operator of the
'AiiiV iterbert,
.when his manager, Carliis Gaslel. Junglfe .Poom.
black-aiid-tahnery,
tabbed JefTries the quondam Diike has beeh noi'ifled by Negro MusiEllington oriole was free to work cians' Local 747 that the band ciirwith orchestra on forthcoming Cap- hent in spot, Will RowUi rid's sepia
itol records and tran.scriptions. Je(T- combo, must be paid <).fT in full by
ri'es; however, is iinder; tlisk pact to
tomorrow ,(Tues.,i or ,iniion will pull
Exelusivo Records excUi.slvely and crew and declare nitery "unfair."
cannot got a I'olease.
According to Ed Bailey, prcxy of
After eoHiip.se of Kciifon deal. .lefT- Local 747, Rowland band Is owed
-;

:

'

By DICK MclNTIRE and RONALD A. BALL

,

'

-

scooted north for oiie-nilei-s in
Pu.eilic Norllnvesl. (akin.'4 wi tli him
Eddie Bealc's sepia combo.
rie.s

about $1,000 in salaries)' of eh hasbeen playing, spot for past eiglit
weeks. , '„
•

,

For

new «rtW

copifc*

ant)

ofran^smcntjf vvrtfe or phone
PHtL KOftNHet$ER, Monoger,
Standard Explolfatlon Dept.,
Th«'Bi9 3, ld19 Broodway,

New

York 19, Clrd«

6-2r'
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WetlnggJay?

Bands

Hotel B.O/s

at

Jean Geiringer

K

6«life«ieratl»ii »f Aitthori Societtet)

Clivers
On I)nt«

ft

n»

?,850

«

fi,150

S

1,400
1,100

4
0
h

wanti re knew

30,G50
21,000
8,700
6,750

t650

650

1,000

e,850

^''oo'^

week to supervise flock ot RCA- Victor
Freddy Martin orchestra and Page
Cavanaugh Trio.... Tex Atchison has recorded two more prairie plaints
for King platters. .. .Buddy Baker, mu-sical director ot Exclusive Record.s,
Eli Oberstein flying to Coast next
including sessions by

tecordings,

"Where Are We
Heading in
national

Show; at Waldorf, Frank Sinatra.

M

Inter-

Dinning Sisters cutting westernCoast pop-plattery, east for fortnight
song album for Capitol Records. .. .After six years with Decca oatuner
Jimmy Wakely hag switched over to Capitol, Recordls, giving that waxery
a total of eight mtile sagebrush singers... vKddie Dean, oatuner, has had
pact with Mercury Records renewed. .. .Jack Ostfeld, chief of New York
office of Stevens Music Co., on Coast fot confabs with Irving Massy,
Hollywood rep, and also for opening there at Palladium Thurs. (26) of
.Ken Carson, who last
Charlie Spivak, majority stockholder in Stevens.
Exclusive Records,
recorded for RCA-Victor, signed by Coast Records
Hollywood label, opening New York office Jan. 15, with Aurjel Macfle in
charge.;. .The Volunteers, vocal combo,, have sliced .four new. disks for
Enterprise Records. ..Berle Adams, Mercury Records' artlst-and-rep chie*,
and firm's recording director Jimmy Hillard, back in Chicago waxing four
new sides with Tony Mfirtih. Lee Penney, Mercury's chief- of rustic-rhythm
dept., also was in Hollywood last week, looking for hillbilly talent. ,.
Victor Young now waxing album tot Artists Records, Inc..

Copyright?**
*

•

"indicates

Music Notes

IPormcr •ffior af the internatt«ii«l

Total

F^^rColeman*...Wal<}oif (400: $2)
Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; $J.60-$2)
New Yorker (400; $l-$].50)
^•^„vKaye
$1-$1.50)
wHot Lawrence.. Pennsylvania (500;
««rM£Kinley..,. Commodore (400; Sl-Sl.BO)
jXny Pineapple. Lexington (300; |1-$1.50)

.

edllterial fcotiir*

ff tk« foithcemiii^

41»l Anttivermry

Los Angeles

Number

.

of

Bookings of pic-Yule
$1-^1.50; indef)
Frtdily Martin (Ambassador; »00;
2,900 tabs.
tEities added up to snappy
Parties helped mightily
900; $1-$1.50; indef)
R.USS Morgan. (Biltmore;
covers.
okay
2,800
here, too; plenty

(Mayfair Room,
took a bad licking

,

hotel;

Blaek.stoiic

Mel t'ooper

min.).

$l.,50-$2.50

3.'>0.

thi.s week with only 1,800.
Room, Shei,inair hotel; 960; $1..50-$2.50 min,). 'Twas
GUn
and only 4,000.
the week before Christmas
.Edgewater Beach hotel; 700; $1.50-$2;50
(Marine
Room,
Kilsey
Stephen
New Xmas show kicked this up to 4,200.
mill.).
Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room, Steven.s hotel; 550; $S-lis3.50 minj.
splilting
.socko 4,800.
and
Weems
Ted
replaced
McCoy
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bi.smaick hotel; 46.^; $2.50-$;i50 min.).

js^airk Tooni

.

.

Chicago
'

37

Indie Disk Dates

.

Oi'»y (Panther

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

Must Be Paid For

'

.

Hegiilar holiday groups for this family spot

make

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Aiigctcs)
No. mice were hoard but
DesI Arnaz (Ciro'.s, N. Hollywood, (ith wk).
pterXtnas lull curved tabs down to 1,800. Arnaz, however, definitely reiiiBins a puU with most other upholstered pubs dying."
CuUiU IJasie (Avodon, B. Lo.s AriKeles^, 2d \vk>. Only ballroom here
.

-

,-:

.

a bit oH [lom sock first week,
(Aragon, B. Ocean Park, 2d wk).
Stabile
cpencd Tues. (17) in support of Kassel. Not only pre^Xmas blues abound-.
3ng, but foggy weather crippled further. However, 8,300 deeme(i not too
bad: site getting some returns on snappy ballyhoo.
Vido Musso (Meadowbi'ook, B, Culver City. 7lh wk). Sagged' to 4,000
njiib-buyers, not too terrible, with scale-pay band.
Will Osborne (Trianon, B, South Gate, 3d wkj. OpeiRling over week())ds only; three days, about 2,000.
Slowed like
Charlie Barnet (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk).
most others; 6,500.
loittmy Tucker (PaUadium, B. Hollywood. 5(h wk). Hardest hit of all
Charlie Spivak opens
hoofing halls; fewer than 10,000 last' stanza.
rtally doing biz; 10,000 customers,

Kassel-Dick

.Alt

.

.

Stabile

,

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Local 47 of American Federation of
Musicians, has issued edict that all
newly or recently formed recording
firms must pay windjammers in advance of a waxing date. In past, plati
teries were permitted two- week period in which to pay off following a
session, and as yet the old established
recorders which have immaculate
reps with union will continue to get
this leeway.

.AltKpugh music pubbing is flopping around in sales dumps generally, uneipplpyment rate among songpluggers is proportionately and unusually
low. Fact may indicate publishers have jettisoned old theories practiced
Pre-pay regulation for new comdiii'ing bleak biz periods in past when they lopped pluggers off payrolls by
panies, was implemented after diffisquads. Idea would now seem to be to drive harder to impress tunes on
culty Local 47 had la.st. month, with
According to the
Urban Rcicord.s, Coa.st odd-label, public, rather than bundle up, lay low and hibernate.
songpluggers' union only five tune-touts on Coast out of more than 100

which defaulted on musicians' pay
following a disking date. Since, .Urban has been making paymew+S by
degrees and as result has not been

.

blacklisted

Thurs. (26).
:

Gay Claridge (Chez Parce;
..•trrrif

Advance-47

In

for a nice 3,000.

-

X'lliCO.flO

'

by union.

,

650; .$3^$3,50 min.)/

Into the lllh

week with

,.'),700,'

Eddy Honard (Aragon; 90c-$1.15 adm.).

week very handsome

Final

Dick Jurgens follows.

]6,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter;

700;

no mhv. for

first

Frnley Files

New

Charlie Shavers, one of the trumpeters around,
jng

who has been work-

Tommy

with

Dorsey's band,

tstablishing a small

Boflfo 16.000."

Suit

is"

combination of

He is figuring on a sixpiece outfit of clarinet, tenor, drums,
his own.

piano and his own instrument,
to begin after the first of the yeair,

b»*!!,

managed by Arthur Michaud.
Until that time. Shavers will be
:

the Capitol theatre, N. Y„
run with T. D. band, which opens
Dec. 25. He is now. working at the
Three Dueces, N. V., at the head of a
four-piece group, but it is not a set
band. .:
liilfllling

MCA

Agamst

San Diego. Dec.

French Music, Record

6-Piecer for Shavers

card-carriers are presently off a payroll. Of upwards of 350 active plug,?
gers around N. Y., but eight are out of work. None of the '12 in the midwest, Boston and Philadelphia is unemployed.

Over weekend, Frank Sinatra sliced two new sides for Columbia Records,
using Page Cavanaugh Trio as background. The Swoonster personaljy had
to put the urge on RCA- Victor's yeepee Eli Oberstein to get the three:«ome, who were pacted by Victor recently aftei; combo was cut free from
defunct
plattery, Sinatra wanted Cavanaugh group because he has
been using them on airshow, and in securing permission for trio to tonsil
for Columbia there are no strings attached. Last spring Sinatra got the.
Pied Pipers on platters with him, even though Pipers are under pact to
Capitol, but at that time it was a reciprocal deal, with Columbia letting
Cap have Pearl Bailey, a Coi artist, for Johnny Mercer's ''St. Louis Woman"
s.
album..
...
'^:.

ARA

show, $343 50 min.).

New show

clipping along at fair 3,300.
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; 90c-$l, 15 adm.).

When b;0. figures were at a great height during the war, one angle in
the refusal of the Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood, to increase band sal:aries at that time apparently is not generally known. It seems the Palladium's operators own neither the ballroom building nor the ground it
stands on: both are owned by the Los Angeles Times. It's true that the
spot's profit was great, before and during the war, but the rent to the
Times left the Palladium's bps little room to play with income tax. returils
on items such as maintenance, etc. As a result, taxes ate up a large slice
of each year's ta.o. gravy, and the spot, it's claimed, actually was not In a
position to greatly increase band bid.'*.. Too, it was /felt by the. ops that
when and if biz slumjied, they would be stuck with the increi^ed salaries.
They: figured if is always easier to go up than try to come down *hen the
time came.

23.

Long-threatened suit against MUsic
Corp. of America for $3,000,000 was
Orchestra Business
Anally filed Friday (20) by Larry
Fmley.
Action charged that the
Face Postwar Problems agency continued to withhold name
bands from Finley's Mission Beach
Paris, Dec. 17.
SACEM, imder prexy Albert Ballroom, even after a previous court
Willemetz, the local equivalent of decision had found in favor of the
tlie American Society of Composers, op on similar charges.
Authors and Ifublisfters. turned up
As in his previous action, which
a total «900.000 for the half year resulted- in a jury award of $57,000
lending July 1. For the second half last March but in no damages beof the year, the melon to be cut is cause Federal Judge Paul J. McCorestimated at twice this aniount.
m^ck set aside judgment with the
A few facts are nevc'rtheless declaration that .there is no legal
marring this bright picture. Night method to determine financial loss to
clubs are not doing as well as they a danccry, Finley charges that MCA
were, resulting in unemployment for gave exclusive contracts to a rival
many musicians. Recording is lim- ballroom operator, virtually render*
ited by the shortage of the necessary ing a monopoly in the San Diego
materials and equipment. Cost of area.
.sheet music has gone up to 25 frs.
Finley has been reported con(20 Cents') per copy, meaning that templating the suit for the paist sevinstfjad of issuing copies freely to eral months, but because of comband leaders to collect revenue frorn mitments with his electrical tran:performing rights, the publishers scription firm in New York was unnow wait for musicians to, buy their able to travel to the Coast.
paper, whicli slows up exploitation
of .songs. Price of disks has gone up
from 12c to 85c, and 75% of the
Ops
product pres.sed is earmarked for ex- Chicago Diskbox
port in an eirort to provide appreReject Plan to
ciated ciirrency, going mostly to
Switzerland and Belgium, as does a

And

Columbia Records tuned up a special exploitation hypo to their pressing
of "Connecticut" by the Modernaires. When first pressing!: came out of
Col's Bridgeport plant the governor of Connecticut and all mayors in the
state were present. Decca has it by Bing Crosby and Judy Garland, while
Capitol has Martha Tilton, Victor has Herble Fields and Musicraft hagArtie Shaw doing the number.

800 Disks

Take to 10c Per Piay

amount of sheet music.
Main trouble from the American

certain

angle

is

Vienna, Dec.

12.

Elite Gramophon Co. announced
that production of disifs reached 800
daily, with hope to arrive at 2,000
next year. For Christmas shopping
first time after
years-^large
number of disks will be free for sale
(without tickets).
Willi Forst song "Steh auf liebes
Wehle,
is best
Wien" music by Peter
:

many

'

seller.

.

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Xavier Cugat orchestra signed for
the Brownsville, Tex., Centennial,
Feb. 12-15.
For the four-day stand, Cugat
will draw $28,000 its heaviest road
coin to date.

Alwayt Svng

MILLS

—

All

Wayi

ropulai

PROORAM SU«6iSTIOt»

MAHGIE
TONIGHT YOU BELONG
TO ME

M-G INKS ARGENTINIAN

SWEET LORRAINE

Hollyv/Ood, Dec. 23.
all
the way to
Hugo Fi'egonese

Metro reached

Buenos Aires
to

to sign

I

a director. -contract, starling in

SURRENDER DEAR

April.

Deal

was made

Fi'Cgonesc's wcu'k on
Full,"

as^

result

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

of

"Where Words

filmed in Argentina.

New

U19 Broodwoy

York 19

Chicago, Dec. 23.
operators repredi.4ributors of over ^..^OO
machines turned thu.mbs down on
the suggestion to increa.sc play per
record to a dime, straight or three
for a (juarter. Idea of turning over

rights; revenue;, col-,

that

Hopes

Daily,

To Reach 2,000 Soon

1

Jump

Cugat to Texas Chilibake

Viennese Plant Stamps

i

City
senting

di.'ikbox

-

account is
for ASCAP's
lected
frozen here. American music is doing well hcte. evidence(J by the fact
that the Slate controlled radio is
usins Anierican ttmes about one
hour a day. American material here
to dime a throw in many cities met
is mo.^tly handled by ;the publishing
its first rebuff here. Spokesmen ior
fifms of Francis Day, Chappellj
the dealers felt although prices of
S.I.M.,
S.E.M.I
(Leeds),
Breton
up,
'

machines, and labor' Was
Metro music records,
now was not the time to change
,

France Melodic

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

All-Time Favorite

sub.'^id

LIKE

YOU
Music by,

,

hiuiiic.:

,

a dime.

collecting

.

,

ha.s

.

now been

Before the war,
a pilbli.«her here could retain 5/12
Of the rights by the .strange gimmick
of .suppo.'^ediy writing new lyrics to
music, meaning that they sub.^titlited
any make-^hift lyrics they could (itjricoet, It. Ls agreed noW thai half pf

phono .nianufacturers who have been
prominent in the fight foi' a hike in
Manufacturers and reps argue
that with servicemen getting $90 a
week; boxes costing two to three
times pre-war prices and the price
of reeords on an average ri.sing from
25c to 40c or 45c that the average
cost per record play has ri.§cn to
three and a ciuartcr cent.'', after

price."

the hicchanicitl rights :;io to the
publi.sher here without resorting to
that trick; .the other half going to
.

JIMMY HeHVOH
Shapiro-Bernstein

'

the original holder of the riglif.s, or
f!(.izen here until such time

riiititr

becomes po.'isible Iwhicli the local ops make
with location owners.
iConlinued on page 38)

their iplit

'as.torfjgn c.xcharige

1

.

to

Op.s feel that witli biz, off
at bars and bistros cu.stome.r,s would
resent the hike.
Peculiar twist to the deal is that
Chi is the home ot mo.st of the

.

;

.

the Aiiierican rtini
rights ./or which
greatly facilitated.
.

EXACTLY

(local

Salabert :atvd Peter .Morris
Sain e; Arms handle
'

)

(Ray Ven t u ra )

,

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASEP.,
745

Fifth

Ave

New

York 27

Pres.

PL

5-5572

,

.
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,
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CAP TOPS BROIL OVER

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Hollywood, Dec.

I

The

week

reloas-o- this'

is

leasihg

imdoubtedly the whackie.st •vernumber on disks., Watsou is backed by a group headed by
Piaivist
trombonist Vic Dickenson.
Mayis listed as JellyroU Lipschitz.
be that's suppcscd to be humorous,
Another novelty this week is "Bei
Mir Bi,sf De Schoen," rhumba, and
•'Ye.ssel,"
samba,
by
MacCeppes
-4
<^
r
/n^iiu
;
J.,
Words
orchestra
(20th Centurvi
on both faces are sung in Yiddish by
Stanley .Norman, ,. Tlie efl'ect of.|
hearing these numbers played in
Latin-American style, is obviously a
little starthng, but unless one understands Yiddish (or is it Hebrew?)
.

,

.

.

.

I

|

'

.

i

was peeppjns the dilly, to.
y .TJ'avis.
Irking Cap also is fact thai the
Four Star version, out two weeks
now, lias succeeded in getting banned
by' ahnost all. broadcast stations', and
hence is working up a bri.^k retail
sale. Waxery execs feel that Travis
be.,rehdei',eA:

the results are not all they might' be.
.appeal of both faces is fhercfore.i
locales.
They : id Stone
limited to Jewish
should do handsomely on the jukes plattery to

,

pro-

are

feelings

Cap';;

Pla»«5ry

i

I

ot

.

i

I

platter

,

have

should

seen that
which the.v are tied had
in such communities, though.
chance to teach public first with a
release. .It's undei'stood that neither
Facts
Pied Pipers have what sounds like author really was aware that Tyler;
version until- it
a nickelodeon natural in "You Can't was turning out a
See the Sun When You're Crying" was on .sale. After hearmg of existence of tiio: ditty, Tyler got Four
iCapitoU.
It's one of their pleasLanlcr efforts and
Paul Weston's Star to grab quick license to platorchestra aid and abet impressively. terize "So Roimd" from American
Vaughn Monroe does the same tune Music, Inc., publi.shers with whom
on his newest Victor, and it. too, will writers planted tli'' song.
:

Wax

Best Bets

.

Novelty— 'Jingle Bells" (Lee
Watson
Hot— "Am 1 Blue" and "You're

t

t

I.

,

;

•

:

;

Me Crazy" (Mtiggsy
Spanier), "Stars Fell on Alabama," "Just You. Just Me," and
"Impi'ptnptu Enseinble" (Eddie

'bifiving

,'

Condon

Me"

>:

(Joe

.

.

;

I

j

;

I

,

La-

i

i

Condon and

superb,

thin,g.s.
,

hanciling

of

Blue?" and "You're Driving
;

Milton
alto

.

.

flavor

Hain,

of

and

his

finales

Jefferson

player,

...

Another

who

siovi. a superior one. Jack Teagarden
sings and plays trombone in the
new- treatment almost exactly as he
did for Nichols. Billy Butterfield's
trumpet, however, is far better than

Nichols'.

the

That

Condon

is

enough

to provide

interpretation

with

its

;

'

.jestie)

she

furnish,

further: prpo.f,

without

is

an

equal

that

among

vo'Cali.sts.,
distaff
She sings both
tunes" in an unbeatable style— the
voice, reecly, and expressive.; the
enunciation practiouliy flawless, .and
the rhyllnn perfect. Ellis Larkins
provides a really splendid accom-

paiiiiitont.'
i

G

e o

r

{5

1

Johnny Hodges, comes

Suggested Program

i

j

i

!

'

"Jingle Bells"-^Benny Goodman CVictor).
"Blow the Man Down"— MOj-fly
.'
Bauman (Musicraftl.
..

'

'

!

;

,

j

"Am

I

Blue?"^Muggsy Spa:

nier (Disc).
"Adios. Mia Pampa!"— Henri
Rene (Victor).
"Cocktails
for
Two" Spike
Jones (Victor).

—

"S 0 in e d
(Decca).

a

y"

— Bob

Eberly

I

j

1

!

still

1

"Impromptu En.semble No.
-rEddie Condon (Decca).

going strong.

Due

Troubles In

"Wrap

1''. (Majc.>;tic
are also superior per-.:
.foimanecs. .Latthr, an extract from
"My Heart Goes Crazy." seems to
us the best .disk ol the tune on the
mazkef:. Jockg: will give' it a big play,
but,', with any kind of exploitation,
it' can go over on the WurUtzers too.
)

;

Gibbs'

which Mordy

Bauman

;:

I

i

.

i

:;.

Avodon ballroom, will branch elected president of ChiYouth
conference.
Mmn.ie
ttiTee-week trek of one- r'^^o
niters following closing at present Sherman visitmg from the Coa^l
location, winding up with validate Pe<= ^ee King wiUi his Golden We<,t
at

]

at

.

Cowboys from "Grand Old Oprey"

Detroit, week of Jan.
Earl Mines due here early in

Paradi.se,

,11

,

.

recording four sides for
Red Foley Cutting two

February. William Morris agency
now digging dates for combo
Wingy; Manone taking out license
with Musicians'. Local 47 so he can
become an agent
Al Donahue
opened week's .stand at ShirleySavoy hotel. Denver. Sat. (21)
Ernie
Hcckslviro's
band set for
.

.

Decca ... Buddy

Recitals and
near capacity

they

hag recorded

ai-e

cori'^eit.')

biisines.-i,

hard put

to

are doing a
despite w'hifih
it

to

keep

.

.

This is the fresh and of the, red. Salaries, overhead, pub-unpretentious sort of thing more licity and crushing taxes are now so
should do.
Bauman, a high that performers look upon
baritone
with
a
clear,
resonant playing Paris; more as a matter of
voice,
sings
with great virility. prestige than of profit. Concert orNickelodeons should look into this ganl-(!ei's such as Marcel de Valrnaalburn.. Some of the faces are ideal lete and: the staid symphony (>rchestra.s
such as Lamoureux or
lor the lustier taverns.
•;.
,Pa.?delOup and Conservatoire wonder
how they will keep their heads
above water while hanging SpO

Max

Records cutting sides With
Miller and Sidney »Bechel fiir
Jazz" album.

'

Real

.

Pittsburgh

.

Harry Walton Fous winding

Tucker has dropped two of ;three
trombones and his only French horn

up

year's rilin at Mercur Music Bai; and
and filled in with fiddles. Grew being replaced by Buddy Martin
opened stand at Last Frontier hotel. trio. .Herman
Middleman pulled
Las Vegas. Fri. (20)
Nick out of Hotel Henry job in order to
Cochrane set for fnrtmght at Horace: devote full time to his.siix-piece band
Heidi's Trianon ballroom, commenc- at Carou-sel. owned by. his biothering Jan..3v.
'When Charlie Spivak in-law, Jackie Heller;.. Don Gome/,
winds up six weeks at Palladium. is the new organist-pianist at Motel
Feb. 2 he will -/.iij/.ag through fort- Keystone
lounge,
replacing
Bob
night of Pacific Northwest onc- Hoffman.., Marty Gregor has Bevniters. then head back ea.st
erly Bennett and the Three Tones
.lohnny Richards, formerly a' local singing with him at Club Ankara...
bandleader, signed, to arran.ge for Ginger Snaps back into the Oasis for
Boyd Raeburn band
Ray Bauduc another run. .Lou Martin's Ks(|iiii'es
combo scats town first of year for finish three-month run at Hollywood
long barnstorm bend through South- Show Bar this month and will be
west
Jan Garber onc-niting replaced by Stan Balle.v threesome.;
.

.

.

.

!

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers
1.

Old Lamplighter

2.

Ole Buttermilk (11) (Burkc-VH)

(Shapiro-B)

i6)

(
.

.

:

.

.
'

I
5

For Sentimental Kea.sons

(Leeds)

(5)

.

,
'

4.

Rumors Are Flying

6.

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah

(

13

)

(3)

(Oxford)

:

Decca
Decca

Whole World Singing Song

.

(

'

(Robbins)

(3)

Columbia

Frankie Carle

"(Andrews Sisters..
Sammy Kaye

,

(Santiy-Joy);

(

6.

.Collimbi*

...

.

..Victor

.
.

Victor

Columbia
.

Connee Boswell

(Charlie Spivak

)
3.

Sammy Kaye.
Kay Kyser.
Kay Ky.ser.

(Ella Fitzgerald

'

,

,

,

Johnny Mercer.

..Decca
Victor

.

.... .Capitol

^^e^^sS;'.'.
..Victor
Vaughn Monroe.
.Columbia
\ Frank Sinatra
Victor
^ex Bcneke
|
..Decca
(Bing Crosby.
Columbia
(Frank Sinatra
Victor
Beneke
I Tex
j

prft

for Musicralt.

.

at

headlining
.

j

j

sides

DeVito

Milwaukee Showboat. .Joe
Louis in town to formally open his
Rhumboogie Cafe,
Louis
bought
out Charlie Glenn's half and now
owns all of the spot ., .Gold Seal
the

at

.

.

Victor

.

,

.

i

.

Summer

7.

Things Did Last

8.

Gal In Calico

9.

Five Minutes More (23)

(

(Morris)

(8)

.

.

companies

':

'

.

(Witmark)

(2)

(Melrose).,',;

;

I

;

IQ.

Passe; (i) (Feist)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

Tex Beneke. ........ Victor

i

Margaret Whiting, .Cauitol

!

BATON BOYS BEAT BACK
TO COAST FOR YULE
Hollywood, Dec,

23.

Over the Yule the town either
.will res.emble a, rianie band leaders'
convention site— or an ante-room at
MCA. In addition, -to normal quota
of
well-priced batoneers working

(.signs.

Woocly Herman and Le« Brown
are due in momentarily after break;in'g up ccimbos back east.
Spike
skipped in Sat. (21) after his
siiring of wow-biz one-niters through
midwest and will lay off a while.
'

.

Coming Up

I

;.;..';r-

Sooner or Later (Santly-Joy)

Dr. John C. Peatman
(Creator of the Audieneo Coverage
Index!
'

Just Squee/.e

Me

the Largest Rmlio
Audiences'^

.

.

.

Sammy Kaye. ..

...

I-Iuggln'

and Chalkin' (Hudson )

(BVO

Winter Wonderland

On

the

Boardwalk

.

.

\

I

•f tho fortkcominf

Man (Vanguard)

(

.

. .

,

.

I'm Lucky

^^'^

'=°'"°'

(

.

,

,

King Cole

(BVO

Always

(BVO

(

Miserlou (Colonial)...,.
Guilty <Felst)

,

"f^^lZ

V™'?

.Mercuiy

'Frio.

Brown

.

.

,

.

.Capifol
.
.

Colunibia
.'.

Jimmy Dorse

..Cauitol

.

... .Colun'liia
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Vi.'tof

JVi'ca

.Cornriiiiia-

.....r.<7

41 il Anniversary ISumber
You Keep Coming Back

"V "

Les Brown
ing Cole Trio.

Les
IE

.

„

Is

-,'

Andrews.-Loinbardo:;, Decca.,

;

This

.Victor

.

'.'f'"''',''.''

^/^^

';',

;

If

a«' •cUtorial footura

..

,

Columbia
Dick Jurgens
Hoagy Carmicbael ... Decca

j
'17'"''"
(Starlighters

;

;:

Best

.

;

.

,;'.;-;.

(BVO

Christmas Song (Burke-VH)

.

'?^eslon
*

^

'

;iurv«y( th«

'1946 Song Hits With

.....

(Robbins)

Jone.s

Harry James is; stiU at his hoiKife
Leo Watson, who used to be the here; ditto Atti* Shaw.
Anson
moving force in The Spirits of Weeks, after more than solid year
Khythm, is out on Signature with on podium in Chicago, has arrived
two novelties— "Jingle Bell.s" and for a sun-bask, and Henry Busse
"Snake Pit" which promise to do is due for fortnight's relaxation bt->
okay on ;tiliskboMg. "Jingle Bells'' fore hitting thfe highways again.

—

i

I

.

;

.

Claude- Thornhill, row at the Clw.'ie
llotel, St. Louis, returns tor the .'ipcmonths, on Jan.
">
-P""' Perry, son of Jack Perry,
'^^^^ °^
Dorsey Brothers

i

I

of the Street".
We
greatly impre.ssed by the album of
'Songs
of
Anierican
Sailormen"

Sunny Side

.

Regal theatre. Ff iaa.\-

at the;
i

Hollywood
.

.

.

,

to conditions

disk companies cannot supply heavy
demand.
Economic troubles of the local tin
pan alley, however, are as nothing
are compared to those of the longhairsi

1"

Your a.'ound, at least seven others are
Dreams" and "So Would vacationing here dLU'ing holida.y.s.

a

Coast set for .midwest buildup
with Melody Mill play date; ;;Duke
Ellington playing the holiday week

.

the

Morctiry Rec-

b,v

ords. .Russell Drew joined George
Tov,'no orchestra at Edison; hotel,
N. Y. as vocalist.

.

,

•

"Red Caps'' signed.

(27)

set for the

'

margin of superiority,
Mildred Bailey's "I'll Close My
Eyes" and "Me and the Blues" (Ma,

-

bands under Noel Chiboust, Hubert
Rostaing and Alix Combells are
As to cabaret singers,
locally big.
Edith Piaf, slated to go to the U. S,
unquestionably the leader. Also
i.s
are
w.k.
Rence Lebas. Georges
Ullmer, Lyne Clevers. Yves Montand. Georges Guetary and Roland
Gerbeau.
Biggest American hit here is "No
Can Do" (Robbiiisi with "Gypsy''
(
.r Maurice) a close second.
Next are '^Gandy" (Robbins) and
"Chattanooga Choo. Choo" (Feist).
Local best sellers are headed by
Charles Trenefs "La Mer" (Breton)
w'ith a 200,000 sheet sale, far from
the prewar sheet sale of Tino Rossi's
"Marinella." which lopped 1.000,000.
Alstone's "Symphonic'' (Salabert) is

,

through superbly on four 12-in. Signatures faces by an Eddie Heywood
Tiio-^"Night and Day," "Flamingo,"
"Time On My Hands;" and "On J| -^

i

at, the
IVIihneapoli.^.
Fri-

Larry 'Lester, third band
new; Gopacabana! Chi.
John Kirby making tran.scriptioiui
for Victor.
Arvin Dale out from

,

.

great

Town

at

You. Just Me."
remembers Red
Nichols' Brunswick of "The Sheik"
Will find interest in the Condon ver".lu.'it

Anyone

is

.

'Impromptu Ensemble." (which has
t''?

an example,

Condon and/or Spanier

Me Crazy." Best items in the Condon
collection are probably "Stars Fell,"

:

tion'

Joe Thomas's "You how ill Paris. Both run orctvestras
Can Depend On Me" (Keynote) is of French musicians. Best known,
recommended to hot tans. It fea- local bands are thosf: of Jack Hclian,
tures some fine alto saxophone by Ray Ventiu-a: and Jo Bouillon. Hot

!

Spanier albums: They are both fine.
If you have the slightest curiosity
about hi.gh -principled jazz, you'll
want them. Spanier ofter.s, amonp
I

in

,

Wurlitzer stuff
;

,.,

'-Am

Varna's Casino de Paris
revue, with McCab and Henri Varhai
credited with the French adapta-

serted

I

treatrnenls of soine of the better
current melodies. Jazz bands—rhat
i.i,
small ,improvi.<-'ational groups- have a way with show tunes and
it is a shame that they wax .them
so infrequently.

othei'

-.

..
Frankie
Carle's
to Lose?" (Co-' Harris; .at the /'"Bagatelle" after a
the sort of thing he and few weeks at the"Ambassadors," are
do very smoothly
It's the' only two American band leaders

band

his

;

.'

.

i

'

the

used in current playis

is

You Got
is

Hotel,

day

.

.

.

—

to

.

Badis.sqn.

.

lunibia)
;

three that suggest themWe think there would be

back

Amcri-

little

fashion.

less

"What've
I
i

first,

get

.

Mich^ .Benny Fields opens

his band— .yet
Ray Anthony cutting brass section from eij;ht to five,
forming a complete coiiiho, of lt>.
plus two singers ..Steve Gibson ancl

,

,

(Sp)'"

.

Cah .Callowa'y set for tho Regal
theatre. Jar.. 17. .Stufl' Smith combo
the 'Tropica,
into
Battle
Creek,

:

;

.

I

.

Chicago

Due to French law forbidding four weeks at St, Anthony hotel.
it later.
.Martha Tillon does "Now
Are Things In Glocca Morra" (Capi- more than lO'c foreign musicians in San Antonio, starting Jan. 6
toll,
one of the numbers from any band, Bernard Hilda, at the Dick Wiiislow's aggregation tabbed
"Finian's Rainbow," in rather listfor Paramount short
Orrin
"Club Champs Elysees" and Jack

like these just don't sell

in

.

I

very well and part of the reason
may he that they rarely go in for
current tunes. There seems no valid
cause wh.v they should cling to an
archaic repertoire. Some of the most
en'iuring hot faces of all time are
the ones Louis Arm.strotig made for
Okeb. It should not be without a
certain signiticance that he recorded
any number of tunes that wore hits
of the moment "Exactly Like You,"
"Walkin' My Baby Back Home,
"I'm in, the Market for YoU;" to cite

To

.

,

!

Columbua. O.

in

mag going, in for spread on band
business after first of yea'i-, ,Samm.v
joined
Lionel
Hairtptop
brchestra at Aquarium Restaurant;
:Madeiin6 Green out...Johnay Both.well pr(;.hestra
resigned to Signature Beaorcl,'!; ;., Stan Ken ton a.sserts
there will be no salary cutting in
Jennings

I

test of Sinatra's two 12-in.
of
sides
the
"Soliloquy"
from
"Carousel" ({jolurnbia)
On a single hearing, we think it's one of the
slickest disks in years.
More about

I

tour Mtwi!

.

'

niusic

ca'i

heard a

!

apparent that jazz bands have regarded it as fine material for a
good many years.

iotei'est

Grew resumes vaude

Post.

Life,

.

.

.

i

.

.

:

Evening

Saturday

current

current

or revu&s. and in such cases some
sambaTConscious Rio by storm. It
special arrangement has usually to
Coin opera-'
lis played very pashy.
tors better get hold of it.
We have be made, "Aurora," currently in-

i

;

selves..

.

.

.

commence

itage

I

I

the

From

Comparatively

again.

I

—
Latin- American "Adios,.

Albums

- Colltinll<^<i

j

into one
of the biggest "sleepers"' of recent
'months. This is the tange that took

Can't See the Sun When You're
Cr.ving" (Pied Pipers);

:

French Music

.

i

,

.

sixth mon 111, at Zeiula
Tomm.v Dorse.v;- spent most o( last Ballroom in downtown L. a., set
Week leading frere J; D.'s band at for indef stand at Santa Rita hotel
Tucson, starting Jan, 31
Click,, Philadelplua, due to latter's
Bob
illneas.
Both brothers, incidentally, (I'rQsby takes off again this week o!i
open in; New 'i'lir.k lonunrow (Thurs- ..ohe.'^niti^rsi, ;up the :Coast;. j'nllh.u-ing
day), T. D. at Cai)itol theatre and which band will chus cast for
vaudates
Alvino Roy planed
J. D. at Penns.Olvania hotel... Alec
Fila, trumpeter; with
Elliot Law- in for Yule slay with family: will
rence orchestra, subject of story in fly to rejoin band late r this' Week.

Tucker crew lensed tor
a short Friday i'20i by UniversalInternational
Couni Basic band,

'

Pampa!" (Victor) may turn

the

.

.

concluding

Tommy

:

'

Mia
Pampa!" (Henri Rene).
Dance— "What've You Got to
hone" (Frankie Carle) and "You
'

go over big on the jukes. We prefer
the Pipers' handling, but.' Monroe's
will kick his va.st following. ,Gene
Autr;V's "Here's to the Ladies" (Columbia) is a einch in cactus" corners. ;. Henri Rene's "Adios. Mia

i

"You Can Depend On
Thomas 1. Eind "Night

(Georgia Gibbs).
Hillbilly— "Here's to
dies'' (Gene Auiry).

around area
Johnny Alstron's
crew int6 CUib Cobra for four
weeks
Dale Cross band, tiiSAv'
.

sepia

Weed Trio signed to M-G-M
by Moo Gale agency..

!

and Da.v" (Eddie Hey wood).
Ballad— "I'll Close My Eyes"
(Mildred Bailey) and "So Would
1"

New York
BuddN'

Records

.

,

,

.

Packed,"

,

,

j

W

nounced becaiise the cjatuiie wa."! aiithored by Merle Travis and Cliff
s,o„e, both are under pact to Cap
,
.u
and the
as western-song .stynsts

i

.

\

I

j

,

a

23.

last week,
Four Star
the punch by reexec.'?

indie

"Soimd Round. So Firm. So Fully

|

,

;

,

when

did a .burn

sion of this

Cpncerl .at Eddie
(Dcecai and "Muggay
Coiidoij's?
'Spanie-v''vi'Diiie )— bt'irtga up a; matter
albuin.s---''Ja7.?.

which has ti'oubled us for some
lime; Why dO; hot, baads feet, ctim-:
restrict
themselves to
pelled
to
itahdardv tunes? .Gondon, set inGludes,
"Just A'ou.' Just Me," "Tito Sheik,"
Farewell Blues." "The Way You
t.ook ToniSht," •'Stars, Fell Oh Alabaina." "So,nie' Suhiiy Day." "Atlanta Blues," and an "Impromptu
Ensemble," vvhile the Spanier comT
pendiuin otiVrs "Am i Blue?,", "How
Come You Do Me Like You Do?."
"You're, .Di'ivi ii« Me Crazy," ''SeiitijTicntal ,T(iui ue;,',": and two, special
pieces;. It it ijoes without saying' that
all this material is good stuff. lor
a jazz' band to tool with, it is equally

Frazier

label ;be'at>theni to

two jazz

of

miAWAY'

OATIME
Capitol Records'

By George

(Berlin)

,

|

5f.'P'

Dick Haymes

Doci'a

{ jrita'((':rd:;-.\\-.r\- C^^^^^^^

Diatnond
Jan August
Margaret Whitins. ...Capii'-'l'

.

WcJiieBtlay,
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Union Backs Sonja Heme's Firing Of

(Vet Monologist)
com to prove thert'f

Choristers for Pulling Hlfildcat' Strike
Detroit, Dec. 23.
chorus memSonia Henie flrcd 16
"Hollywood Ice Revue"^
hers of her
jn
when they struck for an increase
of. $30 plus $35 tor
feir weekly pay
Ameri,„Denses. Their union, the
Variety Artist.s susran Guild of

membership

Vodka Version

failure to live
faif list for

up

10%

for

to their

contract.

(three of
But the young skaters
the
them gills) got backing from
which reDetroit Teamsters (AFL)
show's equipment
fiised to move the

Stadium until
it was okay.
what arrangement was reachthe skated between Mi-ss Henie and
ers was not revealed.
The skaters explained they were

•

Just

and

The actor advanced to the
mike and after a few false starts
English

panning from the newspapers because of her refusal to take part in
performances, refused to

coToment.

Fields Stays

With Greshler

and

words he knew, "Abe

Reserves

PATRICIA
arc dancing away with the
show at Bill Miller's Embassy CJub . . . prcsanting
highlyindividual routines in

—

•vtry ttmpo
they tvtn
have a "HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU" number that for
sheer jauntiness is unsurpassed . . . always appearing OS a vision of mobile
."
beauty. . .

VIRGINIA FORBES.
New York Sun.

Line salai'ies have risen from an
average of $40 prewar, while finery
now costs around $200, per costume,
as against an average $75 in 1940.
However, slump as yet hasn't been
too severe, as majority of clubs us-

A.

-

Montreal, Dec.

Marlborough - Blenheim
required.
not so pariicular about formal al$10 scale.
The Claridge plans two parties,
one formal at $9 per head and the
other at $3.60 per. Other tariffs are:
Traymore, $15; Rilz-Carlton, $6; Am-

CLOWN

pesimistic

.

|

.

in

Prices

Already Booked for

2 REPEAT

k

ENGAGEMENTS
ir

ir

Thanks to Harry Mayer and
Thanks to the BIG AGENT of 1947

My

.

Personal Representative

MATTY ROSEN
1S01 trocdway.

New

Yorli

in

the

;

top

about the same as

shown
hotel

spots

will

last year, El

be

Mo-

in these

is

opening

Mount Royal
Jacques Cartier

.spots.
its

room to carry the overflow of the
Normandle Roof; Charge will be $6,
with Erni Ardi's orchestra supplying the music. Samovar's tariff will
!

be

$6,

with Irene Hilda heading the

show.

.

i

main stem and nabes,
have vaude shows, but tickets
are reported moving only so-so. Legit offering opening Christmas night
Theatres,

will

;

|

Balaban

was

&

Katz

He

circuit.

in

1,600 Housgs.:

;

.

i

later

:

:

y

Susan Reed, Nitery Singer;
Set for Concert Tour

STRAND, New York

but according

year,

things have been going

presentation! will be"Voice of the Turtle" at

de-Uixe

Irving Lesser continues as the
Roxy's manager.

at the

report heavy res-

;

Opening Januarys

i

|

BELLERIYE HOTEL

i

j

pioneered

courage free spending.

Currently Appearing

not as plentiful as

rocco willcharge $6 and NOrraandie
Roof $7.50. UsLjal floorshows will be

started as a
He
illustrated
songs.

charge of talent operations
for the Paramount Publix chain of

ARTIE DANN

and

New

Though

they're not worried now.

when he

since 1906
singer
of

INTERNATmNAL
SINGING STAR

23.

spot''

plenty

expected.

is

this

way

to the

is

Most_other
$3 cover charge.
spots will charge about the 'same,
figuring such low scales will en-

COfAEDY"

in

With war industries shut tight,
and strikes and reconversion blocks
slowing industry, the bonifaces were

took over the house
generally credited with
having instituted a series of improvements which hiked grosses
considerably. Among them were recohstruclion of the stage which gave
the house a greater degree of intimacy, and a considerable hiking
of the talent budget which enabled
the Roxy to play top names.
Balaban has been in showbusiness
1941,

houses, and later, helped found the

PRIHCB OF

permanent. The offices look tor a
pickup as soon as the levelling off
period is completed; They feel that
the people- will want to step out as
soon as the econotnic status of the
postwar period becomes evident.
Agency execs feel that people are
holding off because of continued rise
in prices which cuts down on the
luxuries each family is able to afford.
With stability, they feel, the
mobs wiU be spending again.

ervations for the festive night.

who

Balaban,

in

night
that

is

last year, niteries

J.

bas.sador, $10; Chel.sea, $9.
As for the niteries, Babette's has
set a

spending coin

BOSS

clo.sed

|

be encouraged with

the

shows

theatres

Terms of the deal weren't disbut it's believed to be along
the lines of the old pact which, called
for $1,000 weekly, plus a bonus
based on earnings of the house.

A. G. Hotels Angling
For New Year*s Trade
Atlantic City, Dec. 23.
Hotels here giving niteries a run
the New Year's eve trade and
tilting prices higher than bistros,
which seem not to be paying too
much attention to holiday revelers.
Haddon Hall offering supper at
$12.50 per person and formal dress

N. Y.,

is

agency overnot expected to be
of

New Year s Biz SONIA CORTIS
Survey' of

Balaban, executive managing
director of the Roxy. theatre, N. Y,,
for the last five years, has renewed
his contract with 20th-Fox, Roxy's
owner.s, for continued management
of that house. Deal is tor five years
with' film firm having the option for
•an additional, three year period.
A.

.

will

dwindling

down

Prep for Heavy

BALABAN RENEWED

J.

AS ROXY,

tables.

it

is

cutting

head, however,

Niteries

Year's eve biz

cafes had been sold out, and many
weren't taking reservations.
However, bonifaces aren't too
worried about the Eve despite the,
They feel
thin list of reservations.
that a considerable number of la.stminute calls will come during the
forthcoming week, and if that doesn't
materialize, there'll be enough transient trade to fill nearly all the

though

"THf

The

Monti

all

for

Week

N. Y.
MILLER and
ILL FICKS

many cafes will not be buying
heavily as they did in the war

the remainder.

w ,o

Last year, at this time, nearly

that the

adjust; for a re-

Theatre departments haven't been

virtually sold out for that evening.

BILL

takes.

must

as hard hit as the cafe sectors, inasmuch as the vaude billings are
still holding up and, as yet.no theatres have
dropped stage shows.

ing the prancers are still retaining
them.
Copacabana, Latin Quarter,
reservations in
Diamond Horseshoe, China Doll,
running far be- Carnival, Iceland, Leon & Eddie's
hind that of last year. Average calJe and Greenwich Village Inn are reis booked to about 35% of capacity,
taining femmes.
However, there's
although a few cafes such as .Gopathe possibility of further cuts if. the
cabana, Carnival, I^atin Quarter arc
slump continues after Jan. 1.

AND

to

as

felt.

years..'

New Year's Bve
New York cafes are

CAPPELLA

Thanki

that

Another factor affecting agency in^
come is the' slicing of band overhead. Several top bandleaders are'
reorganizing to cut down payroll
and overhead.
Consequently, the
orchS; won't be getting as much coin,
which will further decimate agency

itself

One agency exec declared

Columbia Concerts i.s booking Susan Reed, nitery ballad singer, on a10- week concert tour next fall, dates
.selling at .$750. This.' will mark the
longhair tout for the: 21-yearfir.st
old Barney .Josephson discovery.
Tour grew out of the fact tliat
Victor is ptitting. :o.ut the singer's
fir.st albt.im of records in February,
the recording company apprDaching
Columbia's y. p. Fred Schang :and
.selling him ;:on; the idea of the con.

'

:

'

'

:

'.

.

:

cert ;toijr.
Singer,;

who accompanies

hej-self

on harp and zither, •w;ill also: carry
a piani.'^t. She's daughter of legit
p a, Isiidora Bennett and playwright
Dan Reed.
,

Munshin's Cafe Date
Julie Munshin, comic in the legiter
"Call Me Mister"' has been .signed
Y.,
for Cafe Society Uptown, N.
.starting Jan. 2.3. He'll double from

the musical.

Lucienne Boyer, the French ehanwill headline the following
ttMise.
Cafe Society Uptown show.

;

i

I

Majesty's..

:

Hi.s

:

.

-

;

Current Slump turn to pre-war conditions when
lower talent prices prevailed, and
employment in New must be prepared to face the fiict

around $75 and cost of routining, cos- However, revenue
tuming and producing accounts for

Under Last Yr.

Held Over 8th
EMBASSY CLUB,

make,

instead of orchestras, which in
cases produce less commissions than bands.

many

in

It's estimated that cafe operators
save aiound $1,000 weekly on the
average line.
Gals generally get

remain with Abner Gresh-

ler. agency.

Drop Gal

Chorus lines
York has taken a dive since the
nitery slump began. Lines have already been tossed by La Martinique,
Havana-Madrid and Belmont Plaza.

.

will

However, the more serious drop is
seen as coming in the band departments of the varied agencies. Road
conditions have been sub-standard,
which combined with the drop in the
vaude market is likely to cause seri*
'
ious inroads on agency revenue,

talent offices

New Year s Eve

Fields has reconsidered
the Frederick Bros, office

Niteries

Budgets

Lastfogel."

Freddie
joi.iing

Process has already started at MuCorp. of America and General
Artists Corp.,; where several agents
were let out recently. Others are
expected to go out shortly after the
New Year when, further cuts in the
entertainment market are likely to

Lines to Prune Talent

in Russian blurted out the only

Miss Henie, Who has always drawn
well in Detroit despite her annual

linersi

sic

that he; be heard.

girls said.

that field as well, because of the deemphasis of bands. Theatre bookers
are turning to personalites as head'^

considerable trimming of personnel after Jan 1.
Wholesale Cuts are/ according to top
executives, to meet anr exp^ted drop
in revenue.
a

efi'ect

(

of

Many

To

New Year

Letouts Seen After

talent agencies are prepar-

Major
ing to

the feitheeming

in

knew but two

one

this

week with $35 to cover
meals, tips, cleaning and

benefit

*

*

editorial feature

41 «l A nniversary Number

.

"We re
skate sharpening expenses.
lucky if we have 30 cents left at the
end of the week," one of the fired

hotel,

*

After a prolonged clamor, the
troupe's
interpreter explained
that with, the exception of one
performer, none spoke English,

words. The percenters demanded

all

Many

Dead?"

Is

:

out of the Olympic
the skaters told them

paid $30 a

Said Vaudeville

on

Staffs

Counterbalance Postwar Adjustment;

the old gal yet with

lif* In

"Who

troupe of Russian performers was brought to the United
States toy one of the top agencies
which immediately proceeded to give them a terrific
publicity buildup prior to a
showing date at a theatre hired
especially for the occasion. The
troupe, fortunately, lived up to
their advance publicity at the
showing date, and the audience
of agents and. bookers forgot
their professional capacity, and
cheered wildly.

nended them fronn
"wildcat" strike
what was called a
placed their names on the un-

iiid

of

A

Major Talent Agencies Trim

Joe Browning
prctentt hi>

89

i

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

'

'

•

'^,

|
i

.

j
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STATE,

Zanzibar 9iifting to Ole South

Harry

Site,

'
'
.

Negro

Y., largest

*

Frolics; Miami,

|

operations

as being ready to shift its

.

the shutteied eluo formerlj- oper-

til

Ole South, located under
Quarter. Dicker is on for

a led as the

the I-atin

Burley Iciea
The

'

oil
"

is

to

likely

shows
-

r"---^-

Tliere-s

at the

~,

,

me

BXCIUUVC AND AMUSING

|

'

have

Adams, Newark,

j

opir^io,^

was made from
American
When;
Variety Artists.

s

.

Cited

'Unfair

,

j

Adams theatre, Newark, N. J., has
been cited unfair by American Guild
Sam London, its Miami rep. to pay ct Variety Artists for failure to adiust claim of Burns Twins and Evethe salaries of the troupe.
lyn for overtime pay for extra
shows they r.ppeared in at house

Guild

of:

idldo fcame

AG VA

\<';ired

money

j
'

,

to

'

operate the Singapore restaurant, on
the original site ot the Zanzibar,
atop Winter Garden. N. Y.
If the Niesen deal is set for the,
nitery

to

in

$.'?0,000

Out Soon

I

security coin posted with

'

first

:

later in season.
PayofT of talent"

aid-Erbe interests ;the largest cafe
They also
opc-i-ators on the Stem.

mark her

of
|

i

Kaplw^^^^^

reputed

is

venture, with
be\ng the idea
.might have had a chance if launched

.

Some
in several years.
years ago. she headlined at the Hurricane then operated by Da%'e Wol
Zanzibar subsequently took
per.
over the spot. Miss Niesen has. been
out of cafe and vaude circles for
several years -b^ause of her appearance In' the long running music:il. "Follow the Girls."

and Eddie "Nut"
Lewi.s

,J,^„,^,\t

Op&ration of the Zanzibar and the
untitled club; Wilt make the How-

appearance

when

(20)

i

program.'.-

cafe, this will

.

41 s( Anniversary ISumher

*orfloorshow,

be np show tonight,"
Spot operated about two weeks
with show headed by Margie Hart,
stripper,

be on same

also

will

had

>iirWch r

|

dropped

I

i^^i
,

Jan Miua^y

tho foithcemin9

on bills to last until March, is
using mostly acts that have' played
the house previously.
However, some acts new to tlie
house have been set. Among them
are Buddy Moreno, former Harry
James vocalist recently discharged
from the Army; Barry Gray, Ruby
Hill, Wilbur Evans, Monica Lewis,
Ray Heatherton, Dean, Martin and
Jerry Lewis However, most ot the.se
performers have played other vauders and cafes.
Among the standard names going
into the State are Johnny Morgan,
Yvette, Slate Bros.. Jean Carroll,
Leonard Sues, Bonnie Baker, Johnny
Downs, Lionel Kaye, Lorraine Rognan, John Boles, Jack Carter, Max
Rosenblooni and Max Baer, Molly
Picon, Eddie Peabody, Archie Rob-

last

ruptcy

1

;

(

!

Salici

bins,

Tommy

Puppets,

Dolores Gray,
John Calvert.

|

|

i

g^^tlon until New Year' Eve, at
and no closing date has been
This i.s the first year since the
club was founded that it has beeii
open during the winter season. Durruig the Marden ownership, spot
shuttered in the fall.
"
"set.;
!

I

'

Merger Dclays Pamell's
Skedded Visit to U.

Dix,

U

Keep

i

From

.

ing organizational changes
of the GTG takeover.

PATTER

I

For

I

Now!

i

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"

i

•.

Toroalo
Hncl a

<Hnw to Kh nil Knicvre)
$3.00 P»r Cop y
No r.O.n/o on nny mntcrtnl!

Lake

NEW YEAR
.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC

Albany

Bistro's leer

Kenmore hotel, Albany, N. Y., reentertamment Friday (27)
with an ice show "Serenade on
Blades" headed by Bob and Peggy
White.
Hotel had been on the unfair list
of the American Guild of Variety
Artists because ot a pay situation
\yhich was straightened out
last
week.

sumes
.

.

.

Wash. Nitery Drops Show
I

STEVE EVANS

I

j

!

HAPPY TIMES S JOLLY MOMENTS
<>l>ciii]i;; ,lnil. '^rd

(iATK.

10 Sock Porodiei for $10.00

l

Wishing You •

l*iK.:

$50.00 for 3 Volt.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

I

MERRY CHRISTMAS
tnm

GOr.BION

SAK FKANCI8CU

MAVTV- ROSF.N

Treasure Island, Washington, D. C.
has dispensed with floorshows as of
last
week and will operate as
straight aatery,

Talent on la-t show was paid off
from security up at American Guild

By Happy Benwav
Opening of Walnut Grove la.st OcSaranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 2'3,
the
Each member of the colony re- tober created considerable stir in
ceived Yule greetings from Sophie local nitery front, with subsequent
bookings of star and name band
Tucker.
VinAlbert Gaffanti, technician for the combos listing Lou Holtz and
National Screen Service, left for cent Lopez, Willie Howard, Frances
N. Y. C. where he'll continue the Faye and Johnny Long, Harpo Marx.
"cure."
Slate brothers and Tony Pa.stor and,
Helen Marshall, widow of Jimmy
on the windup, Sammy Kaye and his
Marshall, in for a weekend to make
Location in far reaches ot
final settlements of the Marshall es- revue.
tate consisting of a cottage and farm, industrial area skirting the city and
also a camp on Rainbow Lake. Ga- generally inept handing of all operbriel. N. Y.
ational functions plus bad timing of
Abe UATSE) Seligman beat the opening at end of the war-boom
rap and has returned to ,his home in spending era, contributed
to the
New York City.
foldo.
Spot, with a capacity of 900,
Margaret Dougherty, songstress,
checked out of the Rogers with all- dtew some trade, mainly on weekclear papers. She will remain. in the ends and on early shows, but freedowntown colony with her husband, spending element remained in downwho is in business there.
town sector, where competing bistros
Helen LeClaire Carlson, Edith countered with equally strong marGarzke and Helen Grupp have pro- quee strength, but in proportion to
gressed so well they were handed a
10-day furlough to spend the Yuletide season at their homes.

200 W. 54th

THE ItlODCHII
nSTER
1

N.

Y.. Rep.:

Harry Green

New

York If. N.Y.

1

|

HELENE and

HOWARD

*C'ofn«(]y Oiiiifie AnitvN'

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE
San Francisco

MATTY BOSEN

Dir.:
|

(RKO)

McCarthy

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

^

happy

Vaude Unit Assembled
•if

,

RRIfflBn

SULLIVA]^
VILLAGE

VANGUARD

NEW YORK

NOW

llie

In

Out of H'd After Hiatus
Hollywood, Dec.

materlnl

J.

&

H.

our

apeciitlty!

KLEINMAN

25-31-K 30th Redd, L. I. City 2, N. Y.
XelephoUe : AMorfat «r«99S

23.

;

First vaude unit to be assembled
operation.
Eddie Vogt, who was appointed here in nearly a year is "Hollywood
headman in the. Will Rogers research and Vine," which Bert Levey agency
laboratory, left for a 10-day ogling is offering combo houses in the Far
of the Big Town. Ditto for William; West at $3,000 weekly.
"Shufrie" Headley^ who will play
The 13-peopled' layout, including
Santa Claus at his Philadelphia
line of six girls, is topped by vet
home.
The usual annual "Christmas Eve acta of Benny Ross and Maxine
Party in the San" now being ar- Stone, Kermit Dart and Irene 'Verranged: All patients will be gifted million, plus several novelty turns.
and will be hosted at dinner and Unit currently is rehearsing.

NEW TALENT WANTED
Profottional Engagomontt for
Contott Winncrt
Audition! Nightly-^Finali Sunday

OlD KNICKERBOCKER MUSIC HALl
54th

St.

Avo., Now York
IntfirvloWH % to tt I'.M.

and 2nd

rr('llmlniiry

blowout.
Feature headliners are being lined
up for the coming Lake Placid win•

.

MAXIIVE

Driur from onr Ilbmry, one o|

most compreUciiiiivs
larKent.
Slinwtiix!
CiitnlOK FRKE!

if IDxrIiifiiTe

.

CHATEAU FRONTENAC

CANADA

St..

profit potentialities.

.Terry LaRo.se (Princess Natoma) left
for N. Y. C. to' get a final O.K. from
a specialist before undergoing major

QUEBEC,

If «tO
iiiltlrrsM.

iiflrintiiieiii

PAULA SMITH

.

James

over news that he can hit the Big
in March.
After three months of observation

Town and home

Opening Jan,

Hcnd

ttnile^ nlNii

-

of 'Variety Artists.

A

FILES

$1.00 each

Ready Soon)

j

i

KING EDWARD HOTEL

from

GAG
@

1

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 VoU. @ $20.00 Per Vol., or

,

HAPPY

Branches of Theatricals

thru 20
(Not. 21 thru 25

Noi.

i

DANCING HUMORISTS

AM

FUN-MASTER

I

CLYMAS

because

COMEDY

!

and

S.

Val Parncll, head of the Mo.ss Empire circuit of England, has cancelled passage for his Jan.
sailing
on the Queen Elizabeth. Parnell was
slated to make talent deals and survey the American theatre situation.
Reason for the cancellation is the
pressure of detail connected with
the Moss Empire acquisition of the
live-talent showhouses of the General Theatres Corp. Parnell is affect-:

.

LAUREHE

.

least,

'

several weeks ago.
Under AG V A. regulations in. its
At" Sliding Salary Scale new pact for theatres all acts ;feet- Creditors Reshuffling
Phil Foster^ current at La Mar- tisg less than $75.0 per week are
tinique, N. Y., has been rc-pacted by only required to do 3,0 shows weekly
Balto
Plans to
that cafe for an extended session for that jsum and are to be- com^
next sea.son. Comic, who started at pensated pro rata for extra per-^
Foldo
Nitery
$350, has been signed for three tour- formances leyond that figure; "Trio,
Baltmore,
Dec. 23.
week .periods which calls for an which comes withirt this category,'
played seven extra performances,
initial salary of $1,000 which inA committee ot creditors is trying
creases with every option period. Top and in seeking the additional re- to work out a solution for the finansalary next year will be $1,500.
muneration took the matter to the cial difficulties Of Francis J. McLane
Foster,, a recently discharged GI, talent union.
and his Walnut Grove nitery, which
will be followedvby Al Bernie, whose - A. A. Adams, -who operates house enjoyed a brief but ambitious careeropening: date hasn't, been definitely in partnership with Paramount, was of big name entertamment here. Senotified on the discrepancy by the cured creditors include the Brooklynset...
union, which claims he has done Curtis Bay bank, which holds a first
nothing
about adjusting.
Unless mortgage on real estate arid chattels
claim is paid before Dec. 26. lAGVA for $1,52,000; Nathan A. Rice, with a
Piccadilly Canteen Folds
will not permit its members to per- second mortgage $10,000, and the
London, Dec. 11.
form in the next show, slated to go U. S. Government, which has filed
The Stage Door Canteen, Pic 'in
on that date,:
liens tor taxes due of $28,000. Addicadilly, for ovar two years nightly
tional clainis amount to $154,000.
rendezvous of 2,500 service men J
The musicians union has a tab in
and woriien, is to be shut down
He'll
Suits
unfulDec. 2C.
Jerry Rosen is fortifying himself for $.'i,800. said to represent
and guarantees
obligations
Charles
Dickson
chairnian
of against hard times in the agency biz. filled
club,
has
been spending $8,000 Percenter is set to open a tailoring rather than actual salaries, and no
union
music
will be permitted in the
weekly in maintaining it, some
°f establishment. to be operated by a spot until that claim is settled. There,
the money subscribed by himseU partner.
land friends. To date, they've spent
Rosen w^^s in that line before is a possibility of the place reopening it creditors accept a plan of the
over $300,000 in operating.
becoming an agent.
Premises has been leased by
committee offering continued operaowners to the British Broadcasting
tion on the strength of a third mortgage set up for an additional $35,000
Corp. to be used for broadcasting
Saranac
for ne.xt three years.
rai.sed by McLane.

Have

o(

Grosses at the nitery, haven't
been too forte, al though Miller several times declaied that weekend
biz had been sufficient to balance
weekly take
sp„t howeve.-, will contmue op-

!

i

I

i

Federal'

cluded a considerablo portion
surrounding land.

,

j

Benay Venuta and

'

Newark

listing liabilities of $18:?.982
a"<l ^'^sc\s of $27,500. Cafe was pm-chased this year from Ben Marden
at a reporte V $750,000 which in-

;

j

N. Y. Cafe Pacts Foster

the

in

cotirt

of acts

ijvB'ie^^

was notified by Charlie Lewis,
who had been operating, "There'll

larger comic.

possibility

in

Bill Miller's Riviera, Ft. Lee, N.J
week filed a petition ot banlcn

since Sidney Piermont took over the
booking chores several months ago.
Piermont, who has lined up majority

taiertt

preem

.

the

Frolics, \' Miaitfli

.

and a change of name.

the paleface

afe.
ca

I

been opeiating. with;

n. 5a arid talenfrt foP: its
*
''ed abruptly last Weel?

,

Zanzibar site, it is reliurted, will close temporarily for refm-bisfiinl! and will operate with an
Ct'rtrude Niesen

leaning increasingly to standard acts

,

Current

policy

Good

*

on editorial foaturc

ISdfl^^^

Riviera Nitery

SET UNTIL NEXT MARCH
Loew's State theatre, N. Y., sole
vauder on Broadway, is

straight

j

the Joe Howard-Garl Erbe operation
to move into new spot Jan. 20.

ol'ay

Folt

*

BOOKINGS

.

Gal Gone West'*

user

reported

talent, is

for

''^Burlesque: a

With Ofay Poficy for Current Stand
Cate Zanzibar, N,
of big-time

Smith

WMpi

N.Y.,

ter carnival.

Lowell Thomas will act

A MERRY

as emcee and crown Sammy Kaye as
king and Mimi Benzell as queen of
Winter. Yearly event generally packs
the colony with visitors with the Will
Rogers patients getting a big play
from the gang.
Elda Benedict, who is doing nicely,
with the cure routine, pepped up by

'

HAPPY NEW YEAR

.

TO

from her mother.
Tlie gang would like to send thanks

visit

to Charles Smakwitz, Lillian Bi'own,
Jerry Sager, Eddie Weber, Annie
Brown and Max Shapiro for their
donations and gifts used to put on
entertainments and parties for "We

the Patients."
(Write to those

who

are

lU.)

X/yiAS

and a

•

^

»v'

MY

FRIENDS

MAY JOHNSON

MAY JOHNSON
•

ALL

ASSOCIATES,

'V' 'V' 'v^ MT'V'

^

*

LT0.^OUNT ROYAl HOTEL
Mmtraol. Canada

'V^'V' 'v'"^ 'v^ 'v' 'y^'^^

%

.

.
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Veering & Lang,

rnhn Molinan,

Jt%'milev;

Rho

&

Coleman

Emil

41
of the feature acts.
For the rest,
they're all crowd pleasers.
The
Craddocks (New Acts) another Of
Walter's importations are socko in
their
roughouse slapstick
aorocomedy. On the American side,
Gloria LeRoy, who's worked for the
producer before, is utilized in the

Qnb Reviews

Night
Wedgwood lloom,

but his preamble is much too long,
and he takes too much time in getting pewholders to come up. But he
gets off solidly.
.

Another click are Arnauts with
their trick fiddling and bird calls.
the Waldorf's It's an ideal turn
A not-good show at
for large cafes
Room is, perhaps, con- because of sight values and expert
WPdewood
•"
Sinatra's
tiH further because of
projection.
This is
Other items include Myrtill and
S^lVed «ock^ engagement.
three-act layout as against Picaud, a dance pair who appear
i med ocre
pClicy, of one very with
bodies painted iridescehtly,
?v,p riass room's
and who do some fetching ballet
routines. Chick Gladke, who graduturn, out of ated from the male line to
'^Rpst'is the middle
a fea-

:

.

-111

,

interps are tops,
bot troupe, always a
ter's shows here, get
with
their
corny,
toe

sS

?S

Otherwise Emil Coleman continues

terp
dance-compelling
his
with
tunery.'Rnd Mischa Borr's alternating

'

band performs capitally on the Latin
and general relief dance sets. Biz
good, even for pre-Xmas, proving
that the Wedgwood Room is fundamentally a natural draw. Incidents
of UN, its
ally, in the la.st days
clientele Is quite a cosmopolitan mixture of ^indu, Asiatic and European
a sort of melting pot set of nitery
"customers. And it's funny to note

how Yankee

jive makes
saloonatics under 'the beat.

Latin Quarter,

'em

all

Abel.

Y.

:\.

n

.Vlni')

i

r.e.s

Paul

Picaud, Chick, GIndfcc, June Ddye,
Wally Woncrer Line (16), 4 Esquire.^!,
Iroing
Kostal.
Buddy
Harlowe
Qrchs; d«nc€.^ by Mme. Kamerom,
costumes by Billy Livingston: $3.50

minimum.

l.Ja.v

J

Pupi Cainpo Ore.
La Marllii]qu«

Maison
.Minn
Rok's Eddy

Vic
Plul

FeffR'y

F Bartholomew

Damone

Andrew

ean Sablon

Kniil

Ore

Petti

'

PaneKlto Ore'

KnrD

VilliiKA

.

Foster

Carver
Garlands
Alicia Wallac*Hert Stone

25eb

Jane Dulo

31-1

"

Vlllard

Dawn Dusk
.\erHHtlleft

.

lUichitp Ovc

.Smith,

ir,

.\nlonio

H.Tiiiion

I'anl

Irma Henrlqueis

-il-lta

Fields Ore.'

.Shep
trii

3

noKario

nob

.
,

HABTi'OKD
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iioN.v
i

I

[

Itepran

iT'aul

,

Muriel Gaines
OeUric Wallace I

l^a' Coiiga
Chi to. B'Izar
Carloa & Tilnda

I'ltliive
(R) 30-1
Alvjno Rey Ore

m

.

Sis
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THEGAUDSMITH BROS.
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!

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL

;

j
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j
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Lou Walters production of "ManMosquerode" with Henny
Yomgman, George Tapps, Arnaut
Bros.,
Dick Buckley,
Myrtill
&

hattan

cow.Mnrs

Bjillet

.le

r»riiiiH)iiii(
ii*}
T.iiny Castor BU

Ej'iiie Stuart Oro
Handy liroolcs Oro
lili;imii Oleru
Though
too much in the pro- ^ruili)l!.\' Trent
Artie Darin
Oiiiirrpt
l;.utiii
Patsy Lane
l.ane * Claire
Heiihy Youngmafi
still garner, the heavSlate (I.) 2«
Jimmy Nola
A'al .Setz
George Tapps
Tex Fletcher
mitting of the evening with Vfiiin- tayioi- 3
V.etlbia
Ijjck
Bucltley
TfiDletS'
Villaiee VnnKuard
bizarre terpology. Standout is ^his .\Ia<'k
Arnaut Bros
l^ny Foy
Jlaxlne Sullivan
OI.vini>iu (!> ^5
Myriil & Picaud
"Lamplighter"
routine
a n d the .Jdhnny Morsan
Dorothy Douirla"
AYilfred
irae
3
Chick
GlatUife
"Balinese Boogie'' which: led into Yvctle
Pete fieeffer
Fiske
Traina
4 Esquires
.The chooolaieers
Don Frye
Tjou .Saxon
therflnale for a rousing closer.
Wander Line
SUiiiKl (\V) 2«
l'',;:!-ie
ErHlie GIbbs
Gvacie
Leon
.Rtlille**
St
Fausto Curbello and crew cut a Vaughn Monroe ,0 Montana .'id
ira<Tdiis ibavia
tough sliow in adept manner and the .JiihnnvMack
NEW.VKK
Hob l:.ee
.Burke Twins
ii..\r,TiMunK
AtlDins (I) 2G
Gertrude f3Ild
lighting effects added color in perr HipiMXiniiiuFranklin 2
(1> 2«
.Sliaw Time or 'i7
liCblanca & Garcia fijan Aipslie
feet blending with the splendid cos- Fre<Hl e .Sla OK Ore
3 .Slate Broe
Sherry Britton
!?"'ranciEeo
Blla .Vla« -Morse
Lary.
Fay tJarroU
tumes.
Art Waner Oro
rii'tire Norman
Hobby T.onK,
12 D Byton Girl.s
Monte Ciirlo
Vivian Nickolson
Prof Ba,i'kwar<iaBelts' Jane Smith
DlcM Onsparre O
D'Rlvpro * Bclm't*
Stilted) •K-m
Tjiicienne & As'nour
Aanzllmr
T)on Ifenry "3
Ladd Lyon
Latin <|iiartcr, Clii
-Sihnoi-'v.
Thfilma Carpenter
ROKPtt a .Shu w
I'ATKHSON
CKicogo, Dec. 20.
Old Boiniiiil&n
Bunny TlriKSs
Sid SI one ('0,
2«-«9
Afiljrstie
(1)
Jackie Phlillps
Ethel AVatera
Baker & Harry Carroll, Roberts .S .% White FlllSR T."?B,eau
Polljy
20Sadie
B&nks
not
Shots
I'arvis
.Jordan
*
Maurice Rocco, 3 Wiles, Gene Baylos, Tl.'n<*e,
Jitn
Nina Dover
N'yolta.
llov Smet'lc
Paul CarletoTCj Line (14), Buddy .j,'Ro'<i;iii.'i ric King
Alice King
Ti^ddie Vinson Ore
Sully & Thomas
tliMVt!
Doyle
FlVinK Berrys
I'.obby HarreU
Pee Wee Marquett*
Shaw Orch (8); $2.50 minimum.
30-1
'I'he Jterlfllnciohs
Jo# La Porte Ore
Sy :01iver
BOSTON
Catherine h' Ohan^
Zlmmermnn'*
Rivivm
Keiths (K)
Rid Stone Co
Second edition of 'Mardl Gras"
Gone Kardoa
Ralph Funt Ore
B t^arroil Vanii'ie>
Alan ."Vme.s
.Tanczl MakUla
Marty Beck Ore
revue is a fast show with all acts .Mercer
tirfifs
.411 Ben Alt
'Aaipa Bela
Hoicers Corner
punching all the way. Only hold- .locv 'Mole(one to nil)
Caul Arnold
Kernels of Corn
over is the song and impersonation
Sinclair & Alda
Hal Aloma
Ifelen "Wenzel
Gay Blades
team of Polly Baker and Harry Caroicfa Orlovn
Oon Baker.
roll, who score again on sharp song
talents that their opening stints went satire and nostalgia emanating from
CHICAGO
so well. True evaluation of their Carroll's hit tunes.
sepia
who
Maurice
Rocco,
the
lad
II K4li;e\vuler Bc'eh
Blacklianh
ses.sions came with the second show.
^
WKEKS AT
Stephen Kislcy Ore
Russ Carlylo Ore
the
Miles, especially, turned in a 30 swings and sv ays As he plays
Morgan D'cers
Geneve Dorn
minute sequence of laugh making Ivories, does solid on his ba.ss boogie
Woo Woo Stevens Kensal iunalists
"Begin the Beguine" and ends
Kliarkey
Clu'st
Paree
MONTREAL/ CANADA
yarns, songs, dance and even drum of
Song istyilsts
Started With
Sophie Tucker
playing that kept them pounding, for with "I Can't Get
Jjouise Gleen
IVr. Mtt*.: T:1>1)IK RMITII
Bobby Breen
reception. An unusual
Jan *itewart
more. He's added several new rou- You" to boffo
1501 Itroiiilwu.v, >i4nv York
WiUle Shore
Preston Lambert
act that hasn't been seen around
.Toann Whitney
tines to the standard stuff they exHotel .ShermaD
here in .several years is the Three
Gay Claridge Ore
pect from him, and all is top-drawer
Glen Gray OrC:
Adbrables (12)
Wiles, who create magic while tap
Carl Marx
stuff.
Especially hilarious was his
Phyllis Gale
gal then do Tost GuiirdHHien
dancing.
Two
men
and
Phil
Gordon
I'lIILADKLrSklA
Luclo Garcia Ore
plaint about the woes of Themesong
Earlo (W> 2«
Cotloge Inn Moilela
switch
a
to "Parade of the Wooden Jhnnuv Vf'y
C»Iof>imo*e
in the Dick Tracy strip. Had to beg
Louis Prima Ore
<Hy\ Specialty
Hotel Stevens
Ryan Bros
Soldiers," which brings heavy mitLane Bros
HenninK
Clyde McCoy Oro
off,
though the ringsiders kept ting. Paul Carletcn, baritone, fol- Ptit'
-The Gascas
\'.ernoii a- Di'aper
READING
Dennis Kelly
Pn'cho
Julo
E't'la
Glamoring for more.
Kujah
( AMI)K\
a> !i7-'4H
liillle Dennett
tunes
lows with a: group of sh
Keith Models
To«*rK (I) SI-SH
Sam J^'inohue; Ore
Wesley Lundgreen
Miss Lee purveys a cleverly turned put over in neiat fashion.
Marie Shaw
rollinn
Bailey
Sibyl. il>o\Vaa
Bnulevar-Deara
sequence of suave strippery with the
Sol Feola Ore
Murta-/. H:. Df'lita
Gene Baylos gets yocks with im- Uos*' Thurston
Latin C|iuirt«f
Copacnbana
reverse biz she employs. Utilizing presh of drug store cowboy tilting (irai'*' Drysdale V
JlOCKrORD
Maurice Rocco
Prank Parker
Palace (f) :>6
liatin Lovelies
four nifty near-nudes to begin with, the pinball machine and being taken T^re Trent
Gau
Brl c k !' y s Bebea H'w'd Bears Frank Llbuse
t 1 's
Gene Bnylos
her patter leads to her own discard- to the pokey for trying to retrieve
Chuy Reyes Ore
Doris DuPont
The Wiles (3)
Arne Barnett Ore
Paul & Paillette
ing as she dresses up her quartet of his nickel. His other funstering Hotrier & Holly
Paul Carleton
Cernoy
Twins
Rosetle
Shaw
Al
Zimmy
Biiddv Shaw Op«
wolf-pack titillators. Earns soli<j registers equally well.
Fayes
Wells
h)rt' ITenry, 3}
The Barrens
Palmer Hotifl«
reception.
SAN liTtANrisro .Tinimie Burrell
Colorful line numbers remain the HfU'pe]- & Tjoulse
Rvelvn Kniflrht
Marianne
GoMen Gate (R)
Miles' showmanship brought Jerri same and Buddy Shaw's eight-piece Gray Family
Freddie Nagel Or«
Hotel Biftinarch
Mickey Rooney
Roily Rolls
Sullivan back from a bad start to a combo does a- standout job playing
Joseph Sudy Ore
riilniKO (V) HR
Krick & Bodo
Blackburn (2>
Gantu
sock finish. The nitery uses a hang- the show and also for customer T?o b hy
h n.I n « Co Grace A Nicoo
Abbott D'ncers (12)
Ga^vwooda
.Will Mast>n ,3
1/ Rognan Co
ing mike for most singers, and the dansapation.
Rio Cabartn
Lenore
Connie Haines
T-arry Storch
Jeri'y Lester
gimmick was off when the thru.sh
Abigail & Biiddy
Annette Olsen
rjtirl
Tves
Leonard Sues
Oii<>ii(ul (I) 2A
:Montero & Yvonne Berry Bros.
started. Miles, long, before he was
Terrv Lawlor
WASHINGTON
Kalbryn' Grayson,
Eddie Fens Ore
due on, interrupted, to gag about the
Don Bradfield
RwAiii, I¥. O.
Joiimvie .Tolinston
C»l»Uol <L> 3«
Hotel niaokstnnr
Tho Lovelies (10)
thing, then brought out a standing
Gloria Gilbert
The Fontaines
Galii Gain
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
Cee DavldKon Ore
.The Muriihy Sis
Bo.b HonUins
H Williams Trio
mike for her to work on. Crowd
Vine Oanlena
Papey. the Horse
<5ene Siicldon
Mel Cooper Ore
We w, Orleans, Dec. 11.
palm whacked heartily at the gesture.
Jessie Rosella
The Pitchmi^n
Rav T.jing Ore
Hotel ConKresR
Howard (1) 27
Bill Meagher
Lass then went on to earn solid reMilt I-Ierth Trio
Leslie & Carroll, Wynters tt AngeTfi mara & Thomae
ElIinKton. Ore J "Scat" Davis O
Kiki Ocbart ore
turns with "Black Magic" and a liite, Jacqueline Hurley, CharUne Dulte
III J Symph
Bstrellila
.\puf'
Jill Fontaine
Hotel Continental
special, "Everything Is Moving Too Baxter, Leighton Noble Orch <14); Fred DiiUKlas
P MarUhnm Co
Franetseo
Za Bach*a Ore
Mftrveleltes
Cook A JijTown
Top I-rish Oro
Fast" standouts.
."^'arianne Fedele
$1.50 min.
MpI r'nle Ore
Sheldon Beed
On the production end the line,
all lookers, have been given brief,
A topnotch band and a trio of acts
carefully staffed routines to work
this swank
siiow
at
feature
the
new
with while Jack Stanton sings and
Cabaret Bills
which, has dronned its ice redances neatly and Betty Lu.ster spot,
vues for awhile. Leighton Noble and
v.'orks with the girls in the tap rouaggregation predominate but
his
Continued from page 3
tines. George Paxton cuts show in
CITY
there's sufficient variety.
top fashion. Del Toro plays for the
U pix in England, however, it feels
Noble's aggregation, making its
Lary.
rumbaddicts.
Don De Vod Ore
.Aiiuarlum
initial appearance here, impresses
Lionel ILimpton O Sieto Trio
is particularly unfair since It has
Itluti Angct
as a hard-working crew which plays
Kinbass.v
<|iiarter, Uliaini
long held the stock interest in
Alys .Robi
Cliu Chu Martinez
music with competence and confi- A'inceide
Goniez
P Sydell & Suzy
Miami Bcacfi, Dec. 21.
dence. It strikes an appealing medi- Joan Nickol
Odeon, Not only is U getting a preCapella & l-atr)cia
Lou Walters production of "Paris um between sweet and swing.
Stuart Ross
Ralph Font Ore
execs maintain,
ferred shake,
Larkin S
ISIlis
Ravel
Ore
by Nighl" with Daisy Daix, ChanArthur
Noble, personable maestro, emcees
Gate 4
likewise is getting a bet^dra Kaly with Marine & Leila, .show capably and contributes some Golden
400 Cfub
but
cure no«i«ty
Tex Beneke Ore
Georges Alban, Gloria LefJoy, Maz- nimble^fingering at the piano.
(Powiitown)
holds no
G'nk'h Village Inn ter break than UA.
rimmie KogerB
zone & i4bbot Dancers, The Crad'1
Re\ue
N
G
Besides its swell daitsapation, orch Susan Reed
Odeon, but company's
intere.st in
docks, Piroshka, Mile. Riva, Line
Frankie Hj crs
(10); also features Charlene Baxter as Cliff Jaultson
Chavez Ore
(14), Fattsto Curbello Orch
British manager, Robert Wolff, is
C Heard Ore
Harvey
Ore
has
nice
pipes
and
is
Ned
vocalist.
Gal
staged by Lou Walters, costume.s bj^
Cufe Soelety
llavnna-!fTattriil
eyes.
said to have a strong personal rela(tptown)
Billy tiiwinestGti ontJ crecutcd bv ea.sy on the
Paco Reyes
Leslie and Carroll net plenty of D.iangd Reiiil7ardt Gloria.. Lebran
tion.ship with Rank.
Mme. BertHe, dfances by Mwie. K(imtpiogeiie <;oca.
Margaret Phelan
palm pounding, for their vocalizing Hobei-Ui. Lee
ero«a,- $1.50-$2.50 min.
Carmen Sol
execs, company's!
According to
of Herbert and Romberg medleys, Pete ;lohnson
Catalino Ore
prodtict gets the brush on playing
Marfin 8
Carloa Varela Ort
A niftily ;.:aged and costumed and nostalgic tunes of George M. .Dave
Kdniund Hall
Belmont-Pla/'U
time on everything but sma.sh grossproduction marks the return of Lou Cohan. Gal of duo is looker with
Carnival
Blair A: J')ean
er.s.
At the .same time moderately
Walters to this colorful room on nice chassis. Act is nicely costumed \villton iBerle
Frakfion
Bob Russell
]
good UA films are being passed by,
Etly Ardelty
Palm Island. It was like old home and makes nice appearance.
Ginger Harmon
Colby
pix are
week for the vet showman as the
they say, lower grade
and
Angeline,
dance Marion
Wynters
Eddie Stone Ofc
Hen Vos:t Singer*
Nino Bd
cognoscenti jampacked the spot for team, run the gamut from Viennese Miria m Gwlnn
playing the circuit.
Hotel Commodore
the preem show.
Cliiiin Doll
waltz to Latin steps. Their work is
Johnny Long Ore
UA holds a 50% interest in Cinema
Eschewing use of any top-.'salary smooth and elever, and highlighted George Wong Tr
Uotel nixle
Pvances C.hUh
Holding Go., which controls Odeon,
names, Walters has, imported a by the ease of their spins and whirls. ['Ttii
Don
Bestor
Ore
Sings,
Kay Hammond
plus a minority interest in Odeon
group of Parisi acts, .some good and
Jacqueline Hurley, acro-oontortion Miiig Ling
Lou Seiler
Theatres, Ltd., operating company.
some so-so, tied them in with solidj terper, opens show with series of V Jose Cfirbello Ore Dean
& Ray
known American acts, and group of. astounding body twists that win her Joe rnpuiiubiinu
Hoiel New Vorher This entitles
to several directors
K. Lewis
Sammy Kaye Ore
good looking show gals to m.ake.foir round.", of applause.
on the boards but no other voting
Rene Paul
Spelman
Maviori
Ann RfiortPy
a fast moving, though': .somewhat
Liitz.^
Biz heavy when caught.
Jiihe. Arnold
controls
Kff-lier
lodilie
up
to
overlong revue. It all added
Blssell & Farley
Rfjnny & Ray
Farrar
Alice
with
proportions,
pleasing
crowd
Mg-t Suni^cK
Bob Turk
Micli.'iei Durso Oro
aud reaction pointing to profit mak- Tax, Ration
Hotel Pennsy1vHiil0
CYCLE CHOEES
I'VJink Mai'll Ore
Charlie Si)i vak Ore
ing, biz through word of mouth, as
DiiinMiiitl FlorscHlioe
Utttel rierre
Parisian
Gaiety Sil'i
well as his advertised policy of a
Hollywood, Bee. 23.
L & B Roberts
minimum which includes food or
llpi'man Hyde
Paris, Dec. 23.
Chaa Reader Ore
Joati Blondell and 6eprge Brent
:Turn,ee irwlns
beverage. A' policy which most of
Hotel Pln/a
Announcement
Leon
Blum's
by
Hildt-garde
the top glitter rooms hcveaboiit.s
are kept busy' these days bicycling
Hal Kanner Ore
cabinet of terrific boost in taxes and Jackie .Oleason
claim they can't afford to..foUo>'..
i.T'.iUy Hunks
Monte Ore
between two lots with top roles in
Production wi.se, the rcyiie,; with drastic, reductions in rations, in ad- Hal Hunfer
Hotel KooHevelt
Titbif'H Davis
Guy Lombardo Ore two productions.
a bit Of trimming, and iicl,dition' ;of dition to the light and fuel shortage R^nnid
Rudy
Hotel Tuft
soino "names'' could move Into any climaxed by a severe cold wave has Ja''l< MiitherH
Enoch Light Ore
Thesps are working in "Christmas
Nnlile SiK.sle Ore
New York spot. It i.s on he talent clouded Xmas festivities.
Waldorf- Afitoria
Svd StttiTrge Ore
Pat O'Malley
Eve" for Benedict Bogeaus and in
side on that there's a bit oI.:a let-,
Amusement spending is vanishing
Kl CliU'ti
Deerinu Hr. Lang
down.
"The Corp.se Came
lor
Joj^n MtiUnarl
rapidly' .and the niteries are.'.shot l*yi*--if a Rios
;

monolog

<\)ri)s

.

Miami

and

Kockettes

Mazzone-Ab-

dance acts with; his baliet-spins.
Topping the show is. Chandra
Kealy and his duo of femme dancused

-'Flight of the
Ileaclicoiiilier,
^Dance of the Hours,"
and
JWiaini Bench, Dec. 20.
Bumble Bee," a banjo imitation
his repertoire.
Jackie JVTiles, Gj/psy Rose Lcc &
"tMco Tico" comprise
Girls (5) , Jerri Suiliuon, Jack Stan~
Whv anyone should want to imitate
it
be
instrument,
ton, Betty Luster, Line (.7),- George
•a banio on another
;..is:
other\yise,
or
Paxton Orch (10), Del Tord Oreh
the windjammer
Molinan makes (7) $3-$4 minimum.
siibiect for comment.
but he is out of his
a fair specialty,
He also should cut
The talent problems, which beset
league here.
rinwn on those announcements, as- most of the bigger, glitteivroom ops
that come season time, have been
solved
suming they're ncces.sary. Either
elevating the mike iV what they hope will be solvent
or it's a matter of
resonance instead of fashion by owners Nod Schuyler and
for better vocal
mike is Casey Castleman, with a present
stooping over, smce the
midriff
in
his
withlineup that should prove a stout
lowered on a keel
music- draw, plus subsequent followers
order to pick, up the pleated
Martha Raye, Willie Howard and
''"lleadliner Pat O'Malley closed to a Sophie Tucker.
English
waltz after a fine start.
The premiere show adds up to
comic came over years ago with sock entertainment with marquee inJack Hylton's bandahow and has surance in Jackie Miles and Gypsy
been in and out of legit and the Rose Lee. Their draw power was atHe's best with his
varieties since.
tested to by the jampacked room on
tancashire and cockney stories but, opening night's two shows. It's a
after a very promising five minutes tribute
to
Miles and Miss Lee's
he peters out with

One of the numbers is
material.
rather macabre and the Blackpool
Smalltalk may be as locally appealing
as Brooklynese in some sectors of
the U. Si but, in the main, it's unfunny.' And isn't that the prime
function of a comic?

•

part of Walsock returns
yet effective
Apache turn. Piroshka (New Acts)
adds to the already heavy load of

riSg

at the beginning,
undistinguished lyric

2$

:

& tured spot, does the production
o Malce Ready," Dcermg
ttrp pair who inter- dances; sufficiently well to indicate
Tane a winsome
enough that he'll ultimately do well as a
their balletmania with
appeal. Jane single, while June Daye, the: house
hallroomOlogy for pop
her partner, singer, still has far to go before
is a loolter and
youthful for her, being commercially acceptable;
a shade too
Miss Deenng is
!„ exoert dancer.
Production numbers are done with
Milleresque
possessed ol a Marilyn
care and make for colorful presentafar.
go
will
Duality and
undis- tion. The Broadway, hula and Mexi^
.an
is
Molinari
.Tohn
can numbers come off well. Jose.
shed ehtr'acte with his acPonchielli's
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.

.Three

specialty.

V^arietv Bills

production numbers with her limNnnt«>nil» In «onnf etlom wli li biMfc u«l«w in<|lcat« ^pmtne Anv of,.'«h4^'
ber acro-dances and comedy, and
wliplltfi full iki MfiiU wei^h
makes her presence felt throughout.
l.ctforii In [nir4>iitll«'Mls indH'llIe (Miv'uit. (I)
llulV|U>llili>nt;
(l.>
LO^Wf
In her own spot she had them
(T) I'iiiiiiii.iiinl
(It) liKO; (W) Wuriii:r
pounding for niore of her Charlotte
Greenwcodish comic-highkick work.
M-. n \ OKIi I I'I'V
Vi
Ic'tiluiid
liaiiaiiati' ore*.
Georges Alban (New Acts), also a
Albee (H)
ice. Revue
Al Jlorgaii
Ctlllidll (I.) '^S
The UevnoffS
1? Whitiwimn
.7iOr .Vattie wondl
French import, works in the group
4 Kvans
iHvlly'H Stable
Sicvo Richfirda
numbers and in spot. V yien Fay,; .llu'k t'al't*;r
:Ben Beri
Roy JBedley
'liOni
Palpier
.Modei'naireis
as dainty as ever isn'* given too
Patso Marco
lleiiry LaJJarr
.^Illhir Tlllll (I) 26
Paula Kelly
borothy Alaniiera
much to do, but what she does adds Notichiilants,
KuImiii ISleo
Faul Witiehell
Hal Hixon
Wally Blaclier
class to the production. Her ballet- Shj-rt'iios
Beatriee Kay
George Alaran

Borr'» bandi; $2 cover.

tinKU
Son

,

i

Blue

:

fi

i

'

-

A

new cafe show often represents
V
the viewpoints of the performer
rather than that of the producer,
the acts are usually certain that
every bit in their catalog will
the mob, consequently slay on interminably, do extraneous bits of
business and
frequently overstay

wow

welcome.
It^o happens that this is the case
}?^^^ '^st'" Quarter show,
IS/r
Manhattan Masquerade." But despite
the
overabundance, there's
tncir
.

e-'OUgh

ingredients

Showmanship

and

essential

make for another
Once Lou Walters gets
to

around to pruning 45

the layout, he'll have
a
'fl'gjce-proof vehicle.

minutes

off

smooth au-

What's more,

Mme. Kamerova

^' ""J'ln'ns by
"""^

Walt^i^'t"'

NEW TOKK

1

.

.

Latin

UA

I

RKO

RKO

.,

lack for capital
t«W ^''1 tlo.csn't
"^'^^ "^^"ny Youngman,
(Jeo^trT*
Arnaut Brothers
hS„^iPP*
l"'^
hea^ng
the affair.
,

UA-Odeon

.

and

stage-filling,

I

i

I

1

.

UA

1

,

I:

.

1

I

the current
the ingredients of a
^^'"'t'

wsplay has
u*^-

all

^hm?,""^"*""
whe^'

"ia".V bits in

"^'^-'^

^"^'"^

^VPJD't

the

be seen

.

.

U

.

I

.

.

!

i

;

rSt'io

number and the
the song
but several other

* fiddling

built
well,

'l"™?"
bits

around

^.""^
conjunction with
varinno
as nniiP"^^'"''''-^- '"''n'*^ come off

nervnuS''^^^-

°Pe"ing show
h<=lP too much,

,

*

but nn„"''^u

the

room°">,'^„'l?,,K^'-'

Tiri^^i^ ^"

bill

mi^f J\°'^°"
in

a

cl'-"''

•

feel of the
admirably.

production,

'he

show

the

Tapps
"?t"Prctive dance
is

'outtaef
to Pn„„'„T^ 'yP** terps elevates taps
blend

^^'^
nr'^'''

a''tislic

intelligent:

'

.

i

UA

I

.

,

...

-

;

'

Moves Becloud

Xmas

TANDEM

>

1

i

:

j

[

interpretations

varied

Shoe

T-?-

manian

il"

"'"'•''

'"'-hKli'-'a

of.

Koft-

.

ehoreos, and
"'•'"''-^

.Wimlfall.s

the

Rou-

'-^PPl'-i^iso

,

,

I

I

.

has an eiitertdinirig act
cnce-mw?-? S^"^'" 'o it: His audivSil?-P''^;°" Pantomiraicry to
vocalisljcs
IS chuckle-productive.

once'^hi^^
his

,

'

.

Blonde looker DaK'^y Baix (New
Acts) doesn't add up to the balance

i

CCD."

::

.

with .scanty reservations.

Mi-fiutI

*

chi'K)

Viilar^jal

Albaleln

Bmll Coleman Or<r
Miscba Borr Oro

Columbia.

i

.

Wednesdiay, JDecember 25, 1946

mitting.
Biz slow

Sisters,
Tony Pastor
(16), Macfc & Dcsmoiid, Les
Trio, Martin Bros. (2); "Cross
reviewed in
Heart"
(Par),
Variety, Nor, 20, '46.

Andrews

Orcli

Plant, Pat Rooney, Victoria
Schools, Billy tc Ann, t Moroccans,

Miami

Luke,

Lois

Bud

Lee.,

j

;

pattern
is

I

I

which

,

,

,

|

.

.

.

There's' no

is

lohgish
projects
topiiner,
a
series of Imprcshes which include
Barrymore,
on Colman,
laKeofTs
Lorrc arid, of course^ Charlie Chan,
ov^erall
firgratiating manner holjss

and

They start it oil With TheiV's No
Business Like Show. Busihes.'i" and
"Jingle Bells" arid Immediately beat
the wings for Mack & Desmond, a
dance team with a lot of punch. Lat,

ter

is

not so

much

their terps,
very acceptable, but more

is

in the

comedy injected by the male,

who

also pla.ys a fi.sttull
boogie piano for a dancer.
half,

.

,:

!

!

;

One

naturally.

;

in smooth,
with the house going palm-whacky.
Les Rhode and house orch shine in
the choral numbers and do okay by
vauders. Biz good when caught.
Larry.

tet that proves nothing excep-t that
it* leader plays good guitar, if you
like his accelerated style.
They do

J»Ii|iion l>oilar,

a group of tunes, capped by accom-

Los Angeles, Dec.

Adams

their act since last caught. Theirs is
a very unusual turn for its type for
the simple reason that it is show
manship conscious. There's a brace
of congaing dolls, the usual skeleton dance, then a routine- with a
clown climbing out of and over a
suitcase,
a
very clever bit, all
capped by a colored pianist and
trumpeter, accompanied by men in
the band. Latter routine is vocal, too,

i

the voice supplied by the guy behind the strings. It's a fine act, one
that this house went for solidly and
one that can be used almost any-

where, even in

Andrews

films.

trio

finishes.

They do

virtually every tune that they have
made a hit or have been connected
with, plus an "Al Jolson medley,"

of

—

(8);
'

'

;

1

i

I

Million Dollar, along with taking
Orpheum vaude policy, has
annual
theatre's
inherited latter

i

attraction

is

|

Learmonfs

(4) with Cheta. from films,
Act had kids at show
caught on the edge of their seats

or

'

1

j

VBeguine" get
Encore
with
Boy" and the

"Sonny

own

selection.

number smacks

THE HICK

Whether
trick
antics.
not, the horseplay that

went on among chimps while waiting for Cheta to do his stuff was
solid backing and drew as much in-

,

j

rhumba
in

whicli

much

too

of the old

UTS.

(4)

10 Mins.

N

Y.
unadulterated corn, the
Hick Nuts not only look like country
dolts but act Uke hayseeds as well.
Their bucolic music is drawn from
practically every rube instrument'
except a musical saw. .While their
routine registers fairly well at this
Harlem vaudery, turn offers little
appeal tor a discriminating audience. Hence, its bookings will be
Apollo,

Strictly

Reinhardt's rep, so far, is restricted to jazz aQcionados, and he's bringing in a flock of musicians to the cafe.

This trio provide the
foundation of the State session, and
with so solid a base, the bill is a General public, so far. isn't aware of
his prowess, but his superiority is
hit throughout.
The other items on the bill aren't bound to gel around. Once that hapslough-oflfs either. Opener, the Four pens he'll be a vaude. value as well.
Jose.
Moroccans, provide a hearty warmer-upper with their pyramii' foundations and fast tumbling.
GEORGES ALBAN
^
""vic'toriT Schooir (New'^Acts) is a Songs
talented youngster with a fine sing- 8 Mins.
ing voice, but has much to learn in
Latin Quartt-ri Miami Beach
Despite her
?he way of trouping.
Cary Granti-sh and looking
shows
]u.stiheation, she .should not^ have lot
Frenehy
Georges
Alban
plenty of possibilities for the class
a heckler discomfit her to the point
where she walked ofX after two cafes', once he's adjusted himself to
numbers. The crowd did want more microphones and American ta.stes.
care
Adams, however, took
of her.
Would do well also, to have his
lyrics
translated into English to
of the moron afterwards with some
sharp barbs.
earn best results from his songs.
Louis Basil house band contributes Delivery and. voice projection is
a Christmas overture consisting of
there, though few could understand
carols. House has taken cognizance him.
However, with experience,
of the fact that the orch can be
plus his looks and Gallic charm,
an integral part of the show and he'll do well it handled properly.
supplied a pair ot drops to blend At the moment he's in the adjustthus
music,
the
the
spirit
of
with
ment period, seeming a bit unhappy
providing a nice curtain for the with the hand mike he has to work
Jose.
with. Experience will ease that for
display,
him, too.
With more, .nterps of -the American, Alban shows pcssibilities of beNewark, Dec. 19.
ing built into the Sablon-Chcvalier
Revue
Calvert's
Magic
(9),
John
type of Parisian who go so well
Joe Fecher's House Orch; "Swiss here.
Lary.

samba

NovcUv

to compensate for the loss of the
other digits.
Naturally, he doesn't
do complicated chords, but his interpretation compensates for that
lack.
plectrum
His
work has

warmth, color and showman.ship and
he displays enough to justify his
high regard by fellow iTitisicians.

i

tees ofT with a speedy

"Beauty, and the Beast" burlesque
routine, as the "fire breaks out in a
bright flame and the boy picks up the
girl, throws her over his shoulder
and stalks oft the stage to loud druni
beats. Just a little too corny. Stot.

.

;

of nece-ssity, limited to spots whose
clientele is partial to hinterland
;Stu(T;

:

Three males and gal strum two
guitars along with bass and accordion. One guy in ill-fitting suit
squeezes strains ot "Shade of Old
Apple Tree" through vibrations of
a deflating balloon, another croons
"White Christmas" with a deadpan
delivery while femme, clad in polka
dot dress, does an inept dance. Turn
closes to the "Tiger Rag'' where
some Spike Jones effects are used-

|

staired.

watching

1

j

response.
of

his

"

i

Chimps

staged

^

of

Duo

they balance drinks on their liead.<i
while gyrating around the floor. Gal
ditches her skirt tor (he jitterbug
routine, weakest part of the act. The
team comes back later in tliC show
to do an impressiQiiislic five-worshipping dance, in which the gal almost, throws her arms and legs Out of
joint in her soeining ecstasy.
The

|

,

-

Star

numbers

.litteibugs.

seguein;r into a hot

They're interpreted with taste and,
feeling.
He dwells largely on the
slower, more literate tunes which
are given an interpretation entirely
pleasing to the audience
Reinhardt displays amazing, technique. Deprived ol the use of two
rmgers on his left hand because of
an accident, he's able to devote the
remainder to fingering in a manner

;

Latin dance

teams to break in at the Havana
Ma
drid, Los Rosilianos impresses as
bnp
with novel routines that need
morp
polish to whip them into top
shape
Femme half of 'the act makes the
most of a beauteous figure via low
cut co.stumes and fast hip-wiKglinp
Boy dances well in the Latin num"
bt-rs but is out of his cla.ss when
Ihev
attempt to impersonate American

port from France, belies the general
conception of Tzigane entertainers,
pictured as strolling while
playing
doleful
romantic
tunes.
Reinhardt is one of the foremost
exponents of Le Jazz Hot, who has
achieved '.he eminence of being the
guitarist for the Quintet of the Hot
(ihib of France, and thus comes to
this country with an 'international
rep via his disks.
In his Cafe Society Uptown bow
he succeeds in erasing, the impression made at the recent Dulce Ellington concert at Carnegie Halli N; Y.,
where he was conned into playing
the pieces jammed so frequently by
every swing musician. Consequently,
he didn't have a chance: to show
anything unusual. At the Barney
Joseplison spot he's apparently doing

i

-

Christmas circus. Staging dift'iculties knocks out the usual Liberty
horses and elephants but otherwise
in
there's enough sawdust flavor
this week's offering to please the
kiddie trade; at which it is aimed.

j

Champ's routine with Adams bring

18.

over the

!

solid laughs.

,

Martin Bros., marionette manipula
tors, who seem to have improved!

[

show the crowd
handy with hii

Song" and

tember
healthy

l<.

panying
the
Andrews gals on
Lcorjnont's CWnips (4) Landon's
"Rumors Are Flying.*' Back comes
Pastor with"01e Buttermilk'' and Mjdgefs (4), Madison's Dogs, Lciuis
& Broicn, La Teresito, The Latinos
the vocals go on.
At Lyons' Million Dollor Orcfi
A highspot in the show is the (2.); '•Rcfurn
JBusty" (Gol).

He's
personality

His usual entourage, Mark Plant
and Tony Canzoneri. hold uii their
spots well; Plant's version of "Sep-

done

i

'

.

as well as
that he could be
pedals' as well,

ofi "s^,k"id_to.play here.
The Graysons, a neat duo, offer
a gasp-making a balancing stint. It's
the
confident manner,

This sort of pacing. Caused by
overbuying of acts continues through
Pastor steps in
the entire show.
thereafter for one shot at "Margie,".
a rather plaiii arrangement, and is
followed by the Paul group, a quar-

hard-workin

e.\its

better acts, of

of_ the;

Broadway comedies.

;

Dod DodsoR and hw two baboons
had them howling with the monks
antics built dar, the laughmaking.
DodSon handles them smoothly and

'

in

hasn't let hi.s lit-,
get the better of
one of tho fresher

who's able to change set pieces of
busine.ss to give the pit-musicians
and fellow performers a laugh, as
well as give a lift to every act on
the program.
It's questionable whether Pat Rooney or Billy and Ann (New Acts)
would have come off as well as they
did without the added bits thrown
in by Adams. He does a terp-turn
with both acts to give them heartier

.

in

which

erary eminence
him.
He's still
note.'!

a puckish,

Songstress Lois Lee soCkoes with
her versions of "My Hero"/ "Man
That I Marry" and a medley of pic
tune
Biid Sweeney emcees tieaUy and
in ovvn spot gets a fair measiire ot
laughs, with sbme stale jokes, good
immicry ^nd, a. solid hat ^bit,^

i

Adams

Withal,.

.

i

.

'

ertect.:;?;-,--"-.

.

however,

fouiidation,

the report that he took a slice
salary in rc>urii for the theatre's
hilling his book and permissibii :to,
plug it at. the show's ciirtain.
to
in

'White Christnlas.';,
Keye Luke, Chinese film player

finale to,

that Tony Pastor, who's leading the best band he
ever had, and who can do a smart
job of .soiig-.seUing on his own, just
about gets lost in the sliuflle. One
job his barid doesi however, a rrauROmont of "Uncle Bemus Said," is the
best thing ih the show.
Andre w.s group, who've been very
successful in recent^ years arid whose
sta.?e dsportment showii it, so confident and brimming with poise are
they, caper throu.gh the cntii-e hour
of the results

Havana Madrid, N. ¥.
Latest of the young

usually

Riches."

.

his.

(S)

'.Dancers
8 Mins.

mns.

Cafe Society Uptown
Django Reinhardt, the Gypsy im-

in his latest role a's
literateur (that's an author, son) is
probably linding that his appearances at hook stalls, fairs, department stores, and Toots Shor's not as
remunerative as his vaude appear
ancos.^ Consequently, he's back at
the State, probably to get enough
coin to go into semi-retirement to
write another booki and to rest his
arm from the arduou."! labors of au"Gags lb
tographing his
tome,

Sircp'nt-y, Dod Dodson, Tlie Graysons
(21, Lester Singers (16), Les R'lode

LOS ROSILIANOS

Guitar
14

HoiKsc Orch; "Nobodi/ Lircs for.a notiooable roOer\t
in Broadway staRC shows i-rer tWB).
n.s.R.— it's overboard on aets,
mean;
netesHarily
doe.'-n't
Annual Xrnas Chorals feature lay• ,,
out here this week, witli a fairly
trio' diverting Hneup of vauders. on tap
tlio
with
/Vndrew.s
Wliat
:.
for tlve regular session.;
moiiopolizip..-, thiiifi.s,; to the apparent
Choral group handles the hbUday
deliglVt ot 'the audiehee. this show,
fine fashipii with rest of
needs, tor exHmpIe, Les Paul arid chants in
Coming in {or tvi.eely staged
bill
trio like It heeds bad weather.

one Unit follows

talent,

"Two Years DJANGO REINHABDT

Adams

Joey

IWiamt, Dec. 20,

Keye

New Acts

Canzoneri,

Mark

Louis Basil House Orch:
Before the Mast" {Par).

Olynipia,

Thi.s .stasc show .sol ;il the P;u foithe holidays with Botly Huttoii's
'•Cross My Heart" is one that tho
customers go for hmidily, but it's

Adams, Tony

Joey

due to gnow opening
and pre-Cbristmas

(Friday)
slump.

day

&

My

One

.

Siaie, N. Y.

heavy

garnered

ATI

Jo*."

Called

that

;
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Poll!

.

i
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Adams, Newark

bazooka,
beer bottle and drum
achieving .some ear-splitting effects.
Patently emphasizing the corn, this
ofay quartet easily attains thus with
little difficulty.

DAISY DAIX
Songs
Mins.
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach
Daisy Dalx, for all her blonde
looks with plenty of oomph, doesn't
add up to American standards. Imported from the "Folies Bergere" in
Paris by Lou Walters, she shows up
none too well, voice-wise, at both
shows caught opening night, both
without and on the mike. There
8

terest as the .star performance.
Landon's Midgets, ^roupe of three
male,
"Swanee," "Mammy," "Sonny Boy," little people and one full-size
is a topnotch tumbling and aero act,
together with corny ribbons
providing another pleaser for paof chatter and business that this
Family Robinson" (RKO)
tron.s Fast well-trained canines are
audience liked very much. Wood.
have been too many imported lasfeature of Madison's Dogs, pooches
The gentle art of fooling the pub- FANCHOSTRIO
sies who've essayed the same type
going through whirlwind stunts and
Singers
lic is carried on with enthusiasm in
of body appeal, with a shouting deApollo, N. V.
getting oft in short order. Canines
John fi Mins.
this hour of prestidigitation.
livery and unintelligble lyrics. She
with
two
M'.'j"
are
worked
by
a
femme
Havana
Madrid,
N.
Y.
Tiny Bradshaw Orch (16), Thelma
is
a slick operator with
Panchos Trio comprises three ca- has two songs and. in both ca.ses,
Corpenferi Manhotton Steppers (2), male assistants, all combining to plenty of that brassy presence of
mnkp it a snannv turn
balleios giving out with the stand- gets only a polite reception. Perhaps,
Sohji, The Hicfc Nuts (4), "Pigmeat"
^^ich
is apparently required
La TeresUa tLneze artist goes
ard Spanish cowboy songs. Boys are with some English lyrics, done in
Markham, John Bunn, .Si/bil Letuis;
'''' Magicians Union
what' would have
be a cute
thl^ough' Stock *a'^aT of high-ai?
"French Key" (Rep).
As an individual operator, the tall dressed in fitting Mexican attire and French accent, she to
tricks but thrill finale was hampered
might go. But
each strums a different .shaped guiThe hand-is-quicker-than-the-eye fellow tar, with which they prove to be as at present she looks like she's not
by lack of swinging space,
pretty high. He's different, too.
I'eady for the hep audiences in the
Otherwise
entertainment, Latinos
tight
wire walkers rates
so-so
(2),
InsteacI of card tricks and guessing good instrumentalists as they are
big cities.
Apollo's bill is saved this week by failed to go on at first show but are
games, Calvert goes in for a con- singers^
the top-drawer song deliveries of in for later performances. As wire
The looks, appeal and personality
Equipped with good voices,
trio
Thelma Carpenter. Formerly with was being tightened for first show a vincing sort of hypnotism, a horror blend their harmony well inthethree
are there, but the voice isn't, And
Count Basic and a warbler on the board On stage pulled loose but re spectacle that doesn't seem to be too songs done entirely in Spanish. neither is her material; Delivery
inforcements" were
later.
Eddie Cantor radio show, she's do
added
if,tt./°^,„H"'*„t^.TT,n/<f
n^'^v^n'
Tunes
are
different enough in tempo is ot the -walkaround-to-rlngsiders
Other
stunts
of
mysti-?ubjects
and
tasir
fail,
tn Lewis
T,pun=
anrl
ani
ing a. single at this spot and is defi
to
Clown task
fails
tying quality.
to be interesting even to non-Latins type, which »'oesn't help too much.
nitely class In all respects.
Tiny Brown.
Latter does trick bicycle
Lary.
The show, however, is routined and the act gets good reception. It's
Bradshaw's 16-man combo, com- turn and latter works with Lewis on
ing a slapdash way that leaves one too Spanish for the average nitery or
prising five reed, four rhyttim and stacked tables and a boxing match.
a little dissatisfied. In par- vaude house but would go okay in THE CRADDOCKS (3)
seven bra.ss round out the musical
Al Lyon's pit orch cues the acts feeling
ticular, there is a dumb gimmick any Latin spot.
Sfal.
Acro-Comedy
background in okay fashion.
and does overture of circus and

all tied

j

|

i

'

i

|

:

,

Brog.

Manhattan Steppers, two hard- college tunes,
working lads, run through some
spirited tapology but get only mild
returns. House's standard comedy
skit, always
a fave,- wins strong
salvos for ''Pigmeat," John Bunn
and Sybil Lewis. Sahji, back again
v.;ith"her"cooer'danrc^^^
figure in tights, bra and long gloves.

Executes some zofftic bumps and
grinds which prove a masterpiece
of undulation.
Closed to hefty

palm-whacks. Also on hand is an
ofay rube turn. The Hick Nuts (New
Acts).

Despite

a.

iireponderance of brass,

ot fronting. In a bit labelled "juke-

box parade," Bradshaw does vocal
takeoffs on Johnny Moore, Buddy
Johnson, King Cole Trio— even at*
tempting a few bars of Bing Crosby,
which he truthfully noted wasn't so
good. While the "nickel-in^the-slot"
routine was- a good: idea in itself,
song impressions could have been
improved by using more w,k. names.
Wearing a form^fitting white gown
that .sets oH her figure, Miss Carpenter- amply shows that she has
glenty of eye appeal in addition to
er splendid pipes. Latter are displayed to advantage in her haunting
"Night and Day" which had the audience wolves baying. Prime examples of her, songTsalesmanship
ate "South America, Take It Away"
aad "Happiness Is Jasf a 'Thing
.

girl

swinging out over the audience on
a crescent moon, badly lighted. We
never did get the point of that one.
Not all the cute tricks are confined to Calvert's clever mitts.
He
carries eight of them, ranging from
redhead to blonde, as stage assist-

Tower, K. €.
Kansas City, Dec. 20.
Allan Kane, Mdnuei yicro & Pets,
Rudenko Bros. (2), Rose Ma7-ic

:

''''";''

P^r^* "-nd Kenny Field:
OJclohoma"
a?id
(Rep)
(Mono)

"
Home

Jfi"*

Bron.

ants.

in

Decoy"

Capitol, Wasii.
Woshijigto?).,

Unusual assortment of acts

week comes up with but

this

a fair ratopens the

Jack Parks' crew
show with medley of, Christmas
tunes and duo of vocals by Kenny
Field. Allan Kane fills the m.c. spot.
Rudenko brothers in the deuce
show a round of juggling and acros,
featuring ball balancing. Stunt with
one brother balancing atop two
medicine balls and juggling large
ing.

Bradshaw keeps the noise well in
hand and does an ingratiating job

which features nothing but a

j

Dec.

19.

Harry Martin, Ruth & Billy Ambrose, Lee Bartell, Johnson & Mt'teJc;
•'Home Sweet Homicide" (20(li).

|

Usual season amenities are ignored in the current pre-Xmas week
bill

at the Capitol

instead

with

a

which comes up
pleasant, 'bouncy

show sans sleigh bells, mistletoe or
the accompanying music.
Comic Harry Martin carries the
balls gets nice response,
big guns and generally goes well,
Kane has own inning for a ses- with
plenty cooperation from the
sion with the violin. Shows some
house orch and a blonde babe who
unusual arrangements and mixes
-

i

w

^°"'<'
ViitmA..
humor.

*e

slightly

line 0?;
chatter closing
th line
of iignt
ifil^^t
in
cnaiier.
C
i^
aht club
ninW
ihr.
night
He plays the
bit of tuness from.south of the border
fiddle, strums the guitar, sings a few
is toe-tingling and neatly done; Rose
notes, gags everything and moves
Marie Cooper, teen age di.sicovery
along at an irrepressible gait.'
night winner, is a bit slow on a
Ruth and Billy Ambrose are a
beguine
,

tap number..

House has a Christmas week spe- young ballroom team with considergrace and more than the usual
for juve appeal in Manuel able
Viera's
pair
of
trick
monkeys. amount of humor for such acts. As
Chimps are neatly dressed, with in their la.'i.t. visit here, they score
shoes, and '.foil to Viera's monology. nicely and prove welcome fare,
close
with a comic polka which is a
Monks also play selections on uke
and piano.
(Continued on page 4A)
Quia.
cialty

12 Mins.
Latin Quarter, Miami Beacli
Probably the best of Lou Walters
this
is
importations from
Paris
trio of roughhousc comics with their

B«,LY & ANN
Dance
7

•
.

Mins.

State, N. T.

&

Billy

Ann,

a

well-groomed

mixed Negro dance-pair, have the
foundation of a good' act.
They
their terps, have fairly good
routines but must yet learn to punctuate them to give the act more

know

Turn, so far, is too
paced despite the general
rapidity of their hoofing. Further
contrasts are needed.
Team works so that each can
take occasional breathers by frequent solo work. The pair attempt
to sell too frequently, a fault which
detracts from the moments when
highlights.

evenly

they
offer.

have

something

-';

genuine

to

Jose.

.

PIRSOSHKA
Dance'"
Mins.
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach
Personable
ballesl-type
aero
dancer, Piroshka should do well in
this country
with his leaps and
spins. Personality is there as Ls the
torp talent. In a show loaded with
dance specialties, he earns himself
a healthy reception in the brief spot
assigned him. Would make a good
vaude turn if he expanded his stuft'
into a longer session. Probably can,
judging from what he exhibited, A
good bet, too, for the larger bistros
th$il: feature production.
Lary,
',:

6

•

slapstick

acro-antics.

Reminding

ot

the Three Stooges, the Ritzs and
other acts Of the type, they click
solidly for
a hearty session of
,

laughs.
Stuff

panto

is

a blend of balancing and

Comedy. Sequence with a.
and ball propped in one

golf club
partner's

mouth makes for howls.
As does the manner in which the
guy in the middle, with a plasexpressive pan milks the laughs
with his antics. Face slapping bi«
little
tic,

is
worked out for full values, especially in spot where underslander
balances partner on shoulders while
the little guy indulges in slap session with the two. Though on a
bit too long they garnered a begoB
reception from the house.
Definitely a bet for the better
,

vaudfilmer.Si
pictures.

niteries

—and

also

for

CALVERT'S 1-NITERS
John Calvert is being set for a
series of one-nighters in legit houses
starting Jan. 25 at the Playhouse,
Wilmington.

beinS
is
Magician - hypnotist
booked on a guarantee and percentage arrangement throuuh Conspli'
dated Radio Artists.

f

1

.
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W«!dB«!Bd«y> Pccginher 25,

LECITIMATK

Broadway Boxoffice Upbeat' Just

A

Arthur Judson

patron- 1
Any 'if^ea. lhat Broadway
pick up the week^befpre
ace would
because of early g>ft-buyi

Christmas

be wishful thinkjng.
slipping in m'st

Grosses had been

•

„,

•

1

^herCK

W

why

details

——
>Lanier

Longhair Music B.O.

Boomed

ffl

London

Return For
really dived, some
houses, and then
slipping
iflgurcs
Roland
Play
were no reports of
levels but there
for
being posted
notices
The Henry Shereks return to
closing
have been ^o^don
shows that heretofore
Friday (27) on the- America,
highly prohtable.
^^^j^^.
,
Among showmen there h<is been Lane „ mto
rehearsal on Jan. 6.
opinion over the
,ome difference of
Boland Young, sailing with the LOn
economic value of theatre parties:!
that attractions don prbducer, wants .a ifull, ']Tionth'.s
but it was noticed
drop as rehearsal, hence Sherek couldn't!
which had parties did not
much as others, One show tliat had wait until Jan. 3 for the Queen Elizain ad- bcth, which brought him over a fortarranged for many parties
of such night ago. Young and Lilian Btaithvance of opening ran out
and the w ;! le \v 1 1 CO - .sta r
:0 's;
vl'
package deals last week,
more than
gross skidded downward
Sherek's London hit (Flora Rob-

War

in

Years

an editorial feature

of

i

:

.

(Due Soon)

•

'

One

of the

newer shows has son
i

playing

since

opemng

starred

parly audiences garet,"
.
i.ihilp
Hrpu'
drew r;
while it
it
-md whi^

to.

been

),

"Message

James

by

I

;

ATAM Contract

'

:

"

^

"LS,

;

for
Marwill be,,1

1

Pari.Sh,

—

I

Revised

|

basic -pact

between

the

I

^

Bargara Payne,

,n

as.sociation
also huddling

Theatres and the As.sn. of The-'
with .Sherek. Latter is
atrical Agents and Managers, which
cording to the treasurer.^
With Columbia Pictures' Nate Spin- called for pay increases, and had
First of the two holiday weeks gold on "The First Gentleman,", the been agreed upon after much conthe
sees
(23)
Monday
Norman
Ginsbury
started
play
which
Col.
.that
troversy, actually was not signatured
the
seaof
card
premiere
will
produce
in
England.
Robert
heaviest
until last midweek.
Another of a
openings spread Morley has been mentioned as re- series
son, there being six
of "last minute" arguments
only three evenings, three creating his London hit on Broad- had caused the delay. The dispute
ovfer
straight shows opening on Christ- way but family afl'airs are keeping was over a 33 1/3% tilt for out-ofringr
musicals
two
and
him
over
there.evening
-jnas
town house managers, which showing up the following night.
men forget they had already con-

r:^s

nordefinLly

ac-

,

.

have

Difficulties

be.set

several

of

were finally
by Mrs, Anna Rosenberg, who acted
as mediator and who thought that
her services in the case had been;
completed. ATAM-er.i never thought
the situation with the League would
be successfully clarified by mediation and were willing to bet against

Fielding Defends

shpws, a sudden addition to that porr

the card being "Lovely Mc,"
from "The Temporary Mrs.
Play had no house allotted
and accepted a booking into the

Ticket Brokers

tion 61
Telitled

Smith,"
it

New York

City Licen.se

"

:

,

.

,

ficial

i

f*"^
.IS

EDDIE GARR

sale

in

now

as

designated

Reilly

|

Experimental

I

.

,

be

the

first

NCAC

•

I

i

*

&

Artists Corp. have been appointed
jointly to do the booking for the first
transcontinental tour of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, set

'

•

jiext spring

|

Ajondon for the 10th
season at the
theatre, the Canadian
rour u
has been limited to six weeks,
"aying opposite Wolfit as leading
l>e Rosalind Iden, British

-

.

'

,

-

j

|

I

:

1

(Continued on page 44)

J

DowIiDg May Bring
Singer to Court

Special

exploitation

ling

partners

jireviul

advantages

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
CHICAGO 1
LONDON. W. C.
HOLLYWOOD is
NEW YORK 1*
154 W. 46tk

St.

4311

Ytticca St.

3«0 N. Michigan Av«.

•

St. Martin'i

Ti«fali|ar Sqirarc
i

2

Plae*

I

|

On

Division of Profits
Eddie Vowand -Louis J. Singer; who were

Differences between

Usnal Advertising rotes

FoiMS dosing shortly

the Shuberts declared they
all sea-

would keep "Moon" playing

^

Sesp^'"

will be held at the
on Jan. 6, when the
"Hamlet." Ten-day
follow at His Majestys, Montreal,
beginning Jan. 10
^hen the full repertory
will be
"King Lear," "Merchrr^".?"''^*'"
Venice," "As You Like It"
anH
T*"
^"n Jon.<!on's "Volpone."
rep will also be given
*ft«^'"i"^'*
»er the Montreal
run at the Royal
Alexandra.
Toronto.

A tlhough

son, a deal

Actors in the experimental plays
were originally supposed to particiPate in the profits and film rights
should the shows be taken over for
within
presentation
commercial
three years after original showings,
El"ity offered to reduce that period
18 months but the Guild demurred
and Anally agreed to six. months.
Shows are slated for three performances, but two more may be given if
"ie board so decides, maximum be-

OF

Canuck preein
rfP""'' Ottawa,
company will do
engagement will

I

gross to the Shuberts so long as it
played the 46th. Last summer that
percentage was cut in- two when
business was considerably off.
Despite the stop limit, when the
gross dropped to $17,000 during the
summer, no notice was given and,
in fact the sharing terms were made
more favorable to the attraction.
Business for "Mill" during' Christmas and New Year's weeks will be
excellent, according to the advance
sale,- but unless another house beperformances.
five
Jng
/
^
comes available the musical must go
Plans are for putting on five plays
to the road.

;

!

Qrch, conducted by the vet French
maestro Pierre Monteux, will tour
by special train for eight weeks vis-

I

title

to the 46th, new owner was stopped
from ousting "Dark of the Moon," a
Shubert
attraction,
through
a
wrinkle in the contract. During the
fall,
"Mill" was at the Z'cgfeld,
where it flourished, but because
"Show Boat" was a prior booking, it
was necessary to find another hou.?e.

I

I

'

{

|

i

!

]

was soon made whereby
Moon" went on tour and "Mill" was
comprised of five: Eqtiityites*'and an- moved in with the provi.so that the
equal number of Guild representa- latter management (Paula Stone and
Hunt Stromberg, Jr.), pay S%' of the
'ives.

Anniversary Number

41st

booking contracts.
Last season, when City took

•

The

will

works by
Canada since 1939.
Wause the group must return to

Booking contracts stipulate that
neither the show management nor
the house is permitted to make such
stop-limit sales. Couple of seasons
ago, when the Shuberts operated the.
46th the boxoffice was instructed to
prevent the management of "My
Dear Public" from buying blocks of
tickets,.so the tactics re "Mill" would
be the same idea in .reverse. "Public"
management threatened suit,
and although that plan failed to
materialize, the stop-limit restriction was inserted into subsequent

Stymie Cleared

j

OUT SOON!

Sro'ip

person, especially if the purchaser:
didn't look "legit.'Rte,'''jTcUe;:s, takings were only $16 under foe $22,000
mark but notice to vacate in two
weeks was given.

.

executive

Hurok and National Concert

;

-

of

•
1
T»
irn
a
Booking 01 h nSCO Oympn

Sol

.

'

:

oritish company
featuring
wie Bard to visit

their

.

.

Heads Bard

have
.

who

Henry Hull originated the bewhiskcrcd Jeeter. There were sev- iting 53 cities. Tbui- will start March
eral replacements; James Barton re- 16 in 'Visalia Cal
Tour by British Co.
maining in the lead for the longest
Orch will 'travel south and cast
period.
It opened at the Masque and reach New- York for its first
Of Canadian Cities (now the John Golden), moved to Carnegic Hall appearance April 11.
the 48lh Street and then the Forrest, It win return to the Coast via CanMontreal, Dec. 23.
now the Coronet.
ada and the midwest.
Revival of interest in Shakespeare,
by the successful run of the
ni^ Vie
uid
Co. on Broadway last season and by the
socko reaction to the
lienry V" flicker,
will be climaxed
jn Canada early
in January by a
tour of Canadian
cities by Donald
woint and his London
Shakespearean company.

WolTit

"dullest" pre-Christmas days,
Box-,
and at least one
such "patron" was reported tailed
to the Sardi buildin}?, where Shuoffice alerted Lotito,

berts have .their offices, and. the
schedule.
It is: "Message
For Margaret" a lour person play tickets purchased allegedly being
which will, be presented with 'Henry banded to a Shubert employee.
Lonproduced
it
in
Latter
Sherek.
Ticket sellers were instructed not
to sell as many tickets to any one:
don early this season.

,

j

.

tickets: each, they suddenly appear--^
ing at the boxoft'ice on one of the

I

.j

.

week's takings above that mark.
was reported to have been tried
by individuals: buying six to eight

.season's

of*!

iSrst

president

was that the
have sought

to:

This

,

Allentown, Pa., recently

,

his
F'.

said

last

ATAM

:

.

halt, then close while - Bolger took
He is due to rest in
a vacation.
Florida next month but is still at
Pavilion,
Medical
the
Harknes.s
Center. Show is slated to play road
dates starting in Chicago early- in

,

IN 'ROAD'

New Year's eve part Df iTeeter liester, Garr played
during the week, and unless there is in
"Road" during its Broadway run,
a .spurt attendance will
be under having followed James Barton. Show,
normal for that holiday. Brokers
.
,
,
,
which ^
had^ been out, 14
weeks this
thinlf the scales are too
high.
-season,
was booked through the
winter.

new

.

because of the fatal illness of John
Barton, is expected to resume, with
Eddie Garr slated to take over the

of tickets for

the

is-

;

]

"Tobacco Road," which suspended
on tour

as

act

League and James

office-

Shuberts to their own Ijouscs, and
Bolger was in.sured by Lloyd's of it's not the first "clash" between the
London against illne.ss but the ownership interests
There was a
amount payable to the management .stop limit of $22,000 gross in the
was not indicated. "Three" was to "Mill" contract, and it is indicated
have relighted for a week and a that an attempt was made to keep

Increase to ^liibuse managers in
After a series of huddles covering
Philadelphia to- $133.20, was the an extended period, Equity and the
point in dispute, showmen saying it Dramatists Guild have come to
wasn't logical in comparison with agreement about experimental plays,
the new salary in Boston and Chi- ^.^^^^
^^ j^grt early next month,
cago of $113.50.. It was pointed out according to an announcement from
that the boost in lioth in
by
the American National Theatre and
stances was a matter of agreed per- Academy. Latter will be a factor,
centages and Mrs. Rosenberg ruled the plays to be presented in its little
that to be correct. Why showmen theatre on 39th street, which has rehad been paying the house men in verted to its original title, the PrinPhiladelphia
more than in the ce.s.s..
other two stands was not explained.
Guild had charged that Equity
Mrs. Rosenberg's fee of $2,500, was holding up the long-sought-for
said to be a concession on her part experimental theatre, and while the
because a union was involved, is actors union formerly looked on
now payable. Whether it is to be a such projects with some doubt, it
50-50 remittance from the factions apparently changed its viewpoint
or whether the League will assume and. granted a number: Of concestwo third of the fee has not been sions. Equitv withdrew its idea of
definitely decided.
$60 weekly for the actors, who are
to receive a "fair measure" of compensation to be ntimed by the board,
Hurok,
in Joint

I

MAY GET

BARTON ROLE

week

was disastrous.
Two other mu.sicals had fared so
badly at out of town boxofficcs recently that their grosses compared
to takings
usually registered by
straight show inrbetwSeners.
Agencies saw no betterment in the
last

Shubert

(

director.

^

William R. Katzell, who teamed as
managers last season with "Home of
Another musical, -also
was reported a good
thing during rehearsals but business

idea

of the matter

last,

]

'

i

the Bjcave."
trying out,

was

proposed.
formally signatured

the

Agreement was
by Brock Pern berton,

closing

drawn

when

it

which suddenly became
on "Hi, Jinx" over
available through the necessity of appearance
"Three To Make Ready," WNBC (20), said, "There ha.s been
whish had been slated to > relight some unfair
criticism of the ticket
after a week's layoff. Adelphi is of
agency
business, but largely it is
large capacity, hardly suitable for a
play,
and "kfe" is a temporary conducted on a firm basis; there is
a small percentage of parasites who
boidiing; house being slated to get
are infesting the industry; our aim
the "Street: Scene" musical. Other
eliminate them, one by one
Journey."
premieres;
"Wonderful
Jinx Falkenburg, who, with hus"Temper the Wind," "Burlesque,"
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame"
and band Tex McCrary, conducts the
"Beggar's Holiday^" latter two be- program, had asked the Commissioner, "Don't you license scalpers'?",
ing musical.
Broadway is .still waiting for a received the reply: "We license
successful new musical.
Best re- ticket brokers,"
Earlier Fielding stated that "We
garded at tryout so far this season
license establishments all the way
is "Unian's Rainbow," currently in
Philadelphia. It is the first tuner to down from Radio City Music Hall to
be presented by Lee Sabirison arid laundrymeh;

Crux

!

Commis-

sioner Benjamin Fielding, in a guest

Adelphi,

Y..:

February.
Gilkey and Miss Payne
adjusted added another attraction to

ceded.
Differences

the incontiers both financially and
fechnicaUy, while out-of-town reports were distinctly on the doubtful side. Four arrivals are straight

pitalized,

owned and operated by City

Investing Co.

advising against the dancer appear- berts participate in
the show!s gross/
ing until after further treatments
However,
Louis' Lbt;to,
general
foi' his ailment, diagnosed as :yellQW
manager of City's- legiters, hobked in
jaundice. Although the show could
"Finian's Rainbow," regarded as the
have layed off without: salary lia- most likely
success among' several
bility,
it
being the week before liew
musicals. It opens at the 46th
Christmas;, the actors and staff re- the
week of Jan. 6.
ceived full salaries from Stanley
City's half a dozen Jegit theatres
and
Barbara
Payne,
Gilkey
are regarded as opposition by the
"Three^s" producers.

i

$5 000.

theatre,

February

week when the to balk the closing notice being
Ray Bolger was hos- given "The Red Mill," now in its
was called off,: doctors final weeks at the house. The Shu-*

Adelphii N.
revue's star

'

.

.

in

'

,

i

Road

Plan to relight "Three to Make
Ready" which su.spended at the

'

i

to Bolger's Illness;

Will Hit

,

.

that fumbled against the 46th Street

Due

41st Anniversary iMumber

;

to Sharing Pact

There was plenty of buzzing in
Broadway managerial, circles last
week about certain manipulations
:

Reopen

'Three' Fails to

.

the forthccminq

in

Young

Due

Closing

*

'

,
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IShuberts Reported Trying to Balk

(President of Columbur
Concerts, Inc.)

Dreamioad of Wishful Thinking

jig proved to

,:

,

during

the

run

of

"The

Glass Menagerie" and technically comanagers of the road company of
the drama, may reach the courts;
One argument concerns the onenighter "Menagerie" company, Dowling claiming that Singer disposed
of those rights to J. J, Lcventhal
without his a.ssent. That matter is
to
be settled by arbitration, but >
Dowling as.serts Singer has never
given him a final production statement nor a split of operating profits.
Actor^manager also alleges that
the loss on "St. Lazare's Pharmacy,"
which they co-produced la-st season,
was charged' against the "Menagerie"
profits.
Estimated that the red on
the latter show exceeded $70,000. It
opened in Montreal and played Chicago, not being shown on Broadway,

Wednesday^ December 25, I945
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Inside Stuff-Legit
Not often do

critics'

respond to

aqtlvors' cracks

Play on Broadway

about them but

Sun

in

and

<Il« IJon
so «itli Androclos
day's (22) N. Y. Daily News, its
JOHN BARTON'
American Reisei'tory 'J'lii'jiti'p iiKkIui'Hoii of
subhead
both barrels under the heading; "The Unhappy iPlaywright." the
fuijHHly in two itets "(fwiir sffpnes) and pryJohn Barton, 76, died at the French
writer; liilt >>y GemKi! Hernunl Shaw. titiiKinl Ijy
reading "He hollers louder and funnier than any other kind of
M.jrg.«t
hospital, N. Y., Monday (23) follow^ifeStiSiea'^M'names ^although Lillian Hellman,; In her recent ,N. Y.
^f^f'Sr-,i.r,r!!irrc/Bm.«%':low-browi.sm.
nemo luii'aiio. ing a heart attack while appearing
ivfaiia luni ma-^KK.
Tiroes piece referred to Chapman's critical style. as "proud
Show
oiuM.ea at i,.io>n,.itun«i, .n. v., ikv. m, on tour in '"Tobacco Road."
That the News man had warmed to his subject was indicated by his
was forced to close in AUentown
>»^;
j,^.^,,,,.,,
reference to a dramatise generally as "it." Going on the target pronto, he ^^.^^
Dec. 14 because of his illness.
.^ote:
|'^''''K:^^™••••^•'••'•'••^•^'"''^'I',
f^jy*^
Barton, who appeared on the road
Club t^^^^;:;:::^::';:;^::;.:::^^^^^^*^^
<'0f all the spoiledl>abies in the world of celebrities— actors, Stork
in the drama for the past seven
.Jtflin WU'alil:
models, lecturers on world affairs, movie people, violinists, tenors, news- cenlurlon
.HU-tVaril WarlnK
years, was an uncle Of James Barton,
paper colurtiriistsf, symphony cohductprs, account exec,Utives,,;npvelists and
.June Diiproa
WuBt'ue HUii'hmaiin vet vaude and dramatic actor, who
sopranos— the playwright is the champ. He accepts the most coddling iVenuiiua.'.'.
.Annus Culi'n!( played the "Road"' lead of Jeeter
....
with the least grace. It is congenitally unnrateful. .In these days the iu-ioiiua,^..
v.Vii'tor Jory.
..i,,'
Latter is now
;..,;.v....Bli :\Vallac1i Lester on Broadway.
playwright receives more praise from more fools than any other worker ypf,™,'',"!','.'.
.Uobt'rt llawlinft« appearing in "The Iceman Cometh,"
in the writing field; The newspaper space he is given exceeds the acreage ox-iirivci-.;
..Arthur ICeesan
...
Widow also survives.
accorded any novelist, any historian, any philosopher, any biogiaphcr
.Ktreni KMnbiillst. Jr.
WinOoni
.AV ill iam
and many indeed approach the lineage accorded a prizefighter, a ball uettorius..:
.Ua\mon<l Cire*>nlea,t'
lOdltdr;
IJI;I.IAN MOB'TIMER
player or a jockey
.Kil \Vom1heacl
.MenaKPrie Keeper. ........
n Jioii vn eu f
....... Ml
Lillian Mortimer, retired vaude
"We— the newspaper and magazine people and you who road-^have by c
actress and playwright, died at her
'»
our incessant and apparently unwelcome attention driven the dramatist
«
,P<Ml.ian«l
is
soincthingi
believes
that
./.he
superiority
he
homo in Petersburg, Mich,, Dec. 18,
to an unbalanced sense of
special, in ihe world of words— a- high priest of a secret cult» the :p.nly:i
She had been in vaude itor 20
Sta^i'il
he forgets that onc-a_ct comcriy i>.v .^ran. u'Caaey
direct linlc between the Almighty and the human race,
ctwtumea aiul ael. AVolf- years, playing mostly in sketches of
his words may be occasionally doubted; his work must be taken as the ^>;^^^ 'fj'-; ''.^'^erA ina.rnati.n.a n. y.
her own authorship. She was also
the
isn't
top
iC
it
he'll
blow
his
lucf.
i».
Handwriting on the Wall, no less, and
many meloauthor-producer
of
Ilunu>lll't\^'
.Onv'aila
..
(meanhis
play
made
dramatist ha.s little regard for the people who have
Bournouf dramas which toured the old Stair &
.I'llHil'
'"
Jfjjj.;:
lOrnest True?:
ing the manager, players'^ director and scenic artist. .and is usually con- gainitjy
Havlin pop-priced circuit, including
.MarK.'nvt Wcbater
.\ V. .....
NVoVnilV.
temptuous of them.
Ktudtuiann "No Mother to Guide Her," "A
.. .KtiKew
I'olleenian.
"The more successfur a writer (dramatist) is, the more impossible he
Girl's Best Friend,'' "Bunco in Arigets, insisting that nobody change or cut a word of his precious stuff and
With "Androcles and the Lion," zona" and "Girl of the Streets." She
in other ways making himself obscene around rehearsals.. The one-sided
Geol-ge Bernard Shaw proves he was the widow of J. L. Veronee; an
author-feud is older than Richard Brinsley Sheridan," Referring to an
actor who died three years ago.
still can outroar most of the playauthor who Runs for a reviewer upon getting a bad notice. Chapman says;
...
Surviving are two sisters, Ellen
n
^
Uua xne
+hp
wnue
Hroaoway
"Yet the same author deluged with praise for his next attempt maintains wrights on
and Mabel, both- of the stage, and a
Theatre comes
a smug. and graceless silence. .Today the dramatist is at the high point American Repertory
brother.
of a liophead's dream. He is getting more publicity than ever beforo^-rso Up with the best of its four irevivals
much that second-rate talent passes for first. ..He has become a megalo- to date. This delightful presentation
ETHEL INTROPODI
maniac, setting himself up a.s the ultimate in literature."
of Shaw's lampoon on war, religion.
Ethel Intropodi, veteran legit actRecently by radio the critic debated with Moss Hart over the- News marriajie and love is played to the
review of the latter's "Christopher Blake." Some of the author's remarks hilt .by a gifted band of mummers. ress who had appeared in many
its
Repertory group should draw
Broadway productions, died in New
were definitelv uncomplimentary.
best grosses with this one.
York, Dec. 18.
Margaret Webster's imaginative
Member of a theatrical family, she
"Beggar's Holiday," dated to open Thursday (26) at the Broadway and
^tggj„? j^jjs i^uch to do with the prothe stage since she was
which returned to New York from Boston last week for restagihg, was in (juction's success although such mat- had been on
14.
She- followed Ann Harding .in
bankroll trouble up to late last week. J. J. Leventhal and an associate ters as Wolfgang lioth's sets, Remo
the leading role of "The Trial of
agreed to lend $50 000 to the "Holiday" ^Tianagement until he learned that Bufano's creation for the lion's cosmore money was needed. Required coin was forthcoming from John R. tume, and Ernest Truex's perform- Mary Dugan," and later was seen in
"Dinner at Eight," "Peace on Earth,"
Sbeppard, Jr., who with Perry Watkins produced the musical. Young ance in the Androcles role are strong
contributing factors. In fact, the re- "East is West," "Laughing Lady,"
SheppMd is the son of a wealthy dictagraph manufacturer.
"The Guilty One" and others. Her
1vival is successful because of the ex
.,
»jj J money
_^
Added
was used to posti new salary security amounting to $15,000 cellence of all its departments, ex- last Broadway appearance was in
with Equity; original guarantee deposit having been used to pay the com- cept for the incidental music written "Doctors Disagree" in 1943.
pany. Understood that the other stage unions demanded cash guarantees especially for this production by
In 1945 she toured in USO-Camp
before permitting rehearsals.
Marc Blitzstein. As program music. ghows production of "Blithe Spirit."
score is nondescript, and as part
Las't season Leventhal came to the rescue of VPolonaise" on the eve of
its tour, making a loan of around $12,500, with the proviso that he get the "L*.^,!; PJ°'!'i'=''°"'^/=*
GEORGE H. MINES
sometimes obliterating
money back from the show's share of the grosses. He asked for no part

Chapman,

reviewer, Johrn

let

-

|

|

hangout of the show mob for a dozen
years, having started there back
in
'30s when it was known as Benjamin
Harrison Literary Society and featured

j

|

a

young

unknown

whom

Maxine, Sullivan,

named

he accom-

panied.

'

.

MAT

EARL £.
Earl E. May, 58, founder of the
Broadcasting
Co.
(KMA)

.

•

j

'

.

.

j

^

.

1

.

.

.

.

May

Shenandoah, Iowa, in 1925, and head
of the May Seed and Nursery Co.,

.

.

|

,

j

.

,

,

.

.

,

. .

,

•

:

died in Duluth, Minn.. Dec.

,

.

.

.

.

'

I

18.

He was awarded a gold cup by
Radio Digest in 192G for being the
most popular radio announcer in the
nation for that year. His station was
the first midwest station to put em-

•

,

.

i 1 i

;

phasis on farm-listening appeal.

:

,

Survivors
daughter.

;

.

|

are

wridow,

son

and

j

.

CHARLES KING

,

•

'

.

'

'

1

.

.

.

;

Charles King, 59, former grand
opera singer and soloist in early
motion picture theatres, died Dec. 18
at his home in Los Angeles.

1

,

.

1

.'.'.'.',

.

.

.

.

I

.

Robert Battier,

.

.

film character

59,

actor, died Dec. 16 in
following a long illness.

Hollywood,

i

Fred

Halsey, 50, formerly stage
manager at the Metropolitan Opera'
House and latterly at the Forrest,
N. Y., was found dead on the street
last week, apparently dying of nat->
ural causes.
Burial was held last

;

'

1

,

,

'

'

_j_

;

Thursday

'

(19).

I

Widow;

69;, of Otis Harlan, former
stage and screen actor, died Dec. 20
at home of daughter, Mrs. W. E.
Martinsville,
Kennedy,
in
Ind.
Harlan died in 1939.

!

.

I

William Stanley Gray, 50, film
at Metro for 20 years, died
Dec. 16 in Hollywood after a long

,

.

editor

i

|

I

j

illness.

!

Father,

Len Gayhor,

70, ;0f

20th^
died in

I

Fox home-office

publicist,

,

of the

show or

possible profits, and the same arrangement
the loan to "Holiday" been consummated.

would have

Othei: than this, the ART gives
applied had
Shaw an excellent platform to shoot
Libby Holman reported dissatisfied with her part, withdrew, and Ber- his barbs again at pomposity and
nice Parks is replacing.
formalism, in his version of the story
of the simple Christian tailor who
There were practically nothing but gallery seats left when window sale extracts a thorn from the paw of a
lor "Oklahoma!" opened in Pittsburgh last Thursday (19) for show's re- lion and is rewarded subsequently
beasts by
turn three- week engagement which began Monday night.
Thousands when thrown to the wild
.

,

Roman

emperor. What might be
whose mail orders were returned when musical first played Smoky City
sacrilegious, a little gruesome or in
two. seasons ago, were at that time mailed cards entitling them to first
bad taste on the part piE a less gifted
choice for ducats when attraction got back again. After they were taken playwright becomes inoffensive,
care of, and the current mail orders were looked after (thousands of them witty fooling in the paw of a Shaw.
were disappointed, too) boxoffice had the house virtually sold out f Or the
The antics of Androcles and the
24 performances.
Scale the same as before, $4:20 top except on New lion, both when meeting for the first
Year's Eve, when the price will be $6.
tirrie in the jungle and subsequently
a

in the arena; the objections of Androcles' wife to the jungle goingson: the march of the Christian
martyrs into Rome; the discussions
on love and religion between the

Romola Robb, who plays the nurse in "Harvey," was out of the show
.for three weeks contesting a suit in Boston, where her late mother left
an estate valued at around $75,000. Actress is administratrix, and a motion
was made by her stepfather to remove her from that job. Miss Robb. contended that her mother's second marriage was not valid, alleging that
the stepfather, in being divorced by a previous wife, had been denied
the right to rewed on statutory grounds. Estate also includes a house in
Florida, which may also be involved in court proceedings.
Lee Truhill

Roman

Captain (Richard Waring)
and the Christian maid (June Du-

.

brez); Ferrovius' (Victor Jory) vacil-

between love of war and
faith—these are some of the brightest moments in the Shavian display
of wit. And just when one is con-

lations

replaced during Miss Robb's absence.

George Henry (Daddy) Hines, 90,
oldtime circus man and pioneer
film exhibj died Dec; 17 in Los Angeles after a long illness.
As a boy of 18, Hines joined the
Barnum & Bailey circus and later

Cleveland Dec.

became one of its press agents.
With the advent of films he operated
theatres in Chicago and South Bend,
Ind,, retiring in- 1921- and moving to
California.
Later he returned to
show business as manager of the
Ambassador Hotel theatre and held
that post until a few years ago.
Surviving are his widow and a

fashion editor in
publicity dept.

MARRIAGES
Eve

librarian

;

Westport, Conn.

sidiary rights.

Experimental
Continued from page 43
for
experimental
showings,
the
financing to be assumed by the Theatre Guild, Playwrights Co., Theatre,

.

i

j

Inc.,

atre.

and American Repertory TheEstimated that each play will

\

Should a play be

Rhodes,
music

is

to Jet rore, Santa

Phil Bobys (Moses Philip), 48,
Ethelle Schiller to Donald Flamm,
salesman in the Metro exchange in New York, Dec. 22.
Groom is
Washington, D. C, died there Sun- former owner of radio station
day (22) following a heart attack.
WMCA, N. Y., and has varied show
Bobys had spent his entire work- biz interests including co-ownerShip
ing life in the film industry in of WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Washington, joining the old Goldwyn Productions before its merger
with Metro in 1924, He was one of
,

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Myron J. Starr,
daughter, Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 18.
Father is New Jersey booker for
United Artists.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridgc Packham,
Father is
son, New York, Dec. 18.
director of'Jo Stafford radio show,
Mr. and Mrs. Lief Erickson, son,
Father is
Hollywood, Dec. 16.

,

Se^

also most amusing as a lorgnetted
Caesar, Jory paints a vivid portrait
^nhn^P
of a wamnr
warrior subdued
by religion.
Warin^lnri
Mi« n,m'
id Miss
Duprez are attrac-

is

John

Bride

h.o.

an art

Monica, Cal., Dec. 20. Bride is with
the 20th-Fox legal staff; groom is
a flack on the same lot.

PHIL BOBYS

EDITH BENTLET

is

!

18.

and

Grot, San

KWKW.

at

Roxanne Coif

daugliter.

I

Bill Fields, general press representative for the Playwrights Co.,
and
his wife have adopted a second child. They first adopted a girl, who is
now four, while the newcomer is a boy eight months of age. Both children were secured from The Cradle in Chicago. The Fields reside in

Anton

Francisco, Dec. 20.
director at Warners.
Ardis Copley to

-

i

to

Pasadena, Dee.

New

mag

is

Warner Bros,

Groom

i

1

Bride

22.

Helen Goan

!

1

Siege! to Louis Woiner,

York, Dec.

scious of an action lag or too much
(as sometimes happens), along the 15 Metro sales reps named for
Nat Dorfman, legit- press agent, intends republishing Stage Pictorial
^'''''" "P
a magazine that he suspended several months ago because of the paper
®" "jl^'^P^'^*^'*
their sales achievements two weeks
f^'"®^
situation.
He says that the high cost of paper used delayed resumption,
ago by sales chief William F. Rodg„ proceedings.
Truex dominates the cast as the ers to make a nationwide tour of
Dorfman received a flock of letters from out of town drama editors aska
love
for Metro exchanges and the company's
1°''
ing him .to start the mag again and says that he still" irgetting" new sub- henpecked tailor with
""1'^
^^f^^J'^'^.-nH
animals, wild or domestic. John
5criptio„s, which, however, are returned,
studios.
Dorfman claims that a large
m^kes an enchanting
encTanW creacrt"
percentage of readers on the subscription list has indicated they do not
Widow survives.
ture of a sad-eyed lion with a penWish refunds, willing to wait until Eibtorial starts again.
chant for waltzing: Philip Bourneuf
'

21.

Mrs.

Ernest

Holdie,

51,

"

better

sci'GGn 3ctof

known

as Edith Bentley, secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flynn,
17.
James B. Clark, veteran Pitts- daughter,
Dec.
Hollywood,
romantic burgh exhibitor and co-founder of
Mother is Jane Flynn. legit actress;
roles, while in supporting parts Eli
"Wallach as a crLivon convert, Eugene city's first big chain, Rowland and father is a .stage and screen player.
Stuckman as a Roman fop and Clark, later, absorbed by Warners,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schumann,
Marion Evensen as Androcles' Ama^ was killed recently when, two autos son, Hollywodd. Dec. 19. Father is
zonian spousr, are excellent.
collided near McKeesport. Her hus- a
Universal-Intercomposer at
The curtain-raiser. Sean 0'Ca.sey's band was painfully injured in the national.
"Potind on Demand," is a lightweight crash.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon T. Hughes,
farcical bit rl.o
Iwo publicans tryMrs. Holdie had been with Clark son, Hollywood, Dec. 17. Father is
ing to borrow on their, postal savings
for more than 15 years and handled a producer at CBS.
f6r a drink, It's justified imainly beMr. and Mrs. Bernard Lust, son,:
cause of the performances of the some business for his theatres in
Washington, D. C. Dec. 6. Father
versatile Messrs. Truex and Bour- Braddock and Pittsburgh.;
is connected with Lust theatre cirneuf as two tipplers, and as opportunity to let Jory try his wings as a
cuit in that area.
PIERRE
BENARD
director.
Bron.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ross, son. New
Pierre Benard, 45, writer for the York. Dec. 11. Father is vaude and
French' stage and screen, and editor nitery comic.
of the comic weekly, Canard EnMr, and Mrs. Harry Bernay, son,
Due in
tive

and winning
winn ne

to

in their

.

ac-

cepted by a manager six months
after original showing, the financial
stipulations apparently are inopera
tive. When the experimental theatre
idea was started, the late Antoinette
Perry worked over the many details
and defrayed the costs herself.

1

;',

.

i

scripts being mulled

ing parts were propoijed by Jose
According to the plan, a manager Ferrer, currently appearing
can take overman experimental play "Cyrano De Bergerac." His plan
H'wood
by the payment of $500 plus 1% of called for afternoon performances
Hollywood, Dec, 23,
the gross and S% of the film and sub- on off-matinee days, with the prinSix weeks of Gilbert and Sullivan
cipals playing bit parts. Admission operettas will be staged
by the
was to be $1.20 to pay expenses, Breden-Savoy company at El Patio
especially backstage, with the play- theatre, opening Jan. 9 with "The
ers receiving no extra coin. Equity Mikado," followed by "Pirates
of
SINCIS 1830
ruled out the idea, saying that one- Penzance," "Patience," "Pinafore,"
eighth of a week's salary must be
The Gondoliers" and "Yoeman of
Play, Brokers and
paid. Council figured that the Ferrer the Guard."
Authors' Representatives
idea might be an opening wedge
Company has been playing Canada
35 West 4ntU Strpot, Nnw York
which might affect Equity's eight- and the Pacific coast for eight
All Went Vtli fttret^t, !.<>» Anscl^fl
performance per week regulation.
months.
i

G&S

^

.

SAMUEL FRENCH

;

chaine, died in Paris, Dec. 22.
Benard recently assisted in producing a film describing the French
underground press during the war,
which is to be released soon.

New York,
dancer.

19.

Father

is

a

Equity's Mission Reign

LeROY BRADLEY
LeRoy Bradley, 47, Negro pianist,
died at his home in Pittsburgh last
week of a cerebral hemorrhage
shortly
after
finishing
work at
Southern Outing Club.
Bradley had been a fixture at this

Dec.

I

'

LoS Angeles, Dec. 23,
For the first time in its liistory
the Mission Play in San Gabriel will
be played this year under: Actors
Equity jurisdiction.
•»»,
Play will open in January with
Awan as producer.
'

j

'

Adrian

—

IJB6ITIMATB
Bernard Sobel

'Narway'3liG.*HarveylliG.?yg'16G

Chicago, Dec.

Current Road Shows

—

eased

$4.80).

(2,100;

wk)

.

Hollywobd

—

fprirsances,

"Born Yesterday"— Wilbur,
(23-4).'.

^

"Carmen Jones"—Music

^
On Up"—
Come
_^ -Davidson,

American,

(23-28);

,

Mil,

Louis (30-4)
Bridgeouugc

St.

'

Ruth"

"Dear

— Erie,

Schenectady

(30-1)- Aud., Roeh. (2-4).

GIH"-* Walfiut,

"breani

Philly

count was around .$6,000.
"Three to Make Ready," Adelpbi.

week cancelled;
Lady" booked in.
"Temper the Wind," Playhouse

Plans-to resume this

other perand rainy

alt

sno

Firs.t,;

',

"Lpv'el.y

didn't help either,

opening

(:D-865; $4.80)..Pre.scnteci

week"*as Amer-

last

and Haas; writte4

K^ys : C iComeiiy

CD

M

(Zei;; M^trotMJlitaii, Prov,

"Harvey"— Harris,

Chi,

tilted

(C-1,001;

'

last week's
$22,000,

IDi-avia )

(Co?ncdi/-Drflmo), .R iRevuel,
(Musical), O {0,pere,ia).

-

.

I

.sc/i.le.

.

'

.

an Knows," "John Gabriel Borkman," and "Androcles and (he Lion,^

:

!

Jnternational

I

.

;

-

I

"

tour.

i

"Magnificent

I

Ford's

I

I

'BLACKOUTS' 16G DURING i""'"";-"-^^^^^^^^^

Song of Norway'*— Shiibcrt, Chi- pacity.

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Only the two hou.ses in Hollywood
remained open this week, with other
spots dark during the pre-Christmas
slump. Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
1946" was down to $16,000 for the
2.35th frame at EI Capitan. "Macbeth"
managed to eke out $3,200 for the

(23-4).:

Hall, Toledo

indicates

(30-

I

I

i).

of

and

.

better business this
week and thereafter; around v ..: !'J[J.
"Christopher Blake." Mui=ic Box
(3d week) (D-979; $4.80). Theatre
parties almost every evening kept
the figures up but there has been no
real line on .drama's staying ch::n,;:,-:

,$33,000.

"The Bed Mi
46th Street (60th
week) (M-1.319; $4.80). Dipped to
around $18,000 but will wind up the
run here to strong takings.

>

the

of

"State

Unlon"-rBiltn[i6re,

I

third stanza at El Patio.

Advance

sale.s,

:

were

however,

"

]

"State of the UniOB"---BIa<ikstone,

booming for return engagement of
"State of Ihe Union" at the Biltmore
which opens tonight (23). Another
boom is expected at the
Philharmonic Auditorium for Maurice .Evans' bow in "Hamlet."

Chi.

'

(2.3-4).

r:

,

.

I

.:

..(23-4-),

i

.

"Student Prince"— English, Indpls,
Cincy (30-4).
"Sweethearts"— Opera House, Bost.

$35,500, Seattle
Seattle,

State

Dec.

(23-4).

i

I

Scaled

from

$3.75,

garnered

it

¥35,500 in this 1,900-seater,

i>

HK-t

^

1

Baltimore, Dec. 23
'Tamper the
Wind," formerly
,
Jabeled/ Drums of Peace," ran into
pre-holiday slump at Ford's here

la-t. week and in
spite of favorable
reviews, biz failed to jell with
mod-

est talte being around
$5,000.
.In currently as the
second of five

P'ays j)romised

^

Park

'

(251; Aud,,

"T „(

F™"cisco, Dec,

c

Song," closed
Y^J"^
reopens Xmas Day at

I

Savannah

(27-28).

'Sweethearts' 23G, Cleve.
Cleveland,

71/26,

"Blossom
modest $7,.500

UTDPLS.

in

its

annual

<'isit'

to

Revue"

tv,

-^^st
sii?,

in

first

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
,
In
.1,
In the
face of adverse pre-Christ-

""^

in

per-

eight

1

1

.

:

,

,

and Philadelphia, it is tentaopen in New York.

ton

tively slated to
Jan. 4.

'

i

1

j

Curdtor of the N. Y. Public Library'i

Theatre Collection colli

a
[

^

I
'

It

!

"Treasure Trove"

!

"All

My

Fancy "-l-Hcnry
.

EVANS' SRO,
,k

:

praised
,

I

I

OMAHA

Omaha, Dec.

an editorial feature

Sons"-^Harold Clurnian,

Elia Kazan, Walter Frieda

"Best

of

of the fortheominq

I

...

Spirils"--tShermar>

and

.

41 St Anniversary

Numher

:

18.

gro.s.s c-hiimerl

!

1

Margaret Ewing.
"Dear Itrtlh" (road)-- Hyroan and

cf

i

I

!

Hart.

"Pope"
bell.

at a

St.

James

,

^

(200th

(rcvival)--^Lconard

Alio-

"Love Goes

$4.80). Slipped, too,

is one of the favories expected to
bounce back with isdvent of holidavs: under $20,000. but profitable.
Avenue,"
i7th
"Park
Shubert
week) (C-1,382; $6). Tlieatre parties

heipod this . tnuiSicsl considerably
but tho.se oackasJie -deals are over:
rated around S25.000.
''Present
Laucrhtcr,"
Plvm'iufh
(8th week) iC-1,063:. $4,8av.' Eased
off with the fieid; last week's taki.ngs
$19,500.

week) (CD-1.057:
somewhat affected

(58lh

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
to

Prci's" hit a

new

low for the season last week at
Nixon, getting less than $9,500. Lucky

,

!

had subscription backing,
v.ould have really died. As it

(or play

or

it

it

only h fvv.': hurtdied dollars above actual ATS salfs;

wa.s. totiil ,^'ross w£,s

'.

No window

.

'

call at all after the rSans
carhe out. V
.'
- ','
Nixfln currently has"Oklahomal"
v/hich opened last night (Mon.) for
three-week return cniagement and
practically a sellout already.
-i'.'":,;:;'

:

I

;

Hudson

$4,80). Matinees
'as expected, but

.

'

$3 top,

?res7Poor 9iG,

around

''

:

'

:

'HENRY' OK 9V2G, TORONTO

flo.so to .$24,000 quoted.
"Toplit/kv of Notre Dame," Centurv (M-1.7I2: $4,801. Presehled by
William Cahn; book, and lyrics by
Genrgc Marion, Jr.; score by Sa'nmy
Fain: onen.s a'.'ainst "Beggar's Ho)i-

Toronto, Dec. 23.
Considering that there wa.s no
Thur.sday performance becau.se Edward Everett Horton had to be in
New York for a broadca.st, "Springlime For Henry" did a satisfactory
$9,500 at the Royal Alcxantira here.

dav" Thursday (26).
I5th
_ "The Fatal Weakness," Royale

The 1,525-seater
$2,50 top.

gro.-^.s

I

23.

^
Omnha theatre Dec,
wa! a complete
wai
sellout.

week's

"Stale Of the union."

i

it

off; last

around
,

I

M-.,,„-.

did very well but ea.sed off durine
ore-holidav lull; around $10,000
estimated,
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (39th
week) (CD-1.082: $4.80). Only in
past two weeks has business eased

.

I

^""^

Laugh shpw

.$4.20).

:

George Freedley

in Rehearsal
".lack Be Nimble" ("William Loves
Mary")— Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Mammerstcin, 2d.
"a Lady
"A
Ladv Passing Fair"— Harry

'

&^h%'uf^^*eek''*'"

(.C-940;

"Oklahoma!"
week) (M-l.'509;

!

cu.stomers

week)

'.the

I

BooriTi". n^n'^I""?

nlf,','^"^^

top

•

$21,000.

heavy snows and icy WagslafT GrIbble.,:;,
Lucasta" grabbed
Yotin); Man's
"A Youn,
^'^e 2.100-seat Lycc-Adrian,
-"P for six nights and

!"„^,f.'"''"ences,

J^I-^SS
™
We l^r*^."
matinee

!

$4,20

Detroit, Dec. 23.
Despite the pressure put on by
the record-brealiing Christmas shopping spree, "Up in Cenlral Park"
completed its "erand w<.-'.' at the
Cass theatre with a fine $29,000 for
nine performances at a $4.80 top.
Bert Lahr's almost perfect performance and his personal popularity held "Burlesaue" up to an improved $14:000 at the: Shubert lAs" o-rances
fayette theatre ip:

light;
^

but

'Lucasta' 15G, Mpls.

i^t^

I

at

f

formances. Following dates- in Bos-

Shows

l ii^ jocal
\
cast in its la.st week of
^''j?
second week run did p,ild
$5,500.

stand at

'Burlesque' Hits $14,000

Booked in when "Three to
Get Ready" cancelled plan to re>
presented by David Lowe;
written by Jacqueline Susan ana
Beatrice Cole: songs by Arthur Siegel and Jeff Bailey inserted: opens
Wedne.sdav (25).
"Made in Heaven," Miller (9th

$4.20).

i

night.

at

a one- week
tonisiht (2:)).

opens

American

Tark' Fine 29G, Detroit;

'

Geary, starring Ine-

^"^ Chabela got weak
"Froiit Page"
^^^^

Iv Jnn

$23,000
.

'
'

week

23.

overcame
tune - show
Herbert
Cleveland pre-Yule jinx by pulling

Christmas activity cut its figure
down,
Student Prince" opens Christmas

23.

week,
the Curran,

Dec,

Billy Rose flew in from N. Y. last
weeli to size up the modernized version of Victor Herbert's "Sweethearts," topped by Bobby Clark, as
a pos.sibility for. his Ziegfelrf thea"Showboat" closes on
after
tre
Jan. 4.

Indianapolis, Dec. 23.
Time" settled: for a

for pa,st

a.gerie"

the

'

IllJ———

under Guild-Amcr-

7V2G, Frisco

I

:

Ihe English, playing four -performPretop.
(16-18)
at
$3
ances

'Tipica'

Himdreds were turned away.
Pauline Lord in "The Gla.s.>? Men-,

j

(25-4).

'

2.3.

Lhe

:

!

Dec.

.stanza, of nine pri fnrm,Tnce.s, enabled
show to roll up a nen.sational
gro.ss of $111,500 for the engagement.

I

^ Nat'l,

1.01 is.

;.

The three-week stand of '"Oklahoma!" wound up Saturday (21) at
the American theatre, and a ijro.ss of
approximately .$39,000 for the last

'

!

'BLOSSOMS'

'

5
;

I

i

I

]

$15,500.

23.

STAND BAGS $111,500

1

'

(23-4)

1

Society subscription,
"Ti?
the Magnificent Yankee," has
a
promising advance;

long-

I

Mont')

tv's

the

j

"Voice of the Turtle"— His Majes-

I

of

,

]

"Voice of the Turtle"- Aud.. Al-

bany

i

(H2th week)

St,

One

$4.20).

I

(28).

Central

"^P
Wash

,

'Wind' Mild 5G, Balto

(C-920:

favorites that dipped last
week, when the gross apnroximated

staying

I

I

I

—

Trenton

aiJ-

"Harvev," 48th

I

:

"Icetime," Center (27th Weelt) iRPre-Xmas week slump caught up
with "Moi'nificcnt Yankee'' at the Na- 2,994; $2.40). Will play twice daily
tional theatre last week, holding between Christmas and. New Year's;
down the take tp a mild $14,000. went off like most others la-st week;
"Yankee'-' had been expected to dp $26,000.
".loan of Lorraine," Alvin
(.5th
better' although it played a fortnight
week) (D-1.331; .$4.80). No differhere before its Broadway run.
"Up in Central Park.'' which opens ence at all in capacity, and limit of
a three-week hitch today, looks like standees at all performances; $32,500.
Father,"
Bijou
"Life
With
(368th
basis
candidate
on
the
Gold
a Pot o'
of the advance sale which indicates [week) (C-613: $3.60). Drooped fur-;
ther. as exoected. but looks due to
near tfapacity biz for the run.
bounce back; run leader rated
around .$6,000,
"Lovelv Lady," Adelphi (C-1,434;

Ameri"The Glass Menagerie"
can,
St Louis (23-28); Lyceum,
Mpls. (30-2); And., St. Paid (3.4).
"The Glass Menagerie"—Ra}«lh,
Reading (25); Kailton, Wmsport
(26); Lyric,. Allentown (27); Aud.,

23.

Union" completed two

of

weeks' engagement at Metropolitan,
mild pace, but wound

starting at a
up in high.

'Yankee' Mild 14G,D.C.;
Heavy Sale for 'Park'
Wa.shington, Dec.

(23-28); Cox.

'Uoion'

WAr IN 3-WK. ST. LOO

j

"Sloi-y of Mary SjiraU"^e!eary,
Frisco (30-4).
" "Street
Seepe^"— Shubert, Philly

big boxoflfice

,

. .^.v

(23-4).

L. A,

around $17,OC0.
"Cyrano de Bergcrac," Barrymore

(11th week) (CD-I,096; $4.80). Liketo pick up this week and therealter; eased off to around $14,500.
"Show Boat," Ziegteld (50th week)
(M-1,628; $6). Should stand up iairly
well for the final weeks: last
week's business estimated at around
ly

much

Real. Nevvs
continues
be
to
"Finian's Rainbow" which gains. with
every performance at the Erliuiger.
Last week's biz (second local session
first full week here) bounced
way up to a robust $25,000,
slisjhtjy off; $23,500.
This week's openings tonight (23
(Walnut) and
Birthday,"
are "Drearn Girl"
"Happy
Broadhur.st
"Anna- Lucasta (Locu.st); former i.s (Sth week) (CD-I, 160: $4.80). One
in for three weeks, latter for an in- Of the exceotions. .and without pardefinite stay.
ties; takings last week virtually the
same: nearly $.30,000.

,

"Hope"—Town

"SprlngUiiie tor Henry"— Hanna,
Cleve. (27-28); English, Inidpls. (30-

:

many shows

..

,

PRE-YUIE SLUMP

,

"Lady Wini.erin» rc'-i* I-'an," Cort
(lOth week) (C- 1,064; $4.20). Like
week, before Christmas,
dented the pace; approximate gross

'

—

Yankee"

.

j

,

"Lute Sonj"— Curran, Frisco (234).

(1.172;

,.

I

:

week)

(7th

$4.20), Two paid previews accounted
tor takings aporoximating $18,500;
accorded mo.st favorable, press of the
repertory bills here so far.
"P ayboy of the Western World,"
Booth (9th week) (CD-712; .$4.80).
Dropping, and last week approxilated $7,500; another week; will not

!

i

tress"—-Bbyal
"L0*e Goies to
Alex., Toronto (23-28).

•

,

i

last

quoted at over,

.

!

A"—

Another uew show

"Wonderful Journey," Coronet (C$4.80), .presented by ThfrbnBambergcr in a.ssociation with Rieii..-.
ard Skinner; written by I-Iavry ,Se-.
gaij
(known, in pieUire lOrm as''
"Here Gomes Mr. Jordan"); opensWednesday. (25) against ''Burlesque.'''

I

(23-4).

New Orleans"— Colonial,

;

taking.s

1,09,5;

should apply to "Street $21,500.
Holiday,"
"Beggar's
Scene" at the Shubert which is also
Broadway
boosting its scale, but. this is con- (M-1,900; $4,80). Presented by Perry
siderably more doubtful. Crix didn't Watlcins and John R. Sheppard, Jr.;
fancy the musical version ol the mixed-cast version of "The Beggar',s
Elmer Rice drama too much and gen- Opera" with new score by Duke Elleral word-of-mouth was fair. Last ington; opens Thursday (26 j against
"Toplinslcy of Notre Dame,"
week's $5,000, dismal.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (47th
An out-and-out 'floperoo here, although it received 100% fine notices, week) (C -993; $4.80). Laugh play in
was "Wonderful Journey" ("Heaven moderate size house was sold out in
Can Wait"). Jt came in on short advance: $21,000.
notice, at a bad time and had no bis
''Call Me Mister," National (36th
names. Under $3,000 in the one full week) (R-1.104; $6). Another winner
week it played Ht the Locu.st (opened that drew held its paee; rt'.'tie got
V'
ne..irly $32,500.
previous Thursday).
"The Big Two" was a wallop in
"Carousel," Maiestic (88th week)
both of its two weeks at Ihe Walnut (M-1.6(i7; $6).
Dropped in recent
with $20,500 reported, virtual ca- weeks but advance sale for holiday.s

Bost. (23-4).
Shubert, N. Haven
"Little
(26-2S>; bpera H6tis«, Newark (30-

,'$4:80')

faring very well but not, selling put;

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

Same

"Hamlet"--Aud.,. L, A. (23-28).

"In Gay

and next week with

D

,

Strau.ss:

.

"Years Ago," Mansfield .3d week)

(32d week) (M-1,427; $6,60): Brokers
REVIVALS
ma.y have been stuck with: a few
"Burlesque,"
Be'asco
(G-1,077;
tickets but there twere stanoet.s anp
Presented by Jean Dal$4,80).
tlie gross approximated $45.00.',
rymple; written by George Manker
"Another Part of the Foirest," Watters and: Arthur Hopkins; opens
Fulton (Sth -week) (0-968; :$4.;80):., •Wednesday (25) against "Wonderful
Registered excelleht gross but sbme- Journey."
what under figures Of previous- week:
"Henry Vril," "What Every Wom-

I

I

this

(27-28).

)

by

Edward Ma

b.y

bley and Leo.iard Min.s; opens Friday:' '(27).

Week

Estimates for Last

"Bloomer Girl" gross was $26,500 and will .lump over that figure

Hartford

"kajrle lUmpatV'-.-Aud,,

—

A.

pre-

tors.

(23-4).

:

L

23.

week, first time that's happened in over a decade, legit biz ran
the whole gamut from very good to
very terrible.
Gross leader was "Bloomer Girl"
which came back to the Forre.st
where it opened two,,sea.sons ago
and got off to a very encouraging
start of a three-week return visit, although having two musical comoeti-

Friend' L. j^yiio,
F,ie„a„
Lyric
"ear rriciiu
Dear
port (3-4).

I

week's level of estimated $13,000 for
)pre-holiday week but should pick
Shaw moves out around first
up.
of year.

With

Philadelphia, Dec,
five shows open the

Xmas

K.

Halli

(23-28)."'":'^"

C.

(1,590;

at

Mister'-r-^hubert, Bost.

(23..4)..^Vv-^:
'

Plymouth

Remained

*Scene 5G, Philly

Bost.

.:

Me

"Call

Stayed on top despite preweek to catch a capacity
Two or three
estimated.
weeks more expected.

Rampant,"

at,

ican Reoertory Theatre's revival' of
"Androcles and the Lion," w.hich
drew an excellent press and mav be
tbe.roo.st, popular: bf the outfit's bills.
This week will see the debuts of six
attractions, there. being two opposed
opening nights, three oh the same
evening;

(23-

4).

$4.80).

$3.60).

Two'

.Solo

I

holiday

"Eagle

"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(142d week) (C-9;ffl; $3,60). One of
the long-run .shows that paiticularly
felt the slump la.st week, when the

,

$35,500

(1.200;

*Big

—

Hub

Shubert

weekend

(23-4),

f

T'ister,"

:

$23,000,

-

been selling out
I

.

Boston, Dec. 23.
No legit openers here last week
sees three in
at all, but this week
at
as many nights. "Big Two" bows
the Plymouth tonight (23); "Sweethearts" opens at the Opera House
tomorrow (Tues,), and; In Gay New
Orleans" opens Wednesday night at
the Colonial. "Blo.ssom Time" Follows at the Opera House Jon. 6.
Estimates for Last Week
"
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200;
Remained at last week's
$3.60).
for
estimated
$13,000
of
level
prc-holiday weeK but should pick
up. Show moves out around first of

Me

I

;

Shubert - Lafayette,
Blacks.toh*
Det. (23-4):.- ;
"iBloomer Girl"
Forrest, Philly

$35M

$25,000,

:(23-4).

"Blossom Time"- Cass, Det.

year.
"Call

Mow'

<23-

19<6"-^El Capitan,

of

Parties

$4.80).

estimated.

.0,000

?

"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (11th
week) (D-1,213; $5.40),- Ea.sed off
somewhat but better than expected,
as indicated by gross ,of around

i

[

Two"^-Plymouth, Bost

Big
4).

"Blackouts

the winter;

or four leaders
that did hot dip but all the' others
played to at least some empty .seats,
jiieluding the staunch holdovers; and.
'most of the new clicks.. Agencies
were reported offering tickets for
some standouts, partictt.larly .for the'
midweek matinees, 'appateritly having overloaded on shows that lia^'e

Due Soon

-

i

(CD-:,025;

have been strong faotpr in attendance but play should stick through

;

'

may have been three

'

Chi. (23-4).':v
-:v:Nv ^^-'V^v.
jV:
"Best of Spirits"—Aud„ Hfirtlord
..(3-4).,

'Eagle' lOG,

Number

of

St. Paul
Music Hall, K. C. (30-4),
"Apple of His By*"-^Erlanger,-

,

THisler'

41st Anniversary

"Anna Lucasta"— Aud.,

ei<(nnn
^
....
ready for the road; $12,000.

pre-Christmas- week)

that

idea

.

(23-4).

(3rd

'"'"Stite'T'The union," Blackstone
(33rd"wkr (1,358; $4.20). Just about

Any

Broadway business might be okay
last week was dissipated quickly,
and the Main Stem soon realized
that tfie pre-hoUday slump
was
more severe than in: year.s. There

(2,^-28);

Did very well

Bow But Even

Top Hits Socked; 6 Debut This Week

*

in the

"Anna ILucasU"-' Locust, PhiUy

Ain't Foolin';

'Attdrocles' Boffola in

on editorial feature

Chi. (30-4).

to

off

"i?So^g*l.f "Norway," Shubert

*

it

45

an

In

"Like Everything Else Tliat
He Does j a Producer's
Prerogative Is His Own
Clothes"

(Period Covering Dec. 23 Jon, 4)
"A Flag Is Bo.a?'— Studebaker,

GroS;s not bad,
Fstimales For Last Week
••H«»'erHarris (20th wit) a,334;
«420). Slipped to $16,000.
Pygmalion," Selwyn (3rd wk)
Also

Lull

23.

the limeXmas shopping grabbing
thougli.

Rroadway Slump Just

9IVM a Icqu Noih appraisal or
ImprMoriot' sartorial foibUs
Intimate eloseup

Normal Pre-Xmas

In Chi's

buy ducats here,
Pretty easy to
town able to
in
with all bhows
empty seats Matiftirnish plenty of
are responsible for
nees pai'^i':"!"'^
b.o., due to pre?hP sUimp at the

000* $4.20).

-

!

Decomtcr 25, 1946

WtjJweaJay,

(J

,

wa.s

scaled-

at

:

UTKRATl

46

Wednesday, DccemlHtr 25, 1946
sing beside look attractive in a black
lace creation. Shows good salesmanship
on "Old Buttermilk Sky."

Literati

"Stormy Weather," and "Huggin
and Chalkin."
Closer on bill is Dorothy Donnealumna of Randolph Street,
with her muggin' and piano tricks.

Stern-Guilcl Impasse
The strike of Araorican Newspaper
Guild unit on the Philadelphia Record and the .Camden Courier-Post

Ra-'Mpi'il

^

iCniglU,;;
Robit'haucI
Gm'ai'd

Moljli:,v;,

and
Chicago Sun.
payors;

;

—^

'

,

could

some

|

|

[

,

j

'

"

:

.

j

1

;

I

;

;

:

j

i

;

(lag twivleips,
a backgrouud

^

;

'

Ted and Flo

,

|

,

for

and

balon

Vallet.

.

;"^

^

same time

;

'

.

parade

efr ;.stuff

to

of college times. Act
jjfrongthenca by puUiiif;

be

Loe. Davis, and his foil. nlfty
Jacobs, hold down the .coniody
Davis leans too much on. the blue
.side and csuld do better witlt.iinore:
legitimate stuff.
plause.
Biz light.

Garner nice ap-

.

studv

pads before

these

j.g..(„„

the, next

aU

strikers, .to replace

thife'

Egg and

'

i
1

fomier drama and music

mihimwrn day. Previous
and regular
picketing
picketing: hours remain unchanged,
but pickets will be ordered t6. per.^
form other duties to make up the

fbur-hDur

shift.

:

Arthur Pierce, chief
writer for the Stern news

Meanwhile,
editorial

.

j

.

.

six-hour

now

critic,

with Theatre Arts' staff, rfeviewing
inusic and dance..
Reginald .Whitloy, film, editor bf
th^ Lortdoii; Day^ Jlirrbr, 1$ extending hi.s stay in Hbllywpod. to cover
.the holiday season;

newsstand

new

I" with one on t.b from her
experiences, called
The
'^gue and 1.
Chicago Tribunes
Cecil; Smith,

pe>-.<=onal
1

Agent Barthold Fles

is

Ken

of

peddlii-(g

Giniger.

S.

,resenVd"^h7 cairoFthel"^^^
papers,
r-r^.., pr
Tuesday night ''"^hcity director lor Prentice Hall
strikers over

WIBG

time a major Pul^shers. Tome is titled "A Letter
area granted 'O^^y.^*"'^'.
^ouis Messolonghites, King Featime^ to the Guild. The same time ,
editor and former book and
also
oft-er
was
made to. the
Sunday ed for Philadelphia Record,
Stern management. Previously only
"^med
as book critic for the Kirkeby
WCAM. tiny waiter in Camden,
H°'<=1«
N. J.. had allowed the Guild time to
^''l"?'"^'
^ale of
Bob Hope s new book, "So
tell its side of the strike story.
„,
...
This
Is
v.
Peace,
IS headed for the
million
mark and threatens to
N.Y. W-i;V 3tmas Mak^^^
elieved to be an un- J?"^' J"=^ first. book, "I Never Left
In what is
w^'^h has sold 1,600,000
precedented bit of news makeup. ^°"}'--

(17), markiiig the first
radio - station in the-

.
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copies, all for charity,

N. Y. World-Telegram enterprisingly
on Tuesday (24) devoted the entire

|

w*-'

sheet's city editor, this

iormer Lincoln
and VAmKTT-

scribe

;

!

done "if it's'
news day." Usual P. 1
will be moved to the first page of
the second section.
Under an ei.ght-column line wishing "Merry Christmas" to its readbe

will

sports

f^S^"^-. has been promoted to. capGeneral MacArthur's Headan ordinary quart^'-s m Tokyo, where he is now
news stories stationed as rrews editor of the pub-

McAnney,

O.

Trump,

.«ienn

'

page of its final edition, to
Christmas features. According to b.
first

j

I

1'c

1

relations section

Harnett T. Kane, author of curbestseller,
rent
"New
Orleans
Woman,;" pacted for two more books
and 12 stories for national mags.
"Woman," on \yhich;screen right options have been picked up by Omhibook, may be produced on Broad-

ers in Old English type, the Telly
carries a four-column cut of Correggio's famous paintiniS of the Nativity, "Holy Night." Planking it is a

on Christmas customs and way before it hits the screen,
Editorial upswing in the Ziff Davis
Clement Moore's traditional Yule
"A Visit From St. Nicholas." fiction chain in Chi, Raymond' PalOther art includes- a Central Park mer becoming editor-in-chief, Howsnow scene and a cut of a moppet ard Browne taking his former job of
managing editor, and William L:
with Santa.
Whole, idea stemmed from excel- Hamling to head of associate staff of
the six mags.
Angle is that three
lent troop reaction the Stars &
received
in
Naples men were all contributing writers,
Stripes
its
Christmas 1944 edition when it treat- and still are, to various mags of Z. F.
ed page one the same way; Ed Hill, "'^'^"P"
then editor of the Mediterranean

story
tale,

|

S&S, now
its

a Telly

success

staffer,

and

there

recalled

thought

House Reviews

it

would be equally appropriate for
Holiday

makeup

;

will be
restricted to the last edition, as it's
felt that greater impact would be
garnered with the final rather than
using the stunt all through the day's
run.

the Telly.

Continued from page 42
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cut

s

above most

offerings

of

this

style-

Lee Bartell parlays a strapless
evening gowning and a
smouldering vocal delivery into
something which had the sailors
Music Books Exclusively
whistling at her, when Caught. Gal
With a slate of eight books for goes best with
"Coffee in Brazil"
I947f new publishing firm of Allen, and with "Stormy
Weather," a sizTown; & Heath tees off next month zling point in a medley built around
with the intention of concentrating "Feel a Song Coming On." She had
exclusively on tomes of interest to a little trouble, however, holding
the music lover; Directed by David interest in "Surrender," her schmalzEwen, company's first book, a biog lest number, because: the boys insisted; ,;0n whistling and talking to
of Serge Koussevitsky by Boston ui„ -i-^u.
»
lu'critic Moses Smith, hits the stalls k^L"?!?! ^]"^°l'Sh what should have
been J:he hottest thmg
Of,
fhe
Ta.(i
r>u
J
Otber
projc^cted
volumes include
"Music Comes to America" by Ewen,
*

,

•

m

,

,

"Horn of Plenty; The, Story of Louis
Armstrong" by Robert Goffin, and
"Verdi; A Novel of the Opera" by
Franz Werf el, among others. Firm
also i*lans an annual compendium of
:ihusical activity to. be edited by
Julius Bloom and tagged as "The
Year in American Music":
.

Business Like

'

I

'

I

is

Show

Business"

offered .satisfactorily
opener is '.iohnson and
who feature slow,

Show

Mitek,
acres
S^aceful hoists.

Lowe.

|
'

Ori«nlal^
Raymond

Clii

Orch

Scott

(17)

Dorothy

former D. C. Variety mugg, was
elected

president

of

the National

Club in Washington last Fri(20). Other officers: vice president, Joseph H. Short, Jr., Baltimore
Sun correspondent; secretary, Henry

day

D.

Balphi Oil and Gas Journal;
treasurer, George W. Combs, Balti-

more Evening Sun;

financial

sec-

Nicholas P. Gregory, Philadelphia Inquirer.
Elected to the Board of Governors:
retary.

19.

with

Collins, Dorothy Donnegart,
Ted & Flo Vallet, Lee Davis & Ruth
Jacobs; "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook"

Mono's Stock

;

its

Continued from page 3

own

coin.

Carson

F.

Lyman, United

States

a.

new

'

Roman

ritual.

Swell subject matter lor the Protestants is a contemporary German who
was anti-Nazi. He is currently lecturing on the west coast; That's Rev.
Martin Niemoeller, the old U-boat commander who turned preacher after
W.W.I., defied Hitler and spent eight years in a Nazi concentration camp
for expressing the courage of his convictions. Surely during those years
he must have rubbed shoulders with many men of many faiths and among
them they must have come out with the sort of answers this sick old
world sorely needs right now.
_j
,

.

I

Remake or
Jimmy Roosevelt relea-sed

realize

Reissue?
a British-made v(M-sion of

Niemoel-

ler's

RKO

"

saw no

sign of a biz decline for the
next 12 months, at least. Burrows
declared that it is naturally safer
in event of any kind of dip to be
shouldering a minimum of bank
loans.

Arrangements

for

novelty

tune, "Daisy Train," a neat takeoff
on the exuberant stage musician
who exudes charm at the expense
of music. Dorothy Collins, vocalist,
w refreshing in that she is able to

underwriting

the stock issue had been made with
Emanuel Deetjen & Co., N, Y,, when
the decision to abandon it was made';
Burrows disclosed. Intention waS to
take 225,000 previously authorized
but unissued shares from Mono's
treasury and add,500,000 which were
authorized for issue at the last
stockholders' meeting.
Mono's $6,000,000 Credit
Mono has been operating during
1946 on a revolving bank credit ot
about $6,000,000, v.p. declared, and

over-a-miUion«dollar category

dur-

ing 1947, Burrows said. That's "It
Happened on Fifth Avenue," which
producer Roy Del Ruth is now f itiishing up.

:<
would be good for her health.
"Good for her health!", he. repeated. There was hardly a day that some
poor 'shot didn't nearly kiU her.''
"But why Tombstone?", I asked.
"There was no church there. I thought it would bo easier. No competition, you know.
But I hardly expected the Ten Commandments to
compete with six-shooters. Why, those crazy galoots thought the way
to light candles on a Christmas tree waT! by fannnig them with a Colt,
and the same went for extinguishing them."
Saved His Lead tor Pencils
In- Tucson we became great JEriends and- the old circuit-rider gave me
a gold pencil which had a bullet dent In its barrel; "It charrted my lite,''
he said. "It .may charm yours."
I can't keep a life-time pen more than a day, biit I've had' that gold
pencil 25 years. In fact, I gave it to Mme. Scully as a wedding present
16 years ago. Tliat's the best way I know of keeping anything.
Correction On An Old Crow
"Oh for the dialog of Harry Cohn!", writes Si Newton from Denver.
"Then I could bawl you out for the way you: loused up the Jim Beckwourth story. It was after he was mistaken for a long lost son of an old
Crow and became their greatest chief that ha met Pine Leaf.
"B.'i' this time, not wanting to leave a widow weeping at his possible
liquidation, he offered to marry tt«o Indian rtiaidens sO as to leave tv)0
widows to console each other. Jim told one-he would marry her when
the pine leaves turned yellow. That was okay with her. That seemed
like a fair proposition so they, lay under the evergreens and waited for
one to turn yellow.
"When autumn showed no change. Pine Leaf gave him a proposition
in return.
She: told him she would never marry anybody until she had
bumped, off 200 enemy warriors, or until Jim brought her the scalp of a
red-headed Indian. After seven years of this she had only 75 scalps to
her belt and he hadn't got a red-headed' Indian to his name. So they:
called the whole stall off and married.
"He called her 'Pine Leaf because she never was yellow in battle, tt
was she who lured Jim back to the Crows 30 years later and slipped him
the lethal mickey finn.
"The motive was not revenge because he had
deserted them but because this white man; was the Crow's greatest chief
and they never wanted him to leave them again. It was really a very
noble rubout, done along the strictly classical lines of Greek tragedy. But
you made It a^ vulgar as a gangster picture, you louU"
Mea cupld. I'm sorry.
.

:

While he said he

this will be upped to $7,000,000 to
(Rep).
$8,000,000 in 1947. -Bank credit, of
"I'hi.s
week's stage bill is light- course, is in addition, to company's
weight, but nevertheless, pleasing.
own capital used in production
While Raymond Scott is hot too financing.
weir known Ss a stage name here,
Increased
coin 'is necessitated.
he does a fine job with an augmentBurrows
said, for two reasons: First
ed orch.
Band is composed of 17
men with four tsumpets, four trom- is general upswing in costs and secbones, five saxes, with two saxes ond is Mono's determination to put
doubling on clarinet, and three greater production values' into its!
rhythm. Orch does especially well films.
on Scott's own compositions, such as
Mono will have one film in the

"Powerhouse" and

No Vacancy!
"The Christmas Story": could have been made- in 1946 as essentially a
housing story. At least one innkeeper would have become immortal if
he had found a room for' the holy family. Tdday millions share this
riielancholy lack of shelter. They can't even fiiid a stable. They certainly
would be glad to 'pay for terhporary shelter in a picture house even if
only to learn: that the housing problern wa.s not new. Here certainly is a
theme on which Jews and Christians could unite, and if there has to be
a heavy the landlord could be an Arab.
Protestants too have complained that producers can't seem to come 'out
with any "Bells of the Wesley ans," though oddly the only chureh around
Hollywood now chiming away the hallowed hours is in the tower oE the
First Methodist Church.
Due to complaints, the Catholics dismantled
theirs years ago, but this autumn the Methodists decided: to move in and
siive the town a church bell again.
This'is practically a revolt from John
Wesley who favored a Christianity stripped of all glamor, music and

'

by

'

'
books in this matter of giving a fair shake tor everybody.
But in the main if a long Jewish chant is learned,, a.? Larry Parks'
learned one for "The Jolson Story." it is almost certain to be the first
sqqtience to hit the, cutting room, floor,; ahd if Harry Cohn should gieet
the news with some ot his dogeared blasphemies you may be sure it
would be because ot the wasted footage, not because a beautiful hymn
had to give way to mamm.v»yamming in entertainment value.

—

.

!Press

at the gate.

Liberty's Distrib

.

Francis Heads Nil; Press Cluli
B. Francis, correspondent
the Los Angeles Times and

Warren
for

23.

life several years ago under the title of "Pastor Hall,'' but this
shouldn't bar a remake an,v more than a B.I.P; production of "The Informer'" in 1929 prevented
from making Academy award material
out of the same subject by 1936, I saw that "Pastor Hall" preem at the
Globe. N. Y., around 1940. At that time America wasn't ready for it and
by today it might prefer a stronger protest against the state's attempt to
take over a man's soul as well as his body.
Continued from VAge 3
Really, this is a very old war and Christianity owes its birth to this
course, that there eventually will issue of separating the things that are Caesar's from the things that are
some merger of SRt) and God's. Dr. Leon Pritcher, a reformed medical commissar from the
be
Liberty's plans or Liberty's and Ukraine, now devoted to "Brotherhood No.w," makes a convincing case
Goldwyn's plans, "since it is patent against the type of Jews who we're" fascist-minded and played ball with
that difficulty of^getting top sales Caesar in Jerusalem much as a similar handful played ball with Hitler
He shows in "Disturbers of the Peace" that the real' case
personnel and other considerations in Berlin.
make mora than a limited number against Christ was that he was leading the people away from fear and
of the indie distrib outfits unfeasable. hate, two things a ruling class practically lives ,6n.
But if Protestants want a crack at pictures more in the American
All are based on the same idea—
that 75% of a film's income is de- tradition I can think of several choice subjects. Beside Niemoeller I can
rived from circuit contracts that remember Arthur Howe, Yale all-American quarterback in 1912 who
can be handled by a force of per- entered the ministry,: and further back, an old warrior, the Rev. Howrftd
haps eight men, necessitating only Benedict, who rowed on the championship Amherst crew back in 1886.
a small, compact organization. ReThe Crew Men of Tombstone
Rev. Benedict of New England subsequently became a pastor in Tombmainder ol theatre engagements,
being relatively unimportant, can be stone, Ariz., when it was the rip-roaringest bucket-of-blood in the west.
He managed to survive all the feuding and brought some small law and
picked up catch-as-catch-can. Every,
possible contract might not be ob- order to the place. He was a little fighting cock and a grand old man ot
tained, as it would be by an organi- God.
zation such as the majors have, but
I forgot what he rowed in the Amherst .shell.
It was a six-oared job,
that would be compensated for by steered by the stroke or the bow, with his feet, thereby eliminating a
lower cost generally of distribution. coxswain. Some Petrillo of regattas, however, forced two extra men in the
Physical handling of the film pre- shells around 1890 and thereafter six-oared racing was discontinued.
Amherst awarded the old pastor his "A" 50 years after he won it; I
sents a headache at the moment,
with difficulties in building and think I had something to do with this. Anyway I remember photographshortages of vault space, but that's ing the 75-year-old' vet with his new letter on his sweater in Tucson
around 1923. The "A" didn't show up very welt so a retoucher painted
a temporary problem.
The New York Times never noticed the improvement.
it in.
I asked him why in heck he ever picked Tombstone for a parish.
He
told me that his wife had gone down with T.B. ^nd friends said Arizona

:
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equivalent
earnings.
Only
those considered more .speculative
are down to the eight times earnings
tabulation, they say.
What has film execs further
puzzled is demonstration as far back
as 1929 of profit-taking power of
film companies,
Iridttstry did n"!
feel full brunt of stock crash until
a number of years later and was one
of the first to stage a phenomenal
recovery when conditions picked up.
Staying power ot film biz plus record profits ordinarily would warrant much higher prices, execs say.
Only real factor weighting price.s,
it's believed, is idea among financial
circles that Hollywood throws big
money around and out the window
on caprice. Prejudice has been' of
long standing, and such items a.^
junking of .first takes on 20th's "Forever Amber" which reputedly cost
the company some $350,000 hasn't
helped to diminish it.
Produclion
costs, notoriously ballooned by hard
working flack.s, ha.s also taken Wall
Street in. film trade believej;.
their

;

previous

Coutinned from page
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;
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Following thf meeting. Guild policy committee announced introduction of ,a six-hour minimum day for
^

Wall St. Cools

|,

-

:

mmm »»»^^>^

Christmas,

Martin Field has shown how badly Jews have fared op the screen. He
hardly rated De Mille's "19 Gommandments'' as proof of how well Hollywood handles a contompiirary Jewish problem. Nor does' he f<!el: that
Cro,sby's production of "Abie's Irish Rose" helps at all. Sam Goldwyn has
Ruth "Earth and High Heaven" down for production, and since this deals with
s^bt.
intermarriage between Jew and Gentile it: may do a little to. balance the

Ihiale.

!

.Rattigan
.:,^.;
„ Betty..M^.cDonald to follow "The

Scully «*

oi- the hefty applause getters
of the iiiiddle anci plac tng. them
towards the tinish for a slronner

o-tit

|

j

By Frank

Every now and then a dissenter breaks out with a demand that somebody besides Catholics be plugged in pix for a novelty. The answer that
producers will plug anything^if it's boxol'ftce doesn't sound quite convincing to those groups which have not had a. chance to prove that they
.

i.h

!

.

t»*»t M t»f

in a rose satin creation^

plays two pianos at
bolTo reception.

'

'

\
another in;.p;\sse Thursday
V- v(
y
:.CliATTivB
;V
,.
;:
(191 at a meeting between manage-j
W. Paul Cook now halt owner ol
mciit and Gaild representatives.
The ,1. David Stern management Drittwih,d Press. N. IVIonlpelter, Vt.
Brooks
Rdbcrls,
out
ot Navy,]
C.
a,i;ain proposed its original "money
ofler" oi: a SS a week raise for lower, back as article editor of This Week.
Dorothy Livesay to England tor
bracket classifications, and $10 a
for Toarticles
on
postwar
problems
wfeek for per.sons ecrnins $75 a week
or iflore, plus a 3V;- differential for ronto Daily Star.F. L,ee Baldwin, in Grangevillov
V
ntyht workers.
Idaho,:
.writnig
.a:
history
of
.eSrly
The Guild countered by showing'
v,,.,
v:
contracts signed with othei? papers times iir the state.
since the strike was called:. Nov. 7,1. 'BlizBt>eth, Bullock, new. mystery
Formerly
itor
Dial
Press.
had
of
These disclo.sed higher raises than
with
Rinehart
and
Zitt
same
job
those oftercd by Stern. The Guild
pointed' out these contracts were Davis.
Doubleday opens San Francisco of-;;
With-^newsspapers otcbmparaWe -size
with Howard S. Casby in charge,
with the Stern sheets. Ref>resentar 'ice
assisted by Alfred Meyers arid Eleatives of nvanagement said they would

reached

gowned

CTal,

I

'

.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

I

gan, an

News; Paul B. Mi'Goo. Manila News:

:

,

,
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\t e«ln«>t*tlay,

Commerce

Broadway

the

up by Copacabana

for mei-itorious nervice to

London

city.

Two weeks of "Born Yesterday"
Fred Astaire rumored for lead in
and then Talttilah Bankhesd'.'s "Eagle London production of "Harvey."
Rampant" will follow "Oklahoma!"
Bandleader Stanley Black and
into Nixon.
crooner Edna Kay became engaged,
Marianne Davis hopes to get JuV
dith Anderson to star her in play
Belmore to London on
RfMtna
v
in
the West End.
^
Copenhagen
Eliwibeth Jan. 3 Jor Firth
There is. a move in Parliament by
play
Sli'epliartl'.s new
Asta Nielsen, retired film actress, .several members to introduce legisbsclt in N. Y
receiitly completed her memoirs.
lation to abolish stage censor.ship.
ivT'injiie Tevte due
balElizabeth for
Magic Circle, ono of. top Englislj'
T.n IB nn Queen
Negro
Uriel
Porter,
operatic
:'46-'47 concert season.
magical societies; presented Dante
singer, appearing in concert dates.
ar,('o of lier
of the Associawith ^old medal life membership.
Oiivei' /P^^Sayler,
Ei'ling H. BoKgild, ex-GI formerly
ManBritish Broadcasting Corp, dickerTlieatrical Agents
iioTi ol
on staff of Radio Luxenibourg, now
with
hospitaji:
ing
with Emile Littler for series of
mi.
;Murray
Hacking for Metro.
broadcasts starring Bud Flanagan.
riaeunioni". ;
Olaf Fonn.s, onetime .silent screen
Bernard. Mills in home with sciatT
L Gwh-t?, Philly fieneologiEl,a sta r, oporatin g Denmark's biggest ica, the big. Olympia circus prepWaynch
'Fredtrace
trVin^ to
aration's falling oh his brother .Cyril.
was listed theatre, ''World Cinema.
Brooklynite in, 1.913, Avho
Government reported changing: its
Hajry Pilcer visiting in' England
as "ihe'atrical."
film theatre license policy whereby after 18 years. Pilcer, .^7 years old,
Laurence Langner, Theatre Guild construction of new houses will be now operates restaurant-cabaret in
ol
co-dirpctor. cited by Secretaries
Cannes.
stimulated.
services as
Navy and Army for his Inventors
Ewan
MacColl's atom, bomb play,
Sven Asmussen, w.k. Danish- jazz
National
of
secretary
violinist
who recently returned "Uranium 235," is to be performed
Council.
from tour of Holland and Sweden, for British troops in Germany after
completed a
Ben SIcin

is

Fortune's

nitery iounds with wife
Dey, Colonial Inn flack.

,

,

Bob Diamond replaced

.

&

,

i

'

'

-

camha,

•
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Meny-

"On

first

Go-Round."
P. S.
Bessie Thompson, teacher at
like many fellow-fi7' Brooklyn^
forced to get part-time
teaclicrs;
of the colored
iobs. created the role
Forest"
maid in "Another Part of the
at the Fulton.

Marion Colby, vocalist with Milton
Carnival show past 11
replacing Bonita Primrose

Berlc's

monlhs,

of Notre
for opening of "Toplitzky
Dame" Thur.s. (16). Latter out for a
tonsillectomy.
'

,

Ben Kraiiz.

Me

Mister,"

Christmas,

new

own

pictures by film critics on local

Even "Going

sheets.

My Way"

was

rapped.
Ernst Liibitsch's "That Uncertain
Feeling," "To Be Or Not To Be"
and "Heaven Can Wait" doing smash
biz here, with latter pair now in
their third month.
Else Skoiieboe and Henrik Bentzon, Denmark's Lunt-Fontanne, tak-

ing ChrLstmas holiday from chores
in "Life with Father" at Folketeatre
but will resume thesping after New
Year's.

Chalking up longest film runs of
manager of "Call
directed the American the year, "Seventh Veil" ran over
montlis at Scala-Bio
while
Dani.sh full-length color cartoon,
"Tinder Box;" stayed five months at
six

the Palladium.

20,000,000

New

Bnglandfor $.5,000. among
ers invested in. "TopHtzky of Notre

man

Dame" which represents over

Continued from page
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$200,-

X

s;

'

000 to date.

achieved a higher figure, McCall revealed, save for the fact that the
maintain.? recording studios
and prcssuig plants in Mexico, Argentina, Brazil and Chile.
Latino
of "Toplitzky of sub.sids turned out a sizable amount

lidwr.rd Gilbert, .scenic designer
on both shows, had a busy weekend
the Century, supervising disat
mantling of "If the Shoe Fits" sets
Satiu'dav (21) night, then overseeing

the inconiinfi sets

company

,

at

(23)

at

a stage tour.

trip

to

°'",' He™?" Lissauer laid up with
heart trouble.
Ken Curtis east on a one-month
personal tour.
Donald Dewar joined Argosy as
legal counsel.
Virginia Hunter up and around
after bronchitis.
Dee Turnell and Toni Kelly in
,

;

'.

EUanora Reeves heading

for

Man-

hattan in January.

Roddy McDowall

\

in

town

an

after

eastern stage tour.

same

advertiser
Alka-Selfzer..

Miles

Labs

for

Maureen O'Hara returned from her
vacation in Ireland.
Paul Mills in town

The fact that the show brings the
listeners remotes from around the

been
hav-

Foy WiUing's home robbed while
he was in the hospital.
Jerry Saffron in from Columbia's
Chicago sales meeting.
Gary Cooper to Sun Vplley for, a

Show, in addition to Beatty's work
from Washington,
uses
Francis
McCall, manager of news operations
in New York, and latter's aide,
Joseph O. Meyers, plus William R.
McAndrew, the net's news director
in Wa.shington, W. W. Chaplin as
roving reporter, and remotes from
NBC affiliates around the country.
"Most of these people are on this
.show all day," said Brooks, "with
the result that th6 techniques have
been
perfected
'for
presenting
domestic news. Furthermore, we
have the equipment now, and the
of stringing, remotes
possibilities
which we couldn't always do during
the war. Then there is the dropping
of wartime censor.ship. All these

latter

,

masque-opera "The Fairy.
Queen," at Covent Garden Opera
cell's

,.

'

.

his

from a horse,

a fall

•

Margaret Rawlings returns West
End, after six years, in part of Titania with Robert Helpmann in Pur-

vLsiting

father, Irving Mill^.

Veronica Lake is wearing her hair
over one eye again.
Cllark Dennis brolce both hands in

country, rather than from Tokyo
or Berlin, is partly responsible for
the hypo, said Brooks. In addition,
the manner in which the show is
put together, thought Brooks, has
affected its popularity,

will appear in picture "Guilty."

month

of vacationing.
Michael Duane driving to San Antonio for the holidays.
Barney Briskin to Palm Springs
for the holiday season.
Wallace Beery to his ranch in
Jackson's Hole, Wyoming.
'

Rod Cameron bought a new plane
after crashing his old one.

Deanna Durbin moved into her
new Pacific Palisades home.
Col. Fred Levy in froih Louisville
for

huddles with Sol

Le.sser.

Clifford C. Almy in from Manila
studio confabs "at Warners,
Jim Davis obtained release from

.fo,,

his player contract

with Metro.
r
_Groucho Marx bedded by flu while
"Copacabana" is shot around him.
;

Victor B. Kirk, of Universal-Inter-

national, decorated for war worlr.
add up.
Richard Basehart in from New
"But there is no doubt that, pre- York for film chores at Eagle-Lion.
Luther Adier mulling an offer to
sented this way, the domestic news
join
the Old Vic company in London.
takes on greater importance to the
Illness
caused Greer Garson to
listener now. He wants to know
more about what's going on in the cancel her vacation trip to Sun Valley.
U. S. A. That does not exclude the
Frank Morgan and the William
United Nations, or the nation's Powells to Palm Spring.s for Christcapital. But it means also he wants mas.
to know the latest from Pittsburgh
.lohnny Arthur ho.spitalized after
or Baltimore or' Seattle, just as a being found in a coma in his hotel
couple of years ago he was in- room.
Danny Thomas will top the new
terested in the war-fronts."
floor show atSlapsy Maxie's, opening

factors

:

.

'

'

Jan.

6.

Andrew Stone returned

WWSW

Show
^

Continued from page

1

to his of-

fice on the Hal Roach lot after touring Europe.
Byron Price i-eturned to his
desk after a week of business in

Biz Reveals

,

MPAA

^

Washington.

worked out a formula so far. Pointed
out that the board consi-sts of presidents of unions who are jurisdic-

,

Stirling

ver

iStar

HaydCn awarded the Silwar work in the

for his

.

-i

.

.

.

.

"

.

;

color laboratory.
Lizabeth Scott called back from
her vacation in Mexico to report for
work- at Paramount.

having attended the convention
as president of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, of which
Equity is an affiliate.
zell

.

.

Darryl Zanuck, Merle Oberon, Lu*
cien Ballard, King Vidor and Henry
Halfiaway to Sun Valley.
William Elliott was master of ceremonies at Republic studio's annual
Christmas party for children.
Paul G. Klehl in from St. Louis
for conferences about Church-Craft
•Pictures with Cecil B. DeMille.
George Rigaud going back to Paris
in April on a one-picture deal with
Jean Mahuzier, French producer.
Bert Granet returned from France
and Germany with two reels of I6m
film to be used for reference mate,

Cantor, Crosby

.

I

Continued from page

1

I

out too njuoh intellect have becdirie
wealthy overnight and lead in the
piitterns they set for the people.

,

"One

:

of

the

things

first

that

should be done to control the farnily
system is to clean out that disintegrated group of people in HOUy-

mS

i

Hal.;

j

i

l

I

,

'if you w^nt
Norma Christopher, Queen of the
but don't 'piit Tournanient of Rose.s, will ride in the
Pasadena parade with Bob Hope,:
Speaking of Leo Durocher, Brook- grand marshal.
Mrs. Rose Peiscr in from London
lyn baseball Dodgers manager, the

w;ood and say to

I

,

them

to

do .something, do

it

in the papers.'

,

it,

",•

.

to

spend

the

holidays

with

her

Harvard
daughter, Lilli Palmer and her son*
fied' with the publicity of his divorce,
in-law. Rex Harrison.
newcomer Banner Records was
Javne Manners will have own inthen had his picture taken with
Gabriel Figueroa, Argosy cameraformed last week to handle timate snot over Park .A.venue CUib. he
someone in Hollywood. * What can mani goes to Paris in February to
Company will
records.
Jewish
Bnrr.v Wood atid Pat.sy Kelly mak- 'you expect of young men who take
Cannes International Film
j'accei3t"the
Smith awarded handle Mcnasha Skuliiiek and Molly ing the roiinds. wh e on vacash here. this man as their model and.hero'?" award for cinematography.
orSMd' oT'"„,^*';!l'*'?;
" °^
Carlos Raniiiti!: had Option., picked
by Chamber of Picon c.vcHisivcl.y.

oponiiV

Nixon

''"V

'^'^

'''^

theatre

ti"ie'

foi-

.lobby,

Xmas

a

only

!

professor said;

"not satis-

I

I

;

-

il

I

•

.

;

Lewis B. Schwellenbach, with whom
Bryan Foy returned from regional
he chatted for a few moments during sales meetings for Eagle-Lion in Chithe convention. Equity official was cago and Dallas.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus in town to
surprised to receive a letter from
new Technl*'
the cabinet member last week, Dull- work on plans for a

•

,

.

.'toSrt-iii
I'lishe
ih.

.

Marine Corps.

tionally opposed to each other, and
returned from
Preston Sturgr
whether they can come to an agreev Chicago where he was hospitalized
for a checkup.
ment is problematical.
Dr. Jose Vincente TrujiUo, EquaAmong those who complimented dorean
foreign minister, gandering
Dullzell was Secretary of Labor Warners studio.

;

I

after

tured ankle bone.
Eve Arden recovered from injuries
sustained in a fall.

ing settled at Barbados after heavy
bout of pneumonia, is returning
shortly for tour in provinces.
Derek Farr and Glynis Johns are
quitting cast of "Fools Rush In," at
the Fortune theatre. Former will

&

town

Gable on a fishing

Clarlt

„

ih

.Rogue River.

Homebrewed Chat

after many years, have
laborated, with "Oil the "Record,"
which Daniel Mayer is trying outr
of-town early next year.'

marry Muriel Pavlow, and

,

,

to -Palm Springs fbr'

,

i

I

!

new Palm

their

Continued from page

has

,

Mickey Rooney back

I

:

King-Ijall,
pgain col-

of platters but this figure, of course,
Notre Dame,"
House."
Lord Tarieton cannot be ineluded in export comWalter Jacobs*
The King and Queen. will attend
hotel. Miami Beach, putting on a pilations.
a special matinee Jan. 23, at Drury
watershow for the Runyon Memorial
Top Latin Sellers
Lane, Of Noel Coward's new musical,
Fiincl, and the Runyon Handicap at
Cla.ssifying the best sellers, "It is "Pacific— 1860." Performance is in.
Tropical Park; Miami, will further felt," McCall said, "that a little more aid of King Georgc'.s Fund for Sailhelp the cancer fund Walter. 'Winthan half of foreign language sales oivs, of which he i.s. patron.
eheU IS propagating.
As soon as the New Jcwi.sh theaconsist of Spanish and Latin-Ameritre has been rebuilt, it will .start
Public relations counsellor Bencan music." He disclosed that the im;)0.rting' Jewish, companies from
jaiiiiii Sonnenberg has a showplace
nt 19 Gramercy Park (former Stuy- top RCA male arti.sts-in point of America,. RiLssia and Austria, with
ve.sant Fish manse).
When Broad- sales are Pedro Vargas and film first one .to import from America
way pals complimented him on the actor Jorge Negrete. Both are Mex- likely to be Maurice Schwartz.
Eugenie Leontovitch expected here
"srand larceny" which makes it all icans.
Heading the femme names
po,s.sible. Sonnenberg cracked, "Grand
are Maria Luisa Landin and Libertad to star in "Caviar to the General"
Street larceny you mean."
by George S. George and herself,
Lamarque.
Sopne
Latino
talent which
opens, at Lnidsey theatre with
Funniest Christmas cards: Florence
havuig a strong U. S. appeal, Robert
Henderson coming from
and Claude Binyon's wired greet- while
in,!,':!,
"We have permission from doesn't regi.ster .so well south of the America to stage -show. , Bonar ColPhilco to issue a Merry Christmas border, McCall a.sserted. "because leano, .Ir.. and John MacLaren will
on Binji.sday."
The other, from frequently they stay in the U. S. so be in support.
Martha Stewart and Joe B. Lewis, long they lose their ability for
enclosing an honest-to-Uncle Sam 'tipica' music."
»i bill, and what looks suspiciously
Washington, D. C.
Classical mu.sic ha.s a wider aplike a $2 racetrack -window,
sub- peal in Latin-America than one
By Florence S. Lowe
captioiiqd. "Rich or poor, it's always
might think. All disks aren't conOutgoing Rep. Clare Boolhe Luce
nice to have money."
fined to the strains of tangos, rhum- and incoming Speaker.of the Hou.se
bas and sambas. For an odd facet Joseph Martin. Jr.,, dining at ShorePittsburgh
that Rogerio ham.
to the disk biz is
"Christmas Eve.", hew tune added
Azcarraga, RCA's Mexico City disBy Hal Cohen
to
"Up in Central ..Park," which
trib, McCall stated, ".sells more Ked
Bobb.v Jcmas,
opened at National theatre thi.s
salesman, in
Seal i-ecords in proportion to the week.
Hospital with bad case of Uu.
John J. Payette. Warner zone
.Donald Buka, young local actor. population than any other market in
hosting company's theatre
manager,
world,''
the
.S^^^^^rt^bj^ Howard Hughes for role in
Commenting on the flock of small- managers for this area at biz huddle
specializing in foreign past week.
Cleveland for a er diskeries
New MacArthur theatre, joint
ueel^to have daily checkups
releases, McCall averred
language
in a
neighborhood operation of Warners
no?ipital there.
"RCA welcomed the competition. It and the Kogod-Burka interests,
Variety Clubber Jerry Veldenzer keeps us on our toes. They can do opens Christmas afternoon.
nas announcod his
Albert Warner, WOL-Mutual news
enga.gement to things which some of the big comt>eraldine, Cohen.
panies can't do. By concentrating, in chief, just over three weeks of
John J, Miiloney, district
to pinch-hitting for news commentator
sales a single -sphere, they leai-n. how
Cecil'Brown. who was on sick list.
maiiager; celebrating 25th
anni with do one. tiling well..''
Director Gordon Douglas and cam.Metro tills, month.
Itusso-.lewish Upbeat
era -crew due here in next couple
Jimmy Spitaliiy's band goes
Notable are Ihc Russian and Jew- weeks to make background shots for
'.'hJ»
back into the Vogue
Terrace Jan. 6 ish fields w.heviv'Winiam Morris, Jr., Eddie Cantor's "If 'Vou Knew Susie."
foi couple
of weeks.
recently set up Compa.ss Records to,
Rick. La Falce. st.ition WWD.C
Artini, of dance
team of Artini and handle Soviet music and Herbert flack, has succeeded brother Frank,.
American citizenship Harris' Stin.sOn aiid Asch records Warners flack, as D. C. drumbeater
rial'v
papers u'
here last week.
which al.'^o has an extensive, catalog for the March of Dirines and Klile-of
Ralph Petti, who acted
Dimes drives.
last season devoted to that type of music. HarMr., and Mrs. Louis Galhcrn. dined
'»<est
\VTAc^^°"-'"-''
WJAb announcing staff. addition to ris said that- interest iii foreign lan- by former Attorney Genera,! and
guage records has been increasiing Mrs. Francis Biddle, other guests inSeller leaving his Carousel
since the end of the war and also cluding Supreme Court Chief Justice
tl^t^^"
°^
to fill a WashRussian
tor
Fred
demand
M.' .'Vin.sbn.- ahd Ju.<itic.es ."Wilthat
inotL
'-'P'*^
pointed
out
ington nitery
engagement.
liain O. Douglas and Robert Jackdisks reached their peak in 1941
„
Barmi'm? *.'^!'^^''^- formerly with the year following the If azi invasion son.
Bo'^ Rhodes'
ba. d\?'l?'^'
of the Soviet Uiiion.
.'^^"'^ Belvedere.
Shi,.?^ ^t'-,
During the war When" masters
•'^P'"'"* a day with her
Miami Beach
Paren i I
were i.mpos.sibVe to g^t from .'Hu.sSia,
By Larry Solloway
Art-Kino,
,2»"et Theatre opening.
.vvith
arrarrged
Harris
M^/ A
Judge Ben Shalleck in town for
J^^'«mann
is the new Ru.ssian film distrib in the U. S., to
Cess ^/"^
vacash.
Soviet
of
soundtracks
li^l^"?,"^'-" ^M''- succeeding cut disk.s from
Karvl Norman added to Club
Who retired,
such as "The Girl from
films
Rinn linl B'-."
« ^-i"^'"^"'
hcrs-Barnum
HaHa show',
Bai- Leningrad."
lev cfr ,f
Tiiis is one example
Una Merkel filed suit for. divorce
Pittsburgh of the resourcelulne.s.s of some of the
th'^ Slin n,.v"l
toi- second
circuit court here.
iiii
successive
5'ear.
McCall
which
diskeries
minor
Bay ;Solger expected here for rest.
pointed Out. Ciisliing in oii a lively Will' stop at Surf Club.
l«md^Wp'°r 1"^^ aequired a hus. demand
Tempo,
Ham Joe Palooka) Fi.'-her at the
for Jewish platters
engagement here,
He's O c-,
I'i"^,
^'">^anga, composer-ar- Records, Coast outfit, recently set up ROney Plaza for hi.'; annual visit.
lanKcV
Hal Herbert an.iilinc Bunty Pendistribution outlets iu the ea.st and
dlctoh for hi.s. swank Sirloin Club.
'^""fo'ti-.Sot his new
•

,'

Beach operation. Will feature dinedance policy.
Club biz still off for most, though from New York.
it's too early to tell how the newly
J. S. Collings. Australian senator,
reopened big spots will do. New gandering Metro.
Year's eve reservations also off.
Alexis Smith laid up \vith a frac-

don's East End.

who

from Mexico

ne.ss.

.

since. ,1937,

in

Chicago on busi-.

to

Christmas..

Monday

husband) Sir Lewis .Casson, to l^e
joint presidents Of .building fund to
ereot.a new Jewish theatre in Lon-

Lang,

-e

Charles (Buddy) Lawton laid up
with flu.
'Sick Powell liew, his own plane to
Phoenix,
Ray Milland to Sun Valley for the

tures
Rex Owen and Al Robinson, with
Alkali Ike,
New Mt. Sinai hospital fund drive
will^stage an all star show in February, with proceeds to go for an
actors wing.
Leon and Eddie's oartied the press

ha.s signed the Dallas
orchestra to appear in
London and big provincial towns
early next year.
John
Pennington,
back
from
America to lead the Royal Philharmonic orchestra at Albert Hall, had
to join local musicians union.
Dame Sybil Thoriidike,'. and her

Matheson

:

.

Cooper

:

Harold Holt

away from England

C.

.

Symphony

Hay and Stephen

'.:

;.'

.

Dan McCiUi

Eamous Docir feaDale Belmont, Buddy Walker,

Massine joins the Sadler's Wells
at Covent Garden as gue.st
artist next month with thr«e of his
ballets.

Ian

.
'

Merian

\\'

New show

company

slaj-e

Theatre Wing hospital production of
"AiiMl Street," which, the Equity
Library Theatre is now presenting
On its' library f'ireuit.
Lou Smith, orcz and g.m. of Rockwith
$10,000,
racetrack,
ingham
Murry Gross, a Boston insurance

.

go to U.S. next year.
Film Renters Assn. held powwow
to di.scuss unreasonable panning of.

WiUiain Saal to Dallas for the holiCity.

week.,

<

may

gitis.

'days.

Lowe

,

:

'

Belli Brown has just
tor Capitol
new iTUisical .story album
Margai'et O'Brien
Record.'^, -starring
a
of a «eries title<r

Billy

Harvey Stone joined Broadway
Colony at Lord .Tarletdn, Follows holidays.
Jan .Murray into <3opacabana next ^ Deborah Kerr

,

'

:'

at Ben Gaines Blackamoor room.
Shirl Thomas is featured in the show.
Hollywood Beach, hotel inaugurated talent poliev; this, week, with
Jan Bart doubling from the Mo-

,

,

Dorothy

Sandpiper room of Gros.<!infier
Pancoast hotel officially opened for
sea.son with Jose Gortez orch.

.

;

DeForest KeUey to Atlanta.
Arlene Smith to :Mexico City.
Ann Dvorak ea.st on vacation.
Jack LaRue divorced in Reno.
Billy De Wolfe to New Orleans.
Lewis Rachmil bedded with laryn-

ter

:

Bing Crosby saga

of the
fnthe Jan. issue-

Hollywood

Jewel Box show features Phil
Leeds, Phyllis Arnold.' Bobby Baxand Ardita Artigas.
Dean Murphy in town making, the

general manager of

is

Great Throat"

'.•Thr

47

additional

for

three weeks.

"Sweellioiilts."
„nnr!.i.'-iil

'

:
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